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DA:,, I WANT TO BREAK DOWN THE 
DA is the nll!H chosen by the subject of this interview in order to shield his identity 
fro• the pryin& ears, eyes and handcuffs of law enforce.ent officials who have eicpreued 
• .,rbid interest in his whereabouts. 
Among OA's work with "objects and events of a lower order" are the following: 

"Dead" billboard llt VaJlejo & Cohmbus Streets, S.F. August 78 

"Rich, Boring?" billboard at Vallejo & Columbus, S.F,. Septelllber 78 

"Cats Fucking" billboard on bank with threats and punishlllent 
including •enage and action "as punishiaent for pre11111ture 
re1110valofthissignonNove111berl"8, 1978,ami:ctureof 
urine and nitric acid has been po1.u·ed in the night depository 
boicofthisbank." 

"food for Machines" perfonllilnce of servo.uchines on May 18, 
1979 at a gas station across froa Washinton Square in S.F. 
whlchconsinedofconveyorbelu c:arryingdeadpiaeons 

~~;~: !\~~!~~fn:P~~v~~~p=~i:i!~~i ~:~:d a t~!a:~i~~b!!r-
pses, poppina them out systematically onto the ground at 
intervals. Taped electronic: sOunds ac:c:o.ipanied the per
foraanc:e that was c:onc:luded by a triggered electric: ex
plosion sending a column of black s.,ke rising over the 
street. 

I don't know what to do about using 
.y na.e •• 

DAMAGE: I can call you "Ji•." 

DAMAGE: This is off-the-wal 1, .but answer 
itan)"tlly,doyouhavea11essa1eyou•re 
trying to deliver! 

DA: It' s kind of pretentious thinking r 
have a message. The kinds of things I do 
are so Idiosyncratic:, $0 different fro11 
whatotherpeoplearedoing. l '111 exprusing 
wholreallya111. lfthereareanyreasons 
or11e.55ageslhavetogivetoanyoneelse. 
1o1ell, ifl.5aldone, I could probably say 
so111ethingelse. lthinkthereshouldbe 
reallyc:raiystuff,stufflikethisall 
theti~outthere, ever)"l'hereatall times . 
I thinkpeopleshouldbeabletowalkaround 
outsideandgoabouttheirdailybusines.5 
andthink"wow,youknowaaybesomething 
strange or scary uy be going on out there 
today, so.ething kind of shocking that 
l'll1ettoseethat$0111eoneputonenti:re
lyror111beneflt." 

DAMAG.E: SO you don't think .ainstreUI 
type art does that? 

DA: I don't think it does a thing. No
body sees that stuff as far u regular 
peoplego.Youhavelikel\ofthepeople 
whoaaybeintellec:tuallyeliteorrich 
whowanttoenhanc:etheirprestigeby 
letting it be knoW'll they support some 
partic:ularart.Maybepeoplegoto•useW11s 
andgalleriesorthetheatretogetin
tellec:tuallysti•ulated. ldon'tknow. 
ldon'treallylikepeoplelikethat. I 
don'tlikeric:hpeople. 

DAMAGE: You're not dealing with pre
detennined valuu, your work is personal?, 

DA: It's personal, personal with a view 
towardsso111esortofc:ollec:tiveanarc:hism 
where people will take responsibility for 
their interactionswithotherpcopleto 
the extent that then'snoneedtobe 
regulated. Lookingintothefuture, lthink 
there'sgoingtobeati11ewhenpeople 
caninterac:twitheac:hotherandbec:onnec
ted with eac:h other thru modem 11eans , 
technology, andregulatethnuelves ac:c:ordin& 
to an internal set of laws that everyone 
agrees on. I think there's already a set of 
laws that everyone b&sic:ally agrees on, 
that is thlt interactions boil down to a 
basic set of co-:m denoainators. People 
have to take responsibility for their ac
tions without thinking about what they 
~bedoin1. 

I hope so.ehow I c:an set an eximple 
with work that's a little offbeat, kind of 
chancy and, if I do, it's because I've 
trained .y.5iilf to sidestep the things I'• 
supposed to do and the way I'• supposed 
to do the•. The ar1ua1mts that you need 
rules that someone else has laid down are 
lies. Most people an indoctrinated to 
theextenttho.ttheyneverareabletodo 
what they want to do. There are a lot of 
peoplethatarerobotswho1o1illneverknow 
it. You can 't c:onvlnc:e them of it. It's 
liketryingtotellso111eonewho'shada 
loboto11ythatthey'vebeenglvenone. 

DAMAGE: People who've had electric 
shoc:kforget .. 

DA: Yeah, l'• trying to break down that 
system,theideathatpeoplehavetodo 
whatthey'retoldbysomeoneorso111ething 
else. ldothingsreallytec:hnic:albecause 
the only way I'• going to have an effect 
onanyone,espec:iallyjusttheregular 
people on the street, is by doing some
thing on the suie order that the rest of 
civilisationisbasedµpon. Itrytodo 
that with 11ec:hanieal .eans. Even compared 
with so-ething like a c:a.puterind factory, 
I'• still doing things 10 years behind. 
Stilltheideainvolvedisdealingwith 
thekindoftec:hnologythat1110stpeople 
dealwith, liketheirtruc:ks,theirc:ars. 
thefactoriestheyworkin. lttakesex
actly the suie infon.atlon to do that as 

hoJdoftec:hnology, thewholething1o1ith 
likebandsgettingholdoftec:hnologyin 
a subversive way. people aaking weird 
.music:andgettinginontheradio. Lots 
andlotsofpeoplefindoutaboutsOlle 
real unusual ways of thinking. You can use 
it. Peoplearetryingtorearranaethe 
whole power structure ... 

lrthat 1'11 doing is muc:h .,re humani
tarian. If I wasn't using aac:hines or if 
Iwun 1 tusingthesyste11that.already 
exists, I'd have to resort to usin& people 
as~robots. l'dhavetohaveaplayor 
somethingwith20orJOpeopletoc:arry 
outmyfantasies.Withaac:hines, lcan 
havetheserobotsdotheslllllething,these 
are Ill)' SERVD-r.alCHANJSMS. 

DAMAGE: What are Servo-Mechanlsas? 

DA: Thesio •chines, they serve me, they 
c:harac:terise., thoughts in a way that is 
probably 111.1ch .ore accurate, if not -.ich 
.ore versatile. Most of the performances, 
mostofthecreativeac:tsyouseetoday 
are trying to duplicate with people the 
kindsofeffec:tsmac:hineshave. You see 
itallthetime-youbreakdownroc:k6 
roll, ithasa"duh-duh,"it'srea\ly 
mechanical. It might have feeling, but 
it'sbasicallyareal,simplemechanical 
breakdown. Most of the eicpori111ental llusic 
youhearisthesameway, realmech:inJcal, 
something a machine could do. 

Your Servo-Mec:hanlslls remind 
.. e of Charlie Chaplin in "Modern Times," 
exc:eptinthefil•Charlie'sc:ontrolled 
by the machines. In this ease, YO\I uke 
control of the aachine and aake it do 
what you want it to. 

DA: It has to do with control. Like a 
lot of other people In tho world, I'• 
a real power-hungry person.~To get the 
power I want, if I didn't do it with • 
111.ac:hines, J'dtrywithpeople. I've 
alwaystendedtodirec:tallll)'fRntasies 
ofcontroltowardobjects,ever·sinc:e 
I was little. If you're controlling a 
lotofpeople,allyouendupdoingis 
takiniiadvantageofthem. 

DAMAGE: The poet Lew Welch "ho dis
appeared in the lllOuntalns about IOyears 
agosaidthatthosepeoplewhoo.rein 
powerreflec:ttheideasofthoirgener
ation,sothatauthorityisalwaysa 
genorationortwobehlndpeoplellke 
ofourgeneration. lt'sanondlosscy-

it takes to run a factory. 
lt'sthesuewiththebillboards. 

Thefac:tthatsolll!Onecangoupthereand 
change anythlna as big as a billboard, 
and do it in broad daylight, and not have 
anyonenotic:eorsayanything ... lmean, 
it'sshockin1. Ifs011ebodyc:andothat , . 
then they c:an do anything! What's to pro
tect any of the system fro• being c:o.
pletely subverted? It's nothin&, you know, 
butpeoplegetusedto thinking that 
thereis.somethingthatprotec:tsit,so111e 
alienfon:ethatkeepseverythingthe 

JS well as among the larger ft>lin 
ite" during copulation is a commo~ 

suie old way. All it ls is just people's 
attitudesfroieninpleC:e. 

DAMAG.E: You don't think technology will 
c:reate.:irerobots? 

DA: There's tec:h.nology as it's u.5ed by 
the forces of power to help the• 111aintain 
power , that's one kind of technology 
and that's pretty -..ch the .. ·ay things have 
been. Butnowthereare.:irepeoplegetting 

The people who will co11e into 
po"'er 1o1ho are our aiie, do you see any 
possibilities of change In them? 

DA: All I know is I find tho.t klnJ of 
shit all the time. I'• in 11y 11id-20's 
now . If I want to mnke .,ney, I h:ive to 
W'llrkforso111eone. lflwantedtodo 
the sons of things [ '111 doin&, il~e 
billboards, lc:ouldn'tandstillmakc 
money working for so111ebody else. So I 
sayfuc:kit!Tomakemoney, !steal 
from people 1o1ho make too muc:h money. 
I steal from people, ric:h corporations 
mainly. If I want to do 11 performance, 
lc:an'tgetpermissionforit, if I want 
to get the materials I use, I could 
never afford it. I'd have to have like 
thousandsofdollars. Jjustgotto 
gooutandfuc:kingstealallthatstuff. 
1'• not 1oing to say where, but it's 
t.heonlywaylhave. lt'stheonlyway 
young people are going to have power 
toc:haniieanything. They've got to rip 
off the system, but not just for their 
own gain. If it's used properly, it can 
be for everyone's gain, you know! I 
think if eweryone becaac a criminal and 
if everyone didn't worry about getting 
permission for what they did, if they 
counted on their inner c:ode to direct 
themto..akeaperfectactionaccording 
to the laws of chance, then, as Jean 
Atp said, a lot aore people would be 
livin& the kind of lives they'd like 
to live. 
DAMAGE: What's like your attitude 
behind the work you're doing? 

DA' f'lll really pissed! I'm pissed that 
things ai;e like they are and I'm really 
frustrated tryin& to get anything done. 
lusedtobealotstraighter, that ... as 

'-the style of the 70's. The style of the 
70's was to work within the system and 
shitlikethatandnothinghappened. 
The only thing that happens when you W'llrk 
insidethesyste111isthatyoumakethat 
systt* you're trying to change stronger. 
I just want to break it. down any way J 
c:an. It seems to be breaking down by it· 
selfwithoutanyhelpatall. Jfit 
really does fall apart of its own ac:c:ord, 
theonlywayit'sreallygoingtomiean 
anythin&isiftherearepcoplewho 
canofferalternativewaystouseresources 
wealreadyhaveavailablethatareboin& 
wa.stednowforstupidthingsthatdon•t 
do people any good. 

DAMAG.E: Do you agTee with Ronald Reagan 
that"progressisouraostimportantpro
duc:t?'' 

DA: Fot 11.e, progress is •Y most iiaportant 
business. Take someone like Ronald Re:igan, 
he's using some hackneyed clich~ about pro
gress to legitimise things he's doing -
which means, to him, progress is mostly 
making money. 

DAMAGE: Are there too uny products 
already? Take, for instance, pa,lntings, 
aretheretoolll8nypaintings? 

DA: Paintings are like baseball. .. Paint
ing is like the word "art," it has'° 
aany bad connotations, it's been misused 
for so long. I 11ean, where do you find 
paintings?Youfindtheminrichpeople's 
houses, you find paintings in people's 
houses who c:an afford them. Nobody c:an 
afford good painting, unless they've got 
alot. of fucking aoney to pay for the 
quality ... but ac:eruinkindofqu.ality. 
Not necessarily good, as far as I'• con
cerned; something isn'~ going to be really 
1ood unless it's new. For me, somethinii's 
not really good unless it's so11e kind of 
experiment. 

DAMAGE: What if your ''Machine Sex" 
piece ended up in the Whitney MuseW11 20 
years ft'Olll now? 

DA: l wouldn ' t allow that in the first 
·place. TheonlythingI'11interestodin 
doing is continuing to do •Y projects. 
When I feel like I'm going to die, I 
wanttoarrangeaplacewherelcanhave 
/fJYlllilc:hinesallaroundmoreorlessin 
operating condition. lwanttohavea 
mechanical tomb for .. yself so people 
c:an see my body on view forever. r want 
tohaveenough110neytomaintalnthat 
kind of 11Useum. If the Whitney called 
-e and said "bring your stuff up to 
New York and you c:an set your things up 
in our 111USeU11~" I'd say no. I'd say 
giveme110neyandl'lldowhatJwant. 
~ybe I'd find a dungeon in Harlem 
like on Ulst street and set up a show 
there and invite people down there 
just to make sure I don't get to .any 
lily-white asses down the:re. The only 
reason I want to come in contact with 
people like from the Whitney is to take 
advantage of the11. I don't essime I 
c:an interact with that se,.ent of society. 
IcanonlyassU11Cthatmyac:tlvieswlll 
help to lessen the power they have. One 
waylcandothatisbytaklngthe 
&aterial resources f:rOll the• which, now, 
Jhavetostea.1. 

lflwasarespec:tableartist liv
ing on grants and scholarships, I'd cut 
alot of fun out of •Y life. Instead of 
waitinii for that to happen by respecta
ble means, you just have to go out and 
rip it off. Jfyoureallywanttoget 
whatyouneed,you•vegottodoitby 
illegal aeans .. 

DAMAGE: Old you ever watch Zorro 
whenyouwereakid? 

DA: Oh yeall, when I was 10 years old. 

DAMAGE: You remind ae of Zorro .. 

DA: I like to style my life after c:hare
ters you find in J.G. 8allardnovels. for 
instance. He sets up a situation with 
modun1 man or woaan in a possible future 
and lets thea react like :rats in aa1es. 
He does that with an attitude like Burrouiihs, 
only two steps beyond because it is real, 
a scientific: iaagery into what happ-ens 
whenpeoplefindtheouelvesrnthosesitu
atlons. 
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DAMAGE: How old were you when you fi1'st 
red Burrou.ahs7 

DA: lfhen I was about la. I read 111 all 
of hh books. l 've always read elqM!lri
iaental fiction because my mo• tried to 
1et .e to read that instead of horTOJ:' 
books. She aot 11e readln1 11xperimiental 
fiction like John Barth, Donald Barthel11e, 
Thous Pynchon, all those weird writ.en. 
She told.elater it was because she 
thouaht it would influence •e because 
basically she knew 1 wu a real hoodh.111, 
a real cri•inal person ... beeaus( l was 
piuedl I was pissed because I haid 1a 
Catholic upbrin1tn1 and I found out it 
was all a lie and all I wanted to do 
was break thina:s, s•sh stuff and steal 
thin1s - th.l.t's 111 I wanted to do. 
She told •e later that it was a w1y of 
containiq that with a sense of huaor, 
of not bein& a cri•inal like everyone 
else, not bein1 a di.mb cri•inal who does 
thina:s and doesn't know why. 

DAMAGE: Did you have a close relation
ship with your motherf 

DA: Oh yeah, I had a a:reat f•ily. We 
never even got in fights. l had three 
brothers. We sat rid of •Y dad a t an 
early age because he fucked-up. He was 
with the Mafia, that's a Iona: story. 
Their attitude was, look, you do any
thing you want to, i( you get lnto 
trouble, call u1 up and we'll be there 
no 11atter what happens, but you take 
responsibility because we don't want 
to sit around and control your life. 
And they never tried to, they gave us pocket 
DOney and were around when we needed the• 
and that was it. They were perfect parents. 
I could steal a car and talk to my parents 
about it. 

DAMAGE: Did you steal inany cars? 

DA : We used to stHl cars all the time. We 
used to steal things and destroy things 
continuously . In fact, when J was 12 years 
old, I used to pack a gun all the time. 
We used to shoot out picture windows. 
twas inagangcalledtheFuckersJsland 
Gang. 

DloMAGE: Do you have anything to say to 
kids who want to do the kinds of things 
you do? 

DA: Yeah, I do. In the first place, if 
you're young, you should especially get 
into it because it's alot easier. When I 
was really young, I didn't know what t 
wanted, but I knew if t was going to do 
anythina original, I'd have to learn how 
to do it. So the first thing I teamed 
was the ordinary language. I learned the 
.ost basic technoloaical languages and I 
learnedtheonesthatinterestedae,the 

90St. I teamed a little about electronics, 
alot about -chanics, about the way thina:s 
work. From that basic background of infor-

~t~~~· u!d:::t:~!et~: ~:.,~a!~~:u~!e things. 
alot better off, es~ially in the event 
the syste• caves in. 

I think another thing, besides under
standing technology, is to know a little 
bit about criminal activity and What you 
can get away with. You can really 1et away 
with anythin1 if you really know that it's 
WNni for people to have huge a1110unt1 of 
1J10ney. You un isteal from these people and 
you'll never get caua:htl You'll never get 
caught I If you really know that Wliiityou 
are doing is right or, in any case, is not 
wrong, it'is impossible to aet caught. 

DAMAGE: Black kids fro• the Projects 
in North Beach steal fro• tourists around 
the Cannery all the time and 1et away with 
it usually .. 

DA: They're in a situation where they can't 
get jobis. I've worked with lots of white 
employers and they hate negroes , inan, they 
just don't like the•, they don't ]'f&nt to 
hire the•. They don't want to hire them be· 
cause they can't get persona.I with the111, 
they won't allow themselves. It' s al90st 
ii.possible for black people to get a. fair 
shake so thay 11ight as well stea l things. 

!e!~!n~a!~e~ro~w~~~a!~~!n:~p~:u~~I 
you understand why they're doina It, you'll 
never have it happen to you. If it does 
happen, it's because you' re not ~n tun!.= 
with what, you're doing. The touruu with 
nice cars are provoking the111. 

DAMA.G&: Wbo ne the biggest culprits 
to 13 and 14 year-old kids in blocking 
them ... in lett1n1 the11 know that their 
liveabelong to the.7 

~t: t~:e w!;a:~~/~~y f~~d i~u~h~~e t:~!~~ s still 
enouah infol"9ation around to figure that 
out. On the other hand, there' is not any
thing around to give the• that kind of 
encourage11ent, there's nothin& going on· 
that could direct that hatred, that kind 
of confusion into s011ethin1 that's going 
to change things. They're just pissed and 
they don't know why, they don't ~hat they 
can do about it. I got alot of d1rection 
fro• the youth 90ve11ent in the 60's - it 
helped 11e team that thinis were fucked
up and I learned why or who was •y ene.y. 
The punk 90ve111ent tried to do that, but 
it was basically kind of an avant-garde 
thing. People who were 1111d, who knew . 
a little bit about the proble111 and tr1ed 
to put itinafon11thatstoodout for 
lots of people. It didn't work - it was 
suppressed. 

• 
DAMAGE: Why do you think it was able 
to be suppressed so easily? 

DA: Lack of eneqy. The waves over now 
and the whole things dyina down. The 
only reason thinas are dyina: down is be
cause nobody wants to ret off their ass. 
No one's willing to spend 14 hours a day. 
bustin1 their i.ss tryina to find a new 
way of sayina the SUICI kind of thing. 
There's no new ways to be rilally radical 
and that's reall.y sad. The only thing 
that's going to help 13 and 14 year-old 
kids is for them to 1et SOM kind of 
imput thru a counterculture that's a 
little older than theia, but that's not 
part of the culture. ' 

O.K,, there'is violence, but it's 
senseless violence. There has to be 
some kind of organisation thn' s opposed 
to the organisation of society. Most 
11eople don't give a shit any.ore. 

DAMAGE; Is it iaportant for people 
to do it on their own, to set living 
eU11ples? 

DA: People have to know about. each 
other. There are a lot of things l 
know that other people don't know, but 
everyone has a limited scope of resour
ces. Alot of time , you can help some
one by turning them onto your resources. 
Sharing something you have. There's such 
a heavy individualhtic thing to this 

~~~~~· w~~~r~~ s k~~w~u~s~~:l~~!t;o~~~le 
justgotabunchofassholes.:hothink 
they 've got the best ideas and no o~e 
careswhatanyoneelse'sexporienceu, 
becausetothe111it'saweakness. 

People are a little less friendlier 
today. They just throw their hate a~und 
a little 1110re. The only way to organi:z:e 
an)'IDOreisifwehavestrongindividual 
members w!io know each other's work, so 
thatifanythin1badhappens,they'll 
know who each other are and where to find 
them. There've been a few protests, like 
anti-Dfane Feinstein protests at West 
Portal Station. There have been so.e suc
cessful attetlpts at oraanhed activity. 
I don't think there's MICh ad11anta1e to 
bein1 a group that is anti-society. It's 
nice having a group identity, but as soon 
as y,ou try to get too oreanhed, your 
power can be circumvented. If you're 
separate, but linked to1ether, you're 
alotsafer.Youdon'thavetoco111Cand 
band together. The only way that's 
going to ... man, you look down in th~ 
Mission District and you see these little 
greaser kids, you see the111 and they . 
want to know what's going on with this 
new wave stuff. They're all getting 
down, wearing toot suits and stuff. 
I walk down the street and they all want 

,, INTERVJ EW BY 

FRANK TALK 

. ... 

to talk to - now. A couple of 90nths ago 
they wanted to beat • up, now they 
want to know what the fuck's aoing on. 
They're a bunch of confused kids and 
they're .ad an,d they don't know why things 
are the "8;" t.hey are. They see these 
weirdos walking around and t~y look like 
they've a:ot so•ethina going on, maybe 
they've got soae kind of transcendent 
attitude about what's 1oin1 on. Aho, 
it's a nostalgic futurhed version of 
sa-ethina they can still be nostala:ic 
about, like in the SO's when life was 
a little easier and .Ort fun, wearing their 
toot suits again. 
~E: More ro1111J1tic as woll. 

DA: Yeah, it b a romii.nt.ic thing to the111. 
You never know, 1111ybe a feli yea-rs fro• now, 
you could have thousands of people, a real 
big 110ve11ent, a popular uprising. There 
needs to be something around in society 
that kids can look up to, soiaething they 
can see that they know is going to be a
round for a while. There needs to bo some
thing different, that's all. 

• 



Left to Rig)Jt: Johnny Walker, R.H. and William of the Deaf Club 

ROBERT 
T A L- K .S 

interview by mia culpa 

ROBERT HANRAHAN IS ONE OF THE MEMBERS OF "WALKING 
DEAD," A MUSIC PRODUCTION TEAM BEST . KNOWN FOR THE 
SERIES OF CONCERTS THEY PRODUCED AT SAN FRANCISCO'S 
CLUB FOR THE DEAF . ROBERT IS ALSO THE MANAGER OF 
THE OFFS AND DEAD KENNEDYS. 

Damage: Oh, the cottage cheese has 
arrived. This could save my life. Ok, 
the Oeaf Club was closed by the fire 
department on the nfght of its re.-opening. 
There was talk about violation of Section 
5.15. What's 90ing on now? 

R.H . : ~/ell, today it worked out and the 
way 1t worked out it seems we're not 
going to be able to open for some time, 
because of that one individual complaining 
to a "passing~ fireman. 

Damage: Who complained? 

R.H.: Off1c1a.lly, it's Frank franzella, 
fire Department Inspector. He said that 
this guy just came"'tp to him and said he 
wanted to prevent something from happening 
inside, that he only wanted to see that 
no one got hurt. The fire department was 
totally unaware of our existence before 
that, so they say. We could have contfn
ued indefinitely had no one complained. 
Except for this one person who felt he was 
doing us a corm1unity service, saving us 
from ourselves. It's a good Christian 
mentality -- save the pagans and the 
infidels from themselves. 

Damage: What are the fire department's 
demands? 
R.H.: We have to install either another 
fire exit or fire corridor, or"else a 
sprinkler system. 

Damage: How come when you ta I ked to them 
yesterday they told you the only problem 
was the lack of a Ka11.imum Occupancy sign 
posted on the wall? Each time it gets 
more elaborate. 

R . H.: Well, I called them again .... they 
saidcheckback. Icheckedbackand 
they said we don't really know how we can 
helpyou,ca11CityHa11. Thethird 
person I talked with was really, I don't 
know what your problem is. Today we just 
went into one room and waited until the 
second person finally helped us. 

Dariage : So to speak. 
R.H.: Yeah, he didn't really help us. 
Atleastheletusknow. The inspector 
who serYed us on Saturday night came out 
from the batk room and was actually very 
helpful. lt'sjustamatterofresolving 
itnow. It'sjusta111atterofcashand 
time, being able to put up with the 
bwreaucracy. But I assumed that e~entual
ly I would have to do this. That one 
noise abatement cop I'd 111ade contact with 
after the last tin! they closed us down 
brought that up: that after the police 
departlll@nt, thefiredepartmentandthe 
healthdepartment,thebuildinginspector 
would be interested in us, the whole 

thing ad 1nf1n1t1111, and we'll probably 
have to run the gal!llt of eYery bureaucra
tic agency in town to keep the Deaf Club 
going. So in the meantime we'll find a 
disposable venue where we can put some
thing on until we can re-open. Because 
1t stifles the deaf people's activity 
there. Like this weekend they're having 
thh Deaf Bowling Conference and they had 
planned on having the Urge play on Friday. 
So now it's cancelled. I'm sure they're 
gonna come by on Friday and check, or if 
someone complains .. 

Damage: How much capital would be in
vohed with another fire e11.it or a 
sprinkler system? 

R.H.: For a sprinkler system, the fire 
·inspector estimated about four or five 
thousanddollars. As for the sound 
proofing we did before , the !IU.Y we work 

with, Jim Keylor, is an eng.ineer and 
carpenter. He's crone all the carpentry 
work along with Will lam (of the Deaf 
Center.) Everythlng'sbeenvolunteered. 

Oamage1 Everything's been donated or 
come directly out of the Deaf Club? 

R . H . : It all comes out of their own 
pocket. But see, it's pecul111r. They're 
able to finance things and then get away 
with paying it over a long period of time. 
They have debts that stretch back four or 
fiveyearsthatnoone'sbotheredtocol
lect. There's something really unusual 
with them that they're somewhat exempt. 
They're almost true anarchists in the 
sense that they always operate on their 
own terms. As far as bureaucracy goes, 
they're almost totally outside of it. 
That's where this real bond comes from, 
I think. Why bother with those guys ff 
you don't have to? I feel the same way. 
I don't feel compelled to participate with 
City Hall. I'll do it if it's going to 
improve the quality of what we're doing 
andifit'snecessarytocontinue. But 
only on our own terms, the way we've been 
doing it all along. That's the way I be
lieve we should operate with bureaucra
cies, ·not give into a colon.ialist rri?ntal
ity and give up things in order to appease 
them. I was talking to Supplies the other 
day. It seems there's a Feinstein cOITllli
sion going around the neighborh'ood around 
Valencia & 16th to remove some of the 
signs because they feel they're tacky. 
There'sthiswholeairthatthesignsare 
cheap pop signs and stiould be removed. 
They're part of the feeling of the neigh
bortiood you know, but they don't like it-
it's not quite Union Street. They're 
going to"try to change our neighborhood 
to suit their ideals. 

Damage: Do you want to go over a bit of 
pasthfstory? 

R.H .: Last October the Jilaniacs were put
ting on shows, Linda tlakamura and some 
other people. I went to a few of the1r 
meetings and I was impressed with what 
they were doing. I was involved with 
bands and was interested fn seeing things 
cont1nue. I was always looking for some 
placethatcouldbedeveloped,andthenI 
was on Valencia Street one day and saw 11 
Hall for Rent notice. I went up and there 
were three guys in the batk watching tv 
without the sound on. They pushed 11 pad 
and pencil towards me, we started exchang
ing notes and the ne11.t thing we were doing 
a show on Deceoiber 2. It worked rea 1 ly 
well and they enjoyed it. Before, they 
had no awareness of the music and had 
never considered going to a show. They 
were totally removed from ft. They're 
socialized differently, they have their 
own groups, like there's a national deaf 
scene, there's a deaf culture. The young
er deaf people are even more conscious of 
it. They make 11 point of bringing it out 
as much as possible. We participate with 
that up to the degree that we can. Really 
what the deaf people enjoy 1s seeing the 
bands. Their favorite bands are the most 
kinetic, the most colorful ones. They 
wanted a show so we did one for them on 
flew Year's Eve. 

Damage: This was for an e11.clusively deaf 
audience? 

R.H . : Yeah, this was Just for the deaf. 
They wanted that. We were thinking of 
having a New Year's party somewhere but 
there weren't many options open in the 
way of halls. Who wants to haYe a Hew 
Year's party at the Mabuhay? There's 11 
certain special quality about really en
joying yourself rather than being in an 
enviroMll!nt where you're a customer. The 
thing I really like about the Deaf Club 
1s that you're roore a participant, and 
thepeoplewho~theplacearepartici
pants as well. The party went over real 
well. A lot of hearing people came to 
thattoo. ltturnedouttobeapretty 
mixed audience. 

Damage: What was the first time like? 

~~ ~O~ I Py~;. an 1 a;;:em~~~ 1 ~;~0~h!n b:~~s 
place downtown and they gave me a cheap 
rental Shure P.l!..forSSO. It's a public 
address system, it's not even a real sound 
system. I brought the stuff to the club 
anil there wasn't anyone there, absolutely 
no one. I thought 'Oh no, I wanna go 
home.' I didn't even want to leave the 
houseinthefirstplace. EYeryonehad 
beenseriouslyquestioningit. Sol set 
up the sound system and eventually the 
Offs showed up and the Mutants showed up 
later. And then at 11 o'clock an amazing 
nUfllber of people showed up, inaybe 150 or 
200. And all we had clone really was 
fliers, because I have an attitude about 

publicity which is that you really begin 
after a certain point to merchandize some
thing. Ineverwatittoseethebandsmar
keted like a piece of meat or a salami 
sandwich or a bo11. of cereal. I don't want 
toseeitthatcontained. Soafterthat 
we had some shows and it just seemed to 
goon. 
Damage: And it's ilQportant to you that 
theDeafClubsurvivesasavenue? 
R.H.: Hore than as a venue, I see it as 
aculturalcenter. lt'sfunctioning'not 
only as a deaf cultural center but as a 
punk cultural center as well. The more 
established venues in town have e11.1sted 
solely for the proprietorship of the 
Yenue .. and the only thing they're known 
for is the name. When bands haYe gone 
out on road tour they've gone out under 
the name of the yenue. We'N! trying to 
extend a 11ttle beyond that and try and 
do something for the culture rather than 
go and create a property that could be 
marketed on tv. We're trying to do 1t 
with a little integrity which I think 1s 
totally absent in any type of entrepre
neurship, in any of the clubs In town. 

Damage: The feeling at the Deaf Club is 
differentthenanyotherplace ... 
R . H.: Yeah, you can go there and be 
responsible for your own actions. We're 
not going to be police. Unless something 
really drastic happens, we're not going 
to intervene. There've only been two 
people who've been thrown out of the club. 
One guy for trying to pick a fight with 
Freddie Nobody who's helping out at the 
door. He got really belligerent and 
obno11.ious with Freddie and then belliger
ent with me so we put h1m outside. And 
then there was another guy who was going 
aroundpinchingwornenontheass. Heand 
this one woman were going to get into a 
fight so we broke it up and threw hi11 out. 
If we get a coiq:ilaint, first we'll check 
it out to see whether or not it's Yal1d, 
ratherthanjustbereactionary. Wedon't 
believe in throwing people out just be
cause we don't like them. 

Damage: Do you have anybody in mind? 
R . H.: Now TOlmly Tadlock, there's a point 
in question. He shut the lights off twice 
on Saturday night. I hopethfsgetsout. 
People should really know who's responsi
ble, or irresponsible. 

Damage: You mean that wasn't Just an act 
ofGod? lthappenedjustbeforethe 
uniforms arrived. 

R.H.: Oh no. Tormiy had worked with Tu11.
edo Moon and is now producing records 
around town. He deHberately shut the 
lights off because of SOl!le petty grudge 
he's holding against the Mutants. He had 
done that twice, and I didn't threaten him 
physically but I did threaten him and make 
him aware of what he was doing. The guy 
is totally irresponsible. We didn't take 
him outside and beat the shit out of hi• 
fordoingit. Thoughthat'sanalterna
tiYe. 



Damaga1 If and when the Deaf Club re
opens, are you still going to maintain 
certainpractlces11kelettingthebands 
do their own publicity ff they t1ant, 
trying to noid a pecking order and so on? 

R. H. : I don't think they should feel the 
needtopublicfzettlemselves11kethat. 
I thinkabandshouldbe1110reconscious 
of wlllt they're doing fn terms of their 
i111age, because they're essentially mer
chandizing the111selves. You see, the club 
e11.lsts solely for the bands because the 
bands are an integral p1rtofourculture 
right now. And as it changes ind growS 
1nd we begin to e11.pand thlt's gonna 
change, but right nav the foc1l point is 
generally the music scene. The club func
tions for the bands and for th@ people 
thatenjoytheln, there's that interaction. 
lftheb.tndsfeel theyneedtoputup 
postersthat'sffne,butldon'tfeel the 
need to merch1ndize the club and turn it 
Into a cofl'l!IOdfty. We've already estab
lished some things like the door price, 
which Is three dollars. There's really 
noneedtoe11.ceedathreedollardoor. 
There'sgolngtohavetobeachangeof 
policy about capacity. We're going to 
have to severely limit it now. ' 

Dam.age: Did the city authorities give 
you any idea of what the max will be? 
R.H . : You figure it out by your square 
foot1ge divided by seven. The usable 
space between the bar and the back room 
ts maybe 2,000 square feet. I think we 
can realistically look for about 200 
people and still be within the realms of 
possibility. 
Dam.age: How do you work out who ' s going 
to headline? 
R.H.: We don't want to iq>aSe some kind 
of dogma or policy on the bands. They're 
responsible to show up and play and that•s 
it. We were trying J.o get the idea out 
that they should dKide for themselves who 
was going to play first, but on Saturday 
they l\adn't arrived early enough to talk 
about ft. Whoever got there earliest went 
on first. The whole idu we had was to 
give the headline to the out of town 
band. Like practically everyone is either 
working a day Job or starving and playing 
at night. No one Is re111ly making money 
off the music. Everybody made $173 and 
Walking Dead Productions made $173. We 
didn't spend anything for advertising but 
some people had wanted to put out posters 
and we said sure. It wasn't like we en
couraged them, they felt like doing it. 
They've been Incredibly supportive --
Jack Fan, Garret and Durlap. 

Dil!Uge: What h possible In the •an
ti•? 
R.H.: One of the things I want to do Is 
encourage people to do performance and 
f1lm there. This space could be utilized 
while we're getting straightened out. We 
don't have to abandon 1t totally and not 
go there. I really encourage everyone to 
go and participate with the deaf people. 

Dam&.9e: Kaw many people are Walking Dead? 

R. H.: There's myself, Jim Keylor, Johnny 
Walker and Peter Worrall. Walking Dead 
grows out of lllY interest in the Deaf Club 
but e11.tends beyond that Into a record cocrt
pany. We're going to be releasing the 
Deaf Club 1lbum shortly, also we're going 
to try to produce singles by local bands 
andcreatesOllll!typeofcatalogueand 
viable record COllPany-that will be an al
ternative to the major record labels. 
We need to be strong enough so that when 
it comes to the point when we have to 
men:hand1ze ourselves and eir.lst as pro
duct we're gonna have enough integrity 
and not fall victim to ... like what's 
happened with Devo. Devo's our best 
example .. 

Damage: Of what not to do. 
R.H . : When I was in New York I made a 
point of going around to the record com
panies and booking agents to ask questions 
and learn what these people were doing. 
There's really no need to part1clp1te with 
those people. The problem we' 11 probably 
encounter is with distribution. In addi
tion to having a record company and an 8 
track recording studio we need to go arid 
work on some type of distribution. We're 
also working on booking other bands from 
out of town and from out of the country. 
We don't want to get caught up in that 
needtoproduceproduct. WfththeDeaf 
Club, beyond the bands our idea is to open 
up to performance and ffhn and to have re· 
corded111Uslc. Llkekeeptheplaceopenas 
late as possible. The Idea for Saturday 
night w1s to stay open til dawn, until the 
sun came up. 
Da11149e: Kaw par1nofd should we get about 
thel\aras~ntoftheclub? 

R.H.: We shouldn't be paranoid. 

Damage: Do you think it's been sort of 
arbitrary so far or has the city really 
been consciously trying to shut down the 
Deaf Club? 
R.H.: I can't really say that until I 
talk to someone. I'd really like to see 
the Queen of Hearts and talk with her and 
find out what's going on. I don't think 
it's that blatant. I don't think she's 
like on the hot line, you know, "Hello? 
Granzella? CrulseValenclaStreetand 
bust them punks." It might be like the 
ThomasPynchonnovelCryin9oflot4g 
where you go through levels of paranoia 
until you make the ultimate discovery 
that It's actually nothing, that it's 
something we're manufacturing. And a lot 
of it happens that w.iy. I think the club 
operates on a psychic level. That's why 
the feeling fs there. There's a real am
biance about the place that doesn't exist 
elsewhere. I think we need to objKtively 
investigate who our friends are 1nd see if 
we hue any real enemies, and to confront 
our enemies with th@ problem and try to 
resolve It as dlrKtly as possible. 

Da.age:What about charges of elitism? 

R.H . 1 It's really thrilling for me to see 
new faces come to the Deaf Club. But ft's 
not like this is an Institution or any
thing like that, like we're enrolling more 
pupils. After Joel Selvln did a piece on 
uslntheChronlcle-pinkpages,alotof 
people showed up looking like displaced 
persons. They came to see what it was 
like. Media publicity like that Is not 
what we need. If these people want to 

~~1~~1~~a~~~· I t~{~~l r~:ht· no~t~ :::!d 
to be somewhat protective because every
one's seeing gold mines, you know, they 
have dollars in their eyes, it's 1 great 
chance to get your teeth fbed and pay 
your rent. But there are other ways to 
do that. Everyone needs to work it out 
themselves. But ultimately what we're 
trying to do 1s develop some kind of econ
omic Independence for a large group of 
people. 
Damage: That's been tried before .•.. 

R.H.: Hippie cui'ture made the error of 
totally buying into capitalist ideology 
andthebandsencouragedthat. Therewas 
a whole industry associated with that -
besides the music there was the prolifer
ation of all these things. 
DalQage : There was also an Incredible mys
tification about beirig able to live fn the 
world and somehow live beyond or outside 
of ft at the same time which is hopeless. 

R.H.: Ye1h exactly, it really Is hope
less. Hippies couldn't really weather the 
criticism you know, had to prove them
selves acceptable. Their strategy was to 
goandmakee11.cusesforthe111selvesand 
eventually sUrt working within capitalist 
structure. I think we're pragmatic enough 
that we realize what the problems are and 
how easily we can be co-opted. And I 
thinkeveryone1t1ho'sinvolvedhasapretty 
decent awareness of what power Is 1nd how 
to utilize it for the benefit of the com
munity. We've begun to solidify enough to 
the point th1t a culture has developed. 
It's not as rigid as the hippy culture 
where you could buy a book or some type of 
instruction or wear a certain gannent and 
buy into it. You can't really buy into 
ft. It's not like being dictated to, 
where you open up the book and learn to 
steal you know -- steal the book. It 
requires a considerable cornnitment 
ratner tnan an 1nvestment fn certain pro
ducts in order to participate. Like with 
our company, our plan is to put our of
fices on Ski!! Row because I think the peo
ple 1t1ho're going to be able to come there 
are the ones who wfll be able to penetrate 
that and it'l 1 be accessible to them. BJ.It 
the other people, If they're not able to 
penetrate that, we don't want to deal with 
them anyway. 

Dil!Uge: You get crltlciSlll frOM both ends. 

R.H . : I've been charged of being very ex
clusive, like you're recycling the same 
300 people by doing things the way you ire, 
by not advertising and so on. The woman 

" ... ULTIMA~ELY WHAT WE' 
RE TRYING TO DO IS DE
VELOP SOME KIND OF EC
ONOMIC INDEPENDENCE FOR 
A LARGE GROUP OF PEO
PLE ... " 

who works for Bill Gi-aham said she was 
surprised by the things I've been say-
ing -- she thought l wa.s an lntelllgent 
person! That! hadnofdeaofprofes
sionalism, the lights fn the club were a 
joke ... But it's all purposeful, I mean 
we haven't installed lights simply be- · 
cause we feel they're unnecessary and at 
times ostentatious. We don't need to go 
into this thing where you charge seven 
dollars to support a show, we don't need 
to make people pay that n1.1ch money. It's 
not really necessary. It doesn't cost 
that much to put on a show. We don't need 
to make enonnous sums of money and havE! an 
economic elite develop. We've had people 
come to the club and flash New West press 
passes and we say ok, that ·rr-betliree 
dollars. And they're shocked -- but we 
can t1rite about you, we can give you al 1 
kinds of publicity. Ads in the pink sec
tion, four color separation posters, we 
don'tneedthatkindoftning. Dnenlght 
Black Randy came to the door and announced 
'Black Randy party of twelve.' It was 
like they all had money and I said 'Black 
Randy party of none, it's three bucks 
apiece.' He was flipped. We let him in 
and a half hour later two guys were c.irry
ing him out because he had passed out 1n 
the bathrOOlll. The curious thing Is that 
some people view us as the enemy and in
sist on trying to get a1t11y with not pay
ing. They're totally bound up by rhetoric 
and they show no understanding of the club 
andnorespectforthebands,becausethe 
money's e:ventually going to the bands. 

Damage: You' re not discour1get! about the 
futureoftheDeafClub? 
R.H.: You can open a place and get tt 
functioning at zero budget. I believe we 
can do it cause we've done It in the past 
and we can do it again. You can do what
ever you 1t1ant under any circumstance'>, but 
thethingyou'veqottorealize Is tholt 
it's going to take an enormous COllllll~nt 
an<1 1i-s going to involve tlate. l'eople 
can be responsible for themselves. People 
don't need to be p>.1shed .iround, people 
don't need to be told what to do. Ant! Jf 
you allow people to be thellselves .ind show 
them a little bit of respect. H's not 
utopian at all to think that they're going 
to begin to particfp.ite with other people 
and begin to cooperate. 

7 DAMAGE 
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You may be the most controversial 
concert promoter who ever lived. 
Lots of people hate you, some peo-
le love you, everyone seems to have 
something to say about you. How come? 

DIRK: I might be controversial in other 
people's minds. I'm certainly not contro
versial in my own mind. I'm just a char
ming, delightful individual. 

Then what's their problem? 

DIRK: Primarily lacking a sense of htunor. 
Secondly, they' re devoid of any sense of 
reality as to the operation of a theatre. Most 
of the complaints seem to stem from the 
fact that I've insisted on a tight door. 
Our formula of compressing the schedule to 
be able to present 3 groups between 11: 00 
and 2: 00 requires constant pressure on all 
concerned to get the act up and off the 
stage in time. While this constant change 
on stage gives off an aura of high energy, 
it also creates tension. While this con-
cept gives more artists the opportunity 
to present their work to an audience, it 
also shortens their time . This latter fact 
is a distinct advantage for the audience 
in most cases becauses it forces the artist 
to put forward their best. 

However, it seems to smart some egos. 
And, in addition to these things, we still 
have to get the audience. out by 2: 00 in order 
to remain in compliance with the state laws 
governing the Mabuhay. 

I view my role as that of an admini
strator representing the artist with the 
ownership of the "four walls" of the Mabuhay, 

to being a mediator between the artists in
volved in each show . . . tc provide the day-to
day continuity. 

Collecting money has never ranked 
high in making anyone popular. I think it's 
very selfish, particularly of American audi
ences, to think they should be on a perpetual 
guest list. To me, that's totally wrong. 
The artist has the same needs as the members 
of the audience, plus the expenses of the 
performance itself. What the hell is the 
artist supposed to live on? Indifferent 
applause? We live in a Tip-off society and 
the ones' screaming "free music! Stop the 
rip-off11 strike me as being blind to their 
own rip-off. 

But there are plenty of rip-offs ... 

DIRK: Yes, there are plenty of incidents 
in which audiences are not given equitable 
return for their money and ti.me. When what 
is paid for performa11ce and production values 
is siphoned off to buy off someone's ego 
with three Rolls Royces. Where it seems more 
is spent on hype than production values. 
However, on the other hand, many people ignore 
that art - music- experimenting with theatrical 
concepts is expensive. On top of that, you 
never knoWwhether the damn thing is going 
to work or not. This leads the money-oriented 
individuals to seek the safety of endless 
repetition of successful formulas. From my 
perspective, that• s where the greatest danger 
of rip-off exists, ie, the revivals that 
clutter up legitimate theatre on Broadway, 
the movies, the Bee' Gees, Disco ... all stagnant. 

Rock and roll, for me, is contempor
ary theatre. Speaking of rip-offs, recently 
we had an interesting situation. I was 
approached by the wife of an artist well
known for his innovative approach to music 
and theatre. She indicated she was "going 
out on her own to explore" and would I book 
her band. I immediately scheduled a date, 
feeling here's a person walking in the sha
dows of someone hailed and lionized by the 
media ~and the audience, wanting her crack 
at it. As it turned out, she styled herself 
more the "mentor" than a participant in the 



croup. The act did not co.e off the way we 
had represented it in our ads. After the 
show and the furor had subsided, I reviewed 
llY files to see if I had been aisled and, 
in tlll'TI, •isled the audience. I asked ayself 
''llhat had we ekpected her to perfona for us? 
Hid we evel' seen her perfona? What was her 
art form?" Maybe her "art form" was to create 
the croup's facade or front ... yes, to act 
as a front for so.eone else .. 

sort of like Andy Warhol? 

DIRK: Ri&ht, perhaps it was really a "creat 
art experience" thU .,st of us •issed and 
uybe those individuah who received a refund 
really didn't get intothcspiritofthe 
performance that evening. I think what you've 
got here Is another ciuuaple of the interesting 
strugalc between the perceiver and wha.t the 
111edia leads you to cJ:pect. 

lmakeal1ving,where? 

I assume from the Mabuhay? 

DIRK: I don't make a cent out of it. Last 
year, I invested $8,600 of •Y own television 
earnings to pay production costs of printi.ng, 
adverti sing, staff, etc. at the Mabuhay. 

So why are you doing it? 

DIRK: lt' salongrangcplanoridea , a 
drea11orwhatevcryouwanttocall it. It's 
11ygoalasanartlst-myart form is that 
ofproducer/director, 11yntedi1111is fi.111, 
television and theatre. 9ycars11golwrote 
11 show as 11 proposed swruner replacement 
for the Red Skelton s how on CBS called 
"Whatever." The idea was to we11ve together 
the creative, visual u:pressions of fllaakers, 
video artists, dancers, sculptors, etc. 
These independently arrived at pieces could 
be different ti.c lengths. One of •Y objec
tions to tv is its identical tilllC structure, 
JO, 60, 90 •inutcs; 6, 12, lB co-ercial in
terruptions, spacedatsetlntervalsof.. 

• 
I 

Obviously extremely limiting. There arc 
thoughtpatternswhichtakcthrec111inutcsto 
explore and after th11t are a bore and, on 
the other hand, thcrcarcideaswhichrc
quire a longer time to properly express. 
And no 11110unt of rditing or creative re
arrange.cnt will do the• justice. My fol'lllllt 
proposal requested an hour in pri•c ti•c 
for a potpourri of expressions - visual 
pieces that could not writ a full pro-
gru on their own, but when presented 
together with other works would fill 
out the established time patterns of lV. 
These works would aakc theil' appearance 
al90St like a iuest on a talk shoW. 
The host would shift the audience's atten
tion fro• one to the next. Where the 
"ratin& appeal" of the individual piece 
would not be the criteria for presenting 

:~~ ~~~t:~:~~e~h;i~::i:~l~i~! the 
audience appeal. The network people 
though the idea had -rit, but rejected 
it because they felt it was iapossible 
to collect enough •atcrial. Over the last 
20 years, working u a television director 
and producer on a great nuaber of remotes, 
"live location telecasts," I've encountered 
the challenge of having to coapro•ise 
thc'quality of the telecast for the live 
pcrfor.ance or visa-versa. A very frustra
ting experience for a.II concerned. So I 
bcganuplorlngtheideaofcreatinga 
space in which I could produce a concert, 
a draaa, any kind of show or theatre and 
be able to record the event without co.pro
•ising the quality of the perfot"Qnce either 
for the live audience or the h09ie viewers. 
It occured to - to set up •Y o>m studio 
facilitywhichwouldserveasorbeathea
tre in which ::artists would present their 
works. This would allow - to spend ay ti•e 
and cTeative energies overco11ing the chd
lcnges of inherent in "live versus ho•e 
viewers.•• 

In setting up this video facility, 
I c1<plorcd L.A., N.Y. and S.F. I chose 
theCitybecauseofitsreadilyavailable 
pool of creative people, its hinory of 
tolerance, i.tsrclativelyi;11allgcographic 
spread and the we:i.ther which, for ae, is 
.ore stiauhtine than L.A. OT New York 
City. The problem wa s how could I bring 
:i.11 these clements together 11nd get the 
progra• I envisioned. 

So you discovered the Mab. a Filipino 
•family style• restaurant and piano bar? 

DIRK: Ycs,a llvcthcatreofgrcatdivcr
sity: dance, draaa. c011cdy, ausic. circui; •. 
I wanted it al l. And that's exactly what 
we've had at the Mabuhay for al1110st five 
years. The "in-acdia" only dlscoveretl it 
when the first punk groups c1111e to it, at 
that ti-.e there was a Jr.ind of punl aware-
ness. But we'd been doing theatre way be· 
fore that. for two and a half years. The 
Mabuhay, in tcr"lls of ujor -dia coverage, 
has existed three years, but prior to that 
I had staged Les Nickelettes. a feainist 
guerillac09edygroup,wchaddonetheStraight 
People's Theatre which staged a couple of 
plays by colleagues of Andy Warhol. we put 
on George Shearing, benefits for a ballet, 
all sorts of thingi;. Then the Nl,ll\S and 

Mary Monday ca.e along, it was a continu
ation of the idea of cross-pollinatin&, 
o! aaking it a hanaout for journalists, 
fil ... kers, people doin& things .. 

Not very controversial, . . 

DlRK: So- works were highly controversial 
and also the controvery entered because 
a number of people saw the Club out of his
torical perspective. It w11 "who's this 
s.o.b. uptheTecollecting?" lfyouanaly-
1e the collecting, the Mabuhay is not 
owned by ae. It's owned by Ness Aquino 
and his fuily, a fa.aily that had suffered 
greatfinancialsetbacksatthetl.,ethat 
I came along~ I offered to renegotiate 
withhiscreditorsandwiththetaxpeople 
if he'd give •e access to the building seven 
nights a week. The thing was to use the 
Mabuhay, which is located on a main cntcr
tairunent thoroughfaTe, asaplaccinwhich 
artists like, let's say, Bruce Connor or 
Mindaugis, Tar get Video and all the other 
people that are writing, photographing, 
filming and taping can como in and capture 
theirperspcctiveofanactandwcwould 
then,atalaterti11ic,presentitasavariety 
fonaat on television. We'd take. for example, 
afil11clipfromaTtist/\, fro•artistB, 
from artist c. maybe of the sa111C act, so 
you'd soc it f1"Q111 three pcrspcctivos. I felt 
that that ..Ould be an interesting". stinrula
ting and infoT1111t ive way of pre~ent ing per
formances. It would be real tcle»ision. 

"LISTEN, IF IT'S EXPLOI
TATION, WHERE AM I MAKING 
A FORTUNE? IF IT'S THAT 
I'M CALLOUS, WHERE IS MY 
INSENSITIVITY?" 

What kind of stuff have you done on 

!YI. 

r 
DIRK: l came into tolcvision at age 17. 
I started producing live 1V in L.11. fro1n 
twclv'e111idnightSaturdaytotwclvcnoon 
Sunday morning. It was a re1DOtc show in 
whichweusedl20alllllteursanightdoing 
whatever they wanted to do. It was live 
f1"Q• the showroo111 of an Oldsaobilc <Jealer. 
A whole number of major stars did their 

~~~~s Le~~; 1:;u~~~i :J!u::,.~u:,;r dr::~!e as 
a ~oot-suitcT with Jack Sheldon who's now 
the orchestra leader for Merv Griffin, 
blowing the trlllllpet for a different song 
than Lenny was singing. The mistress of 
cere.onies was the sister-In-law of the 
car dealer. This was live televii;ion's 
golden age. I've been an executive produ
cer on national television. ldld"Never 
Too Young," a soap opera on ABC which 
fcatu~ed three rock groups a week. I 'vc 
done sports shows, concerts with groups 
like Chicago, the Supre111cs, Ray Charles. 
But •Y interest has always been in getting 
thegreatestnwnberofpcopleinvolvcd 
and, if you look at the Mabuhay, w(!'vc 
done just th:i.t. 

How many performers play the Mab 
a month? 

DIRK: AllllOst a thousnnd a IDOnth present 
their wares, so to speak, to the public. 
There isn't anyone in San Francisco, 
theroisn'tanyoncinL.A. who has that 
kindoftrackJ'ecord ... consistcntly, 
seven nights a week. OK, if 1'111 an exploi
ter, why the hell a• I there seven nights 
a week foT two years without a break? The 
only tiac I wasn't there was when I went 
to the Whiskey to present the Nuns down 
in L.A. In fact, we sent the Nuns, Crl.e, 
The Offs, The Readya;idcs and a n1.1111ber of 
actsalloverthewntandnevercharged 
a percentage or anything else. We ran up 
bills of about $1SOO., 111ostly on telephone 
calls, atte- mpting to get other people to 
accept new wave. The groups may not have 
madcanygreatlllOncy,but I hope that our 
efforts helped them to get 1110rc exposure. 
Howth:i.thaJreallynothingtodowith 
inakfng 1DOney for the Mabuhoy. Nothing. It 
hastodowithmydesiretosccthcartists 
involved succeed. My long rungc plan is 
andhasbeentodoaTVshow. I've spent 
fiveyearsp11tiently,.orkingateli111inating 
the usual roadblocksandgettingtothat 
point. Al! five years ;Lt the /.t.:ib unpaid, 
just to be inapositiontofulfill my pro
ject. I probably J Ive on less money than 
the 111:1jority of people tlmt frequent the 
Mab. I <Jon't thinl. l'»c brought a new pair 
of shows or pants in three years. 

OK. if you not making money. is the 
club making money? If it's not going 
.into your pocket, whose pocket J.S J.t 
going l.nto? 

lHRJ..: AJd It up roursdf .. \fter subtrac
ting rent, 1axcs.111aten.Ll.:osti; . help, 
111:1intenance . clectr1.:.11 l>illswl11chrun 
about S91ld-ltltl0alll0nth. lt'sverycxpen-

sive. The Aquino fully who own the Mabuhay 
Gardens have run Into a shable debt. 

Ness and his wife and family have the sa.e 
proble115ofputtingshoesontheirkids, 
of paying the Tent as everyone else does. 
Ness dTives around in a 4 or S year old ford. 
He's paying off his debts, but he's defini
tely not .a.king a fortune. 

Still a lot of eeople are uptight 
about $4.00 or $4.SO you charge to 

~ 

DIRK: We charr. $3.00 or less for BS\ of 
our shows. SoD' of those sanie shows are 
presentedinSanFranciscoforS7.SOand 
SB.SO with most of the perfon.crs getting 
less. We charge $4.00 or $4.SO on weekends, 
whichistheonlyti111ewecan11:1ke110re 
than it costs us. That's a simple fact of 
life. \\'echarge arcasonableratcforthosc 
acts. The nets get 6S\ of the total. The 
remainingJS\isbudgetcdfortechnicalcrcws, 
telephone, advertisinginthcnewspapeTs, 
sales, printing, security, etc. We ran into 
the h'olc for about SB,600 last year. The in
teresting thing is 1o·hen somc of thc complainers 
opened theiT own venues , I saw J ittle or no 
difference in ticket pricing. And In many 
cases, the, artists got lei;s. Question: 1\'as 
it greed? Economic reality? or 11 shoTt •c110ry 
that made them forget the substance of their 
COll!J>laints? Someone suggested that perhaps 
thecolllJ>lainersusedthcpriceissueasa 
ruse to get people to support their venues. 
I don't really know anything about it. 
I can only point to our history, giving the 
split we said we would, doing It seven days 
every week for al.,st three years and sticking 
through so- thin tines with our artists 
againsttheeffortsofothcrstou.kethe 
Mab into a disco. 

One of the critit:isms we hear all 
the time about the Mab is that it's 
not reseon&J.ve to the performers, 
to their needs ..• 

DIRK: What are the needs that we can be res
ponsive to? Primarily to provide the space 
to perform, the lights, the sound, adverti
sing, collection at the door, security. 
Every artist, every performer has different 
requirements. Wccouldnevcrbeablcto 
satisfy everyone's desires. One of our local 
ladypunksonenightdestroyedthrce111ikes 
and ba.d-110uthed our atte•pts to make her pay 
the sound company that had provided her 
equipment. Why, two years later, does her 

perfomanceno longer require the destruc
tion of mikes? Has she evolved into a more 
p1"Qfessional attitude? Was it ever really 
neccssarytodestroythoscthrec111ikes? 
Was I a fascist to insist on her paying for 
thebreakage?Didlstifleherartistic 
exploration? 

One of II)' parlUll)unt rules is If 
ldoitforone, Ihavetobewillingto 
doitforall. Exceptforanoccasional 
flalce-out, I think I've abided by those 
guidelines. I don't think the artist is helped 
by the producer who gets hl•sel f shut down. 
Part of our purpose is to provide continuity. 
Maintaining a place that the audience can 
COile to seven nights a week and always find 
so11ething. A place intimate enough for the 
artists to get personal feed-back, yet larae 
enough to generate sufficient 1110nies to be 
able to stay around. ldon'tthinktheco
aaunity needs a place that goes out of exh
tence so that we can all sentimentalize and 
say "oh, wasn't that great ... re11ember when 
back in 19--" That's cTap! 

Veryrecentlyagroupca.metomewith 
their instruments stock in N.Y. needing the 
1110ney to get the111 out here. They asked rac to 
loan them the money. lhadtoborrowitbe
causeldidn'thavcitmyself. lwasplacing 
myself in a precarious position because the 

DIRK: fol° one thing, it's •isonderstood. 
The policy as prescTibed by the Alcoholic 
Beverage ContTDl is that when you provide 
food - which we do - you're entitled to 
ad•it anyone in the company of an adult, if 
however an WKler l8-year old wants to re
.ain on the pre•iscs after 11:00, that's 
taboo. Over 18 are always adaitted pro
vided they have the l.O. in their possession. 
They won't be able to drink, but they can 
get in. How JUny of the audience that co111es 
to Broadway is under 18? Very few. For those 
few to jeopardize the platform for al.,st 
a 1000 artists a .,nth is illogical. If a 
rock group feels that it needs to show itself 
to7,4,SorJyear-olds,hey, there's 
theSaturdaymatineesatone-thirty. 

What's the admission? 

DIRK: I think a buck. Again, it's onotheT 
casewhenpcoplcsaywe'reunrcsponsive, 
I say "fie, fie, you're ignorant, you didn't 
check your facts." Unresponsive? The groups 
that work with us have complete access to 
our books in tcms of the grosses and e1<penses. 
IC ;i perfoT1Di;:r wants to come i.n and look at 
our books, they've always been open. I don't 
know fora fact, but ldon'tthinlanyothcr 
organization does that in terms of financi11l 
statemcnts.indthingsofthatsort. 

Talk about the changes that have 
taken place in the kinds ot people 
that come to space ..• 

DIRK: ltchangcscvcryday. 

Hasn't it really become pretty 
~ Lots of people from the 
suburbs? 

DIRK: No. I think we're tooanta2onidn2 to 
ever become preppy. I certainly hope so. 
If we ever get to the stage where the insta
matics take over, well, there's a conscious 
effort on my part not to let it get too 

::~~~~;, ~:e~n7o~!~:a~~1;0;r~~~~e~h=~~i~~mpany. 

What did you think about the boycott 
against Bill Graham's screamers' con
cert last month? 

talks 
I think the Grahlllll 0Tganiiation is 

making an error on that particular booking. 
I know they want to do so111ething for new 
wave. They're coming from the perspcctiv~ 
of wanting to bring new wave to the main
stream concert audiences. I think being 
presented by the GTaham Organiution is a 
great career plus for any artist. The pTicc 
they asked reflected lcgitiJU.te costs of 
that location and let's not overlook the 
aroup's hefty fee de.ands. They want to 
translate or transport a perfonaance which 
works on an inti .. te level to a laraer 
venue. More in this case is definitely not 
better. ltisinsensitiveofthecurrent 
audience rebelling aaainst the large i•
personal hall which only super stars can 
fill. I don't question their integrity, 
justtheirperspective. Jhopetheircon
cept works, despite Iii)' reservations, because 
otherwise e\•ery critic of new wave will 
use theiT failure to say "See, stick to 
disco I" 

There are plenty of people in the 
scene who boycott the Mabuhay . how 
do you feel abOut that? 

incomefromtheirncxteigprobablywooldnot DIRK: lfpeoplewanttonailus inter111s 
cover the re-pa)'lllent of the loan. l did it of boycotting, I think they really should 
and l'llprobablydoitagain. understandthevalueofwhatitisthey'Tc 

What so111eti111es jars people or is offensive boycotting. You may have disa&Teements 
and annoying to thc111 is Illy attitude. Because, with lilt on certain poi-nts, christ, why not? 
on one hand, 1'111 the eternal opti111ist, saying But it's not arounds for boycotting because 
"it is possible," and, on the other, I' • a the effect is only negative on the scene. 
Tcalist and express it slightly caustically. It doesn't solve an'ything. l certainly can't 
I can't go up on stage and &ive a big Vegas be accused of being inaccessible. 
introduction. It's been a conscious thing of 
saying "OK, I'• not there to be liked, I'• 
theTe to perfona to the best of 111y ability 

~~~sf~~~~~~~.~ ~~~u~!~!r ai~t~~~~~~ :::~e 
anyone's perfoTillBnce within the structure of 
their set. All I've said is that you've got 
to start on ti111e, you've got to end on ti.e. 

Alot of people resent the way you 
act on the stage . .• 

DIRK: The point has been that I '11 nasty on 
stage. tfanyonecarestotakealook, they'll 
see that I have never blown s110kc up anyone's 
behind on stage. lhavebcenequaitoall. 
I enforce the door the same way for all. 
I have tremendous fightswlththcrcstau
rantwhentheywanttolettenpcoplein 
for free to increasebusinessatthebar. 
l'\·esaidno! If they say, well, they're 
our friends, I've soid no! l'\'e had fights 
to the point of walking out. Crime can attest 
to that. I walked out JO 11lnutes before 
they went on because four people 1o·cre let 
in by the restaurant over what I felt was 
a fair number. Listen, if it •s exploitation, 
wherea•illllll.inga fortune? If it's that 
l'11callous, whercis•yinsensitivity? 

What's the Mabuhay's policy on minors? 

Do you like the people who come to 
the Mab? 

DIRK: Ofcourse. For all the shit I put up 
with, I'd have to. Is it a need to be loved? 
God, I would be out there kissing ass if 
I wanted to be loved. If it were publicity, 
I don't need it. Even though I've had six 
pair of glasses broken, two ribs kicked in, 
my nose broken five tines there, I'm still 
there everynight. I '111 not a inasochist. I 
don'thaveanyleatheriniayapart111entto 
the best of my knowledge. For 111C, it's 
simplyadesiretohaveaplatfomforpco
pletocxpressthclllselvcs, includlng111ysclf. 

Someone asked me to ask you if it's 
true you hate punks? 

OIRI\: I only love 111ysclf. I don't Imo" any 
p...,,ks, but those pscudo-p...,,ls who eo ... c to 
the Mabuhay, l cenainly like the111. 
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THE URGE are Julie Jukebox, lead guitar, Jean 
Caffeine, drums, Mary Lawler, rythmn guitar & 
Teen~. bass. The interview was done i n Mary ' s 
basement bedroom in S.1?. 's Richmond District . 

~!ARY: Right before I left for Europe 
we said we wanted a band. Will Shatter 
who was in Negative Trend used to see 
me in front of Mabuhay and say "you' re 
still in the audience, you ' re not in 
a band yet?" Julie said she wanted to 
start a band and so we started writing 
songs. 

JULIE: Mary bought this old Del Ray 
guitar and amp from Will for $20.00 
and 1 started writing all these crazy 
lyrics. 

JEAN: Julie kept saying "We wanna a 
band like the Animals, we gotta find 
a keyboard player like Alan Price!" 

MARY: Teena got in the band because 
we knew Billy of the Offs for a long 
time. We used to see her around with 
her big ponytail and fancy clothes. 
l'i<" thought she was a model or some
thing and Bill said "You know, Teena 
i.:mts to play bass in a band." 

Jl:AN: Me and Julie went to New YorK 
right when she got the idea for the 
band and we'd get drunk and 1.;atch 1V 
and fight and giggle, writing all 
these strange songs and I'd say "I'm 
not going to join your band because 
we'd get into too many fights." When 
we came back, they had this guy on 
drums. He could play really fast but 
he couldn't keep a beat. 
~!ARY: We thought he was all right 
until he opened his mouth, but we 
knew Jean was going to be our dI"Ul!llll
er before she knew it anyway. 

JEAN: It was a plot! 

.~!;\RY: We've all known each other for 
y~nrs . 

JEAN: Since before high school. Since 
~lary was 14 and I was in the 9th grade . 

. rn: I was 18. 

\.~· You're the old lady. 

"·'·\GE: So was it your idea to \.le an 
I .girl band? 

.IE; No, for Mary and me, 1.e didn't 
>i. if it was going to be all girls 
girls and guys. We'd ask everyone . 

~!ARY: One night l was at this con
~ert on two qualudes and I asked this 

$!11Y to be our drlJJl'llller. Then I was 
!Sleeping on this waterbed over here 
:md he calls me up at 4 o'clock in 
the morning and goes "Listen. Fee 
ll"aybil I's here and he's going to pro
mote our band. 1' 11 send you a taxi.'' 
\\hen the taxi gets here, my mother 
\.!OC~ "Get out of here, my daughter's 
not going anywhere!" 

J \~;: What did your mother say? 

ULIE: She told him to "Go fuck your
~·! f!" 

>·\.~t\GE: (to M.'.lry f, Julie) You 're still 
•ing at home? 

'Y: Yeah. l 'm still at \'iashington 
School. 

Jb\...i: Me and Julie arc alumnis. 

~t.\RY: We' re going to do t.his publ i
d ty stunt at school on Monday. I've 
got a.11 these cardboard guitars and 
amplifiers and drums and we're going 
to play make believe music .. 

JULJJ:: Because they don't wnnt us to 
play there. 

MARY: I've been trying for two years 
to get a concert. Last year, J tried 
with the Dils, Sleepers and U.X.A and 
Negative Trend. Everybody showed up 
but the school wouldn't let it happen. 

DAMA.GE: Are t~ ... re lo~s of kids who 
wanted to see it happen? 

MARY: Yeah, a whole bunch of kids 
started a petition, in 15 minutes they 
got 20D sj.gnatures. 

JEAN: Now they're going to have this 
concert with all these soul bands. 

l>t-\RY: So we're going to have this pub
licity stunt with the cardboard guitars 
and pass out leaflets and stuff. 

DAUN:D: io 

DAMAGE: How long have you been play
ing together? 

JULIE: Since September. We played our 
first gig in December without Jean. 

TEENA: We've done ID gigs so far. 

JULIE: We hate the Mabuhay because 
the first time we played there, Dirk 
threw me on the floor and took Jean 
like this and started to shake her. 

JEAN: He said "You're not getting any 
money!" 

MARY: I got busted there one night 
right after I got back from Holland. 
I went to see Crime. I was totally 
drunk ... I had jet lag. My best fri
end at the time and my sister, we were 

sitting here, playing buzz, seeing 
who could get the lllOst drtmk. Then 
we decided to take a taxi to Mabuhay 
and we were banging on the door to get 
it and we got arrested for disturbing 
the peace . 

JEAN: Dirk kept saying "She's on 
angel dust!" 
JULIE: They arrested Mary, she was 
like 17 then, and they took me in and 
I wasn't even that. drunk. 

TEENA: Dirk pursued the charges and 
the whole thing. She had to get a 
lawyer and everything. 

JEAN: It was fucked. I remember when 
Mary first started hanging out at 
the Mabuhay. I just broke my ankle 
and I'd be sitting here desperate for 
someone to come home so we could do 
something. We'd stuff the bed with 
pillows so it'd look like Mary was 
sleeping and I'd drag her to the Mab
uhay to see fucking Devo who I always 
hated. 

DAMAGE: If you don't like the Mabuhay, 
where do want to play? 

TEENA: I think what we ' re most inter
ested in now is playing new places, 
at staging new events. If they don't 
happen again, it doesn't really matter . 

JEAN: We wanna do "family st.yle" stuff, 
like stuff that has never been done be
fore. Opening bands ' ll like play for 
anybody, they ' ll eat shit, that's peo
ples fucking attitude, "it'l~ never 
be an event, they're just preparation." 

TEENA: So we try and get gigs and ask 
other people to play. 

JEAN: Yeah, because we wanna put on our 
gigs, not just because of the principle 
of it, but because it's more fun. Be
cause there's all these dreary promoters 
and you have to kiss their ass to be on 
a bill I 

JULIE: It's like there are no opening 
bands anymore, there's no small bands 
playing _around. 

JEAN: All the op~ning bands play the 
Mabuhay and we don't play there, so we 
have to get our own gigs and our own 
themes that we're interested in. 

DAMA.GE: That's what happened at Day's? 

MARY; Yeah, we tried to get other bands 
involved, but nobody was into it ... 

TEENA: We got this great deal: we're 
always on the bill there. 

JEl.N: We're the "house band" (THIS lS 
A JOKE!) 

TEENA: Originally, we wanted to ask 
a SI.SO at the door but nobody seemed 
to think that was a good idea. 

JEAN: We were going to do it with the 
Trend because Will used to work at 
Day's and he was real interested be
cause it ' s this thing where you can 
put on your own events. But it ' s not 
J11UCh fun if you feel like you ' re 
carrying the flag. We didn't want to 
do that , we want to get everybody 
all interested, like "We 're going to 

have some fun, let ' s go out there, 
guys, and put on a show!" 

DAMAGE: It was great, a perfect Swi
day afternoon. 

JEAN: Now we have to find some new 
places to play some gigs . 

DAMAGE: Did you like the Deaf Club? 

JEAN: The Deaf Club is another weird 
trip. They told me I could only go in 
there when the band played. "If you 
don't get out of here now, your band, 
the Urge, will not play here." The 
Deaf CluQ was a great place to play 
and hang out and it livened things up 
totally, but by the end it got to be 
weird kind of politics. Because cer
tain bands could get to play there 
4 times a month and we'd have to beg 
to get our one night a month. "If you 
do this, you girls can't play here ... 
I'm sorry that's just the rules ... " 

DAMA.GE: What kinds of things didn't 
they want you do? 

JEAN: They just didn't want you to 
get ptmched in the face, they just 
wanted you to be hip and be-an art 
band. Robert 's bands and the art 
bands played there tons. Like 1 like 
Pink Section alot, -but they started 
the same time we did and they got 
like 4 gigs a month . It just got to 
be weird politics. It started out be
ing so exciting, so happening, there 
just hadn't been a happening place 
in a fucking year and a half and it 
was a gas . Everyplace gets into its 
little politics and things get divi
ded up, sectioned up. 

DAMAGE: Talk about the scene .. 

JULIE: We hate the scene .. . we go to 
the beach instead of hanging-out. 

JEAN: We lived the scene! 

MARY: Right now, I'm not part of the 
scene at all. 

JULIE: There's too aany cliques. 

JEAN: There ' s only a scene because 



people arc still clingi ng on to it. 
People say "yeah, we're punks, we re
ject our society , we just want to 
hang-out in our own mini-society." 
They hate all the people who are 
their littl e peers too. They just s it 
around like gossiping on the telephone 
making up their own news, because 
they don't read the papers. They' re 
not part of the real world. The punk 
scene should die and go on to something 
else. And it shouldn't be all people 
with spiked hair and crazy color going 
NaNaNa because that was 77 and this is 
79. Thing~ got~a change and you gotta 
let go. The whole punk audience now is 
worthless because you don't want to 
play for punks in 1982, man, I don't 
want to see them age, 

DAMAGE: Who do you want to play for? 

JEAN: I want different people to get 
enthused , I want different people to 
say "Wow, let's have an event!" I think 
things have gotta grow. 

JUL IE: Last year, everyone thought 
everything was so great, they're 
having the best time of t heir lives .. 
going to the Mabuhay .4 times a week, 
getting in free .. 

MARY: Then we went to Wa shington, 
me and Will and Mike Sleeper. lt was 
neat because t he se black kids and 
their gang were coming up to us and 
going "You're going to play here 
today7 Oh good, we' 11 !:tick around." 
And all these other people were 
running around too, I ike Chinese 
knife gangs, and they didn't care, 
they just wanted something new hap
pening. 

JEAN: The reason people wanted to 
be in punk rock bands, besides the 
fact things ...-ere broken down and you 
had a chance , was because they had 
the chance to effect.. Some people 
wanted to shock, some people 1o·ant.ed 
to change, but. you wanted to effect 
people. That ' s why you're in rock and 
roll. But. , guy, how can you effect 

people who are already into punk 
rock? They already know they 're into 
punk rock, you're not going to change 
their ideas. I really liked Days be
cause all these other types of people 
came in. I was in the Bee, which is 
like this little place where all these 
workers hang-out eating hamburgers, 
these middle American car dudes, and 
they were coming UP' to Penelope and 
me and going "You mean ~ in a 
band? Sing us a little !long ... " So we 
said "You can come and see us on the 
12th," and they started-Writing down 
all the infonnation and saying "You 
sure are funny." It was great and I 
hope they come to see us because it 
would be just such a shocker. It was 
shocking for me to sit there talking 
to them and shocking for them to say 
to themselves "These girls are pla~
ing music? People really look like 
that?" I mean, it 's cause and effe t. 

DAMAGE: Alot. of people complain that 
the scene's real elitist. . . 

JEAN: No, it ' s not elitist, it's not 
like snobs or anything. It' s like 
li ving on a little island. You don't 
want to live on a island because you 
won't be hip and they're going to say 
"sink or swim" and you ' re going to 
drown in the ocean. I don't want to 
rely on people in the scene for my 
survival - right now, your band is 
your survival. The i r s tandard s aren't 
ours. We don't want to make standards, 
we don't necessarily want to break 
them (but. we could), we just don't 
want to fucking have to live up to 
their standards. 

DAMAGE: Alternatives? 

TEENA: It's like we all Jive regular 
lives in a way, like we're all inter
ested in other people. l like to dress 
real st.raicht sometimes and hang·out 
with regular people. They 're just as 
exciting, just because they have a 
bigger bankroll. 

.... .... 
;::: JUUE: .. or a smaller one . 

g TEENA: The money doesn't have anything 
c.. to do lo'ith it. It's their attitudes . 

o JEAN: You gotta think there' s alte rna
§ tives or you lo'OUldn ' t be kicking this 
..c. around. You gotta think there's -so111e
p. thing you can do to change, lo'here you 
~ can have some kind of success and not 
Vl cop to the regular trip, where rou can 
>.. have fucking fun!! 

.O TEENA: it's just like having friends. 
o You can't have a really good friend 
+.J just because of what they stand for. 
_g There's got to be some ~ind of reac-
p. tion, some sort of chemical con:nuni

cation. It could be anybqdy. 

JEAN: There's no cool girls playing 
rock and roll, that's one of our aims. 
We want to play good without having 
to do all this heavy metal leather 
shit. There really hasn't been a 
good girl group t)l.at' s real tight. 

TEENA; And versatile too. 

JEAN: _The Slits are good. They're 
really cool and they've got an image. 
Yeah, but it's their image and their 
attitude that's got them where they 
1-Te , not their music. They don ' t 
>lay that good and anyway I don't like 
:hem since they kicked-out their 
!rummer Palmolive. 

uAMAGE: Who writ.es your songs? You 
all sing, do you all write too? 

TEENA: Usually we sing the ones we 
write, there's a couple of exceptions 
though. 

MARY: When me and Julie write a song, 
she writes the lyrics and I write the 
music. 

JEAN: And I' 11 write a song and come 
in and say "Helpl" or I'll say "I have 
a great idea, " and they'll say "Yeah, 
Jean, we've heard it before." 

DAMAGE: Talk about some of your in
fluences musically ... 

TEENA: When we first met, I remember 
that the song "Lovechild" was. one we 
all liked. lt was our first cover. 
We like alot of voices and comedy and 
songs that have something to say. 

Left to Right: 
Teena, Jean, Julie, Mary 

JEAN: Me and Julie's friendship was 
founded on the Rolling Stones. At 
one point, she decided she hated rock 
and roll and I didn't know what the 
hell was going on but she taught me 
all the words to all the songs. Alot 
of our influences are traditional, 
the Beatles, the Stones . 

DAMAGE: Do you like the Dils? 
JEAN: Uh-huh! 
MARY: Yeah, I was really big on the 
Dils, like they were my favorite. 

JULIE: I like the Zeros alot, especi
ally a year ago. That' s when they still 
lived in L.A. and used to come up once 
in awhile . I had this dress and I like 
would wear it to every concert. It was 
my Zeros dress. I still like them, but 
it's not the same. 

TEENA: I love the Sleepers . 

JEAN; The Sleepers were dynuit.el They 
were Iile the first punk psychedelic 
band. 

TEENA: We want to get. a sound together. 
We ' re like really trying to get so111e 
sort of sound that's like a 11utation 
of all our influences and all our voices 
and all our personal lives. 
DA.'IAGE: A song I ike "No More Poor" is 
real political , where ' s the band at 
politically? 

JEAN: We have a social conscience. 
Julie's always reading the papers. 
Being political means you've got 
a social conscience. It's not being 
a marxist. Being political means you 
wake up and go "This is shitty!" and 
our words reflect it. We know our 
rights ar e being threatened! 

JUL IE: Yeah , it's like the little 
things that happen everyday, when you 
go to the DMV or to the food stamp 
office . . 

JEAN: Or you go to find a job. It' s 
like the stuff the Clash used to say: 
these aren't our politics, this is 
just the stuff that. happened to our 
lives. Just the way you look is a 
politic.al statement , people ore afraid 
of the word political because they 
don 1 t know what it means. 

TEENA: It's like you're supposed to 
think a certain way. like in the arts, 
it can be so narrow-minded, if you 
don't have a certain perspective or 
think a certain way, you don't matter. 

JEAN: When you brand yourself as so•e
thing, you're in trouble because you 
have to live up to it. 

DAMAGE; What things are most fun to do? 

TEENA: Fun ' s when you don't. have to make 
money or look for apart111ents and can co111e 
here and play. 

JEAN: Fun is being successful at what 
you· do ... but it creeps up on yOu so111e
times •.. this fun stuff, 

DAMAGE: What do you think about L.A. ? 

JEAN: It ' s a nightmare city. 

JULIE: I like Disneyland. 

TEENA: City of Law. 

MARY: I ' ve never been there. 

JEAN: I like the architecture. 

DAMAGE: What magazines do you like7 

TEENA: I stand at the magazine stand 
and read them all. I kind of look 
through them to see familiar names 
and faces. 

JEAN: I like the first issue of 
Starting Fires and Ripped and Torn. 
I did this magaz:ine cal led New Dis
eases , two brilliant issues. 

DAMAGE: The Urge's future plans? 

MARY: I 

JULIE: 

JEAN: 

TEENA: 

SOME SONGS BY THE URGE 

life on the Run 

Life on the Run 
Oh You gotta think fast 
Falling in love just won't last 
Oh ya gotta be fast 
Take what you can get 
Cause it won't last 

Strangled in Red Tape 

I'm sick of all the leaders 
I'm sposta l ook up to 
I'm sick of their procedures 
I feel I'm in a zoo 
l 'm gonna beat the system 
Gonna take a stance 

Strangled in Red Tape 
Strangled in Red Tape 

c The Urge 

Reputation 

Call you nickles cos life is cheap 
High class living, out in the streets 
Well 1 heard about your ma 
And about the clothes you put on 
Well, I'd rather have some dirty 

pants than no pants at all 
c The Urge 



DAVE" I didn't know my_ older brothers very well, I TIM· We rHlly need to wear theses;lasses.We want 
Just. had vas;ue memories of them. people to know that. 
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PETER· We'd really llke to s;et a sins; le out. TOM: I have• wife. 
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NG SISTERS IS A S.F . -BANO COMPRISING THE MUSICAL ENERGIES OF THE BARRETT BROTHERS, FOUR 
MILD-MANNERED, SISTERLESS CRAZ I ES WHO, BEHIND THEIR CONSPICUOUSLY CONSERVATIVE CHEATERS ,llflo+++-
SHARE A STRANGE AFF INITY FOR 50 ' S POP EXOTICA, 60 ' S GARAGE ROCK AN D 70' S NEW WAVE . THE 
RESULT SUGGESTS 21st CENTURY HIGH-TECH TEENAGERS GONE NOSTALGI C. 

How dfd four brothers and a 
drurrrner end up forming a band? 

TIM: Well, our parents had a lot to do 
with it ... family planning in the SO's, I 
guess. 

PETER: Actually we haven't been together 
very long. 
TIM: Yeah, we've only been playfng to
gether for one year. 

never played an instrument before in his 
life, Dave never played keyboards and 
Peter was never a lead singer. I never 
wrote songs, so It was pretty much based 
on the raw feeling or let's do it! 

DAVE: We just happened to be at loose 
ends at the time. Peter had just quit 
Orchestra Luna so it seemed 1 ike a tirre 
to try something. 
PETER: I knew I didn't want to stay in 

PETER: Before that, I was on the east Boston. I thought I would efther pursue 
coast and Dave was fn Indiana. Tom and writing or stay in music. I went to New 
Tim were here. York. A good friend of mine is a publicity 
DAVE: There's a fairly good spread of person at Epic and she said "so you want 
years between us so like when we growing to write, OK, I'll give you something. 
up, we weren't that close or anything. I We've something here - I don't know w~o" 
mean we liked each other but I didn't they an!, they just sent this record 1n. 
know'my older brothers ve;y well, l just had I said "fine, who is itr ~nd it wa~ 
vague memories of them., ~:~l=~Pe~;dw~~a~e~l~~e=e~;:ti~~}. 1 ~0 
TIM: But, between us, there was a large, J had to go and interview him. He had 
inltereted record and' music taste. just gotten out of the hospita.1. .. he had 

DAMAGE: Where were you raised? some problem with his "inner thigh." 

TIM: !n Connecticut. .. that's on the east TOM: Third degree chafe! 
coast .. it ' s a small state near New York. PETER: So I'm sitting in his living 

TOM: Yeah, some people don't know that. 
TIM: Everyone lfkes the same kind of 
music so I think that's a conmon thing we 
havethatgivesourgroupthat"genetic 
tightness." 

DAMAGE: What kind of music is that? 
TIM: Mainly pop music from the AH radio, 
but it spreads further than that. We're 
into some pretty esoteric stuff from the 
60' s which I'm sure ts coming out here 
and there. We have a lot of influences. 

room and he's not there, so ! say "ls 
he here" and they say "Yeat\, he's .here 
and he'll be out in a minute." About five 
minutes pass and lie comes out of the bed
room in his underwear ... So after. that, I 
decided I didn't really want to be a wri
ter. 

DAMAGE: Didn't Orchestra Luna do a play 
in Washington O.C. wfth Meatloaf? 
PETER: Yeah, ft was a colossal failure, 
mainly because the play was written five 
or six years ago and the idea behind it was 
that it was going to be like an apocalyptic 

PETER: There used to be a record store Hair, a negative Hair. They did it at the 
in New Haven that was just like this for- Kennedy Center for two weeks ... Everyone 
gotten corner, before the advent of bar- hated it and that was that. 

~~~nlb~~~~ka~~llt=n~~h:~o;e~;dt~~~r::d it , DAMAGE: What kind of impact has Orchestra 
just dumped all their unwanted records Luna had on HO SISTERS? 
in this one store. Nobody every went there. PETER : Well, one thing, I guess, is that 
I started going there and everything was we got into arrangements in Luna alot, 
4g¢ and I'd Just buy stuff on the basis heavy arrangements , almost over-arrange-
of how weird it was, how weird it looked. rnents, so instead of coming out and just 
I ended up with some pretty crazy stuff banging away which is what alot of new wave 
which I think influenced all of us in that groups did to cover the fact they couldn't 
we didn't feel we had to be limited by play - I think for people like the Ramones, 
one pa r ticular concept of how things are t hat's great, I really love the Ramones -
supposed to go. If you hear Patty Waters but we wanted to do something else. So tha.t 
sing "Black is the Color of My True Love's was the solution, to try and arrange every-
Hair," you hear her sing the word "black" 1thing in a kind of interesting way , to have 
over and over agaln, 115 times, then you alot of interesting parts to the songs. 
know there is another reality. TIM: Another thing we learned from Luna 
DAMAGE : What were your lives like as 
kids? 
PETER: We had a pretty Str'aight life 
growing up tn outer suburbia and being 
little Catholic boys going to a pretty 
normalistic public htghschool. 
TIM : Taking all the regular drugs every 
one else was taking .. 

PETER: We always had a pretty big appe
tite for the abstruse and exotic because 
we all led such l'IOrmal lives. 
DAMAGE : Were you playing music then? 

·PETER: I played French Horn in the 
school orchestra. 

is that we're not going to sign with Epic 
Records. We know that for sure. 
PETER: Yeah, Rupert Holmes was telling 
RickyofOrchestralunathatifyoudon't 
sound 11ke one of three people nowadays, 
you don't have a chance .. 
DAMAGE: Which three people? 
PETER: He didn't say who the three people 
were .. 

TIM: TheBeegees, the Ci.rs .. 
TOM : No, the Ca r s sound like someone else 
too. 

DAMAGE, They sound Ii ke everybody e 1 se .. 
What's your feeling about the tenn "new 
wave?" 

TIM: I tllink it's real important. ! 
tllink about it all the time. We're 1 ike 
in the entertainment business. When you 
go see a band, it's all there, it's 
visual, aural, everything. 
PETER: ! really felt a big relief get
ting out of Luna because it was comple
tely way-out on the show aspect of it, 
to the point where all the record com
pany heads were saying "Well. this is great 
for Broadway, but we can't put this on 
record ... " So I got tOTiie point where 
I thought l'dbehappytojuststand 
thereandootputonafunnylittle 

"''· DAMA.GE: What bands, other than Lun~, 
have influenced you or, better yet, Just 
who do you like? 
DAVE: One band that influenced me before 
I came out here was MX-8D. Their EP was my 
favorite record. I really liked the self
produced raw energy of it. 
TIM: .Roy Orbison's a bilJ influence on 
me. I think he's one of the greatest 
song writers I ljrlow. Roy's coming to town, 
we're all looking forward to that. Roy 
doesn't perform much - he's kind of a 
"shy guy." And we're big Jonathan Rich· 
man fans. 
DAMAGE: Did you ever see Jonathan 
Ritt.nan's original band when you lived 
in Boston, Peter? 
PETER: J never saw the band, but I used 
to see him at these weirdo occult meetings 
at this famous Boston astrologer's., Isa
belle Hickey - she's about 85 and, you 
kl'IOW, in corrmunication with the saucers 
or something. Jonathan used to go to her 
meetings all the time and he used to play. 
There'd be this little lectu_re from Isa
belle and then there'd be this sort of 
prayer hour , in the prayer hour Jonathan 
would get up and sing and play his guitar. 
He sing a littlesongaboutthegrassor 
~omething. 

DAMAGE : Describe your lifestyle ... 

PETER: We don't have a sho1.oer. 

TIM: Or a bathtub. 
TOM : I have a wife. 
DAMAGE: What about eyewear? 

T I M: We really need to wear these glasse~ 
We want people to know that. 

DAMAGE : They won't believe you anyway .. 
areyougoingtodoa record? 
TIM: We ' ve been recording at different 
places around town. Last night, we recorded 
in someone's living room. We've been pro
ducing a demo. 
PETER : We'd really like to get a single 
out. · 
TIM: A band on our level really doesn't 
getruchinterestfromrecordc~anies. 
We firm ly believe in the garage approach 
to success in America. I always think I 
can do it myself. I'm wrong alot of the 
time , but it's my favorite kind of energy 
to run on. I've been listening to records 
like "California Sun~ by the Rivieras late
ly ... throwaway classics ... one guy, one 
lick,onegreatrecord.Probablythe~ 
one for them too, but so what? 

TIM: I had a Stella guitar that belonged 
to my g1rlfriend. 
DAMN::E: So you still l'laven't told us 
how you ended-up forming NO SISTERS .. 

~~"n'ew ~:!!: ~ef!~J~nte l~~sa1!!~t;!a~~~d (Tom plays "Californla Sun") 

TIM: Oh. OK, I was on the west coast and 
I'd been hearing alot about the new wave 
in New York. I remember seeing a picture 
of Richard Hell inhissunglassesandthey 
wer&' the same kind of sunglasses i had. 

media pigeonhold for new bands. When it first DAMAGE: What about your gi_gs? 
surfaced as a concept, it seemed to have a PETER: We play alot. We've played alot 
very broad definition - it was just anything of different places, probably more than 
new, anything that synthesized past influ- some other new bands ... maybe because we' 
ences with new ideas and had a fresh raw sound. re a little more accessible. 
Now it's just having to explain to people 

It seemed like something new and vital 
was happening musically. Two or the re
cords tllat really t\lrned me on at the 

whether this or that is punk or not - it's DAVE: I'd like to mention one in par-
really tiresome. I know some of these other ticular. One we played recently on Stinson HH--1--H-----
guys feel different about it. .. Tom's a real Beach. 

time were Patty Smith's and Jonathan 
Ricl'rllan's first albums. They both had a 
real raw, primal sound that I knew I 
was capable of making. I started hanging 
around the Habuhay from the Nuns' first 
show , thinking this was the west coast 
version of what I had been hearing about 
New York, waiting for something to ilil!.l 
happen. After more and more time, I got 
more and'll'Ore disgusted because there 
were really few real good bands, so I talk
ed these guys into coining out here and 
trying to get something together. It cer
tainly was never based on anything 1110re 
than the idea that we could do it. Tom 

hard-core punk.. TIH: Oh yeah, we are the Beach Party 

TOM: Yeah, I've been sick. ~~~t·~! ~~~~so: 1 ;-ii~ 1 ~~u~~e clamdigger 
PETER: Actually, we pushed Tom off, or he 
fell off, the bed when he was sh. and he hurt 
his head. 
DAVE: And that's why he's such a great 
bass player. 

DAMAGE: I really like the way you look on 
stage. There's a real ernbarassing SD's quality 
to the way you look. How much thought 
do you give to the perfonnance side of 
what you're doing? 

DAMAGE: What are your audiences like? 
TIM: Well, the one characteristic I've 
noticedaboutouraudiencesisthatthere 
is no single unifying thing about them ..• 
like they don't all wear black leather or 
bermudashortsortheyaren'talloneage 
or anything. It takes people awhile to 
get into us, but our following is pretty 
strong now. 
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Se1111solfamousgroupsgo11iginto!h• 
hous110! Gugl1111m0Ach1ll11 Cevalhn1 
in Bfascia,l1111yon 15 February1976 

PohcaphotooloutfitwornbyEdward 
Pa1sne!, theBeastolJe1uy.whanhe 
comm11111ds11J1uelassaults. Hewes 
conv1ctedlergelyon1h1111vidanceol 
semine!stains 

This pho11;1graph-por11ays11!1ctional 
situauon,po1edbyprotessionalboy 
mgdels. S1mlleritytopersonsllv1ngor 
dead1sumn1entiona! 

from8ody/1ngu11geca1alogue 
Graz 1973 

Moors murde111rs Ian Bredy and Myra 
Hindleywe1111o11tedforlilein1966 
Vic11mJohn k1llbfldt.agad 12.wes 
suu1llyanaulled.H1$bodywaslound 
in11shailowgr1v11farrowad)bypohca 
surche1son Iha moors. Bredyden•ed 
a!lk.nowlotdg11ofh1sdu1h.bu11h11 
Al!Ofl\11y-Gan111lu•dth1tk1llbroda 
WH 

0k1l1ed by the ume hands' as tha 
olht• Moorsv1c11ms 

DAMAGE 14 

Hearsay: Den·ishcs dancing to 
music, sticking spikes through 
their tongues and checks. 
Pulling a Kris into <heir chests. 
Watched on TV right this 
minute. What makes a 
performance, art? What arc its 
qualities, strengths, directions, 
functions? Seven years in Tibet. 
before the Chinese arrived. 
Ritual and music performed. 
How docs a convcrsam insider 
perceive it? How much can an 
unversed ou15ider follow? Is it 
p"bssible to eKist, be justified by, 
crea1ing curiosity, sheer human 
interest? 

'Psychic reality, and its 
structuring in terms of internal 
objects and internal-object 
relations, is made manifest in 
fan1asy. The my1hs and legends 
of primirive peoples, f'Olk-lorc 
and th~imagina1ive creations of 
literature and art in all ages 
constitu1e a continuous revelation 
of the fantasy-life of the human 
race, and throw tremendous 
light on the workings of the 
unconscious'. 
Harry Guntrip 

Hearsay: Aztec ceremonies 
using control codes, Mayan 
rituals with acceptance of 
slaughter of animals, people 
slowly 1onurcd to death, the art 
of society and part of instinctive 
collective fantasy. Dean Corll, 
arres1ed 7 August 1973 in 
Houston, Texas, murdered and 
sexually assaulted 27 teenage 
boys. Hermann Nitsch's OM 
Theatre slaughter 100 sheep in 
castle grounds in art ritual, 
selected crowd of art and social 
Clite guests watching, mid
summer's day. High on blood. 
Is it only legality that prevents 
the artist from slaughter of 
human beings as performance? 

Hearsay: Ian Brady and Myra 
Hindley photographed 
landscapes on the Moors in 
England 'Where they had buried 
children after sexually assaulting 
and killing them. Landscapes 
that only have meaning when 
perceived through their eyes. 
An is perception of the momen~. 
Action. Conscious. Brady as 
conceptual performer? 

' 'We have but two alternati\'es 
left, either the crime that will 
make us happy or the noose that 
will pu1 an end to our 
unhappiness'. 
De Sade 

Hearsay: What separates crime 
from art action? Is crime just 
unsophisticated or 'naive' 
performance art? Structurally 
Brady's photos, H indley's tapes, 
documentation. 

• -·~·- J ' 
Retouched photoot Dun Cot!!,tne 
Houston mass murderer D11g1no! 
photo unknown 
way that I could flap it like a 
pair of wings by moving my 
elbows. I also wore a high 
cylindrical, blue and white 
striped witch-doctor's hat'. 
Hugo Ball 

Heresy: Performances, especially 
outdoors, arc by their nature 
more immediately inclusive. 
Benefiting from surprise and 
human curiosity. Often the bias 
against Modernism and an art 
context can thus be sidestepped. 
This mental inclusion by 
fascination creates a situaiion 
where the public create by 
expectation and empathy. 

'We are ever more anractcd by 
our own cxis1cnce. Every work 
of art is nothing but the mystique 
of the being. The aesthetic 
which pushes us until horror'. 
Hermann Ni1sch 

'As Houdini rose from the 
couch the boy smashed him in 
the stomach. Houdini gasped . 
He hadn't been ready. He was 
white bu1 he set himself and the 
boy hit again to feel what 
seemed like an oak plank, 
Houdini's side bothered him . 
During 1he matin~e he suffered 
pains in his right side but 
faithfully chose to ignore it. By 
evening it was worse and Bess 
wanted to call a doctor. "No" 
was the answer'. 
Allan Ruppersberg 

'The central in1eres1 is 
dis1ortion; personal distortion 
manifested through the body 
and motivated by physical 
contact. It is important that this 
distortion should be operative 
both in form and content; it 
could also be extended to areas 
directly related to the personal 
outside of cultural traditions 
(such as art)'. 
Denis Masi 

'Therefore, one must take 
reality into account and actually 
my awareness of 1hc real, 
depending on my mood, has 
thousand~ of facets . ' 
Ur:. Luthi 

Heresy: In performance art 
transience pl::iys o l::irgc part. h 
is mort::il like us. Is born and 
dies. Immediately it becomes 
more universally acceptable. An 
invisibk thing happens between 
doer ::ind wa1cher. E::ich watcher 
interprets s lightly differently, 
e::ich is right for himself in 
interpretation. The sum total of 
all in1erprct::itions is probably 
s till only parr of the whole 
mc::ining, which i§ immortal. 
There is no conclusive truth, so 
everyone in ::i sense is the artist. 

Heresy: Art is too often ::i p::ile 
reflection of'wh::it ::ilre::idy exists. 

'It is the assignment of the Especially perform::incc an. The 
artist to destroy art, that me::ins pictures in tit magazines arc 
coming closer rn reality. Bec::iusc negated in contcn1 by repetition. 
I knew no other way than art to They serve however an 
get to reality, I intensified my inc::intacory function. M:agic. 
actions to CKtrcmcly aggressive Cosey Fanni Tutti in her action 
undertakings. Suddenly I stood 1973-76, Promr1111011, disco\•ered 
there alone. I could not abolish the owners of these magazine~ 
the discrepancy between art and need them as much as the 
reality, I couldn't achieve an cusromcrs they de<;pise. One 
identity through art, I cou ldn't man at Premier Camera Club, 
unify an with reality'. once a week, photograph<; a 

Ouo Muehl ~~~e~~n~c~~~~~. ~~ ~:;;s ~~~e 
'Art unmasks itself here as a 
derivative of reali1y. Reality 
withou1 an is only half-reality. 
Art without reality is no art'. 
AA Kommunc 

these vana1ion~ in a huge book, 
years of photographs. If this 
were framed and mounted in 
rows in one of our minim::il 
ga lleries, with a fashionable 
artis t's n::ime given as its 
cre::itor, would that make it 

PhotoolJew1shconcen11~t·oncamp 
V>Cllm 
acceptahl~ to you• h the 
pho1ographcr then an .1rll\t ~ h 
ihe model an artist? It the 
anist chooses to be the model is 
it then art? 

'The artistiC nude gets out of 
its traditional constrict ion and, 
similar to a wreckage, 11 finally 
liberates i1sclffrom the 
reproduction machinery used 
for information. The artistic 
nude and spectacle have by now 
become a single thing'. 
Rudolf Schwarzkogler 

Heresy: Performance art can be 
like a priest in a church, a 
special atmosphere, in1angible, 
always unique. Something 
belonging only co those present. 
Like a death in a dose-knit 
family. Described later, or in 
photographs, it's nOI 1hc same; 
it never can be. Performances 
arc not the thing in itself, 
nor arc bi-products like 
photographs. All arc luxuries 
after merely being alive and 
sharing in that fact. 

'The artist should have the 
opportunity to place 
environmental situations in 
such a way that they arc useful 
for consciousness. These 
situations should not limit 
somebody bu1 should help to free 
activities. For instance people 
should be continuously aware 
of time in their environment. 
By this experience everybody 
could measure 1hc degree of 
intcnsily or dullness of lhe life 
he is living'. 
Klaus Rinke 

'Since then I have been 
interested in all abnormal 
situations like ecstasy, spasm, 
psychoses, breakdowns, 
humiliations, etc'. 
Arnulf Rainer 

Heresy: Mail Art, 
Correspondence Art is a 
performance art in an open 
system. Open systems can still 
b<.' ::art. Infiltration of mass media 
and systems is vital. It means 
subliminal performance art 
rc::iches ::in arbit rary, unchosen, 
unsaf<.' public. 

'Though gr<.'at works arc surely 
~till possible ::ind may h<.' looked 
forw:ird to, ii is in the ~ense 
1hat 1hey may he moment~ of 
profound vision into the 
workings of things, ::in 1mita11on 
of life, so 10 speak, rather than 
artistic tours de force, ie, 
cosme11cs'. 
Allan Kaprow 

'System of possible movements 
transmitted from the body to 
the environment: body 
"h::iunting" space: availabihty: 
::i situation on which I am 
required to act, wherever I may 
happen to be ::it the time'. 
Vite Acconci 

Heresy: What is the 
performance artist's relationship 
with society? Is he necessary? 
Is art meaning just bogus 
significance? When does 
decoration become hfc? ln 
what context can art operate? 
Marina Abramovic in~·ited 
visitors to a Naples Gallery to 
choose from knives, loaded 
guns, torture instruments on 
1he floor ::ind do wha1 they 
w::inted 10 her. Two men 
stabbed her in 1hc thro::it. Then 
tried to put .ihc gun in her 
mouth ::ind make her pull the 
trigger. She struggled 10 s1op 
them. Her dealer tried to stop 
them. Why do this in a 
Gallery? What change takes 
place if she goes to ::i rough 
dockside bar and risks her life 

Monte Calana. Berkeley. Cahfomia 
there? Perhaps provoking a real 
fig ht, then using this 'real' 
information complements it by 
experiencing. Why docs 
performance art have to be 
presented? Infiltration of real 
life is no differem but you alone 
perceive this moment, and that 
makes you the artist, all else is 
pure luxury. 

'The imagination will not down. 
If it is not a dance, a song, it 
becomes ::in ou1cry, a protest. 
If it is not flamboyance it 
becomes deformity; if it is not 
art, it becomes crime'. 
William Carlos Williams 

'Off to the s ide, atop the plastic 
sheeting, lay a hunting knife and 
its scabbard. An open paper bag 
held a can of acrylic paint that 
gave off a faint smell reminiscent 
of banana oil. A military-type 
gas mask Jay near the bed. A 
portable radio was rigged to a 
pair of dry cells, giving ir_ 
increased volume and power, 
and a vacuum cleaner was 
plugged in at the wall. Men's 
clothing was strewn about, and 
there was a wide roll of dear 
plastic of the same type that 
covered the floor'. 
jack Olsen 

Hearsay: The real continuous 
thread of human an and life is 
discovering the fundamental, 
tribal essence of a superficially 
non-tribal society. 

Hearsay: Performance art is 
investigation, a learning s ituation, 
actual and direct. People have 
to be able to emotionally touch 
art, to feel it allows them to 
exist. 

' He got a movie camera and 
made movies with all the kids 
that lived around the farm. 
There were two sisters about a 
half a mile down the way that 
pl:lyed with him all the time, 
and they'd t::ike a movie of one 
of 'cm laying on a t::iblc, 
pretending they were making a _ 
doctor movie. They put ::i shce1 
owt her, and then they got 
chicken livers and stuff like tha1, 
and they'd take kitch<.'n tongs 
and pretend to be pulling these 
organs out of her, while Dean 
handled 1hc ca.mera'. 
Jack Olsen 

Hearsay: The first time I heard 
of Monte Cazazza in San 
Francisco he was walking the 
s treets dressed as an old 
woman; loaded revolver in 
holster around his waist; he was 
carrying a small suitcase 
containing a dead cat and 
bottle of petrol. He would visit 
artis t friends at their flats. Sit 
down, open the case, put 1hc 
dead cat on the floor, pour 
petrol on it, set it alight. All his 
spare money is spent on guns. 
Instead of knocking at Anna 
Banana's door he threw a brick 
through the window. 

' Hearsay: Edward P::iisncl, known€_ 
as the Beast of Jersey, was found"' 
guilty of thirteen charges of ~ 
a11acks on s ix people on .\1onday g 
13 December 1971 . On 13 U: 

Iggy &TheStoogesperlo1m1ng 1n 
NewY01k Iggy Pop1s 1epu1ed lobe 
1hel1t'11Dcksiar1oec1uallyh11ve 
1n1ercoursewutlag1oup1eons111ge 
Actually k1lledch1ckensonst11ge 
Phot~o11r1esycollec11onolM1ckRock 

RudolfSchwa1zkogler.Ac11on. Sorn 
Vienna 1940.diedV•onno 1969 

Motivauon , 

Cosey Fenm Tum . Pho10 lrom 
booklet/magazme Suy Conft1~1ons of 
• Shop Ass/I/ant by Tabor Pubhc11ion1, 
London 1976. Modalhnges subhm1 n111 
perlormanceforpubhcconsumpt1on 

September 1440 Gilles de Rais Gina Pane Action Stnr1mMt•I• 

was found ~uilty of 34 murders, 
though 11 is believed his victims 
numbered over 300. Rais, 
Prelati, Poitou made crosses, 
s igns, and characters in a circle. 

Heresy: You can hang ::i 1heory, 
context and significance onto 
almos1 anything. That is not a 
primary justification. A public 
should not feel that they need IO 
understand, or that meaning is 
in any way integral to 1hc 
possibility of inclusion in a work. 

'I wore a spec-ial costume 
designed by Janco and myself. 
My legs were encased in a 
tight-fining cylindrical pillar of 
shiny blue cardboard which 
reached ro my hips so that I 
looked like an obelisk. Above 
this I wore a huge cardboard 
coat-collar, scarlet inside and 
gold outside, which was 
fastened at the neck in such a 

ANNIHILATING 
REALITY 

·En11coJoblheConfuslon.F11day14 
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victim.' 
A. Poiuier 

'There is nothing either 
fundamentally good, nor 
anything fundamentally evil; 
everything is relative, relative m 
our point of view, that is to say, 
to our manners, to our opinions, 
to our prejudices. This point 
once established, it is extremely 
possible that some 1hing, 
perfcqly indifferem in i1self, 
may indeed be distasteful in 
your eyes, but mav be most 
delicious in mine< 
De Sade 

Hearsay: Action is merely a 
discussion of possibilities. Action 
is a lt\Crapy for facing oneself. 
What makes an action art? 
Whal gives it purpose, or is 
purpose enough? Performance 
art in particular must admit it 
is everyone else. 

Hearsay: Crime is affirmation of 
existence in ccmtin cases, high 
crime is like high art. Weare 
looking for our self·imagc. 
Looking is the thing itself, to 
forget we arc only looking is 
the threat, we fail as soon as we 
think we know what we arc 
looking for. Mystery is not 
cheap, emotion is nOE alien to 
art. Performance :in is probably 
the Shaman, Mys1ic, Lun:itic, 
Buddh:i, visionary of 
con1cmpor:iry times, in a 
post·rdigious er:i :i crucial and 
reponsibk funcnon hest kept 
away from-dc:i.krs who arc the 
Pardonen of our culrnre. 

'Tommaso held him wnh one 
arm behind his back, and Ugo 

~~:1% ~E~J~:~~~~~i~~s~~l:e• being ~~~~7o~as:~~~~~~r t~~mr'a::.s~n 
bit of blood spurted from his 
teeth at once, and from an 
cydid, and he thrc'I}' up. Then 
Shiner got out too, and with a 
~ind of moan, b<;gan to hit him 
m the face, the belly, adding a 
few kicks. When Tommaso let 
go :ind the man fell to the 
pavement, Shitter gave him a 

C couple more kicks in the b:ick 
\~ and all ov.:r, wherever they 

happened to land. Then they 
• ·1 rolled him swollen and bleeding 

Jean8enoitm'MonsleurF11sse' 
costum11.Pho1ocourtosyo!Sheldon 
Williams, London 

down 1he railway embankment, 
into :i. clump of bushes'. 

·1 Pier Paolo Pasolini 

'He learns and 1hen practices 
the an of gently removing flesh 
from bones; he then extracts 

the marrow, usually by sucking 
it out, and pours molten lead 
into the r,viry'. 
De Sade 

COUM T11nsm1551ons. a~tion Tow111ds 
TheeC1ys111/81//F11b1uery 1976in 
GalleriaV111or10 Emanuelle.11. Mdan. 
ArbolflllYDUblic. Pa11ol"A•t1tlng!ese 
01111·· 

'Frykowski suffered sixteen 
defensive wounds in his left arm 
trying to ward off 1hc Evil. 
Fifty·onc wounds Tex dcalt,,to 
the spleen; abdomen, left lung, 
right back, heart, chest, hands. 
And still the man who 
twcnty·fivc years before 
survived 1hc Nazi atroci1ics .in 
Poland crawled on, till he 
crumpkd'. 
Ed Sanders 

Hearsay; An almost metabolic 
need in· men brings us together, 
creates performance an, and 
there is really nothing 1hat much 
more special about being an 
artist unless he m:ikcs 11 special 

· ancmpt to be everyone else. 
Otto Muchl's AA Kommunc 
has seen that art must deal with 
the existing structures of a mass 
society with its 1ribal culwral 
experiment. Art performance 
will become academics of ' 
po~sibiLity by groups. 

'The main task of the 
concentration camp was 10 lead 
the prisoners wnhin 1hcm to a 
natural death, following 
exploitation of their labour 
power. The Majdanek camp 
near Lublin was established in 
the autumn of 1940 and was 
liberated by the Soviet army on 
July 22 1944. The official 
nuffibcr of vicums of all 
nationalities in 1his camp 
reached 360,000 dead'. 
Tadeusz Mazur 

'He possessed extraordinary 
powers. He gave the impression 
thllt he did not touch the ground 
at all, and he would go round 
the circle at :l pace so great 
that one constantly cxpectl.'d him 
to be shot off tangentially. In 
the absence of accuratl.' 
mcasurcm1·nts, one docs not 
like 10 suggest that there w:is 
some unknown force al work, 
and ye1 I have seen so many 
undemable magical phenomena 
take place in his presence 1hat I 
feel quite sure in my own mind 
that he was generating energies 
or a \'cry curious kmd. The idea 
of his dance was, as a ruk, to 
cxhaus1 him completely. The 
climax was his flopping on the 
floor unconscious. Somc11mcs 
he failed to lose himself, m 
which case, of course, nothmg 
happened; but when he 
succeeded the effect was superb. 
lt was astounding to sec his 
body sudden ly collapse and 
shoot across the floor like a 

· curling s1one'. 
Alcistcr Crowley 

'Deprivation that calls for 
supernormal reacriom in an 
attempt at ~tabilisauon: stress; 
rurmng in on mysclr, turnmg on 
myself: performance :is alibi 
re~ulting in 3 prc'lcntcd piece 

of bio.£(r.tphy 1hat, ordmarily, 
would not ha\·e bel'n part of 
one·~ acuvc h1ogr:iphy aJ all !'. 
V110 AcconCi 

... magic 1s a thing which 
e\·ery community mus1 have, 
and ma civilization that is 
roucn wnh amusemcn1, 1hc 
more tnagic we produce the 
bener. If we were talking about 
the mor:i! rcgenerauon of our 

Comprns1onolcarotid1r1ery1g1i1111 
thetranSVllf$11PIOClltHOflht 
ce,.,,1c1lvertebr1t 

world, I i;hould urge the 
deliberate creation of a s~tcm 
of magic, using as its vehicles 
such things as the 1hca1rc and 
the profession of letters, as one 
indispensable kind of means 10 
that end'. 
R. G. Collingwood 

Heresy: Chris Burden si1s on 
a ch.iir for about l6 hours until, 
exhausted, he falls off onto the 
floor. A chalk mark is made 
round him, hkc a corpse in a _ 
movie murder. Gina Pane m 
April 1971 in her studio climbs 
30 times up and down a 
ladder with sharp points on the 
rungs, barefoot, until she 
reaches her limits of endurance. 
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'The line between art and life 
should be kepi as fluid, and 
perhaps indistinc1, as possible. 
Therefore, the source o{ themes, 
materials, actions, and the 
relationships between them arc 
m be derived from any place or 
period except from rhe arts, 
their dcriva1ives(and their 
milieu'. 
Albn Kaprow 

'Gingerbread material con~isting 
of: enriched flour, sugar, dried 
molasses, shortening with 
freshness preserver, leavening, 
salt, vcgernblc gum, spices, 
caramel colour, was rolled into 
dough and shaped to resemble 
a human form. These figures 
were slowly eaten and digested. 
Later my intestinal tract was 
emp1icd. Ten samples of faeces 
were placed on glass slides. 
These samples were viewed 
under a microscope at 
magnifications of x 280 to 
xJOOO'. 
Dennis Oppenheim 

Heresy: Because art has 
divorced i1sclf from culture and 
mass taste via language and 
meaning, it feels superior and 
then irrelevant and insecure. 
Its lofty ideals and pretensions 
require dcgrce.s in semahtics 
before you can even view i1, 
and usuaUy it's a minor, 
once·only·intcrcs1ing point 
that's obscured by critical 
clouds. 

HcTcsy: Dennis Oppenheim 
observes obsc.~sivcly his faeces. 
The Marquis de Sade also 
obsessively mvcstiga1cd faeces. 
One is cool art, one is quirkiness, 
which is more interesting? 

Hearsay: A new generation of 
performance artists has arrived. 
They use existing situations to 
actually affect society from the 
inside, to subliminally infiltrate 
popular culture aware Of their 
perception as art but realising 
their redundancy. Peter 
ChristOphcrson joins the 
Casualties Union, ler.rns to 
simulate perfectly cuts, heart 
attacks, fits, bruises. He goes 10 
a training course. Why is he 
there? He wants to expand his 
art, he is able to gc1 photos of 
boys simulating injury. They arc 
not aware of his reasons, his 
motives arc provocative. He 
makes an advert for national 
television, trying 10 give the 
kiss of life to a drowned boy. 
Nothing is real e;ii:ccpt the 
medium. Millions sec his 
performance, none of them 
knows. Cosey Fann i Tutti 
models for pin up and porno 

COUM 
TRANSMISSIONS 

Pnm11Mo!on1er 

COUM TRANSMISSIONS is that centrosomic body releasing the 
energies and actions of a group of English artists whose 
most familia~ public form is TI!ROBBING GRISTLE. 
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Otte> Muehl Omo He11d 

magazines, in order to get 
magazines containing her image. 
The public buy them, sec her, 
do not know her, do not have to 
know il's her performance art. 
Jerry Drcva in Wisconsin 
masturbates onto 1hc pages of a 
book th inking of passcrs·by he 
liked. Each volume is scm away 
to friends who correspond by 
mail. The artist undcrs1ands his 
action and needs no more, ii 
isn't to do wilh recognition any 
more'. Arethusc launches 
spacecraft in a bay in Sayvillc, 
New York, one night. The wOrk 
is that it receives a mention in a 
general newspaper. Art 
magazines never hear. People 
can enjoy performance without 
being aware of it. COUM model 
for LP cover, it becomes a 
scandal in America, is rcs1ing in 
Jiving rooms and flats, no one 
knows it was them. 

' Vaguely conscious of that great 
suspense in which we live, we 
fi nd our escape from i1s sterile, 
annihilating reality in many 
dreams, in religion, passion, art; 
each a forgetfulness, each a 
symbol of creation '. 
Arthur Symons 

'You arc not you, you arc ju~! 
reflections, you arc reflections 
of cvery1hing that you think 
that you know, everything that 
you hav..! been taugh1. My 
rcalny is my reality, and I stand 
within myself on my reality. 
The truth is now; the truth is 
right here; the 1ruth is this 
minu1c, and 1his minute we 
exist'. 
Charles Manson 

Heresy: There ls a political and 
social threat involved in the 
'direct pcrson·IO·pcrson 
attributes of performance art 
and mail art. No social ticket is 
required, no venue, the price of 
11 stamp or your own body arc 
the only needs. The threat is 
biggest fo r the art wor.ld, art 
market. Solving art problems is 
coincidental. 

'The task of Art is w make 
nself touchable'. 
Eugenio Carmi 

'An is e\•crything that men call 
Art". 
Dino Formaggio 

'\\'hich mcn?''and '\'fhicll An?' 
Eugenio Carmi 

'Art works best when it rCrriams 
unacknowledged. It obscn·es 
that :.hapes ;md objects and 
evenu, by d1:.playing their own 
nature, can c\•okc those deeper 
and simpler powers in which 
man recognises himsdf. It is 
one of the rewards we earn for 
thinkmg by what we sec'. 
Rudolf Arnhcim -

Hcre:.y: A lot of the best, 
youngest, performance artists 

IJ.avc an incredibly sophisticated 
percep1ion of art media, 
galleries, socialites. Followers 
more often of \X1illiam S. 
Burroughs than of Marcel 
Duchamp, of So1111ds rather than 
Artfnrum, they affirm 
individualism in a 
depersonalised age. They 
recognize only each 01hcr. The 
basic tenet is tha1 art is the 
perception of the moincn1. And 
in the perception of the 
momcn1, all things arc art. 

'For man, codes and signs 
differ according to his 
environment, the education he 
has received, and his social 
background. The peasam who 
looks at the sky is creative 
bcceusc he "perceives" it by 
deciphering its codes on the 
basis of which he will invent 
behaviour'. 
Eugenio Carmi 

'An is a self·rcspccting search 
for 1h.: unknown. As such, it 
docs not necessarily correspond 
10 us common image. It is nOE 
bound to gencra1c objects. It is 
creative energy whose centrifugal 
force generates gestures or 
looks, ob1ecrs or projects and 
si1u111ions'. 
F.ug,.nio Carmi 

Sheba.echampio111tt1tltwirlerot 
1972 

Vllo Acconcl Runoff New York 1970 
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Michael: Oh god! 

Gerardo: l wish! 

Edward: Never. 

Gerardo: He doesn't need to. 

Michael: (censored) 

Edward: I'll tell Christine what you said~ 

Michael: She loves me! 

Phrank: I get nervous. 

Does your mother approve of you? 

Gerardo: 

Michael: 

Edward: 

Michael: 
my head. 

Edward: 

Michael: 

She can't help it. 

No co111111ent. 

She can't read english. 

. . she did say it was going to 

What was? 

The band. 

Edward: Both my parents totally agree 
that it is wonderful that I'm getting out 
at last . 

'Phrank: I hate my mommy: I hate my daddy. 
I hope they don't see this. 

Edward: When l go over there, they won' 
say anything about my hair. They're fright
ened of me. I throw screaming fits. 

Edward: Mentally, but not physically. 

Gerardo: I practice alot at home. 

Michael: I never know what the latest 
fashions are. I can't afford to be one. 

Edward: It's a belief to me. What I think 

Phrank: Yeah , I'm having a great time. 

Gerardo: I'm nervous ... no,no. retract 
that. I'm not nervous. I'm not nervous. 

Edward: Yeah, I like this interview 
a lot. 

Gerardo . Yeah, J'm having a good time. 
I'm only saying that because I'm B.lllOngst 
friends. 

What do you want to be when you 
grow up? 

Gerardo: I want to be a genetic en~ 
gineer . 

Michael: I want to be an electronics 
engineer specializing in communications. 
I want to work in an inner space station . 

Edward: Sex symbol and retire at an 
early age. 

Gerardo: Fat chance! You're never gonna 
grow up. 

Phrank: A fireman. 

Where do you live? 
Edward: Glendale. 

Michael: Boyle Heights, right across the 
bridge from the Atomic . 

Edward: How trendy! 

Gerardo: I live in Chololandia, right 
down the street from Michael. 

Phrank: I live in a rat hole on Nonna! 
Avenue. 

What's your favorite band? 

Edward: That's a hard one. 

Michael: I love the Bags. I think J have 
a crush on Al ice and Rob. 

Edward: No, I've changed my mind. 

Phrank: Bags. 

Edward: Shirley Bassey. I do like Shirley. 

Gerardo: She doesn't count . If she counts, 
I get Eartha Kitt. She's not an oreo cookie. 

Michael: Have you seen those new billboards 
downtown, those cancer billboards with the 
hand and the breast? 

Phrank: Oh yeah, I just saw one. 

How did you all meet? 
Phrank: I met Edward one night that the 
Mutants played at Bace's Hall. I pogoed 
with hilD and he stuck his tongue in my 
mouth. 

photo by Peter Brittin 
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My experience as an independent fila

maker taught •e that we do not only have 
to create our own -dia, but also iu al
teTii"i"t1'VC distribution ciTcuit. This of 
course holds true not only for films, but 
also for m1sic and altemative press. 

After havina ora:ani:z:ed and presented 
several fil• showings in different Euro
pean countries, I started feeling .ore 
and .ore like a tran511tlantic infonn.ation 
tn.ns•itter. My dedre to widen the spec
tl'WI to 111usic and aa1azlnes was largely 
due to my involvement u a contributing 
editor of SEARCH AND DESTROY. As I was 
scheduled to do another European tour 
with my own films and 11 George Kuchar 
progra111, I decided to use this possibility 
to spread the word that the Masters of the 
California New Wave In the 70s are not 
Surfers. 

So I took a New Wave progra.IQ along 
(hardlycol!lplete, as I felt that the best 
way to represent the bands was by video 
or 16- film, in order to cover both i
mage and sound, which was of course limit. 
ing), consisting of TARGET videotapes of 
the SCREAMERS, live at the Starwood; the 
141TM'TS at Napa Valley State Hospital; 
CRIME at San Quentin Prison; TALKING 
HEADS and the OFFS, as wel I as •Y 16• 
fil11 "BERLIN GRAFFITI" with the SEX PIS
TOLS, In addition to a live perfonia.nce 
piece I did: MEDIA VS. REALITY. Groups 
like the DILS, TIJXEOO !«JON, WEIRDOS, A
VENGERS , DEAD KENNEDYS , UXA, CONTROLLERS, 
BAGS,etc. l representedbyrecords,cas
sette tapes and a selection of about 200 
posters and photographs by K1JDCra Zie, 
Jill Hofman, and Sue Brisk. as well as all 
issues of SLASll and SEARCH AND DESTROY. 
The program was sho~ at places that usu
ally featured Live Punklllusic or at Cultu
ral Institutions like muselDlls or film the
aters, ns well as a couple of lV inter
views and radiotalkshows. It generated 
a great deal of interest, but instead of 
reporting about the shows, I think it 
would be 1110re informative to talk about 
New Wave scenes abroad. PUNK IS NOT DEAD, 
nowhere, it's the terminology that stinks, 
our hangups with labeling. The dilemma 
of a castrated language-systell , what I 
call "drawer philosophy", is what sucks. 
GODARD .ade New Wave films 20 yean ago 
and now there is New Wave in everything. 
So what? For lack of a better word I will 
use it, and you'll know I'm talking about 
dialectics within the fruework of 11usic. 
Given the specific country that fr:i.mework 
translates its culture, so it is a socio
logical phenoaienon more than anything else 
So ultlaately we are talking about the di
alectics of all CREATIVITY. The follow
ing report i'i"Observations, recollections 
of interesting experiences/events during 
my recent travels in Europe .. 

BERLIN-

is definitely Punk City. -. 
A fantastic place for live Punkbands 

is called S.0.36, about 2 11inutes ' walk 
fro• the Berlin Wall in tho KREUZBERG dis
trict, where David Bowie and Iggy Pop have 
their studios. English as well as Ger-
1111n bandl!_ play there. It ls a tre11endous 
site hall, with &n excollent PA syste111, 
run by Kippi Kippenbergor. Open every 
day till S llll. The audionco is of mixed 
backgrounds and of all ages. The fonner 
lead singer of PVC, one of the first Ber
lin Now Wave bands, ELDORADO (who has 
started his own band, NIERENBWI'EN Cor 
"BleedingKidneys")saidheondedhis 
hardcore-punk-blood period after Sid Vi
cious' death. Hopefully so-e nei. music 
recording will be substituted .. 

In East Berlin the most modern Rock 
n' Roll band are the PIJHDYS, who even got 
permission to tour West Genaany fro111 their 
Govern11ent, which really was a big deal .. 
A couple of musicians came and asked for 
111y buttons at a restaurant, which is about 
the only place young people hang out at 
night that Westernors are allowed to go 
to. Amazingly enough they had an aloost 
complete seloction of Punkmusic at their 
home, taped from SFB radiostation in West 
Berlin. Californio was liko their biggest 
dream evor; facing the reality of the I
ron Curtain made 111e feel too guilty to 
give them much of n positive report .. 

NINA HAGEN - a fonner East Gorman citi
zen not allowed to go back there - punked 
out in London for a while, having a love 
affair with Ariane of the SLITS, then re
turned to West Berlin and formod the NINA 
HAGEN llAND. She writes her own songs, 
.:istly all Geraan lyrics. Celebrated by 
the established press as the Gennan Punk
queen, she isn ' t really Punk, or New Wave, 
but definitely has so11ething to say, if 
the Boys behind her could only keep up 
with her speed; she has a tremendous, 
opera-trained voice. 

lwastheonlyrepresentativeofCa
lifornia New Wave in HAMBURG for lMA.GES 
IN!oA.JSIC,a25-yearRockn' Roll retro
spective organized by Hilsberg (Sounds) 
and Moishe Moser, with 120 feature music 
films and a good photo and article docu
mentation. But the selection of live 111u
sic was bad, SIOUXSIUE AND THE BANSHEES 
and the ADVERTS being the only Punkbands 
during the whole 2-month event. They did 
have a great closing party with German New 
Wavebands, KLEENEXfro111Zurichhighlight
ing ... Also check out the Art Academy 
where sometimes SIGMA.R POLKE puts on Punk 
events (the COCKSUCKERS, BIG BALLS, and 
TllE GREAT WHITE IDIOT) when you're in 
Hamburg. 

CAN, based in COLOGNE, who do interest
ing 11usic (two of its members arc former 
Stockhausen students) , unfortunately don't 
playi.npublicrightnow, apparently be
cause it's too big of a job to get all 
their equipment set up. They have been 
working on a fil• score. In Cologne you 
can hear Punlliusic at the ROXY, and the 
best distributor for rare New Wave music, 
tapes, etc: .• is RUDI FRINGS at DER ANOERE 
HIFI-LADEN, who puts out EDITION WST FOR 
LIFE. 

Noxt to Borlin, the best place for 11u
sit ls DUESSELOORF. Tho scene there has 
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heen centered around the RATINGER HOF, 
thanks to CARMEN KNOEBEL, who has also 
c;rganized several tours of Enalish bands 
in Ger.any (WIRE, RED CRAYOLA, 999). Now 
she is producing a rec:ord with the band 
>tlTfAGSPAUSE ("Lunchbreak"), which is the 
nost promising band in the area. Lead 
'iingerJa.neyJ.Jones,atr11eoriainal 
withastrongstagepresence,doesn't 
want to die for his Fatherland, but ls 
optimistic about Ger-any's future: 
"We are about to reach the next water 
1o·ell - after all, our new record is toll
ing Out soon. Half the songs have Genaan 
lyrics, half English." Dru11111er Marcus 
Oehlen: "We have been experimonting with 
incorporatingsomeofRaoulllausm.ann's 
poetry on pre· recorded tapes and loops." ERNA'l"r Janey: "Yeah, but don't tell anybody we-'"'f •IOlf4j ;;:;;;:;:~;;«.~ ::•:; :;;'.:.~·;:; 

J".? l' ~~~e=~-~=;~c::r;r~!~~s~~: .. ~:A·~th 
..d'> ;p'""1C:-r.. 4' groups use synthosizers ... I also heard 

-< ~ <Ua good reports about MA.LE, HANSAPUST, and 
"'..trq~U~o ~ ~~~ESSELOORF NEU, but didn't get to seo 

:.0;>.9 ~\- {"T~eg~~~ .. ~e;u:~::h:g:;i:eg~u!~~ ~~ 
fl'\ 1 ple in Gelsenkirchen who also put on work-

~ .t\l'o U'J shops of FREE IITTERNA.TICNAL UNIVERSITY, 

en <>es (;; ~~=~a~~s~d~!i~~ :~ec~~~~!~~t~fo~Y 
~ II)' tri~ was exp!r~enc,ing a gathering in. ..:::, co.Iv .:if: Bonn with the MinlSter of Cultural Affairs 

~ 1Jie i; ·~ ~~ :~=~~s: ~~~t:~r:~ ~=~~;~·c~;~s-
~ DEUTSCHE KUNSTHALLE) - probably declded 
Z t:.:: upon by the latter as a reaction to Paris' 

~ ~l ~ :~r:u:;ti:~mr:.!~~ ~~~~~>(t~e~~sc:~~ 
<:)~ S.Afe ~t:.j IDllny's best) vehemently opposed tho spend-

/:; ~~ " ·;~!e: :! 1 ~~:: ~~rw~th':p~~~n~~~;~!!sal 
:qSct' .. M \')U . to build a arkin! Center for Creativity, 

.l;J [ El _ which was en orse by 1111ny artists. 

fi~~·· 
t~ ' 
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AMSTEROAM -
Punk is alive o.nd growing. Live bands 

perfonn at the PARADISO , former hippie· 
haven for tourists, now attracting Dutch 
visitors again after many years due to 
Punkgigs .. 

One of the interesting Dutch New Wave 
bands is the V.D. PATIEtlTS, who were using 
an empty swia11ing pool for rehearsals when 
I met them. They and other local Punk
bands hang out for ju.in& at a large 
squat-project right behind the Queen's Pa
lace (squatting is vory woll organhed and 
half legaliied in Holland). The downstairs 
coffeeshop NO NAME. plays only PunUusic. 
6-year-old SVEN NR. ONE sells his own but
tons there, including Screa..ers, and if 
you're lucky you run into DR. RAT, alias 
Alex St. Claire,whosegraffitiareall 
over town. He has looks to just die over, 
easy t o recognize by tho two large white 
rats that he carrios around, one of whom 
answers to the name of Frau Bliicher (Fran
kenstein's .housekeeper), the only rat 
taught how to pogo by Pollo-Punk-Perfor
mance-Artist GERARD PAES. 

The best places to seo,New Wavo bands 
in PARIS are CLUB GtBUS and LE PALACE, a 
fancy discotheque, equivalent to N.Y.'s 
Studio 54. The managers put on Punkshows 
on Sunday afternoons only, but they are 
really into it , and it's a great place. 
Screamers are on their "coming attractions" 
list. ·The producer of the Only music lV 
show wants to do a spot with them, too, 
depending on which label they will sign 
with ... Plus I showed videotapes of them 
at Bea.ubourg ' s Museum of Modern Art, so 
it seems like the Screamors sehed FRANCE 
before they even got there ... OOrothf!e 
Lalanne and Paul Alessandrini said they 
showed me everything, but I didn't see 
any French New ll'ave bands. Wrong ti•ing? 
Or 11re all the French busy trying to CR&
ATE the "New Philosophy'1 instead of LIVl/'IG 
it, swept away by the unknown destiny of 
an Henri-L~vy ' s self-proclaimed Sainthood 
????????? 

Best magazines are still LA FA~ADE and 
BAZOOKA, an absolute knockout of Lay
outers ... 

Most special experience for me was to 
spend some time at TEENY DUCHAMP'S house, 
due to the new movie I' m working on about 
nre uws OF CHANCE IN ART with Donielle 
Spoerri. She was fantastic - what other 
wo1111n her age would express an interest 
in New Wave and SEARCll AND DESTROY?? 
Open11inded and openhearted , a great Lady. 
I was thankful for every minute in her 
house, looking at 1-larcel 's old works, his 
miniature chess games, participating in 
the rituals he used to perform, eatins 
his favorite dessert which he 11issed so 
much while in the U.S., looking at his 
books and talking to Teeny ' s son Paul (by 
her 11arriage to Matisse), who was working 

~~t~ ix;~k s~!~~d ~~::-~~: ~~~u~~!=h~~w .. 

Good new bands are SCRITII POLITI and 
the RAINCOATS {females). 

Punks don't seem to wear thoir Na.ii re
galia so much any .:ire. I guess the con
tinuing fights with the National Front and 
other street riots have defined the fronts 
more clearly, andonechoosestodistlng
uish . . 

THE POP GROUP (new LP just released) 
and CABARET VOLTA.IRE did a benefit tour 
for the PRISONERS OF CONSCIENCE Campaign 
Against the Anns Trade •.. Dther benefits 
plannedbyPopGroupandothersnrethe 
SUS-GIGSagainstalawthathasbeenin 
effect in Genuny and supposed to be pas
sed in Brita.in as well, which allows SUS· 
PICIOUSpeopletobearrntedwithout 
evidence and has 11111inly been used against 
Blacks and political "radicals." I guess 
it's too late now that the Tories won the 
election .. 

MEDIA CONTROL IS A VERY POWERFUL WEA
PON ... The Bill that controls Media •nd 
Public Access in the U.S., the federal 
eo-mications Act, passed in 1934, is 
boing rewritten right now. lnfor11 your
solf before it's too late and TAKE ACTION. 

AlJl'OOCHY REQUIRES RESPONSIBILITY. 
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Why do you make movies ? 

We ll, if I wasn' t s pendi ng mo ney on movies 
I' d be t h rowi ng it away on vices and dir
ty habits . Films he l p me get back on the 
track LO creati\·e and healthy living. This 
ma kes my ugly vices more fun to indulge in 
once I ' vc finished mnking a movie. 

What i s yo ur . f ilm backg r ound? 

I a t te nded mov i es earl y i n my yo uth. 
ne ve r did care for too muc h brigh t s un and 
dark places appealed to me. It wa s also 
fascinating to sec grownups doing make-be
lieve, like we kids did all the time. From 
going to the movies I acquired a certain · 
film language that came in handy when l 
bought my own smal !er-scale movie equip
ment. In this way you can be a kid all 
the time and not have such heavy equipment 
to lug around. 

Do you incorporate your "ugly vices" 
in your movies? 
They arc in there but they aren't ugly on 
film. I don't like making ugly things and 
I'm sure a lot of people don't enjoy going 
to the cinema and paying to see ugliness. 
If that were so, then the theater manager 
would leave the houselights on to give the 
audience their money's worth. 
Why don't you make films in Holly
wood? 
I like going to llollywood to whore around. 
It ' s fun to ·be cheap meat in th.it environ
ment. I don't drive a car so I'd be trap
ped in one spot if I lived there. I'd ra
ther go to Salt Lake City and work with 
the Osmond family. 

Do you like foreign films? 
I always enjoyed the early Sophia Loren 
Italian movies where she played a fish 
saleslady and would get into fights with . 
other salesladies and they ' d smack each o
ther across the face with mackerels. For
eign films also meant not so much an import 
of culture to American shores as, in those 
days, they were more 1 ike a tide of smut 
and luria sexpots. They also were closer 
to comic books as written words appeared 
in the frame with the pictures. That is 

·why they probably were so successful here 
in America . 

Do you go to the movies regularly? 
I go when 1 can but I don' t go eve r y week . 
I guess it ' s not one of my dirty ha bi ts. 
I t h ink 70mm and Dolby sound are great, 
and I'd even like to sec that combin1.·d 
.,.,ith 3-IJ and Smcll-o-Rama for an even big
ger experience . William Castle should m;.lkc 
a no t he r horror film with al l of t his plus 
thro.,., in his "live" gimmicks . Maybe thea-

- t c r s cou l d s t art giving dis hes out o nce a 
week (1 i ke they did in the pas t ) ins t ead 
of s tomac h distress bags. 

How do you use music in your films? 
I never went along with the old saying that 

- a film s core i s good only if you weren't 
aware of it. I like to hear what I'm lis
tening to. In the past I'd go to a movie 
if a certain composer did the score. Big 
orchestras with blatant love themes were 
my bag even if the music itself stank. A 
horrible score lushly orchestrateCi can be 
a great experience and make you aware that 
people can create the silly on a grand 
scale. This is good for the spirit, as 
it's less oppressive and leads to experi
mentation. 
Did you ever make a musical? 
Yes. A film I did with my student.s at the 
San lirancisco Art Institute and called 
"Symphony for a Sinner" was, in some res 
pects, a musical. Since none of the cast 
could s ing it was humiliating for them at 
times. B.ut, since I couldn't write what 
are considered good lyrics, what's the dif
ference? If you want to make a musical 
then make it. There are hundreds that have 
fine songs and singing and dancing. The 
other side of the coin should be experien
ced also. 

Do you handle the choreography too? 
Yes , as that is the thrill of making inde
pendent, underground movies. You get a 
chance to do everything you've ever wanted. 
In a way I'm like a blotter or a paper to
wel dripping with stains. Squeeze me and 
watch what .spills out. I've absorbed e
nough Rita llayworth and Rita Moreno to know 
what constitutes good choreography. 

............................................... ~ 

A GEORGE KUCHAR FILK>GRAPHY George Kuchar Films: .Unj§6S7 )6nm. 77', color 

Do audiences object to this sort of 
digeste d regurg ita tio ns? 
Certain individua l s do but they ' re not much 
fun . What I regurgitate is a very defi n ite 
part of me. What comes up is not only what 
went down but i ncorporates elements that 
were already s l osh ing around i nside me . 
!"' hat do yo u think of the punk scene? 

Any moveme nt that sanc tif i es dyed hai r, 
ripped clothes , make up and ciga r e tt e smo
king is fine in my book, as thes e are the 
elements that make for good cinema . 
What's your feeling about porno 
films? 
Movie theaters have always been porno
graphic as fat; as I'm concerned. They're 
dark and there are lonely, repressed and 
bored people in the back rows and in the 
rest rooms. It was, in the Bronx anyway, 
a house of shame. Now that the "shame" is 
up there on the screen, it helps to allevi
ate the pressures that were building up in 
the audience .. The most sexually explosive 
and gnawing feeling s were generated by mo
vies made by such people as Ozzie & Harriet 
Nelson with their son Ricky. It was such 
alien material that the viewer sought out 
and nurtured the mos t basic drives at the 
root of hi s being. It was either that or 
s cream silently w\_th a mouth full of pop
corn. Ricky Nelson wa s too nice-looking 
to be sleeping in pajamas. A pervert was 
needed to direct thi s material. 

What' S the key to unleashing filmic 
creativity? 
Very little money, a miserable personal 
life and no script . If you don't have 
these things, don,'t despair: just pray 
for a flop so you can be kicked into the 
gutter with other imaginative minds. Re
member. . the vapors from a sewer a I ways 
aim skyward. Chemical s in the body have 
a harder time being generated when every
thing is gOing smoothly. Filmic chaos and 
panic can be exhausting but very s eldom do 
they lead to constipation. 

with Hike Kuchar: Co rnrn~il&mi~ s~c'Db~~t & white 

with Wa1ter Gutmao, a lot of women 
!louse of the Wh i t e People 

1968, 16ii1ii, 16 . S ,color 

Th'9YS: 1 ftJm:1 ii(J8~\hck & white 
eacktoNature 

19/6, 16iiiri, 10',color 

The Wet Destruction of the Athnt i c Ellpire 
1954,&!mcolor,5' 

Screwball 
~color,B',silent 
The Naked and the Nude 

19S/,8iliiicolor, silent 
The Slasher 
~color,20' ,silent/ sound 
The Thief and the Str ipper 

1959, ann color, 20 silent/ sound 
A Tub Nilllled Desi r e 

1§59,8iiliicolor 
1 i96o~ K:rnn~~io~~} silent/ sound 

Pui§t1:naftm~~I~~: ~Zfsound 

DAMAGE 22 

Hold Me Whil e I'• Naked 
1966, ltiiilli, 15 ,color 

Lei sure 
--r90r, lfilrrn, 10 ' , black & white 

Moi~t:t n.u~a~O', black & white 
with Bill Ronald, Frances Leibowitz, Iris 

Ec tMn: IW~c1~u: ~~rn~n 
with Debo rah-Ann and Edith Fischer 

Co lor Me Sh:llllcl css 
1968, 16111ri, JO • black & white 
wi th Bob Cowan, Gina Zuckerman, Donna Kerness 

);nocturne 
~&mi,I O ', color 

wi t h J oyce Wie land, Frank Heyer and Boeke 

with Donna Kerness, George & Helen Segal 
The Mai=al Palace 

1969, lliiriQ, JI , black & white 
with Frank Heyer, Zelda Keiser, Donna Kerness 

The Lady fro• Sands Point 
1969 , 16iiiil, IO , black & white 
with Betty Holliday 

Enj~G;~Pj:J.ri, 0 iz t~e 61!~kst white 
with Red Grooms and Mimi Cross 

Portrai t of Romoo na 
19/1, 16iriii,25 ,color 

T.he SunshincS i sters 
1973, 161111, JS ,color 
with Elvira Cartwright, Jan Lash, Ainslie Pryor 

I 1~;6~crn::m: 10', black g white 

~.10',blackawhite 
The Power of the Press 

1911, 16111ri, 24', black a white 

sryg,g:r I &mi. a 6~i~n~~ tor 
ARea.sontol.ive 

l§Jl, l6111ri, JO', black & white 

A ~M1, NiS. 15•~ 1c~i~~ 
The Mongrelold 

19/8, 16111ri, 10', color 

Forus: ib!n~1 :rnr: color 
The Asphalt Ri bbon 

197§, 16mli, 20 , black & white 







the BAGS 
int erview wi th Cr a i g and Al ice 

CRAIG: •.. 20 years of bad genetics:. 

ll!\MAGJ:: So tell 111c about your father •• 

CRAIG: HcJocsn'tcxist ... hc'sashoc 
salesman. Ila's not the interesting one. 

Cll/dr.: Yeah, hccausc she 1<1as the star 
of ttus movie "Flying Knight froia Outer 
Spa.:c," whkh was the l:1st movie Bela 
t.ui:o!li ra.;1Jc. lie was mak ini: tllis J.:>Yil' 
anJ then he J1cd fro111 a heroin Q\"(::rdosc. 
They took the raw footage of him anJ 
cut It intothisothcr111Dvicwhichwas 
the cheapest llOYic ever 111.1dc. Sile pl;iys 
:i11;1rti:.in inth:a.Shcwas.ilsointhc 
"Brain tat••rs" :iml, at the cnJ of the 
"Brain taters" the Brai11 l::ltcrs :ire wall
ing halaburgcrs fro11 l:arth :mJ one of 'c. 
gets on her neck and "he's like walk.ing 
011 a t11gh-tcns1on wnc in" ncgligcc.aml 
gct'I shot Juwn. We s::1w 1t in" theatre 
once, it •.l;is likc:i r::1cial thc::1trc , anJ 
;o] I the r;ic i"ts .. ere Ii ~c e l;1pping when 
shcca111COutanJJiJherslccpwaJkini: 
rout inc. Now she's ::1 ttol lywuuJ Jict01t<1r. 

Wh:it :1hout your 1111>thcr, /ll i,:,,? 

/11.1!.:1.: Oh, iay mother Uucs tik s.-ttini: 
anJ m;1kes gooJ fouJ. 

IJAM/l(;I.: Tile setting? What :1bout i:t1s
turl1;1tion·r 

CllJ\W: Wh:1t ;ill(lul it"/ l'm prohahly ti"" 
only 2~ year ol<I who h11s wet Jrc"ms. 
l!t•c:1usc since l Ju1t' I Ju it, it just sl i1•~ 
out sometimes. 

Was your fatlwr in th•· war1 

lie 1snwar. 

UNVIGli: Tell..., ,ahout your f.1th••r;. 

Myf.1theris.1cr;ohhyJi"bcti,· 
lk'nccJ,.his in,.ulin fillorh"l:<'l'<T•·lll 
cr.1hhy. 

llAMllGI.: So yuu Jon'! live ;H huk•? 

l:KAll~: She Jocs. 

/ILll:I: IJo. 

l wou!J too If I ,·ouLJ. 

ALll:L: I llD\'C out .1nJ, when I run oul of 
90ncy :rnJ can't take it an)'lllOrc, l co1111.· 
back homo for a few m:>n\hS ::1nJ then go out 
anJgctajoh. 

CRAW: I can never i,:o b;1ck home anylDQrc. 

Why? 

I calleJ my mother~ bit.;h too m;m)' 
times. 

OAMl\GI!: So, let's sec , do you want to ta!~ 
about111uslc? 

CRAIG: No, no, no, let's talk about some
thing interesting. 

DAMAGE: What don't you w;int to tulk about? 
We can avoid all th:it s!uff. 

CRAlG: Things like "wha.t \.:tge is the 
band trying to p1"0ject?, what ' s your acs
sage, politics :i.nd ... " 

DAMAGE: Mad:ui Wong? 

CRAtG: Oh God! 

DAMAGE: ttow about .. 

CRAIG: Ent L.A. 

DA14AGC: ... the record? 

ALICE: Brlngsomiethlngup. 

CRAIG: Whut cun we say ab-Out the record? 

UA.llflGL: J Jon'tknowanythingahout 
either one of you. 

CIUllG: We're ju$l private. 

\\'hat kind of foo<l Jo you I i~c? 

nuw fish. beef he;1rts. 

JIJr\Jccucd inse..:ts. 

I f1gurcyou.guysh:1vebccn inter· 
hy al I the m;1g:1~ines in the scene .. 

CK1\IC: Yeah. 

OA.\IAGL: /l.mlthcyaskcJyouull the same 
4ucstions? · 

(RAH;: SQ, Sl;ll cllec up with some pretty 
gooJ ones like "Wh.•t :ire your favorite 
.;olor~ to cat anJ Jrca11?" or so11ething 
Jikctiiat .. 

l:at::1nJdrca11? 

l:lt/llt:: Yeah, you know, thcy'rclikeso.,e 
J111..,-<toreArt;1uJorso111e1hing, 

You went to art school, right? 

CK,\Jt;; (l.1ughter) 

Yourca<lthcintcrvicw? 

IJ.'J.lfll;J.: I rca<l the onl' in NO ~laga:inc. 
llow <liJ you likl' playiug the Mahuh:iy in 
S;inf'rancis.;o? 

Some s-.uuging tour I ~t -<pot. l t was 
all right, it wa~n' 1 so i:ooJ the first night. 
It -<ccms :ill th<' p<.'Oplc who wann:1 he cool 
Jun' t go to thC' ~l:ib because it 's the in
,·orrcd ti11ng to Jo :1nymore. 1 Jon'! mind 
1•1.•»ing I hl' M;ih, you ~now, we always make 
mon<'}'therc. I don ' t carc,y'know. 

!>AMAGE: Areyouintothenttics? tlowdo 
YQUfcclbeforcapcrfon11."lnce? 

ALIC!:: Jgctrcallyncrvous. 

VA.MAGE: lll1::1t •s the .ost bizarre thing you 
cvcrJiJon suge? 

CRAIG: She thre\O up ... th:it was bi:arre. 

ALIC\:: I went behind :in :1ap, I w:is polite, 
you ~now, :ind then I thre" up. 

lJNo\AG[: Why'J you throw up? Were you real 
<lrunl..orso.,ething? 

No, I was just nallycllhaustcd 
anJ it was one of the fir~! tilllCs we'd 
done two sets and 1 w;is really really clL
haustcJ hccause ljustm11earound:1lot 
on stage, no1 ~o 11ueh now as 1 diJ i.hcn 
,.e first narteJ, but l rc:illyused to 
IDOVl' around alot anJ I always used to 
get sick. I '<l get to :a point where l 1ke 
l'JthrowupanJ, whenwcdidtwosets 
for the firH tlmC', l'J have to, you 
kno,.,gobC'hin<lanu111pandthrowup. 

CR.AH;: Yeah, ~he <liJ a frcn:y. 

OAMAGI:: ,\ fren:y? 

CRAIG: A frenzy , you kno .... sort of like 
;in ('pilC'ptk 8 i;lrL 

l),\,llAt:I:: Uo you always re111e.,bcr what 
happcneJ on the stage aftcrwarJ~? 

ALICii:No.you.canafterweplay , Jo 
I rcacaberwhat IJid. SO. P<"<lplcrc
•inJllK'. lh.:Ltcto!'ltrc-11inJC'Jhut rhC'rc 
arc:1\wayspcoplearounJ .. 

o,U.l/IGl: So it's IHC' ncvcrplanncJout? 
Uoyouplaythtson11stnorder? 

CRAIG; ll'tll, you know, that's our 
joh. 

Interview by PB l 
photo by Peter Brittin 

OAMAGE: Who writes the songs? 

CRAIG: Us. 1 .. ritcthe111usic. 

ALICE:lle'sdonemostofourson11s. It 
startcdoutwhcrcjust:lboutall of them, 

c)Lc.cptoneort1'0,hewrotc.Nowwc're 
all gettinll, into writing. 

CRAIG: She'sgotakeybourdnndsonow 
she's getting intowritingkeybonrdsongs. 
We arc start1n1: to go for a more psychedelic. 
sound. 

D.\.'lllGE: Do fOU have g1"0upics? 

CRAIG: Yes and no. 

ALICE: Yes. 

CRAIG: ! al"ays get ugly-ugly, well, peo
ple on quaaludcs who want to rub •Y shoul
dcrs, you know ... transvestitcs or whatever. 
The girls get g1"0upies, 11ale groupies. 

ALICE; They're ::1nywhcrc from 14 to 30 ycus 
old .. 4D years. old. 

CRAIG: Trisha, the bass player, gets a 
lotofgf'Oupies,youknow, they're like 
hippiesondustwhofollowheraround 
snickering and stuff. 

DAMAGE: How old is Trisha? 

CRAIG: 19? 201 

ALICE: She'solderthanme. 

CRAIG: She's2D. 

DAMAGE: You don ' t all li\'e together? 

CRAIG: Thank God, no. 

ALICE:lleavcnforbid. 

DAMAGE: 00 you all hnve the s:ime last 
name? 

CRAIG. No. 

Al.ICE: Bag, yeah. 

CRAIG: \\'hen the bund first started, every
body had their little Sag na .. e, douche bag, 
c.ashb:lg ... AliccwasDoucheBag. What was I? 

ALICE: Philosophy Bag .. 

CRAIG: Oh, B:ig·teria. Yeah, B:ig D:id that's 
the drommcr, lbrry BagJaJ. ll:c soru dropped 
that along with the B:igs over the hcaJ 
routine. 

l\ow did you get together? 

I don't know;. 

D/\/.t\Gl::\\'emightaswcll knowforthere
corJ. 
1\LICL: Mc nnd Trish just i;:ot togethC'r with 
a couple of friends and were just drivinii. 
around, rcallyb-Ored,anJi.cputbagson 
our head and starteJ dnncing on S:1nt:1 Monica 
anJ Vine a!lJ started Ii~•· 11L1)dng - we "ere 
rC'allyborC'J-andwesrnrteJm.1kinglittlc 
secret ~okes and stuff and then we dedJed 
to form a band. At first,noboJylnewho" 
topl:1y\·crywcll. ratric.111\..nei.·hoi.·to 
play· bass anJ I knew ho,. to ~ing, but the 
other two members "'ere ju~t fricn<ls of ours. 
Then we decided th>Lt we knew a fci.· people 
who knew how to play so, you ~!low, we got 
:i couple 11C11Lbers who ~new what they were 
doing ,butwegottircdofth3t,wcgot 
tired of b:ig~ and "'C ju~t .. 

-t:RlllG; They went down to the pol ice st:i· 
tion with the bags on their hcaJs 11nJ they 
were going to t:ike pictures of tht'!I, but 
the drwmcr walkcJ-up wearing a jock $tr:ip 
11nJ fake rubber nipples al I 01·cr hi~ body 
andthcpoliceacntook. .. 

DAM/IGE:Wait,whatwcreyou<loingthere? 

CRAIG: Oh, they were there to take a pie· 
turewithacopwiththcbagsonthelr 
heads ;1nd the girls walked-up in thc~c 
sc:intyleotardsandbagsonthcirheads 
and the police liked thnt until the dnllllllLCT 
sho'1edup::1ndthcnthepoliccsaid"no." 
They uscJ to have a guitar player .. ho'<l 
wearabagwith::ibloodykotc:ithanging 
off of it, heuscdtoweardirtypiu
staineJunder.,.earandat-shirtth;itsaid 
"kittyspit-up."Hcwasaskcdtole>Lvc 
the group early on. 

ls11wtheg1"0upperfot111andl sa"' 
Alice scre::1.11ing and her bv.g would never 
stay on her head, It ' d like •elt off her 
face, and her face woulJ be popping out 
ofthebagastheperfon.anccwentonand 
ls::1id"thisisthebandfor111e.•• 

DAMAGE: How long have you all been to
gether? 

CRAIG: This current line-up for about a 
year and a half. 

DAMAGE: Been out of California? 

CRAIG: No. 

DAMAGE; Is the band your entire source of 
income? 

CRAIG: Hell, no. I have another job. I'd 
be eating c.ockronches otherwise. 

DAMAGE: l\'hatelscdoyoudo? 

ALICE: I go to school and pretend th:lt 
I'm studying so 111y parents won't fuck with 
me. l'vegotthisphilosophyteac.herwho 
got real m:1d at 111e the oth<lr d:iy. He was 
walking by and 1 go "whot ti111e is it?" and 
lwasanhourcnrlyandlgo"lsn'tclass 
gonna start right now?" and he goes "No, 
Alice, it's not time yet." and I go "Arc 
you sure, check your watch" and he goes 
"Why can't you aJ•it you're ever W"rOng" 
andstartsyellingandscrc:uilng"you're 
always so feisty and cveeythine." Uc was 
reallypissedoffatae. 

DAMo\GE; Areyoueverwf'Ong? 

ALICE: No. 

DA."lo\GE: And you never lie, right? 

CRAIG: I do, if it sounds good. Why tell 
the truth '1hen a lie is so 11uch .are in
teresting? I thinkllDstbandswhenthey 
do interviews, thcyjustmakeuplittle 
pre-f:lb stories and you know. Othcndse 
itwouldbeallycsandno. 

DA.'IAGE:That'struc. ll'ell,nskmenques· 
tionthcn. 

CRAIG: ll'hut ' syourfavoritcco lortocut 
ordreaPL? 

DAl·~\GE: Beer, wuit, I' I I put it on pause. 
Is it pausing? 

CRAIG: No. 

UA.'IAGE: Boy, this ishar<l. 

CRAIG: No, this is better. I like this 
interview the best so far. 

DA.MAGE: Did you have a h:ird tiae in school? 

CRAIG: Horrible fucking tie ... it wu redly 
awfulbccausewe'ddolikereallystupid 
things ... 

DAMAGE: llas this reaular school or an school! 

CRAIG: Rer;ular school , I didn ' t go to art 
school all •Y life. In hi11h school, back in 
thedaysofflowerpo"er,wedecidedtohave 
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allttleprotestparadesowegotallthese 
blnnkpicketslgnsandeveryonestarted 
snying,projcctingwhatthcythoughtitwas 
about. Oh, you know, we don't like the cafe
teria, we don't like the principal ... and 
wcdidn'tsnyanythingandthcviceprinci
pal came up to us and said "t told you not 
to have aprotcst," and he started ripping 
thcseblanksingsapart. lgotdetention 
and they put me on this detention bench and 
I was wcarina these high-heeled aligator 
shoes that I thou,sht were real cool, like 
chicano specials, and all the other surfers 
on the bench said "hey, faggot, you're wearing 
stupidsissyshocsandthcyallstarted 
spitting on-, nil the older kids , and 
I went to the vice principal and told hi• 
about it, saying "it's not fair, you know, 
cruel and unusual punislutent being spit 
on" and he said "OK, then you can take so.e 
swats and you won't have to sit on the bench." 
Isaidallrightandsohegotoutthis 
big wooden paddle with some holes in it 
and I said ••oh, I don't know about that," 
am! he got all eJtcited and said "Pretend 
you are •Y robot, just pretend you are 
111yrobot,"andthenhestartedscrea111ing 
"Berni over robot I Bend over robot!" I ran 
out of there. 

ALICE: What a Har! 

CRAIC: That's true, totally true. 

ALICf.: Bend over robot. 

DAMACH: Were you ever a flower child, Alice? 

ALIC!!: No, I ' 111 too young. I came in during 
theglitterpcriod. lwcnttoaCatholichigh 
school and I used to wear platfonn tennis 
shoeswithrayunifonawhcnthenunswcrcn't 
looking. 

l>A.•t.\C.L: ll'tmtdidthcnunsJotoyou? 

i\l.ICE;: They hated i.e. One ti111c me and a 
fr1cnJ of mine wanH-d to enter the junior 
mis-. pageant and onc of the nuns looked at 
meandstartcJtolaugh. 

CRAIG: Ki11 Fowlie saiJ she was the ugliest 
girl 1n the .. ~rJJ. 

ALICE: I had one nun where l 'd co.c in 
fro• recess ;1nJ I'd be sweating and shc'J 
111akc 111c go out of the roo11 until I stopped 
sweating. 

ll.\.•t,\Q:: What got you into the 1<hole thing 
of wanting to play 11usic., 

Cll.\JG: ll'cl l, l al1<ay~ w:mted to be in a 
b.md. My favorite banJ was the Velvet Undcr
grou11J 11nJ l coulJn'tbeinanykinJof 
h,1ndbcc11usenohot1y .... 1s !11.eplayingthat 
l.indofmusicunt 1l no1<,solget.topl:iy 
11 no ... 

IHJ you hang atX>und bands? 
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l.:RAJt;: \O. I "as .1 hcl'llil. 1 Jidu't .. . mt 
to SC'C Jnyl>OJ)', I d1Jn•t "ant to go out. 

U,\\1,\(;L: So J•d you n.1d .olot <>f .:.:.1111.: !><.>ol.s 

OL\I~ Of1 yeah. ''torn·l, fc'.1h tC>m of the•. 
rh•·n mr .1 ... p-111Dth .. r burm:d !he .. all 10 get 
b.id, .JI llC !>c.:,iu~c I .,a, ~1•c·nJini.: •> IWl.:'h 
1110nc}' on th•·11 Jnd <h•'.· .th1~ 1~ a loni: 'iory .. 
fina 11 y ~h•• tolJ 111<.· 111~ fat her h.JJ burnt 
the• so I ""nl to·•>· fath.·r·~ ~hC>•• score 
anti I rollbcd h111. I toC>I. .ill the llOnl·)' C>ut 
of his ~afo and then I "t'nl up tC> tum. thr•''"' 
it in his face· .ind .. alh•J a .. ay. Th,..n Ill) 

step·mother "•'nt ho111.• .ind burned my com•.: 
books and tool all Ill)' stuff out ot my room 
and put it on the front porch ;md lockt"d 
thehouseand .. entawarandcalled111yreal 
mother to come anJ picl. me up. 

DJ\MACE: 1lo11'J you get nll those scabs on 
your mouth? 

CRAJC: Mr mother made me nervous. 

Al.ICE: Tell him about the operation .. 

CRA IC; No, no. we'll skip that. 

DA.\~\CE; You• re skipping al I the gouJ stuff. 
Yousl<ippeJtheSexristol!>tripwith 
Trish;i and uow you wanna sk ip the opera
tion. 

CRAIC: I nl'veruseitanywny, what',; the 
Jif? lhadanassoperat1ononcc w1th 
this tug football doctor lilc ripping the 
bandages _off me .ift er it was o\•er :md l'• 
crca111ingandhc'ss:1ying"take1t like 
a111an."ant! l'1as:1ying"ldidandthat's 
ho"' I got the 1<arts in the firH place!" 

Thnt's gros .. , l.:raig. 

CRAIC: Well, this i:j' for DAMAGE after 
all. 

DANAGE: Alice, did )'OU hllVC any gooJ 
operations? 

CRAIC: Appendicitis. Actually we're in 
good hc:ilth. We don't, most of us Jon't 
dripkoruscdruas (sips beer). 

DAMAGE: What's your favorite drug? 

CRAIG: OpiWQ, when I can get it, 
butAliccandPatricianevcruseany 
drugs. 

ALICE: Never. 

DAMAGE: You're s•iling Alico •.. 

CRAIG: Our bass player hns never smoked 
pot, she's never done a drug in her life. 

ALICE: I don ' t even drink . I don't drink. 
ldon'ts110ke. I don't have sex. 

CRAIC: You're also a liar. I'• the only 
one who's asexual in the band. 

ALICE: llehasscx.butldon't. !just 
goto bed. 

CRAIC; They all do. Our lead guitar player 
likesspecdalot. • 

OAM.\CE: Docs he play on speed? 

Clt\IG: ldon'tkno .. ,hc ' sverysccrctivc , 
that'swhyhc'snothcre-henc\•ertalks. 
That's Rob. Tcrr)"S the drw:mier. Ue' s a 
bclli11crcntnctivitist11ndrot11tingro111co. 

DAMAGE: ls he polltic:il? 

CR..\IC: \'c;ih, hl' I 1 ~ci; that stuff. 

llA.'t\t;L: llol•s h•· tr) to in.:itercopk to 
not, thtni::s ! 11.c th.•t~ 

~-~t~;i;,. ~i ,;; ~7~~~·· .. :~~~~ 1 ~1~1 ~~0~ •• t~~L 
org.mi:•-..l this .;~1ftcc .1ftcn.;1rd~ to 
find out "hat brutal 11 1e~ o.;o:ur.·J .1nJ he 
"JS \C'ry Ln\'Oln•d "'Ith th.It. 

.\LICI:: Ther"'s so 11111.;h better things to 
get 1nvol1eJ "'Ith pol itic;1lly. 

DA'l>\GE: Ltke .. hat~ 

ALICE: Put out a 111ai:a:1ne, •ah· a rc.:urd. 
Cl'tt1~g pC'Ople l•l.c \hl.e Curb out of off1n•. 

0,\."t\GE: tihat the n.i111e of the. soni.: on the 
YES L.A.', II'? 

CRAIC: .. ll'c Jon't neeJ the Lngl ish.'' 

DAW1CL: \\11y not? 

CRi\IC: Th:1t St3rtcd C>ff bco:ausc I rcaJ 
thisintervicwwiththisjcrkinthe 
Strangforsandhewass:iylngabouthow 
Alilericani;haJsmall<irsiteJbra1ns:1nd 
that why their rau~ic Is so inferior ... 

DA.'~\Gt: llugh Corn? 

CRAIG: ~o. that Jean Jockstr;ip guy. So 
J read th;it :mJ was insulted becm•se 
everyti111eyoupicl.upanl:ngl1sh11aper 
am! thC>' rc\'iC"' t..A. si ngles. thcy a1 ... 1rs 
put it do ...... It' s lil.c "Oh "'ell. this 
is our scene anJ they're just copring 
us .•• It's total bu ll shit. Ther don't 
I.now what's going on here so it's a natu
ral reaction. 

DA•li\G[; Do you get -..ch 3irti111e? 

CRAIC; Thee.e's just KROQ and thJS C>ne 
OJ. i\dnoid ORodney 8ingcnhei11Cr :ind he 
plays our single a lot. Uc'sbccna 
big supporter of us. 

DAMAGE; What arc your favourite bands? 

ALICE: I likcthcBuzzcocks. 

CRAIC: I like the Strunglers. I just don't 
like so111c of the things they say in their 
interviews. I like all thoselittle:irt 
damage bands like Siouxie nnd the Banshees 
:indWire. I likethcContorsionsanJalot 
ofthcso-callcdNewYorkNoWavebands. 
I think it's 3 really silly tcnn, but I 
likethe111alot. 

DAMA.CE; i\rc you "new wave" Do you cate
gorize yourself? 

CRAIC: Not any 1110re. It's a strait j:ickct." 
When we started, sure, we were a pW1k rock 
band ... they said we were. There's this 
person who writes for the N.Y. ROCKER in 
L.A. talk.Ing about how L.A. was xeroJl.ing 
andwcwercaxcroxpunkrockb;indorso11C· 
thing. He has his head up his ass so it 
doesn't 1113.ttcr, you know. 

DAMAGE: Do you think you have •uch influ
ence on your audiences? 

CRAIC: Lastn1ght, lwaslikcbugging11y 
eyt"s out on sugc and I looked out in the 
audience and thi s guy was like copying •Y 
facescxactly ... sosure,wchavcthatl.ind 
of paver. One night Allee started snapping 
herfingersatthcbeglnningofSurv1ve 
andlikeevcrybodystartcdsnappin1their 
fingers. You act that kind of power. 

DA.l.\AGE: Whatkindofpcoplccomctoyour 
concerts? 

l.:RAIG: lie h;ivc a l..md of weird crowd'. 
~longoloid idiots, •idgets, dwarfs, housc
"1" ... s, surfers. hippies, and ones that 
re.JI ly I-'~" us too anJ then we gct the 
.irt ,·1et111s •.. 11cget all soru. 

[l,\'1,\GL" It ... SOrl of I 11.e this a t rDnSI• 
tionalstageno .. , lil..ethcrc' sawholc 
ne .. influx of p~plc co•ing into the 
seen.:-, ~nd gencrat ion Ctr whatC\·Cr ye1u want 
to<:nll it •.. 

t:RAIG: Yl'ah, .. .:- finJ that the 11Usic 
;o!Ot of tines h.u influence' in stirring 
11pl1l.cpC'Oplc'sphysical reactions.We 
ha>'e a soni.: cal lcJ "Cluttony," that sta rt s 
C>ffrcat slowandthcnthercisapart 
th.1tspeedsupand I was noticing last 
ni1,:htasit1<asspeeJingup. everybody 
stJrteJspel'dingupwith it and then we 
go intothisultraf:ist11art:rndeverybody 
startcdi;oingcra:y. 

lli\.\IA~L: ll'h:it :ire thl' lyrics to "Gluttony?" 

,\nic••potroast just dropped in 
UresscJinclothe s ,yo11'rcyU111111)' 

friend 
Wat<:hthehungerpangssct in 
li.:Jtd1 the 0::1lorlcs i;o JD:1rching in. 

t:RAll:: It' s just ;1 song :ibout a nice little 
.:on~uraer i;ociety Huffini; it se lf tlll its i:uts 
c;iipJuJ,-. 

llA.•~\GI:: llo you lil.e political bands? 

t:ll\Jt;: 1111.cthcllils. l>utnot sC>.uch 
no .. , because· thOS•' bJnJs Jon' t ... oh fuck, 
nolo'\ ' 111,:et intotrouhle .. ·iththl ..... 
The Oils ha\'e po .. ·er bc.:ause the)' take 
.ii;t.1nJ,bccausethey'rcvcryuncot1pro
.,ising. Youl;no11,1'onyhasabig110uth 
Jnd ~ays things that really irritate peo
ple anJ bother pcopk. so..ctimcs he's 
right and so.cti•cs I think he puts his 
foot inhis1110uth,hu1 itjustJC>csn't 
11.:1.ttcr •eausc:it lc:1sthc'ss:1yingso11e
thingrcally, he's•atings011cklnJof 
co111111it111cnt :ind it doesn't 11-'l~tcr if it's 
right or wrong, at least , he's doing it! 

ALIC!:: lthinktherensonpcoplclistl'n 
tohiminthcfirstplaccii;bccauscthe 
111usicrc11 l lysupportswhatthcy'rcsaying. 
It's really gooJ and gets the point across 
and then you can go out und finJ out whut 
they rcally 11eun. I don't know if I agree 
with everything or even one half of what 
theys:iy. 

UAMAGI!: It :ippcars so.cti.cs thllt politics 
can 2et in the w:iy. Is that why you've 
keptyourpolitics:ind11Usic sep;irate? 

CRAIG: Ye:ih. Bcc:iuscwcarenot;ipretcn
tiousorsclf-conscioushund.Wcjustdo 
what we do. we don't rcully think about 
it. 

CRAIC: Yc:ih. no gi-icks and we don't 
really think about it in tcr-s of influ. 
cncing people or ch.,nging people. It's 
justhcrcwcarcandyouacccptornot 
onpurclywhatwc 'rcdoingright there. 

ALIC!:: I don't know. I think it'd be 
bettcrforustobcinapositionwhcre 
we could do so!lething more tllan just on 
the loc;il level. Once you've got .oney, 
2otpower,onceyou'vcdonc it, thcnyou'rc 
in the position you can really change 
so11cthing. !'think l'drathersavc111y 
opinions till then. 



Today a part· 
of me died. 

photocollage by Will Shatter 
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HARD POP FROM THE HOOSIERS 

MX-80 SOUND are a relatively new transplant from Bloomington, Indiana where 
they were the featured "house band" at the Bloomington Public Library. They 
have released a privately-pressed EP and an import album, both of which are 
still available. They are shortly to record three songs for the new RESIDENTS' 
sampler album. 

The group consists of BRUCE ANDERSON , guitar, DALE SOPHIEA , bass, RICH STIM, 
vocals and sax, JEFF ARMOUR, left drums and DAVE MAHONEY, right drums. 

DAMAGE talked to them in the back of their van in front of Iquana Studios. 
Interview by Brad and Jim V.D. 

"WHAT IS A HOOSIER ANYWAY?" 
"I THINK THAT'S A QUESTION 
THAT PLAGUES EVERY HOOSIER 
CHILD ... " 

Tell us about Indiana •.. 
RICH: Too general .. 
Bloomington, then - tell us about 
'the roots . 
BROCE: Well, it started out with Dale, 
Jeffand111yself. Atoneti111ewehad3 
drummers cut they all had jobs at dif· 
ferent ti111es and we always wanted to be 
sure we had 2. The 1o1eird thing was when 
we played late at night, when everyone 
wasn't working, we had 3 drummers on 
stageandon ly 2kits , so we always had 
some little percussion instrument in front 
thatwasneverheardcuzthePAwasalways 
too s hitty to pick up somethin& that sub
tle. !twas llkewewererotatingldnJ111-
1nersaround. Soeventuallyonedecided 
he was a better painter than dru11111er, 
which he was. So he went to N.Y. Con
traC:ted artist's disease. ltwasanin
terestingperiodwithJdrw111ers. 

What were you playinq at that point, 
who.t sort of style? -
BRUCE: It was totally out - totally in
strumental, kind of like a coabination of 
early Tony Willia11s Lifeti•e and Beeflleart. 
Very stranae, and the rhytlm thing was 
very free. In fact, the second dri.-er 
weaddedwasjustac)'llbalplayer. But 
then, as you 11ight expect, he wanted to 
play druas. Just playin& the cymbals 
wasn'tso.tlsfyingenouahforhi11. It 
looked really good, though. He was dres
sed in a white tuxedo. And everything 
wassetupexactlyasadrUlllsetbutthe 
drwas weren't there. Jeff had a full drwa 
set,butthisguyl'"dtobringhisto re
hearsal. llehadakindofRonAshton 
style. Hewasdefinitelyabetterpainter. 
RichandDavidhadabandcalledtheChi
naBoise and had done so111e overdubs on some 
stuff they were doing. It sounded good 
solaskedthea.tojoin. 

RICI!; There's a recording of that band 
on a Bloo11li"n1ton JDUSic sampler. 

Was that a Gulcher Record thing? 

RICll: So, that was on BRBQ Records, but 
it's defunct now. 

What did BRBQ do besides your EP 
and the Sampler? 

Rt01: BRBQ didn't really do the EP. tie 
sort of did the EP and born:iwed their nllJIC 
cuz they were a Bloo•in&ton company, but 
we were produced by the owner of BRBQ. 

When was all this hapeeninq? 
RI01: '76. The EP was done in '76. 

BRUCE: It was done on Indonesian coffee. 

RICH: The EP was a to«>-day affair. That 
was followed by the LP about 8 aonths la
ter , which was done in about l days. 

BRUCE: The alb1111 was essentially a d'emo 
tape which a person at Island Records 
convinced the11 to buy. That's why it's 
gotadeaoquality. 

RICH; They bouaht it without that 111uch 
interest; they were just &Oing to see 
what happened. 

Did they do any promotion on the 
album? I never saw any. 
BRUC!l: I thinkthefirst2weeksthe 
album was out there were a couple of 
things. 
Island never really had an inter
est in you, then? 
BRUCE: No, theyjustsatonit. 

Why did they buy it? 
RICH: Cuz the president was on vacation 
the week we made the deal. He didn't like 
it. .. 

BRUCE: It was real subversion and he re
sented it. So that put the Stllllp on us. 

RICH: Yeah, they had an a11ree111ent where 
youcouldgetagroupforlOOOpoundsand 
8\, and it really didn't seem to 1111ke •uch 
differencewhoitwas. ltdidn'tcost 
the• anything and they ended up naking mo
ney on it. 
How many did it sell? 
RICH: Wedon'tknowforsure. Awhileago 
I heard from someone in Bloomington who 
countsthesalesandhesaid it was over 
12,000. 

You didn't make any money off it? 
RICH: We aot so111e checks. But we can 
never check so lt really doesn ' t lllilke much 
difference. 

BRUCE: We'd have to walk into the London 
Island offices with lllllchine guns and sub
poena their records. 

RICH: That's such a depressing period, 
why d"ell on 1t. 

BRUCE: Now we're i.n San Francisco .. 

Why' d you come here? 
BROCE: A lot of people reco-ended i.t to 
us. tt wa s either here or N.Y. tie had 
tobeinaplacewherewewouldn'tbeso 
inaccessible. 

What kind of scene was there in 
sloom1n9ton? 
BRUCE: The sa.e as here for us. About 
20 or 30 people showin& up. 

RICH: We were weirder there th.an here. 

BRUCE: In Bloomington we had a little 
ent.ourageofkidsthatlikedthebanda 
lot. Professors' kid::; aainly, l1 and 12 
year-olds. They ' d brin1t their cassettes 
and stuff. They liked it cur it was real 
abandon - they really liked Rich wlth his 
props. 
Does the band have politics? 
DALE: Nukethcwhala s. 

BRUCE: Well, l'dsaythatsincea lot of 
us aren't in agreement over the band, that 
it's very polltical, because there's no· 
thin& more political than disaareement. 

RICH: If that'll bring people to our 
shovs,thenwe'redefinitelyapolitical 
band. We take up where the MCS left off. 

JEFF: lohlsically, we're very political 
because we're so radical. 

RICH: We're 1DUsical revisionists. But 
if there's so111e band that wants to take 
us on politically, we're ready for that, 
too. We'll 11ake it a battle of the bands. 
A three-way thing. JD minutes of basket
ball, JO minutes of political debate, 
and JO minutes of 11usic. Another cate
gory we'l1consider1s eatin1. 

"SOM~ PEOPLE SAY WE'D BE 
BETTER FOR CROWD CONTROL 
THAN FOR CONCERTS ... " 

What is a Hoosier, anyway? 
MX: We don't know. 

BRUCE: I think that is a question that 
plagueseverylloosierchlld. 

Musical influences? 
BRUCE: Everyleadgultarl'vepasscda
longtheway. DldChica1oblues11uitarists 
- it'snothiporanythina,but I still 
listentothea.. Derek Bailey, anavant
gardeEnglish&uitarJSt. 11.lotofnon
guitarists and Zoot Horn Rollo. 

JEFF: A lot of ;a:z drwmers. 

RlCH: Fred Mac;Murray is a bi& influence 
on my sax playina, and vocally, definitely 
Fred Astaire and John Lennon. 

DALE: A lot of classical influences. 

Who are you listening to now? 

MX: Stranglers - Black 6 White ' s a aood 
albi.a. Jaaes Black and the Whites, the 
Contortions, the No Hew York alt.tu., Pere 
Ubu - there's a lot of si•ilarities be
tween us and Ubu. Saa Cooke, the Resi
dents, Eric Dolphy, Reaaae for ideas. 

~k!ii!u: tr!~~~ v~de!a r~!i~lifi~~r-
able mention. The reviewers keep 
talk1n about ou o.s havi.n all 
these different i.n uences: 
avant-qar e, new wave ... 
Rl01: Lots of ti111es there are phases or 
fadsgoingonandwesomehowgcttiedin
tothem- likethencwwavethina. 

BRUCE: Yeah, butitspitusrightback 
outcuzweweren'trcallyapartofit. 
And we're not really fashionable, and 
things that get written up or latched on-
to a Jot of times are just trends or fa
shions. We're just an eclectic band. We 
haven't thrown anything away. We sound 
like everything we ' ve picked up since we've 
beentogether. lpickedthebandonthat 
level, people who were potentially eclec
tic. 

A lot of bands are into promo-

!ib2nJh~~r s:~:*e ~; a~s 1==~!~ 
BROCE: An i11age, what' s that? 

RICI!: lnthcabsenceo£anyco-r
cial things to sway us, it doesn't aake 
much sense but to keep on doing what 
we're doing. Mainly what we're work
ing on issoJ1ekindofdrugtoput1n 
the water supply. So..ething general 
thatwecanknockoutlargeareasof 
the population with. I mean, music Is 
secondary. We're into 1ntellectu1l 
warfare, that's why we're really out 
here. 

BRUCE: Somepeoplesaywe'dbebetter 
for crowd control than for concerts. 

RICH: Maybe someone can figure out • 
a government use or so.ethin& for us. 
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Turmoil has hit the city since the jury 
announced their verdict in the DAN WHITE 
case! A 1 ot of energy has come out of it, 
some good, some bad, but one thing that's 
clear is that people from all walks of 
life are willing to fight for justice to 
be u~held. 
• This month has a lot of bands leaving 
town. THE DILS are planning a cross-coun
try tour endi11!j-up in New York City with 
a possible trip to Europe. THE DEAD KENNEDYS 
are also heading east with shows in Phila
delphia, Boston and N.Y.C. Heading up north 
to Canada are THE AVENGERS whi 1 e THE VKTMS 
are going south to L.A. and Texas. Imports 
to the city this surrmer will be THE CLASH, 
THE TALKING HEADS, 999, DEVO, JOE JACKSON, 
THE RAMONES, SIDUXSIE, PENETRATION and 
LEVI & THE ROCKATS. 

NEGATIVE TREND have officially broken
up: R.l.P. 

THE MABUHAY GARDENS has all sorts of 
things 1 ined-up, starting off with a bene
fit for THE GAY DAY PARADE on June 3rd. 
Other events will include a monthly Holly
wood Canteen Military Costume Night, a 
punk square dance as suggested by ZipJJ;Y 
Late, drumer of US and Brad from the 
Avengers, the · special Saturday Night 
Comedians. The Japanese Dance Troupe 
ANKODU BUTO will be returning along with 
other favorites. 

BRUCE CONNER and LOUIE VKTM will be 
presenting their new wave films at THE 
INTERSECTION. THE DEAF CLUB is closed 
indefinitely by orders of the Fire Depart
ment. It's going to require alot of ener
gy to cut the red tape and get the doors 
open. Keep your eye out for the 1 ive 
DEAF CLUB album featuring KGB, THE DEAD 
KENNEDYS, TUXEDO MOON, THE OFFS, THE 
PINK SECTION and THE MUTANTS. 

A new shop called SUPPLIES has opened 
to join the ranks along withDIAMONDLIL'S, 
SH-BOOM and LUTHER BLUE. 

SVT has started using 1 i ve disc jockeys 
to play danceable rock records at their 
gigs. 

PEARL HARBOR & THE EXPLOSIONS are going 
to have a record release. party for their 
new 45 at THE BOARDING HQUSE on June 15th. 
Other 45' s and EP' s due out by VS, CRIME, 
THE DEAD KENNEDYS, THE IMPOSTERS, WINSTON 
TONG, UXA, THE PINK SECTION, THE MUTANTS 
and THE VKTMS. In the recording studios: 
THE BLOWDRYERS, THE OUTFITS, LADY LARUE, 
SEIZURE, THE V.1.P.S and NO SISTERS. · 

Local artists with records on the charts 
SNUKY TATE, SHAKIN STREET, THE OFFS, TUXEDO 
MOON, THE DICKIES and CRIME. 

Beginning June 12, MAXIMUM ROCK & ROLL 
will move to Tuesday nights from B-10 on 
KPFA, 94 FM. The program is only scheduled 
through the end of July so let the station 
management know you support new wave music 
on the air. 

Keep the energy flowing till next month. 

The newest L.A. band NERVOUS GENDER 
promises to be a house ho 1 d word of the 
BO's. They are currently working on a 
punk musical-version of the Marquis de 
Sade's "Justine," featuring ALICE BAG 
as the sweet and innocent Justine ... 
THE PLUGZ have been busy playing almost 
every club in LA, working on a new 
album . In July, they're heading for a 
"no New York tour" to Texas and other 
garden spots ... X may be on the same 
tour and are pushing a hot demo tape 
made at Hollywood's famed Record Plant. 

There is a SCIENCE HOLIDAY bored 
meeting sometime in July .. , Ex-Runaway, 
JOAN JETT is producing the GERMS lp 
on Slash Records out in July or August 
and KICKBOY promises other surprises. 

Members of PAUL IS DEAD have formed 
a new group called HUMAN HANDS ... STIV 
BATORS is seen frequenting Sunset Strip's 
popstar/groupie haven, Rainbow Bar & 
Gril 1. .. 

HONG KONG GARDENS, another China
town venue, has booked every available 
LA band into its spacious restaurant/ 
ballroom. H accomodates 200 plus and 
allows age 1 i.mit less. 

More promises from Cleveland's PERE 
UBU for a west coast tour in the near 
future ... JOHN CALE wi 11 return to a 
smaller club than the Whiskey ... GIDGET 
FUiiICELLO continues her search for 
surfer clones and Italian hairdressers 
to form a rock band (write care of this 
rag). 

IDS (formerly STRICT IDs) are on sa 
bbatical, reviving some material and 
ALEX POMP of the IDS will sing his own 
tunes instead of replacing the lead 
voca 1 is t with someone new. 

BRENDAN's final word on this tired 
old subject: MASQUE will not reopen 
in the near -and/or forseeable future. 
Lotsa bux needed, send donations to 

DEVOs new movie "The Day MY Baby 
Gave Me a Surprize" starring miracle 

·A 1 exandra Deva (daughter of proud 
parents Bob and Maria Mothersbaugh) 

Masque Fund, c/o Brendan Mu'!len, 6646 
Hollywood Blvd. , Los Ange 1 es 9002B. 

baby A word needs to be said here about how 
great Brendan's benefits and parties 
are: He knows how. 

will be shown during i ntermission of 
the new Deva tour. Their movies are 

YVONNES lead singer returns to LA 

now available on video cassettes through 
Time-Life Libraries ... · 

to comp 1 ete the group's transp 1 ant from 
Phoenix. MOTELS checking in with Capitol 
Records ... what else? Oh yes, IS PARIS 
BURNING: FUN AHOY! 

editor's note 
"What's robbing a bank compared with 

founding a bank? What 1 s killing a 
man compared with hiring a man?" 

-Mac the Knife 

CREATIVE 
CRl:N\.E 
FOR 
THE 
SOBER 
SE'1'ENTIES 

CRIME IS FUN 
We all love reading about it and 

watching it at the movies because 
we fantasize doing it ourselves. 

CRIME IS ART 
Creative crime needs no step-by

step lessons. 

CRIME IS ADVENTURE 
Why stop afteT Hallowe•en? Cre

ative cri•e is as siaiple as drop
ping your aT110r, doing what you 
feel. 

CRIME IS SELF-CONTROL 
The JIOTe you fuck with society, 

the less society controls you. 

CRIME IS SURVIVAL 
Shoplifting and shit keeps you 

fed. Breaking rules helps you 
avoid being drugged and caught-up 
- just another cog in the big ma
chine. 

CRIME IS NECESSARY • 
Annihilating the WOTld of work 

staTts with you! Individual anar
chy can be as simple as blocking 
a crowded intersection with a 
"stalled" car, givingweirds111iles 
to people you see and watching 
their reaction - or killing cops. 

Anyone can rob a bank. Anyone can 
draw a picture. 

There's a b:lg difference between 
everyday cri111e and creatjve cri111e 
which is the work of vacant stran
gers who come out of nowhere to 
make life a little iaore •iserable 
forthosethatdeserveit. 

A reJ ellillllples ... 

... A neighborhood in Ohio panic
ked en 111.use one afternoon a few 
years ago at the sight of silver
skinncd aliens with 111etal suits 
andfeelersinvadingthcirback 
yards from outef space. Lots of 
police rushed to the scene only to 
find two eleven year old boys wra
pped in kitchen foil playing mr
tians ... 

... Innkeepers in Boulder, Colo. 
were appalled a couple of years 
ago at the reclusive man who re~ 

gisteredatthelocol Royal Inn 
as Thaddeus C. llockenbe.rry. In 
two weeks , the dapper Mr. Hocken
berry 11111naged to run up $440 
worth of room service, long dis
tance telephone calls, etc. lie 
thenvanishedwithouteventurn
inginhiskey, letalonepayin& 
the bill .. 

... LegendhasitthatFTankOis
cussion, se lf-proclaimed anarchist, 
su rreali stand11uitarlstextraor
dinaireoftheoneandonlyFeedert, 
has been known to lapse into fake 
epileptic seizures in stores. This, 
of course, is a handy tool in dis
tracting el!lployees while your friends 
steal stuff off the s helves. He also 
enjoysstoppinanexttocarsatinter
sections, runningoutandcrawlin& 
fro• one door to the other across the 
lapsofastonishedpassengers,before 
the red light turns 11reen. "Nude is 
the110stfun,"sayshe . .. 

... Albert Fish, age 67, was a kindly 
old man in New York with a face you 
could trust. One couple trusted him 
enough to babysit their four-year 
old daughter over the weekend. Upon 
returning,theydiscoveredtotheir 
horror that Fish had cal•ly chopped 
her up, boiled the choicer portions 
in a pot on the stove, even u.king 
suretoaddcarrotsandonions,be
fore sitting down to a plate of 
stewed child. Further investigation 
revealed that Fish had cooked-up 
eleven other kids as well. Court
roo11 testi110ny revealed that Fish 
also l.iked to era• cotton-wads soaked 
inkeroseneuphisassandsetthemi 
on fire as veil as sticking pins in 
his balls for days on end. Fish was 
sentenced to iaaediatc execution. His 
last statement was so obscene that 
his lawyers burned it without a public 
reading. As he gleefully helped strap 
hi11selftoanelectricchair.Fishbid 

.farewell to astonished reporters, ''This 
is the ultimate thrill, the only thrill 
l havenevereJCperienced. lean hardly 
"'ait." 
... When Ali Soilih sehed control of 

the Comoro Islands, his dictatorship 
took a less than benevolent turn. He 
immediately shut down all phone lines, 
forbidthecollectionofanyaarbage 
and turned off the entire water and 
sewer system. Soon the trash had piled 
f .ive feet high in the streets a.mid 
starving peasants: trying to collect 
rain water with pots and pans. When 
some of his bureaucrats beaan to pro
test, Soilih fired all 3,500 of them 
and replaced them with gangs of illi
terate teenagers. Soilih was not do
posed until about a year ago. 45 bored 
unemployed French mercenaries ca.me a
shore in rubber rafts at 4 a.•. and 
shothiiawhilehewasballingtwo12-
year old girls. These soldiers of for
tune were appalled to find that the 
Comoros weren't a paradise at all. They 
"ere now the ruling junta of a bunch 
of desert islands with only one bar 
and nothing to do. The local populace 
begged the11 not to leave. They just 
didn't see• to •iss Ali Soillh .. 

... Last, but not least, we have Italy's 
Red Brigades who see• to have the art 
of class-war terror is• honed to a fine 
point. They have beco111e so efficient 
at kidnapping, bo•bing, media flair and 
their classy trademark, kneecappin11, : hat 
industrialistsand11ovol'nllCntofficials 
nowliveinconstantfearfortheirlives . 
The yacht budaet 111ust now be spent on 
bodyguards to help the111 to . and fro• work 
by a different route each day. This 
sort of cliaa.te has made social unrest 
a national fad. Strikes are spreadin& 
like syphilis, the University of Ro•e 
is a total shambles and people have 
been known to beat-up off·duty cops 
while they eat at those spiffy outdoor 
cafes. 

There's a vacant stranaer in all of 
us and it •s about time he ca-. out. 
Everyone is fed up with bein1 a corpor· 
ate robot. We are all time bollbs wait· 
ing to go off. An explosion a day and 
self-respect is on the way. 

Let the earthquake be1in! 
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EARLY LAST FEBRUARY, ST~.EET POSTERS TUR"£D-UP ALL OVER SAN FRANCIS-
CO ANNOUNCING A CONCERT FEATURING "THE ONLY ENGLISH BAND THAT MATTERS." 
THE SHOW WAS PRODUCED BY AND BENEFITED NEW YOUTH PRODUCTIONS, A NON
PROFIT GROUP FEW PEOPLE HAD EVER HEARD OF BEFORE. THE CONCERT WITH 
THE CLASH, THE ZEROS AND NEGATIVE TREND, WHICH TOOK PLACE ON FEBRU-
ARY 8th, SOLD-OUT THE GEARY THEATRE/TEMPLE BEAUTIFUL AND RAISED AL
MOST $4,000. 

IN THE ENSUING MONTHS SINCE THE BENEFIT, NEW YOUTH HAS KEPT A PRETTY 
LOW-PROFILE AND LOTS OF SLAGGY STORIES ABOUT. THEIR PURPOSES, PERSONNEL 
AND FINANCIAL PRACTICES HAVE CIRCULATED THROUGHOUT THE SCENE . DAMAGE 
IN THE PERSONNAE OF LINDA VIGIL AND BRAD L. WENT TO FIND OUT ll'HAT' S 
HAPPENING ONE EVENING AFTER THEIR REGULAR WEEKLY MEETING ... 

What's New Youth Productions? r:1naproductioncompanyandw11ntedll.and 
toworl.forhim,becausehelikedi>hat 
he'dsecnRanddoingatthebenefit. 
8utRandsaid"Nonono, l'iaa~sician , 
l'111not1onnadothatany110re." 

118"!1bodg 
SARA; Rasieally, New Youth ls 11 group of 

~~s~~!iu;:~~ts~!~s ,,!n g~~e t~~~h:f~u~c~~e 
of•desiretoputonshowsinwhlchthe 
bandsandthefansdon'tgetrippedoff. 
We hope to do that by giving fai:r percen· 
tages, not taking, like at the Nabuhay, 
allofthebarplusalargepercentageof 
the door. We think that if we had the bar, 
thatwouldbeenough,orjust..aybetaking 
Sor 10 or 15\, once we h•ve a club. People 
he•rd about it by word of .outh because 
everyone knows or •t lea.st speaks to p:rac· 
tlcally everyone else. The idea sta:rted 
inaconversation,thenLindacU1einto 
it bec.all5e she was part of Maniacs, which· 
was a aroup of people tryina to do the 
suaethina:,startina:l•sts-r.They 
were puttin& on shows rea:ularly at Grove 
St. •nd other places. People started hear· 
ina:aboutitandfindlysoaanypeople 
h•dpersondlyasked.e,"Sar.Ihearyou 
wann• do this" that I said "OK, let's have 
a .eetina." We had an enorw>us w.eetina: 
here the first title with • lot of people 
giving their ideas. What we c11me up with 
was that we wanted to have a large place 
wheretherewouldberooiatohaveaclub, 
wheretherewouldbe•cheapsortofsoup· 
kitchen type cafe, •nd cheap rehearsal 
spaceforbands,becausethedo111in•ntre· 
hears•l spaces in town are, if they're 
not .allthatexpensive,veryhardtoget 
into. We set about putting ourselves to· 
aether into comiittees , dealina: with le&al 
questions, finance, venue • which is look· 
ina for a peTllilnent place· show co-itt· 
ees for whatever shows or benefits we have 
beforethat,andapublicityco•lttee. 
ByasortofwindbllweaottheClashto 
play for us. 

How did that happen? 
LINDA; A friend of Joe Struaner's, who 
wasalsofriendlywithus, told Joe about 
our aroup and a.sked if the CllSh would 
play a benefit for us when they were on 
tourhe:reinSF.Joewasveryexcitedab· 
outwhatweweredoingandi-ediately 
agreed to play. 

SARA: All of this was happening only a 
couple of weeks before their planned tour. 
Wewereaaking4 .. transatlantiephone 
calls to Joe, sendingtele1r11111s,andtry· 
ingtonotifytherestoftheband. 

LINDA; Our friend had told Joe a long 
time before, but nobody could find Mick 
Jones, you .know, the whole thing. 

LINDA; And he didn ' t • he .ovcd to IJ.. 

MICHA.EL; Even with the sound people doina 
it for half the noraal price, and the 
lia:htswerecheaper .. 

SARA; What the group did that day was 
rea.llya11iracle. 

LINDA; It was a Bill Graha111-slte produc· 
tlon. Puttina on a show like that is an 
awful lot of work. It's 10 people running 
around frantically for 2 weeks. But we 
were $0 euphoric over it that we thought 
.we could do anything. 

SARA; We're disillusioned about findina 
a really larae place and have come to the 
conclusion that we have to b~ak down our 
1oals. lnste•doffinding a1DUsicclub
Ct1111·co-unitycenter·cua--rehearsal space· 
Cllll·cafe, we're going to try te do just 
oneortwoofthosethina:s , andfinda 
s11111ler.space. 

Do you have like one unified politi
cal eoWlt of view? 

SARA; At ono point, when we talked about 
joinina: with Rock AJainst P.a.c:is• and call
ina ourselves New Youth/Rock AJainst Ra· 
ch• USA, we found Ollt we really were a 
diverse group. Until that point we d,idn't 
knoweveryone'spollticalleaningsori· 
deas. We don't have one unified point of 
view,thoweprobablylean1110retothe 
leftthanthegeneralbluecollarpublic. 
There are so11e tOllUlunists in the a:roup, 
butthey'renottheujority. 

KIRSTEN; AltlK we've been accused of 
being a Dils fan clW>, probably because 
oftheirco-unist-stllnceandourc~· 
ni5ticideals, that doesn't really stand. 
While I'd say that practically everyone 
inthegroupreallylikestheOils, that 
goes for a lot of bands. A lot of people 
in the a:reup have political opinions that 
don'treallyreflectthatmuchonwhat 
the group does. 
What are your objectives as of now? 
SARA; We started writing up a paper which 
which says that, conservative ly, we're 
looking at $10,000 as the amount we would 
needtoputtoa:etherwhatweoriginally 
wanted. Even if we had a doten .ore bene· 
fits, you're not gonna make all that•uch 
.oney. We're not necessarily golna to lower 
ourexpectations,butreviseanddivide 
theia.AfterJunelstwe'regoina:tostart 
doing shows. Our policy on non.benefit 
shows will betogivethebandsaguaran· 
teewhichwillbepartofourexpenses. 

t.'tiatc\cr net p,rof1t "'e make will be J1-
\'ided bct~ccn the b:mds and ourselves, 
with u11 taking a s111all percentage. We're 
stillgonnasccifwceanfind;a large 
placc,butitdoosn'tscci:1likcly.hc're 
goingtolookintotheavailabilityofa 
club or :i rehearsal space or a S&Dll cafc 
where people can hang out. We'll use what 
..:iney we have towards that. We've spent 
llOney on the legal things and we loaned 
a large bulk of mrney to the Geroni.:i 
Prattbeneflt,andwe'renotgettingany 
1110ney out of it. We loaned iaoney for the 
initial rental of the hall. Other groups 
haveaskedustohelponbenefits. Ifwe 
don't help the• physically we might lend 
the• money to start them on the process 
ofdoina:benefiu. 

SADIE; One way or another we wanna do 
so.ethina:forthescene, for the bands, 
and for the audience. We wanna. keep this 
moneycirculatina,goingthroua:hthescene. 

MICHAEL: Hopefully, by diversifying our 
activities, we'll draw 110re people into 
it. lnthatvein, l'111inabandthat•s 
based in Vallejo. We played a high school 
therelastweek,andthecrowd,whichwas 
areallym,i:tedone , lovedus. lhadfelt 
thatitwasastupidandprovinclalplace 
to play, but l realized we needed to get 
the 1a1sic out there . People get dis,usted 
with the scene because they say it's real· 
ly jaded and cl,.lquish, but every scene is 
th.i way. The point is to keep pluaa:ing 
atitinaanydirections, 1ettin1111Dre 
people involved. It wlS really inspira
tional. 

LINOA; ldon'tthinkanyofus~ 
know all the shit that a ight have co111e 
down. Once we knew that the Clash wore 
goingtodoitandthattheyweredoing 

~~ 1 ~n~~:h~:e c~~~: 1 ~~v~f s:~r~~~k • y~:~t 
I' a cancellina your show in Berkeley" 
or "l'ia not payin& you cut you've bro· 
kenyourcontract"·weneverknewwhat 
wasinthecontract,wejustspeculated 
a whole lot... And we speculated that there 
wasprobablyaclausethatsaidwithina 
certain nueber of ailes and a certain mm· 
ber of days of this show you can't do a· 
nother show. So we didn't do any publicity 
except word of .outh·, which got around to 
alotofpeople,andsoiaespraypaintina, 
untilthenightoftheshow.Halfofus 

Tell the .story about the benefit. 

SARA; Even tho Joe and rest of the band 
had said "Yeah we'll do it", Caroline Coon. 
who was road aanaa:er for the show, h.ad not 
a:iven any OK on it. She called up a week 
before, asking what was goina on, because 
thebandhadjust.entioned it to her. She 
was afraid it aight hurt their Bill Graham 
show at the Berkeley Co•unity Theater. 
Berkeley was the only show on their tour 
thatdidn'tsellout,sotheyput2and2 
together and said there's another show in SARA AND SADIE PROVIDED us WITH A PARTIAL LIST OF ACTIVE & HONORARY 
~~: ~~=ao:~:r~b;:~u~!yw::~.~~ ~= ~s~: MEMBERS OF THE NEW · YOUTH GROUP -
suchafuckingbadplacetoplay.Aside 
fro•belnginBerkeley, 1.ean, If the Sell 
Pistols had played at the BCT, I don't 
think that 11;my people st ill would have 
gone. That place just doesn't draw. 

There were actually about 1800 people 
at the Geary. We netted U,600. Wt brought 
inalotof.:iney,buthnd11Jotofex· 
penses withthatlar1eS(lund syste111 ,the 
ll&htsnndall. 
SARA: Thi s guy Rand who was In New Youth 
was stage "'3nager for that s how. About a 
wcckafterwardshewasattheDeafClub 
and soiae auy ca111e up to hi• and s :li.d he 
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(Active) Lauren Falk, Katlin Heines, Vince DeRanged, Michael Marx, 
Alexis Scott, Peter Umpingco, Kirsten Roth, Treska Behling, RoQin 
Brewer, Steve T., Suz.y Keikman, Jaz Douchette, Mark P., Ariana, 
Jim T., Jay, Linda Nakamura, Jill, Snap, Lindell, Jonathin Powers, 
Sadie Wrong, Gordon Coathanger, Sara Salir ... 

(Honorary) Will Shatter, Mike Atta, Pam Woods, Dede Morin, Javier 
Escovido, Joey Shithead, Randy Rampage ... 

wenttotheshowinBerkeley,andtheother 
halfw9t outatBo'clockon the dot and 
started postering the city. Moe A.rm.strong 
was fantastic, and we a:ot lots of good 
things out on KSAN. Promotion did aet out 
and there was nothin& they could do about 
it. 

SARA; we aot a lot of shit fro11 certain 
people in tl)_e scene who have a lot of po· 
wer with record ca.panies or radio sta
tions, etc. We were talking in one ear 
of the Clash and they were talking in the 
other. When the Clash were setting up to 
do their sound check, about 2 hours before 
the show was to be1in, Mick Jones called ' 
111e over and started harana:uina: me, sayin& 
"What is all this J hear about you buyina 
guns wit'h this .oney?" That's what s0111eOne 
actually told hi.Ill! The Clash were in a 
real conflict about it. They ...ere beina 
told all these nasty things about us that 
weren't true by any 11C•ns. Most of the 
things that were written in CREEM about 
us were utter bullshit. It was really blld 
because the Clash did a great thing for 
us,notonlyforNewYouthbutforthe 
wholeSFscene.Alotofus ·feltreally 
cheated by the• playina in Berkeley when 
obv.i.ouslythecenterofthina:sishere. 
What's in Berkeley? The University is Berk· 
ley, OK, so they're tryina to convert peO· 
pie, whatever. lfhen the Clash did it that 
night, one of the reasons it was so 1reat 
was th.at all the punks of SF we~ there, 
plus a ton of other people. All the road 
crew and even Caroline Coon said it was 
just likeplaylngforthekidsinEnaland, 
just like old ti.es. That concert was not 
controlledlikeattheGrahaashow. 

What happened after that? 
STEVE; After the Clash fewer people start· 
ed co11ing to the iaeetings. OK, we had $l,DDD 
but what can you do with that when you're 
lookina to rent a. place? Bill Grahaa says 
it costs half a 11illion. People were say· 
in1wewereanelitistgrouporso1Mithin1. 

MICHAEL: All that was left after the CU· 
phoria of the Clash WIS shitwork, workina: 
on becom,ina: a non.profit corporation, look· 
ingforaplace.Realestateissotight 
inthiscitythatltbeca1111realdiscour· 
aging. All the news you aot was bad. 

What do' you want to say td the 
people who'li read this n9? 

SARA; No 110re dead time! ... Maybe be· 
cause I'• doina: it, I think what we're 
doing is aood for lots of reasons. The 
one thing that bothers M is that people 
are so wlllina to sla& without confront· 
ina the problN. It's elSy to say $0·and· 
so looks funny or so·and·so's really 
fucked up or so·and·so ran off with so· 
and·so and all the New Youth .oney. 
What's the solution? 'lfhen people have 
things to say, we're here every Tuesday 
niteat6p11. lfpeoplewannacoiaescrellll 
at us, good. We'll screaa back. It's stu· 
pid takina: sides when New Youth is all of 

STEVE; Obviously the whole scene needs 
a space, which is what we've been tryin1 
to get toaethcr. We're not. tryina: to do· 
11inate the scene or anythina: like that. 
Instead of everyone takina cheap shots 
ateachother,whichhappensalot,we 
oughttoallbeworkin1to1ether. 

SADIE: lf people wanna talk to us about 
somethina:, they can call at 474-3925. 

Anyone have anythin9 else to say? 

TRESCA.; HiMolll. 
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We were talking to Jimmy 
He's got ·an excellent 

View of capitalism. You know they 
try to keep everyone satisfied . 
"We can make 3 billion dollars 
~Year as long as someone gets a toaster out o it. A TV or a 

car. They don't care how much 
money we make . .... Now that it's 
hara to affora those things, the 
People are going to get Pissea. 
We're hoping terrorism Will start up very soon. 
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t·».:· . ·:>> ·· ',; ':, ;. ··; . .,··.-''_:~\_. .. ;?'.1\~;\:}·~;,.~·'.C~\f;:}'. .. ··;::.1 . 
·, ADAM AND TIIE ANTS. are-one of England's most co~·trover;;ial undergroun4 bands. After appearihg in the film "Jubilee"· ''. ~·:,:!~t·. and scoring part o:f it, ADAM ANT and the rest of the group .surfaced for American audiences . Their music is charilc- · 
;. · teri'Zed by a raw, intense energy and a determination to avoid the cliches that tend to mark British new wave music. 

... . , 
··~1 1'·· ~. There are elements of theatre, of design in ~heir'pe,rformance and a kind of excitement whose roots are charged with . .. 
! ~ 't·· 4>:xua11;y. Most of ,a!l• there is i_nnovatiory and 1ndiv1dual1ty. Inte!yiew by Deirdre C~rgill with Ad3!11, Matthew and Andy. _: _ 

:_~'. 1 ,•, __ f.' •. 1 ' • •• a ··_., 1 . I ~ • b • 9 .'•''."_, • .c 
1 

J> 

~--q,.:-·.i · DAM.\GE: How did the Ants start? ,~·. and say "this is it do you want it?" It's not 'that crowd, they're like second best cause , 
"·· ... ~.i;;.·~. ' what you think of i~ you either take J.t or , f ~ they don't want to handle the real McCoy be-

:?'!<~'.>) ~~:Le:::~ ~~~e g:~p o~:.!~~c~~m:-~!:e~nd ! . . you don't· ' . · · ~:u~~a! t ~n ~~~:!;r!~~s!~e7 . m!!~ s i~~~p:a~!!~ 
; ~-.-, •': '.•. ·I joined them. Then we split up. A couple '•. · DAMA.GE: What do you see in the future for , .,.to compromise, we'd be on E.M.I. ,,,.. 

' ·.'°''.~~·:/" : .. ~t~nths later, Adam and _David formed the ~~~~~~~;e~:si~~;li~ you see yourselves pro- . : ; ANOY: 1 don, t think there are_ any new bands. . •• ,. . <~ 

·:-iJ~~ DAMAGE: Matthew, how did you come in? .. · AD:':h \just ~e~ ~u~h more ~p~~~icta~~l~ty ~-ADAM: I agree. ·.· .. -.·L·_.'· .. ·~\ .. ~-r-:;.-~·.:. 
· MATI'HEW: I answered an ad. It said "ring -~ ~~ey~v~\o!:e~om~:e ao~a~~~~r=· 10;~i~:~n- MATIHEW: The.Gang of Four are all right . . •• _ 

'. \'· ·._-_: ~~:~: ~ ~~~ s! ~e~!ct~~n~;;~~o~~.;, !u~~r' •.' . ~~~~ • p~~ ~~!: ~; /~~ih!~i~~ !h~~/~~=n a , ·~_. • ;.! :. :o:~y !~~=~ii~i=~li;v!~~y~!/t~t~: :~~:·a~~ 
I joined. hippj.e or rock-n-roll person because they } '" ' then the press k_ills them. The press killed 
DAMA.GE: And the b:ind' s been going for ho~ ·. .• . all suck, they're on a downfall. We don• t go ,,,· • :r · .: ·the Pop Group and the Human League. 
long? by labels . We are the Ants. We don't want to ~ ';"".. ANDY: I thought the Human League were crap 
ADAM: Well, we've been going for two years · ' :~. ·-·· be involved with anything else. .~:. ' ·. anyway . .. 
!lOW, two long years. We started about Summer·· : · _ DAMAGE: Then )'ou're not relating strictly to : :· ~ -.;; ~ MATIHEW: I liked them. 

Of '77 - the B-Sides was Summer of '76 - We ~:. ·. 'tpunks? · ~ . . ANDY: Fourth rate .. . they're entertainment. 
were doing the B-Sides when they were doing - . : ' ,· . ADAM: No. 
the 100 Club, the Damned and the Pistols. , 'ADAM: Punk, to me, didn't mean anything .. The 

~:~k=e 0~i~h!h~u~~~!!e:0~~!~~~~kw~a~~~d two .•~. ·. ~ •1 DAMAGE: What are Ant people? . . ·~~~h~~:s~~ ta7~:n i~ !~!n!. f!!li~g e;~~ :e;:!er 
- "Deutsche Girls" and "Plast.ic•Surgery . " That . , ~,:·~}:~~:lnt~ey 're the people that come to see us, and a force .. . change ..• and as far as I'm con-

brought us a huge followrng and we pla.yed , \_/.."'..?', . cerned the .change has now turned into a kind 
, , around the country as best we could without • '(~_..'~DAMAGE. Why "Ant Music for SeJQ>eople 7

" · I' othf•tforc'.:~ adnod,:tth.ere are only S or 6 groups left '"~.--· • 

DAMA.GE So Jubilee helped you out 7 ·~.:,.~~.i:t.'.'. to see the Ants dress very sex1ly and are moti- DAMAGE: If the initial change has already · .• _ /.,~-~·.\~i -
ADAM No Jubilee helped virtually nothing .i~..pjiJ' vated by sex as an emotion. Because they come · happened, what is there t;o follow? 

any record company support :/,_~ .. :!"'.""':"~ '1 
ADAM Because the bulk of the kids that come .. ._ ..... . 

1 
'.-, 

1 at all jubilee was more trouble than it was J..~-~~and see the Ants and haven't belleved what the • • ADAM: But it hasn't been carried through, ',' ~~:.;·:· -.. 
1 > ' worth The Nick Kent interview you know if?;:.·~- press or the other groups have told them. We're f · f don't you realize that the groups who did 1t. ·.:. ..... \·.~.·_:._·_;~,.· ,.·· 

they thought we were weekend pu~ks and dr~ss- . • · . .- ·,the only_group 10 h7story ever to headline the J '. haven't been given credit yet? Bands" like 
ing up, the Kings Road thing. Anyway, we Lyceum ':nthout a maJ~r :ecord company deal and f. . Adam and the Ants, we're the only pure un-·.\. 

:t~~~s=~t~h~~c~~ =~~o~~t~~!c~o:~\~/~~t ~\.::~-~ •• · ~:~::it ;;t~~. ;::tc:l~u;~u~:~::: ::~ Ants? ' • . !~~g~~~d g!~::Yo~h~~e a!:ir:~o~u~~~: ~~t, 
an even bigger following and now.. ·.-:·" •~' MATIHEW: We're all small in the group, that's the Slits .. 

.. ·.~ about our size. We're small, black and shiny. · 1 DAMAGE:: Well, do you have like a gool, a MAmtEW: We left Decca Records. 

ADAM: And did another tour and got an even 
bigger following. We've got a big following 

• but we've earned it, and 1 mean that. There's 
• 1 ·no one e l se who has paid any kind of dues 

· · Just a name. specific direction the band is going towards? 

~- ."ADAM: We're going to show the Americans a thing 
I or twfl soon, but they've got to give us the 

right concerts before we go . 

· MATIHEW: I don't. Just change. , I think 
: -., we're the" only group that changed from the 

• ~:" start and is still changing all the time . 

~·:· :;;p:r~~t~~~:;ea~!ld~o~~t.::; ~=:~~~: 1 ; 11 ·.:·..,.:l~' MATI'HEW:" And the right money. , ~-_,_;;· ADAM: They'd have us all sit comfortably. ': .. ·:~~! ~!w!;.ii~!~s~0::•;: !~! :n::wc~~~~!~sin . DAMAGE: I think they u~-1 you. -~ ,.'.-· ~!~c!~gh~pa:;t;; ~~:e~u~1~0~~:m·s~:: ~=!n 

..... 

.· .. 
•• ~- 7 

,.· ' ~ . -

'· :~ ~~b!~=t.~~n~!!~ not a Ruts concert or a ,i '.• ~~ th!~e~~~~ !~! ~! ~~:=~=:i~ 0;~~et~=~;d .'\ ~~~t~~fs0~In;;~o;~~ j~s~e!;/~: i~~P}~;st :' "·;' 

·?". The situ~tion has to be straightened out~' · . th:m a~l and they're ~unk. They're like '76 ~egp!!~!~ ~:a~~~tt~~ ~~~t~yin~~=. !:,ca~se , "" .• -' • 
We did our time and didn't rush. We put our . & ,. which is OK, but you JUSt ne~d a few_of the ,.., • 
material out when we want to and not when .' .. ~ "< Dett~T bands. The bands the~ ve had 10 the Sta~es ., i want it to be, exactly the way. There is no /· :'"' : 

•,~ ;• ' .. people tell us to. Now we're signed with "' .. :,: . . i '. a~en t the r~al band~. They ve only ~ad bands .. ~ turning up, down, inside out, turning any- w ·v; . 
:in independent label called "Do It," who like the ~olice, ~ah. A few ~eople like that thing down. · ·. • :..::(*.: 

·· , · ~~~~~?.~@:~t.tiifi:~~t·: .. ,,;t, ~~~:'.;~~~~~~~~~-. : ~=r~~~;;:;:;~;·;~·~' .. 1.t.t.;.~.; 
.• 

1 ~:~:~~e w:e ~~~e s!~~e:1i:! t~o~ c!~~ei~~=;nt . ~ ~· ·:~· t~ ··:~ ~~~~~a~r!~ ~t ~~t~~~g~v!~ ~~g~~s~~g~~~~ . won't have it. They want their own name on it'.. r ~ _- · 

. artistic freedom and I mean artistic free- · ·''-..; '. ,'· ~ -. ·. l.ondc;n · It belongs. to London· LONDON· There's two big myths in the music business, '">,-_ ', -··_' 
· dom! When people who ITitC°"'the 63nshees say ~.: .: ..• '":. There are s.ix ~r seven ~nd~n bands producers and managers. This band ain ' t managed,• ' · 

they've got artistic freedom don't you _.~ . -~- left th:it were there 10 the begmning and are this band air.'t produced ... this band manages ·~: :: 
·1 '~ fuckinit believe it 'cause th~y haven ' t. .-. ' .:.·.: "l st.ill around. Us, the Slits, Subway Sect and itself and it produces itself! ~-~ •. ; 

.-.1 . .J·\1\' _They have to use th.e photographer that the '_,·:--·:·"; dne or ~wo others maybe. But there are ~nly i ., DAMAGE:: b , 

. , : ::c~:~t~o:~~~~d w~~!;~nie:n~:k!h~t ~h=~e d:a~~=ie -;.:~·:,:~r ;~~~~~!~v\~::t ~~~a~h~r~t.~~ ~~~:~ ~=!~1~~me : '~ --~~ .~·, ~:~ Does the band have a political ent 

·. . • ;·: < " : :;:t.:t''.:c;:;:J,:,.~ in F '.·~. ~' ... ~T ·:·:~·\:Y: ·· . · ·· . . . -· ·;,- . 

·._,,_, 

:·:\~;_ --.\. ·-._ 
1 " , • ll»<i\GE: No .moral spiel?. 

:_' J',. :. ADAM: Never h:is been, never will be. 

_DAMAGE : What do you think about all the punk,_ 
,; .. anarchy graffitti? ' . • · 

ADAM: La.st year, they were puttifig Sex Pistols 
all t>Ver the pl:lce, now they 1re put.ting an:irchy. 
Doesn't really matter wh.at they're doing. If 
a kid wants to go down Kings Road and buY him

. self a Boy outfit, .then fucking good luck to 
hilh. I'm glad he docs it cause at le3st.he'S 
being an iAdividu:iI. You might think th:it he's 
being a sheep, but every movement, every per
son thinks they're :in indiv'i.Jual. 

. I don't care, I've always worh the things 
I've wanted to wear. Just because when I 1.-.1s 
we:iring it, no one else was or very few people 

_'were, doesn't: make me an'y better. It ' s just 
. the fact that we've tu'rncd into it a little 
• easier than other. 'peo1ile. 

DAMAGE: What are your favourite songs? 

MA1THEW: My 'favourite is "Boil in a Bag M:in." 
. ADAM: My favourite song I thin!. is "Car Trou

ble - Part I and 2." 

ANDY: I don't know if I lil.e "Catholk !);"Iv" lllC're 
at the 111011ent, but l think "Pl:istic Surgery" 
is the ·ultimate Ants' song. 

DAMAGE 1. 
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/. ~ -· ·-."~.- ,:. -..; ~,-· .. :· .. ··· ... = r .. . . ~ .. · . .. . '"l.,..- . 
MArntEW; Which.wasn't done justice.on the Ju- dual and dressing very sexily. If you go to an 

·.' ·<·. 
r" ·• 

'e•. 
bilee albu11r. Ants concert and see a girl that don't turn you 

ADAM: Well, we'll do all those things again 
for the real kids. We plan to channel al I the 
old material. I mean, t.~e albWll will be right 
up to date, it will be the newest, most modern 
staff that we've got,.. but we're going to channel 
our old material in a legitimate way with just 
:is much attention. It was just that we were 
unable to record that stuff at that time, but 
you can't regress, but then again, you just 
can't throw it out the window. 

~~~~~s ;~u~h=~~t~~~ ~:r~~~u!;~e~~~ject that 

ADAM Religion. Lately, r•ve got very religi
Alot of ged in it. I don ' t know wh:it god 

is .. 

DAW.GE: Religious? In what way? 

ADAM: .Just in cere1110ny. ritual. Sexu:illy, things 
stunulate 11e all the tii:ie, not just phySic:il 
s-cx, but any sort of sex; Taboos have always 
been a large source of material. I like to work 
in .ireas that I think a!ot can be done for. 
I thin!. the Ants have done something posith·e. 
The Ant s have stood for something ri ght Erom 

. _ on and you're a boy, then there's something 
··• -· .. wrong with your head and vice-versa. These 

kids are individuals. They always have been 
very individual. I mean, the first punks were 
=l~~up of elitists of about ~O fucking peo- . 

DAMAGE: So are you in that group, are you an 
elitist? 

ADAM: No. 

MATTHEW: I am .. I think we're better than any
body else . 

ADAM: Elitism is something else. If you mean 
. better than the rest, then yes. If r didn't 

think that I wouldn't be involved. I wouldn't 
personally be involved. I don ' t 1•1ant. to be in 
w~th the crowd 'cause they're full of shit! · 
I don't want to be an upstart and I'm not. 

the start. It 111ay be ... you may call it :i fashion·, 
but we've led to I.ids being very fuel.log indivi- · . • 

I don't want to be told wh:it is in. I don't 
wa.nt to be told what is good. If I don't 
want to listen to something, I don't, 1 make 
Illy own decisions. If I want to 1 isten to 
Ja.mes Brown, I fucking do it! I don't have 
to I isten to what that cro.,.d tells me to 
listen to. 

·- .-~: ,_.·. ·. 

·· .. -·· 

·• 
• 
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.. ~ ··.'·;_;.:,:~·~~~f ";;:;~~''.r 
. ' ' - The trouble is I get s.hit from people, · 

• " .·. ~~t c!~c~:.~r~e;:~o=:i~~ ~=~t w~o a:a!11 we 
~.r• ,,· want • ." •. "you can't play here because you're 

. ".. :.:/" this ilnd that and the other .•. " But that's 
~· · __ ,· .. , cool because we were doing it 18 mnths before 

i; ~iL·,-.~ ~;Y n:~~h~:~ ~::: ~;: w~!~n~~r::n ~~~=e g~!~! 
~,.;..' ~.~-.. · wearing all that stuff two years ago and we 

~~~::.~:: fuakin\~;c:::. t::~:~:t:::;~ few •kids have 
:-. t .;. ' ~ • seen Adam and the Ants in concert because we 
.' ~·:-- .:~ ".. refuse to do gigs that aren't well promoted 
·. ·-_!·:.:;,· and completely done under our own conditions. 

.;i· ,.; . ,~· '. ::e~~:~ ;~!~ ~~t~o I~; :~p "':~ ~=~~=i~~pport. 
·! · I/~ ~: .. gfe:~-a~~ :~n~~n~~!a!~ ~!a~1!~ew=~~i~~P-
• · ~: ·: • , So we say no and thank you very much and shove 

. ·' your money. 
.·, ~ .. - , Basically, the Ants could !~ gigs at.• 

· • ·. the Marquee six nights in a row and sell out 
at 2.50, 3 quid a go, but we don't want to 
go back there. We want to play places where 

:- everybody that comes in, that pays their 
money can see every fucking thing and hear 
every fucking note we play. 

~ .. . DAMAGE: What about the S&M and bondage 
e symbolism in your work and performance? 

ADAM: l 've been accused of wearing SS uni
fons, I've been accused of wearing bondage . 
I• ll tell you what I wore at the Lyceum. I 

. --· .. 
. wore a shirt I ha~ made by a friend of mine, 

I wore a pair of leather trousers which is 
not all that out of the ordinary. I adlllit r 
had a little belt with studs on it and a pair 
of thes e s hoes and that was called bondage. 

'. 

• . I "'ear something and it's bondage. I wear a 

~ !~:~11::a~~c~~t a~~d i~~: s j~~d:g~~;~~~;cr:~ket. 
The S(jM thing came from our early 

material which was geared towards dealing with 
S&M which was a taboo, a sexual taboo that 
still influences me now, but not to the degree 
it did. l think if people want to see in 
what context S&M wa s introduced into our work, 
I think they should take a look at some 
boo ks by the painter Allen Jones or go to 
a n exhibit i on of his. Then they'll be able 
to Sf'C in what context r was trying to put it 

DAMA.GE: Why choos e taboo as subject matt.er 
· for your songs ? 

ADAM: When 1 go out there, I don't "think it 
i s a s ex s ong. llihcn l 'm s inging it makes 111e 
fee l sexy. I want to fuck everyone, understand? 
I don't want t o kill 'em, I just want to fuck 
'cm all. If I c un fuck 'cm in the head, then 
that' s good, 'caus ..:! that' s what they need. 
Audiences come to s ee and hear, they don't 

· t co1Pe to he see n or tieard. That's why we don't 
communi cate with the audience. That can be 

• taken a s a ilominance thing and therefore con
vey s s adomasochism or master/slave. It goes 
on and on , ba s ically it' s crap. 

DAMAGE: Beyond selC, what other kinds of 
taboos concern you? 

ADAM : Not r eal! )' taboos, it' s my imaginatio n. 
I t hi nk about ve r y wei rd th i ngs i n much the 
same way fi h 1s l i ke " Era s erhead" deal wi th 
taboo s ubjects in a s ur rea l way . Lyr ica lly, 
it ' s becOlbe very weird now, every t i.me l 

. s in g a s~u1g , [ get something Ill(•· f rom it. 

DAMAGE : 'l. you th i nk o ther. a.,_rtforms ~ go ing _ 
through a 11 ~·1 wa ve t r e nd? · 

ADAM: We don't want you to know what we're 
going to do next . 

MATllll::W: We just don't want to get boxed in, 
really. We don• t want reviewers to say "this 
is Adu and the Ants and they play music like 
this •.. " 

• 1ADAM: " •. . for people like this." ., ) 

· DAMAGE: What about critics and reviewers, do 
• • ·

1
1 they affect a band'js progress? 
MATrnEW: The thing is they have alot. of power 

' · over people, People reading a. review will take 
. it a s if that's the word and they won't go and 

: sec a band because of it or they will go and 
·.' · sec a band because of it. 

' ADAM: It's up to people running fanzines to 
I take over as far as I'm concerned. The thing 
I about fan zines is that we alw.:tys work with them 

·1 :~~=u~~a;e s~~:ra;t c~~;~i 1 w~ d~~~n~!n~:k!n the . · 

! ~~~ !~~u~~wb:~~~ ;x~~=~~i.=!:e.=!~~~~e&if . 
, they can get. backing. They've just got to 

· !step up a' league . 

MAmfEW: But when a fanzine gets big, it's 
.: 

1
not a fanzine anymore. 

•ADAM: Of cours e it is . I mean, the writers 
tare the fanzine. The fact .of the matter is that 
1basically reviewers now don't go to the gigs. 
They have their likes and their dislikes. They 
know about three subjects and three writers 
and that's it. The rest of it they slag. Until 
groups are found i.·hen they're developing and . 
covered when they're developing, until certain 
'ournalis t s , who will relll3in nameless, arc up 
gainst the wall and publicly hU111il iated with • · 
trawbcrry jam and a few other things, until 
hese people arc tal.\&hl how to write .. 

A.MAGE: Do you thii\k it's because the main-
1S tream writers have established ideas of what 
to e xpect while fan~ine writers can afford to 
give a fresh approach that makes the difference? 

~:~se P~~;!:! 1r 'T:~~ ~~~ t=~~ 1~~ ta b~!!e~~h!!~ 
a re ve ry a ;rticulate ind very fucking lucid. 
The thing a bout NME ls tha t they get a job and 
s t ic k t o in t here and chum out their drive l . 
They get their bribes from record companies:· 
and that' s cool, they get on wi th i t. I jus~· 
don't read 1a1sic papers . 

,·_ 

. ,.. . _., 

·, .-~~;;J_ ._ •. :. - ~ .. 
,... : :. ~ ···. :-_·~----

.- {" ~ - . . 

., 

ADAM: "Basically, I see the need for the press. 
) have nothing against the press as such. They 
just have to be -.uch better writers. They 
have to go into the subject more . Not one wri
ter. ~ith the exception of Jane Suc.5., has ~ver 
tried.to describe Ant music, ever! Not ever! 
She• s the only one who ' s ever got an~here 

-.. · . 
.. :. 

.. . 
. / 

..... ... 
'-·.;-•, 

··.·· 
.\ . • 

ADAM: It's alot of bias, you get alot of·bias. -';· 
I mean, the Doors had a lot of bias when. they · 

. -: started out. We'.re a long tera thing, not a 
short five minute thing. 

· ANDY: Anyway, bad reviews are nonaally auch 
more interesting than good ones. 

~ t ADAM: We miss bad ones when we don't get. · · 
•. them. We're always suspicious of good revi.ews . 

. _; ~ , ~~ ~~!~~ ~~~~~~=t ~~ ~=1~3:!~r ~;~~~!:!" 
to slag, because t!lat's the general tr~nd 
of Nf.fE, the policy of that paper, they usu-

_. _;illy come up with the most interesting 
things .. . 

MATilfEW: Like all the bondage and ... 

ADAM: Or "sub-art form •.. it ' s certainly 
not music ... " which is great, certainly not 
punk or rock or this or that ... We deal in . 
noise, we are noise merchants. 

".,·· 

, , DAMAGE: Do you t.hink · the press takes too 
much time trying to categorise you? 

·: . .-: .. · .. ..... : ... 
. ADAM: They take too nuch time trying to 
• hate us. They spend too auch energy hating 

us and when they put it down on paper, 
it COllCS out liap because they ~ limp; 
all of them. They' 11 go blind before I , 
do. 

· DAMAGE: Anything else to add? 

.. ~ ... 
ADAM: We'd like to say hello to all our Ameri
can fans over there who we'd like to COllC and •. 
play for lJl thei.r wonderful Amen.can clubs •.. 
your wonderful Ameri.can poll.cemen wonderful. · 
Just like to say, here and now, America's a 
wonderful country . . . 

DAMAGE: What• s your impression of the States? 

· MA.TllfEW: All I can think of is Mac.Donalds' 
everywhere, big fat Alllericans with fat asses ..•• 
.sweating. 

ADAM: Food ... it's a very food ridden country. : 
But we haven't been there yet, so we can't 
really tell. We've been to Europe and we're 
b i g there. 

ANDY: I just want to go there and aake mney: 

· .·_. 

DAMAGE: What do you expect when you get there? • . , 

ANDY: Money . 

ADAM: Do You think people will come to _see us: ... ... . . . . . 
.. . s_ ·_-~~· 

. . --.. 

• 
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bruce conner 
BRUCE CONNER HAS BEEN A PRIME MOVER 
AND ACTIVE DERANGING INFLUENCE IN 
SAN FRANCISCO 'SINCE ) 9 5 7·. A TRANS
PLANT FROM WICHITA, KANSAS, HE CRE
ATED SHOCK WAVES IN THE LATE FIFTIES 
ANO SIXTIES WITH HIS SURREAL AND 
ACCUSATORY ASSEMBLAGES AND SCULPTURES 
WHOSE VIOLENT ANO EROTIC CONTENT 
SCANDALIZED THE FORMALIST ART ESTAB-
LISHMENT. ONE SCULPTURE , "CHILD," 
CONTAINS A GROTESQUELY RAVAGED DOLL 
IN A HIGH CHAIR AND IS DEDICATED TO 
CARYL CHESSMAN. HIS FIRST FILM, A 
MOVIE, WAS ORIGINALLY INTENDED AS-A 
'LOOPFILM TO BE USED IN A BOX SCULP-
TURE CONSTRUCTION, IT IS A TWELVE 
MINUTE EPIC MADE ENTIRELY OF PIRATED 
STOCK FOOTAGE OF NATURAL DISASTERS 
AND DOCUMENTARY MATERIALS. FILLED 
WITH SINKING SHIPS, ABSURD BICYCLE 
RACES, MALARIA VICTIMS, TIGHT- ROPE 
ACROBATS, CAR CRASHES AND FIRING 
SQUAD EXECUTIONS, IT CONCLUDES WITH A 
DEEP-SEA DIVER DREAMILY EXPLORING 
SUBMARINE RUINS, MUCH AS CONNER HIM
SELF PURSUES A SUBMERGED INVESTIGA
TION OF 20TH CENTURY WRECKAGE. AS A 
MAJOR FIGURE IN INDEPENDENT AMERICAN 
CINEMA, HE IS BEST KNOWN FOR FOUR 
WORKS: A MOVIE, COSMIC RAY, REPORT 
(WHICH IS BASED ON THE KENNEDY ASSAS
SINATION) AND CROSSROADS (W~ICH USES 
PREVIOUSLY CLASSIFIED FOOTAGE OF THE 
BIKINI A-BOMB TESTS. l 

THE CONVERSATION TOOK PLACE OVER THE 
KITCHEN TABLE AT CONNER'S GLEN PARK 
HOME, FOLLOWING COFFEE WITH BEER 
CHASERS AND A LISTEN TO THE NEW PLUGZ 
ALBUM. 

"BRUCE CONNER ltAS SPENT THE PAST TWENTY FIVE 
YEARS VARIOUSLY CONCENTRATING ON PRODUCING 
SOME OF THE ERA'S MOST PROFOUNDLY ORIGINAL 
ASSEMBU.GfS, DRAWINGS ANO PERSONAL FILMS; 
RUNNING FOR SAN FRANCISCO SUPERVISOR (HE 
DIDN'T WIN); CREATING POWERFULLY INDIVIDUAL 
PAINTINGS AND PHOTOGRAMS, PERFORMING CONCEP
TI..IAL EVENTS, ANO M'NOUNCING HIS RETIREMENT 
FRC»f SOME OR ALL OF niESE .\CTI\'ITIES .. 
HE R.ECEITTLY SPENT A YEAR OR SO FREQUENTING 
THE MABUliAY GARDENS TO PHOTOGRAPH l'IRAT THERE 
IS OF A LOCAL PUNK ROCK SCENE. CONNER DOESN'T 
VISIT lltE CLUB HJCH SINCE DROPPING IN ONE 
"llGKT AND .FINDING IT 'Fill.ED wrrn TYPES' .... '' 

TCJ>I ALBRIGHT 
SF . CHRONICLE 3/4/79 

What's your involvement with the 
scene? You made a characteristic 
appearance poqoing with a 16mm ca
mera during the coal miners' bene
fit at the Mabuhay last year . . . 

I was there before that. I showed up when 
Toni Basil called from ~ and told me 1 
should see Devo. So I went to see Oevo, 
and that was the first time I had gone to 
the Mabuhay. It was inspiruional. I kept 
going back looking for the same inspira
tion. It wasn't the same, but there were 
quite a. few variations. Negative Trend was 
the next. inspiration. I was there for the 
first niaht they perfoI111ed and I tried to 
get there every night afterwards. 

What kept drawing you back? 

1 always wanted to become a combat photo
grapher! There was Roz, whose very first 
gesture on the very first night as the 
first chord was struck was to run full 
speed off the stage, land on the tops of 
the front tables, grab drinks out of peo
ple's haiids, throw 'em down on the floor 
and kick all the chairs over. Cleared the 
space out real fast. But Roz couldn't last 
too long doing that. After 3 months he ran 
away to Portland with his broken arm and 
his smashed-up knees and his chewing gum 
disorders. A little sticky. I always look 
for those people, if any of them are play
ing with a band. I think the last hot show 
I saw was Will Shatter and Ricky Sleeper 
and this strange Hungarian Vadar and Ted 
and Steeler playing at the band.shell in 
Golden Gate. Park . It was chaos, it was 
beautiful. I talked to Joe Rees of Target 
Video the other night and he said that he 
had a tape of that, and we agreed it was 
the last really hot show we'd seen. I ask
ed him if he got a shot of the 2 cops that 
were standing over on the steps at the side. 
They pulled the plug 15 minutes before the 
scheduled end of the permit. Admirable that 
they were doing their duty like they should. 
Inunediately they started packing up, closing 
up the stage. They're so efficient. I said , 
"Let's all have heart attacks right now!" 
and I went into this simulated heart a.ttack
epileptic seizure and everybody just stood 
around. They weren't ready for an epileptic 
seizure. These are the guys in the audience 
who are standing around watching Ricky and 
those other people show us how it's sup
posed to be done. I mean, we should learn 
by example. 

At one time, it was nice. I kept going 
over to the Mabuhay and catching the open
ing night for the Sleepers, the Trend, UXA, 
all of those guys . Most of the Search II 
Oe5troy staff was home asleep when those 
events took place. 

Well, not always. (He goes to the refriger
ator and returns with some formidable Ger
man beer.) · Let's talk about something real 
serious. 

Take it away. What ::.=e vour serious 
obsessions at this point? 

You see, I have a diminished capacity. 
Shrinking brain pan. My mind runneth over. 
At least the last four years, I've been 
dedicating myself to destroying as many 
brain cells as I can. I made the mistake 
once of buying a lifet.icte st,;ppl y of expand
ed consciousness. And I started developing 
all these sort of infant consciousnesses . 
little tiny ones. Some of them would have 
particular jobs and characteristics that 
would be endowed by the great HEAD of my
self, pointing at ':.hem. At one time I was 
\'erv much involved in all kinds o f "crea.
t:iv~" endeavors - dance, theater, music, 
sculpture, painting, collage, printmaking, 
drawing, events - and I would do them all 
simultaneously. One little pocket of en
dowed consciousness would take care of pre
paring materials for making sculpture, and 
another one would cake care of the music, 
etc. And then when I'd get tired of domg 
a sculpture, I'a start doing a drawing. 
When I'd gee tired of that, I'd play har
monica for a while, .get tired of that, go 
out and do a Janee thing, or hang out .. 

They all carried equal weight? 

They weren't a problem to deal with, except 
:hey kept growing. And they got bigger and 
bi gger, and you got a house full o f c....-enty, 
thirty full consciousnesses. They'd ke~p 
me awake at night. The only way I c an knock 
them out is to become an alcoholic. It's 
possible to destroy an enormous number of 
brain cells by drinking alcohol and taking 
important drugs and abusing yourself phy
s ically. 

~deio~1~~fi~r?nv favorite drugs bes-

Not really. I just have stopgaps. But I 
think coffee is a terrific drug. There's 
only :; drugs I've ever been addicted to: 
cigarettes and alcohol. I quit the cigar
ettes. That was tough. One of the attrac
tions ~f alcohol is that it's a totally le
gal drug. It's not only that you don't have 
to go out of your way to pick it up; it's 
being Offered to you everywhere you go. 
(More beer materializes on the t a bl e . ) 

Thank you , it's exc~llent stuff. 
Are you talking about trying tc fo
cus only on one single idea or orob
lem, or do you mean confinina your 

self to just one medium? 
l 'm trying to become much more stupid. I 
got too sll\art for myself. Also, if I s top 
drinking I can't go to sleep. When I got 
to the place where I dP.cided I ~anted to 
select and deal with my own choices of ac
tivity, I found out I .;ouldn't turn o~f 
all those little voices. It must be llke 
the Pope with all those people out there 
saying, "'Yeh, yeh, l wanna be absolved,' 

'I wanna new car,' 'I wanna do a new paint- . 
ingl 11

• I'd turn it down. They'd really 
get out of hand. They're really :nean, :hese 
guys. I don't advise anyone to get into a 
creative endeavor. It's exceptionally dan
gerous. Nobody's going to tell you how 
hazardous it is. 

You' re not advocating factory work, 
are you? 

Piece work. 

When you do get the urge to be arty, 
how do you sat1sf3 it? You completed 
{~~; !;~~ him, M 0 9ol 0 id , not too 

Well, the last time I made a roovie was be
cause I wanted to have a good time. I went 
to see Devo in October '77 and on December 
7th I showed Mongoloid. That's very fast 
for a movie, for me. I wanted to do a whole 
bunch of movies with their music, and I 
started onto it. I also started working on 
a film to be used as a. stage performance 
thing, which they never used. Except we did 
do it once here at the Mabuhay. Projected 
it on the wall and nobody paid the least 
bit of attention to it. Why should they? 
It wasn't happening there . 

Your assemblages and 
ructions were i 
earned ou a cons 
in the art world. 
doin them 

The pseudo-criminality of stealing already
formed objects or events~ I don't see that 
as being any different from going through 
a process which people consider to be very 
creative, like doing a painting . You're 
stealing all of the past experiences that 
everyone has had doing paintings. You're 
building on this huge pyramid which has 
millions of dead bodies down at the bot-
tom of it. That's why somebody can do a 
painting today that has the same techniques 
that were being used in Egypt three thousand 
years ago, or in Chinese painting, or in 
Paleolithic works. There isn't that much 
difference. How you look at them and how you 
reject certain things is how you choose what 
they are. 

How do you feel behind a camera? Be
cause you' re in a position where you 
can very easily be a thief. 

Cameras are thieves . They steal the soul. 
The Hopi Indians were exactly right. They 
won't allow cameras at their ceremonies. 
That superficial commentary by anthropolo
gists that it's a primitive notion ... It 
does steal and co-opt their privacy, their 
personality, their environment. They have 
no control over it, and they're aware of 
it. And they are the only ones of prac
tically all the American Indians who still 
continue to have their rituals function. 

I've never really felt that I've been 
that much in control of what a work is. 
I don't see them as being something I 
make. I see it as an event. I see rt as 
a process, and somewhere in the midst of 
the process it becomes a. movie, or it be
comes a. party at the Deaf Club, or a trip 
to the canyons of Arizona. It becomes a 
broken rib at the Mabuhay ... 

How did you manage that? 

That was about 2 months ago. I went to see 
the 1977 Punk Rock Movie. The last sci:ue 
o f Johnny Rotten destroying a tape recorder! 
Anyway, this is my Story of the Broken Rib. 
The movie showed at the York Theater. A 
very mixed audience, but: pa.rt of the old 
crowd was J:here. I made a 1 iquor run and 
by the end of the movie I was so keyed up 
by what" was goir.g on - (the film would 
break every fifteen minutes, also) - all 
this footage of events :hat were, at the 

' time, being despised in the popular 111"'dia. 
as being destructive and malicious. All 
l saw were people having a good time, 
dressing up, being With their friends, 
acting up, but nothing 1musual. Anyway, 
against my better judgement: I went off to 
see UXA at the Mabuhay after the movie. 
And I love Dee Dee, but I rer.iember the old 
UXA band who were so hot, and it seemed 
that nothing was happening. The only 
people there were in the ;>laypen (that' s 
the whole walled- in area where they can sit 
and hold t!ieir drinks anci not be molested.) 
I got so pissed off. First of all that UXA 
wasn't ascending at a higher rate of 5peed, 
and at t!l.e people who were sitting in their 



(Jlaypen sipping their drinks and being so 
cool about it that I started rushing through 
all the tables and chairs and throwing them 
on the stage. I knew I fell down and these 
tables were going all around me, and the next 
thing I had a broken rib. l didn't notice at 
the time. 

Is there a moral to this story? 

Presently I have to gauge myself because the 
physical damage is too common. It's happen
ing more often . Sprained ankles, broken ribs 
and stuff. Maybe it's the frustration of 
not having a scene to go to. My mother. 75 
years old, came up to visit and asked my 

I wife what she thought of me going out to 
the punk concerts. ~y wife doesn't RO with 
me. She's not interested in it; and she 
said,''Oh, it's fine! Bruce has been so easy 
to get along with !" For me, the scene has 
been exceptional therapy. 

You've seen 3 different explosions 
.in ::ian Franc.isco. 

They do it like a clock every ten years . The 
peak of it was 1957, 1S67, 1977 and then we 
can wait until 1987 . 

We have to wait that long? 

I don't know, I hope not. It's the new en
ergy, you know. People get tired blood. All 
the people I -.-ent to high school with have 
real tired blood. I ..:an't talk 'em into 
seeing what's happening, either. 

It's funny how much of the old North 
Beach crowd wi.11 not respond to new 

henomena. The 1 ii make fun of their 
. 1 s who are start.ing an s an sue . 
The.ir att.itude .is Awe already d.id it 
and we did it better . '' 

No, they didn' t do it better ! ~lost of them 
couldn't get a band together, much less 
themsel ves. Like in the SOs it was jaz:, 
there were jus= a few jai: musicians and 
they reall y weren't a social forc e i n the 
beat generation. In the 60s the A\., m 
Ballroom was :he~ place. I 10orke1... on 
:he iight sho1<1 for 9 months , from 9 ti 11 

2 in the morning with 8 other people im
provising on a 200 degree screen. The im
provisation was as if you were performing 
in a band. Mose of the communication we had 
was very intuitive. ' Sometimes the musicians 
would play off the light show, or we would 
play off the music. Sometimes the environ
ment would change everything and we'd be 
taken out of our heads. Like even now I'm 
waiting and hoping for the De~f Club to 
open up, because the psychic energy there 
is so great. When I had t:he party there a
bout 3 weeks ago, I had it all programmed 
and organized for certain things to happen 
and at a certain point it got out of hand. 
Not out of hand - it was in perfect control. 
It had a perfect exist:ence. I couldn't trans
form it or change it or anything, 

In 1957 Jean and I would go to North 
Beach. One night we wore sweatshirts, jeans, 
tennis shoes. We were Beatniks. Next night 
I PUilJOSely went down there wearing a suit 
and tie. My so-called friends of the night 
before couldn't even recognize me wearing a 
suit and tie. All they saw was the costUllle. 
It was such an easy transfon11ation to make. 
The only thing that was really difficult was 
the act of doing it, which was , in a way, as 
ha.:z:ardous as spiked hair and some of the 
changes people go through now. But it was so 
easy to make those changes then. When you dye 
your hair green and c;ut it half an inch tall, 
or you shave it off and tattoo yourself, you 
can't change that very fast. I think some 
people are so into their category or their 
characterization that they never would think 
of themselves as posing. But I've seen people 
who have held the same pose for twenty years . 
Like- some kind of ~rth Beach Adonis up on a 
pillar: they can't move or their am will 
fall off . They always have the same cup of 
espresso at the same hour of day, they talk 
to the same people about the same things. I 
can't stand it. 

~ Do ou see an relation between the 
e<lt poetry scene an t e current 

music rebirth? 

In the 50 1 s, all the ori&inal places where 
people hunl!J out - the bars - were closed 
down by the police in no time at al 1. One 
of the few places in existence then that 
still exists is called the Coffee Gallery. 
But in 1957, it was 2 rooms, One side was 
a bar, the other room was just a bare ·store 
front. It wasn't as comfortable a.s the Deaf 
Club. There were no chairs. Then was an 
upright piano withthe top broken off, 
half the keys missing, which someone could 
play or try to play occasionally, and there 
were 2 or 3 bare light bulbs hanging from 
the ceiling. What I r9mem.ber is one guy in 
the middle of this screaming out this invec
tive at the world, at his pain. And the 
people either leaving or nervously pretending 
that something else was going on. Very sel
dom have I seen that kind of opportunity for 
someone to just go up in a public place and 
just get rid of . . . 

Scream fire. 

Somewhere in the 60's, people were allowed 
to go up on stage and be totally inept 
at playing music, until they finally 
learned how or stopped, which is what 
happened to a lot of bands that have 
now turned into granola. For me, the Deaf 
Club and the Mabuhay are much closer to 
the beatnik scene. It wasn't impossible 
for anybody to get on stage unless they'd 
spent 4 years rehearsing, so that they'd 

' g DMtUGE 



never make a mistake or say the wrong 
thing. 

I was involved in music then. I worked 
with La.Monte Young and Teny Riley and a 
nW1ber of other people here, in :-l'YC, and 
Boston, in performances that would now be 
called "performance" or "conceptual art" 
events. However, in the Sos and early 60s 
the only venue where you could expect peo
ple to take it seriously or react against 
it wa.s in a concert context. I found myself 
eminently qu"llified to perform with musi
cians who had s tudied for fifteen years when 
they came around to pl.1.ying John Cage ampli
fied music for toy pianos. aut you had to 
lie about it. There w.ere J lot of other 
things that we did and we'd call it 11111sic so 
we'd get people irito a room. 

t can hardly believe that I ' ve stayed 
allve. I didn't expect to live to 30. I 
planned my whole life to do everything I 
wanted to do by the time f was 30. It ~<; 

dismaying to complete your whole life~ 
30 . It's all finished, right? And you juH 
keep on going. It took me 5 or 6 years 
to realize that I was living longer and 
that I had to ~ something. 

And when you hit 317 

Try to go faster. 31 's a real crummy speed 
to be at. 

There was a party a few months ago 
that was held on the occasion of a 
poet's first published volume of 
works. It ended up with a group of 

r:~P!~o;~;~e~~~v~n t~e e:~;~e~~d~=s~ily 
encouraging each other to fall or 
jump off before things got any more 
predictable . 

Are you talking about me? 

No . You were sitting there watching 
it all. I remember you talked abOut 
wanting to protect people. It made 
a strong impression on me . There are 
so many people now who are experi-

. encing that crisis you describe even 
a decade earlier. It's like time is 
getting even more compressed. And 
they respond to it by silencing 
themselves . Or by refusing to in
vent new diversions tor themselves. 
Suicide. 

There are a lot of people who want to make 
irrevocable choices. They choose not to 
choose. It may be the very ~ acti
vtty, now, to make an irrevocable choice. 
~ell, I'm not safe to be around myself, but 
I think I've had plenty of time for the 
luxury of irrevocable choices. 
(Certain sad stories are dredged up. 
Connel' looks increasingly uncomfortable.) 

l have this feeling that I'm too much of 
an elder statesman. I'm reluct.:lnt to do 
this talking about things in retrospect. 
It's an embaTrassment for me. 

OK, that's valid. 

BL:t I'm J.11 in favor of having fun. 
Everybody shuuld have fun. I think it ' s 
real stupi.d not to have fun. And when 
somebody's having fun it's even more stu
pid if somebody stops you from having 
fun. That's why I like plunk rock . Nunk 
rock is a lot of fun. 
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Did You ever feel that making art 
was an activity separate from your 
daily life? 

Making art and creating those things were 
part of my daily life for such a long time. 
At one time I was going to make every acti
vity of my life tax-deductible by turning 
it into art . 

Has everything you've touched become 
art? 

No. That's like turning it into gold, isn'"'t 
it? You can't eat it. ~king art is not a 
part of my life now. The last drawing I 
started was a year and a half ago, and it 
ended up just sitting on the drawing table. 

You never experienced that before? 
There weren't times when you just 
put it all down - just can ' t or Just 
won't? 

I could not put it down. It wasn't anything 
like a matter of choice. I had to continue 
to make things. But in the last five or six 
years it became clear that I was making more 
things than there was any possible use for, 
for me or anybody else. It was only to take 
c:i.re of my momentary experiences and cope 
with them. I discovered that the devices 
I had didn't work any more. The assumption 
that collllllUl1icating ..,.ith people through some 
medium was going to change things, or the 
world, to the better in your own personal 
philosophy: that was a driving force for me 
for quite a bit of time. I infiltrated the 
art world at a time when it was extremely 
difficult and unlikely to do so. And it 
gained a certain amount of communication 
value because there was nothing else going 
on in that situation. But most of the as
sumptions · l had about what changes I was 
going to make were pure illusion. 1 discov
ered three or four years ago that I was at 
the same place I was when I was twenty six 
years old. Except now they were going to 
"give" me a major retrospective . They were 
going to publish a catalogue. They were 
going to travel a show all around the coun
try. It was going to be a big deal. It was 
going to be Rauschenberg, Jasper Johns and 
eruce Conner, representing that period of 
time, of transformation, of. .J.ssemblage art 
and events and such. 
Do you feel it was a post-mortem? 

They practically informed me it was a post
mortem. They treated it as if I was ulready 
dead. Up until 15 years ago no one had a 
retrospective unless they were dead. I went 
to talk to Henry Hopkins about the content 
of the show and how we were going to cooper
ate and put it together. The show was going 
to include films, collage, assemblage, sculp
ture , print making, drawing, anecdotal 
events, photographs, all sorts of things 
about performances and so on. And I would 
have had to put in at least three and a half 
to four months of my time, like a work day 
week, forty eight hours a week, advising and 
dealing with putting the show together . 
This was going to be at the San Francisco 
Museum of Art. He already had $45,000 allo
cated; National EndoW111ent for the Arts had 
given them the money. We ran into two prob-

!ems. Everything was being run as if I did 
not exist, except they would have my free 
advice and energy to put into it. The first 
disagreement was that he would not allow me 
to touch my own work or to select the work 
that would go into the show . He would not 
allow me to reject anything. Henry rlopkir.s 
insisted on being the sole judge. Now, if I 
had died before the show it wouldn't have 
made a helluva lot of difference. But to 
live on beyond that and have this represen
tation (which was supposed to be an exten
sion of ray personality)- re-transfo'rmed into 
a Frankenstein monster · take a little bit 
of this arm and that leg and a little bit of 
somebody else's brain, and you put it all 
together. For a period of time I did assem
blages and collages using found objects, and 
they would sooner or later coalesce into 
something that I could call art, a sculpture 
or a wall piece. I was--wQrking under the 
spaghetti theory of art. If you want to 
know if the spaghetti's done, you throw it 
on the wall or the ceiling and if it sticks, 
it's done. You put something in an art en
virorunent, you call it art, and if it 
sticks, it's art. 

Truth in labeling. 

Uh !i.uh, n;:i problem whatsoever. They're all 
liars anyway. There• s -no way anyone could 
prove art one way or another. It's a to
tally fraudulent environment. So I made 
oDjects which incorporated time and events 
prior to the time I assembled them. I dedt · 
with it as d pr;:icess. When they were ass~m
bled in one place ~hat w~s just one step of 
the process. I did not frame them or put 
them on a pedestal. I made them vulnerable. 
1 made them so that people could touch and 
re-arrange things. .They were designed with 
the idea that time, the elements, would 
change them. Just by stopping the change. 
like if you put: something in a block of 
solid plastic;' that would change the whole 
structure simply by altering the way the 
time change would occur. So, one part of my 
retrospective was based on those works which 
I stopped doing in 1964. And in the mean
time they've been out, being used. Things 
have probably been taken off them and added 
to them. Just turning them upside down 
would alter them. . 

As far as the catalogue and the exhibition 
were concerned, this aesthetic or philosoph
ical/conCeptual attitude towards the wor~ 
would be ~xploited . That would be a reason 
for having the show. It would take pages in 
the catalogue to talk about these time cap
sules. Almost everything would have to come 
from someone besides myself, because I only 
own about three or four of them. I gave a 
lot of them away . Some people bought them; 
some museums have them. Many of th.em were 
never photographed. Of the photographs that 
were taken, most have disappeared. When the 
pieces would arrive for the exhibition, I 
wanted to be able to say , "This does not 
represent my work, but it will if I make 
some changes in it." Henry Hopkins would 
not accep"t me as the authority on my own 
work. 

hy Bruce Conner 
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He said everything had to be exhibited 
exactly the way it arrived. However, if it 
was determined that a piece was damaged -
not that it was altered or part of a pro-
cess - if it was damaged, the museum had a 
very efficient prt:'cess to take care of it . 
First, the person who's loancU the piece has 
to be convi11.:.ed that it's damaged. Then, 
that person has to contact th.e insurance 
company and c:mv1nce them that it's damaged. 
Once the company assumes-the cost of dealing 
with ~e damage, rney can choose either to 
take t~e work into their own possession and 
session and do whatever they want witt: it, 
o:- '':-epair" it. They will repair it by- send
ing out notices to conservators and restorers, 
who will then submit bids for restoring the 
work. The lowest bid gets the job. That person, 
who certainly has to 'be licensed for doing 

~~!~~y ~;p~~i~~ not choose to use.~ in an ad-

! told Henry this was trnreasonable. He told 
me that this exhibition •,;ould be a terrific 
boon to my career. It would make me famous 
and rich. I've been told that since I've 
been twenty one years old. I must have had 
him up against the wall for him to use that 
chestnut. It's one of the more fraudulent 
myths of the art business. Whereas, the 
only way you can make any money is to get: a 
percent:age of the gat:e. The concept t:hat: 
the museums and galleries have been working 
on for so long is a 19th century one, where-
in you confront a robber baron. who smashed 
millions of t:iny babies into the ground, 
tore their eyeballs out: and disemboweled 
them; he's done this his whole life.. And" 
he's built castles around the world. He 
feels very comfort:able trnt;:.l he sees the su
blime vision .that an artist has performed 
for inm. He IS so Jisint~grated and threatened 
by this event that he has to buy the artist 
off. This 1s the .;:oncept behind the whole eco
nomics of the art world. Half a million dollars 
to Georges Roual t, Robert ~lotherwd l, .\ndy War
hol, Judv Chicago, so that they can be bought 
off for ~aying JUSt the right: thing or t:he 
wrong thing at the right moment. This ?Ot at 
the end of the :-ainbow is wh.at they ah.·ays s.ell 
to you. You talk to them about money; they 
:.ar, "I didn't know you were in this for the 
money." 

I wanted my show to be free. He said, "It's 
a very expensive retrosp<Jctive shot., we'll have 
to charge s:. 00 aJmiss ion.'' So t said, let's 
lll!lke a :;:mallcr show. He 1o>ouldn't do it. 1 .;aid, 
let's do a show .;ithout t~<! collaiieo; and assem

blages that we disagree t1bout how t.J hancle. H~ 

wouldn't do it. I think that:'s ;irobably where 
the end of my in· .. orvement in the art l<t'Orl~ really 
happened. ilwre'::; nobody else tha· "'>uld put on 
that kind of exhibition. Nobody 1..J ·s. 
They don't :':1 r~ who they ex.hibi t in those 

It':. just like a store window. 

They change it every month and a half and 
lots of people go in. 

So, I did have my retrospecti\'e in Nover.iber 
'77. I really shouldn't be talking :ibout art. 
It ' s going to make me very upset. I'm a dead 
artist anyway . I •ve managed to destroy myself 
several times. In 1960, I luid a one man show 
with engraved invitations with black borders: 
''Works by the late Bruce Conner," which could 
be interpreted several ways - the latest: by Bruce 
Conner. Alfred Frankenstein went to see the 
show. The gallery was a garage and the owner 
lived in one side of it, and the other half 
he'd partitioned off into a gallery about the 
size of my kitchen. Alfred W"as really pissea 
off that I wasn't dead. He'd made a· point of 
coming out to see the show1 and it was my first 
show of assemblages: the Rat Bastard, !:lrotective 

~~:~c}~t~~~/~~~o::u~o~~;~e I>"~~~~- t~e a~~1 ~usi-
defect in th&J: was that I kept on 11roducing lots 
and lots of drawings ar:d paintings wnich piled 
up :o a point where obviously they had to be 
taken care of. At that: time, wheneve_r ( 'd get 
any lette1·s about art - related events, ('d send 
them back or throw them out. Sometimes, I ' d 
write deceased on them. I was listed in Who's 
Who in American Art and I sent back all their 
correspondence with ''Deceased.'' After three 
years , ~ believed me. They put me in 
~.which has people in it who are 
deceased .'.lS well as people who are obsolete. 
Recently, though, I got another form from 
Who•s Who, asking me to fill it out because 
I'd been recommended. They have a very short 
memory. I don't think they have any memory 
at all. So f tilled it out. All of th.e history 
on the new biography is for :nyself as a film
maker, all the history on the prior biography 
is for myself as an artist. So the artist is 
definitely dead. 

I think if you're going to have any value 
.it all, it has to De very illllllediate. The artist 
category detennines that you' re non-threatening. 
~rt and the Church and the national. parks ue 
practically the same thing. You're defended 
bec.iuse you are ineffectual. You don't mean 
anything, That: goes for anything that's non
profit. Everyone should fight this crap about 
government subsidi:ation of the arts and non
profit crap because it just degrades your im
mediacy - you can't mean anyt.hing immediately 
once you play that game. 

Why film? 

Film':; more immediate. It's all first hand, 
everytime .. "- mone that I did twenty years 
ago, shown today, st:ill looks like .i new movie. 
1 mean, it looks like a new old movie. The 
style of the film LS such that even when I 
mado 1t originally it was !ike an antique, 
asing footage out of films that were older 
and purpcsely making it that way, within the 
limitations of J. S350 budget. That was a movie 
called .l ~ \!ovie. It was 12 minutes long. 
People are .ilways seeing the filns and relating 
to them as first: hand experiences, no matter 
what, and it continues J.11 the time. The ad-

vantage is that there isn't an enormous his
tory aTOtrnd it. Being an artist, you're a 
victim of history . Immediately, you' re put in -
to categorical relationships in a historical 
context. Anything you can get involved in which 
is outside of that systemizing, I think the 
more rewards you get out of it. Otherwise, 
you end up doing imitations of yourself forever. 
When I stopped doing sculptures and collages 
and assemblages in 1964, I lost my galleries. 
I was doing beautiful drawings. They couldn ' t 
sell the drawings. People would go into the 
gallery and they wouldn't want to look a• Bruce 
Conner ' s drawings. They wanted to look at 
collages and assemblages. But as far as film 
is concerned, you keep on~ films; they 
.llways run through a pTOjector, there's a 
certain consistency. You have an audience at 
a disadvantage. They can't see 01· hear any
thing !!'lse. You have them under your control. 
You make them lock and live an experience, go 
through a process, which is enormously diffi
cult to do in other foms of activity. 

What is your process at the editing bench? 

The time it feels really good is when it's 
finished. Then I can watch it - then I can 
watch the films cl,.ange. Most of my movies are 
in some process; each of them has an entirely 
different story or relationship: why it's 
happened and why it exists. Many times I don't 
even know I'm making a movie when I doing it . 
It's such an involved process and very tedious . 
You can spend months and months working on 
something that's only five minutes long, be· 
cause there's all kind of technical and just 
physical things you have to go through. Ex
t:-cmely dull stuff. There are people who 
would be marvelous filmmakers if they had 
~- In making film, I'm in a process 
1Jf repeating images again and again and 
again. Whether those images are made by me 
or by somebody else isn't that important to 
me. It's been divorced from the original 
experience, and you' re <oaking multiple copies 
of l t as you go through the process of making 
a film. You keeo looking at it again and again . 
Every time it's a different experience. For 
me, it usually continues after l 've made the 
movie. I start finding out more things about 
the movie (or whatever it is that took place) 
a long time later. 

Your movies are incredibly kinetic . 

:·lost of my early films have an enormous amount 
of tight cutting, fast changes. Mongoloid has 
that kind of editing technique, too. But in 
recent years I've seen so many people worHng 
off of that st:yle of filmmaking, that it doesn't 
interest me anymore. I'm interested in making 
movies that I want to see. I have to make them 
because nobody else is making them. 

to be continued next issue ••• 
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CASE 
I am a Registered Nurse. I re
ceived my Baccalaureate Degree 
in Nursing from U.C. San Fran
cisco. I Work in a critical 
care unit in a major hospital 
outside of Los Angeles. This 
column serves as an account of 
my experiences on the unit. Sen-

BY 
sationalism is not my aim. My 
purpose is to express those as-

F N Tl R N l ll!!J!pelcltlsll!!olf!!lmly.wolrlklrlelmla1

1
· nlilng•flor •• the most part unspoken. 

Cindy is 22 years o l d. She was standing on the cor
ner of Villa and FairOaks i ·n Pasadena when a blue 
Mustang skidded up the curb, thumped across her body 
anC smashed the streetlamp. The driver, Who was un
;13rmed, was arrested for manslaughter because he was 
on 3n.gel dust. The nurses On the unit were muttering 
~o each other about the case . . Even meek Susan, who 
is Christian and pregnant, thought that the drug addict 
should die. Cindy was my patient. She appeared flaw-
less when I entered her room. Black skin glistening. 
A physique idealized. I nad to bury my sexuality and 
objectify, though I found it difficult. I soon learned 
she was as broken internally as she was unmarred ex
ternally. ~egs and hips were shattered. Ribs were 
cracked. Her collar bone was split lengthwise so that 
a knife point of bone jagged tight against her skin 
near her neck. She was mounted in a scaffold such that 
drag on the most criticul breaks was minimized. Lines 
invaded her body; two peripheral intravenous lines in 
her arms, a Poley catheter to her bladder, a nasogas-
tric tube down her stomach via i1er nose, a tube in her 
trachea which entered through a surgical cut in her 
throat, a small tube coming out of the top of her bald 
head which drained drip by drop the clear cerebrospinal 
fluid being produced excessively inside her fractured 
skull. Her urine was cloudy and brown. A layer of 
perspiration would periodically appear on her skin when
ever her temperature wo~ld plummet. Her temperature 
control center was malfunctioning due to the ·increased 
intracranial pressures. Her intestines were paralyzed 
so that her feces had to be digitally removed. She res
ponded only to deep pain. Painful stimuli are applied 
by digging one's knuckl

1

es into the sternum and rubbing. 
To this form of stimul~, Cindy would barely shrug her 
shoulders. Her right a/rm was turned with her hand curling 
out laterally. Her left arm was flaccid. Her pupils 
were non-reactive. Her respiratory pattern consisted of 
periods of rapid deep breathing followed by extended pauses 
in breathing. She had developed pne4monia and her lungs 
inside were covered with a purulent yellow odorous slime 
which had to be suctioned out her trach tube every half 
hour. When in the room, I had to wear a gown, gloves and 
mask to protect myself from the organisms that were eating 
her alive. Her heart ticked like clockwork; strong, regu
lar and consistent. We weren't sure exactly how long she 
could survive in this condition, but we thought she may 
live several weeks . I became utterly infatuated with her 
and would talk to her for hours. She looked like a modern 
Aztec goddess enshrined in her life support system. Then 
they trans f erre d her over to Ward 88. 

IS DAMAGE 
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A£ter S years in his employ, QUEENIE TAYLOR 
has become BILL GRAHAM ' S chief assistant. and his 
right ara, his seventh sense, and the eyes in 
the back of his head. 

QUeenie, who "kinda badgered people into 
listening to the Cars and stuff like that", is 
considered the punk fellow traveller on the 
staff. She encouraged the (predictably) dis
astrous collaboration between Big Promoter and 
Saall Punk Band that i.-as the Screamers' debacle 
at California Hall in S.F. And when the Screamers 
retaliated by leaving town before remembering to 
reimburse a $700 loan fro11 Graham (thi s according 
to B.G. & Co.), it was a disillusioned Queenie 
who causht the flak. 

She is spearheading the Graham organization 
htmt for a small club venue, is convinced of the 
desirability of PUNK GOING MAI~STR.EAM, and what' s 
more • . is . in a position to do something about it. 

Come back, little Queenie. 

Interview conducted by Mia Culpa in an imitation 
teak conference room at Bill Graham Presents, 
where not a trace of day glo can be fotmd. 

~let your present position with 

Oh well, I always liked rock n' roll. I nevet' 
thought of working in it 'til there came a point: 
in my life when I need a job, and I just deci
ded to find work in the music business. So I 
zipped around and called and wrote everybody 
I'd ever heard of or met, and after a couple 
of weeks and hundreds and hundreds of attempts, 
I got a job here as the stage manager's secre
tary. 

That was when? 

That was in 1974. Five years, two weeks ago . 
In fact, Bill just gave me this necklace for 
ilY five year anniversayY present. •.. 

~· 
That's what he turned me into. 

"Bitch" in go.ld l etters . 

The fir.;;t time anyone everr called me a bitch, 
it was 'great. I was doing promotion for this 
R6B show and a lot of the people I was working 
for were really jive and trying to get me to 
do their work . I said, "I'11 not gonna do that, 
it•S"ruit my job" - and this piy said, ' 'Queenie, 
you really are a bitch," and I told him, ;'Tharik 

yOu ~much, I've been waiting for YEAitS ·for 
soaeone to say that to ae! I've always been t oo 
nice." 

That was in '74 and I was the stage mana
a:er's secretary 3nd production secretary for 
about si:r. months. Then Bill's secretary left 
and I became his personal secretary, assistant, 
whatever - and did that for al.,st two years 
:md started to go totally crazy. l said, "Bill, 
I xotta do something ehe!" For the next three 
years, I was the director of advertising 
and promotion. And then, again, I wanted to 
start doing something new . I' ve moved into 
booking and finding neWhalls and venues and 
hopefully opening some kind of club or small 
situation . Right now, I'm back on promotion 
temporarily for Funk on the Green f l. No one 
else could take it, they were all falling ap
art, so I said "Let me just take the whole 
pt'oject." So I'm doing that too. 

As a booker, is it part of your job to look 
tor new bands •.• people without established 
cowrcial reputations~ 

As concert promoters, we don't have much 
opportuni'ty to use saall or unknown bands , be 
cause most of thea can only fit into a club 
venue. But I go to see almost every band and 
1 sit on the tapes that people send me. I'm 
the only booking person who does it right 
now, in the hopes that when we open our club, 
I'll be familiar with the b:111ds that are a
round :111d available to play. A lot of club 
bands think they're concert bands and really 
aren't yet, but they have no way of finc;lng 
this out because there'' s no small size concert 
situations available, which is one thing 1 'd 
like to be able to provide. 

Whv is tl:ere suddenly interest in opening 
a small venue? 

Well, there's a couple of reasons. One of 
them i s that the new music really lends itself 
more to the small audience, club situation. 
The t rend is toward smller situations, even 
though there's not as much money in it for the 
acts. And that ' s what ' ll get them to play the 
big s tadiU!ls, if i t' s artistically possible. 
But the new wave, because it really is new , 
hasn't developed the audience that mainstream 
rock has. So the only place to put it, where 
you've a:ot a· reasonable chance of getting a 
good size crowd , is a small venue. The other 
reason is 'that , with the rise of disco, the 
•hole club ' environment has become much mere 
desirable ~d people inwardlr are starting to 
ret.el again"'t bigger and biggtr places . (!he 
teens still \ove them, they're really .e:ents 
for them. Ttic Days on the Green are ao1n& as 
well as .ever.) But there's a lot of people "·no 
are ·now fn their 20s or· 30s :>.nd they want to 
be able to ,drink wttile they watch mush:.. That's 
what a c lub is for. 

And you get a lot of the dl:J.instream acts 
:co11ina: bllck and sa)'ing, "Well, we're tired of 
the big con..:erts. We've made our big money , 
we wa nna play in a small place, a good atmos
phere," or "We wanna charge S50 a ticket, 1te'll 
make the same amount of money :ind only play for 
a 1000 people." I tttink it ' ~ all changed o\'er 
the last two years. 

What about the Screamers' concert. at California 
Hall ? That was one of the first Graham inte r ven
tions in that terrain. How successful was it? 

Well, fi na ncially it was a total disast:er. I 
have very strong feelings about that because 
i::. wa.S a turning point of my trust in dealing 

with new bantls. We really got screwe<i by them. 
There was a lot of turmoil and confusion 
s urrounding tne show because people were saying , 
"Let' s boycott lt, it's too expensive." The 
Sc:-eai:iers started to get: weird and we said, 
''Lcok, you can't back down now. People who s ay 
to ~you're ch.arging too much lllOney - what 
rigl'lt do they h.ave to say that?" Then they 
uid, "You 're Tit:ht. We should play anyway." 
Bill 1~anteo .:o help make it as easy ~-s pcssible 
for them. \'/hat happened was we ended up {yonting 
th.e money for their hotel and their car and 
some ext Ta equipment and stuff like that. And 
they won't: pay us back. I per sonally went out 
on a limb for that show, and now I'm really 
upset about. it.. Because of that particular 
shO\•i , we'll probably neve-r be as generous to 
any oth~:- new wave band as we were to ::.hem. 
It'll be a while before "e do another show as 
experimentala'Sthat one, using local bands, 
a band that's not recorded and has an uncertain 
number (_'.If fans . 

Did their manager approach you? 

Yeah , yeah, he said , "We want to do a real 
concert" and I said, "It' s never been done, 
bi.it I 'm willing to take a chance on it." And 
then it got tot.allv out of control. As far 3.S 

the audienc~ was concerned , it was really a 
success; a lot of people who had never gone 
to a new wave show before went there because 
it was a Bill Graham show . 
They thought , this i s legitimate, Ot' whatever. 

What percent of the audience do you t:hink that 
wast 

About half, probably three or four hunCred pcc
ple , had never gone t.o the :-tabuhay . of course 
never gone to 330 Grove, never been to the C::!a .: 
Ch;b .. 

And ca:ne on th"' ~treng:h of tht Gr aham re2ut:a-

Right. When we decided to go ahead with the 
show , we said to the Screamers, "We a lready 
know we' r e not goi ng to make a lot of money 
anJ whether it' s the boycot t or yo:.ir fans, 
we don't care, but. we don't want you to have 
a really bad expe r ience, playing to 100 or 
3CO oeopl e'' - I tUnk it wa s like 400 paid -
"so ~e ' 11 invit.e oeop le who wouldn't ordin.'.l.ri
ly ..::or.ie." And they all came. Well, it wasn't 
just free tickets ' cause they get them from 
us alot:, people ;.r. the press and stuff like 
that. They came partly b~cause l call~d U;' 
and made a pe!"sonal ylea: ''Looi::, this is really 
an ~xoer iment:il shew, it's~ experiillCnt, ple:ise 
suppof.-:. '!:.!.''!hey also :.:1me 'ca.Us;;- t.u::: .·ere 
curious about: t his kind of music. They reall y 
enjoyed it and it was a good e:o.pe::-ience. ~01t, 
the S..:reamers wrote a long letter to Bill say
ing they were really disappointed in the gig. 
a!'ld they J1dn' t like the way it'd been run .:inJ 
and everything else. Th~y jus t wanted to blame 
~verything on us: "It's :tot: our faul::. if we 
didn't fill California Hall." ! hate to say it , 
but it really ha s Mde Bill very wary about 
any other new wave concert-type shows. I think 
it' 11 be a"'·hile before we do any that .are that 
experimental again. 

E\•en with that hes iu.tion, you're still going 
to "O ai:ead with t:he small club? 

Oh deft.nicely. \;e•re interested in honking new 
wave, but not at a fi nancial loss. The way to 
do that is with a cl ub situation where every 
show is not so expensive to run. It would be 
nice to have a 600 .:>r 700 seat hall, that's 
like 5,000 square feet, where if you did 400 
or 500 people, you'd p:>.y for your expenses, 
at least, and that way build some of the bands 
and give the111 an intermediate st"p between a 
club like Mabuhay or 330 Grove and a concert 
which is like 2,000 seats . Because bands 
need the experience of playing at something 
in between. It' s real hard to make that jump 
from club to concert, and right now there's 
no easy way to do that in San Francisco. 

That' s one thing I would like to see , and 
I'd like to see us do it, if we can find the 
s pace . I've looked at a lot of places around 
town :111d most: Q,f them are a little too small. 
There ' s nothing in the in termediate 600- 700 
seat category. So now we' re hoping to find 
something that ho ld s a thousand. You can set 
it up in :1 way that if only SOO people are there, 
it doesn ' t look er.:pt)·, it looks alright. And 
build it into a socia l or community center, 
a lmost like the old Fillmore used to be. Bill 
t.ells a story about :hese two kids he overheard 
i n the men's ba throom one night. One said tll 
his friend "Gee ,' who's playing here tonight?'' 
And the other said , "I dunno, it 's the Fillmore , 
man.'' That's his favorite story. They came just 
because of the environment. I do feel that a 
lot at the ~buhay, as well, and that's the 
kir.d of feeling I'd like at any sciall venue that 
we run ... having a place that's open all the 
time, people learn they can just drop in . soul 
nights or community nights and that kind.a thing. 

:..'oes a 'community-orienteo." clu:, me;;.;, t:iat you 
i.oulci cut the ove rhead and trills iil-o~ 
keep t:he cover to a minimum? 

Well, it would nice to be able to have some 
of the nights reasonably priced. Besides having 
as small a staff as possible , you could float 
the cheaper nights with the more expensive 
one s 1ohen you have in the bigger act.s at the 
going rate. If you have :..Ou Reed for 6 nights 
and you .:harge s~.50, you pay him :I lot of 
ml)ne)· but you also make some. And "'·;.ch the 
pr>fit!< from that, hopefully you could have 
ot!\er nights at S3.00. 

Here's tl.°O sides of an old d~bate. Grah:>.m re
coqni:es the demand for new music and he .::ir. 

~~=:~o~~~e~:~~~~ f~fui:.:~~~~:~:~~i~ ~:~:.!~:-. 
so thre-. 1 t~ne·l bv ch .. · !"O:ene that if he c:>.n': 
Ouv i~ cut , 'l :: 'll suprre::s i t . 

Bill i s int en!steil ir: ;'P!!!<ent i nr. .... ~atc\· e:r ·..-ill 
entc :- t . .1t 1. ;:>c0ple. It ha;ipen:o i. h~ t he ~re tty 

much creat.ed the music business as it is, s o 
it's hard for him to di sown any of it. It' s 
nothing new for him to be called a capitalist 
ripoff - that:' s the story o f his life. The new 
promoters , ~hey say "We l\lann:: -:c it our own 
way", aft.e r a few l!lOnths t hey can't p.3.:-' the i r 
hills or no one cOmes to c.h.e ir shows . :.;ow, 
that's great, that's revolutionary, th3t' s !"~J
ical , but it doesn't last. It's a great so
cial experiment, but it's not entertainment:. 
'rt'ho can do anything for free ? :-lo one. Peopll'.' 
who wanna see new music in a well - produced 
situation a re reaping the benefit s of the 
Oars on the Green. 

Queenie, could ycu talk a little bi t about 
your days as a rock n' roll diehard? Didn ' t 
you have a notorious reputat:ion as a Rolling 
Stones fa n7 You were one of the La Fanatica 
Sisters and were quite devoted. , . 

I was. I was tota.lly devoted. I really l'.'n 
joyed those days cause I'm not I ike that 
anymore. 

Do you miss them? 

Oh, I miss those days alot . I t's great to have 
something that means so much to you and can 
transform your Whole life . That's what music 
did for me, for ten years. You know, I wrote 
fanatical treatises - "Music is the Only Re:>.lity' ' 
"Music: The New Religion." And I loved it, I 
would go to concerts a nd they'd totally trans
form me. I saw the Rolling Stones in 1969 and 
I changed my name and I changed my life. 

Are you still taking drugs ? 

No, l'"J getting too old. I don't have the · s t::i
mina I used to. Working hard is the LnOSt im
portant thing! When I start.ed working .here, 
everyone thought, "it will be perfec t for 
you, you love music so much." It turned out 
to be the worst t:h ing in the world for a 
fanatic to do, to work in the business of 
music, because it's not the same. It ' s only 
been in the last year and half that !'ve been 
really able to enjoy music and also work 
in t:1e business. I thought "Do I have to choose? 
Is it ::iusic or is it 1;ork'..'" So of course I 
ke!>t wort.ing. 

!.iat ' s tile one thing I like about new 
wave : some of it is so far re1110ved from 
what I do i n the music business that I can 
r eally enjoy it almost in t.he same way as 
befo r~. And the energy is there, almost 
the way it was when I firs::. got into music 
in the really early days. 

ll'hat about it being channeled int:o the uin
stream and dying? C::m vou see the same thing 
haopening :>.gain? 

I think the same t:hing .,.;ill happen again. I 
don't see any way around it . I don't see the 
bt.:siness :::hanging. As some of these ne"'· bauds 
tllst~ raoney and success, they ' 11 go the way 
t:hat: everr person raised in a capitalist so
ciety ;:iret.ty much has .1 tendency t:o do. When 
!leople get a chance to make 3 lot of money an<! 
be glamot'ous rocl.; st:ars, there are so few 
that .,..ould turn it Gown . 
Oo you feel like you might be contri buting· to 
the de~ise of something which you said onc e 
h.ad t he power to transform rour life? 

I went to the Bee Gees show last night and 
there were 14,000 people there. I wasn't 
crazy about the show, but the r e were 14 ,000 
people just getting off on it so much. To 
present an experience 1 ike that for people 
who just love it - there's nothing like it . 
It was like watching a movie; it was not 
like a live performance. There was a lot of 
distance. But the only way to get live music 
out to a large number of peo'ple is to be pro
fessional about it. There's t:oo many peopl e 
in the world for things to stay small and 
intimate. If they're worthy of being seen by 
more people, >·ou have to set up a system. 
I really loved 111usic as a participant , as an 
observor, but now I love being part of what 
provides that t:o people. That made it a little 
easier to live with the fact that I cou ld not 
find religious absolution in music any more. 

Doe s professionalism mean distance? Whe re you 
have older fans who want to sit in small clubs 

~~ :a!~:d~: !;~~~i~;d ad:~~~! !~a~~~ S~0a~~tant 
it fee l s like a movie; concert secuntv that 
enforces no dancrng in the aisles? Small sit
uations ha\·e been interesting because there's 
a greater chance for real intensity, for an 
1nteract1on ... 

There is interaction in th.at the audiences and 
the performers will get more sophis ti cated to
gether, and what was once enough for them will 
~ be such a great experience. At the beginning 
I even loved to hear bands that weren't very 
good and too loud or too crazy and I was in 
danger of my life. But after six months or a 
year, however long your tolerance is, you =:row 
tired of that. That's the nature of publi c 
opinion: you always want something different:, 
something more .•. One thing bands really ge t 
hooke<i on is technological quality . And the 
only way they can pay for it is to charge 
llOre money. 

I'm t"eally loyal to Bill :111d the 111ain 
reasor. is the opportunity he's given me to 
learn abo\Ot my.;;elf ... he did it for me when 1 
was in the audience and it's there for ae now 
that I work for it. It's really tough to be 
a t«>aan in this business. All the 11ajor deci 
sions are made by 111en and I don't see any sigr. 
of that changing. It was a major thing for 111e 
to jump from Sill's secretary to ... not-secre
to.ry. It was to hi;; credit that he a llowed that 
to happen 'cause it was a big thing fo r hi r.1 to 
get along with. Someone called him up ancl ;;aid 
recently, "l\'ho L; ::.hat broad in your offici: 
with the purple :1ai r ?" That one I 'm just not 
cra:y about at al 1. Call me a bitch be tore 
you cal 1 me a broad! 
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JUST A SORE BRAIN / 
A $ORE 13ACK.1 AND 
A SORE DICK, I/ 

BRENDAN MULLEN of L.A. 's fam ed Masque i ntervi ewed by Jane Cantillon 

So what happened , t he n i ght of the Mau Mau 
2!.tlL? 
Brendan; Nothing really. that I haven ' t been 
through before, except that was the first time 
in two years that a Masque e\·cnt was actually 
broken up by aut horities, apart from the ori 
ginal closure last year, which was not done 
in the middle of a gig. It was embarrassing in 
a way to have to admit . . . ok, folks, l ' m power
less, there's nothing I can do, everybody's 
got to get out 'cause the Fire Marshall says 
so. You see, I've a lways been able to talk my 
way out of police raids and fire marsh.alls 
and all that stuff, but at l east nobody's ever 
been badly busted or had their head broken 
at a Masque gig, so the whole thing was em
barrassing . . . cops and fire mar shalls running 
all over the p l ace, totally ludicrous .. 

What was going on to b r ing the boys in? 

Brendan: The e\'ent was put on by tile f.lau Maus 
as a free gig , as a party for Rod Donahue, their 
bass player, it was his birthday. They're banned 
from everywhere else and Wilder has always 
been a good friend, so l usually l et them put 
on their own parties at the Masque. He got 
some other groups to play and I just helped 
out with the organising. The Fire Marshall 
showed up with about 30 cops to announce the 
place was overloaded since the official ca'J>a
city 1.:ithout a second fire exit is only 49 
people. I was given a ticket warning ot a vio
lation. Two people were arrested, Claude Bessy 
of Slash for drunk in public, a $50.00 bail, 
anJ. some other guy for assault o n a police 
offil.:er (reportedly flicking a lighted ciga
rette at a cop, released on Sl,000 b:iil). The 
party was ok, it wasn't th:it out of h.and or 
:inything, everybody seemed to be having a good 
time, dancing and wat..:hing UXA and talking 
at the back of the club. This particular firt> 
inspector obviously didn't know t.he whole Mas~ue 
saga of the put , he actually thought he was 
closing the place up for t.he first time. As he 
handed me th~ t.icket pointing out the viola
tion, I felt like yawning anJ saying "So what 
else is new?" 

So what else is new? What ' s qoing to 
happen now? 

Brendan: .\lie l l, the Mau Mau bash was only su
pposed to be a party, it wasn ' t meant. to be a 
big deal , exaiept that word travels very fast 
i n this scene and i t turned into t he e\'ent. of 
the quarter or somethi ng. I was p l ann ing to 
mount a fina l bash to end a ll bashes, e nt it. l ed 
the 1..3.st Waste , the official Death of t he Masque 
·.;ake, at the end of July to give it a noisy 
farewell a go out with a holocaust rather than 
a wh i mper .. 

Wh)•7 What ha opened? 

Brendan : The ;;i~u:ition i;; like thi;; ... t put 
out the wnrd that I wae; looking for a busine!'s 
partner ..,lth a large :tm0unt of ..:apital, abcut 
)30,000. to foll~· legiti;ni:.e the pla..:e on.:e 
and for ;;.11. I 1o·as pr'!!)ared to :aeet people .Jn 
.l t usine;;:o le'.'e~, eit1:ept that the way the thin& 
\>as :-i:pre:!'i:nteJ in t~e pres;; :in..! en the :.t::.:oet 
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was that I was looking for charit.y donations! I 
The whole thing wasn't supposed to be on a bloody 
charity level! 

In other words, no business people took 
the thing seriously. Two financially qualified 
~eople did take the proposition seriously, but 
1t would have been cheruically impossible for 
me to have .... orked wit.h them, so I showed them 
the door, rat.her than compromise. 

The flipside of t.he situation was this 
so-called nihilism within the scene , which 
personally doesn't impr ess me much. There's 
a small element within the scene th.at think 
of it as their birth Ji.ght. to destroy the joint 
utterly, even more than it already is, just 
basically a faction of nowhere, nothing peopl e 
wanting to get attention, but, once they got 
it, with nothing t.o offer. It ' s a shame really, 
because there ' s lots mor e people with a lot 
more to offer rather than using punk as an 
excuse or absolution fo r being basically un
talented and non-creative. 

On top of that , t he landlords of the 
building have been t.rying to get me out. since 
t.he end of the first month I was there. Their 
view of the situation was to avoid all legal 
cost, havir.g to !>Ut out money to fix the place 
up for a bunch of geeks to come in and destroy 
it utterly all Over again. 

Couldn't the moneta r y situation have 
been cleared up with all the benefits? 

Br~ndan: That's another popular misconception, 
this term" ... all the Masque benefits ... " There 
was only one Masque benefit. It was held over 
two days TiSt year. Nineteen bands played. 
That was in the old, old, old days when every
body cared and stuck together and went to lo'Ork 
together. 

About $4,000 was raised. That was swallowed 
up in legal fees six months ago to keep the doors 
open at least for rehearsais and occasional 
sneak events. 

So what about all the other gigs? 

Rrendan: The rest of all the ~lasque gigs were 
~et up on business level, where the profit, 
if any , was di videtl up between the bands a:id 
::iysclf, usually en ~. 75\-~5~ basi" There was 
rar'!ly any profit, after vandalism bills :ind • 
not forget.ting how small t.he ,.scene ..,.as last 

~~~~~n~~m~~~e:h~~ ~~~d ~~d m~:~~m~=~i~~ih~e 
g~wing and that most of the bands I was dealing 
wi th , at the time , didn ' t have any real draw
ing power, c!ub owners didn't want to knQw. 
'..he r e was no . question .Jf making pots of ;iioney 
trom these gigs, al though a few Jid turn ClUt 
re.:dl y .... ell. 

The only people who maJ.c anf money from 
t.he ~lasque wcr~ ;:i.y la\oo-yers, they got it all, 
but really a.ii they were a!.il<? to do 1-ith the 
:;~~~~ion ..,.a;; to kee;: tl".e J.Jors open f.)r .i. 

~h~ .._.~hoi:e~h~~;;e~ o~ !"<>sen';fd 3~o•J':: 

3r~:1Jan: ~c:: rea.lly bi tt.:-::- ... ::ere li'.(e .,J,:;;,i . 
;>poi:ned :hat :iiC' .. l;~•:e ;;.:er.e JiJ.n•: rca~l ;; 

yie ld anything except. a few good bands and 
nothing much else, really. Frankly, the 
thing has become a bit of a bore, but it 
was a fascinating experience and a ll that. 
... Ii it could be opened now, I'd probably 
still do it and perhaps be able to come 
up with some new ideas, soaething fresh 
and different. I don't want to hang around 
Chinatown for the rest of my life. 

How do you perceive the implications 
of the Masque ' s closure for every
body else? 

Brendan: It just means all the spontaneit}' 
and exuberance will evaporate from the mu
sic, the bands that survive will slicken up 
a lot and everything ·will go e\•en more main
stream than it already has. It just means 
the end of the "underground" period of the 
music; harJ.ly any of the music will survive 
intact to the mainstream. I also think one 
of the sadder aspects is that. there is now 
nowhere for anything new t.o develop and jell 
since other clubs and showcases are only in
terested in booking already-established act.1> 
with at least some drawing power, to make 
1DOney, and nothing else matters .. 

Do you think the same fate would have 
befal l en the Masque had it reopened? 

Brendan: Exactly. The ol.J rat hole had come 
to that. point in time anyway. lt had come to 
the point of big business. It couldn't pos
sibly have existed in its present s t.yle oi 
being - basically a drunken frat house for 
wild and craty parties. If it had become 
operable in a purely capitalistic way, it 
would have to have been even more commer
cial and slick. It me:;..ns there would have 
been the possibility of me being forced to 
stay opom 7 nights a week, presenting any 
old garbage, ..,.hether I wanted to or not, fo::-
purely commercii!.l reasons, to meet the much 
larger overhead, to meet the demands uf the 
capitalist (remember .. . no c harity) investors. 

So that's not what you wanted? 

Brendan: :-.Oot quite. Really all I en•.:isioned 
doing was opt:ni:J.g up, legally, for public 
assembly and having events down there, ma i::· 
ly after-hours a fe..,. nigh.t.s a week , maybe 
not even that much., maybe more now-anci-then 
ff something musically worth..,.h ilc was hap
pening, or to throw a party to try :i:id help 
a new band, or something exciting, to help 
launch and develop something new all the time, 
NOT EVERY TWO OR TiiRE.E YEARS. 
Sut if it ' s not gonna happen, it ' s not gonna 
happen. anci 1 l>'On' t weep blood over it . 

So •,;hat Cid you get out of it? 

Brendan: ( laugh:;: ) h'ell. ;;. lot of experience 
dt::aling with peoplit, 1 lut o f J.busc .. just 
a sore brain, a sore bacK, u sore stomach 
a~d a sore dick. Actually most of t!1e peo
ple on the seen<:> a t t:ie 'llOr.1ent b..>re me be
)''Jnd Jistrac~ion . I feel out :of pla..:e at 
gigs , so I J U;;t go around lechenn~ li ttl e 

, ~~: ;~~~t ~ i~ill;~:. L~ ~~~~d:: ~~~~i~~· ~~;~ l;:-
1 l can get 'awar with, thinkir:g that maybe all 

~
he ecsta;;y and all that will lead to the 
ates · of Perception and Ultimate R~velation 
-:- some such shit ... I just end up so re or 

cnconscious or at the clinic, or al 1 three. 
Sex llL:ly be the bane of 1.:reation, but it's , 
the only thing worth doi ng down here . I neve'r 
really wanted to be a nursemaid social worker 
for the neuroses of l ower-middle-class chil
dren. I ' m just. a nice happy old man in the 
park. But maybe if the parents paid me.,,!! 

(THE HffERVIEW WAS RESUMED 2 DAYS 1.A'YCR . ) 

Now that we ' ve c o ve r ed the present af 
fairs , what a bOut the past? How did 
it al l get star ted? 

Brendan: I was forced to by public demand, 
by some peop l e in torn c l othing during the 
summer of '77. 

h'hat do you mean? 

Brendan: With or without the "pwik" thing 
in London d.uring '76-' 77, it now see111s cer
tain that the Masque or some similarly-styled 
"underground" establishment would have come 
into beirig in t.his city anyway. It would have 
been born out of shee r public need, both as· 
J. place for musicians to experiment and to 
perfona, and as a social club for a new rock
n-roll scene to congregate at., exchange ideas 
and coalesce ... 



So when did the people in torn clothing 
enter your life? 

Brendan: Shortly after I mc>\'ed into the base
ment in July '77. I moved in with the idea 
of trying to develop it into a good rehearsal 
a11d experimental facility, dealing mainly with 
modern music but with other media, too. I also 
had the idea of building a stage down there 
and presenting various "avant-garde"-type e
vents, some live bands and other types of m::i
dern theater. 

So when did the club get 1mder1 .. ·ay? 

Brendan: About 6 weeks after I first moved 
in. I ~old the banJs rehearsing there tha't 
I'd ~uUJ .i. stage and they could play th~re 
lt w-:iekends anJ invite their friends I was
n't even thint..ing of a "club" on any coir.rner
ci31 level at all, it just seemed a waste 
that hertl they _were rehearsing away and 
there was nowhere for them to perform at 
all ... and so the first series ;:if gigs were 
free, the M:isque was just a showcase for all 
the new bands. From that point the whole 
thing just kind of exploded. The media moved 
in and ha~ their orgy. There was an audience 
of about 20 people at the beginning. It just 
kept growing and growing. Then the police 
closed it for the first time because the pl
ace wasn ' t properly licensed. 

So what ha
0

ppened next? 

Brenda:1: Well, obviously everybody wanted 
me to reopen. They kept saying I should carry 
on, why stop now? It was as it the punks had 
moved in and taken over 1.'hether I wanted it 
or not!! The demand .. ·as so overwhelming, so 
emotional that I solti my car to buy a cabaret 
license to continue. The excitement level "'"as 
so high, it .,,ould have been ·impossible to 
h'lVe kept tl1e doors closed. Knowing the place 
was still net legal (maybe I shouldn't be 
~aying this in print), I Enally thought. 
wh:it the hell ... just open up, and I'll try 
:md deal with all the red tape :is I go along. 
As it turns out, had I tried to legitimi:e 
the place in advance, before opening up, the 
place would have been !"uled out completely 
:ind it would never have happened at all. You 
ha'/e to reali:e that after all the expenses 
of moving in, :;etting up. and financing the 
lease, I Jidn't have a dirae left to do any
thing. I've never had a dime of c;iF:.ta.l to 
~·ork with during the i.:hole t;;o yean oi this 
project. 

So how did. •1ou steer the next ::.base? 

Brendan: I can't claim credit for "steering" 
anything or being a big old 1'guiding-light
of-the ·punk-rock-movement". The media stuck 
that one on me. The thing just took its natu
ral course. There were a lot of other people 
involved tt>o, whose help was invaluable. Like 
the original Plunger Sisters were an incredi
ble walking PR firm, just going around tell
ing everyone about it. Bingenheimer was a 
great help in pumping out the word on his 
weekly radio shew. Stan, Billy and Carlos 
from the Oickies were a great help in the 
publicity department, too, and Geza X and 
Bruce ~lore land (formerly Bruae Barf) and Spaz • 
used to live dmm there with me and worked 
fulltime for not much pay. All the bands 
helped out and a lot of other people and sc
enemakers. So there's no way 1 could have 
done it all by myself, much as I would like 
to tak~ credit. 

When was the Masque axed by the city? 

Brendan: It i.as axed ear!y last year when 
it was discovered by the dty that the Masque 
existed. It was getting too much p.ublicity. 
It was probably posing a bit of a threat to 
the established club industry. Once I had the 
police permit, the local cops thought I was 
cool and left me pretty much alone for about 
8 months, apart from the odd social visit, 
since several officers actually usec! to think 
of the Mnsque as :l fun place to go, if only 
for a few minutes, to relieve the boredom of 
patrol duty and i.augh nt the punks, but 1o,•ith-
1.iut harrnssing anybody. They were .<tc-tually 
1·eally helpful, too, in pointing out 1o,•ays of 
improving community relationships. As soon 
as the city caught up with it, they closed 
it for not being up to the standard required 
for public assembly. I~ needed .'.l second fire 
exit, they said. Under normal circumst;;,nces 
this would not ha\"c been such a big deal, ex
cept the Masque had to bE: totally underground, 
a tiloody sol iJ .:o n.:re te basement with no see."11-
ingl)' possible 1-ay to construct one ""ithou: 
dlsruptins the layout of the whole block! 

But we he3rd that the olans hac! been 
passed by the city? · 

Brendan: That's true. The c~t)' fina!ly ap
pro\"ed all the plans, the complete _iub :.t 
1-·ould taXc to bring the place up to code and 
get tlicm off :n~· !>ac:.; forever. !t took a year 
of red tape and bull1<>hncl..1ng around to get 
to :hat pc int. 

so now it's or.ly a gu""stior. of money? 

Brendan: Prett:-- :nuch. That'!> it. ~!ency Cuys 
e\erythi:ig. 

W~o are your favorite bahds at the 
~? 

Brendan: I don't really have any favorite 
bands at all. I like lots of bands and songs 
and music from all eras and from the jungle, 
all different kinds, but as far as this lit-
tle musical neck of the i.oods goes ... at the 
risk of sounding overly fashionable ... I C3.Jl 

relate DOstly to X for their O\"erall sound, 
their stance, their songs and music and the 
interplay among the four of them as people. 
They're a classic rock-n-roll band, I think. 
If ever you wanted to wish success on some
body, they would be the ones. I like a lot 
of Plugz. songs and I admire their musician ·· 
ship. I like a lot of Weirdo songs. too . . . 
the Denney Brothers and Cliff are good .,,.ri
ters ... I enjoy Fear's hwnor ... a lot of good 
Joe Ramirez songs.,. Gez.a X is a great arran
ger.. I love the Gems on a good night and 
I still dig the Screamers despite all the 
mudslinging and namecalling they're getting 
at the moment. The Go Gos are getting tighter 
an? more exciting all the time. 

So where did this "seedy Hollywood 
club owner" business come from? 

Brendan: Oh that. That's really old. I used 
to live down at the Masque, it was a joke, 
everyone used to pin silly signs to their 
backs saying things like "Hey! I'm a real 
punk!"or "Hey! I used to be a fucking old 
hippie!" or ''Hey! ~ly mommy doesn't know l ' m 
here!" I put on my jacket "Hey! f'm only a 
seedy Hollywood club owner. Help me!" or 
something like that. Then everyone just kind 
of picked up on the tag and called n:e that 
and it stuck for a while all through the 
period when I undertook a secret little mis
sion t.J nail every cute pun'lcett.e, systema
tically, one by one, that I could get awa)' 
with. It w:is fun, for a ...,hile, then r 4uit 
into Ctd ibacy, but still people referred to 
me like that as a joke - I don't really care. 

What do you think of all this disco/ 
new wave crossover talk? 

Brendan: Not much. But I think the new wave 
(whatever that mtians anr more) and disco C:ln 

and will comfortably coexist, if only as ac
cept:ible alternatives to each other. Both 
camps will obviously retain their extrea:ists, 
but that intermediary crossover is the thing 
to i.-atch for, I suppose. 

I think the poor old heavy metal stadiwn 
dinosaur is in real danger right now. By the 
end of next year it will finally totter, roll 
over and die, crushed to death by the masses 
of punks, new wavers and discophiles. since 
neither the spiked-hair brigade, the Spandex
Fiorucc1 artsie,;, or the Roller Skaters .... i~l 
pay 15 bucks to sit a mile away from some 
stupid arena rock show .. 

There's alre:idy a considerable, bharrely
fashionable new wave/disco crossover audience, 
those wh.o run with the tank-top-amyl nitrate
disco- gay crowd and roller-skaters, and kids 
from the Odysser who were recently showing 
up at Masque shows, no.,,. that the Masque media 
stereotype was finally broken down last year, 
thank god .. 

l 
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Mrs. Day, do you act any differently when you are 

alone in a room? I mean, any differently than if some

one else, your husband, for instance, or any other per

son really, but let's say Mr . Day because you immediate-
\ 

ly know who he is and so you can easily relate to an 

image of him, that is, do you act differently, Mrs. Day 

(do you mind if I call you Doris? no? why, thank you), SP.."
well, do you act differently, Doris, even when someone 

other than an individual you know well, like Mr. Day 

for example, do you act differently when someone else 

is in the room? No? How about when you're alone ..• do 

you act differently when you're alone in a room, alone 

in an entire forty-six room mansion without another 

living soul anywhere within a ten mile radius .•. do you 

act differently then? I mean, do you always welcome in

terviewers, Doris, without your blouse or brassiere on? 

And do you always have those plastic clothespins clamp-

ed on your otherwise perfect nipples? 

Sammy, Ms. Sammy R.R.R . held poked 
to her nose her camera. The room 
was above and around, and the floor 
beneath her head. 

Sammy had earlier composed: 

Jennifer doin·g needlepoint and 
gagged with ceremonious black. Clo
thed. 

Jennifer gagged, a black biting 
scar, washing herself at the sink. 
Half-nude. 

Jennifer in her tub. Her hands 
tied behind her, and her ankles, and 
tied together. The· gag a black stripe 
across one cheek. In silhouette and 
water crashing in. Fully clothed in 
suit and heels. 

And Jennifer, tied to an easy 
chair, blindfolded. Her· feet bound 
with laundry rope, steep in a shallow 
tub of hot water and salts. Dressed 

~SS in a print, nylons. 

poss1BL'i In the past week, Sammy had pho-
S TlTS P>°t<D ned Jennifer and said, "Fetish and 

ypJ-\OU Crotchshot." 

.A. VERSE CRAf4A 

Jessi ca, p 1 ayed by R~que l Wt: lch 

Jethro, played by any of half a dozer. good-looking studs 

The .ll.merican Publi.:, olayed by t~e Si!me; anonymous yet r.ur•H:!rous 

Act : & Gnly 

Farnousl_1, we ;te: .?
01ong far:lOu!:ly. 

f'e1·e, Jethr'l, you've be.en 1":m<:erf·•Jl 
~t>:-o·isn d!l of t~iis. 'Hp the red 
~"!wts f.-om ~'.' Y.l1.!1t•ru1 rlo·1<::'?~ 

C:J, Je~s'ic.a, you're t:'!'? Or>'! .. r,o'.; 
wonderful. Just 1r.oK ar :lie ~~:,ri::foa•i 
•::.i~:; o:.;cl.;ed i..,r,iJ~ your t:..;tit ~u~c:i. 

:'.c ;r~ s.lin these ;r. 1·.nen t!·e .; .. o .. c 
was '1ome gunming a greasy dinner? 

Jessica (in neatl: Now. Jethro! Quickly! The people 
have come here with money to see you 
juggle my awesome breasts. Bury your 
tongue in elastic. Bite my bra! and 
hurry! 

'fhe American Public: The firmnes~ of }'our d~licHe knockers! 
(as a cho rus) We're all, every one of us, convinced! 

Your magnificent ;;ioobs are magnificent~ 
Our sal Iva puddles ir> our shoe~. 
We definitely want to see mere! 

'iht End 

When Sammy saw her, Sanuny said, 
"You've shaved! 11 

"Anthony had crabs. 11 

Sammy said, "You walk over me." 
It's like clouds on legs, your dress 
slippingroff your knees, and in the 
crotch a different animal each time . 
And Jennifer said, "Anthony, that 
prick . " 

After tea, Jennifer squatted over 
Sammy's lens and peed two sumptuous 
drops. Sammy chose eight pieces of 
Jennifer's underwear including a panel 
hung from fine elastic. Sammy picked 
her nose. It was a nose too narrow 
to contain very much. 
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INFORMATION: 

ARTIST: JEFFREY VALLANCE 
MlODLE NAME: KARL REESE 
sex: MALE 
TELEPHONE: 1213) 487-6170 
AGE:24-DATE OF BIRTH: 1/ 25 / 55 
PL ACE OF BIRTH: TORRANCE- CALIFORNIA 
ADDRESS:757 So.NEW HAMPSHIRE 
APARTMENT No.207 
APARTMENT NAME: SHELLEY 
CITY: LOS ANGELES 
STATE: CALIFORN IA 
ZIP:90005 
SOCIAL SECURITY No.:563-72-2254 
FAVORITE SAYING: DOG FOOD 
TYPE OF ARTWORK: 
ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTION MACHINE IOIORAMAI 
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11iE UK SUBS : A blue interview by Dierdre 
as Charlie was speeding out of his head on 
blues. The interview was conducted at the 
Music Machine in London. TiiE UK SUBS ARE 

Charlie Harper - vocals 
Nickey Gazzet - guitar 
Pete Davies - d:rums 
Paul Slack - bass 

How did you get your name, U.K. 
Subs? 

CHARLIE: I don't know. Pirst of all it 
was just the Subs - that was before the 
Scottish Subs - just short for the Subver
sives. Then it got shortened to the U.K. 
Subs. A lot of people want to lengthen 
t~e name (U.K. Subversives), but it's a 
bit of a mouthful. y'kno-..;. It's when like 
"Anarchy in the U.K." came out, we thought 
anyone could relate to U.K. Subs, Subvers-

What are the band's politics? 
C: Basically we're anarchist$. We don't 
believe in anyone telling anyone what to 
do. Everyone should develop what they're 
into. It's a basic right. No one should be 
up there telling you what to do and that's 
basically it. ' 

=~~9~°Ci~rl~~1 t~;~k t!~:~ ~! J~~~ 
that by your fans? 

C: No. They're just everyday things, ev
eryday hassles, y' know, 1 ike getting nicked 
for nothing, just cuz you're a punk and all 
~i~k!~~ just walk down the road and get 

So they ca.n identify with anarchy, 
identify as punks? 
C: Yeah, well, I think it's going to take 
over; that's what we've been working to
wurds all the time, cuz if we can cut it 
by just being dedicated to it, y'know ... 

'iou' ve got a lot of fans now! 

C: Yeah .. Well, I mean, that's it, we 
just stuck to it; the music is more impor
tant than we are . It's individual. Lots of 
people break up because they can't relate 
to what the band is putting out, but it's 
a bit lucky with us because the U.K. Subs 
were established a few years before the 
present line out. 

What about when the groups ge't row
dy and the bouncers pi.le in for a 
~? 
C: Well, the bouncers aren't used to a 
rowdy crowd; it's just people having good 
fun, but sometime$ it's over the top. They 
think it'll break into violence. 

Sometimes it does. 

mMAGE 30 

C: Most of the violence at gigs has been 
with the bouncers. Most of the time they 
come up when someone tries to get on stage 
and the bouncers try to push him back. We 
stopped several gigs and told the bouncers 
to get away. We' re usually too busy to do 
anything, but when things do get a bit 
strong we just tell 'em to get a·,.;ay, and 
we can control it. i'.'e're just having a 
good time, like having a oartv, the audi-
ence and us. · · 

Do vou think ~ttituC.es are rela:i..ing 
towards ounks and :iunk mus::..c, ~r is 
the public Just setting used ~o it? 

C: We're just letting off $team, like ~id:. 
knocks eyer everything in sight. He just 
5ets wound up. Everyone just gets 1oound uo . 
. .\s long as no one hurts anybody, tt'$ gre3t. 
Like early punk rock when everyone used to 
go to the Roxy and Vortex in particular. 
I used to ~o away losing me shoes, me keys, m: everything ... You knew you'd come away 
like you'd been to a good gig; that's when 
the Sham played down there, the Models and 
bands like us. 

Do ou think the ori inal ener has 
izz e out? A ot of ids don't know 

what original ounk is. 

C: •foll, the media have gotten into punk 
so strong now. Everyone's jumping in now 
because punk i:; making it. First of all thev 
thought, it's just gonna i:>e a phase, but · 
it's not, y'know. It's a ... ay of life, a ... ay 
that people actually live. 

How do you feel about business getting 
in on punk? Has it brought along a 

type of music? 

C: ~o .. Well, there is at that. You men
tion places ·like the Roxy, and they think 
tile Roxy is some sort of shrine. But most 
nights the Roxy was dead, there wasn't half 
a dozen people down there . It has become 
so commerciali:ed now that people do it be
cause it's become a fashion rather than a 
'"a;-- of life. On one hand, it's really llefp
ing be..::ause the kids in on punk earlier 
could make something of it. Tiley had the 
initiative, they got an art form all to 
themselves. 
Do you think the commercialization 
of punk is ruinino it or· being a 
~? 

· C: There are so many punk bands now. Even 
though business is trying to get po.,er pop 
off, they won't. I don't think punk will 
suffer because it's something so original; 
it's so experiment:il. In th:it way a lot of 
groups would try something ne1<o, but it 
1<."asn't punk, it was coo clever. They're 
forgetting ... like ... the ethics. 

Well, what are ounk ethics? 

C: To me, it is musi..:: that is really ac~ 
.:es$ible to everyone; anyone can get any 
ohl guitar and amp, you don't have to have 
a ~lars:-tall stack. OK, we've got management 
now ·...-ho get money to get us stuff to get 
us a bigger powerful sound, but it's still 
the little bands, like t~e last Rot-:.en 
Klin gig wil'h Shag Nasty and another band. 
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Bands that were so over-the-top punk that 
everyone ignored them. Now that we' re sort 
of making it, I hope bands like that will 
follow. No one would listen to us for a 
couple of years. It was about a year before 
we even made the Roxy. 

How lonq has the band ~een soing to
gether? 

C; The Sui>s have been going about 3 years 
now, 3 years ~ovember, tnat is. 

Why wouldn' c. venues or record com
panies touch ounk bands at first? 

C: Because they want. commercial stuff. Our 
stuff wasn't. It's arguable now, but it's 
just that we've stuck together and we've 
gotten a following. The kids are a part of 
us. We go to the same gigs as them. Whether 
our stuff is commercial or not, it didn't 
matter, but now we don't have to write com
mercial, like Stiff Little Fingers, for in
stance - they don't have to. 

What are you influenced by? 

C; I'm very influenced by R&B. Most punk 
groups were - for instance, the Sex Pistols . 
I used to go see the Clash and the Jam and 
the Damned. The Sex Pistols sounded too 
much like the Rolling Stones. It was only 
Johnny Rotten who really got them above 
that. Y'know, let's face it, they weren't 
kids, they were clever musicians from the 
word go. Even the Clash, by the time they 
got together, they were good; they'd played 
around before, they knew what they were 
~oing. 

It still makes a lot of difference, 
beinq qood musicians? 

C: It does. It's helped us and I'm not 
saying that we're great musicians. A lot 
of bands try to get gigs where gigs are 
pre-established. After a year, we were al
ready making our own gigs. So we lo"ere doing 
our own gigs plus the established gigs. 
Like the support bands tonight, they played 
for 15 pounds a piece. If that's all they 
get, they lose money. They've got to play 
as many gigs as they can even if they lose. 
They've got to play every day, every mem
l'ier of ~he band has to hustle to get gigs. 
We were always down the pub so we thought 
we mi5ht as well play there; as long as we 
got beer money we'd be all right. 

What do you think of American punk? 

C: The New York Dolls, the sort of Holly
wood-t>rats, even Iggy Pop, they are all in
to the R&B scene. The 60s got RliS famous, 
and the ones that got i:lto it survived. 
Even today, the bands t~ut have roots .. 

I mean, we've been playing together since 
we were in school. 

But what about your ordinary punk? 

C: Well, like the Americans have to put 
it on, they get into a show. There's a 
difference. People are into quaaludes 
there; here they' re into speed . 

Now something serious: who writes 
the songs? 

C: In the· early days I wrote all the songs, 
everythi:i.g. ~owadays ~ick comes up with all 
the chords, and me and Nick write the music 
between us, and I put all the words with it 
and all the melodies. 

Why ~re th'7re so many different types 
of k1ds. like Teds. Mods, Skins, as 
well as Punks? 

C: London has always been a pop community. 
In one part of London everyone is a skin
head, tn one part everyone is a hippie, go 
to another part and you've got them all, 
like the place I live in. We have people 
coming to our gigs from all over London. 

Why do you do RAR gigs? 

C: . At the moment, being anarchists, we 
think the right and left fighting against 
each other is just stupid; one is as bad 
as the other. We got offered a few Rock A
gainst Racism gigs, then we got banned 
from the tour because the press said they 
saw people coming to see us with Na;;i arm
bands on.. We don't care what people we3r 
to our gigs. If they want to express them
selves in a certain way, we don't care. 
We've done a fe_. RAR gigs and they've been 
ama:ing. 

Like Fulham Town Hall, because there 
were no bouncers? 

C: It was just like a good pany. But 
bouncers are heavy p~ople; sc.me of them we 
get on with, they let us in, but other 
times they're really .. 

Is reggae an influence? 

C: Yeah, in the early 70s a lot of good 
bands came up, like Black Slate. A few 
bands ca.me up with Er.11lish reggae. ~o one 
had ever listened to English reggae be
fore. It was a new thing. r must say this, 
though • 90 percent of reggae bands are 
pretty boring. 

Anvthinq else to add, about t!i.e 
music, its in!:luences? 

Well, the speed thing, it's a har:i 
thing to underst.:i.nd. Like the ounk$ here 
tonight, th~~·· re not just OJt 'tonight, 
they' re out every night. They live on 
$peed and that gets into the music; it's 
J. part of punk. That's ·,..hy I don'.t like 
punk bands who play slow nUlllbers. It has 
nothing ttJ de with the energy. "Roxanne", 
for inst.ance, 1o·hich is an ama:ing number; 
there's a lot tJf pent-up energy in that. .. 
l like to see punk bands cuttin& i.t good. 



There are more than fif.ty chapters 
of RAR in the U. K. Started in the 
summer of ' 76 as a reaction against 
racial slurs made by Eric Clapton 
during a performance, it has grown 
steadily in popular support . RAR. 
sponsors punk and reg9ae bands in 
concerts and "Militant Tours" under 
an anti-fascist and anti-racist 
banner. On June 30, nin9teen Bay 
Area bands played a fifteen hour 
benefit to help get RAR rolling in 
San Francisco. Mary Sweeting, aka 
Sweet Mary Malice the Black, is one 
of its main organizers. 

How did Rock Against Racism come to San 
Francisco? 

MARY: ft all started with me and my brother 
listening to the first Tom Robinson album. 
There's all these listings of ra.dical orgnni
zat.ions on the back cover. I said hey, check 
this out -- there's something ca l led Rock 
Against ltacism in england. Sounds really hip, 
why don ' t we start a chap.tcr? I dilln ' t really 
know what was entailed, and england wasn't too 
swift about sending me information. Finally, 
the Clash came to town. They're old friends 
of Moe Amstrong and I got to meet them and 
talk with them for awhile. They were all very 
enthusiastic about ltAR in tngla.nd. I asked 
them how you go about starting a chapter here 
and they said, "You just do it." But how? 
And they said, "Just do it!" It built very 
slow l y. My birthday party in March was the 
first meeting. Some of the key people working 
in the organizrition now were there from the 
start. 

Given that RJ\R emerged in the UK as 
an org.::inized response to the social 
situation there, how do you see it 
translated in the U.S.? 

MARY: In England it's a verr grassroots 
movement. It came out of a hasic necJ pt'oplc 
had to pull together anJ fi)!ht the .~.'.ltion:1l 
Front. which .,.•as kicking .'.lnyhoJy's ass who 
wac;n't :L riJ.!/lt-On right-wing English person. 
And that meant all the minorities lidnt~ in 
En~J:ind. as well as the punk rockers "'ho 
wc1c hi)!hly visible in their weirdness :rnJ 
going .'.IJ.!.1in->t the .:r:1in of proper l/nglish 
society. I t was a natur;1J coaJitinn nt •h" 
opprcsscJ masses ag:i.inst growing fascist vio
lence. IH:icks and whites really tiad to come 
together anJ JefcnJ each other, :md Jo it 
around their music. When you're living in 
ghettoes of the world anJ you're very poor, 
music is one of the t ings you can do for 
yourscl f. 

In England they're highly visibly political. 
Whereas in California, we can even get a non
profit status; the dynamic is completely Jif
fercnt. Here people think that the question 
of racism was met head-on and solved in the 
sixties. In: Britain, the memory of the 197<> 
race riots is still very fresh. Racism is 
supposed to he a de.id issue hCre. That ' s 
complete bullshit. All the gains supposct11y 
made hy the civil rights movement were taken 
b;1ck little by litt l e. Now they're trying to 
take back our music hy supprC'ssing it. 

Why did the concept first excite vou? 

~tr\RY: Since I'm a Jee Jay by I icense and a 
1o1orkie at a radio station, I know.first hand 
what it's like tryin!! to get music out thnt's 
about working class or just Jiscnfrandiiscd 
people. The rccorJ imlustry is not s1.•t up 
to publi.::i:e music coming out of the 1.·ommu

niti.cs, bec:i11s1.• it's not commercial. They 
kno.,.· the poorer cl:1ssC's of pl'Ople arc not the 
ones who support the recorJ industry. It's 
your mitlJlc ;mJ 11ppl'r midJIC' cbss teenager 
who n•a·lly puts fhc mo1wy in the comp;1nies' 
pochl·ts by pay111g extraval?ant pric1.•s for com. 

mercial concerts :ln•I l'ctcr rr;unpton albums. 
\\'orking cla-.s music isn't t\•aslhlc to m;1rk1.•t, 
because the people .,.·ho m;1kc it ,·.m't L'\1.•n af
ford to bur it ;1ftC'r it's h1.•,•n thro:i~h all 
th•' comml•rc1al chaug<'S .inJ t'in.111>· hits the 
m:1rkl·t. It'-. just .1 matter of C'COrhJmics. 

Julie• Birchill wrote about Poly~
rene 's involvement in RAR: "You don't 
have to be black or· a ~irl to h.:lte 
fascism, but .it helps.' Do vou t"".£.£29.
nize yourself in th.::it? 

MARY: :ihe11 you loo}.. in the mirror Jo you sec 
yourself? Yeah, very much so. l'eopJ, .. try to 
tell me I'm copping an attituJe because' I'm 
alw:iys conscious of thl' fact that I'm a poor 

anJ blad.. anJ si.nglc mother in 1'-'!Lcrica, try
ing to l'ke out some kind of l idng .,.·ith low
p;iying shit jobs. I'd like to be able to Jo 
more than just survin·. They hire hla1.·k peo
ple because they have to, but there's nothin.: 
that says ttiey have to promote them to an~· 

thcoriz.ing to me; l feel it every day w)ten l ' m 
at work. 

How do you see RAR making a dent on 
the music industry? 

MARY: It's about building an alternutivc 
power base in music. Let ' s build our own 
music industry. We ' <l rather see a protluct. 
that the people bring about than what the 
corporations produce; we've seen what they . 
will give us to put on our turntables. It ' s 
almost a clichc that getting a contract anti 
gaining musical popularity means never being 
able to do what you started out to tlo. Or 
being mechanized out of a studio job, like 
with disco. 

~~~ bARs ~ea~e T~:v:a~~~ s c~~~~o a~~~~e in 
that a wholesale rejection of disco is 
racist, because the majoritv of black 
and latino kids are discoing down. It 
mJ.ght be mechanical muzak Liut at le":'st 
it's based or. black polyrhythms, wh.ic'1 
''new wave" r.iostly is not. And Andrew 
Kopkind had an article in the VOICE 
Where he argued that the disco strong
holds are in the 9ay and black conunun
itics, and that disco has a black and 
female voice indicating that disco 
docs speak direc~loited 
people . 1iOWWOUld you ans~at? 

iti\RY: Oh lorJ. I think Tom basically took 
the stance thilt disco is black music anJ it 
should be dcfcnJcu. But it's really not ori
ginal black music. Its whole structure stri
kes me as more Euro-technic than anything 
else. It's music maJe by machines . You have 
to have 125 beats per minut.e. There's a whole 
calcul:tte<l psychologr behind it; it's a very 
controlling kind of music. It's geared to 
the masses only in that there's nothing else 
be"ing played. U you're into listening to 
the radio :ind dancing, if that's what you're 
being programmed to listen to, that's what 
you hear. Like they told us at broadca.st 
school; you' n• not here to learn how to ed
ucate the public, you're here to learn how 
to program them. Oisco is a form of brain· 
washing. If it's geared to the working poor , 
it's because it promises you that Saturday 
night fever after a whole week of taking shit. 
You're never gonnn get nnywhere, you're ne
ver gonn:i oi.•n a yacht or a house, you' re 
lucky if you get your car p:iiJ off before it 
fol ls :ip:1l't, hut you can al1~;1ys go down to 
the disco ;1nJ get anacstheti:eJ. You can al
w:•)'S go down there and dre:1m. You notice how 
Jisco songs arc either about love or money 
or Saturday nii.:ht? l.ook at the rN·ord Jack
ets-. Everybody's so sl ich .ind upwardly mohi le. 
IHack people Jccketl to the teeth in je.,.•els 
ant.I furs and posing nc:.t to airplanes - that's 
the 1\meric;1n drC'nm. It'!\ for the bl.ick~ who 
i.·ould love to he l>ourgeois; they can buy all 
tht•se ;1Jhums for a nominal pril'.e ..:omp:ired 
to .,.h;1t it i..-ould actu.illy cost to 11\·e that 
life. If you l'.an't have it, <lream of it. 

And rock n ' roll is a rude awaking? 

/>t·\RY: Back in Detroit I used to take the 
radio ;1nJ go sit 111 the closet for hours 
and escapt• insi.Jc my heaJ, fil I it up .,.ith 
Motoi.n anJ th1.• ,\JCS, until I was strong enough 
to !!O out .rnJ fight :igain. To some peopil', 
rock n' roll is the rhvthm of their lit'c. 
(\nd tlw t 's why tht•y' re- hecomi ng so mi Ii L\l\t 
:lbout it. Something !ihe RAil is needed as a 
remi.nJer th;1t we wanna I i\·e. The C'mph;1sis 
isn't only on 1·ock; it's just th:lt /t,\R .,.•as 
!Jorn our of the 1>holc rock mcditun. Rock i~ u 
conglomerate' of bl;1ck. country anJ pop music. 
E1·t'r}'On<' who ~as .iffccteJ by the :1J\•crsit~ 
of the \mC'rh:.m drC'am anJ not hl'ing .1hk to 
li\'l' up to lt, thcr<•forc being o.;tra1.·i:<•J 
from that so.:ict.1". h:Ls h:1J i11p11t into ro~·k. 
llc're e.xp;m<lrn_\! into othl'r clr<·lt·s to hri11~ 
in rq~ga<• ;m,] sals.1 anJ hlucs h1.•.:.mst• th;Jl 's 
al I p.1rt of it. ,\J l p;1rt uf rock n' rol \, 
the .,.hi>l1.· rhyth"1. I think peopk ;ire ;1l>k to 
put up "'Ith s.:lilo<·k like thi.• Jis~·o «r;1p .1nJ 
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mellow rock because the rhythm of their lives 
is no longer vibrant or alive. The apath)' has 
to be broken through. People have to get up 
and move. 
How successful was your first benefit 
on June 30th? 

~~~!~deje t~:o~~~~e;~'. O~~. w:~~u~e;~~~t l;~ple 
$1 500 of the proceeds will cover our c.x
pe~ses; we ' 11 use the other half to produce 
the ne,xt concert, which won'.t be a IS-hour 
brouhaha like t.he first , but much more mod
est with maybe 4 or S bands - and put out 
the first full issue of our newspaper, 
T-ltal Wave Times. 

What ' s it like to moonlight in a M- 0.R. 
beautiful music station? 

MARY: Moonlighting? Daylighting is lllOre like 
it. I must admit that I skipped a few beats 
and just punked out there for a good while . 
I was on welfare and unemployed and doing an 
unpaid 2 AM to 7 AM shol(" at a community radio 
station. Then I had to get practical again 
and decided to find employment .in my field of 
"expertise." So I ended up ::it IV\BL at the 
same time I started organiz.ing RAR. They 
hired me as their Citizen of the Day editor 
and beautiful music receptionist. I write 
radio copy and answer phones from 8: 30 to S. 

What sort of comments do you get about 
your bleached blond hair .and your 
leatherette minis? 

MARY: When I walked in with blonde h.::iir, one 
of the account executives said, "That's just 
what we need around here, another dumb blond." 
I guess l 'm a good conversation piece. So for 
we're all tolerant of one another. When I 
worked at KOIT as .::i radio trainee, I think my 
hair was turquoise and emerald green. I have 
a real schizo.id existence . It's especially 
wci rd when people cal I the station <ind ask for 
Sweet Mary Malice the Black, please. I'd like 
to get off the phone and on the air again, 
but you got.ta eat. I don't have expectations 
of going far in corporate radio, but I ' m 
learning a thing or two about how it works. 
I've learneJ enough to know that I never want 
to sec RAR co-opted by something like corpor· 
ate music. It sucks . 

Isn ' t rock revolt still largely a 
question of style? 

~IARY: ~1aybe it is now, but we' re using it as 
n means of rediscovering our poh·er. The i.·hole 
1o1hite punk scene, the cholo scene. the baJ:iss 
black Jude trip, every culture has a. dominant 
vibe going through it right now ;1nJ it's 
angry anti it wants relief. You st:irt scrc:im
ing and screams turn into music. That's 
where our real po.,.·er is. 

What are RAR ' s immediate priori ties? 

~tr\RY: \lo'e're working on developing more con
ta.cts into the communities, develop~ng more 
minority involvement. They haven't been rhat 
responsive so far because they're put off by 
the 1'holt:' pun}.. person;1. We i.;:mt to do con
certs in Hunters Point an<l rast Oakland and 
the ~1ission. \lo'e ' ll be doing concert$ once a 
month in different loc•1tions foaruring dif
fen.•1H music. \\c want to ha\e ii platform 
where at least l>l' can present pcopk on the 
snme stage, ;.inJ expose the music of Jiffcn•nt 
communities to one another and break Jo1.n the 
mistrust hctwl'cn grOUP..S· lt\R i$ a unifying 
force more than anything else. l~Jicn (,•c have 
enough mom')' and 1.hen i.·holc hanJs ;tre join
ing ;.rnJ ... ant to contract i.;ith u-. to pla~· 
concerts, "'c'll d.:-\·elop /t,\l{ ~·ontra..:t,: ;111J 
st:irt takin!! coucerts on \hl11.mt ·1ours 
;1ru11ntl the country. fh<'y 1 \"l' hel'll doing it 
in 1.ngLmJ, anJ \ron Kay, .,.ho' .,.tth the 
'ippi··~ ;rnJ i.ho sL.JrtC'd R.\R in \l·.,. 'ork, 
ju~t took ii tour frO!:I SH'. [0 Cfllcil~O .111\1 
!IC'lroit. 
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In 16th Century England, attempted suicide was punishable by death. The 
following stories are true, only the names have been changed . 

JIM KNILL wanted to die. After loosing a good job at the steel 
mill and his girlfriend in the same week, he carefully sealed up his kit
chen, /k i cked open the 'over door and turned-up the gas. After ten toxic 
minutes of hissing oven, cloudly images of ex-girlfriend and mom weeping 
at hi.s graveside, Jim nervously lit a cigarette, blasting himself and 
tbe ehtire kitchen out onto the street. 

RESULT.: .a very burned and tattered boy. 

''() 
... (":,t,~!~'"' "'""' 00 di• '~""' 00'" io,,illi<ioo '" '"' ~ 9 criminally nervous for asking, with acid-glazed eyeballs, those embarr-

assing questions "Who am I? Where am I? What am I?" One quiet Sunday 
evening while the rest of the ward had settled into television and 
thorazine, he retreated into the bathroom. He filled up the tub, 

--~"11111- plugged in his favorite radio station and, believing he would blow 
• out every circuit in his young system, yanked the radio in after him

self. Unfortunately for Bruce, the radio was a low-voltage model and 
all he managed wµs to self-administer a severe shock treatment. 

I RESULT ... Young Bruce still wanted to die. 

ON LEAVE from the institution, Bruce bought a bunch of barbi
tuates and a six pack of beer and took a hike. Crawling into a huge 
sewer- 1 i ke ravine where even Cl eve 1 and urban primitives fear to tread, 
Bruce settle into a crevice and consumed the poisons. Strangely enough, 
a wino tripped into the remote area, found the comatose boy and, doing 
a drunken good deed, staggered up the road for help. Young Bruce was 
in a coma for three days. Awakening, he thought how strange that the 
afterlife so resembled an Intensive Care Unit. Realizing the truth, he 
cried out "Why am I still alive?" 

RESULT. .. Bruce "found himself" and moved to Monterey where he 
is currently a hairdresser. 

• SAD GRACE wanted to die. She swallowed a bottle full of seconal 
and reclined on the couch, waiting anxiously to bit the big one. An hour 
into her coma, her aged dog, "Flea," who usually posed as a chewed-out 
throw rug, sauntered over, wanting to be let oui:. When whining, pawing, 
barking and nuzzling didn't awaken his sleeping mistress, Flea directed 
a face-full of hallitosis and let loose with a string of foetid, old-dog 
farts that 1 ingered on forever. Grace began to gag and twist, her coma 
becoming an odourous nightmare. Choking up bile, she awoke to her doggie-
dog world. 

RESULT ... a severe headache and a nasty brown spot on the carpet. 

THIS SUMMER'S PRESCRIPTION: GET WASTED 
Two new releases from Final Gear Records 

r SILVER CHALlcEi :-GEZA_X __ l ~ftol 
I "Wasted" 111 "Rx Rock and Roll" I eo1. 
I fll!:COADI 

t.,. __ '1£..w~Hot.J.e.fil£_J L_b/w _:p~n.1.!!Jde" __ I 
HEAR IT NOW ON THE HYPE-LINE 

(213)332-6250 OR (415)283-1185 

AVAILABLE FROM MOST SF AND LA AREA RECORD STORES 

OR SEND $1.50 PER RECORD TO IDEAL PRODUCTIONS 

PO BOX 811, LAFAYETTE CA 94549 PH 14151 284-9264 



HUMAN HANDS interviewed by MONITOR 

l«)NITOR: We will start with some conventional 
questions . How did you choose the name HUMAN 
HANDS? The one with the shortest. hair go first. 

RICK: I wasn't there when the chose the name. 

DENNIS: He wanted to call it the Rick Potts 
Band. 

RICK: I couldn't decide whether I wanted to 
be in a band. I just knew it was a big respon
sibility. It is not something you can quit 
after three weeks. 

MONITOR: That's a nice attitude. 

Dl!NNIS : It sounded good. 

Jt.Ll;N: We were going to call it the Huna:ry Human 
Hands. That way there would be already lots 
of buttons made up ... HHH. No, that ' s not true. 

DENNIS: Speaking for myself, that is how every
thing is done . When you play instruments, you 
use your hands. So it seemed practical. 

K:MITOR: And you are Human. How are you con
nected with the Los Angeles Free Music Society? 
{L.A. F.M.S . ) 

RICK: It is a long pretentious title for a 
group of non-musicians who did not know how 
to play their instruments, but felt that that 
was not any reason not to be musicians. 
So we put a long name on it as a kind of joke . 
It sounded official. L.A.F.M.S. was started 
by Joe Potts and Chip Chapman who had access 
to a synthesi:i:er at Cal Arts. They made a couple 
of tapes and sent them to an electronic music 
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festival in Norway. They
0

had forgotten to make 
a copy of the tapes so they wrote to the people 
in Norway . The guy in Norway sent back the tapes 
with a letter that opened with "Free ears and 
minds are one thing, but what about aesthetics?" 

lil:WITOR: What does that have to do with Human 
Hands? 

RICK: !fell, basically, I was in a band called 
"Le Forte Four" and Dennis and Juan were in the 
"Doo-Doo Etts." We met at PooBah Records in 
Pasadena. We were the only kind of people doing 
improvisational work. I don't want to say ex
perimental because alot of what we were doing 
had already been done and we were.., just dis
covering it for the first time. So we decided 
to join the two bands as L.A.F .M.S. 

MCl'llTOR: How long ago was this? 

JUAN: In '75. 

l«>NITOR: How do you guys write your songs? 

,TUAN: I like to write the music, but not the 
lyrics. 

MJHITOR: Who writes your lyrics? 

JUAN : For my songs, mostly Dermis has written 
them.. There are different ways that people 
work. Some people bring in basic ideas and the 
whole band works on them. We try to get a layered 
sound so that means everyone has to come up 
with their own part . 

BILL: Sometimes I get an idea for a song while 
l improvise alone at home. I' 11 come across 
a section that interests me and I' 11 expand it. 
Then I 1 ll try to write a poe• and the next 
thing I know it's lyrics needing music. [ try 
to approach each one differently. That way I 
stay j.nterested. Usually they just sort of 
happen. 

MONl1'0R: What is your music about? 

DENNIS: Different things . 

MONI1'0R: What do you write about? Na.me some 
songs . .. (pause) . .. What about Blue Eel 1 

DENNIS: [t ' s not about anything. It's a fantasy. 

!«JNITOR: You're not going to tell us then? 
Tell us about "Crazy" then. 

DENNIS: I wrote that a long .ti.Ille ago. It's 
about being t.oo stupid to know how to deal 
with love affaires to t.he point of self-dis
truction. 

MONITOR: What about. "Deli..as?" 

DENNIS: Juan and I wrote the music and I wrote 
the lyrics. That song bascially t.akes fragsents 
of ideas and sticks them all together. It's 
hard to say what. the focus of attention is as 
far 33 subject matter. There are alot of differ
ent ideas thrown together to see how they relate 
to each other. They are lyrical kinds of puns. 
Part of the song is taking a specific word, 
saying the word and giving a s~ll definition . 
In the definition usually there turns out to 
be some kind of pun. 

HJNITOR: OK·, something serious now. Do you 
guys go on dates? 

JUAN: Next question •.. [ only date figs. 

BILL; Yeah, I do. 



DAVID: Yeah., Rick does . Nobody goes on dates 
anymore. Rick is th.e d:itiest one. 

RICK: I try to meet a new dog every week . I 
bring all my dates to Bill's h.ouse. 

BILL: I'm th.e only with an air-conditioned 
bedroom . It's really because of th.e air condi-
tioner. 

' !ol>NITOR: What do you do for fun? 

BI LL: I garden. 

JUAN: Oh., sh.ut upl He sh.ouldn't talk at all. 
Someone get a rag to stuff in h.is mouth.. I want 
Dennis to say someth.ing . 

RICK: He went to a funk festival at th.e Colli-

MONITOR: Who was there? 

DENNIS: Parliament, Bootsie and Funkadelics . 

MONITOR: God! Bitchen' Kind of like L.A, . F .M.S. 

DENNIS: There were about a dozen whites and 70 
thousand blacJss. 

1«'.:INITOR: Did you feel intimidated? " 

DENNIS: No, the atmosphere was really good. 

MONITOR: What about your past, David? Tell 
all. 

HUMAN HANDS: He's not Chinese. 

l«JNITOR: You look it. 

DAVID: I'm half Chinese. 

MONITOR: What about you, Rick? 

RICk: I live with my parents and work in their 
plumbing supply store. We sell bidets, but they're 
not a hot item. I thought that if someone wanted 
to know how they worked, I could show them a 
toilet and just splash water. 

BILL: I cut dicondra in Southern California. 

MONITOR: OK, we ' re finished. Let ' s get out. 

HUMAN HANDS: That ' s all the questions? 

MONITOR: Well, we didn't exactly have advanced 
notice? 

HUMAN HANDS: Why don ' t you ask Rick about his 
parents? 

RICK: They're great people. They pretty much 
let me do what I want. 

MONITOR: Remember they're going to read this. 
Why are you such a brat? 

RICK: I thought I was a~nice guy. 

MONITOR: You threaten people with knives. I 
don ' t call that nice. What will your mom say 
if she reads that? 

RICK: I don't know. She pretty much knows all 
us Potts kids are kind of unusual. They put with 
it . They instigate some of our eccentricities. 

MONITOR: What about your parents, David? 

DAVID: My dad is 'a pharmacist. My mom is a very 
average Chinese. 

MONITOR: Where do they live? 

DAVID: In Arizona. 

MONITOR: Why is it called Arizona? 

JUAN: We don't have time for legends. 

DENNIS: Hom lives in San Diego with stepdad. 

MO~ITOR : What do your parents think of your 
music? 

DAVID : My parents think any music J make is 
buffoonery. That is, unless it ·makes money. 

HUMAN HANDS lrl'ho wants to hear abo<.: : our 
parents? Wh)' Jo,1 't you tell us about your new 
haircut, Denni~ : 

DENNIS: The story is that I got into a scream
ing argument with the barber, then stormed out 
of the place. I'll probably go back for my 
next ha ircut . The barber didn't want to cut 
it as short as l wanted . Finally. he shaved 
it in anger. 

MONITOR: I' 11 do it next time for a pie and 
burger. 

DENNIS: How about for a happy box at McDonalds? 

MONITOR: l ' ll even get the jokes . It will make 
me happy. 

HUMAN HANDS; Aren't you happy? 

DENNIS: I'm not. 

MONITOR: Why not ? 

DENNIS: Why should anyone be happy? 

JUAN: Because you live' in America. 

MONITOR: OK, are we done? That's about four 
pages worth. 

DENNIS: I think we could condense it down 
into a smal 1 synopsis for TV Guide. 

K>NITOR: Juan, what's that? 

JUAN: It's my wire strippers. l have been try
ing to cut Qff my wart. 

, MONITOR: You have a wart! 

JUAN: I think I get them from playing guitar. 
I have hidious hands ... they look like tree stumps . 

MONITOR: You guys want to hear a funny story 
about .. (DELETED) .. 

HUMAN HANDS: Oh yeah ! 

MONITOR: They used to send us neat pictures 
and stuff, , • (DELETED) ... So many people turn on 
you .•. it really is weird. It is the weirdest 
thing that they would.,. {DELETE) ... This is 
third hand. But why would sh~ make that up? 
Hey, you guys have talent. We will make you 
stars . 

RICK: It still is real embarrassing to me 
to get any kind of acceptance. 

BILL: I wish we had the tape on. 

RICK: I am used to making music for a feR' 
close friends. It's uncomfortable when people 
I don't know like it. 

MONITOR: You guys are getting accepted real 
quick. 

JUAN: Yeah, but wait for the Human Hands back-
lash! 
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THE DILS are back from New York City where 
they arranged to record an EP for Spy Records 
with JOHN CALE producing . In the meantime, 
they've lost PETER URBAN as their manager re
placed by Steven Schwartz (a.k.a Nico Ordway). 
THE AVENGERS have called it quits, Lfiving 
farewell concert~ at the Mab and Temple ~eau
tiful. TIMMY ' 0 ENi..;E ~as left his keyboard 
duties with the ~LOWDRYERS while the other 
band he's with,' THE BEAT, .have changed their 
name to TJMES-5. PEARL HARBOR 
ANO THE EXPLOSIONS have signed a lucrative re
cord contract with Warner Bros. and wil I be 
recording an album to be released at the be 
ginning of next year. THE VKTMS have axed 
JON MICHAEL as their manager. 

THE OFFS are just back from their secono 
east coast tour while SVT are touring the L.A. 
area. DOUBLE FEATURE are in the midst of planning 
a cross-country tour and EYE PROTECTION is 
hoping to be in L.A. soon. Meanwhile, we are 
awaiting LENE LOVICH, THE TALKING HEADS, .;QE 
JACKSON, PATII SMITH, BLOND:£, LEVI & THE ROCKATS 
and ROCKPILE. 

THE MA6UHAY GARDENS has installed a giant 
video monitor where video artists from across 
the country can showcase their tapes of differ
~nt new wave acts. Also slated at the Mab 
this month is a year-end anniversary party for 
local fanzine fHE PIJNK GLOBE. TARGH VIDEO 
is opening a new v1deo theatre at their new 
base in San Francisco to the public at the 
beginning of the month. 

JIM CARROLL, local poet/songs:er, is ~usy 
recording a new album on Rolling Stones .Records 
with Keith Richards as producer. EP's and 45's 
due out soon oy THE OFFS , THE PUSH - L.fPS, LADY 
LARUE, THE ALTARBOISE , NOISE, THE LirlJERSONGS. 
Local artists with recoros 1n the charts THE 
MUTANTS, SVi, THE DEAO KENNEDY$, P~NK SECTION, 
THE LIARS, PEARL HARBOR, THE VKTMS ANO SNUKY 
TATE. 

New bands to look for TOOLS , INSULTS, IM
PATIENT YOUTii, BODIES, MUMMERS l PGPPERS, MERTZ, 
and PROGRAMME . 



GEZA x. that maniac producer and wi:ard 
arranger is cloning his most arre~trng_ 
music. He is producing an album in wh1ch 
he engineers. arranges and plays all the 
instruments. featuring one of the soon
to-hit singles, "Practicing Mice." Even
tually these recordings will show select 
musicians just what Geza wants performed 
live . One Geza X enthusiast described the 
new sound as "beyond the DEADBEATS but 
without the Arthur J high-camp" ... The 
PLUGZ . those busy little urban cowboys. 
are in the studio recording a second al-
bum not unlike the first ... Keep an eye 
oui:; for the debut of the newly-revamped 
WEIRDOS ... ROBBIE FIELDS just produced an 

· album called "Beach Blvd" on the Posh Boy 
label . featuring 5 songs each from the 
SIMPLETONES. RIK L. RIK. and - promising 
to be the biggest surprise of all - the 
CROWD. The albwn took nine months to a~
semble and should be released any day ... 
Rumors of that art-damaged band NERVOUS 
GENDER breaking up over "discipline prob
lems" ... In the words of JOHN DENNEY. KELLY 
QUINN warns his audience "For all of you 
that think the SATINTONES are a joke band, 
the joke's on you!" ... The CONTROLLERS are 
on a pennanent vacation .. . Excitement mounts 
this sUll1TIE!r with the reappearance of WALL 
OF VOODOO. The new L.A. gigs will consist 
of Voodoo stalwarts MARC and BRUCE MORE
LAND together with STANrlARO Q. RIDGEWAY and 
OR. CHAS GREY. They will likely have guest 
appearances by drurmer ROBERT ARTHUR WILL
IAMS on loan from the BEEFHEART band, DON 
BONEBRAKE of X; and the full lineup might 
feature a six-piece group of Afro conga 
drurrmers. A Voodoo spokesman told DAMAGE: 
"We'd like to play San Francisco i! we 
could find the right environment w1thout 
losing our pants and having to sleep ~n. 
Chip Kinman's floor. We're also organ12mg 
a trip this fall to play in Ne~ Orlea~s .and 
Baton Rouge and to try contactrng mus1c1ans 
from the Bayou Belt . We'd like t~ get f~r
ther into the Creoles and all th1s quas1-
voodoo mysticism" ... ALICE and the BAGS 
turned down an offer by a cheesy British 
film producer to do a movie entitled "I 
Was a Punk Zombie" ... The ever charming and 
vlvacious GIDGETT FUNICELLO moved to the 
east coast because she hates L.A. and said 
most of the "New Wave" scene here is as 
lame as a church-basement social club . Be
fore she left, she gave BRENDAN MULLEN a 
wheel chair, cane, and headless baby doll 

Had a good surrmer vacation?? 

e
Vlb~O 

By 
XTV 

... A TV-guided missile, the eight
foot-long, 475 - pound Maverick, car
rying a TV camera in its nose. The 
pilot of the F-4 Phantom finds the 
Target on a cockpit screen, locks 
crosshairs onto it, and launches. 
Video bombs score direct hits. 

(REPORTAGE OF HUGHES 
AIRCRAFT DEVELOPMENTS 
BY JONATHAN PRICE IN 
~~) 

In the 60s, the first half-inch portable 
video tape recorders were introduced to the 
world, allowing independent producers an 
alternative to corporate-controlled facili
ties and the regulations of commercial t e 
levision. Now, the demand by clubs, galleries, 
theaters, and individuals for Select infor
mation brings on a New Wave of Video to the 
Cybernetic 80s. As the need to create, com
municate, and control infomation becomes 
increasingly difficult and necessary, be
cause of the lack of interest by the econo
mically greedy corporate structure, small 
independent groups must form, and have formed 
to produce, show and distribute artists' 
work. 

The immediacy of videotape allows for 
real-time viewing and instant playback, 

\ which can then be sent, within a matter of 
\ hours, to any part of the globe . 

\\ Demo tapes, or edited productions, can 
COIDIDUnicate both visual and audio repre· 
sentations of a performance or event that 
otherwise might remain undocumented. Now, 
the video disc, which looks similar to a 

\ 

record album, has arrived, making distri-

\ 

~~=i~~d!~w~~s!~t~~~tT~~;n a!!s b:~~:e~:~~~~~d 
for $5.95 for 30 minutes and $15.95 for 

\ ~~~- ~~~r $~~~~~~~~i~:eia;a~~ ;~:;~~c~0~~~ks 
\ 

puts them in the same range as stereo sys-
tems, thus making New information accessible 
to the masses . ~ 

\\ The response to controlled technological 
communication is either to shut it out, or 
to ·use it to channel interactions, which 

\:~ .. ~ ~ .. ~~r:·~ 
\ ~110 /;;::: 
\~ 

\ 

\ 

TiiE SOCIETY FOR ~tA...,DATORY DRESS: "a face
t.lous, :'!early fictitious umbrella organi
:::ition for outcast vL;ual arti!'ts and de
s ir,ers" i s hav i ng its first s how on Thurs
day, ).ug·.1s t 30th, 8:00 p.a:. at the W'oiaen's 
tui!ding , 3543 18th Street, 5.F. Featured 
;are fashio;i !l anC personal visual effects 
by ~ocal Iu:minaries like Genetic Damage, 
Sa.and, Stou.:cato DysJain, Jchr, Bevan. Ray 
Gun, Luther Blue, 5!.lpplies, Carl l'iolf a nd 

.. info: 775 -1106 
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"People here have 
been busting their butts for so long and 
San Francisco's still left out . New York's 
the biggest fucking c\ichl, I can't stand 
all that artsy-fartsy bullshit" (exple
tives deleted). 

About a month ago ROBERT HANRAHAN of 
the DEAF CLUB returned from a -
stay in New York, shaking his head over 
its provincial iSm: "The image they have 
there of San Francisco is frozen in the 
mid-sixties - unless we break through that 
the West Coast scene wi 11 never be able 
to take off and support itself." 

Informal talks over< coffee at the 
Savoy, a few \ace-night meetings, phone 
ca I Is to bands from Canada on down to 
San Diego. Before long the. dramatis per
sonae -were al 1 more or less I ined up be
hind the Concept; NATIONAL VtSIBILITY 
FOR AREA ART l STS. 

However, it might be :n<!!'ltic·ied (since 
everyone invarlably brou~t>t it up during 
the interviews) that the usual SPLIT be
tween personalities iind/or ;ir nciples 
emerged once negotiations began in earnest. 
The one "~action" leans toward spirit, 
harmony, ideals; the other 'toward matter, 
competition, skepticism. Which is which? 
The eye of the beholder reflects the be
held. And each "faction" is now i rre
proachably ensconced behind a 

0

barricade 
of good public works. Also, meine Damen 
und Herren, es gibt kein Problem .. . 

Despite the split, then, things came 
together with great rapidity and bUsiness-
1 ike behavior abounding. 

The first notion had been, in DIRK OIRK
SEN's words. to throw "a big party", a back
slapping "company" picnic on a grand scale. 
This soon mutated into the week-long festi
val concept as bands' interest in the pro
ject started to snowball amid the impera
tive need to intensify the scene and to 
seriously promote local performers. 

Hanrahan recal Is that the real ki:;y was 
to hit the right moment; all else flowed 
from that. And as PAUL BACLOVITCH of NEW 
WAVE A GO GO (.formerly the TemP le Beaut i fu 1) 
put it, "I went for the idea al I the way. 
It'd be ridiculous for any producer not to." 

Each venue wi 11 do its own booking 
and scheduling, but wi 11 coordinate them 
with the oth"ers. They're also subsidizing 
joint Western Front publicity and arranging 
reciprocal discounts on admissions, aware 
as they are of the average fan's poverty. 

''Let people turn their eyes somewhere 
else for a change," co111nands Chichi. With 
forty bands, every space in town, and al 1 
the convnun i ty-sp i rited new wavers in the 
whole wide West massing along the front, 
determined to be visible, unquiet, photo
genic, quotable, and unforgettable, those 
eyes will be POPP.ing out of the night at 
us 1 i ke SC<!r-voyeurs ... 
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Society for Mandatory Modern 

On August 30th at 8 p.m, the Society for Manda 
tory Modern Dres s held its first fash1on pre
s entat1on . The Society is a visual arti s ts' co
llective dedicated to providing an alternat i ve 
for those opposed to buying mass produced, high 
priced clone clothing . 

Filtering through the air at. the sold-out Dovre 
Hi.11 were various types of computed sowtd, mus ic 
and personal/political/fashion statements . 

Featuring f ashions of the future for the pre 
s ent , e ach segment had its own theatrical hi gh
lights: 

Opening the show: Founder of t he Societ y 
and her own Gene tic Damage line, A. Marsh takes 
a scientific app r oach to fashion . Carrying lazer 
guns , her mannequins wore space suits with seM 
ve r e ly pointed shoulders and cinched-in wa is t s . 
These we re made of &r ey pri med canvas spray
pa inted , r ip-stop ny l on, and go ld qui l ted ny lon 
with ma~hing arm and l eg pr otect ors . Each de 
siS,n represented a stage in a space voyage cycle . 

A. Marsh believes, "Artists must have 
control of technology to make sense of the fuM 
t 'lre, to articulate the past . " 

Which brings us to Bevan of Bioha zard. 
While barraging the audience wi th pre-packaged 
fast food, her mode~ pat.roled the s tage in her 
fas hion prediction for the near future : a top 
made of canning labels encased in plastic with a 
black vinyl skirt. 

Terminal Velocity by Saand featured high
tech sculptural head gear and clothing of frag
mented geometric shapes. Her architectural designs 
are made from shower· curtains, me lted plas tic 
bowl s , t.omarbleiz-eQoil painted nyl on. On e of her 
pi eces was made entirely from t e levi s ion part s . 

\~es Bond and Dani e l Grimes of Fus i on 
pres ented 1DOde l s wearing great overs ized t.wo
ton ed jumpsuits in red and, blude wi t h angular 
: 1ppers . 

Hank For d , Executi ve Eng ineer for De l 
Ray Prod~llllllends t he rcmOval anc! "b~ing 
of aged fabric exo-skins . " She promotes the wearing 
of rubber, paper and viny l , not to mention t he 
"nasty ny l on" skirt sport ed by Su=.y Slo.atcs, do
minated by a molecular structure pattern. Al so 
sho1<i·n was an a ll lolhite vi nyl t1<i·o picct: ->uit 1<i·i.th 
zip-on J acket and pants . 



Dress Show 
by Shellagh Hannigan 

Carl Wolf opened his segment with white 
paper jumpsuits (found at Supplies) which were 
ripped off to reveal his deep-cut, black vinyl 
tunic with yellow piping. His other model wore 
a shocking pink spandex mini with black hand 
painted triangles. 

Flarnable Kitchen Fashions by Ray Gun 
(Nick Urbaniak) represented his line with a 
clear vinyl skirt and backless top with plas
ticware encased in the plastic. 

A black dress with multi-colored shapes 
scaled in plastic was one of the highlights of 
A. Marsh's second segment for Genetic Damage . 
The individidual triangles are snapped on to 
the dress 111aking them interchangeable. A straight, 
short sleeved dress splashed with pink and white 
paint was accented with green surgical gloves, 
and tubing. 

The bold use of geometric shapes, and 
simple lines makes an instant impact for the de
signs of Saxon. One of his designs featured an 
off-white~lar vest with extended circular 
arm openings which were piped with quilted copper 

nylon with retractable hood . Another model wore 
a scull fitting black hat with a simple black 
strapless dress. Using polyurethane, nylon, 
cotton, lame, among with other more rigid types 
of fabric, Saxon uses sharp angled shapes (tra
pezoids, triangles, squares, etc.) to compliment 
the types of material used. 

Making a big colorful splash in the show 

;~~~n t~~i~~~;~"~o~f J~;k:~a~alhe~ ~~:r:~d 
to use "fabrics of a natural fibre content which 
tends .itself easily for imprinting purposes, and 
long, lastin~ wear." Making FUN clothes is one of 
their biggest priorities. And that they arc! Ex
ample: black cotton zip-on jacket with pink/black 
striped "Bazooka Joe" collar, worn with black pants 
with side zippers. Versatili1.y plays a big part in 
their clothing with zippE:rs that can conceal or 
reveal a contrasting color and extend to a differ-

Carol Alter of Supplies provided a fashion 
interrog~ring clothing that can be found 
at her store. Models were presented with white 
drop-cloth sacks with the slogans "THIS YEAR ' S 

photos by stephano paolillo 

COLOR" , "THIS YEAR ' S STYLE" painted on each. The 
sacks were shredded to reveal solid-color vinyl 
jumpsuits. 

Stacatto Dysdain (a.k.a. Jeorgia A.J do
minated the stage with her "fashion patrol" en
tourage carrying flashlights and wearing her struc
tured vinyl clothes in bright colors. Accessori
zed with unusually high exaggerated collars, and 
multi-colored straps, the segment provided a 
striking visual statement. 

Luther Blue, the "New York - comes - to -
North Beach" store on Columbus Avenue was repre
sented by Christeen (of the URGE), who was wearing 
a pair of royal blue vinyl two piece suit. Cherry 
wore mint green vinyl chaps over a pair of span
dex pants with matching top. Casey completed the 
space cowboy set with an eye-riveting reflecto 
vest and matching headband. 

Genetic Damage, Japanese Weekend, Del Ray 
Prods, Stacatto Dysdain, and other can be found 
at Luther Blue (716 Columbus) and/or Supplies 
(3128 16th Street). 

call (4 l~)r 3~~~7~~~ormation about the Society, 7 



geza-x 
GEZA X is just wking up, aZthough it's 
4 PH. He's been wrking i.>ith the Screamers 
as audio tech fo:r their Roxy gige . He 
a tarts mwnb Zing . .. 

I just had a dream that l was at the United 
Nations and there was grave concern about 
the new airport being built in C\lba at 4 :15 
tonight. They were having this big meeting 
and I had to climb up SOl!le stairs at the 
side of the building. There were a whole 
bunch of snoopy-dogs wo.tc:hing the Presi
dent on Tl/ , A whole bunch of stuffed 
Snoopy-dogs and they were all laying on 
the floor on their sides. Ttiere was a 
roanful of all these wealthy-type matrons, 
political wives, and the rest of them were 
stuffed snoopy-dogs. I wanted to climb up 
closer to where the President was and vo
lunteer my opinion. My opini<Xl was "2, 4, 
what's the difference?" 

B DO YOU HAVE PLANS TO BECOHE A UN REPRESEN

~? 

Olrist, no: I know a UN representative 
and these people - they're all Arabs . They 
buy their seats in the UN in exchange for 
oil. Kind of like cattle rustling . 

WHY 00 YOU SLEEP 14 HOURS A PAY? 

To maintain my equilibriU!ll. I grew up Ca
tholic and neurotic, and the only way I 
can maintain sanity is by dreaming all the 
nightmares out of my system. ' 

WHAT'S YOUR EARLIEST MEMORY? 

I remember - this is like looking at it 
frOll\ the outside' - I remember being on a 
corner in Fort Wayne, Indiana, outside a 
church beinq held in a little blanket just 
after I qot baptized. It's a real washed
out kind of thinq like an overexposed pic
ture. I can just barely see the shapes, 
the figures in the picture. But I know 
that it' s me and my mamiy and daddy, and 
they' re so proud because they just bap
tized me. 

BUT I THOUGHT YOU HAO A PAGAN NAME. THEY 
BAPTIZED YOU WITH A PAGAN NAME? 

Yeah, so I guess it didn't work. 

TELL HE ABOUT YOUR NEW SINGLE . 

It's called "RX Rock and Roll" and "Pony 
Ride" and it's on Final Gear Records. Af
ter I quit live enginee:rinq for qroups I 
isolated myself in total secrecy to do 
some recording. This is the first product 
to cane out of that. It's ltoo-koo pop . 
It's a style I've been developing over the 
last several years. It combines elements 
of pop al<Xlq with some more Deadbeatesque 
~lements such as kookoo jazzy riffs, x
music and cute noises, like ••••••. 

I RECENTLY HEARD SOH£ OF YOUR OTHER RE
OORDINCS, P!IOPOSED Al.BUH RELEASES, ONE OF 
WHIOi DISTURBED KE GREATLY, CALLED •KEAN 
HR. MOMMY MAN" . IT SOUNDS LIXE IT DIS-
TURBED YOU TOO. I'D LIKE TO FIND Ol1I' 
WHAT DRASTIC IHPOR'l' THIS SONG HAD . 



"Hean Kr. Manmy Man" started as a little 
routine during the Deadbeats sets . I 
used to war a little one-piece pajama 
so I could really work with the thing, 
and I suddenly would become this character 
called "Victim" who vas some absolutely 
neurotic schizophrenic type, and Victim 
had this Mean Kr. Komrny Man that did all 
these bad things to him.. After the Dead
beats, it vas sort of dormant fo.r a long 
time. Then me and Don Bonebrake recorded 
this rhythm track that was very imagina
tive and overlaid all these different 
beats, and I didn't know ,.-hat to do With 
it. Then Kim xomet suggested the "mama" 
track, which we put on there, it just sort 
of paved the 'Way. I realized that it was 
the perfect vehicle - exact l y the size ~d 
•hape with the right drastic little noises 
to do the story of Victim and MMMM and the 
butt-pliers - so once and for all it's per
manently down on tape. You know, it's not 
cne of those little routines that you can 
do tiirie after time, going "First . .• Hean 
Kr. Mommy Man made a deal with the doctor • . . " 

00 YOU FEEL BETI'ER NOW THAT THIS HAS BEEN 
DOCUMENTED? 

Yeah!. It was secretly nagging at me for 
a long time and I've finally dealt with it 
once and for all. 

HOW MANY MORE SONGS MUST YOU RECORD BEFORE 
~? 

Un, I'll siart to break even aft.er 75 or BO . 

AFTER THEY' RE ALL FULLY RECORDED? 

Yeah, and I might even start slowing down 
and getting sick of re.cording them after 
a couple hundred. The 6 I've ' recorded now 
..• well, it's like when you're 12 or 13 
and you have all these little sex fantasies 
and then you finally leam how to mastur
bate? . It's like that - just a little 
bitty wank so far. 

I UNDERSTAND YOU'VE HAD SOME OF LA'S 
BEST MUSICIANS PLAY ON YOU!t NEW SONGS . 

well , let that remain rumor for a while. 
No, I played .est of the instruments. 1n 
fact I played all of the instruments . 
Except for one or two tracks by special 
friend• here and there. 

SO WHY DID YOU REIEASE THE TWO YOU DID? 

I think it• a a real winning little in
troduction. They introduce in a sort of 
believable 1t1ay the kookoo pop notion , and 
it vas the first thing I recorded so it 
reeks of aanic hysteria - it's just 9ot 
vibes, you know? It really shows the 
inspiration . and love and excitement that 
................................ '=' ..... . ...................... }' o,A,11. ... 

my own song. 

MD THIS IS THE SLANT YOU' RE I.OOJCING FOR? 
TO REEK OF MllNIC HYSTERIA? 

I think so. At bast for starters. Later 
on I can show the sad little 9ypsy. 

00 YOU FEEL ANY DANGER THAT YOO COULD 
POSSIBLY "MELLOW Ol1I'"? 

All 9ood things come to an end. I always 
think I'm 9onna mellow out. I always think 
I'm gonna bum out. I always think that 
whatever energ:y and enthusiasm I haYe might 
be 1.r1dermined over a period of time, but 
the truth is that it's not likely because 
I'm really a bad boy . I never wind .UP co
operating with myself, much less with any
thing else that's supposedly acceptable. 
I go along with a lot of things because 
I don't like to arg:ue, but in fact when 
it comes right down to it, , when I 1 111 trapped 
in a rut or a mold I'll escape, even if it 
takes physically re1110ving myself from the 
environment, which is sometime"'s a good idea. 

SO WHAT 00 YOU THINK WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU 
RF.MOVE YOURSELF FROM LA 7 

l' 11 disappear from the scene to do some 
real important groundwork for a new pro
ject - this videodisc studio I'm building. 
He and my business partners, Kim Komet and 
Barbara Hell-bent, an collaborating: with 

Joe Rees of Target very soai ai a pretty 
sophisticated project. To build a top-qua
lity audio/video recording studio With the 
intention of producing and selling video
discs . It seems pretty evident that video 
discs are going to be the next big record
ing boom industry. It's certain to take 
over from phonograph records; the sound 
quality is superior to t\at of phonograph 
recdrds, and,they have pictures, too . 

THAT SOUNDS PRETTY AMBITIOUS. 

It's quite ambitious. I've never done 
anything in my life, and it ' 11 be quite 
something to actually put together some
thing that's technically a pretty big 
challenge to me. This videodisc thing is 
a new opening, and every.time. there's a 
new opening,, a new technoloqy of something, 
new peopJ.a. with new ideas can have an op
P,rtunity for a few uncorruptible years 
to exercise that creativity and have it 
ca1111ercially accepted. It's actually a 
very good time for people who have been 
waiting a long time; it's their chance 
to do something cC1MDercially accessibl-e 
but very refreshingly new. 

IT SOUNDS LIKE YOU' RE GOING PRETTY MUOi 
COMMERCIAL AND THAT DOESN'T SEEM TO BE 
ntE WAY TARGET OPERATES. HOW 00 YOU PLAN 
TO WORK IT OUT? 

I'm not planning to go commercial - I'111 
planning for conunercial to be redefined. 
I think that if that were the case, I 
think Joe would only be too happy to live 
in a world where commercial treant what he 
was doing, rather than for him to have to 
adapt to a world where commercial meant 
something different. In other words, 
it's a chance for people like me who J::e
lieve that there's a continuous. conspira
cy to thwart anybody that's OK. Kim says, 
"You can only feed people sand for so 
long." It's one possible temporary bless
ing in disguise of a new technoloqy. Let's 
put it this way: when there ' s ooly a 
little bit of product people will buy any
thin9. AS soon as they start crankin9 it 
out like dogshit, people become more sel
ective about what kind of shit they want 
to buy . 

IT SOUNDS LIKE A PRE'ITY ExPENSIVE PROJECT. 

It's very expensive. we ' re working with 
some private investc;>rs who happen to have 
a lot of money that they don't know what 
to do with, and they like what we' re try
ing to do, so ••. we'll take it. 

HAVE YOU EVER MADE ANY MONEY? 

No, not reailly. well, I made mooey from 
the Screamers - in fact they' re the only 
people who ever pa.id me except when I was 
working aS a studio engineer, but I didn't 
really like that. I only did that for a 
relatively short time. It was real good 
money but I didn't really like the indus
try and the whole thing. 

SO YOO FEEL YOU CAN ' T BE BOOC:HT? 

Not exactly. The Screamers were paying 
me pretty fairly - for what they could 
afford. At least they always tried to, 
but I can't work for other people for 
very long. I do it more as appreciation 
for them, for a favor, than for the money, 
and when it starts to not really pay di
vidends for me fn terms of personal sa
tisfactioo, I'm doomed - I'm physically 
unable to continue doing it. 

SO YOU FEEL YOU GET TAKEN AO'O'ANTAGE OF? 

Yeah, a whole lot. But I don't particular
ly mind. I only mind when it starts to 
interfere with my life, and then I become 
resentful and feel used. But I never real
ize it until after the fact. Then I feel 
that I should have either set up a differ
ent set of parameters or come to a gradual 
parting of the ways. That was true with 
live engineering, eVen with production. 
I just don't have the time to produce 
other people's records now, except projects 
of my own and of very, very close friends. 
And I want to produce actual productions, 

rather than just take a group into the 
studio and make them sound real good. 

OHE WOULD GATHER THAT YOU' RE PURSUING A . 
NEW "GET TOUGW POLICY. IS THAT TRUE ? 

we11, reality has necessitated my being 
less easily pushed around. If people ask 
me to do something I used to always say 
yes, and now I say no instead. 

IS IT GETTING EASIER TO SAY NO? 

No. 

WHAT ABOUT THESE SO-CALLEO POP SENSI
BILITIES OF YOURS? 

well, I hope they'll apply to videodisc 
.as well as they apply to audio. They 
seem to have a little . . . knack to them. 
I think I have the knack. I think I've 
got the knack. I've got a unique little 
way of blending elements that are tradi
tionally very powerful forces in pop 
music along with newer and less c'learly
defined forms of music into one thing that 
I think could very possibly be a popula.r 
music idian of the 80s. 

IS THAT WHAT KOO-KOO POP IS? 

Koo-koo pop struggles to reach that point 
but in fact, that point is noise . 

HOW DOES X-HUSIC ENTER INTO IT? 

x-music is about halfway in betwee~n. 

HALF NOISE AND HALF POP SENSIBILITIES? 

Yes. Exactly: 

WE'VE HEARD RUMORS AB0l1I' THIS SECRET 
DISOO RECORD? 

well, maybe I shouldn't reveal this before 
it happens, but I ' m working on a disco 
single currently that ' s unique: it falls 
into a lot of the re.;,l cliche disco. It 
uses a.bout 4 different elements. For one 
thing, the music is a lot more ag9ressive, 
combining things like X-music chan9ea with 
a little bit of punk rock power cho.rding. 
It's really full of tittle plot twists . 
It's taking ,.on. a little funk with an edge 
kind of shape to i ,t, but the vocals con
sirt of 10 women masturbating - heavy 
breathing and singing. 

CAN YOU SETI'LE A QUESTION THAT HAS BEEN 
BOTHERING Pr LOT OF PEOPLE FOR A LONG TIME? 
ONCE lWD FOR ALL , WHAT ARE THE BUTT PLIERS? 

The butt- pliers are a stream of cai.scious
ness conveyance of my unconscious mind, 
intended to represent man's inhumanity to 
man, artistic overkill, megabucks, and the 
leanings of the fissures of doom. 

WHAT ARE YOUR PLllNS FOR FUTURE BANOS? WILL 
YOU BE PERFORMING IN THE FUTURE? 

Absolutely! Of course I've been lying 
about this for years. It• s probably that 
as soon as this studio is put together I 
will have a little bi.t of time to put 
a group together. I ' ve been wantin9 to 
start a band; at the beginning of the 
SU1111ner I felt this urgent need to start 
a band, but it's always getting pushed 
a little bit ahead. I ' m hoping that one 
of these days it'll catch up with me. 
I'm desperately anxious to play. 

OIOO:'T YOU HAVE A BAND GOING THIS SUMMER? 

Off and on, I started one and then things 
came along. like this videodisc studio, 
and me being a sucker in general and get 
ting involved in anything that sounds whim
sical and il!lpOssible, I said sure. 

SO YOUR BAND FELL APARI'? AGAIN? 

No. It just got put on hold for a while. 

HOW MANY BANDS HAVE YOU B£EN KICKED Otrr OF? 

Just about every band I've ever been in. 
About 400. Some of these you gotta under
stand are like one-day or one-week bands, 
and generally it was me who got kicked out. s 
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WH'i DO THEY KEEP KICKING YOU Otn' AND WH'i 

00 A lOT OF THEM FALL APART AFTER THAT? 

That ' s a 2-part question and th-e answer 
is a 3-ay phrase . Because of "all that 
stuff.,. The reasa'I I got kicked out of 
so man:t bands is because I very often be
come a very pushy and somewhat cocksure 
individual and a bit too into my own trip, 
I supPOse, which a lot of ~ople feel is 
not compatible with the way thei r band 
looks or sounds. In other words , I do 
things that are unrnentionably n aughty an·d 
they 9et embarrassed, or else I say real 
dumb things when I'm drunk . The seca'ld 
part of the question, why do t he bands fall 
apart or drastically change t heir musical 
style, is because ..• of all that stuff, 
which, incidentally, is a 3-way phrase in 
case I didn ' t rnention it earlier. 

OOES THE SAME THING HAPPEN WHEN YOU PRO
DUCE A BAND? 

No. Then their position in life is gene 
rally strengthened and they ' re able to live 
yet another week or two. When I produce a 
band , all I do is try to make them sound 
as good as they can without making it ob
vious that anyone in the world is behind 
the board or doing any production. I ' m 
a whisper of a producer. I consider myself 
a transparent producer . My influence is 
not really that visible , except in terms 
.of making a group so\nd like they really 
knew how to play. I have worked with some 
..qroups that just barely did. 

SO HAVE YOU GOI'TEN ANY MONEY FROM THE RE
CORDS YOU' VE PRODUCED? 

Nope . I ' ve never been paid a red cent . 
I think it's because of my absolutely 
shameless disregard and contempt for the 
written dollar. I don't think that shit 
like that is worth arquing about with peo
ple who can't keep track of their own 
brains. 

YOU ONCE SAID YOU ' VE DONE SOME PRETTY 
f«JNUMENTM. LI'ITLE THINGS. 

well, I have. I took over the western 
hemisphere once . But it was real suJ::itle. 
With a 'b'. 

00 YOU WANT TO BE RIOf AND FAMOUS? 

~ you want me to tell the truth or do you 
want me to be the rustic pioneer and lie? 

IS IT TRUE THAT YOU DEVELOPED PUNK ROCK? 

No , Kim Komet did. When I went out to 
live with Kim and Paul Hun in Ben Lomond 
(and we weren ' t homos, eit her) (I was, but 
they weren't) , they used to just knock me 
out with their concepts of· hew rock bands 

should behave and l ook and i n f act , except 
for a couple of mi.nor details like safety 
pins and spiked hair - multicolored hair, 
yes, but spiked hair , no - they (and I 
suppose I was included) absolutely wrote 
the whole scenario for punk rock. Now that ' s 
a real tall claim; I ' m sure everybody and 
their brother is claiming it, but then we 
went out and told everybody how we thought 
it should be over the next 7 or 8 years . 

SO HOW" COME IT CAME TO THE SURFACE FIRST 

-~--~!!~ .. ~.Q? 

I don't know. SOme of our friends must 
have moved there. 

SID VICIOUS WAS FROM BEN LOMOND? 

Iet's put it this way. Malcolm McLaren 
isn't from England. I d.,on ' t care if he has 
"Mc" in his name or what. 

DO YOU SEE ANOTHER 60s HIPPIE MOVEMENT TYPE 
OF SOCIOLOGY HAPPENING NOW? 

I hope not, in a way, I hope that the 
burnouts of the 60s won't be duplicated . 
It seems that this whole punk rock thing, 
because of the straight recording indus
try and its reluctance to accept it, be 
cause of what I think are certain behind
the-scenes political moves on the part of 
big government, I think that the entire 
thing has had a chance to germinate much 
longer and to become a solid rock on its 
own , without any outside money or support. 

There's always been this tongue-in - cheek 
attitude on the West Coast that, "Well , 
we ' ve got something real good , but we'll 
show the rest of the world - we ' 11 make 
it l ook like shit ~ " We'll hide this 
unique, true feeling that we've cultivated 
until it's really stable, and then we ' ll 
unleash it on the worl d. It'll be a 
society - a sub- society - that is already 
defined and developed, rather 1ihan as in 
the 60s , when it developed according to 
the media ' s developmen t of it and according 
to who started to irrmediately manufacture 
a sort of underground comnercial ity. I'm 
not against that; it ' s just that I think 
it was coopted pr~maturely and therefore 
never had a chance to deve l op into some
thing completely rock- stable, which this 
might be, more .•. 

YOU THINK THE 60s WERE MORE CRASSLY 
~? 

I think the 60s ' notions weren't necessarily 
more exploitable, but the 60s ' movements 
were more exploited, and became the new 
peer-pressure element. They became a kind 
of behavior and attitude and look that I 
think was bought and sold pretty cheap. 
This movement isn ' t exactly a movement; 
it ' s a social phenomenon, and it ' s even 
gaining an intellectual backba"le , develop
ing its own concepts and theories of real
ity. But it ' s not exactly an organized 
social or political movemen t . It ' s not a 
working class struggle, it ' s not any !jpe
cific thing . It doesn ' t even have any 
pet ideology that has been embraced by 
the many. It's merely a vibe. It ' s an 
attitude that's reflected i n the music, in 
the styles that .. come and go. I secretly 
believe that its roots are in dadaism 
because it ' s so many things and their 
counterpart, sort of - not exactly surreal 
but not quite real jokes piled one on top 
of the other. So many contradictory and 
confusing whims and attitudes placed into 
a sort of living structure that's a sort 
of very coarse amusement. It's a weird 
thing, like sanebody's pulling a joke on 
the world . Some bodies are pulling a joke 
on the world and the joke isn't even de
fined like "Why did the chicken cross the 
road?" "Maybe." The punchline is real 
tentative. 

YOU SEEM TO DEVELOP ALL THESE LITTLE OIA
RACTERS IN YOUR PERSONALITY WHIOI YOU HOLD 
OOTO FOR A LONG TIME, AND THEY IRRITATE 
LOTS OF PEOPLE . 

They do change . I just hol d onto them for 
a really long time . I h a ve thi s firm be
lief that if you stumbl e across something 
sort of sill y and run it into the g round 
until everybody throws rocks at you. • . No , 
I like little charact ers . I have a whole 
bunch of them that I hang onto , but I ro
tate them . Like catch phrases. I ' 1 1 use 
a sickening catch phr ase for 6 months; I 
rotate them more frequently than the cha
racters; like every s i ngle sentence I' 11 
say it, then one morning it'll disappear 
and be replaced by another one, equally 
disgusting and ridiculous and nobody will 
miss it . I won ' t even notice . Like am
bience, parameters; vibes, invariably, 
your butt ' s on fire, whoa nellie - I'll 
say them in relation to everything. Then 
crte day they go; I've moved on to explore 
greater parameters •.• Your butt's on fire. 

I' VE NOTICED YOU HAVE AN INCREDIBLE 
MEMORY. YOU' LL SAY SOMETHING THAT 
SOUNDS COMPLETELY SPOOTANEOUS AND CRAZY 
AND NEVER TO BE REMEMBERED AND THEN 
WEEKS OR' MONTHS LATER YOU' LL SAY I T 
AGAIN EXACTLY LIKE IT WAS , EVEN OOWN 
TO THE INFLECTION ..• 

That ' s an odd one. I wonder if I'm just. 
making it up again or what. No , actually 
I do know what I'm doing, sort of. I have 
some conscious awareness of these things. 
I want to be the new Robin Wil liams. 

SO WHAT ARE SOME OF YOUR OTHER PLANS? 

I ' m finishing up 111y albi.n. now. It's about 
half recorded. I ' m constantly experiment
ing with sounds and recor ding techniques . 
I ' m still working with my new b·and; hope 
fully we'l l be performing very soon. I ' m 
learning more about being an executive in 
a corporate structure f r om Barbara He l lbent. 

She has this magic touch that was the one 
missing ingredient in the whole trip that 
Kim and I had been trying to assemble for 
several years. Kim and I are bery good 
with our grassroots social realities and 
creative input of ideas , but a.bsplu"te butt
heads when it comes to business or the 
implementation of our ideas. Barbara has 
that knack of doing business by magic in
stead of doing busines~ by business, al
though she ' s pretty good at that, too. 
Not to mention the secret, undisclosed 
Barbara which is Barbara the Maniac! 
She's been finely honing her maniac skills 
except thinly disguised under a veneer 
of professional business know-how.. She ' s 
a prime kook - a closet maniac, thanks to 
her good upbringing by Paul Hun and me, 
who wrecked her many years ago. 

WHAT 00 YOU EXPECT TO BE DOING WHEN YOU ' RE 
~? 

I'll still be a struggling musician and 
artist, I hope . No, by that time I'll haw 
proved that x- chords work and the Persua
sionist society will be a multibillion
dollar organization with very heavy poli
tical connections with the CIA and over
seas, and I'll just be s i tting there in a 
little research laboratory with a white 
lab coat working out theories and para
meters • • • I hopefully will be researching 
some very new things about aesthetics, 
and other things perhaps as sophisticated 
as gravity control and s t uff like that , 
if I can ever learn some science . 

WHAT EXACTLY ARE lX- OfORDS? 

X- music, as we know it , was invented by 
me and Paul , and Kim too, in att itude that 
goes behind it , and that makes us sort o! 
the granddaddies of X-music . But it has 
a whole history to it, of suppression. 
In the Middl&" Ages the chords were called 
the Devil's Interval , and people would 
hear them and flip out . They'd be 
bumed at the stake if they played it, 
even by accident. Like if the court 
jester was playing these nice little 
ballads on his lute and accidentally 
hit an X-chord, iamediately they'd say, 
"This guy's possessed by the devil" and 
they'd put him in the dungeon and chop 
his head off. I would say that a lot 
of people, just because of the way things 
influence other things, are becaning 
aware of that sound , particularly on 
the West Coast. Me and Paul and Kim 
went all over californ ia from 1972 to 
1975 or so, spreading t he wor d about 
X-music, and we t aught a bunch of mu
sicians h ow t o p l ay these chords and 
what kind of music could be fabricat ed 
around them, because they have their 
own little ru1es and unique ways of 
sounding good o r sounding l ousy, just 
like any other kind of music. Now 
peopl e like Pink Sect i on and Pear l Har
bor and the Explosions are using X- chords. 
The world is ca.tching on. It's a sound 
whose time has come. 

ARE YOU TAKING CREDIT FOR TEACHING THESE 
PEOPLE X-CHORDS, OR DID THEY MAKE UP 
THEIR OWN? 

I imagine they made them up, put there's 
no such thing as making sornething up, 
anyway. Things drift around like little 
ripples in a pond . Like if you sting 
somebody with a bee and they sting other 
people .... no, it ' s more like rabies. Yeah. 
You know, you bite somebody and you have 
rabies and they bite other people and they 
get rabi es. Yeah . You sting somebody 
with a bee, and they, get rabies. It would 
make sense, everybody woul d be doing it, 
and all the teens would be dancing to it. 

WELL, IT SOUNDS LIKE YOO ' VE BEEN PRETTY 
BUSY AND WILL OJNTINUE TO BE BUSY . WHAT 
WOULD YOO LIKEN THIS TO? 

'ltle end times, when Jesus comes back . 
Can you draw this puppy? 

TERMINATE 
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TARGET, THE SAN FRANCISCO-BASED ARTISTS ORGA-

NISATION BEST KNOWN FOR THEIR VIDEO AND FILM 

DOCUMENTATION OF THE NEW WAVE ROCK-N-ROLL SCE

NE WILL BE DEEPLY INVOLVED IN DOCUMENTING ALL 

PHASES OF THE WESTERN FRONT, S. F. 's NEW WAVE 

FESTIVAL. 

JOE REES WILL DIRECT THE FILMING AND VIDEO 

TAPING WHICH LATER WILL BE EDITED INTO A SPE

CIAL TWO-HOUR SHOW OF LIVE AND STUDIO PERFOR

MANCES WITH iNTERVIEWS OF PARTICIPANTS ItlVOL

VED IN THE FESTIVAL. 

TARGET WILL ALSO FEATURE SHOWINGS OF VIDEO 

TAPES IN THE AFTERHOURS STARTING AT 2 am AND 

LASTING UNTIL 4 am ON WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10th 

AND SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13th . THE AFTERHOURS 

SHOWS WILL FEATURE SELECTIONS FROM TARGET' s 

LIBRARY PF OVER 300 NEW WAVE PERFORMANCES AND 

A SPECIAL SHOW ENTITLED "CALIFORNIA NEW WAVE 

PART II" WHICH WAS RECENTLY PREMIERED IN NEW 

YORK CITY. 

TARGET' s NEW STUDIO AND THEATRE IS LOCATED 

AT 678 SOUTH VAN NESS (NEAR 18th) IN SAN FRAN

CISCO. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL (415)4J1-

7595. 
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San Francisco Bay Area 

89. 7fll ICFJC "White Nobe" Monday 10 p.• - 2 •·•· 

90.lf• USU ''Outcasts l" Tuesday 10 P·•· - 2 •·.•· 

90. 7fa KAU "New Wave !lour" Wednesday 8-9 p.•. 

92.3!• KSJO "Modern HU1111111s" Sunday 11 p.a. - 1 o..a. 

94.lfa KPFfl "Ha11.lau• Rock'n'Roll" Tue11day 8 - 10 p.11. oT at¢ 
.~p,oy~~1~ 
·100.9f111KTTM "Drast~c Plastic" Saturday 2 a.a. - 4 a.a. ~ 

Honten:ey Bay Area 

88.lf• KZSC "Punk7-Rcggae Party" Sunday 2 - 6 p.•. 

88.lf• KZSC "Flying Saucer Rock 'n 'Roll Show Thursday 12 - l p.•. 

102 fa KutB "Rude Aw11okcnl111ts" Wednesday 11 P·•· 

88.9f• t:USP "Out on the Rolllnit Sea" I - 4 P·•· 

Los Angeles Metro 

J06 . 7f• KROQ "Rodney 8jngcnh1d•er Sh11w" Sundny 8 - 12 fl·•· 
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FESTIVAL HIGHLIGHTS 

KSFS, 100. 7fm - vfacom cable will be taping many 
of the shows during the Western Front Festival 
to broadcast the next day. At this time, the 
schedule for broadc·ast looks like this: 

October 7 Deaf Club Show broadcast October 8 
October 8 Deaf Club Show broadcast October 9 
October 9 Deaf Club Show broadcast October 10 
October 10 Deaf Club Show·broadcast October 11 
October 11 Deaf Club Show breadcast October 12 
October 12 Deaf Club Show broadcast October 15 
October 14 Savoy Tivoli Show broadcast October 16 

' All broadcasts will start at 7 pm. 

There are also plans at this time to interview 
alot of the people playing the Festival on KSFS 
so stay tuned for details. 

Sµetat 
Johnny Walker and Jack Fan will both be spinning 
records at the Deaf Club during the set breaks ... 
The Mabuhay will be offering free dinners night
ly during the Festival, but iPSfirst-come, 
first-served unless you're in an out-of-town 
band playing the Festival . In that case, you're 
guaranteed a meal compliments of Dirk. Dinners 
wil 1 be served starting sometime around 8 or 
8:30. TARGET will be hosting afterhours on 
both Wednesday, the 10th and Saturday, the 13th 
starting at 2 am and ending at 4 am. Many never 
before seen tapes of new wave perfonnances w111 
be shown as well as the recently completed "Cali
fornia New Wave - Part II" Admission will pro
bab ly be around S2 . 00. There are several free 
outdoor afternoon concerts planned at this time, 
including a Monday. October 8th, Go l den Gate 
Park Bandshell show starting at 12 noon and a 
Wednesday, October 10th show at Sproul Plaza 
on the u.c. Campus starting at 12 noon as well . 
Call the Festival Info Number at 397-1889 for 
details on the day of the shows. On the 9th. 
the Roxie Theatre at Valencia and 16th will be 
presenting a fi lr.i prog-ram of new wave and rock 
film. including some hot footage of the Pistols, 
Magazine, Oevo and the classic Tami Show. 

Local 

FESTIVAL AOIHSSIOH PRICES 

HABUHAY GAROENS, 

*Weeknights : all shows are $2.00, but Dirk is 
offering a discount if you've attended other 
festival shows elsewhere that day and present 
your ticket stub from the venue . 

Weekend: all shows are $3.00 and same dis
count applies. 

OEAF CLUB o 

*All shows are $3 . 00 

GEARY THEATREo 

*All shows are $4.oo" - $4.50 

SAVOY TIVOLI, 

*All shows are $3.00 

CLASH CONCERT at KEZAR PAVILLlONo 

* In advance $7. 50! 
At the door $8.50! ! ! ! 

THE WESTERN FRONT - BERKELEY SHOW (October 12): 

*Admission is $3.50 

TARGET VIDEO - Afterhours (October 10 & 13) 

* All shows are $2.00 

Venues 
Four venues in San Francisco regularly present 

punk and new wave band~ Three .are clubs, one is 
a converted synagogue, and each affords the S. F. 
scene a functionally and cosmetically unique en
vironment in which to listen to local and nation
ally known bands . 

Newest to the scene is the Savoy Tivoli Night
club which began booking new wave shows August 
10th under the direction of Claude Santiago. A 
combination cafC and cabaret, the Savoy is loca
ted between Green and Union Streets at 1434 Grant 
Avenue. Santiago hopes the club will be a "show
case for experimental and original bands" of al 1 
kinds and features two new wave bands a week on 
Sunday afternoons fl-om 3 pm to 6 pm. l't'hile Santi
ago says Sunday afternoon shows are great, he ad
mits that rock'n'roll cannot be booked at night 
due to sound containment. problems. Presently, Fri
day and Saturday nights find latino dance bands 
drawing large crowds, · while jazz is featured on 
Wednesday evenings. Plans do include the possibil
ity of a· new wave disco night, Santiago says. 

has been to the Deaf Club wpl agree with Hanra
han' s assessment of it as the "punk rock hole 
in the wal 111 of San Francisco . A sparse room .which 
can comfortably hold 150 people, the Deaf Club 
was started as a new wave venue by Hanrahan be
cause he wanted to see an alternative venue to 
the Mabuhay Gardens where he felt performers were 
not treated respectfully enough. 

What Hanrahan has put together, he says, is "a 
laboratory for the bands to try ou:t mat:rial and 
to go and experiment and perform and enJoy them
selves and feel like they ' re in a place that they 
can be comfortable in and that people have res
pect for them in." 1 t is a goal to bring together 
well-established bands with newer ones on the same 
bill. The point is for "the audience and the band 
to interact in a positive way," Hanrahan says. 

This goal is facilitated by the straightforward, 
unpretentious layout of the Deaf Club. At one end 
of the room is the entrance and the stage, at the 
other is the bar, and in between, lining the walls, 
are chairs. The rest of the space is open dance 

A three-dollar cover will gain you admission floor. The stage is nearly at the level of the dance 
to a large V-shaped room amply furnished with small floor so performer and audience can pogp ~nto each 
round tables, equipped with a full - service bar and other, exchange places and trade perspectives. 
a. 400~squar~·foot stage. The legal seating capa- The audiences like it, the bands like it ind the 
city is about 200, though the room could comfortably f 1 1 . k · H ahan explained the the 
.accomodate more. View of the huge raised stage is :::f P=~pl: f~e~ ~\pe~~l kinship to the punk pa-
~Omi;>letely unobstructed a~d the club has a warm, tron/ an~ enjoy socializing with them, even though 
intimate cabaret-type ambiance. The performers hav'e f 1 11 between themselves and 
at their disposal a large dressing room. Because they gen~rally bl :e ~h:a shows also help the club 
!~: ~::~it!~ a restaurant, as well as a club, minors ~~e e~~~~~:~i~~ t~~ ·involvement of young deaf. peo-

During. the.FeStival, shows at the Savoy will in- ~~~o~~~e~:m~~gs~~e!h~h~a~~~~.~~ys~:~=r~h=~~ the 
elude the Contractions and the Urge on the 7th and Mutants. 
the Dils doing an "experimental" acoustic set on The club, s audience is continually· changing, 
the 14th with No Sisters . Other groups to appear Hanrahan observes . "The club has gone through pha-
during the month inc lude the Extremes from L.A., ses. For 3 very short period after we reop~ned. 
the Johnnys and Tuxedo Moon. it was like a hang-out . People would come in night 

Santiago's ideal for the Savoy, that of providing after night. Then these people who had d~scovered 
a platform for experimental and original music, is it started bringing their friends. When it had 
seconded by Robert Hanrahan, the producer of the first opened there were mainly people I knew per-
shows upstairs at the San Francisco Club for the sonally. There would be this rapport between peo-
Deaf at 530 Valencia near 16th. After being closed ple. Now, people l 'd never expect to see cow: to 
down twice for loudness since its first show on the club. People in the neighborhood are coming 
December 2nd 1978, the Deaf Club has finally got now. There's all kinds of people coming." 
its sound containment problems solved and has been 
hosting regular weekend shows since August. There 
are three band shows every Friday and Saturday night 
and occasional shows on Sunday nights . Anyone who 

1; .. - .. .. .. .. -· . ········- ·-·········:· 

Hanrahan will keep the club going as long as 
the music stays interesting, and as long as he 
isn 't forced to close down. The deaf people are 

getting a little ticked off at the vandali5' of 
late, including damage to the urinal in the wo
men's bathroom . Hanrahan is having to pay out 
$160 for that one . Also, the graffiti is getting 
t6 be a bit much for some. 

While the Deaf Club and the Savoy Tivoli pro
vide the audience and the bands with small club 
intimacy, it is the spacious "New Wave A Go Go" 
shows at 1839 Geary that provide an intermcdiat.e 
sited concert hall "as the next stepping stone 
in the hierarchy" of performance spaces , produ
cer Paul Baclavich (a.k.a. Paul Rat) says. Bac
lavich produced his first show at the Geary Street 
venue on July 28th, al though shows had been ta
king place there over the previous seven months. 

The building is a converted Synagogue which 
comfortably holds 1500 people . It is owned by 
the Mission Rebels, a non-profit co1M1unity or
ganisation. "They bought this building as a 
community center, and they still have plans for 
that," Baclavich says. 

There is currently one new wave show a week 
with three or four bands playing at the Geary. 
The higher operating costs of th: facili~y. 
necessitate, according to Baclav1ch, a min1-
mum cover of four dollars. In addition, many 
of the bands featured there are from L.A. or 
New York so that higher covers are required 

• to make the bands' trips worthwhile, he says. 

"I'm always worried about bringing LA bands 
up here because I want to make it wo7th their 
while. They 're coming · up on speculation. It. 
makes me sick if they have to go back with JUSt 
enough money to fill their gas tanks . " 

Bringing out-of-town bands to the A Go Go is 
a major goal for Baclavich because, "it's hard 
to keep booking shows with local bands because 
the audience gets saturated." The producer does 
not envision the A Go Go as a place for newer 
bands tO break in . While, to fill the void, a 
new band will occasionally come in as a fourth 
band Baclavich would rather that they "play 
the Deaf Club or the Mabuhay for a while so they 
can get their chops U>gether: They ca.i:i use 
this place as the next stepping stone rn the 
hierarchy of clubs . " 

A major consideration for Baclavich is the need 
to bring at least 600 people per show to the A 
Go Go in order to make it worthwhile for the bands, 
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DEE-JAY PLAY-LIST for DAM-AGE 

fri 

David Bassin - KTIM Joy Division LP 
Weirdos LP 
Push Ups - "Empty Faces" 

Richard Gossett - ex KSAN B-52' s - "Dance This Mess Around" 
Philip Rainbow - "Fallen" 
Ramones (anything) 

Howie Klein - ex KSAN Local Operator - "Pressure Zone" 
Penetration - "Come into the Open" 
Fingerprintz - "Tough Luck" 

i/incenta Licata - ex KSAN Buzzcocks - "Hannony in ~ly Head'' 
Flying Lizards - "Money" 
B-52' s - "Dance This ~less ArOlmd" 

sat 

Cosmo Topper - ex KSAN 

Johnnie Walker - ex KSAN 

Beverly Wilshire - ex KSAN 

Tim Yohannon - KPFA 

Jags - 4 song EP 
Headboys - "Shapes of Things To Come" 
Slits - '.'Typical Girls" 

Headboys - "Shapes of Things to Come" 
Prince Buster - "Madness" 
Nervebreakers - "My Girlfriend is a Roe 

Stiv Baters - "It's Cold outside" 
Philip Rainbow - "Fallen" 
Dead Kennedys - "California Uber Alles" 

Tools - "Smoke Filled Rooms" 
Nuns - "Media Control" 
Quads - "You've Gotta Jive" 



the concessions, the producer and the owners. Ad
vertising has been st.epped-up t.o t.he point of 
putting ..spot.s on the radio. "We used to advertise. 
in t.raditional punk style of obscure xeroxes and 
all t.hat. Only you or I would know what it meant 
and not be frightened to come. We're trying to 
appeal 1110re to the curious people a little afraid 
of coming to the shows," Baclavich said. The pro
ducer predicts that within a year the new wave 
audience will have grown to the extent that he 
could profit.ably produce two weekend shows a 
week. 

In the meantiD'le , beginning September 29th , 
Johnny Walker will spin records between the 
set.s at the A Go Go and starting October 6th, 
Target Video will show-up occasionally as 
a special added at.traction. You can also ex
pect a bar selling beer, wine, and a few 
liquors and sandwiches. You ~ expect to 
be let out of the building once you are in 
t.o hang out in front anymore without paying 
a second admission to re-enter because, accor
ding to Baclavich, it hurts concession sales 
and creates the problem of people thro•·ing 
bottles onto the street, causing general dis
turbances and attracting the heat . 

....... 

PANCi; FLOOP. 

Last, but hardly least, we come to the fa
mous, the infamous, the infernal, the eternal 
Mabuhay Gardens, San Francisco's first club 
to feature new wave and punk music. Unknown to 
most people, the Mab features early shows ·of 
theatre, dance, comedy and film. Dirksen-Hiller 
Productions under the direction of inimitable 
Dirk B.G. · Dirksen began the "Dark Nights" on 
Monday and Tuesday nights at the Mab five years 
ago featuring a potpourri of perfonnances. 
Nearly three years ago, the Nuns began playing 
the club and focused local and national atten
tion on the thriving punk scene in the City. 
The Mabuhay began booking rock-n-roll seven 
nights a week, "fifty-two weeks a year, with 
at least three groups appearing every night 
between 11 pm and 2 am." These shows have in
cluded such performers as Blondie, the Ramones, 
the Dictators, Robert Fripp, the Damned, Sui
cide, the Weirdos, the Screamers and, of course, 
hundreds of local bands: 

The focus of the club, Dirksen says, is "to 
create an open stage which would acquire a na
tional reputation for presenting innovative the
atre, music, comedy, dance, film and video." 

C0t1Ci"5~10NS 
. 
lflllOf/l,WAV . . 

Dirksen-Miller Productions have been working 
at converting the physical j>lant of the Mab into 
a video taping facility in order to present the 
artist performing at the club on a nationally 
syndicated television show. This planned show 
will be called "Broadway Spectacles" and will 
become a reality, Dirksen says, sometime in early 
1980. 

The Mabuhay is, despite its appearances to 
the contrary, still a Filipino restaurant. It 
is located in the adult entertainment district 
of the city at 430 Broadway. You can get into 
the club duting the week for two to three dollars 
and for between three and a half and four and a 
half on Friday and Saturday nights. Inside you'll 
find a full service bar and food available. 
Minors over 18 are welcome. 

The Mabuhay' s capacity is 499 and features 
large areas for standing and dancing. The stage 
is highly accessible and there's relatively 
good visibility from 1110st points in the club. 

Part of any evening at the Mabuhay is a sense 
of tradition in flux. As the first new wave venue 
in San Francisco and because of the tremendous 
influence it s shows and policies have on the 
scene as a whole, the Mab exists as a unique 
phenomenon of and by itself. Constantly chan
ging, like the scene itself, constantly contro
versial, the Mabuhay reflects. in Dirk Dirksen's 
own words, "continuity that's responsive to 
innovation ... to change." 

Pnun•"OOK 

New Wave A Go-Go Savoy Tivoli. -

...... 

PAN'ct- FLOOP. 

Deaf Club Mabuhay Gardens 

/b 
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VOCALISTS 
Is your voice 

· DAMAGED? 
Are you tired of com· 
peting with guitar amps 
and coming out second 
best? Do you sound 

HOARSE and 
SSRATCHY 

after rehearsal 
and the gig? 

SAVE YOUR 
VOCAL CORDS! 

!~I, 

MABUHAY,OCT.12 ~· 
I NTERNAT'L CAFE,OCT.13 
1839 GEARY,OCT.19 
THE PALMS,OCT.27 

CALL Tania 
for NODE PREVENTION 

Classes in 
VOICE RELEASE , 

BREATHING 
AND PROJECTION 
Group classes and 
private sessions 

415-673 - 6322 
1820 UNION ST.SUITE 186 
S . F .. C A. 9 4 1 0 9 

FREE CONSULTATION 
(415) 821-4951 



PROFILES 

ALLEYCATS (LA) 

Randy Stodola, guitar and vocals 
Diane Chai, bass and vocals 
John McCarthy, drums 

"They ... happen to tirelessly churn out some 
of the most root.sy amphetamine rock-n-roll 
that has ever been played and sung." (SI.ASH) 

Discography 
"No More Junk" on YES LA - Dangerhouse 
single on Da.ngerhoUSC-

ANTIBODIES (Sonoma County) 

Robert Bolman, bass and vocals 
Bob Grundy, guitar and vocals 
R.B. Shotwell, guitar and vocals 
Leon Valcius, drums 

"We ' ve been together for just under six 
months. We all live in and around Santa 
Rosa, but there is strong talk of moving 
to the city. We are making the best of 
living in a smaller t.O\offl by trying to de 
velop some kind of punk rock following in 
Sonoma County. All of our songs are ori
ginals, mostly of a political nature." 

BAGS (Los Angeles) 

Alice, vocals and keyboard 
Patricia, bass 
Craig, guitar and vocals 
Rob, lead guitar 
Terry, drums 

The current band formed itself in March 
of 1978: "Neurotic 80s' dance rhythms 
for the 60s. " 

Discography 
"Survive''/"Babylonian Gorgon" 

45 on Dangerhouse 

"We Don't Need the English" 
on YES LA LP, Dangerhouse 

I ~ , 

BLACK FLAG (Los Angeles) 

Keith Morris, vocals 
Greg Ginn, guitar 
Chuck, bass 
Robo, drums 

Black Flag began in Hermosa Beach, an LA 
tidewater with a strand and cruising street 
where activity centers for the surfers· and 
the cruisers. Shunned by Hollywood pro
moters and bands, they played the occasional 
party and self-promoted gig, anywhere, for 
anyone, until the "Nervous Breakdown" EP 
was finally released in early 1979. Since 
then Black Flag has been playing clubs around 
town. 

Discography 
"Ne:rvous Breakdown"/"Fix Me" 

EP on SST Records 

THE BLITZ (Berkeley) 

Kevin Kerr, drums and vocals 
Jame s McClymonds, keyboards and vocals 
David Rubinstein, guitpr 
Todd Stadtman, bass. and lead vocals 

~~c!1i~~~ !~ri~: ~~:~~~t S~~~~a~a:n~x~~~~~-
stein have previously performed under that 
name. They play in the Berkeley area, most 
recently with the Liars and Psychotic Pine-

. apple. 

CATIJOLIC DISCIPLINE (Los Angeles) 

Claude Bessy (aka Kickboy Face), vocals 
Craig Lee, drums 
Phranc, guitar 
Rick Jaffe, guitar and bass 

' Richard Mead, keyboard 

Their first performance: the Hong Kong 
Cafe, August 1979. "The seeds go French 
Gothic . " 

DILS (SF) 

Chip Kinman, guitar and vocals 
Tony Kinman, bass and vocals 
Zippy Pinhead, drums 

formed March • 77 

"The Dils do not look . . . like upper middle
class creeps who fled suburban homes to start 
whiny punk bands that · would finally show Mom 
and Dad just how creepy (and bored and boring) 
they could be.The Dils are 'just' a rock'n' 
roll band in a time when the whole idea of 
rock' n' roll bands is being made to appear hope
lessly quaint and outdated . " (Andy Schwartz, 
NY ROCKER) 

Discography 
"Class War"/"Mr Big" (45) 
" I Hate the Rich"/"You•re Not Blank" 

EYE PROTECTION (SF) 

Andy Prieboy, vocals, songwriting (waist:27lj") 
John Maxwell, guitar, vocals (hcight:6 ' 3") 
Ter.ry Gahan, keyboards, vocals (weight: 155 lbs.) 
Steven Segrist, bass, vocals (shoe size:l0'1;) 
David Dean, drums, vocals (eyesight:20/20) 

"Known only to themselves a short year ago. - Eye 
Protection is now well on its way to becoming 
one of the more credible sounds in the Bay Area. 
'A rumour in their own time', they perform 
their 'quasi-classical, nee-Broadway, urban 
rock'n'roll' as no other group would dare •. 
First single on the way." 

FAST FLOYD (San Francisco) 
and the Famous Firebirds 

Fast Floyd, guitar and vocals 
Lin Wood, bass and vocals 
Franko , tenor sax 
Bobby, baritone sax 
Raphael, drums • 

THE FEMALE HANDS (Vancouver) 

Doug Cass Jr., guitar and vocals 
Moy, very vocals 
Albert Goertzen, bass 
Steven Whitehouse, drums 

"When Doug's uncle offered him an 'opportunity 
to help in his scientific laboratory while 
the boy 1 s parents were in Europe, Doug jumped 
at the chance. His uncle's laboratory .. . one 



of the most perfectly equipped ... was the most 
fascinating place in the world. 

"Even the latest scientific devices, however, 
could not keep out t.he Voice of Door.1 (Moy) 
which sounded hollowly through the labora-
tories in the dead of night, or prevent the 
ghostly antics of the PhantOm Kangaroo (Steven) · 
and his ape-like companion (Albert). These 
and many other occurrenceS make the MYSTERY 
OF THE FEMALE HA.NOS one of the best boys' 
mystery stories of the year ... " 

FILL'IORE STRUTS (San Francisco) 

Fred IH11iams, gui~ar and vocals }-fl: 
llector Penclosa, bass and vocals 1f1 
Fast Floyd, guitar and vocals 
Baba Chenellc, drums 

"The Fillmore Struts, whose name was taken 
off a spade street club in SF' s Fillmore 
district, has been. in existence now for 
about nine months. 

"Despite what seems to be almost monthly 
personnel changes, the Struts maintain 
a standard of excellence when it comes 
to rock'n'roll dance music . 

"Originai" and cover material by the Struts 
reveals a strong influence by the likes 
of Chuck Berry and Johnny Thunders." 

[

Dean Thompson, guitar and vocals 
~lichael Waters, vocals 
John Silvers, drums and vocals 
Fast Floyd, bass, guitar and vocals. 

FLESHAPOIDS (SF) 

Jary, drums 
Badley, guitar and vocals 
Bruce, bass 

"The Fleshapoids sociop!ithic brand of primitive 
rock musis,. somehow appeals to the damaged minds 
of today's young people." 

Dfscography 
"Electro-Shock"/"Nuke the Whales" (45) 

THE FLYBOYS (LA) 

John Boi, guitar und vocals 
Tinuny Sinner, guitar and vocals 
Scott Towel, bass · 
Dennis Racket, drums 

"The original band formed in Sept.. 1977-. . . " 

. THE GERMS (LA) 

Darby Crash,_ vocals 
Pat Smear, guitar 
Lorna Doom, bass 
Don Bowles, drums 

"Formed April 1977. 
" ... they ... have the worst reputation any band 
ever had ... • (Slash magazine)" 

Discography 
"No God" on YES LA LP - Dangerhouse 
A new LP on Slash Records 

GEZA X & TiiE MillNY MEN (SF) 

"Geza X and the MollllllY Men is a coo-coo pop band 
comprised of various floating members, known 
to include Gez:a X, Brendan Mullen, Phil S. 
Teen and, somet.imes, just. Gez:a himself." 

Gez:a's job is excessive guitar playing. 
Brendan plays backwards drums. 
Phil is on sax. 

"Our music is neuro-therapudic, elcctronically
treated, poly-rhythmic psyco-pop . " 

THE Hl.Jl'lANS (Santa Cruz) 

Sterling St.om, guitar and vocals 
Eric Gies, bass and vocals 
John Anderson, lead guitar 
Jerome Dupree, drwns 

"Earlier this year the :.tab was the only 
out.let for the llumans' rockish brand of 
rock'n'roll and Wlhingcd stage antics. 
Recently they have played to responsive 
oddjin"es in most of the Bay Area clubs 
which .Possess dressing rooms . Take the 
chance to hear them flaunt their 'Classi
cal Trash' sound." 

IMPATIENT YOUTII (Vallejo, CA) 

Billy Martin (21), guiurs and vocals 
Chris Cooon (20), drums, backup vocals 
Paul Casteel (19), bass and backup vocals 

"Fun, fun, fun_. that's all." 
Some songs: "Duplicate", "Suburban Boy", 
"Dont Listen to the Radio", "l~e're"Dead" 

INSULTS (Monterrey Bay) 

Richard Sikk, guitar, vocals 
Johny Tomato, Bass 
Richard Trigger, drums 
Brendan Tracy, vocals 

"A gob of spit in the face of the music busi
ness, especially disco." 

Discography 
"Population Zero"/"Zombie Lover" (45) 

''i 



_ nm JARS (Berkeley) 

Johnny Saviour, vocals 
Mik Dow, guitars 
Armin A. Hammer, bass 
Gary Nerro, organist 
Marc Time, drums 

"The Jars were formed in late ' 78 in a smB.11 
garage in Albany, CA - first appearance was 
at a party, where numerous bottles Were thrown 
against the wall and the telephone dwnpe.d into 
the fire. Group interests include rock-n-roll, 
radio, television, pinball, coffee, trivia, 
journalism,. girls. having fun and hard work •. " 

LOS MICR0\1AVES (San Francisco) 

Meg Brazill, bass and vocals 
Todd Rosa, percussion 
David Javelosa, electronix, boards, vocals 

"Los Microwaves started in summer 1978 playing 
latin-influenced electronic music. Later 
picked up on the trend of go-go dance music 
and playing for gas money . Meg's got chronic 
acrophobia (fear of high heels). Todd's only 
compulsion is to exist as a fluid young Modern, 
slave to •mutant -Mersey' beat. David's into 
cruising orbital communications satellites, 
modular fun, car inusic, milkshakes . " 

MINIMAL MAN (SF) 

Calif. Bay Area Male in early 20's desires 
meeting with other cpls for swinging interest 
in good sex . Experienced and willing. Obse
ssion with s&h and film. Possible meeting in 
nightclubs. 

songs~ Hiss Hiss, I Don't Exist, B-Burroughs, 
He· l't'ho Falls. She Was a Visitor 

1nr. NclUtt&JRS (Santa Barbara) 

Bill Gerstel, drums 
Ken Fields, lead guitar and vocals 
Scott Keister, bass and vocals 
Steve Fields, rhythl:I guitar and vocals 

"Our values mean more than yours. 
Our needs are more valid than yours. 
Our life has more meaning than yours 
And we don't make as much noise aS you •. 
The Neighbors expres; an··original vision 
throu2h rock'n'roll." 

NOH MERCY (SF) 

Esmeralda, keyboards and vocals 
Tony Hotel, drums 

A startling blend of theatre, of vision, 
of music that terrifies and comforts . .. 
consummate and consuming. 

NO SISTERS (San Francisco) 

n am e instrument ~ 
Dave BARREIT Keyboards, sax, vo-

vocals youngest 
Tom Bass and vocals Youn~r 

Tim Guitar and vocals Older 
Pete vcicals, percussion Oldest 
Ed . . . Drums Atomic 

"No Sisters, 4 brothers and a drwmner, pose 
the musical question 'who can rock?' and answer 
it themselves. Separated for many years, Bob 
and Babs Barrett's buoyant brood found one 
another in SF and fonned a rock' n 'ro 11 band . 
It was a logical move; Tom, at least, had un
mistakable star quality . With the adoption of 
Ed the drummer, the Fab Four-Eyes are ready . 
to rocket dance music into the SOs." 

THE NOISE (San Francisco) 

Robbie, vocals 
Thumper, dnllllS 
Cass, guitar 
Spencer, bass 

"The band has been together for about a year. 
Playing mostiy around the Bay Area, where 
they initiated the FiTst Annual Dummy Awnds 
at the Mabuhay. Just finished recording their 
first 45, which should be released just as 
soon as they get some more money_. " 

THE OFFS (San Francisco) 

Don Vinil, vocals 
Billy Hawk, guitar 
Bob Steeler, drums 
Denny Boredom, bass 

"The Offs play rock'n'roll, some reggae, 
and some machine music. They fonned in 
January 1978 and have toured N. Y., Boston. 
Philly, Texas, L.A . , Seattle, Portland, and 
Santa Cruz." 

Discography 
"Johnny Too Bad"/"624803" (45) 

"0 Degrees"/"Blacks are Bigots" (45) 

POINTED STICKS (Vancouver) 

Nick Jones, vocals 
Bill Napier-Hemy, guitar 
Tony Bardach, bass 
Gord Nicholl, keyboards 
Dimwit, drums 

"The Pointed Sticks have developed from what 
initially began as an experiment to inject a 
little humour into the local punk scene into 
one of the hottest acts of the West Coast . 
To date, both singles released by the band 
have" sold upwards of 3,000 copies .•. Most re
cently the band have been featured on the long 
awaited Vancouver new wave compilation album 
and have also been invited to appear on the up
coming Bomp Record"s sampler WAVES Vol. 2." 

Q. _ cography 
"\\ ·1 .• ~ do you want me to do"/Somebody's Mom" (45) 
"The Real Thing"/"Out of Luck" (45) 



CAUTION: YOU ARE ENTERING THE DANGER ZONE 

CLINT WILSON PRODUCTIONS 
IN ASSOCIATION WITH KALX RADIO AND 
ENTERTAINMENT VENTURES UNLIMITED 
present THE EVENT OF THE YEAR 
HALLOWEEN EVE AND HALLOWEEN NIGHT 

BIGGER THAN THE HOO~ERS' BALL 

OCTOBER 30 & 31 
THE NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 

NEW WAVE MUSIC AND PUNK CULTURE 
CONVENTION/EXTRAVAGANZA 

featuriftg 

OCTOBER30TUESDAY 

DEAD KENNEDYS 
MUTANTS ZEROS 

VKTMS NO SISTERS 
OCTOBER 31 WEDNESDAY 

CAIME S l 7 '11 

DILS VKTMS 
ALLEYCATS VS. 

l 
THREE STAGES: LIGHT SHOW PUNK 
FASHION- SHOW: TELEVISION COVERAGE: 
ROVING PUNK LUNATICS: THE CIRCUS OF 
THE BIZARRE PUNK PRIZES FOR 
OUTRAGEOUS COSTUMES plus 

DIRECT FROM ENGLAND: PUNK ROCK MOVIE 
THE ONE AND ONLY ORIGINAL starring 
THE SEX PISTOLS, CLASH, SOUXIE AND THE BANSHEES, AND MANY MANY MORE 

CELEBRATE THE CREMATION OF WOODSTOCK 
AS THE NEW WAVE TURNS THE TIDE FROM APATHY TO ACTION 

MASTER OF CEREMONIES: BOB McCLAY 
DOWN WITH THE 70's. 

YOU ARE ENTERING THE 1980's 
THE AVANT-GARDE IS NOW 

PAULEY BALLROOM, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA BERKELEY CAMPUS 
7 P.M. TO 1 :30 A.M. COME ANY TIME AND ALL NIGHT LONG 

$6.50 U.C. Students/$7 .so General 
Advance tickets at U.C. Berkeley box office and all BASS outlets 

AN AQUARIUS RECORDS PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT 

The Heretics may not be 

around anymore on your 

radio - but new wave ctnd 

punk rock is: listen to 

11 The Modern Humans" on 

KSJO 92fm 

Sundays, 11 - 1 am 

with Cosmo Topper & Kerry Coewell 

and 

"The Outcaste-- Hour" on 

KZSU 90.lfm 

Wednesdays, 10 - 2 am 

with Cosmo Topper & Howie Klein 

595 CASTRO, S.F. 94114 
863-6467 

OCTOBER 12 • 8 PM 
FRIDAY • nt Theatre/Oakland Paramou 

Tickets: $7.50, s&.50 
Tickets at BASS 

With special guest star 
lo be announced 
also, England's top 
D.J.; Barry Meyers 
alkla "Scratchy" 
·Tickets 

avallable at all BASS outlets 

~r;g~~.1~~c~~;tu;~~~~:~~ t;::~~'~fgkk!i 0%~'!. ~~~2~d~;;:,7, 
Oakland For more Information, call 415fTELETIX, 408/297·7552, 
9161962-0314 or 707/527·9393. To charge tickets by phone, coll 
415/835-4342 or 408/297-7552. All tickets subject to service charge. 





THE PUNTS (SF) 

Ms . B. Ha ze, keyboard and_ voca l s 
Joe Sir en, guita r 
Skip Savage, facilitator and dnuns 
Mar k Munda ne, ex- fine a r t ist 

"the punt s were born on
4

Good Friday the 13th. 
Tow prod i ga l s iblings: ms. b . haze and joe 
siren; a drummer, skip savage, 10 years older 
but adopted 8 years earlier by the precocious 
pair and thus spared adulthood; and mark mun 
dane, who after 2 years making it as a painter 
in Santa Cruz, came to SF to shake off the 
fine arts and live." 

Tora Brooks, bass 
Polio Ferrari, organ and vocals 
David Rapaport, drums and vocals 
Wally Sound, gui t ar 

"The Real tors are a territory band. Formerly 
JJ-180, they are pioneers of the Santa Cruz 
underground music scep.e . Since August 1977 
they have conspired to reprogram th'is once
mel low, youthful hippie community into a 
legion of surfside barbarians." 

RED ASPHALT (SF) 

Scott Davey, keyboard and synthesizer 
Chester Johnson, drums 
Renie Hanik, gUitar 
A L L, symbiotic vocals 

"Responsibility? What do you wa:nt me to do, 
buy a pair of cowboy boots like yours?" 

S S I (SF ) 

YOUNG PEOPLE, no matter what period o~ history 
they live in, are always - though perhaps not 
all of them - bursting with energy. Conserva
tism runs against their grain - they dislike 
the routine and the dogmatic. They are never 
satisfied with what was yesterday and arc al
ways longing for the unexplored tomorrow even 
though th3t tomorrow m3y prove difficult and 

frightening, even though they - and not only 
they - will be called upon to r.iake great sacri 
fices, exert tremendous effor t , display un
precedented daring . That i s what makes the mo
r row so a llur~ng ':md wo rt h living for . This is 
how progressive youth thi nks and fee l s . This 
is the SSI . 

STINGERS (Long Beach) 

Patty Bondage 
Heni:ee Herd 
Iris ROse 

"into punk music, t hey decided they needed a 
place to practice, so they a punk junk and 
clothing store ... if that seems nonsensical 
it ' s becaUse the trio likes i t that way. " ' 
(Lon~ Beach Press-Tel egram) . 

SUBURBAN LAl'INS (Los Angeles ) 

Sue Tissue, vocals 
Ve"< Billingsgate. vocals and bass 
Chuck Roast, drums 
John McBurney, guitars and vocals 
Franie Ennui, guitar and vocals 

"Gidget goes to Hell" (songtitle) 

SVT (SF) 

Brian Marnell, guitar and vocals 
Nick Buck, keyboards 
Jack Casady, bass 
Paul Zahl, drums 

"SVT have hit on a style successfully acco
modating elements of both punk and heavy 
metal with a tempered sophist.i~ation that 

, doesn ' t obscure the basic "good time" et.hie 
of their stage presentation." (NY ROCKER) 

~N!/ Y~a~"'"~a~n: ~e~ You Cry" (45) 
" Ilea.rt of Stone" / " Last Word" (45) 

TIMES 5 (SF) 

David Wallace, l ead vocal s, guitar 
David Nelson , voca ls , guit a r 
Timmy Spence, Farfis a organ -
Ricky Cl are, ba s s guitar. back-up voca l s 
l't'a 1 t e r J a chec , drums 

"A five-man band from San Francisco, r apidly 
establishing themselves as a top attraction in 
the local music scene. Their music is high-energy 
pop with wham, bam, ~nap! Crashing chords, soar
ing harmonies, pulsating rhythmns, throbbing 
bass spells fun and excitement for e~eryonel" 

1liE TOOLS (SF) 

Michael Fox , guitar, voca l s 
Mike Weber, lead vocals 
Johnney Anderson, bass 
Greg Baker, drums 

"The Tools formed in May, 1979. First live 
gig on June 6th. Since they• we've played 
13 times at such places aS the Mabuhay , 330 
Grove, Deaf Club, Temple Beautiful, Hong 
Kong Cafe, Club 88 and the Grass Shack in 
Goleta. We have a 45 rpm record that will 
be out sometime in September." 

A )\ n 
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TUXEDOMOON (SF} 

St
1

even 
~1ichae l 

Peter 
Blaine 

Memorable Performances: the airplane show at 
terminal concepts : 31:5 hours inside a mock B-52; 
battery-operated champagne dinner show in middle 
of nevada des ert.; san francisco's representative 
a t "mar a thon 80" in minnqapoli s , minn . • billed 
as a preview to rock of the 80' s . 

"tt is the madman i n us who forces us into ad
venture once his is gone , we are lost, everything 
depends on him." 

d i s· C o g r a p h y 
llJo~boy, the electronic ghost"/.Pinhead$ on the 
Move" (12"cp} 
''Thc-Stranger"/"Love/No llope" 
"Family M:m"/"Ncrvous Guy" (12"cp) 
SUBTERRANEAN MODERN (S . f-. compilation album} 
CHERRY RED RECORDS (London compilation album) 
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rnE UNITS · (SF) 

Scott Ryser, synthesizers vocals 
A~ex Rudis, synthesizers, 'vocals 
Richard Drisl:ell, drums, vocals 
Rachel Webber, vocals, project4ons 

"The Units are the first San Francisco band 
to perform using no guitars . . . their rhythmns'" 
are v~ry strong, insistantly grotmded in ag
gressive rock-n-rol l as a base for a whole 
range of sonic textures that synthesizers can 
provide ... their sets are fast and short and 
fu~l of visu~l information. Usu::illy film and 
Slides are simultaneously projected on twin 
~c~~=~:o;) the sides of the stage." (Search 

Discography 

"High Pressure Days"/"Cunnibals" (7" ep) 

TiiE URGE (SF) 

Christeen, bass and vocals 
Jean Caffeine, drums and vocals 
Julie Jukebox, guitar and vocals 
Mary Lawler, guitar and vocals 

San Francisco's ultimate (we mean it!) garage 
band. 

VOICE FARM (SF) 

Names: Miles, Myke, Charly 

Intent: New Music - Emphasis on Technology 
(Positive) - Accessible - Danceable - Taking -
primal atlantic rhythms and transposing them 

... 

into contemporary home furnishings - comfor
table yet striking - best of all worlds -
now, let 1 s eat! 

Home: Civic Center, S.F. 

THE ~IEIRDOS (Los Angeles) 

Cliff Roman, rythmn guitar 
Dix Denney, lead guitar 
John Denner, vocals 
l'iilly Williams, bass 
Art Fox, drums 

original band started Summer '76 

"in the earliest days of the scene, the 
Weirdos were the first Hollywood band 
to surface. There -was no scene when we 
started . .. we think We helped 'seed' 
the grotmd for what later came along." 

DiscoSraph~ 
"Destroy All Music"45) 
"\fo Got the Neutron Bomb" (45) · 
"Who \\'hat, When, ll'herc, \'ihy"(LP) 
"Skateboards to Hell"/Adulthood (45) 

ZEROS (SF) 

Javier Escovedo, guitars, vocals 
Hector Penalosa, bass, vocals 
Baba Chenelle, drums 

''The Zeros are one of the oldest new wave bands 
on the west coast, having been in -existence near
Jy ti.:o and .a half years. They were the first 
west coast band t6 be signed out of the SUllllller 
of '77 "L.A. punk rock 'explosion," signing to 
the then prestigious Bomp Records Jabcl, They 
~cleascd two singles on Bomp and have a song 
included on one of Bomp's sampler albums. The 
Zeros moved to San Francisco late in the fall 
of '78 from L.A. and are currently one of the 
Bay Area's top new wave bllilds. In addition to 
San Diego, Los Angeles, and the Bay Area, the 
7.eros have played up the ,~est coast as far as 
Seattle, WA and as far east as Austin, TX." 

Discography 

see above 

VK1MS (SF) 

Jay, guitar 
Nyna, vocals 
Steve, bass 
Lou, drums 

Nyna : "l'.m trying to form a new religion 
where Eddie Haskell is god. I used to be 
ashamed of the way I lived, but since I've 
accepte_d him as my personal savior, I'm 
not ashamed anymore." 

Jay: ''The dogs that wait for a taste of 
my illness will knaw on the chorus as 
I work on the verse." 

~~e:e~3~~~,',ll op.e~ ft>r anyone, just give 

Lou: "l~e're just like mayhem with a beat." 

~Mid;e~•·/••~a~d~cis~11 }• 1Roma-Rocket" (7''ep) 

VS (SF) 

Olga qe Volga, bass 
Heidi Familiar, vocals 
Alex Flex, drums 
Indian Wells, guitars 

FEEOERZ {Phoenix) 

Frank DiscuSsion, guftar & vocals 
Clear Bob, bass 
Art Noveau, drums 



PINK SECTION (SF) 

Matty Todd, suitars 
Judy. keyboards -
Carol, drums 
Pontiac, bass 

Discography 

... 
--~""-. 
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THE DEAD KENNEDYS (SF) 

Ray Valium, guitar & echoplex 
Claus Flouride, bass 
Bruce .Slesinger, dnuns 
Jello B.i,,afra, vocals 

"We're not a band, we are a disease . First 
we tapeworm up your spine. Tumors spread and 
dissolve the spoonfed shells of school damage 
and social etiquette . You are then ready to 
kick our termite society where it needs it 
the most in whatever way you see fit. tt.ake 
your own mind your own. You are .no longer 
tem~nally il~. 

Discography 

"California Uber Alles"/"The Man With the Dog" (45) 

391 (SF) 

Jeff Olener. lead singer and songwriter 
Jackson' Weir III, guitar 
Danny Machine, bass 
Brad Valerie, drums 

"named aft.er 1917 nihilistic DaDa publication, 
391 is made up of one former Nwt (Olener) and 
three former Seizures. 

The Daily Planet (Los Angeles) 

Jim Caprio, guitar, keyboards, vocals 
Phil Harrigan, bass, vocals~ 
JH Herter, guitar, vocals 
Gary Tobin, dnuns 

···\ \, 

"Hard work and dedication has resul t.ed in a 
steady prosression toward the goal the group 
has set for it.self - ~it.e and perforn their 
music in the best traditions of honest, sim
ple, good time rock." 

NO ALTERNATIVE (SF) 

John· Genocide Patterson, lead vocals, guitar 
Jeff Rees, bass 

"Born in Anger - No Alternative plays a hard
edged rock n rock that viciously slices into 

~~=~o f:~is h:~: ~~k~l~s~~~a~~~ ~~~~: ~! ~~~~r 
a vibrance unhea_rd in the last decade. There's 
excitement in the music and complete action on 
the stage." 

TilE Cl.A::>H (UK) 

Mick Jones, lead guitar, vocals 
Paul Simonon, bass 
Joe Strummer, rhythmn guitar, vocals 
Nicky "Topper" Headen, drums 

" ... the only English band that matters ... 

DINETTES (San Diego) 

Doriot Negrette, vocals 
Lisa Aston-Emerson, lead guitar 
Joyce Rooks, rhythm guitar 
Cindy ,Brisco, bass 
Susan Ferguson, keyboards 
Irene Liberatone, dnuns 

"The Dinettes are San Diego's only all girl 
group. The group does all originals, such 
favorites as Poison, Take Take, That Man, Mo
tor Queen, Bag and Runaway Heart." 

THE M\TfANTS (SF) 

Sally, vocals 
Sue, vocals 
Fritz, vocals 
Brendon, guitar 
Albert, bass 
John, guitar 

"We're living in the New Dark Ages 
Read about it on magaz.ine pages 
Wearing clothes of the latest rases 
These are the New Dal'k Ages" 

c 1978 Mutants 

Discography 

"Insect Lounge"/"New Dark Ages "/"A New Drug" 

rnE SILENCERS (Los Angeles) 

Kat Artur, lead vocals 
Brian Hansen, buitar 
Robert Brion, drums 
Stephen Reiner, bass 

TIU: CONTRACTIONS (San Francisco) 

Debbie Hopkins, drums 
Mary Kelley, guitar 
Kathy Peck, bass 

"The Contractions were formed Junish in 
1979. thanx to a bronze frog foot and a 
video project under the working title 
"Punk Concerto in Six Minutes Flat . " 
All is blurred and yet vivid, 
0 Debbie has played (remember the job of 
musicians is to play) many years in many 
band forms. Kathy has composed and key- / 
boarded since pre-pubescence . Mary sang 
stream-of-consciousness epic travelogues 
in Mom's Willys barreling down 2-lane 101. 
All members love to cavort and crescendo." 

photo credits: zeros: richard peterson - ~imes ~:matrix_- svt: steven.g~uv~r -
pointed sticks: katherine - realtors: ten. morris - no sisters, tony di.I. m1chael 
jang _ jars: jd bulh - humans: su suttle - pink section, noh m~rcy, urge: george 
west cot - alleycats 1 alleycat, darby crash (germs), bags, sue nssue (suburban 
lawns): pet~r brittin - dead kennedys, contractions, fast f~oyd, fillmore struts, 
los microwaves, red asphalt, ssi, voice farm: stephano paollllo 
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ITEMS ... 
DAMAGE has opened editorial offices at 
678 South Van Ness, 2nd floor, in the 
same building which houses TARGET VIDEO. 
The~ DAWl.GE number is (415) 861-7662. 
Correspondence and/or submissions to 
the magazine should be sent to the 
DAMAGE P.O. Box. 

~WHY THE GAY COMMUNITY CENTER (330 Grove Street) NEEOS A BENEFIT 
.,. ANO WHAT THEY'RE GOING TO 00 WITH THE MOfjEY 

by Caitlin 

"For several months we had no entertainment 
pennits and, due to loss of revenue from 

' hall rental, had difficulty keeping our 
lights on ... " 

- Pat Mischou, director 

San Francisco's Gay Corrmunity Center, located at 330 Grove 
S"t., was the first and for some time only alternative punk 
venue in the c1ty. It also was and still is a vital center 
of information, aid, and referral services for the gay co
ntnunity. 

On June 17th of this year, New Youth Productions put on a 
show at 330 Grove which was shut down because of an entertain
ment permit infraction. Since that time, the Pride Foundation 
(which runs 330 Grove Street) has not been able to rent the 
hall. This means their large·st source of income was completely 
cut off. They have been struggling to maintain full services, 
but have been running exclusively on donations which are few 
and far between. Now they have at last received limited pennits 
- they can do poetry readings, but not loud, amplified music -
and are starting to get back ori theVfeet. Nevertheless they 
are unable at this point to allocate any funds for much-needed 

~~~~~p~~~r~~~. p:~~i~!d t~~~y w~i~: 7~t~i ~e!h~~~~~~l ~~~!i ~: full 
permits, at which time they will finally be abl e to house 
punk shows again (if soundproofing is done). 

We, at New Youth Productions (as well as other promoters. bands, 
and fans) would like to see 330 Grove Street available again. 
Half the proceeds from this benefit will go to whatever is most 
pressing and half will be earmarked specifically for sound
proofing. 
Finally, we .. would like to thank in advance those who have 

helped make the benefit possible. The Center for Independent 
living in Berkeley where the show will be held (253g Tele
graph Avenue at Blake), the bands who have agreed to donate 
their time and talent: the Dead Kennedys, Sudden Fun (tent.), 
Jars, Tools, and C.I.A.; Aquarius Records, who will be selling 
advance tickets; and DAMAGE, for giving us the opportunity 
of explaining here our reasons for doing this benefit. The 
show will be held Sunday, October 21st from 4-10 p.m. In keeping 
with New Youth Productions pricing pol icy, tickets will be 
$3 . 00 (available in advance at Aquarius Records, 595 Castro 
Street, or at the door). and minors are welcome . 

KSAN UPDATe 

LONDON NEWS 
by Deirdre 

Siouxsie and the Banshees have split; John Mc
Kay and Kenny Morris disappeared before the 
2nd gig of their current British tour. Siouxsie 
and bass player Steven Severin took the stage 
with temporary band members Robert Smith of 
the support band, The Cure, and Budgie, former 
drummer of the Slits. Manager Nils Stevenson 
is preparing to take legal action against 
both mutineers ... 

The Who film "Quadrophenia" has just been 
released coinciding with the big 60's Mod re
vival. The post-punk scene is now full of 
neat looking kids with nice suits, short hair 
and Laioberetta or Vespa scooters. 

Alot of good new synth bands around, i.e. 
The Silicon Teens, Moskow , Monochrome Set, 
Orchestral Hanouevres in the Dark and Tube
way Army. The latter band's "Our Friends Ele
tric" was number one in English charts for 
five weeks followed by current favorite "Cars." 

Recent revival of the old Blue Beat and Ska 
with bands like SpeCials, Selector and Radines 

"The Heretic Hour," S.F. ' s first new wave ori
ented radio program was the most -recent and 
least surprising victim of KSAN's new manage
ment and format change. Howie Klien and Cosmo 
Topper got the axe for a whole host of typicall) 
idiotic and/or non-existent reasons, all of 
which boil down to clear, determined effort on 
the part of Merroioedia nanagement (the conglo-

merate that owns KSAN} to tuni the st.a on n o 
yet another bland, FM top-forty noise polluter. 
The story i.s . that the show only lasted this long 
because the newly-installed manageioent didn't 
even know it was on. A Bay Area committee is 
being formed to apply pressure on both Metro
media and current KSAN advertisers to compel 

.. N .. OV·AK·····S·U,RV'I'VO'R'S, a single whose cover features 

the station to respond to the need for a pro
gressive rock station in San Francisco. There 
has been serious discussion of a major, con
centrated' BOYCOTT of KSAN ~dvercisers 

FAST FLOYD was the most cecent victim of the 
rapidly escalating violence in the Mission. 
Chiccmo gangs have been increasingly hostile 
to punks of late, apparl'.!ntly due to some 
"turf violation" concept or something . Floyd 
was attacked and pretty badly injured by a 
group armed with a nail-studded club among 
other things. Several people atten~ing Deaf 
Club concerts have had their tires slashed and 
been pushed around by local gangs. Up to this 
point, the sizable punk community in the Mission 
has been, as usual, minding its own business. 
Nov, after this mosr recent attack, there's 
talk of organising some kind of defense. 

everyone's favorite Jonestown caskets photo,. is 
according to its producer, just a "comedy record. ' 
Apparently some people don't see the joke, in
cluding a number of local record stores. To prove 
his point, Novak recently noted that soon after 
the recording was finished at Mills College, 
over 600 unclaimed bodies from Jonestown were 
laid to rest only 200 yards from the spot where 
the recording took place. A matter of putting 
the iron back in irony? 

RUMOUR? 

Johnnie Walker in addition to dee-jaying local 
shows (Buzzcocks, B-52's, Talking Heads) has 
opened his own deejay studio for recording his 
internationally syndicated new rock-n-roll radio 
programs. All tapes, records and promo material 
should be mailed to: box 40099 , S.F. 94140 or 

Barely perceptible i'lhispers from the East 
Bay suggest that the Clash may play another 
·show sometime after their Graham show during 
the Festival. How many days, weeks or months 
is uncertain, but, as Ginger Coyote says, 
"people are talking . .. " and isn't it funny 
how rumours have a way of becoming facts 
so quickly nowadays? 

call (415) 641-1696 

R9CKERS AND POETS UNlTE AGAINST NUKES 

On Saturday, October 13th at Fore Mason 
Building 312, Room JI! bet.ween 12 noon and 
ll pm THE DILS will join J.awrence Ferlin
ghectL and other bancls and poets in a bene
fit for The Coalition Against Uranium Mi
ning. Bands will start playing at 9 pr.i. 
Admission is 53.00 . -u-
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Jello Biafra, singer of the Dead Kennedys and Candidate for Mayor 

if YOU do YOUR part 

THIS MAN CAN BE MAYOR OF SAN FRANC.ISCO ... 

ELECT 
JELLO 61AFl\A 

WHEN YOU SUBSCRIBE TO DAMAGE AS A SPECIAL 

FREE BONUS AND IN CELEBRATION OF JELLO 

BIAFRA'S HEROIC, HISTORIC AND MOSTLY HY

STERIC CAMPAIGN FOR THE MAYOR'S OFFICE, 

YOU WILL RECEIVE THE DEAD KENNEDYS' GREAT 

NEW SINGLE "CALIFORNIA UBER ALLES" AS A 

GJFT. ONE GREAT MAGAZINE AND ONE GREAT 

SINGLE ... ALL FOR A MEASLY $10.00! 

! Subscribe 
. l)a"•"•~IP · . 1.&-w.iK~s- Poeox26178:. 

AN INVENTORY . San Franclsco,CA.941261 

I 
Enclosed find $10.00 for 12 issues I 

Name.. ................. .. I 
Address I 
City.. .... ........ ....... .......... I 

I ~'.~'~ ::::::::::::::: : ::::::::::: : ::::::: : :::::::::::::::::::::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I 
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SONOMA COUNTY MONTHlY 

VAL.VE OF 
DOLLAR 

VALUE OF 
USED R~CORDS 

THAT'S RIGHT, WHY NOT TRADE 
IN YOUR DUSTY, USED RECORDS 

FOR NEW ONES - OR CASH! 

NEW WAVE · ROCK· JAZZ· IMPORTS · DISCO 
595 CASTRO S.F., 8(03.(,467 
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N ASKED, WALL OF VOODOO DESCRIBED THEIR SOUND AS "METRONLITAN RODEO MUSIC." SOMEBODY STANDING NEXT 
TO ME AT THEIR FIRST CONCERT IN S.F. ACCUSED THEM OF BEING "TWISTED." YET ANOTHER WOULD-BE CRITIC SUG
GESTED THEY'RE PLAYING "SUPERMARKET MUSIC OF THE FUTURE." WELL, WHATEVER IT IS, IT'S NEW AND DIFFERENT. 
MOVE OVER, ROY RODGERS! Players: STANARD RIDGWAY, vocals - CHAS GREY, synthesizer, vocals - MARK MORE
LAND, guit~r - BRUCE MORELAND, bass, piano 

DAMAGE: Where'd you come up with a name like 
WALL OF VOODOO? 

STAN: It was the name of a SOWld company I had, 
that did soundtracks for late-night TV commer
cials ... but none of them ever got put on. 

BRUCE: The American Cancer Society one did. 

DAMAGE : What kind of music were you doing? 

STAN : Just soundtrack background music. 

DAMAGE: Like Martin Denny or something? 

STAN: More like "Exodus." 

DAMAGE: With what kind of instrumentation? 

STAN: Anything we could come up with. 

DAMAGE: Including synthesizers? 

STAN: No, we were really low-budget, so we didn't 
use any synthesizers. Harmonicas. 

BRUCE: That's ..,·hat the Cancer Society one was. 

STAN: Yeah, because it had a country and wes
tern theme. 

DAMAGE: Oh, I thought it was Exodus on harmoni-

STAN: That would've been good. \';e were making 
these tapes and fooling around with things, 1 i ke 
"it's a wall of sound ... no, it's a wall of voo
doo." Then we changed the name to Walter Hoo
doo at one point, then went back. We were looking 
for a mood, you know, to get a hold of. It's not 
like we were practicing voodoo. The voodoo thing 
is a reference point of a lot of things we do 
or try to get hold of. Alot of the music that we 
listen to ... or are influenced by ... isn't this 
dull? Well, you take it from here, Mark. 

DAMAGE: One of the things that strikes me about 
the scene in Los Angeles is how "disposable" the 
bands are . A band is al 1 of a sudden the biggest, 

hottest new band and that lasts about 6 months 
and then everybody's real bored. Like awhile back, 
everybody was nmning around to see Nervous Gender, 
nobody could see Nervous Gender enough, now every
one is all excited about Wall of Voodoo. 

STAN: Well, we'll just be the same way. It looks 
that way to us, looking at S.F. bands. So, you 
know, America's a big place. I get confused, 
everything' s so fucking provincial. You live in a 
place for a couple of months, you can't help but 
just block out everything else, unless you do a 
lot of travel! ing and, for that, you got to have 
alot of money, you got to have gasoline and a car. 
It's just hard to figure out. I guess all you 
can do is work off your own energies and really 
try to keep quiet. 

DAMAGE: So that's your approach, t o keep quiet?. 

STAN: No, it's just the way we all look at what 
we do. The band isn't the only thing we do. We 

do alot of other things too, like gambling. We're 
ambitious, we want to get the band together and 
get it sounding good. 

BRUCE: And we want to hit daily doubles. 

STAN: At rhe same time, you can't put all your 
strengths into something that is just so one 
dimensional, you become a dul 1 wart. 

DAMAGE: Is there a statement you want to make 
about the band, about your music? 

STAN: The kind of music we try to do, maybe 10 
years ago music like this might be termed "pro
gressive," but we don't try to be progressive in 
the sense that we're going to re-write Part A 
and Part B. We're musicians first when we're in 
the band. I'm not a politii::ian and Mark is, b)' 
no means, any sort of soapbox orator. ~e're mu
sicians. We' re not gonna hide that. So ..,.e I il..e 
to get a · ~i;eHi~es,s_ivtj~Pr;~!tr_e~1~v~"- .~I?P.~oa,c}l t_o, _1 

what we do. Very simple' things that hopefully 
fit together like a very simple 3-piece jigsa1oi· 
puule. 

Mi\RK: What are you talking about? 

STAN: I don't know what I'm talking about. I'm 
just babbling. 

BRUCE: Well, we'll just leave Stan here with you 
guys. We'll see you in a couple of months. 

DAMAGE: Let's talk about horse racing. 

STAN: That's better. 

DAMAGE: Where do you go to the races? 

BRUCE: Santa Anita, Hollywood Park. 

STAN: We switch around. We go to De1 Mar some
times. lt's really nice down there. People are 
funny at Del Mar, they're real normal. There's 
no roller skaters. 

DAMAGE: Are there roller skaters at Hollywood 
Park? 

STAN: There's roller skaters all over. Everywhere 
you go. They barrel down the side..,·al k and run over 
old ladies. They're a whole new genre. 

DAMAGE: Have you heard about this new wave roller 
disco? 

BRUCE: You flicked your ashes on that plant. Poor 
thing! 

DAMAGE: Bruce. you're really into living things. 
My cat, my plants. Are you the sentimental type 
behind that rough exterior? 

BRUCE: Have you ever been to the track in Sacra
mento? I think they have a small one there. 

DAMAGE: 

STAN: 
money. 

No. I've never been to a track. 

Well, it's a real good way to blow alot of 

·'·{t it .Jt ( J/ I t• 



DAMAGE: I noticed in your set that you use a 
rythm box . I was impressed by the way it seemed 
integrated into the music. A lot of times, the 
rhythnt box seems like it's at war with the musi
cians. It detracts from the overall cohesiveness 
of the music. 

BRUCE: Well, he's got a few years of Practice 
behind him. 

DAMAGE: Does ~ h<\ve a name? 

ALL: ACE! 

STAN: He' s never wrong . 

MARK: I ' m really surprized at how good it is 
for how it is. He's an old machine. 

STAN: ~'e use a drwnmer in Los Angeles. We never 
wanted to get a permanent drummer. We wanted to 
e xperiment with that end of it. Have different 
d1:.immers at different times. Probably the next 
time we come up, Joe will come with us. Our multi
ethnic drummer. lie adds culture to it. He adds 
lots of things. He' 11 play with the machine. 
He'll also play his teflon set. 

DAMAGE: How much of what you're .doing musically 
i s an experiment? 

STAN: None of it is an experiment, cause we've 
already done the experiment. Once we make the song 
it's done. When the song is done, it's not an ex
periment any longer. 

DAMAGE: Let me put it another way then, how much 
of what you're doing is a gamble? 

STAN: I don't even think about it that way. 
I guess it is. You know we go back and forth,. 
thinking this is pretty commercial, no, maybe it ' s 
not. We don't really know . We don't really stop 
to define it. 

DAMAGE: Before you were saying you're trying to 
get people into a certain mood ... 

STAN: Well , anybody who gets into it on any 
different level, that's fine. We're far from any 
pedantic approach to what we do. I call it "neo
neanderthal." It's very simple, kind of like 

future primitive, but the,n the future hasn't 
happened yet and all that garbage. 

DAMAGE: Who are some of the people who've in
fluenced you, but not necessarily musically? 

BRUCE: The Brady Bunch, Maxwell Smart. Horse 
racing. Fernando Torro, Bill Shoemaker. 

STAN: Ernie Shavers, Muhammed Ali. 

BRUCE : I guess if you had to sing out one, the 
biggest influence would be Woody Hayes . 

DAMAGE: How did Woody Hayes influence you? 

BRUCE: I think I can speak for the whole group 
when I say that Woody Hayes has really been a big 
part of our lives. 

STAN: Woody Hayes exemplifies a "get tough" 
policy in sports. 

BRUCE: Right. Like, Stan was talking about, the 
neo-neanderthal part, well that's basically where 
it comes from. Neo-neanderthal. It's like let the 
emotions show through what you do. 

STAN: See I don't really like to watch sports that 
much, but I like to watch sports atrocities. Those 
are one of my favorite things to watch. Not so 
much the death, but when Woody Hayes hit that guy . . . 
Di~ you see that Coach Koch from that Nevada State 
game? 

BRUCE : That guy was great! 

STAN: When that guy was getting hit in the face 
and everything ... that was pretty good. i'i'e like 
Henry Miller, Ezra PoWld, some literary shit. 

BRUCE: I guess if you really want to look at 
our music as far as a personality goes, it would 
be Bob Landry. 

STAN: Who?!!! 

BRUCE: Oh, Tom Landry. Bob, Tom, it's all the 
same. The hei<lcoach of the Dal las Cowboys. 

DAMAGE: Oh . . . what about when you 're perfonning . 
You're pretty passive on stage. ls that a cal
culated thing? 

STAN: No really. I •ve never done any singing 
before. I'm in the position of being a front man 
and I reall y don't want to do anything phony. 

DAMAGE: I got the impression you' re more like 
a sideman. You sing to the side of the stage. 

STAN: Yeah, 1 don't know why I do that. Well, 
give me a little more time. 

BRUCE: Give him a little more time . Get us some 
more ducting tape. 

DAMAGE: Maybe he ' ll run for Mlyor of L.A. 

STAN: We were really concerned at the beginning 
of not doing anything that was phony. We want 
people to get their money's worth. Obviously it 
costs money to see music, but there ' s the average 
guy out there and he pays his money and you want 
to give him a good time. I know that 1 love it 
when I finally put out the money and I go see 
somebody and it's fWl, but I don't want to be 
funny cause then you can't grow anymore and you 
becor.ie really shallow .. ,it just becomes a dead end. 
You have a theater and you have a thing that you 
do, you aren't a real person anymore, you're 
a character I guess. You have a certain formula. 
We want to go about it really slowly and be kind 
of deliberate about it and see what develops. 
HOw many times have we performed? Ten? 

BRUCE : Not even that. Half that. 

(long silence) 

DAMAGE: How important is it for a band to be 
articulate? 

MARK: We don• t really have much to say. 

DAMAGE: What do you feel about the scene in 
Los Angeles? 

MA.RK: We wouldn't know. 

STAN: Is there such a thing? 

BRUCE: I don't know, we just go to the movies and 
race tracks. There's not really a scene. There's 
clubs and people go. Frid~y night rolls aroWld and 
people want to go do something. 

STAN: In L.A., it's too varied, too many record 
companies. It's not really possible. 

DAMAGE: Do you all have jobs? 

BRUCE: I do. I work at a rental car place. I 
wash cars. Stuff like that . 

DAMAGE: Oh, one more punk star with another 
glamorous job .. 
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bruce conner 
PART TWO 

by Mia Culpa 

In the first part of the interview (see DAMAGE Aug/Sept 1979), Mr. Conner discusses alcoholism, 
beatniks, hairdye and his misadventures in the world of High Art. In Part II., he moves on to more 
serious cinematic stuff. He has recently returned fror;1 Tokyo, where he presided at a retrospective 
showing of his films. He can be occasionally found at the Chat and Chew spoonerie on Mi~sion St., 
listening to C&W on the jukebox and sporting a goatee. 

His vital ~a_!.istic~: 

November 18, 1933, McPherson , Kansas Born: 
1937: 
1951-·52: 
1952-26: 
1956-57: 
1957: 
1958: 

Wichita, Kansas, attended public schoo_ls; l"lichita Art Association to 1945 
Kansas City Art Institute and "!ichita University 
Nebraska University, Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree 
Scholarship to Brooklyn Museum Art School . 
University of Colorado, established EXPERI'1ENTAL CINE'IA GROUP 
San Francisco, founded CAMERA OBSCURA FILM SOCIETY 

16 !IM Films: -·----·-
A MOVIE 1958 12 minutes black and white 
COSMIC RAY 1961 4~ minutes black and white 
VIVIAN 1964 3 minutes black and white 
LOOKING FOR MUSHROOMS 1961-67 3 minutes color 
REPORT 1963-67 13 minutes black and white 
WHITE ROSE 1967 7 minutes black and white 
BREAKA1·1AY 1966 5 minutes black and white 
PER!1IAN STRATA 1969 3:50 minutes black and white 
5X MARILYN 1973 13~ minutes black and white 
CROSSROADS 1976 36 minutes black and white 
5:10 TO DREAMLAND 1976 5:10 minutes black and white 
VALSE TRISTE 1977 5 minutes black and white 
MONGOLOID 1978 3 ~ minutes black and white 

.. sepia tone 
sepia tone 

tint 
tint 
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Why film? 

Film' s more immediate. It's all first hand, every time. 
A movie that I did twenty years ago, shown today, still 
looks like a new movie, I mean, it looks a new old mo
vie. The sty le of the (ilm is such that even When I made 
it origi na lly it was like an antique, using foootage 

~~!t 0!~;:1:t~~~t t~=r~i:~~=~i~~~ ~~~0$;~& :~!:~.it 
That 1<tUS a movie called A Movie. It was twelve minutes 
long. People are always s ee ing t he fi l ms and r elating 
to them a s fir s t hand exper i ence s , no matter what, 
and it continues all the time. The advantage i s that 
there isn't an enormous history around it. Being an 
artist, you're a vict i m of history. Immed i at e l y, you ' re 
put into categorical relationships i n a historica l 
context . Anything you can get involved in which is 
outside of that systemizing, I think the more rewards 
you get out of it. Otherwise you end up doing imita
tions of yourse l f forever. When I stopped do ing scul p
tures and collages and assemb l ages in 1964 , I lost 
my galleries. I was doing beaut;iful drawings: They 
cou l dn 1 t sell the drawings. People wou l d go int o t 'he 
gallery and they wouldn't want to look at Bruce 
Conner's drawings. They wanted to look at collages 
and assemblages. But as far as films are concerned, 
you keep on doing films, they always run th.rough a 
projector; there's a certain consistency. You have 
an audience at a disadvantage. They can't see hardly 
anything else. They can't hear hardly anything else. 
You have them under your control. You make them look 
and live an experienc~ go through a process, which 
is enormously difficult to do in other fonns of acti
vity. 
What is your process at the editing bench? 

Tut: time it f eels really good is when it's finis hed . 
Then I c an watch it - then I can wa t ch the f ilms 
change . Most o f my movies a re i n some process ; each 
of them has an entirely differ ent s tory or r e lation
ship: why it' s happened and why it exists. Many times 
I don ' t even know I ' m making a movie when I'm doi ng 
it. It' s such an involved proc ess and very tedious . 
You can spend months and months working on someth ing 
th~t' s only five minutes long, cause there's all 
kind s of t echnical things that you have to go through 
and a lot of just physical things . Extremely dull 
stuff. There are people who would be marvelous film
maker s , if they had patience . In making film, I'm 
in a proc es s o f repeating images again and again 
and again. Whether those images are made by me or by 
somebody else isn't that important to me. It's been 
divorced from the original experience, and you're 
making multiple copies of it as you go through the 
process of making a film. You keep looking at it 
again and again. Everytime it's a different experi
ence. For me, it usually continues after I've made 
the movie . . I start finding out more things about the 
movie, or whatever it is that· took place, a long time 
after. 

Your movies are incredibly kinetic. 
Most .Q.f my ear l y films have an enormous amount of 
tight cutting, fast changes. Mongoloid has that kind 
of editing technique too. But in recent years I've 
seen so many people working off of that style of 
filmmaking. that it doesn't interest me anymore . 
I'm interested in making movies that I want to see . 
I have to make them because nobody else is making 
them. 

Do you collect the material in ' the first place 
with a very definite idea about what you 1 re 
looking for? 

Well, I keep collecting a lot of film footage to play 
with. Black and white is what I've ended· up with because 
it's abstract. You can make a change from one place 
to another, which you cannot do as easily in color film. 
Color character from one film to another is so drastic. 

· In black and white you can make a change from one place 
to another and there's an implied connection. You might 
make the connection by movement . There might by, say, 
a personality in one picture that yo,u can draw a relation
ship to, like in a film I did called Take the 5:10 to 
~There ' s a g irl t ha t' s s kipping rope. La ter" 
there's a girl that walks up to a radiator and lets go 
of a small feather that rises up. And then later there's 
another girl that's older that's in front of a mirror 
holding a basketball. There are connections there; it's 
implied that there's a relationship. And when I'm 
working on the film I'm not sure what the relationship 
iS. It come s out a dream context. I usually can't talk 
about my films until a long time afterwards. I try to 
talk about them, but mostly I don't find out what they 
are until at least a year later. It could be said that 
I work from the outside in. I don't know what I'm looking 
for, I may tell myself that I'm looking for a certain 
thing. People deceive themsleves all the time. People 
go out on Friday and Saturday night to have "fun." That's 
when they kill each other. 

Do you ever just wade into accumulated foot
age and start to construct it without any 
preconception? 
It's a very subjective process . I used to gather hund-_ 
reds and thousands of feet of film, education films, 
extremely dull things, and I'd go through them, I'd 
cut things apart, I'd mix them up . The whole process 
of rearranging them, for me, was making movies. I 
would see something there, sometimes without any idea 
of why I waS saving it. But, by attrition, there'd 
be less and less of it. Now I have perhaps four hours 
of film that's been distilled out of a hundred hours 
of film . That ' s what Mongoloid came out of. Mongoloid 
was easy to make , for me, because Devo was illustra
ting everything that I wanted to say. Very fortunate! 
The unforturiate thing is that I was ready to make 
another 3 or 4 movies immed i ately, and Devo didn't re
cord the material for a year and a half. Now I've the 
tape recordings, just a week ago, and I'm not ready 
~o make the movie. 

How would you feel about working off of 
scripts? 
I could work off of scripts; I think it would .be 
r ea l easy. 
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When is that desirable? 
I think it would be desirable in a feature length dra
matic film. And I've always .wanted to make one. I ex
pect to make one in about four years. Cause most of the 
people that are my friends, that I want to have it , 
are getting a bit o l d. Last Surnmcr, I tol d Denn is Hopper 
that I wa s going to make a movie, finally, in 1983. 
I'd give him a_ million. A million what? he said. You'll 
fi nd out, I said. A very long gestation period. Mos t 
of the people I can work with I've had to dea l with 
fo r a long period of time . The way t Q write a movie 
script i s to put in everything that you ever wanted 
to s ee in a movie. I want t o have a monster in it, 
gangster s , a "1'estern scene, a quicksand scene, secret 
passageways . I'm not sure ye t how it's all going to 
work into one film. A movi e has to be enterta ining 
and it has to be worth making. I don't want to make 
a movie that nobody goes to see . This has to be con
sidered a commercial feature length film. It hasn't 
got a. working title yet. 

You're approaching this eroject as a visual 
artist, more concerned with the visual re
lationship of sequences, rather than as a 
writer who would employ a more purely narra
tive approach. 
Ny aovies don't have anybody talking in them. 
It helpsl I It's when ¥ou have ~o impose a 
story line on everything that it becomes 
difficult - you need quiet beginnings and 
qr and finales ... 
My friend who's doing the script is obviously working 
on the concept. It has an enor.nous number of separate 
dramatic scenes. They have to be tied together in a 
continuity that isn't just a visual, editing continuity. 
I hope that's the way it's going to work out. 

When ou first started, did ou have a desire 
to reac a mass au ience an ma e eature 
length movies? 
I •ve always wanted to make big movies that everybody 
goes to see. There ' s a whole critical bureaucracy built 
up around independent filmmaking, a~ if the choices 
that filmmakers have made are conscious responses: 
they "chose" to use non-synchronous sound because of 
its certain aestethic qualities, they "chose" to use.·· 

Grainy, faded stock ... 
They "chose" to emphasize the character of the film 
rather than sets and dramatic construction . All it means 
is that there• s a bunch of people who can't afford 
to make feature films. I wanted to make a movie. 1 
didn't own a movie camera. I didn't even have editing 
equipment. Every since I'd seen a Marx Brothers movie, 
Duck Soup, when I was fourteen, I'd wanted to. There's 
a war going on and Groucho says "We need help l" . 
Harpo puts up a help wanted sign on the outside of this 
little house they're sitting in. Everytime Groucho 
walks in he's wearing a costume from a ,different war 
period. Finally 1:hey get on the radio and announce . 
"We need help!" All of a sudden you see ta.J_lks and air
planes, soldiers, porpoises and marathon swimmers -
everybody's running to help them < Probably that's 
where my movies started. Take a pictur7 of Marl~ne 
Deitrich walking through a door. backll.ghted, with 
her hair spread out, and you take the ~ound track of " 
the last words of King Kong: "Beauty hlled the Beast, 
and then you segue into something else. I had an 
enormous fantasy of combining all the scenes and. sound
tracks of all the movies that I saw after that tune . 
I kept waiting for someone to aake that movie . It ap
peared totally obvious t~at this movi7 had to be made 
and nobody made it, so fl.napy. I decided to make 
that film and the first thing I discovered was how 
impossible it was to get ·the footage. So, I went to 
a l ocal camera store and bought a bunch of 16111111 films 
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assembling it . I borrowed Larry Jordan's editing room. 
The idea was to edit all this footage and incorporate 
it into a kind of rear projection machine in a room . 
An environment that would incorporate all kinds of 
moving objects, strobe lights. random sounds coming 
off of the radio, tape machines. television. And 
this movie would continue to go all the time. Not only 
would there be separate images from totally different 
movies. but the sound that would be accompanying it 
wo uld be t otall y different every time it went through. 

Then I found out how much it costs to buy a rear screen 
projection machine, and I decided to iaake it into a 
regular movie. The process was putting certain sepents 
together and then just putting them on a projector, 
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running them, and turning on the radio. At one point, 
the Pines of Rome (by Ottorino Respighi which also 
served as the score to Kenneth Anger's pioneer ex
perimental film, Fireworks 1947) corresponded with 
what is actually now the last minute and a half of 
A Movie. When I realized that I couldn't do the rear 
projection process, I edited the film with the idea 
that it would go with that music, but I didn't play 
the music with it. I edited the whole film and then 
I recorded the music and put it on top of it, and it 
fit perfectly. I'd been listening to the music for may
be six or seven years and I knew it, but it was so 
intuitive, the way the music"""'ind the picture worked. 

Seen any good movies lately? 

A Laurel and Hardy movie called The Music Box, but I've 
seen it about ten times. I haven't seen any new movies. 
I see stuff on television. l don't usually go to movie 
theaters. I don't usually watch movies to the end. It 
doesn't make any difference to me, because I can prac
tically predict everything that's going to happen 
half way through the movie. In fact, endings of movies 
have no meaning to me whatsoever, unless it's a happy 
ending. When I was a kid, that was the cliche; all 
movies had happy• endings. I would love to make the 
funniest movie ever made. There ' s some heavy competi
tion though ... a lot of guys, mostly in the silent era. 
The cliche in films today is not a happy ending. I know 
when I go to a movie (and I spend $3.50) an hour and 25 
minutes lat.er l 'm going to walk out on the street de
pressed. I don't see why an unhappy ending is su~pos~d 
to be more realistic, which is what the connotation is, 
than a happy ending. They're both unrealistic. Nothing 
has an ending. The last Ingmar Bergman movie I saw in 
1965. I said o . k . , you've made your point, you do it so 
perfectly. Why do I ever have to see it again? The 
characterization, the photography, the tonality of the 
imagery, the sound and everything that he puts into 
those movies is so perfect. Heroin is perfect. One 
hundred percent heroin is what it is. It will take you 
on a hundred percent heroin trip, and make you a slave 
within three weeks for the rest of your life. No choice. 
That's the defeat, that there are people opting for 
no choice and making very conscious directions in their 
lives for an alternate no choice. There's no choice. 

You're going to have to go get a job and you're going 
to have to do this other stupid stuff. Well, they 
take on another no choice. 

What kind of jobs have you done? 

You mean paid jobs? I was a car hop at the Polar Bear 
Drive-In in Wichita, Kansas. I worked at a grocery 
store, as an assistant to an upholsterer, a laborer 
for the Smithsonian on excavations in North Dakota, 
a housepainter, greeting card designer, an usher in 
a movie theater, guard, general handy man and schlepper 
at an art museum for 3 months, salesman in an India 

from "A Movie" 
Imports store, assistant manager of a movie theater, 
associate producer on a Peter Fonda movie! Then I got 
to teach 8mm filmmaking, and people would hire me for 
teaching' one class for one semester at one school, and 
then throw me away. Then there are all these other 
things - jobs to make a poster or this or that, which 
are really sort of extensions of my own art work. But 
largely, for a long time , my wife supported me . Then, 
for a while I was getting a bit of money out of the 
art work or from film and art grants. All of that's 
changed since my father died. He worked real hard and 
saved alot of money. I'm going to try not to work for 
at least another year or two, Bit.hough I'm not sure 
how long I'll be able to last. But. I can't imagine how 
to get a job. I'm not qualified for any jobs. If anybody 
offers me another teaching job again, I'll take it. 
First day of class, I'll speak to the students and we'll 
discuss the concept of grades, how irrational and un-
necessary they are, and that however irrational and 
unnecessary they are, we are required to have grades. 
That anybody who signs up for my class gets an F, from 
the very beginning. So if you don't want an F, don't 
take my class. But I can guarantee no matter what you 
do in this class, you will not get a passing grade. 

After they hired me to teach painting at San 
Jose State , I discovered that Kate Millett was suing 
them because they had insisted that she be fingerprinted. 
The California colleges and univerities fingerprint 
all of their employees, but they didn't tell me that 
before they hired me. Kate was saying that it was an 
infringment of her civil liberties·. I told them that 
it had nothing to do with my civil liberties, but. that 
my fingerprints belong to me and I did not intend to 
give them to them because it. was prlvate property. At 
one time, I didn't sign any of my work. I went to 
Tamarind Lithography Workshop in 1965 to do some litho
graphs. At that time I wasn't signing anything; I 
had a rubber stamp with my signature on it that l 'd 
taken off a letter I'd written several years before, 
for the convenience of my dealer who said that things 
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had to be signed. They didn't like that, so I said 
o.k., I'll sign it with my thumb print. Cause I said, 
well, what if I don't sign it? and the).'. said "Well, 
we can't produce these works: they won't have any value. 
They' 11 only be worth the ink and the paper, but if 
you sign them they'll be worth $150 or $200." So I 
signed them with my thumb print. Finally about two weeks 
into this process, I took the large'st li~hogr~ph a~ 
Tamarind inked up my thumb and put a print right in 
the cent;r, and told them to print this full size on 
the largest sheet of paper they could. I told the ad
ministrator at San Jose State that. if I gave them ten 
fingerprints and they didn't give them back, they -
were taking away two thousand dollars worth of finger
prints, already established by precedent of having 
that value. The final conclusion was that they agreed 
to work in a cooperative venture. We would do an edi
tion of twenty numbered fingerprint sheets, numbered 
in the corner, signed by the fingerprinter at the 
Palo Alto Police Station, signed by me, and totally 
documented. They got to put one in their collection. 
I asked them, at one point, what would happen if I 
didn't give them the fingerprints and I went to teach 
my class. They said, "we wouldn't let you in the room." 
"How?" "There would be a marshall at the door" "How 
would he keep me out?" "He has a gun." 

Property rights are much more substantial. 
Everybody can understand that. It.' s when they start 
taking away your money, your house, your car, your 
property . . . everybody likes to have property. The thing 
is to extend the structure of the definition of pro
perty rights. Talk about the people who disdain pro
perty and don't have any of those endangering hang-ups 
- they find very soon that they have property that they 
have to defend - like the words that come out. of their 
mouths. 

Is making art a subversive activity? 

I don't think making art represents a subversive acti
vity at all. Not at all . There's this media obsession, 
that somehow if you use a technical structure or you 
use a social structure involved in communications that 
it's going to follow that you are communicating by using 
that structure . Doesn't happen. ·First of all, even if 
you go through a media that's designed to c9mmunicate 
to other people, it may be a very great problem for you 
to even put your words or your communication in order 
before anybody can hear it. The next problem is that 
al though you put your communication in perfect order, 
immediately at least fifty persent of the people 
will not acknowledge ~hat they even heard it .. Next pro
blem is that out of those remaining fifty percent, 
there's going to be a number of people who will totally 
misinterpret the communication, or disagree with it, or 
attack it, or use it iis a subs.tructure for their own 
progress to the point where they themselves will use a 
media structure to make a pronouncement. Right now I 
just see thousands and thousands of people standing 
around on soap boxes, all talking simultaneously and 
not substantially listening to anybody else . 

Everyone's being programmed into segmented con
cepts. Take education. You're locked into education 
until a legal or semi-legal age of 18, and then it's 
expected that you go on from there. Now, any creature 
that goes through the same habit pattern for 15, 20 
years with their life broken into totally separate 

_ confrontations every hour, and then it's all broken 
·into larger structures, twice or three times a year, 
then the whole idea of going out and living in an 
environment where you have to find a basis or struc
ture for a long-term organization is incomprehensible. 
I see all these people that are rebelling against it. 
They can't cope with it, first of all. But invariably 
they're going to have to cope with it., the dialogue 
t.hey 1re using has nothing to do with their coping. 
Otherwis'e, we would see a half a million dedicated . 
Marxists out on the streets every year, ready to change 
the world. Well, there were a half a million dedicated 
transformations in the 1960' s now selling real estate, 
"doing things for people" and also pulling in $25-30 
thousand a year. 

And then there are people still floating around 
looking to start a rock n roll band ... 

Well, so am I. I've decided that it's easier for me to 
wait until the other people are ready for me to play 
in their band. 
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Whither point these spikes of hair, these 
hot Iii bothering sidelong glances? A certain 
violent complex of style that has snaked 
through our lives casts a shadow whose 
lineaments are far simpler, more familiar 
than itself: the Fifties. New wave fashion 
is an oblique approach to the Fifties' re
vival, a revival conducted more and more 
openly, having evolved from merely one ele
ment among many in the fashion grab-bag of 
the seventies, into a totalizing Look, with 
tendencies toward full LIFESTYLE status. 
The spikes relax into crewcuts, Eddie Hask
ell and James Dean are reborn, rock' n' roll 
is here to stay, cooie what may, and now kids 
gladly take the medicine we gagged upon as 
kids . 

Of cow::se it isn't really the Fifties, stroll
ing once again atllong us, the living. When 
you try to summon up time past, all that an
swers is a mental construct: the Monkey's 
Paw comes tapping at your door. Or, as erst
while. cul~f,i~_x.u:l Ha~...:iuAed in .1852 : . 

The tradition of all the dead generations 
LJeighs like a ni[l.htmru"e on the brain of 
the living. And just 1Jhen they seem engaged 
in revolutionizing themselves and things, 
in creating something that nevep yet ex
isted, pNcisely in such pePiods of revolu
tionapy crisis they anricusly conjUPe up 
the spirits of the past to their service 
and borro1.1 from them names, "battle cries, 
and costumes in ol"der to pNsent the ne1.1 
scene of WOPZ.d history in this ti.ma-honored 
disguise and this boP1"0Wed 1-anguage . 

An era, any era, can look swell in retrospect. 
Forget our current "decade", which hardly 
deserves the name, so devoid is it of any 
character or spirit of its own. The Fifties 
look great in the aftermath of the Sixties. 
We dra_pe ourselves in Fifties' drag to dra
matize our disgusted rejection of what the 
Sixties brought and stood for, bought and 
paid for . 

So what were the Fifties? 11. million cat
flicting stories, of course, each as hard 
to swallow as the next. All that matters 
now is the cultural deposit they left in 
the collective 1.ncaiscious, even of those 
unborn in 1959. We can assay ·this sediment 
somewhat: 

--- BIG IS BETI'ER. Massed machinery will 
liberate. The industrial economy will 
grow for the sake of growth, and also 
because 

--- GROWTH IS GOOD. The "best way" will 
inevitably triumph (a pros;:ess Jacques 
Ellul terms "the imperialism of tech
nique"), along with the society that is 
faithful to its logic> 

--- THE EXElWL.l\RY SOCIETY I whose ecstatic 
conformity makes of the most banal pri
vate ritual a skirmish in the Cold War. 
Since, with the bomb around, a military 
resolution of the Red threat is pretty 
much ruled out, the U.S. concentrates 
itself on neutralizing the nonmilitary, 
intangible, internal threat: it fsn ' t 
enough just to have more guns, you have 
to have the happiest, healthiest popu
lation, to win this war. 

--- CHILD-~TEREDNESS flourishes, therefore. 
Partly this is also due to the post
ponement of families during the Depres
sion and war years, partly, too, to the 
return of inen to the labor force, which 
displaces women. Times are good, and 
it is a grand time for kids. (some of 

_ ~h~"::;e ~round then recall it fondly 
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as a semi-golden age -- rather cretinous, 
to be sure, but then at our age we still 
were cretins, largely, though some of 
~ere idiots savants.) And the stream
lined farms of Suburbia emerge as the 
perfect keep for all these kids, the 
field where the Battle for Innocence can 
be waged and won by controlling the en
vironment. Boredom naturally can get 
to be a horrible problem in this sort 
of environment . Moms, who were once 
adult women, turn into vipers, vampires, 
and assorted other monsters when press
ured into the "diminished capacity" of 
suburban family life . And teens suffer 
like hell, and rebel, dubbed by Time 
magazine 

--- BEATNIKS 11.NO JOs. These two are not the 
same animal, but we don't have the pa
tience here to differentiate between 
them too nicely. It's rooted in class. 
Whereas the Beats intellectually cham
piat the downtrodden and the "folk", 
getting into jazz and dope and bumming 
around, the jd ' s are the folk; the first 
rock'n'rollers arethe nigras, the hill
billies driven North, the urban ethnics 
from Philly and Detroit. Why do they 
deviate? Are they a forewarning of the 
collapse, in the Sixties, of the Ameri
can Method? Are they the true grandsires 
of new wave? Cruising, their national 
sport, perfectly expresses the genero
sity of scale, the mobility, the expan
sionism of the whole period. And their 
styles, like the styles of many another 
avant-9arde fringe, surely infect the 
Fifties ' 111ainstream Look . 

The fact remains that punk is inconceivable 
without the bleak failure of the Sixties' 
thrust. Drugs, political ideas, the arts, 
and especially the "personal" innovations 
like group living, nonhierarchical organi
zation, and seJ(Ual liberation -- all these 
went bankrupt in the course of a few short 
years. It wasn't solely that they were 
lousy ideas, or that the free social energy 
which fueled them just ceased to be avail
able; any social thrust followed tO('I long 



and too blindly engenders its own healthy 
!lf'm,tion -- nausea. 

Moreover, the parasitic growth dynamic of 
the Fifties left us lulled and unprepared 
to deal with the economy's implosive con
traction, palpable as early as 1967, the 
return of the temporarily-repressed ten
dencies of capital to "disaccwnulate. h 

The noI'l!lal anguish that accanpanies be
caning adult in this culture was thus ag
qravated by a sense of redwidancy, of sudden 
betrayal by the world that bred us and led 
us ai. This has made the burdens of sexu
ality and career too great, often, to bear i 
we turn from them and seek out again the 
gang we ran with as kids, the harmless 
dates, the ni9hts with no morning after, 
.the fUN. Maybe we can just start over and 
try again •.. 

Digging the Fifties frees you from guilt . 
It helps you resist forming a Depression 
mentality. You instinctively understand 
that wimp, hippie "consciousness" -- the 
aesthetic of voluntary poverty, simplicity, 
nonviole.nce, spirituality, antimaterialism, 
antirationalism -- is mostly a symptan of 
the contraction. SMALL IS BEAlll'IFUL is try
ing to edge out BIG IS BETTER, with Art, as 
always, playing its part. We ' re to be 
pruned to fit someone's lowered expectations. 

The worst depletion in society's reproduction 
of itself has occurred in the sphere of the 
creation of human beings out of children. 
Investment in plant and equipment is assured
ly being cut back more and more, but the cul
tivation of char'acter has been looted in ad
vance of these sectors. Gradually the 5elf 
weakens, empties out, as if coosumed by a 
heartless parasite; the world slowly -fills 
up with minimally-formed individuals, capable 
of little, at the mercy of the most turgid 
currents that pass through their souls, run
ning on an infinitesimal .fraction of their 
potential humanity. 

What is it we lack these days, what has all 
of modernity lacked since Modernity began? 
Simply , a sense of ease in the conduct of 
our lives, the aesthetic (but not too self
consciously "aesthetic") satisfaction derived 
from fitting in your skin and in your clothes 
and corresponding somehow to your epoch. It 
has been argued that people have never seen 

themselves as objits d 'art , or glimpsed 
their own ways of life irradiated by quite 
the same nostalgic, synthesizing glow as 

do those who gaze back upon them . But 
equally arguable is the proposition that 
society has never before suffered from such 
utter drift, unable to command for itself 
an appropriate style, looting the cultural 
past at a speed that threatens to overt&Jce 
the rate of history itself, paralyzed by a 
morbidly self-conscious confusion that raises 
doubts, like Zeno's Paradox, about how you 
ever get from one point to the next .•. 

Yeah, the Sixties were ·dispiriting, 
but the cause of Fifties' retro-obses
ioo lies right in the here and now, in 
the evacuation and vacation of the present. 
Kitsch miraculously improves with age, peo
ple revert to what only yesterday seemed 
the height of BAD FORM. But what is style 
but the sense of style? That is, people 
crave notthe cut. of certain dress (gro
tesque or "classic", however it strikes you), 
but the type of self that typically used to 
inhabit that dress: its solidity, its sub
stance, its self-subsistence, its belief in 
itself. In the cool old B movies men and 
women marched ri9ht up and introduced them
selves, no sweat; now you can precipitate 
an existential anxiety attack with the query 
How are you? 

Not only 5elfhood is craved, but EMPIRE, a 
transcendent realm of selves: clearly people 
have o.d . 'd on breast-beating and hair-tear
ing. "The Deer Hunter" introduced a revised 
view of the Vietnam war. And so forth. HX-80 
Sound, the B-52s, "Nuke the Whales." Creeping 
Americanism. No Sisters explain their crush 
on Fifties rockers thus: 

There's something real. American about them 
that has been an inspiration to us -- we con
sider OU1'Be1.ves a real. American rock 'n 'rol.1. 
band ... It's that 1.ust- for-kicks feel.ing 
that reaUy makes ou:t type of rock 'n 'roU 
the sound of young America. 

That's real nice, but what does it mean? 
That only Young America has Fun? 

Right now new wave is forking, one direction 
headed for nee-Americanism, the other straight 
for trivia that has the style down cold and 
nothing more. Exemplars of the latter have 
come crawlin9 down the pike lately at an as
tounding rate -- "aesthetic" toilet tissue 
like Boulevards, which recently advised: 
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The Post-Atomic styl.e is just recent enough 
to be associated 11.tith mote'Ls, dentist's 
offices, and Lucy Ricat'do 's 1.iving room. 
As weU, it gl.ories in the pl.astic, the 
chemical., and even, 11.tith the innocence of 
yesteryea:l', the nucl.ear. (Yeah, we're too 
cool now for nuclear -- we're into coal.) 
Thus it is easy to see why this style is 
not yet widel.y ~01.1.ected. Now woul.d be the 
time to pick up tw molded p1.1fl"°Od chairs 
with white p'La.stic triangular seats and 
backs .. . 

In vain does a reformed former professional 
nostalgicist warn, "we' re losing our interest 
in the present time. Pretty soon we ' 11 be 
nostalgic for the seventies .•• disco, Gary 
Gilmore, you know . . . We'll be getting nostal
gic for last year or last week. The culture 
will only want to have experiences so it can 
relive them." 

The cultural history of the Fifties, Sixties, 
and Seventies is little more than the send. 
mental education of our generation. It is 
our story; our weird fears, embarrassments, 
and excesses mark it everywhere. 

All movenent"s form arol.Uld an aesthetic, and 
all aesthetics contain within them a latent 
pol.itique: they develop inexorably toward 
sone distinct sort of ACTION. Punk is the 
cutting edge of an attitude that may be acted 
upon sooner than we think . No one wants to 
live in a wimp country. No ooe wants to 
hear that snivelling drivel any more. At 
least nee-Americanism is vital, it's got some 
feel for life-values: will,dominance, the 
difference between Master and Slave. 

But it has its dangers. Why should we over
react, why let some new kind of imperialist 
longing recrudesce in our burnt-out little 
hearts? A sucker is born every minute -
but a whole generation of them? Wanna get 
drafted and punk out in boot camp, tricked 
out in real fatigues? 

Healthy nausea is one thing, repeating the 
past is something "else. 

"Ravolt alone is creative," said the young 
Andre Breton. 

Are some of us going to l et themselves be 
led like the scarlet youth of 1913 who, 
aching for a fight, marched off to die in 
fetid trenches, a volume of Nietzsche in 
their knapsacks , for no cause of their own? 



TllE OILS have bee;n and continue lo L>e one of che Wust Coast ' s major bunds. Almost every fanzine and scene paper 
on the West Const lws lntervh:wed them at lease once and, following almost every interview, there's been a fire
storm of controversy und acrimony. Tony and Chip Klnman have strong opinions on almost. every subject - on topics 
that re l ate to the lifestyles , politics and mus1c or the scene , their ideas are as radical and penetrating as 
their music. While nobody, least of all themselves, set them up as the collective "conscience" of the scene, in 
point of fact thei r app r oach, their ideas and, most of all , their attitudes have~ facto put them i n the not 
always comfortable position of influencing che way people in the scene act and think. 

~·ve h<.:Jrd uost of the dw.rg<:!s and cru~s-ch.:i.rgcs, rrost of the slag and alot of the rhetoric that has becorre part 
of Tiii:: DILS experience in L.A. and S.F. Because they've been interviewed so ITl.lCh and because, over the past few 
rronths (especially since their return fran a cross-country tour), they've gone through sorre major changes, we 
.... anted to do an interview that explored in-depth what lay behind the image of "red rockers on a punk rock rampage." 
We particularly wanted co avoid the ultra-heavy, ultra-tired rhetoric of the other interviews they ' ve done and 
try to discover the people that lay behind the image and the verbiage, to find-out something in print that could 
suggest the energy, the excitement of their music. To do this, we spend a couple 9f hours with them drinking beer 
and casually talking about the things that we want to know about their backgrounds and lives. The result follows. 

Personnae: Tony Kinman, bass Chip Kinman, guitar Zippy Pinhead , drums Brad and Goody, caperecorder 
and questions 



PART ONE: Stories 

ZIPPY: My little brother got busted for 47 
counts of grand fraud by the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police because he was collecting, with 
his friend, door-to-door for the Canadian 

Cancer Society. They had receipts and pamphlets, 
everything so they looked completely legiti
mate. They'd go up to a door and say "hi, 
we' re from the Canadian Cancer Society, give 
us some bucks ... " and they• d give the person 
a pamphlet and a· receipt. They were doing 
really cool, you know, making lots of bucks . 
One day, they ' went out and went up to the 
door of the lady who runs the Canadian 
Cancer Society. They &ave her their rap and 
sh.e says "just a minute" and phones up the 
pigs. When my brother sees the pigs coming 
down the road, he throws his friend in the 
way of the pig car and runs away, stashing 
all the money and receipts and shit. Later 
the pigs come to our house looking for him 
and I'm the only one home and so I have to 
deal with these pigs. Now where I'm from in 
Port Moody, everybody knows the pigs, especial
ly me and my brother ... the pigs and us got 
along real fine. Well, my brother got his ass 
busted and had to go to bush camp. That's 
where they send all the idiots who fuck up 
in Canada. They work these guys to the bone 
and put 'em on curfews when they get out 
on weekends. But he's out of that now, he's 
a changed man ... 

CHIP: He's a punk rocker. 

ZIPPY: No, he got cancer. 

TONY: I was a boyscout. I was a cub scout, 
a boyscout and an explorer scout. In m~ cub
scouts, we only had two people in it, me and 
this Japanese guy. Chip and me were in the 
boyscouts in Hawaii. Troop 75. There were like 
these horrible weird ritualistic initiations. 
What they would do, what they would make you 
do is like we were all camping, right? One 
night it starting pouring rain and none of us 
could pitch a tent worth shit, regardless of 
what the Boyscout Manual says, because When 
it's pouring rain you're going to get washed
out. So what we did is that we all had to run 
into the brick restroom near where we were camp
ing. 

DAMAGE: That was a ritual? 

TONY: No, no that was just a circumstance. 
So we were all sleeping in our sleeping bags on 
the concrete floor and this patrol leader gets 
up on the rafters and starts pissing on us. 
And he's pis.sing on us and everybody's like 
waking up and, at first, it was "uh, we have 
U take it," and everybody digs down into their 
sleeping bags, then there's like a mutiny, 
slowly we start throwing things at hilll and 
trying to knock him down off the rafters. What 
happened was - this was a four day camping trip -
the rain just got worse and we had to camp out 
in the urinal. The patrol leaders keep doing 
shit to U.$. One night they take this one kid 
who is sleeping and they open up his sleeping 
bag and pull down his pants - because no boy
scout ever sleeps without his clothes Ori - and 
they spray insecticide on h~s crotcli. Now, he 
has to pretend like he's asleep until the pa-
trol leaders leave and he can get up and wash 
himself off. 

DAMAGE: Did you get like merit badges for 
stuff like that? 

TONY: What they did to this one guy, Bruce, 
he was one of Chip's friends and they called 
him "scrambled eggs'' because he stuttered and 
he was the perfect sap - you could do anything 
you wanted to do to him - so what they did to 
him one time was that they caught him on the 
first day of a camping trip and shoved all sort 
of guava and stuff up his underwear and then 
they put dirt and like dead fish on him and 
made him wear the same clothes for the whole 
camping trip which lasted a week. Well, what 
happened to me was that we were on this differ
ent camping trip and there was this one asshole 
named Steve Cherry on it. We were camping on 
the north shore in Hawaii, on the beach, and 
what you did there 1o·as to catch Portuguese Men 
of War and put them in milk cartons and then 
put: them on the fire and watch them fry away. 
Well, we were on this beach late at night and 
this guy named Cl if ford Lowel 1 and ~teve Cherry 
come up to me - I was. fucking around "'ith my 
tent or something - and they say "come "''ith us. 
we need you for something." and so we go down 
to the beach and they show me this big hole 
and say there's something down there and tel 1 
me to go find out what it is. So down I go 
and they start burying me. This is a pit about 
six feet: deep! I •m down at the bottom and so 
I grab Steve Cherry and pull him down and we 
start going at it. They keep throwing sand on 
top of us and we 're fighting and our eyes, mouths 
and ears are full of sand and I ' m trying to 
punch him out as hard as l can. Finally, he 
gives up and I start chasing the other guys. 
I like slammed the shit out of this one guy 
on the beach and then ran down the beach to 
where al 1 our tents are set-up and I'm so pissed 
that I wreck the whole camp. About a week later, 
the adult leaders all talk to me and get down 
on my case about beating this guy up on the 
beach and tearing down the camp and then they 
kick me out of the beach for showing "poor 
leaders-hip qualit:ries J" 

DAMA.GE: So you never got a iiUit badge? 

TONY: No. but Chip did. He's got: his own stories. 

CHIP: I was a patrol leader. Everyone used 
to pay dues, like a quarter a week, and we'd 
have •eetings and everybody'd bring a quarter 
a week. I embeuled all the dues and so I got 
kicked out for that. 

DAMAGE: Where were you raised? 

CHIP: First in the South, in South Carolina, 
for a little while in New York, then in Hawaii 
and Southern California. 

TONY: See our folks were military, but they 
were both fro• the South. My dad's from Ken
tUcky and my mom's from North Carolina . . 

CHIP: Dixie Pearl! 

TONY: And so that's where all our culture 
is, all our family lives back there and that's 
mostly where wha_t roots we have are. 

DAMAGE: Most of the stories I've heard about 
kids whose families were in the military are 
like horror stories. 

CHIP: For us, it was neat. Because on the base, 
when you're a kid, you don't give a fuck about 
being on a base or anytliing. Actually, we only 
lived on a base once and that was at Parris Is
land in South Carolina. I was like 10 or so 
and it was cool. I used to fuck around with 
the obstacle course and go to movies for a 
quarter. 
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TONY· Yeah, there were some neat things there 
to do. Beep.use like Parris Island is a penin
sula that goes out into a swamp and there's 
a big forest and all sorts of shit there and 
of course the Marine training- camp so tliey've 
got: like little villages built in these forests 
for the Marines to practice blowing-up. 

DAMAGE: So you could run around and blow them 
up yourself? · 

TONY: Exactly. I was hanging around with my 
big brother's friends alot. One day, we were 
over at his friend Joe's house and they were 
fucking around there. Joe was really weird 
character, the kind of kid who has pet: spiders 
and Beatle boots. 

QUP: Everyone was so jealous of his boots. 

TONY: One day. we were all sitting around and 
someone says "what are you doing, Joe?" and he 
says "I'm building a super firecracker." and he 
had like this pile of firecrackers that he was 
cutting. getting powder out of and building like 
a half stick of dynamite. Anyway, so what we 
did is, after he got it built, we took it and 
a shi tload of other firecrackers and went over 
to this place called Fire Island. It was in the 
swamp where Parris Island is. When the tide's 
up, you can't get to it and when low tide is 
down there's a sandbar you can walk on. So we 
went there to blow up red ants because the place 
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was covered in red ant hills. So we were putt'ing 
the firecrackers in the red ant hills and blowing 
the• up and having a great tae. When low tide 
cllllle, we started back home and then we turn around 
and look and ... the- island is on fire! We had set 
it on fire and we start to haul ass to get away. 
We figured, when we see all the fire trucks coming, 
that we've had it now. We're all going to prison! 
So we all got home and lived in fear for six mon
ths that any day now an FBI man would come by and 
get us for setting fire to Fire Island. 

We used to do all kinds of stuff like that. 
Remember, Chip, breaking into the warehouse and 
stealing stuff? It's funny like when you're a kid, 
you hate school, but the warehouse near us only 
had office supplies. You hate school and the only 
thing you could steal were big boxes of pt;ncils 
and pens . We 'd take them to the wood and bury them. 

ZIPPY: I was really fucked up in school. I 
must have been . I was already alienated. I 
had short hair, really short hair, when every
body else had long hair. I was a nerd. Me 
and Chuck, the drummer for 0 .0.A . went to 
school together. This is at Port Moody Junior 
S~condary School. It goes grade eight, grade 
nine and grade ten. I got up to grade nine 
and got II)' grade ten phys. ed . 

TONY: We went to Carlsbad High School in 
Carlsbad, California. In high school, I was a 
really good student, but I was kind of strange 
and weird. In the 10th grade, I made the mis
take of going around saying "hey, I •m a comu
nist." What's funny is that my best friend 

was the son of Hungarian refugees - both nazis -
and every once in a while we'd get into these 
huge fights at school . Alot of people in school 
thought I was an acid head but: I never touched 
any drugs, never, in school and I'd always 
get:t:ed blamed for shit. Like II)' teachers were 
weirded out by me. 

CJiIP: High school's fucked for everyone. It 
really grossed •e out: when we graduating, 
alot: of people were going "these are the best 
years of our 1 i ves .. . " and I was thinking 
"this sucks, high school." For me, school 
was real easy . I just: did what I had to do. 

· TONY: I was in marching band in high school. 
I played baritone saxophone. It's a funny 
thing, but it was very competitive, very mili
tary . We once went to this thing, to a review 
in San Diego which had like 90 marching bands 
from Southern California. It doesn't usually 
get very cold in Southern California, but 
this day it was freezing. We were in these 
uniforms with big dome hats and purple and 
white Sgt. Pepper uniforms and we're marching 
along and we get along like a nile and a half. 
Everytime I took a step the reed, the mouth
piece of the saxophone would jam up into II)' 

teeth and my teeth got numb . Because it was 
so cold, after a half a mile or so, my fingers 
were freezing - we were supposed to have gloves 
but they hadn't come yet - so I couldn't even 



Ieel the keys. We had like a mile more t.o go 
and I just said "fuck it, I'm not even going 
to play," so I 1ust pretended to play. Well, 
apparently half the band did this so we' re 
all going back and like out of 90 bands we 
ranked 87th .•. we were the worst! We had this 
new band teacher and he was sitting there 
at the front bus and saying "You know, we 
could rea1ly make something of this outfit 
if only everybody would do their part. All we 
need to do is give 1000 percent!!" With him, 
it was always 1000 percent. So the year went 
on and on and we entered contests and slowly, 
but surely we started to rise because like the 
trumpet and clarinet sections and drum section 
really picked up on, you know, the 1000 per
cent thing. Finally, I went to my counselor 
and asked to get out of it, because I was real 
fed up, and he wouldn ' t let me out. I wanted 
to switch to orchestra where all you had to 
do was sit around. 

In late spring, the marching band went to 
the date festival in Indio and so we were wearing 

chese fucking uniforms and it's like 99 degrees 
and of course we had gloves by then. We' re mar
ching around and it's miserable. So when we're 
riding back in the bus and the band teacher is 
presenting his 1000 percent speech again, J de
cide I got to get out no matter what. On Monday, 
I talk to my counselor again and I tell him I'm 
getting out, I can't take it and plus my hair's 
too long for marching band. Finally, he says 
O.K., "we'll give you orchestra ... " So I go home 
that night and the band teacher comes to our 
house and he talks to my folks. My folks are 
saying "he doesn't like marching band, leave 
him alone,'' and so he comes back to my room -
I'm hiding in there 'cause I don't want to talk 
to him - and he goes "Tony ... turn in your uni
form." 

ZIPPY: I had to go to church like up unit.I two 
years ago. 1 had to go every Sunday. I was an 
altar boy for y~ars. My parents were heavy duty, 
man, they were like Billy Graham Christians. 
Last year, they came here and dragged me off to 
Southern California where my rich affluent un
cle lives and took me to Church. 

TONY: l had some funny experiences in high 
school. One of my friends became a born-again 
Christian. One day he said "I want to take you 
to this church in Fall brook." I said "What 
Church?" and he said "The Church of the New 
Testament." So off we go to this church and 
it's a big thing because like al 1 the other 
churches in the area have tried to suppress 
this one. Well, everybody there is really 
getting into being born again, everybody is 
talking in tongues and the preacher is going 
like "Bring damnation down on those that are 
trying to suppress us, the evil Lutherans ... " 
and stuff like that. Finally, after all this 
weird s tuff for like two hours or so, my 
friend, who has been talking in tongues during 
this whole service, and me are waiting outside 
and he's saying "i-t was really moving, huh ?" 
and stuff, then he asks me if I saw some girl 
that wa s sitting near us. I nodded and he looks 
and me and says "God, I'd love to fuck her!" 
and this is a guy who would drive forty miles 
on the freeway on hi s ten-speed to get to 
church. 

ZIPPY: My parents speak in tongues (he pro
ceeds to imitate them). 1 was subjected to .their 
church for years. I had to like go to weekend 
camps for born-again Christians. All this re
ligio~ bullshit was coming down all the time. 
They still lay it on me everytime I see them. 
They do it to everybody. It's like they're in 
a trance or something. 

PART TWO: lnterview 

DAMAGE: Tony, how old were you when you became 
a communist? 

TONY: There was never any time ... there was a 
time in high school, when I was really inter
ested in history, right? It ' s simple enough _ 
when you're in high school to lay things out 

and say that , at every point in time in western 
history, every movement, the Magna Carta, the 
French Revolution, Cromwell's Revolution, the 
American Revolution, the powers that be always 
said "this isn't going to work." When I was in 
high school, I thought they say "this isn't 
going to work" about con11tunism and they ' re 
saying it won't work is just like in 1776 they're 
saying that capitalist de1110cracy won't work. 
Since then, I've learned it's alot more cdmpli-

. cat.ed than that. The idea of saying that I am 
a communist ... if everybody could sit down without 
developing any misconceptions and if nobody had 
any preconceptions just towards what a Marxist 
was or is, then, right here in this room, I 
would say "yeah, I'm a Marxist," but I'm never 
going to say that again. Just for one thin&, 
if you say you're a Marxist, everybody thinks 
you believe everything Marx says and everything 
the so-called powers of Marx have perpetrated, 
they call you a "Stalinist." I'm never going 
to sar I'm a Marxist again. 

DAMA.GE: Has it come down now for you to living 
your political beliefs rather than talking about
them? 

CHIP: We never talk about them on stage anymore. 

TONY: There's a real confusion. It's complicated. 
It's a weird sto ry about political beliefs. About 
being a punk rock band in San Francisco and 

trying to live what you believe. It's amazing, 
it's like I've had 14 years of formal education. 
I was educated in dealing with people and the 
real world more in the last two years than ever 
before! I just saw things that before I would 
have said "no, it's not going to happen." I 
always thought if an honest, courageous human 
being does something and lets people know that 
he's doing it, I always thought that other honest, 
courageous human beings would say "yes, I'm going 
to do that too." Well, it's not like that at all. 
I would be hard pressed to find another honest, 
courageous human being. All that we've done by ex
ample - and I'm not even talking about the songs 
we sin2 or anv interview we've done - by example. 
all our examples we've done is get us into shit. 
They've put us in a· position where our every move 
is watched. We are measured by standards no other 
band or people in the scene are measured by and 
the standards we are judged by are dishonest, in
valid and really horrid and trite. Take the Ma
buhay boycott ... Jello Biafra can give an inter
view in which he will talk about his political 
beliefs, the Dead l'ennedys, his band, play the 
Mabuhay and everyone goes "hurrah, hurrah for 
Jello!" That was something we didn't do . We said 
it's wrong, the way things are now, it's wrong 
to play the Mabuhay, they don't let minors in, 
etc., etc., etc. OK, you know, but if we played 
the Mabuhay now, if we decided that, nUlllber one, 
promoters are al 1 of the Dirksen type; they' re 
no better and they're no worse, most of them and, 
number two, Dirksen has changed in that he will 
let ·headliners have a say at the door which he 
wouldn't when we first pulled out and, three, 
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the fact of going across country on tour, .,,-e 
learned that door prices and ages in which they 
let people in vary wildly and that they don't 
even mean that much to most people, except in 

Texas, and learning that we said "we're going 
back to the Mabuhay," God, hurricane Fredrick 
would t?low like a fucking fart in a bar and 
that's what it would be like. The Dils what are 
they doing??! !! ! ! Yet people will go and pay 
$4. 50 to see Bia fr a. 

DAMAGE: Having played venues where prices 
were higher than $3.00, haven't you already 
faced that shitstorm? 

TONY: OK, l talked with Caitlin (former Dils ' 
manager Peter Urban's girlfriend and SLASH 
columnist). She came up to me and I said "What's 
with Peter, how come he's so stiff, how come 
we're not pals anymore?" and sh~ went "Well, 
you guys next week are playing in a show in 
L.A. in which the door is $6.50 and there' s 
a line in one of your songs ... " which is Red 
Rockers Rule. . that goes "we drove 500 -
inTTeStopYay in L.A., there was a $4.00 door, 
you know we wouldn't play." which was an actual 
thing, that's an old story, I said to her, 
' Peter was our manager for a long time, he 
booked us at that Clash show at the Santa Moni
ca Civic where they charged $7.50 advance and 
SS.SO at the door." I said to her, "tell me, 
what is Peter so upset about and furthermore, 
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everytime those bands, there's five bands on 
the bill, everyone of them is a headline act 
anywhere on the West Coast, anywhere you would 
pay $3.00 or $4.00 to see that one band and 
maybe two other bands you didn't gi:ve a shit 
about, here you've got five headline acts for 
$6. 50, you know, if you want to make a point 
we were wrong to play the Clash show which 

Peter booked us at, but this show, there's no 
way you can fault it." She just said we were wrong. 

The things about the Mabuhay, for example, 
those three things I said, they're true about 
Dirk being no better or worse., Dirk ha~ changed, 
etc., those are valid points and the thing is 
I'm ~ot knocking the Dead Kennedys by the things 
! sa~d before, more power to them, at this point 
1n t1me, honestly there is no reason not to 
play the Mabuhay, you know, things have-changed. 

DAMAGE: And you've changed? 

TONY: And I've seen more, yeah, we're more 
world weary now. Things are not the way I thought 
a year ago. Some things I still hold true and 
some things were utterly false and stupid. If 
we did play the Mabuhay though a shitstorm would 
ensue the likes of which has never been seen. 
I mean we get a shitstorm for playing a Baclavich 
show for $4.00. 

DAMAGE: Do you think people have set you up 
or that you've set yourselves up as somehow 
"purer" than the other bands? 

TONY: No, I don't think that more than anything 
else. What most people like to do, :specially 

most people in the scene, is that they don't 
feel it themselves, everybody, for example, went 
"rah, rah, no four dollar shows, the Mabuhay's 
fucked!" Yet most of -those people would pay 
$7.00 to gel into the Old Waldorf to see a band 
they dig and it's just like what happened re-

cently at the Deaf Club were the Belfast. Cow
boys and Flipper and a couple of other bands 
plared. There ... ·as a big shi t storm badstagc 
about "hey man, what. about the percen_tage? 
All bands should get an equal percentage." 
The Belfast Cowboys said, "look,we've got the 
draw, we work harder at our music, our agree
ment with Hanrahan, the promoter, was that 
we get 40"~. you know, if you want to hash-out 
your agreement with him. if you want some-
thing bigger, you talk to him." So what happened 
was the New Yo_uth crowd, etc. , the in-crowd, 
you know, the By::antine cl iquc, thl"y all got 
together and gave the Belfast Cowboys shit. 
Not a one of those people, not one came back 
stage at the Buzzcocks show and gave the 
Buzz cocks or Gang of Four shit because the 
Oils weren't getting as much money as thE'y 
were. Not one of those people came back 
stage and gave the Buz.zcocks shit about the 
~oorpTices or the Gang of Four. The point 
is where does it begin and end? 

DAMAGE: Is it a matter of local bands, of 
Starti ng ·with things closest to home? 



TO!ff: No, I think that's bullshit. Where 
does it begin and end? How can y9u walk 
into one club in which you know all the bands 
that are playing and say "hey, I' 11 lay my 
morals on them,'' and then you walk into a 
different club, another n ight , and there's 
two cool bands playing with cool English 
accents, they have cool English punk records 
out and the fucking opening act in a San 
Francisco band so who gives a shit about 
them? l s it the same? Isn't it the same 
wQrl_d? There's no difference. 

DAMAGE: !\'hat's your cri teria for playing noi.; 
if it's not doorprices? -

TONY: Basically, it's what we want to do. 
Out of town, it's different, because you li
terally have no way of knowing where you're 
going to play. If we're going to play in 
San Francisco, we can apply different cri
teria. I don't want to play the Deaf Club, 
it's too samll and too hot. What the Deaf 
Club was was a _gatherinR of elitists, if 
the in-crowd comes, it's three quarters 
full and it's gossip all night. The Mabuhay, 
I never liked playing there , the sound .sys tem 
sucks, it's hot in there, not that Dirk's 
any worse or better than any other, professional 
promoter, but. just at this point in time, I 
don't feel like dealing with it. Geary Street, 
I enjoy playing there except it's a large 
place. The stage is good. You get energy there. 
Wh3t I •m trying to say about these so-called 
morals and convictions people seem to hold is 
that I don't believe a one of the people holds 
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them really. They project them onto other peo
ple so they can luok at me, Chip or Zip or 
whoever else or the Clash or the Dead Kennedys 
or whoever else they feel like worshiping/de
spising, whatever, and say we're fucked. 

You know, one thing that always got me 
in the original punk thing which I think is 
the most original and valid thing that ever 
came out of punk was "hey man, I'm not differ
ent thari you. I'm no better than you. I'• no 
worse than you. I'm just like you. I •m on the 
stage this weekend, you Jllay be next weekend . " 
What right have they got to externalize their 
morals and thei·r convictions on us? I have my 
own, Chip has his own and Zip has his own. 
If I won't play the Mabuhay and I won't go there, 
but the rest of this scum will go there, what 
right have they got to say whether we play 
there or not? And I don't mean they just come 
up and tell us not to play there, I mean, they 
even tell their friends about it. 

DAMAGE: Don't you think though that you put. 
yourselves in that position by taking such strong 
stands, people can say "these guys believe· 
in something and are willing to stand up for 
it ... maybe we don't have enough guts or convic
tion or whatever, but at least we can admire 
them for it." In a sense, it's like you double
binded yourselves because you put yourselves 
in a position of sett.ing standards fo:r right 
and wrong conduct. Are you still offering that 

to us? Integrity is what I'm talking about. 

TONY: Well, here's integrity, ok? I saw Chip 
that night of the Buzzcocks show do something. 
This producer-type who was in a position to do 
us some good came and saw us at · the Friday 
show preceeding that one. It was a bad show. 
We were do1m. We were on the bottom. The guy 
ca.me in there, offered no word of encouragement, 
basically walked backstage and said "Man, you 
guys sucked. You're washed up." He came and 
saw us the next Tuesday night, thought it was 
great, suddenly we were the best band in the 
world. ''Hey man, you know, everything's back 
on. I can do things for you." He walked up with 
his hand outstretched . I shook it, you know, 
pat on the back, la, la, talk, small talk. He 
walked up to Chip and Chip fucking turned his 
back on him, you know, and said "fuck off." 
There's not a band in the City that's got one 
member that's gonna do that. Not one. Here's 
a guy that could give us bucks, he could spend 
bucks on us, he could produce us, could book 
us into places, but just because he wasn't willing 
to be a bit human and to lift his soul out. of 
the cash register which it's working in now. 

~~~p w!~!~ • ~a!~e~!u~~e~fi' n!e:~~ ~o~~~d ,{~~~ 
isn't a band in the City who would do that. 
What it's all about for us is personal integrity. 
It's never been no great flag waving. It's never 
been no great let's start a movement. It's al
ways been doing what we think is right. And if 
what we think is .right, and I don't mean right 
for everyone else, I mean right for us, and 
if doin wha~ we think is right is OK with the 

punks, then fine, but if doing what we think 
is right is fucked and pop-starrish and asinine 
to the punks the next. -.onth, well, equally all 
right . Because, you know, it is .!!!.· 

CHIP: I think we take our biggest chance mu
sically because we do songs that are really 
risky. When we started doing ''The Wreck of the 
Old 97" by Johnny Cash, people hated it. They 
hated it, but that's why we did it just to 
fuck the status quo, cause some shit. And 

then, after awhile, it became status quo. 

DAMAGE: To change the subject somewhat, do you 
think there's going to be a lot more opportunites 
for bands now then there was, let's say, two years 
ago? 

TONY: The opportunities that will be there have 
always been there. I think the only reason a band 
with talent doesn't succeed in the given defini
tion of succeed is because somewhere down the 
line they pissed off a lot of powerful people 
and those people are egocentric enough, small 
enough, worrying about their po"'·er enough to 
say "l don't care if I could make a million 
dollars off this band, l 'm not gonna sign them, 
l 'm not gonna approach them, l 'm not gonna 
produce them, I'm not gonna don anything with 
them." There are bands in that position now. 

DAMAGE : Do you find yourself in that position? 

TOHY : I fii\d o\Jtse1ve's exactly in that positidn. 
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IJAM.\GE: So what's your alternative? 

TONY: Quintessence. (The Dils are recording 
with Quint.essence Records, an independent lo
cated in Vancouver) 

~~~~~ Sf~/~~~11a matter of independent pro-

CHIP: Independent little labels are generally 
just fucked. 

TONY: In our case, specifically in mine, Chip 
and Zippy might and probably will disagree with 
me on this, I think for a band what has to happen 
is - we played in front of those people, we 
pissed off a lot of them - my whole idea is 
1 don't care about making it. I don't care about 
record contracts or any of that shit. What I 
care about is writing material which I'm satis
fied with and having the opportunity to play in 
front of people who are gracious and willing to 
hear. I can't expect to make a living off this 
band and I'm prepared to work and do all that 
shit. I've done it before, I can do it again. 
And I' 11 try to give the band as much energy 
and time as I can give my music as much time 
and energy as I can. But I no longer expect to 
get signed or expect to get picked-up by a 
talent agency or expect to headline a show in 
a big hall. 

CHIP: I think it's gonna-happen. 

DAMAGE: Why? 

CUP: Because that's all I do. Maybe that's 
not all Tony does. He just stays at home, but 
that's all I do. I more or less book the band 
and do all that kind of bullshit. I don't see 
it happening soon, y'know, but I think we're 
good enough musically. 

TONY: I don't believe, what I said notwith
standing, I don't think that signing with a 
major label is sucide at all. I mean, I was 

listening to the Beatles• second album and one 
thing that struck me was that - here's a band 
that nobody told them what to play, nobody told 
them how to play or sing; they were doing it 
all the time. The Beatles did what the Beatles 
wanted to do. And, they didn • t go commercial. 

DAMAGE: What about Devo, for instance,. 

TONY: Devo is a different thing because I don't 
think Devo ever had any conviction about what 
they were doing. I don't think Deva believes a 
word about what they say about de-evolution ex
cept insofar as it can sell an album of theirs. 

DAMAGE: Talk for a minute about the changes 
you see in the scene. Do you see those changes 
as supportive of the formation that is the Dils? 

CHIP: There's a backlash theory ... 

TONY: There's always people in front of us when 
play and there's more now. But I think "scene" 
is a mistaken notion. I don't think any band that 
is concerned with the scene will ever do anything. 
Cause what the scene actually is a large group 
of acquaintances, sometimes friends, most of the 
time acquaintances. What. most scene-makers are 
is actually a very sad group of unhappy people 
who are getting very old quicker than they should 
be. And I don't mean that chronologically, I 
mean that in all the ways: spiritually, morally, 
you know. A scene isn't a group of bands, a 
scene is a group of people that follows bands. 
There's no surer way to get old quick and bitter 
than to follow a cou_ple of fucking bands. If 

people would remember at the beginning the 
bands didn't. 11atter, that feeling and spirit 
mattered, that would be one thing . But they 
don't. All they care about is "I 3aw Bruce Mu
tant fuck up at a party and he insulted me so 
fuck 'em, I 1m never going to see the Mutants 
again." Etc., etc. And so I think that the 
scene is a mistaken notion and it's a tragic 
notion and I don't think it matters at all. I 
think that what matters is the people that 
everybody likes to slag, literally the kids 
from the suburbs or the kids from the avenues 
or a bunch of railroad workers with their long 
hair and bellbottoms who decided to check out 
a band this weekend. Those people are the ones 
that matter, cause those people are coming in 
it fresh, virgin, checking it out, seeing nothing 
in it but what's there. They don't care if Chip 
talks to them after a show, they don't care if 
Sally Mutant throws up on 'em before a show, 
they don't care if Biafra hands them a campaign 
brochure. All they care about is, did I like 
this music? Did I feel good there. Do I have 
some ideas I didn't have before. I mean, because 
they were there - it's gotten big without them. 
In fact, it's gotten big despite them because 
the scene people do not like those people, they 
wish they weren't there,r"know? What the 
people in the· scene forget is that there were 
scenes before them and there'll be scenes after 
them and they'll be the outcasts . one of these 
days! 
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on THE DI/CO ounD 
BY THE UNHAPPY GOON 

"I wanna go where the people dance 
I want some action 
I wanna live. 11 

The first anybody heard about "new waVe" disco 
in San Francisco was earlier this year when the 
Stud, a gay bar on Folsom, starting spinning 
rock discs on Monday nights. a traditionally 
dead night in the gay as well as rock underground. 
When it started out and for a couple of months. 
lots of people in the scene could be found han
ging-out and frantically dancing on the crowded, 
but convivial dance floor of the Stud on Mondays, 
usually after making their way over from the 
Cafe Flore on Market Street. 

It was, at first, a pretty cool place. The 
music wasn't too awful and, despite a disconcer
ting number of its regular patrons "punked-out" 
for the occasion, the Stud was at least a place 
to hang-out, get drunk, make connections and 
dance. 

Suddenly, almost as quickly as it began, the 
popularity of the Stud for people in S. F. 's punk 
scene faded ... 

Houston!S most-interesting- and important 
band is "Legionnaire's Disease." 
I've seen them at least a dozen 

times and reviewed their performance at the 
Texas Opry House sometime ago. Essential to an 
appreciation of the glory of Legionnaire's Dis
ease is a history of their violent gigs. Here's 
a rundown based for the most part on hearsay 
and probably riddled with inaccuracies: So 
legends are born. 

(1) At a more or less private party in the 
building which once housed "Cuddles." an avant
garde homosexual disco, Jerry was. to no one's 
surprise, exposing himse lf on stage. A fello" 
got on stage and said "My wife is here - if you 
do that again. I'll kick your ass .. . " Jerry 
replied "Sure, man, O. K.," and then, when the 
guy turned, bashed his head in with the mike. 
He then said, as his bloody victim prepared to 

_ destroy him, "I hit 'em with my left, an' I 
hit 'em with my right," pawing the air. 

(2) The Disease played the 1206 Club in 
Austin, home of a notoriously snotty punk scene. 
Jerry smashed the acoustic tile in the ceiling 
and climbed up inside, "singing" all the while . 
The plug was pulled and there was a disturbance 
where several people were injured. Norman, the 
bass player, was stabbed in the abdomen. The 
1206 Club was subsequently closed. 

(3) Although non-violent, I must mention 
the Disease's gig at Houlihan's. Houlihan's 
is a hamburger house frequented by both the 
young executive set and die-hard hippies . Every 
Monday night is "Open Stage." and one hears 
pathetic Michael Murphy imitations and the 
whines of would-be Linda Ronstadts. The Dis
ease came, as appropriate as a chancre on the 
Virgin Mary's nose. Jerry removed his pants. 
Gwen, female bass player, removed her blouse. 
The plug was pulled. Elapsed time: 3 dnd a 
half minutes . 

(4) The Banditos, a motorcycle gang with 
a nasty reputation, had made the High Noon 
Saloon their hangout. The owners, no milksops 
themselves, decided a good way to drive the 
Banditos out would be to book "Punk Rock" 
acts. and the inevitable happened. Houston 
punks 1 ike to sling each other around when 
they dance and it's good fun. The Banditos 
like to sling people around and it's no fun. 
"Hey , punk, wanna git your teeth knocked in?" 
Overseeing this, like a loony god, was Jerry, 
who came on stage stark naked. The manage
ment tried to cover him; the plug was pulled; 
everyone went outside and resumed violence. 
Five police cars arrived. The word "rumble" 
had a brief resurge of popularity . 

Other Houston New Wave bands: 
(1) PLASTIC IDOLS - These guys are very 

flashy, competent on vocals and instrumentals 
and popular at Paradise Island, yet they don't 
excite me. I only enjoy bands that exist on 
the foinge .of sooietiy,1 •ha:t t~Pe.atM ~ . 10,se 
control arid+ that catr.Y" on ' ·unansWe'r.l.b'l e dia-

... but, happily or unhappily, 
depending on your point of view and how much of 
a financial interest you have in the place, "new 
wave" nights there continued and continue to 
attract lots and lots of people who flock to the 
Stud to hang-out, drink, make connections and 
show-off their newest lapel badge or spiked hair-
cut . 

There's probably lots of reasons why the 
Stud ceased being cool, but the one that comes 
quickest to mind is that there was something in 
the whole experience that was mis~ing. There 
was an element that everyone felt and got high 
on at a concert that just wasn't there. The 
absence of this illuSive element may have been 
what accounted fol'- the almost unheard of popu
larity of the Stud with people who~~ 
never went to the Mab, the Deaf Club, the Geary 
or 330 Grove. People, in other words, who were 
not in the scene. People whose one and only 
connection with the music was vinyl. 

It took only a couple of months for tradi
tionally laid-back S.F. promoters to pick-up on 
the idea of "new wave" disco. At last count:, 
there are six different spaces in the City where 
you can go and dance to the rivet:ing rythyms of 
~ and discreetly pogo your new wavish ass to 
oblivion. By the time you read this, there may 
be six more . To usurp a phrase, "new wave" disco 
is happening I 

by John Peters 

logues between. the des...ire to ·play recognizable 
music and the need to be dogs . This band is 
too slick and self-possessed for me . My view 
is, however, an unusual one. The Plastic Idols 
have crowds of fans and enjoy t,.he distinction 
of releasing Houston's first new wave single 
"l.U.D." 

(2) REALLY RED - My affection for Reafly 
Red wavers but I've seen them in some memorable 
performances and will certainly see them again, 
given the chance. They're too restrained and 
traditional for me to be wildly enthusiastic 
but. on the other hand, have had too many mo
ments of greatness onstage to be dismissed. 
Problem. The great moments for me have been 
their two invasions of dull dead boring implo
ded Rice University where they shone like 
diamonds. To hear "Garageland" in the Grand 
Hall of the Rice (yawn) Memorial Center was 
an exhilara ting study in contrasts (& contami
nation}. I also fondly recall a night at the 
Texas Opry House when the guitarist threw 
his guitar at the audience. 

(3) VAST MAJORITY - The only band be
sides the Disease worthy of worship. These 
four guys can't be older than 18, enure Bel
laire High School and come onstage at Para
dise Island untuned, untutored and unself
conscious to live out their star fantasies, 
a fascinating blend of punk and the sixties . 
They think nothing of abandoning their in
struments or giving them to bystanders, but 
usually ju$t hack at them noisily, produci~g 
a limited number of anti -chords . The bass 
player performs in the fetal · position. The 
Vast Majority only plays (highly) original 
material, my favorite so far being "Death 
to the Shah." I enjoy no band more. 

(4) SPERM WHALE - Sperm Whale is a one
man show I have never seen, but which I've. 
heard good things about . A bass player with 
tapes and synthetic percussion versus Para
dise Island will be an interesting event. 

(5) THE HATES - formerly Christian 
Oppress ion, formerly Guyana Boys' Choir . 
This trio play$ loud, unintelligable m1lc
a-minute "genuine punk" and is led by one 
Christian A. , an incredible arrogant, but 
still lovable Giacometti robot who ALWAYS 
wears black. I credit him with bringing 
the video boys into Paradise Island, making 
it into a McLuhanites' dream. 

(6) RUSE - This band does nothing 
for me, but they exist. I've heard them 
compared to Elvis Costello. who I despise. 
The singer's persona 1 i ty between songs 

Whether it: is happening for or against peo
ple in the scene - meaning people wile have some
thing vested in the idea that what's "new" in 
new wave is a willingness to put yourself on the 
line, to take a position against the faceless, 
mindless anonymity that disco, for instance, re
presents -is somethin& that everybody's got to 
f"igure out for themselves. 

Of all the new wave discos in S.F., X's 
is probably the one that best de~cribes li'hat 
we mean by the term. It's the biggest, the 
plushest, the most-sound-proofed, the most 
expensive, the most: star-stu~ded of them .all. 
The idea started in the ever busy brainpan 
of Howie Klein, New York Rocker's West Coast 
Editor, radio disc jockey, erstwhile manager 
of the Readymades and co-owner of 415 Records 
(phew). Howie told his idea to Jeffery Pollock, 
owner of the Old Waldork, a S.F. venue whose 
support of new wave and punk music is linked 
directly to how much money said new wave group 
can demand at the door . 

Pollock happened to have a small showroom 
next to the Waldork reserved for stand-up comics 
and whatever small audience accidently tripped-

, in. In one sense, it was a !!£_-showroom. Howie's 
idea was that he, Beverly Wilshire and Richard 
Gosset - all dj • s recently sacked from radio 
station KSAN for being too far-out for the new 
"bland is both beautiful and profitable" format -
could spin the new music for the new audience. 

Probably no one was more suprised than Mr. 
Pollock when the place was suddenly filled with 
well-dressed kids from the suburbs paying like 
$3. 00 to drink his overpriced booze and dance 
to the likes of the Ramones and the Ramones and 
the Ramones. And probably no one could see the 
potential more quickly than Pollock when, accor
ding to Howie, "people were lining up and down 
the street to get: in." 

Like the public spirited promoter he is, 
Pollock quickly found an ever bigger venue -
one suited to his tastes and to what he doubt
less saw as the tastes of his "new wave" clien
t:ele. A nasty, ever-tired, ever-ultra disco 
called "Dance Your Ass Off'' was up for grabs 
and, being a man practiced at: grabbing, he 
snatched it up for his new-newest-newer wave 
discotheque, the all-improved X's II. 

Iri. """accordance to his commitment to new 
wave music, Pollock resolved not to change a 
thing, leaving X's interior an exact: carbon
copy of your regular Saturday Night: Fever 
disco, all replete with flashing lights, 
glamorous waitresses in flimsy costumes, cushy 
furni t.ure, mirrored bar and high, high prices I 
The only thing that's different. about X's is 
the music . .. or is it:? -

Well, it's certainly not disco in the 
way most: of us think of it. What it: is though 
is a strange amalgam of styles ... some punk, 
some rock, some oldies and lots of top-of
t:he-pops mainstreamish new wavery (ie Nick 
Lowe, Blondie, Ramones, Elvis Costello). 

Come to think of it, an evening at: X's 
is just like dancing to the radio, excep~ 
that you get: the privlege of paying to get 
in and you get to cruise all kinds of neat: 
people wearing lapel badges and showing off 
their newest spiky haircuts. 

Howie claims that people need a place like 
X's to hear new discs and dance . He thinks it's 
as-much fun there as at a concert with live music. 
Dancing at X's is nice if you're not into building 
up a sweat. Very subdued and Pollock means to 
keep it that way. A friend of mine was recently 
told that his vigorous pogo was "scaring the 
other patrons." 

While nobody's upset about: the idea of 
dancing to records, there is something more than 
slightly disconcerting about this new wave in 
discos. Changing the play list doesn't change 
the fact that disco is disco. The nice, safe 
environment: that disCOs specialize in is the 
diametrical opposite of everything that punk 
and new wave music is' an expression1of. The 
whole idea of "new wave dis-co" is a contra
diction in terms and the carefully contrived 
atmosphere of a dump like X's is grisly enough 
evidence of that:. -

But what: remains undeniable is' that: a whole 
new LARGE group of people are carefully making 
their way into a variety of different spaces, 
being treated to a couple of hours of rock 
music, dancing t:hemsel ves into a circumspect 
frenzy and thinking that: they are experiencing 
the "new wave." Their definition of punk, of 
underground music of any sort is being formed 
in the context of these venues just: as many of 
us defined (and continue to define) the scene 
in the context of places like the Mabuhay, the 
Masque, the Geary and the Hong Kong Cafe . 

As 1984 approaches, who knows, maybe 
their definition is truer to fact than ours. 

is interesting enough, but he submerges 
instantly into strained imitation of the 
"greats" when the music starts. 

So there's Houston's Punk Panth~on. 
see Guide to New Wave Discos on• page 25 

P.rfot . t~is. ,,;.q (naisi! :roe .• a:it~~~, S~nd wie 
money so I can cruise di secs. 
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BIAFRA 
6,591votes (3%) !! 

JELLO BIAFRA was not elected mayor of San 
Francisco for reasons everyone knows. But a campaign 
that produces 6591 votes for a cash outlay of about 
$400 (averaging less than 6.5 cents per capita), and 
gets 3% of the vote, means something. San Francisco 
may not have to grapple with the question, "What if 
he wins?" but it will have to endure further confron
tations with a man whose sizable constituency consists 
of cynics, malcontents, and sundry other concerned 
devhnts. Did Biafra suspect as he scrawled out his 
campaign platfonn during intenniss1on at a Pere Ubu 
concert months ago that his heartfelt convictions 
would stir so many? All accounts are that he thought 
the whole thing would be pretty silly business but 
when others began to take him seriously, he did so 
too. 

A fine line exists between genius and insanity 
and Biafra was willing to let that ambiguity wreak 
havoc on the minds of voters. central as it was to 
his own thought processes. 

place funding lost through Proposition 13? Diane Fein
stein, incumbent mayor .and Biafra's chief opponent. 
went so far as to tell me that his platfonn "had 
nothing to do with the real issues." She did admit. 
however, that he had "made the race more interesting." 

Easily weathering such serpenti~ne •criticism, 
Biafra continued to take his campaign to the people. 
Media a~tention mounted as he was continually asked 
for radio-, TV and magazine interviews. Even Rolling 
Stone was interested and went so far as to call the 
San Francisco Chronicle to find out what was happening . 
He and his supporters did a whistle-stop BART tour 
and a speech at the Civic Center attracting even more 
media notice. 

A broad base of support began to develop. "Peo
ple said they're switching their vote from such and 
such candidate to myself simply because I'm the only 
one whose stand they can figure out," Biafra said in 
a gleefully sardonic tone. His campaign technique 

"If there weren't people unafraid to be judged ~~! :s;t~~~i:c~~Gi~~!~~i~s=~; :~~s~~~~s!~~t~ei\~~ 
insane by their peers we'd still be living in caves," people decide for themselves what they want to do 
he scoffed . about it. w Thus a plan to create a Board of Bribery 

The media took inmediate notice of Biafra while to set standard government influence rates such as 
now and again having some trouble dealing with his building code exemptions and vice squad insurance 
ambiguity . Did he really think it wise to send the was Biafra' s way of illustrating corruption and 
prisoners at city jail to the Sunol Valley Country graft in city goverrrnent. While Feinstein and Kopp, 
Club or was he j ust trying to get laughs? And how the so-called two major candidates, busily fabri-
about his plan to hire laid off ci ty workers as pan- cated their media images and polished their corrmand 

),:W.""!111111!111!1111!1 •• ,. ,. ih•j:~~lWel~s .... ~oln.,a~~~Oii. ~c~oomi!iisjs~ioin!i!li!o!iiilrW·l!ji!lil~iii!..-i!l!l!!!!l!l!!!l!l!l!l!l!l!!l!!!l!l!!!l!~o·f~~~'.~'.'!'•~. ~~i~~g~:.~~~ijp~~r~:~l~it .. ie~s,,~tij~"e~B~1a~f~r~a~c~am;p~'.'~~~ .. ~~ .. ~ .. ~· : .~. ~ .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ .. ,.~,~· 



insanely persisted in addressing actual issues. The 
candidate proposed expanding the MUNI bus system 
and banning cars from the city; requiring police 
officers to run for (from?) election every four 
years to improve corrmunity relations; abolishing the 
vice squad, enacting rent control and high rise 
limitation initiatives (both sadly defeated on the 
ballot); legalizing squatting in vacant buildings 

used as tax right-offs by their owners; cutting back 
rents to pre-Proposition 13 levels plus 10%; tearing 
down Pier 39 on a designated holiday; and erecting 
statues of Dan White around town while having the 
Parks department sell eggs, stones and tomatoes to 
throw at them. 

The finesse with which Jello Biafra balanced 
fonn and content, lunacy and illumination, in present
ing himself to the electorate made clear the fact 
that he was serious about effecting government. Hope
less idealists and hardened cynics from punks to high 
school teachers saw that in him they had at liast a 
meaningful protest vote and possibly a chance to make 
a statement that wouldn't be ignored by the media. 
Many who voted for Biafra wouldn't have even regis
tered if he had not been on the ballot. 

Whether the big dicks downtown glean anything 
from Biafra ' s candidacy is yet to be seen. but many 
who participated in the campaign have definitely learnt 
first hand what~ face. Those who saw Feinstein 
and Kopp on candidates' night at Grace Cathedral "now 
have seen in the flesh what they are up against." 
Biafra notes. "A lot of people were enraged by the 
prickly atmosphere created by the mere presence of 
Diane Feinstein. I seriously wonder whether up her 
dress there's a tail wrapped around her legs and a 
little pitchfork on the end." Kopp is a little better 
in the candidate's view : "He's like a giant rooster; 
Charles Nelson Reilly on speed. The more serious he 
tries to be, the funnier he comes off." Could that 
have been what Kopp meant by i:;onstant references to t 

his "unsurpassed sense of humor?" But if having a 
sense of humor means making onese l f fook ridiculous, 
then the prize must ult imately go to one Patricia 
Dolbeare who accused Feinstein of going to China to 
make deals with banks there to send over drugs to 
corrupt our children . Dolbeare, running as a can
didate of the labor Party, also ranted about the Epi
scopal Church being the root of all evil in the 
world today. "You people think you were put on Earth 
to feel pleasure and feel good, don't you? Well, you 
are not!" 

An important spin-off of Biafra's running for 
office is the added exposure brought to the new wave 
scene at a time when the press is busy making punk 
look cute and silly and safe. If Biafra is taken 
seriously, the scene cannot be as easily construed 

SAN FRANCJSCO BAY AREA 

' 89. 7 KFJC "White Noise" Monday 10 pm - 2 am 

90. l KZSU "Outcasts 3" Tuesday 10 pm - 2 am 

90. 7 KALX "New Wave Hour" Wednesday 8 - 9 pm 

92 . 3 KSJO "Modern Humans" Sunday 11 pm - 1 am 

94.l KPFK "Maximum Rock'n'Roll" Tuesday a - 10 pm 

100. 9 ICTlM "Drastic Plastic" Saturday 2 am - 4 8lll 

LOS ANGELES METRO 

90. 7 KPFK "Richard Meltzer Show" Saturday 2 - S am 

ON 

100. 7 KROQ "Rodney Bingenheimer Show" Sunday 8 - 12 pm 

DEEJAY PLAYLIST FOR DAMAGE 

David Bassin: Gang of Four - Entertainment (LP.) 
KTIH Pointed Sticks - Lies 

Human league - Reproduction (LP) 

Richard Gossett : Jags - Back of Hy Hand 
X's 852's - 52 Girls (LP track) 

Genel"ation X - Wild Dub (LP track) 

Larry Holloway: Harrianne Faithful - Why D'Ya Do It 
Stud Lizzy Kercier Descloux - Mission Impossible 

Selecter - On Hy Radio 
Howle Klein: Orchestral Kanoeuvers In the Dark - Electricity 
yrs---- Wazmo Nariz - Things Aren't Right 

Madness - Kadness 

as a severe mutation of the mindless disco menance. 
The exposure he has gotten has meant for the scene, 
so closely following the Western Front festival. 
the possible involvement of people who have a better 
idea of what "alternative" in this alternative life
style. 

The campaign co111J1ittee that helped put Biafra's 
campaign together was serious about it having an im
pact. None of those I spoke to would have supported 
the Fein/Kopp ballot had Biafra not been around. cyni
cal idealist that they are. Such local "lumina r ies" 
in the scene as Dirk Dirksen of the Mabuhay Gardens, 
Ginger Coyote of Punk Globe, Mickey of Creep Magazine, 
Joe Rees of Target Video, Barbara Hell~ent of Ideal 

· Productions. Chi Chi and OAAAGE editor Brad l. split 
their efforts between their own full-time projects 
and the campaign. Hellbent worked hard as appointments 
secretary, no small feat when dealing with Jello Bia
fra - who like most of us doesn't li ke to get up earlier 
than 2 pm. Dirksen made the campaign possible by host
ing a benefit at the Mab to r aise enough money for the 
filing fee. He rendered further financial assistance 
by helping to arrange l oans. and may stage another 
benefit to help defray the cost of the campaign. 
Both Dirksen and Brad worked on public relations 
while Ginger Coyote was instrumental in lining-up 
personal appearances like the candidates' night 
at Grace Cathedral. Mickey Creep helped with media 
coverage, and Chi Chi. head of the election co
nmittee and Dead Kennedy's manager, kept gigs and 
politicking separate. 

Coomittee members supported Biafra basically 
because it seemed like it would be fun unleashing 
him on a soporific public unprepared for his satyr
ic derision and wit. Dirksen felt he was upholding 
democracy and social evolution as well as a candi
date and persona·l friend. Ginger Coyote calls him 
~more alert and aware than the others. His ideals 
are different. He couldn't be tempted by money, a 
house. those kinds of things." Hellbent things so 
too . Chi Chi , who helped him come up with parts of 
his platfonn, like the way Biafra "points out the 
ridiculousness of the nonn." 

The future for Jello Biafra. assumlng he is 
not hosting TV game shows in the next year of so, 
almost certainly involves political needling of one 
sort or another. The supervisor post in district 
5 or 6 may be targeted next. An even greater 1 ikl i
hood, Biafra says , is .to "take some of the proposals 
if my platfonn and get them on the next ballot as 
propositions. If we can get downtown business to 
spend tens of thousands of dollars to defeat us, 
'we've won a moral victory right there. 

BY TONY ROCCO 

J.\f R 

~; b Rhymes: 
e Y' 

Outer Limits 

Cosmo Topper: 
KSJO 
KZSU 

Johnnie Walker: 
Radio Luxembourg 
Geary Temple 

Beverly Wilshire: 

"' 
Tim Yohanoon: 
l<PFA 

Damage Staff Writer 

MONTERREY BAY AREA 

88. I KZSC "Punky-Reggae Party" Sunday 2 - 6 pm 

88. 1 KZSC "Flying Saucer Rock'n'Roll" Thursday 12 - 3 pm 

88. 9 KUSP "Out on the Rolling Sea" 1 .: 4 pm 

102 KLRB "Rude Awak~nings" Wednesday 11 pm 

SAN DIEGO AREA 

88. 7 KSPC "Meat Music for the Masses" Friday 12 - 3:30 a.a 

SONC»IA COUNTY 

91. S Cable DILS - Santa Rosa 

Hounds - Putting Un the Dog 
Head boys - Shapes Of Things to Come 
Iggy Pop_ New Values (LP) 

Gang of Four - Entertainment (LP) 
Cure - Three Imaginary Soys (LP) 
lrrmune System - Ambivalence & Sparkplugs 

Joy Division - Unknown Pleasures (LP) 
Necessar Jes - You Can Borrow Hy Car 
Supremes - Where Did Our love Go? 

Buggles - Video Ki 1 led the Radio Star 
999 - Found Out Too late 
Hasterswi tch - Action Replay 

Inmates - The Wa I k 
No A 1 ternat i ve - Johnny Got His Gun 
Reactors - Me It Down 

'l ,,.· •• 
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CASES 
I am a Registered Nurse. I re
ceived my Baccalaureate Degree 
in Nursing from U.C. San Fran
cisco. I work in a critical 

'BY FNT,RN 

care unit in a major hospital 
outside of Los Angeles. This 
column serves as an account of 
my experiences on the unit. Sen
sationalism is not my aim. My 
purpose is to express those as
pects of my work remaining for 
the most part unspoken. 

Bob's head tilted to the side. His eyes fixed on my face. 
Slowly a trace of a smile appeared on his lips. The hair 
on the back of my neck stood up. I reached over and shut 
his eyes. Feeling anxious I hurried to halfway clean the 
room· before his wife arrived. I wiped the splats of blood 
of~ the floor. The acid odor of vomit made my eyes water. 
Two hours before Bob and I laughed together. He spoke of 
his virile renaissance after age eighty. Not long after 
our conversation, Bob began sweating profusely and shiver-
ing. He called out to me and begged for.blankets. I check-
ed his heart rhythm and realized that he was going bad on 
me. I ran for the xylocaine and pushed it into his IV line. 
He was cold and ashen. He grabbed my arm and it reminded 
me of a shaking fish. He looked at me with terrified eyes 
and moaned, "it's over." The next thing I knew I was pu-
ffing air past his lips and then rocking up and down on 
his chest to move blood through his idle heart. I screamed 
for help and soon the room was filled with nurses, doctors 
and technicians. I stepped back and let the others take over. 
Then Bob was voffiiting. Some of the vomit got forced into 
his lungs before it could be suctioned out of his· throat. 
The IV nurse kept ~abbing his decrepit veins over and over, 
failing repeatedly to get a second line started. · She be-
came so frantic that she neglected to tape over the stabs 
and Bob's anticoagulated blood dripped over the backboard 
and onto the floor and my shoes. I kept pushing medications 
into his good line as the Resident called off drug orders. 
Suddenly vomit splattered onto Bob's chest and across my 
hands and arms. It became apparent that someone besides Bob 
was vomiting and I looked up to see the Respiratory Therapist 
gagging, choking and apologizing for having a weak stomach. 
Twenty minutes later we were still externally pumping his 
heart and ventilating his lungs when the Resident said "In
terrupt CPR." We all watched the monitor as Bob 1 s heart 
rhythm went straight line. His pupils were pinpoint. He was 
cold and blue. "He's had it," pronounced the Resident, "Let 1 s 
knock off." The room gradually emptied until it was just Bob 
and I. His body lay uncovered and naked on the bed. He was 
bloated and puffy and when I cleaned him, my fingers left 
impressions in the flesh. I was more than a little spooked 
by his smile and glance, but wrote if off as coincidental 
muscle spasms. I wiped up the last blood splat and turned 
around to see his eyes open wide as if I had never shut them. 
Again they were staring directly at my eyes. They drew me 
in and I wanted to approach him somehow, to corrununicate. I 
shook my head as I walked over to repeat my eye closing ritual. 
I put my . hand on his damp shoulder and told him goodbye, to 
take it easy and that I'd probably see him again sometime. 
I walked out of the room feeling wasted. "Fuck this noise," 

crossed through the nursing station and went 
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SIL VER CHALICE 
America's #l Rock Group 

GEZA-X 
Prince of the Butt-Pliers 

Hear them on 
the Hype-Line 

(415) 283·1185 

- or 

(2°13) 332-6250 

Bookings <~ (415) 284·9264 

Sing/es a11allable on Fina/ Gear Records 

Send $1.75 each {$3.00 for both) to 

Ideal Productions P.O.B. 811, Lafayette CA 94549 







NEW YOUTH PRODUCTIONS International 
New Wave Directory conta in ing comprehensive I istings 
of bands, venues, labels, publications, radio sta
tions, etc. The cost per issue is $1.00 and sub
scriptions are available for $6.00 per year (6 
issues). For more i nfo, write to N.Y.P, P.O. Box 
6029, San Francisco, CA 94101 

INDEPENDENT RECORD LABELS 
(northern california) 

A. T. RECORDS 
70 Lundys Lane 
San Francisco, CA 94110 

ANBII C RECORDS 
P . O. Sox 1522 

, Richmond, CA 94801 

IS PARIS BURNING RECORDS 
P .O. Box 26178 
San Francisco, CA 94126 

RALPH RECORDS 
444 Grove Street 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

SUBTERRANEAN RECORDS 
'67'8SO"Uth Van Ness Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94110 

415 RECORDS 
~Street 
San Francisco, CA 94114 

ASP RECORDS 
P.O. Box 29502 
San Francisco, CA 94129 

BEAT RECORDS 
P.O. Box 336 
Ben Lomond, CA 95005 

PACIFIC ARTS RECORDS 
P.O . Box 5547 
Cannel • CA 93921 

SIREN RECORDS 
433 Hyde Street 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

SOLID SMOKE RECORDS 
P.O. Box 22372 
San Francisco, CA 94122 

NEWSPAPERS AND FANZINES 
ADVERTS 
P.O. Box 4678 
Santa Rosa, CA 9S402 

BLIND BOYS GAZETTE 
221 W. Park Drive 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

CREEP 
r.D.-Box 5528 
San Francisco, CA 94101 

FLIPSIDE 
P.O. Box 363 
Whittier, CA 90608 

LOBOTOMY 
P .0. Box ' 25087 
Los Angeles, CA 90027 

MOUTH OF THE RAT 
151 SW 15th Street 
Boca Raton , Florida 33432 

NO MAGAZINE 
P.O. Box 57041 
Los Angeles, CA 90057 

NOIZE 
ffirNE 42nd Street 
Vancouver, WA 98662 

PUNK GLOBE 
734 Bush Street 136 
San 1'rancisco, CA 94108 

QUASI-SUBSTITtfrE 
4307 Date 
La Me~a, CA 92041 

RIPPED AND TORN 
c/o Roug~ 
202 Xensington Park Rd. 
London, W2, England 

SLUGGO 
607 Baylor 
Austin, Texas 78703 

SKUNK PISS 
196iiI1TSide Street 13 
Roxbury, MA 02120 

WILD DOG 
P. 0. Box 3S253 S. Post Oak 
Houston, TX 77035 

FINAL SOLUTION 
4304 James Ori ve 
Metairie, LA 70003 

NART 
103 Alvarado Road 
Berkeley, CA 94705 

OP 
lf:""o. Box 2391 
Olympia, WA 98507 

BI FF BANG POI\' 
7826 Cleon Avenue 
Sun Valley, CA 91352 

BOULEVARDS 
1008 Sutter Street 
S.F., CA 94109 

ANOTIIER ROOM 
1640 18th Street 
Oakland, CA 94607 

GOOD TIMES 
TITOPaeific Avenue 
Santa Cruz, CA 9S060 

BIOHAZARD INFORMAE 
1301 N. Mangum Street 
Durham, North Caroli na 27701 

MODERN WORLD 
271SA Campbell Rd. 
Raleigh, North Carolina 21'606 

NEW YORK ROCKER 
166 Sth Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10010 

NEW MAGAZINE 
46ZO Forbes I 2 
Pittsburgh, Penn 15213 

EAST VI LI.AGE EYE 
44 E. 3rd Street 
New York, N. Y. 10003 

PICTURE PAPER 
104 W. San Francisco St. 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501 

R.T.A. 
4 Bayard Road ICl 
Pittsburgh , PA 15213 

SLASH 
~Box 48888 
Los Angeles, CA 90048 

SUBWAY NEWS 
~ 
Boston, MA 02115 

SURFING BIRO 
P .0. Box 24 
Verdun, Quebec, Canada H463El 

WIDOWS AND ORPHANS 
850 Hollenbeck Avenue 
Sunnyvale, CA 94087 

PIG PAPER 
70 Cotton Drive 
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5Gl29 

STELLAZ I NE 
1'5'i'62ndAvenue r 304 
Seattle, WA 98101 

NEW AGE 
2505 Circle Pine Court 
Greensboro, Nort.h Carolina 27407 

RADIO FREE ROCK 
5377 W. 86th Street 
Indianapolis, IN 46208 
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THE 
WESTERN 

FRONT 
oct 9-14 1979 

THE WES TE RN FRONT was perhaps 
the largest mus ical festival 
ever he 1 d. Over 60 bands from 
a ll over the Western U.S. 
played for terr days in six 
different Bay Area locations. 
The bands and the audiences 
for whom they p I ayed repre
sented the broadest cross
section in punk, new wave and 
underground mus ic. Some of 
the groups were we 11-known, 
had toured nationally and had 
records out, ot hers had on ly 
recently surfaced. Al I shared 
one thing in ~ommon: an aware
ness that their music expressed 
the vita lity, the exc i tement, 
the energy that the West Coast 
scene has and continues to 
manifest. 

Pat BAGS (LA) Stephano Paol 1 i l o 
~PINK SECTION (SF) Stephano 
fans at the Geary John Roberts 
WE I ROOS (LA) Stephano 
Darby GERMS (LA) Sue Brisk 
BAGS (LA) Stephano 
JiOTNTED STICKS (Vancouver) Stephano 
Sue SUBURBAN LAWNS (LA) John Roberts 
ZEROS (SF) Sue Brisk 
Freddy MUTANTS (SF) John Roberts 

repeat of F 
PO I NTED STICKS (Vancouver) Stephano 
MINIMAL MAN"(SF) Stephano 
TIITC1fl"S:tep ha no 
--;.epeat of B 
DIRK DIRKSEN Stephano 
~ EYE PROTECTION (SF) Stephano 
Claude CATHOLIC DIS.CIPLINE (LA) Stephan 
Mice-BAGS (LA) Stephano 
Phranc CATHOLIC DI SC I PL I NE (LA) Stephan 
ROiifRf HANRAHAN Stephano 
at the Oeaf Club Sue Brisk 
between sets at the Mab Stephano 
more fans Stephano 
Western Front Poster by Pasare 11 i 
Steven TUXEDO HOON (SF) Stephano 

KEY TD CENTERFOLD 
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Robert's now rigid genitals twitched and he 

blushed at her words. 

From the glove box she pulled a leather 
head mask, from a zippered pocket she pulled a 
small ampule and fitted it into a niche beneath 
the nose of the mask, "Amyl," she said. 

She quickly placed the mask over his head 
and fastened it in back. To his extreme discom
fort, Robert found a ball gag filling his mouth. 

The light crack of the glass ampule was 
followed a second later by the familiar scent. 
He tried to breathe through his mouth but found 
the gag thwarted all his attempts. He could 
breathe nothing but the vapours she had released. 
The rush to his brain felt like a truck hitting 
a carload of Offs, in his whirling brain, he 
could bar .. tly, feel the psin as she squeezed his 
penis harder and harder. He whimpered inaudibly 

l~~~~~~~~lbehind his gag. While one hand squeezed, the other opened 
his fly and extracted the rigid manhood, exposing 
it to the cool air of the spring night. 

BY STANNOUS FLO.UiRIDE RATED "X" 
This is the first installment of a new se;ial novel to run regularly in DAMAGE. It is most de
finitely "X" ratd and should be carefully avoided by any person who is offended by the normal -
and the abnormal ways in which people act out their frustrations as well as their affections 
in the midst of the slow, steady decline of our civilisation. While Hr. Stanous Fluoride, the 
purported author of this nasty slice of life is responsible for the concept, the development 
and the continuity, various, strictly "anonymous" accomplices participate by writing the phan
tasy sequences (indicated by changes in typeface). Mr. Fluoride requests that DAMAGE readers 
send their contributions to "CITY TAILS" in plain brown-paper wrappers to him care of the mag. 

The publishers of DAMAGE and its advertisers, etc. are not responsible for any changes in pulse 
rate, respiration or sweat.gland production induced by reading this purely fiction narrative. 
Thank you and fuck off. 

T ~=f~~~~~~y s:~~::t e:~~r~h/~;o~~u:~ ~~: 
front of the stage drenched in sweat and 

mildly bruised. 

Robert, his just over five foot frame to
pped with a mat of green streaked blonde hair 
that resembled a weed-covered vacant lot , tu
rned to see who was responsible for driving 
his newly injured shins into the low stage and 
found a long-haired gorilla- like hulk garbed 
in a red and gold letter jacket . 

Atop this mountain of malicious muscle, 
his eyes met a glare and a sneer-twisted mouth. 
Behind this one's shoulder, Robert observed 
the face of a taller, thinner geek whose 
stringy dirty-blonde hair framed an even gri
mmer countenance. 

Shrugging, Robert sat tiredly on the 
short stage, indifferent to the hostile glances. 
His bloodshot. rheumy eyes saw nothing but the 
bright light of the colored spots on the bal
cony above the end of the room. 

The flickering of a hand across the light 
like a strobe was what brought him back minutes 
l::i.ter, that and the repetition of his name like 
the nnonymous visitors he heard in the hall of 
his hotel late at night. 

He turned to look into the face of Terry 
Cloth, a girl well known for her dry wit. "Oh, 
uh, hi," he muttered, shaking his head like 
one who has been abruptly wakened from deep 
sleep. 

"Welcome back," she laughed, taking his 
hand and plopping down next to him on the 
stage. 

Oblivious to their surroundings, they sat 
until the opening chords of the Avengers roused 
them from the waking coma, heads already keep
ing time to the beat, they rose and faced the 
stage. 

During the first son& the crowd was fairly 
subdued, not until midway into the second did 
Robert and Terry start to get pushed into the 
stage, cutting their !shins on the rough wood. 

Suddenly Terry and Robert were pushed ro
ughly from behind and collapsed in a pile at 
Danny's feet, turning Robert looked into the 
leering face of his earlier adversary . 

Exchanging glances end barely perceptible 
nods, he and Terry interlocked their arms and 
jumped off stage, hitting and forcing the jocks 
well into the crowd, Before the animated dummies 
had a chance to retaliate, Robert and Terry 
disappeared into the crowd. 

L~~:~~h~:~;;~;t:~t~ia~;a s:~d t~:i~!n!w~:s a 
off someone's can of Old English 800 . Just 

as he took a drink, he was hit sharply from be
hind, spilling the beer over his chest. 

"Fucking ass hole ," he said, turning around. 

"Oh yeah, punk?" replied the simian long
hair from the dancefloor as he grabbed Robert's 
collar and drew back his ham-like fist. 

Suddenly, out of nowhere, a gloved hand 
seized the wrist of his assailant, drawing it 
back further than ever intended and a black
leaiher-covered leg slipped smoothly (and, 
thought Robert, quite gracefully) behind the 
guy's leg, tripping easily to the floor. Try
ing to stand, the jock groped at his new oppo
nent's 1.·aist and recei\·cd a faceful of knee 
sending him sprawling to the floor. His friend, 
rushing to his aid, grabbed the tall leather
clad figure by the shoulder and spun it aroufld. 
Though the tight clothes no way hid the fact, 
the geek discovered, for the first time, that 
it was a woman he was about to slug. Surprised, 
he hesitated for a second - a serious mistake 
as he found her forearm connecting smartly with 
his throat, He fell, gasping for air. 

Robert slowly, appreciatively observed the 
woman who was his rescuer, from her spike-heeled 
knee-high boots that blended into the tight 
leather that sheathed her incredibly long slen
der legs to a thin waist wrapped by a wide belt 
studded with flat black spikes only visible 
where they were silhouetted at the side . Her 
short jacket had three zippers down the front, 
the right one undone to the top of her nipple, 
exposing and hiding it temptingly as she moved, 
this expanse of pale white skin was crossed at 
the base of her throat by a thin black chain 
and padlock. Looking up into a face that star
tled him with its classically beautiful lines, 
its strong, narrow chin beneath a warm, though 
unsmiling mouth, its bright rouge the only color 
from head to foot, he trembled. Her acquiline 
nose set by two piercing black eyes, her high 
forehead rose to line at her short coal-colored 
hair somewhere above, where exactly, Robert 
wasn't sure ... he could not break away from the 
steady gaze of those midnight eyes. 

She had to repeat herself to be heard, 
sanpping him out of his trance. 

"I think we'd best be leaving now," she 
said huskily. Taking his hand, she lead him 
away. He, still speechless, not acknowledging 
the farewells of his friends. 

As they were leaving, he realized the whole 
affair must've taken only seconds ... people were 
still coming from the door to see what had happened 
as they pushed through the throng to leave . 

S ~=n~n~e~~!e~:~o h~~~:n~~~e~Wti!0~;~t Y!~; .. 
he asked. She put her finger across his 

lips and shook her head . "Don't talk," she said 
forcefully. 

Still by the hand, she led him to a nearby 
parking lot and up to the passenger side of a 
SO' s Jaguar that had been painted black even to 
the chrome. How app.ropriate, he thought. Unlock
ing the door, she gestured him to enter and 
strode to the other side, opened the d9or and 
slid, cat-like, behind the wheel . She put the 
key in the ignition and turned to face him . 

''I'm gonna ask you a question, answer yes 
by nodding or no by getting out of the car. I 
want to use you as a toy tonight, if you say 
yes, give up all say in what will take place. 
You will be used only as I see fit ... now, do 
you want to come?" 

Fear and desire battled in Robert's mind, 
bringing a warm tingle to his groin . He held up 
one finger and asked with his eyes. 

"Yes, you may speak," she said. 

"Will I . .. will I be beaten?" 

"If you say yes, you have no right to know, 
but you may assume that it will happen." 

Casting his eyes to the floor, he slowly 
nodded his consent. 

"Good!" 

She reached across hi~ and passed his right 
arm to her other hand behind the seat, as her 
face passed by, he kissed her lightly on the 
cheek. 

"You' 11 soon regret taking liberties like 
that," she told him curtly. 

She snapped a cuff on his wrist and pushed 
his left to join it, securing him to the bucket 
seat. 

She grabbed his hair and roughly yanked his 
head back, placing gloved fingers around his throat 
and covering his mouth with hers, she vigorously 
explored with her tongue and thrust it deep into 
his throat. He thought he would gag and tried to 
twist away from her hold on his head . 

She pulled away and looked at him haughtily. 
"I thought you wanted to kiss ... slut." 

The mask deprived him of all distraction 
and he could only seem to feel the leather gloves 
a~ they kneaded and stroked his cock. He felt 
her breath and then the tip of her tongue gra
zing the tip of his penis, flicking it lightly, 
slowly encircling the purple mushroom and sending 
shivers up his spine . He felt her mouth close 
around it and his dick twitched in reaction. 
She sucked hard on it sending spasms through 
his restrained body, she slid her soft lips 
down the length- of his pole. He thought he would 
come instnatly, but she suddenly released him 
from the confines of her throat and he groaned 
in frustration. She snapped a wide cockring 
tightly on his penis insuring an erection. 

She unsnapped his jack et and slid a hand 
inside. Finding_ one of the tears in his shirt, 
she tore it open, exposing a smooth chest. 

''Mmm, no hair, that ' s nice.'' she observed. 

Each of her hanJs found a nipple and pin
ched, sending an electric current to his naked 
crotch. Letting go of them one at a ti.me, the 
warm touch was replaced by the cold of metal 
clamps, at first the feeling was not painful , 
but as she tightened them, the sharp teeth 
bit into his tender flesh. He winced with the 
unceasing pressure, soon the pain filled all 
his senses and he was barely conscious of her 
starting the car and leaving the lot. 

TO BE ccwrINUED ... 
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"SEND US YOUR 
UNDERWEAR'' 

photo by Sue Bri sk 

THE GO-GO'S (varie t y / my s t e r y ) 

Five zany, but lovable girls with guitars 
are embroiled in a zany, but hardcore ad
venture in Los Angeles as they are pursued 
by legions of zany, but drug-crazed punks, 
sriiarmy record producers, giant cockroaches 
and DAMAGE's Society Editor, Craig Lee. 

Starring BB.LINDA ... MARGO .. JANE ... GINA ... and 
CHARL.01TE .•. 

BELINDA: I was reading this book today about 
Errol Flynn and these parties he used to have 
... and he used to have these bwmy track meets 
once a month where this naked girl would run 
around the track, and he'd have men with nwn
bers on their backs chas ing her, and whoever 
won - got her - caught her would get to fuck 
her, and she'd automatically win a sable coat, 
and they'd have bets on it and stuff, and Ma
rilyn Monroe was one of the first bunnies. 

A SABLE COAT? THAT'S NOT WORTH IT! 

B: And she'd be topless, too. 

MARGO: She'd have to run topJes~?! 

B: All the girls would have to run topless. 

WHAT ABCXJT TiiE MEN? TiiEY SHOULD HAYE RUN 
~ 

B: No . . . no -- I don't know about the men .. 

ALL RIGHI' -- LET'S START AT '!HE VERY BEGINNING! 

B: "Why are you an all-girl band ... 

JAME : "Why do you exist. " Margo was the 
first Go-Go. 

MARGO: Sort of. But we w~::en't Go-Go's then, 
we were just a gang. 

TIIERE WAS YOU AND ELISSA (former drummer) ... 

M: Actually Belinda and Elissa sort of hap
pened together. 

AND TIIEN JANE. AND YOU WERE ALL LIVING _IN .• . 

GO- Gos: THE CANTERBURY! 

J: (singing) "Livin at the Canterbury, uh uh." 

OH, I USED TO LIKE THAT SONG! LAST TIME YOU 
PLAYED I WAS SCREAMING FOR IT .. 

M: It was called "Luxury Living." 

WHAT WAS THE WEIRDEST TIIING THAT HAPPENED 
TO YOU LIVING IN THE CANTERBURY? (The Can
terbury was a rundown 3-story apartment 
building in Hollywood. In the 40s it was the 
scene of the famous Blue Dahlia murders, but 
by the tiae the punks moved in it was a very 
seedy, smelly, cockroach-ridden refuge for 
poor minorities and pink-haired freaks. Af
ter a series of fires gutted the struC"ture, 
it was condemned. ) 

M: The landlord pulled a gun on me! That was 
the weirdest thing that happened. 

M: The one that came after Oliver (the for
mer landlord who was the head of some bogus 
t~x dodge, pseudo-Rastafari church), I told 
him to get a lock for my door and I had to go 
to rehearsal. 

B; I did nookie on top of the roof. 

WHAT'S SO WEIRD ABOlIT THAT? 

B: Everybody did! 

J: I don't think there was as much sex as 
any other group of people that moved in at 
the same time. 

B: It was like brothers and sisters. 

J : There was more drugs than sex . 

B: We 11 , towards the end. 

M: Yeah, it became a real den ;,f iniquity . 

Mff? 

M: Well, when L. broke into this pharmacy .•. 

J: Oh yeah ... 

WHAT WAS THAT? 

B: Oh , this girl broke into her father's 
1 pharmacy .. 



J: And stole hWldreds of dollars of quaa
ludes and Dilantins . And everybody was on 
drugs 24 hours a day. I didn't get any; I 
wasn't taking drugs then. 

WHAT WAS nlE WEIRDEST TIHNG TiiAT HAPPENED 
TO YOU, JANE? 

M: The Pyrannas got her! (The Pyrannas were 
an all-girl gang.) 

J: Oh yeah .. . oh god! Ok, one time I was on 
quaaludes and the Pyrannas . . 

M: No, they didn't. 

WEREN'T YOU A PY RANNA? 

M: Yeah. 

B: Me too . 

J: They gave me hickeys and scratchmarks all 
over my body and sent me home and my boyfriend 
almost beat me up, cuz of it , and he • . . 

AND THEN HE WROTE "PYRA.NNAS EAT LESBIAN SHIT'' 
IN THE ELEVATOR. 

M: I didn't do it! Cuz 1 was passed ciut at 
the ti.me. 

B: All the boys wrote that -- Terry Bag Dad 
and them ... 

J: And t he other weird thing was that I al

\o.' .:lys used t o have n i gh tma r es and one time I 

had this nightmare, and I ran all the way to 
the other side of the building with no 
clothes on ... in my sleep. 

M: I had one of those psychic experiences 
where 'you feel someone is choking you in your 
sleep and I couldn't breathe. 

B: Yeah, I had that. 

J: So did I. We all had ghosts in our 
apartments. 

DIDN'T A GIRL GET RAPED IN YOUR APARTMENT? 

M: Next: door! We were neighbors and she 
really did, and I had no idea . I heard her 
scream and I had no idea what: was going on, 
cuz she used to scream all the time! Every 
night! I had no idea . .. she was being raped 
at: gunpoint:! 

M: By two of them! 

AND IBEY WROTE ON THEIR DOOR: 

M: "Apes live here"! Black Randy wrote that! 

B: I remember when two negroes were trying 
to break into our apartment going "Let me in! 
Let me in!" We had no telephone and Lorna (of 
the Germs) and I were banging on the floor 
hoping Mary Rat, who lived downstairs, would 
hear us . 

J: That was scary, living there! 

TiiE COCKROACHES DANCING ACROSS TifE TABLES! 

J: Across my face when I was sleeping! 

DID YOU PRACTICE THERE? (There was a practice 
room set up by the Bags and the Germs in the 
basement.) 

M: Once. 

Pause for beer 

J: So ask us some more questions, Mr. Lee . . 

nrus YOU WERE BORN. I REMEMBER GOING TO ONE 
OF YOUR FIRST REHEARSALS AND LISTENING OUT
SIDE THE DOOR . 

GO-GOs: What'd you think -- did you laugh, 
were we horrible? 

M: Well, it was. · 

I . WAS AMA.ZED, WHEN YOU FIRST PLAYED, HOW GOOD 
IT WAS. 

(Jane suppresses a laugh, barely.) 

BACK THEN 1llE SONGS WERE MORE POLITICAL -
"OVERRUN''. WEREN'T THEY? 

J: That was the only one. They were angrier. 
But no. we're all mellowed out, ha ha -- sit-

ting around writing love songs. 

M: Me and Jane go in hot tubs. 

J: .. Waiting to get our feet massaged . 

M: Smoke Doo B's in hot tubs .. 

J: We were just trying to get some free in
the-ear monitors. 

WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU TALKING A.BOUT? 

J: We went to this awful party and we were 
really bored and theY'hid this hot tub, so we 
went in with these naked hippies. It was 
really gross! (laughter) 

M: California lifestyle. 

J: There were all these ladies dancing around 
with flowers in their hair, wearing flowing 
gowns. 

SOUNDS LIKE MY KIND OF PARTY. 

J: It was May Day. Was that this year? How 
depressing ... that I did that thISyear. That 
I would do that ~year. But we'd go to any 
party. We don ' t care who's having it, A 
party's a party. 

HEY, WERE YOU WITH US THAT TIME WE CRASHED TI1E 
PARTY AT JACK HALEY'S HOUSE? MARGO, REMEMBER 
THAT? 

GO-GOs: OH YEAH l We were there l 

M: I introduced Alice Douchebag and they were 
all freaked out by that. 

J: They had great food there. 

SOMEBODY TOLD US WE SHOULD SAY WE WERE LOOK
ING FOR LANA WOOD . . . 

B: And I was saying "Oh, where's Lana?" And 
someone went to get her and I turned the cor
ner and left. ~ , I got kind of freaked out ... 

M: I mingled. 

YEAH, YOU ALWAYS MINGLE REALLY WELL. YOU HAVE 
NO SHYNESS. 

M: I guess so. Comes from working in stores 
where you get approached by all sorts of 
freaks and you can't escape. 

MARGO, HOW DID YOU GET THE BLACK EYE? 

M: The ugl y , horrible security at the 
Buzzcocks' concert. 

J: Look at the scar I got there. 

HOW'D YOU GET THAT? 

J: Stupid Huntington Beach punks! 

M: Jane, don't fucking say that! 

J: OK. Well, there were a bunch of young
type punks dancing in the front and I was 
sitting at the edge of the stage, and they 
kept pulling at my leg, and finally they 
pulled me so hard I went flying across the 
room and crashed -- I slashed my wrists on 
stage. ruined my favorite shirt. 

REMEMBER WHEN WE ALL USED TO DANCE AND IT 
WAS FUN. 

J: Now it seems really forced, fake. I re
member, back in the "old days", when the 
Weit>dos would play and they were so good that 
you couldn't help but dance -- like it wasn't 
anything of your choice, you just had to 
dance. Now, when I look out at: the audience 
a lot of times, l think it's great that people 
want to dance, but it just seems forced, the 
way they flail themselves around .. 

IT DOESN'T SEEM LIKE THEY'RE DANCING TO THE 
BAND. IT COULD BE anybody OP THERE. 

M: Yeah, they're trying to show off, but I 
don't think there's anything wrong with that . 

IT'S LOUSY GEITING THE MICROPHONE SHOVED IN 
YOUR MOtrrH. 

M: The security at the Buzzcocks' concert - 
it was so horrible. 

SO 00 YOU THINK YOUR SONGS ARE MORE PERSONAL' 
NOW, MORE ABOUT YOUR SELVES? 

J: Yeah. I dunno. 

WHO'S WRITING MOST OF THE SONGS? 

B: Jane and Charlotte, most of them. But 
everybody puts in their h'O cents when it 
comes to arranging them. 

YOU WERE WRITING MOST OF THE LYRICS WHEN TI1E 
BAND STAR~. 

B: I've been in a dry spell now for about 
a y~ar. 

M: 1 ' m in an eternal dry spell, except when 
it comes to liquor. 

IT'S GREAT HOW PEOPLE, LIKE THE L.A. WEEKLY, 
HAVE THIS IMPRESSION OF YOUR BEING SO "SWEET 
AND INNOCENT." 

B: I don't think they've seen us! And they 
say things like the Orchids (Kim Fowley ' s new 
all-girl band) are good! 

M: Innocent, wide-eyed wonder! Ha! 

YOU ACllJALLY DO KIND OF PROJECT THAT ONSTA.GE. 
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M: I don't feel that at all. 

J: We seem. , . nice? 

YOU 00 SEEM NICE. WELL, IT'S LIKE MOST GIRLS 

~··· 

B: Try to be like men, real butch. 

TRY TO SHOW THEY CAN ROCK AS HARD AS THE MEN. 
BUT IN 1HE GO-GOS, YOU ROCK AS WELL AS THE 
MEN, BlIT YOU MAINTAIN YOUR FEMININITY. 

J: Well, it's in the music. Either it's there 
or it's not, and you can act however you want. 
It's either pussy music or good music . I don't 
mean pussy in the sex sense, I mean in the 
sissy sense. 

M: It's dick music. (laughs) 

SPEAKING OF DICKS AND PUSSY. 

J: I don't have a sex life. Next question. 

WHAT HAPPENED TO ..• OH, NEVER MIND. 

J: You know, it's interesting that you should 
say that people think we' re innocent. 

NOT INNOCENT, BUT ... VUL.NERABLE. 

J: Well, we ~ vulnerable, Everybody is. 

YOU SEEM LIKE YOU'RE NOT AFRAID TO SHOW THAT. 
SCJ.fE OTHER GIRL PERFORMERS 1 KNOW IN ROCK TRY 
TO COME OFF AS IF NOTHING COULD GET 1llE BEST 
OF THEM. 

J: Anyway, what I wanted to say about that 
was that we were supposed to play Hollywood 
High School, and they decided not to let us 
play because they heard we were sexually loose. 

M: No, not Hollywood High, Uni High (in west 
L .A. ). 

OH, UNI HIGH. FINE MORAL CHARACTER, TiiE KIDS 
THERE ARE KNOWN FOR THEIR DRUG EXCESSES! 

M: Darby Crash! 

J: Paul Rossel er (of the Screamers) . 

CRAIG LEE! 

M: Margo Go-Go! 

WHAT FINE ALUMN I ! WELL, GINA, LET'S HEAR ABOUT 
MISS EDIE. 

GINA: Whatcha wanna know? 

HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN PLAYING DRUMS? 

G: I don't know. Five years, I guess. 

WERE YOU IN OTHER BANDS IN BALTit-K>RE? 

G: Yeah. 

G: Naw, they were me and al 1 guys. 

HOW DID PEOPLE REACT TO YOU PLAYING DRUMS 
THEN -- DID THEY GO 11 WOW, A GIRL DRUllNER"? 

G: Nobody cares in Baltimore . They don't 
care what you do there. I mean out here. 
it ' s different with musicians; people 
show more respect. Nobody cares there, 
really, especially about music, arts, stuff 
like that. They don't acknowledge it. 

· J: All her friends have been really freaked 
out when they come out here -- they think Gina• s 
changed. 

(Gina laughs.) 

WHY DO THEY THINK THAT, GINA? 

G: I don't know . 

J: It's not that she's changed, it's just 
that people recognize she has talent and they 
get all freaked out because people are always 
coming up to her and telling her she 's a good 
drummer. I guess in Baltimore nobody cares. 

G: No, nobody cares there, plus all the peo
ple I know -- you know how your friends are. 
They never look at you any differently, you're 
always the same person you were, I mean, and 
I still am. But out here people don't know 
me as a friend, they just know me as being in 
the Go-Gos. 

HOW DID THE THING WITWMISS EDIE (John Waters 
movie star) COME ABOUT? 

G: Well, I knew Miss Edie, she lived up the 
street from me, and I used to stop and visit 
all the time, and she was always having dif
ferent bands, y' know, but none of them got 
offers or anything. So one day I went in and 
she said (imitating Edie), "I wanna get a band 
together, and we're gonna go to Los Angeles 
and San Francisco and New York", and I said 
"Oooh, wait a minute, Edie, let me hear about 
it". Then we just got these other two girls 
together and we rehearsed for a week and did it. 



WHAT .HAPPENED TO rnE TWO OTHER GIRLS? 

G: They're still in Baltimore, and they're 
probably working a 9-to-S or something . 
They're just doing the same old shit. Pro
bably will do it for the rest of their lives. 

YOU TOLD ME YOU COULD HA VE BEEN IN ONE OF 
JOHN WATERS' !«>VIES, BUT YOUR PAREITTS WOULDN'T 
LET YOU? 

G: Yeah, they told me they'd turn me out if 
I went; you know, he'd just put signs down 
in Fell' s Point where a lot of people hung 
out - - y' know, "Come and try out for the show" 
-- and people would go for extras, too . 

YOU KNOW THE OTiiERS, LIKE MARY VIVIAN PEARCE? 

IBA.T'S WHAT PEOPLE DO FOR FUN IN BALTIMORE. 

G: Yeah, drink. Take drugs. Smoke flakes. 
Yeah, that's real big. 

WHAT ARE FLAKES? 

G: It's •.. what you call it . .. ANGEL OUST. 
It's real big. Half of Baltimore was like 

. berserk from flakes. They're really a 

wild pack there. Real violent types. 

J: Sounds like a depressing town. 

G: Well, it's not that depressing if you lived 
there all your life, and you never go anywhere 
~lse, it's fine. But if you go somewhere else, 
1f you got any sense in your head, you're gonna 
leave. 

M: Sounds like Blackpool. 

YOU WERE IN ENGLAND? 

M: Yeah, in '75. I was there when the punk 
thing first started happening. I wasn't part 
of it. I mean I saw the Sex Pistols at their 
second gig at the 100 Club. And I saw the 
Damned, the Stranglers, a few other bands 
in the beginning, but I wasn't -- I was inti
midated by the whole thing. It was real 
cliquey -- I used to see the regulars on the 
street. 

WELL, IT WAS A CLIQUE HERE, WITH EVERYONE 
LIVING IN THE CANTERBURY. 

J: But that's because that was all we had .. 
You had to be a clique to stay alive. It's 
so different now. You play. 

G: And you don't . know anyone any more! 

M: Or you go to parties and you don't know 
anyone any more. It's I ike sometimes J think 
people are scared to talk to me now. 

J: I get that all the time! 

B: We were at this rw:image sale and this girl 
came up to me and she starts jumping up and 
down: "You're that girl in the Go-Gos!" And 
she goes "If I had a pen, I'd ask for your 
autograph I" 

J: Oh my god! The worst part about that -
well, this is stupid -- well -- it's real hard 
to meet boys . It's become two separate things. 
There's the band . .. and there's the fans, and 
never the twain shall meet. 

YOU WERE ALL FANS. 

J: I know, and I'm still a fan. 

M: I'm a real big fan! 

J: I still love -- I'm still not bored with 
going out to shows. 

B: I am, in a way. I like to watch people, that's 
why I go, and I can predict where everybody's 
gonna end up at the end of the night, or how 
they'll act. Except with new people now, it's 
kind of fun. You don't know who they are, they're 
still mysterious. 

M: I love the gigs, but I'm bored with the 
clubs, the shit you have to put up with. 

WHAT HAPPENED WHEN YOU PLAYED TiiE MA.BUHAY? 

M: Oh, we played with this. 

J: Roxz ! This Runaways• clone band cal led Rox;. 

B: Girl Aerosmith. 

G: They had these hideous-looking outfits. 

J: Dirksen was so rude to us. We'd play 
several nights. -

G: Friday night was good. 

J: We'd gotten a big crowd in there, we did 
good, didn't cause any trouble. We're OK, we 
don't go around busting clubs up, and he treated 
us like shit, he just shoved us on the stage, 
and he was standing next to me the whole time, 
checking his watch, and like in the middle of 
a song, he said "This is your last number, 
gotta get off''. It was awful. We said at that 
time we'd never play at that club again, but 
now I don 't know .. 

I JUST TALKED TO SOMEONE kllO'S HELPING TO BOOK 
.!:Q_R DIRKSEN AND SHE SAID 1iE REALLY LIKED YOU! 

M: Well, he doesn't show it! After the gig 
he said "Oh, good show, girls" and all this, 
but I couldn't even look at him. 

WHY DID YOU GET RID OF YOUR OLD MANAGER,KITRA? 

B: Social climber . 

~E2B 

M: Gold digger, ha ha. 

J: She was a friend of ours, and we figured, 
we' re amateurs, we certainly don• t need an ama
teur manager. 

I REMEMBER WHEN YOU FIRST STARTED OUT, YOU TOLD 
ME YOU WANTED A WOMAN MANAGER. 

J: Yeah, well, we don't care now. It was a 
trendy idea at the time. 

(Charlotte arrives.) 

J: Late as usual! 

CHARLOTIE: We' re famous everywhere! I got 
pulled over by a highway patrolman: I was go
ing about 70 cuz I had to wash my hair first 
and I was late, and so he pulled me over and 
goes, "So what's the big hurry?". takes my 
license and everything. And I say, "Well, 
I'm on my way to this interview", and he goes 
"Interview? What for?" I go "I'm in this band 
and we're getting interviewed for this maga
zine." He goes "What's the name of your band?" 
and I tell him - - I ' m trying to be real cool 
-- "Oh, it's called the Go-Gos . " And he goes 
"Go-Gos? I've heard of you guys. Aren't you 
aome kind of PUNK ROCK band?" 

J: ''Oh no, he's gonna throw me in the slrunmerl'' 

C: I think, "I'm gonna get arrested for sure," 
he's probably one of the guys that was at Elks 
Lodge (scene of a cops vs. punks riot) or some
thing. And I say "No, we' re not punk rock!" 
And he goes "Wei 1, you don't look punk rock, 

you' re supposed to have blue hair and 
makeup." 

M: Maybe he was one of the ones that clubbed me! 

C: "No, but you might know my friend Margo!" 
(laughs) But I go, "No, no, we're just a band." 
And he says , "Well, I've heard of you", and he 
starts asking .all these questions like "What's 
new wave.music?" And I'm thinking to myself, 
"Fucking hell, either give me the ticket or" -
so he keeps on talking, runs the license thru, 
and didn't give a ticket. 

GO-GOs: ALL RIGHT! 

C: I should have looked at his name. 

I' LL PUT lilM ON THE GUEST LIST! 

C: Belinda, I had a dream about your sweater 
last night. Someone else was wearing it and 
I was going, "That's Belinda's sweater!" 

M· I had a dream about this girl. She was 
working at Saks Fifth Avenue in New York and 
st\F was trying to kill he'{ mother. 

i 



C: I talked to 111y mother today• and my parents 
are going to buy me an a.mp for my birthday! 
They have money, but they don't have money, 
and my dad has this gold and he sold it today 
because the price on it is so high now, it 
keeps fluctuating. I said "I don't want to 
keep you low on money, but I really need ·that 
amp. I don't care if the kids eat!" (laughs) 

(Talk about doing a cover of a Marianne 
Faithfull song.) 

C: I'll show you my arrangement of it. It's 
really good. If you guys don't like it, fuck 
you! 

CHARLOTTE, DO YOU MAKE THE DECISIONS FOR TiiE 

~ 

C: No no, it's been. running through my head, 
I've been up all night. 

WHO THOUG!ff OF DOING "WALKING IN THE SAND"? 

C: I ripped it off a friend -- but they wanted 
to do it Shirelles-style -- I mean, what group 
did it? 

TiiE SHANGRI-1.AS. DO YOU LIKE 605 STUFF A LOT? 

C: Me? Sure. Oh, I'm being interviewed now. 
I'm so afraid. 

WELL, DOING A BIT OF HISTORY, CHARLOTIE'S HIS
TORY, STARTING WITH IMMACULATE HEART. DO YOU 
HAVE CATHOLIC DAMA.GE? 

C: Of course, lots of it. 

M: I think we all do . 

ARE YOU ALL CATHOLICS? 

B: I'm a Southern Baptist. 

J: She's got the least guilt out of all of us. 

B: What's Catholic guilt? 

C: The day you were born. even when you were 
in the womb, you know, your mom and dad .•• 

J : Black stains on your soul ... 

C: Your mom and dad are already having real 
inhibited sex and you're in the womb. It's 
conditioned since you're a little kid, I mean, 
going to school •.• I should show you the things 
I learned. I hav.e_ a Baltimore catechism ..• _ 

WHAT ' S A CATECHISM? 

J: Baltimore catechism is a thing I learned 
from for 8 years, and it 1 s the most sick -
me and Geza and Joe (of the Eyes) dug one up 
when we lived in this house together -- it is 
a teaching book for religion -- it's incredible, 
I mean, the pictures ... They ask questions, you 
have to memorize the answers. I have this great 
book at home called "Knives of the Saints." 

B: Really wonderful. 

J: All these color pictures and stuff. And the 
things the Catholics are into are really sick -
Sadomasochism. Like these saints, they'll say, 
like "Saint Elisabeth, virgin and martyr" and 
they' 11 say "Saint Elisabeth got more and more 
saintly as the yearS went on, three times a daj' 
she would drag a heavy wooden cross, she would 
wear a special band on her head with spikes that 
would stick into her scalp and she would flail 
herself five times daily, wear rough garments," 
I mean really .s~! 

C: I mean it's all this Catholic guilt, I don't 
kuow, how can you explain it? 

J: Catholic guilt makes you feel guilty about 
everything you've done and everything you don't 
do. I mean even if you don't do something, you 
still feel guilty about it. 

M: Anything that makes you feel good . . 

I ASSUME YOU'VE TRIED TO WIPE IT ALL OUT, BUT IT 
STILL CREEPS UP SOMETIMES? 

J: Always . 

C: All the time. 

B: Well, there's Southern Baptist damage, but I 
wasn't really into it. I'd take the church bus 
when everyone else was in Sunday School and drive 
around. 

WHAT ABOUT PLAYING IN A ROCK AND ROLL BAND: DO 
you IBINK THE CHURCH APPROVES OF THAT? 

C: Well, I called the Father .•. 

M: The nuns' idea of rock and roll was "Up With 
People . . . 11 

J: When I was in church we used to sing all 
those songs!! 

M: Or "Kumbaya, My Lord ..• " 

J: Jesus is Just All Right With Me. 

B: The B-1-B-L-E, yes, that's the book for me! 

C: I can remember my last Mass, the last Church 
experience that moved me, it was in high s chool, 
my freshman year. It was an updated guitar mass--

!~~e ~ rw!~n::~l;; :~:d f~;e~~=~~~-:~=~ !:: ~~~ siast 
thing. 

OON'T IBEY HAVE A LOT OF CORITA KENT POSTERS 
AROUND H+tACULATE HEART? 

C: Yeah, she was the hot artist there. She was 
the mai~ man, wh~never we wanted something, go 
up to Sister Carita. 

DID YOU MEET JOE THERE? 

C: No, simultaneously Joe went to Loyola High 
School, which was the . . . I11111aculate Heart girls 
would give just anything to go with a Loyola boy! 
Not me! I didn't care •.. 

M: I went with a gay one! 

~~~· L~~ y~~\~c~ . ~ OF GAY FRIENDS, IT 

M: Not any more than any other kind of minority 
friends ... (she laughs) 

SO, CHARLO'ITE, YOU MET JOE WHO WENT TO LOYOLA .•. 

C: I met Joe through this band we played in to
gether - Manuel and the Gardeners. 

WAS JOE YOUR BOYFRIEND AT ncE TIME? 

C: No, Jofis never been my boyfriend -- never 
been ~ boyfriend! ! I --

J: But Geza was! 

(G eza X, eccentric guitar'ist, writer, engineer, 
record producer, gross-out king) 

C: Yes and no, cuz like we were really good friends, 
we slept together, but he wasn't my true love or 
anything . 

EVERYBODY: Oooooh, aahh, HAHApoohhh! WOOOOO! 

J: ALL they did was SLEEP! 

C: And we prayed every night! 

BUT GEZA WASN'T IN THA1 BAND ... 

C: No, I went with a guy named Tim, he was the 
bass player in this group called The Pop. 

B: Wooo! 

C: Real nice guy, real great, still like him, 
no matter wha·t. We lived together for three whole 
years. Can you imagine that and then we were in 
Manuel and the Gardeners and that• s how I met 
Joe and all these other people, that• s who J hung 
out with. 

A LONG TIME AGO I ONCE SAW YOU IN AN OVERCOAT 
WIIB A NOTEBOOK. WRITING OOWN WORDS ANO THEN 
GETTING UP AND PLAYING THE PIANO IN THIS LITTLE 
COPFEEK>l.JSE CALLED "1liE "A LA CARTE. 11 

C: Oh yeah, yeah! .Right, great, I sang Beatnik 
songs! You're my only witness . 

G: Child star! 

WE' RE ALL FORMER BEATNIKS. 

c: Joe and me started this- ~a:nd-and we- ~re in- -

Thrifty' s one night and we saw this book called 
"The Flying Eyes" and we decided that• s gotta be 
the name for the band. Really horrible science 
fiction book. 

YOU SHOULD HAVE KEPT TiiE FLYING PART. YOU WERE 
ONE OF TiiE FIRST BANDS TO PLAY THE MASQUE. 

C: And they hated us. 

TRA.T'S BECAUSE JOE SANG "GOD SAVE THE QUEEN." 

C: That was all planned out. We decided "Well, 
what are we gonna do--if they don't react too 
much we gotta do something that will make them 
hate us" and that did it. And then Darby, excuse 
me, I should say BObby Pyn (of the Germs) came 
up, really pissed off, he was throwing things 
and Joe kicked him really hard in the chest and 
ever since then Darby liked Joe. 

WHAT 00 YOU THINK OF THE EYES THESE DAYS? 

C: Well I haven't seen them in a really long 
time. I still think Joe - well, I quit the Eyes 
because we weren't getting along, but I think 
Joe is a really good songwriter, a really neat 
guy. He's just not aggressive - enough. 

WHAT WAS nus THING ABOUT YOU HAULING HEROIN IN 
YOUR UNDERPANTS? (in the Eyes SLASH interview) 

C: They made that up. Joe just thought up the 
most ridiculous thing to say. Didn't surprise 
me, but it wasn't true. 

TYPICAL EYE SARCASM. WELL. THE CONFIDENTIAL. WANTS 
TO KNOW ABOUT YOUR RELATIONSHIP Wini LEONARD (of 
the Dickies) 

C: Oh, still strong and going, you know. 

FASHION. HOW IMPORTANT IS FASHION IN 11iE GROUP? 

J: Pretty da.JllJl important . 

B: In the group? I guess it plays a part, with 
us, because we all want to centralize on some 
theme, and we always have problems not looking 
Go-Go enough. 

WHEN ARE YOU GOING TO MAKE A RECORD? 

J: We're working on so?le demos right now. 

C: We attempted it once on a friend's 8-track and 
it turned out--it wasn't very good. I'm just dying 
to record. 

J: I think we could make really good records. 

WHO ARE YOUR CURRENT IDOLS? 

C: Jim Morrison. 

M: Bette Davis. 

B: Baryshnikov. 

(laughter) 

M: I got really mad at that article on L.A. in 
New Jfusical Express where they called us all rip
offs of English bands when there's no parallel at 
all! 
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YEAH, WE'VE ALL SEEN TiiOSE BANDS. WE'<RE REAL IN
FWENCED, WE SAW THEM EVERY WEEK, HA, HA. 

M: Sometimes by the ti.ae we do see them .•• 

· •. TIIEY 'RE SO BURNED (){ff• THEY 1 RE WORTiiLESS J 

B: When I was in London, I saw this article 
in the daily paper on the typical rock and roll 
American youth and they had this long-haired 
guy standing by his Corvette on Van Nuys Blvd, 
you know, listen to Aerosmith and Cheap Tr ick- 
new wave! 

HEY CHARLOTIE, I HEARD KIM FOWLEY ONCE ASKED 
YOU TO JOIN TiiE RUNAWAYS ... 

C: Oh yeah, well no, a long· time ago. when 
they were looking for a bass player before 
Jackie Fox, I had taken up bass for three or 
fourDOnths and I went up to Rodney Bingenheimer 
an? I mentioned that I played bass, kind of 
lying, couldn't play that well, and he says 
"Oh, they found a bass player!" Then I told Kim 
Fowley a year later at the Masque and he said 
"where were you?" and I told him about talking 
to Rodney and he got 111ad at Rodney and said 
"You should have been the bass player." Then 
again before Vicki Blue he wanted me to do it _ 
but I couldn't bring myself to do it--I really 
hated the fucking music. Plus I had fallen in 
love with Leonard and I just couldn't bring my
self to do it--if I had done that I could have 
never been in the Go-Gos! 

WELL, ANYTHING ELSE YOU GIRLS WOULD LIKE TO SAY 
TO THE YOlTfH OF AMERICA? 

B: Yeah .. . send mr your underwear! 

items received at press time 

On Friday, December 1st, the Habuhay Gardens 
was busted during a Dead Kennedys/Hadness gig 
for serving a 19 year old alc;ohol. The c;Jub 
now stands to lose its 1 iQuor license as thi s 
is the 2nd such violation in 12 months. Loss 
of the Hab 1 s Ii cense means, for al I pract i ca 1 
purposes, closure of S.F. -•s longest lasting 
and best known punk and new wave venue. A 
hearing is scheduled for the beginning of 1980. 
In the meantime, in order to keep operating 
Dirk Dirksen, the we I I-known producer of th; 
Habuhay shows, has been forced to ~ 11 for the 
time being" - 1 imit entrances to people 21 and 
over. 

When asked about the situation, Dirk said: 
''Every ef~9r!_. wit !_be .made Q.y Jlle and tl'le s..taf.J 
to solve the probleru oCadmitt.ing_ people ~under 
2~. We want and have always stood for admitting 
minors to the Mabuhay." Dirk noted that he is 
planning on examining every option available 
to assure that the club is open to everyone 
and remains a place to hear music and see per
formances seven nights a week, 365 days a year. 

"We'd 1 ike to ask everyone's help and un
derstanding during this period," Dirk added 
"as we! l as to encourage people to obey the' 
drinking laws in the club in order to keep 
it open for people under 21 as wel I as over .. 

**"'** ED I TOR'S NOTE *"'*** 

The situation at the Mab as noted in the 
article above has serious consequences for us 
all. If the Mab closes, we lose the only really 
consistent venue in San Francisco. Everyone in 
the scene, but especially the bands, will suffer. 
Regardless of your personal feelings about Dirk-

· sen or the past, present or future environment 
of the Mabuhay, it really is up to us to do what 
ever it takes to {1) keep the club O'Pen and (2 ) 
make certain everyone can get in. 

Nothing But Lousy Puns Until 
They Release The Hostages Dept.: 
Dr.ummer HANK RANK calls to in
form us that he has left the 
life of CRIME (''San Francisco's 
First and Only ... ''). Asked about 
the reasons for the split, the 
ever-diplomatic Hank claimed 
artistic incompatibility. Sounds 
serious. Rumours as to his re- ' 
placement include the names of 
Brittley Black and Alejandro 
Monje.· As we go to press, the 
rest of the b~nd is unavailable 
for comment. In any case, there 
will be no more drum-riser prob
lems. End of what era? 

/ta.44 
TARGET VIDEO' s back on the air! 
Starting next month, TARGET will 
be doing regular shows every 
week in Sacramento and probably 
S. F. Stay tuned to DAMAGE for 
times and stations ... 



end of the year editor i a 1 message 

Not long ago, in a conversation with one of the organizers of the recent Western Front new music festival, Joel 
Selvin, the S.F. Chronicle 1 s pop-music 11 critic, 11 enthusiastically declared that~ was going to 11 break11 new wave mu
sic. That Selvin meant he was going to help promote it and thus popularize it is clear enough, but still there is 
something wonderfully ironic in his choice of words .. 

Even more ironic perhaps is the fact that he uttered them during a time when almost seventy bands from all over 
the Western U.S. were playing over the course of 10 days in six Bay Area locations. Seventy bands representing al 1 of 
the rawness, diversity, experimentation and vi9our that we mean when we speak of punk, n~w wave or underground music 
and the scene which has grown up around it. 

This scene, this loose amalgamation of consensus and coofl ict, of trauma and triumph, of incredible joy and deaden
ing boredom ... This scene, which for the last three years has struggled to preserve its internal integrity in the face 
of either complete indifference or outright interference on the par't of the organized power elite in riovernment, the 
media and the entertainment industry ... This scene has suddenly surfaced in the 1 ives of large nu~bers of people. 

Despite all their best efforts to ignore us, to oppress us, to shut down our venues and turn off our music, we 
have hung on, 1 ike an old stain that won't wash out no matter how new and how improved the washing detergent is. 
Long before Joel Selvin decided to 11 break11 the music or Channel 4 or 7 decided to spotlight our ' 1punk11 candidate for 
mayor, the things that the music represents, that the musicians themselves and the fans stand for, the idea of punk, 
the experience of new wave had already been 11 broken, 11 had already become, for a small, but dedicated number of people 
the way of coping with and actively protesting the bankruptcy of Western culture and the col lapse of the American way 
of Ii fe/death. 

So Selvin's promise to 11 break11 new wave music is, to say the least, tardy. But that promise should be looked at 
anyway because it has the added charm of being both a~ and a threat. 

A joke because he 1 s a joke, because the pop-music critics of major metropolitan newspapers are jokes, because 
major metropolitan newspapers are jokes, because record· company executives sitting on their fat qehinds reading pop
music critics are jokes, because the major entertainment-information industries are jokes, because it's a pretty 
funny joke that everything these peep le touch turns to shit ... 

A threat because lots of people think Joel Selvin and his ilk are important and not jokes, because that's the 
attitude that gives these people their power over us in the first place and because people think they can deal with 
the 1 ikes of Selvin and the record company execs and the other smarmy biz-as-usual types who are quickly glauming on 
to the bands right and left, to radio stations, to venues, to everything that they can plaster with a new wave label 
and a high price tag. 

The threat implicit in new wave as the new IN-thing is that those who worked and sacrificed and stood for the 
idea behind the music and the scene will either be muscled-out or bought-in. The threat is that what makes this music 
ar:iC!this scene worth being a part of will be carefully excised and discarded as money, popularity and the media ma
chine move in to make it palatable and marketable to the masses. 

Many of those who are part of this scene are excited about the emergence of punk and new wave as the IN-thing. 
They suggest tbat it 1 s _somehow to everyon~ 1 s bene.fit that. lots of new people are coming to concerts, buying records, 
laying on punk drag. They tell you that there's nothing to fear from the big record companies or ,big producers, that 
bands can 11 work11 with mainstream producers and still maintain their freedom and integrity. Many of these same people 
have gone so far as to form business relationships with the giant corporations who control almost all communication·S 
and information desemrnination in the world. 

The thing that these people and others keep saying is that the very fact more people are exposed to the music 
de facto means they are also absorbing the ideas, attitudes and approaches that are associated with punk, new wave or underground music. --

These people have either forgotten or never understood that what makes the scene something more than another dis
posable pop-trend or fashion fad is that it reflects a whole experience ... the music and what it says to us is the 
center of that experience, but it is the ideas and feelings about our society, the things we 1 ve seen and gone through 
that really matter. Music, 1 ike any other expression, can but reflect a way of seeing, feeling, believing. 

Take away the ideas, take away the challenge those ideas put on our 1 ive s and all you got left is a~· A style 
that, like any other style, is passing and meaningless. Take the punk out of new wave and all you got is a sanitized 
new name for the same old shit. Take the rebel I ion, the anger, the frustration , the experiment out of the scene and 
what remains is a gutless, boring, tasteless pablum being spoon-fed to the pig-ignor'ant masses as the 11 newest, cool ist 
new-wave thing." You got the KNACK. You got what happened to DEVO. You got LED ZEPPELIN, BOB DYLAN and al I those 
other long-haired, bible-thumping, cocaine-snorting, rich fuckers who longtime ago lost whatever it was that made them 
worth talking about. 

Sure, no body but the most hard-core social climber or self-serving elitist wants to see either the music or the 
scene the private property of a handful of embittered in-crowdists. The resultant boredom of such a pol icy is only 
outweighed by the certainty that both the music and the scene would surely die of terminal wanking. The bands need 
and want larger audiences, the scene needs and wants more people in it, giving it new Vitality and new directions. 

What no one need.s i's a great big audience ful 1 of former disco trendies and suburban suzy & billy homemakers lulled 
into the belief that somehow, miraculously and instantly, they 1 ve become cool new wavers and punks just because they 
paid their three or four or six buxs to see a bunch of nattily-dressed subnormals enacting the Beatles Go New Wave 
Part I I or because they knew enough to buy the Cl ash's new a 1 bum or becetuse some s 1 i my "get it wh i 1 e you can" promoter 
puts the term "new wave" atop his discotheque . where they happen to go. 

What we should want and what we should make clear by our attitudes, our songs, our music, our venues, our publ i
cations, our lives is that this scene represents one thing if nothing else: A COMPLETE, A TOTAL REJECTION OF THE 
MINDLESSNESS OF CONFORMITY AND MASS CULTURE. We should welcome anyone who's wi.I I ing to tel I the society to "fuck 
off, 11 who's willing to · demand to be treated as an individual first and isn't afraid to get real obnoxious if that 
doesn't happen! By our stance of absolute defiance, by the example we set, we can bring in new people who really are 
part of the s cene because they beTfeW--andfeeYas we do. 

Each 1 ittle compromise we make towards the mercha_ni.!_z..!_~ of the music, of the related arts of the scene is just 
another step towards killing whatever hope remains of making this strange, confused, almost convulsive series of ideas 
and expressions not just another forgettable, eminently disposable movement sw~l lowed by the gigantic bloated social 
machine as it descends to the mire from which it arose. 

The music ain 1 t merchandi s e. The s ce ne ain't a comrnodity to be traded for a snortful of coke or a fistful of dollars. 
What fucking good was anything anybody - from the Sex Pistols to the newest, most raw little punk band from Nowheresville 
U.S.A. - eve r sang or did from a s tage if all that remains of this energ y is a footnote in some future historian's book 
on the decade nce o f l ate 20th century weste rn civilisation? 

What fucking good are a ny of us i f we l e t the excit ement , the fun , the brutal hones t y, the di versity get sucked out 
of thi s scene wh ich we created by a mo t e ly c rowd o f parasites sitting in boardrooms and up on stages and at ticket coun
t e r s a nd on TV and next to us a t concert s o r on the streets? 

I • ~ 
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BRUCE CONNER by Richard Peterson 

End of a year, yeah, b.ut end of a decade too. Whatever the 70's meant - and you should figure that out for yourself
the 80's are a fact now. This scene which has become something more than any of us ever ever thought it would is, 1 ike 
it or not, where most of whatever energy for fucking 1 ife and freedom there is left happens to be centered. In the BO's, 
those who've been around since the start and those that will find their ways here to join this ragtag assemblage, this 
children's crusade, these roving bands of lunatics and putrifying minstrels, all of us have the chance to stand. To 
not only take a stand for the things that make life something more than mere vegetable existence, but also~in the 
very coolest sense of the term, stand while all around us people are groveling, choking to death on the utter meaning
lessness of the lives they've al.lowed others to rip-off . 

In each person's life there is a chance, the 11golden opportunity11 you 1 ve heard tell of, to go beyond society's, cul
ture1s, rel igion 1 s, parents 1

, rock singer's and, yes, even magazine editor's definitions of the world. It's a chance to 
define through action the~ you' 11 accept I ife on, the things you' 11 take and the way you 1 11 take them. Since this 
scene is, perhaps more than any other, the expression of each of the people in it, its chance to be a 1 iving, vital at
mosphere and an environment that nurtures and supports, that excites and challenges us lies directly with YOU. If you 
or l or your favorite band or that guy who just cut his hair yesterday standing next to you at a concert pogoing his ass 
off want a scene that we control, that's responsive to us and not some fatcat on the 55th floor of some corporate slaugh 
terhouse, then we got to~ for it, we got to believe in it and we got be willing to die for it. 

We got the power. We got the numbers. We got the idea. The 80 1 s are ours . 

.. _______________________ ( COMPL,IMENTS OF~--· 

"- '· - BJIADL L • ,.\,. 



rayers of light escape ~ venetian blin:is dulling the cx:nspi
cuous !'ours of daylight. Good Boy jL11F9 out of bed sniling eyes wide 
hyin>tized by the 8-by-10 glossy of Her Majesty hangiaj ._iate
ly above his crocifi.x, unocnscious of blenished aanirers, his head 
rodding Yes, preparing, gratefully, for another day of service to 
Her Majesty. 

Good Boy is cbedient. Skipping dc:l'.oln the sta.i..ra to retrieve the 
newspaper, over tl'ere, down at the t:ottan, he whistles as he whisks 
it up for delivery to Her Majesty. o.xtside her bednx:m d:x:lr. He puts 
his ear to the d:x>r. tbthing. 

Br e at hi n g. 

Good Boy f~, disap[Jointed; Her Majesty is still asleep. He sulks 
rrarentarily outside her door and then walks back to his roan where he 
makes his bed, pullir¥} the covers up, tucking them in, tucking them in 
again, tighter, puffing up the pill.a.ols, a mastez."pieoe of insignificance. 

Good Boy patiently waits for Her Majesty to get up. '!be coffee is 
cold, the eggs a.re nti.ned, but no matter. Good Boy will begin again. 
Wtl.stling. ~. waiting for Her Majesty to get up he decides to 
clean the toilet. 

'!be phone rings. Her Majesty sticks her head outside her door and grabs 
the i;h:ll:le, greeting the caller, her caller, sweetly Wtlle kickirq the 
door shut. Good Boy winces, jea.lous of her nurerous callers, not be
lieving them all pinps be.in; soothed, fex>led. 

Plans are made. Her Majesty harv;Js up and tosses the prone back Out in 
to the hallway. She sits down in front of her mirror until - wait 
a minute. '!here she .qt>!"S rt::M. walking down the hallway in her Yves St. 
~urent heels . She steps into the bathro::ln and checks her image, but ' 
sickene:i l::r:r1 the ock>r of Good Boy, gagging, she stmt>les back to her 
roan, the teleph:>ne , her telephone, in tcM. She calls Brat who is 
sleeping in the roan that adjoins hers and they discuss caweyor belts. 

Good Boy listens for the click of the receiver and then tiptoes down 
the hallway to Her Majesty's bedroan door, hesit.ating before tapping 

~~h~~~?~tutterB out the quest.ic.n: "Are you gonna need the phooe 

Her Majesty pauses, tiSl responds, ''What? " Good Boy shuffles frcrn his 
right foot to his left foot, ai:proaching his questioo. again, phrasing 
a bit differently: "Are you ck:ae with the i;:tt:ne?" 

Her Majesty cx::nsiders the questioo . Finally she says, "No." Good Boy 
says nothing but remrins oo the other side of the dcor .....:niering \titiat 
to d:>. Her Majesty feels his presence and smuts "Got" Good Boy obedi
ently walks ~ fran her door , his ph:::ine call aOOrted, yet he cheer
fully greets Brat ~ has just stepped out of her roan. 

"Hi.I" 

"Shut 'P·. 

Brat ~ to the bathroan and reads the editorial page of the newspafer. 
Her MaJesty turns en her stereo. Good Boy has returned to his ran. He 
""""PS=lerhisbed. 

Afternoon. 

Her Majesty is in her roan. Good Boy is in his. Brat is in he.rs. '!be 
nutilated inhabitants cling to their bedcovers. Nothing ma..tters. No
thing can be ck:ae. Everything is o::ntanri.na.ted. G:xxl Boy buys disinfec
tant. He sprays his tuna salad. 

Brat SlOkes a cigarette and o::nterplates getting up but it's no use. 
Imn:bili.ze::i by paranoia, she caJ'1BJt nove. She smke.s another cigarette. 
~ lies oo her bed and stares at the walls, listening to the clock 
tick, 1i.steti.ng t.o Her Majesty screa:m, listening to G:xxl Boy run t.o 
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her aid. 

G:xxl Boy looks forward to his rewards: a lo-minute conversation with 
Her Majesty, a htlf day off, a Hershey bar with alm::nis, a pack of 
cigarettes, a gl.an::e up Her Majesty's skirt. 

If on'ly. 

B r e a t h i n g c o n t i n u e s . 

Her Majesty is screami..n;J. Good Boy hits his head against the wall so 
he can be a part of her pain. Her Majesty slams her door. She is going 
through an enotional. tra~ oo a>e else has ever kn:Mn. She is rrore 
hlmm than/ 

Good Soy genuflects. 

Brat walks out of her roan and seeS G:xxl Boy kneeling oo the kitchen 
floor. She ocl<n:Mledges his presence. 

"Sciin ... 

"Hi!" 

Good Boy licks the floor before washing the dishes. 

Tine passes . Her Majesty lounges in the livin3' roan and censors the 
mail. She calls out to Good Boy for a cigarette. She calls out to 
Good Boy for scrre brarrly. She calls out to G:xxl Eby for acbniration. 
He crawls to her feet. Her Majesty kicks him away . Bent over, cranped, 
Gocx1 Boy begs for absolution. Her Majesty snickers and drags his body 
through a ur~soaked ru; as he s:;rueals with etJFk>ric disgust. Her 
Majesty, OOred , kicks Good Boy into the oorner and turns on the tv . 
Ccmnan:lnents plaster the walls. 

Good Boy picks himself up off the floor, straightens his hair , p.il.ls 
his sh:>ulders back, .sniles , and fetches a pilldw for Her Majesty. He 
lights her cigarette. He grabs his jacket and races to the comer store 
far Mandy. 

Brat turns over in her bed hearing Gocx1 Bc:r.l' .race dcMn the stairs and 
out the front OOor. She goes into the living rocrn to discuss the exe
cution with Her Majesty and is rot surpri.se:i when Her Majesty agrees 
it sOOuld te scheduled soon. 

"He's been here Ieng enough." 

Brat retuals to her ro::m and collapses ooto her bed. A visitor arrives 
for Her Majesty and their footsteps track into her ro::m. 'lbe door is 
closed. 'lhe i;itual begins. 

B r e a t h i n g (exaggerated) . 

Good Boy arrives with the brandy and rotices Her Majesty is oo lCD}E!r 
in the living rcan. Peeking through her keyh:>le he sees a nan hitting 
her and he finds hin&elf bolting into the roan to free Her Majesty. 
Her Majesty screams. Brat anuses herself with the "l:hou::;ht of Good Boy. 

Good Boy runs to his roan, locks his de.or and sit& ai. his bed, closing 
his eyes and dremning of Her Majesty ' s thighs as he unzips his pants . 

N i g ht. 

Go::d Boy sulks over his b.Jrnt meat loaf. 

Brat has decided to get up scai. . 

Her Majesty is 

breathing still. 



If you need advice on any topic from machines to masturbation, ask GEZA X. 
Send your questions to Geza X, c/o DAMAGE. 

IS IT TRUE THAT SCIENTISTS ARE USING VITAMINS TO CURE MENTAL ILLNESS? IF SO, 
WHY AREN'T YOU TAXING ANY? 

Sue Quinn, Palo Alto 

Scientists and doctors are not using megavitamins to cure mental illness, al
though they should be. Researchers and nutritionists have known for nearly 30 
yeat:S that huge doses of various vitamins can have dramatic result& on a variety 
of mental illnesses, particularly schizophrenia, which is the most common, cri
ppling and mysterious of them all. My gueas is that anxiety, par.anoia, neurosis, 
"cosmic consciousness,'' insomnia, creative inspiration and artistic genius are all 
schizophrenia related illnesses. Despite what the AMA tells us, the mechanism 
of schizophrenia is thoroughly understood and treatment is simple. It afflicts 
persons whose bodies pump out too much adrenalin and cannot metabolize it proper
ly, The adrenalin breaks down in these persons' systems into a substance known 
as adrenachrome, which is a powerful and unpleasant hallucinogen. The treatment 
for LSD and PCP bummers and amphetamine burnouts is the same as for schizophrenia. 
Here is the recipe; 

Several times daily, preferably after meals: 

Several tablespoons of brewers yeast (for B complex). (B C'omplex 
pills, no matter how large the dose, are difficult to metabolize 
and yeast may contain unidentified nutrients). 

Niacin - 100 mg or more (causes skin to flush and itch for a 
few minutes). This helps clean the system. 

Niacinamide - 2 grams, This is nJ.acin without the itch - the 
key ingredient for curing schizophrenia. 

Incidentally, I'm a schizophrenic so I should know. I keep a good supply of these 
vitamins on hand and take them when I'm under great stress or feel like I'm going 
over the edge. This way I can regulate my madness . 

HOW DO HOLOGRAMS WORK? 

Marty V. , Oak.land 

Holograms are an optical illusion. The image on a hologram is actually a series 
of wavy I i nes, and the 3-D picture is created in your mind, A laser beam is used 
to illuminate an ojbect from two different directions. The resulting scattered 
light is picked:up on a high-resolution photographic film, forming a thumbprint.
like pattern that is perceived as the original image. The entire image is repre-
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why should 
you 

jOin 20,000 

readers of 
DAMAGE ? • 

For one reason, DAMAGE is the only 
major scene magazine covering the 
whole of the west coast's under
ground scene - music, arts and per
sonalities from Vancouver to San 
Diego. 

For another, DAMAGE offers a wider 
range and more in-depth coverage 
of the people, places and things. 
that are happening and exciting 
now or will be tomorrow. 

DAMAGE readers get the kind of in
formation they need and they get 
it in a way that's cool, that's 
controversial, that reflects the 
energy of scene. 

Subscriptions to DAMAGE are cheap! 
10 bucks for 12 i ·ssues. A special 
11 end of the decade" two subscrip
tions for the price of one and a 
half is available for $15.00. 

Join 20,000 people suffering from 
extreme DAMAGE. Subscribe now!! 
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Vanilla Shake, L.A.-------! l AN INVENTORY I 
~~:a~:;s c~~~~~i~~~ ' 0 ~0 1~ 7 ~~~ 1 

~/:r~~~:~~Y c~~~:m~~:1:!f~:;e:c~~n~ ~~~~~~;. c~! I PO BOX 26178 I 
Jewish people had pretty advanced medicirie and health habits during what were 1San Francisco,CA 94126 I 
~:~:::i:l~it~:~~;;!v~r:!~~~~n I~r~:s t~~~b~~:y A~~:~n~iI :o w~!~h~~:f:~~!o;:;s:~d I I 
cuted and identified by circumcision, Jewish doctors may have promoted . circum- J Enclosed ~ind $10. 00 for 12 issues I 
~is~~~i~~r y~~~-:::~~: ~~~y u:o~~~h:o:~~=~s y~~~~:o!~~~s~~g~~g~==~e t::t~:~a~r:::s J I 
later. Personally it was more of a trauma for me not to be circumcised and )Name.. I· 
~~n~=~l w~! !n~~~~~: :!!:~r~~t u~~~~ ~h:a~t::~u~!tg~ ~~Y=~ :o c~~~d ~v:; ~~~~e~=~ IAddress.... .. I 
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that accumulates. I've found that a little oil helps it stay clean. Other than IZip I 
that, I think it's a barbaric practice and should be discontinued altogether. 

WHY DID YOU PUT A BANJO ON TIIE GERMS' "LEXICON DEVIL" SINGLE? WHO PLAYED IT? 

Alice Fay, Sacramento --------"1 
The instrument to which you are referring is not a banjo. It was invented about 
35 years ago as an alternative to the saxophone and clarinet that were so pre
valent in that era . Of course it flopped miserably and no one plays it much any
more . It's called an electric guitar. I put it through a resonant filter to give 
it the unique sound. 

:--------------------
FUN MODERN FUN MODERN FUN MODERN FUN MODERN FUN 

IHAJ"E ~ ~ . ;f}..~rVr.!fl ~0. 
RE(oP.PS. AHH.' ~ff. 0 
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t
/ 'N international komik images from 

......• holland, france, ohio, germany, 
england, usa. available at the 
usual commodity outlets or from 
last gasp comics. you 1 ike. ha. 



BY PUBLIC ENEMY# I 

Search & Oest roy's Coal Hiner Benefit show of 
last year was filmed by local filnmaker HINDY 
and the finished product "Louder, Faster, Shorter" 
was debuted to a packed crowd at the Habuhay. 
MUTANTS played, along with a resurrected 
SLEEPERS (with the inimitable Ricky on vocals) 
and UXA. The fj Im wi 11 be shown on future dates 
at the Hab and also at Target. 

Another S&D production is IVEY's calendar, 
still the best and most comprehensive listing 
of events around. For a copy, send a SASE to 
her at 2436 Jones Street, S.F. 94133. 

IDEAL PRODUCTIONS (Geza X, Silver Cha l ice) 
is putting together a catalog of independent 
California record releases for wholesale and 
retail distribution . If you're interested in 
selling your disc or i f you want a copy of the 
final li st, contact them at POB 811, Lafayette, 
CA 9'+5li9 or cal 1 (fi l5) 28fi-926li. 

NO ALTERNATIVE will move to New York in 
ear l y spr ing . JOHNNY GENOCIDE - vocalist extreme -
says it's because the bars are open ti 11 6 AH. 
Hopefully he won'thave any more problems being 
beaten up - last time outside the Hab the cops 
hauled away his attacker, who left JOHNNY with 
a b lack eye. l ook for their cut on Subterranean's 
UNDERGROUND S.F. EP out now. 

Word has It that the RESIDENTS are actually 
KISS (i n disguise?), After that half page ad in 
Roi I in9 Stone from Ralph Records I'm not sure. 
At any rate, al I of Ralph's current releases 
are doinQ wel I on l ocal Cha rts, including the 
new SUBTERRANEAN MODERN compilation album fea
turing TUX HOON, CHROME,' HX-80 SOUND and the 
RESIDENTS. 

THE MUTANTS have been recording some new 
songs. No word yet on if or when they'll be 
re I eased. BOOTS IE COLLI NS (of funky PARLIAMENT) 
wants to do a movie with the band - FREDDY 'S 
already l ooking forward to being a movie star. 
They did so wel I in New York recentl y that 
they're planning to go back in February. 

TARGET VIDEO'S afterhours shows and par
ties have wo rked out so wel I they've become 
a weekly occurence. Every Saturday night at 
2:30 AH you can see video and films by TARGET 
and guest artists or dance to canned music . 
TARGET is the site of the new SUBTERRANEAN 
RECORD I NG STUD I 0 in 8- track being pu 11 ed to
gether by HI KE FOX of the TOOLS, 

What's ROBERT HANRAHAN up to? He's not 
managing the OFFS anymore - there was a dis
pute over some l ost money. The Western Front 
is over. The Deaf Club is shut down (probably 
for good this time) and the ''Live at the Deaf 
Club" album seems in I imbo. Can you hear me, 
Robert? 

Loca 1 mags to support: CREEP, NART, ANOTHER 
ROOM, PUNK GLOBE. Info and addresses can be ob 
tained in this Issue of DAMAGE. 

New li5's just released or out soon include 
EYE PROTECTION , MONOELLOS , CRIME, REALTORS, WIN
STON TONG, NOVAK, TUXEDOHOON 

The OAHAGE PARTY at the Mabuhay on the 27th 
of November was ultra-cool: about 500 ''bugger 
e·ating morons" partied to the sounds of the AP 
PLIANCES, BOB, HO ALTERNATIVE, THE BAGS and THE 
OFFS. TARGET showed tapes -- never-before-seen 
on video of NEGATIVE TREND and the AVENG ERS. 
Best of a 11 , it was for FREE! and it was FUN! 

JELLO BI AFRA's campaign staff· wants to 
thack everyone who worked on the campaign and 
al I who voted for him, helping him to come In 
l+th out of 10 candidates for S. F. Mayor. His 
election night "victory party" at the Habuhay 
was a smash, attracting even JOE JACKSON of 
Punk Globe fame . THE DEAD KENNEDY have just 
returned from a smash tour of Southern Cal and 
the "great" Northwest, i ncluding Vancouver . 

i- REES 
SAN FRANCISCO, Friday, 5 AM -- Hy friend and 
I leave the airport , headed for L.A. on the 
cheapest flight possible,' on our way to the 
first rock'n'ro!l video conference ever , 
being held at the Universal Sheraton hotel 
under the aegis of BILLBOARD magazine. 

In my briefcase is a short 20':.minute 
tape I'd assembled the night before, armed 
with a selection from the TARGET 1 ibrary. It 
consisted of some of the great sh01·1s from 
the past 3 years and J felt it 1...auld demon
strate the vitality and e,,;citement of the 
new art form cal led punk rock. 

Arriving in L.A., J call Bruce K., edi
tor of NO MAGAZINE, whom I had tall..ed to a
bout the conference. He bravely volunteers 
to pick us up at the airport - a noble ges
ture given the early arrival time - as \'IC 

al 1 kno~1. people in the scene rarel)' sur-
, fa ce befo r e noon. 

'When he arrives, we squeeze into his V'W 
which is crammed with bundles of back i ssui:s 
of NO and also contains his girlfriend Jill 
(of "Castration Squad , " a new L.A. punk 
group). After dropping our things at her 
place, we head to the conference. 

At the Sheraton, it doesn't take long to 
sense the post-tacky-plastic hotel vibes, and, 
surt... enough , the receptionist's response to 
my inquiries about the conference are sno t.ty 
and arrogant. 'We are inforr:ied that the confer
ence costs SIOO dollars- a da •f to attend. 
Unable and unwi 11 ing to pay SIOO, we sett le 
in the lobby to devise an alternate plan to 
attend. 

We finally deci de to attempt to contact 
some friends from Eng l and in LA, who are inter
ested in video and punk rock. As it happens, 
we eventually run into them in tl">e lobby and 
head up to their suite. On the way up, we 
duck into one of the conference meetings 
being held. 

The room contains a TV monitor and about 
35 slickly-dressed types standing around it 
watching Elton John doing the same over-pro
duced thing, "Midnight Special"-stylc. Check
ing out the brochures lying around announ
cing upcoming videodisc shows, J soon realize 
nothing ne1.; in progral'IYl' ing is in the offing 
and that the strategy of the COf"panies in
volved is to feed the pub! ic the same garbage 
they have done for years. 

t am curtly given to understand that l 
wi 11 not be al lowed to sho~1 the TARGET tapes 
because a 11 work had been screened prior to 
the conference and there is no way to pre
vie~i or show~~ work.. 

Back to the suite, disgusted, but not 
surprised. 
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Around lunchtime we al I troop downstairs 
to what turns out to be an overpriced Denny's 
type re staurant. After rifling my pockets, I 
order coffee. But, since businessmen padding 
their expense accounts always leave mass 
quantities of food on their plates, in no 
time we are sitting back contented after 
dining on a feast of leftover potato salad . 
hamburger steak, chunks of sausage, sliced 
oranges and little sprigs of parsley. 

And that was the high point of the first 
rock'n'rOTlvideo conference ever!! 

In summary, the music/video outlook rep
resented at the conference was I ike this: 
CBS, Warner/Elektra, Atlantic, RCA, HCA, 
Capitol/EHi (remember them? " ... unlimited 
supply ... "?) , Arista and more of that bunch 
are spending lots of dollars to develop the 
video-album o~ideogram" market. It's the 
same Big Business versus The Artist problem 
al I over again: artists now recording wi 11 
have to struggle with over-produced visuals, 
i.e. special effects colorizing, dry ice, 
star filters, etc., and the high .::.osts of 
1 ive productions running from $!.Q,000 on up. 

The 'Who, Moody Blues, Emerson, Lake C. 
Palmer, Pink Floyd: all have large backlOgs 
of material. So? Aren't you excited? 

~he t ruth is thi,s: A new group or ar
tist can be distributed on video cassettes 
and videodiscs, along with the biggies at 

113 the pric.e! 

Promotional video which acts as an in
troduction can be used to secure work and 
future possibilities. Using the medium to 
extend the information and experience with 
no censorship or editing. Since "videograms" 
ire for club, theatre and private use and 
since the quality of videodisc stereo sound 
can be f!qual to that of any existing phono
graph record, and the visual resolution is 
approaching fi ,lm quality, the "videogram" 
could eventually replace records. 

The rea l break for artists in the scene 
wi 11 come from independent recording studios 
who 1.;i 11 work closely with them. The inde
pendents who are able to shoot, mix and edit 
as well as distribute their own work within 
an affordable budget to cover basic costs, 
and specu la te on royalties, can survive, ex
pand and, most importantly, allow the groups 
freedom they can't and won't get from the 
major communications corporations. 

ENO OF TAPE. 

DISGO ... 
shades of things to come? 

a recent issue of some nastiness called 
"Roi lerDisco Magazine" featured the newest 
thing in the new wave: ''New Wave RollerOiscos." 
Sound great? Maybe X's will put a rollerrink 
in the basement. 

JTEH: Noh Mercy is no more. Tony and Esmeralda 
have called i t quits, joining the ranks of such 
bands as The Avengers and Negative Trend who 
broke-up this year. 

FREE !FREE!FREE! 
FREE XMAS EVE SHOW at the HABUHAY again this 
year ... rumoured headliners are the MUTANTS. 

NE WIN EWIN EWINEW 
NEW VENUES 

S. F. - ROOSEVEL TS 
Market & Page Streets 

shows to be announced on an infrequent 
schedule at this time. About the size of the 
Deaf Club without the Deaf Club's especially 
trashy charm. Ben Rat is producing. 

CLUB FOOT 
2520 3rd Street (near 22nd) 

'" 15) 285-0206 
shows once a week at this time . Approxi

mately 1200 square feet with a sound and rehearsal 
Stu_J:!io In the basement. Designed as an environmen1 
condusive to performance art, "happenings" as well 
as r&r. 

L.A. - ANTI CLUB (El Capul in) 
Normandy & He I rose 
shows on Thursdays only. Mexican cantina 

with true LA underground atmosphere. Russel 1, 
ex-Extremes, Jessum producing. Future is uncer
tain, may be moving to larger quarters. 



L.A. 
NEWZ 

BY JANE'S PLANE 

Blessed be CATHOLIC DISCIPLINE for its greatly 
improved gul tarist PHRANC of NERVOUS GENDER, 
but especially for singer/songwriter CLAUDE 
BESSY of SLASH MAGAZINE. Though notorious 
"Kickboy Face" only shuffles nervously in his 
white Claudehoppers and sings sweetly my favo
rite "Barbie Doll Lust," then apologizes in 
his gravelly French accent, ''we are not punk 
rockers because we' re not pure enough!'' They 
opened at a new venue cal led the AntiClub, an 
indestructible Mexican bar on Melrose which 
RUSSEL JESSUH, formerly of the EXTREMES is 
booking. 

Performance artists can finally appear in 
LA without getting laughed off stage and are 
even being booked In many clubs. One artist 
in particular is that lovely dervish from 
Seattle, JOHANNA WENT. She combines a berserk 
Punch and Jud.f 1 ike puppet show with zulu 
rock'n'roll. Host recently K.K. of the SCREA
MERS accompanied her on drums and she plans 
to continue to work with a variety of musici
ans. Other working performance artists are 
the irresistable PRISCILLA 8. and RIC WARREN. 
Thanks to ent repreneur s JOSEPH BROOKS and 
HENRY PECK, a new exhibition/performance 
space {and eventua 1 record store) has opened 
called VINYL FETISH. It is in an excellent 
art-fart location on Melrose and will be 
more accomodating to local artists. Coming 
to Vinyl Fetish in 1980, a Science Holiday. 

Those strapping young hard rock ranch 
hands, THE PLUGZ, are playing around again 
after drying out of the local club circuit. 
Some of their new material is excel lent, I ike 
''Waiting for Nothing'' and ''Skat's Anonymous. 11 

Hurray for FEAR •.. they refused a record 
deal with Casablanca . 

Former DOORS keyboardist RAY HANZAREK Is 
produc Ing the X a 1 bum for SLASH RECORDS, but 
meanwhl le the band (minus EXENE) is backing 
up vocalist SIG TACO JlHHY doing some R&S, 
but BILLY ZOOM is hotdogging it on guitar 
with his rockabilly knowhow. They call them
selves the TOP TACO All STARS, with special 
guest BRENDAN "the harp" MULLEN. Speaking 
of that "black" Irishman, he's producing a 
holiday spectacular at the Whiskey titled 
"Horrwnyshlp Review." "We will cover the his
tory of western music in 90 minutes," claims 
Brendan. It wi 11 feature a reunion of that 
grand group of musicians and maniacs "ARTHUR 
J . AND THE GOLD CUPS" with the lovable SPAZZ 
ATIACK. The Gold Cups are a legendary "musi
cian's musicians" band. Also on the bill will 
be wh I zz kid-gypsy band GEZA X ANO THE HOMHY 
HEN plus the rich sounds of the SATINTONES. 
This family night at the Whiskey is not to be 
missed. 

GERARDO of Nervous Gender is joining the 
airforce .•• L.A. Free Music Society is produ
cing an LP featurl·ng art damaged bands such 
as HUMAN HANDS, B-PEOPLE, LE FORTE FOUR, DOO
OOOETTES, YVONNES and others ••• birds are 
singing, bells are ringing for PAUL ROESSLER, 
keyboardist of the SCREAMERS and his ga I 

HELLlN KILLER, a"GERH entouragee. They are 
marrying sometime in April in all of a pomp 
of a huge church wedding ... WEIRDOS cutting a 
single of one new song and one of those old 
classic rockers .•• the band cal led the ANGRY 
SAMOANS have declared war against RODNEY 
BINGENHEIHER, claiming he is having certain 
bands banned from club bookings that don't 
suit his politics. Alot of this bloodthirsty 
campaign takes place at Rodney's new wave 
disco night at the Starwood where the Samoans 
shower anti-Rodney leaflets to confused surf 
punks. 

Maybe those sweet SUBURBAN LAWNS wi 11 
admit old R. Bingenheimer to their PUNK HOS
PITAL AND MONASTERY opening sometime in 
December. A seaside resting place where punks 
can go to dry-out, mend-up and renounce 
their sins. SUE TISSUE will be doctor and 
VEX BI LL I NGSGATE w i 11 perform surgery using 
methods he claims are "beyond science." 
SISTER BERTRILL (formerly GIDGET FUNICELLO ) 
will hear confessions and give extreme un
ct ion. See you there!! 

THECHORE GIRL 
Bock oooin hi li1h11n ,:·:.:o~~:.n::, !~:v~-:::·,, 
of wor·born 1,.111rov1,,.1nt1. A1• for"'' 01 rour f111vori11 
~':d n::.·~:o':~t.:.,e~;:~ f:.~~n":.!. "'ffir:v~~~:.:;",~ 
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Punk rockers wipe the smile off Buddha 
By ANDREA MAITLAND 

Punkroc:lr.ers'detir!tooutra1e1uthelr
itydaabedThurld.ay1tcityhallwilhpoli· 

. Uclaol' duir! for order and aeemly behav· 

:~b/!ft ::~ :b~~n1~b=~ be:~ 
•bentbepunii:l'C!'•hllMht1ntbt1&4to1p. 
pear Jir WU onrwbelmed b)' Ilia DIW IUC· 
CUI and UOlblt to deal with the crowd.I. ed. drlnb in any dir!ction." 

CabarttlawyerDianeKllpetriclr.u1ued 
tbattbeSmllln' Buddbl'1ownerneeded 
more time to abow that hi1 oew m1n11er. 

·blredlnSeptember,undealwltblhefrac
llou1newclientsaodtbeirlaTOritebanda. 

The new manaatr and an improvtd •UI· 
tude b1 bot.b. clientele and b&nd1 have kid to 
lncreued cooperatiotl 1illet the lut pollct. 
reporttwomoothl110,14t111d. 

lor. .. 
The rul batUe1round is lheSmllin' Bud-

~ ::o!0 b~~: ~:U~1:1;lib:;e i:~~ i:ciJc: 
plpaodur&edlhlttheybeltilled. 

Accordln1to1poUcereport,1rio1near
Jyoccurred 1t the Srnilin' Buddh1 c1ba111t 
wben police attempted to remove mlnors 
anddrunUlutM1y. 

Tbt report ~•Id an officer "ob.erYed Me 
ol lhe bind members Lake lhe micropbone 
and anoou.nce 'Le1'1 Ir.ill a p(J.' The bind 
waieventuallysbutdowaanditUfellthlt 
thlywerelhtmajorcootribuUnilact.orto 
tbeesulatiou.oflheincident.'' 

But coundl't 1tandln1 tom.mltttt on 
communityaervlcttvotedunallimoutlyto 
ordere1baretownerL11bm111Sin&Jlrto 
1bowe1uae "by hit Ucuce lhould not be 
remoYed. 
'Hewillprobablytppearbefore~U 

Kanaaer Clayton l4cKa1 trO\lsed Beu. 
my •lain with hit comment that oflicen 
"1trut"aroundtbecabaret"lnaultil1ltbt 
p&trolll." 

McK1yeom111rtdpunlr.roc:lr.e.ntotbe 
lollr.-lirllinl crowd of the ·eo. and 111d they 
probablyuseft"erdru1sandlmalcobol 
thanprevbuellenttleoftheSmllln'Bud· ' Tuesd1y. 

AD Auaust report noted acrolll'dof200 
"wuvery1bu1ive ... aod11usualman· 
aaementbadnocontroloYertbecrowd 
... tbepel.tODloothedl.nctfloor•ere 

~ -Ald. Berulee Gerard Wd pwit roc:lr.en 
were ''on the trina:e ol cMliutlon.," and u 
an1ry Ald. Don Bellam1, • former polk.
man, 11id. "None ol our policemea are 
10in1tot1ilr.etbi1kindol11rbl1e." 

.... . 
Alt77pollceriponde1eribeatheSmllln' 

Buddha u the wont of all the clubl In the 
doWntown ea1t side fu dnulktoDeal and 
otberinlractioos. , 

NotinJthattbellaylncidentianowlb• 
•ub)tctofa.ninternal VancouverCityP~ 
Uce lnvestiption, Kilpatrick uld tb1t 

Downtown E11Uide lluldentl Anoela
b pruldent Brute Eriksen 111d the caba· 
retanditlpatron11iaab1:11htorilbtarea.. 

S.F. UNDERGROUND 
THE SAN FRANCISCO UNDERGROUND 1979 

a celebration 

On December 30th, TARGET and DAMAGE wi 11 pre
sent In association with the Savoy Tivoli 2, a 
six hour mixed-media event documenting and cele
brating the last 12 months actions in the S.F. 
underground. Photosl posters, graphics, films, 
videotapes, magazines, slides, environments, 
fashion, political propaganda and a specia l per
formance by the MUTANTS wi 11 serve as a way of 
kissing-off the old and welcoming in the new 
year. The Savoy is located on Grant near Union. 
Cal I (415) 362-702li for infor or to get invol
ved. BE THERE OR DIE. 

SUPERB is presenting THE BUZZ COCKS, DEAD KENNEOYS 
and POINTED STICKS from Vancouver in a concert 
at the Geary on the 15th of December. last sum
mer's show wi th BUZZCOCKS, GANG OF FOUR AND DI LS 
was probably the best concert of the year in 
S.f. Definitely not worth l'l issing. 

SCUM 
WEST COAST PREMIER!!! 

THEY EAT SCUH 
Nick Zodiak's utterly disgusting feature film 
starring Donna Oeath and a host of other more 
than slightly depraved N.Y.C. maniacs. The must
see movie of the year! panned by al 1 critics 
and banned in boston, THEY EAT SCUM is a film 
for the 80 1 s. at TARGET VIDEO, 678 S. Van Ness 
on December liith & 15th at JO pm, 12 midnlght 
and 2. 30 am and SAVOY Tl VOLi 2 on December 16 
at 3 pm. Presented by TARGET & ANOTHER ROOM . 
call (415) 431-7595 for more info. 

REALI FE 
REALIFE MAGAZINE premiers soon: A new rag fea
turing graphics, photographies and fiction too 
menacing for most debuts this month and should 
be avai I able at the regular places •.• provided 
they're not too wimpy to take It. Hore info 
can be obtained by writing to P.O . B. 26178, 
S.F. 94126 or calling (415) 861-7662. REALIFE 
is a pub Ii cat ion of Damaged Goods Company. 

SUBTERRANEAN 
Starting in December, the new SUBTERRANEAN 
RECORDING STUDIOS open ..• providing low cost 
recording and producing facilities to bands 
seeking to put-out their music on disc . The 
studio is located in the TARGET space at 678 
South Van Ness (at 18th). Hike Fox, who's 
putting the studios together, expects that 
he 'll be charging like $20 or less per hour 
for 8-track recording capabilities. 

NEW/LIVE! 
MABUHAY LI VE I DAMAGE ON THE A 1 R 

Production has started on a new syndicated radio 
show called Habuhay live! The show, which will 
be distributed to stations throughout the U.S., 
wi 11 feature 1 ive dubs from the Habuhay wl th 
local and international bands and a special seg
ment entitled DAMAGE ON THE AIR, consisting of 
In-depth interviews with the acts. Johnny Walker 
will perform the "dissecting" job as well as 
assist in the production. 

EVERYBODY'S too chi ckensh it to confirm or deny 
it, but there's a persistent rumour that S.F.'s 
"punk bosses" are meeting regularly to disi:uss 
''co111110n problems.'' BRAD L., so-called editor 
of this slagrag refused to coovnent and threatened , 
to turn me over to the tender mercies of Red 
Rocker PETER URBAN. Speaking of that, Peter's 
girlfriend, the sharp-tongued journalista, CAITLIN, 
is alot of people's fave target this month. Ac
cording to the ever credible (ha!) HOWIE KLEIN, . 
she was the REAOYl'\AOES' biggest fan before switch in 
allegiance to the DILS. Not so difficult to be-
1 ieve is how often the name of the ZEROS appear 
in her column in SLASH considering that Peter is 
their manager. So what's all the brouhaha between 
NERVOUS GENDER and CRAIG LEE of the BAGS? Seems 
NG made some low comment about Craig's age and 
sexual preferences on RICHARD METLZER's rad lo show 
on KPFK. Not cool, but maybe ul tracool ... anyway 
people who I ive in glass houses~ throw 
stones. Speaking of glass breaking, all those 
maniacs who inhabit TARGET apparently have been 
saving up their beer empties to throw against 
the ir brick walls in what one insider describes 
as an ''orgy of destruction." There's a cool rumour 
that Miss Anonymous in L.A. is putting together 
a 1 ist of everyone's fave punk stars ' sexual 
habits, prominently mentioned in this "strictly 
adults only" directory are such lummar1es as 
TOHATA DU PLENTY of the SCREAMERS, BRENDAN MULLEN 
GEZA X, HUMAN HANDS, OIRK DIRKSEN, STEVEN BROWN 
of TUXEDO MOON, RICKY SCREAMER, JELLO BIAFRA 
and HOWIE KLEIN. Hiss Anonymous notes that the 
only thing \o/Orse than being slagged is.!!£.!:. 
being slagged .•. And speaking of that, someone's 
been sending a really great list of nasty news 
to various disc jockeys around S.F. pinpointing 
the human-all-too-human fallabilities of local 
stars 1 i ke the DEAD KENNEOYS and the MUTANTS. 
JEORGlA A. ARTMOVEMENT, former VS, is heading 
to New York. Always one to travel in style , her 
bus got snowed down in Wyoming and she spent 
her time sending picture postcards of the beau
tiful Sage Hotel to friends in the City. GEZA 
and VANILLA SHAKE? That's what we hear. Drug 
News: JIM CARROLL, WILL SHATTER (former NEGA-
TIVE TREND, current FLIPPER), anybody else you 
care to mention. BRUCE of NO MAGAZINE is going 
real non-profit ... he's having benefits for his 
rag in LA and SF both, altho said publication 
is practically non-existent in the latter city. 
Some people here in LA think he's bound to make 
alot more money in a city where less people have 
seen the magazine. While we're on the subject , 
this rag, DRAINAGE; An Expectory better get or 
bite some balls pretty damn quick . Aforementioned 
editor, BRAD, should stop making friends and 
start making a few enemies. This so-cal led punk 

(fo r merly new- wave) scene needs a little 
less sex and alot more violence! 

-GEN ERAL PARES l S 
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BIAFRA FOR MAYOR CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE WOULD LIKE 

TO THANK: 

campaign staff: 

DIRK DIRKSEN 
CHI CHI 
BRAD L . 
LENORE REALCOOLCHICK 

BARBARA HELLBENT 
GINGER COYOTE 
MICKEY CREEP 
MERCEDES MORA 

and: 

MARK BERLIN 
THERESA 
TRACY 
JEAN TARGET 
ANNE MILLER 
JEANINE RICHARDSON 
CYNTHIA STRAND 
TONY ROCCO 
MARK PAULINE 
JONITHIN POWERS 

special thanks: 

JEANINE YEOMAN 
HERB CAEN 
BILL SCHECKNER 
JOEL SELVIN 
MIKE HENNESSEY 
ACME CAFE 
MABUHAY STAFF 

and of courSe: 

JOE TARGET 
BILL ADAIR 
STAN FWRIDE 
KLAUS FLORIDE 
SAM EDWARDS 
PAULA & JULIE 
JONATHAN FORMULA 
STEPHANO 
CURTIS GRAY 
STEVE TAYLOR 

KRON- TV 
S. F. CHRONICL.E 
KPIX- TV 
S. F. EXAMINER 

DEAD KENNEDYs And 
Last, but not least 

6,591 VOTE RS! 
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THE MO-DETTES ARE 

(1) hard-rocking 

(2) ultra-cool 

(3) not mod 

(4) English 

(5) not just another 

all girl- band 

Kate, guitar - Ramona, vocals - June, drums - Jane - bass 

interviewed by DAMA.GE's Londo_n Correspondent, Deirdre Cargill 

JUNE: History! 

DAMAGE: O. K. , how did you start? 

JANE: We have no history or motivations. 

KATE: Um, how did we get tog,ther? By a aeries 
of coincidences really. 

JUNE : Shall I tell them? 

KATE: Yeah, go on . 

JUNE: It's all coincidences really. Kate and I 
met last SU11Zmer and decided to play together. 
I knew tha t Kate played guita r well and I play
ed drums so ... we played for a while . .. Jane was 
a bass player and . . . 

JANE: And we veren' t too good. 

JUNE: I don't knov about you, but I was fuc king 
awful. I'd never played before. Then I saw Jane's 
photogra ph in the Musical Express . 

KATE: She wa s the bass player for me. 

JUNE: Kate and I went to see some groups and 
she was playing. 

DAMAGE: What band was she in? 

KATE: Bank of Dresden. 

JUNE: But you don't have to mention it. 

JANE: Don't mention the wankers. 

JUNE: We saw Jane playing and I said I thought 
that she 1 d be good and, at the same time, we had 
the idea for an all girl band. 

JANE: I wanted to call the band "Angel Cakes," 
bu'C I sort of went off that idea . 

DAMAGE: So how'd you come up with the name 
"Mo-Dettes?" 

.JU.liE : We sat in the pub every night after prac
tice and eventually that came out . 

JANE: Don't know where it came from. 

DAMAGE: Lots of people aee your name and think 
you're a mod band... ' 

KATE: When they see us, they find out that 
we're not! 

JUNE: That's all right. 

KATE: It's quite good really, because it gets 
slot of people to come see us that mi::ght other
wise not come. 

DAMAGE : In a time when most bands fall into easy 
categories, how would you class yourselves? 

KATE: I think that we' re pretty unclassifiable. 

JANE: At the moment we are, but I'm sure they're 
going to find a nice category to stuff us under 
sooner or later. our music is new music. 

DAMAGE: How did Ramona get involved? 

JANE : We just went up to her and said "Ramona, 
can you sing?" 

RAMONA: She asked me to sing for just one gig, 
but we thought that we were so good that we just 
kept going. 

KATE: You see the original idea was to do just 
one gig ••• 

JANE: We thought we might do more. We didn't 
know. ... 

KATE: I think this is a band full of people that 
were fed up with the other people they tried piaying 
with. So we got together for once and it worked 
out really well and we' re still together. 

DAMAGE: What llo you think of the London scene? 

RAMONA: London ia all right because people are .•• 

JANE: , .• People are COOL, man . .. 

DAMAGE: What about outside of London? 

JUNE: I think our best gig was Brighton . We had 
a rea lly good time. Everyone went mad for us. 
It wa s really good because they had never seen 
anything like us. 

KATE: Thia girl came up to us aftervards and 
said "I can't be lieve it, it's really great t o 
see an all girl band that is good," and she 'd 
see n The Slits and she'd seen the Raincoat s and 
all that. She really wanted to see an all-girl 
band that she liked, but she hadn't seen one. 

DAMAGE: What about the Slits? 

JUNE: Their disadvantage is that they were al
ready into the punk thing which is a shame. 

RAMONA : They were quite new. 

JANE: I read this letter in a paper last week 
and it was a really good slag-off of everybody 
in the punk scene. It said that the Slits were 
still waiting for the new wave to happen. I'm 
still wa!i.ting for their new album because they've 
been working really hard on that. People say 
that they are lazy, but I don't think so. They 
have been working hard and I can't wait • 

RAMONA: But they don't do slot of gigs and it's 
important to do alot of gigs. 

DAMAGE: Ramona, you ' re an American, kb~' d you 
end up over here? 

RAMONA: For school. 

DAMAGE: And Kate, how about you? How come you 
came over? 

KATE: It ' s a long story. I came over for a holi
day and I~-went broke so I had to stay. 

JANE: For about 20 years. 

KATE : It's been five years now . 

DAMAGE: Where were you from? 

KATE: New York. 

DAMAGE: What do you think of what's going on 
over there? 

KATE: In New York? I don ' t know what's going 
on over there really. But whenever I go back, I 
really hate it. I mean, I don't hate it, I really 
love it in aome ways. But I don ' t get on with 
people there. I get frustrated and I come right 
bac.k, 

JUNE: A person can be a punk one week, a skin the 
next and a mod the week after. 

JANE: A mod can be all thr~if.:r .... 't'B'.-n .. . ..... ....-, ,•,, ,., ,,,,... 

B 
In a way, I real ly like it becaus e the 

Englis h have a f l are that Alllericans don't have. 
I mean an American can go on wearing the s ame 
lumbe rjack shirt and corduroy trouse rs for four 
years and they'll never change, they 'll never 
even think about. 

J ANE : I really enjoy dres sing up. I think it's 
really good fun. 

KATE: I like Blondie because I think they're 
the first Alllerican band that had any sense of 
style. 

JUNE: They survived being labled. They surv.ived 
it and come through it 'cause their music beat 
everything else. 

KATE: I mi ght say t hat the Alllericans have no 
flair, but they have more substance in some 
ways because they don't believe in such super
ficial things so easily .. . they believe in 
refridgerators. 

JANE : And colour T . V. 's and T . V. dinners. 

DAMAGE: Why do you think you've gotten so much 
attention in the five months you've been playing? 

JANE: I thi nk because we have some substance in 
our music . It ' s not just been the first rush to 
see the next all- girl band. We have quite a few 
reviews. There must be something in our music , 
not just because we're all girls . There are alot 
of all-girl bands, they usually get one review, 
a slag-off, and that's it. 

JUNE: I just think that we shouldn't be put under 
any label or in a movement or anything. We don't 
even know what we are . We just know it's something 
that ' s going to happen pretty soon, start of s ome 
thing else . We've got no name, we don't want any 
old labels. 

JANE: Because we don't fit into any of them. 

DAMAGE: Who writes your songs? 

JUNE: We all write the songs really . Because 
if I write a song, June's got to put a little 
rum beat to it - she usually does something 
brilliant - Kate's got to put guitar to it and 
Ramona's got to sing it; so we all do the songs 
toge ther . 

DAMAGE: What are your songs about lyrically? 

JANE: ·we don't write songs that have any sort 
of ideas to them or anything political. 

JUNE: They' re mostly quite emotional. .. about 
hate or love. 

DAMAGE: How would you characterize your music 
then ? 

KATE: Modern mood music, I suppose . 

JANE: Oh, I like that. •• oh, well done, Kate! 
Ho-dern Ho-od Mu- sic. 

KATE : Ho-mo-mo-dettes. 

DAMAGE: Let's talk about what's going on in 
London for a minute. What do you think about 
the mods? 

JANE: I like skins. I was one . I like bands 
like, Madness and the Specials . 

JUNE: I don ' t like any sort of army .. . mod army 
£!. skin army . 

JANE: I love tl:clt music though because I listened 
to it when I was younger, but the mod music: can 
stuff it. Sort of that camp thing. 

JUNE: Everybody likes look..ing back on the past, 
alot of good things have happened . I mean even 
dressing up in old clothes is good or listening 
to old records, but you don't have to absolute
ly devote yourself to it, make it a way of life 
because there's a lot more things this year and 
next year to get into . 

JANE: When it comes down to it, let them have 
their fun, let them all dress up and say "I'm 
mod, I'm cool . " 

JUNE: But they get blinded by being committed 
to that one thing. 

JANE : You've got to follow bias and you've got 
to follow opinions and you've got to follow all 
kinds of things that drag you do1rn. . 

DAMAGE : Hare we have all kinds of different 
groups like Hods, Teda , Trendies, Rockers, 
Straights,. , it' a r eally confusing for moat of 
the kids in the States ... 

KATE : Well, Americans aren't nearly as fashion 
conacious as the English are. You tend to find 
people being,. one t hing or another in England. 

,,.ft,,,,,·., ,.,,I\, •., ,~,, .. .._,.,,,,.,, 



HOWIE KLEIN 
WHAT MAKES THE HAPPY 
GEEK HAPPY? 

Imagine \·falter Winchell hunched over a microphone in a satin Blue Oyster Cult jacket , sputtering over the air about 
rock' n' roll and the New Dark Ages. The dulcet New Yawk tones of HOWIE KLEIN have been familiar to Bay Area radio 
listeners since he and Chris "Cosmo Topper" Knab began the "Outcast Hour" (later "The Heretics") on radio station 

. KSAN in 1977 . After the shows unfortunate demise a few months ago, Howie was resurrected as a new wave dj at X • s 
disco. Howie is also the West Coast Editor of the NEW YORK ROCKER, writing a regular co lumn under the title 11The 
Happy Geek,'' a contributing editor to both BAM and CREEM magazines and co-owner of 415 Records, an independent label. 

Howle, you're Involved in a whole host of dif
ferent projects, your name Is strewn around 
a lot, and yet you remain a myste ry man . Dirk 
Dirksen was callinq you the othe r da' a "mini
mogul ." As part of our effort to explore · 
people involved with promoting, producing and 
reporting in the scene, we've always wanted 
to Interview you •• . because there's a whole 
lot of controvery su rrounding some of your 
proJects .. . 

HK: Always has been . 

That' s what J 'd like to start out talking about. 

HK:~ I 'll start off with a story I'd like to 
tell and then I' 11 bring you up to date. I was 
at school at the State University of New York 
at Stonybrook. I had a radio show on the campus 
station, WUSB - the theme song was ''White 
Rabbit." This was . 1966. I used to play all 
those tapes from Calit:ornla, from the Fillmore 
Audi tor I um. In those days that was the avant 
garde, experimental rock music. I produced, 
for example, the first east coast appearance 
of the Jefferson Airplane, Grateful Dead, Coun
try Joe and the Fish, the first big Doors 
concert. The school tried to Impeach me. (I 
was chairman of the student activities board). 
OK? How I went back to that school about two 
years ago and I talked to the guy who's now 
doing the job I was doing then and I said, 
"Wei I, are you booking the Ramones? Bands like 
that?" He said, "The Ramones? Man, al I the 
kids want Is the Grateful Dead.'1 I remember 
when I booked the Dead, they were crying for 
Dave Brubeck and Peter, Paul and Mary. The 
straights wanted that. Now straights want the 
Grateful Dead. Of course! And ten years hence 
the straights are gonna want i:.he Clash. Sure. 
What we ca 11 new wave music Is the music that 
represents al lveness today . Now, this music in 
ten years is gonna represent deadness and bore
dom and anti-creativity . 

How do you see yourse 1 f In the context of this 
scene, how do you see yourself professional ly7 

HK: The way I got Involved in this new wave 
scene, In a way It's tied in with iny old days. 
After I graduated, I went to live in Europe 
and Asia and Africa. I tramped around a lot 
for five years. It was wonderful and I don't 
see that any different from anything I do now. 
All this time I had been living In y'know Eu
rope and India and like I was totally out of 
the music thing. I missed the whole early '70's, 
the deadest most horrible period of rock music 
In history and I'm glad. 

When I came back , one of the peep le who 
I got In touch with WllS Danny Fields. Before 
I left, he had been Involved with tha Doors 

and I had worked wl th him on my Doors shOW. 
When I got back, Danny was just getting Invol
ved with the Ramones. He Invited me to see 
them at CBGB 1 s ~ this was before they got signed .~ 
and I just fl lpped out I I mean, that was l.l 
for me. When I was 1 lvlng here, the Ramones 
first show was at the Savoy. I was working as 
a public i st there so I got Involved with that 
show and then I started writing about It. That's 
how 1 started getting Into writing cause I was 
real Jy excited about the Ramones and I just felt 
l Ike I wanted to turn people on to them. 

What year was this now? 

HK: '76, yeah . That first Ramones show, y'know who 
I did the story for? Chrl s Knab of Aquarius 
used to put out this 1 ittle mimeographed thing 
about what was hot and I sa id I would do a story 
for him . I remember I was on a weekend white-
water rafting trip, I was all by myself in a 
kayak, going down the Tuolomne river, and l came 
directly from there to the Savoy, saw the Ramones 
and wrote it up 1 ike right that night. At that 
time, the scene around the Habuhay was just 
getting started and I said to Danny, "there's 
this great little funky Filipino restaurant 
that has new wave shows every now and then, 
the Ramones should play there" and he said, 
''Well, we can't play anywhere else, we might as 
we\ 1. 11 

Then what happened? 

So they came here and they played the Habuhay 
and my first Invo lvement with the scene Is 
this: the Nuns were opening for them. And what 
came down was that they were saying to the 
Nuns, "You've got a lot of exposure from this, 
so you're not gefting any money." Right? And 
alot of money was made and they were giving me 
10% for booking the band. I didn't want the 
money sol just said "All right," I said to 
the Nuns, "You can have my money, I don't want 
it. I didn't do anything." About a month later, 
I was back ln the office of the Mabuhay, the 
Nuns had just finished playing and, t don't 
remember the name of It, but it was some minor 
I ittle band that was easy to step on for the 
Nuns, and the Nuns told the band exactly what 
the Ramones told them. I said, 11That's it ," 
because I was the only one in the c ity writing 
about the scene then. I was doing a column on 
rock'n'rol I in the San Francisco Progress, a 
column on local bands . . . so I said I wouldn't 
write about it anymore, I wouldn 1 t come any
more, I wasn 1 t even going to be i nvo 1 ved any
more ..!...f. anything else 1 ike this ever happened 
again . There could never be a time when a band 
didn't get paid! And I shamed the Nuns into 
paying. I think at that time Dirk was already 
taking over from Psyc\one and he agreed that 

they would never not pay any band. You know, 
every band would get something even If it wasn't 
alot, but It would always be agreed In advance, 
so that was how I got i nvo 1 ved with the Mabu
hay. 

How did you see your role at that time? 

HK: I kind of saw myself In the very beginning 
as just someone who was just sort of watching out 
for the Interests of the local bands. See, as 
long as I 'can remember, I could go to a rock 
concert free and I have never had to th Ink about 
it In terms of whether or not I could afford 
to go. It was a I ways the fact of "do I want to 
go or not7 11 and It got to a point where I 
didn• t. Because It was totally boring, unless 
it was I ike a really exceptional band that I 
loved like Patti Smith or the Rolling Stones 
or the Who . I 1m an active person, I I ike to 
participate in things. I love to interact with 
people, but one thing l don't like is sitting 
In a chair and watching someone on stage . So 
the thing about the new wave that was so ex
citing to me, especially when I went back over 
to Eng I and ,was that it was not, and I empha-
size this more than anything, It was not a 
band getting up on stage entertaining an audi 
ence; it was rea 11 y about the excitement of 
an audience participating. It was the in-
terplay of the energies that was exciting 
to me in the whole new wave thing, and that's 
one of the things that I see as really 
falling off now. It's getting to the point 
where al I of a sudden the bands are becoming 
l lke the big stars even on a low level lo
cally. A lot of people say to me, "why are 
you involved with this rock disco?" 

~ 
HK: X's. Because people get a chance to par
ticipate fully. I love to spin the music and 
people dance. I don't like robots. like a 
normal disco disco, Donna Sunmer and all 
that stuff, people wear the same clothes, 
they dress the same way, they do al I the 
fucking horrible dance steps that they al I 
learn- to me that is not alive, that is dead. 
6ut this disco, its so alive there, it's 
just reeking with that feeling for me, and 
that's why I love it so much. If you can dig 
what were playing there, we want you to 
come and enjoy yourse 1 f, but this music 
isn't for everybody. If you fee I that you' re 
not ready for It yet, I 'm sure you'll be 
ready for it in five years, and then you 
can find it somewhere. But I won 1 t be 
playing it, that's for sure . I feel 
if it makes people alive, makes them active, 
makes them interact with each other .•. 



Ei:~;;;1 ~r-~~:_;J_r_~~~f ~=~ ~;d r~r a~ :~J'. 
repressive of any kind of real exuberance._ 
H~witn'"the-~p-1-;f:hat-9o-~ 

That's not true because we've talked to 
!t.!9_t_£_f~p~e- that~hF!.e..:_-~ ----
to certal.!1_.£e.£P.l_e new wave implies also 
acerta tn afmQsher~ partrcu·1ar-way 
~lrlji a partTcular~c~-
~.!..'.....'... 
HK: Don't be so concerned or hung up 
in what It used to be ••. 

That is -~ressed both In the venues 
JheiiiSeYves-ind what is_g_~n .. t,!i .. ~_r~ 

HK: It's not true anymore, I'm afraid. 
In the early sixties when you 

saw someone with long hair, it really meant 
something. That ended very quickly. At one 
point anyone who 1 iked new wave music, there 
was a certain statement being made. It doesn't 
mean that today. You can think that it does~ 
but it doesn't. There are so many people out 
there who alive been exposed to the music. who 
you can give your new wave philosophy and 
they'll look at you as if you were a Martian 
Thay won't know what you' re talking about. 
They just I ike the music. 

·.s.!:!.r~ _l_s_..!.!!_~_a_Jl05>~.£!~t.h.!~.....Q.r._c_ap_y£.u. 
!..':'~n_p~t_a_!ly __ ~nd of a moral judgement? 

HK: Okay, I'll tell you. First of all if you . 
want to define what you're talking about the 
new wave means certain things, you define 
those to me and I' 11 tel I you. If the new 
wave means what some tin horn philosopher 
square like Vale thinks it means, than it 1s 
a good thing- that there's no dictator saying 
what you have to believe. I have certain 
ideals that I attach to the new wave, but 
I'm not gonna ...... ; . Things change. 

~.h.at~_e_th,_o_s~_i:!_e_a_l_s.?_ 

HK: What ~~e. those ideals? 

.\!!l'!_t_'!..r~your ideals if_~a~e~y now?_ 

HK: Concerning the new wave? 

_:i'eah,_ concerning the new wave s_c~ 
-~~t the music._ 

HK: Hy idea Is haven't changed because a 11 
of a sudden the new wave came in or al I of 
a sudden the new wave went out. In a way 
It's just fashion. It's just like a fashion 
thing that's £.oming and going, kind of a 
cyclical thing. There are certain ideals 
which l be! leve Jn which go from before that 
and go after that. let's see, what are my 
ideals? Excuse me, let me think for a 
;econd. Those are probably the two most 
important things, for people to be able 
:o express themse Ives open I y and the idea 
1hich is part of that, the y in and yang 
1f that, if you' 11 pardon the French, for 
•eQp\e to be open to something that is 
ew and different. 

* tre~~!~:v~t~~~~~-~-n~Te-r~~~~1 
~~t_.2._f_~e..2..,.C_ene? 

K: No, they•re still part of it, but it 
oesn't mean that everyone is equally involved 
i th it. Just because you go and you buy 
Clash record and you dig it doesn't mean 

hat you're gonna have any conrnitment 
ny kind of idea whatsoever . 

.!!..c. !_u_d..!.!!g__po_!l.t..!.£a)_~- soci!t.~ 
. lK: Hore than anything, political and social . 

know for a fact from being a person in 
.his scene that's talked from the beginning 
:o more people about it than anyone else 
:hat was neVer true . It never has been 
:rue, ft was 1 ike a figment of peoples 
imaginat ions. 

~~t a!ia::r a a~o f~~; ~= 1 c~~c=~~~~ I i~~~e~!~t? 
iK: I dldn 1 t say that at all. No no no no! 
fes they were making apolitical and social 
statement, but it 1 s a very broad statement. 
'tone point to dress and act and talk and 
:to things a certain way is making a statement 
Jf being alive, of being an individual, of 
being free . Just a very short time later, 
doing the exact same thing is the opposite 
statement, of "I am a robot, I follow the 
fashions." It's al I a matter of time and 
place . When I was just talking about politics, 
I was ta I king about much more specific things. 
I really learned a lesson with the coal 
miners benefit . I came back from England 
after spending 1 ike six weeks around the 
Clash. lmean, I don't have to tell you how 
gung ho I was about this thing, right? 
And I really wanted more than anything to 
help open the consciousness of the new wave 
bands and the pol ltical new wave bands to the 
kind of social ideas that a band I ike the 
Clash and supposedly the Oils were 
advocating at that time. 

!"arxist in other words. 

HK: Yeah, wel I, greater than Marxist. 
Those are so sma 11 compared to what I'm 
talking about. Marxist ideas are part of 
something else: human dignity, freedom, being 
alive. I never thought the Clash was so 
closed, they're not like members of the 
Cormiunist party or anything. 

They• re not locked into id.eolo.9.'t! 

HK: No, l never feel that about them. I felt 
their ideals were muchgreat and much irore 
Important. Huch more unive rsal .. . . 
Anyway, the miners benefit . It was pretty 
much my Idea, I talked it over with some 
guys in the Nuns, some guys in the Oils, 
and we got it together. I just saw that 
It was pathetic. I mean, no one . . . the bands 
weren't' into it, the only people that were 
into it were Tony Oil, maybe Chip Oil, one 
of the Nuns who if the Oils had said let' s 
cut off our arms today he would have done 
that too; Wi 11 Shatter, the drunmer from the 
Sleepers, and that was about it. There 
might have been a couple of other people, but 
basically no one gave a fucking shit . 
They wanted publicity, they wanted their 
pictures In the paper, they wanted to get on 
the radio and they didn't care about 
anything else . They didn't want to know what 
the miners we.re go ing through. Hore than 
anything else 1 learned that the people 
who were honest and truthfu l-people 1 ike 
Cf'ime, who I wound up hating at the time 
because they got up and said "You're all 
ful I of shit and you know that none of 
you give a shit about the miners. And 
you'. re just doing this to be phonies". 
At that time I hated Crime for saying 
that because I was so deceived and self
deluded in thinking that people would 
get involved with it--and they didn 1 t. 
There was no sharing process. I really 
tried you know, but it really flipped 
me out to see the people that did know 
better didn't try to like share it. 
What I thought was going to happen was 
that everyone who was involved who 
understood how the ruling class was 
oppressing the miners and how that 
related to us, how they were our 
brothers, the, people in the mines, how 
they were our brothers exactly, being 
shat on the same way the System was 
'shitting on the punk rock Scene, I felt 
the people who could make the connertion 
would try to explain it to the 9thers 
who then would see that connection. 
But al I they wanted to do was shoot 
drugs and use dope and that was it. 
That was the other thing about the new 
wave thing. At one time l thought . l 

mean t was crazy I guess, but I thought, 
wow you know 1 i ke peop 1 e aren't going to 
be drunk and I ike drug addicts and they're 
not .. going to be like blowing their minds, man, 
and I saw where that was at right away also . 
I was rea 11 y shocked. Peop 1 e weren't 
really interested in expansion of 
consciousness. 

And that's where your interest was? 

HK: Hy interest has always been my whole 
I ife in expansion of consciousness. 
I feel that's what we 1 re here on Earth for. 
At one point in your I ife, drugs can be 
a device to expand your consciousness. 
They certain I y have been for me. At one 
point . That was 1 ike many many years ago. 
When it becomes a problem is when it 
becomes a narcotic .. . when it anesthetises 
you from reality. And I've seen that around 
the new wave scene--these assholes 
getting a 11 dressed up 1 i ke new wavers 
and shooting drugs. All kinds of different 
people were attracted to the scene. They al I 
have their own ideas, everyone has a different 
approach . .. fine, there's nothing wrong with 
that,that's how it is you know, that's how 
it 1s always going to be, and there's 
nothing I can do to change i t . 

Let' s talk about the various projects you're 
involved Tri':- You 1re already involved 1n X's. 

HK: We are stuck wi'th It r ight now with It 
the way it Is . Obviously it's a disgusting 
discotheque, obviously we're going to want 
to make some changes. I think the furniture's 
a big joke but I don't think people should 
get hung up on it, you know? 

What's your specific relationship with 
the Old Waldorf? 

HK: I'll tell you my relationship to 
Jeffery Pollack and the 'environment' 
at the Old Waldorf. It's simple. All of a 
sudden the new wave thing was happening, 
Jeffery isn't an asshole, he knew he 
didn't know what was going on, he didn't 
know many people who were involved in it. 
I was one of the people he knew. The first 
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thing he ever asked me was "Look, th Is band 
cal led AC/DC wants to play here, I don't 
know who or what they are, should I book 
them?" I said book them and book them for as 
many days as you can get. To this day he's 
never had more people in that club . And 
he sold out six AC/DC shows. The night 
of the show he said he wanted to k i 11 me-
"Why didn't you te 11 me I cou Id charge more 
money?" 

So In this sense you're an advisor to Pollack? 

HK: I don't get paid for it . But you just 
saw what happend, you saw when you were 
sitting here they called up and they said 
they said they needed an opening act 
for Wednesday; who wi 11 do it? 

So you act as a resource then? 

HK: So I su9ges ted The Dead Kennedys, l 
suggested the Offs, The Nuns, The Avengers, 
obviously I suggested the Readymades, I 
suggested SVT, Pearl Harbor and the Explosions 
I try to give al f the bands a chance sooner 
or later to play. And I think I have . Even 
bands that really weren't quite ready, like 
Pink Section. I mean they played there also 
and I had suggested that they play there. 
It's not I ike I go to Pink Section and say 
"now you have to pay me I 0%". I 'm not 
Robert Hanrahan. I *ve never ever taken any 
money from any band and I' ve gotten bands 
gigs, all the bands gigs. It's just that I'm 
there,"l've got the information. 

So It seems to be a direct spin - off of the 
clout you have as a journal !st and 
particularly as the west coast editor of 
l~ew York Rocker and your activities as a radio 
disc jockey? 

HK: I don't think there's any clout involved 
Jn that. To tel I you the truth. 

Well okay, you write regularly for BAH .. 

HK: Yeah, but I don't try to make 
everybody aware of this who I come in touch 
with: anyone who wants, who has something 
to say for either New York Rocker or for 
Barn merely has to dial my phone number. I'm 
listed, tell me what they want and I put it 
in the column . It's very simple. Someone 
came over today, some conwnun is t whose got 
a band and he wants it written that his 
band is being harassed by the pol ice cuz 
they're conwnunists. 

Who? 

HK: Prairie Fire. Now I know that is not 
the case. In my heart I know the pol ice 
are probab I y harassing them because they' re 
playing too loud, right? But they believe 
in this so I'm putting it in BAH, that 
th Is is what they say, they say that they' re 
getting harassed by the pol ice . .. and any 
band that wants to have anything said, al I 
they have to do is tell me. I'll put it In 
Rocker, I'll put it in BAH, I'll put it 
in anything I have to for them. 

Well you have been criticized , as you're 
probably aware, for your column in the 
N.Y. Rocker, especially for ..• 

HK: No~ I didn't know this. No one 
criticized!!?!:. for that! 

No one has ever told you that rtin rn the oc er was biased 

HK: No~ Never~ 

Then let me be the first to tell ou that 
t ere are many people in t e S~n ranc1sco 
scene who feel that the reporting in your 
co lumn is biased and inaccurate! 

HK: Yeah, you just told me about It . 

I am te 11 i ng you about It. 

HK: We i I,~ are, I know. If someone ~as 
a complaint they should tel l me about 1t. 

Many people feel that your column is 
s I anted toward other entities or 1 nvol ve
ments that you have. 

HK: Well, I don't know about 'slanted 
torwards 1 , but In the same way that I 
give anybody e1se access to the column that 
wants it, I certainly give myself access 
to It as well! You ask me if I've gotten 
complaints about it. . . well, I don't even 
count the complaints of someone I Ike Peter 
Urban• s g i r If r i end who this week happens 
to think that tbis is the band that ls it. 
)'ou know, to me groupies are less than dirt. 
fteter Urban's girlfriend, whatev~r her name ls .. 

HK: I mean. l remember when she was a 
Readymactes groupie and I thought she was 
just a silly jerk then, and then one week 
la ter she's a Oils groupie or a Peter 
Urban groupie or whatever. And 1 i ke In my 
mind she didn ' t change from one second to 
another. Except that one day she was nice 
to me and one day she was nasty. But it 
didn't matter. So yes, that kind of 
criticism I've gotten, but that doesn't 
even make any impress ion on me whatsoever. 
But I've never gotten any kind of serious 
criticism or had a band come to me and tell 
me that they were being treated unfairly. 

~ 
EMMRRASSlll6; ISll'r If? 
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Let's take a specific example--your reportage 
on the Western Front. We had nearly seventy 
bands,.!P-pearing in a short ten day period 
where ')'.OU had lar91tr audiences, a lot of 
exciting ac ts. a lot of convnunity support 
for a particular event. Hany people feel 
that your reporting in Rocker, BAH and 
other places was not fair. That BAH's 
information is the seed for regarding the 

Western Front--when they planted it--
as being a great "non-event". Hany people 
(e ft tfiat occur red because your eos it ion had 
been stated that i~reat ''non-event''. 
When it appeared in BAH as a great "non-event" 
many people simply associated the two 
knowing of your input . 

HK: Which is trne. 

So therefore many people felt that you were 
doing a direct disservice to this community. 

HK: In tel 1 ing the truth. 

How cou Id you ca 11 70 bands in ten days a 
''non-event''? 

HK: I didn't see very much corrmunity spirit. 
I did see some but it was mostly you and 
Dirk. It was really a non-event. I think what 
it did waSOne thing, and that was to get Joel 
Selvin involved with the local new wave scene. 
From the very first day I heard about it, it 
was poorly organized. I knew that if this thing 
got to be looked at by the outside as San 
Francisco's answer to the big thing that hap
pened in Minnesota, that it was going to make 
a laughingstock out of San Francisco, and San 
Francisco already is a laughingstock to alot 
of people . They just say that it's a phony 
scene and it's not rea 11 y happening. 

Is that your perception of lt1 

HK: Not at all my perception of it. I've 
been pushing the San Franci sco scene from 
before it was a scene. From when it was two 
bands. I felt that there were people who 
were manipulating this thing for their own 
personal gain and didn't care if they were 
going to wind up making this scene into a 
laughingstock. 

Wei I how would they make Jt Into a laughing
stock? 

HK: Cause there was nothing that happened! 
You know what ROLLINGSTONE's position was 
on this? 

What? 

HK: They said, "They never sent us any in
formation, no one that we know knows that 
it's going on," and their position was that 
it wasn 1 t going on. The ROLLINGSTONE is very 
out of touch with the street level. 

You might say they don't even know who Jello 
~ Biafra is ... 

HK: No, they do know .•. 

After they cal led the CHRONICLE. .. 

HK: They cal led me up months ago about 
Jello Biafra. 

Then why did Herb Caen report that. .. 

HK: Sure, they called him too. That's how 
they do research. The point is that I don't 
want to say it was all just shit, because 

. some of the best bands around were playing 
here. Some of my favorite bands were play
ing there including the Pointed Sticks. I 
think they' re one of the fucking greatest 
bands on the West Coast, and I always have, 
and I 1 ve written that. The main point was 
the Habuhay is open seven nights a week 
anyway and has been for several years. 
There was one change. Cheaper price, which 
I mentioned. Great. But I knew there was 
not going to be any rea.1 . . . 

There was a coordinated booking ... 

HK: It was all false, all a bullshit way of 
getting the media involved. It was hype to 
get TV stations to come down, it was hype 
to get certain journalists who hadn't taken 
part In it before involved ... that's not evil, 
and that's not even bad. We shouldn't even 
argue about it. 

You're right, we shouldn't. What 1 "m trying 
to do is introduce concepts .~ 
have heard ... 

HK: I've heard 'em~ 

OK, but I didn't know you were aware that 
there was a coordina t ed booking effort.. 

HK: Coordinate.d booking? 

~ 
HK : All t ever heard about it was Hanrahan 
telling me how Dirk was screwing him and 
Dirk tel I ing me how Hanrahan was sc rewing 
him. Coordinated was the opposite I heard 
fiOm any of the people who were doing the 
booking. Both of them complained bitterly 
about the other one, it was utter chaos. I 
knew that this thing was going to be, at 
best, neutral. 

That was your reading of the whole ... ? 

HK: That was how I read it, yeah. 

I think that's important information to 

HK: I don't really see it as important 
in any way. 

Well, it's only important because other 
~ead it the exact opposite way .. 

HK: The point is that even though : that was 
my personal opinion, I definitely did not 
want tor that personal opinion of mine to be 
"this is the way it was." J tried to be fair 
about it, I was definitely planning to do my 
whole column on it, and then Andy Schwartz 
said, "Let's get three writers who really 
think it 1s great to do it," and I said that 
was great, y'know? And he's got I ike three 
writers doing a thing on it as If it were a 
big ..• 

Two writers . 

HK: Three writers. Anyway, so Andy, from his 
wisdom sitting in New York City decided that 
this was a very important and happening thing, 
which is his prerogative as an editor of a 
magazine to decide. I felt it should be cov
ered, I have notes on a lot of the things, I 
figured I would ask Goldberg and Branton what 
their opinions were also since they were reel 
interested, to make sure that I covered it 
fully and fairly, and I'm sure that I'll men
tion it in my next column as wel 1. 

That's something that I rea 11 y do want to 
emphasize, that even though I feel some
thing about something I never, ever, want to 
manipulate the media in a way of anyone 
th inking that just because it's my opinion 
that that Is what is. That's just my opiiiion, 
which I'm entitled to. 
But anyone who has the opposite ~inion who 
wants to tell me what it ls, I'll give that 
play in anything I can as well. They have 
as much right as I do to have their opin
ions stated. 

What does the title "West Coast Editor" 
.!.!!!E.!.Y..!. 
HK: I have no idea. At one time it did have 
some more meaning, cause I was much more act
ively involved in the ROCKER, but that's be
tween me and Andy. In fact, at this point, 
it's pretty pointless. 

Are you coordinating activities in Los 
{'_ngeles? 
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HK: No, I'm not even coordinating activities 
in San Francisco~ To some extent I point out 
some of the things that happen to Andy, I 
talk to him on the phone sometimes and we talk 
about some things that are going on, I help 
him to find writers. Like people come to me 
and say, "I'd I ike to write for the ROCKER," 
and I say, "Great," and I ask them what they're 
interested in writing about, and I talk to 
Andy about it and he ' 11 say yes or no, usua-
1 ly he'll say, "Yeah, let them do it and we'll 
either print it or won 1 t print It," but ba
sically it's real open. I mean, anyone who's 
ever come to me and told me that they want 
to contribute a story, or photos, al 1 I've 
done is passed it along to Andy. Almost every
one, with the except ion of the Search an~ Des
troy people, who went directly to Andy, I've 
said, 11Great, do it." I was West Coast Editor 
of the ROCKER from the stuff I did before 
Andy was Involved. He got involved a I ittle 
bit later. 

One more question relating to your role as 
a journalist. People have accused you of 
being isolated, that you're not in the 
scene .•• 

HK: t may not be in their scene, but I' m 
in other people's scenes. For example, I'm 
very remote from bands, say, 11 ke the Res i -
dents and Snakefinger and that scene, but 
they cal I me and tel I m·e what their 
schtick is and I try to give it play 
in the columns. I try to do that not just 
for each scene which makes up the new wave 
scene, for even each band ..• there ·are no 
bands, no matter how smal I, scurrrny and in· 
significant they may seem, who can't come 
to me and say, ''We want some pub I icity in 
the ROCKER," even bands that have been ob
noxious to me. r' even go out of my way to 
look for them, when I see people I ask them 
what's new and stuff. One of the things that 
Andy ah~ays said to me was that he doesn't 
want stories on bands that no one has heard 
of outside of San Francisco. Like I remem
ber when I gave him the Oi Is story, it was 
1 ike such complaining and complaining ... 
they al 1 know them in San Francisco and 
LA, how is anyone in New York going to 
relate to this? This ls an argument we used 
to go through in every issue, though it isn't 
like that as much anymore, I would say that 
the majority of the readers couldn't even 
relate to a band I ike The Mutants who've been 
around a long time, who have a record out, 
who've been to New York • . . I would say that 
the vast, the vast majority were turned off 
by the story th~was in the ROCKER, didn't 
even read it. I stl 11 think it belongs in 
there, th~y're big enough to merit a story. 
There's enough reader.s to merit a story at 
that point. 
Frankly , lately I've been feeling that my 
life is not necessarily the life that should 
be the person who's doing the San Francisco 
column in the ROCKER. The only question I 
have is who would do that column , \~ho would 
be conmitted to a sense of fairness and open
mindedness. I'm not interested in narrow 
people. 

OK ·· let's talk about radio. When~YE!::!. 
St~ doing the uHeretics H"Ou?'with Chris 
_K.n~? 

HK: It was the "Outcast Hour" then. It was 
a couple of years ago. 

What was the ph1 losophy behind your KSAN 
~:r----- --~---~-



HK: See, Chris and I were coming from 
completely opposite ends. Chris' main thing, 
Chris is a big Anglophile . If it's from En
gland it's great. Hine was the opposite . The 
English are •below human anyway and my interest 
in the English i s very slight. To me, my in
terest was one thing on ly: local bands. There 
is no local band that can tel I you they gave 
me a tape that didn 1 t get played. Bands 
that were reprehensible musically and repre
hensible personal Jy got played on the Here
tics Hour. Hy idea was simple ... to just open 
the airwaves. I always wanted anyone who 
could to come down to the studio. I a lways 
felt that the show on KSAN - KSAtl, the radio 
station with the best reputation in the Uni
ted States - that any Ii ttle band that had 
a single out, a tape , could come by and be 
on the radio. The re was so llttle money avai
lable for the bands that the one thing I 
thought I could do was to make availab l e a 
situation where they cou ld say to their 
friends, "Wel 1, I was on KSAN," even though 
it was at 2 in the morning. 

~did the Heretic~ff the a!.._r..!. 

HK: KSAN had to go through a very big change 
in their musica l identlty ... and that did not 
include having the Heretics on the air. That, 
in al I fairness, is what happened. It's very 
simple. The people who took over KSAU do 
not see music in the way those of us who 
were at KSAN saw it. They saw it in another 
way. t don't condemn KSAN at all. Other 
people do. I disagree with them wholehearted
ly, but I don't condemn them. They are doing 
what they have to do. I do not own the station. 
The people who own the station want it done 
the way they want it to be done . I regret it 
very much because I thou!]ht what we were 
doing there was very important. The people 
who own the fucking society always get to do 
what they want to do and the working people, 
the poor people never get to do what they want 
to do . 

Let's talk about your record c~.: You're 

!?.."!. ?.f_t~~J_£_f~~-
HK1 Yes, I am one third owner of a huge debt, 
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G\-10.PHlC - AN l-IAFERTY 

~-t~~o_r_d .c~a_n:t..£.!!.r.t_ P!. Y?~ !?,op_e~ 
give mo~eople a chance to hear the music 
~"Ci§J_g~~ -----------
HK: A 1 it t i e bit less SO• because I 1ve got 
my own mone't i nvo I ved. On one hand 1 we • 
don't want to lose a lot of money on this. 
We can't afford it , Neither Chris nor 
I are rich people . We just sort of get 
by, When we put out a record by a band 
Ii ke the Hu tan ts or the Nuns, we know 
we 1 re not going to make any money on It 
beca use we know what the market Is 1 lke, 
but we do it because we be l ieve In the 
bands and what those bands are doing needs 
to be captured on vinyl. There may not be 
many but there wi 11 always be some peop l e 
who beleive in what bands I ike those . are 
doing. If I could do something 1 ike put -
t ing out a Mutants r eco rd, I fee I I make a 
rea l contribution to the world. I fee l al~ 
most l Ike a bette r pe r son for having done it. 
I fee l like God will be good to me someday 
because J 've done a rea 11 y good thing or 
something 1 ike that. On the other hand, I 
also really get off with working for more 
coomercial things. 

,L.l_k!, ~-e2.!J_~b~~ 

HK: 1 won't say Pearl Harbour because that 
wasn't my thing. I wou l dn't want to make a 
record that was really reprehensible - I mean, 
I wou ldn't want to put out a record by some~ 
body I ike Bad Company - even if I thought 
Bad Company could make a lot of rmney I 
wou I dn' t want to put out a record by them. 
I mean, I enjoyed working on the Pearl 
Harbour thing. Pearl Harbour is a good 
band, not a great band, like the Mutants , 
but all right. I enjoyed working orl their 
record, dea 1 i ng with 1 ots of different 
people, with radio stations that wanted 
to play their record. But the Mutants thing 
was different. For me, it was I ike my con
tribution to culture. It didn't matter if 
there wasn't a lot of money to be made. 

Howi!_,, !.!:!_'(0,!J_ S_!...!_1.1._~n_!g.!..n.g_ .!,h~ ~e.2-di'...rfl!"_d!_s,!. 

HK: No. 

B.!J.!...:t.O.u ... ~:!~F~_!..h~ ,..!l!.il_na.s.e !. 2.,f _th~ _R~made~7 

HK: No. 

!_o~ ~e!_e_N_E~R- _t_h_e_~-~!_g~!. ~.f. !_h.e __ R_e!5!._y_l!l!_d~s! 

HK: People thought l was. 

!!!!!._t_hp~j,_h!_x_o~- ~e!!!, .f !.o~~.a!. l.._u!1~!!.s,i~!!_d;... 
HK: l used to help them a lot. I was very 
involved with them . 

.~u ~a2_ !12....2.u!J !1~-s _s_ !!:!.a!. i ?~s_h,i P. ~ t!i_ !!!.e.m.?_ 

HK: I did a lot mo r e fo r t hem than I di d 
fo r othe r bands. I never was t he i r manager 
i n t r uth, I acted as if I was, but the r e was 
noth i ng on paper. They were a band I thought 
was really really good. I admired them a lot. 
I thought Jonathan Postal was truly, a great 
artist. The thing that made me want to get 
invo l ved with tl:tem j s the way they were the 
outcast armng the othe r bands, how the other 
bands hated them so much. Other bands, I ike 
the Avengers , the Nuns, the Di 1 s real 1 y 
were against them, tried to keep them from 
getting shows and tried to boycott them, and 
real \y hated them and this made me think that 
this Is a g reat band that needs help. 

W.!:!y_d]..(...)'£.U..!,_h_i!!,k _tb_a.t7 . 

HK: I 1ve always been for the underdog. 1 've 
always hated the Idea of fraternities. And 
that's what I saw, I saw this evil, vicious 
side of something coming out and ganging up 
on ,somebody. There were jea 1 ous ies. There 
were a lot of different things. Jonathan Pos 
tal Is one of the most obnoxious creatures 
to be walking the face of the universe, and 
I saw it happen. Vale was one of the real 
instigators of the anti-Readymades thing. 
It was against everything I believe In to 
see people try and squash the creative 
force that the Readymades represented. 

:Wb.a.! . ..d.?J£.U_~e!. !1_aefl.e_n_1.n.si2 .t!i.e __ s.:..e~e __ now? 

HK: In the scene? I 1m not a fortune teller. 
t don 1 t think anything changes · in. the his
tory of the whole fucking world, 
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vital statistics: 

based: los angeles single: "pet wedding" personnel: steve thomsen - · synthesizer, keyboards 
michael uhlenkott - guitar, vocals laurie 0 1 connell - bass, vocals affiliations/clubs: world 
imitation productions background data: "art school refugees11 "new wave boat people" "martin 
denny goes punk" best line in the interview: "we try to make everything sound the same" best 
line not in the interview: "i live with her mom and harry, our roommate . who has good shoes ... " 

JEFFREY: HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN A BAND? 

MICHAEL: Two years. 

J: WHAT ARE YOUR INFLUENCES? 

STEVE: Nikola Tesla •• 

M: The Church, our moms. 

LAURIE: Herb Lane! 

J : YOU GUYS ALWAYS TAU< ABOtrl' HERB LANE. 
WHO IS HE? 

L : That's what we're trying to find out. 
We're making a fictionalized documentary film 
called "T.he Search for Herb Lane", with Ed 
Barger and Boyd Rice . 

J : TELL ME ABOtrl' YOUR LIVE PERFORMANCES, 

M: The first was at L.A . C.E. on Halloween 
last year. Then we played on Skid Row, with 
Non. That night duririg the concert the Skid 
Pow Slasher claimed his ninth victim on the 
sidewalk outside the building where we were 
playing. 

J: ·IMAGUIE DYING TO BEAK: 

L: There were only about 30 people there: 
some friends, a few arty goons, and a bunch 
of hobos who had come off the streets. When 
Non came on, they all started screaming and 
holding their ears -- finally they ran out 
of the building. 

S : They'd rather take their chances with 
the Slasher than listen to Non. 

L : Afterward a couple of bums staggered up 
with fresh bottles and told us how much they 
enjoyed the concert . 

J: WHY HAVEN'T YOU PLAYED LIVE FOR SO LONG? 

S: Our first drummer didn't like playing, and 
he · quit, so we've been looking for a drummer 
for months. We just found a temporary one -
Keith Mitchell. We're playing live now. 

J: HOW 00 YOU WRITE YOUR SONGS? 

M: By accident. 

L: For lyrics we listen to other bands -
what we think they're saying is better than 
what they really.!.!!:. saying. When we play, 
everything is totally controlled. We never 
improvise on purpose. 

S: We always write about things that direct
ly concern us : pets, hair, ancient mysteries. 

J: IS BEAK AN ANCIENT MYSTERY? 

S: Beak has been around since the beginning 
of time. 

J: WHAT'S 1T LIKE, LIVING IN THE VALLEY? 

H: We love it. It's real life, not like the 
city. There's always good trash on the street 
-- rich source material everywhere. In the 
city everything' s picked clean already. 

J: HOW 00 VALLEY PEOPLE REACT TO YOU? 

L: Our car is vandalized every week and we 
get bullets through our kitchen window. I 
wish they would be nicer -- they just don't 
understand how much we really like it here. 
Northridge ia the most crime-free area in LA 
County; l au•H all the crime is centered 

J : HOW DID YOU GET TOGETHER? 

L: We knew each other in high school because 
no one else would be our friends . 

M: We were the kind of people hippies liked 
to beat up on. We tried to look like hippies 
for camouflage, but they would ambush me on 
my way to sChool. 

J: MICHAEL, THERE ' S A RUMOR THAT YOU ARE A 
JESUS FREAK . 

M: I can't discuss my faith with non
believers. 

J: SPEAKING OF RUMORS, IN SAN FRANCISCO I 
HEARD THAT YOU STEAL PEOPLE'S PETS, DRESS THEM 
UP IN CHILDREN'S CLOTHES, AND THEY RETUFN THEM 
TO THEIR OWNERS. I'S THIS TRUE? 

L: No: We let them find their way home on 
their own. 

H: Ask us about food. 

J: WAT ABOtrr FOOD? 

M: We live to eat: 

J: I HAVE NOTICED THAT IN YOUR SONGS IT'S 
HARD TO DISTINGUISH WHAT INSTRUMENTS PRODUCE 
THE SOUNDS . 

S: We ~ry to make everything sound exactly 
the same. 

L: None of us are really musicians but we 
knowv what sounds we want. 

J : WAT'S THE CONNECTION BETWEEN WORLD IMI
TATION AND HO~ITOR? 

S: They're the same thing. We started making 
books about 3 years ago; the band started 2 
years ago. We wanted to make music that cor
responds to our visual ideas. 

J: WHAT BANDS 00 YOU LIKE? 

S: Non. 

L: Human Hands, B-People. 

M: The Germs.. 

J: WHAT MUSIC DO YOU LISTE~ TO AT HOME? 

L: Annette. 

M: The Challeng£lrs, Dick Dale . 

S: Bernard Hermann. 

J: LET'S TALK ABOtrr YOUR SINGLE. WHERE WAS 
IT RECORDED? 

S: In our living room, and we did the vocals 
in the kitchen. Ed Barger, a real roman guy, 
did the sound. 

L : There are special treats enclosed in the 
record : some have Jungleland postcards and 
some have autographed photos of James Mason. 

J : ON THE COVER IT SAYS BOYD RICE DOES VO
CALS AND PINWHEEL. WHAT'S A PINWHEEL? 

L : One of our pets. 

S: A musical instrument. 

Some MONITOR Songs 
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All songs@ World Imitation Music 1979 

J : WHAT ARE so~ OF YOUR OTHER SONGS? 

L: "Guaidian", " Hair"• "Drab", "Hille Attack" 

S: •• : "Love.beads", "Umbo", "Be as We." 

M: And now we have a song called "Junie" 
about an adolescent girl who causes spon
taneous com bust ion. 

interview by Jeffrey Vallence 
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from S. F . THE CONTR!,CTIONS 
from London TllE SPECIALS 
from L.A. CATHOLIC DISCIPLINE 
from S . F. THE ZEROS 
from L . A . JOHANNA WENT 
f ram London !'\ADNESS 
from Vancouver THE VANCOUVER SCENE 
from S . F. EYE PROTCCTIO:.: 
. ror.. r~ -y. c . THEY EAT SCUM 

plus ITE:OlS, INVI..:~TORY, FlCTIO:~. "CITY TAILS" 
COLUMNS, FASHION, RECORD REVUE, GEZA X, SC ENC RC
PORTS, and much, much more! ! 

DAMAGE 
read 1t ! do it! 
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Ace and the Eights 

MARCH 7 JJ'S (SANTA CRUZ) w/ HUMANS 
8 ROOSEVELT 

w/ ROY LONEY and the PHANTOM MOVERS 
& COWBOYS 

11 SLICK WILL Y'S (SACRAMENTO) 
13 BERKELEY SQUARE w/ NU MODELS 
15 BACK DOR w/ MUTANTS & tba 
28 X'S ANNEX 

w( ROY LONEY and the PHANTOM MOVERS 

29 BENEFIT FOR B.A.W.A.R. 

APRIL 3 MABUHA Y GARDENS 
w/ BOB, WITNESSES & APPLIANCES 

Iggy Pop 
is gunning for you ... 
on "Soldier." 

On the.heels of ··New Values," his biggest American 
album m years, "Soldier" is another Iggy Pop sensation! 
Co-produced by Iggy himself, it features a cast of 
trendsetting all·stars, including ex·Sex Pistol Glen 
~.atlock , and lv~n Kral from The Patti Smith Group! Rock 
n roll for the 80 s - the way no one else could play it! 

Includes: TAKE CARE OF ME 
PLAY IT SAFE I KNOCKING 'EM DOWN (In The City) 

"~·'' 
The riveting new album by Iggy Pop. 
On Arista Records and Tapes. 

avai l abl e at : 

AQUARIUS RECORDS 
San Francisco 

RATHER RIPPED RECORDS 
Berkeley 

IGGY wi ll be appearing a t the Warfi eld Theatre 
on Saturday , April 5th 1980 





A MESSAGE TO HOWIE KLEIN 

Why everyone is taking your cormients in the 
last interview of DAMAGE seriously escapes me . 
But just to answer al I the questions ---

The Western Front was the most original, 
spontaneous coming together of new wave bands 
ever, at any place, at any time. If you can 
cite me another rock'n'roll festival where over 
60 bands played within ten days in one city, 
I wi 11 eat the issue of BAH wherein you so un
convincingly tried to sal-g the whole W.F. as 
no big deal. If you had had anything at all to 
do with it, you'd no doubt have flacked it right 
into NEW WEST or VARIETY. 

That there was any coverage of the Western 
Front at al I in the NEW YORK ROCKER was due to 
the persistence of Michael Branton, Michael 
Goldberg and Michael Snyder. No thanks to their 
self-proclaimed San Francisco correspondent, 
you! 

r never cal led you to complain about Dirk 
Dirksen. He and I have our own problems and if 
I h<ive complaining to do about him, l have better 
and more direct ways of doing it than using you 
to spream rwrour and innuendo, talented as you 
are at doing so. 

There is no point in your apologizing now for 
your deficient, self-aggrandizing reporting. tlo 
"damage" done; the Western Front was a success 
and a blast and just plain fun for a lot of peo
ple, Howie Klein to the contrary notwithstanding. 
l f you want to make enemies of every band that 
decides to play in someone else's sandbox, that's 
your business. The sandcastles you build around 
yourself are made of just that - so much dirt, 
and everyone knows it. 

What the Western Front and the Deaf Club and 
the Geary and Testing Ground and the Pit ~nd the 
Roosevelt and the Mabuhay, ad infinitum , have 
proven is that rock'n'roll is no longer depen
dent on the moguls, the monster promoters, the 
moneybags and their pretenders, hire! ings and 
sycoohants. The more venues and promotions that 
fly by the seat of their pants, the. less this 
music will be vulnerable to those who would try 
to dominate it. 

You know where you've thrown your lot; every
one does. So if you missed something, don't look 
to place the blame anywhere else. Because you 
were just looking the wrong way. 

Sincerely, 

ROBERT H. 

As motivating forces in the scene, paranoia 
and disorganisation seem to excel. Inventing 
clever slogans, creating havoc, wearing the de
rigeur safety pin, and challenging legitimate 
limitations are all favorite- pastimes of many 
a young punk, no? 

Calling society's religions and politics ar
chaic seems to fit the bi 11 as reality. And God 
forbid. don't for9et our dire social straits. 
Sex, drugs, and Budweiser seem to suffice for an 
al 1 too alarming number of the "new youth." 

So what might a sensible resolution be to 
our qualms? Maybe you pseudo-punks should re
evaluate your reasons for your outrage . Do you 
really understand what you are fighting for 
and what you are up against? Do you have real 
knowledge of the political, artistic, and social 
stands? Or are you really striving for decadence, 
merely for decadence's sake? You must understand 
that most of us are concerned, sometimes frightened, 
and in somewhat of a 1 imbo as to the correct ac
tions. In the long run , a concerted action on the 
part of us a 11 wi 11 get us the attention of those 
who need to be alerted. In the meantime "what 
band are -you i n," and "I got it in a thrift shop" 
(with my father's American Express card) are al I 
fine opening I ines, , but consider what- statements 
we cou 1 d make if we researched and then made our 
opinions known. The point that we are trying to 
stress is that alot of this wasted effort could 
be put to good use with the right direction. It 
seems that what started out as a rebellion against 
repression, racism, and unworthy leadership has 
turned into a meaningless struggle to be top 
degenerate. 

OLGA and DEBBIE 
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editor: 

So the American Educational Machine wants 
to slaughter my mind. Does survival depend on 
being cal led 'insane?' Surrounded by the Nor
mal Patrol, was it hard to keep yourself au
tonomous? 

U.S.A.• I iving death. I'm waiting for the 
bomb, the e arthquake. 'Jho has any morals? 
What's the Constitution? A piece of smudgy 
parchment Hith some dirty scrawls on it gi ves 
us an excuse for national pride because we 
memorized some of it in grade schoo I - those 
were great men that signed it ... sure. Not 
only is every word in it becoming obsolete 
as each day passes, but the guys that signed 
it went home feeling good about it, cleaned 
their consciences and they cou Id go home and 
fuck their 12 year old black slave g irls be
cause 'a! 1 ':!en are cruated equal." 

The land of the caged and the home of the 
weak. This country is a fucking no-worry hole 
that oughta dive into itself. All those 
'foreign countries' we read about while we 
eat our zombie-cow meat are poor, r eally 
poor, but at least they know it. I know people 
who think they have it al I i and they have 
NOTHING. They have the electronic p ri zes of 
the 9 to 5 and zero between their ear s . 

Chemical imbalances keep building - after 
the biosphere dies, this planet wit I be r uled 
by i nsects. Think about it as you k il l your 
coc kroaches ; • 

Too much •1acuum. There are NO c losets -
no consolation prizes to t he spineless. 
there's just YOU. 

Because America - stars and stripes won ' t 
help you. 

8. BIOHAZARO 
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Design: Jay Kinney 

This photograph was 
the cover of DAMAGE 
4. It 'is the work 
of our staff photo
grapher, STEFANO 
PAOLI LLO. We forgot 
to mention this in 
that issue. Sorry, 
Stefano. You can 
stop the threaten
ing phone calls 
now. OK? Also, 
the drawing on the 
back cover of same 
issue was execu
ted by contribu
ting desinger. 
WALLY CLARK. 

• 





OOB MARLEY: Whal is Reggae music? Tyrone, 
tell mewhal is Reggae music? 
TYRONE (Wailers' organisl) ' Reggae music . . an 
enlightening of the mind and the spin! and the 
soul music to make you aware ... reali!y musrc 
music to open your mind to reahty. 
MARLEY: Reggae music ya know ... you can ask 
someone lo expalin what Reggae music 1s. The 
part I know aboul rs thal it is music of Jah people 
-Jah music-lo carry the truth to the people 
'again. That is one parl ol Reggae music. The 
musicians can 1ell you whal Reggae music is 
Whal rs Reggae music? 
TYRONE: A!r1can Jamaican rhythms,-R & e me!e> 
dies. sometimes But it is really, as !he man say, 
awareness music, music to hip you to whars 
happening.• 
•From an 1nlerview with Jeffrey Calloway, Santa 
Cruz, Dec 2, 1979 

Reggae is a complex musical form. It evolved 
out ol a fusion of calypso, Black American music, 
and Al rican rhythms I hat had been preserved and 
treasured through hundred$ ol years of slavery. 
Ska. a precursor of Reggae in Jamaica. was born 
when Amencan music wimped out in the early 
sixties H's rough, lasl. and dirty Rock Steady, 
which roll owed Ska as the predominating musical 
style. is slower; ii has a stronger, steadier beat. 
and may be a result ol lhe oppressively hot 
summer of '66 which slowed every1hing down in 
Jamaica. Reggae is . slower yet. a heartbeat 
fTlJSic, a rtiythm that penetrates mixed to bicM' the 
speakers off your Gemco slereo. Since its brrth in 
the late sixties. Reggae has never stopped 
changing, diflerenl drum beals being introduced, 
sludlo techniques invented and perfected. There 
is no one Reggae style; variations a re infinite 

In order to realty appreciate Reggae, 11 is es
sential to understand the cullural and social s1tua
Uoos that gave 11 birlh. Jamaica's original oc
cupants, the Arawat Indians, were all but obliter
atedby the Spanish In the early 161hcentury The 
English succeeded in expelling the Spanish in 
1660, and brought over tens of thousands of 
slaves lrom the Gold Coast of Africa. They tried 
hard lo break the spiri t of lhese people. pro
hbiting the exercise of such aspects of their dul-

tural heritage as musrc and dancing But the 
slaves were never lamed, and a guerilla band 
called lhe Maroons waged bush war against !he 
British so successfully thal !he British granted 
1hem amnes1y and a parcel of land which they sUll 
occupy 1oday. 

Jamaica became independent only a lew years 
ago. but shll has a rigidly strat11ied class struc
ture The Blacks. who comprise between 70%-
80% ol the population, are bitterly poor The Mul
la!tos are lhe middle class. and the Whites. who 
represent only a l1ny percentage of lhe popula
lton. are the ruling class. Naturally, the white 
ruling class-being or Br1t1sh descent-tries 10 

emulate European culture and make 11 lhecullure 
or lhe island The black rTJPJOrity is mad as hen. 
lbecause their Alncan culture is Ignored and des
pised This has made tor an extremely 1nuam
ma1ory si1ualion. and 11 is both amazing and won
derful thal lhe Jamaicans have channeled their 
b1t1erness and lrustrat1on into a hauntingly beauti
ful mus1ca1 form, rather than killing every whrle 
they can get their hands on 

In add1t1on to class and cultural problems, the 
iSland has 1ncredibty high une~1 (40%). 
lh1s 1s par11a11y due to their weak economic sys
tem, and parlialty due to a general lack of edu
ca!ion, especially amongsl lhe thousands who 
pour into Kingston from the hilts. This has given 
birth to two different social groups. each of which 
has the11 own way of deahng wtth the problems 
inherrent in Jamaican hie: !he Rude Boys and the 
Rastas. 

Rude Boys are the "punks" of Jamaica. Jn 
order to survive and perhaps even to get ahead, 
you mus! be the best looking, toughest; meanesl 
creature oo the slreet ("'Johnny, You're Too 
Bad") The Rude Boy exists through big time and 
petty crimes. The Rude Boy gels somewhere by 
becoming a Reggae star. The movie The Harder 
They Come 1s the qumtessential portrait of this 
lifestyle. 

The majority ol Reggae musicians lhese days. 
howeve1. are Rastas. Up until recently. Rasta
farans were haled and mistrusted by the straigh1 
populalion ol the island. the Jamaican t6unsl 
txiaid cbng its best to keep \llSltors !rem ever 
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seeing them. They were considered poor and 
dirty and violent and even insane {only the firs! of 
which havmg any base 1n fact) . Now !hey are 
generally accorded a good measure of respect by 
everyone but the police (who sllll enJOY beatlng 
the hell out ol a Rasla if they catch him with a stick 
of herb). This respect Is due in part to their pre
eminence as musicians, and their pos1t1on as 
spiritual leaders to much of lhe community. It is 
also due 10 the fact that self-respect is catchmg, 
and I hat's something the Raslas have a lot of 

The basic molivation behind the Rastafarian 
movement is an awareness and pride in their 
African cultural herilage The Rastas have no de
sire to remain m lhe oppressive colonial environ
ment of Jamaica. or any other political ·'Shils
dem"; it's all Babylon, and they want 10 be re
patriated loE!hlopia. Alrica, Zion. They revere as 
a prophet the b!ack Jamaican entrepreneur who 
first tried to make this possible earlier Jn the cen
tury. Marcus Garvey. Garvey. w1lh his Black 
Star Lmes. created an all black-OWned shipping 
line, which took many blacks back !o Africa In 
1927 Garvey prophesied. "Look to Africa, where 
a black king shalt be crowned, for the day of de
liverance is here.·· in 1930, Ras Tafan Makonnen 
was crowned Emperor of Ethiopia, and took the 
name Haile Selassie I, King or Kings, Lord or 
Lords, Conquering Lion of the Tribe ol Judah 
Garvey's followers searched the Bible for refer· 
ences lo see ii this could be the black king 1ha1 
was lo deliver !hem, and sure enough, 1n Reve· 
fations is said lhat the only one fit to loosen the 
seals and open lhe Book ol Life was the lion of 
Judah. This, combined with Selass1e·s lmpressrve 
credentials as 111 th in the line of Ethiopian 
emperors descended from Soloman and the 
Queen of Sheba. was reason enough lo beheve 

::i Ras Tafarl lobe the Black King ol the Revelation, 
': the li~ing i.ncarnation ol Jah (God) on earth. When 
.a lhe nghl time came, Selassie would bring his lol· 

~ :::~::etc~ll;~~~~t~f~~~~'.o Zion. Those lo!-

'[ The Raslas' holy sacrament is herb, mari
iuana If you smoke enough weec:t ano medifate. 
you come to know Jah. One of the prevailing 
myths about Aastas is Iha! they can smoke more 



lheili io a day thao the ave'"ge puok cao iohale io 
a month. This is insulting. The average Rasla can 
smoke more herb in oriepipeful that the average 
punk can inhale in a month. He can stuff an ounce 
of herb into the bowl ol his ''chalice," puff up in a 
cloud of smoke I hat obscures the upper part of his 

· body !or a minute, and then give you lectures on 
religion. politics. or whatever for the next couple 
ol hours, licking (smoking) his chalice every few 
minutes. 

The Rastafarian religion has certain social 
standards. One or these is the ealing of llal food. 
Ital food Includes fruits and vegetables. roots and 
berries, or anything growing. Meat and meat 
producls, as well as processed foods are not 
consumed by righteous Raslas. They are some of 
the poorest and healthiest people in the wor!d, so 
it's obvious there's something to this. Aastasalso 
do not work for Babylon shi!sdem. The closest 
they come to working for someone Is working for 
a music contract. Otherwise, they tend towards 
craftsmanship, !arming and the herb trade. 
Rast as do nol do drugs (excepling weed. which is 
not classed as a drug), and they do not drink 
alcohol, except for an occassional Guiness or 
Red Stripe beer. Rastas are not impressed with 
someone who is not in control of himself. 

A IOI of Americans are !urned off by what they 
see as second class 1reatment or women on lhe 
part of the Aaslas. People lhink lhat Rastas take 
ten wives. and expect them to lead lheir lives 
making babies. The first part of that my\h is in con
flict with their religious beliefs; and the second 
must be considered in the light or Jamaican cul
ture. In Jamaica. most women don' twant to work 
for a living, and Rastas want to perpetuate more 
Rasla children. Rastas have a Int of tPSoect for 
Rastawomen. and they want to keep them happy. 
Happiness to a Jamaican woman means not 
having to work. so this s!tuation suils them. Rast a 
women are Daughters ol Zion; they are proud 
people. and their men love them. R~stas share 
the cooking chores and care of the children, as 
well as earning !he lamlly living. Many Rasla 
women do work: some sing. and many act as 
business managers and in other capacities. 
Rasla women do whatever lhey want to do. in a 
business sense Amongst slrict Rastas. however, 
women cover their hair, wear skirts, do not smoke 
weOO with men (except when invited). don' t sleep 
wilh men or cook load when they're men
struating. Ras Michael just admonished me that I 
am no! to whistle. But consider : Rastawomen are 
a very proud and happy lot . compare that wilh !he 
lot of most American women, then draw your own 
conclusions 

One myth I'd parUcularly like to explode is the 
one which claims that Rastas are racist and 
tolerate only blacks. It Is true that they are very 
proud or their race and culture, and consider 
themselves lhe chosen people of God. But to 
Rastas. being "white" is an attitude. not a color. If 
a black wants to be part of Babylon. he's fucked: if 
a white is for Jah people, he's respected. Selassie 
himself said, "Until the color or a man's skin Is of 
no IT!Ore significance than the color of his eyes .. 
Until there are no tonger firsl class and second 
class c!tizens ol any nation . We will light .·· Jah is 
no bullshit 

Many people see Rastas as being very violent. 
Many acts of violence have been perpe!rated by 
Raslas. but it's no d1fleren1 lrom punk violence 
The press picks up on one story and before you 
know it, there 's three deaths at every gig. Rastas 
are basically peaceful and loving people, but all 
the same. t wouldn' t mess with one. They pick up 
on how you treat them and give it right back to 
you. Theymayseemunlr1endlyat first . but they· re 
teshng you You be cool. vou·u have some friends 

you can rely on. 
0: Why do you let your hair grow so long? 
BOB MARLEY: Because they are our antenna. 
O: You pick up vibes? 
BOB MARLEY: Pick up vibes, pick up God Him
self, personally. Mon, il's true, inno, you can't pick 
up so far if you have shorter hair. So anyhow. 
Moses-when he went up on lhe mountain he 
wrote that you must !et the locks ol your hair 
grow. and the razor must not come ·pan your hair, 
and you must not eat pork, nor fish, nOr lobsters, 
nor sheep. nor roach. nor elephant. nor ass, nor 
donkey, nor any of the other things. and that was 
the law. 

Lots ol people don't get Into Reggae because 
they have a hard time understanding the lyrics. 
Jamaicans can be difficult to understand be
cause of their thick patois. in reality a separate 
language from English. Here are a few hints !hat 
may help break thecOCle. 

1) Much of the languageusM bylhe Raslas is 
biblical. They spice !heir talk with direct quotes
and Qaraphrases. This is the easiesl to under+ 
stand of anything they say, so be prepared to 
bringa translator. 

2) The most important word and letter in the 
English language to Rastas is "l ... I refer to myself 
as "I and I," which means "Jah and I," and I reler 
10 you as "the I"; (the implication of closeness 
and unity Is obvious). Many syllables are replaced 
by I, for instance, ldren (children), !science (con
science. weed). ltah (vilal, natural). llhiopia, Irie 

9 (ha:a~~~ ~:~:~h!~r~:· ~:~s~~~:s~i·rminology. 
~ Herb, Kall. Kaya. bush, and a dozen or so others 
..:. are all words !or weed. "Sip your cup" and "llck 
ffi your chalice" both mean smolo;e your pipe. 
~ Cigarette means joint. as does splill, and anything 
"" smaller than a stogie Is not bothered with. Don't 
1; offer a Jamaican a roach. The proper way to roll a 
o splifl is 10 take a nice fat juicy six inch tip or sin
'6 semilla, crumble It Into a huge paper, roll it Into a 
.a_ cone shape and inahle It byyoursell in 2 minutes. 

PETER TOSH 

Rastas have an interesting set of curses based 
on menstrualion. The weakest (and most ln
frequenlly used) or these being "blood clot." The 
next is ''bumba clot.'' and !he worst is ··ras c101.·· 
They constantly pop into conversation. and are 
genuine curses. but can be harmless enough, de
pending on inflection and facial .expression. 
Judge your ground yourself. II someone calls you 
a bumba clot yankee. and is holding a hatchet, 
!hat's your cue to disappear. If he calls you a ras 
clot rather fucker and is slapping your hand. you 
may survive the evening 

Another catch word is "forward" Rastas 
never gobackwards, and they never use the word 
either. Instead of ''I'll be back soon" you say ''I'll 
come forward soon" or even "soon come .. This 
is a famous phrase. because soon means soon in 
Jamaican time. and Iha! 1ust means eventually. 
Someone asked Peter Tosh In an interview if he 
might ever get back into the Wailers, and he didn't 
understand the question. Let I rephrase that: 
"might you ever go forward into the Wailers?" 
The answer: soon come 

Here are some friendly terms ... Blood" is what 
the American blacks call each other, and likewise 
you can "greet a dread as "hail Dread" or "Hail 
Ras ta ." A rasta woma:i Is addressed as 
"Daughter." Until yo1 • know them well, however 
you can stick to. "Pleased to meet you. Mr 
Marley" No dreao will object to being called 
"Ras" so and so. "Ras" is the Ethiopian term !or 
prince. anc1 all Rastas are princes When you use 
lhe word " lne" to a Rasla. that denoles ltlal you 
are Irie. and you sincerely hope lhat he 1s Irie loo 
When paning, Rastas say "One Love," again im
plying unity and br"·•·i.~ rhOod "Wadada" means 
love, and ' ~ ~ 1 ooably an Amhaflc (EthiQP!anJ 
word 

Rastas consider Reggae ml;sic 10 be the 
vehicle to carry Jeh message to Jah people. Thal 

·- ~ iS,IS"'SO!e reason tor existance . ttyatrappreqrate 

Reggae, u beh00Vf:l'> yvu 10 rna1<e an attempt lo 
understand ii. On one end of the spectrum. you 
have the Rockers; everybody loves "Rools Roel( 
Reggae." Just as the name Implies. ii rocks, dnd 
it's straighlforward and primal. The most roots 
music of all is the Nyahb1nghi drumming exem
plified by Ras Michael and the Sons of Negus. 
At the other end. you have Reggae that is almost 
disco: horns, wh!sUes. effects, backup vocals, 
and lhe whole works. This Is a damn sight liner 
than 'real disco. mind you. Peter Tosh's recent 
work is of lhis type. And check out Bfack Uhuru 
for rockers with disco effects: great stufl . 

Rocker's music has developed along several 
formats, the commones! being a solo singer or 
trio in front of a session group. Some of the best 
solo artists are Gregory Issacs. Max Romeo, and 
Dennis BrOWl'), all ol whom have great voices 
and excellent. slyllng. A refalive newcomer is 
Hugh Mundell, wTio worked with Augustus Pablo to 
create ''Africa Must be Free by 1983,'" one of the 
superlative albums or lhe decade. Trios are \he 
commonest format, usually with one singer 
acting as front man and the 01hers providing har
monies. Sometimes the front singer Is lhe sole 
point of attention (like WlnstonRodney of Burning 
Spear). but the trio is !here, nonetheless. Other 
great trios include Culture, the Mighty Dfa
monds, Toots and the Maytafs, Israel Vi
bration, and the early Wailers (Bob. Peter Tosh, 
and Bunny Wailer). The session bands are an im
portant form too. There are not that many musi
cians in a tiny little island like Jamaica. so you see 
the same musicians on most of the records. 
Some musicians are in several groups. some 
groups form in cer!aln configurations !or certain 
artists. Many groups do records on their own. 
without a singing star fronting them, for inslance, 
Soul Syndicate, the Revolutionaries, the 
Aggrovators, the Professionals, etc. 
Sometimes !he producer Is the star of these al
bums, like the "King Tubby Meets ... " series. the 
"African Dub" series. the "Super Ape" series . 

etc .• but this isgel\lng into !he realm of dub. which 
I will get to in a minute. 

" LOVER 'S ROCK" is a style that gets a lot of 
play in Jamaica and England, but !l's not so 
popular here . .rt is sweet and pre11y and not very 
powerful. ·The one exceptional example of the 
genre is "Uptowr:i_Top Ranking" by Althea and 
Donna, which is good enough to convince us not 
towr~te off the style completely 

"DUB" is essentially a studio technique, suc
cessfully duplicaled live by many of the better 
bands. Dub proper is simply the bass and drums, 
but in the hands of geniuses like Lee Perry, 
Aguslus Pablo and others, it means bringing 
tracks in and out, weaving them around each 
other. using echo fade al.its, vocals jumping in on 
important words, and cavernous drums. It's in
credibly rich music. and can only be lully ap
precialed II you've ingesled enough ganja to 
make it require all your concentration to sit up. 

" TOASTING" is where !he singing on a record 
is !or the mos! part dubbed out, and a jive poet 
raps and rhymes over the music. Some 
particularly popular tunes have been used as bse 
tor any number of Toasts. Some great toasters, 
such as U-Roy, carry on conversalions with the 
original vocals "that are left in. Punks love 
Dillinger, whose lyncs are either about drugs, 
motorcycles or craziness in general. But other 
toas!ers ol note are Doc Allmontado, Bfg 
Youth, and many of !hose with aliases that imply 
royally 

Reggae is particularly interesting in that ii has 
prompted a weallh of 1ncjependent record la els. 
much as punk has. Same reason behind 11: no one 
wants big business controlling !heir lives. But the 
Reggae musicians have a pressing reason for 
leeling that way, tor most or them have been 
around !or a while, and have been burned badly 
by the business. Everyone has rip-oH stories. Bob 
Marley has done any number of recordings !or 
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which he either dldn'I get paid or got a pittance, 
and if he has encountered this, you can imagine 
what the lesser knowns have been going through. 
There must be hundreds of private labels. many 
of !hem affiliates of other private labels. Some of 
the biggest and best are Joe Gibbs' label, Green
sleeves from England, Dennis Brown's DEB 
label and Marley's Tuff Gong. Many stars are 
starling to form !heir own companl~s so they can 
get au the profits. elimlnale the mkklleman. Big 
Youth has Negusa Negast, Gregory Issacs has 
African Museum, but these labels generally lea· 
lure only one arlisl, whereas the above men
Uoned labels make a speclal efforl to promote 
new talent. 

Records come in many sizes. The LP is usually 
straightforward, but may have on one side songs 
and the other side dub or some such configura· 
lion. Singles generally have one song on the "A" 
side and a dub version of \he same song on the 
"B" side. These sides are usually labeled "ver· 
sion." A very underrated animal on !his coast is 
!he "disco 45," the 12" single. This will usually 
feature 20or 30 minutes ol lhe same song, but will 
have the song followed by the least on one side, 
and a long dub on the other. There are tons of 
these-especially those put out by Joe 
Gibbs-that are absolutely killer pieces of vinyl. 

So now you're thinking of checking out some 
live Reggae? If you go to a big Bill Graham show. 
it's just like any olher rock show; but II you go see 
a local band in a club, it's not going to be like a 
punk gig. Usually. the bands play alone on the blll. 
Dan lhirK you're being cheated if you pay $3 10 
see one band, as I hey will probably play three one 
and a half hour sets. no. repetitions. and any band 

- thatcandothatdeservesyour money money. Don't 
think it's 9oing to be an awkward situation ii you 
are white. There a~e always several whites there. 
and as long as you're cool, they'll dig the fact 
lnal you are supporting the music. Shows In New 
York and Jamaica often get rowdy, where the 
ganja wars are in lull blast and guns and knives 
are often whipped out. Here Jn the wes!, however, 
the vibes are real mellow. Nobody is going to 
hassle you, and you·re under heavy manners to 
behave yourself. Do not wear swastika 
armbands, get drunk and yell and bash people. 
Noone witl bother you unless you really get out of 
hand. Many Rastas dig punks, as they know that 
punk starJed from the same disgust with the shils
dom that fueled Rastafarianism. But RS st as don't 
dig loud, viofent, rude people, and they despise 
drunk and. drugged out people. Rastas hate 
posers as-much as we do, too. The point Is lhat if 
you go in therewith !he right attitude, you're going 
lo really enjoy yourself. II you don't. you're not. 

Jn lhe Bay Area, there is a wealth of bands. 
ranging frooi African bands like Okuto and Ked
zoleh Soundz (both excellent), a new Ethiopian 
Reg~e band, called Axum, to Calypso based 
bands like Carribean High Life Band and Con· 
traban-Tiempo (both with steel drums and both 
very good). to rockers like Marin based Jah Love 
(reputed lo be very good, though I still haven't 
seen them). There are also some heavy rockers 
who rarely play. but are lurking around waiting to 
blow some minds. Some of them have vinyl out or 
pending, like Session and Umoja and Obeah, 
and they should be seen if they play. To my mind, 
the best band ever in the Bav Area Is Phone Bill. 
a new band, but a total killer. In San Diego, I know 
ol one Reggae band, the Upbeals, who I've never 
seen. In L.A., there is Jack Miller and hls band 
He's gotten some ol the best musicians in 
Jamaica to work with him. so he should be worth 
checking up on 

There will also be plenty of Jamaican talent 
coming our way this year. Ras Michael is already 
on the west coast, and will be doing some gigs 
with his band, The Sons and Daughters of 

RAS BOB MARLEY 



RAS MICHAEL NYAHSINGHI 

Negus. As: I've already rrumhoned. !hey are !he 
mos1 tools band around. wilh several Nyahbinghi 1 
drummers and lhree Alrican dancers. They have 
Ions ol excellent records oul. with more due soon 
Ras Michael himself. commands a grea! deal of 
respect in Jamaica, being a spirilual leader in the 
communily: even the police don·1 mess wi1h him. 
The Mighty Diamonds (the top vocal trio in 

Jamaica right now, their albums selling af!er only 
8ob Marley and Peter Tosh) will be cominQ out 
soon. They were ou1 for a short while !ast year, 
and !hose who saw !hem will testily to their 
excellence. Burning Spear has announced his 
inten!ion 10 come ou!, and he's one of the mos1 

amazing singers in the world. Dennis Brown is on 
the East Coasl with Joe Gibbs and the Pro
fessionals backing him up. and Fred Locks 
touring with him-a package too good to be 
true-and they a1e considering coming out here 
Gregory Isaacs is doing likewise. and he's go! one 
of !he most beautilul voices I've ever heard. Un
ion Kwesi Johnson is planning a tour for this sum
mer. and !hose of us who caught him reading his 
lyrics last year know Iha! even wilhout music he's 
a gripping performer. His poelry is about reality. 
oppression 1n !he stree!s of London. and anger: 
jus! g1vea listen to his album ''Forces of Victory.'' 
Nineteen-eighty is going to be !he year for reggae 
... are you ready? 
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live Music 

Here are a few suggeslions or where 10 go lor 
live reggae in lhe 8ay Area 

Michael's Den. 1110 10th St .. 8erkeley, 526-
1974. Reggae and African music, Wed -Sun .• call 
firs I 

Ashkenaz. 1317 San Pablo. 8erkeley. 525-
5054. Reggae on Wed 

Scarab, 2136 San Pablo. 8erkeley, 843-2594 
Reggae on Fri 

The Universal Life Church. 1335 Seabright. 
Sanla Cruz, 688-7342. Reggae every weekend, 
callfirst. ~ 

Di9bies. 1600 S. La Cienaga, L.A .. Reggae 
every Sun. 

Record Stores 

People who will always know wha!'s happen
ing. andwJll supply you with killer vinyl at the same 
time. are the local reggae reocrd stores· 

Cymbaline, 1101 Cedar St. Santa Cruz. 425-
3949. 

8arton·s Records, 4018 8uckingham. L.A.. 
296-9166. 

I and I Records, 2408 W Vernon Ave .. LA, 293-
7995 

Also in SF, you can get goad vinyl al Leopards. 
Aquarius. and Always Do Right (by appointment. 
call 285-1411) In 8erkeley. check out Rather 
Ripped. 

Radio Shows 

KMLS 91.5 FM, Wed. 11 pm-2 am, Dread 8eat 
Roots wilh Ray(Cable Santa Rosa). 

KPFA Q4 FM, Wed. 3-5 pm with Drepemba 
(Ber1<ieley). 

KP0089.5 FM, Fri. S.7pm, with Ernie(SF). 
KTIM 100.9 FM. Sun. Mld.-2 am. Roots Rock 

Reggae wilh Lance(SC) 
KUSP 88.9 FM. Fri. 8 pm-Mid., Dread with 

Doug (San Ralael). 
KZSCBS.1 FM,Sat.8-10pmwithAlan(SC). 
KAZU 90.3 FM. Sun. 8:30-10 pm with 8ennie 

(Pacific Grove) 
KLR8 102 FM ?with Johnny (Pacific Grove). 

item1 
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KTYD 100 FM, Sun. 9-10 pm Rasla Reggae 
wilh Karen (San la Barbara) 

KVOA 89 FM Wed. , 9 pm-1 am & rnghlly 9-9 40 
pmwithColl'f(Aedlancts) 

KCAW 89.9 FM. Sun. noon-2 pm Reggae 8eal 
with Hank and Roger (LA) 

Bibliography 

For a more m depth treatment of most of the 
subjects in this article. see Reggae Bloodlines 
by Slephen Davis and Peler Simon. Anchor 
800ks, 1977, $6.95. An excellent bOOk wUh great 
pholos, a musl. and: Rastaferi, a Way of Life. A 
comprehensive explanation of !he philosophy of 
Rastafarl, and the reasons !or ils existence. 

Good magazines are· 
Reggae News, a local paper put out quarterly, 

onlySOcenls, and all killer, no filler · 
Survival, Movement of Jah People, pul out by 

Tull Gong. and available rrom P.O. Box 561006 
Miami, Florida 33156 

Jah Uglimen is edited by Carl Gayle in Jamai
ca. and is written in patois. II has interviews wilh 
local luminaries. wrillen in the form of two friends 
reasoning. which is what !hey are, and also has 
r'noral leclures by Gayle_ JI you want to know what 
these guys real!y lhink, this is a goad way to find 
out Send $4_00 lo 19c Annette Crescent, King
slonJA 

Aasta Voice is pul out by the Rastafarian 
Movement Assoc., and mos! likely 1sabou1 Rasla. 
not Reggae. but should be inlense reading, get it 
lrom5Augus1Tovm Road, 8ox82, Kingston 

Garribeat is availabe from 99-11 31st Street. 
East Elmhurst. Queens. NY 11369 

NME, Sounds, Melodv Maker and Black 
Music from England all have some Reggae info. 

II you happen to read German. I highly 
recommend Ital Muslk, edited by Sandro Galli, 
and obtainable by sending a mere oo cents to HOl
wiesenstrasse 31 CH 8057 Zurich. Switzerland 
Even if you don't read German, it's got excellent 
discography. and totally cool photos 

Editor's Note; Sadie Deeks will be doing a regular 
Reggae column in DAMAGE slarting wilh !he nexl 
issue. 

THE SAVOY-TIVOLI NIGHTCLUB , closed for the last 
couple of months, will re-open in mid-March for 
Sunday afternoon new wave shows. While the pro
blems with sound-proofing and overly-sensitive 
neighbours persist, there's a good chance the 
S,avoy will be doing regular shows in the near 
future. For more info, call (415) 362-7024. , 

" 
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As anyone with any sort of musical cognizance 
will tell you, the current next-big-thing on the pop 
music scene is a beast called "ska." Actually. 
!here's nothing new about ska al all.11'sjust being 
packaged a 11\lle differently these days. It was the 
prevalent musical style in Jamaica during !he 
early sixties. and as such was one of the precur
sors ol reggae. The music never really caught on 

in America, but had wide popular acceptance in 
England at the time. Now, It seems that every 
teenage boy iii England is shaving his head. 
dOnning a pair of shades and saying prayers to 
Prince Buster. A whole ska revival has occured 
-names such as Don Drummond, Prince Buster 
and Desmond Dekker have become household 
words-and anyone who doesn't own a copy ol 
Mango Record's Intensified! Original Ska 1962-
66 is decidedly un-hrp 

Although everyone and his brother is claiming 
credit for re-discovering ska, the SPECIALS were 
one of the li1st bands to pick up on the style. The 
nucleus of lhe band formed in mid-1977. the cur
rent lineup being completed in early 1979 and 
consis1ing ol keybOard player JARRY DAMMERS. 
bass player HORACE PANTER, guitarist L YNVAL 
GOLDING and RODDY BYERS, singers TERRY 
HALLand NEVILE STAPLES. and drummer JOHN 
BRADBURY. Early 1n 1979, the band set up their 
OW"n independent label, 2-Tone, and released !he 
first of the current revivalist singles, "Gang
sters." The single was an Immediate chart suc
cess in England, and the label continued to re
lease other ska singles by such bands as 
MADNESS, THE SELECTOR, and the BEAT. 

Where other bands have opted for a more 
accessible, danceable, sound, the SPECIALS 
have managed to retain a modicum of ethnicity. 
sticking pretty close to the style dictated by lheir 
Jamaican precursors. Their debut album, re
cenlly released domestically by Chrysalis 
records. 1s, despite ell the popular acclaim it has 
received. sli11 one of the most exciting and vital re
leases of the past year . Produced by none 01her 
than Etv1s Costello, ii also features reggae legend 
Rico Rodriguez on horns_ We interviewed 1he 
SPECIALS' at11culate drummer, John "Brad" 
Bradbury in England earner I his year, before the 

DEIRDRE 
CARGILL 

band came over here on their lirs1 American tour. 
The results were far from predictable. 
DAMAGE: In the states, they aren't !hat familiar 
with the phenomenon of Mods and Skinheads. 
How would you describe them? 

BRALJ: Well, mid-sixties you had the mods. The 
mods were sort or clean cut: bunon down collar 
shirls, herringbone suUs, dog1oothed check. 
tonic materials. smart appearance. generally 
short haircuts They were parlicularly into lhe 
soul music; really Motown, I hat sort of stuff. That 
sari of move wen! on !or about four or live years. 
and developed inlo the sort ol skinhead thing, 
which involved a slightly d11lerent type ol attitude 
towards day to day existence It became more 
sort or street level They used to wear Sla-prest 
Doclor Ma1t1ns and an this 1azz And the philo
scphy was more of one geared towards agri
vation . I think thal was more of a working class 
basis that evolved that. Then it wen! into a sari of 1 
amorphous state of affairs: you got h1pp1es. 
straigh1s and all sons_ And naw in the lale seven· 
ties, I wouldn'1 call it a revivatbu! a renewal in the 
mod s!yle or dress and at111udes tawards music, 
elc 
DAMAGE: What do you !hink has brought this 
about? 
BRAO:What. the mad thing? 
DAMAGE: Yes. 
BRAD: That's a dU!ic111t one. Transitions from 
Style 10 style seem to go in sort ol cyclical ar
rangement. around like a wheel. It's d1fflcult 10 
say why it came back; I predicted ii, personally, 
'cause I could see the punk thing, it hadn't died or 
any or the hard and fast-cliches. But like in the mu
sicians. there was the necessity 10 get out of the 
three chord wonders, pa11erns and basic rills As 
a natural lh1ng they became baiter, more adept at ,, 
DAMAGE. Would you call 1t a natural progression? 
BRAD: Yes, it's like a na1U1al progression 1n rhy
thym or anything, you know. you 1ust gel a lrute 
more prohc1ent And personally I 1ust lhink the 
punk thing smoothed up in ilS own way, amongst 



certain people looking for something a little d1l
ferent. And I mean divers11y Is what keeps styles 
going. Like lhe mod thing, 1rs not that big. There 
aren't that many mods around 
DAMAGE: Do you think wha!'shappenedwith the 
mod thing now is going to really take off? 
BRAD: With bands like SECRET AFFAIR around, 
yes. t mean, they're going to keep its idenlily 
going 'cause the guys in SECRET AFFAIR have 
1heir heads screwed on. They don't takeany crap 
from big companies or anything. They get down: 
lhey've got their own record label signed up to a · 
major company for d!sl ribulion. They"ve got vury 
hard ideas about how and where they perform. 

BRAD: We never went out 
and said we were anything; 
we're not a mod barid, a 
skinhead band; we're not 
this, we're not that. We 
leave it open to the people 
to decide f.or themselves. 
I think we're a dance band. 

UAMAGt: How come the gocx:I news bands seem 
to becoming from everywhere except London? 
BRAD: Personally, I don't think anything's come 
out ol London In the past year, anylhing of 
consequence. I mean you've got bands that have 
broken big like DIRE STRAITS and things like !hat. 
What new punk bands have really come out. apart 
lrom say the RUTS? The DAMNED have sort of 
started off again, bul there's no really new, defi
nitely new sound 

I don'! know what the reason is, butt lhink the 
companies oughl to IOOk to !he provinces a bit 
more. J mean the SPECIALS, or as !hey were ori
ginally known. the AUTOMATICS, tried for 
eighteen months wilh a mi)(ture of reggae and 
1:it..mtC to get where they wanted to be wilhout 
much success because company A&R people 
didn'I want to travel up the motorway to Coventry 
to go and see the band. They"d rather stay al their 
offices in London and go out and see a lew local 
bands ho1 loo1ed down to London to gel noticed. 
We didn't decide to do that we struck with our 
sound in lhe midlands and linally got people to 
come up the mo1orway to see us. We recorded 
"Gangsters" in a llltlfil' studio in Coventry. and we 
recorded the B-side in a garage. 
DAMAGE: That was the SELECTOR? 
BRAD: Yes. tharsa bit or a complicated one. The 
SELECTOR is a person; it's Neil Vegas, he's the 
white boy Jn the band. II went on the B-side 
against us because we needed to gel across thal 
the notion was like-not the same as, but fike
one ol the early ska-bluebeat soul records where 
you Invariably had two difrerent arlisls. one on 
either side. So 11 went out as a double A-side. 
really_ Due to the lour that we were doing. etc .. 
etc .. Gangsters got noticed, and the smgle took 
off, but the Selector cut ls a very important part ol 
the record 
DAMAGE. What about your lyrics? 

BRAD: Apart from the musical quotations we use 
-there·s one 1n "Gangsters" from Prince 
Buster's "Al Capone" and others-apart from 
those, the lyrics and material Is mostly wriUen by 
Jerry Dammers. the keyboard player. The only ex
ception or the set at the moment is "Concrete 
Jungle, " which was written by Roddy, the lead 
guitarist. 
DAMAGE: What sort of subjects do the lyrics 
cover? 
BRAD: Well, I don't want to misquole Jerry on that 
one. I think my observations of !he lyrics are that 
tt'ey are soclal comment. Like "'Too-Much Too 
Young,"' ror example, that's about someone who 
gets married young and I wouldn't say regrels it 
bul can see the pitfalls perhaps ol what's going 
on Simple sort ol things that happens to a tot of 
people all the time. Sul the lyrics should be as ac
cessable as the rhythm, and I reckon the band's 
got a very accessable rhythm A load of people 
come to see us and don't know what to expect, 
but invariably lhey end up dancing by the end of 
the night. We've a dance band. 
DAMAGE: Well, that goes over very well in the 
Slates. The B-52's do very well, and I wouldn't call 
their lyrics anything incredible. 
BRAD: In reference to the American audience. 
how do they take the music, for one thing? 
Reggae has never really bro}cen in the States. 
DAMAGE: Most of the Jamaicans come over to 
England, like Bob Marley. 
BRAD: Marley, from what I gather, l~ey're trying 
to put him across as the black Robert Zimmer-

man. That's how It strikes me. Marley's fantastic 
I get off on a lot of his stuff; like from the early 
days, he was into bluebeat and ska. Reggae isn't 
big In !he States, and I understand why. What we 
want to do Is make accessable our brand of that 
type of rhythm. because we don't play a strict 
heavy reggae, we play a more accessable, lighter 
lorm. Like early reggae. So actually. we're not 
going to be called a reggae band. It's going 10 be 
lellopen 
DAMAGE'. They lend to like to put labels on things 
over here. 
BRAD: We never went out and said we were any
thing; we're not a mod band, a skinhead band: 
we're not this, we're no! that. We leave ii open to 
the people to decide for themselves. I think we·re 
a dance band 

DAMAGE; With all the skinheads around. wouldn't 
one expect some sort ol tfouble? 
BRAD: wen. this Is it, i"n It! The press and history, 
right? There's a label that says that anybOdy that 
wears sta-prest above their ankles and a pair of 
Doc Martins and braces with sort of short hair is 
going 10 be an aggro merchant, and tha!'s not 
strictly true. II was In 1970. bu! I see no reason 
why that should be true today_ I mean, !hey imi
late the style in a lo1 of ways, they are !rue skin
heads nON, bul 1hey·re diflerenl from what the 
skinheads were before. It's impossible for !hem 
realislically to be lhe same There·s nine years 
difference between them. In the old days, they 
used to be very vlolenl_ There used to be a lot ol 
street lighting. It still goes on todav. but t don't 
think 1t iS as bad as ii was. ti's 1ust lhal the label is 

Sl•ll there. and that's the danger in labeling any
lhing. I mean. who's to say there couldn't be a 
pacifist skinhead? 

all photos by PHILLIP GRAY 



-Madness is an enormously appealing dance band. 
Rock-steady rhythms, overlaid with Cockneyesque 
music hall vocals, funky sax lines veering towards 
the demented, and wheezy Little Egypt movie mati
nee organ earmark their sound. They are fun and 
noisy, and if they draw their most fanatic following 
from the pork pie titter and braces and steelcapped 
Doctor Martins crowd, their popularity extends to an 
older generation of Britons as well. Witness the 'ead 
bangin' choreography executed by SUGGS and 
CHAS, which is at once a demonstration of the 
latest skinhead poses and a throwback to venerable 
music hall comedy routines. 

MADNESS relaxing at t he Mabuhay 

DAMAGE: There's a very slroog ska and bluebeat 
1nnuence in your music. What altracled you to 11 
and how long have you been playing it? 
WOODS I liked ii years agb. When I was younger, 
everyone used 10 listen lo ii in England; Reggae 
y'know We've been playing ii for quile a while. 11 
was 3 ol us Iha! started the group up, me and Mike 
and Lee. So we've been going about a year. the 
group as it is no-.v (To his mate:) Waddya think? 
'ow come we play !hat sort of music? 
LEE'. 'Cos it's 1he music we listen to 
DAMAGE: You dance pretty gOOd for wh1teboy~ 
CHRISSIE BOY· Goronwilya. 
WOODS:(Nonplussed) Thank you I 
DAMAGE: ts !heru a big separation between 
white and black music in England like 1here is 
here?' Because there's that huge ska revival 
going on now. 
CHRISSIE BOY: No. it's mixed completely 
There's no such thing as a black band and a white 
band when it comes to music 
DAMAGE: In lhe US., there is very much a split 
between lhe lwo. And s<><:alled new wave has ig
nored A & Band Funk toa great extent 
LEE• That's wol's screwed up with 1t 
DAMAGE: But I found the opposile to be true in 
London 
WOODS: Yeah' In England people stick togelhef 
very much. When you talk about the new wave 
set-rock-as taking over or ignoring A & B 
f"IOW 1n England you get tons of black guys playin' 
that son of music 
DAMAGE: How do you account for your rapid rise 
1n populanly?Wasn't it awful fast? 

WOODS: Very briefly. we started playing really 
sma,u clubs and getting residences in pubs an· 
Iha I. and people would come 
DAMAGE: Where. mostly? 
WOODS: We started in London and we went to 
Liverpool once. You know the Specials? We went 
wilh them to Liverpool. We did some gigs with 
lhem and that helped us 'cos we gol quite a fol
lowing, you know. And then this bloke from War
ner B10s_ paid lor us to record a demo, right? II 
cost 200 pounds to record 3 songs. We did it in 2 
days: actually 16 hours And we just that we'd be 
up to the standard of a single. Now, the guy in the 
Specials called Jerry Dammers. he plays key
boards-he runs 2-toneqecords which is an in

dependent label. righ1? And he got !his deal wilh 
Chrysalis where he could let 6 singles oul a year 
And he said to us. "I want you to bring a single 
out." so we said: "OK-well we've just recorded 
lhis lhing ... He wanted a single oul wif us what
ever happened. So !hey pressed out about 2.000 
copies and I thot. well that's about what we'll sell 
W11h1n a couple ol weeks we sold 'em_ And we 
sta11ed getting played on the radio an' !hat. and 
we started getting good reviews 
DAMAGE Do you consider yourselves lucky m a 
way? 
WOODS Yeah. yeah (snapping lingers)_ When 
we started ge\llng really good reviews 
CHRISSIE BOY II wasn'I getting lucky I mean. 
we wen! oul and really got the crowds m 
CHAS Yeah. we 1eally did a lot al work 
CHRISSIE BOY I mean, we pulled in such a large 
audience that places began to gel packed 1n. We 

~E12 .. _ ......... 

The band was interviewed backstage after their 
show at the Mabuhay by MIA CULPA. Also present 
were AMY and DON VINIL. 
· Madness are: 
Mike Barson (Monsieur Barso)-Keyboards 
Chris Foreman (Chrissy Boy)-Guitar 
Suggs (Graham McPherson)-Vocals 
Mark Bedford (Bedders)- Bass 
Lee "Kix" Thompson-Tenor and Baritone Sax, 
Vocals 
Woody Woods Woodgate (Dan Woodgate)- Drums, 
Percussion ' 
Chas Smash-Backing Vocals, Footwork 

had to play bigger venues. therefore we were 
more open lo the press. g_ood reviews. Well, I hey 
couldn't really slag us off because lhere were so 
many people who were going to the gigs. really. II 
was a new thing. And then the record sold more 
and more ... 
WOODS: It wasn't the record lirst II was the 
crowd. II was the gigs lirst. II was lhe concerts 
DAMAGE: You've had ruck in deanng with lhe 
companies ... 
WOODS: Wot happ'ned !here was. like this 2-
Tone thing it was just a single, righl? We wanted 
to get our own deal. And once the single s1arted 
getting really high-ii got to 16 or sumpin' in Eng
land-a lot of these record companies were after 
us. The big companies really made us sick. They 
really didn't lalk lo us. They just phone us up and 
said: "We'tl give you double what everyone else 
will give us."-and all 1his shit, right? And !his 
bloke from Stiff 'e got married and we played at 
his wedding, right? Jt was really bad-he really 
liked ii and he seemed a pretty decent son of 
geezer-the btoke that runs ii. You know Sire? 
Seymour Stein. right? He was interested in us for 
a long time: and this lawyer said 11 might be a good 
idea 10 have Slifl in England. and Sire 1n America 
So that wot was done. Sire·s putting the{America 
release) album oul in Feb1uary_ we· re coming 
back here in March . It's import now r 1h1nk il's 
domgqu11e well 
DAMAGE: What sort o! expec1a11onsdoyou have 
about doing an American tour? 
WOODS: I lhmk 1rs really going to be hard be
cause America's realty big In England. ir you _go 
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on Top of !he Pops thafs it: you're going to sell 
millions of records. Well. not millions. but a log, 
·cos aboul 14 million people watch it. And only a 
lew of them have to buy It. trs gonna go pulfl\I 
(Makes gesture like a child blowing up a very large 
balloon). Here it's very hard. But it's good-we're 
gelling a good reception. A lol of -people will 
remember us when we come back. It'll be better 
when we have a record out. officially out 
AMY: I was expecting you to be something like the 
Specials. I was really surprised to see you were 
an all-white band 
WOODS: The Specials live in Coventry which Is 
about 300 miles from where we live. They tOOk a 
tape of us up there and the people In Coventry 
tho! we were black. But f dunno. we don't really do 
that much black music. . 
DAMAGE: The Specials talk about wanting to 
come to the States to play, not only because the 
American market is such a lucrative nut to crack. 
but also to spread the music, to make sure lhe 
message gets heard and understood Do you 
have 1hat sense. 100? 
WOODS'. Yeah sure. We haven't exactly con
quered Britain but we're doing really well there 
We haven'! been I here and our record's going up 
ll's #7 in the English charts and the album·s about 
14 or something. 13. so we can reave it for awhile 
I don"t know if we'll crack the who!e ol America 
DAMAGE· Wha!'s your 1mpress1on of American 
audiences so far? 
BEDDERS: They're very open I mean. but lhe 
looks of 1t. the music scene has been very sort of 
!lat ll's 1ust a lot al sort of heavy punk and heavy 
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liSten 10. it's what you do 10 go OUI and ·ave a gOoo , WOODS: Well Cone1 Played in Wootworth'i> Well 

~~- ---~HING ~~VINIL Myfavoriteplacesarewherethey ~:~eha~d:::i~~~~:at~~n~~Youwerem !iU----1'1-[l ~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~:~;~~ ~It~~~~1~~~[~~}~~~~~ 
People who just wear d1!1erent clothes lhmk that Oh my god what ls this and ran over to the cos-

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ Bthevrebeoller!hanotheR•-··i_;·1_ ... 11"1 ... 11 
~:yi~~~~e~n;e~v-;~t ~ 1~11~~ 1\o5k~:'ui:i~~e1~;~ ~~:~sdo~u;~t~~=~~na!um m England I msur ~ WW _ _,,, 
heard something dilferent. Especially the radio DAMAGE: Do you feel any pressure 10 fo!IOVv' the lhesame inside. I l's lucking ridiculous. Naw ii you WOODS'. (he seems genuinely moved by !he 
slalions. I lhink that's the biggest crime 1n fashioo hnes-skin, mod and soon? go\ an of 'em to take their clothes off you wouldn't slory) Awwwhhh_ Oh they blocx:ly well do now an' 
America. the radioslations WOODS: No, we1ee1 hkewearingwhat we want to knowwhothefuck'swho. all! We've been playing long enough for the silty 
DAMAGE: The last hold-Outs can't even play what wear But the one thing in common with us all is (HE STARES COYLY AT THE TWO FEMALES. English (unintelligible mutter). 
they were able to get away wilh 2 years ago. thatwealllikesuits.Wellnotallofuslikesuits.but GENERAL LAUGHTER.) DAMAGE:HowdoyouseetheStates? 
They're getting bought out by large corpora- we like nicely pressed trousers y'know, straights. AMY: I used to be in a punk band and I always CHRISSY BOY: It's loik a Walt Disney cartoon. 
tions... We alt like bu!ton down shir!s. Fred Perry soorts- wanted just to get up there in blue jeans and a T You take any British design of any sort what-
WOODS: Yeah, but 2years ago over here is more wear. But we never sat down and said-this is shirt. Why do I have to wear these slupid spike soever-building. car-and you go out 10 Ameri-
loikSyearsagoinEngland... what we should wear. We change all the time. If heels I can'twa!kin. ca and you put it out and you put it up. 1 tell ya 
DAMAGE: I not1ced. lt'sabitof a time warp. someone decided to wear a leotard they'dwearit. WOODS: Yeah. Roight everyling·sstre lched over, it's loika cartoon 
WOODS: II is 1 It's pretty much loik going back 5 1tdoesn't ma lier. AMY: ___ l'mcoo1. but in pain DAMAGE: Fuck lt, we've got a whole continent to 
years in time. with rumors or the future-which is DAMAGE: 11 seems that wilh English bands the WOODS: With clothes, roight, lolk wil us. one day sprawl over. 
England. music encompasses a lot more than just music. we might be in a suit, the nexl day we might be in CHRISSY BOY: Wot? Eh?(The backstage, which 
DAMAGE: Would you explain !hat? There's always an identifiable loo\!: with the 1eans. Loik wif me, the past few nights I've been has been sounding more and more !Ike an airport 
WOODS: It's loik what happen'd 5 years ago is music: There·sa groupldentll icalion. wearingapairofshor!s. terminal with i!s rooJ removed, is suddenly trans-
happ'ning. Here and there are rumours coming WOODS: The more varied audience you get, the AMY: Keep' em guessing. formed lnlo an audio war zone as the next band 
over lrom England about what's new. You'll have better you feet I don't wanl to play to one sort ol MADNESS: (with enthusiasm) I might wear a launches into its set with a vicious blast ol elec-

~~~;~~~e ~::;:7~~i~;~n !ti~~r~~~~ V~h~ ~:~~~~~Ji::;~:. ~~~~~tl~~\~~~~~~:~i~~! ~~~~~~~~~ ~i~~~11::f~~~~s~~~;d y~r mus!?·· ~~~l~ ~~~i~~~~i~~i~~s~~~~~nls. 
Specials. and tan Drury and all !hat fol, they're of 'em. l want to play to smoothies. even. I don't and th~re's some. obscure fashion point in lh~s CHRISSY BOY: Well I'll telly' one ling. J've heard 
slO"Nly cracking Americl:i.. We're doing it much care if I fuckinQ play to a lot of sqr' o! disco bays, story. 11 was blaring over the loudspeakers in about 10 or 11 bands since I've been here-a 

quickerlhanl thot.lthin~theprocessisspeeding ~ ~. - --HI NC lot-aod. I still can't tell.1.·he difference between up because a lot or Enghsh bands real!ze that the them. 

Americans want to hear something new, so !hey __._ _._ ~ -ET Weeks alter our boys with the billy goat crops 
want to get here as quick as possible. We've only tiUM blewlO\vn, and alter numerouslis1ens tolhe inter-
been going, wo! is It, a year? 6 months really view tape at an assonmenl ol speeds, I sl11J can·1 
strong, and we're out here already y'know. In a tell thed1flerence between them When m doubt. 
way we just want to get the world over and tlone voices have been ident1!1ed as either Woods or 
with so we can ·ave lrme off. Chrissie Bov. who did most of the talking. 

:~;:~~~~en~~~~~~~ii~=.-~oEngllshbandshere. N£\I 
WOODS: I noticed that! On your posters you y'know? I! doesn't matter. 1 jus1 want people to Woolwonh's near Victoria Sta!lon at 9 1n the 
had-"Madness from England." You'd never see enjoy themselves. I'm not into identily morning 
"Bos!On-lrom America 1

" on a paster back DAMAGE: Peoplegelintoit. lhough. WOODS: Woolworth's I Wha-of well done1 It's 
home CHRISSY BOY: A lot of people put together amayzin't I always went toWoolworth's'!:ind I al-
DAMAGE: You drew an extremely varied crO"Nd fashion and music but r don'! really think thal's ways thot. "Gad. if I 'eard myself in Woolworth's 
here. Is thal typical? much to do with ii. If you're in a cuU of music you I'd die." And 11 really happened. well! A dream 
CHRISSY BOY: As in our music which mixes be- can always wear !hectolhes, bu! it doesn't matter· tome !rue 
tween black and white. we mix all these sor' of If vou don't. 11 makes nodirlerence. It's wha! vou DAMAGE: Conqra tulatlons. - W' W 

.... I 
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IT IS ALREADY HAPPENING HERE. 
And it feels so right. As well it might: 
history doesn't lie. What happened happened. 
The masses are never wrong. Compared to 
what could they be wrong? Nothing succeeds 
like success . 

Nor recedes like recession, nor depresses 
the spirit like Depression . You feel it 
growing like the crystal of death in your 
bones, supplanting the marrow; it fills your 
lungs with the abyss tiU you can barely 
breathe. Like Rilke's panthe r caged in the 
Jardin des Plantes, you perform 

a dance of strertfth abour; a eenter 
In whieh a mighty ~ll stands stupefied. 

People are, quite simply, looking for a 
fight. Someone once said of this country 
that here a man could die never knowing 
whether or not he were a coward . An alarm 
sounds in the old quarter of the brain: 
races or species which no longer pit them
selves against each other and the elements 
are doomed to sudden, soft extinction. Or 
enslavement: 

for both Hegel and Nietzsche the Slave is 
a slave because his fear of death has para
lyzed him at the crucial moment, preventing 
him from establishing an independent exi s 
tence, for "it is solely by risking Jffe that 
freedom is obtained." 

(HEGEL, The Phenomenolcgy .£!..Mind) 

Our unease derives not only from havi:t~ 
killed ourselves with the kindness of 
civilization, but from that civilization's 
loss of all drive and purpose. We don't 
stand for anything, we aren't goinq any
where -- how else can you put it? {Let me 
count the ways. I Without motioo, direction 
ceases to exist; witl'hout a known direction, 
nothing can be measured; without measurable 
standards, there is no honor, no gar:ie to 
play solely in order to play well; and 
without honor, the Self itself collapses 
for lack of structural support. 

By the way of the warrior 
is rreant death. 
This means croosing death 
\lfuenever there is a choice 
between life and death .•. 
That to die having failed 
is to die like a dog 
is a mad point of view. 
This is not a sjlarreful thing. 

-Ha Gakure 

Existential despair was onc-e a luxury and 
now is com:nonplac-e . The more we cut our
selves off frOlll the basic vital action of 
our wills, the more we detest impotenc-e. 
The more a good thing, like "integrity" or 
"the Self", is spoken of, the surer you can 
be that it has virtually died out, obscure 
object of desire .. . Yet what establishes, 
elabora tes a Self other than continuity of 
action, other than acting upor. tJhat you. J.'.nOIJ 
tc> btt the tru th, no matt er> what? 

cowards die many times before their deaths. 
The valiant never taste of death but once. 
Of all the wonders that I yet have heard 
I t seems to me most strange that men should fear , 
Seeing that death, a necessary end, 
Will come when it will come. 

- Shakespeare, -Julius Caesar 

So, detesting i111potence, what do we do? Get rid of it ! 
Project it onto somebody else l Demand that the State n IS fl,LRE!\D'< 
take care of it! ~rite "Nuke " on the refrigerator 
-- though nuking things is a frustrating business, it 
doesn't ease the tension in your fists and jaw, it pro
duces a bit 1110re nuke than you bargained for . But 
with a trillion dollars of GNP tied up in the atomic 
arsenal, aren ' t we ever going - to nuke anybody? 

HERE. 

.~T THI S POINT A SCIENTIFIC SOCIALIST 
l<OULD INTERJEq \HO~IN~ VO~P ~~§H TO 

e~ I ~OR~~Tt~A1Es T ~o~~MR M RHE I ~Ori 
O"N ~Eh -ACT VITY AtJD FElfERS TH Eii 
WITH I OLOGY ! 11 Bur THAT J UST TAKES 

~~c~~~K Dg~i~A~g~E& Tgu~~Ts~P~6-
PLE GET THE GOVERNMEN T THEY GET j I S 

IT THE ONE THEY DESERVE? USUALLY. 
GNORANCE OF THE LAW }. S NO EXCUSE, 

NEITHER IS "cor<FU S IO N' OVER l'/H~THER 
TO AC T FOR OR AGAINST LIFE. .. .. ND 
THE LONGER YOU HESITATE, THE MORE 
HORRIBLE ITS REVENGE, THE MOi1E TER~ 
IBLE THE WAVE THAT WAITS INSIDE THE 
OCEAN OF OUR BLOOD , , , 

we' re told this is an unheroic age . The 
positive values and virtues embodied in the 
hero no longer move or fire us; we are too 
cool. They sell us products via subliminal 
death Il'IOtifs, or in ads so repulsive they 
fascinate us as the fox fascinates the hare, 
or with so much repetition that the mind 
despairs and bows down in defeat. You don't 
have to give -.:>ut if you only give in 

THE DEVASTATING VISITOR 

"VITALIS/'\ is a rubric under which are loosely 
grouped a number of tendencies from thi; late 
1800s to the 1930s; the philosophies of 
Nietzsche, Scheler, Sorel, Unamuno , Pareto, 
Bergson; the works of Hemingway, Yeats, O.H. 
Lawrence, JUnger, O'Annurizio, Pound, Eliot 
and many others; the r ise of ethnic and 
cultural nat i onalisms f rom I reland to Italy; 
the growth of youth, 'folk', and back-to
nature movements such as the Wandervogel in 
Germany; corporatist or 'organic' theor i es 
of society with racialist and eugenic over
tones; etc. 

The Spirit of 1913 found young men d\· ing 
with desire to prove their vitality and that 
of their race ('Th rough war' , wrote Una mu no 
fondly, 'a people comes to know and love its 
neighbor .' ) The pre- and inter-war years 
found even poets agonizjng over the listless 
birthrates in their native lands 

Our own neo - Vitalism, then, is a revisita
tion, a return of the repressed: the Left's 
and the libera1s ' technique of placing a 
taboo upon open examination of the Vitalist 
passion may lead to a repetition of history, 
neither tragedy nor farce, but something in-
finitely stranger ." 

To react against the schler.U.el, the antihero, 
to despise our own gutlessness and to crave 
the painful regimen which alone can restore 
us to health -- this is all qui'te natural. 
The frenzy of the martial cry "Viva la 
muerte ! " is, in essence, the frenzy of 11 
willingness to fight to the death for the 
life of your kind, however you define it 
(ethnos, class, sect). For decadence, 
~ietzsche long since pinpointed "the cure' 
militarism, beginning with Napoleon, who 
considered civilization his natural enemy." 



When Willard reaches hii; destination, though, 
Coppola abrupt.ly shifts gears, and winds up 
stripping them. We're supposed to believe 
that Kurtz has in fact gone insane, is living 
in pain and wants to be put out of his misery. 
But chis ending is a non sequitur superim
posed upon the film's whole emotional charge 
(and philisophical mess.age). Kurtz reaches 
a final pitch of lucidity -- "It's judgment 
that de[eats u.:." -- and is terminated. No 
wonder the :noviE: critics came away confused 
aud bitching. 

( P . J . MEETS J . P.) 

Late-modern humor also reacts against the 
antihero: 

(Suddenly this becomes a movie review.) 
There are two characteristics peculiar to. 
the art of a period like this one: 

(1) it is so distracted by its own 
pressing, unconscious imperatives that 
it has great: difficulty even referrir.; 
to the "classics" or other artistic 
materials without distorting them to 
satisfy itself; and 

(2) it often shies away from revealing 
the consequences of its own internal 
logic. 

"Apocalypse Now'' displays both of these 
features. Coppola (who has already managed 
to evoke thrills of nostalgia for the Ame
rican family, in the guise of the close - knit 
Corleone mob) t.ransfotllls Conrad's anti
colonialist Heart of Darkness into a very 
different argument . As Willard progresses 
upriver, he, and ve, are slowly converted 
Co Kurtz' "jungle lord" solution, which 
is to fight fire with fire, barbarism with 
barbarism . "Absolutely goddamn right -
don't ever get out of the boat unless you're 
prepared to go all the way", muses Willard, 
watching his fellow Americans flounder amid 
the horror like fish out. of water. 

Kurtz, however, is winning . He has made 
a friend of horror, he has embraced this 
mortal enemy in order to defeat it . He 
knows and believes in what. ht!'s doing; 
his recitation of fascist-sympathizer 
Eliot is well chosen (from "The Hollow 
Men", 1925): 

We are the hOllow men 
We are the stuffed men 
Leaning together 
Headpiece filled with straw. Alas! 
Our dried voices, when 
We whisper together 
Are quiet and meaningless 
As wind in dry grass 
Or rats' feet over broken glass 
In our dry cellar 

Shape without form, shade without colour, 
Paralysed force, gesture without motion •.. 

Fer Coppola. to advocate victory Q la Kurtz 
would be premature, to say the least . Films 
like " Triumph of the Will" are made in the 
bright, brief morning of a movement's acces
sion to power, not in epochs of grimy ambi
valence, cha'rge and countercharge, ad nauseum. 
The director toys with using Wagner to score 
an exciting air attack scene, but. this is 
really too daring; in the end he pulls his 
punch and obliterates the disturbing vision 
from the face of the earth. Who could look 
the Superman in the face? It ,w.u~ti be brighter 
thb.n a hundred suns . . 

"It is tile an~i-Ser.l"~te 1..1•: ~:ll'.:!:.t~e t.J:e Je:J . .. Anti-5el71".:tism 
is a conception o: the f.:a1:::c-:1aear. ar.d ;i>:,mitive U)Orld in which 1 

hatred foP the Jew a:risee as a g:t'eat erplana.tory myth, . .. a 
passionate effoPt to rea~ize a national zmion Qf1ainst the di
vision of society ir.to cfosses . . . Yet divisions continue to 
e--ist, sin~e their ecorwnic and social causes have not been 
touched . . . They a:re all swrned up in the distinction between 
Jw and nor1-Je-.. 1. This means that m:ti-Semitism is a rrr;;1thiaal, 
bourgeois Pez;.!"'2sentation of the class str'tf.ggie ... " 

STILL, 
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f.:O/,"I'Y PYTHON - "no pathetic need to be loved, l'IO frenzied 
wlloi.n'.ng in schtiak, no neurosis, no Woody Allen (he's 
just chicken fat t.>ith a college education), .. no sma.mtJ 
vulnerability .. . Theirs is a humor of eZitism, humor based 
on self-confidence iristead of insecw>ity.. Confidence 
breeds style . If Norman Mailer uere two inc11es tali..e:!' 
he could write like Ernest HeminfkXZ'J. " 

And while we' re at it, let's remember that 
class wars are value wars, and thus civil 
wars, which means you ma~· lose old friends: 
they'll turn up in the oddest places, like 
behind the wrong side of the barricades. 

un monstre ' gai vaut mieux 

(P.J. O'Rourke in Rollins Stone, June 19, 1975) 

It's happening, and it feels so right b.it 
you ' ve got to fight it. 

qu 'un sentimental ennuyeux. * 

_.. A gay monster is oorth more 
than a sentimental bore. 



While shuffling through my obscenely mo
notonous mail about three months ago, I dis
covered much to my delight that Virgin Records 
had sent me a Christmas present. Ripping off 
the cardboard, I found enclosed a long-awaited 
copy of XTC' s latest album. I promptly threw 
it on my turntable, in hopes of hearing some
thing as vital and adventurous as i'ihite Music, 
their first album, had been. WhatTgOt--was
something quite unexpected. Had XTC, those 
d i ehard travelers of the unbeaten path, gone 
pop? 

Certainly, on the surface, Drums a nd Wires 
is more accessible than either o~ band-,,
previous efforts. Missing are Andy Partridge's 
quirky, hyperkinetic, slightly spastic songs. 
Gone are Barry Andrew's keyboards, replaced 
by David Gregory's more conservative 
guitar work. But even despite this, the al
bum is unquestionably an :<TC album. And a 
good one . The star of this album is Colin 
Moulding, whose songwriting contributions in
clude "Ten Feet Tall," "Life Begins at the Hop" 
and the mind- fucking "Ma.king Plans for Nigel." 
And although Moulding's songwriting can be 
said to have become more pop-oriented, leaning 
towards a more melodic sound, it still bears 
the band's indelible stamp. 

As a performing unit, the band is a com
petent and self-confident one . Partridge fid
gets around on stage, entertaining the aud
ience with his angular gesticulations and vocal 
gymnastics. Bassist Moulding coolly co ntrols 
the center of the stage, acting as Partridge's 
dramatic complement. Drummer Terry Chambers 
delivers a set guaranteed to make your head 
spin as he combines with Moulding to form one 
of the strongest, most versatile and creative 
rhythm sections around. The only weak link 
is new member David Gregory, who, despite his 
virtuosity, tias yet to establish a place for 
himself on the XTC stage. 

When XTC played the Waldorf here last 
month, the chairs were as usual not removed 
from the front of the club, and the audience 
remained in their seats all night. Tbe band 

. was not pleased, leaving without an encore. 
The second night was more successful, the 
audience more excited. Everything went accord
ing to game plan: lighting, cues, vocal ef
fl~cts. The only thing lacking was something 
the band has often been criticized for -- one 
of rock'n'roll 's more vital elements -- sex 
appeal. The band has p.n extremely homespun 

, a sort of "mother me'' look that they 
nothing to dispel. 

After the first night, I spoke to bassist 
Moulding backstage. Amidst a noisy crowd of 
star-seekers that included Brian Eno and 
David Byrne, we spoke about the band's current: 
album, their nine-week tour of the States and 
the efforts they've been making to break it 
big in America. 

D: ~o one could ever call you a punk band, _ 
but do you think the whole "punk explosion" 
affected you in any way? 

CM: We sort of got swept along by it, really. 
We've never been a punk band. The idea of 
punk appealed to us: Any Tom, Dick can get 
up ·on stage, have a go, free music , anybody 
who cared to do it. But the record companies 
broke the back of it, r:eally. Then they de
rived "new wave." New music, forget the old 
cliches -- heavy metal, you know. We sort of 
got roped along with that. We came out the 
same time as the Sex Pistols. Fortunately, 
we weren't fashionable. At the time, it was 
all safety pins, you know; bondage trousers 
and all the rest of it. Took us an extra few 
months to sort of become popular 'cause we were 
very unfashionable at the time, simply because 
we weren't into bondage pants and the like .. 

D: Three chord rock going nanan:ptanana .. 

CM: Yeah. So it took us a long time ... well, 
a few months more than the average punk band. 

-I t was a little bit harder for us. I'm glad 
we stuck to our guns. 

D: What kind of music were you playing when 
you first started out? 

CJ.!: Well, when we were playing in '73, '74, 
it was more image-based, rather than on songs. 
The whole thing has switched around. I used 
to have long hair, down to here. I mean, if 
you'd seen us then .. . we had a New York Dolls/ 
Stones influence , very sort of drunken boogie 
rock'n'ro1iol. More based on image than songs. 
Songs are the most important thing now. We 
really haven't got an ill'l3ge now. We get up 
in the morning, put on our clothes and usually 
end up on stage with these clothes on at night . 

D: Do you consider yo1aselves a pop band? 

CM: Well , I hope· we' re making popular music. 
The record sales don't seem to sort of show 
that, unfortunat.ely. I suppose we're making 
pop music, yeah. Well, it's all pop, really. 
Unless a band wants to be tmpopular. I don't 
think there's any "tmpopular'' bands. 

D: But XTC has a degree of sophistication, 
especially rhythmic, that most so-called "pop" 
bands don't have. 

CM: 

For me especi.al ly, and sometimes for Andy 
as well I mean, all my songs are written 
about personal expen.ences, whether now or be
fore or possibly in the future . A lot of them 
are from the past. My childhood left a stamp 
on me -- more than most people. I was brought 
up on a council estate. It makes an imprint 
on your brain. I must stop writing 'em; I'm 

writing too many. Childhood problems and 
things. I mean, it was a very nice child
hood, but it was a very inhibiting one as 
well. !~hen you break out into the big world , 
you iind out how inhibiting it was. It was 
routine, more or less. It's like, )"Ou can't 
live where you want to live, JUSt because fi
nancial resources aren't there. You have to 
live "'here all these people are together ; 
they• re all in the same boat. 
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D: Are you doing what you want to do now? 
CM: Yes, I s 'pose l 'm lucky that way. 

D: Did you play with other bands, before you 
joined :<TC? 

CM: No, not really, no. I've played with the 
same musicians, Andy and Terry. We've been 
together ever since I started playing guitar. 

D: When was that? 

CM:' Nine years ago. 

D: How did the band finally get together as 
XTC proper? 

CM: Well, we became :<TC with a keyboard player 
called John Perkins. We h3d a session to do 
with a record company, but what we didn't know 
was he was messing around with another band. 
He wasn't messing around with another woman, 

'he was messing around with another band. 

D: Adultery .. 

OI: Yeah, musical adultery. We had to do this 
session that day with a mind to geeting a con
tract after:wards, so we run 'round his home, and 
said, "Come on , John, we got to do this session." 
And he said, "I'm not going. I ' m leaving. I've 
been playing with another band behind your back." 
We were shocked, 'cause there was this session 
arranged, and we didn't have a keyboard player. 
We got into a music shop that day, actually, 
and found there was this keyboard player look-
ing for work. And it happened to be Barry An 
drews. He stepped in and did this session .. 
never got the contract . Then we got roped in 
with a manager, everything turned up. We 
started playing in London, and a lot of record 
companies got interested. 

D · This is your second trip to the States. 
How have things changed since the first time 
you were here? 

CM: When we came over here last time, Drums 
and Wires wasn't released; it wasn't evenri
corded'"'Ye't. We were with Barry -- Barry Andnws 
-- our old keyboard player. A lot of things 
have happened since then. Funny thing, we 
went to America with him and then he left. 
"See America , '' then, ' 'Bee ya, boys.'' His flae 
of discontent was kindled long before we came 
to America . 

D: How have things changed since he left the 
band? 

CM: Well, we've got another bloke in the band , 
that ' s one -quarter sort of taken out and an
other slotted in. I mean, he's an obvious 
change. I s'pose we would have changed any
way, had Barry not left the band. 
0: Yeah? 

CJ.!: Well , I mean, you just want to do some
thing different. First album ' s material was 
all right for establishing a certain identity. 
,\ lot of people think the first album was vin
tage XTC; sort of spuriky, undanceable rhythm.s . 
It was all right for establishing an identity. 
Go 2 went a little bit nebulous. Sort of off 
In ill directions. There was nothing to hold 
it down at all. The thing is with Drums and 
Wires, although it goes off in all arrectloiis, 
there's a diffe rent plan. There is one thing 
that strengthens it, calls every track XTC. 
We've changed, you know, you just do change. 
You can't sort of keep doing White Music ma -
terial all the time. - ---

0: The last album seems a lot more accessible 
than either of the first two. Was that a con
scious effort? 

CM: It's just a course of change. 

D: Does it have anything to do with Virgin's 
influence? 
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OUT OF THE WASTELAND that was the pop music scene in the mid-seventies, young musicians began 
searching for some new musical stimulus. We're all familiar by now with the development of the punk scene: 
three-chord rock wailing away in rebellion and angry defiance at the self-indulgent excesses of MOR music 
and disco. But at the other, somewhat smaller end of the spectrum, bands began to appear who dealt wfth 
the same problems in a somewhat different, more sophisticated manner. One of these bands was UL· 
TRAVOX, whose Euro-rock influences led them away from a minimalist punk style to one characterized by 
richness ~f texture and diversity of style: 

The original band composed of John Foxx, Stevie Shears, Chris Cross, Warren Cann and Billy Currie, 
put out a series of releases which amassed for them a strong cult following and much critical, if not popular 
acclaim. 

On the strength of their recorded work, Ultravox, Ha!Ha!Ha! and Systems of Romance, ULTRAVOX 
became one of the first English bands to tour the States without major record company backing and support, 
playing to mainly sold-out houses across the country and, in the opinion of some, sowing the seeds for the 

large crop of electronic/experiemental pop bands that appeared at the end of the decade. 
It was this tour and Systems of Romance that established UL TRAVOX, in the minds of many, as primary 

musical innovators in the scene. Blending a wide variety of musical styles with John Foxx's often piercing 
lyrics, the album achieved an extremely high degree of both musical as well as technical virtuosity. 

It was precisely this latter quality that bothered many of the group's critics. To them, there was too great a 
reliance on technical trickery, a slickness that was all to reminescent of the very excesses punk and new 
wave music had aspired to avoid. 

In defense of Systems, many of ULTRAVOX's fans argued that the record was a nearly flawless ex
tention of the bands musical experimentalism into the technical production side. Citing the dense, multi
layered production of songs like I Can't Stay Long, and Dislocation they claimed the group had reached a 
new kind of fusion between medium and message. 

Since the release of Systems and the group's first American tour, ULTRAVOX has undergone a number 
of changes, the most radical of which being the departure of lead vocalist/lyricist John Foxx late last year. 
On this the band's second American tour, former Rich Kid, Midge Ure has stepped in as tt)e band's new 
front man. ULTRAVOX fans were watching to see how the band would fare without one of their principle 
motivators. According to DAMAGE correspondent, Jim Van Tyne they' re doing just fine. 

Jim interviewed violinist/keyboard player BILLIE CURRIE in L.A. after the group's appearances there in 
late December. 

DAMAGE: Lei's s1art at the beginning. How did 
the band get its slart? 
BILLIE CURRIE: We started out in '76 under the 
name of Tigerlilly. The original idea was to get 
away lrom the decadence that was going on at 
the time. 
DAMAGE: What do you mean by decadence? 
BILLIE: Well, just to get away from the idea ot 
soloing, bands like Yes. Genesis. There were a lo! 
of bands like lhat around 1n England. What we 
were doing was a very hard type or music, withoul 
soloing. Which Is an exlreme thal you can' ! hang 
on to very long. I wasal!racted 10 the band by that 
difference. I'd been doing acoustic work on a 
viola with an experimental theater group. bu! I got 
disillusioned when we didn't get a grant. You 
can't survive in Iha! scene without one. It was 
with the money from the Tiger/illy single that we 
got our lirst keyboard. They re-released that 
single in the hope or selling it under the name of 
Ultravox. 

At first, the band just p1acticed constantly, 
trying a tol of different styles, while working day
time jabs. Eventually we mel up with this guy who 
managed to get us in with an. engineer named 
Steve Lillywhite. He just did us a favor. It was quite 
easy going at the sludiowhere he worked. so he'd 
just sneak us in. We'd wait for weekends when 
there was a slack periOO of time. But eventually 
we got signed, alter going around to record com
panies endlessly 
DAMAGE· How was it that Eno produced the 
band? 

BILLIE: We signed to Island records. and he was 
on Island at Iha\ parlicula1 time There wasn't 
really a fol of thought put into ii. We met him. and 
really liked him. I'd always been a real fan of his 
albums. So we talked. and decided to do it 

When we went into the studio, we knew exactly 
what we wanted to do. which was no1 a par11cu· 
larly good thing. So Eno really only came into his 
element on certain numbers, such as "My Sex .. 
and ··1Want1obea Mathine_·· He was more into 
lhings like that. but said !hat he would mix ii to the 
best of his abilities. I think now our writing is more 
free. due to his influence. 
DAMAGE: Your second album ("Ha Ha Ha") 
struck me as being very rushed. hke everylh1ng 
hadn't been worked oul fully. 
BILLIE: We didn't really rush it. It was worked out. 
ii was just a very cynical album. At the time there 
was the whole punk thing going on. which we 
we1eawareol and liked. but it got to be a liUle too 
many rules. And it was obviously going up its own 
backside at the time. So we kept away from i1 as 
much as we could I think we go! a bit stunled in 
our growth oo that album. 
DAMAGE: Why didn't Island reel that the third 
album me riled keeping you? 
BILLIE It never got pas! #31 in the Bri!lsh charls 
Oui!e frankly. we were all glad to get out of the 
situation. which we hated. It was basically a lack 
of communicatioo with us and them about what 
we were. we were viewed as an 1r1espons1ble 
move lrom their part right at the beginning. Ifs a. 
label pre\ly much run by one ~uy. who spends 

most ol his time in Na!>sau. so we were out ot con· 
tact with the head o! the company. We never even 
saw the guy. Naturally we felt a bit isolated. And 
the people we were talking to were being sacked 
every now and again. Everyone was expendable. 
DAMAGE: I was afraid Iha! !he lyrics wouldn't be 
of lhe same quality now as when John Foxx was 
with you. But the new stuff sounds equally as 
good. Who's doing !he wrl!ing now? 
BILLIE: we·re all doing ii. rm no! the one who 
comes up wllh them 1nilial1y. though rn change 
them. Chris and Warren do most of !hem_ We're 
still doing !he same son or thing, making atmos
pheres. We wanted to keep on cenain aspects ot 
the old band. lhings we liked, things that worked, 
bul to continue to move forward 
DAMAGE I was really impressed with the new 
songs you did where three ot you played synthe
size1s. Didn't sound at au like you'd expect. And 1t 
looked as though you were enjoying yourselves. 
whereas on the last tour, it seemed you were jusl 
doing a job 
BILLIE· We were. It was a very tough time 101 us 
We knew we were breaking up the lineup. and we 
just weren't very happy. Alter that. was a very de
pressing time. We found ourselves back m Lon· 
don saying, now wha1? We'd 1ust played lots ol 
places and had great responses. but we were 
breaking up the lineup. John no longer wanted to 
lour. and Robin wasn'I really into ii. But 1t !eels 
good now We've each gone ofl and done other 
!hmgs and go! quite a lot out of systems We did 
g_e1 very bogged dOWf1 with a~I the pressures of the 

music/uiz, and being on the wrong side of it 
DAMAGE: How did you get Midge Ure in the 
band? 
BILLIE: He and Rusty Egan approached me with 
the idea tor Visage, which is a group conslsling ol 
Midge Ure. Rusty Egan, the keyboard player and 
guitarist from Magazine, vocalist Steve Strange 
and myself. We've released a single recenUy on 
Radar Records, and an a!bum should be out in 
March. Basically, we're continuing with the iden
!lly started with "Ouietmen." which was dance
able. but thoughtful. I think it may be possible to 
reach a lot more people through this medium. Bui 
it's just a studio group at this poinl 

But anyway, when we went Into the sludio. I 
saw Midge as being a very sirong point for UUra· 
vox. so we decided to get together we did Just a 
week in !he midd!i of !he summer while I was In
volved in the Gary Numan thing. We decided, 
yeah, we'll do ii. after I'd come olf lhe lour w1lh 
Gacy. And he'd linished the tour hewasdoingwilh 
Thin Lizzy 
DAMAGE. So when you go back are you start1ing 
work ooa new Ullravox album? 
BILLIE: After sorting DUI exactly what's happen
ing with record labels, yes. You may have hea1d 
we were m1erested 1n doing an independent 
record label or our own, but I wasn't I'm more in· 
terested in world wide distribulion 

We've had a lot of rough times In this band But 
we ended up gelling a very dedicated bunch of 
followers_ And a lot of people who hate us. also 
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companion. lier harsh conunantJ, "'fake off hi~ 

..--r~--...-,---..:1 pants!" didn't seem to apply to him, it was as 
if it. came from another dimension, Only the 
tugging agains.t his arms as his s neakers were 
rell!oved renlinded him of his plight. Her voice 
!>il.ld "faster," .and he heard the c rad,ing of a 
whip followed by a soft whimper and he began 
to grasp what was happening around him. As 
his pant:s were roughly pulled from hi s legs, 
a new pain cut into his arms and he moaned 
against the gag. 

"Well, my little cunt, what do rou think 
of him? " he heard his captor ask. 

"Oh Mistress, your taste is excellent. His 
body is fine, 1' a female voice replied in low 
tones. 

"That I do. Look how white his ass is. I 
can hardly wait to stripe it with my L:ish." 

Their words, the hUll'liliation they implied, 
brought a tingle to his groin and blood to his 
cock, making it swell above the cockring. 

"Ooh, look Mist:ress, he likes it, can I 
suck iJ; please," the voice pleaded. 

1--~---~~!'-~-~~~-~ .... -'-mlli--'-•--'-l._ ............ "" .. --""'lli.I "Certainly, my pet," the Mistress answered. 

R_A-r::~/) ~'>\" 
synopsis: In our last installlllent, 5' tall 
punter, ROBER!', was !'.escued frbm two simian
l!ke jock assailants at a MU~NTS/AVENGERS 
9i9 by a mysterious woman in black leather. 
Takin'l him to hei; car, she informed him of 
her intention to use him as a sexual play
thing. Hesitantly, Robert agr ees and quickly 
finds himself masked, qagged wit..!:i. an ampule 
of arnyl nit:-ate inserted in the mask under 
his r.ose . Using her teeth and fingers to 
excite him, the leather-clad beauty at::aches 
nipple clamps to his tits and , as the pain 
envelopes his brain, pulls her jaguar out 
of the parking lot .. • 

HOW far, in which direction, sh.e drove he 
could not follow. After some time, she pulled 
into a garage and stopped. Robert's mind, th.ough 
abit Uazed had recovered from the amyl nitrate. 
She removed the empty ampule from the mask and 
unlocked ::he cuffs from behind the seat:, re
joining them in front. She ope-ned his door 
and pushed him out onto the .::ement floor. 

Coming around the car she sLood above him 
and attached a leash to a ring at the back of 
his mask. Yanking on it, she commanded, "Crawl, 
you lousy shit!" Cuffed, blinded, he hurried 
to Co her bidding and, after t1ou steps, crawled 
headlong inco a wall. He heard her laugh coldly 
as he used her boot to guide him on. 

Tugging on the leash , she ordered tlim "up" 
as they c:i.me to some nairs. Stumbling awkward
ly up the stairs , she 11:rew suddenly impatient 
with ldru an<l struck him 1.1cn>ss the ass.Unpre
pared, Robert collapsed on the stairs in agony. 
"C'mon, you asshole, move it, get up there!" 

f 'Ii Her mouth hungrily absorbed his member and 
the pleasure overcame the pain of his bondage. 

she yelled. overcoming the throbbing from his He was vaguely aware of his legs being pulled 
backside, he doubled his efforts and scurried apart and attached to shackles at his ankles. 
to the top of the stairs. She came up beside Seconds (minutes?) later, his body twisted 
h.ht and ordered, ''l lcel, l ike the dog you are!" forward , pushing his cock into the mouth of 

His mistress led him by his leash into a his fellow slave, as the sharp cut of a leather 
room and ordered h.im to sit:. Robe!"t did as he whip bit into his ass. The girl stopped her 
was instru1.:tc<l. "l!emovc your jacket!'' Again oral manipulations and sat at his feet wat:ching 
he blindly complied. with. delight as the shiver .of pain rippled 

"Givt: me your left wrist." lie did su anJ over his skin . 
felt her strap on a leather cuff. She repeated The feeling was so unbelievable that he was 
this action on the other arm, deftly removing shocked to feel the second slash come down on 
the handcuffs in the process. his back . He wrenched hard against his bonds, 

Raising his WTists, she quickly attached only succeeding in increasing his torment. His 
them to a bar above his head. Turning, she will to fight the torture was quickly extin -
walked to a winch on the wall. hit: the <;Wirch. guished as the next two lashes struck the in-
uuJ tl1c 1.:uffs dui: into his wrists as they lifteJ sides of his thighs - he hardly moved. The 
him from the floor, his toes scraping futilely last, which curled between his legs and raised 
for purchase as he was lifted off the floor. an angry welt on his balls, left only an ero-
Stopping when he was several inches above the tic warmth in his groin. 
ground, she turned, admired her captive for a Bright 1.ight flooded his eyes as his ensla-
moment, and silently left the room. ver removed tfl.e '\:overing from his head, through 

ROBERT h.ung suspended from the ground for ~;~e s~~i~~;n~0~=~t~;. looked int:o the handsome 
what seemed an eternity and, as th.e sharp 
cutting pain of the cuffs was slowly replaced ''Still conscious, good," she said, walking 
by the growing ache in his shoulders, he re- to the wall and replacing th.e sorce of his pain 
5retted his earlier decis ion to accompany the on a hook amid an array of other whips and 
leather-clad woman. The pain quickly g rew shackles and various leather adornments. 
relent:less. It permeated his wh.ole being and He looked down at the girl at his feet and 
shredded his resistance as it did so. He was saw an ebony beaut.y smiling up at him. 

~~e hi~i~~~e r::~n~=~ ~~:v~f ~~~ every nerve Tl1eir ~lisn-ess returned with a hurness JJf-
fixed with an imposingly large dildo. As he 

He was beyond begging for release. sensed her in.tentions, his eyes went wide with 
In his red cloud of agony, he was ot>livious fear. "'."lo, please, anything but that, it's too 

to the return of his beautiful captor and a big!!" He begged, twisting helplessly in his 

bond•· to be continued ... 
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They've also been known 

as the Velveeta Un~erground .. a·ll 
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SPIKES \_othing new, 

but they d\ it so well 

I 
Santa Cruz, a tiny beach_town 70 miles south of 

San Francisco, hardly seems like a potential 
center for new wave, punk rock. or any remotely 
modern art form. A resor1 community where 
aging hippies flock lo grow old and die; where the 
Grateful Dead are still spoken of in hushed 
voices. and acid casualties drag acoustic gu11ars 
down the main street drawling: "spare change, 
ma-a-an?" Where bearded rednecks yell 
"DEvo·· at you otil !he windows of their pickup 
lrucks. and walls are covered with grafitti like: 
"Death is selfmurder" Highly unlikely, you say? 
Well. believe it or not. it's happening. There are at 
!east a dozen gigging bands here, half of which 
are well worth seeing. New wave he~e is not just a 
trend followed mindlessly by a huge mOb like in 
larger, more sophis1ica1ed cities: here it's a des
perate gesture and a form of psychological sur
vival 

There has always been a hardcore 1n Santa 
Cruz, but until recently lhere was no real audi
ence for modern rock and roll. Not until the 
HUMANS' novelty brand of MOR rock caught on 
with !he trendies, did lhe local entertainmen! 
media decide, three years late, that ''newwave is 
Jn:· Call il exploitation. catl 1t cc>op!ing: the fact 
remains that for the firs! time new bands are 
playing regularly, and people are coming to see 
them The Santa Cruz Art Center, Shellies Too 
(formerly the Steamship). and JSs Pizza all 
lea1ure new wave bands: and a group called 
NOSCUM (New Opportunilies for S.C Under
ground Music) is gelling credit !or it some of 
which they even deserve. 

NOSCUM began by putting on "benefits" that 
didn'I really raise much money, but did help to 
break the terminal inertia which kept lhis town 
dead for so long. Now they're controversial, 
thought of by many as a menacing exploiter 
whose aim is !O turn Santa Cruz inlo a powerpop 
heaven. But mos! of tha! is Just punk rhetoric 
They're basically well meaning amateurs wllh an 
interest in wtiars going on. 

~.1. The colfe
1
ge radiO Slaflorl, K'ZSC, has kepi hie 

spirit of underground radio alive with forward 
thinking DJs like Kim Danders, Human- Fly, 
Wayne Tackabury, and the late (moved to L.A.) 
Debby Dread. In Santa Cruz. where organic las
~ism is a threat and not just a cheap laugh: "Cali
fornia Uber Alles" was voted the #1 song of 1979 
in a KZSC radio poll. 

There's a fanzine called Scrud, run by three 
mad teenagers, !woof whom also have a band no 
one has ever heard, known as the K-Mart Shop
pers, Cyanide Kool-aid, or the Pedestrians. One 
30¢ Scrud has more humor and good wriling than 
a year's worth of Boulevards. 

The most important thing. of course. is the 
bands themselves. Some are great, and some 
stink, but none sol.Jndalike. which must be a good 
sign. Whether or not the scene has any future 
remains questionable, but right now i! shows 
every sign of at least surviving, ii not lhriving. 

A CONSUMER'S GUIDE TO SANTA CRUZ 
BANDS 

The Realtors (JJ180): Taken for granted. be
cause they've been aroond so long, and lack new 
material. !he Realtors (lhe Board or Realtors is ac· 
1ually suing them for using that name. Pathetic!) 
are !rue originals, and could only have come from 
this town. Starting as a 60's cove1 band formed 
from all the best media trash avai!able-acid
rock, comic books, and old TV shows-they now 
possess a stark, doomy sound with tense rhythms 
and fascinahng lyrics (intelligent without being 
clever). Two excellent singles. one as the Real
tors (Not Acceptable/Where Is Bed?fSe!I Out/ 
Guilt 'By Association), and one as JJ180 (long 
Dark Hall/Out To Lunch). 

The Humans: Highlyoverraled Sterling Storm 
does have some talent and potential, but the band 
is crippled by too many bad songs, too many 
cheap 1heatncs. too many dumb chipmunk 
vocals. and too many heavymetal guitar solos 
The lead guitarist should become an LA session 
man. and the bass player should give up rock and 

.~J?l~and g~t a d,ecent job. ~~Qi<;! their r~cor.ds at all 
costs 

The Schema lies: Formed from lhe remains or 
!he X-Oreamists (a political punk band that put out 
the hardest sounds in town when they were to
gether), Schematic music is last, loud. angry, and 
uncompromising. Mike Melee's screaming guitar 
clashes with Jill Fido's logical keyboards, and 
Marco (bass). and Harris (drums) keep rocking 
rorward. The lyrics range from social realities to 
total madness, enforcing a surrealist radical vision 
without turning inlo tacky pseudoterrorism like, 
say, lhe Feederz. Songs include "Filth Column," 
"I Don't Wanna Go To The Men's Room," and 
"Jagged Edge." 

The Spikes: Short. rrantic songs with the 
savagery of the early Stooges. Singer Dave Delin
quent is totally on edge, and believes in Punk with 
a capital P like no one does anymore. The con
stant confrontations and obnoxious behavior on
stage would wear thin last. except their music is 
so strong_ The Spikes don't do anything new. but 
they do it so well that it hardly mailers. Their bes I 
song is ''Emeline.·· which is about the county hos
pital on Emeline St 

Real Music: A drone-rock duo featuring J Neo 
on guitar, and Ped Xing on drums. Covers include 
"Cloud Nine,·· ''Roast Fish And Cornbread,'' and 
"Some Kinda Love." 

The Strain: Why these guys are considered 
new wave 1 canno1 fathom. since !hey are basic
ally a jazz-pop.disco combo with a quasi-modern 
visual image and auempled "eccentric" lyrics 
Still. their integrily is unqueslioned, and !or jazz
pop<Jisco they'1e quite acceptable. If you read 
this paper, yoo'll probably hate them, thoogh_ For 
normals only 

Tao Chemical: This Band lries so hard it's 
painful. Songs crammed run of so many cute in
strumentals gimmicks there's no song left: and a 
sell Indulgent hippie pael on vocals cataloguing 
his. sexual obsessions a la Frank Zappa. Pro
loundly boring and ridiculoosly popular. 

The Drivers: A punky power trio Iha! jumps 
around a lot and plays too last. Perrect for the 
Mabuhav 
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it hardly matters 

The Prisoners: Something' speclal going on 
here. Totally uncool, untrendy, and unpreten
tious. the Prisoners have the same innocent ge
nius that makes a band like 1he Undertones so 
magic. Not that lhey sound even remotely alike, 
but It's that same ecstatic feeling of discovering 
rock and roll !or lhe first time au over again 
Jangly, vicious sixties power chording over subtle 

"drums and slippery bass rills. Everything sounds 
so righl, from the perfect chord progressions to 
the great shouling choruses. Sometimes they 
sound like the Who, sometimes the Ramones, 
somelimes the Velvets: but mostly it's their own 
sound. The Prisoners are the best pure rock and 
roll in town (even if some of their lyrics are a bi! 100 
dumb.) 

The Joneses A.k.a.: Still without a permanent 
name-they've also been know as the Velveeta 
Underground, and Spy Vs. Spy-this is a band to 
keep yoor eyes on. A PoUnding beat, torchy 
vocals, and tremendous emotional range: lhey 
can swing from post apocalyptic dread lo "It's My 
Party" without blinking an eye. Singer Tiger Ward 
has class, sass, and a real voice. A growing list of 
cool songs in widely ranging styles, still keeping 
that essentlal minimallsm. Their present lack of 
technical prowess can only help \hem In the long 
run-it's already given them the kind of unique, 
compelling sound that so-called "better musi
cians" just can't create 

There are many other bands. as yet unheard, 
ready to spring themselves on the public; and 
there's a possibility that thea'ter and performance 
arl will emerge. taking the new wave idea past 
just music. What has come out is ror the mos1 part 
refreshing and dillerent. Local people are doing it 
themselves instead of wailing for the nexl bunch 
of out or town 1erks to come to town, shower us 
with contempt white playing their mediocre 
formula-punk: and leave with their pockets lull. 
Maybe it'll all end as just another cheap tragedy. 
but here and now, something is definitely 

happening. .,,.~ 



Interview by 
Jane Cantillon 

JOHANNA WENT whirls about the stage 
like a rabid Kabuki dancer. Whlle babbeling 
into the microphone, she rapidly assumes a 
succession of characters, each replete with 
their own alllre and props. The audience is 
screaming. The audience Is laughing. The 
mod girl In the third row Jumps back in repul
sion as a pig's liver flies off the stage and hits 
her In the face. JOHANNA Is now giving birth 
to a string of plastic dolls. Then suddenly she 
Is bathing herself in a tub of red paint, ex· 
lracted from the bowels of a pink teddy bear. 
Accompanied by wizard percussion artist Zev, 
she works herself and her audience into a 
frenzy that neither one quite understands. Ac
cording to DAMAGE Contributing Editor 
JANE CANTILLON, JOHANNA is " probably 
one of the most exciting performance artists 
on the west coast; defiri'"itely the most 
frightening." The following iriterview took 
place in L.A., where JOHANNA now resides. 
DAMAGE: Where did you learn to dance? 
JOHANNA Dancing school. I learned to stand up 
straighl; the teacher taught me how to walk and 
talk al lhe same lime. That's how I learned thal 
trick, falling down withoul hurting yourself, too. 
(She slicks her diaphragm in her fnaJth, crosses 
her eyes, brealhes in and out quickly, causing the 
diaphragm 10 balloon in and out) Never put any
lhing in your vaQina Iha! you won·t put in your 
mouth 
DAMAGE; Tell me aboul I hat notorious Chris I mas 
pageanr at Vinyl Fetish. 
JOHANNA: Well, r came out in thls sexy red 
dress, a blond wig with a Christmas decoration in 
my t)air. I was Angel Gloria: I had panties on that 
when I bent over you could see !his menstrual 
btoOO. Then I had long red lingernai!s: I put my 
finger out and I heard someone say "!his is 
scarey already ! " Well, ii was a Christmas 
pagaent soap opera, and it's all about !he story of 
!he Gloria Angel and the Virgin Mary (everyone 
knows they were secret lovers). That's how the 
immaculate conception happened. So then 
Gloria Angel somehow got pregnant also (I guess 
it's a contagious disease). So Gloria Angel 
needed an aborlion, and in my red dress I jumped 
up on a chair and showed them my menstrual 
blood while singing "Gloria In Excelsis Deo." So 
Gloria Angel had to go to Medi-Cal 'cause she 
didn't have any money. and she got really tied up 
in paper work, more than any angel could handle 
So then lhe Virgin Mary appears oul ol nowhere 
A long. spooky looking gown with red pouring out 
of the moulh, a tube of toilet paper in back ·cause 
even virgins have to wipe Together they go to the 
drive-in restaurant where they have sex with the 
car hop(!hal was a TV I ray with a lot of dildos and 
whip cream). The car hop was wearing a gas 
mask lo protect her lrom lhe fumes with a lot of 
mylar to help her "get a suntan. Meanwhile. she 
was having sex with both the Virgin Mary and 
Angel Gloria, and nobody cared (you know how 
L.A is). Meanwhile. 1he Virgin Mary turns into a 
fish-witch. you know, a lried fish on a bun: stinky. 
but she actually looked like the saucy Miss Tuna 
thal Starkist is always chasing around Then she 
gave birth to an enormous amount or cheese. 
Everyone thought ii Was the savior but ac!ualty it 
was the baby cheeses. Not a lot of hope there. so 
she named ii Iha\ Anyway. Gloria reads about the 
birth 1n the Sunday Times. soshe·s piling through 
lhrs paper very upset and somehow she aborts 
the real savior; il's the te1us or the Messiah. but 
really it's a dead Siamese cat and you have to kill 
it nine limes. So Jhe Virgin Mary gets really angry 
with Gloria Angel so she thinks she"s going back 
to Joseph bu! his beard smelts like spageltios. she 

hates him cause he makes her sick to her 
stomach and so she kills herself. She's slabbing 
herself. but she"s really dying of natural causes 
thinking about Joseph's breath and all the bloody 
spagellios are pouring out. Then Gloria is flying 
overhead saying .. , won'l kill any more animals. 
II was a holyChris!mas Pageant. 
DAMAGE: According lo a few movie-goers. you 
were more frightening than any horror film they 
had ever seen. 
JOHANNA: Remember the story about the guy who 
stole the holy communion wa, er, and while he 
was running along the street blood was dripping 
everywhere? Well. I had to test it out and I figured 
you got put in jail so I swiped !he hoJy host, my 
hear! was beating. bump, bump, bump, I was so 
scared. I pretended I had a cold and I sneezed •I 
into my handkerchief. pu1 it in my pocket and left 
church early. So l walked home !hat day .. .it 
wasn't bleeding yet. the holy host wouldn't bleed. 
ii it had. I was going to bury it in the mud. So I got it 
all the way home and fed 11 to my dog. !hen my dog 
died. a li\Uew1enerdog. he died soon after Iha\. of 
pneumonia. He was out in I he yard. we said ''Dad, 
something's wrong with Cherrios ·· "What's 
wrong·· he said "He's hard'" "Whal do you 
mean?" "He"s lrozen and it's summer!·· He ale a 
Holy Communion waler. l d1dn't 1ellanyone. 
DAMAGE· Do you have any heroes? 
JOHANNA Sam Shepard, he·s my hero. When I 
was in Sealtle and I d1dn"t know what I was doing 
and I saw this play called '"Tooth of Crime·· by 

him. and I saw plays and was really interested in 
theater but I didn't know. So I see lhis play and it 
has rock 'n roll and theater but at lhe same time, it 
was so thrilling to me. sometimes people lalk at 
the same time, it wasn'I like Shakespeare. li!Ue 
rhymes that aren·1 relevant to the things I move 
to. They JUSI aren"t like city rhythms. Television 
rhythms are foreign to me loo. lrom where I come 
from. 10 the way my family talked and like my dad. 
he's from Oklahoma and he talks in certain 
rhythms. like poor southern white trash movin' 
rhythms. The things that he says are witty and 
warm, though you don't exactly understand !he 
words but they make sense only because of !he 
rhythms. So I'm seeing this Sam Shepard play. 
and the people are talking last. They're 1alklng so 
fast that you don't understand the words but you 
know exactly what they're saying because of that 
rhythm. Shakespeare must have done that for his 
time because people didn't !alk like that. they 
couldn"t hear anyway because the acoustics 
were bad. So I see !his play and realize !here are a 
million other choices. It wasscarey. t wasn't used 
to I. Then. w1lhin a week Imel Tom Murrin and he 
told me about Sam Shepard, and Tom had been 
working at la Ma Ma in New York. and wriling 
plays, one in particular called "Cock Strong" 
where an enormous penis goes oil at the end. He 
told me about John Vaccaro and the Theater of 
the Ridiculous. then he invites me to do ··eanoon 
Theater.·· so I go to his apartment and we blow up 
a zillion balloons and makes structures. so manv 
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balloons until we had hemoroids. Then lots of 
people would show op and we's perform at every 
public function. They we started doing guerilla 
theater. The fi?I real show I did in this'gallery. 
space. whatever. Tom sard. "do whatever you 
want to," and t did, then I realized tha l I wasn't 
going todoanythingagain. I couldn't go back. 
DAMAGE: What had you been doing1 
JOHANNA: Chekov-you knO'N-straight stull 
(laughter) but I didn't want to say lines, I didn't 
want to obey. and the director would say ··you put 
too much mal<eup on · or "you were a little wild in 
that part. what happened?'' I'd forget my lines so 
I'd make 1hem up and it didn't sound like Chekov 
So 1 started performing with these people, we 
called ourselves Paratroupe. There were five of 
us and we all wanted to do different things. I didn"t 
want to know what was going on. I just warited to 

• do a show. We went down lo California. did shows 
along the coast. and New Mexico. Arizona. Texas 
and eventually Tom and ! went on by ourselves 
because everyone had !O return to homes or 
children. 
DAMAGE'. What kind of places did you work on 
that tour? 
JOHANNA: We played anywhere We played at 
the Bulldog 8ar in El Paso and peciple threw beer 
cans al us and called us queers. H was neat, they 
didn't know what we were. Then Tom and I 
traveled around and ended up in New York where 
we di(}all the streets, and we were like tourists. 
we'd see places by doing shows there 1 remem
ber doing a shO'N at the Arch in Washington 
Square where I was eating the cement. I was 
licking 1he cement and running my face along u 
These guys, the ones who deal cards'and every
thing. they were dealin' man. it was a dealin' dq.y 
it was hot. lots of people but nobody was walching 
·cepl these dealin" guys and we started II was 
eating dog shit city. kids get worms lrom JUSI 
playing on the grourd. I must have had a zil!Jon 
worms. I was pulling d1r! In my noslrils and rolling 
around makmg spas11c noises while Tom was 
crawling in the garbage pouring water on his head 
lrying to distract them. They walked over to him 
hke he was normal and said. "hey. man, is she on 
drugs?·· He was complelely 1n the garbage can. It 
was prelty funny We did schools. we did Baruch 
College and they really liked us We worked 1n 
Ganada. at ttie University of Mon1real. We did a 
real blood and guts shO'N al lhe nursing school. 
and 1n the EAgineering school caletena we did a 
show where I was a prehistoric animal with leaves 
and mud. !hen Tom did some amazing magic 
tncks. Then we did shows 1n L.A around "76. 
finally left for Europe where we played lltlle 
!heaters in Soho. lunchtime shows. every ktnd oi 
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"NEVER PUT ANYTHING IN 
YOUR VAGINA THAT YOU 
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on 
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person comes oil the street They were really a 
gocid audience Once we perlormed al the Oval 
House and some guy lrom Boston came over to 
us alter the show and said thal we should be 
ashamed to represent Americans .. shame, 
shame, shame 
DAMAGE: Did you perform In Paris? 
JOHANNA: Yeah. we did one show I'll never for-
get Craig, who was working with us at the time. 
was dressed as a fashion model a·nd I poured acid 
on his face, and his face turned into this mollen 
rut:t>er, horrible. au pussy and purple 1 was Bugs 
Bunny and I had this huge carrot. that when you 
blow on ii, uncurls and whistles. like a huge noise 
maker. Well, then he was blowing on my carrot 
and the thing was uncurling out of my bull: now he 
was in a dog suit grving Bugs Bunny a bk:Ml-:iOO 
rm slanding there on the street getting this blow-
job and l look up and see this old French woman. 
She doesn't have any 1eeth, and she is laughing 
so hard, and she had these two children, and they 
were laughing 100. And 11hought tha11n America. 
she"d be covering their eyes: even In New York. 
mothers would drag their children away 
DAMAGE: Have you ever been distrustful or 
haunted by one of those beings that take you? 
JOHANNA: Well. that Christmas Pageant that 
was a real haunted show I lelt that dead cal 
watching me. when I did that abortion lhfng it was 
realty strange: I 1e11 like several people doing 11. 
not just me. I really felt taken back and forth to 
those different characters, 11 was really very 
schizophrenic. I fell that cal watching me and I 
was getting pissed oH at that cat right over my 
shoulder hanging on a disco belt, even !hough it 
was covered wilh a while sheet. It was staring at 
me. I didn't kill ii. everyone said I did. 
DAMAGE: Were you completely straight? 
JOHANNA: Yeah, because if I gel drunk or 
stoned. I can't !unction. 1 can't do my show ·It's 
the best when I'm straight 'cause these 
charactPrs come out of nowhere. I don't know 
who they are. but they always talk and say in
teresting things. Sometimes when 1 !ape my 
show. I hear things that I know l never said. or 
something r would never say, then I can't remem
ber who said i1 or what !hey !ooked like in my head 
cause I see with different eye_s. But l am,always 
them. and they're always exciting. I can't hardly 
remember any of them. l get so possessed One 
time. I was so possessed, I was a whole different 
body on my body. I was reaching out with these 
hards. and I was a sailer !10m a dilterent century • 
andllhou ht''whoaml?'' 
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'rl~·~~··~~YTONYROCCO 

With 20120 hindsight, we can say that punk was 
at leasl concerned with breaking the strangle
hold of corporate monotilhs and revitalizing rock 
and popular music. This vision has been largely 
subverted by the trendies who though! the whole 
lhlng was just a new slyle and a low-cost alter
native to Bill Graham shows and Saturday Night 
Fever. About all !hat's left of the original impetus 
and enthusiasm are gaggles of closed cretini> 
doing foolball exercises on the dance floor and a 
handful of "concerned adulls" trying to rational
ize !heir complete boredom with the repeated 
cliches and suburbanite audiences !hat charac
terize most of what's happening right now. 

There seems to be a symbiosis between the 
music and its audience Iha! makes whatever 
happens to one inevi1abte for the other. With !he 
stuUilying conformity of "The Scene'' has come a 
putrilying uniformity in the music. Entering into 
this vacuity to try to help solve the mess are four 
San Francisco bands that make up more or less a l 
new movement. For belier or worse. lhey are 
PINK SECTION, VOICE FARM, THE TOUCH- ·--.. .. .-..,....., 
TONES and THE PUNTS. For lhese bands, punk 
rock was just the start or something not an end in 
itself, and the connection between their music 
and punk is dubious. They are, you might say ... ex
perimenllng. •· 

The aloremenlloned groups are often referred 
to as ''art-rock'' bands. a term useful only in that ii 
may label music that lacks much gut-level eHect. 
due 10 contrived intellectual pretensions. These 
groups do not consider lhemselves punk rockers 
or, for that matter. rockers of any sort. They first 
make this !act obvious by their brightly colored 
clothing, which contrasts sharply with the doom
and-nihilism basic black sported by punks. Defi
nitely striking after you've seen 99 clones in 
tealher, chains j3nd bondage panls. They contend 
their music is danceable and, lor the most part, ii 
is. What some people consider contrived intellec
lualism is. from their point ol view, a lendency to 
experimen1 wilh synthesizers, electronic devices 
and the audio-visual na!Ufe of their performances. · 
And cenalnly adding lo lhe revulsion fell by many 
harder-core punks toward PINK SECTION. THE 
TOUCHTON ES, THE PUNTS and VOICE FARM is 
their goofy, self-proclaimed "optimism" which 
can sometimes come Oii as biting satire but often 
appears inane in its cuteness and pointlessness. 
Not thal \here isn't inanity in the kill-anck:leslroy 
poslurings of many punk rock bands. 

Peter Touchlone takes a prel\y negative atti
tude IO'Ward the criticism his·band has received in 
its crusade for ~timism_ "People respond with 
criticism," he says. ''because optimism is a 
threatening stance lo lake __ I consider it radical 
right now !O come on with anylhing positive at 
all." Radical, or merely boring? II depends on 
laste, t suppose. but It is seemingly naive to 
assert, as Voice Farm does, that the basic situ
ation Is good, so why not simply make lhe best of 
ii? Maybe nihllism isn't the best response, but lhe · 
opposite extreme, wackiness. can come indis
cernlbly close to mindlessness. 

Nevertheless. Judy ol PINK SECTION thinks a 
lot of people are ready to buy wackiness. "A lot of 
1he people we've played for have seen OEVO and 
they're wacky, so they understand wackiness." 
she says. "Thal'sa framework making it easier to 
stretch them a litlle lurlher People say. 'you're 

TOUCH TONES 
photo by ROBERT TOUBOUL 

like DEVO or The B·52s or SPUT ENZ.' New Wave 
is about expanding and expanding and allowing 
people lo do wackier and wilder stuff.·· 

Ye1 PeterTouchtone would like to claim a con· 
nection between the destructive attitude of punk 
and v.hat he calls "asserting humorous 1ittlewitti· 
cisms thal do the same thing but from a diflerent 
angle." Acc01ding to him, the connective ele
ment is conviction. ''I'm inloconviction,'' he says, 
"I lend to express it in a kind ol side-long, twisled 
way that comes off as biting salire. There is a na
tural progression ralher than a rill between the 
two forms:· This ··natural progression" can be 
hard to detect in a band (VOICE FARM) that pre
ferred one of its performances with an audio
visual presentation of farm producls. Milk. meat, 
greens and grains may all be good for you bul who 
cares? If relevance means having something sig
nificant to say about daily life for the people who 
go out to be part of shows, In any social or "political 
sense. these bands may have something to prove 
if they really want to achieve !his, 

The audio-visual aspect or these bands" per
formances have played a big part In Imposing the 
term "ar1-rock" upon 1hem. The image conjured 
up by the label is. as Peter Touchtone righ!ly says, 
"a bunch of upper-m!ddle-class art brats demon
strating their extremely self-conscious state
ments with a combination of visuals !hat relates 
to some trendy ar1 journal." You be the judge: 
VOICE FARM has, in addition to their farm prod
ucts larce, begun a performance with dancers 
punctuahng the beal by punching a 9"X15· piece 
of stretch fabric from behind so that the audience 
was aware only of shadow images. THE TOUCH· 
TONES also like to use large backdrops illuslra-

PUNTS 
?hoto by STEFANO PAOLL I LO 

photo by GEORGE WESTCar 

ting themes relating to the band, such as touch
tor.ie phones in orange and green daygto. Judy of 
PINK SECTION lhinks of her band as doing ''mini
mal theater." "'We interacl and that's what our 
performance is," she says, "my band style and 
lhe way I move is the visual stuff." 

THE PUNTS are concerned with making a 
strong visual statement as are the other bands. 
Whelher they deserve the label "art-rock band" 
is questionable. They have much more in 
common wilh the punk bands lhan do PINK SEC
TION, VOICE FARM, or THE TOUCHTONES. 
Their rhythms are faster and more choppy than 
the other band'. and their image is close 10 classi
cal punk chic without the negativity. The drummer 
and leader ol the band, Steve Savage (who along 
wilh keyboardist/vocalist Bonnie Punt is a direc
tor of Blue Bear School of Music at Fort Mason), 
proresses a fondness ror the good old days, 
whereas punk is viewed wllh hostility, indiffer
ence and gaping yawns by most of the o!hers 
What THE PUNTS share wllh !heir contempora
ries is a similar type or musical innovation. They 
do not use a guifarist and, wllhout the onslaught 
ol chainsaw power chords, the band achieves 
rhythmic intensity with the more melodic synthe
siZer, Rhodes piano and lead vocals by Bonnie. 

Guitars don't have the dominant role in any ol 
lhese new bands that they have ln rock bands. 
PINK SECTION and THE TOUCHTONES each 
have one, and THE PUNTS may even1ually add 
ooe, but you won't hear three-chord attacks out of 
any of them. Guitars are used in combinalion with 
synthesizers, instruments heavily relied upon and 
cherished by all the bands featured here. Why 
synthesizers rather than. say, tubas and electric 
piccolos? Primarily, because these new bands 
embrace technology. This implies change and ex
perimenlalion, lwo sanctimonious concepts. 
Secondly, synthesizers can create virtually an in
finite variety ol sound which makes experimental 
Possibilities with them' almost unl!mlled ii you 
have the imagination. 

"Why go ou1 and buy a $700 guitar when 
there·s new inslruments thal can produce seven 
times as much variation for the same amount of 
money that somebody just invented last year?'" 
queriesCharty of VOICE FARM. 

VOICE FARM has IWO keyboards making melo
dies to the accompaniment of a recorded bass 
and rhythm track. PINK SECTION likes to experi
ment with noise using a gizmo that creates high
pitched squeals over the band's chuggy rhythms 
and s1range guitar chord progressions. And THE 
TOUCHTONES have two sets of keyboards used 
mainly !or melody making. A basic point in these 
bands' music is Iha! rock'n'roll might best be dis· 
carded as a cultural artifact essenlially obsolete 
for the Eighties. Myke Reilly of VOICE FARM 
means it when he says: "Whal's been done with 
rock is just 5000 variations on 1he same Iheme 
Slightly diHerent sounds. slightly dillerent 
speeds. What rock has to offer is all !here in its 
roots. It's time to re~valua1eallthat " 

Peter Touchtone feels that art-rock bands are 
part of an evolution from the rock sound into 
something more refined People shOuld gel over 
the illusion that new forms are lhreatening them, 
he states, and should take it and learn what they 
Can and move on themselves 
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Mr. T6dd of PINK SECTION actually objects 
more to lhe word "rock" than the word "art" 
when the term "art-rock" is used 10 describe hls 
band's music. But "art" here doesn't really mean 
anything specific, as much as it implies to many a 
distant, cerebral attitude that inlentionally 
creates distance between the artist and audience 
rather than closing it; a lack of gul, emotional Im
pact; a tendency to be merely intereshng and ex
perimental instead of "ellective." These bands 
are surely not aspiring to that. What most of them 
would like is 10 create a new kind of danceabre 
popular music, and they are trying lo extend 
beyond the boundsol rock'n'roll to do that 

Is rock'n'roll dead and ready to be buried under 
the "progressive" innovations of these bands? 
Breaking the rules or rock'n'roll to create new 
lorms is alright, bul 10 suggest that rock is too re
stricted and therefore doomed to obsolescence 
seems ridiculously naive. Perhaps the strength ol 
rock is in its limitations, in spite of the fact that 
those limitations make it difficult to be original and 
easy to repeat worn cliches. Punk rock is pretty 
rruch a cliche ncm. The suburbanites are catching 
up with it and th<1:t. based on past experience, 

VOICE FARM 
ehoto by STEFANO PAOLLJLO 

means it"s at least two years past being wor1h
while. 

PJNK SECTION, VOICE FARM, TOUCHTON ES 
and THE PUNTS have chosen more or less one 
creative pathway to avoid cloning the music of 
the past three years. Whether you like them or 
not, they are al least responding to the potential 
threat of stagnancy and decay that seems 10 
hover ominously over the San Francisco scene 
Although you may not personally like everything 
that each band is doing, I think lhey're all worth a 
look. However, being the unrepentant rock'n'roll 
fanatic !hat I am. it seems to me thal the greatesl 
contribution these bands can make Js not 1n their 
innovations per se. but in the challenge those in
novations present to the status quo 

MOM COULON' T MAKE IT 
On the anniversary of SEX PISTOL SID VICIOUS' 
death, London punks sta2ed a noisy celebration 
to c0tm1e1TOrate the passing of one of their own. 
Guest of honor, Sid's mother (Mrs. Vicious?) 
unfortunately was unable to attend. The evening 
before she was admitted to a local hospital 
suffering from a drug overdose. 
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billy hawk/bob steeler interviews by brad I. 

fast floyd interview by tony rocco 

don vinil interviev.: by mia culpa 

THE OFFS: As musicians, theY maY be the most enere!etic and consistently innovative band in San Francisco. As People, 
theY have the kinds of ideas and experiences that make what theY have to say worth I iste;nine: to. This may he IP to ex
plain why the band has remained so POPular despite numerous cha~es in Personnel, direction and in the scene itself. 
A case in Point: As the first West Coast band to introduce r'E!:E!e:ae-based rock to new wave audiences' theY were al s o 
the first to move on and awaY from it just at a time when it is attractinE! hue!e new audiences. TheY are committed to 
their music and, as these interviews make clear, to the ideas and attitude s that make that music and this s cene worth 
beine a Part of. The OFFS have released two indePendentlY Produced siMles: JOHNNY TOO BAD b/w 624803 and. most re
cent! y, EVERYONE1S A BIG b/w ZERO DEGREES. Both records have received hieh Praise here and in the U.K. Amon.!! the most 
active e:rouPs to e:et out onto the road, the band has toured the country extensively and, at the time this interview 
appears, wil I be PlaYine: New York City for the third time. 

BILLY HAWK guitar 
Billy, PeoPle tell me Youire an intensely 
Prl.Vi!lte 11o:rson. 

Pretty much so . 

We 11, whi!lt do YOU Wi!lnt to till I k about then? 

Well, the main thing I'm interested in talking 
about, if it's going to be written, is what 
the band ' s doing because that particular as
pect of my life is oriented towards a public 
audience. The idea is to reach a public and 
that's my interest pretty much if it's going 
t.o be printed. My personal life ... I just can't 
imagine why anyone would be interested in my 
personal life. I like to keep my life private. 
In terms of me giving my opinions of world 
pr oblems and all that, I tend to have radical 
opinions one moment and charitable opinions 
the next. I'm sort of like a king or dicta
tor who would sentence his best friend to 
death, sleep on it and the next. day run down 
and let him out of jail because I missed him. 
It ' s like our songs, I don't try and present 
one point. of view. I try to appeal more to 
the subconscious rath.er than like a preacher 
wh.o's saying, "Now you should do this and now 
you sh.ould do th.at . " 

OK. then ti!llk about tho: OFFS. Howld YOU l!e:t 
involvo:d? 

The OPFS happened because I met Olga and she 
was always telling me that she was ~in~ to 
start a band. And I kept telling her , "Well, 
I play guitar." Nothing happened until she 
was bashed in the head at. the Ramones concert. 
and l went by to see her, to console her 
and brough.t my guitar and we started playing 
and th.at worked out. and we knew Don and we 
got togeth.er, Olga, Don and I. At first, 
there were just th.e three of us . We wanted 
to perform so we got. Freddy, wh.o had just 
crashed his car and was smashing up 1V 3ets 
and so we decided to rehabilitate him and 
have him join the band. And then ... we did a 
show at the Mabuhay. 

And this was in • •• 

The end of '77, the beginning of '78. The 
funny thing is that I rea Uy didn't wan't to 
be in a band, but it just got so far that I 
didn't wane to tell the others that I didn't 
want to play. 

The: OFFS have t!ono: th r ou.e:h a lot of Personnel 
chan.e:es it seems over the last couP1e of )'f'i!lrs. 
When we started out, we weren't good enough 
to play with that many good musicians. Any-
one who joined the band at that time reall y 
wasn't really a musician - it was rore like 
a chance to play. All the people who were 
with us had a chan ce to play - either they 
found out being in a band is more than just 
jlDllping up on a stage and they couldn't keep 
up with the pace or they found it there was 
a lot. of work or that they were expected to 
become better as the rest of us and, when 
they didn ', t. 

One of the bU:t!:u t chan.e:es it so:ems was the 
deParture of sax PlaYo:r Bob Roberts ••• 

Bob Roberts really didn't leave the band. He 
wanted the band to move to New York and may -
be he was right. At that time , maybe we should 
have, but at the time, no one really wanted 
to go to New York and spend the winter there. 
What happened to Bob Roberts is that, when he 
joined the band , h.e was making an awfully lot 
of money as a tat.oo anist and playing horn 
lllith professional bands. He and I talk on the 
phone all the time and he says that if an~hing 
happens, he's coming back. 8ut we have a dif
ferent idea about the horn anyway. Bob Roberts 
joined the band when the rhythm section was 
very weak and we had the "wall of sound" approach. 
l 'd say the rh.ythm section is the strongest 
pan oi the band now and we don't really need 
the "wall of sound" saxophone approach any-
more. So, as far as Bob goes, I'd say he's on 
a leave of absence. 

The thin.ti! live a twos I iked best about thl OFFS 
is the stronl! chane:es youive made l.n Your music . 
the evolution from one styte or aPProacn to 
another. 

Well, because the basic: tllls i cal direction ..-as 
mostly Don ' s and mine, most oi the material 
comes out of a collaboration between us and 
the eonle we've worked with have all offered 

things stylewise as well as ideas. Basic.ally, 
you can talk about changes as being this or 
that, but the thing that's Hayed the same is 
working with Don. Take something like reggae. 
When Don and I met, one of th.e first things 
h.e said to me is, "! want to do 'Joh.nny Too 
Bad,''' which was the song I had told Olga I 
wanted to do and which was late!" the first 1 

single we put out. We had a lot of musical in
terests · in common from the st.art. It's too dif
ficult to be a re'ggae band with only three 
pieces, not counting the vocals, so we're mo
ving towards doing more funk and R&B tunes. 
We're doing a James Brown tune "What I Say" 
and we have a new tune called "You Fascinate 
Me" which I wouldn't Sa,y are funk or soul or 
whatever , but it's definitely danceable. 
Dance music is the only thing we've been 
looking for ... it's the most important thing 
to us. ''Can you dance to it?' ' that's the 
first question. Is it exciting, intense and 
can you dance to it? 

Since )'OU write a lot of th e sonl!s. what 
chanl!es. if any, have ti!lke:n orace IYnca llY? 

It has changed . I was thinking about that the 
other day. To begin with, I want something that 
can appeal to a lot of people . So I try and 
write about things that relate to a person, 
to people's everyday life. Like "One Bullet" 
talking about individuals in society, like 
"624803" problems with work, problems of 
getting money, the conflicts between crime 
and real life. Then I got into situation-
type things, drug situations and regular 
life situa'tions. I try and keep the things 
pretty ambiguous so that a person can under
stand the lyrics. In general, it's not 
preaching to them , telling them to do this 
or that. I'm not taking up moral issues. 

Yo ur sane s are orettv radica t oo Ii tic a I I y 

thouc!h . I don1t see any of them on the next 
l<nack alb1611 . Doesnit that com11romise )'our 
abil itY to reacn the mass audience because 
it isn1t middle of the road or wi.mclY? 

The idea is never to reach a huge audience. 
The idea is to do what you want to do and to 
do it the best you can and whoever likes it, 
that's fine. We're trying to achieve an ex 
cellence of a certain kind. \'/hat we're trying 
to do is keep doing what we like so that 
we'll enjoy doing it and want to keep doing 
it. We want deal with things that are inter
es'ting to us and if some people like it, 
that.' s fine. When we took our first trip to 
New York, it was very interesting to me, be
cause New York is a very human city. Human in 
the sense that no matter what s'treet you' re 
on, you ' re going to see hundreds of people 
a nd cars. It ' s not. like L.." . where you only 
see cars and, if a car drives by, they're liable 
to throw something at you or scream at you to 
go home or S.F. where you can wal 'k out. on 
your street and there's no one there. So you 
get this human contact in New York and this 
sort of heat where everyone ' s sweating and 
also in New York, people will look at each 
other. The point of this is that after I saw 

Judy Nylon, the Heartbreaker s, James Chance, 
the first thing I noticed is that th.ey' re 
dealing more with human relations, hU111an in
teractions .. I've become quite interested in 
that and I've writt.en some songs which didn't 
quite work out about those kinds of subjects. 

conversation is sudden!)' interrupted 
bY a drunk •• • 

drunk: Hey man . remember at that 11arb fo r 
the oeoPle on Howard St ree t, Project One ?. 

Bil IY: No. 

drunki Yo u were at t hat oartY on Howaf"d 
Street for ProJect One:. 

Bil IY: Wi!IS t? 

drunk: I don 1t know •. were YOU? 

he t!ou on until Bil IY resll!nedlY 
admits hi! was at the aforemenu ono:d 
event 

drunk: I knew 1t was You . I kno:w You were 
there. 

Dil t)': Yeisn. I l!uess so . 

drunk : Nu. on second thou;;!ht. maYbe it wasnlt 

he wanders off. 

Brad: Pnother tv111cal OFFS tan. 

Bil IY: Another tYoici!ll !JAHAGE reade r . 

Back to the interview. the: OFFS hi!lve a lwi!IYS 
struck me: as a band with tremendous ootential 
to be: POPUiar . but who have. for one f"ei!lson or 
another. never been able to oul r it tol!ether . 

Basically you have a situation here in S. F. 
where if we play, as we do, so many times in 
one month, you worry about loosing your audi· 
ence. Now if the Clash, for example, came 
here and you could see them five or six times 
a month and you could see them anytime you 
wanted, most people would lose interest. It's 
foolish to think that. there's going to be 
2000 people at every one of ,these local shows. 
If the cl ubs were empty, then you could say 
nothing is happening. 

Suro:• tho: c I ubs are: fu 11 - but what 11eoo I e 
are concerned about is ideas and the eno:rt!:Y 
that comes from new ideas• from dant!:erous 
ideas •• • 

There are now so many bands. When we st.ar'ted 
out , there weren't ver y many bands. \'i'hen 
we started out, at least by our standards, 
we were an immediate success, although we 
were terrible. I listened to a tape of that 
first concert where everyone was going 
nuts and it's absolutely true, everyone was 
playing something different. Now you're 
basically reaching to an audience that's 
very jaded or , at least, the old audience, 
the in crowd , the people who were , for ex
amp l e, at our first show. You don't want 
to play for the same one hundred people. 
The concern is reac hing new people. The 
future of the scene depends on an audience 
that can support the scene and that is 
happening now. Sy this summer, it will be 
much more. As far as new ideas, you know, 
if you take the bands, they're all getting 
better, their songs and material are better, 
the records are bet'ter. r notice a lot of 
the bands are getting tight.er. 

Bil Jy , whatever else. Youire incredibly Posi
hvt. 

No, I'm incredibly negative and cynical. How
ever, I don't want to let these feeling enter 
into actual historical events that are happen 
ing. Because these are al 1 my whims and moods, 
you know, and when I ' m being nastiest is when 
I'm having the best time. So if I were to put 
that in print or to say a lot. of nasty things, 
no one would see that I'm actually having a 
great time being nasty. You have to stay away 
from these things . You catch someone in a blue 
mood and they don't realize that this is the 
big fun in life ... stabbing your friends in the 
back. 

BOB STEELER drums 
When I went. to see DEVO at the Mabuhay, that 
was the first punk band I ever saw. I i.11111edi
ately realized that the new music people were 
buying was so fucking weird and outside, it 
was like they were ready to listen to alrost 
an~hing. They do not want to hear the Eagles, 
they don't want to hear Boston, don't want to 
hear Foreigner or any of that shit.. Fuck it 
all! 

Who were YO U PlaYinl! with then? 

Hot Tuna. 

How lon.e: did YOU 11laY with tho:m? 

Five years. I started playing with them in 
about '14. I kept playing with Jona after 
the band broke up until th.is past September 
when it jtJst became imPossible to continue 
and I just had to stop. 

You i!ll"ld Jack Ci!lssadY Cof SVTl are the two 
oo:oole in the S.F . scene who mi!lde tri!lnsitions 
from bit!: e:iant corporate-rock b11e bands. 
suoerstar .e:roups, to littlo: no:w wave bands 
that lire attemotin.e: to do new thinli?so break 
ru les . It seems to bo: that that would be an 
incredibly hard t ransitiori to rn.ake. From 
maki.ru! b ili? moneY to makint!: I ike no monf:Y• 
from havim! J ikt I ots of media hYPe and at
tention tq a I most no a thntion and media 
indifference •• • 

\'!'hat's interesting is the only aedia hype 
r ever got with 1-bt. Tuna was playing in front 
of large nU111bers of people. I never got. 111Jck 
attention . I wasn't a focal point. in the band 
except for a few people who happened to like 
me. The band was t"eall a folk duet., Jack and 
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OFFS cont'd 
Jonna plugged into giant electric an.. Like 
Jorina li"l'ites songs that he plays louo '"iut 
basically they're folk songs construct. •-wiSe, 
lyrically they really were. The band ai :re 
just sidemen, even though I was considered 
part of the band. Creatively, it was a very 
unfulfilling experience. I mean playing for 
large audiences, the high energy of rock 'n' 
roll was really nice, but. when I joined the 
band, the creative period had already peaked . 
It wasn't really progressing or going any
place. It seemed to be rewritten material, 
always consistent with what had gone before. 
Never makine: any 90 deR:ree 11ums. People like 
Miles Davis and Tony Williams, guys who play • 
jazz, people I used to follow, they come out . 
with a new alb\DD and sometimes it would be 
such a drastic change from the last album it 
would be almost hard to listen to. 

So YOU l1:ft Hot Tona for the OFFS ••• 

tlhen I went and saw DEVO that first: time, l 
realized that there was a place for the stuff 
I really like musically. 1 t1gurea tnat ir 
people liked what they were doing, they'd 
like my stuff coo. When I got the opportlUlity 
of playing with the OFFS, I had already been 
going to the Mabuhay for some time watching 
a bunch of bands, unable to really express what 
I felt, unable to set up a band. So when it 
happened with the OFFS, it was the out:let, 
the idea that I could really do something that 
would kick my ass, that I could enjoy thorough
ly. At first things were rocky, it was tough 
coming from a big time rock band where nobody 
tells anybody anything ... we just got together 
at rehearsals and play. 

Howrs it difhre:nt with the OFFS? 

h'el 1, the OFFS have been a steady maturing 
process for me. I had to learn a lot about 
what was happening. When I listened to them, 
I really loved them, but when I started 
playing with them, it was really hard because 
I wasn't used to playing in a band where there 
was a generally accepted level of chaos that 
was amazing. 11e played things way too fast in 
many cases to where we never got the thing to 
lock in and not be different every time. As 
soon as we backed-off a couple of steps :md 
got the thing to be precise .and tight, though 
it's still very chaotic, now we're able to do 
whatever we want - play fast, slow, whatever 
it is we want to do. It's the idea of every
body reaching the same level. I £.eel like a 
complet.e member of the band, really at home. 
It's a really good musical experience. 

If tha OFFS should become corrrn1:rcial IY suc
cessful, make it Jbi~"' can you see Your ex
Perience with Hot Tuna rePlicatecl with this 
band? Where the level of crntlv1tY declines? 

No, because we're g'l"Owing all the time. For 
instance, we're doing some R&B stuff. R&B )rfas 
the kind of music I related to more than 
anything else when I was growing-up. When Elvis 
was really popular, what I· liked was Tweedledee· 
Tweedledum and Little Richard. I really Eked 
their nasty R6B stuff that was around. 

Is th11t ab1litY to evolve. to)teeP E!rowim!• the 
difference in Your mind between new wave bands 
and dinosaur rneE!a-e:rouos like Hot Tuna? 

A regular old rock band is like a guy who can 
get up there and sing the kind of thing like 
Jimmie Hendrix sang and believe every word of 
it or someone who believes in ''Leila," that's 
part of the past. The minimal equipment of 
the new bands, like when I went to see the 
Screamers, the drummer's playing th.1.s tiny 
little set of drwns all spray-painted gre)' 
and just playing them as good as anybody I 
ever saw in my life play drums ... I was totally 
impressed. Like the fucking drunmer from DOA, 
little kid just tears the drum set apart. 
You don' t need a million fucking drums to sound 
good, you don' t need a million amplifiers. 
It's the ability to adapt, to change. 

One of the: thinll!s I want to talk about in this 
intervuw are You r art Pi t:c1s. Your drawim!s 
and conce.Pt ual sculPtu re.s. 

wei1, mostly they're just a release, mostlr just 
for fun . I •ve always doodled , always drawn 
since I was a little kid. In fact, the reason 
I quit college was because they wouldn't let 
me change from an English major to art.. I 
started drawing seriously in a boring writing 
course. My best attribute artist.ically is that 
I can draw. 

I think You r conce.Ptua l Pieces are l!rea t ! 

They're jokes mainly. Most of ttlat stuff is 
pretty fwmy to me. lt makes me laugh. Like 
when I go to Herzog's movies. I can ha.rdly 
stop from splitting apart. I think you can 
get closer t.o really nasty, really terrible 
subjects if you use humor. Humorists can very 
nf"tPh r.11lk Ahout stuff that onlY they can get. 
awa~ with~ other people deal with them and 
they go to jail. Some guy writes a serious 
novel about something.A"eally horrible and 
he goes to jail, some other guy writes a 
comedic piece and touches and says the same 
things to everybody - it really does • and 
he's a hero. 1'1ost of the art.ists I really 
like are really funny. 

Do the two thinll!S - Your music and the art
work - come toeeth1:r in any way? 

Punk music is obviously art music. Look at 
the fucking Rolling Stones, when they started 
out, they were art students. The ~lutants, for 
example, are fantastic. They're an art band, 
but they don't get into the pretentious con
trived "we have to be intelligent" attitude, 
which I don't a:o for. That's what I like 

about Crime, they remain so close to something 
that sounds very natural and normal ~d yet 
is so crazy, they play some really weird 
shit. They're not a regular old rock band. 
It's like you don't really train an artist. to 
be contempory, a person grows up in their 
environment and the environment makes them 
contemporary. 

Talk about some of Your ideas that You su 
ooressed in both the music and the artwork ••• 

If you mean political ideas, I'm mostly an anar
chist. Like the idea that some person, whether 
he's elect.ed or not - because I think elections 
mean :ip, you get clone A. or clone B, they just 
dish out whatever shit they want to give you 
and you take it - the idea that a man, because 
he's in a political position can tell somebody 
else what they have to do is bullshit! r know 
what I have to do. I may or may not do it, but 
that ' s basically my choice. I think everyt:hing's 
so circular and pointless. I 'l!f very nihilistic 
about stuff and my artwork is iTonic, it calls 
attention to the fact that everyLhing's idiotic. 

That it1s absurd. 

Yeah, definitely. I believe in the power of 
absurdity. 

Sonkin!! of that. do You think the absurd I 1ttle. 
scene we have hire in S.F. is stil I haPDenine:? 

Definitely. 

What clo You think about al I these Peoole who 
believe. that thinl!s are slowml! down, that there 
are. no n1:w ideas? 

They' re in the fucking pas"t. They came along 
and, yeah, they were in the avant.garde two 
years ago when they saw what was happening, 
but it''s just like the guy who buys his shoes 
at Jumping Jack Flash and, damn, if he's 
going to throw 'em away after five years ,•cause 
they cost him $125. Conversion t<J tnis way of 
thinki·na costs people alot in their lives and 
t.hey're going to maintain it br hook or crook. 
They're goddanm punks to the death. Sc:-ew that ! 
It's. stupid to. be anything ~o the death, that's 
over. There's always something else . We are 
moving out of a period of corporate rock where 
even the fucking groups are corporations. This 
scene, the people will eventually get money. 
When people get the means to do what they want 
to do, they change. And this scene will change, 
it's in a period right now where it's yol.Qlg, 
it's like a three year old child, in ten years 
it's going to be different from t.he way it 'is 
now or was back then ... it's gonna have to be. 

FAST FLOYD bass 
FloYd• you have the • •• what sho~ld I 'ca l I it? 
the: 1distinc1:ion1 of beine in three BllY Area 
roc k bands• the: So ul Rizbets. f:ast Floyd and 
t h1 Firebfrds and. of course• the OFF'S. How 
did YO U come: to Pl aY. with the OFFS? 

It just woTked out, you know. I had known Billy 
for a while and we had always been going to see 

=a~~w o~~=~~ s g~:i~dw~u~~f at!: ~~~~:. t~~~~~er, / 
just came to me and said, "Well, Denny's going 
off and we're looking for a bass player, do 
you have anybody in mind?" And I said, "Yeah, 
I might know one ... " 

l'amel y Fast FloYd. Besides the bands I•v« al
readY mention1:d. who else haviz You Pl and with? 

A lot of different: soul bands, blues bands. 
Sort of rock bands. It has always come out of 
blues and soul influences. Lately, the OFFS 
have been moving more in the direction of 
soul. Bob Steeler is into soul a lot.-. When the 
two of us get together on that the,rel s a natural 
groove to things. And Billy's been getting 
more and more into soul lately. We've been 
coming up with a ,lot of soul and R&B things. 
At some gigs we've been using one of my saxo· 
phone players from the Ftrebirds , Bobby. He's 
been putting a really nice soul/R&B sound on 
some things. 

You PIOecl with Mink DeViille as wt:llo didntt 
you? How lonli!: al!o was that? 

Wel 1, we came up with the name in '74 when we 
were out here. Willy and I had been playing 
together since we were about 14 years old back 
in New York in different bands. We always played 
a kind of bluesy R&B sound. I was with Mink 
Deville until '76 when t.he format of the band 
started t.o change and the original members 
began leaving. Willy wanted to write all of 
the material and take over the direction of 
the band. A lot of the really good musicians 
felt they had more to contritube than hired 
sidemen. 

At that timv:. wue YOU 01 i!IYin~ bass? 

I had been playing guitar , harmonica and saxo
phone. I switched back to bass later to get some 
gigs and make some rroney. In Mink De Ville we 
had three people who could play gui tar so we 
switched off. I played the sax when it was 
called for. We did a lot of switching around 
and we had a really versatile sound. Some of 
the early tapes we did were j us t phenomenal. 
I've been thinking about releasing them at some 
point, but [don't know how Capitol feels. 
Maybe we'll put them out one day as a bootleg 
or somet.hing . 

When Mink D1:Ville e:ot uenea, did You have 
HCond thouli!:hts atlout havin2 ciuit tl'le band? 

No, not at all. At a couple of points, I'd 
think the money would look good. But when I 
saw the band on their first tour out here 
and talked with every&ody, they didn't seem 
happy. It had been hectic on t.he road and 
Willy wasn't happy with the way the record 
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company had been treating t.hem. It was ex
actly what they had expected. 

OK. so how do YOU d1:fine success? 

Things are pret.ty successful right now. I 
would like to get a record cont.race that would 
mean some guaranteed gigs and !llOJley, but no
thing that's stifling. I have to have freedom 
to create and play and write. I'd rather play 
what I want to than play with somebody just 
because they may be promising career-wise. 
I'm happy with everything the way it is now. 

Do YOU need th1 va riet y of Pe.rfonnine: with 
three bands to remain haPPY and creative? 

Well, it sure helps. Anybody that. plays in a 
band , unless they're crankin' it out and just 
playing for the money, will feel somewhat 
stifled playing the same material over and over. 
With a few different things you're picking up 
different influences. I've always liked to 
play as much as possible. One band on this scene 
can't play all that much and still attract a 
big draw playing every night. 

What do YOU took for in the. bands YOU work w1 th? 
Is it comPatibte Personalities? muncal shle? 

It's hard to say what come; first. Probably the 
music because that's the thing you're really 
doing. Of course, no matter how good the music 
ls if there's strong personality conflicts no
thin_.g is ever going to work. You have to take 
both things into account.. I've certainly had a 
lot of offers from different bands, but there 
ar°en't chat many where you've got four or five 
guys that are compatible. All musicians have 
egos. You kind of have to avoid succumbing to 
criticism. But everyone has to reali:e they're 
all in the same boat. ff you can do that then 
maybe you can make some music. 

How does Your own musical style co!Tllll1ment those 
of the othv:r OFFS? 

The OFFS have always had a kind of reggae feel 
to the music which is one of the styles I've 
been playing since the ea:cly iO~s. I went 
down to Jamaica in '71 an~ reallf ,got strung 
out on reggae and I've been fooling with it 
ever since. Most bands don't play i.t right., 
but the OFFS have a nice kind of interpreta
tion. They don't play it like a J'amaican be
cause who can do that but a Jamaican, right? 
But they've got a nice interf)Tet.ation and that's 
one of the first things that attracted me to 
the band. 

OK, but how do the other b5nd membe:rst :iersonal 
styl~s and tastes differ from Your own? 

That.'s what makes everything work, the fact we 
aJ1 are a little different. Well, Steeler, having 
played with Hot Tuna and so forth, i.s coming 
from a different place. And I don't Know too 
much about Bil,ly's musical backgt"ound but he's 
got a really distinctive style, he doesn't play 
like anybody else . And Don is one of the best 
showmen on the scene. Everyone holds up their 
own end and I think it works really well. 
There's always some friction as in any band. 
This is one of the bands in which l 've seen 
the least ~t of friction. There's even less 
friction than in my own band. Everyone gets 
along really well. 

Evin thoul!h YOU/Ve been with the OFFS a rela
tively short time . can YOU think of anY realty 

m1111orabl1 Pt:rfonnances Yo u had with them? 

The first gig I did with them stands out. The 
OFFS have a hard-core following a little dif
ferent from that of the other bands I've been 
playing with. ~ty first gig was on a weekend 
night at the Mabuhay after t.he band hadn't 
played for awhile and e\•erybody was excited. 
I was nervous because we had rehearsed only 
a couple of times. The audience was a little 
more out of control and excited than I'm used 
to. In the second number somebody threw a 
beer bottle and it happened to hit my guitar 
on the neck about an inch froin where one of 
my fingers were. If it had hit my finger, it 
would have broken it hut instead it broke 
the guitar string. It was bad enough having 
to do the set unfamiliar with the material, 
but I also had to do it with only three 
strings. I asked them if they couldn't gua
rantee I wouldn't get killed out there. 

DON VINIL vocals 
Was the OFFS Your first band? 

I had a couple of !::ands when I was in high school 
which never alllOunted much to not.hing (laughs). 
I did singing with some other people and played 
saxophone and bass clarinet because we did a lot 
of Captain Beefheart and King Crimson-type stuff. 
But besides playing parties and school dances. 
that was it. And then in 1976, late 76, early 
77, being influenced by the Brit.ish punk thing 
ana very muct\ oeing a ran and always wanting to 
be in a band, I started putting Grand ~!al to
gether. It was an idea that a couple of people 
and I had for a band. The two guys I started out 
with decided to go to New York and do it there. 
Well, I had a job which I didn't want co give 
up at the time, cause I was getting money and 
it was fun. So I stayed. 

I met this guy from Canada who had a friend 
up in Vancouver who played guitar. So he wrote 
him and he came down - Craig • and he and I and 
Vale, who later started "Search and Oistroy," 
picked up the pieces and started rehearsing. We 
had Tod for our drummer. Qur first rehearsal 
was in my bedroom. We threw open the doors and 
it turned into a street. party. We all had a 
real good time. Well, Vale quit because of 
"Search and Destroy" :md Jimmy from the 
Avengers introduced us t.o Will 'shatter. He 
played 3- string bass. We got. this crwrcy 
little place to rehearse three times a week, 
5 hours a da . We nhearsed for abo t 



and 11:ot a 20 minute set to2;ether. These 
friends of 111ine were having a party South of 
Mark.et which we decided to debut at. I was 
doing a movie wi.th Penelope (Avengers) at the 
time, so I went there, changed my clothes 
and threw on my makeup and stuff. Everyone 
who was anyone was there , all the bands and 
everyone coming to check us out 'cause we were 
like the first second wave band tO come out. 
This is like September of • 77, t:he beginning 
of San Francisco's second wave of punk or what 
ever . I guess that:' s what: you could call us 
since we were basically noise. Our philosophy 
was white noi.se with a litt:le of politics and 
some theat:re thrown in; me being the theatre, 
Will being political , Craig being "the guitar. 
So we rehearsed some mor e and, aiter that 
party, we had two gigs at the Mabuhay , one 
with the Dead Boys and one with the Mumps. 
Me and the guit:ar player ended up disagree-
ing and so the band broke up. They later be
came Negative Trend. 

Meanwhile, I tried to keep the Grand l-1al 
thing going, which was dying. All these others 
were coming up. I guess for what it did it ser
ved it:s purpose. It made it:s little niche in 
punk history here, even though it's not written 
about anymore. It was unique for its time. 
Anyhow, I put: up an ad for a bass player at 
Aquarius and my friend, Fred Williams, who 
was going to come in as second guitar with us, 
decided he wanted to play with me. This woman, 
Olga, answered the ad, but: we- just couldn't 
seem to get it: together. I got bored and flew 
down to L.A. for Christmas ( '77) and had a good 
time. This was at the height of the ~asque and 
everything, and mets lots of good people, and 
a bunch of us were going to move do"'1\ there. 
So, the Sex Pistols were olavimr uo here ,;o I 
flew back on Friday the 13th and it was stor
ming out., . the Jllane ride was really OUJ!lpy, 
I thought were were going to crash so I had 
about: 12 drinks from the time we took off un
til we landed, which is about a .lS minut:e flight 
altogether. I was drunk , cause I said if I 
was going to die for the Sex Pistols, I was 
going to die haPPY· 

So I .::ame back, saw the Sex Pistols, the 
rest is histo;y ... watched Sid Vicious o.d., 
partied with him, had a good time. 

So ... Vale brought Billy Hawk over with 
him one day; Olga and I were still in con
tact and he and she had been pla>·ing together. 
Fred was still trying to make up his mind 
whether he wanted to play or not. So Billy 

XTC cont 'd f rom page 
Q{: No. I s'pose, on the face of it, it 
seems like it would be. You know, " Hey, guys, 
you aren't selling many albums. Perhaps if 
you got a bit more commercial." It: wasn't a 
conscious effort to do that at all. There 
are more pop songs on this album t:han at:mos
pheric ones, l s'pose. But you've got to 
change; you can't keep doing what you've been 
doing since the first album. 

O: Why did you change producers on this album, 
from John Leckie to Steve Lillywhite·? 

OI: I think we were all getting fed up with 
John, 'cause different producers have dif
ferent ways and his way was not Sui ting us, 
really, He gets a very sort: of flat sound, 
you know. We wanted a more live sound . 

0: So why did you choose LUlywhiteJ 

OI: Funny, off an old Ultravox album, actu
ally. The first Ultravox album, we thought 
it had a pretty good drum sound. We're 
very much a rhyt:hmic band, sort of a rhyt:hm 
section. So we thought, Lillywhite gets 
a good drum sound, let's go for him. So 
we tried him. 

D: Were you happy with the results? 

CM: Yes we, were. I think it was moe-e 
the engineer (Hugh Pagdam) who got the good 
sounds; I think it was more him than Lilly
white. Lillywhite was more interested in 
playing Space tnvaders in the lobby. 

O: Do you think you'll work with him again? 

01: If he'll have us ... no, I don't think we 
will, actually. 

;mJ I 111cl und bit it off reul well and start-
~d wl"iting sum1: stuff and we both found that 
we had an interest in reggae. "Johnny Too 
Bad" was the first song we ever did together. 
About t:he middle of March, !'red decided he want:ed 
to play. So we added him as the ot:her guitar. 
We made a demo tape - we didn ' t have a drummer -
and we gave it Dirk and he liked it. So we 
got booked for April 16 with Gary Valentine, 
the Know and Crispy Baby. We were to open up 
with a 15 or 20 minute set. We got a drumer, 
Chris, a week before we had to play. It was 
real scary. There were a lot of people to see 
us and check us out and the reaction was so 
good that we got booked to play with the Avengers 
il!Ullediately like the following week. So that 
went along - we went: to L.A. - personnel changed 
here and there. Olga left and formed her own 
band . Fred left and has att:empt ed to form bands 
since then and he's still attempting . \~e've 
had several bass players since then. Right now 
we have a pretty stable band. Our dl"Ullltler, Bob 
Steeler, has been with us for a year now. We 
have a floating bass player - two floating bass 
players actually - it ' s like Roxie Music. A 
sax player occasionally, and sometimes I drag 
someone up with me to sing back-ups on a couple 
of soul tunes we do . 

How do YOU Wr"ite most of YOUI" mater""ia I? 

I writ:e most of the material with what happens 
to me in my life, the things I see, which I 
think most poets or lyricists do anyhow. It's 
what you see on the street - I ' m very much 
influenced by the street. To me, art comes 
from the street. it always wil 1 come from the 
street, so 1 '111 influenced l>y it that way. What 
I feel around me, the peopie, reaction~. anger, 
happiness. I react to all of that. It all in
fluences my writing. It's what I see around me 
and what I experience myself. 

How come Yo u chan.l!ed the title o1 !Bl acks ar""e 
Bi.l!ots1 to 1Ev1rYone1s a Bie:ot?1 

I wrote it as a satirical song. I'm poking fun 
at bigotry by using black people - because I 
used to jl:et a lot of flak from black people 
about the way I looked and it used to upset me 
because I looked at t:hem as always being oppressed, 
&s a third world people and here they were 
turning around and giving me the stuff that 
supposedly white people were giving them. Now 
the reason why I chanJZed the title . . . oeoole 
looked at tht: title and they wouldn ' t put il on 
their jukebox, they didn't know if we're coming 
from a Ku Klux Klan type of attitude or what. 

self-produced, act:ually. We've come up with 
all the ideas; it's just for the engineer to 
put them into the desk. I mean, when we go 
into a studio, we don't really know a desk or 
anything, all the buttons and knobs. We only 
know what we like to hear. The ult:imate thing 
is not to have the producer in the studio at 
all. Keep him on the Space Invaders machine. 

0: Tell me about: "Making Plans for Nigel." 
That's the biggest mind-fuck song I've ever 
heard . 
Of: Well, it just came to me in a flash. 
There's this thing in England, actually, when 
you reach adolescence, your parents have plans 
for you; a job you should go into. All par
ents have them . Mine certainly did. 

D: I was supposed to be a doctor._. 

OI: A lot of them go taking it too far, 
start bullying their kids into this t:hing 
they don't want to do. Some of them actually 
get them into the job and they hate it when 
they get there. So the whole society is based 
on the character Nigel who's in this situation. 
It could have been anybody, Fred or whoever. 
Just: "Nigel" sounded good. There used to 
be this chap at our school, actually, 
called Nigel Brewer. He was always being bul 
lied. British Steel, well, the reference to 
British Steel, it could have been any job. 

D: But th~t mechanistic, crashing sound in 
the background. 

CM: That's the old steel, molten, pouring 
into the mold. Steelworks; it's a fright
ening job. You see everyone sweating and red
faced; hot: cauldrons, hot molten iron, steel, 
the rest of it. It's a frightening job. 

D: When are you going back to England? 

D: I read somewhere the next album was going OI: Oh, lSth, l6~•· of \lard-•. \'/e've got to 

~o be ,;elf-produced. !rb:, ;a;~~~g a~~1 ;~ :~i~r~n w~~c!~c!hic~he 
01: Who said that:' wl.11 be a real boost.. Unfortunately, it 

D: You did, in t.he :-.iew York Rocker. doesn't clock itself up in album sales: to 

01: Oh, ye~h, I thi~I~mber ,;ayin~ . that, .. - ~~t -~ 1 i0~~.~~l~:n~~a~a;,~~v~t~~ 1 ~ 1f.~el-
Ylftltt,~d~~'\~~~~~~,...<mll'uut"";U<.h11.'a:nnrnn.Ja~n111 
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Well, I'm not! I'm very anti-oppression. I won't 
stand for any of that. So I just figured that 
it would be better to say "Everyone's A Bigot" 
on the tit:le, cause it' 11 make people read the 
~yrics fostead of looking at it and judging .lt 

JUSt by three lit:tle words, which people do. 
I'm against bigotry. 

Do YOU consciously fry to Cr""e;t1 any klnd of 
sta.l!e Penona? 

My stage persona is what I feel at the time 
when I go on. I don't go on thinking that I'm 
gong to do t:his or this or this_ I really don't 
know what I'm going to do when I get up there. 
I don't put any conscious thought into it. I'm 
J\&St into going up and" having a good time, as 
mch as putt:ing a seriousness across. I try 
to have a good time at the same time. I sort: 
ot transform .. . it's not schizophrenia or any
thing. I just become · a different person. Peo
pli:i have rt:murked how, offstage, how quiet 
and reserved I am. I'm very much a private per
son. I don't like people prying into my life. 
Tha.:'s sort of my wall. But when I'm on stage 

, I let it all go and just express myself with 
my music. I hope they're listening to the 
lyrics and understanding that: we're serious 
about what: we _are saying too. 

You wen talk1ne: befor""e about Cuba and Jainuca 
and holduu! them as some kmd o1 111odels. Esoec1al IY 
as a mus1c1ano l ike the kind of ro l e music Play~ 
m those societies. the conrnuial P . A.1s. smal 1 
and mobi.le ••• Do YOU think nar"Clss1sm has any 
Place in a socialist soc iety? 

It must because you have to have some type of 
artistic culture, and if you don't respect your 
own work - which is a form of narcissism - then 
it won-' t mean anything. You have to give your
self some credit. .. you ' ve got to inspire your
self to do it: anyhow. So there must be some 
form of it, but not so much the BIG ME and the 
LITTLE YOU. It ' s like giving to everybody, a 
group type thing. I haven't had any first hand 
experience , but the picture I have from books 
and movies is that: everyone has a chance to do 
it. A socialized arts program in Cuba means 
that everyone ,.will have a chance to do it. Here 
we }Jave more of a struggle between each other, 
inst:ead of complimenting and helping each 
Other t:o do somet:hing. Here it means dog-eat.
dog. I know from just dealing with the other 
bands and the scene that this is one thing that: 
tears it apart here and that's why I don't get 
involved with it very much anymore on a very 
social level. I have to keep my private life 
to myself, like I said. It sort of keeps the 
myst:ique about myself as well, cause I don't 
want people prying int:o my business either, but 
I still want t:o give as much of myself as I 
can give. 

This 1ounk1 thin.I!? 

I think the ·scene in the City is too stuck in 
:he '77 era . The music ' s got to progress and 
people have to start concentrating on how they 
are playi ng and becoming more musical , and 
turning down a litt:le bit instead of blasting 
so you can hear the lyrics, so you can get 
your message across, if you have one. It's fun 
for me to be able to hear myself and know that 
I'm finally - at least I hope I am - becoming 
a singer instead of a screamer. This punk shit 
that's going on here today, it:'s "Babylon bull
shit" - that's the reggae term for it - it ' s 
becoming totally structured white music. Punk 
when it first started - With the Pistols. the 
Damned , the Clash - was an attitude, an action. 
Against the record companies, but also an ac
tion against oppression of the young, against 
class oppression. 



mi c h 

"it's a hop hap happy day." 

A day, another one, and it's the color of o rotting 
chicken. It's cold out, maybe twenty minutes out 
of the freezer, and it's smoggy and it's overcast. 
It's a morning for jumping off buildings or going 
to work. 

Bugs Bunny wakes up twitching, moaning, 
and snorting. He blows mucous against the wall 
and rubs the some, hardened, from his bloody 
eyes. Shaking, he straightens his ears. Sleep has 
felt like six hours in a lousy drunk tonk. 

Bored with consciousness, bored of the mo

ment of consciousness, he pods to th~ kitch
enette and fixes up a Scotch and water, goes 

back to the fold-out bed and flicks the television 
on. 

"Shit . 
Mr. Bunny takes a long slow sip and pulls 

his white gloves on, a finger at a time. 

from LOONEY TUNES AND MERRY MELODIES, 
AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY 

Mode my first feature in 1937, the year the 
Abraham Lincoln Brigade was formed to fight 
the fascists in Spain. A little thing, that first 

feature, called PORKY'S HARE HUNT, it 
launched my career at Warner's, which was o 

pretty heavy duty studio then as things go. Not 
- only was the studio a haven for commies and 

anarchists (of least I was) and the conscience of 
the world, but it was the kind of charged 
ergonomic atmosphere that could breed and 
nourish artsy revolutionism. 

Prison films were big then, gangsters, social 
consciousness was all over the lot. Even though 
Jock (Worner) himself was a Roosevelt liberal 
and cut the bolls off much the so-called "social 
reform" output, the genre offered a sort of sanc
tuary to lefty writers and directors. 

Some of them films bock then ... There 
were moments of lucidity for me ond for you in 

oll kinds of films. I AM A FUGITIVE FROM A 

CHAIN GANG, WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD, 
HORSEFEATHERS, DEAD END. HOLIDAY, 
SULLIVAN'S TRAVELS, odd your own in the 

margin. Despair ond zaniness, rage ond com

orodery, Brooklyn (oh, Brooklyn) desire ond pos· 
sion. There were subversive seconds in these 

moving images ond while I sometimes feel that 

the revolution con never poss me by. joyful 
revolt feels a thing of my post. 

"all thi.s and rabbit stew" 

A familiar sound in the driveway and ears prick 

up straight as Grey's Anatomy. 
Zip. Into the kitchenette. Whoosh! Tor

nadoes of activity. Bongs and clangs! Bowls and 
pots and pons and spoons and mixers. Eggs, 

flour, and milk. Swoosh! Into the oven. 
Watching his wristwatch and topping his 

huge paw. Egg-timer ding! as the footsteps 

sound on the landing. Out of the oven. Podding 
on fleet feet. Reet . 

The portrait of aplomb, Bugs Bunny is stand· 

ing deadpan when Angela bursts through the 

door ond steps face-first into t!ie lemon me
ringue pie. Splat. 

"Goddammit you Bugsy son of o . 
"What a maroon," he clucks toking her in 

his arms and kissing her lemon face. 

from LOONEY TUNES AND MERRY MELODIES' 
AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY 

That mouse. That bo~rge~ise fucking clown 
wore gloves because he didn't wont to get his 
hands dirty. 

I wore gloves so's I wouldn't leave finger · 
prints . 

" we're in the bunny" 

" look Mox it's not like i 'm muggin ya in a fuck in 

alley and it's not like ... yea i know that ... i 

could hove it bock to yo easy on the fifteenth and 
the twenty i'm already into yo for ... yea ... i 

know ... i'm hip ... by the fifteenth for sure 

and make it thirty cnon on even fifty ... i'm 

thankin yo ... obdut four? yea i'll fall by 
then ... what con i soy yo maroon . . later." 

notes toward 

Before passion but after desire you pace the 

cage and wait for the rest of your fur to foll out. 
Your gloves ore dirty and you keep the bhnds 

drown tight. Scotch and water. Scotch. 

I examine the moving heiroglyphics "of my 
dead post my dead career and resolve to set 

down the stories that mode me what I am today. 

Something to keep the gloves topping. An il
lusory contact with the old illusions. Who can 

soy? Maybe a couple bucks, fame, invitations to 

parties where I can get into arguments with 
Mailer. Vidal. or Capote. 

I've considered titling this manuscript BUGS, 
but have opted for the more cheerily commercial 

LOONEY TUNES AND MERRY MELODIES' AN 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY. The only problem might 

foreseeably be in copyright infringement. 
I called some friends to get their opinion on 

this project but none is i~. Some of them prob
ably ore. 
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,,+JD - --" rabbit fever" 

Face in a terrifying grimace, he paced bock and 
forth before the full-length mirror mincing gid

dily. His ears contorted painfully into those 

perfect circles; his mouth split into that preter
natural grin. His eyes glistened with Scotch and 
mimicry. 

"HIYA PLUTO . . HEHEHEHEHEHEHE . 
HIYA MINNIE. HEHEHE ... CUTITOUT 
PLUTO . HEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHE . 

The phone rang and· continued to ring. 

Someone began to hammer ot the wall. 

"silly rabbit" 

He took that object oft the desk. half-dusted the 

bugger. and put it in a popersock. He got so~e 
sunglasses on his eyes. Carrot mythology aside, 

his photophobia was acute. Down in the carport 

he lit a Lucky and climbed into his old Impala 
convertible. 

from LOONEY TUNES AND MERRY MELODIES' 
AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY 

Always dug working with Daffy Duck. The guy 

was zany, generous, witty, could be counted on 

to make a scene or make the scene anytime. 

Getting drunk together was like an Xmas 
party in Ward D and speaking of institutions for 

the mentally incarcerated, D.D. hod just about 
every phobia ever recorded. Praise Bakunin he 

was not afraid of alcohol, but let a dwarf, let's 

say, or a dog for that matter, enter our fre
quented bar and grill, the kid was out the door 
or up the walls. 

There aren't that many people you con coll 
up in the middle of the night and get an unir
ritoted , interested response and one of them is 

gone now. 

"a rabbit's breeding" 

Considering some penchant for mythomonio, 

Angelo was still more than certain that she 

climaxed at least forty times that night. Bugs, 
naturally.- claimed a lesser number. 

She soys its like gold bars in o safe deposit 

bank when they fuck and he soys he's getting 
old. Screwing may seem to mean more to her. 

Screwing may mean a lot more to him. 

They lay in the roll-out bed with the flicker 
of the television across their faces , changing 

contours in the sheets. and Bunny smokes o 

lucky to himself. 

"rabbit trap" 

' He skitters by on that hug~ piece of canvas in old 
Bijous and Roxies, the image of crazy, lovable 

anarchy in anthropomorphic diguise. Bugs Bunny 

made it overnight in a world where the mundane 

could finally be superseded . 
He flicked the television on, toking o long 

gulp of Scotch while the thing wormed up, look

ed at the yellowing sheets. He pushed his 
fingers into a pair of gloves ond took another sip 

of the liquor. 
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"MARIA BRAUN": 
GERMAN NEW WAVE CINEMA 

THE MARRIAGE OF MARIA BRAUN 1979 
directed by Rainer Werner Fassbinder. With 
Hanna Schygulla, Klaus Loewltsch, Ivan 
Desny. 123 minutes, colour. Co-produced by 
Albatros Film/Michael FenglerfTrlo Film/ 
WDR/a New Yorker Fiims Release 

When you speak of German New Wave, you 
mean movies made by youthful, alienated Ber
liners: Herzog, Wenders, Fassbinder. Cowed and 
conquered, like Germany itself, the German film 
industry after the war tended toward rather 
unclnemalic treatments of prewar classics 
(Thomas Mann. Robert Musil) or the American 8-
movie genre. Until the New Wave's emergence in 
the 60s (along with the re-emergence of a violent 
left. a publicly unrepentant right, and bothersome 
kinks in the Wfrtschaftswunder), it looked as if 
the baCk of German cullural originality had been 
broken. 

The New Wave directors began their critique of 
the "postwar miracle" society essenlially by slag
ging American influence at every opporlunity. 
Just look at films like Wlfd Game, Alice in the 
Cities, The Goalie's Anxiety at the Penally 
Kick, The American Soldier: the characters in 
each are rotted through and lhrough by immer
sion in Coca-Cola. They drift lrom dive to dive. 
consuming one product after another in mechani
cal fashion, their disconnected talk just barely 
hovering above the rock'n'rol1 tunes playing all 
the lime. 

The best-made and most subtly damning of 
lhese indictment-films is Wlm Wenders' Ameri
can Friend. It Is based on Palricla Hlghsmith's 
thriller Ripley 's Game, wherein Ripley is a root
less American conman whose game includes 
selling works of art at prices speculatively inflated 
by 1he faked death of their creator. Sleazy arche
type Dennis Hopper plays lhe "friend" who aim
lessly, amorally destroys the li fe of wholesome 
artisan and family man Bruno Ganz throogh emo. 
tional blackmail based on a lie. Yet the lie turns 
oul to be !rue in !he end: Ganz' illness is a falal 
one, he has been living unwittingly on borrO'Ned 
time. Thus in this allegoryol America and Europe, 
the despair induced among "decent Germans" 
by the insidious invasion of U.S. values finds no 
rel!ef even in moral outrage: European li!e itseU is 
dissolving, and American "friendship" merely 
hastens its d1ssolut1on 

Rainer Werner Fassbinder has made a career 
ot both lilmmaking and homosexuality. As a re· 
suit, his movies are especially haunted by 
ressenllment: lema!es as well as Yanks tap the 
quasiheroes' vital sap But his recent film The 
Marriage of Marla Braun partially transcends 
these discontents for once. From the false bitch 
who precipita!es The Bitter Tears of Petra von 
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Kant. Hanna Schygulla is elevated to real heroine 
slatus as Maria. What a role1-and Fassbinder's 
smart move ol having Schygulla display her com
mand of American English ensures that Holly
wood will soon snap her up. 

Like any good lllm, Marla Braun is a layering ol 
semi·autonomous wholes: It works as a wartime 
romance, a statement on lhe nature or Woman, 
an allegory of War and its lolly, a sociology of the 
new Germany. Most striking, to me, of these 
equally-plausible in1e1pretatlons is the one that 
dissects what "marriage'' means to a woman. 

Maria's marriage is a totally formal lhing, scarce- ... 
ty consummated before the Husband is dragged 
oil to war, barely resumed when, upon his return 
from a Russian POW camp, he lakes the rap for 
her when. in the excitement ol his re-appearance, 
she inadvertently murders her interim lover, a 
black GI. Despile the functional non·realily of the 
marriage, ils existence as a metaphysical con
struct enables Maria to become a totally free, 
radiant, irresistible creature whose touch turns 
all to gold and impassioned owe, whose being-in
the:world forms an inspired idenrny of will and ac· 
tion such as most of us experience only at rare 
paradisiac moments. But when the Husband dis
appears upon his release from jail, Maria im
plodes into shrill sadism: without the marriage to 
mysterJously justify her freedom. she begins to 
poison everything in her Ille. Unlike Garance, the 
Eternal Feminine of Children of Paradise, Maria 
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needs an essentially religious exc.use to exercise 
her human (and womanly) powers. The apparent 
end of her marriage comes. as she puls it, like a 
jai! sentence. 

The ending-well. suflice it to say Fassbinder's 
point seems to be that the material realization 
could never measure up to the melaphyslcal be
lief, or is irrelevant to it, so the whole lhing may as 
well blow. -

The marriag'e is also the German war effort. 
''They died that Germany mlghl live": only In the 
end is it Observed that " They're still dead, aren't 
they?'' Just aspoputations are capable of literally 

any crime ol blood in the name of ··winning a just 
peace,·· so Maria connives at every prostitution in 
the name al her true love. Kowtowing to the 
Americans is laken for granted, a self-evidenl 
necessity. The electric reaclion ol various char· 
acters to the sight ol American cigare11es drama
tizes the point that it isn't !he Camels themselves 
but the characters' weakness for them that is to 
blame. 

The Americanizallon of German sociely (as 
Maria puts ii, "It's a bad time tor emotions. Bui I 
like it that way. Nothing can ever really hurt you''), 
the altenuation of old sentlmentallties into cold 
calculations. is conceived of as "surviving the 
peace." Bui there are some things, perhaps, too 
terrible to be survived, some mistakes too great 
to be made up for: the tactic of being ruthless in 
the pursuit of some tender end only renders one 
incapable of enjoying tenderness, or peace, 

when il comes at last The Marriage of Maria 
Braun is not prolound art in the sense I hat it !uses 
a tragic con!radiclion into some exact and urgent 
symbol never before realized, but ii Is a healthy 
sign of German cultural maturation, or rather re
coverv. 

Hans-Juergen Syberberg is one German direc
tor who has parted ways with New Wave: from 
simple anti-Americanism he's made i! to pro
Germanism. He has completed a trilogy of rnms 
on Ludwig of Bavaria. the Romantic.nationalist 
writer Karl May, and now Hiller. Syberberg revels 
guiltlessly inGermanness, he can afford lo ignore 
America's vices in favor of Germany's virlues. In 
a very quotable interview granted lhe VIiiage 
Voice (1114/80), he says of Our Hitler: A Film 
from Germany: 
Tobelan,lhacllOQM1H!tl1t<ltleOPOOllUnitylO~t!Sllwhill 
here<illywanled.&.ndilwear11flghltllat(lheNa11S)wef1t 
W<ong.there'snodal'l'iiJE!r. 1scme1rnesm!nkthatH1tlerwas 
ilfXIOl'guy.inueh1oosffialll0<wl\31hewanted Hewasnola 
deYliwl'IOseducedthltGennanpeople No.l/NJyelltCtednlm 
ard he was thltfXIOl'QUY to do theitclrtyWOfk. A lotot people 
wantedNTisubconsdousi)' Wha1wculclH1tlorllawbeen 
withoutus? . .. lthinkifsnottheprOblemtoshowthllk!llongol 
peoplelike"Holocaust"did. WIT{'Toshowhowpeopleare 
killed?Toente11a1n?TollaY111hePOSSibll1tyoladYllrtislngOl'I 
lVbetweenthek1lllnQS7 .. lllsunt0<1unatelyuue1hatthe 
IT'DSlin1erestingaspe<:toracrlmels1hecrlmlnal,notll\8vic
lim .• Hlseasytounclef\i1andther'1'1Qllolslaves.butd•1hc::ult 
tocomprehendtheevflOltyrants Hlllerwasevil,b!.JlloaSk 
peopletoglvelhenbestisno1wr0'\g .. Whendidhlsldeals. 
the utopia he l\ildfn mind, turn Into a nightmare?. . Ge1mans 
IOdayareapeoplewl1hOulpassions.w1lhOutlnven1k>nsot 
their own Tll<11 makes me very ll(llYOUS because unhl now we 
lived1romsuchpasslons Todayweleadadebased}Uod~ 
,,.prc;ed rromanyvlslon. To Imagine Germany without a YislOn 
Is honiblel . Holler was 1he greate~ll lilmmaker ot all time 
He made lheSecoroWorldWar, like the Nuremberg rally !of 
L&niRiell!f'IStahl.in0<der1ovlewlherushesprrvatelyevery 
evening tor hmse!I, like King li.xtNlo;i a1\ending ~Wagner 
operaalone ... Theproblemisth11tHi1le1usedpalitlcsasan 
art.Andnowlheconlusionlswry.verygreatbllr::ausenoone 
wantstodotNltagain. 

I quote at such length so that the gist of 
Syberberg's worldview might somehow 
suggest itself. Whatever you think of ~is re
marks in general, you surely agree with the 
last: so long as genocide or sell-sacrifice can 
be made into irresistibly "beaulilul" images 
and concepts. into llattering portraits of you 
and your kind. you will be as suscephble lo 
their spell as anyone has ever been. 11's no 
use to censor, no use lo repress: when It 
comes you will be putty in its hands. Your only 
hope is to inoculate yourse11, through l~ng, 
critical exposure to your own most queslton
abte depths ... As Syberberg puts it, "In 
every man's lile there is a point where lhe de
sire to achieve the good suddenly becomes 
horrible. To recognize this moment is the most 
dirricutt thing in the world" 

reviewed by Marian K. 

RED ASPHALT 



THE DISTRACTIONS "It Doesn't Bother Me/ 
One \Vay Love" (UK/Is l and) 

This Manchester band is a highly touted re
presentat.i ve of English "New Pop." I for one 
have never understood why, because all of their 
records to date have been unremarkable and deri
vative. In terms of structure, their songs are 
usually ordinary while their playing, though 
excellent, lacks passion and intensity. This 
45 initiates no change. "It Doesn't Bother Me" 
is a typical pop song embellished with unimagina
tive Costello-like vocals and an oh-so fashion
able steel drum towards the end. ''One Way Love" 
is snappier but equally vacuous. Compare this 
record to the distinctive pop of the early Shoes 
or the punkish pop of innumerable Irish bands 
and watch it shrivel up in its own slickness. 
A probable favorite at new wave discos, .ind all 
the worse for it." 

JEFF BALE 

RAMONES "En~ of the Century" (Sire) 

Phil Spector deserves to be drawn and quar
tered for this one. Either that or the Ramones 
have become excruciatingly boring - something 
I'm not ready to admit yet. This album has 
been acclaimed by some (i.e. very old farts who 
sit behind mahogany desks in high rise office 
buildings) as an album that "will push new 
wave a lot further." True. This Ramones al-
bwn will probably reach a lot more ears than 
any of its predecessors. But only because it's 
so bland and dul 1. The slow, washed-out 
songs contained on this effort will be ex
tremE;~Y accessible to the g~neral American 
public, but don't ask me to listen to it. 
Their version of "Chinese Rock" is execrable. 
The remake of "Rock'n'Roll High School" has 
none of the good-natured destructiveness of 
the original .. and those are the best cuts 
of the albwn. I asked Mickey of CREEP Magazine 
why he thought they chose to redo "Return of 
Jackie and Judy." "Because they did it right 
the first time, so now they want to do it 
wrong." True? Well, I'm hoping it's not really 
the Ra100nes. I'm hoping that they have as muCh 
malice for Phil Spector right now as I do. 
And I' 11 be waiting for the next albwn before 
J' 11 admit we've lost them. 

T .C. COED 

MX-80 SOUND, RES !DENTS, TUXEDO MOOI~, 
CHROME "Subterranian Modern" (Subter
ranian Records) 

Pick up this record. See the nice cover: 
pretty colors in a cartoonish setting. Turn 
it ~ver. See the artsy photographs. The 
Residents by the Golden Gate Bridge (in costume 
of course). Chrome in a dark allev. ~ 80 
Sound playing with some flexible pipe. And 
Tuxedo Moon; well, they're so artsy all they 
show are some Kirilian photographs of various 
body parts! Now look at the song titles. 
Each band does a version of "I Left ).ly Heart 
in. San Francisco.'' What a concept~ ·In fact, 
this whole record is sort of a concept album. 
It's a Whitman's sampler of four bands whose 
music. falls under the title of "underground". 
What is "underground" music? Hey, you tell me! 
The only things the bands on this record have 
in common is that you can't dance to their 
music, and that they all record in San Francisco. 
And all but Chrome are now signed to Ralph 
Rec:>rds, that cha't'ming little San Franc.iSco 
company that formerly had churned out naught 
else but the Residents and an occasional 
Snakefingcr. 

If you are not familiar with the blossoming 
San Francisco underground music scene, then 
this is an ideal· introductory record. You can 
hear Chrome open the albl.Dll with their usual 
brand of machine flow vibrations, chugg mg 
along on a chord change lifted directly from 
an old Spirit song. They may be stealing chords 
these days, but the rest of their music :-eeks 
of originality. This is the kind of stuff 
androids will be creating to amuse each other 
in a decade or three. MX 80 Sound scored 
great critical success with their indeoendent 
EP "Big Hits (Hard Pop From the Hoosie!-s)" 
several years ago, but have since been in a 
creative decline which ~s seen their originally 
fren::ied over-reaction smoothed to a placid 
acceptance of llfe. There's no real new ideas 
here from the Residents, just a refinement 

of their early works like "Ouck St3.b" and 
"Buster and Glen", but the song "Dumbo the 
Clown", featured here, is one of their 
strongest works in this mode. Tuxedo ~loon has 
replaced Winston Tong's singing, which 
always provided a human reference point in 
the midst of the machines, with that of Steve 
Brown, who gives the music a more detached 
feeling, but seductive nonetheless. 

If you've wanted to explore the W'lder
gTOund music scene in San Francisco, but didn't 
know where to start, then this album should 
get you going. ~ot all the bands are well 
represented, but following each of them will 
lead you far from the edge of everyday experience 

M.C. PARKER 

THE MEMBERS "Killing Time/GLC" 
(Virgin Import) 

Anyone who has ever seen the Members will 
tell you it's not what one would expect after 
hearinR their first album, "At the Chelsea 
~ightclub." The album, which was produced 
by Steve Lillywhite, tended to emph3size the 
reggae elements that the band incorporates far 
more than the rock'n'roll. But on stage, the 
Member-s sweep their audience away in a rock 'n' 
roll reverie. This single is the first thing 
they've done that really captures that energy. 
Producer Vic Coppersmith-Heaven has turned 
drummer Adrian Lillywhite loose, allowed lead 
singer Nicky Tesco to wail at full volume, 
opted for a much fuller guitar sound and left 
the barroom-brawl backup vocals (one couldn't 
call them harmonies) intact. "Killing Time" 
is not about anything so mundane as violence 
on the streets of London, as the title might 
lead you to believe - this band has a sense of 
humor. Rather, it ' s about having nothing to 
do on a Tuesday night but the laundry. The 
other side, "G.L.c.·• is so perfectly unin
telligible I've yet to figure out what Tesco 
is singing about. Who cares? It sounds great. 

T .C. COED 

ESSENTIAL LOGIC "Beat Rhythm News 
(Waddle Ya Play?)" (Rough Trade) 

Why must everything spiral upward to ceet 
the ancient? WhR.t we ii.ave here is a determined 

~~t~~~~n ~~ :~:e n:r~~ve H:~!~r~i~~ '~a~t.da:~~d 
good try! 

This is essentially a Lora Logic with backup 
!>and album. The songs l.re all written bv her 
she sings lead vocals, and her saxophone work' 
is heard throughout the record. Lora has a 
quick, quirky mind. Maybe too quick. She seems 
to lack patience with many of her ideas. The 
music goes through constant changes, and the 
lyrics are impossible to pin down. A.t times, 
Logic's voice shifts from sweetness to psycnos1s 
with astounding speed. Some oi :he son2s are 
definitely stretching toward jazz constructions, 
l>ut the rockin' rhythm section is ;nixed too 
high and tends to overpower the jat.z feel in 
favor of a funky rock feel. The overall result 
is confusion. And when logic shoots for a 
straight -out rocker, as in the opening cut 
''Quality Crayon •wax O.K.", it soon di.sinte
grates into aimless noodling around. 

Lora Logic is ·a good sax player, and her 
singing is very strong. But this record ... ould 
have been improved by a focusing of musical 
1irection. She is taking new wave music in 
a new direction, toward a new point an6 by the 
shortest distance between two points. 

RAINCOATS "LP" (Rough Trade) 

Hey~ Holly :-;"ea; meets Lydia :..Unch. ts this 
the birth of N.O.W. \olave? \'.'ow. This stuff is 
so folksy it'll make you give up meat. Images 
of country walks, yot.mg love, soothing land
scapes. But .... just listen to the 5inging. 
The voices are strained, urging. There's a 
tenseness that's distinctly modern, and it 
binds this record together. Urban angst tn 
a pastoral setting. h'hen they do Ray Davies 
"Lola", it sounds like a girl confessing to 
some strange crime, at first ashamed, then 
rebelliously proud! And the added touch oi 
having wooen sing that already sexually ar.ibiguous 
song is devastating. 
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The production is lousy, and the band 

sounds like they've been playing for le~s :han 
a week. But interesting ideas abound and over
all there's a cei:,tain charm here. Vicky 
Paspinal plays violin, and sometimes she's 
just right, droning and plucking with mild 
abandon. But othe:- times the instrument sounds 
out of place and you wish it would go away. 

The other t:1embers of the band are Ana Oa 
Silva , Gina Birch, and Palmolive (formerly of 
the Slits). Lora Logic plays sax on one 
track. This is a strong first album, but 
I hope the next one will further refine this 
curious vision of punk and urban folk. In the 
soft_ rain, one needs good Raine.oats. 

M.C. PARKER 

MADNESS "One Step Beyond" (Sire) 

Anybody who caught Madness' live show last 
fall will tell you that this band is capable 
of churning out some of the most infectious dance 
rhythms around. Unfortunately, that talent is 
lost on this album. Oh, it's not a bad album, 
just a disapointment. Where the Specials ~ave 
remained a bit more faithful to the sound of 
original ska, Madness has chosen to make the 
whole sound a reason for celebration. Fuck all, 
let's have a JBTty. And, boy, can they dance. 
But this album gives us a Madness slowed down 
by several rpms. And smoothed out by a few 
degrees. Their carefree image deserves a much 
faster, more raucous production style; sometning 
closer to that of their first Two-Tone single, 
"Madness," is what's called for. The old 
Prince Buster class was delivered there 
with all the unpolished bawdiness that these 
working-class blokes are capable of. On the 
album, it's just one of many good songs that 
comes off lame and stiff. These are little 
boys - don't try to make them into anything 
classy. N,ext time, send 'em into the studio 
with someone who'd rather just have a good 
time than a Top ..io hit. 

T .C . COED 

THE MENTALLY ILL "Gacy' s Place" EP 
From the Chicago suburb of Deerfield comes a 

truly perverse record by a genuine garage band. 
If you combine the crude intensity of the Germs 
or Black Flag with a horrible sound quality 
reminiscent of the Urinals' first EP, you will 
get some idea of what this 45 sounds like. The 
A side ("Gacy's Place") concerns the activities 
of sexual deviant and mass-murderer John Gacy, 
who threw parties for local and national DelOO
crats like Roselyn Carter while corpses rotted 
in the crawlspace of his sub•irban hoine. With 
lyrics like: "They're fucking your kids, they're 
fucking your kids, they're fucking you little 
kids, 1-2-3-4," this song is surely the trashiest 
punk offering ever from the Midwest. Both Biafra 
and I highly recommend this to sophisticated 
people everywhere. 

JEFF BALE 

THE SPECIALS "The Specials" 
(Chrysalis) 

Given we've all had a good dose of ska rallllled 
down our thraots by this time ... "the next big 
thing." But, for once, the next big thing is 
really good. The Specials have adopted the musi
cal style of the early 60's Jamaicans, 
added a skinhead motif and their own modern 
lyrics and come up with some of the most vital 
pop music. around. Street-wise social commen
tarr with catchy riffs to boot. There isn't 
a weak m.unber on tile album. Producer Elvis 
Costello has handled the music with a fine 
hand, making it danceable without taking off 
the slightly rough edge. The renewed interest 
in ska may be a passing fad. It'll probably 
soon make its way onto the AM radio waves 
and just as depart. But the Specials have 
some substance, someth.ing more than just an
other band latching onto a new thrill. They'll 
probably be around long after this passing in
terest has gone. And if th.ey're still putting 
out music this good, I' 11 be listening. 

T.C. COED 

CRISIS "UK '79/Whi te Youth" 
(UK/A~dakor) 

This is tfie second 45 by Crisis, a •socialist 
punk band from Woking, and it is every bit as 
arresting as their first EP. "UK '79" possesses 
the two chief characteristics of a great punk 
song - a raw uptempo sound and politicized lyri 
In addition, it boasts a guitar melody that is 
simple yet irresistably catchy. In "White Yow.th,' 
another fine melodic hook is grafted onto a 
medium-tempo song whose subject is the nec.essit 
for black-white solidarity. Excellent as it is, 
this single may be the last offering from Crisi 
since their vocalist has unfortunately quit . 

JEFF BALE 



Of al I the Problems tha t new bands face -- rehea r sa l , e<luiPn·wmt. man iU! ement, transcio r t. 
studio&. ciressine cos t s1 etc • • etc . -- the ha,.dest one to deal with is cirobablY that of 
Jrnae:e. The unfortunate Practice of instant catel!onzat1on can seriously set back the 
career of a band that doesn--t reco&nze and contend with the obstacle. The: CONTRACTIONS 
are a new band that deh,.easY monosYI lab1c descricihon and are consecwentlY verY inttr
est1nc. Tho are also excellent sonl!.writers and are becominE! verY strore Performers. 
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~~NTRA~Ti~"~ 
--------------------~--------------by FORMULA--------, 

Th e onl Y rea son there is to note 
t h.:1 t the CONTRACTIONS are an i i I· 
'tlOl'\a11 i! rouP is that the r-ole of 
women 1n rock·-n:•ro l I 1 Par ticularly 
new wave, is charu!im!. so quick I Y 
and radical I Y, 

The final word regarding this comes 
from Mary Kelley, guitarist, singer and half 
of the songwriting team which is completed b)' 
Kathy Peck, bassist. Mary says: "I cannot 
stand people who want me to listen to them 
practice what their ideology is. This scene 
is the freest scene for ~omen to date. Af
ter that there is noc~inl else that has to 
be discussed or platfonnel or anything."' 

And that's.!.!.!_. You need only see Kelley 
in action to forget all of your half-baked 
dialectics. She takes the stage with all 
the nei:yous energy that can be expected from 
a member of a new group (eight months) and 
blasts out both crunch power chords and fren
zied selllli~improvised leads. Every moment 
seems to be spent at the very edge of control. 
She uses a Fender Music Man guitar through an 
Ampeg amp, producing a banshee metal lie 
shreiking sound, she leaps around like a 
clumsy Townshend, is completely swept up 
in the passion of yt!rfonnance, stomps mani
acally for the buctons which activate the 
various echo and phhse devices she uses 
and hits them half ·.he time. It doesn't 
matter. She feels what she plays and man
ages to hit herclles every time, but bare
ly. There is true danger here. The razor ' s 
edge, which is what someone , maybe Iggy 
Pop, maybe not, said rock ' n ' roll is, that 
balancing on the edge between contrOl and 
chaos . Kelley's voice is a carefully con
trolled powerhouse, approaching the oper
atic. Sound techs ride the vollD!le switches 
closely when Mary steps (lurches) up to 
the mike and emits her bug-eyed bed.lows. 
Hers is the sort of voice which ~pells death 
to PA speakers . 

Almost diametrically opposite is th e bassist 
Kathy Peck , a deceptively cute Texas belle 
in spike heels and Spandex. She pu ll s off 
elaborately gracefu l and aggressive stage 
moves without missing a note on the vintage 
Hofner violin bass , and can zip up to the 
mike from halfway 2 cross the stage i n 
time for her vocal w• c•1out seeming to make 
a ny effort at all. reek and Kelley are 
responsib l e for the bulh of the band ' s mate
rial, mostly original with a few se l ect . 
covers thrown in for fun. Kathy writes fo re 
pop-influenced tunes, of a some"'·hat topical 
nature lyrically and somewhere in the vast 
uncategorized no-trend-zone that is bet"'·c.::i. 
punk and pop musically. Peck is responsihle 
for strong dance numbers such as "Rules and 
Regulations," Magaz! ,..,. Phobia," the popular
wi th-crowds "Secretary Sacrifice , " and a 
song, like most of Peck's, written from per
s:i;i;:;_J experience (s," spent a fe"'· months work
i11t, at a sculpture ~ ... llery in a local tourist 
note I) , "Conventioneer." Peck's bass play-

ing is immaculate for someone who has been at 
it a year or so. As is t he virtue of most new 
bass player s, she never ove rp l ays, a nd.so 
rhythm section of t he t hre" -p i ece band remains 
solid. Onstage, Peck ep',t:omizes the iron-fist 
in-velvet-glove effect, with her flashy, sex 
good looks and dancer ' s moves backed up by 
musical competence and an i nd!.·:idual expres
sion of the band's common a t:t it.ude: We ' re 
here to have fun, and dance, ant if you iden
tify with t he poetry or politics in the l}Tic, 
aven better. 

The secret ingredient in the group is 
:irumrner Debbie Hopkins. A 12-year veteran 
basher, Hopkins sweats and thrashes her di
minutive frame around every triplet and cym
bal crash. Her reliability holds the manic 
energies of Peck and Kelle)' in check. Off
st-age she is feisty and outspoken and loves 
a good argument as much as Budweiser. Hopkins' 
photo was featured in the last issue of this 
magazine, clutching fistsfull of nails. But 
she's a sweethear~. dPep down. She sings har
mony vocals in "Rul<.s l Regulations," and she 
looks 1 ike Tina Wt }'TI )Ut ,. 

The Contraction. : re a new band. rhus 
their sound is as ·et undefined and their per
fonnance dynamics are not slick and polished. 
Thank God. 

Mary Kelley's material is less pop and 
more of the Bowie influence shows in some of 
her pieces. Her most popular song is entitled 
"Tribute (To Industry)" and features drum-
mer Hopkins doubling on drill, Kelley doubling 
on chainsaw. It is a produced , operatfr 
piece with myriad changes and a mechanical, 
hypnotic bass part. Kelley is also the creator 
of "Next Dance," "Three Minutes (Signal When 
Through)" and "Water Beast." 

The band's cover tunes prove t hat they 

are not: a fluff girl group: "Psychotic Reac 
t 1on7""""" Talk Talk" and r e l ent: l essiy bashing 
i nstrumenta l versions o f "Heart break Hote l " 
and an old Li nk Wr ay number . 

Th e Contractions hav e not put anything 
on pl ast ic yet . Mana ger Annette La Bette says , 
however, t hat t he band is current l y i n Di f fer
ent Fur Studi os working on tracks which may 
end up on a singl e . This i s t he band ' s 
second vent ure into th e s t udio after an un 
successful session a t: Army Street Studio last 
year . 

Unanswe red a nd requisite questions ; 
t he Contractions speak: "The Contractions 
were formed Junish i n 1979, t hanks to a bronze 
frog foot and a vi de.1 pnj ect under t he work
ing title " Punk Conc trt:o in Six Minutes Flat . " 
All is b l urr ed and ytt V:vid. Hopkins has 
played (remember t he iob )f musicians is 
to play) many years ii· ma1 y band fonns. Peck 1 
has composed and keybo.·rde,1 from pre - pubes- · 
cence. Kelley sang stream-of-consciousness 
epic travelogues in Morn's l'lillys barreling 
do"'11 two-lane 101 . All members love to cavort 
and crescendo." 

Also •. from Hopkins: "Every time we asked 
Kathy to turn down her bass at rehearsal, she 
would go over to the amp and turn the volume 
down on it instead of using the controls on 
her guitar. We'd keep screaming, "Kathy 
don't." One day we were thinking about names 
for the band, and we were yelling, "Kathy 
don't!" and 1 said, "Kathy don't, Debbie 
doesn't and Mary won ' t -- the Contractions!" 

Reactions to Contractions are mixed -
the average cretin critique "duh, pretty good 
for gurls, " too pedantic, need a front figure, 
sophomoric lyrics, good dance music , fun, 
great s how, etc. 

Most important seems the fact that the 
Contractions are a new band, definitely not 
trend-followers , their music defies any real 
attempt at categorization, their shows are un
predictable and therefore dangerous, t hough 
.naybe not as dangerous as , say , Flipper, but 
always amazing to some degree. It is heart
warming t o see that the Contractions are com
mitted to playing for their fans and~ot try
ing to make the Hollywood scere as a novelty 
act, which they could easily d:i it they wanted 
to let someone like Kim Fowley chew them up 
and spit: them out. 

Their ambitions a r e simple: vast wealth, 
tours o-f t he West Coast and Texas, the first 
platinum videodisc . .. and fu n , always fun. Big 
f , one n . 
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Interview by Mia Culpa 

''/Just WanttoOffend 
ITHURTSWHENILAUGH 

NICK ZODIAC belongs to the "para.punk" film 
underground In New York. He wrote, directed, 
shot, and edited the Infamous They Eat Scum, 
1nd then launched Its national distribution 
campaign by hand-carrying the reels from 
New York lo San Francisco. Part punk rock 
musical, part sci-II horror film, and part camp 
comedy, Tlu .. •y Eat Scum detormlnedly Joltows 
the trall blazod by John Wators ' Pink Flamin
gos, andlill<1rlng II all the way. Wate rs and Zo. 
dlac both soom lo enjoy raising the Image of 
gross corporeality Ilka a heavy club over the 
head. Scum contains demonstratiOns of hu· 
milialing activity easily on a par with eating 
your own faces; whole new degraded avenues 
of exploration. In one scene, a woman is 
stripped, tied down, and forced to swallow a 
live rat : in another, a roving punk gang cannl
ballzes Its victim and then throws up together 
In a shared wastebasket This latter, I find 
quite endearing. 

What's especially notable Is that there Is 
something Ingenuous and innocent commu
nicated through these earnest performances 
of urban depravity. Zodiac's actors, most of 
them friends or people recruited off the street, 
appear completely at home In front his super-
8 camera. And Zodiac Is not afraid to go for the 
obvious, or after a cheap sight-gag. He takes 
the old banana peel shtick of the sllents-
1) Show banana peel, 2) Show man walking 
down street, and 3) Show man slipping on peel 
(an unbeatable formula)-and distends II to 
painful limits. It hurts to laugh. 
A particularly memorable scene: a poor 
nebbish.ls shown wobbling uncertainly down 
a Brooklyn s idewalk, bearing more than a little 
resemblance to a piece of dazed celery (Zo
diac Is an excellent casting director). He Is 
suddenly set upon by muggers, just as sud
denly rescued by three of the roving punks, 
who neatly subdue and disarm and proceed to 
devour his attackers. The nebblsh maintains 
the same dazed eipression as he watches, 
then turns and makes a beeline for the street, 
Info oncoming traffic where he quietly lays 
down and resigns hlmself to the wheels of the 
passing vehlcles. 

What's it about? Seemingly, the rise and fall 
of Suzi Put1ld, a dumpy smart·aleck and death 
rock singer-cum-minor cult figure, who dies 
on atage and Is ressurected as "Queen 
Death,'' major cull flgu1e and &pl ritual mother 
of death rock, which rules ok tor awhile. 

The crillcal reaction to They Eat Scum Is di· 
vlded straight down the mJddle. Does Its' raw 
and uneven technlcal quality qualify It as New 
Wave or merely as amateurish? One New York 
film reviewer fumed, "The aesthetic operative 
here Is transgression, both In terms of the 
events of the narrative, and In formal film. 
making terms." Its style does border on the 
anarchic, the ccmcra Is frequently out of 
focus, an entire scena wllh Suzi's transvestite 
brother was shot at the wrong speed, so that 
he lalks In a high, lillle, mlnniO Mouse voice. 

Zodiac's favorite part of the movie Is the 
last, the elevator death scene, because it was 
shot so economically and Hitchcock-slick, 
snd the cutting Is fast and seamless: pure sus-

penu. Thia scene was, of course, a large, 
howling cockroach being slowly crushed to 
death between the elevator doors, first apurt
fng, then blasling, whole geysers of sticky 
whit• foam from his deflating belly. His In
tended 'ftctlm, Queen Death, whom he can not 
advance upon, being rather firmly restrained 
by tM doora, has, In the mHntlme, collapsed 
and drowned under the loam. 

Aa for the transgre&&lons committed else
wl'tel'9 In the film, there can be something 
wonderful about a camera coolly zooming 
Into 8 cfoae-up on the atar, when suddenly, al 
mid-zoom, the cameraman realizes lt'a all out 
of focus, and just continues In llke It wu no
body'a huslness but his own, and then, holds 
the out of focus shot as long as he possibly 
can. 

That's moxie. 

DAMAGE: What the hell do you mean by making a 
ffiovie like They Eat Scum? 
NICK ZODIAK: The reason I came to San Fran
cisco to show it was to terrorize the audience be
cause lliey're spineless. perverted para'"siles and 
they deserve to be tortured. 
DAMAGE: Were you successful? 
ZODIAK: Yea. theyhaledltand irsjustwhat they 
deserved. 
DAMAGE: How can you tell I hey hated it? 
ZODIAK: Cuz I hey threw beer cans at the screen 
and I got attacked during the projection of it. .. 
DAMAGE: By two women standing behind you? 
ZODIAK: Right. The punk was insultlng me and 
the film, which is intolerable of course, so 1 de
cided to shower her wilh a squirl gun in the lace. 
She didn't seem to mind ii loo much.She didn't try 
lo stop me. ll was the hippie who tried to stop me 
so I decided lo reward her courage with a kick in 
lhelace. 
DAMAGE: The punk in question lov~s Fellini. by 
1heway 
ZODIAK: Oh. that ligures 
DAMAGE: Whaddya mean? that figures? 
ZODIAK: Thafs why she hates me, cuz I'm not 
1-en1ni. l:ine started throwing beer on me and 
thal's when I decided t"d have to strangle her. In 
the middle of the strangulation I got grabbed lrom 
behind by another hippie-punk and I noticed !hat 
the hippie chick was crawling on the rloor irying 10 
get up, sol kicked her in the lace again. 
DAMAGE: Does this lead me 10 believe that some 
ol the scenes in They Eat Scum might be t2ken 
from real life? 
ZODIAK: (conspiratorial laugh) 
DAMAGE: When did you start making ii? 
ZODIAK: I slarted shoaling a year ago. 
DAMAGE: You've been making films for awhile, 
haven'! you? 
ZODIAK: They're all atrocilies. 
DAMAGE: What do you mean. atrocities? 
ZODIAK:They'resobad. 
DAMAGE: What do you call a bad movie? 
ZODIAK: A bad movie is one that doesn't make 
you sick 10 your stomach. If a lilm doesn·1 shock 
it's not worlh looking at. I was just making a !01 of 
home movies. This is lhe first real.. . the first great 
film that rve done. 
DAMAGE: Since you did this before Alien came 
out I guess you really scCXJped the burstrng chest 
schltk wilh your cockroach death scene. Is lhat 

whipping cream I hat comes bursting out of his in
sect, uh. thorax? 
ZODIAK: No, it's real roach guts. We went 10 a 
swamp and collected it from Illy pads. No. actually 
it is whipping cream. 
DAMAGE: Your special effects are great. 
ZODIAK:Thanks. They·re so believable. I believe. 
DAMAGE: Indeed. My stomach turned. Actually 
there's only one movie that's ever made me phy· 
stcally Hr and that was Ilsa She-Wolf of the SS, 
which you goua see if you haven't. I had to walk 
out on the torture scenes. And then gel sick. 
ZODIAK: Great. ·wen I'd rather torture the 
audience than anyone else. Because they"re 
scum. 
DAMAGE: Is lhe movie screen your Colgate 
safety shield? 
ZODlAK: Yeah. T~e audience is such a low form 
of scum, they don't realize that when you throw 
beer cans at the screen the film's not gonna slap. 
You have to throw the beer cans at the projector. 
DAMAGE: Or the filmmaker. 
ZODIAK: They haven't caught on yet. 
DAMAGE: You want to run through the boring 
technical details? 
ZODIAK: I used a super-8 Elmo sound camera. II 
was very cheap lo make-I don' t want to dis· 
courage anyone. It's the cheapest medium in 
which to work. All you gotta do Is find a place that 
has a super-8 camera and buy the filin. H's easy 
for anyone to do. And if any of the hippie-punks in 
San Francisco had any guts. they·d do the same. 
thing. But theydon'I. So they'll go see my lilms. 
D: Did you script all the dialogue in They Eat 
Scum? 
ZODIAK: I wrote it all myself. but some of it's 
stolen from different places. like one passage I 
stole from an issue of The P.lain Truth. There was 
an article on lhe West African black fly. Thal"s the 
part where Herman Barbell is speaking lo Suzie 
Putrid ... 
DAMAGE: Oh year. aboul spreading her putrid 
message, infecting the masses ... 
ZODIAK: At the kitchen table 

~::~~:~~ab:: f: c~~~~r:s aisl~~~~~ .. 'll!!.,'1!'_'"'!!,h!'!'e"'!u1!".,ma"'"."le .. d!",u .. g-"""you!""e,IOpeo .. ·1•som"""'e1!'!'n,!'!'ng ... 
and then becomes just as totahlanan as tne resl to change bul nothing has. They don't become 
(she bans disco and then the mutants uprise), was super human. They just follow the orpers of their 
there an intended message in I hat? What kinds of queen and listen to state-approved punk rock and 
forces are you setting against each other? get wimped off like everyone else. 
ZODIAK:Twocpposingforcesnowinexistenc.:e. I ZODIAK: That's what's happened on 1he punk 
just wanled to oflend everyone, Including people scene. The initial rebellion has turned into a lile-
who like disco and including punks. Because Slyle. People are conditioned by lhe mythology 
nowadays there·s a new breed of asshole called surrounding them, they're just playing a role. 
lhe punk Iha! replaces lhe old breed ol asshOle. DAMAGE: Thal shot of lhe supposed CBGB's, 
the hippie. And soon a new breed of asshole will that same lucking shol of the same 3 people gy-
replace the punk. rating in front of the band made that cloning point 
DAMAGE: After lhe punks have lasted human prettyclear 

"Donna Death is not a 
nice person" 

interview by 
Claxton Dickerson 

I'm a newcomer to this new wave scene, but 
I already have my own favorite bands; CHEAP 
TRICK, the POLICE, and the CARS. I'm always 
on the lookout for famous people to Interview 
so you can see why I was nervous when I first 
met DONNA DEA TH, the star of the under
ground classic THEY EAT SCUM. I had seen 
Donna's picture on some posters so I knew 
she was famous. 

I saw her coming out of the dressing room 
door at HURRAH'S the night that D.O.A. 
played there. She was sitting on a couch 
lacing up her paratrooper boots when I walked 
up to her. Fortunately I had my tape recorder 
on hand for just such an opportunity. 

This would be my first new wave Interview. 
O: Hi, are you Donna Death? • 
A: Get lost pizza face. 
0: What were you doing back there? 
A:You·nneverknow. 
0: I saw you in THEY EAT SCUM. 
A:Sowhat . 
0: Well. how·s the film doing? 
A: Ifs got hemorrhoids. 
O:Huh? 
A: You know something. you're one of !he ugliest 
laggols I seen here tonight. 
O: How's Nick Zodiak doin ? 

A: He's a cunt, you're a cunt, the whole world's a 
cunt. This club sucks. 
0: How'd you get those scratches and bruises on 
yourtxxty? 
A:Whydon"tyougobackstageandfindout? 
0 : Y'know I think the use of the swastikas in your 
mm was rather inappropriate. 
A: How'd you like a swastika up your ass. 
Q: You're not very friendly tonight. 
A: Did I give you permission to interview me? 
0 : Well irs nol really an interview. l always leave 
my tape recorder on when I talk to people. 
A: Get away from me 
O: Is Donna Death your real name? 
A: None of your business 
0 : Well, the reason r asked the question is ... 
A: Well, I don't likethequeslion. 
Q: Because my name'sClaxton Dickerson, and ... 
A: CLAXTON DICKERSON! That's a PUSSY 
name! You PUSSY! 1 PUSSY!!! 
O: NowWAITaminute. 
A: Here. take this-
(Suddenly I found myself covered with some
bodys Blood Mary.) 
0 : Does this mean the lnterview·s over with? 
A: Your lile is over with. slug. 
(Shestalkedoffina huff.) 
0 l'mSttlingherewonderingwhattodo 
BOUNCER· 1·m sorrY you'll have to leave. slr. 
OcWhy? 
BOUNCER: Miss Death says you"ve been both· 
eringher. 
Donna Dea1h is not a nice rson. 



Zod i ac p hotos by PAOLILLO, other$ by OIRI S MAT'lllEWSON 

Everybody" -N. Zodiac 
ZODIAK: The punks are just as narrow minded as 
their predecessors. Most of the punks that are 
around now are no better than lheir parents 
They're conditioned the same 
DAMAGE: Would you reveal the secrets of the 
cannibalism scenes? I think they're absolu!ely 
vivid and stomach wrenching, and as good as 
anything A!,P.'s ever done in that vein. And !he 
mugging scenes I loved. Who is the guy who of· 
fers himself to the next passing automobile after 
he wilnesses the ea1ing of the "rescued" 
mugging victim? 
ZODIAK: He's Robert Eiken, a slightly retarded 
person. From Brooklyn_ He had a hard time 
ac11ng_ I had to_shoot so many takes of him jusl 
running and falling down. But thars why he's so 
goodcuz hedoesitaUw1ong 
DAMAGE How did you entice people lo do this 
movie? 
ZODIAK I !ell everyone thal they can fuck me 11 
lhey·11 be in my film 
DAMAGE: You musl relate slrongly to the Holly
wood trad1hon. Do you own a couch? 
ZODIAK: Yeah My casting couch is Very worn 
Actually, l pul an ad in Screw magazine IOOking 
for actors-in the ''Backstage·· sec lion 
DAMAGE: What kind of film activity is going on in 
New York? 
ZODIAK: There's a lot of new rnms being shown 
around the club circuils that feature members ol 
bands as I he stars, and most of them are made in 
super-6. It's a whole new movement !hat's 
separate from the new music that's been coming 
out Some of !he audience overlaps, but there's a • 
difference. There is a film audience who regularly 
go to see these fllms. When I showed Hat Max's 
Kansas City, half I he audience walked out. 
DAMAGE: Oh shit 
ZODIAK· I think they were the music audience. 
There's no film audience here in SF. Things will 
change slowly. but 1heywill. Showing films in New 
York has ils liml1ations because lhe audience is 
more sympathetic H's bell er to have an audience 
that hates you because they're more en1er
laining 
DAMAGE: You must have loved the response you 
got here 
ZODIAK: The audience is supposed to entertain 
me I'm not supposed to entertain them. I'm 
supposed to torture them. I'm no1 an artist, I'm a 
teHorisl. 
DAMAGE: What do you see? 
ZODIAK: I saw an old episode of Astra Boy the 
other day which I !hough! was great. I like the 
Three Stooges, Bruce Lee films. kung fu. Wild In 

The Streets rs a great rum. It's one of my ra
vorites. l was probably most influencP.d bv 
TV The Prisone1, The Avengers. Siar Trek. Man 
From U.N.C.L.E. 
DAMAGE: How would you categorize They Eat 
Scum? 
ZODIAK: It's kind of a soap opera, I guess, a very 
perverted soap opera. It works on TV good. I just 
recently transferred it to video tape and I like the 
way ii looked better than on film, because the 
iamge on the §:Creen is so bright. It just sucks you 
in. l'r:n planning to have it shown on Cable TV and 
UHF here in San Francisco, and also at !he Mabli
hay. Because I war'll to reach the faggot 
audience 
DAMAGE: II is a surprisngty professional piece of 
shit 
ZOOIAK: The change in speeds was an accident 
Bui Eric Mitchell called it ''inslant transvestite.·· 
DAMAGE: H's intentional because H's !here Any 
more epics in the future? 
ZODIAK: 1 can'! make a film until I.get some 
money I have some ideas but I'm afraid that they 
may be out of date by the time I get the money 
together. I like lo do films on current events. so 

whenever I get lhe money up and there's a cur
rent even! worth commenting on, I'll do one. If I 
could just get some money somewhere 
DAMAGE: Do you think that's gonna get any 
easier? Like lor this one you swept lloors for six 
months ... 
ZODIAK: Yeah. (LONG SILENCE) 
DAMAGE: Who would be crazy enough to invest 
in this stuff? 
ZODIAK: Me. rm the one right now.111 can !ind a 
place that has video laclllties and I have a video 
co to how ii ma be ea ier. I don't own a ro-

(from left) Roberta Reitz, La Voom , Peter Maddon 

jector and I can•t alford the deposit !or the rental 
lee. There's only one place in New York thal has a 
super-8 projector and I've already shown the lilm 
there. I'm hoping to make some money showing ii 
so that I can finance the next one. It's hard to 
make money when you don't have a job. 
DAMAGE: But it's no! hard to find people to work 
with. I imagine. Everyboclywants tobeastar. 
ZODIAK: Not everyone. A IOI or the punks are 
apathetic burn-outs. It was somewhal hard to get 
punks to be in the film. Bu1 I got enough. 
DAMAGE: What about bands? 
ZODIAK: They were almost impossible to get 
They' re a II junkies. degenerate burn-outs. 
DAMAGE: It had nothing to do wllh managers 
!hinking it was a career mistake lo be immor
talized in They Eat Scum? 
ZODIAK: Thai played a part. too. A lot of the 
bands are. uh. retarded and their managers do 
their lhinking for them. They're puppets. Bui !here 
aren't that many bands 1 wanted anyway. There 
are hardly any good bands lelt 
DAMAGE: In New York 
ZODIAK: I haven't seen any goocl ones in San 
Francisco. either. My approach is not to entertain 

tne auo1ence, anCI I mink thal 1s tne accepted ap. 
proach in San Francisco among bands. My im
pulse is lo pul them lhrough hell. When all else 
fails, turn lhevolumeupall lheway 
DAMAGE; Whal kind of love story would you 
make? 
ZODIAK: That would be good, aller doing an anti
love film, to do a pro-love lllm. but it's always hard 
to do sex without it being boring. Sex is the .most 
difficult thing to film. ls that funny or something? 
DAMAGE: That's very funny. It's true 
ZOD!AK: I don't know .. The one thing I could say 
about San Francisco ... 
DAMAGE: Let's talk about sex some more. 
ZODIAK: The only girls worth lucking are the 
Mexicans cuz they' re so ugly. 
DAMAGE: Now It's time to change the topic. Uh. 
Nick. as this is the first time you're out on the 
Coast. do you llnd California everything it's 
cracked up to be? 
ZODIAK: There's less paranoia. less tension and 
the audience is less passive here Jn New York, ii 
the audience doesn't like you they·n quietly leave. 
lnGalilornia they'll attack you. lnCahlornia every
one·s happier. The bands seem lo enjoy them
selves more. There's more of a comraderie be
tween audience and performer. But In New York. 
one feels a constant sense of dread 
DAMAGE: ls that your drug? 
ZODIAK: H's a depressant. Yeah, maybe ii is. I al
wavs leel afraid ru qet killed LivillQ in New York, 
especially in the neighborhoocl where I hve, it's 
dangerous and I guess I wanna get something 
done before I die. I want to leave my mark on lile 
DAMAGE: Where do you live in New York? 
ZODIAK: In the swamps ol Brooklyn, In 8edford
Styvesyant. I rea!ly stand out there. 
DAMAGE: He's really pate. ladiels and gentlemen. 
ZODIAK: There I can feel like like I'm a true non
conformist, a true individual. 
DAMAGE: What do you do when you hang oul? 
ZODIAK: Fall asleep. One of my favorite punk 
rockers is Mr. Rogers. He has a new hit sing1eou1 
called"You'reSoSpecial" 
DAMAGE: Does it make you feel belter? 
ZODIAK: Yeah. I'd like logo to Mr Rogers· neigh
bo•hOOd 
DAMAGE: What would be the ideal way to work? 
ZODIAK: Someday rm gorrna get a camera and 
carry ii wilh me everywhere. I went mto the gro
cery store down the S1ree1 and to buy a loaf of 
bread, and this old black ladywilh one leg came In 
on a pair of crutches. She me1 this drunk black 
guy and she said. "I want some brew. gimme 
some brew. man .. and he said. "You're not get-

ting no brew. woman," and I hen !his other guy in 
there. he s1aned singing "Do You Think I'm 
Sexy?" And she slarted singing atong with him, 
!his scraggly old black woman on crutches 
singing "Do You Think I'm Sexy?" l wish I had a 
camera. Real life can be real funny .. 

The worst thing for anyone In !he audience to 
be is dissatisfied and apathetic. U you're dis
satisfied, you should go out and do somelhing 
belt er. I'm waiting ror someone to be a better film 
than 1·ve done. The worst thing someone can be is 
just a consumer. That's why audiences are so in
ferior: they just consume. they do not produce. 
DAMAGE: There's a real fearol making mistakes. 
That was broken through in music a whlle back 
when people could start !earning how to play in 
front ol an audience. Maybe what you' re about Is 
taking thal into another medium, which by defin!
tion is very snob and ve,Y expensive 
ZODIAK: They're so scared of making mistakes 
and they're so scared ol being too ambitious. This 
is the case in all forms ol expression-we're 
inundated by professionalism ... lt's a means 10 
prevent people from expressing themselves. The 
fact t.hal most lnexperienced though highly 
energetic performers have no access to tele
vision indicates thal media as It is is designed lO 
breed apathy ... to discourage people from taking 
chances. 
DAMAGE: How are you handling dislributlorr on 
this? Are you hand carrying this movie around? 
ZODIAK: Yeah, I'm doing It an myself. It can be 
done. anyone can do it. Most filmmakers only see 
the limitations. I've lalked to so many who are 
afraid to take chances and do anything really 
ambitiOus because the conditioning or these 
multi-million dollar epics like Sfar Wars and 
movies like that. They say, "You can't do tha! 
special effect. you need a million dollars cuz they 
do it in Star Wars." These liJms have been more 
discouraging than encouraging George Melles 
has been more ol an inspiration lo me than 
George Lucas. Star Wars Is a corporale mm. It's 
like a Yes album. However. it's a very exciling 
mm. irsa great mm-but don'I quote me on that. 
I much more admire George Melies or the Kuchar 
Brothers. These people have very limited funds 
but lhey have a boundless imaginal!On. 
DAMAGE: Whole blizzard in the balhlub. 
ZODIAK'. Yeah il's the spirit of 11, 1he magic 11 
creates. Not just some cold, monolithic corporate 
procluct · 
DAMAGE: Do you have any last words? 
ZODIA:~: It's not over yet, is if? 
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#1 
The DILS have joined the ranks ol olher groups 

who have broken up, and each is going lheir sep
arate way. ZIPPY PINHEAD has returned to 
Ganada to record a solo EP Free with each copy 
will be a lock of his hair which he shav.ed:-Qt! alter 
0. rour hour drinking bou1 with the YQUNG CANA
DIANS who were In lown for a couple of gigs at 
the Mabuhay. CHIP has joined up wilh former 

ENO has been in town recording 2n album with 
DAVID BYRNE and PRAIRIE PRINCE, though you, 
could have seem him at shows like OLTRAVOX 
and DEAD 80YS (He showed up to see ZEV a! 
S.F.'s Mabuhay). Laughable rumor of the month 
is that ENO is prOducing WALL OF VOODOO's al
bum ... A new band, "EAZY TEETH". fea1unng 
PAUL YOUNG(BEEFHEART's road manager and 
studio musician) on synlhesizer, attached to his 
complex board. a 1hin melal box thal sounds and 
olav~ like A saxophone in the year 2525. Anyway. 
EAZY TEETH will have a single out any day. with 
TITO from lhe PLUGL ao1ng vocals tan. n1s voice 
is so rich and sensual, I long for solo TITO), 
ROBERT WILLIAMS (8EEFHEART's band), on 
drums. and PAUL YOUNG on his ridiculous box 
and sequencer. EAZY TEETH Jive. has a difle1ent 
line-up each lime, including yours truly doing Zulu 
songs and da nee and an eventual mondo-opera 

Speaking of BEEFHEART, he will be going 1nlo 
the studio to record his new album around the 
Kies of March 

Who is lhe real LEVI of LEVI AND THE 
ROCKATS? Their hairdresser. wigged oul MISS 
MERCY or RAVEE (remembef her lrom the band 
GTO's? She is also JOHNNY OTIS' daughler-in
law) told DAMAGE !hat !he new LEVI DEXTER IS 

EDDIE Dl8BS and !he former LEVI (ANDY 
MOULD) is trying 10 sue the band for con1inued 

San Diego is a more peculiar place than you 
might think. Known as a bastion ol the Navy and 
a sleepy, conservalive border town, SD has 
accumulated a Punk/New Wave Scene (actually, 
irs not really eilher, but what are ya gonna call it?) 
thal has for some reason been given the "OK" 
by local media. A case in point: The SKELETON 
CLUB.SD's first true punk venue, was the target 
of a recent police riol (live arrested. several 
beaten-not on a par with LA's Elk's Ledge 
Massacre. but bad enough): the resulting cov
erage was so heavily truth-Orienled(i.e., negative 
towards the cops) that the SDPD was forced to 
back down and all but admit Its' 'error.·· 

THE BANOS 
Local bands are popping up every other day 

(only a slight exaggeration), so the following lisl 
Is by no means comprehensive: 

DFX2 go for the clone look, with identically
dressed twin brolhers both playing guitar. Their 
sot.ind Is cold. calculated pop/arlfrock with tots 
of references to technology, coming off as very 
Impressive on some songs but just plain dull on 
most. Their sfngte ("I Love MyCar''/"You're So· 
Cold'') is not indicative of their best work. 

The DINETTES are an all-girl band very much 
in that tradition. They're still developing and 
need to loosen up some, and they have a lot ol 
hype to live up to, but they have some good origi
nal malerial. Their for!hcoming single should be 
most revealing. 

The STANDBYS are really nice guys whO have 
the most unintentionally silly band in town. Their 
sincere but overly serious emulation of British 
punk sounds is highlighted In live shows by the 
Introduction to their "I Oon'1 Like You," where 
each time !hey trash a dillerent local personality. 
The STANDBYS definitely "have something," 
but !hey should by all medns give it back. Their 

NUN, ALEJANDRO, !o become a rock star and 
TONY is going t:lacktocollege. 

The DEAD KENNEDYS have been hidden 
away writing and rehearsing new songs, 
Including "Too Drunk to Fuck," "Stealing Peo
ple's Mail," "Shut Up_and Gel Rich" and "The 
Prey" (which is abollt mugging a tourrst m lhe 
Tenderloin). They'll begin performing again in 
March, although they're likely lodo a few surprise 
appearances in between a regular schedule of 
dates. On 1he heels of plus 20.000 sales ol their 
last single here and in England. the OK's are back 
in' lhe studio recording a new single with the ini
mi!able GEZA X. prOducing. 

There are persistent wmours ol a PINK SEC
TION breakup. At any rate, CAROL will be playing 
drums lor lhe LONGSHOREMEN-a jaZZ/noise 
oriented group led by THERESA and JANET 
SODER (formerly ol !he SITUATIONS). They're 
hoping for a wider audience than the Siluations 
had ("art clique") and lhey claim to have been a 
Russian oriented group "even before Afghani
stan.·· saying ''We bow down to our Russian icons 
and our bilch poodle Firi. ·· 

The Old Waldorf, S.F.'s lounge rock club. has 
been bought by BILL GRAHAM. Previous owner 
JEFFREY POLLACK has been lrequently cri!i
clzed for his handling of new wave acts at the 
club. but 11 remains to be seen ii things wilt change 
under GRAHAM. One of lhe first events will be an 
old-fashioned "Batlle of the Bands"-probably 
inlended lo showcase LED ZEP and FOREIGNER 
type bands. !his could be a real chance for local 
punk bands lo openly confront "the norm." The 
Baltfe of the Bands will ac1 as a benefit for the new 
Marijuana initiative sponsored by NORML. Hope
fully 11 w1ll lurn out be\1er 1han the Battle CHUCK 
WEST attempted to do in LA last year It turned 
out to be a total flop 

Look tor a new European group called BAU· 

LA NEWS 

EP on World Records is representative. 
The PENETRATORS' unusual blend of Punk/ 

New Wave/JazzJRockabilly/You Name 11 has 
made them a remarkable local success story. 
The band works extremely hard, the music is 
clever and the singing impassioned, but their 
lyrics are sometimes difficult to accept. Their 
debut EP on MR Records is badly recorded but 
interesting, while their recent single ("Stimula
tion''/' ·sensitive Boy'') sounds much better. 

The CRAWDAD DYS arean amazing r&b copy 
band. in the tradition ol the early STONES. 
PRETIY THINGS and DOWNUNEAS SECT. The 
next nest lhing 10 having been there, I guess. 
Their Bomp LP has a great deal ol crude, dated 
charm. The ORAWDADDYS have been "pro
gressing" of late, going so far as to perform the 
VELVET UNDERGROUND'S "There She Goes 
Again." 

The UPBEATS are white boys who Jove 
reggae and leel a need to play i1 (they play other 
types of music, too). Their sincerity seems genu
ine, but their purpose is unclear The UPBEATS 
are potentially an outslanding band 

NON makes noise music eXtraordinaire. NON 
is now BOYD RICE. although its excellenl EP 
("Mode ol lnlection"l"Knile Ladder" + 3) also 
lea tu red ROBERT TURMAN. 

The INJECTIONS are a new "political" band 
w!lh sub-SHAM 69 lyrics ("Eldridge Cleaver got 
12 years!!"). Their music has a cenain crude 
charm, but their singer has a peculiar (and ex
pensive) habit of crashing into microphones and 
breaking lhem. 

The RICK ELIAS BAND is an increasingly 
popular poplrock'n'roll bar-fype band with origi
nals. They're solid and enjoyable to a certain 
extent, but thoroughly unremarkable 

The XTERMINATORS are low-key guys who 

HAUS-they have 2exce!lent singles out 1hat are 
worth looking for. Also a hardcore punk band 

·Called WOUNDZ. who are having trouble getting 
gigs. FLIPPER. SF's premier "pet rock" band is 
gaining momenlum, including a recent plctor1al in 
1he newest issue of NO MAGAZINE. The band is 
according lo guitarist TED FALCONI, permanenly 
banned lrom lhe Mabuhay because owner NESS 
AOUINO objects to the grallih the band's fans 
persist on writing on the club's walls 

Promoter noies'. Many people are now lirmly 
conV1nced that KEN FRIEDMAN (ol U.C. 8erke
ley's Superb PrOductions) is actually a front for 
81LL GRAHAM and will probably move into that 
organization before long. Beware of a promote1 
named MIKE SIMMS (aka TUM8LEWEED). He 
put on a show al Berkeley's Center for Indepen
dent Living in Ocloberwilh the DEAD KENNE DYS 
and JARS and neither band can seem to. despite 
numerous attempts. gel paid. DIAK DIRKSEN is 
adding another club to his mini-empire that in
cludes the Mabuhay. This one is down the stree1 
at BroadwayandKearnycalledALDOS. II will fea
ture. get this, country and western music and 
steaks "with the bones left in." The future or lhe 
GEARY THEATRE (aka TEMPLE BEAUTIFUL) is 
in doubt as the building has been sold. PAUL RAT 
who's been prOducing lhe shows there hopes to 
negotiate an arrangement with !he new owners 10 
keep lhedoorsopen. 

NO ALTERNATIVE has aftew member: CHRIS 
COON (formerly of IMPATIENT YOUTH) is !heir 

·new drummer. They're going to be recording for 
SUBTERRANEAN RECORDS a "mini-drama 
cowboy punk opera," called "Make Guns Nol 
Love in America.·· one side is an updated version 
of "Giddy Up L'll'I Cowboy" backed with sounds 
of vocalist JOHNNY GENOCIDE involved in a 
beer brawl, ending wilh sirens and rockabilly rum
ble. 

use of the name Sorry ANDY, if your name was 
legally changed. ifs mud. 

PAUL MORRISEY is in !own working· on 
his new movie In which a few locals will ap
pear No details except PHRANC (now CATHOLIC 
DISCIPLINE, but a luture folk favorite), who will 
train 300 lb. drag queens to be punk rockers. THE 
SCREAMERS are in !heir new studio working on 
the likes or a video disc. promising lo be most 
tasteful. SCREAMERS' keyboardist PAUL ROES· 
SLER is also working with NEAVOt.iS GENDER. 
lost PHRANC, lhe clever cadet. but gained 8 year 
old SVEN, lhe punk brat percussionist from 
GERMANY. There is a new all-Mexican band from 
Eas1 LA called "LOS ILLEGALES" (The Illegals). 
some ot their charming songs are: "El Lay," "I 
Don'rNeed No Tan," and a Mexican version of 

, "Wooly 8ully" 
Look forward to a lasting reunion of the DEAD

BEATS under a new name. MYRON'S 
BALLROOM (which featured DEVO on their 
second 1ourof LA and theWIERDOS. back in the 
old daze). has reopened since. polished and 
trimmed 1n disco k1lsch, but still with an excellent 
stage. PHAST PHAEDDJE spins discs between 
theacls and, ii all goes will amids I !he disco splen
dor. this could be the slickest new venue in L.A 

PHAST PHREDDIE has a new band, "THE 
PRECISIONS" which he describes as. "wild 

SD NEWS 

There's a new record company/distributor in 
town: SYSTEMATIC RECORDS (formerly Renais
sance in Portland). Based in Berkeley. they'll be 
dislributing ROUGH TRADE releases here as well 
as re-pressing and releasing the first singles by 
DEAD KENNEOYS and PINK SECTION 

OILCAN HARRY'S, a local, usually gay, disco 
which had new wave ac1s live and recorded 
m,usic a couple nights a week has gone back to 
strlctly disco, due to a "lack ol interest" on the 
part ol new wave tans. 

PENELOPE HOUSTON (ex-AVENGERS voca-
1ist) is planning 10 do a solo album, probably under 
the auspices ol RENE DAALDER and the 
SCREAMERS (they have her under contract), but 
she says "hasn't decided who to ~k to write 
the music yel." Another ex-Avenger. DANNY 
FURIOUS was drumming on tour with JORMA 
KAUKONEN but word filtered back that ii wasn't 
''working out.'' 

The DILS will release a posthumous 1-% sided 
single sOOfl. including "Red Rockers Rule"•a.nd 
"Sound of the Rain." EPs out now or soon lrom 
Canada include the SU8HUMANS, MODERN
ETIES. YOU NG CANADIANS and a solo EP from 
DIMWIT of the POINTED STICKS 

The lirst Bay Area release of the decade (Janu
ary 2nd) was a single by lhe WHIPPETIS called 
"Limited Funds" b/w "It Ain't Whal, It's Who You 
Know." Thoughts, as well as sounds. for the80's. 

Anti-punk violence on the par! of jocks is defi
nitely on !he rise. H's getting to the point where 
many fans won't attend shows at all anymor~ be
cause of theantf-pogo that's going on now. Thank 
Time Magazine and all the others who've only 
oointed out the pseudo-violent side of punk 

LATE FLASH. DEAD KENNEDY vocalist/ 
former mayoral candidate JELLO 81AFRA, who's 
been a certified minister for 6 years, is currently 
preparing to be ordained as an ayatollah. 

rhythm & blues as performed by five alcoholically 
while boys." the line-up is ranking JEFFREY 
PIERCE on guitar. LA. TIMES Music Crilic, 
DONALD SNOWDEN on bass. STEVIE BEAUN 
on tenor sax, and BRENDAN MULLEN on drums. 
and of course. PHAST PH A ED on throat. 

ZEV, recovering from his west coast nervous 
breakdown, is relurning to NY in April to tour with 
JOHANNA WENT and NON. 

INDUSTRIAL RECORDS (TG) is producing an 
all-slar LA 45 starnng JOAN ARMSTRONG with 
"I Can Never Be Andy Warhol's Mother." 
"Papa's Pogo," and the geriatric folk hit, 
"Patch." 

SIDE 1 
"SHOCKER-SIDE" 

ROJiERT CONNELLY 
as the COMPLACENT AMERICAN 

HEAR THE STARTUHG AND ElilOTIONAL 
PRE5EtHATION OF AN AlitERICAN CITY 

BEING DEVASTATED BY NUCLEAR AT· 

TACK. ALTHOUGH THE STORY IS MYTH· 
ICAL, IT COULD HAPPEN 

are out to entertain but not overwhelm. They 
have been slowly developing for aboul a year. 
getting more impressive with each performance. 

The MATURE ADULTS (formerly the TOKYOS) 
have an interesting sound, I hough fhey seem to 
have suffered a bit of day-glo arUfashion dam
age. Their use ol saxophone sets them apart 
lrom other SD bands. The TOKYOS' 10" red
vinyl EP is well-liked by some. 

The VERVES are by necessity rock&roll mlni
malists-two brothers with one guitar and half a 
drum set. They've only played twice solar, but 
they've shown a winning stage presence and a 
lot of potenlial. 

Other bands around town include the AT
TACHMENTS, the BIG, lhe CARDIAC KIOZ. 
CLAUDE COMA & THE IV'S, COLOR TV. the 
OAW'TS. the ELECTRICS. FOUR EYES, LANO 
PIRAHNA. PETER & PETER PETERSON, the 
SNAILS. the UNKNOWNS and CHOICE. 

THE CLUBS 
LAURA FRASER runs the Skeleton Club (714/ 

224-6457). booking a Joi ol young SD bands as 
well as groups from Huntington Beach to Van
couver and even New York_ GENE KING (7141 
272-7168) also puts on shows at the Skeleton 
Club. SHARK PRODUCTIONS (Rene: 714/282-
7735) are currently pulling on concerts at a 
rented hall, bul !hey hope lo open their own club 
sometime in March. 

THE MAGS 
San Diego has two alternative music maga

zines. both a bargain at 2511: each: OUASl
SUBSTITUTE (4307 Dale, La Mesa 92041), 
which Brad Damage thinks ts real cool, and 
SNARE (4328 Central, San Diego 92105), which 
defines cool. 



ITEMS ... 
INCOMMUNICADO 

On March 3rd, JOHN LYDON (a.k.a. JOHNNY ROTTEN) 
and KEilll LEVINE of PUBLIC IMAGE LTD. held a 
press conference at the City disco in San Fran
cisco. Taciturn and more than obviously bored, 
the fonner SEX PISTOl.S' vocalist fielded a series 
of particularly obtuse and self-serving ques
tions from a crowd of about 70 people. Local 
pWlk luminaries outnumbered conventional media 
types by ten black leather jackets to every one 
shetland pullover sweater. Admitting that he 
was "embarrassed to be here," Lydon claimed 
that the conference was the idea of his record 
label, Warner Brothers. Asked if he were subject 
to the publicity whims of the company, he stated 
that h9 does "whatever [ want to." Confused, 
but undaunted, the audience (or, if you prefer, 
the mob) took the opportunity to ask such rele
vant questions as "What do you do with all your 
money?" and "What do you think of Flipper?" With 
more good numour than would De expected. under 
t~e circumstances, Lydon and Levine endeavoured 
to respond to those questions which related to 
Public Image and the band's various projects on 
vinyl and videotape. The audience, as might be 
expected, was 1110re interested in rehashing old 
Sex Pistols' soap operas and intimate details 
of Lydon ' s lifestyle. Lasting only thirty minutes, 
the conference seemed interminably long ; Lydon's 
ovet"Whelming boredom (ennui?) did nothing to 
shatter the illusion. The conference, dis-organized 
by Warners and the ubiquitous Howie Klein, was 
certainly one of the great non-events in recent 
lllemocy. At the conference's end, the salient 
point seemed to be not so !11..lch Lydon's consum
mately insensate perfomance as the pathetic 
puerility oi San Francisco's scene makers. 

WASHED-UP WAVE 
The Mudd Club, New York City 

by Margaret MASSAM 

First, getting past the warder oper
ating the chains at the entrance is 
no mean feat. "OK, you two, the rest 
have to wait." And this is a week 
night: no live bands, minimum tour
ist traffic, and weather which would 
comfort Horth Sea whales ... Once 
past the $5 entry fee, we find 
punkification personified . The smell 
of new leathers and expensive per
fumes is the first indication that 
chic is the order of the evening. 
Apart from extravagantly painted 
faces, no colors are to be seen, for 
the obligatory black is everywhere. 

Upstairs, frenetic eye contact seems 
also a part of the rules . If words 
escape at all, then it's in heated 
discussions of one's latest art piece, 
which will of course be exhibited 
soon ... On mumbling something about 
film to a woman in the bathrqom I was 
immediately assailed with "I have a 
script if you'd like to see it ." 
This "former video artist" is now be
ginning a "new wave modeling agency", 
and touted me around to meet all the 
young hopefuls. 

An old woman at the bar was really 
enjoying her drinks, although com
pletely ignored, but that may have 
had something to do with the fact 
that she said "Oh shit" with such 
venom any time anyone came near ... 

It was the usual photo studio in the 
bathroom, which seemed to have more 
action than elsewhere. Surprisingly, 
there was toilet paper and separate 
bathrooms for the sexes, though they 
did not operate separately, much to 
the discomfort of newcomers. Everyone 
else was, of course, cool. -

No one noticed the music since all 
the other senses were so busy, but 
downstairs the dancing picked up as 
the morning wore on . I mean, "Love 
to Love you Baby" would get anyone . 
up ... The dancing ritual is truly 
innovative: first, it must be with 
one person, one configuration, then 
the male asks the female for her phone 
number. As departure time nears, this 
procedure becomes more urgent, and 
quite often only the second part of 
the ritual occurs. 

When I left, the little clutches 
upstairs were still ensconced with 
other suitable clutches, and there 
wasn't a drunk in sight to make me 
feel at home. But then at $2. 24 for 
a Bud, it's a bit hard to get loaded. 

CLUB SCENE 
New venues continue to open, proliferaiting 
faster than nuclear arms. Jn the Bay area, 
there are now upwards of ten regular clubs 
featuring punk/new/new wave/underground/X 
wave music (choose one). Newest additions 
include THE BACK 0.0.R., THE STONE, BERKELEY 
SQUARE and THE PALMS. 

In addition, the trend in disco-conversion 
continues unabated with THE CITY, one of 
S.F.'s first discotheques, joining the new 
wave bandwagon. Owner T0/1 SANDFORD hired 
the almost legendary "threadbare threesome," 
HOWIE KLEIN, BEVERLY WILSHIRE and RICHARD 
GOSSETT away from X's (S.F.'s Pa lace of 
UnCool) to regale the masses nightly with 
thei r special blend of the new wave goes 
11 . 0.R. accompanied by rich helpings of 
Ramones, Blondie and Nick Lowe in extremis. 
THE CITY also expects to be putting on 
some live shows as well {see JOHNNY LYDON 
and SPECIALS i terns on this page) . 

THE BACK 0.0.R., which is the downstairs show
room of THE CITY, ha s been attracting the mu l
titudes too, most of which seem to be crawling 
out of San Francisco's more affluent woodwork . 
This is apparently cool by DAVID STEIN, manager 
of the club, who says he's looking to fil] it 
with "nice, party people." Stein's idea is to 
m~ke THE BACK 0.0.R. into a private club, char
ging S20. or more as membership fees (which 
seems certain to encourage undesirable elements 
even more). According to Stein, he most de
finitely is "not looking to be a punk club" 
and is interested in "exposing new wave niusic 
to an older audience not into punk." David, 
by the way, is an ex-BILL GRAHAM employee. 
Seems he ran security for everyone's favor i te 
uncle. 

SPECIALS 
NON - DELIVERY 

THE SPECIALS PRODUCED SY SILL GRAHAM LIVE 
AT THE CITY DISCO 

dateline San Francisco, February 13th 1980 

The 700 or so fanatics who showed up at THE 
CITY to see THE SPECIALS, the English ska band, 
were greeted by the ever-grizzled, ever-harried 
Mr. Graham instead. To a crowd which even chari
tably could only be described as "menacing," 
the promoter announced that the show had been 
cancel 1 ed due to the The Specials di ssat is fact ion 
with the sound system and layout of the club. 
Amid loud cries of "fraud!" and "rip-off!" 
Graham informed the mob that the show would take 
place the fol lowing Sunday at his regular 
venue, a reconverted movie theatre, THE WARFIELD . 

When queried, Graham denied there was any 
connection between the fact the 700 capacity 
CITY was sold-out and that the WARFIELD could 
easily hold 2000 plus SPECIALS fans. 

Since that time nowever, r1.J110urs have been 
rife that the Specials and Graham Organisation 
made some sort of deal. One person close to 
both confirmed to DAMAGE that Graham had "un
derest i mated the group's draw" and that the 
band was unhappy over the fact that many fans 
would not have the chance to see ' them. Our 
source suggested that the sound system and 
CITY layout were legitimate concerns, but that 
the band's real reason for cancelling the Wed-· 
nesday night show was financial. Given the 
SlO ticket price the Specials are charging for 
their shows in New York City (a fact noted 
in NEW YORK ROCKER' s editorial urging a boy
cot~ of the concert) and the continuing accu
sations on the part of local merchants, etc. 
that, in their dealings with the band, they 
had been continually ripped-off, it seems more 
than slightly probable that, Uncle Sill's 
denials notwithstanding, San Francisco fans 
got no special treatment from our British 
visitors. 

Ever yone ' s f ave magazine ROLLING ST.ONE has 
sacked i ts one and onl y voice ( and a half
hearted one at that ) for new wave music, 
DAVE l'IARSH ("Amer i can Grandstand"). Apparent
ly, publ i sher Yawn Weener figures new wave 
iS as dead as punk was three years ago. 
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TRUE STORY 
by an eyewitness . 

special to CAA.AGE 

!~~c~~GE party at the Habuhay was a huge 

Also notable was Fast Floyd of the Offs after 
the show party at his Nol) Hill penthouse. See1 
among the crowd were Billy of the Offs, 11ikal 
of Soul Rebels, Cathy TR and of course the 
lovely Eva and one of S.F.'s more prominent 
divorce attorneys who asked that we not mention 
her name as her husband thought she was in 
Sun Valley. 
Bill Offs was taught all the old dances by 
Cathy TR. Eva shot a mouse with Floyd's pellet 
gun. Cathy TR, a noted good sport, asked to 
be shot ii) the ass with a pellet . . 
L~ter Cathy was thumb-cuffed by Fast Floyd and 
l11kal , boys renowned for their incredible ima
ginations, while Billy spent time massaging 
her thumbs. This scene precipitated a fight 
between Cathy TR and Floyd, ex-guitarist of 
the Wi t'ebea ters. 
Cathy was seen careening frcrn the party in her 
lirnosine, the license plates reading OYKE !:Jut 
it's wh~spered that she's ready fo r a tur~around. 
La~er Billy, who was as usual blamed for every
thing. and Floyd were seen eating burgers at 
The Grubsteak. 
117an~ile . .. in another part of town, the police 
discovered the partyers had fled ahead of their 
arrival. 
The party-goers were joined by the Bags who 
had just arrived from L.A., Chi Chi and Joe Rees 
of Target Video. The party resumed at ChiChi 's 
South of Market Studio where she managed to 
produce a hidden cache of drink to the amazement 
of he r guests. 
The party ended as Patricia and Al ice Bag sur
rendered to a wel I-earned rest after their long 
trip. 

GEARY TEMPLE 
Feb. 8, 79 - March 22, 80 

Once again, the hand of fate s laps San Francis
co across its heavily-rouged cheek. Gone the 
way of the Deaf Club and 330 Grove St. iS the 
GEARY THEATRE, a/k/a Temple Beautiful, ~ew Wave 

.au-Go-Go or simply The Temple. 
Shut down, as were the other two venues, be~ 

cause of some blatantly needless legal embroil
ments, the Geary was the £!!..!t San Francisco 
venue capable of holding more than 1000 fans. 

The Geary was opened up to punk and new wave 
snows by Olufumni Presents, a Third World cul
tural group headed by flamboyant rast.:r, Asliia. 
OP put together quite a few meroorable new wave 
snow~ at t~e Geary, along with much reggae and 
multi~ethm.c perfomances before financial and 
leg~l headaches forced them to move anotlier lo
cation. 

Enter Paul Rat. Rat had previousl y been in
volved with booking shows into the Pride Foun
dation's 330 Grove Street venue. This local e 
housed the Gay Community Center, a variety of 
social service programs for gay people, an art 
gallery and one of the better new wave show 
spaces in town. After a long and enervat i ng 
court battle, the 330 Grove building was sl ated 
to be demolished to make wa:-r for parking lots 
to service the new $33 million Performing 
(read: dead} Arts Center. 

One of tile milestone events at the Gearv 
was. oddl v. enouszn' its initial new .... ave conc ert. 
The CLASH interrupted tlieir first US tour to 
play a benefit for :--lew Youth Productions. The 
show was unprecedented in that there was no 
advance ~J.anriing and no publicity otlier than 
spray-paint wall graffiti and some pestering 
(they read: ''The Only EngJ.isl\ Band Thut Matters"} 

The rumor is that the Baptist Church will 
purchase the old synagogue, which i s delight.
fuJ.ly sandwiched between the People's Temple 
building and the ref!lains of Bill Graham' s ori
ginal Fillmore theatre. 
So, another tourist attraction is born, and it 
looks like clubs (cool but not the same as a 
hall), theatres with seats (it is to enterta i n 
thoughts of vandallsm) , cheesy nightclubs wi th 
drink minimums and chamingly Cro-Magnon securit y 
( "OK, I won't dance, but can I j ust kind of 
wiggle around in my seat, please ?" ) and, last, 
least, new wave discos (atrocity. ) . 

Until the next venue comes along, we'll just 
wait here, in the front office. Can I make a 
call? It's local. 



DAMAGE PRESENTS 
DAMA.GE in association with DIRKSEN-MILLER PRO
DUCTIOOS will be presenting what has got to 
be one of the strangest and best shbws ever. 
On Saturday night, March 29th at the Mabuhay, 
treat yourself and a hopelessly straight friend 
to an evening of mania and mayhem with the 
inimitable GEZA X AND lliE MCMNMEN, JOHANNA 
WENT, NON and ZEV. Guaranteed to result in 
certifiable genetic impairment. Advance tic
kets at the Mabuhay or call: (415) 956-331S. 

VIDEO by joe rees 
Working in the medium of video since 1973, 
and !i.ving witnessed the different directions 
which artists have eii;perimented with, such 
as special effects (colorizing), theatre, 
narrative, poetry, heavy art, etc., it seems 
to me that music video {especial \y New !,lave) 
is the Jl'CSt corrrnanding form expressive cf the 
"now." Within the medium, strong visua'I in
formation and sound transcends to become a 
universal language. This form has been suc
cessful in communicating re.bell ion and asser
ting new values throughout the world. The 
problem has been with the way the corporate 
media ignored the message and, of course, 
taken advantage of the product's corrmerc i a I 
potential. 

For example, if you've watched rock shows on 
television, I'm sure you'll agree that they're 
boring. The majority of the prograrrrning con
sists of the s,:;me old groups from the '60s 
and '70s who are no longer relevant, but \.lhO 
represent large investments by record companies. 
It reflects a lack of imagination and cogni
zance on the part of producers and program 
di rectors who ignore new groups speaking to 
the modern world. Almost \.lithout exception, 
rock shows and so called "alternative tele
vision" programs air record company promo-
t iona 1 tapes. These are poorly produced to 
begin with, and are not intended for broad
cast, but for vie\.ling by potential product 
markets and record company promoters. Other 
"pop" music shows, even though thay are pro
duced directly for television, generally 
lack any vitality or impact ·due to their 
safe, gutless approach which relies heavily 
on Ho 1 I ywood- type camera work. It not on I y 
lacks any raw vi sua I support or sensitivity 
to lyrics, but it fails to capture the pre
sence of each particular group or song, and 
tends to homogenize any individual style. 

What music television needs is creative di
rectors and producers that are a part of the 
music scene, and are knowledgeable of its 
specific form and vocabulary. Part of the 
problem is that most television stations fai 1 
to support and often refUse to make time avail
able for independent producers who can offer 
new ideas and directions. It has been much 
easier and more financlal ly profitable to 
show traditional styled rock and roll programs, 
which are more of a showcase for coninercials, 
than to allow legitimate statements to exist 
in their entirety. 

If television wants to attract a new genera
tion which won't be satisfied with the stan
dard corrmercial pablum, things obviously will 
have to change. 'What TV needs is to expose 
more ne\.I ta I ent and the energy, attitudes, and 
I ifestyles that affect the new forms of music. 

However, it seems improbable that corporate 
television will change overnight. So fuck 'em. 
We'll do it ourselves. · 

As a result, in 1977 Target Video was formed. 
It became illlllediately clear to us that in order 
for local talent and un~que events to receive 
recognition throughout the world, media expo
sure would become essential . Record companies 
and network television obviously lacked any in.
terest in documenting or investigating the real 
happenings. They decided instead to concentrate 
on the sensational aspects of the punk scene 
(such as the Sex Pistols' ban and Sid's problems) 
which they associated with the movement rather 
than exploring the causes of such reactions. 

TARGET VIDEO's objectives has been, by inter
action, to al low the real experience to exist 
in its raw form and to define the attitudes 
inherent in the times through visual docuiien
tation. Using collage examples of the political 
and social state, it reflects the limited fu
turf} and frustrations of the present genera
tion. We kno\.I corporate television is unable 
to COfl'lllun i cate rea 1 i ty. I t is up to those who 
are part of that reality to define it. 

is PUNK N.O.R.M.A.L.? 

Friday, Harch 28th is the first date for a 
series of benefit concerts for the California 
Marijuana Initiative (CMJ) in Santa Cruz and 
San Jose . The fir'St show wi 11 be in Santa 
Cruz's Coconut Grove Ballroom on the Boardwalk 
and features major local bands from San Fran
cisco. and the South Bay. While noching's con
firmed at press time, possible bills include 
SVT and the Humans, Dead K.ennedys and Mutants, 
Crime and t.b.a. The Initiative wi!l legalize 
the possession, use and cultivation of the 
world's most boring drug and end, once and for 
al I, the world's most boring debate. Concert 
1nfo, times etc. will be broadcast on local 
radio shows and listed in the regular calen
dars. for further info, call Progressive Pro
ductions at (1+08) 354-0621. 

HORE ON THE MARlJUAHA FRONT OR THE FIRST ONE'S 
FREE - - N.O.R.H.L., those nice people ..mo won't 
say die, are still trying to make it legal 
for you and your parents to smoke dope by passing 
the California Marijuana Initiative. As part of 
this effort, they are sponsoring what some really 
smart promoter-type is ca 11 ing "The Bay Area 
Emerging Rock Chai lenge" other,,ise known as, at 
least this side of high school, a battle of the 
bands. This one's different though 'cause some 
of the City's best new groups will be competing 
for the SSOO top prize and a chance to be recorded 
at a local studio. Among the contestants who may 
reach the finals on MARCH 16th at the OLO WALDORF 
are the Contractions, Flipper, No Alternative, 
Impatient Youth, the Tools, Los Hicro\.laves. Call 
(1+15) 864-3501 for details. 

MEDIA BLITZ 
MEDIA BLITZ: After their recent appearance on 
the nationally syndicated EVENING MAGAZINE tele
vision show, both Joe Rees of TARGET VlOEO and 
Brad L. of DAMAGE wi 11 be featured on ABC-TV's 
national news magazine 20-20. The show, which 
will air sometime in April, focuses on the fu
ture of the recording industry and wi 11 be seen 
by upwards of 20,000,000 honest-god-fearing
prime-time-viewing citizeiis . ts TIME magazine 
next for these two eager publicity hounds? 

HE'S HOMESICK 
Before leaving San Francisco and al I his debts 
behind, ZIPPY PINHEAD, formerly of the now 
defunct DILS explained why he left the band: 
"1 left the OILS because I just wanted to do 
something different." According to Zippy, he's 

going back to Vancouver because of "con
flicting opinions and personality conflicts" 
with the rest of the band. "Nothing musical, 
cause the songs were great'," he noted, "I'm 
homesick, that's all." Before leaving, the 
ever-smiling Pinhead suggested JOHNNY GENOCIDE 
of No Alternati ve as hi$ replacement. 

KEEPING UP 
Ivey used to be part of the late and lamented 
SE~CH Ii DESTROY brigade. Now, Ivey produces 3 

monthly, mimeogr:ipJled, double·sided calendar 
of S.F. Bay Area events which covers every 
show, film, performance and exhibit of interest 
to the punk/art/ wave crowd in this area, and 
is also crammed with collage, graffiti, news 
and dada that is amusing, witty, entertaim.ng 
and keeps everyone distracted from the TV for 
at least J.n hour. When Iggy Pop played four 
dates at the "Old, Old, Old Waldorf'' (Ivey) 
a few weeks ago, Ivey wrote in the little calen· 
dar squares: "A v:iluable experience in guest 
listing.'' Ivey' s calendar is twice as fun and 
ten times as useful as all the local pulpburgers 
put together, including thi::i one, and it's FREE !! 
If you would like a copy sent to you each month, 
1'Tite and send a self·address'ed, stamped envelope: 
IVEY, 2436 Jone"'s Street, S.F., CA. 941.33 And if 
you want to see Ivey carry on for another year, 
you'll enclose a DONATION, that is to say CASH/ 
CHECK/ MONEY ORDER, to help her overcome the 
rising costs of doing the calendar. C'mon, you 
can get the henna next week. 
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PUNK BEHIND 

THE IRON CURTAIN 

TARGET VIDEO w i 11 be showi nq taoes of West 
Coast new wave and punk bands at this year's 
Paris Blenale, the international avant-garde 
exhibition. In addition, TARGET's tapes will 
travel to Hungary and Czechslovakia, intro
ducing audiences behind the fabt ed i ron cur
tain to the sights and sounds of punk music 
for the first time. Given TARGET Director 
Joe Rees' inflammatory political montages 
interspersed wi ch 'local punk bands and fans 
can we look forward to report'S from Eastern' 
E~ro~e detailing trashing of local corrrnunity 
v1ewrng halls and riots in the art centers? 

SEX, HATE AND VIOLENCE 
A rash of pregnancies of nearly epidemic propQr
tions has struck the West Coast over the last 
two months, a result no doubt of all the rainy 
stay-at-home weather. It seems nearly everybody 
who's anybody is pregnant or at least trying to 
be ... in the same vein, DRAINAGE Production Mana
ger, STANNOUS FLUORIDE has been conducting a 
"taste test" of various contraceptive foams and 
gels on the market JE. the market. Seen recently 
in the aisle of a neighbourhood Rexall, Stan 
noted that "yellow Koromex is best." Apparently 
on thelr unheralded campaign against unplanned 
parenthood, English electro-pops XTC managed, 
much to the chagrln of local ladies, to spend 
their entire S . F. tour without once succumbing 
to the insistent charms of hordes"'Of female fans. 
Perhaps the presence of their wives on tour 
with them played some small part in breaking 
so noble a tradition and setting back Anglo/ 
American relations at least a week . Not to whip 
a dead horse or anything else for that matter, 
but reports from as far south as Los Angeles 
indicate the emergence of yet another POST
SEXUAL TREND with prime proponent BRENDAN 
f1ULLEN ready to enter the priesthood . On a roore 
sordid note, recently discovered closeted in 
a closet at a party, STEVEN BROWN of TUXEDO 
l«>ON and MATTY TODD of PINK SECTION hurriedly 
explained to horrified guests that they're 
"just friends." 

Medical -flews Dept.: No longer playing for two: 
bassist MAGGIE of BOB . Is JOHNNY "NO ALTERNATIVE" 
GENOCIDE heading for collapse? If so, he's planning 
ahead. He's recently adopted RICKY SLEEPEri' s 
old nurse for himself alone. Friendly note to 
CRAIG REGIME, current fave of promoters and pub
lishers alike, don't bend over! 

It's still the same old story •.• What local pederas
tic promoter just lost his latest favorite? Cur
rently seen out "looking for a few good men" . . . 
The story is that the local S . F. "video god" 
who threw ex-SEX PISTOL. GLEN MATLOCK out of 
his space not long ago didn't recognize him and 
anyway there wasn't a party that night . HOWIE 
KLEIN and GINGER COYOTE? People are talking. 
lots of S&M in public nowadays. loCal lady 
photog seen accompanying LYDIA LUNCH & CO . 
to one of S.F.'s more notorious S&M clubs. SUE 
MUTANT also seen playing "battered wife" in 
the parking lot after the LENE LOVICH show in 
Berkeley . Speaking of LENE, did you know she 
was a fonner employee of disc jockey JOHNNY 
WALKER? Seems she was a go-go dancer 1 n a 
touring show he did a couple of years ago in 
the U.K. 
Fame & Glory: CHICHI, manager of the ever popu
lar .DEAD KENNEDYS, is amassing worldwide fame 
on her own. In the pages of a recent 1 ssue of 
Brit Rock Paper SOUNDS, they asked the not-so
musical question:· "Exactly what did happen 
that night after a TARGET afterhours at OAl.\O.GE 
between she and RICHARD, manager of the BUZZ
COCKS?" Speaking of the OKs, last time they 
were in L.A., guitarist RAY VALIUM was observed 
grabbing the crotch of the soundman at the 
WHISKEY in a decidedly friendly way. According 
to sources deep inside the band, it's just 
his way of showing affection. 
Let's Get the Straights Fact. •. What new wave 
debutante (not necessar1 ly affiliated with this 
rag) was seen running stark naked across the 
Thunderbird Motor Hotel with several of the 
MEMBERS in hot pursuit? And why do she and 
other well-known debs keep asking "just how 
big !!!, the MEMBERS' members?" 



DAHAGE: Let's go back to your first terrible 

JIH: Why didn't you like It? 

PONS: I think you' re rrore Interested in the 
transformation of (A) either what happened to 
you and why your like or dislike of BOB changed 
in such a short amount of time, or, (B) why 
or how BOB, in and of itself, commanded Itself 
into such a niche that it could be appreciated 
by you. 

BOB NOVEL. 
IRE flkST TIME . All at once, and here ' s t.his manic quartet playing a loft party in deepest darkest Oakland, providing 
back-up noise for a bunch of bQpping hippie craftspeople wasted on pot. Maybe it's just Oakland - San Fo.ncisco's dec1Cepit 
step-dater aero .. the s,.y, 1111aybe it ' s that wictuous little creep in the Birkenstoeks asking me for a date. And it could 
be nothinq lllOte th&n e touch of food p0isoning occasioned by 11. too generous helping of fresh veggies lllllC)thered in Califor
nia Dip. I don't care, whatever it is, I am here now and the sound of that band, less cacophony than calC\lh.ted sound pol
lution, is plitting 11y head wide open . Clasping 111y hands to my e11r11. I force my way through the 9yn.ting 11le11zoid hippies 
and art studenu to the stage . 'Stop that noise, you slimy no-qood goofballa!' I shout, but the •music' or whatever its 
whore of 11 arother cares to call her aborted offspring is overwhelming. Cl enching my tiata - defensively yes - I hock 11 
loogie at the 1kinny vibes player with the shaved head and clilllb up on the stage. 'Who's dl'.unk, you wi.lllpy weiner? Who ' s 
drunk, you eolx-orph qeek?l' Suddenly, I feeJ. hands grabbing at lllY tailbone and, all at once, 
LATER AND WAS IT ONLY A BAD DREAM AFTER ALL? Was it only through the shetirest accident, months later, while apP4rently 
situated 1afely in lllY own big nagulo-hide recliner/rocker, surrounded by the glowing adoring faces of 111y staff and in the 
presence of -v connection, that I was made aware that the sanctity of my COlflbo liv/work space had been violated? 
IN THE COOL CLUB. While their ~ents, especially in the guise of the.ix fast-talking aanager cum keeper, HONICA have 
atteq:>ted to coerce 111t1into11.ttending "hat they insist are only ' ah0>1a,' l have 1teadfastly, up"'to this time, declined. 
I have, in addition, boycotted the clubs and halls wherein they and their tanat.i.~l infatuates gather. Tonight, at the 
Cool Club, I see a forw!r -lllber of 111y staff stare wide-eyed and a.mazed to aee 111e here. ' I thought you hated the111,' she 
says, 'you.!!.!.!!. yo11 hated them.' She doesn't, CQuldn't understand that 111y being here is only a ploy to knock the• off 
g1111rd. 'I khow ycu and the rest of the staff think they're great, they're real cool. .. ' I start 9athering up the vi&coua 
threads of a nasty 1009ie "ith the tip of lllY tong11e. • •.. so I came down here to see for lll)'Self. Nobody can Slly I'm not 
open-minded.' 
THE POWER OF THE PRESS. Despite HONICA'a tilwdry attempt at eJ:tortion !'Pictures aren ' t proof of anything.'), I have 
succeeded in foreatlllling their further infiltration: taking the offensive in the case was the last thing she expected. Now 
listening to the tllpe made serreptiously at their. last gig, I note 'Ia this the muzak of the futlire? An exaltation of 
pop cliche in expectation of the apocolypse ... ' and below thllt, I "rite -oK,OK, I lld:nit it, these guys kn0>1 ho" to play .. 
thare'• inathod in their 11111dnes-, a deliberation that, in moat places, "ould get the111 the electric Chair ... ' and scribbling 
in thlll margin 'Cut the intellectual crap, what 111akes them good is that they're dl!ngerous, lunatics "ho should be locked-up.' 
THE WORM TURNS. PONS HAAR (dnmis, &111t0phone, vocals) takes the bottle of poppers and inhales deeply. As hi& thin faoe 
turn• beat-red, he shouts •we're not out' to make trouble, honest!' 'Yeah, "e're just looking to have a good time, kno" 
what 1 mean?' adds BROSE (electric vibes, dl"Wl>$, vocals), emptying e full ashtray onto the Cllt'pet. 'Listen,' chiines in 
MAGGIE (bllu, vocab), • .. e got class.' She overturns 11 tablela.mp and 9i99laa. Returning from the bathroom, JIM {9uitar, 
vocal•} is carrying a waatebasket from. "hich he extracts trash llnd stre" ' it on the ground as he walks. 'Hi, I'm Ji111, 
1'111 the quiet om1 ... ' 
AFTER THEY 1VE GONE AND LEFT ME LYING BOUND AND GAGGED lN THE CENTRE OF THE DEBRIS, I THINK TO MYSELF 
HOW STRANGE, HOW REALLY STRANGE I SHOULD HAVE BEEN RIGHT ABOUT THEM FROM THE START. 

DAMAGE: Hore than most bands in S.F., you guys . 
resist labelling. How do you characterize the 
music you're playing? 

BRUSE: Pop. 
Jlf1:. Intense musi~. The thing we're striving 
for 1s true Intensity, something lacking in 
most bands. 

D~GE: OK, ·but how do you expect to make your 
music incense to an audience chat's becoming 
increasingly jaded? 

BRUSE : It's noc a problem yet. lt 1s coming. 
People are beginning to expect certain things 
from the band. Interviews have been written 
people have said things, and If we get stra~ge 
on the stage for ten minutes, that's ten minutes 
of the show, but that's not the whole intent 
of the show. -

D~AGE: Yeah, but groups are getting increasingly 
disposable. The Warhol "instant celebrity'' thing. 
New groups arise, they play a lot of different 
times and places. They're received well for a 
while, then everyone becomes bored. It used to 
be a phenomenon we identified with L.A., now it's 
ha~ening everywhere. What I'm talking about 
is putting "real" Intensity Into the mosic, into 
the performance .. • an intensity that sustains in
terest . How do you e.ii:pect to stay ahead of the 
audience's boredom? 

BRUSE: It has to do with a difference in music. 
Performance Is performance and a lounge gig is 
a lounge gig. You play three times a week in a 
town.and it becomes a lounge gig. You have no 
mystique, you have no reason for people to come 
and hear you. Say you play a record 8 times a 
day, how long are you gonna play it? If people 
are that anxious to hear you then the music must 
be something special. r mean, you don't jerk
off 20 times a day. lf you have a lot of fun 
j~rking off, you do it once a week. Then it's a 
high . The band should be a high. We areO• t out 

to overplay ourselves. It ....e go out ana every 
body's goln,9 "unh" and we can transfer that 
'unh" back to the audience, then it's great. 
But as soon as it becomes the music "unh" there's 
no reason to keep playing it . 

JIH: The other side of that Is keeping every
thing fresh for us . Constantly writing new 
songs, changing arrangements so that they work 
better. Keeping it fresh for~· If It's stale 

and boring for us, what good Is It? 

DAMAGE: I understand the theory, but how do Im
plement It in practice? 

PONS: We're all nuts. 

BRUSE: We have four talented people and we don't 
waste the time of putting one person out in front 
longer. I 'm out front because when we started 
we had no bass player, no drumner and Jim never 
sang. 

JIH: Which I'm beginning to do. 

DAHAGE: So do you all write the material 
wel I? 

BRUSE: Jim and I write the songs, Pons puts in 
lyrics and Maggie s;.riticizes us . 

DAMAGE: How important is innovation in B087 
How important is developing not only new ITll!terial 
but new ways of presenting it? 

BRUSE: There's no problem with new material . 

HON I CA: The band does maybe 3 or Ji covers per 
set and they have yet to be recognized as covers. 
"Hey, that's a great song, what is it7" "Chubby 
Checker's Twist" "What?! I" 

JIM: The point i s, we put the music the way we 
want to hear it. 

BRUSE: Because, to us, everything is a . theatre 
of illus Jon. 

DAMAGE: Do you consider yourselves part of the 
"next wave" or whatever you · want to call i t7 

AT 
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BRUSE: I 1d rather consider ourselves Midwestern 
Pop. 

DAMAGE: What does that mean? 

BRUSE: The West Coast is washed out, pretty 
much comerclal ized. On the other side of the 
mountains, there's all these hillbillies who 
copy all this shit, but when they out to play 
a gig, they don't go anywhere . There's one town 
for every thirty mi \es and when they play a 
gig, they go out and play it with balls . For 
them, there's a compelling reason to play the 
music. Here, nobody's got any fucking balls. 
The Oils had balls . When they went out on a 
stage, they-had a reason to go out. When you 
got out there, you~to have a reason . If 
your reason Is that you're gonna go out and 
spit on the aud ience, you'd better be ready to 
defend that fact. 

DAMAGE: So what's BOB's reason? 

Bf\US.E: To wake people up. To anything, but 
to wake them up. "Everybody's as Jeep to some
thing, to what's happening in Iran or whatever, 
but the reason why we have any of this bu\ lshl t 
is because everybody's asleep . It's time some-

~~! ~~:O~~jb~~~t~of:~ ~~~~;!N~g, but to 

DAMAGE: And the responsibility of a rock'n'roll 
band? • 

HAGGIE: To roake people throw up. To make people 
dance. 

BRUSE: To play .•. you go out and perform . 

~GGIE: To make people wanna be you, people 
w.io can't play. 

PONS: l don't accept that as a responsibility. 

JIM: To make people~ to change. 

~!AGGIE: It's a drug. 

BR:JSE: Everything's a drug. 

open/MON-~UN 
//-7 
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JIH: We're trying to make a statement. A strong 
statement. We're not out to go out and play 
to get adulation . 

DAMAGE: A lot of people are. Their objective is 
to entertain, to make huge numbers _of people feel 
good . Music with strong statements tend, in case 
you haven't noticed, to make lar.ge numbers of 
people very uncomfortable. 

BRUSE: We don't care to make people feel good. 

PONS: Hake 'em sweat! 

BRUSE: At least make them a 1 ittle frightened. 

phorn by MARK BERLIN 

BRUSE: Not actually hurt. 

HONICA: Yes, actually hurt. like the sound check 
at the Palms when it was Ii ke pa infu I and you 
set off every dog in the city for miles . Bruse 
goes "it finally sounds good, it finally sounds 
good." 

PONS: He wants people to be ffected by music 
lne way he is ffec ted bv it. 

DAMAGE: Pons, what does making people sweat im
ply? 

PONS: It means they're either shuffling from 
foot to foot in the back somewhere unsure of 
what they're seeing, but for some reason they're 
attracted to it or it means they're up front 
going nuts, just nuts. It also means dancing. 
I love to dance, I love to see people dance. 
I love to make people dance. 

JIH: That's it for me. I want people to move 
arourfd. 

DAMAGE : Why? 

PONS: Why?! 

DAMAGE: It's a simple question. Why do you want 
them to move around. What's the point? 

HAGG IE: To make people interact. 

PONS: I've done gigs, like, disco dancing gigs, 
where I was the entertainment. If 1 tried any
thing else but try to be an entertainer, I'd 
get in trouble. They were paying me to make 
the audience feel good . One thing I'm not in-
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PONS: Ho, I'm not trying to make It entertaining. 
I 1m trying to be fucking nuts! 

DAHAGE: So BOB is, for you, a veh i c 1 e of persona I 
express ion first? 

PONS: Well, somewhat, veo"'h. It's a performance 
area. A cOmpletely di! ent area of performance 
where t feel comforta.Lh:. Different llS opposed 
to mime, as opposed to dance, as opposed to thea
ter, as opposed to periormance art. They are 
all different areas of performance and this one 
encompasses all of them. But in an extreme way. 
It's the same as what Bruse was talking about 
when he talked about music that was ballsy. It's 
strength, it's powE."r.,. 

BRUSE: l.t 's compet nee. 

PONS: It's a vehicle for personal expression 
within an extremely' tight ensemble. 

DAMAGE: You guys talk alOt about balls, about 
strenth. Strength to do what? Bal Is to do what? 

JIH: Hake your own personal state!flent. 

DAMAGE: And what about- the strength, the balls 
to cOITfllunicate that.statement to an audience? 

JIH: I think the interaction with the audience 
is important. That's why I want them to move, to 
bounce up and down . Because in that way I know 
they're listening. They 1 re not just sitting in 
a bar being casual, not paying any attention. 
Some of the gigs we've played. 

MAGGIE: . •. Touched a ne-;.ve. 

PONS: It always ffects me. It's always other
worldly for me. It's never just a job. It's a 
real test. It's ''have to stay alive." What amazes 
me is that I feel more hatred more intensely 
then than at any other time. It's hatred out at 
the world, but the- world at that moment is the 
audience. 

DAMAGE: Do you have contempt for the audience 
when you' re up on stage? 

PONS: That strikes me as a pose. I hate seeing 
poses on stage. 

MONICA: It doesn't come off as a pose when you 
do it. When you come on, I 'm conv iced you' re 
about to have a stroke and fall down dead. 

PONS: Haybe I shpuld. Good hit, Honica. "I'm 
gonna 1 ie down and die now. 11 ls that why l mean 
by intensity and Bruse by ballsy? 

BRUSE: It's like a horror flick. 
terested in is entertaining people. That's not 

DAMAGE: Can you be specific about the kinds of a prerequisite for me. That's not why I'm· doing PONS: You're putting yourself on the line In 
reactions you'd like to create in your audience? this. 1 don't go out there so people will go: front of an audience, but you're doing it with 
11.AGGIE: Yeah ... wake up. "Hey, that guy is, like, really entertaining. rehearsed material within an accepted format. 
DAMAGE: To what? I just LOVE to watch him." You can dance to it and it can be entertaining. 

OAHAGE: Then It's not important for people to OAHAGE: Do you see yourself being at war with 
KAGGIE: Don't you feel good waking up? find the band entertaining? So what is Im- your audience? 

DAMAGE: No! Everyone I know hates waking up. portant7 - BRUSE: Depends on the audience. I don't respect 

:~~;~~-~~:tw:~l=at~r~;s;ro:tc~;:::n~~i ~:~i~:rly. PONS: It's not Important for me to find the band ~~~!e~~e~h:h~n~o;~~ :P:~it~~niof~~~sb:~i . t~en 
entertaining. - - want them to jump up and down and have fun. Shit, 

MONICA: lf I can put a few words in Bruse'·s DAMAGE: I'm asking if it's important for people, if some jerk from the Dead Kennedys can jump 
mouth ... he wants people to hurt. the audience, to find the band entertaining? into the audience, that's nothing. 

KAGGIE: To t rash themselves. I've sprained PONS: I . . . uh ... yeah . PONS: Man, I'm standing out there singing a tune, 
my leg on stage, I've thrown up. DAH E entertaining these assholes •.. I want to have 

1 _________________ .__•_•_' _so_•_"_'_o_f_w_h_•...,.t you' re s~ayl;lng·;·, 
1
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-ON THE AIR 
SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA 

89. 5 KPOO ''Rat Race'' \.lednesday 4 - 5 pm 

89.7 KFJC "White Noise" Monday 10. pm - 2 am 

90. 1 KZSU "Outcastes 111" Tuesday 10 pm - 2 am 

90. 7 KALX "New Wave Hour" Wednesday 8 - 9 pm 

LOS ANGELES METRO 

90.7 Kf>FK "Richard Meltzer Show'' Saturday 2 - 5 am 

JOO. 7 KROQ "Rodney Bingenheimer Show'' Sunday 8 - 12 pm 

MONTEREY BAY AREA 

92. 3 KSJO "Hode r n Humans" Sund ay 11 pm - 1 am 
88. J KZSC "Punky Reggae Party" Sunday 2 - 6 pm 

94. I KP FA "Max i mum Rock'n'Rol I" Tuesday 8 - 10 pm 

100.9 KTIM "Drastic Plastic" Saturday 2 am - 4 am 

88. J KZSC "Flying Sauc er Rock'n'Rol 1" Thursday 12 - 3 pm 

1:18.9 KUSP "Out of the Rolling Sea" Friday 1 - 4 pm 

1590 am KLIV "Power Rock Hour" Thursday 10 - 11 pm 
100 KLRB "Rude Awake ni ngs" We dnesday 11 pm 

INLAND EHPIRE SONOMA COUNTY 

88.7 KSPC "Heat Husic for the Masses" Friday 12 - ):JO am 
91.5 Cable KMLS - Santa Rosa 

1------------------Dee-Jay Playlist 

DAVID BASSIN 
KT IM 

RICHARD GOSSETI 
CITY 

HOWIE KLE IN 
CITY/KLJV 

COSMO TOPPER 
KSJO/KZSU 

MO - OETT ES - White Mice 
FAfi lLY FODDER - Playing Gold wi th Flesh Crawling 
ADAM & THE ANTS - Dirk. Wears White So"' 

SP EC 1ALS - Message To You Rudi 
CLASH - Deat h Or Gl-o r y( tp track.) 
RA MONE S - Ba by, I Love You 

IMM UNE SYSTEM - Ambivalence & Sparkplugs 
RHYTHM METHO D - A 1 Ii gators Have Fu n 
LENE LOVICH - Ange 1 s 

CLASH - Spanish Bombs(lp track) 
MADNESS - Ip 
PRIVATE DICKS - She Said Go 

JOHNNIE \,IALKER 
Radio Lu,..embou rg/ 
Ta rget Video 

BEVERLY WILSH IRE 
CITY 

TIM YOHANNON 
KPFA 

CLASH - Death Or Glory(lp track) 
PR ET ENDERS - Mys tery Ach ievement (Ip track) 
LOS MICROWAV ES - Radio He a r t 

RAMO NE S - Ip 
PRETENDERS - Precious(lp t r ack) 
THE BEAT - Tears of A C lo~n 

NOH MERCY - No Cauca s ian Gui It 
DOA - World War 111 
REVILLOS - No Such Lu c k 

Most of our regular PLAYLJST contributors mentioned the CLASH and RAMONES 
albums as automatic choics with the PRETENOERS album getting special atten
tion, qualifying the Ip for this month's Super-Hot-Watch It Go Award. 

CHRIS KNAB a.k.a. COSMO TOPP ER is probably one 
of the most influential people in the San Fran
cisco new wave scene. While Chris' face is 
riot instantly recognizable, his credits are: 
owner/operator of S.i=".'s premier new music re
cord store, AQUARIUS RECORDS, co - owner of lt l 5 
RECORDS (Nuns, Mutants, SVT, Pea r l Ha r bor) 
and pioneer disc jockey of the new wave on 
shows 1 lke KSAN's The Heretics , KSJO's Modern 
Humans and KZSU's The Outcastes. As paf't'O'f' 
~series profiling the people "on the 
air , " DAMAGE interviewed Chris recently in 
his storeroom~ offi c e at Aquarius. 

How many radio shows do you do? 

At the moment , two. We were up to three at. one 
point, but then KSAN, as you know, got flushed. 

Is it true you were the first person in the 
Bay Area to bring punk and new wa ve music to 
the radio7 

Yes and, l think, the first person in the Uni 
ted States. There's confusion because Oedipus' 
show on WBCN Boston started near when the first 
Outcaste Hour came on. 

Which was when? 

Technically, in July of 1977. Norman Davis, 
a disc jockey on KSAN, used to come in Aquarius 
at the time and I'd bombard him with new sin
gles and albums by new wave bands of that 
time that were coming out, saying, "Look, this 
is a who I e new type of music nobody is toucn
i ng ... you got an all night show, "Nhy don't 
you try doing it." So he said "OK, why don't 

CHRIS KNAB 
~come down once a 1110nth and bring some 
singles with you and we'll test it out." So 
we did three shows that way. 

This is all on KSAN? 

Right, the last week of July '77. Then after 
about three shows, we did it on alternative 
.,,eeks, there were so many ca 11 s and so much 
support that Nonnan said, ''Let's go weekly. 
It was an hour then. Ioli thin two months, it 
was two hours and, by that time, l had in
vited Howie Klein to come down and do what 
was known as ''Howie's Rude News and Views.'' 
He hates that ti tie, but it was typical and 
it fits. The Outcastes lasted for a year to 
the day and then became the Heretics. We 
changed the name because Norman Davis was 
fired - he went to KSJO - and since he start
ed the show, we thought it was only fair 
to change the narre. We went off the air last 
August. Now almost simultaneous with that, 
after the KSAN show had started, in Septem 
ber of '77 KSJO invited Howie and me to come 
down to San Jose and do a show, that was 
on Sunday nights, and we've been on there 
,,dthout any problems - using different names 
al 1 the time - for three years. 

And the third show? 

It's the metamor:ihosis of the Outcastes ... when 
Norman Davis moved to KSJO, the show at that 
station had been cal Jed "Wave On," so when he 
want ed to do a show with us, we said, "We'll 
be the Outcastes again." '.te ca rried the name 
over to that Sunday night show unt i I he left 
the station and then cha nged the name on the 
show at KSJO to what it is now "The Modern 
Humans" on Sunday from 11 to I in the mornirig. 

You're not still do the show with HONie thouah7 

t~o, Modern Humans is done with Cary Loewen. 
He's a young guy who started at KSJC and 
supported new wave really strongly and now is 
wor king full time at KSJO doing the all night 
show from 12 midnight to 6 in the morning. 
So to backtrack, the Outcaste Hour name was 
up in the air again so when KSAN was gone, 
I called a station, KZSU, and Howie and! 
arranged to do an Outcaste show down there. 
Because it's like a college station, it was 
smal I in power, we decided it ~uld be fun. 
We've done the show together for so long, 
we just enjoy doing the show. The1e's no 
co11111ercials, you can say what yoo want. The 
Station is very into us. And Lucy Rickert, 
who we do the show with, has been completely 
supportive of us. So, if you can follow all 
the little sidetracks l've.~aken, there's 
the history of my radio shows. 

What I'm most interested in is your concept 
of programming. 

It's funny, but on the last Outcastes' show, 
Lucy described me and pretty wet I pinned me 
When she said, "If it becomes popular, Chris 
will stop playing it. .. Cosmo won't touch it 
if it's a hit." That's true: my basis from 
the beginning was to introduce~ songs, ~ 
anises and to play new releases ninety per 
cent of the time. BaS'fCal ly, I want to turn 
people on to riew music as well as to any dif
ferent styles that J can present and also stick 
in my favorite kind of music . 

\Jhich is7 

Which is it's gotta have ooe hel I Of a hot be.at. 
Like a driving type beat with good production 
and like ferocious emo t ion involved in it. I 
love .driving, full - steam ahead rock'n'roll. 
Second of all, I like electronic bizza r o rock, 
stuff I ike the Normal or the Plastics. Third , 
I'm a sucker for melodies and I love a good 
pop song if it's we I I done. The 1 as t on my 1 is t , 
the hardest for me to play, even though I do 
try to play some, is stuff like Pere Ubu and 
the Pop Group. I t doesn't reach me. I don't 
like it, but people request it a nd I play it. 

What's your imoression of the future of new 
wave music on the radio? 

Everything's in a growth stage now. I think 
the most important thing out of the ~hole new 
wave is that it is starting a different un
derg round cul tu re made up of young people 
who have got the i r whole ca r eers ahead of 
them, a whole new generation of businesses 
involved with this rock'n'roll business 
that's going to g r ow in the 80's. There will 
be radio shows, there will be magaz ines, 
there wi 1 t be record stores and they' 11 al I 
be together. It wi 11 be Ii ke a network and 
that ' s the on ly wa y . Tha t's got to be our 
goal. 

I don't think that much is happening 
right now. J think there was much more of 
a scene six months to a year ago. We're 
taking .things for g r anted on a local level. 
That's ncit healthy. You ' ve still got to 
work for it , you st i 11 got to pu nch out 
you r l!ttle scene . I just visited some rela 
tives in Carmichael, California. It's 70 
mi Jes from San !="ranclsco and seventy thou
sand 1 ight years. To them, music is Barry 
Mani low and the Average l.'hice Band. It's 
a different wor Id out the r e and so we have 
to continue to e"'pand, continue doing what 
we're doing and take or iae in it. Don't 
ev"!r forget that you've got to support 
what you believe in, wfiether that means wri
ting to radio st3tions or whatever. Then it 
will grow and will cootinue. If you just sit 
back, It'll fall apart. Someaayyou'll wake 
up <11nd say ''let's go saneplace tonight" and 
:n~re ~n· t be any place to go. 



DECLASSIFIED RATES 

Declassified ads cost 20 cents per 
word. Firsl word & phone# FREE. First 
word automatically run In alt-caps. 
''FOR SALE'' counts as one word. 

Column-Inch ads cost $1.00 per 
column inch. Measure the wic:Uh ol one 
column on !his page by one inch ver
tically. You can buy a box two columns 
wide by one Inch down for $2.00, and 
put in anythillQ you want. 

To have your mai1 forwarded from a 
DAMAGE Box Number is $5.00 addi
tional. 

Absolute deadline !or declassifieds in 
March 28, 1980. Must be paid in ad
vance. Send your declassl1ied yatta _to: 

DAMAGE DECLASSIFIEU~. 678 ~. 
Van Ness, SF, CA 9411 o. Got a bee I? 
Call861·7662. 

There are no categories. We don't 
want a relationship with you. Just send 
the money with lhe ad, and vice versa. 

SOUGHT White, hDmophobe males w/ good'toke 
mnrll!(:tions,g1uesomesensesor11umor. adeolet 
bo1hmilS19fYandslaveryArllichlis1sontyF01W11•d 
d:lclmentation to SELF-SUBSISTING NEGATIVE. 
eloDAMAGE.678So. Van t«lss,SF,CA9'110 

WANTED GroupolPE1r1n&fwlmusic:lornewwaYfl/ 
1od<"o" rollty<ics..Ca~Marth&llB:i!l-3196 

HEIDI needs a au 8usses VllQll
0t do anymore 

Leathe1-ciaddlaulleur111elelfedbutno1neeessary ,...,., 
a.GIRLS WANTED DISCREET ONLY $.t.CXllHR 
lgo.Jal"laStudoos.552-4066 

TELEPATHY 
W.llholdOflO<W3rd~rmessaoes.~ 

.... c.tL 
~~ 

GC YA . 
~~ 

TASCAM 5 EXPANDER. &Ch;ilmel Brand New 
S900Ca1tSleve.621·2898. 

BASS GUITAR wl case !0< sale. AU riew pa11s. NU· 
SONICbyBakt>Y!n "llack&Ct11ome. Ca110iga.3'16-
6762. 

CONFIDENTIAL Cu1e liniler. dialing pe'50llll~ly 
BloY<ltoutyQUrass.Scolt&Floyd.552-4066, 

"Let'aJoln"t'WlliteRiol Nighl°TheOl"8andonly 
Swen1111ease .. tlleoneandontyMonDellos' 45 . . ro
gether in one slightly damaged PilcbQe .. loo clever. 
YoUbelL.AvailableflomlheusualstoresorSWell 
Records, Ebe lSS..San F1aocisco,CA!M10110< 
ontyS2ewnaAin, 

..OOFFEm 
Ne~good--lookingenoughlOworklorDAMAGE'I 
VoU!tee1s in servlceol DAMAGE needed now! &en 
openings in1;:1u1;1e 0.-c:u&atO> Manager, Design Dl-
1ector, typists. diSlributicnandsalespeop1e_ Nopay 
.,e1.butgrealopponuniliestoleambydoorlg caJ1 
DAMAGEollk:es:861-7662. 

FREEFLOURIDEmEAi"MENT 
CMealls24t1rs.Sta11821-3673 . 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
lnves1orneededlor ranchinMon1ana Prlmenair 
galos1oek. Boll RV r:Jo DAMAGE 

INFRAAEOPEOPLe Magazine 
Nowaccep!loginJreredpholos lor ptemler issue. 
Espeeillly loolllr\g 10< punkrocitpap&rel!pbaods. 
Send pho!OS ro Pl..tllle Enemy Number One r:Jo 
DAMAGE 

Tooc:oolpirilsareloolung10<spaee0<ap1.toshare 
wlthot11ereoolpeople.callMarkorReaa1821-3673. 

Tof.AGETVIOEOneedsYOUl1eef9lorg<aphics,Os
tributots.W:leoope1&1ofs.5CriJ!wdters,e1e.calor 
wrhe TARGET VIDE0.878 S Van Ness. S.F. !M110 
(.t15}431-7595 

CX'.>MING SOON horn TARGET VJOEo: Your O¥lf1 
WSloalun Over 300new \ilpl!SWll be available. 
such as FLIPPER. FACTRIX. NERVOUS GENDER. 
DEAO KENNEOYS. CRIME. MUTANTS. e1e. fOf 
IRillrS15.--onhomevlQeobe1amairaodvhslor
mat F0< lnto~H Of wn!e TARGETVIDEO. 678 S. Van 
Ness.S.F.94110(.t\5}431-7595. 
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Cule cuddly DAMAGE stal1BI seeks Missloo 1esl
denee No1 lnjurlous to ?B1t1Wipes011 e!een. Can 
paySancJtellamusangane<:dores Nopushyoy,ces 
Ofveg6\lrler16pfsJ0NATHAN.861·7662 

GUITAR FOFISALE 
BlaekSEVILLELESPAULc:opyUwreneeplckuPS 
Hardeasa.S200.HANK552·1719 

Gauss5143. 8otvns B1andnewlwlerB011Reeooe 
S175.CaDFom1Ulaat861-7662 

THOUSANDSol1arelJ>'sln1toek Sea1c:hservlce& 
S!Ofe. Wnte RECORD FINDER Sox 0 . 258 Noe St . 
5anFr8nC!&co,CA!M11.t (.t15).t31-.t4.t3 

Maolac:al27yearoldwr11e111aMldl0<low~rnal 
pleasuresseelcs(eool)~)(Yng)l)mk""'!h 
{cp..oeer)iaste Hys1111ic$andledleslMHKlnotaW1 
WrneBollVGr:JoDAMAGE. 

ACTORS wanted !or 16"wn avant garde .-: All 
size5,shac>esandsnet1COftlklered. BollSTcJo 
DAMAGE. 

CAN 3 MILLION 
READERS OF 

BE WRONG? 

OBU~OUSLY. 

SUBSCRIBE TO DAMAGE: 
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ON POLICE STATES 

I had almost finished my editorial for this issue when, 
April 16th, the San Francisco Police Department saWfil to 
bust fourteen people attending a party for the Japanese 
group, the Plastics, downstairs at Target Video. Two of 
the people arrested that night were Damage staffers, 
most were friends and everyone taken off to the Valencia 
Street Station was innocent of ~ny crime except wanting 
to have a good time. While the original editorial intended 
for this page addressed issues which, in the final analysis 
perhaps, may be more Of a threat to the things we care 
about in this scene, the Target bust represents a clear 
and present danger, an immediate.threat to our survival 
as a community. 

~~~~~ ~!~~~t0~!~en~us~~~~ep:i:r-~~a~~~~st~ 1!8.;~l~~ep~~: I 
ty. There were no complaints from irate neighbors, no 
disturbances of the peace, no mad punks running wild. 
The police were waiting. Waiting for a chance to crush the 
scene at Target, waiting lo strike a blow at the highly
vislble, highly-vocal SF new wave scene, waiting for the 

So whether the harassment Is subtle or open, it con
tinue~ . Kids in Orange Country and San Francisco alike 
get bui;ted for putting up posters on lamp posts, and 
bands get popped at Blackies in LA for "disturbing the 
peace," roughly pulled off stage and rousted down to the 
station. Small clubs in SF, San Diego, Houston, New York . 
City, Vancouver and Seattle are shut down for minor in
fractions of codes whose enforcement is selective to say 
the least. On the streets, punks get stopped for ques
tioning which most often means a lesson in keeping your 
mouth shut or else. Those who resist their Big Brother 
tacti~s usually end up on the wrong end of a billy club. 

The police everywhere act .on orders. Those orders come 
from the people who represent the powerful, the entren
ched, the rich , the privileged. Cops prey only on the poor, 
the defenseless , the disenfranchised. All minority and 
small communities are fair game and the less likely the 
chance of people fighting back, the more likely the police 
will use terror as a means of maintaining control. 

opportunity to put the fear of God, Mayor Feinstein and As a case in point, since the recent election of Ayatollah 
the SFPD Info our shrunken brainpans. · Feinstein and the most conservative Board of Super-

visors in years, the harassment pf punks and other under-
The sudden appearance of a cordon of policemen that represented communities in the city has increased 
night at Target was all the proof anybody needs to know drastically. 
that the police and the powers-that-be still perceive 
punks as a live threat to the things they hold near and Feinstein was elected with a pledge to "cleanJJp the ci-
dear. This despite all the unctuous hype in the media ty ." What that translates to Is a determined program of 
about new wave and the steady, unremitting watering pushing out the poor and anybody else who doesn' t flt in-
down of the original ideals that motivated the punk explo- to the picturesque, post card image the mayor and her big 
slon In the first place. business cronies have in mind for the city. The abrupt 

departure of the relatively liberal Police Chief Gain, 
If the cops in SF, who have a rep for being the most replaced by the more hardline Irish cop, Murphy, was just 
tolerant in the country , see new wave as a threat, what the first step in a calculated effort to make the streets of 
does this imply for the rest of the country? We already San Francisco safe for tourists and corporate presidents. 
know that in Los Angeles, for instance, where the pigs 
really work at the name, harassment is a day-to-day tradi- The reason most of us got involved in this scene in the 
lion. Ever since the crazed mad-dogs of the LAPD first place was because we were aware of the corruption 

has become new wave and that 's Decome the "in" thing, 
the original spirit of defiance has been sapped as more 
and more people have adopted its style without 
understanding what its substance is. 

Punk, as I understand it, is a stance of _absolute defiance. 
That defiance is centered on the people and the Institu
tions who are working to limit our freedoms and redefine 
the whole concept of individuality to fit computerized cor
porate behavior codes. The slop that's being labelled new 
wave and the gre~dy hands-on promoters who are 
plastering the new wave moniker atop any old shit they 
happen to be repackaging are just the tip of the iceberg. 
The old bag sitting in her plush office at City Hall , coun
ting the rents from her slum hotel, the glad-handing fat
cat from the record company, the surburban sweathog 
who likes to bash punks on the weekend, those three or 
four representatives of SF's finest who badly beat 
Target 's Sam Edwards on the night of the bust; all of 
them equally represent the things we stand in clear, une
quivocal defiance of. 

The next time somebody asks you what punk is, what new 
wave Is, think about what It Isn 't first. It isn' t standing by 
just waiting quietly for your turn to crawl into the gas 
chamber. It isn't shutting up just because some fat pig in 
a greasy uniform tells you to. It isn' t accepting harass
ment because " that's the way it 's always been." It isn' t 
wimping out because the odds are against you and , most 
of all, it isn' t forgetting, even for a moment , that you 've 
got rights that nobody, no matter how much money or 
how many guns they have, can take away from you. 

-the Editor 

-Brad L. 

assaulted a crowd of concert goers at Elks Hall last year, and decay everywhere around us. We were also aware of 

seriously injuririg a number of people In a polic:r:io:t:s:o lll:h:•:••;ct:l:h•;l;lh:•:in;s:li;tullllonlsioll ipolwieir iinioiuri sioci lei tiy iwei rlellllllllllllllllll 

blatant and outrageous that even the mainstream press dedicated to maintaining their death grip on the controls 
and TV took notice, they 've been keeping a slightly tower no matter how many people had to suffer, no matter how 
profile , but the persecution of punks and anybody else many people had to die. As the scene has grown, as punk 
who doesn' t fit their narrow stereotypes of normal and 
respectable goes on unabated . 

. ,,,,,,,,.::-. .. ,,(:'''''''''' ''' ''"'········.·.·.·.·.·.,., . ,.,.,.,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~~/://': ..... 
. .. .. . .. . . . ·:::::::::::::::.:::::·:-:···· ·:.-::~:·:/:,:.-: 

; ;,~itl'J~r!~~~ t su11 hold that Howie ' s:~;;;~!!ijj;f,f 
April 2, 1980 related activities have been , and wflf.·'.·:.·:.-. 

Dear Damage: 

Howie Klein thinks he can , in one 
tell swoop, negate all of the charges I 
have repeatedly broi.Jght against him 
merely by turning around and cat
tishly terming me a groupie (for, 
among others, the man I have been 
living with for a year and a half). He is 
gravely mistaken. I have always been 
most fair in my dealings with him, 
never once alluding to his age , girth, 
infamous past exploits in Nepal, 
balding dome or rather unsightly 
general appearance . This would 
have been irrelevant and would have 
made me seem as if I were groping 
for sticks to throw his way. I have 
never had to search very thoroughly 
or far to find evidence of Howie 
Klein 's distortions, partisanship or 
greed. He is not a particularly subtle 
man. 

He, on the other hand, cipparently 
can not defend himself against my 
accusations (or surel y he would have 
done so). Instead, he attacks me in 
such a way that-were anyone ac
tually ,foolish enough as to believe 
him-my entire character would be 
brought . into questio n , thu s 
diminishing the veracity of all I say 
and have said. Having hit below the 
belt, he imagines himself clever indeed. 

probably continue to be, biased, in
accurate and self-serving. And· as for 
Howie? Surely no one who believes 
in what they have said and done will 
sidestep such a delicate issue. To do 
so would be tantamount to an admis
sion of guilt, no? 

My charges and my character 
stand staunch. Et tu, Brutus? 

Caitlin 
4/2 /80 

Espoo 20.1.80 

Hello from here Finland , 

I read New York Rocker about 
Damage. The scene there in SF in
terests me very much. Perhaps I 
could subscribe Damage. How many 
issues there has been published? 
Would you please send me info 
about the prices of separate Issues 
and the yearly subscription of 
Damage into Finland . I will send you 
the check after receiving the Info. 

.:·:: ~- ' . 
. · ~· 

.'. / ' · ·:·· 

" 
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MX-80 SOUN D's "OUT OF THE TUNNEL" on RALPH RECORDS is available at: 

SAN FRANCISCO: Aquarius Records, Revolver Records; BERKELEY: Leopold's Records, Rather Ripped Records; 
LOS ANGELES: Rhino Records; NEW YORK: 99 Records, Soho Music Gallery; SANTA CRUZ: Cymbaline Records; 
CHICAGO: Wax Trax; DALLAS: VVV Records; VANCOUVER: King Bee Records; SEATILE: Second Time Records; 
DENVER: Wax Trax; NEW ORLEANS: Lesiure Landing; ANN ARBOR: Schoolkids Records; PARIS: U- S. Sounds 
lnl'I.; AMSTERDAM: Boudisque; SYDNEY: Utopia Import Records. . 

Also available at all TOWER & RECORD FACTORY locations and other fine record shops everywhere. 

For FREE-·catalog write to: RALPH RECORDS, 444 GROVE ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102 
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leneLovich 
Rock'n'roll has long been a haven for socfal 
malcontents. To those lndtvlduals whom 
society has never quite successfully Induc
ed to conform, it has always ottered 3 vent 
to their overburdened spleens. However, In 
most cases, after asstmllation Into the cor
porate megastructure of the record In
dustry, the lndlvlduallty and creativity of 
these artists tends to becom111 qulckly sup
pressed In a world of expense accounts, 
limousines and cocaine. What's to complain 
about anymore, when youhaveltafl?Tothls 
syndrome Lene Lovich presents an excep
tion. Despite the fact that she has become 
one of the hottest commodities In the music 
business, she refuses to develop a star 
complex, choos"lng Instead to plltsue her 
own unique courses of Interest. 

Lene Lovich's first album, Stateless (1979), 
was released domestlcalty back ln the days 
when the record Industry was still trying to 
Infuse the breath of life Into a quickly expir
ing disco. It became an immediate success, 
much to the surprise of record compar)y 
monarchs whO . thought new wave would 
never sell~ The Joke was on them. Lene 
Lovich may have been labeled new wave by 
a handful of starmakers too dense to know 
the difference, ·but even a modicum of in
telllgence should have led them to aee that 

~e;~p~~:~~:~rmh~re~ new about It at all. It's 

Musically speaking, Lane's work has 
nothing If not tremendous commercial ap
peal. It's light, catchy and easlly listenable, 
In the spirit of 60s pop music. Even her use 
of syntheslzers Is extremely melodic, rarely 
creating any dissonant or harsh tones. In 
the hands of the multitude of pop bands, 
this fqrmuta becomes slmply boring, but 
Lene has an appeal above this which lies in 
her own personality. It was an irrepressible 
Individuality that drove her from the 
Cleveland wasteland Into ·an environment 
more receptive to her unique idea.s. lt;s that 
same lndlvlt:luallty that makes her music 

appearance at a Target Video party, stan
ding In the midst of the crowd, chatting with 
anyone who could fight their way up to talk 
with her. It wasn't an attempt to garner at
tention. Lene just keeps climbing dOwn 
from the pedestal everyone ls so anxious to 
place heron. 

"I thlrik you're onlY treated like a star if you 
want to be," she says. "I personally don' t 
llke that. I don't r'eally like posh things very 

~~fi~· ~~~~~~~~lo~~~~n~:in~h~;: ~~~~~· 
tlons." 

Sporting a pair of bright red, hiP:length • 
braids, black lace Q.lo,yes, bright purple 

Lene' s performances here was her in
sistence on playfng the Mabuhay Gardens, 
rather than going with a bigger, more 
lucrative promoter. She picked the place 
out herself last summer, when in town on 
other business. Where other so-called punk 
bands made their way up from the streets 
screaming about anarchy and antl
capltallsm, only to go the way of the Old 
Waldorf or 8111 Graham, Lene Is sllll con
cerned about her audience. 

"We didn 't want to play any place where 
people were sitting down, and we didn't 
want to play any place where drinks were 
really expensive or anything llke that," she 
says. "We jusf wanted to make It as 

morethanjustrunofthemlll pop. -========================== 
On stage, Lene is in her element. She ls 
possessed of a fine sense of theatrics, 
which manifests itself In her dress, vocal 
style and mannerisms. She dances around 
the stage In a brilliant swirl of fabric, playirig 
to an audlence that entertains her as much 
as she entertains them. She has an amazing· 
vocal range, utillzlng techniques that trave 
caused some to liken her to a human syn
thesizer. But most Impressive of all, she stlll 
enjoys what she's doing. In the three per
formances I saw, she never once faltered 
when it came to energy and enthusiasm. 

Personally, I like pop music. But I've never 
found it interesting enough, on the whole, 
to merit an evening's worth of attention. 
And I must admit, Lene was no exception. · 
She's not breaking any new ground, and 
there's nothing particularly perceptive or in
novative In her music. By the middle of the 
first show, my attention was beglnniOg to 
wane. And when it flnally got around to the 

~~~n~~~h~o t~~~· s1~~~~n~o~~~~~r~~~n ~~ 
energies instead on finding someone . to 
chat with. But Lane's appeal, for me 
anyway, has more to do with her Ideas than 
her music. She adamantly refuses to con
form to anything she doesn't want to, suc
cessfully evading the attempts of record 
company publlcists and prornoters to make 
her little more than a commodity In today's 
mass market. 

It's also refreshing to turn on an AM radio 
and hear someone singing about something 
other than unrequited love or fun In the sun 
these days. Lane's lyrics deal with her own 
personal experience, but those ex
periences are hardly traditional. Her past 
employments have ranged from go-go danc
ing, screaming for French horror films and 
playing saxophone In a big band. Odd little 
ditties llke "Say When," "little Number" 
and " Home" speak from an experience 
allen to the average middle-class American, 
and stand out In sharp contrast to the bulk 
of pop fare. Yet the subjective, emotional 
quality Lene brings to the mu'Sic glW3s them 
a unlversal appeal nonetheless. 

"The songs I've written are true sforles," 
she says. ''But they're not necessarily facta 
and names. Very often, something has hap
pened to me very far back In the past, aQd 
so they seem a bit removed. I dpn't 
necessarily want It to sound like.I'm singing 
my diary. I hope that people can relate to 
the songs in their own way, so I don't want 
to name any names.'' 

While refusing to be the Tammy wynette of 
rock'n'roll, Lene also actively shuns all at
tempts to make her a capital "S" star. Dur
ing her stay In San Francisco, she remained 
extremely accessible to all those who 
wanted to talk with her. During the course of 
our interview, she paused to talk to at least 
a dozen adoring f8ns anxious to shake her 
hand and laud her performance to almost 
emt>.arrasslng extremes .. She also "!_ad![! an 

When she speaks of writing about things "very 
far in the past," she isn't just speaking about 
childhood experiences. She's been here 
before, "lots of times." 

dress and other Ur)usuat adornments, Lene 
presents a rather conspicuous figure. One 
has to admire her adamant refusal to bar
ricade herself behind a crew Of armed body 
guards In · order to maintain some 
semblance of privacy. Stlll, being so 8!iSll,Y 
recognizable does present Its problems 
when one simply wants to procure a jar of 
mayonnaise at the corner store. 

"I'd rather be up front about It," she says. 
"People want to talk to you, of course. 
Sometimes, you're In a hurry, but you don.'t 
want to.be Impolite to people. YOu Just have 
.to say to them, 'Okay, great, see you, bye.' 
Or If I'm really feeling sensitive, then I'll 
disguise myself. I'll put on a scarf and go to 
the store. Usually. If I hide my hair, it's all 
rtghl." 

One of the most admirable features of 

reasonable as pOsslbte for everyone.'' This 

=~~~u~r: u~f~p~~~~~~ ~~m~~n~x~~~~~;:i~ · 
who lnsPsted on pushing the Mabuhay staff· 
to the limit of tolerance. But her own per
sonal sentiments are refreshingly rare for 
someone In her posl~ion. 

What makes her attitude all the more excep
tional Is the facl that Lene herself has never 
really been on the receiving end of 
rock'n'roll. One would expect that soch 
ideals· would come from someone who had 
dealt with BiU Graham bodyguards and 
Waldorf dflnk prices. But Lene was never 
much interested In rock'n:roll a{ld her in
volvement came about only as a result of 
her discontent at art school. "I was very 

~~h~tlh a~1~~ s;~'f1C~~~e :fs\d~ 1 ~f~~ 
school. There was a friend of mine who was 

by Jane Hamsher 

a band leader and he said, 'If you can learn 
how to play Saxophone, you can be in the 
band.' So he taught me to play, very very 
basically." 

A saxoptione is hardly the typical instru
ment for a woman to pick up. But Lene Isn't 
selling sex, .and she has never allowed 
herself to be. limited by the female 
stereotype. It's just another facet of her 
rebellion; but that rebellion has taken its 
own unique form, every step of the way. 
She doesn't Identify with the allenatrng 
punk mentality, although she embodies 
many of its principles better than some of 
its most hard-core proponents. She Insists 
on her music being as accesslbte as she Is. 

Just prior to her appearance here, Lane's 
second album, Flex, was released. It's 
eve.ry bit as polished and poppy as its 
predecessor, punctuated by Lane's quirky 
vocals and sprightly melodies. But 
somehow, this music is more Intense, less 
light.hearted, with more contrived produc
tion. The songs are not quite as Immediate
ly infectious as those on Stateless, but 
they're also more adventurous. Once again, 
Lene asserted her right to develop and 
move on, rather than following an already 
tried formula tor success. 

"I had more control from a technical point of 
view," she says of Flex. " It's very much a 
studio LP, because I didn't have a band at 
the time. So I think there's more con
sciousness, but at the same lime I think the 
songs are more introverted. I'm deallng 
more with emotions that are from the inside, 
rather than as a result of outside events.'' 

On this second effort, one sees much more 
strength and seU~assurance In evidence. 
Part of this ls due to the tone of the music 
itself. "\ use many different kinds of 
rhythms," she says, "and rhYthms can In
dicate particular emotions. I think when you 
need to garner strength together, you can 
use that rhythm.' ' 

BUt on a lyrical level, th& songs also reflect 
a growing self-confidence. Where the first 
album dealt with more superficial aspects of 
human interaction, this album is more sub
jective, probing deeper. Speaking about 
one of the album's most successful cuts, 
"Joan," Lene says: "It's sort of a pep talk 
to myself. To trust my own Ideas. 
Sometimes you wonder whether your ideas 
are good-enough, and you don 't have the 
confidence you really need. It's just me talk
ing to myself, to make i:nyself more confi
dent." 

One theme that frequ·ently reappears In 
Lene's music Is the occult. Songs like 
"Telepathy" and " Bird Song" are indica
tions that Lene is dealing · with a world 
somewhat removed from mere physical 
reality. "I don't think you can ignore many 
things that happen, things that seem 
strange to think about, but they're not ac· 
tually that strange. There are many func
tions that go on ln our brains that we don't 
actually understand, and there are many 
talents that we have that , we don't really 
know about.'' 

When she speaks of writing about things· 
"very far In the past," then, she Isn't just 
speaking about chlldhood experiences .. 
She's been here 'before, "lots of times," 
she says. "I know of one time, but only 
because I went to a hypnotist, and did what 
they call a regression. I went very far back. I 
don't know what century It was, because I'm 
a very difflcult subject to test. My consc-

~~~~er;1i~~ff~;~~ ~~~1t"t~e0f~c:~~'!?~U ~~e~ 
reference points, so you can look back and 
say, 'ah, It was that century:• From the 

~ ~~~~~~tt~t~~~::~~ge~h'!;9r~ ~~e~~~k: 
J Rome or Greece. 
~ 
n. "I always think that In e\lerythtng we do, 
O we're constantly making a record of the 

~ ::~u8e~~ ~~~~nr~~~~~e~na~ ~~;:e·~:c~:.c~~d 
~ sometimes I think If enouQh of these things 
co ,reoccur, It can stlr up a memory of a par-

ticularly traumatic event quite easily. It's 
very close to the surface.'' 

As she speaks on the subject, she says Its 
dauntlessly, as if It were. the most com
monplace topic In the world. What else can 
you· ~xpect from someone whose everyday 
attire makes Sally Mutant look llke a finan
clal district drone? To her record company, 
such ecCentrlcitles may be just another 
aspect to capitalize on, new marketing 
material. But to the country's AM radio au- · 
dlence, who hear her music In all its Top 
Forty grandeur, It may present an alter
native. It may just be little Lene Lovich, and 
not the Clash or the Pistols, who opens the 
minds of the American public to the Idea of 

~~;~~t:u~~d~ k~~2~~s~h~l~~;t ~~~sy:~ 
could see a generation of little girls daring 
to dye their hair pink, play the saxophone 
and become rock'n'roll stars. O 
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JOHN CALE 
OLD SOLDIERS NEVER / DIE .... by Jane Cantillon 

hum the chorus, "Ready 
for war ... " to the drone 
of Walter Cronkite, feeling 
hungry, hopeless, and a lit
tle bored . I almost consider 
a career in the Army. So, 
off to San Francisco, to, 
among other things, see 
John Cale. He played at the 
Old Waldorf, that chintzy 
hall resembling a school 

, cafeteria . This SF audience 
resembled a reunion of the 
Class ,of 65, obviously old 
Cale devotees. Where were 
the punks who drifted in to 
see him at the Whisk_ey the 
weekend before? 

His new album, Sabotage, 
reads and bleeds like pages 
from Soldier of Fortune. 
"Mercenaries" is a sar
donic war chant in which 
Cale appears on stage in 
fatigues, recruiting his au
dience, " ... Let's go to 
Moscow, let's go to 
Tehran," then sings that 
hypnotic chorus over and 
over again, "Ready for 
war ... " Whoever said old 
soldiers fade away? His· 
new band plays with that 
hard-edged expertise Cale 
demands, and is particular
ly in evidence during the 
live version of "Heartbreak 
Hotel." Deerfrance, a 
precious waif who does 
backup vocals and percus
sion, sings the solo, "Only 
Time Will Tell." It is like a 
first recital; the audience 
fears her voice will crack 
and break ·into a zillion 
pathetic pieces. 

The title song, "Sabotage," 
is the mercenary operetta 
Cale is capable of. He 
stomps about like a boot 
camp bully, singing 
"Military intelligence isn't 
what it used to be." Then he 
shrieks, "Your intelligence 
isn't what it used to be, 
either!" It's no wonder this 
mad Welshman later com
ments, "Eno lacks passion 
in his more recent 
material, like a lot of new 
bands." 

When I told Cale I was 
·writing this for Damage, he 
said defensively, "I'm not 
new wave!" 

In the 60s, Cale played with 
the Velvet Underground on 
their first few albums. He 
left the Velvets partly 
be ca use of problems 
writing with Lou Reed. 
Warhol bailed out at about 
the same time. 

He then did some studio 
projects for the Stooges, 
Modern Lovers and Nico on 
Elektra Records. Warner 
Brothers hired him to do 
A&R, and he started recor
ding his own LPs. The first 
was The Academy in Peril, 
followed by Paris 1919. He 
left Warner to sign with 

"I'm not 
wave!" 

new 

ls"land Records in London, 
where he was allowed the 
freedom to recQrd his best 
work: Fear, Slow Dazzle, 
Helen of Troy and Guts. 

Since, he has been com
muting between New York 
and London, producing the 
likes of Patti Smith, UK 
Squeeze and Sham 69. His 
label, Spy Ltd., has releas
ed E Ps by Model Citizens, 
Sick F*cks, Lester Bangs 
and a single by The 
Necessaries. 

So what is John Cale? "New 
Improved Wave?" 

I ask him when he will be 
recognized as a great per
former outside of his cult 
following. "Timing," he 
said reluctantly, "and all 
the right factors must fall 
into line." 

SQmeone calls him a 
fatalist. He laughs and 
says, "Bullshit." Later, he 
says calmly, "People either 
know what they're doing, or 
they don't. 'Heroin' was a 
really important song. Do 
you know what Lou really 
wrote? What the first two 
lines say? 'I know exactly 
where I'm going; I know 
what I'm doing ... '" D 



There was a time when, even In London, 
new wave was restricted to the one or two 
venues where the owners believed that 
washing spit off the walls and floor and 
sweeping up blood-smeared safety pins 

~~~iz~~h~:~~~~1he~~~re0~~:fi~gb!H~"w!~ 
~~t ~e~=~~'dg9~~t~~~~~[h~~urfu5r~~o~: 
ment. Most London-based punks date the 
arrival of the music as the summer of '76 
Punk Festival at the 100 Club, Oxford Street, 
where an audience of a hundred or so had 
their brains pinned to the wall by the likes of 
the Sex Pistols and the Clash. 

Since then It's continued to grow, to such 
proportions that on any night of the week 
your average voyeurs can take their pick 
from anythfng ur. to thirty different venues 

~;r7a1~~~n:1~~e ~~:;' J~~16~~~~i~~. 1~·~~~ 
~~t~f:~8f~~~h~ ~~~t;, ~r;;g~;fi1~!?ytfok~:~ 
London, here are a few of the juicy ones: 

100 CLUB: 100 Oxford Street (Oxford 
Circus or Tottenham Court Road 
Underground Stations) 

The owners of the 100 Club are well used to 

fh~~!~~ge:n sd~?~g ~f~o~~~~r:!Y w:r~e~rus~~: 
Jaiz and reggae. They opened their doors to 
new wave when even the supposedly hip 
promoters were staring In shock. These 
days it's open six nights a week (closed 
Mondays) and offers a selection of new 

~~~~· f~~?,8f5 ~i~·r r~c~:i~~ ~i~ :~~· Ja~i 
and empathetic staf~. Being in the vanguard 
of ne.w wave has now begun to pay off in
asmuch as the originators of the movement 
show their appreciation by still playing 

. there when they could be selling out larger 
venues. As wit~ many places, they often 
have a mixed bill of new wave and reggae 

~~~al~~ubseg~~~;o~b~~ a~dd!~~cibo~r~~~ 
night, admission is about $2-3 and the 
capacity is about 500. 

THE ROXY : Covent Garden (Covent 
Garden Underground Station) 

~a~~er;ena~:s,ul:hfsa\: ~~~~cuoti?ecft~n~~~e~ 
them. Set in the middle of central London'~ 
most desolate area, ii has a lousy overpric
ed restaurant and a bar with good but ex
pensive beers. The Roxy has a reputation 
for booking the more outrageous bands, 
e.g. Wayne County, and also for giving a 
chance to bands just starting out albeit 

~1!hg~!11r:~i,"8,~~~r:'s· 1sA:1.!a c~~!~~~~n~~i 
rare.ly boring. The place itse1l1s always fac-
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lng tlnancial problems and seems to be con
tinually changing management. It's one of 
those small, sweaty, dark places and on a 
good night it's the best in town. The cover 
varies from free to $5. Opens about 8:00 and 
closes 1-2:00 am. Favorite hang out of the 
new wave poseurs. 

THE MARQUEE : Wardour Street 
(Piccadilly Circus, Oxford Circus 
Underground Stations) 

The Marquee ls one of Britain's oldest rock 
venues and has been used by bands for live 

more working class anti-hero c11entele. It' s 
about as dark and dangerous as you can get 
and is therefore much frequented by bands 
and voyeurs with those inclinations. En
trance 1s ludicrous at $2-7, particularly as 

b~~~ep~~e~~~~s (~~ f:o~)~~~d~ anbeo~taiJg; 
so go early and look mean. 

The MUSIC MACHINE . Camden 
High Street (between Mornington 
Crescent and Camden Town 
Underground) 

albums since way back In the early 60s. In far forgotten Victorian days, this was an 
They serve rock music seven nights a week old time music hall frequented by the likes 

:g~ ~~~:~~ g~~d~. 'n~ ~a;~~1~t:~ea~1 f~ra~~ . ~fh~r~et;b~~~ s~~ ~~~~~ ~~~r11!'i d~fnu:~hu~ 
~;:~na ~=re~ 11\Y n~!'s't::?;'t~h~!~ .~~~~~~~ ~~;r ~~;g~o7~~3i~te~i~h~~~b!haend0~gm~ 
a night (7:30 and 9:30) but ii you want to be ~onsense , over which more recent genera-
sure of getting in, arrive early. The at- hons have taken delight in adding some 
mosphere is puni;ient and the bar is variable graffiti. You can eat, drink and play 
ludicrously overpnced but does good the latest electronic games. There are two 
business thanks to a little help from the ap- large dance floors, an upstairs balcony and 
palling ventllatlon system. Standing room even old-time theatrical boxes (no extra 
only. Entrance is usually $2-3 for which cost). Things don't start until about 9:00. 
you ' ll see two bands; a support act that You'll get two, sometimes three, bands for 

;~~1i~; ~~~th!~?t a~ndo~~h~~~~m~~~d. n:;_ ~~~fa:e0~~r.1 ~~~u\h~1crn~~i,a~h1~~~~~;~ 
dlei:ices are usually fairly riotous an.d the e,x- you can catch them after seeing a pub gig 

ft~~e~6~g~ebi~~~ 0~=s~f \~e ~g~~~h~~gp:~ , ~0a~=~~;1rrerri~~~/~~ t~~vg~;f ;~deft~s(~~X 
savor. Wear waterproof make-up. Within 100 wave about three out of six nights. It's a well 
yards of the 100 Club. known hangout for Junkies. Decaying music 

hall set in an area notorious for drunks and 

THE NASHVILLE : Cromwell Road ~~8-~iM~d clothes stores. Capacity Is 

(West Kensington Underground) 

As pubs go, It's one of the tari:ier ones As 
its name suggests, it started llfe as one of 
London 's premiere country showcases· 

!~~I~ ~~;n ai7 l~~t ~~ri~:~~il~f v~~~wi~y~ci~hs~ 
ed down and opened as a rock pub. The 
pop.ularity of the place is based on the 

~~tut~r~i~;~~~;~~~h~~g~or~de~~~: ~~~~~ 
times, it has become one of the after-the
gig jamming places for whomever is in 
town. Serves Fullers beers. Unlike most 
venues, it has a few tables but if you want 
one, arrive about 6:00, have a pint or two Jn 

~i~~r~~ci~: 8~~~~:b~t~rs~~8 ~~nde c~~~~s$e~~ 
5. Favorite gig of the Dave Edmunds/Nick 
Lowe set. 

THE NAGS HEAD 
(The Angel Islington Underground) 

DINGWALL$ : Camden Lock 
(Camden Town Underground) ' 

Situated on Camden Town's new home for 
hip businesses, Dlngwalls is one of the 
more expensive 'In' places which offers 
new wave a couple of nights a week. The ad
vantages of the place are a good restaurant 

h~ft ~r~~eb~~g;~e1g~O~~i·~ ~h!~aff0;1~ca~ 
with some tables. The high admission 
charge ($3-7) allows them to book top line 
acts and it stays open until about 2:00 
weekends, 1 :00 during the week. Opens 
about8:30. 

THE ROUNDHOUSE (opposite 
Camden Town Underground) 

The Roundhouse is funded by the Arts 
Council of Great Britain and has recently 
had ·us grant reduced which has meant 
fewer live gigs and theatrical productions. 

~~~7 ~~scd~fi~~t~~es~0~d1~~~· t~~:.;~~:~ 
and reQ_qae. In doinQ_ so •. they_ have gj,ven 

USED LPS - BOUGHT, SOLD & TRADED. 

· DAMAGE 

London its largest regular meeting place for 
punks et al. who worshipfully trek there 
about 2:00 in the afternoon from when, until 

:~0~: s~~~~~~~d1~.0Js~!~yhoe~; 6f ~~~1:: ; 
big name band. There are bars, restaurants 
[reasonably priced) and th8 opportunity to 
do some serious posing amid the latest in 
punk paraphernalia. The cover is about $5 
and well worth it. The Roundhouse Is also 
the venue for a lot of avant garde theatre 
and musical festivals, so it's worth picking 
up a program. 

New wave has reached such proportions 
that it can sell out the larger venues and 

~~~~e~0uke~~~~1~a~i~~ r:~~~~~~eg,~~J~) 
and the Hammersmith Odeon (Ham
mersmith Station) are now featuring new 
wave one or two nights a week. Both are (for 
Britain) larger auditoriums (capacity roughly 
2,500) with large stages. Besides these, 
many of the London colleges, of which 
there are about a hundred, also promote 

~~~e~a;;ce~~dto ~~r;~~atfg;~nv~rr g1~~ 1 ?s 
through the weekly magazine Time-Out 
(Thursdays) which carries details of them all 

h~~ ~ ;g~P:~;~n~fv':s~~rde: f~~~~- ~i~~ss~ 
possible range of events and ,...details of 
routes to just about all venues. Of the major 
rock papers, NME (New Musical Express) ls 
perhaps 1he most new wave Inclined and 
comes out weekly on Thursdays. The 
underground (subway) system ls by far the 
most convenient way to travel in London; 
it's slightly expensive but quick and cleaner 
and less dangerous than .Its New York 
counterpart. Drawback - it closes about 1 :00 
am. There are somewhere in the region of 
two hundred pubs featuring live music most 
nights and the usual time for the opening 
set is about 9-9:30. Pubs usually open about 
6:00 and close about 11 :OO and most have 
one band a night. For less hassle, arrive 
early. 

For new wave lovers, there's no better 
place to be than London but It's also true 
that things are a bit different here. Gigs are 

~~na~~s ct~8;9~~ ~~ha ~~r ,i;~r9:glo~~~roai~ 
and sometimes more violent. There are all 
kinds of politlcal connections to both the ex
treme left and extreme right; many bands 
play benefits for one side or the other. This 
tends to lead to occasional violence. 
Sometimes it's just the raw energy. Throw
ing abuse, beer cans and hackers at the 
bands are the most common forms of 
compliment and accepted as .such. It's 
generally true to say that- new wave is a 
working class youth movement In Britain (as 
rock was in the early 60s) and is a form of 

1;~~~~~c1~~~o~~ie~g~ E~j~y ~~pect a pretB' 

II you're seeing 
stars, ifs hardly 

surprising! Universal h.s 
jusl opened In Berkeley 

with 75.000 new and used 
records, lapes, poslers and 

buttons. 

Come buy, sell •nd lrade lor 
whal we guarantee to be the 

~ m~:~c:.~~e~~iv~!r~~=~.~ 
albums,45'sand78'ilnthe 

store. check out our new rental 
service, end remember I hat lor 

all lhe very best In new w•ve, 
rock, r99gae, Jau, soul, blues, 
classical and cotlecUblH, it's 
got to be Univerul, the new 

world record holders. 

SPECIALIZING IN THE RARE AND OUT-OF-PRINT. 
WANT LISTS ACCEPTED, COLLECTIONS WANTED. 

loc•ted conveniently ¥J block from c.mpus 
2309Y:! TELEGRAPH AVE., BERKELEY 

540·9970 
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258-A NOE STREET (MARKET & 161H STREETS) 
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An unhealthy dose of 
militaristic politics, 
both east and west, 
has created a milieu 
of transfigured 
decadence, lunatic 
humor and bizarre 
behavior that defies 
the American art 
tradition. 

While at LaMamelle (a 70s styled archive for 
video and performance art in San Francisco) 
to view videotapes by Douglas Davis, I met 
Carl Loeffler, chief curator and founder of 
the space. He asked me enthusiastically, if 
guardedly, about "'1980 at the Hotel Utah/ 
and what he called •new wave• per
formance art and artists. Mentioning that 
Joe Rees of Target Video had told him that 
LaMamelle wasn't necessary any more, he· 
asked why it seemed that so many of us 
younger artists were so •anti-system. • 

My answers, respectively, were: That • 1900 
at the Hotel Utah• is a performance concept 
Intended to explore the theatrical element 
which had entered many artists' work, In
cluding my own. That the word • new• Is old, 
and I don't feel it's as much a matter of 
generations as It Is a kind of emotional or 
psychologlcal difference in sensibility. 
Most performance art today seems more 
connected to happenings and action pain
ting of the late 50s and early 60s than to art 
of the 70s. And finally, that as long as there 
Is a system and artists, there will be artists 
against the system. When galleries and 
museums become complacent and lose 
touch with the immediate culture, a new 
senslbllity pops up, as It has now. 

What is taking shape here In San Francisco, 
New York, and to a lesser extent in Los 
Angeles, is primarily a rejection by artists 
and a wide art audience of the tastes and 
the structure of the art museums and 
gallerles that developed In the Kennedy/
Johnson/Nixon era. lt was an era 
characterized by Zen-like isolation, elitism, 
sectarianism and double standards; by ar
tists who refused to be fashionably politlcal 
during the Viet Nam episode, or whose 
work criticized government and technology 
while llving off government grants and sales 
to the very patrons responsible for them . • 

In an ontological sense, minimalism equals 
boredom, so maxlma1ism equals entertain
ment. Entertainment?! That old taboo? Yes. 
This rejection on a populist front was largely 
generated by punk and new wave music, 
the theatrics of groups like Snake Theiltre, 
the Angels of Light and a whole San Fran
cisco tradition of non-aligned radical activity 
that can be traced back to the earthquake of 
1906. 

An unhealthy dose of militaristic politics, 
both east and west, has created a mi11eu of 
transfigured decadence, lunatic humor and 
bizarre behavior that defies the American 
art tradition. It is an historical phenomenon 
with roots in Dada; Futurism of fascist Italy; 
Constructivism of revolutionary Russia; sur
realslm , nihilism, anarchy and Film Noire of 
the Hollywood 30s. The scatological out
bursts by artists, poets, freethinkers, 
radicals and musicians combined with the 
shock waves of world war and the·existen
·tial dilemma of Europe during the 20s and 
30s, might be what we're experiencing in 
subculture today. However much of the 
•cabaret styled " performances witnessed 
at ~ 1980 at the Hotel Utah, n Fab Mab, Club 
Foot and A-hole Gallery may resemble 
Brechtlan/lsherwoodlan prewar Berlin of 
the 30s, this Is the 80s! 

proves communication from ·paint A to point 
Z, between Individuals and nation states, 
the viral spread Increases tempo, producing 
an elastic state capable of rabid transforma
tion. The threat of fascism and self
destructlon also Improves, as well as the 
options of aversion. 

The medlacrats are In charge. They control 
the volume, blur the Image and Influence 
the future (that genetic blackboard). Video 
art, the great gothlc monster of totalilarian
capltallsm, wails like a baby In the Invisible 
theatre, stamping Its mad feet In the living 
rooms of our brave new world. Not struc
tured for tong narratives or panned en
vironments llke cinema, video works best 
with short, clipped, repetitive statements 
and visuals that overpower the viewer. A 
tool of the unconscious, It's an excitable toy 
as powerful as a small atom bomb with mass 
radioactive exposure. 

Performance, live art , body art, 4-
dlmenslonal art , action. Their present In
carnation In San Francisco centered 
orlginally around Tom Marionl's MOCA, the 
Museum of Conceptual Art, organized in the 
early 70s by Marioni to showcase artists 
whose work was not being exhibited in the 
galleries or museums. The concept of the 
alternative space was born, and local artists 
were launched, Including Marioni , Terry 
Fox, Paul Kos, Howard Fried, Daryl Sapien, 
Nancy Blanchard, Susanne Helmuth, Linda 
Montano and others. LaMamelle, Site 
Gallery and the Farm were Influential in 
establishing the model of alternative sites 
of exhibition. 

During the exhibit of "Space/Time: Art of 
the 70 's" at the San Francisco Museum of 
Modern Art, a new wave of art surfaced 
around the clty. Examples include the " 1980 
at the Hotel Utah" series at the Hotel Utah, 
Bruce Pollack's A-Hole gallery at 527 - 3rd 
Street and Club Foot at 2520 • 3rd Street. 
Other new developments Include Jetwave 
at 1151 Market Street, and opened on March 
1st, the Artists for Revolullon in the Eighties 
(ARE) unvelllng of The Museum of Tem
porary Art (MOTA), with a "Cruise Missile " 
event at the United Nations Plaza and films 
afterward In their 2,000 square foot gallery 
across the street. 

Mark Pauline (Sagittarius) first appeared in 
San Francisco via billboard alterations and 
bill posters exhorting militarism. Urban 
Violence, his first machine performance us
ing servomechanisms was ~ Food For 
Machines" at the corner of Columbus and 

social Darwinism applied to art Ignores Green Streets In North Beach, May 1979. I 
slmultaneous mini-states of evolutlon- ~~~~~a~~oe~ ba .. s~~r~n W!~if::nt~~~t~ 
~~v~~~~~;ins~ s~rie~~r-~:s~ ~~~1~!~oens f~ terrorist" and later Interviewed him for 
a vortex ascribed to a big bang theory Is Issue #1 of Damage (we both used 
merely a capsulized view of western pseudonyms). I felt he had effectively jux
apocalypslsm. JUNK, FUN K, PUNK, SUNK taposed mass culture and the urban-human 
(a poem). (I favor discreet, autonomous environment. Over against the huge art and 
pools of activity capable of animation in any technology movement of the 60s, here now 
given timespace.) Archetypes appearing was its alter ego: dumb repressed 
and disappearing like phantoms in both the machines, robot mentality, sexless android 
individual and collec ti ve psyc hes. conveyor belts performing useless func
(Phenomenom Surrealism equals a specific tlons (smashing smashed pigeons); perfect 
state of psychic activity; is parallel to, metaphor and prototype for an aesthetic 
though not necessarily causally connected that went beyond the dry academic and 
to, slmllar activity in what Jung calls the col- pseudo-metaphysics of the mainstream, 
lectlve unconscious.) As techno)og,..y .... ;m.,--co~ld,.f.ac•t•s .• 111"'~ a 

Sagittarius (Mark Pauline): "No one who.ls In· 
terested In what I do has ever expected to get 
any genuine answers out of me In person, or 
by reading what I write about myself In 
magazines." 

Tony Labat: "Suppose that you stir a cup of 
coffee and then remove the spoon. In the Initial 
state there Is an ordered motion of the swirling 
coffee. In the /Ina/ equilibrium state there is 
random molecular action. Surely disorder Is in
creased in this natural and Irreversible pro
cess: e.g., If my -- was the size of a 
baseball bat and my -- fike basketballs, I 
would stand on the top of Twin Peaks and 
-- on everyone below." 

Karen Finley: 'I use the disadvantage to my ad
vantage. I guide myself and my audience 
through fffuslon and splatter them with a dose 
of real If me. The subject matter Is secondary to 
the psychofogfcaf associations of topic to topic 
and gestµre to gesture. " 

Artists for Revolution In !he Eighties (ARE): 
"Non-profit performance space at 1141 Market 
Street, with the Intention of Imploding the 
populace of San Francisco with new emerging 
approaches to art. ARE operates a museum of 
temporary art (MOTA) for visual, audio and 
sculptural artists, a 11/m screening showcase 
for filmmakers, and will be starting an hour 
long video art program on Channel 25. The first 
was shown five March 6 at 8:00 pm. All In
terested persons are encouraged to contact us 
at (415)626-5665 or 626-2860 and see what Is 
operating. " 

Randy Miehe! Hussong: ' '/don't feel responsi
ble; I am driven. I have a communication in the 
things I make, be they activities or objects. 
These things are the physical manifestations 
outside myself. My objective Is to continue; 
nd at some point In my Ille, I hope to have 

made art." 

Jetwave: " Not-for-profit. Organized group of 
four future artists dedicated to the survival of 
art in aJnanner inclusive of the five senses of 
Idea, process, painting, performance and In
tellectual magic. Establishment of static 
gallery with public accessibility. Availability 
and access of performance local(ons tor prac
ticing artists. A periodic Jetwave pubf/calion to 
further constant communication and methods 
of knowledge." 

Bill Seaman: " Pluralis tic thought placed In 
sets/crossover systems or networks/cradles 
for contrad/c tlons/emotlonaf and intuitive 
logics/specific manifestations/of chosen am
blguitles/decontextuallzatlonlcurrent cultural 
climate characteristlcs/llctionaf architec
tures/collapsed time/dwefflngs/for 11/u· 
sionsllanguages and metalanguages/varying 
masses and emotional weights/subtle exer
tion/sometimes overt/p ressure/on my 
behavior/from awkward accumulations/of se· 
cond hand!lnlormalion/becoming history/an 
escape from tlmelultlmately impossi
ble/research/In to the nature of /repeti
tion/becomes a refuge/be chance/and 
plea sure/flngu /s tlc plays/ form con
tainers/amidst the manipulation/of minute 
magnetic variables. " 

DAMAGE 

A-Hole Gallery (Bruce Pollack): "The AJ1ole 
Gallery Is one place you don't have to worry 
about being referred to as an asshole place; 
we already are. We only show quality work 
which most people consider asinine. If you 
want to show there, contact me c/o Asshole, 
(415) 546-0691." 

Club FOot (Garrett): "The becoming of an ob
ject whlle keeping a human appearance, and In 
the name of a particular human appearance, a 
range of models where everyone Is Invited to 
choose a suitable role. The more you are a 
social being, the more you are an object." 
(Kelly): "Where everything Is bad, It must be 
good to know the worst." 

Bruce Gluck: "In making decisions as 
'Isolating a series of moments where activities 
occur' there is Impetus to further a particular 
Intention (this being a specific subject matter), 
only to come about through and actual Isola
tion in timS:.space, of time-space, as simple as 
light . . . There is a possible choice of the 
pofitlcafizatlon of an occurence, due to the 
regulations and relationship of these parts to 
the final whole . . . An intent of our ex
istence is in a self-induced mode of operation 
as an attempt to investigate communication, 
rathf{lr than Id produce a reactionary emotional 
expression from/for an audience anticipating 
entertainment . . . In order for this, or any 
other, idea In imagination to have cause and ef
fect, the situations must occur as 
simultaneous actions, where conceptual con
versation and physical conversatron cross.'' 

R.lrwln: 

·wE ARE THE FREEDOM FIGHTERS 
WE ARE TALL DARK AND HANDSOME 

WE HA TE TRAITORS AND TYRANTS 

WE ARE ARTISTS IN EXILE 
WE Llv'E IN A FOOLS' PARADISE 

WE ARE HAPPY HERE 

WEARE MAKING ART 
LOOK HOW HAPPY WE CAN BE 
MAR MAR MARCHING ALONG 

WEARETHEAVANTGARDE 
WE ARE THE NEW WAVE 

WE ARE THE LA TE SENSATION 

WE WATCH TELEVISION IN BED 
WE SMOKE MARIJUANA 

AND GET DRUNK 
WE MAKE LOVE 

AND DON'T HAVE BABIES" 

{lrqm Auxlflary Reconnaissance Trafnfng, R. lrwln, 
1980.) 

Magdalen Plerrakos: 

" 1. size shape displacement of objects 
2. the na tural order o f things Isn't 

cleanliness 
3. speed + direction - velocity 
4. disgust 
5. time killing 
6. architecture 
7. waste material 
8. weather formation 
9. jokes 
10. actions repeated by necessity" 

Donis (Alan Messer): " The Donis were a sad 
case - problems, including a craving tor atten
tion, fed to our psychodramas (whaf you calf 
entertainment), then we got laid; we felt good; 
we could no tonger perform. ·• 



Bruce, ag a en, ony, Karen, Blll: I know 
them all from the San Francisco Art In
stitute. All of us have taken classes with 
Howard Fried at one time or another. 
Howard Is the architect/author of serious 
study in performance and video at the In
stitute. Paul Kos, Linda Montano, David 
Ross (the curator of the Berkeley Museum, 
his specialty is video and performance ar
tists), Chris Burden and Barbara Smith from 
Los Angeles have all taught here. Per
formance literally took over at SF Al, evoking 
a resurgence of energy unlike anything 
there since the heyday of abstract expres
sionism In the late 40s and 50s. Other per
formance artists who've studied at the Art 
Institute are: Michael Osterhout, Dan Ake, 
Jose Maria Bustos and Peggy .Ingalls. This 
Is about as archival as I'm willing to get; one 
theory has It that painterfpoet Wiiiiam Wiley 
ignited much performance activity while 
teaching at U C Davis; among his students 
were Howard Fried, Jock Reynolds and 
Bruce Norman (the man David Ross says 
was the first artist to use television as an art 
form). 

While Tom Marioni's camp followers con
verged In Pago-Pago, an Island paradise 
somewhere in the Pacific, turn right at Win
nebago, recording each other's presences 
with sound, video, film, you name it (a four 
LP record set will be available via Crown 
Point Press in Oakland), hardcore realism 
continued here In the city. A glossy, color 
18 x 24 poster appeared on the door of 
MOCA, a kind of artistic out to lunch sign. 
Among those reporting for duty were: John 
Cage, William Wiiey, Daniel Burin, Chris 
Burden and Laurie Anderson. Tom Marioni 
opened the lecture series with a set of 
predictions for the 80s accompanied by a 
beeping telecom-device used to erase 
messages on your answering machine. You 
knew everything he predicted would be 
true, everything was so predictable. Well, 
no man is an Island, Tom, it's sink or swim. 
"You're only as good as your last per
formance" (J.M. Bustos). 

Other influential developments on per
formance art in San Francisco Include a 
general influx of new wave electronics 
breeding a host of cross-currency between 
musicians and visual artists. Performan"ce 
bands, like the original Donis starring Alan 
Messer, Jojo Planteen and Phillip Huyser, 
transmutaled to the Dickheads, with Alan, 
Phillip, Steve Fisher and Keppy (also co
owner and producer of Club Foo,t). Jojo, 
meanwhile, went straight into music with . 
lhe Alter Boys and later the Inflatable Boy 
Clams, stlll doing performances on the side 
at Club Foot, Mab and Roosevelt. As I was 
saying, aside from the band f performance 
action, incorporating as it does an admix
ture of visuals, theatre and music, the early 
(and late) performances of Winston Tong at 
the Eureka Theatre are early evidence of 
what became ln effect "cabaret styled" per
formance art. A kind of pseudo-decadence, 
high style theatre emerged amidst the dark 
caverns; the Deaf Club being prototypical of 
friendly, high-energy, sometimes not-so
friendly, showcases. 

Bruce Poll<!Ck 's A-Hole performance 
gallery became the first space for artists 
Interested primarily in performance; hard
wood floors, dimly-lit entrance hallway and 
soundtape g,reet you as you enter. 
"Welcome to the A-Hole Gallery, go right 
up, welcome to the A-Hole Gallery, go right 
up, welcome ... " Bruce Is an organizer 
of many of the early activities In San Fran
cisco, Including the group show of per
formances In 1978 at the Webster Street 
YMCA Mental Health Clinic. Along with 
Karen Finley, he curated the "Prick Plate" 
show In the sculpture garden of the San 
Francisco Museum of Modern Art in 
response to Judy Chicago's "Dinner Party. " 
He was also Involved In helping reconstruct 
the old Termlnal Concepts building that stlll 
houses a few Mutants. His own per
formances Include an appearance on the 
natlonally televised "Gong Show" with Tony 
Labat (with whom he has done several 
pieces under the guise of Bruce and Tony 
and The Assholes). His work is a cross bet
ween slapstick/burlesque, anecdotes 
(repetition of word puns), loud sounds, 
scratchy noise tapes and what? Cultural 
psychosis? His props tend to self-destruct 
by the end of his performance. There is ge
nuine humor. He sometimes ·uses 
typewriters and penclls. He's weird and 
acts like an asshole. 

If any of this amounts 
to a movement, it is a 
movement away from 
the past that is 
creating a future. 

\ 

JAi ALAI-HIALEAH-HIALEAH-JAi ALAI 

Tony Labat is an asshole too, but his per
formances seem to be personal, 
autobiographical, activating a source of his 
native Cuban toplcal/lroplcal Imagery. This 
includes fat Fidel cigars. rum and coke, 
Copacabana stage, Ricky Ricardo Inanity, 
pulsing tempo, stuffed parrot, Statue of 
Liberty, skateboard, telephone calls to his 
mother In Miami Beach live on stage, 
monotonous word phrasing, Innumerable 
cooba-related Items including Jal jalai equip
ment. 

Magdalen Plerrakos and I started doing col
laborative pieces in 1977; for one, I recall , 
we translated a poem by Rimbaud, ex
changing passages, her reading In French, 
me in English, whlle a Japanese record call
ed "How to Speak French" played in the 
background. I mention this only because 
Magdalen has a way of obscuring her work 
In one way or another; there always seem to 
be a few deeper layers of signification 
beneath the obvious material presented. 
Her performance at the Hotel Utah almost 
closed the series, It upset the management 
so much. She threw a lot of garbage onto 
the floor from the balcony while making 
sounds on a violin and !lashing lights across 
the stage area. The management said it was 
just a lot of garbage. " Dog-house, " an in
stallation/performance last year by 
Magdalen Involved a tiny card-sized invita
tion with the face of a dog stamped on it that 
requested you bring your own dog. At 
Magdalen's studio you were greeted by a 
mob of dogs whose activities, which includ
ed drinking and eating, parodied the ac
tivities of the human guests. Also, though 
possibly Incidental to the piece, a TV set 
hanging from the celllng over the crowds 
was on during most of the evening; some 
stared at It. Others like myself wondered at 
first if it weren't a l ive video hook-up or 
videotape. A giant homemade doghouse 
and brown wrapping paper were the only 
furniture In the studio. The rest of it was 
stacked inside the kitchen, wrapped and 
lied. 

Karen Finley uses a running gestalt-like 
stream of babble, absurd actions (asking us 
at the end of her piece at the Utah, "How 
many bananas can I swallow?," laying over 
the stage on her back and pushing the 
bananas down her throat) and psychosis· 
related topics: Mother and daughter, 
woman and doll, auto wreck, growing-up
absurd comedy, grotesque behavior. Her 
unbalancing act leaves the audience always 
wondering If she's making it all up as she 
goes along or if It's all carefully scripted. 
She screws up time, real and unreal. Her 
characters (characterizations) crumbl e, 
dissolve. are reconstructed, totally 
destruct, appear suddenly, as If they were 
smashed or disfigured entitles from a 
dream. She brings out the schizophrenia of 
the moment. 

BUI Seaman's latest work includes a 
musical score tor Daryl Sapien, a video 
show titled "How to Revive Dead Roses," 
and a two-part performance titled "Curve- 0 
• Inverted Curve/Growth Curve Diagrams 
With Subdued Intonations" (Part One) and 
"Growth Curve Diagrams for Simultaneous 
Receptor Motivations" (Part Two). The w.ork 
Is subdued, Eno-esque electronic sound
tapes with live volceover monotone. 

Bruce Gluck and Randy Michel Hus~ong 
work together often in pieces Incorporating 
real time events like: Hammering and saw
ing, passing out mysterious quasi -
documents, repressed radio garble, sud

den music; all actions that seem dull and 
repetitious. They both have separate view
points ultimately In their own way. Bruce ls 
Intellectual and self-absorbed, Randy is 
clever and funny. Both rely on audience par
ticipation, lf not In fact, then viscerall y. A 
kind of collective' therapy permeates their 
work. Along with other members of Jet
wave, and a few members of Artists for 
Revolutlon In the Eighties, a broad outline 
of socla1 discontent emerges among a 
generation politicized by the apolltical 70s, 
building onto the future radical collective 
angst. 

If any of this amounts to a movement, it Is a 
movement away from the past that Is 
creating a future. Performance, by its 
nature, lmplles movement and movement 
Intersects Invisible and visible worlds. 
Duchamp told us that movements were 
meant to die: we may be repeating history 
by Uvlng the present, but the mistakes of 
the past aren't enough to sustain us in a 
future we are daily recreating. Out of 
nothing Into nothing, at the edge of 
essence, there is no future, read Corin· 
thlans 1:16-20, watch out for mind control; 
these are the signs .on the walls of our little 
Babylon by the Bay. We are a city of elitist 
llmouslned spiders, cozy ant hills, dung 
bars, starving . American Indian beggars, 
chromozone cloneheads, gay caballeros, 
poet cabbies, rabid babies, Peoples' i:em
ple, Dianne Feinstein, body snatchers, fog, 
angels of light and hells angels, the dead, 
the undead and the halfdead, ghosts, bums 
and bllllonaires, the SLA,~ LSD; ESP, Zen 

6:~r,te+r:,;;;:;:~n~~t ~~~~~ng~ri&~~~· GTa~: 
Alchemy, Have Gun Will Travel. 

Lest we forget ... Other emerging artists 
Include: Tom Matte (multi-media per
formance, filmmaker), Kevin Martin, Tim 
Young, Julie Javrotsky, Kurt Lundblad, Lina 
Felllni , Arturo Galster, Roxanne Spring, 
Tom Curtis (unusual objets d'art), Monte 
Thompson (also painter), Jack Johnson, the 
sets and costumes of Ric Tringali, more 
"new wave psychedic~ objects (T. Curtis in
cluded) of Jane Bauman and Sue Bowman 
(now defunct ~signa l Squadi ), Jeff Vaughn 
(slide and film projected sculpture), Freddy 
Fox (Mutants vocalist and filmmaker) and 
Nancy Frank (LaMamelle). I 1 1 qi 
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Pretty and 
Unpredictable 

H
ow, do you describe someone who 
says her audience is irrelevant and 
doesn't care to give the story of her 

life? Loveable and cuddly? Cute as a bug's 
ear? More fun than Donnie Osmond? Well, 
the word . teen star Lydia Lunch likes to 
use is pretty. "I'm not here to preach," the 
New York based singer/songwriter con
fides, "I'm not a messiah or a savior. I'm 
not trying to say anything meaningful. I'm 
just trying to be pretty!" 

And to her literally hundred or more 
fans coast-to-coast and in Europe too, 
Lydia's definitely not trying too hard. A 
glamorous teen sensation at sevent~en, 
Lydia was the envy of all her friends with 
her very own rock group, Teenage Jesus 
And The Jerks. What's more, it was Lydia 
who thought up the name for the group all 
by herself! 

As Lydia Is the first ·to point out, 
Teenage Jesus was a smash success. 
Playing to scores of people in New York's 
trendiest clubs, the perky dark-haired 
singer wasn't a bit dlmayed when fans left 
In droves after the first few minutes of her 
set. As she herself admits, .. The only Idea 
behind Teenage Jesus was punch. That 
was the only ideal" Obviously too moved 
to stay, many of the Big Apple's most 
punchy scene makers left, raving about 
Lydia. 

Success like that In the wacky wonder
ful world of the new wave can only lead to 
greater success and, for Lydia, It was the 
chance to record her very own singles and 
appear on her very own first albuml While 
she had to share the spotlight with a few of 
New York's lesser known bands on the No 
New York album, it came as no surprise to 
anyone, least of all Lydia herself, that she 
was the real starl 

An exciting whirlwind European tour 
came next ... We went to Berlin and they 
loved usf" Lydia confessed to Damage, 
.. They loved us so much that since I knew 
that that love and fondness couldn't be 
equaled anywhere else, I knew that was 
the end. They understood. We 
conquered!'' 

After so much success, love, fondness, 
what else was left except to record her 
very own first solo album, Queen Of 
Slam? Lydia uses the word "subliminal" 
to describe her music on the album and 
her record company promises that "even 
those who found the average Teenage 
Jesus performance of ten minutes roughly 
nine minutes too long ... are bound to 
find nothing offensive about Queen Of 
Slam." 

But even with all these ac
complishments, and others too numerous 
for anyone possibly to remember, the am
bitious Ms. Lunch wasn't satisfied. "The 
past Is lrrelevantl" explains the_pert and 
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Unpredictable 
and Pretty 

perky pop fave, taking a ladylike swig 
from a bottle of domestic whiskey. What 
Lydia Is excited about now ts her new 
band, Eight Eyed Spy featuring Lydia 
Lunch. The band's just finished playing 
an exciting whirlwind tour of the West 
Coast, performing in clubs as far south as 
Los Angeles and as far north as San Fran
cisco. 

"The band is greatl" the young star 
modestly admits. "The influences are 
even· more diverse than the album, but 
maybe most people just can't see that 
because they're ignorant!" 

Ignorant maybe, but the handful of in
itiates who found their way to the Intersec
tion, a local community art center and pic
turesque part-time nitespot, for Lydia's 
final San Francisco date were soon 
educated in the mysteries of pop 
music . .. Lydia Lunch style. To no one's 
surprise, least of all Lydia's, a lot of the 
audience was just too moved to applaud. 

••1 just stand up there and sing normal 
pop songs, like any normal girl ever!" says 
Lydia, confiding the secret of her s,uccess, 
"I just can't give the audience anymore 
than I do. I can't move one more muscle, I 
can't write one more lyric that would mean 
anything more than me just standing there 
and letting them experience the delight!" 

But don't get the impression that 
Lydia's just another would-be rock star 
trying to cash in on a cooler-than-thou at
titude. Lydia's feelings about her fans 
really tell the story. "I don't feel t(\e au· 
dience has to entertain mel" the 
Rochester, New York, born and bred, 
rumoured-to-be-a-former-group I e, 
glamorous singer says, stifling a groan, 
''I'm entertaining myself. Basically the au
dience ts Irrelevant. They don't have to be 
there. I'd rather have them so far away 
from m~ that they're In the other room or 
on my chest. The more I can alienate 
myself from them, the better I feel, 
becau~e I don't need to be therel" 

Does that mean Lydia's totally indif
ferent to her fans? ''They pay to see me. I 
merely show up there. I merely go there 
because It usually has better sound than 
where I rehearse. So that's the way I blow 
myself up bigger than life. There I am. I 
don't ask them to see me. I don't 'Care. I'm 
there!''. 

With so much warmth and so much 
talent, how can Lydia help but blow 
herself up bigger than life? While she says 
she doesn't like to predict, ''because a 
prediction Is an assumption and an 
assumption Is lgnorantf" we predict that, 
like it or not, we'll all be hearing lots more 
about Lydia Lunch in the real near 
future ... that Is, if Lydia has anything. to 
say about IU 

l1 
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Laeyo aoiou dxpo quto auoi bxyo mnstr. Bxny cmbent 
dtnstl pxrruw. Mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo guto auoi bxgo. 
Pxmxo bzny cmbent dblStl Bxyo mnstr laeyo aoiou dxop 
quto auoi. Dtnsti pxmxo bzny cmbent Avoi bxno mnstr 
laeyo aoiou dxpo quto. Cmbent dtnsti pxmxo bmy. Quto 
avoi bxyo mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo. Bzny cmbent dtnsti 
pxmxo. Dxpo quto avol bxyo mnstr laeyo aoiou. Pxmxo 
bzny cmbent dtnsti.. Aoiou dxpo quto avoi bxyo mnstr 
laeyo. Otnsti pxmxo cmbent l..aeyo aoiou dxpo quto avoi 
bxyo mnstr. Bzny cmbent dtnsti pxmxo. Mnstr laeyo aoiou 

Outo avoi bxyo mnStr laeyo aoiou dxpo. Bzny cmbent 
dtnsti pxrnxo. Dxpo quto laeyo aoiu dxpo quto auoi 
bxyo mnstr. Bzny laeyo aoiou dxpo quto auoi bxyo 
mnstr. Bzny laeyo aoio dxpo quto auoi Laeyo aoiou 
dxpo quto auoi bxyo mnstr. Bxny cmbent dtnsti 
pxrnxo. Mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo guto auoi bxgo. 
Pxrnxo bzny cmbent dtnsti. Bxyo mnstr laeyo aoiou 
dxop quto auoi. Dtnsti pxrnxo bzny cmbent. 
bxno mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo quto. Cmbent dfosti 
pxrnxo bzny. auto avoi bxyo mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo. 
Bzny cmbent dtnsti pxrnxo. Dxpo quto avoi bxyo 
mnstr laeyo aoiou. Pxrnxo bzny cmbent dtnsti. Aoiou 
dxpo quto avoi bxyo mnstr laeyo. Dtnsti pxrnxo 
cmbent. Laeyo aoiou dxpo quto avoi bxyo mnStr. 
Bzny cmbent dtnsti pxrnxo. Mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo 

cmbent dtnsti pxrnxo. Mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo guto 
auoi bxgo. Pxrnxo bzny cmbent dtnsti. Bxyo mnstr 
laeyo aoiou dxop quto auoi. Otnsti pxrnxo bzny 
cmbent. Avoi bxno mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo quto. 
Cmbent dtnsti pxrnxo bzny. auto avoi bxyo mnstr 
laeyo aoiou dxpo. Bzny cmbent dtnsti pxrnxo. Oxpo 
quto avoi bxyo mnstr laeyo aoiou. Pxrnxo bzny 
cmbent dtnsti. Aoiou dxpo quto avoi bxyo mnstr 

·1aeyo. Otnsti pxrnxo cmbent. Laeyo aoiou dxpo quto 
avoi bxyo mnstr. Bzny cmbent dtnsti pxrnxo. Mnstr 
laeyo aoiou dxpo quto auoi bxyo. 
cmbnet dtnsti. Bxyo mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo quto 
auoi. Stnsti pxrnxo bzny cmbent. Avoi bxno mnstr 
laeyo aoio dxpo quto. Ombent dtnsti pxrnxo bzny. 

(power) 

(propegend•) 
DC 

(polle•) 

dtnsti pxrnxo. Oxpo quto taeyo aoiu dxpo quto auoi 
bxyo mnstr. Bzny laeyo aoiou dxpo quto auoi bxyo 
mnstr. Bzny laeyo aoio dxpo quto auoi Laeyo aoiou 
dxpo quto auoi bxyo mnstr. Bxny cmbent dtnsti 
pxrnxo. Mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo guto auoi bxgo. 
Pxrnxo bzny cmbent dtnsti. Bxyo mnstr laeyo aoiou 
dxop quto auoi. Dtnsti pxrnxo bzny cmbent. Avoi 
bxno mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo quto. Cmbent dtnsti 
pxrnxo bzny. auto avoi bxyo mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo. 
Bzny cmbent dtnsti pxrnxo. Dxpo quto avoi bxyo 
mnstr laeyo aoiou. Pxrnxo bzny cmbent dtnsti. Aoiou 
dxpo quto avoi bxyo mnstr laeyo. Dtnsti pxrnxo 
cmbent. Laeyo aoiou dxpo quto avoi bxyo mnstr. 
Bzny cmbent dtnsti pxrnxo. Mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo 
quto auoi bxyo. Pxrnxo bzny cmbnet dtnsti. Bxyo 
mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo quto auoi. Stnsti pxrnxo bzny 
cmbent. Avoi bxno mnstr laeyo aoio dxpo quto. 
Dmbent dtnsti pxrnxo bzny. auto avoi bxyo mnstr 
laeyo aoiou dxpo. Bzny cmbent d.tnsti pxrnxo. Oxpo 
quto laeyo aoiu dxpo quto auoi bxyo mnstr. Bzny 
laeyo aoiou dxpo quto auoi bxyo mnstr. Bzny laeyo 
aoio dxpo quto auoi Laeyo aoiou dxpo quto auoi 
bxyo mnstr. Bxny cmbent dtnsti pxrnxo. Mnstr laeyo 
aoiou dxpo guto auoi bxgo. Pxrnxo bzny cmbent 
dtnsti. Bxyo mnstr laeyo aoiou dxop quto auoi. Dtnsti 
pxrnxo bzny cmbent. Avoi bxno mnstr laeyo aoiou 
dxp~ quto. Cmbent dtnsti pxrnxo bzny. Quto avoi 
bxyo mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo. Bzny cmbent dtnsti 
pxrnxo. Dxpo quto avoi bxyo mnstr laeyo aoiou. 
Pxrnxo bzny cmbent dtnsti. Aoiou dxpo quto avol 
bxyo mnstr laeyo. Dtnsti pxrnxo cmbent. Laeyo aolou 
dxpo quto avoi bxyo mnstr. Bzny cmbent dtnsti 
pxrnxo. Mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo quto auoi bxyo. 
Pxrnxo bzny cmbnet dtnsti. Bxyo mnstr laeyo aoiou 
dxpo quto auoi. Stnsti pxrnxo bzny cmbent. Avoi 
bxno mnstr laeyo aoio dxpo quto.,$ $ .'.f $ 
pxrnxo bzny. Quto avoi bxyo mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo. 
Bzny cmbent dtnsti pxrnxo. Oxpo quto laeyo aoiu 
dxpo quto auoi bxyo mnstr. Bzny laeyo aoiou dxpo 
quto auoi bxyo mnstr. Bzny laeyo aoio dxpo quto auoi 
Laeyo aoiou dxpo quto auoi bxyo mnstr. Bxny 
cmbent dtnsti pxrnxo. Mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo guto 
auoi bxgo. Pxrnxo bzny cmbent dtnsti. Bxyo mnstr 
laeyo aoiou dxop quto auoi. Dtnsti oxrnxo bzny 

bxyo mnstr. Bzny laeyo aoiou dxpo quto auoi bxyo 
mnstr. Bzny laeyo aoio dxpo quto auoi Laeyo aoiou 
dxpo quto auoi bxyo mnstr. Bxny cmbent dtnsti 
pxrnxo. Mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo guto auoi bxgo. 
Pxrnxo bzny cmbent dtnsti. Bxyo mnstr laeyo aoiou 
dxop quto auoi. Dtnsti pxrnxo bzny cmbent. Avoi 
bxno mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo quto. Cmbent dtnsti 
pxrnxo bzny. auto avoi bxyo mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo. 
Bzny cmbent dtnsti pxrnxo. Oxpo quto avoi bxyo 
mnstr laeyo aoiou. Pxrnxo bzny cmbent dtnsti. Aoiou 
dxpo quto avoi bxyo mnstr laeyo. Dtnsti pxrnxo 
cmbent. Laeyo aoiou dxpo quto avoi bxyo mnstr. 
Bzny cmbent dtnsti pxrnxo. Mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo 
quto auoi bxyo. Pxrnxo bzny cmbnet dtnsti. Bxyo 
mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo quto auoi. Stnsti pxrnxo bzny 
cmbent. Avoi bxno mnstr laeyo aoio dxpo quto. 
Ombent dtnsti pxrnxo bzny. auto avoi bxyo mnstr 
laeyo aoiou dxpo. Bzny cmbent dtnsti pxrnxo. Oxpo 
quto laeyo aoiu dxpo quto auoi bxyo mnstr. Bzny 
laeyo aoiou dxpo quto auoi bxyo mnstr. Bzny laeyo 
aoio dxpo quto auoi Laeyo aoiou dxpo quto auoi 
bxyo mnstr. Bxny cmbent dtnsti pxrnxo. Mnstr laeyo 
aoiou dxpo guto auoi bxgo. Pxrnxo bzny cmbent 
dtnsti. Bxyo mnstr laeyo aoiou dxop quto auoi. Dtnsti 
pxrnxo bzny cmbent. Avoi bxno mnstr laeyo aoiou 
dxpo quto. Cmbent dtnsti pxrnxo bzny. Outo avoi 
bxyo mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo. Bzny cmbent dtnsti 
pxrnxo. Oxpo quto avoi bxyo mnstr laeyo aoiou. 
Pxrnxo bzny cmbent dtnsti. Aoiou dxpo quto avoi 
bxyo mnstr laeyo. Otnsti pxrnxo cmbent. Laeyo aoiou 
dxpo quto avoi bxyo mnstr. Bzny cmbent dtnsti 
pxrnxo. Mnstr laeyo aoiou dxpo quto auoi bxyo. 
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More to come········ 

NAKr Coordination -[Pepe Moreno/Jack Perkins 

Article;punk=dada-[ Peter Urban 

Guest Nartist --[Mark Pollard 

[ Pepe/Thought Crimes Graphics ----

he// no/ 

class won't go! 

For full issue of NA/{f magazine; 9"x 12·, 
30 pages, black-lite cover, send $2.00 

.. ,,ar· l03 Alvarado Rd.; Berk.Calif. 
to '""""'; 94705 
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TUXEDOMOON ' s "HALF-MUTE" on RALPH RECORDS is available at: 

SAN FRANCISCO: Aquarius Records, Revolver Records; BERKELEY: Leopold's Records, Rather Ripped Records; 
LOS ANGELES: Rhino Records; NEW YORK: 99 Records, Soho Music Gallery; SANTA CRUZ: Cymbaline Records; 
CHICAGO: Wax Trax; DALLAS: VVV Records; VANCOUVER: King Bee Records; SEATTLE: Second Time Records; 
DENVER: Wax Trax; NEW ORLEANS: Lesiure Landing; ANN ARBOR: Schoolkids Records; PARIS: U. S. Sounds 
lnt' I.; AMSTERDAM: Boudisque; SYDNEY: Utopia Import Records. 

Also available at all TOWER & RECORD FACTORY locations and other line record shops everywhere. 

For FREE catalog write to: RALPH RECORDS, 444 GROVE ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102 
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The Mutants. To bear Witness to the visual and aural onslaught th ls troupe of ·seven 
distinct personalities creates on stage is to begin to comprehend the havoc that the 

twentieth century's media and technology overload has wrought on our delicate psyches; 
the circuits blown, the nerve endings blasted away by the likes of Walt Disney, Anita 

Bryant, Chevrolet, the Pepsi Generation. The constant dim flickering of the televlslon 
screen either reduces you to big business's lowest common denominator, and you succumb 

and swallow it whole, or some buried renegade gene reacts with intense frenzy, wlldly 
Intent on survival. Given dally cultural fertilization, this gene thrives, divides. multlplles, 

rapidly mutating the body's entire genetic structure, so that the new strain cannot bear to 
live anywhere but South of Market or industrlal Oakland. The new strain vows lt will 

never buy an unused article of clothing again, ever, and exists solely on hot link 
sandwiches from the Surviv'at *ltchen at Third and Mission. 

As the Mutants' lead singer, Freddy Fox once said, "We live on the·ieavlngs of this 
society, on lts soft white underbelly ... "The Incredibly wealthy, soft white underbelly 

has created its own apocalypse, and we're already living It out In the Mutant's reallty. The 
End-celebrated ln music and lyrics. 

I'm having an emotional readout 
It's a tlbldinal crash 

You hot wired·my circuits 
My indicator Is smashed 

I'm having a mental transfer 
It's an androidal blaster 

Static pressure coming on faster 
Neutron bliss Is my master . 

-"Emotional Readout" 

Offlcially sanctioned holidays Inspire the Mutants to their greatest outpourings of energy. 
They feed Jn a rabid manner on anything that presumes self.importance, partlcularly if it 

happens to be hollowly ritualized. They take that ritual and twist it, dellghtedly, Into a . 
grinning, demented mask of Its former self. A good example: Their recent Easter services 

at the Savoy Tivoli. The cavern-like club y.tas packed with a diverse representation of 
cultural types: the day-glo beats, the hard-core punks, the North Beach Perrier crowd and 

Grant Avenue hippies without, fortunately, their dogs. Since the Mutants' set was 
preceded by an Inner-city Sun Ra.type jazz band, a handful of derelict Fiiimore Street 

regulars were spotted spare-changing in the shadows. The band enjoys playing to mixed 
audiences. They like to be the ground breakers, demonstrating to the unindoctrinated,that 
once you allow yourself to lose your sanity, you tend to forget that you ever mlssplaced it 

in the first place-so let It rip! People tend to trust the Mutants with the remnants of their 
reason more so than they would have with, say, the Sex Pistols, possibly because the 

Mutants are a lot cuter, Jn a surreal Max Fleishman cartoon-like way. I mean, those are 
costumes they're wearing, aren't they? And Freddy looks so shy, shuffling and peering out 

at the crowd from backstage, hands In the pockets of his baggy, high-water thrift store 
pants. The set begins. The lights hit center stage, the opening chords back up a debauched 
living representation of the Holy Virgin, her forehead wound round with an extension cord, 

the plug and socket danglln9 rakishly. Her demented offspring, smeared wlth blood and 
ashes, sprawls across her lap, swigs brandy and passes the bottle to his mother who 

smiles indulgently. Sally rustles through the' crowd in white communion finery, day-glo 
rosary blinking in the darkened crowd. She's passing out vesper candles and Chinese yo· 
yos so we can all hall the Crucifixion of Christ. Audience participation Is a Mutant must. 
Sue does a small Impatient pg as the band slowly pushes Into the first bars of "Twenty· 

first Century." Her blonde hair is teased straight up Into a point, and In her skin-tight 
. turquoise polka-dot stretch pants and pink minl·sklrt she resembles some exotic bird 

tossed out of its acid flashback landscape. Freddy springs forward, his wiry torso twisting 
and turining, his knees knocking, his feet stuck In the Mashed otatoes. his mouth 

screaming, " Twenty-first century oh-oh-oh·h·h·hl" around the microphone. The crowd is 
beginning to churn like wet and heavy laundry in a top-loader. By the third number, arms 
and legs are already flalllng In the air, people are grooving and contorting to " Emotional 
Readout." Paul , the bass player, does the splits In mid air and then takes a dive Into the 

stage with the tuning head of his guitar. And propelling all this mad activity ls Dave's 
drumming. He just will not stop. Beside him, John, on guitar, lays down a wide sonorous 

back up to Brendan's bright, melodic lead. Brendan, who usually plays It cool, with a 
dangling cigarette and a turned up collar, ls clutchlng his guitar close to him, strumming 
as he bounces up and down across the stage like a kangaroo. Everyone onstage arid off Is 

united In a rabid, sweaty, blissful frenzy, dancing to the crumbling of a way of llfe. A 
frenetic good riddance. 

You're all afraid to look ahead 
You'd rather live in the past instead 

You took your mind and you put It to bed 
Wake up before you are dead-

We're llvlng in the New Dark Ages 
Read about it on magazine pages 

Wearing clothes of the latest rages 
These are the New Dark Ages .. 

-"New Dark Ages" 

_DAMAGE 

Things always happen around the Mutants-instant anecdotes. stories you can tell to the 
same person a couple of times and still be guaranteed a few laughs. They set themselves 
up for lt, either Intentionally/sort of conceptually or else with an off·the·wall Intuition that 
seldom fails to miss the mark. They played a gig in Sacramento where all the girls were 
wearing Penney's lace hemmed bell bottoms, and all the guys were working real hard at 
llving the Willie Nelsor;i lifestyle. In between sets there was a Linda Rondstadt!Jerry 
Brown look·allke contest, and Salty beat all the contestants hands down, as Linda's look
alike. Her prize was two tickets to Cal-Expo, the California State Fair. She was not 
pleased. Brendan was displeased for other reasons; he only won runner-up as Jerry's look· 
alike. 

Other strange Mutant venues include their now infamous performances at the California 
School for the Deaf and at Napa State Mental Hospital. At the Deaf School, the song lyrics 
were translated Into sign language as they were sung, and It didn't matter that the kids 
couldn' t hear, since they pogoed l\ke crazy anyhow. A large contingent of t~e Mutants'. 
friends traveled to Napa with the band : when the music started, It was difficult to decide 
who was supposed to be crazy and who wasn't. 

Poor Mrs. Smith, I pity your child 
Ever since he was born he's been getting more wild 
He barks at the sun and howls at the moon 
Poor little fucker Is crazy as a loon 
-"Your Baby's No Good" 

Actually, It doesn't sound that bad to me. Erase all boundaries. What's to lose? 

Son'!e of the hard core punk kids sneer, "Art band," when they hear the Mutants 
mentioned. The hard core Is iust about non-existent now though, (either dead or strung out 
somewhere). so that particular criticism lsn't heard so much anymore. The Mutants are 
not, however. a pretentious artsy band. They simply present themselves,onstage, as they 
are, and that's what makes them so much fun. It's also most llkely what s kept !hem ~rom 
getting signed by any maier record label. They have their own brand_ of crazed 1ntegnty, 
and call things as they see them even If that means klc~lng or taking a swl~e at another 
band member or dropping something heavy a~d potentially lethal on a partic~larly ~ross 
fan whlle the president of Sire Records Is In the audience. The wild gene mamfestat1on 
again. The night they played second on the blll to the Talking Heads, one band member 
was a half an hour late getting to the set, and David Byrne was so bugged he was 
reportedly pounding his head on the concrete wall of the dressing room. The promoter was 
not pleased. The band does not behave. The band Is not doclle. 

Mother gave birth to a twerity pound baby 
Came out sideways, kicking like crazy 
Daddy put his fingers on the little nipper's chin 
It ripped off his hand, and iust laid there grlnnln' 
-"Your Baby's No Good" 

The Mutants would probably rather not have this fact brought up again in print, but at 
leiist five of the seven of them have attended art school. some long enough to have even 
gotten a degree. 

When you see the band onstage, the only concern they seem to have with art Is with its 
complete and gleeful ruination. In fact, that might quite posslbly be the new art. That 
one's up for grabs, buMhe point is that during the past year and a half we've seen an 
amalgamation of punk/new wave music and.the art scene. Here In the United States, 
about the' only place that punk rock every l'eally dug in was around the art schools. and 
that is because art school is. the only place where conditions parallel those that spawned 
punk In urban England; that Is, NO FUTURE. Where's an artist going to end up? If he's 
successful, dead In a gallery, and If he's not, on the street. So, "What can a young man do, 
except 101n In a rock and roll band?" Dance on it. 

You walk across the street and 
You feel the electric heat. 
and the neon burns your eyes, 
don't apologize 
I don't have anything, except for your filter cigarettes 
I don't bave anything, except for the color of your red, red lips 
And, I don't have anything, except for your alarm clock 
I don't have anything that wakes me up 
and tells me when tO walk 

I don't have anything . 
-"Furniture" 



DAMAGE 

g ~~e~tv~~~~11i l~~u~fse ~~e 5~~1~; J charged, you are in master mode. 

S Photosynthetic systems and evolv· 
a. ing Information r:esults in media 

'\.'lr-•e.J ~ ~~~a~r:~d ~~~~l. ·T~~~k:eq~~~ 

Dialogue from my film, X of01 

At first all robots were Machlna 
Speculatrlx given no more circuits 
to obtain a more intelligent ex
istence. They would do physical 
tasks. 

And so we put together the 
Machina Docilis able to make com· 
putations ln the nano second time 
spectrum. 

He began to grimace more 
mechanlcal than electric. I said 
that he wants more. The Docllis 
wants human insight. 

A circuit that will scan the intensi
ty of any humanoid situation and 
read out on both a verbal and men-
tal level. · 

Now X of 01 was beginning to think 
that It was good that he was a 
Docl/fs. 

The need for silence Is to let the 
mind run to Its furthest boundary 
register. 

The tape continued, the noise was a 
clean white. 

u. a geographical projection by 
~ telegalatic displacement, just as 
u:i an electron travels fh,..ough the 

vast v,acuum of a picture to llght up 
a photosensitive surface. We will 
transpose ourSelves through space 
at the speed of light, first reaching 
the chromosphere, then to the 
chromosphere corridor. It Is here 
that you will note a change in light 
intensity. Just read out your optic 
neuronic circuitry. Then you will 
pass through the Ionosphere, then 
the ~ratosphere and finally the 
teleosphere. Remember, in this 
state you will always gravitate 
towards light. 

The only reason that people watch 
television is because their minds 
are not stable to keep them aligned 
In the now. Television creates that 
illuslon. Check all monolithic in· 
tegrated circuits. Emotional logie1: 
control complete multi -leveled 
verbal information circuits both 
receive and transmit. 

Subroutine circuit locate terminals 
one and six. Replace transistors to 
synthesize RNA •. DNA. coding pro· 
cess. Do not replace semi· 
conductor at neuronic behavior 
vortex'. 

Motor control non-gyroscopic 
equilibrium motor control but 
these units have all phase monitor· 
Ing capabilities. 

-~a~~~~~ ~~~f~~ :;~~ x~~~~;~ 
other circuits you would like in· 
eluded? No. 

Block chaining complete. No, I 
donft like programming. He said. 
Boundary complete. Compression 
of Information is the next step 
towards global sanity. 

B. WHAT DO YOU MEAN. 
NOT YOUR IDEA? You telling me 
It was mine? 

B. Goddamn right. I'm the one 
who says that I'm not a writer, not 
a spokesman; I ' m a musician. And 

· you're the one who sa:vs I gotta be 
an artist, ass kissin', publicity 
agent, Renaissance man. 

B. You. a Renaissance man? 
Don' t kid yourself. You're a dumb 
musician, Just like you said. You 
can't even rhyme. · 

B. I rhyme fine ... See? 

B. See what? 

B. Rhyme fine. Pretty good 
ring to It. I'm gonna write that one 
down so I don't forget it. 

B. I swear to God, Brendan, 
you're nuts. Must be all those 
drugs you took. • 

B. Hey, cut that talk. You wan· 
na ruin our career? A&R men hate 
that kind ot stuff. 

B. You're right. 1 shouldn'ta 
said that. I'm sorry. 

B. See that? One self-interview 
and we're flghtln' and arguing. 
Whose Idea was this anyway, 
Damage? 

B. Nooo, I don't think so. And it 
wasn't mine, man. I'd never think 
of something this dumb. No, I think 
It was Sally's. 

8. Sally's. Yeah, it sounds like 
one of her ideas. Wasting half a 
day trying to interview yourself. 
Fun. 

B. Let's forget about this inter· 
view for right now and get back to 
some song writing. What were we 
gonna do today? 

B. Great Idea. We'll get back at 
Sally next practise. Sllp her some 
clear lacquer finish Instead of hair 
spray. 

Hey, good think in'. 

The unique feature of this unit Is its 
adjustable alfa wave frequency, , 
from eight to ten pico seconds. but 
by no means is this adiustment 
permanent. Like I mentioned 1 

before, your type of unit Is sub· 
jected to slave master status. 

•r"""'B•B'J!llll••g B. Yeah, that reminds me. 
: Weren't we gonna steal that riff 

~ n~~'rlo~~Eda:~~l~~r0~; You know . 
Now X of 01 began to worry, "Wnat I 
will I look like?" 

O B. Yeah. And speed it up to 78 
~ so nobody'll know, tack on a fe't' 

.,._liii;_..::111~ lyricsandpresto ... a hit. 

YQu are of humanoid encasement. 
Your matriculation is much like 
that of a plant zylum and phylum 
leamed by imitation. This circuit 
Is lntegr.ated into a competitive 
complex lemerex module and can 
place a limiter signal on your ego 
motion monitor. So you must com· 
pute signal strength in order to use 
entity residua! energy. 

The normal transmuted alfa wave 
frequency is about eight to ten pico 
seconds. So you think that I will 
have no trouble? 

Voice mixed with fan noise now. 
This unit Indicated memory 
overlays. Information Is not pro
perly channeled. 

I want motion. I want motion. I 
want motion. And I realize the 
phenomenon now. 

Talk with Myself 
Finally, a rare self interview by 
Brendan Earley, reclusive 
guitarist with the Mutants. This is 
double·baaad. 
B. Okay. Is there any point you 
especially wanted to make In this 
Interview? Maybe something to do 
with the Mutants? 

X of 01 felt an anxiety that made Its e. NO. 
body an elastic tor!'"ent. 

The mouth smiled and the face 
laughed. 

Humanoid development In Its most 
perfect state will not take place on 
this planet. Seek a humanoid unit 
that will align your bias to highest 
reception potential, then use a lex
eme circuit to differentiate slave 
master status. You have been pro
grammed for duplicity. When In 

B. Oh. Well. Was there anything 
you wanted to say? About 
anything? 

B. No. 

B. That's just great. What the 
hell are we going to do? 

B. I don't know, man. this 
wasn't ~yfucktng Idea, you know. 

f/J B. Hope they don't sue. 

Working Girl 

Monday: I arrive at work around 
noon, after a late night. Change In· 
to something suitable for lounging 
and settle In for a day's work. My 

first appointment is with Harvey. a 
retired bus dri ver, 5' 3. x 5' 3., 
florid, wears thick horn rim 
glasses and combs his long, thin, 
greasy hair up to hide his bald 
spot. Harvey ' likes to be 
humiliated. Today he has brought 
French bakery custard cream 
pies. They are lined up In the en· 
counter room where he is waiting. 
I pUsh him to his knees while hurl · 
Ing roy best insults "slimy piece of 
shlt, scumbag, pizza face with a 
pencil prick" etc. and sneak In a 
few kicks for good measure. Then I 
slam him with custard pies while 
he grovels on the floor. His duty ls 
to lick up the mess. 
My next customer is Bob the Egg 
Man, Bob is bald., and resembles a 
penguin with a handkerchief. He 
calls me his "big baby chicken" 
while I cluck and lay eggs on his 
face. He gives me a raw egg which 

!,rJ:au5; ~~hv~g~n~~11 r 1~~dt~!0~~ 
warm. then push It gently out and 
crack It on Bob's face. He laps Jt ·up 
while he beats off .3nd claps his 
arms, crowing. 
My last customer for the day is a 
flnanclal district corporate vice 
president. I am hls maltresse. I 
wear hlp·hlgh black leather boots 
with spurs, a' black leotard with a 
whip wrapped around my 
shoulders, a black mask and black 
lipstick. I force him to his knees 
and make him repeat "Mistress, 
you are Queen of the Universe," 
then a few lashes YJith the whip. 
"Your will ls my command," a few 
more lashes. I don't let him have 
any satisfaction white I order him 
around like a drill sergeant. I 
make him eat the phone book page 
by page while listenlng to "The 
Lonely Bull" by Herb Alpert and 
the Tijuana Brass. 
How could anyone say I do this 
on/yforthe money~. 
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to do with education, self · 
improvement, and what's that, 
"intangibles," like Frank Gifford 
talks about. Those things you just 
couldn't discover in a classroom 
and were never too old to learn. 
And maybe that's true. You would 
have to convince me. 

I played one year of high school 
football on top of two In junior high. 
That makes three and that was 
plenty. I don't remember much 
.about the kids I played with. One 
plays pro ball In Dallas, so I see 
him on Monday Night Football 
sometimes. Other than that, no 
contact. 

I do remember the coaches. Big 
huge young guys. always In rlpple
soled shoes with identical zippered 
scars on one or both knees. They 
were addressed as "Coach." 
Everyone calted them "Coach." 
The players called them "Coach," 
the district superintendent called 
them "Coach," the principal called 
them "Coach," they called each 
other "Coach." I suspect that their 
baby daughters gurgled. "By.e·bye 
Coach" In the morning at the 
breakfast bar and that their quiet. 
frosted wives moaned, "More, 
Coach, more" at night in bed. It 
was all·pervaslve. · 

The guy who coached the baseball 
team was okay. While the rest 
were big·bellled Baptists out of 
teacher's college, he was a decent, 
cussing, Red Man chewer who'd 
signed wlth De-troit right out of 
high school. He couldn't hit the 
high, fast curve, but he'd pulled 
Billy Martin off a hapless rookie In 
a Sarasota barroom fight and had 
a crooked finger to prove it. He 
seemed to be just hanging on, 
waiting for the day he'd be out of 
this racket. 

The rest were ex·thlrd stringers 
Oand loyal disciples of St. Vinny of 
jGreen Bay. They'd show us Bob 
JRlchards fllms. hawk the 

~ :~~1o::cih1~::,Yc~~~~a~ae!~!e~!! 
ogood influence on the kids." They 
Z were either phony or else morons. I 

,_llliilllbJ~stlll don't know which. 

NOW 

I get fooled a lot. I used to get 
fooled a lot more than I do now. But 
I've got fhis arithmetic now that 
adds, divides. scans and Is often a 
joy beholding. 

I grew up In Oklahoma. Football is 
king and queen, eaten and 
breathed, nearly Intravenous In 
that flat, red place. The kids play It 
while the adults chase It and pick 

0 up the bills. Texas Is supposed to 
:j be more gung·ho hysterical about 
J these things, but I grew up In OKC 

~ ~~~C:V~:e~i.h. You would have 

0 

w 
!;;Fear is the factor. Fear of pain, 

fear of being homo. Fear of losing, 
of failure, was nothing except as it 
reflected back on the first two. I 

; was a good little running back . 
l Good and scared. 118 lbs and 

i f:e~~g 1j ~~~e~~:rs s~r~:i":,~~~~~ 
It's stupid. It's naive. One of the 
coaches had this habit of slipping 
up behind you In the huddle, 
slapping you on the butt, fhen 
leaving his hand there to cop some 
kind of a feel. At fifteen, that is 
unnerving. I charged. 

Prove It, prove It, and I tried, but 
an all·state farm boy linebacker 
knocked me cold one night on a 
forty-eight sweep and the season 
was over for me. I was secretly but 
truly relieved. I had my red 
hospital bed of courage and a 120 
mph ambulance ride to prove it. 
I'd been whooped on good, but I 
wasn't no pussy. 

Being a crip was all right. I still 
had to go watch the practices, shag 
loose footballs and look attentive, 
but my concussion headache kept 
my mind wandering to everything 
except the practice. The season 
had been a disaster, a loser, good 
influence or no, and the practices 
were hell for the kids still healthy 
enough to suit ut>. 

z There were replays of replays on The coaches had 'em galng, scared 
~ TV and bond iss'ues for astro·turf and sweating. They hit them on the 
w at the high schools. There were ass and helmet with two·foot long 
ti someoldguyswhohadn'tmlsseda branches they stripped from a 

game. home or away, anybody's, scrawny tree that grew in the 
In thirty years. There was some ditch. The linemen were doing a 
big money involved In there drill called "the hamburger." 
somewhere, but only · some. They lined sixteen guys up on one 
Mainly, it was us In the lower and . side and sixteen on the other. One 
middle, thinking we might find long line of scrimmage, devoted to 
something better. It had somethlnf) Conlinuf!f/ on page_ 28 



People were wheezing and puking 
and crying and bloody. They were 
exhausted. The whole drlll was 
stopped when one kid finally 
slowed down. The coach made him 
stand up with his hands behind his 
head, ordered another guy Into a 
three point stance ten yards away 
and demanded that the offender be 
decked. I couldn't believe what l 
was seeing. A football firing squad. 
weapons by Wiison. 

He stared significantly at me as I o 
scuffed up sideline dirt in my ~ 
street clothes. My season was J 
over. but the fear wasn't gone. No, O 
not at all. ~ 

. . . Okay, full speed. He 
flinches or drops his arm, he goes 
again. Go easy on him. and the 
next turn ls yours, gentlemen." 

The crips took off running their ~ 
laps, six ol them clrclil)g the field.~ 
There were two concussions and w 
one knee in that group. As the t; 
hours dragged by, their jog turned 
into drunken, panting, crazy orbit. 
Coach Walker inspired 'em along 
with swats from his tree branch as 
they lurched by, his tiny saw's eyes 
gl ittering . 

"Hit!" 

The coach's whistle was followed 

After five hours of this, one of the 
concussion kids fina ll y collapsed. 
The coaches all started yelling. 

"Git up! You're doggln! Glt up! 
Run!" 

by the sickening thud of the He wasn't going aoyplace. He just 
collision. I walked away and ' laid there and turned gray and 
vomited on the scrawny tree, the stayed unconscious and stayed 
one In the ditch. I couldn't watch gray and then the ambulance 
this. It was a long day and a lot of hauled him away, twenty minutes 
Jinem~n had. slowed down after later. He believed their crap about 

_only fifteen mmutes. intangibles so I doubt the brain 

There were other crips besides me. 
damage did him much harm. 

They were suited up In shorts and · I shuffled out to the car 
shoes, most with doctor's orders to afterwards, glad it wasn't me on 
jog. Now, to my mind, jog means that stretcher. I knew I'd never 
trot around the goalposts for half play again. I didn't want to give 
an hour, then take it on in to the pain or get it. I feared those people 
barn. But these crlps were in the even more, but my arithmetic took 
hands, and at the mercy, of Wilbur over. It all added up, just like the 
"Buddy" Walker, the genius who numbers in an IBM machine. 
had instigated the hamburger Becoming a man Is one thing; 
drlll. Why, what the hell? When madness and mutllatlon Is 
Buddy was a fourth string middle another. 
guard at Panhandle, he had six, 
yes gennelmin six, concussions in 
one year and was just fine, thank 
you. And besides. we got too many 
of you guys hurt and bellyachJn', 
anyway. 

I used to get fooled a lot. I still get 
fooled, but I've got arithmetic now. 

Paul Fleming 
© 1980 

Already the ground radars had us 
tracked on their scopes. At thi1 
altitude, we were easy meat for the 
anti·aircraft artillery, which at 
that moment was bl.owing open big 
pieces of sky for us to get crunched 
up In. Then the surface·to·air 
misstes would come climbing up to 
have us for lunch. All we could do 
was dlvP.down to the deck and hope 
theirQUidance systems would have 
a nervous breakdown or 
something. More often than not, 
one of us would come back after 
such a flight with Piss·stained 
fllght suits ... at least we came 
back. Anything was better than 
winding up in the Hanoi Hilton for 
the remainder of the 

. . Anything! . . . . 

ti~~~~!r!fhu:~~ .!.====================== 
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Coping For The Hopeless (4) P U N K. Lastly we come to the one 
form of behavior mod you perform all by 
yourself. No chemicals (although speed -
which keeps you too raw to ever coot out 
and adapt - and coke - which has the 
cumulative effect of callousing the soul -
are common punk adjuncts), and no com
radely reinforcement (if only because your 
comrades in the scene couldn't care less if 
you coped or not). What is this social 
phenomenon but the mlddle classes 
desperately trying to acclimate themselves 
to barbarism? When the emotions their 
parents could afford to buy them turn out to 
be torture in a world like this, what more 
useful skill to pick up than numbness? Look 
at them immerse themselves In the .ii
literature and Imagery of unpleasant things, 
unspeakable practices, unnatural acts; 
watch them cultivate in their eyes all the ex
pressiveness of a pair of shades. See them 
substitute for the old civilities - nothing. 
Robot love. Their boredom: a point of pride, 
an index of social status. Burnt out at 22, the 
world itself yawns at their feet and !alls 
asleep. 

Part I • 
-Natives of a Polynesian village during 
Wortd War II are rendered a sudden gift 
from the sky: Pacific Theatre cargo planes 
running supplies to troops In the area drop 
tons of cargo that miss their ta~get, then 
streak away Into the blue. The vlllagers ap
proach this celestial garbage, marvellng. On 
occasion, yet another drop Is misplaced. 
Soon the villagers hcive built a bamboo 
replica of the plane and are propitiating it, in 
hopes of lurlng another; normal economic 
activity is suspended, the fruit Is left to rot 
and the pigs to run off, while they await 
another visitation. Perhaps the villagers' fall 
from grace is too rapid. Perhaps it's a 
demoralization which sets in with the 
discovery that their culture Is only so much 
ordure rather than the sole ordained way to 
live. Chariots of the gods . 

Rellglons seem mostly based on the Idea 
that, whlle the deity may be off on other 
business just at the moment, he'll be com
ing back any day now and you better be 
prepared, Santa Claus Is coming to town 
etc. This belief certainly lends some spice 
and structure to Ille, as well 'as some 
morals. All morality derives from the fear of 
a coming Judgment day; it's so much more 
difficult to devise your own honor, to be 
answerable only to yourself, to be willing to 
face the music of the spheres without taking 
out various kinds of ''Insurance'' . 

Part II • 
When a social order has run its course, It 

decides to commit suicide, and of course it 
does this by taking lndlvlduals with It. The 
most vulnerable, the pushovers, fall first. 
Then it approaches sllghtly tougher ones, 
Inventing existentialism, winning little In
ward arguments, asking awkwar(I ques
tions, whispering suggestions - "Le 
suicide est-II une solution?'"* Most people 
can only be gotten to kill themselves in 
paltry everyday ways, however, and there 
are some who even miss the drift 
altogether, those dwelling in charmed 
backwaters, in oxbows of obllvlon, those 
out of circulation like change left in the 
pockets of forgotten pants. 

The ways to die and stlll go on "function
ing" are four. Whicl1 one have YOU picked? 

(1) CU LT LIFE. Like cargo cults, the 
rellglous and political pimples breaking out 
on the ever-adolescent cheeks of modern 
America mean that terrified souls are throw
ing up their hands at modernity and 
devoting themselves to the re
establishment of the past In the future. 
Religious or potltlcal, the form and content 
Is the same. The group's membership is 
young (or just grossly Inexperienced), 
sheltered by upbringing, hypersensitive, in
tellectually pretentious and scared silly of 
the chll1 emanating from current social iela
tlons {the chase across the wasteland, then 
the kill ... ) Their bellef structure, whatever _ 
its tissue of "teachings," Is first and 
foremost aimed at assuring them that their 
own nervous existences will be justified -
nay, transmogrified! - by the group's mis- · 
slon. Directed outward, the group dream 

becomes a militant effort to compel the rest 
of the world to cater to those adolescent 
tears - that is, to be nice and kind and 
moderate and neighborly and flaccid, 
predictable and rational, humble, normal , 
equal, simple, wimpy, sane and boring. 
Now there would be a world safe fo~ 

children! 

Also, whether religious or political, such 
cults are based on a necessary lie, THE 
Necessary Lie, for although It takes many 
forms there is only one: As Nietzsche 
defined it, "What gives authority when one 
does not have physical power in one's 
hands? ... arousing the belief that .(one 
has In one's)' hands a higher, mightier 
strength - God." The right to tell lies toward 

. a pious or "historically inevitable" end was 
brilliantly defended by Oostoyevsky's 
Grand Inquisitor. For, quoth Eliot, "human 
kind/Cannot bear very much reallty.'' Right! 
That's just It. So human kind creates 
separate realities that ARE bearable, and 
from the outset ever so slightly out of touch 
with the world as It actually is, until in the 
end human kind goes quite mad . 

So far this description of cult life does not 
differ much from the biggest cult of all, 
society. Cults are just intense microcosms 
of the process which occurs in every 
association of individuals, from a menage a 
trois to Western clvillzatlon. This is certalnly 
not to assert that people ever llved like 
leopards, pausing to mate casually before 
stalking on, solitary creatures free of the 
warping effect of others; unfortunately 
without the warp there'd be no woof, so to 
speak; we wouldn't be human, which would 
be a great pity. 

But let us look at the other methods of 
brainwashing and auto-behavior modifica
tion that we've come up with to "cope," 
before trying to worm our way out of the 
contradiction above. 

(2) E S T. Est Is the totally rationalized 
lorm of what cults do for you, reduced to a 
commodity for quick sale to the broadest 
possible spectrum of consumers. It 
pressures open your steel-trap ego with the 
same techniques cults use, but instead of 
filling your little cavity back up with vaguely 
poetic nonsense about Unlversal History, 
the Passion or whether It is right to use cot
ton ear swabs, est leaves lt empty, hustling 
you out onto the street again still quivering 
Ilka a pithed frog and considerably poorer. 
Perhaps you've bought something more 
than shell-shock. In any case, it'S in
teresting to look at est techniques, the 
unadorned, concentrated essence of brain
washing: 

(a) ITS VOLUNTARY NATURE. 
Somehow what you permit or sotlclt 
others to do to you always leaves a 
deeper impression than what's imposed 
on you from without, the principle 
(discovered eons ago by the ftrSt social 
engineers) being that. a self-policing 
superego achieves far more dramatic 
results than roving squads of armed 
men. The principle insinuates Itself fur
ther as the training progresses; once 
you have implicated yourself, you're too 
humlllated to dare be critical. 

(b) PHYSICAL DISCOMFORT. This, as 
American psychohlstorians who debrief
ed and deprogrammed Korean War 
POWs learned, has an insidious erosive 
effect upon resistance. During est 
seminars, one is confined to a foldlng 
chair for hours at a time and forbidden to 
leave the room; in Korea the distress.and 
exhaustion reached greater extremes, of 
course. 

(c) HARD COP/SOFT COP. A vicious 
sneering bully harangues endtessly, · 
ridiculing whatever he forces you to say, 
sending you Into an infinite regression of 
self-Justifications bejore you give up, a.b
Ject and confused. Pause. • Another 
trainer appears who gently understands 
your breakdown, gives you the space to 
feel screwed up, encourages con
fidences and transference. The rellef is 
so great your guard comes crashing 
down; unwittingly you have begun to 
subn,il. 

(d) OMNISCIENCE. The trainer already 
seems to know all abou1 you (or rather, 
your type), seems able .to read your 
mind. There's no mask to duck behind; 
he won't play the usual polite games of 
opacity. Your discomfort Increases to a 
nausea that can be dispelled only by 
throwing off the last vestiges of self
control and handing yourself over In 
toto. (This is called ''getting it.'') 

(e) REINFORCEMENT. Clearly, If est 
ego-stripping were Just a one-shot deal, 
the high produced by the ego
structure's collapse would be short
lived. Egos grow back; llke all neuroses, 
they serve definite military purposes in 
what Is undeniably a hostile world. To 
delay the ego's return, est employs a 
number of recharging methods, sort of 
haphazard mlniversions of the way of life 
a cult sets up for Its members. Since est 
has no content, Its reinforcement ses
sions amount to llttle more than a mass 
of grinning sheep that mlll about 
gladhanding each other and clapping Ofl 
cue. It's a quick fix, but the high fadeS 
with time anyhow, despite stiffer and 
stiffer doses of mindless togetherness. 

(3) V A L I U M. Cheaper than est, more 
private than a cult, vallum has proven to be 
ln a class by Itself where coping's concern
ed. As one addict expressed it ("I'm 
Writing as Fast as I Can'! by Teiesa 
Carpenter, VIiiage Voice, 1/7/80): · 

Two milligrams and I felt I was 
being lifted onto a peaceful 
plateau from which I could 
survey an entire field of hor
rors without making any 
judgments. There, nothing 
seemed tragic ... For the flrst 
lime In my excessively 
earnest life, I was released 
from caring. So I drifted 
through the bad hours of my 
mother's cancer In a trance. 
Watchful, sol!cilous, and un
touched ... (It) never broke my 
heart. I cut my losses. 

"I've had a rough day at the office and I 
come home frustrated, I gotta unwind. 
Whlch'll it be, a nice sauna or some new 
wave? Out on the dance floor there's a 
lesson every night in the etiquette of over
crowding. I learn to dance with a pronounc
ed Brownian motion. l learn eye contact is a 
lapse of taste. Is It cocaine or only love? 
Meeting people Is so difficult these days -
what does it mean when he touches me 
ther~. like that? Not much. 
Louder,faster,shorter converge upon a 
single point, the still point of the turning 
world. '' 

A cultural anthropologist would find It a 
cinch to classify the social relations on the 
scene, since so few exist. It's easier for us 
all that way. The void requires constant . 
practice, though. Someone's got to show 
the way. A cult of one. Fuck you if you can't 
take a joke. I'm an artist. Whatever gets you 
over. Fuck you anyway. 

Part Ill • Well ... With despair declared, pretense 
can end and we can be free at last. Despair, 
really, is a wonderful thing. You can take It 
anywhere. Take it to bed with you, for exam
ple, or to heart ... No, but really, seriously, 
despair Is a Revolutionary Force, a demon 
whose energy makes the potential of 
boredom seem pale by comparison. You 
run into a contradiction - like "human kind 
cannot bear much reality'' - and there Is the 
energy of despatr, inviting you to act. O 

"Aqunllonnelf1clrculatldbylh9FrenehSutrMdlatalnla25; 

tn.oonMnauaamongr•tipe>nd•ntl-"l'"."' 
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DAMAGE 

by Brad L. 

he house llghts ulm, a ~011tary spot follo 
he slender, tousled-hair singer in the nin 
eenth century frock coat and cravat to the 
mike. Half-smlllng, he stares out above the 
rowd , his eyes glazing In the bright light. 
or a split second, he looks transfixed, 1ike 

a new wave Norma Desmond "Ready for my 
loseup now, Mr. DeMllle ." The music 

· tarts ... loud, Intense, Joyful, but most 
of all dltfe(ent and, for pop, somehow off, 
somehow veryotf . 

Eye Protection, more than most pop bands 
on the West Coast, Is a straight-ahead 
assaulr on the very things we take for 
granted In pop music. For one thing, Andy 
Pr~boy, the group's singer, songwriter and 
self-admitted maestro, has a social cons
cience, an ab\llty to perceive and express 
ldeas beyond the banal. For another, with 
the help of his fellow band members, he's 
been able to bring a host of different 
musical elements and diverse Influences to 
bear on the group to create a style that Is 
uniquely their own. 

One of our many local klones of Klein (the 
ubiquitous Howie being merely the first to 
successfully mass market the new wave in 
mainstream publi cations tlke Sam, 
Boulevards and Creem) recentl y lauded the 
band in a Bam article, clalm!ng, in a masfer· 
piece of overstatement , that they had turn· 
ed the Mabuhay Into a ''sleazold rocksteady 
roadhouse .'' Despite such hysterical hyper· 
bole, the fact remains that Eye Protection, 
through a curious blending of styles o1d and 
new, has wel$:ied together a dynamic on· 
stage presence with a sound that gets and 
keeps their audiences bopping. 

While San Francisco has more than its fair 
share of. pop and power pop ensembles, 
none so far, with the notable exceptions of 
Eye Protection and No Sisters, 'has been 
successful In capturing the Imagination of 
new wave audiences. In both cases, these 
bands have fused often Conll\cttng musical 
styles with strong musicianship to 
chatlengft the basic puerile preconceptions 
that make most pop merely slop. The most 
common of these Is that, a successful pop 
band looks and sounds like the Beatles and 
has the polltical and Intellectual depth of the 
Knack . · 

Well , happily, neither band meets these !of· 
ty Ideals. Both have demonstrated that a 
band can make cogent social comments, 
look offbeat and still be amusing, light, 
danceable and /or whatever else It takes to 
qualify them for the pop moniker. Eye Pro-
tection particularly has shown -that by tapp. 
ing heretofore untapped musical sources 
and skillfull y Integrating them into the fabric 
of pop music, th ey can defy the labels 
employed with such rellsh by so-called rock 
journalists In the mainstream press. 

In the case of Eye Protection, these 
mysterious musical sources turn out to be 
most of the stuff we all grew up with and re· 
Jected tn the name of an ever more hard 
core electric fix: Broadway and Hollywood 
musicals, cartoon and TV themes, sweet 
Jazz, blue·eyed A&B. In a move that most 
bands would bungle, Andy and the boys 
have been able to work all of these styles in· 
to a tight, self-<:ontalned performing unit 
that, more times than not, churns out im· 
glnative, high.anergy tunes that, if not pro-

foundty deep, have enough substance to 
avoid typical pop cliches. 

It is, above all, singer Andy wha gives the 
band Us peculiar energy and flair. His per· 
forming style which, not unlike his tunes, 
borders a a bit on Grand Gulgnol, carries 
h_e rest of the band alon with him. Pois 

Mo than anything else, it may be Andy' 

~~n~i s n~:n,~: t:.~ ::~~~~~~onalit e Im~· 
presslo heJd In some quartefi , hat Eye 
Protectio lust too cute fat rds. Most of 

ed to nd sympathetic 
SS unpracticed edge 

scene. What we may 
not realize Is t th qualitles are as much 
an expression of a lack of confidence as 
they are a frustration with the oily sllcknes~ 
of corpor'at~ rock groups. Andy's defense, 
"I've got the nicest ass In the business," 
rings less true than the fact that he obvlous
ly believes In him$elf and his fetlow players. 

And those players are competent, Im· 
aglnalive performers themselves. John 
Maxwell on guitar, Terry Gahan on 

~:~~f:11: · o~!fJe&e:n8~~s~r~~s~~ls w~~ 
hard to give Eye Protection a sound that 's 
cohesive and differMt and, most Important 
of all , worth listening to. 

As articulate as he may be when wri ting a 
tune or performing It on stage, In his first in· 
terview Andy tended to freeze up. After an 
aborted first effort, I went back to interview 
him and Terry . Apologizing for the problems 
with the Initial interview, he explained that 
he thought I was going to ask them what 
their favorite color was . 

DAMAGE: OK, what Is 
0

your favorite color? 

ANDY: My favorite color? (a long hesltationt 
ltwouldhave.tobe . 

DAMAGE: Now come on, you just told me 
·that you 're not only cute, but smart too. 

ANDY: I like maroon, black ... oh, my 
r-eal favorite color Is lemon 
yellow . .. cherry cherry, orange orange. 

DAMAGE: Now that we 've got the Important 
stuff taken care of, let's get frivolous. Is 
there one single unifying Idea behind Eye 
Protection? 

ANDY: Well, no, not one single Idea. I write 
most of the material and so my creativity, 
my personallty, is one of the main focal 
points In the band 

DAMAGE: How much of the band Is an ex· 
tension of your personality? 

ANDY: A lot. In a sense, lt'salt af) ex1enslon 
of my personality. 

TERRY: The original idea is Andy's, then it's 
put to the rest of us to manipulate. What I 
think is niost Interesting about the materlal 
we do is that there's a l ittle bit of Broadway 
in it, a little bit of jazz In it, a l ittle bit of a lot 
of th ings that all together creates a really 
different Image than what you usually hear 
coming out ol guitars, basses and drums. 

DAMAGE: OK, but Jet 's go back to my 
original question, how much of the band is 
an expression of the driving w/11 of one per· 
son? 

AGE: So If somebody doesn 't like the 
band, it 's really you that they don 't like? 
Unless, of course, It 's the ten percent of the 
bandtheydon'tllke . 

ANDY: Most of the criticism I've gotten Is 
from people who don't like the ten percent. 

DAMAGE: I'm glad to see you 're so fair; An· 
dy. 

ANDY: Yes, cute, smart and fair. 

DAMAGE: Well, at least, we're beginning. to 
get a picture of the band. For a momtJnt 
however, let's deal with the rest of the 
band. Are you a close-knit group of people? 

ANDY: We're a clos~knit group of friends 
We're probably closer as friends than we 
are as musicians. Sub~equently, We know 
each others' political or artistic Ideas 
already. We don 't spend a lot of time 
discussing that, we just go out and raise 
hell! 

DAMAGE: By your own admission, you 're 
the driving force behind this band; what 's 
that an expression of? 

ANDY: To put it bluntly and banally, it's a 
desire for self.axpresslon 

DAMAGE: Who are you trying to reach? 

ANDY: As many people as possible . 

DAMAGE: And In order to reach them what 
do you think you owe your audience? 

ANDY: I owe them clarity. I owe th'em acer· 
taln amount of accessibility to my vision, to 
the way I see things. t owe them a certain 
amoun~of enjoynuint, a large amount really. 

DAMAGE: Some people say you're too 
cute . 

ANDY: A lot of people are fat and ugly. 

• DAMAGE: I think they're talking about your 
performance. 

ANDY: I'm talkl~g about their performance. 

DAMAGE: Let 's talk, for a minute, about the 
kinds of things you write about? 

ANDY: I bounce back and forth between 
subjects. I can write a serious song like 
"Child Beater" or something like " Elroy 
Jetson" which Is me saying "O.K., •Andy, 
write a television theme song." 

DAMAGE: A lot of us note the heavy Broad· 
wayinfluenceinyourmuslc .. 

AN DY: Broadway's good because It enables 
me to expand Ideas that may be a little too 
emotional for rock'n' roll. There's a song we 
do called "Honey, Don't Be Good To Me." 
It's about some people I lived with, two of 
whom were in love with each other. One of 
them didn 't want to be happy because being 
happy puts you In that position where you 
s~ddenly have responsibilities. You have to 
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take responsibilltles because you can't 
blame your condition On being unhappy. An 
idea like that is hard to put Into rock'n' roll. 
What I did was sort of satire with Broadway 
in it. By doing that, I found I got more room 
than in just a straight rock'n' roll thing. 

DAMAGE: What kinds oY things are hafd for 
you to .write about? 

ANDY: love. I love love songs, but I' ve 
never been able to finish one I've started. 

DAMAGE: Why? 

ANDY: It's probably the one thing I've never 
experienced. 

DAMAGE: I've noticed that a tot of your 
songs tend to deal with the way people In· 
teract, the day·to.day faces they put on 
when Uley go. out Into the world. While 
there's not really what I'd call anger In those 
songs, there does seem to be a frustrallori 
there. What kinds of things make you 
angry? 

ANDY: Hmmm. Today, at work , some peo-
ple sat around and talked about how smelly 
Chinese people were .. . that made me 
angry. 

DAMAGE: Because you don 't find them 
smelly? • 

ANDY: Because stupidity makes me angry. 
We do this song called ''Average Guy. '' It' s 
about your typical 70s guYl who uses a fake 
over-sensitivity to things as a way of getting 
the same old tits and ass that he and his 
type have always wanted. 

DAMAGE: Talk about your single. Do you 
like it? 

ANDY: Yeah. II allows something else to 
speak for the band rather than having to go 
out and play every place In town. It gets the 
Idea across. l'm pleased with it. 

D_AMAGE: Would you guys characterize 
yourselves as pop band? 

ANDY: t don't even know what a pop band 
Is. 

DAMAGE: Well, I suppose you know what a 
popstaris .. . doyouwanttobeone? 

ANDY: It' s just a question I've asked myself 
a lot. What's the outcome of al1 this going to 
be? What happens If I succeed? I figure I 
already am a star and I'm just waiting for 
everyone else to catch. I'm not out to do 
anything more than work and to write and 
perform. 

DAMAGE: Well, you know, I'm going to have 
to cut a Jot from th is Interview, but I guess f 
ought to leave all that part in about you be
fng impo tent ... so, for the record, are 
you really Impoten t? 

TERRY: Just read the wall in the girls' 
bathroom at the Geary Theater. 

DAMAGE: What 's It say? 

ANDY: It says I have a twelve inch dick and 
the heart of a poet. 

DAMAGE: Is It true? 

ANDY: It's only half true .. . but I won 't 
say what half. · 
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When I look in the movie pages and 
catch the magic words "Major Studio 
Preview," I begin to salivate. If the 
director on any given film is a Ger
man , l start to count my change. lf 
Lauren Hutton's name appears 
anywhere in the credits of a flick, I 
get into my jacket and go looking for 
a bus. 

I am a sucker for films with visceral, 
psychotic titles like Snuff, Texas 
Chainsaw Massacre, Don 't Answer 
The Phone, Fingers, Riot On Sunset 
Strip, Beyond the Valley of the 
Supervixens. I fall in love with grea~ 
ad campaigns and promotional 
gimlcs: "Love is never having to say 
you're ugly'' from The Abominable 
Dr. Phibes; "We have seen the 
future and it doesn't work" from 
Zardor, the original ads for the 
Monkee's movie Head, featuring the 
portrait of some unknown nebbish 
and nothing else, no title, no credits; 
everything that William Castle ever 
produced (''Warning! Straightjacket 
vividly depicts axe murders!"). I at
tend openings of .films like Cruising 
because of left-handed hype: 
anything starring Al Pacino, directed 
by the guy who did The Exorcist and 
rabidly protested as a threat to gays 
can't be bad. In short, I'm a media 
mark and I've seen a slew of Miracle 
Pictures' films ("If it 's a good pic
ture, it's a Miracle") . 

A month before Caligula opened 
here in San Francisco, I saw an ad for 
it in the Village Voice that let me 
know that this time things were go
ing to be different. This film had to be 
terrific . The half-page ad had a coin
ed profile of Malcolm McDowell, 
Clockwork's Alex, dripping blood 
from about the eyes beneath the 
most seductive jingle I've eve~ seen 
in movie hype: "WHAT WOULD YOU 
D.D IF YOU WERE GIVEN ABSOLUT~ 
F'OWER OVER EVERY MAN AND 
WOMAN IN THE WORLD?" Peter 
O'Toole and John Gielgud were co
starring; a $17 million budget had 

been allocated. The film, if it was tru-

~o~~~u~~~e s~~d t~ob~E~gi{~J ?~ 
mayhem and pornography and if that 
pathetic old fart Gore Vidal and the 
director had both bowed out violently 
denouncing it, it was bound to be 
lurid, sick and ... wonderful. In 
short, it was just the sort of film I'm 
willing to wait in line for, pay extor
tionate admission prices on and sit 
through, surrounded by a theater
throng of cretins, coughers, creeps· 
and film students. 

out of me again! That the serlous.ly 
weird, obsessively paranoid 
biography of one of history's great 
,ignoble anti-heroes was not to be 
forthcoming was apparent. Frame by 
frame, frustration mounts and I begin 
to hope that a Russ Meyers will step 
in and take over, pul')ctuating an 
essentially illiterate film with humor, 
gross-out, incredible violence. 
Forget it. The beat goes on and I start 
praying that the porn will make it all 
worthwhile. Not a chance. I start tell-

DAMAGE 

by Michael Tracy 

openfng shots, tlie audfence has 
begun to giggle with embarrassment 
(with the film, with themselves for 
shelling out $6). By the middle, some 
three and half days later, many have 
begun to head tor home.' No one 
likes this film. McDowell is terrible, 
John Gielgud looks like someone is 
doing something shocking to his 
dog, Guccione's idea of creative 
camera work is a continual use of 
protracted zoom shots and the sets 
are so cheesy and lurid that you wish 
they 'd shot in black and white. After 

~------------------, ~~~~~~ otr~~Y1~~oidt.h!~e ~~~hg~~-~~~1 
curs that those involved were neither 
warped, psychotic nor · intelligent 
enough to risk attempting it in the 
first place. 

Lights out. The subsidence of .voices 
as the credits begin to roll, the 
somber music pulling out. Expecta-. 
lion . Excitement. The pretentiously 
seriously music segues Into sac
charine shots of Caligula frolicking 
through the forest with his near nak-

~~al~~1i~a~~~e;~~d~~1Je ·~1 ~a~~m~ 

fng myself that the carnage, the raw 

~~~~e~~dtog~!~le~ti 1 ~h~8~~i~~e o?0ad~ 
mission at least Nope. 

In all, Caligula is as long as waiting to 

F~~rea!herh~einJi:~~g~_g;~~~:d~p~ 
magazine, Penthou.se. Early into the 

There are scenes and performances, 
however, that will Jive with · mf! 
forever. Even the worst film, giVen a 
list of ingredients like this one's, has 
to do one ortwo

1 
things right. 

Two great performances in the film 
are those of Peter O'Toole and the 
horse. The horse, as the equine that 
Caligula makes a Roman senator, 
gives a sensitive and touching por
trayal. Peter O'Toole acting th91 role 
of the syphilitic, debauched Tiberius 

~~~~~n~0m~Wl~d fa~~~~~ t~hs~~~Yi 
don't care it it is a piece of shit, I'm 

~~~i~~ t':ti~ T~:Y~im8~r~~?u;ar~b~~ 
justice to PB~ and Robert Graves. 
And the scene in which Caligula the 
god bestows his blessings on a just
married couple by raping the virgin 
bride, then fist-fucking her husband 
with the ring I seal of Rome is a 
wonderful example of how good this 
film might have been. 

Caligula is not so much a film as it is 
an animated photo spread from the 
pages of Penthouse . .. just as 

~~~· l~~~tfcin 1arJ'iw.M~o~~g~~t~f~~ 
are not your best entertainment 
buy. 0 

When you get tired of their programming. • • 
run some of your own. 

2272 Market Street 
San Francisco, CA 94114 

(415) 864-8080 
Tu. 10-6 
We. 12-6 

Th. 10-9 
fr 10-6 

Sa. 10-6 
Su. 12-6 
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ELEETADNIE MUSIE 
When, In the mld-50s, Karlhelnz Stockhausen took the 
sounds of children playing, Juxtaposed them with elec
tronically generated tones and called It "The Song of the 
Youths," the general listening public might not have con
sidered It music. Stockhausen probably would have been 
delighted; challenging preconceived notions of what con
stitutes music has t\lstorically been the province of the 
electronic musician. Cloistered In their ivory towers, 
playing with the high-tech tools of lhe electronic age, 
these musicians have primarily been Interested In 
creating music and abstruse theories that hold little in
terest for popular audiences. Having originally been the 
sole realm of scholars at well-funded universities, elec
tronic music eventually found Its way to more accessible 
outlets. Technology has made such machines as tape 
recorders, soun~ treatment devices and synthesizers af
fordable and practical, and modern musicians have begun 
to employ them more Intuitively than their academic 
predecessors did. What many of them are doing now may 
not be new. At one time or another, someone somewhere 
has probably done It before. But for the first time, there 
Is an audience willing to listen to their work. What follows 
Is an outline ol electronic music, and a survey of what 
local performers are doing with It. 

The earliest experimentation with electronic music 
began In the sos. The typical studio at that time was 
rather primitive by today's standards, consisting simply 
of tape ·machines with variable speeds and directions, 
tape loops and splicing equipment. Popular elements of 
pieces from this period include noises, barbecue fires 
played backwards at half-speed or several minutes of a 
dog barklnQ" rearranged by splicing the tape into 
segments and randomly reassembling them. 

One device frequently used In electronic music and 
pioneered in the sos Is the tape loop. Usually, several 
tapes are played back at once so that their relationships 
change continuously. The tapes might be played at dif
ferent speeds, have different durations or both to create 
the desired effect. Another sos invention is the tape 
delay, whereby a signal recorded on one tape machine is 
played back a few seconds later on another, and then re
recorded on the first machine over the original signal. 
This particular process has been spuriously trademarked 
"Frlppertronlcs" by Robert Fripp. 

While electronic music In the sos was characterlzed by 
tape manipulation (still widely employed today), It 
became universally thought of In the 60s as machines 
making wierd sounds not occurring in nature. lnillalfy, 
university music departments received money to con
struct synthesizers out of existing surplus electronics 
hardware. The resulting machines were crude and dif
ficult to use, but they did produce a variety of synthetic 
sounds. In the mld~s. Don Buchla contributed to the 
advancement of the field with his development of the 
voltags-controllsd synthesizer. Over the years, 
refinements were made on Buchla's machine, but the 
basic revolutionary feature, voltage control, remained 
the most Important advancement In sound synthesis until 
the advent of computer controlled synthesis. 

Voltage control made the syntheslzer into a real Instru
ment, playable with familiar devices such as keyboards. 
The voltage control feature not only allowed the operator 
to change pitch (or, theoretically, any characteristic of 
the resulting sound) with piano-like keys, but also gave 
him automatic control over functions of the synthesizer 
he formerly controlled manually with great difficulty. It 
was only a matter of time before mass production put the 
synthesizer within the reach o~ anyone with $1,000 or so. 

Strange Noi~es In the Bay Area 

One lndlvldual using basic tape tectmology is NON, alias 
Boyd Rice, of San Diego. To him, the taped sounds of 
whirring blenders and shoe polishers are great fun. Au
diences may well dispute this assumption after half an 
hour of hearing various whirs, whines and buzzes altered 
through "secret" homemade processors. NON says "I 
know What I do annoys a lot of people, but those are the 
type& I would llke to have annoyed." Eschewing the use 
of synthesizers and other high-tech haraware as obvious 
and costly, NON pursues the development of homemade 
aural abrasives, egged on by frenzied cries of "More pain, 
more pain." "I have new Ideas," declares NON, "but I 
want to keep doing this until people get used to it.'' 

UNS 
Not content with mere alienation, Uns perpetrates 
acoustically triggered hynagogic states with the hope of 
programming the human bio--computer its way. Four tape 
loops generate noise garnered from skipped sound ef
fects records and statlc-IUled points on the AM dial while 
Zev, aka Uns, frenetically jabs at a treated Farfisa organ . 
With the scenery set, Zev bombards his audience _with 
matter of fact phrases and questions, aided by a 
magaphone: "Do you work hard? life Is hard work. When 
you get up in the morning do you think about the fact that 
you have a Job to do?'• 

"Once you've said something to scimebody It will always 
affect them In some way," says Zev. "I want to program 
people with hard Information, information they don't want 
to deal with. The background noise makes It easier for the ) 
Information to be absorbed '• 

Factrlx , a Bay Area group working on a sllghtly more , 
sophisticated level, ut1hzes the synthesizer The rest of l 
~~~~~s~~e~t~111~n:e~~~~~fa~;~ft~~~~~Yai~ ~~sffi~nadn: t 
eludes this group, gu1tanst Bond Bergland claims that 
they work "wlthout really knowing exactly what the In
struments can do " What they end up getting them to do 
is mash loud, distorted, disparate sounds together with 
harrowing effects. Controlled randomness plays an In
tegral conceptual role in the outcome. The Idea fs to get 
tempestuous sounds to fuse into new harmonies hitherto 
unintended and unconceived. 

"When we started out, what we did was completely ran- f~ 
dom," says Cole Palme, synthesis! and vocalist. "We 
tater put song structures Into our music to get U across. 
But we are really more Interested in the random element. 
We write songs to pull people in and then we zap them." 
The usual result Is sensory overload. The cause? Such 
things as backing tracks with vocals recorded at different 
speeds laid av.er a rhythm machine that sounds like It's In-
side a jumbo jet with some synthesized noise layered In, 
all of which Is played on top of a slow, melodic tune. "It's 
too much information at once,'' says Bergman. 

Patrick Miller's Minimal Man also makes use of ran
domness, but In a vastly different sense. Miller's current 
interest Is in synching up his electronic compositions with 
various film cltps edited together. "Psycho" is one 
source of his clips, which is particularly appropriate since 
much of Minimal Man's music has that " Psycho" feeling 
of Impending doom and annihilation. 

" This is a time of upcoming disaSters," Miller says. "In 
Seattle, where we recently played, people came up to me 
after the show talking about Iran.'' 

Making connections between his music and films, as well 
aS with political reality, is a conscious dimension of 
Miiier's work. Such unforeseen results fascinate him and 
provide the basic underpinning for what he does. "It's so 
random, it's ridiculous," he says. " I don't conceptuallze 
much. I just create situations with a lot of random factors 
and wait for Interesting accidents." 

In performance, Miller minlmalizes his own presence, 
often showing films at the opposite side of the room from · 
where he Is playing. He creates ambient sounds, con
sisting baslcally of two-chord changes, a lot of echo and 
some Improvisational work by such notables as Tuxedo 
Moon's sax player, Steve Brown. . 

One group of synthesis! performers which hardly 
minimizes lts presence Is The Scientists from Oakland. 
Garbed in Devo-esque costumes resembling radiation 
suits and lab outfits, The Scientists bounce around the 
stage and through the audience armed wlth Tubetrons 
and Portazlllas. Their sonic insanity takes direct aim Into 
the aural orifices. Completely unencumbered by chords 
and machinery, they carry long plexlglass tubes 
(Tubetrons) hooked up to portable synthesizers carried 
on belts (Portazillas). 

The members, Dr. S. 0. Terrie, Vaypid Schmuey and Fast 
Forward, are three former Mills COiiege graduate 
students who now run Pink Noise Studios. In their spare 
time, they masquerade as Japanese superheroes at occa
sional gigs. They decided to integrate theatrics into their 
electronic performances, says the Doctor, ''because wat
chln·g machines Is Just plain boring." In addition to the 
graphic design and electronic devices the group 
develops, future plans include video animation. 

> 
( • > • , . 

Meanwhile, Back in the Ivory Tower . 

Whlle the masses play with their newly discovered toys, 
1he electronic music Intelligentsia continues to break new 
ground. The latest advances in electronically synthesized 
sound are occuring with the use of computers. This new 
process, called Fourier synthesis, promises to render ob
solete the conventional analog synthesizer. Why? Com
plex tones, with harmonics that rise and fall at different 
rates, simply can't be produced through analog syn
thesis. Gabriel Stern, a Bay Area jazz musician, and Alden 
Jenks, of the San Francisco Conservatory of Music, are 
working together on the creation of their own computer 
device. Stern explains the problem this way: 

" If you hit a note on the piano you get not onry that note 
but a whole range of overtones. And they don't all start at 
the same time and fade out in unison. There Is a very com
plex thing happening. You can get plenty of harmonics 
With an analog device by stacking up oscllators, thereby 
producing a complex signal that sounds dense and lush. 
But the harmonics remain constant. 

Here's why. Oscillators produce continuous tones. An 
oscillator producing one tone adds its signal lo another 
oscltlator's tone, resultlng In a third, more complex, tone 
as a product. This arrangement is called a patch, and 
while there Is a lot more to analog synthesis than this, the 
patch Is all you need to know for now. 

Baslcally, the ultimate sound Is determined by a number 
of factors: changing voltages and frequencies; the wave 
forms produced by the oscillators; the number of patches 
used; and simply the number of oscjllators In each patch. 
It Is theoretlcatly possible to take a patch and vary the rise 
and fall time of a certain harmonic In the resulting tone; 
however, in practlce, you can't make the proper ad
justments to several osclllators at precisely the right 
microseconds with only your bare hands up against a vast 
array of knobs. 

The solution is to take 256 oscillators rather than the two 
to ten found on most analog machines, and use a com
puter to rapidly control all parameters, such as which 
oscillators should patch with which, what wave forms they 
each should have and what frequencies they should each 
produce. A sequence of binary numbers defining the 
pitch, amplitude and phase of the desired sound is stored 
In the computer unttl called up by a device such as a 
keyboard. Each number in turn determines the 
parameters of the oscillators needed to produce a minute 
part of the Intended sound, changing these parameters 
40,000 times a second so that with each new one the next 
part of the sound Is created. Basically, It Is the psycho
acoustic equivalent of film. Your ear cannot distinguish 
each Infinitesimal fraction of the sound as it is produced. 
Theoretically, the complex tones of pianos, vlollns or 
even a whole orchestra can be electornlcally analyzed, 
converted Into a series of binary numbers, and then 
reproduced with oscillators. But what Stern has In mind 
far exceeds hitherto familiar sounds and effects. 

Stern wants to assemble a new wave band, playing his 
syptheslzer with hand-held fingering devices. He also In
tends to utilize a camera that will take the llght from dlf
fefently colored bands worn at moveable points on his 
body, and convert them into computer instructions, 
thereby controlling distortion and echo. Stern describes 
the desired result as "gorgeously grungy godzllla tones, 
harmoniously dense, powerful, yet celestial too.'' 

Another Bay Area notable working on Fourier synthesis is 
Novak, former Mills College sutdent and Instructor. The 
producer of such infamous bands as Crime, the Nuns and 
Bob, Novak is currently work,ing on programming com
puters for electronic music. Financial burdens have kept 
his endeavors at the basic programming stage up to now. 
But the future, he is convinced, is in computer controlled 
synthesis. 

In six months or so, Stern and Jenks wllt have their 
Fourier sy'nthesizer completed. It will be a portable unlt. 
unlike most of those In university music schools. Ttiere 
are two similar machines currently on the market, one 
selling for $12,000 and the other for S2S,OOO. Despite their 
hefty price tags, Stern claims they don't have enough 
oscllletors to produce the rich tones his will. 

For the present, this innovation in etectronlc music Is 
beyond the means of most wanting to perform with a 
Fourier synthesizer. But as Its predecessors have, the 
Fourier system will eventually become accessible. When 
the Inevitable march of progress makes these machines 
avallable and affordable to the masses, we should see a 
new wave Uke we've never seen before. 0 
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DAMAGE 

oea,GezaX: 
what, preclsely, a1e tM eocldes or'OM•s h~rt 8nd whar 
Is th& reconHft!tnded way to warm them? 

The "cockles of one's heart" are small puppies which 
replicate themselves using a human host as their victim. 
The only way to destroy these parasitic pups is by con· 
tlnued sexual arousal, which raises the body temperature 
to a point they find intolerable - usually about 102° or 
103• . The only other known cure is to play Negro music 
very loud, achieving·a similar effect. 

~ 
OearGezaX: 

Dear Marvel: 

Sooner than you think. The universe you think you llve In 
Is about to be ravaged by immensely powerful forces and 
turned so hideously Inside out that you won't know what 
to hang onto for dear life. Imagine giving a schizophrenic 
LSD addict a blood transfusion with five llters of llquld 
PCP, a gas mask filled with amyl nitrate, a meth enema 
and a zap of 10,000 volts. That's roughly where you're go
ing. Perhaps you'd better start packing for a sudden vaca
tion. How do I know this? l flipped a bunch of coins. (I brib
ed some swamis.) Here Is an excerpt from my collected 
writings , How We Bent Reality, which wl11 appear In book 
form just ljefore the_s_!l_IJ_hits the fan_, See you then! 

1980. The attack of the wortd ls beginning. 
Reality and sanity, as we know them, are be
ing uprooted. We are being recruited at a 
desperate rate into choosing sides in a 
titanic, invisible battle of wills which is as old 
as history. The territory under seige is the 
human mind, as each struggles to control 
reality and claim complete ownership of 
YOUR point of view. Why? Because that in
tangible substance known as reality is the 
sum total of ALL thought and the majority 
opinion becomes the dominant reality. To this 
end, we humans have been brutally chained 
to one lie after another throughout history as 
blind drones in this nightmare chess game. 
We are at war. The weaponry is psychic, 
psychological, chemical, biological and more. 
As tanks and bombs become increasingly ob
solete, your nervous system will be complete
ly raped. You will be made to experience raw 
fear such as you never imagined possible. If 
you are unprepared, you will wish you were 
dead but there is no escape. This pattern is 
already established . Civilization is backed In
to a corner, because we so--catled clvillzed 
humans have been insidiously programmed 
from birth to be the REAL losers! We are not 
equipped for survival, because the greed of 
others for power over our minds has en
couraged them to make us very stupid. From 
birth, we have been devoured by poor diet, 
poor environment, poor education and poor 
attitude. We're sitting ducks for complete, ab
ject slavery. In this final epic battle, the deck 
Is stacked against us. Humanity will lose, 
burned in the crossfire of an alien clvll war. 
And we're pitifully unable to help ourselves 
because we're too stupid. We know only the 
LIES that our captors have taught us - the 
same lies which bind us to this artificial reali-
ty. We are in SERIOUS trouble. We've been 
hit inside, outside and, especially, below the 
belt. Our needs and fears have been cruelly 
and inhumanely exploited by forces far more 
ruthless and powerful than politics or oil. We 
don't stand a chance, unless we perform a 
mlracle. We must short circuit the nex~ 
100,000 years of evolution by creating a 
genetic mutation within our lifetime. We must 
BE this mutation or die. Our only chance is to 
awaken our psychic sense and become 
stronger beings with higher capabilities. This 
is the truth and if enough of us believe that it 
Is so - reality, however stubborn, has no 
choice but to OBEY! 



DAMAGE 

by Public Enemy #1 

1839 Geary has closed Its doors 10 music 
forever. The building was bought and 
escrow closed just days before the an. 
nounced final show, which was to feature 
the Mutants and ttfe Dead Kennedys. t;or
tunately, word got around to most people in 
time so there wasn't too large a crowd 
waiting_ to get into the locked building the 
night of the show. Word has It that the 
former Temple Beautiful will become a 
museum for the Jewish Historical Socie
ty .. 

There was another chance to see these _two great local 
bands on the same bill at the Bammies, along with such 
punk greats as Eddie Money, Journey, Van Morrison and 
Francis Ford Coppola. Although the Mutants and Dead 
Kennedys performed only one song each, It was enough 
to make the 2100 people attending sit up and take notice. 
The OKs did their version of the Knack 's famous hit, "My 
Payola," supplemented by some interchangeable lyrics 
aimed directly at the industry people attending. They 
changed ''Is my smile big enough" to "Is my cock big 
enough for you to make me a star?" The substitutions 
were kept under wraps untll the last moment since the 
whole thing was on the radio and the final version 
wouldn't have made it over the airwaves if anyone had an 
idea they were going to pull such a stunt. They didn't, and 
it did. After the awards presentation, all the performers 

· and presenters gathered for a party at the Back DOR 
(disco turned nouveau wave), where a lot of A&R people 
came away thinking Fritz Mutant was an obnoxious 
youngster. East Bay Ray (of the Kennedys) was taking a 
poster down from a wall when lour of the Back DOR 
bouncers jumped him and punched him out, thinking he 
was another punk off the streets. When they found out 
who they had just knocked out, they were heard to say 
"Gee, l hope this doesn't get Into Damage ... " A good 
time for all. 

Everyone's favorite defunct jazz/punk group, the 
Deadbeats have reformed as Bent. The band split up a 
couple of years ago, and since then they've been praised 
as the band ahead of its time, the band that wasn't proper· 
ly appreciated, the band most people wanted to see re. 
form. The new line up includes Shaun and Scott Guerin, 
Gary Gruver, Steve Fishman and Paul Roessler. Bent will 
be maklDg their world debut at the Fab Mab In early June. 

Former Deadbeat, Gaza X, had his share of problems sur· 
rounding his recent shows at the Mabuhay. First, the in· 
famous Brendan Mullen (drummer for Geza's band, the 
Mommy Men) was arrested the day before the first show 
for relieving himself on a building a few feet away from 
some SF police officers. He was released after spending 
several hours In the drunk tank. Will tresplsslng be the 
new hlp crime for the 80s? The day of the show, one of the 
band's cars was stolen with Bobby Payne's bass Inside. 
Fortunately , the shows were as great as expected, Bren· 
dan's reputation has been restored and the chr has since 
been recovered . All's well ... Geza and the Mommy 
Men want to especiaHY thank noted percussionist Zev, 
who turned over his earnings from the second show in 
sympathy for the stolen bass. 

Add the Units to the long list of bands broken up. Some of 
the members wilt be forming new bands, and meanwhile 
their single Is doing well locally. 

Olga De Volga and Heidi Famlllar of VS. were recently 
busted for postering. It looks like their case will be helped 
by a public service performance for those old folks at 
Laguna Honda. VS. has added a new guitar player -
Dannie lee Von Lehr. They aay they're getting back to the 
all-girl band image, although tt'ley sUll have one male. The 
VS. single Is finally out. 

Berkeley Square, one of the new clubs in the area, seems 
to be doing pretty well. Their inltial problem of too many 
booking agents seems to have been cleared up, but It was 
causing a lot of confusion for a while. One show had Eye 
Protection and the Lloyds both thinking they were 
headlining. Recent shows have had mixed bills (such as 
No Sisters, the VIPs and Black Flag) which makes tor a 
confused audience, even in Berkeley. there have been 
rumors of questionable paying practice, but they deserve 
a chance to woi"k things out. New clubs are few and tar 
between. 

Dirk Dirksen of the Mabuhay has announced the 
nominees for the second almost annual Muslcal Dog 
Awards (the Dummies). Among the nominees are Flipper 
and Black Flag (Most Offensive Band); Sould Rebels, the 
Urge and the Mutants (several categories each); and our 
very own General Paresis for Most Prejudiced Rock Jour· 
nalist. Reverse psychology comes to the new wave: Vir· 
tually all nominees showed for scheduled photo sessions 
with the notable exception of those up for Most 
Overhyped Band, none of whom made it. Ballots are 
available at Aquarius and the Mab, and from Damage and 
Punk Gfobe. The awards ceremony is scheduled for May 
27 at the Mab. 

No Alternative will take a month off from their hectic per
forming schedule so they can finish recording their 
single, write new material and wait for Johnny Genocide's 
sore loot to heal. Substituted tor the cowboy number on 
the single will be a song called "Sir," so "people can ac· 
cuseusofcopylngPubliclmage". . ? 
Something to look forward to: A single from the ineffable 
Bob, the best thing out of Oakland since "You are now 
leaving Oakland" signs. It was produced by the archetypal 
real cool guy, Novak, known as well for his prowess at the 
knobs and dials. 

New Wave disco has really hit LA with the famous Circus 
Disco featuring "Night of Aggression" every Thursday. 
Dlz McNally is booking bizarre comedy acts into the Kib-
bitz Room of famous Canter's Deli. Write for info care of 
this rag. Performance artist and alien comic Tom Murrin 
was In town recently from New York with the John Cale 
tour. An extremely whimsical performer, he's tameand ar· 
liculate, unlike his close friend and counterpart, Johanna 
Went. Johanna will be touring the East Coast with Zev and 
Non and an interview wlll soon appear in Newsweek, of all 
places. 

Rick Wtlder and Charlotte from the Mau-Maus have open
ed a new store called War which sells bondage clothes, 
Nazi memorabilia and kilts. Neighbors already are com· 
plaining of charming window displays which feature 
bloody dead babies hanging from nooses 1 The Bags have 
not really broken up. It's jCist Patricia who packed up the 
name and left, leaving Plan 9 the new name. It derives 
from everyone's favorite B-movie called " Plan 9 From 
Outer Space," starring Vampira and featuring Craig Lee's 
mother. 

Nervous Gender's drummer, that midget poseur -Sven, 
and his mother were deported back to Germany because 
their visas ran out. Members of the band have been 
carefully examining new prospects. There's talk of a NG 
tour of Japan. The long-awaited X album Is finally out and 
already Slash Records (p roducer) is busy working on a 
8-People ·EP. Nina Hagen, that exquisite German punk 
starlet, has moved to LA to form a new band. She met 
Dutch punk rocker Herman Brood and Lena Lovich in 
Europe where the three made a movie. 

Fat & Fucked Up will be playing a health food restaurant 
called " Natural Fudge Company" sometime in May. A 
member of the group told Damage that anyone who's 
grossly overweight or has a disgusting case of acne will 
be admitted free. Rumour: Barry McBride of the Plugz get· 
ling married? 

Does anyone remember John French (alias Drumbo,) the 
insanely cl~ver percussionist from Beefheart's band? 
He' ll be playing guitar, of all things, on the new Beefheart 
album which is currently being recorded In town. The 
Screamers are hard at work on their much-heralded video 
disc. Hollywood's'two hundred hardcores are working on 
It with Rene Daalder directing. Story apparently concerns 
mind control. 

Turman. Performance ani;:.~ ~ _, - ·~· .. ··~ 1 n1it Fernando Doty 
Is producing a play called Term: .OifaboUt "withdrawals in 
the Third Wor1d." It's not just about running out of oil, but 
also running out of money, love and time. It'll be touring 
SF and NYC as well. 

X sold out four shows at the Whiskey the nights Ray 
Manzarek played. Learning of the tragic sudden death in 
an auto accident of Exene's sister, Muriel Cervenko, who 
was In town with her tllm Ecstatic Stigmatic. the band 
played what was by far one of its most Intense and power· 
ful sets ever; perhaps the best tribute anyone could hav~ 
possibly given this brilliant performer. 

MURIEL CERVENKO from her film .Ecstatic Stigmatic 

r 
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Fans and supporters are angry. There have already been 
two fairly good sized demonstrations, as well as petitions 
circulating the city calling for the old PIX. One has to 
wonder, though, about a scene that almost solely 
depends on one radio station for dissemination of new 
music information. Unlike the Bay Area, NYC does not 
have many "ghetto" shows on college type l)r non
commercial stations. Rather, WPIX and its personalities 

· have been considered the pulse of the pre-corporate new 
music. 

Perhaps because NYC does play ho~t to almost every 
record company decision-maker, WPIX's demise is par· 
ticularly scary for the labels that are at least experimen
ting with signing new bands. In many ways, WPIX can be 
given the credit for breaking Two-Tone, the Clash and 
Buzzcocks in New York City and America. Even more 
powerful is the hypnotic quality WPIX had on the suburban 
kids surrounding NYC. Kids who listened only to Van 
Halen, ACfOC and Journey started actively listening to 
PIX. WPIX aired live broadcasts of XTC, Cramps and 
Buzzcocks. Groovy record stores played PIX in-store in· 
stead of records, for PIX consistently programmed up· 
tempo, danceable, now music. The management says it's 
ratings . "We need a better book."' However, the fans and 
supporters know it was only a matter of time before WPlX 
won the ratings war with its innovative format. 

This corporate NYC perspective can also be evidenced in 
bands' relationships with fans, promoters, clubs and the 
scene. Bands are signing crazy. Rumors spread quickly 
around tOwn if an A&R person is seen at a band's gig. 
Perhaps that's the major conceptual difference between 
San Francisco and NYC: band consciousness. Bands in 
New York are clawing for that lucrative contract. " Make it 
in New York. Make it in America." San Francisco, being 
removed from the mega·headquarters, does not deal with 
a lot of the needless scrapping occuring here. 

In downtown Soho-Tribeca and Mudd Club land-many 
feel they can escape the backbiting, but ultimately it's the 
same striving for critical acceptance but on a chic and 
trendy level. 

A new club that has the potential to turn the scene around 
is the Pop Front. Pop Front Is bringing now political con· 
sciousness to rock show promotion. The Idea Is to have 
three bands play - all sharing the bill, all sharing the 
money equally (although, in fact, the headliner does make 
a small percentage more). Everyone gets a soundcheck, 
everyone gets paid. Located In the old Machinists Hall at 7 
East 15th St., Pop Front incorporates new music, salsa, 
funk, reggae and punk into their band scheduling and 
between·band record spinning. Pop Front, with a 600 
capacity, has the capability to blend together many forms 
of music and turn the audience onto new and Innovative 
styles. Tickets are $4, beer is $1. In many ways, Pop Front 
is an attempt to educate people on how to put on a show. 
Finances are made public, bands are treated fairly. Shows 
are every Sunday night. SUPPORT THE POP FRONT! 

Ho"w do you talk about the many bands In New York? Who 
to see? Where to see them? Bands that have played in the 
last few weeks that I could recommend anyone to check 
out include The Dance, Neighbors and Allies , Polyrock, 
Crash Course in Science, Our Oauthter's Wedding and 
ESG. All play around town, some in Boston and 
Philadelphia as well. All of these bands are accessible and 
Ian conscious. 

Manhattanites are fortunate to have the best reggaeffunk 
radio station ln the ceuntry, WLIB, AM 1200. Totally fan· 
tastic. Sometimes hard to pick up, but once heard you're 
addicted. Broadcasting only from dawn to dusk - check lt 
out. 

Philadelphia is.a whole different story. In Philly, the scene 
is continually struggling, fans are being squashed and 
radio is almost non-existent. WXPN has the premier new 
music show every Friday night. Called "Yesterday's Now 
Music Today," the DJS have sponsored listener parties, 
concerts and rallies. WKDU, a college station, programs 
new music as well as the prog·rock staples. Both stations 
are welcome relieffrom stagnant Philly radio. 

The one club In Philly is the Hot Club. In existence two and 
a half years, th8 Hot Club has been the only venue to ac· _ 
lively support and encourage new music and the local 
scene. The owner, Dave Carroll, is continually harassed 
by the city's conservative ways, but somehow manages to 
keep going. Considering the complete lack of active sup--

roo~~~~~t'~:a~~r~i~~tc~1~it~~~~~~~~i~~~~~.f~~u~:~~ 
don't put on their own stlows, or support their scene. 
There aren't even parties in Philly. The prog·rock radio 
SUCKS! . 0 /r , 
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BABYLON BY THE BAY 
by Sadie Deeks 

To my mind, the most exciting thing 

i ~~~ehr:~~=~=~ !~~I :S0an~~v~\~ !!1a: 
I the opening of M.Al 's new studios 
Jin Oakland. M.Al's are responsible 
for the 12w 45 by Session, "Wake 
up Everybody/Keep on Pumping" 
(released last year), and a for
thcoming single which - judging. 
from the tape I heard - explores 
hitherto unknown and unconceived 
possibilities in dub. The sudlos -

1available for rehearsal, and for four
' and eight-track recording- are the 
only reggae studios on the west 
coast with full dub-wise 
capabilities, a sound effects library, 
session musicians and an ex
perienced engineer. M.Al's 
management, dreads from the 
Islands, are concerned with getting 
recognition for third world music 
and are planning to distribute and 
manage African artists, but they 
want to make it clear that "every 
musician who has been 
discriminated aQainst elsewhere 
will be welcome at M.Als." Sound -
like you? 

DEAD J<ENNEDYS ATTHE BAMMIES What I meant by an event was that 
the gala opening Itself was the kind 
of Irie evening that I wish happened 

~b~~I ~6':i~ ~~tu~~e~i~~~· :;~~~~ !.,~ ... ------~ ... H!"'" _____ "'-·""'--......... -------·~ ., •"" c -'I!!~· 

~y~~!~~~ 1.•r I T' . . E•· .·c·-.M·"· . .. ·· s···_0''" ..• -.'.,·
1
;''tP' 

!r~:r~~~~1~1~~e6J ~~n;~st~~~~o~~t~~: · ·. • 
·an d played the old 
!songs . . . There was an open 
mike toasting session featuring 

:~;r~g~~~o~~e~~:a;~e;~s~r~rno~ llii--------------------------------whom helped themselves to the 
mike as Jah spirit moved them. I left 
.at 2 or 3:00 alter dancing myself into 
a near-stupor, and I hear the 
festivities continued until dawn. 

Speaking of Santa Cruz, they're' 
definitely on the move down there . 
They have live shows every Satur
day from 7-11:00 pm and reggae 
disco Sundays 6-11:00 pm and an 
occasional Nyahblnghi gathering 
on Sunday afternoons. Ital Breed is 
metamorphosing Into the 
Rastafarians with the addition of 
several fine artists fresh In from JA, 
Albert Johnson (drummer for the 12 
Tribes band), Tony Wright and 
George Nooks, aka Prince Moham
med, who has at least two great 
albums out. There is also a 
possibility that Dennis Brown may 
drop in to sing with them, so check 
them out. AU this happens at 
Universal Life Church, 1335 
Seabright, Santa Cruz, CA, 
(408) 429-8699. 

I went to the reggae convention in 

him, until we see him singing in 
Zion. 
One last word: I'm starting to 
distribute reggae magazines. Right 
now, I have some copies of Ital 
Musik, Swiss ilne and soon will 
have Cheer (from Toronto) and the 
Rasta Cookbook (from Vancouver), 
and am hoping to gel a hold of al 
least Jah Ugliman, Survival, Smafl 
Axe, Vibrations and Linton 
Johnson's political zine, Race To
day. lf you want to get a hold of 
some of these , or know of others I 
should Include, call or write me at 
124 Page Street, San Francisco, CA 
94110, (415) 861-6716. Liberation 
Time Soon Come! 

-Sadie 

Rough Trade in SF 
Hollywood last month. It was a nice 
idea, though the attendance was 
markedly heavy on the side of rich 
while collectors and businessmen, Rough Trade, the English record 

Big event for April is the "Babylor most of whom were well-meaning concern that proves you can do ii 
Bustour'' featuring Aas Michael and enough. Where were all the NCA without satin baseball jackets or 24-
the Sons and Daughters of Negus, dreads? A good time was had by karat coke spoons, has arrived In 
and the Mighty Diamonds. 1 hope most, everyone patted each other America. In fact, in San Francisco. 
neither Ras Michael nor the on the back, much was said and a The record store will open this sum-
Diamonds are unknown names to little accomplished. At least we mer in North Beach, its aim to stock 
anyone' Ras Michael has been in know what everyone else looks a comprehensive collection of 
California for two months now, trail- like. American, European and Jamaican 
Ing admirers wherever he goes, and Independently produced vlnyl, 
the Diamonds were the highpolrit of Hot rumors dept.: Larry Mac, a local ) .. otherwise unavailable European 
both the Tribal Stink in Monterey luminary, percussionist extraor- LPs ~nd relevant books and 
and the RAR benefit last October, . dinaire (having won the JA grand magazmE'.s. Other Rough Trade pro-
which also featured Linton Kwesl prize in percussion twice) and one Jects are m the works as well. 
Johnson ( last month's untitled of the world's most wonderful 

, photo - l should have run a con- human beings, is reportedly in New 
test). The price - $8 - may seem York acting in Max Romeo's new 
stiff, but It's less for two of the reggae musical on Broadway. I hear 
finest reggae bands of all time than it's very good, and I sure hope It 
you paid for Bob Marley atone, so finds its way out here. 

"Children of Jah," a film by Jerry 
Stein of the Soul Syndicate and Earl 

TONS ol hot vinyl pouring out of the Zero, filmed in JA and featuring 
west coast r.ight now; vinyl t~at much intense footage, will air at the 

~~~a~~fc~s gr~~.g ~~~a~~a~?/~~~~~ . ~tas~~~~~f.tri·u~=~~~dC:J~ ~g~~~~ 

don't complain and have a good 
time. 

Justice! I already mentioned M.Al's has been cut since Its Initial viewing 
soon-come single. There's t~e r ~t the reggae convention, and the 
33.(a new animal!) by Ras Michael result is a tight seventy minutes 
(ever the Innovator) with a re-mix of which deserve to be seen. 
an old favorite, "Where is your 
Goldmine?" on one side, and an in
credibly beautiful new cut, "Jah 
Jah Power Endure Forever," on the 
other. Get it from Olufunmi 
Presents, 1660-A Fulton Street, San 
Francisco, CA 94117 or Jah Light 
(805) 965-8228 (Santa Barbara) and, 
soon, most record stores. 
Leopold's - now a record produc
tion and distribution company as 
well as a store - is due to release 
!he llrst of its Soul Syndicate LPs, 
with Earl Zero singing. It's one of 
the finest records I've ever had the 
joy of . hearing. Two other SS 
records will follow shortly. Down In 
Santa Cruz, there's a new 12• 45 by 

· the Ital BreOO - Universal Life 
Church Brethren, "Let the People 
GO/ Black Man is God." I'm sure It's 
excellent. 

Bring down of the month: This wlll 
have to serve as an elegy for Jacob 
Miiier, killed around March 23 ln an 
auto accident in the JA hills with his 
two children. Jacob Is known for his 
work with Inner Circle as well as 
many fine solo records; he's turned 
out more classics than you can 
count on all your fingers and toes. 
He also provided the high point of 
the film " Heartland Reggae," a live 
film of three concerts in JA in
cluding the One Love Peace con
cert. Jacob grabs a Policeman's 
hat. put~ it on his head and pro
ceeds to fire up an enormous spliff 
while theorizing on the possiblllty 
of the policeman's loslng his Job 
and the lnevitablllty of Babylon fall
ing. Jacob had guts (in more ways 
than one) and I and 1 will surely miss 

Begun in 1976 In London to provide 
an alternative and an outlet for 
those who weren't finding either 
elsewhere, Rough Trade has 
become one of the foremost ln
d e pendent 
labels/stores /distributors around. 
Successful? You betcha. One 
measure of success: Of a thirty title 
chart of Independent releases com
piled by Record Business In 
January, fourteen were Rough 
Trade's. 

The San Francisco outpost is mann
ed by Alan Sturdy, imported from 
Rough Trade in London, who 
handles business; Vale, dubbed 
"secretary" and "mysterious North 
Beach connection and legend''; and 
Craig Hammond, self-described 
"promoter and sleaze bag." 

First up on the Rough Trade agen
da: American releases by the Pop 
Group (Do We Tolerate Mass 
Murdet), Joy Division (Unknown 
Pleasure) and the Raincoats 
(Raincoats); and the upcoming PIL 
show' at the Greek Theater on May 
10 (produced in association with 
Superb). 

Casablanca may not exactly be anx
iously looking over Its corporate 
shoulder, but Rough Trade Is 
definitely a force-on our side, for 
once-to be reckoned with. 

New Venues 

Venues start up and fade out almost 
as qulckly as the bands they book. 
Among the recent addltons: 

The Berkeley Square Is notable for, 
among other things, its noble at
tempt to bring class new wave acts 
to territory thus far reserved for 
power pop and hippie schlock. 
Open in Its present guise (the club 
was for many years a dank hangout 
for East Bay jazzers) a little over two 
months, It's a pink and black atomic 
extravaganza with a semi-circular 
curtained stage and relatively large 
dance floor. Add the crack sound 

. system and you've got plush, 
definite plush. The club is aiming 
for an Old Waldorf-with-intimacy at
mosphere. Emphasis is on locals 
with draw and nationals with new 
wave flair (John Cale, posslbly John 
Lydon). Covers are down from their 
inlttal bank-busting highs to a more 
standard $~. Capacity about 250. 
Open seven nights. 

Another new spot at the plush end 
of the spectrum Is the Music Hall, In 
San Francisco's Polk Gulch, set to 
open in May. Half a mllllon dollars 
has been spent to turn the old 
movie theater Into a new wave 
palace. The bookings here will be 
local and danceable. Larry LaRue 
from the Stud Is slated to spin 
records before and during acts. 
Somewhere between the Back DOA 
and the Stud, the shows combine 
elements of disco/party/concert. A 
space this size (capacity something 
over 500) is sorely needed here; we 
can all use the chance .to run into 
faces other than the same old same 
olds. For the present, shows are 
Wednesday nights only with more 
to comtf depending on response. 

·covers are$~. 

Farther out of town, new wave is 
coming to the China Wagon Jn 
Sacramento (almost less plausible a 
place than Berkeley). It's a 
restaurant cum club that holds a 
couple hundred people; details 
beyond that are sketchy, but SF 
bands that have played there seem 
satisfied enough. 

Last but not least, the Savoy. New 
venue? Well, sort of. Once again 
under new ownership and manage
ment, the Savoy Is now doing 
weekend shows and Is actively pur
suing both lights and a sound 
system to upgrade the room. 

So there you have It. More new and 
different places to spend your 
money, time and youth. 
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INFORMATION WARS 
. by 
Joe Rees 

Video ln the 80s is bringing on a 
revol1.1t1on. Televlsion has 
manipulated the public for years 
and has affected all of our lives, tur
ning us Into consumer drones. It is 
clear that vlsual and audio informa
tion are powerful tools, but until 
recently, they have been almost 
completely Inaccessible. Now, 
because of electronlc advances, 
playback and production equipment 
Is relatively inexpensive, partlcular
ly compared with what cost and 
availability were five years ago. 
"Video ·tape networks around the 
world offer exposure of new, !m
agi native, experlmental and 
creative styles for both performers 
and video artists. Produced by in
dependents, they can bypass the 
corporate networks. 

At a recenl press conference held 
In San Francisco, John Lydon of 
Pubflc Image, Ltd., formerly Johnny 
Rotten of the Sex Pistols, discuss
ed his group's Involvement in film 
and video. He made reference to 
the fact that they were producing 
their own tapes, hoping to avoid the 
problems encour;itered with large 
production companies hired by ma
jor record conglomerates. He ex
pressed a strong desire to use any 
means available to communicate 
the Ideas of PJL, as well as a desire 
to work with Independents. 
Another unique vid80-performanCe 
look place at the Bay Area Music 
Awards (Bammles) this last ·March. 
Target Video created two speclal 
tapes for the awards, one of which 
acted as an Illustrative backdfop to 
the llve performance by the Dead 
Kennedys . The song they did was 
written especlally for the occasion, 
concerning drugs, record contracts 
and a rock star's double concern 
that his cock Is big enough and his 
brain small enough to become a 
star. The lyrics were supported by 
Target's visual "images, which were 
projected onto two large screens 
on either side of the stage. 

Later, a montage of selected im
ages Including bionics, elec
troshock therapy and mllltary hard
ware accompanied tt,e MutllJ)ts dur
ing their live presentation of "21st 
Century.'' 

Throug.hout the evening, video pro 

0 
jectors illustrated the styles ol 
specific groups up for nomination. 
In some cases, these pro/actions 
worked to the disadvantage of the 
less visual groups, condemning 
them as outdated with documented 
accuracy. 

Another direction taken by artists 
and groups is producing their own 
video and film which allows them to 
maintain control over the projected 
Image. 'for example, the Residents 
have largely chosen against live 
performarice in favor of a more 
undergrolltld route, producing a 
style of music and video which 
underscores their mysterious myth. 
This allows them to move, uniden
tified , in and out of the scene. The 
concealing head gear they wear 
when performing enforces the 
mystique even further. 
Video magazines offer another for
mat in expanding creative com
munication. By presenting not only 
documented live performances and 
special productions, but also 
reviews, profiles and Interviews 
with artists and groups, this format 
offers audiences an added dlmen-

~~r~!~ tC~:~.si;hlch Is presently 
taping \Ive shows, interviews etc., 
Is producing shows using. this 
magazine format. A new senes of 

~~~~6at ~~~:~ac~h~:~o~~=~~~~a~ 
music and art forms. Edited, ln
depth interviews produced by 

~~:i~r~~~~~v:n~ ~~~~=~t~~i:~~ 
and . social activltlEtS; Target 
Magazine ls currently being shown 
locally In the Bay Area, Los 
Angeles, New York, Sydney 
(Australia), Paris, London and 
Stutgart (Germapy) . 
Video Tn the · sos wlft -p'iovlde op
portunities for heretofore unseen 
and unheard of groups to expose 
their statements. With possibilities 
llke this, who needs corporate ac
centance? 
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"After being pushed down onto 
the sidewalk, I was instantly grab
bed by at least three po/Icemen. I 
was pushed down flat. I started to 
hold my knee because It was in 
such pain. They.pulled my hands 
away from my knee again and 
threw me to my stomach. I had one 
guy grinding my hands down into 
the pavement with his boot. 
Another guy, as the handcuffs 
were being Installed, pushed his 
foot violently onto my head, which 
forced It down Into the stonework 
in the pavement. My hands were 
dripping blood from being ground 
into the cement. I was kicked once 
In the mouth, and once In the side. 
Wftether this was accidental or In
tentional I don't know, but I know I 
have very big bruises. If it was an 
accident, there was a lot of 
pressure behind those kicks. " 

- -$am Edwards of Target 

Sam Edwards was not a pretty sight. As he 
limped back Into the Target Video studios 
after twelve hours' incarceration, he looked 
like he had taken a quick trip through a meat 
grinder. His abraded palms hung gingerly at 
his sides, while the Iodine stains on his 
forehead pointed to the gash at his hairline 
like a neon sign. Drunkenly resisting arrest? 
Hardly likely. Af1er having worked in the 
same building with Sam for quite some 
time, the entire Damage staff can attest to 
the fact that he is one of the most responsi
ble, patient, well-mannered Individuals 
around. It was police brutality, pure and 
simple. And this time it was the punks, not 
the lowriders or the motorcycle gangs who 
were on the receiving end. 

The history of the Target Video after-hours 
parties has been a relatively quiet one, 
marked by little disruption until recently. 
last October, during the Western Front 
festival, Joe Rees and company decided to 
open up their doors to a bored punk com
munity , who had nothing to do after the 
clubs closed down . It quickly became the 
"in" place to hang out on Saturday nights. 

The parties operated. for the most part, :with , 
a quiet nod ~rom the police department. 
That Is, up until early this year, when of
ficers of the law decided to pay regular 
visits to the premises on Saturday nights. 
People were on the streets, the noise was 
too loud, neighbors were complaining. But 
It was nothing that Target couldn' t take care 
of, and they did so at once. which seemed 
to satisfy the police. 

Then, on the night of the Madness show tast 
March, Target was holding an after-hours 
party for the visiting Engllsh band. It was a 
Tuesday night, and by 2:15 in the morning 
only about fifteen people had shown up. 
Sam was out In front keeping guests off the 
street. Disc jockey Johnny Walker had just 
put his first record on the turntable when 
five pollce cars, tires squealing, pulled up in 
front of the studio. Among the porcine 
passengers that these vehicles discharged 
onto the street were a lieutenant, three 
sergeants and a glut of peon cops looklng 
for a good time. Immediately, the build!ng 
was cleared (not a dlfftcult feat when the 
number of officers Is larger than that of the 
partygoers.) A few six-packs of beer were 
confiscated, and Joe Rees was tctken down 

· to the Mission Station and cited for selling 
liquor without a llcense. 

The charges ended up being dropped in this 
Instance, due to the Insights oJ a judge 
rather than any from the police themselves: 
As Rees describes it, the boys in blue 
weren't exactly tickled at the prospect of 
hearing.any explanations. " When the police 
came here the first time, closed the place 
down and toOk me into the station, I wanted 
to try and explain what was going on. They 
didn't want to hear a fucking thing. They 
have an objective in mind, and they don't 
give a shit .'' 

The Mission cops must not have been hap
py with the bleeding-heart liberal judge who 
let this desperate crlmlnal off the hook, 
because three weeks later, when Target 
again opened ils doors, they reappeared in 
full regalia. This time, however, they rere 
looking for a fight. It was a quiet party for the 
Plastics, a Japanese band who had perform
ed that night in Berkeley with the Ramones. 
The party was relatively small and very 
quiet. No liquor was being sold. As Damage 
staffer Wozz (who later found his carcass In 
a paddy wagon) described lt, "it was a pret
ty mellow crowd. Saw a few people who 
were drunk - I was one of 'em." But the 
volume was low» and no one was ·causing 
any trouble. 

From the point of view of the undercover 
cops who surreptitiously infiltrated the 
premises at about one o'clock, however, it 
was an extremely dangerous sltuatlon. So 
dangerous, in fact, that it merited a full riot 
force. Sam Edwards was standing out front 
at the time, chatting with a friend. "I looked 
down towards the corner, " he says, " and 
running at me were twelve to fifteen 
pplicemen In a gang; uniformed police in a 
strike team formation, with full equipment. I 
noticed, looking at the guys' faces, that 
there was distinct hatred and hostility, and 
that they really meant business. There was 
no question In my mind that people were 
either going to be harmed or harassed 
seriously.'' 

Sam's immediate response was to go inside 
and lock the Iron gate, In order to allow a 
few moments for quiet discussion before 
the night sticks went flying. Unfortunately, 
at that moment, Sam found himself 
underneath two undercover policemen. The 
door was opened, Sam was thrown down a 
flight of stairs onto the pavement, on to his 
knee that he had injured only the day before 
and had had treated at Mission Emergency. 
The rest Is history. Oh, sure, the pol Ice have 
a slightly different version. According to the 
police report, the officers "attempted to 
open the iron gate In front in order to allow 
the other officers to enter, but were 
momentarily prevented by Edwards, who 
grabbed the gate and attempted to close It. 
Edwards' attempt was thwarted and the of
ficers gained entry." Evidently the police 
didn't think Sam's lncldentat Injuries worthy 
of note. Nor did they feel that Sam, beaten 
Into unconsciousness, was worthy of 
medical treatment. 

Once Inside the premises, the police began 
arresting everyone In sight. Joe Rees was 
arrested for operating a "place for the 
drinking of alcohollc beverages by 
members of the public and other persons," 
selllng "alcoholic beverages without then 
and there being authorized to do so," and 
"malntali:iing a dance hall without first hav
ing obtained a permit." That, along with 
contributing to the delinquency of minors 
and "conspiracy In operating a bottle club" 
was enough to get him a free ride to the Mis
sion police station 'and the San Francisco 
City Prison, Felony Tank. 

Various and sundry other ind ividuals were t 
~~:rn c~~~~ (~)~~~n~el~~~~de~~a~!~~1f~~ \: 
all , fourteen people were taken In. Only ten "! 
of them ended up being booked and charg-
ed, but the police really had to go out of ~ .'. 
their way to find violations . .J ~ 
Wozz, who was arrested for trying to carry a 
six-pack upstairs into the Damage offices, 
was finally charged only with "resisting ar
rest." As Bill Napier-Herny of the Canadian ~: 
band Pointed Sticks noted upon hearing the ,,,,. 
story, "that's great. You go Into a place, 
wait for someone to resist arrest, and then 
bust them." 

Jackie Sharpe, who was arrested for being 1 
at the front door, noted that the arrests were 
rather selective. " In retrospect, there 
seemed to be a lot of older people there," 
she says. " I think they were probably 
neighborhood people who were just there 
for the party. But everyone who was put in 
that truck looked either very punk, under 
eighteen or was dressed in black. " 

After being taken down to the police station , 
Joe, Sam and Jackie found themselves 
charged with " conspiracy, " a felony 
charge. "Charging me with a felony charge 
Is the most absurd thing In the world ," Joe 
says, "especially that night, because there 
was nothing going on that night you could 
call Illegal. There was absolutely no sale of 
alcohol, and we made an effort to keep peo- : 
pie off the street in front, so they couldn't 
get people for lolterlng. We asked for a 
donation at the door, but that was to help 
pay for expenses. 1f someone didn't have 
any money, they could easily get In. I had 
put the word out; we didn't want to have any 

. problems. We were just trying to get some 
nickels and dim~s . " 

Uf!IOrtunately, the police didn't quite see it 
that way. Upon being taken down to the sta- , 
lion, it became evident to all participants 
that the police were enjoying the whole al- :Ii 
fair to no end. As Wozz notes, " They were 
pretty pleased with themselves, but they 
like to have fun . I'm sure they enjoyed it just 
as much as when they do ii to the 
lowriders.'' 

~ "They were doing. a lot of chuckling and 
o. elbowing each other and pointing through 
0 the glass at us," Sam says of his trip In the 

~ ~~dt~~ ~:~1°rh~~~~:~ ~;~e ;;:~r:rbeu~~~~~ 
~ one raid. They thought it was a real tun 
(I) night. It just tickled them to death. I was 

staring at them to see If I could get some 
sort of eye contact, some sort of body 
language that would Indicate how they real
ly felt. They were very sarcastic and very 
uninvolved personally . It was just a good 
game for them.'' ' 
Carmella Michaels, another partygoer who 
has gained an arrest record for not being 
sleepy after two o'clock on a Saturday 
night, complained of frivolous police 
behavior. " Most of the minor chicks were 
cited and released from the Mission sta
tion," she said, "and they were going to let 
me go too, but a couple of real asshole cops 
were laughing and saying 'Blondie stays. 
We want to keep 81ondle here," and that's 
what happened. Carmella was taken 
downtown to City 1Pr1son In the Halt of 
"Justice," where she spent the night and 
was released the next morning. She said 
she was grabbed and manhandled into the 
paddy wagon when she called out to a 
friend who was being roughed up during the 
raid. "I'm really afraid to walk around by 
myself even In the daytime now," she says, 
"I'm afraid one of those cops will recognize 
me on the street and try to do something to 
me.'' 
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According to Joe Rees, the whole affair was 
ind1cative of police attitudes towards punk 
rockers. " When we went to the station ," he 
says, "there was an otficer reading a 
newspaper at a desk in the background. 
First thing he said when l was brought ln 
was 'this must be the head punk,' which 
confused me because it was like something 
out of a movie somewhere. There was this 
little joking going back and forth between 
officers, makino fun. They gave me a couple 
of searches. They made comments about 
my buttons being 'funny buttons. ' Anything 
they could find to try and antagonize, or 
create more hostility or animosity. 1t was ab
surd, because I wasn't giving them any 
resistance. But I kept giving them the glare, 
like 'you guys can't be for real.' It's very dif
ficult for me to understand how anyone with 
at least a high school education would be 
acting like this, especially In a position of 
responsibility,'' 

~~o~: ~~ar~e~r~~~·ln~~eS~~.0~!c~~=t ~~~ 
himself have been dropped. The other 
charges, however, are being pressed. 
Sam's knee is slowly healing, and the other 
victims seem to have washed the stench of 
the holding cells out of their nostrils.For 
those of us In attendance at the patty, It may 
be a llttle hard to understand why such a 
harmless gathering deserved an attack fired· 
with such fervor on the part of the poltce 
force. But the pollce mentality Is something 
I have always been at a loss to understand. 
At any rate, this is the end of Target parties 
for a while: After going out of their way to at
tempt to stay on good terms with neighbors 
and police, and to stay within the limits of 
the law, it becomes evident that the police 
can always find some reason to arrest 
anyone If they want to. As for other after-
hours parties, well .it's only a matter of 
time. O 
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Iggy Pop So/d/er(Arista) 

Although New Values was an ex
cellent rock'n'roll album, it was also J 
a very commercial effort by Mr. Pop 
and crew. Soldier throws away an.y 
pretense of acceptability by the 
rock /disco crowd. This ls a raw and 
dense set of songs, with the heroin 
laced mood of The Idiot. Iggy's 
black sense of tile absurd is ap
parent In songs llke "Dog Food," 
"I'm a Conservative" and "We 
Snub You." The one Bowie col
laboration - "Play It Safe" - ands 
with a cynical list of new dances 
"rockin' and reel In' . with Sqn Of 
Sam-splish, splash I' m. Jim 
Jones," creative crime rules okay. 
The band on the album Includes 
Glen Matlock, who wrote most of 
the music, and Ivan Kral. Soldier ls a 
tough, street smart, strange bunch 
of tunes from Master Osterberg, 
ideal for Raw Power and LUst for 
life fans alike 

-MlssNomer 

Units Warm Moving Bodies/I-night 
(Units) 

The A side sounds like the Oevo 
marching drill team reciting the 
eighth grade sex ed curriculum -
i.e., it's boring. Side B features the 
advantage of sounding good on 
either 45 or 33. The music is in
teresting, but the synthesizer is us
ed for a bad 60s guitar lead. Add a 
lead singer who barks In a 
monotone, and you have a pretty 
dull single. Skip this one. 

-MlssNomer 

The Offs Everyone's a Bigot/Zero 
Degrees (distributed by 415) 
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-Mr.Me 
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THE OFFICAL SALL9T ••••••••••••••n THE OFFICIAL SALLOT 

DIRK~E:N-MILLE:R PRODUCTION~ 

THE SECOND ALMOST ANNUAL BA Y AREA MUSICAL DOG AWARDS 
BE THE FIRST ON YOUR BLOCK TO BE INSTRUMENTAL IN HELPING TO AWARD THE covereo 

1980 DUMMIES : NOMINEES 
ANTl 4 AWAR0 AWARDS TO THE BAY AREA'S MOST UNOEA AWARDED PERFORMERS. 

BALLOTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

!'1.eas:i place a chec~ in front of your choice or 
write in the 1111111• ot: your choice. Return your Ballot 
by MAY 25 to the FAB MAB or .Aquariu.s Records, • DIDIVIDUAL NOMINEES ! listed alphabetically by :t'irat name: photos) 

Gloria llalaam/GLORIA BA.LS.AM 
- H•1d1 land.liar/VS 

~:::~:; :i~m;;/BLOWDRn:RS 
--X.yd1a 1unoh/LYDIA WNCH 

~yn~ ~~~y MONDAY 
Sally Mutant/MUTANTS 

.!!!!.~~~ 

_Andy Prieboy/EYE PROTECTION 
Billy ~b&rp/SHARP 

--"'Danny Cbriat7/CONTRABAND 
--Oon Vinil/OJTS 
-._,ritz lilut&11.t/WTANTS 
-Jerr uleano'r/3Ql 
--Vik.al W&tere/SOUL REllLS 

I!!ll!!l!!§I~~ 

David lneloea/LOS JaCROWA.VE.S 
-Judy/PINI: SICTION 
-steTen Brown/'I'OIXDO KOON --,.1.m Spenoe/Tllll!.S JIVE 
--Walter 'louohtone/TOUCBTONBS 

§. ~ PERCUSSIONIST 

-Carol/PINX SIC'l'ION 
-1obnny Hilnr/SOUL REBELS 
--i.eonard Ban/f:ESTERDA.Y 41 TODAY 
--Uariah UrHl/SUPIRREROS 

=::::~.~~;,~· V .T. 
-irony Hotel/NOB MER.CT 
--Zn/UV 

~!'.2fil!!~ 

Jett a.ea/HO ALTERNATIVE 
-Olga de Vo18a/VS 
-Y,1u !:lbatter/rLIPPXR = ROMEO V~ /HI!J. 

81a1r lilller,Bob Pittman/DELUSIONS 
-P.red Ke.bu.hay/GOLDEN DRAGON 
-Jliokson Weir/391 
=Jul1e,Me:ry~GE 
_Rocket/ APPLIANCES 

'.!'.!!!~~ 
l"ast l'loyd/OFF!:I & SOU!. REBKLS / 

-Grillles Pozn1lr:oT/AUTOMATIC HUMAN JUKl!!BOX 
-Irene Dogmat1o/MIDNIGHT IJUSEt.114 
=:tJadd Barrett/NO SISTERS 

~~~ 
Debora Iyall/ROMEO VOID 

--Pete & Ronnie/LLOYDS 
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SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA 

89.5 KPOO " Rat Race" Wed 4-5 PM 

89.7 KFJC f7p08sm2500sl950Noise" l. Mon 10 PM-2 AM 

90.1 KZSU "Outcastes 111" Tue10PM-2AM 

90.7 KALX "New Wave Hour" Wed 8-9 PM 

92.3 KSJO "Modern Humans'' Sun11 PM-1 AM 

94.1 KPFA "Maximum Rock' n'Roll" Tue 8 -10 PM 

100.9 KTIM "Drastic Plastic" Sat 2-4 PM 

1590am KLIV "Power Rock Hour" Thurn-11 PM 

DAMAGE DEEJAY PLAYLIST compiledbyJohnniewalker 

DAVID BASSIN: RICHARD Gossen: 
KTIM 

BODIES -Art Noveau 
TEARDROP Explodes- Treason 
TUXEDO MOON - Half Mute Ip 

TIM YOHANNON : 
K~FA 

City 
ORCHESTRAL MANEUVERS IN THE DARK Ip 
MARTHA and the MUFFINS - Echo Beach 
JAGS - Single·vtslon 

BEVERLEY WILSHIRE: 
City 

'RAMONES- I'm Affected 

88.7 KSPC "Meat Music for the Masses" Fri 12-3:30 AM 

LOS ANGELES METRO 
90.7 KPFK "Richard Meltzer Show" Sat2-5AM 

100.7 KROQ ' 'Rodney BingenhelmerShow'' Sun 8-12 PM 

SONOMA COUNTY 

91.5 KMLS (Cable) - Santa Rosa 

SEATTLE 

107.7 KRAB "Swell Maps/Life Everywhere" Sat 12 Mid 

JEFFREY JADED (aka Bale): 
Cafe Flore 

CRISIS- Holocaustep & UK 79 
(both 45s) 

BLACK FLAG ep 
. CRASS - Stations of the Crass (lp) 

ZEROS - They Say That 
CORTIS$ A- Land Of The Free 
A BAND- No Love 

HOLLY & THE ITALIANS - Tell That Boy To Shut Up 
VISAGE-Tar 

Next issue of Damage sees the birth 'of a 
radio column written by me, called the 
Wonderful World of Wireless . For the first 
one, black arm bands will be in order as we 
mourn together the sad passing of a radio 
legend ln Europe, catled "Caroline:" A 
pirate radio station, tree in the absotute 
sense of allowing lunatics a microphone, 
two turntables, a 50,000 watt transmitter and 
no rules. FOR THE FIRST TIME 
ANYWHERE, THE FULL STORY FROM SO
MEONE WHO WAS THERE. THE AMAZING 
TALE OF PIRACY ON THE HIGH SEAS, THE 
DRUGS, THE CLANDESTINE VISITS BY 
NYMPHOMANIAC TEENAGERS, THE NO
BLE FIGHT OF THE FEW AGAINST THE 
FULL FORCE OF HER MAJESTY 'S 
GOVERNMENT. DON'T MISS IT. NEXT 
ISSUE OF DAMAGE. ' Johnnie Walker 

JOHNNIE WALKER: 
Damage On the Air 

KILLING JOKE - Wardance 
THE POP GROUP -Where There's A Will 
CURE - A Forest 

DAMAGE: You started as a bartend.er 
at the Stud, around what time was that? 

LARRY: I started there In 74, 75. 

DAMAGE: And what kind of music 
were they playing then? 

LARRY: Early disco, Glorfa Gaynor, 
Honey Bee. 

DAMAGE: Did they have di~c jockeys 
at that time? 

LARRY: At first, no. lt·was tape, later 
they built the DJ booth and a person nam-· 
ed Chrysler was DJ, a crazy black man. 
He taught me. 

DAMAGE: So you started out playing 
disco? 

LARRY: I started out playlng disco 
and that wasn't working. I was really 
bored with having to hear it all week 
anyway. I was bartending most of the 
time and because nobody wanted Mon
day nights, they said I could try playlng 
music then. 

DAMAGE: Were there many people 
there then? 

LARRY: No, there was no one, ab
solutely no one. It was Monday night. 
Nothing was happening. The rest of the 
week at the Stud was crowded, but not on 
Monday. T,hey had these specials, like. 
spaghetti dinners-feeding the masses 
for free. 

DAMAGE: So what turned you off to 
disco and on to rock music? 

LARRY: I really wasn't necessarily 
turned off to disco. I think the attitude of 
the disco DJs was the worst t.hing, having 
to work with them at night and having the 
same program all through the week. 
There was this one guy who used to play 
the same thing over and over. No creativi
ty. They eased their way out and that's 
how I got my job. 

DAMAGE; This was a couple of years 
ago. You were easing out of disco. What 
was the r1rst thing you played that was 
different? 

LARRY: The first one was Blondie 
and. the.n Plastic Bertrand. Then I got a 
job at Iguana Studios and I was just sit
ting there and I could hear the bands 
through the walls, but I didn't have the 
courage to go In and see what they were 
doi~g. The only person who was really 
~r!endly.waS Don Vinyl from the Offs. 

COSMO TOPPER: 
KTIM 
(Thur3-4 pm) 

JO ALLEN & THE SHAPES - Cryin' Over You 
MADNESS -Work, Rest & Play 
REELS - Prefab Hearty 

DAMAGE: From playing Blondie and 
P!astlc Betrand, where did you go from 
there? 

LARRY: I think one of the first records 
I got was the Vibrators, then the 
Ramones. 

DAMAGE: Did the scene at the Stud 
change gradually or did everyone just 
start showing up at once? 

LARRY: Yeah, It happened almost all 
at once. As soon as they heard I was 
playing a little, everyone started bringing 
in their records. At first, I didn't have any 
records, but within a couple of weeks, 
there was this whole scene that showed 
up. Even today, 1 can go to a new place 
that opens and the same crowd that 
showed up at the Stud in the beginning 
will be there. Then the queens, the I 
regular Stud customers, started coming 
around again. That's when the hard-core 
crowd split. Now baslcally everyone 
comes. I think it was Just a change of beat 
that they had to get used to. 

DAMAGE: Woutd you say you were 
thefirstclubDJ . 

LARRY: In the SF Bay Area, yeah. 
Howie Klein was doing It on the radio. I 
was Just the first person that had the op-

¥~~t~~l~~~~f~~e1\~~: ~;~~~i~~fi~i~k 
people were going to dance to this 
music. 

DAMAGE: But it was happening on 
the East Coast, In New York . 

LARRY: Deflnltely. Part of.the rea~on 
l kept doing it was that I'd read about ~he 
Mudd Club In different fanzines. I cQ,l.JI~ 
tell It was happening. I really dlQn ' t know 

~h~ew:~t~r0\n~t~~~~ ~~~~I~~· ih~~~~a:pi 
getting Trouser Press, New Mus/cal Ex
press and all that. I didn't realize \l:i't
trend was actually coming from England. 

DAMAGE: How did WARD come 
about? 

LARRY: WARD came about becau'se 

~h~~rs1t'J~~r b~~~t~~~ ~~:~e~~fd~~~~ 
mos. It was his Idea to start WARD. He 
came to me and asked me to do it. Then I 
found ol.lt a lot of other clubs were In
terested. The original members were the 
Web, Club Baths, Hamburger Mary's and 
the Stud. The rest we just sort of added. 
Howle Klein never showed any Interest at 
all in trying to get any union of disc 
jockeys together. He Just assumed he 
had an exclusive thing. 

DAMAGE: But he's a member? 

LARRY: We use his name. He's an 
associate member. 

DAMAGE: So who else joined af,er 
the gay clubs? 

HOWIE KLEIN: 
KLIV 

FEELIES - LOVELESS LOVE Ip track 
SPECIALS - Nobodys Heras 
RESIDENTS - Dlskomo 

LARRY: X's, Earls, The City. We have 
a club In the South Bay, Desperado's, 
one in Marin called Starkeys, Hamburger 
Mary's in Portland and Hawaii, Dirty 
Mary's in Hawaii. 

DAMAGE: So you review the records, 
make up a playlist . 

LARRY: Right, we have to keep a top 
twenty so that they know where the 
records stand. 

DAMAGE: How do you decide what 
goes on the playllst? 

LARRY: Dance response , my own 
personal taste, whether I like the r~cord 
or not, audience response, requests, 
how often it's requested. You can tell just 
by what fills the floor and what doesn't. I 
think that, still, to this day, number one Is 
" I Want to be Sedated." No matter what I 
do, if It's depressing in there andJ put 
'that record on, it always gets a response. 

~~! j~~s l~~~·tk~e.fnto~~ ~~ad'~f!bc~~fe~~ 
things to dance to, th,ey just wlnt to knpw 
what's new. 

DAMAGE: You have a pick-hit list. 
How do you decide what goes on It?· 

LARRY: It's based on the DJ 's in
dividual taste. I think most of the top 
twenty is based on DJs ' personal taste. 
'Cause the DJ's going to push that record 
no matter what the dance response. 
There's little pet projects we have, l ike 
some local group. 

DAMAGE: :so, in a sense, you can 
take a group nobody has ever heard of 
and get a lot of response for th,em? 

LARRY: It hasn't happened really for 
a local group here. I don't think there's 
been any good recorded dance music 
coming from SF The Units' new song Is 
probably the closest I've got to 
something relatable. 

DAMAGE: When you go to places and 
hear live bands, people dance to them. 
They can be real crazy and people will 
just go wild. I can't understand why they 
wouldn't do the same in a dance club. 

LARRY: I don't think they would. 
You ' re dealing with a record in a club, a 
non-live situation. I think In a live situa
tion, the band can probably drive the peo
ple crazy. I don't think I could drive peo
ple crazy by just playlng a record,· un less 
It's a good dance record. 

DAMAGE: Are you getting bored with 
ltall? 

LARRY:Four, five nights a week, eight 
hours a night. A lot of It is just repeating 
myself. The public llkes to hear things 
it's familiar with. To do that, I have to 
repeat myself over and over again. Thank 
god , there's new records coming out 
every day or I'd go insane praying the 
same things. 

DAMAGE: What do you llsten to when 
you're not working? When y9u're at 
home? 

LARRY: Not_bing. 

P~ 
DAMAGE: So this is a real job for 
you? 

LARRY: It 's an exciting job, but yeah, 
it's a job. l'd hate to say It's a job to the 
press, like I won't admit It here . · 

DAMAGE: You justdld. 

LARRY: I listen to so much music that 
when I go home I don't listen to any 
music for pleasure. That's the one th ing 

:~~~~ ~~:11lu~e6~t ~r~~~igir~~s;e~tJ~~~ 
I'd like to get into iiow Is the video aspect 
of rock'n'roll . 

DAMAGE: Is that the direction you're 

t:~dR~: l!i? SinCe the videodisc is coni-· 
Ing out, I was wondering if I wo~ld be go .. 
Ing up in the booth mixing the video too. I 
imagine that's probably the next thing for 
me. We've talked about lt at the Stud. I 
think there's a lot of people that are 
afraid of what's going to happen ln dance 
bars with video. It 's strange; like going 
Into the Midnight Sun [ed. note: a popular 
SF gay bar in the Castro}, where . 
everyone's talking, conversing, and all of 
the sudden there's big brother up above 
you on a screen and everyone Just shuts 
up and looks. I don 't know If that's really 
a healthy attitude in a bar. _ ~· •1;11.as . 
DAMAGE: So you're going to keep 
playing records then? 

LARRY: I'm getting some Interesting 
stuff like dub-disco. I just got this one 
the Other day. John Lydon's brother, his 
little brother. 

DAMAGE: Johnny Rotten's brother ls 
doing disco? 

LARRY: It's dub disco. There's a lot 
of that coming out. There's Killtng Joke, 
they do dub disco. 

DAMAGE: What Is dub-disco? 

LARRY· That's what they're calling It. 

~R~e;~i~c~ J~:!. °rsh~o~r~g~~~r:~~~g~ 
effects electronic sound effects. Johrl 

~~~o~~~ t~~t~=~·: ~~ot~ l~ecc~~~d 1i :y~ 
"Dancing Into the 80s" That's what it 
says 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: You know who you are 
FROM: The publisher 
RE: Editorials and/or editorials 

It has lately come to our attention that some 
Damage editorials appearing in recent issues have 
angered, upset and generally discomforted a 
number of our readers. It appears that these 
readers are increasingly alarmed by the magazine's 
editorial stance which they perceive as "too 
political." In this case, 
depending on who's doing the screaming, one (or 
both) of the following: . 

(1) Adopting a position or attitude that is too 
hardcore, elitist. radical. un-American, controversial. 
strict punk interpretationist, biased, critical, serious 
and/or threatening to our new wave way of life; 

(2) Adopting a position or attitude that is wimpy, 
conservative, half·assed, consumerist, critical, sold· 
out, hypocritical. exploitative, typical. boring and/or 
wishy-washy. 

Clearly the concerns of these disgruntled and/or 
frustrated Damage readers must be addressed. 

Up to now, we've assumed that it's the function 
of the editorial to articulate and clarify the view· 
point, the attitude and the stance of the magazine; 
to ennunciate for the benefit of staff, contributors 
and readers' alike just what it is that the publica· 
tion they hold in their hands stands for and stands 
against. 

While that may sound good, it has become ob
vious that such a definition risks alienating some of 
our readers. As such. perhaps it's time for us to ex· 
amine our basic assumptions more carefully. 

A real quick glance at the editorials in most other 
magazines reveals that the majority of editors take 
their jobs very seriously. Most are hard-headed 
business types who see an apparent and very 
logical connection between the features and articles 
in their mags and their editorial position. This is 
conclusively proved by the fact that most of their 
comments are confined to pithy remarks concerning 
all the really great stuff in the issue and all the 
really great writers who wrote it. Of course, from 
time to time, some of these editors do take a more 
radical stand and venture forth with folksy anec· 
dotes about various staff members, lighthearted 
jabs at the proofreader or, if especially courageous, 
a serious expose on the increased costs of paper, 
halftones, colored pencils, pai:_>erclips and the issue 
you happen to be reading. 

As a number of our dissatisfied readers have 
pointed out (some of whom are themselves jour
nalists and/or businessmen), Damage has a lot to 
learn I 

For instance, did you know that, to most 
publishers and editors, editorial position relates 
more to the placement of an article on a specific 
page than to any ideas or attitudes that that 
publication may happen to embody? Or, that in rag 
argot (the language of magazine publishing) an 
editorial stance refers to the c~cteristic hunch of 
the shoulders and droop of the neck often assumed 
by editors of major metropolitan monthlies? 

We all ought to remember that magazines, like 
records, movies and TV show·s, are subject to those 
mathematically precise formulae that govern the 
buying and selling of everything in today's mass 
market. The cardinal rule of today's modem scien· 
tific marketing is DON'T OFFEND ANYBODY! 

It is this wonderfully useful and polit.e rule that 
is the basis for an equally important concept known 
as the "Principle of Palatability," which basically 
states that the more bland and undifferentiated a 
product is, the more people will buy it. Using this 
principle, through the miracle of modern day 
marketing, traveling almost faster than the speed 
of sound on the "Carousel of Progress," millions 
upon millions of products annually pass into the 
man of pop culture. where they actively seek out 
and find eager palates, both b;g and small 
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As I learned only recently in an informative arti· 
cle in a new publication aimed at new wave en· 
trepren~urs, almost everybody in the greater pop 
culture is, whether they know it or not, happy. This 
little known fact is based on sophisticated market 
re~h which demonstrates that old and young 
alike are truly happy; content in their cars (both big 
~d/or small), with their designer jeans and towels, 
w1t.h Charley's Angels and Love Boat and Led Zep
pelin and The Kanck and Ronnie Reagen and/or 
Jimmy Carter. According to statistical information 
developed by the United States government and 
top level research scientists, this happiness itself is 
a product of the very coolest kind of marriage bet
ween modern up-to-date merchandising and that :::f persistent of all trends, conspicuous consump-

Many Damage staff and readers might be sur
prised to learn that magazines are considered by 
most people to be a form of entertainment. Equally 
surprising to some may be the notion that enter
tainment is only as good as the number of people 
who. purchase it. Still and all, many people, in· 
eluding the heads of some of America's largest cor· 
porations, have come to this conclusion and tbese 
people are experts. 

Happiness and entertainment go together like 
dollars and cents. And despite the opinions of cer
tain sourpusses among us to the contrary, today's 
new wavers are into happiness as much as 
anybody else. More and more people every day are 
cutting their hair at odd angles, donning tight 
black jeans and puncturing various parts of their 
bodies with safety pins. What started as a tiny rip
ple is truly no~ a wave, as yesterday's dream has · 
become today's best hope for tomorrow's captains 
of industry. 

Many, if not most, new wavers are looking to 
mags like Damage, in the same way their parents 
and grandparents looked to Rolling Stone and 
Greem, to tell them what's happening, where it's at, 
who else has it and how they can get some! Are 
long winded tirades on· police oppression and/or 
hysterical attacks on solid citizens whose only 
crime is that they still think that the business of 
America is business calculated to make the reader· 
ship of this publication happy? Is it really 
necessary to harangue them with ideas whose time 
may never come? After all, isn' t new wave really 
another way of saying no future? 

Let's not forget for a moment that Damage is in 
the business of words. If our editorial position en· 
courages feelings of dissatisfaction and, worse, ac
tions that speak louder than words, aren't we doing 
ourselves and our way of life a disservice? Our 
readers won't be interested in stirring up trouble if 
we show them better things to do with their 
spoons. 

If the editorial stance of this magazine is too 
political and/or i!dvanced for our readers, if it 
makes them uncomfortable or uncertain about the 
world they move through. then perhaps Damage 
should pursue the course that other magazines 
have taken in the interests of new wave solidarity 
and fiscal responsibility. Rather than adopt a uni· 
que or at least consistent postµre in what we have 
to say about the scene and what we cover in it. 
why not just flow with it and move with the 
groove? Let others set the trends, let others take 
the chances, let others tell the truth, let others take 
the flak. If we can't be the best. then perhaps we 
ought, like to so many of our peers, to be content 
to be the richest. 

While this may appear on the surface to be sell· 
ing out. in the terms of today's topsy-turvy 
~~~er/overground. it's really a matter of ·; selling 

The best answer we can give ohr disgruntled 
readers, the only answer they'll respect. is no 
answer. If we've got to have editorials, then let's 
~~e;~ they're short, Snappy and to the point, 

One Scene. One Music. One Voice. In God We 
TrusL 

Edlto~al by Brad L. 
If Indeed it can be said that a magazine like this 

has a purpose or function, then It Is to make con· 
nectlone between things that, to the rest of the 
world, heretofore seemed unrelated, unconnected, 
even In conflict. 
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THE EMPEROR'S 

Shoshana Wechsler 

II was not long after the Heineken
soaked Public Image, Lid. matinee press 
conference that was reluctantly headlin
ed by Keith Levene (Pil 's guitar playt.· 
and John Lydon at a local new wavr;. 
disco. High over a main artery of the San 
Francisco freeway , on a billboard posing 
the advertising question of the year, 
namely, " Who 's the next Hastings 
man? '', an unknown high wire and graffiti 
hit artist had carefully Inscribed John 
Lydon's name in flaming red paint. And 
whether it's due to fear of heights or con
tinuing popular acclaim, is hard to say, 
but his title remained undisputed until 
the billboard was covered by an adver
tisement for Africa, USA. 

Lydon draws into himself all the 
waylaid hopes and dissatisfactions of his 
audience. He is taking what is , by his 
own calculations , an unfavorable long 
shot, and the crowd loves him for it. He is 
their dark horse choic'e, running a 
headlong race in which he needs only to 
show or place to make winning obsolete. 
He is gutsily determined to make his own 
rules in this game . 

He re fu ses the star / commodity role 
• because he declines to accept , thank 

you, the renunication of his personal 
autonomy which it demands. And this on
ly underlines his complex appeal as a 
model for audience Identification. So it 
was both as a famo us pop star exploiting 
t- 'o; cefebrity to full advantage and as a 
member (at the music end) of the six· 
person PiL collective that he undertook 
the bulk of the advance promotional work 
for Public Image , Lld.'s first American
released album and concert tour. 

The American press commemorated 
the Levene-Lydon publicity junket with a 
flurry of banner headlines and interview 
exclusi ves, whose content would 
become depressingly familiar over the 
next few weeks . No, Lydon would insist, 
PiL is definitely not a rock band. That 
label was not applicable if only because, 
he claims, there Is no rock 'n'roll post
Pistols. This curious remark , although 
maybe not worthy of Enquirer-scale at
tention (FORMER SEX PISTOL CON
~ESSES TO ROCK MERCY KILLING). was 
largely ignored or dismissed as mere 
rhetorical hot air. Denouncing rock' n'roll 
as nasty, archaic, pre-historical music 
that survives into the present only as a 
living rellc , he insisted that PiL's fun
damental concern Is with circumventing 
the entire system. His pronouncements 
were duly noted and thrown into the 
media wash , where they came up floating 
next to detailed descriptions of his hair 
color (red with brunette roots) and tweed 
zoot suit. 

Is he inventing an elaborate mythology 
for the hungry waiting mouths of the 
media to suck up? PlL' s " NO MANAGER 

NEW CLOTHES 

All photos by Chester Simpson 

Atkins: "We are 
the emperor's new 
clothes. I'm just 
waiting for some 
fucking asshole to 
say we're not wear
ing clothes." 

NO TOURING FOR NO REASON " credo , 
coupled with its isolationist tendency and 
anti-rock stance, has already caused a 
noisy and mixed reaction in the British 
music papers, whose hostile elements 
charge that the band really stands for no 
talent, no sense: Extremism In the 
defense of mediocrity. Despite Lydon's 
avowed dismissal of his Sex Pistols past, 
there is something familiar in the way in 
which he sets the stage for Public Image. 

First, the construction of a vanguard 
image: A band that is anti-commercial 
and anti-music and dedicated to the pur
suit of new forms and supersessional 
ways of doing things, even at the price of 
silencing itself by failure to develop a 
supporting audience. A band determined 
from its inception to avoid old tempta
tions and pitfalls , such that in its very 
naming {Public Image, Limited} , it has 
placed itself under the self-restraint of 
heavy manners. ' 

By sealing the band In a wrapper of 
permanent controversy which can be 
peeled back to expose the criss-crossing 
of deeper issues underneath the surface, 
Lydon once again creates an ap
propriately charged atmosphere of high 
stakes and vlslblllty, where every act 
takes on an exaggerated sigr'lificance. 
Public Image Is a working myth that lends 
a unified expression to all activities con
ducted beneath lls cover, whether they 
be haphazard or intentional. 

Their intentions, at least, are 
undeniably good ones: self manage
ment, total autonomy, collaboration 
determined by creative, not market, 
demands. 

They are , as spokesman Lydon insists, 
an autonomous collective of four 
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separate individuals who capably 
manage them se lves without any coward
ly reliance on " professional" mediators, 
and if the band makes any compromises 
with the mainstream music industry, ii is 
with a cold, realistic eye toward protec
ting its product both from neglect on the 
one hand and staf/hype marketing on the 
other. 

Throughout the course of an Intensive 
orgy of sanctioned journalistic prying and 
ga.;tking, Lydon handles himself like a 
seasoned veteran : cool, cooperative and 
articulate. 

He goes through t-is seemingly candid 
paces in review after review , fllnching 
under the barrage of queries about the 
Sex Pistols ("The other people in the 
band never understood what 1 was 
singing about"), comptain lng about the 
neglect his band sutlers at the hands of 
Warner Bros. (whose underestimation of 
PiL's commercial potential Lydon reads 
equally as Warner's dlsmlssal of its 
musical importance), white all the while 
maintaining that PiL ls bigger than a 
band-much as the Beatles were bigger 
than Jesus-that lt In fact represents a 
totality that "went over the media," 
anyway. PIL, he states flatly, "Delles any 
category and will conti'nue to do so.'' 

The press unlformly notes his confi
dent and measured tones (and just as 
uniformly detects a certain note of 
menace sounding under the surface), 
testifies to the power of the patented 
Lydon gaze (piercing) that can flare brief
ly with such melting psychedelic em
pathy that the resistance ·of even the 
most hosllle opponents is demolished. 
And what about Sid?, he's inevllablYask
ed, and there's John suddenly swallow· 
ing hard and ataring brokenly into his 
scotch, looking up at last into the 
reporter's eyes as he begins, slowly at 
first, "Sid was really a very decent 
human being. He just let all the publicity 
go to his head. He didn't understand 
what was happening to him . . " 

All the brave assertions of in
dependence. the uncomfortable denials 
of pampered self-indulgence, the poig-· 
nant revelations, are too good to be true. 
Had I not been won over by his all-too
real pi:rformance at the SF press con
ference, I would not have believed a word 
of any of it. 

Through the obscuring tide of ink, I still 
carried an image of h is face from that 
afternoon's game of Meet the Press, a 
face so purely white that ii seemed to 
burn from a hidden fanatic source within 
and dark, unblin.klng. rat eyes that looked 

out on the wona w1tn a11ated intensity. 
Both Levene and Lydon looked 
vutnerable ·and ill at ease. During the en
tire session , Levene clutched nervously 
at a small tape recorder which he held in 
his lap, turning it over and over as if it 
were a string of worry beads or a rosary . 
He said almost inaudibly , " We don ' t 
understand how it works here, but we ' re 
trying to find out." He seemed resigned , 
as if he already knew. 

From behind a battery of table mikes, 
Lydon 's chief self-defense was his 
unswerving ability to meet eyes and 
remarks aggressively dead on, and he 
fielded questions with a deft dialectic 
touch. When someone asked, "Who's 
setting this up?", he turned it deliberate
ly around: ... We ' re being set up here, 
aren ' t we? " Later, he adopted the 
weighty tones of a field marshal! to 
silence any further discussion about the 
merits of the packaging of the Engl ish· 
release-only Metal Box (specifically , the 
tendency of the discs stored inside the 

- child-proof metal container to scratch 
when removed), and intoned , .. If you 
want our stuff, you ' re going to have to 
fight for ii.' ' Strutting theatrical bluff or 
call to arms? Lydon's word is only as 
good as the product he delivers, and his 
delivery is imoeccable. 

By the time Public Image, Ltd . made its 
way stateside for the tour, a ban was 
placed on.any further solo interviews; the 
whole band was to be treated as a single 
entity. By the time Pil reached LA, 
however, the bottom line was dropped to 
no interviews, period . " If you want tc 
reach us badly enough, " Levene said at 
the press conference, " you ' ll find a way 
to do it. " Sure enough , In an atmosphere 
steaming with hearsay and inflated ex
pectations, PiL's coming took on mondo· 
mysterioso quasi-religious overtones. 

The San Francisco gig was booked and 
then cancelled out of first one venue , 
then a second; an extraordinary 
downward turn of events that shot the 
rumor circuits up to new frenetic heights. 
The organized ferociousness of PIL's op
position was convincing proof for many 
that PiL was more than a rock and roll 
band. 1t was beginning to assume the 
mythic proportions o f a guerilla band, 
more like. Stepping on all the righ t toes 
and leaking messy po litics across the 
well-scrubbed co rporate floors seemed 
to be the band 's un ique talent. By rejec· 
ting the safety o f Warner Bros.' tour 
patronage and defiantly linking up with a 
small unknown West Coast promoter, PIL 
left itself wide open to all the slings and 
arrows of outrageous fortune . It seemed 
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Francisco 
that because they . were audacious 
enough to demand the right to manage 
their own career. which includes the right 
to determine where they would play, and 
for whom, they took the risk of not play
ing at all. 

As zero hour rapidly.approached, the 
promoters finally located a home in the 
South of Market Cultural Center, whose 
dingy obscurity is rivaled only by its 
authenticity as a counter-cultural 
elephant graveyard. On Thursday, l wat
ched as the rickety metal scaffolding of 
what was to become a stage was erected 
on the center's cement floor. While the 
building 's usual tenants worried about 
the logistics of stashing the giant 
macrame spider sculptures overhead 
and speculated about the well known 
tendency of punk rockers to express 
their aesthetic distaste with marking 
pens and cigarette lighters. The series of 
goddess Kali murals on the wall cou ld 
stay, they finally decided. I spent the rest 
of the day postering for Saturday 's con· 
cert In order to earn a ticket for \he show, 
as did the rest of the city's punk ellte. 
Never say that the life of a new wave jour· 
nalist isn't glamorous. 

Friday brought new bombshells. First, 
my plan to sashay into the band's hidden 
lair with a considerable quantity of the 
best speed the greater Bay Area has to 
offer, which I would render unto them as 
a combined peace offering and entice· 
ment to spill all the beans, was laid to 
waste by a report that the connection had 
simply up and disappe'ared for the 
weekend. And the second piece of news 
was even worse. 

Sometime m the after.noon, an 
emissary from the San Francisco Pollce 
Department arrived at the South of 
Market Cultural Center with an-injunction 
to shut down the city·owned venue and, 
with it, the weekend's com(ng event. The 
co·partners of CD Presents, the con· 
cert's promoters, Immediately rushed off 
to G_ity Hall to negotiate the late of the PiL 
concert, where they were joined by a 
Vice President tor Artist Relations from 
Warner Bros. who flew in from LA for the 
emergency. Numerous civic heavies 
stood up for the other side, including a 
representative of the Mayor's Office, the 
President of the Art Commission, the 
Chief of Police , the Chief of the Tac 
Squad and the Commander of the 
Southern Division of the SFPO. As the 
debate seethed behind closed doors, 
telephone lines overheated with the 
latest specu lations. To wit: This was Bill 
Graham's last grandstand attempt to pre· 
vent the Independently.produced con· 
cert from taking place on his home turf; 
the City Mother and her henchmen were 
conspiring in the name of "public safe· 
ty" to prevent J. Rotten's incendiary 
band from setting foot on a SF stage; 
and, PIL created the situation all by°"itself 
by pushing its renegade luck beyond the 
limits. That is to say, a teller's error in the 
course of a currency exchange made at a 
Manhattan bank gifted the band with 
$15,000 and, not wishing to embarrass 
said teller , PiL skipped town with the the 
dough . Unfortunately, the bank took a 

different point of view and set process 
servers on their trail across the country, 
madly serving hall owners, promoters 
and hotel bartenders. PiL had thus far 
managed to stay one step ahead of the 
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servers until today, when the Clty of San 
Francisco was served and responded 
with prediciable hysteria. 

The plot thickened and grew black fu r. 
Stories grew to toppling, legendary ex· 
tremes and ricocheted off the walls of the 
public imagination. Speed , at this point, 
could.only be gratuituous. 

"Absolutely no lnter\liews!" was the 
last word from CD Presents before they 
were swept off Into the choppy waters of 
munlclpal Intrigue. Then word came: PiL 
would do a guest radio appearance that 
night on KTIM in Marin County, and the 
presence of not more than one represen· 
tative of the press wou ld be tolerated. 
Could l be in San Rafael at midnight? But 
play it cool, I was warned. They were at 
the end of a long grinding tour, and pro· 
longed exposure to limelight was beg inn· 
ing to show its corrosive effects. 

The Canterbury Hotel , where I had ar· 
ranged to meet them, boasts an elegant 
British regimental·ish facade. Its _lobby , 
tastefully filled with dark, heavy furniture 
and murmuring GuccHotlng guests, also 
contains a sult of armor and a tropical fish 
tank. The latter Is stocked with an im· 
pressive array of oddly shaped and col· 
ored fish, among them a baby shark 
which John Lydon belligerently maintain· 
ed was a dog fish. In true California style , 
the hotel restaurant features Beef Well· 
ington co·slarring with the Canterbury's 
renowned papaya s·alad. The papayas are 
flown in daily from Hawaii. 

Most of the band had just flown in from 
LA a few minutes before, arriving 
separately and In various states of battle 
fatigue. With the exception of Levene, 
who decllned the radio show invitatior 
and retired to his rootTI to pursue an argu· 
ment with a record company rep , the: 
band made a beeline for the bar wh.ere 
they exchanged hlgh·spirited greetings 
and the latest news over as many rounds 
as time would allow. 

Lydon had already been In San Fran· 
cisco for five days, spending most of his 
lime sightseeing incognito with Denise 
Hall, the band's llalson on the tour. It 
seems he had become quite fond of 
Teal's Irish Pub, a homey little alcohollc 
haven on Market Street, and his three· 
tone thrift store green outfit, capped by a 
classic American. golfer's hat with 
squashed brim, was of the sort sported 
by the snappier of Teal's regular 
denizS(ls. He relayed to Jah Wobble 
(bass) and Martin Atkins (drummer) a 
blow·by·blow account of the afternoon's 
crisis which the two toOk in with ex pres· 
sions of utter amazement. 

There had been a bank overpayment, 
but it happened without anybody's 
knowledge in LA. In his zeal to deliver his 
summons, the process server ag· 
gressively mistook everyone-including 
Lydon-for concert promoter Dave 
Ferguson, the object of his manhunt. The 
Warner Bros. Vice President, whO had 
previously been the singular bane of 
PIL's existence, personally responsible 
for what" Lydon terms W. B. 's 
"nauseous" dealings with the band, lost 
his patience with the pushy little man and 
landed him a so lid punch to the jaw in the 
Canterbury's lobby. 

Professional ethics and the un· 
fortunate fact that I was eavesdropping 
from a disadvantageous spot at the op· 
posite end of the bar prevent me from 
relaying further details, except that 
Lydon revealed a private sid~ of himself 
that the public rarely sees: Artist as 
businessman, reeling off decimal and 
percentage points with deadly accuracy, 
giving his cohorts a clear and careful 
analysis of the situation as he translated 
and unraveled its finer aspects. "We've 
got to play this gig!" he finally exclaimed. 
"It's everything we came here to do on 
this tour. We gave them six gigs for these 
two, and we' l l see which ones come off 
the most successful. That's what they're 
rea ll y afraid of." 

The serious business was conc luded 
and toasted with a last round. Wobble 
queried Lydon about the SF club scene 
and John shook his head, no, he's been 
sightseeing, not mixing. He'll have to 
deal with foreigners soon enough again, 
tomorrow at the gig. 

As we are leaving the bar, John asks to 
bum a cigarette. When I offer him the 
pack he purposely lets It drop to the floor 
at his feet. He asks me to pick them up. 
··1 have terrible lumbago," he mimes, 
clutching at his back , "and l can't bend 
over." I stare at him, incredulous. "Come 
on dearie, won't you pick them up for 
me? Oh how I sufferrr.'' This in a chilling 
voice. 

He's not kidd ing. "You're not the only 
one;'' I scold, but to no effect. We stand 
there In an uncomfortably long impasse, 
he sti ll clutching his back. "If you want a 
cigarette then pick them up yourself." 
He flnally does, and there is a smattering 
of nervous exhaled laughter. Wobble 
elbows him Joshingly in the side and 
Lydon draws him back to stage·whisper, 
for my benefit, "She's really tough." 
With that, he dances off of us off to his 
rental "plmpmobi1e," a white late·model 
Cadillac. 
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Is this any way to conduct an interview? 
Denise Hall is at the wheel of the 
monstrous vehicle and John sits next to 
her, whicQ... means he. hi!S total control 
over the radio knobs. Suzie, a friend of 
the band's who has decided to come 
along for the ride, has wisely chosen a 
seat in the back, next to the window. I 
wedge in next to her, and we are counter· 
weighted by Wobble and Atkins who, bet· 
ween the two of them, take up fully three· 
quarters of the back seat. Wobble ex· 
uttantly displays a copy of his new EP, 
which he calls "a piece of pure 
slickness," that he's brought back with 
him from LA. This sets off a mock· 
rumble, with Lydon and Atkins pummel· 
ing Wobble for possession al the vinyl, 
while the mighty Jah lends them off, his 
boots to their heads. 

Wobble , PiL's bass player, Is one of 
the most interesting mu'sicians to 
emerge from the British music scene. 
He's the author of three remarkably good 
so lo singles and a considerable 
character..4n his own righ.t. At the present 
moment, he is still on cloud nine from a 
compliment he received from - Sly 
Stone! ''Sly recognized me! He walked 
up to me and introduced himself and 
shook my hand and said he dug my stuff. 
Sty Stone!" John has turned the radio up 
almost full volume and KSFX comes blar· 
ing out of the Caddy's excellent 
speakers. Donna Summer bounces off 
our craniums. "I produced that, you 
know," Wobble cackes, and thumps out 
a bass line on his knees. I would have lik· 
ed to have talked with the man, with them 
all for that matter, but John preempted 
any possibility of human speech from 
that point out. The radio was now at top 
volume with the bass turned all the way 
up, and there it remained all the way to 
San Rafae l. I tucked my tape recorder 
away afld pulled out a half pint and we 
settled down to dig the disco dance 
beats, while John engineered a weird, 
disto rtec mix at th&- radio dials. Snap, 

1 crackle, poptones. 
The pandemonium continues at KTlM. 

Public Image, Ltd., minus Levene, makes 
a horizontal entrance through the station 
door and places an immediate request 
for beer. Lydon makes It known to disc 
jockey Dave Bassin that this Is strictly for 
lun. Over the next hour, Lydon and Web· 
ble weed hilariously through a succes· 
sion of moronic listener calls, consume 
massive amounts of Heineken and 
generally conduct themselves like mer· 
ciless masters of Pythonesque wit. 
Atkins, who Is no dull·witted boy himself, 
wanted a chance to be serious and barely 
got it. But more on that later. 

Here are some of the highlights: Lydon 
requesting to hear Dolly Parton: "God I 
love her. A voice like that goes straight to 
my groin." Atkins phoning in lovesick 
cal l& on the listener tine to Wobble from 
the station 's front olffce. Wobble .answer· 
ing a fashion question: "Do we wear 
b.ellbottoms? We haven't got the flare." 
The Commune 

Bassin: Do you live on a commune? 

Lydon: I'm going to puke. 

·wobble: No, let me puke, I'm really go· 
ing to. [to Atkins] Did you hear that? 

Bassin: Is that true or Just a rumor? 

~on11nuecl onpuge 10 
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Wobble: No, I live with my mum and 
dad. Here, leave me out of ihis. I'm not a 
hippie. 

Atkins: A commune! You should bloody 
see it. 

Wobble: A commune is where everyone 
works together. He lives in a situation 
where they work against each other. It's 
not a commune. It's a collective of fuck
ing friction. A constant battle for terrilory 
1n the end. 

Alkins: Every night I have to fight for a 
bed. 

Lydon: It's true. [trillsJ How I suf
ferrr. 
The Extended Family 

Bassin: What's the story on the Pil ex
tended family? 

Lydon: Family? Wobble, are we a fami
ly? 

Wobble: No, we're not a family. 

Bassin: Not like Sister Sledge. 

Wobble: Really not like Sister Sledge, 
no. We don't realize how much their 
records mean to people. you know. 
They 're into that fousic bullshit thing, 
them kind of groups. It 's so ironic when I 
realize that people actually live and die 
for their records. I can't even 
realize ... it's ridiculous. 

Atkins: Whereas we do realize and 
don'tcare. 
The Battle of Britain 
Bassim: That was Jah Wobble's new EP 
featuring the thirty-first reenactment of 
the Batlle of Britain. I think Martin wanted 
to say something serious here, to be 
serious for a minute. 

Lydon: He's got nothing to say. He's 
unimportant (exaggerated voice] l'mmm 
the star of the show. Aren't I? 

Wobble: You like to 'think you are. 

!Martin attempts three times to speak 
over the loud bickering that follows. He 
finally gets it on the thlrd take.) 

Atkins: [shouting] WE SPEND MOST OF 
OUR TIME COVERING UP FOR BAD 
VOCALS! 
Self-Management 
Damage: . How is self-management 
treating you? 

Wobble: Terribly . 

Lydon: {interrupting] I'm just a big 
baby. 

Wobble: .. We don't manage 
ourselves. We mismanage 

Atkins: We mismanage ourselves fan
tastically. We lose money on a 
logarithmic scale. 

Lydon: (nuzzling Atkins out of mike 
range and off of his chair onto the floorJ 
Martin, your shoulder's so hot . 

Atkins: Yeah, 11·s a pity our smg1e isn 't, 
shithead. jcounter-moves, recovers an 
upright position and looms over Lydon! 
Car, I'm gelling bleedin' flies off him. 

Wobble: Flies.? Yeah. they are comin' 
off your head. ' 

Atkins: Sweeping over Johnny's head, 
ZOOM ZOOM ZOOM 

Lydon: You know damn well I don't 
wash. That 's no business of yours, right, 
whether I don't GODDAMN WASH . 

Wobble: He's got a fruit fly cuddled in 
his hair. 

Atkins: How is the orange crop this 
year? 

And so it went. . Every time Martin 
Atkins attempted to launch his comply.int, 
John Lydon effectively silenced 1 him. 
Atkins would then wander out of the 
studio and busy himself with telephon
ing, I suspect, his friends in London. Dur
ing one long disappearance, Lydon 
started up a chant of, "Atkins? Where is 
Atkins?" Nobody knew. John spoke into 
the microphone, " I hope that everyone 
understands how desperate our drum
mer is to becom.e part of this band.'' 

Point of fact, Atkins was sitting with me 
out in the lobby, venting his frustrations 
about Pil. Without either microphone or 
tape recorder in his way, he relaxed ,his 
guard and confided that he didn't expect 
much to come of the band. He considers 
them "underachievers, " considers their 
total recorded output much lower than it 
ought to be and places all the blame for 
that on their lack of incentive. As for the 

"NO MANAGER NO TOURING FOR NO 
REASON " policy, it is Lydon's whim and 
Atkin's albatross. 

In the absence of a manager, Atkins 
charges, nobody takes care of things the 
way they should. "We are a joke band," 
he said, "and everybody knows It.•· 

Yes, he was proud of the work he had 
done with PiL, but he had irons In other 
fires as well. "It has been a good tour but 
we'll barely break even on it, you see. 
And then I find there's only money 
enough to fly home in the budget class. 
This isn't the waYlt shou ld be." I remind 
him that the days of the rock superstars 
are over. He gives me a look that says, 
" Even so." He thinks he deserves a com
fortable living. There Is nothing wrong 
with making money, no matter what the 
others sav. 

We returned to the studio when he said 
he was ready. Dave Bassin played the 
new single Atkins did with member~ of 
Cowboys International, and then the 
drummer opened up. He had done the 
single because he wanted the satisfac
tion of completing something "profes
sion a 11 y done .... we man8ge 
ourselves a·nd do everything 
ourselves-and I wanted to do something 
that wasn't mismanaged and badly pro
duced ... something that was slightly 
professional.'' 

I asked him if he was calling the work 
he did with PiL unprofessional. 

"Yes. I would call ii the emperor's new 
clothes," he said earnestly. 

"Go on," Lydon encouraged him, 
"keep wafflino." 

"We are the emperor's new clothes. 
I'm just waiting for some fucking asshole 
to say we're not wearing clothes. I wish 
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somebody would have tile fucking guts to 
do it. " 

"Before a gig we unsyncnromze our 
watches. This is the whole crux of it. We 
just cock up everything there is to cock 
up." 

It was a long evening, sustained by 
plenty of beer. John and Wobble held 
down the microphones until the bitter 
end. There had been another flurry of 
good-natured and slightly drunken sparr
ing followed by a baleful silence. Bassin 
quickly reached for a commercial to put 
on. Now, as It neared the end, Wobble 
suddenly went into.high gear and took up 
position at the mike . 
. The studio babble hushed into quiet. 

Wobble was transformed with the sober 
dignity of a man of faith who is accustom
ed to delivering words of guidance. His 
hands folded before him, and a look of 
fermented piety on his face, Wobble 
widened his eyes so that their terrible 
blue gaze encompassed the entire 
panorama quivering invisibly before him 
at the beaming end of the radio 
waves-he looked as ii he really saw 
through the radio and was touching each 
lost miserable soul in the radio wasteland 
at 3:00 in the Marin morning. It was as if 
Reverend Ike underwent a melanin muta
tion and was spieling for the Church of 
England on a BBC popular theology pro
gram. 

He was truly the Jah of jive, huckster 
and confidence man, his blue-I-and-I'd 
self speaking to the people of San Fran
cisco. Yes Lord, he 's getting DOWN, and 
if any of you are down he's gonna take 
you even deeper. He has the last word: 

"This is Jah Wobble here and ii you're 
alone and life seems to be getting you 
down, if there seems to be no point in liv
ing, no point in any existence, if you're 
leading what you might call a drag of a 
life ... you feel you love nobody and 
nobody toves you ... you're all alone .. 

You might as well kill yourself. Let's 
put the next record on.'' 

The show was over and Atkins asked if 
they could go home. The others, 
however, were busy perusing the record 
library and were reluctant to leave. 
Bassin obl iged his guests with some reg
gae sides, and as the heavy dub pulsed 
through the enipty offices, Lydon step
ped and swayed happily in a private 
dance whi le Wobble chatted amiably with 
the remaining station personnel. Alkins, 
in the meantime, had left unobserved and 
taken a taxi back to San Francisco. 

When we were ready to leave, I hoisted 
my reporter's bag heavily over my 
shoulder and ralized that l still had a long 
night ahead of me. There were too many 
questions left answered about PiL, and 
continuing into dawn of the next day and 
clear through the next few weeks, I was 
to uncover a surprising account of the 
human frailty that lies behind the public 
image. 

Part Two, in the next issue, will expose 
some of the' weird inner workings of the 
entertainment machine with a behindM 
the-scenes story of the Public Image con
cert. O 
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Jane Hamsher 
"All of Us were a mess In the begin

ning. I don't care how you want to play it 
off. All the early bands. It was very in
cestuous." Sti·v Baters' scrawny frame is 
draped casually on an office chair, his 
feet propped up on the desk before him. 
Clad in a pink I-shirt bearing his name 
and a pair of dark, Oevo-esque 
sunglasses, he is reminiscing about his 
early days in the New York punk scene. 
He hardly looks equal to the demented , 
crazier-than-thou image the media have 
painted of him. In fact, his slight stature 

• and petite frame make him look 
something like a ... um, wimp. 

"tt was a lot of fun in those days," he 
says. "Very low life ... Not low life, it 
was a very street scene. Everyone had 
problems. We were very uncontrollable, 
all of us. Anything went. CBGBs was real
ly fun in the early days. In fact, the band 
had more sex in the girls' john than they 
did backatourapartment.'' 

Bators smiles. You get the feeling that 
you'd better take everything he says with 
a grain of salt; the joy he gets from 
manipulating the media Is almost worth 
the price he pays for being Jn rock'n'roll, 
a price that he's been paying for a long 
lime. The Dead Boys were one of the 
very first hardcore punk bands, and 
they've tenaciously stuck with it, where 
other veterans have either bitten the dust 
or been jettisoned into stardom. Debbie 
Harry is rolling in designer sheets and 
Johnny Thunders Is rolling in a gutter, 
but Stiv and the Dead Boys are still hustl
ing. Or what now passes !or the Dead 
Boys. 

"It's not the Dead Boys anymore, ob
viously," claims guitarist Jimmy Zero, 
who, apart from Bators, is the only 
member of the original band left in the 
lineup. "We don't even want to use the 
name Dead Boys, but it's sort of ex
pected." The new band, comprised of 
Georgie Harrison on lead guitar, Jeff 
Jones on bass and David Quentin on 
drums, is certainly more technically pro
ficient that the old one. And they're not 
so prone· to excite their audience to 
violence. This new group is still playing 
toud and fast , mixing new material with 
old Dead Boys' classics. The trouble is, 
they don't seem to have progressed 
much, and aside from slowing down a 
couple of songs and toning down the 
stage show, they don't seem to be doing 
much different than they dld in 1976. 
Doesn't that make them something of a 
musical cliche? 

"The critics who say that are the critics 
that, in 1976, didn't u'nderstand what we 
were doing anyways," says Bators, ap
parently sensitive to a frequently
registered charge. "Now they're just 
caught up with lt. They don't understand 
what we're doing now. For the first 
time-now-we're playing the music 
we've always wanted to. We're not con
sciously writing for any certain style. It's 
like in the beginning, when we wrote 
'Sonic Reducer.' It was very unpreten
tious. Then after a while, we started 
writing for an image, which got to be a 
drag, 'cause it traps you. Now we're just 
writing, we don't care, we don't have no 
Image." 

At this point, however, the lack of im
age may be the band's biggest problem. 
While lead guitarist Georgie Harrison has 
it all over Cheetah Chrome when it comes 
to virtuosity and looks. he doesn't come 
close to Cheetah's visual interest as a 

stage performer. During their lamentably 
lame sef at the Berkeley Square, un
forgiving members of the audience 
screamed for the departed wild man. 
Bators' own mania seemed somewhat 
contrived in front of his comparatively 
passive band; Cheetah's demented 
anger gave the necessary counterpoint 
that m~de It both convincing and infec
tious. But one has to admire the band's 
adamant relllsal to try and fill Cheetah's 
shoes. For not only would any attempt 
thwart their efforts toward musical pro
gression , ii would also limit the appeal of 
its riotous stage show. And that's 
something Bators is tired of. 

"The violence got boring," he says. "I 
mean, we did It in the first place because 
no one expected it. It just got to be a drag 
alter a while, 'cause everyone expected 
you to do this, that. Y'see, It got to a point 
where they were saying they were disap
pointed that I didn't bleed, break some 
stuff, hang muself on stage. No one was 
listening to the music, and there was a lot 
of good music. They came to see me get 
hurt. " 

"That was one of the things that made 
us real disillusioned, made us break up, 
was when they started screaming for 
blood," adds Jimmy Zero. "That was the 
fun of the Dead Boys, though. See how 
far we would go." 

"That was what it was about," says 
Bators. "It was just getting drunk, getting 
up on stage and just kicking ass-just 
like that movie S/apshot. That's what we 
were." 

On stage, Bators still rants and rages, 
falling across the stage in ,what ap
proaches an epileptic fit, scallng the PA 
system and jumping into the audience. 
He viciously sneers and screams at the 
audience, perforating the-eardrums of all 
within range. One can still see evidence 
of the reckless mania that made the Dead 
Boys both such a great band in the early 
days, and the inspiration to a second 
generation of American punks. Com
parisons to Johnny Rotten are inevitable, 
but one must remember that Bators was 
doing it while Rotten was still John Lydon 
the first time around. His most salient in
fluence, although he disclaims It, is Iggy 
Pop. 

In !act, it was Bators' association with 
Iggy Pop that gave him his main claim to 
lame for years. " I gave Iggy the peanut 
butter," Bators says proudly. "That was 
by accident, actually. I ran away from 
home for a summer. 1 was telllng these 
guys at a picnic, just trying to explain Ig
gy 'cause no one had ever seen him 
before. I saw him the year before up in 
Detroit, and I said, 'You give hlni that 
peanut butter, for instance, and he'll 
smear lt on himself.' So he Jumped In tht? 
crowd, this kid hands him the jar of 
peanut butter and he smeared It on 
himself. Sort of made him famous, 'cause 
It was tetevlsed, and it shocked people. '' 

Some. years later, Bators formed the 
original Dead Boys against the backdrop 
of the industrial piss fac!orles of 
Cleveland, Ohio. Even then, the commo/'I 
denominator of the band members was 
an interest in Iggy Pop. Bators had Joined 
a band that included Cheetah Chrome, 
Johnny Blitz and the seminal members of 
what would become Pere Ubu. Not sur
prisingly, the band's influences were too 
divergent to cohere. " I stole Cheetah and 
Johnny and formed a good band," says 
Bators, '"cause the other guys were into 
art. Johnny and Cheetah were Into 
Stooges. That's what me and Jimmy 
were doing. I hate art bands." 

Back In Cleveland, Bators and com
pany were living a lifestyle as close to the 
abject vacancy of the English street 
punks as it's possible to do in America. 
"I was just living in my car," he says, 
"bumming around. That's when I met 
Jimmy. I just didn't want to live where I 
was at. I was working in a steel mill, and 
said luck It. There's seventeen steel 
mills in the town. In fact, the whole area, 
that's all you can do is factory work. It's 
the only future you got. Which is no 
future. That whole area, the whole 
Midwest, that's their mentality, too. Get a 
job, get married." 

Aside from the stultifying boredom of
fered by the area, there were other fac
tors that led to the band's eventual 
relocation to New York. "We couldn't 
play in Cleveland at all.'' says Bators. But 
unlike Darby Crash et al., lt wasn't 
because of being banned. "We weren't 
allowed in In the first place," he says, 
'"cause they thought we were a biker 
gang, 'cause we wore leather jackets and 
all. And after that, we played original 
music, and you had to play cover songs. 
Lilse now, you have to play Pretenders, 
Dead Boys and Sex Pistols to get a job in 
Cleveland.'' 

Bators Is more than a little proud of the 
fact that he's been an influential figure in 
the whole state of modern music. "Real
ly, we were the first American band to cut 
our hair short. We were the first 
American band to dress up. Because the 
Ramones wore leather jackets, t-shirts 
and jeans and tennis shoes, then they In
spired the whole New York scene. So we 
said fuck it, 'cause we were getting com
pared to the Ramones all the time. All the 
bands stood around, 'cause when Televi
sion started out, it was very unhip to 
move on stage; everyone just stood still. 
We were the first ones to move on stage. 
But then everyone said, 'You move 
around, but you still ·look like the 
Ramones, play hard rock'n'roll.' So we 
thought we'd be smart, cut our hair short 
and- wear neat things. And right away, 
about a month later, the Pistols started 
being in Creem and all those papers, and 
everyone said, 'Oh, I see, you went to 
England and you ripped the Pistols off.' 
So we couldn't win.'' 

"One of our shrewder show biz moves, 
I think,'' adds Jimmy Zero. 

One can detect a note of cynical 
resignation In Bators' voice. After all, the 
Dead Boys were around in the very 
beginning, churning out some of the 
angriest, hardest-hitting punk anthems In 
rock'n'roll. And aside from a mean 
reputation an"d a couple of poorly-selling 
(though classic) albums, he hasn't got a 
tot to show for It. " I was talking to Clem 
Burk~ the other day about the whole 
thing," says Bators. "And Clem said, 
yeah, bands llke you and the Plstols and 
the Damned suffered, because you're 
the ones who kicked the door open. You 
have to be vlolent and loud to get people 
to take notic'e. America only respects 
things that are violent. We opened the 
door for wimps like Costello and Blan: 
die's band-the soft pop. They softened 
up, and became commercjalty accessi
ble. FM radio , which was just playing bor
ing hippie music, held on to that as long 
as they could, then they finally opened 
up and let the other stuff in." 

Bators still retains some hope, 
however, that there is room for the Oe8d 
Boys as something other than a vinyl 
relic . "Like Clem said, now that a Beatles 
haVe opened the door, we can be the 
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Rolling Stones. The harder sound. Work
ing class kids like the new sound , they've 
turned their ears, and now they want 
something with balls to it. Which means 
now us and the Clash. That's why the 
Clash are going over real well.'' 

Whether the Dead Boys are inevitably 
headed for the same path of success as 
the Clash is open for debate. If their show 
at the Berkeley Square was any indica
tion, they've weathered a few too many 
miles, and lost sight of their original in
spiration. Admittedly, they weren't per
forming under ideal circumstances-the 
matchbox-sized stage and the over
twenty-one crowd didn't present the ,,; 
band with the most optimal playing condi
tions. But ii nothing else, they are at
tempting to progress, gettlng away from 
their old fuck-drink-and-bust-heads im
age. They insist on doing what they want 
to do, rather than letting their audience's 
love of nostalgia limit their progression. 
Because, like it or not, the audience that 
comes to see the Dead Boys wants to 
hear "Sonic Reducer" 'tif they puke. 

" That 's why I like the Ctash,.J' says 
Bators. "Because they had the balls on 
the new album just to do whatever they 
wanted. They didn't let their audience 
dictate to them, like they did on Give 'em 
Enough Rope. That's the trouble, letting 
the audience control you. II your au
dience looks like you do, then they don't 
have nothing to took at, and they get 
bored with you. 

"We;re survivors. We'll be with II all 
the way through," he continues. "It's 
street smarts. A lot of people believe 
their images, and start doing what people 
expect of them. Then they start living 
their lives like that, and most people want 
lo see you self-destruct." 

Bators, Zero and the rest are all aware 
of the dangers involved in trying to live up 
to a reputation. They realize the necessi
ty of dictating their own course of action, 
but what happens when your public won't 
accept the new you? The Berkeley 
Square audience wasn't particularly 
pleased with the new band; cries of "Br
ing on Cheetah" and "Where are the 
Dead Boys?" punctuated the set, impair
ing any attempt on the part of the band to 
establish its own Image. But the Dead 
Boys are used to playing music to an 
unreceptive audience. They've been do-
ing It for a long tlme. • 

" I think It just goes to show you that 
the generat public Is always about four or 
five years behind the times," says Jimmy 
Zero. " If you're In a rock'n 'roll band, you 
have to assume automatically that no 
matter how stupid the Dead Boys songs 
were, that everyor,e you're playing to is 
extremely unintelligent, or they wouldn't 
be standing there gawking at you.'' 

Bators, however, is quick to defend his 
public. "I ltke audiences," he says. 
"Especially the female part." A boy that 
only Bebe Buell could love. 

"Stiv has very intellectual reasons for 
being in a band," says Zero. 

" It just bothers me to see a girl I've 
never laid before. It just bothers me," 
says Bators. 

"You're in a room with three of them 
right now," says Zero. "You must be 
tormented.'' 

"I am. Shut the door and get the hand-
cuffs.'' o 
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Pop Muzik 

Talk about pop muzik 
Talk about pop muzik 
I wanna dedicate it 
Everybody made It 
Infiltrate ii 
Activate it 

New York, London, Paris, Munich 

Everybody talk about pop muzik 
Everybody talk about pop muzik 

from Pop Muzlk, © M 

Dealing with definitions is tricky 
business. As such, J intend to approach 
the subject of pop music, sometimes 
referred to as power-pop, ·delicately. But 
a few general principles seem applicable 
to the vast majority of bands like ly to fall 
into this category: They do, in fact, rock; 
they play guitars though not necessarily 
as principle lead instruments; their 
songs a're characterized by melodies and 
choruses; lyrical heaviness is a rarity; 
selling lots of records is the name of the 
game; and the various bands differ from 
one another a hell of a lot. 

We're now witnessing a renaissance in 
pop, the form which was the dominant 
musical force in the mid-50s to late 60s. 
The fact that pop has an actual history in 
the music of such bands as Buddy Holly, 
Elvis, Chuck Berry, the early Beatles, the 
Beach Boys, the Who, the Dave Clark 
Five, the Animals, The Kinks, Pual 
Revere and the Raiders, the Raspberries 
and numerous others, may help to give a 
feel for where post-punk pop-rock is 
coming from and, more importantly, go
ing to. 

Current pop bands make frequent men
tion of such bygone groups when talking 
about their influences, quickly adding 
notable contemporaries like Elvis 
Costello, Nick Lowe, Dave Edmunds._ 
Secret Affair and the Jam. Whether cur
rent pop-rockers will have the impact in 
the 80s that their counterparts did a 
decade or two ago will only be clear in a 
couple of years. Definitely, pop is begin
ning its commercial ascendancy in the 
US, thanks largely to Blondie and The 
Knack, but still such dinosaurs as Van 
Halen, Bad Company, Peter Frampton, 
Ronny Montrose and a host of others too 
odious to mention need to be shunted 
aside before it can claim an importance 
equal to what it had in the past. 

Pop in the Bay Area is so abundant 
that, unless you choose a place like Club 
Foot that specializes in some other 
genre, you are likely to hear at least one 
pop group whenever and wherever you 
go. The five bands featured in this mon
th's Trends article are representative of 
both the commonality and diversity in 
Bay Area pop. They are: Times 5, the 
Push ups, Eye Protection, No Sisters and 
the Rubinoos. 

Most of the pop bands appeared on the 
scene between one and two-and-a-half 
years ago. Although tt:iey are no! punk 
bands that evolved into more accessible 
styles. they owe their existence to punk 
nonetheless. Punk was the breath of 
fresh air that put life into a burnt-out bar 
band circuit that left little room for 
originality. No Sisters. for example, 
started playing two-and-a-hall years ago 
when, as Tim Barrett, guitarist. explains. 
they saw punk bands demonstrate that 
"ineptitude is no impediment to making 
music." 

No Sisters is a perfect example of a 
band that meets all of my criteria for your 
classic pop group yet still manages to 
make the word unique seem like an ironic 
understatement. First of all, the band 
consists of four brothers and a drummer 
whose initial concept was "to make 
music drawing from the pt>pular music 
we've listened to all our lives," Barrett 
says. Twenty-five years of influences 
make for an unusual sound. Without 
straining my weak command of glittering 
adjectives, I'll just say that somewhere 
between rock'n'rolj and Barnum and 
Bailey you'll find No Sisters. 

The band's instrurhental lineup con
sists of guitar, organ. sax, bass and 
drums. Not so unusual, you say. Nor do 
they rook that unusual in their classic 
new wave jackets and pin striped shirts. 
But when they crank things up, they 
come off like a group of musical court 
jesters straight from the nut hut, singing 
satyrical odes to such issues as the 
population explosion and the older sibl
lng stance. They ask the musical ques
tion, "Where are the people like me?", 
and get their answer from the dance floor 
where numerous nurd-rockers are hop
ping around like spastic bunnies. 

Times 5 is another band that usually 
makes jumping about an easy task. They, 
too, dress in your usual new wave chic 
but come across with a more boyish 
presence than No Sisters. And unlike No 
Sisters, Times S's sound is strongly 
guitar oriented, something similar to that 
of the Jam or the Beat. 

These clean-cut kids are clearly trying 
to appeal to an adolescent audience with 
such themes as "Girls, school and fun," 
says David Wa llace, guitarist and 
songwriter. An ldea1 setting for Times 5, 
Says Wallace, Is, "This new club in LA 
called Flipper's. The audience skates 
around the band. II would be perfect for 
us, and vice versa." Perfect, of course, 
for most any band whose songs are 
short, have hooks and melodies, and 
don't pretend to make any pithy 
statements. One such song by Times 5, 
" Is Your Radio Active?", is th~ theme 
song for K"TIM's new radio show, Radio 
Active. 

While playing original st;mgs is what 
most bands are about, when I saw the 
Pushups they did no more than three 
originals. preferring instead to rehash 
Beatles' oldies and proffer forth a rough ..-: 
rendition of "Gloria." While the sparce 
audience seemed unduly frenzied by 
their high-energy hoopla, I was left cold. 
Hardly impressive in their stale new wave 
garb, wooden poses and frequently 
cracking vocatizings, it is hard for me to 
speak favorably of this slap-dash synth
pop band. What wou ld you expect from a 
band that claims AC I DC and Emerson, 
Lake and Palmer among its major in
fluences? 

One. of the most deservedly popular 
and long-lived pop bands In the Bay Area 
is the veteran Rubinoos, with two albums 
out and a couple of European tours under 
its belt. For having been together now tor 
ten years, two album releases doesn't 
seem impressive but Jon Aubin, the 
band's leader, assures me they're wildly 
popular in Europe nonetheless. One of 
their most popular songs, "Rock'n'Roll 
is Dead," is certainly a classic lf not for 
its ingenuity then at least for its brash 
energy-rare indeed for 1977. And of 
course, most everyone has heard thelr 
latest single, "1 Wanna Be Your 
Boyfriend.'" 

The Rubinoos play basic straight
ahead guitar rock'n'roll, adding har
monies and melodies to smooth things 
out. Their looks betray a Berkeley 
heritage perhaps too conspicuousiy but 
at least the group avoids acting preten
tiously hip onstage. 

Aubin describes his band's intentions 
and the intentions of pop in general as, 
"Entertainment; you want to be enter
tained by pop, you want to have a good 
time and hear a song you can remember. 
We're trying to convey a message 
everyone can relate to. It doesn't have to 
be a serious message. 

"The Beatles and the Beach Boys were 
successful because they wrote we11-put
together songs. The songs have to be 
good, and the lyrics have to be good. It's 
important to get a feel of what the kids 
are Into now. too. You probably hate Van 
Halen, but I look at them and think that 
that band does their job as well as any 
I've ever seen. I have to look at it that 
way." 

The Rubinoos 

I don't know of any pop bands that ex
ploit adolescent sexual fantasies as Van 
Halen does. But such a feat seems more 
a matter of baring one's chest, wearing 
petrochemical-based wet suit disco out
fits and singing about sucking and fuck
ing and partying ad infinitum. ti pop 
groups really want to gouge the thirteen 
to eighteen year old market, Rubin 
believes, they will have to appeal to the 
perverse sensibilities of American subur
ban youth. This possibility, of course, re
mains open. But as long as groups come 
off like The Knack, i.e., thirty year old 
men trying to pick up in jall bait, they're 
not going to vicariously release the 
repressed libidos of mid-pubescent 
males. And the teens, in turn. won't buy 
their records or go to their shows. 

Blondie has probably gone further than 
any other band when it comes to tailoring 
Image to the sleazy expectations· of 
television·fed teenagers. Deborah Harry 
flaunts her sexuality like a leopard shows 
its spots, often bedazzling her audience 
tn glittering, svelt disco outfits next to 
which Donna Sommers seems asexual 
by comparison. From a musical stand
point, too, Blondie is taking careful aim 
for the shrunken brain pans of the disco 
set. 

One San Francisco band not seeking 
an audience of dead head~ is Eye Protec
tion . Embodying influences only slightly 
less· diverse than No Sisters', Eye Pro
tection goes over the heads of some poe· 
pie, or so says Andy Prieboy, the group's 
lead vocalist and songwriter. Explains 
Prieboy, "This new crowd of people com
ing in is not as willing to accept artistic 
statements as they are to ·rock out.' We 
flavor a set with a certain amount of 
seriousness as well as whiz-bang stuff. 
But that's not to say I ever want to tell 
people to sit down because this is art.·' 

Prieboy's artistic statements wrap 
themselves in black humor to deal with 
such weighty topics as child beating, itl
fated romance and police interrogation. 
Most of the time the banQ does "rock 
out,'' althou,gh some may feel a 
disconcerting inconsistency in Eye Pro
tection's sets. Terry Gahan, guitarist and 
pianist, attributes this feeling to the fact 
that, "We're not staying with the same 
beat: the same idea, long enough for 
people to cop to any particular theme." 
Andy concurs, adding, "We don't say, 
'This Is us, this is our formula, this is 
what we stick by.' " 

And they don't stick to any orie of the 
half dozen recognizable forms they play; 
blues, rock'n'roll, electronics, Broadway 
musicals, and classical influences inter-
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mix harmoniously throughout their set. 
Whereas No Sisters throws innumerable 
influences into song, Eye Protection 
changes from one to another, song to 
song. Blues and rock'n'roll ganerally are 
their most consistently drawn upon in
fluences. Yet, in the finat analysis, the 
band defines itself simply as a rock'n"roll 
band. 

And onstage, Andy Prieboy certainly 
comes off as a rock'n'roll star, with 
fashionably disheveled hair, light fitting 
leathers and often Jagger-esque 
movements. 

The question all these bands inspire 
me to ask is: Can they come up with 
anyth ing so new yet accessible within 
the pop format that they can blow the 
doors off what's getting airplay now? And 
fuftAer~ they-do, will ii i,e worth lis-ten
ing to? Pop has been around for a long 
time now and though it may appear to be 
a novel rush after the music of the 70s, 
we should expect bands to do more than 
merely revive a nearly moribund form. 
Given the way these bands nostalgically 
draw on the past, 1t's questionable 
whether an increasingly Jaded audience 
will remain interested for long once they 
and their music begin getting wide ex
posure. We can't move towards the 
future with retrograde motion. 0 
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More Cheap 
More Gimmicks 
Aimless McLinden 

"I want a Cramps interview!" he boom
ed, adjusting his shades. 

"But, your Editorship," l stammeced, 
"They've got a very weird reputa
tion . . . religious fetishes, voodoo . " 

"Voodoo, schmoodoo! Get a crucifix, 
make out your will and get that story!" He 
rose from his seat. "Here's their 
publlclsl's phone number." 

"Sister Andrea?! " I was confused. The 
new album, Songs the Lord Taught Us, 
says to file it under "sacred music" and 
now they've got a nun doing PA for them? 
"Jesus! " 

That very afternoon I phoned the good 
sister, who had an uncanny vocal 
resemblance to a nice Jewish girl from 
New York. The interview was arranged 
for the fifteenth. "That's my birthday," I 
cried out. "Oh good , you ' ll be all 
hungovah - it'll be bettah dat way, " she 
laughed. 

And so, it came to pass that on my 
twenty-first birthday, I was to conduct an 
interview with the Cramps. I grabbed the 
nearest Cathollc photographer, left the 
name of my next of kind and prepared for 
the worst. 

Expecting Alelster Crowley and a Hai
tian witch doctor, I was instead greeted 
by Lux Interior and Poison Ivy, Cramps' 
songwriters and, respectively, -vocalist 
and guitarist. Realizing immediately that I 
was in no danger of belng incanted to 
death, I settled back and got cramped. 

First off, a Iii' history. The Cramps have 
been spewing forth their own bizarre 
brand of popular music since 1976. None 
of them (the band also consists of Nick 
Knox, drums, and Bryan Gregory, guitar) 
had ever been In a band before. Nor 
could they really play their instruments. 
But is that any reason notto start a band? 
Of course not. After playing for a while, 
they released two singles on their own 
label and then a five-song EP, Gravest 
Hits. The band has a huge following in 
England, as well as on their home turf, 
New York City-and their popularity is in
disputably growing. This fact is probably 
due to the leakage of radiation over the 
US a year or so ago. 

Visually, well, imagine if you will the 
Jerry Lee Lewis Story as directed by 
Roger Corman. Lux resembles a 'science 
project gone haywire with bulging eyes 
and lggy-esque contortions. At the op
posite end of the spectrum, Ivy never 
moves or even seems to be aware of the 
fact that she's performing on stage. 
When I asked her how she can do that 
night after night, she replied, "I love to 
stand there and ptay. I enjoy doing that. I 
loVe those notes, it's all I need , it ' s all 
there is." 

Rounding out our Httle shop of horrors 
are Nick, emotionally vacant , pom
padoured and silent, pounding away, and 
Bryan, embodying what every mother 
hopes her son won't grow up to look like, 
complete with his patented " Look, ma, 
no hands" cigarette smoking routine. 

Was all this weirdness calculated and 
planned carefully in advance? Lux claims 
it's that they were basically a strange 
group to start out with , people who grew 
up with a taste for the absurd. They don't 
seem concerned in the slightest that the 
image and strange tales surrounding 
them might overpower their music. "At 
least It's sensational , what they say," Ivy 
told me. " It sucks in people who wouldn ' t 
usually come, just to see the crazy 
rock 'n'rollers. '' 

Crazy rock'n'roll is just the point. While 
there is a definite rockabilly sound to the 
Cramps, Lux denies they are a rockabilly 
band . Instead , they capture the spirit of 
rockabill y and it was that love of the 
" gone" spirit that sent them to Mem
phis-the Brylcreem capital of the free 
world . ti was also why they picked the 
" legendary" Alex Chllton (" It says that in 
the phone book," laughed Lux) as pro
ducer. Mr. Chllton, ex-singer for the Box 
Tops and Big Star, has a reputation for 
being a little out there. ' 'He 's basically a 
little too wild and a little too honest , 
which doesn ' t earn him a lot of friends," 
said Lux, adding, " He's a wild person in 
the true sense of the word ." Lux and 
Chllton first met when Lux was throwing 
over tables during one of his ventures in
to the c rowd and was greeted by Alex, 
chair in hand , fending him off like a lion 
tamer. Ah , tate! 

Memphis Is steeped In musical tradi
tion. There are folks there who can recall 
Elvis as a teenager going to high school 
in full pcincake makeup and sliver suits. 
"People don ' t realize how weird he 
was, " explained Lux . " I don ' t know what 
he'd look" like today, probably be blue 
and on fourteen-foot stilts. Someone 
ought to write a book about what he was 
really like in his early days before the 
records. He was totally out of his mind , 

· and he didn't get that way from drinking a 
glass of milk everyday. " 

Finding themselves in their dream city, 
the band decided to record In their dream 
studio-Sam Phillips Studios, in opera
tion since the late 50s. From the beginn
ing there were problerhs. As Ivy tels It, 
"The album didn't take anywhere as long 
as it seems to come out. We had to keep 
remixing-we were plagued with bad 
engineers. The first one-we'd just had 
four days of performances that were real
ly hot and then he discovered that all the 
tapes had distortion on them. We 
couldn't find any engineer ttiat could 
work with Alex . They wouldn 't let htm 
touch the board 'cause they ' re the 
engineer. Today, a lot of engineers are 
real concerned with state of the art. 'You 
can ' t use all that echo, ii isn ' t clean.' I 
say, 'Who cares? ' They say 'That 's too 
cheap and gimmicky,' and we 'd say, 
'Yeah, yeah, more cheap, more gim
micks! '" Lux continues: " Alex threw out 
one mix 'cause ii sounded too good . 
There was nothing wrong with it. We 
finally threw out all the engineers and 
Alex , Ivy and I w~nt in , did all the pluging 
in of chords , all the engineering. What we 
came up with Is probably an engineer 's 
nightmare .'' 

Maybe, but it's nightmares like that 
that dreams are made of. The album was 
produced for under $20,000-an unheard 
of figure these days. " They were fighting 
against us doing 1t our way , and you 'd 
think that would be a quic ker way to do it, 
do it trashy, but it wasn't, 'cause no one 
wanted to let It escape that way," said 
Ivy. 

DAMAGE 

The Gospel According to the Cramps 

. What kind of audience, I asked, is the 
band attracting? Replied Lux : " I think our 
audiences are really weird. They look like 

i a picture of a crowd in Mad magazine. 
You've got pe9ple with nail s coming out 

~ 
of their heads and standing next to them 
will be a guy with a sports shirt on, smok-
ing a cigar. The average age-mental

~ ly-ts pretty young, regardless of how 
~ long they 've been on the planet. 
~ Rock'n'roH would be a lot healthier today 
~ If it were hated by the adults and loved by 

the kids again. It seems that one of the 
first sign~ you 've grown up is when you 
realize that rock 'n ' roll is not Important. 
That's when people have ceased to be 
my friends, when they reach that point. I 
also think cities can be a little too 
sophisticated for rock' n'rall. You 've got 
some of the oldest twenty-five year olds 
around in New York City." 

J asked them if they had met any of the · 
Sun Records artists while down there, 
people like Jerry Lee Lewis. "No, but I 
stole his jacket out of a locker," Lux ad
mitted. This startling confession led to a 
discussion about Lewis' cousin , Jimmy 
Swaggart, who is a TV preacher. "You 
can see Jerry in Jimmy's face," Ivy went 
on. "He plays piano like Jerry. It's the 
fine edge between religion and rockabil
ly. People like him are going crazy, just 
on the edge of rockin ' out.' ' 

The South is filled wllh contradictions. 
Some of the craziest music ever has 
emerged from one of the most repressive 
areas in the US, and ii was just this push 
and pull that prompted the album's title. 
As Lux tells us, " The title Isn't just a 
joke, ii also refers to the tension , the 
cramps that all these true rockabillies 
had In the 50s-what they went through 
to make that music and scene happen 
was just as revolutionary as the blue
haired .punks In 1976. 

"They had been brought up to be total
ly rellgious , more religious that we could 
think about al.'.lyone really being, and to 
break away from that and play this 
'devil ' s music ' (they all referred to it as 
that) , they all thought, 'Holy shit, some
day I'm gonna go.to hell.' 

"They all had this tension in 'em, ii was 
such a reaction against this other thing. 
That's what made the music more 
perverse and filthy, because they 
thought ii was, when they were doing It. 
They firmly believed that they were 
possessed, had the devil Inside of them. 
It was like (he mimes a struggle to play 
the piano], 'Oh, I wanna, but no, I can 't , 
but , oh, I really like it! ' That kind of ten
sion is such a great breeding ground for 
rock 'n ' roll , also places where people 
have to work forty to fifty hours a week. It 
was a much healthier thing then ; they felt 
humlHty and arrogance at the same time. 
It ate away at them , of course ii couldn ' t 
last very tong .'' · 

What do they think of the sudden ac
ceptability of new wave? " WEilt , I thought 
the scene was better in '76-'77. This 
seems to be a watering down period, a 
transitional stage,' ' Lux said. "As long as 
you 're not forty-five years old , you can 
call yourself new wave. and the music 
they call new wave, ninety percent of It is 
old wave-It Isn't new at all. Back in the 
50s, a lot of stuff was called rockabilly, 
but it wasn 't. The real hardcore stuff 
never made it to the radio." Sound 
familiar? 

The group is signed to IRS, which is 
distributed by A & M. How does the com
pany handle them, or try to? "They seem 
mystified by what we're trying to do," Ivy 
explained, "but at the same time they're 
not trying to make us into something 
else. They' re willing to .admit that there 's 
something we're doing right that they 
don't understand." 

The "something" being done so right 
is also being done in very simple, un
complicated terms. So much so, that 
often it's assumed that it's due to lack of 
musical ability on the band's part. 
Although that' s how it all started, that no
tion doesn't hold anymore. According to 
Ivy, "Keeping it simple is real Important 
to me . . I never wanted to progress. 
For a lot of people, as they got better, 
they felt compelled to do everything that 
they knew how to do. A lot of people who 
can play anything, can ' t play anything, 
'cause they don't know what to choose 
out of what they know. They have nQ opi
nions, no taste-they can do anything 
'cause they' re incredible technicians, 
but they can't get a band together 'cause 
they don't know what they want to do! To 
me, what you don 't play is more impor
tant than what you do play. The holes 
carry an atmosphere.'' 

"Atmosphere" is an understatement. 
A Ciamps show is an excursion into the 
land of the terminal garage band. 
Although there isn't a bassist (due to the 
fact that no one wanted to play bass), the 
beat is conslant, the chords twangy and 
full. You ' ll never leave a Cramps show 
not remembering what you just witness
ed . Stories have even circulated that the 
band was actively practicing witchcraft 
and voodoo, which Ivy dismisses, 
although acknOwledging Bryan ' s interest 
in the art. The way Lux sees it , " Whal 
people are trying to say we are is 
something we did ten years ago to ac
quire power. There's mii:glc in this band , 
but it's not something you get from draw
ing diagrams and charts.'' Sorry to disap
point all you ghouls out there , but they 
don't stick pins into little record company 
executive dolls. 

The main thing , the common theme 
which repeats Itself over and over again , 
is the Cramps ' respect for both the music 
they play and for those Southern boys 
who sold their souls to play that music. 
They are fans In the best sense of the 
word , as evidenced by their love for lost 
buried oldies and their efforts to bring 
them to light. The Cramps hold 
rock 'n ' roll In very high esteem-and not 
the overproduced castrated product that 
rock 'n'roll has become, but the real arti· 
cle. Remember? The stuff that made your 
parents howl ; " Turn ii down! " That kind 
of rock'n ' roll. As Lux summed it up, "To 
us, it's not only rock'n ' rolt and just three 
chords. To us, three chords is all there 
is." 

AMEN 
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Tokyo is on immense and crowded city where space 
is at o premium; o maze of streets, alleys and subways. 
At least it seemed bewildering to me and probably is to 
most Japanese as well since many of the streets don't 
even have names. Ads for dubs, restaurants and 
theaters include tiny mops so you can find your way by 
locating nearby landmarks like deportment stores, 
hotels and subway stations. 

Both times I went to Minor live house, near the Ki· 
jochi station subway stop, I needed a personal guide . 
Rainy October streets for five blocks, then up three 
flights of stairs. Emiko Magi, editor of the punk 
magazine Watch Out and member of the all-girl band, 
Boys/ Boys, was my guide each night. · 

"live house" is the Japanese name for a place that 
has live music by a variety af bands. In one evening, 
you may hear gro~ps ploying jozz , electronic music, 
rock , pop, new wave ond punk rock. With low cover 
charges (only $2.25 for six or seven bands) ond o free 
drink per customer (coke , beer or gin) , if the live house 
pays the musicians at oll. it's probably not much. The 
management can·t tell you anything about the new 
wove scene; their only connection, it seems, is to supp· 
ly the space. There are appraxlmately eight live houses 
in Tokyo where bonds occasionally play and publicity 
(xerox posters) is up to the bands themselves. 

First evening at Minor : Six bands are scheduled and, 
waiting to play. The musicians ore hanging out on the 
stairs or on the roof above the fourtti floor with their 
bags , boxes and instruments. No dressing rooms; the 
entire space for audience and performers is about the 
size of a large suburban living room, 20 x 25 feet. 
Drummers share a basic kit, each one adding his own 
individual traps (high-hat or whatever else). Some 
bonds playing this evening use a rhythm-master . The 
guitar amps ore used by oll. These are all obviously 
small new bands that don't have the equipment, 
economics or space that the big guys do . 

Besides the two girl bands , Boys/Boy• and Non 
land (both with new 45s produced in April), the lineup 
is o two piece (synthesizer, bass guitar) modem jazz 
group and an odd combination called lonanarlanz 
who begin .their set by throwing bananas at the au· 
dience . 

Between forty and fifty people ore present, pocked 
li:..e sardines, standing or sitting on the floor with tape 
recorders and cameras, listening attentively and op· 
plauding at the end of each song. A classic Japanese 
audience. There's no pogoing and I'm frustrated , get
ting drunk and wanting to fall and bump and jump. 
There's a lot of black leather ond more women than 
men , perhaps because half the musicians ploying that 
night were women . Tino Weymouth of the Talking 
Heads haJ inspired many women players, but still it's 
more unlik&ly to find women in rock bonds than in the 
U.S. Very un-Japanese behavior. 

The traditional ethics and social norms of Japan 's re· 
cent feudal post stlll exist beneath 

0

the superficial sheen 
of the ultra-modern urban life. Only thirty-five years 
ago, Hirohito was not merely an 9mperar, but a god! In 
Japan, success depends on lifetime employment and in· 
dustry hires from among tap univers ity graduates. The 
rote of teenage suicide is one of the highest in the 
world, disgrace being defined a s poor grades or falling 
a college entrance exam. Despite relatively low wages 
and a high cost of living, everyone appears neatly and 
cleanly dressed. People ore invariably polite and they 
have a high regard for personal space. No one ever 
bumped into me unless it was my fault and, even then , 
they apologized profusely. 

When Bononorionz starts ploying, the house lights 
ore up and people are standing. There is suddenly on 
e lectricity that hadn't been evident before in either au
dience or bonds. The lead s inger ig nores o broken 
guitar string and keeps right on playing, the first ex
pression of real energy and commitment I hod seen 
close to that of our best bonds. The manager of the 
house opeors, and, shaking his head and pointing to 
the light switch , turns out all the lighJs except a spot on 
the bond. This signals on immediate drain in the 
energy. The band can't see the audience, the music 
falters . The rhythm-master starts sputtering, the boss 
player stops and only the guitar player carries on. 

Even In the punk scene, traditional performance 
standards are imposed. The performer is illuminated 

· and performs to a(iuiet, non-porticipating · audience 
that applauds politely only after the song. Although this 
has to change , I doubt the pogo/ mob action common, 
of soy, the Mabuhay wlll ever be accepted behavior in 
the Japanese scene. The physical intimidation that Is 
port of personal space definition in the US everywhere 
is offensive to Japanese even when it comes from Gal· 
fin (us foreigner5) who think they'n} on their best 
behavior. I was advised, however, not to worry ff I 
mode mistakes because it's impossible for us to be 
anything but barbarians anyway. 

Japanese interest in American pop culture ls enor
mous. Our TV programs, movies, books and records 
ore pervasive . Four blocks from my hotel, I found a 
large record store with r,othing but rock 'n' roll records . 
Music from the very beginnings (represented by 
obscure rockabilly and black records) up to oll the latest 
new wove and punk LPs. The selection was comparable 
to Aquarius Records and Down Home Music combined. 
No 45s, though. Even middle-of-the-rood stores are 
as likely to stock Pere Ubu a s Barbra Streisand. There 
are always o lot of people looking through the records. 
LPs run about $10·12 and there ore no discount stores. 
Anyone who buys records has to be pretty sure they 
want what they're buying. Punk fans con probably af
ford one record and one live house show a month a t the 
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very most. I didn't see anyone besides me buying beer 
ot Minor; it 's simply too expensive to get drunk. Drugs 
and alcohol ore out if only because of the cost. Reck, 
Friction's boss player, says It's old wove. Chain smok
ing , on the other hand , is definitely in . 

I asked Chiko Hige, Fr1ct1on'• drummer, about other 
punk bonds in Japan. 'We ore punk rock in Japan ," he 
said. He and Reck were in New York two and half Years 
ago, ploying with Mr. Jomes White/ Black/ Chance's 
Contortion• and feenage JMu• respectlvely (respect
fully?). They ore closer to the Gal/In aliena
tion/desperation syndrome than the other bonds in 
Tokyo. Typical of Reck's song titles: "Cool Fool ;" 
"Kagoyoki ," "Go Out," "Big-5" (Suicide), "I Con Tell ," 
"Crazy Dream," "Dog." 

My second night at Minor is a special event. Friction 
and three all-girl bonds are scheduled. This time , the 
three rows of choirs hove been pulled out and the lights 
ore purposely left on. I'm crawling around on the floor 
attempting to toke photos to the roaring, reckless 
sound of Friction. The trio (the third being Tsunematsu 
Moshotoshi on guitar) makes bell -like tones: you know, 
the ones you hear when the giant bell you ore tied to is 
dropped re al HARD. I'm not going to try and talk music 
about them. The excitement wa s unlike any other per· 
formonce I sow at the place. I wa s thrilled. 

The first time I sow Friction was in o movie by Todoshi 
Hirose titled Friction (4 1/2 minutes, color). Before the 
week-long program 9f my films at Image Forum in 
Tokyo, I hod the good luck to see a dozen of the best 
representative independent, experimental films there. 
The los t film was Hirose's. As Reck soys, "You don 't 
hove to understand the words, you know who they 
ore." The best way to see the bond {short of going to 
Japan ) is that movie ; I locmed the only print of it to Ca
nyon Cinema Co-op for rental, so it is available here 
(contact CCC, 2325 3rd Street, Rm . 338, SF, 94107 , 
415/ 626-2255. Rental fee is $15). 
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I ~as delighted witt;"ioys/ Boys and. Non Bond as well 

as Friction. You aren't likely to see them here for o 
whlle, if ever, but there is on LP collection called Tokyo 
Rockers out on Sony with S·K•n, Mirrors and Llxard, 
os well as the other groups mentioned . Friction has 
their own self-produced LP out as well, but , unfor
tunately , there·s no distribution in the US as yet. 
Somebody should do on American pressing a s the im
port costs ore very high since local retail prices in Tokyo 
ore about twice what we pay here. 

A great contact in Japan and , a s noted before , my 
gu ide to the punk scene there is Emiko Magi of Watch 
Out ond Boys/ Boys; her address is: c/o Mr. Mitsuhoshi , 
2-37-12, Umesoto, Suginami-ku , Tokyo, Japan. If you're 
there, you con coll her at 313-7109, but speak slowly 
ond clearly. 



TY: You know the band Television. 
They do a song called "Friction.'' 

R: Yeah, 1 know, but it's "friction" 
without the capital ''F.'' 

TY: How come everybody in the band 
looks so angry when they play? 

R: We are angry. 

TY: What are you angry about? 

R: (In English! Rebel without a cause. 

TY: Okay, you guys don't play slow 
tempo songs, why? 

R: It takes more energy to play slow 
songs than fast ones. That's why. 

TY: Why do you play "I Wanna Be 
Your Dog"? 

R: Why do we play " I Wanna Be Your 
Dog." is that the question? 

TY : lsn 'tit somebody else·s song? 

R: Dog Is man's best friend, right? 

TY: So? 

R: I just wanna play one Iggy Stooge 
song. For me. Iggy's the wildest 
rocl<er. 

TY: Talk about wild, what about Mick 
Jagger? 

R: I never thou~ht Jagger was great. 

TY: What about "Commurrication 
Breakdown''? 

R: Well, I feel the whole world is like 
that. 

TY: Did you write all your other 
songs? 

A: Yes. 

TY : What's your favorite song of the 
ones you do? 

A: (in English) I LIKE THEM ALL! 

TY: You're playing Tokyo. What's 
your ambition? 

R: I wanna destroy everything, ex
cept the concrete buildings: I wanna 
destroy all human beings too. When 
I'm on stage, all I think about is 
destruction. J feel like I wanna hit all 
the people there, using all of myself to 
do it. 

TY: So you hate Tokyo? 

A: Yeah, I really hate it. 

TY: So why stay? 

TY: What about New York? 

A: Too comfortable. 

~:~r~~ it's corTifortable, why not go 

A: It 's just too comfortable. 

TY: Why's the band called Friction? 

A: It's a name. 

TY: Yeah, but why? What's the 
reason? 

A: There's no reason. It's no big deal. 

TY: What does Friction mean? 

A: You don't know? 

TY: I know, but /want you to say. 

R: According to the dictionary, fric
tion is frlction. 

TY: I still want to know the reason 
why you call the band Friction. 

A: Wow, you're really pushing hard. 

TY: I just want to know. I want to know 
how you feet when you hear that name. 
Come on, this is an Interview, you have 
to say. 

A: Okay, I'll tell you the reason. 
Everywhere. anywhere; if there are 
human beings around I feel friction. 
OK? ' 

TY: Are you part of some kind of 
movement? 

R: I don't think so. 

TY: You're on the Tokyo Rockers 
album. What are Tokyo Rockers? 

R: ll's nothing. 

TY: Why don 'I you elaborate? 

A: Tokyo Rockers is just a label. It 
doesn't mean that this band is a Tokyo 
Rocker or not. It 's Just a label. Because 
S-Ken. Mirrors, Mr. Kite, Lizard and 
Friction have an album together, it 
doesn't mean anything more than that 
we had a chance to play together. The 
public has an image of something call
ed "Tokyo Rockers, '' some kind of 
movement or something, but it's not 
true. S-Ken, I don't know about them, 
but the other bands have been in 
Tokyo for a long time and they want to 
expand, to reach more people, but it's 
really difficult. At the time, I was in New 
York , but we got together anyway, to 
try to help each other on publicity, in 
getting a space to play, arranging 
equipment, whatever. We just picked 
at random, for example, who was going 
to play first or last. If people think 
something 's just a Friction concert, 
they may not want to come, but if they 
think it's a Tokyo Rockers show then 
they'll come. I don ' t want to play 'in 
front of just three or four people. 

TY: Does that happen? 

R: Yes. I once played in front of just 
one person. What a hassle. But the 
point is don't let the label get in your 
way. Tokyo Rockers ... don't take it 
too seriously. The word fools 
you ... there's au kinds of fools 
around. 

TY: How do you feel about the other 
four bands on the album? 

A: Well, I don't have any feelings par
ticularly . Mr. Kite, I like Jean 's vor.;1ls 

All the kids are poisoned by 
the writers in rock 
magazines. Those people 
are stupid! At the same time, 
it's important to realize how 
stupid you are, too. 

sometimes. I like the keyboards of the 
Lizards. When Mirrors plays their, like, 
skating music, 1 like that.. 

TY: S-Ken? 

A: There's a few songs I like. but they 
don't have. like, fresh energy. 

TY: You don't want to say anything 
bad about the other bands? 

R: It's not a matter of like or dislike. I 
have an opinion of the eighteen 
players, of course , but I just want more 
excitement. Excitement to me is not 
jumping up and down on stage. it's not 
shouting loudly. It's something more 
important, a total thing , a heat, an 
energy ~ a knowledge or con
sciousness, my breath, heartbeat, 
everything becomes an attempt to use 
all of oneself. You can bet on yourself. 

TY: D.oes your band have that kind of 
energy? 

R: Yes! 

TY: Is there any other band that at
tracts you in Tokyo? 

R: Well, I'm sorry to say, no. 

TY: Completely negative? 

A: I like Aunt Sally from Kobe or 
Boys-Boys, Fuseiryobo, 81h, Maria 
023, SS from Kyoto, I think they're pret
ty good. rlike new bands. 

TY: So if it's new you like it? 

R: I don't mean that. The bands I 
mentioned, as far as I can see, those 
bands are good. There are boring 
bands among the new ones too. but I 
haven't seen that many. 

TY: What do you like about the new 
bands you've mentioned? 

R: I don't like to say what's good or 
what's bad about the bands. To me, I 
think it's foolish to think in terms of. 
good and bad. t have no intention of 
criticizing those bands. 

TY: Your experience in New 
York ... what influence has it had on 
your playing? 

con1inuedonpageJO 
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T o s h i : It 's everything; the TV, the movies, 
comics, kiddyland.Tokyo culture,butthere 
is no cultur~ in Tokyo. Just copy, copy and 

more copying. 

The Plastics ore the latest compact ex· Ballroom in Berkeley. The predominately 
port from Japan. It seems thot the teenoge rocker crow"d was at first curiously 
technological wonderlond is now sending interested, and finolly actively dancing to 
us delightfully digestible compact music. the bouncy, punchy rhythms, ta the visible 

Drawing from over three decodes of relief of the five techno-poppers from 
American and British pop classics, the Japan. 
Plastics playfully distill most of the infec- The two nights at the more lntimotely
tious hooks, melodies, and rhythms. Ad· sized Fob Mob were even more enjoyable. 
ding their own electronic ingredients, they The Plastics ore as interesting visually as 
place it on the froljlt burner and turn up the they ore on vinyl. 
heat. The results ore tasty, yet healthy , Toshi Nakanishi carried most of the lead 
pop snacks of tu

0

nes to satisfy the appetites vocals while pounding of his custom-mode 
of the hungry American audiences they've "stick guitar. " Chico Soto endeared herself 
encountered. to the audience with her singing and done· 

guitarist, Hajime Tachibano , jumped 

around the stage plucking out passages 
which ranged from the Ventures to 
Verlaine. 

With only one single Copy bl w Robot, 
available in the US at this time, most of 
their mate.rial was new to the audience. 
But the audience was excited by all of the 
material. Their live repertoire includes six 
other songs from o soon-to-be-released 
album and four new titles, 

Live, as on the LP , the guitars tend to 

dominate the music. The single hos been 
re-mixed and is livelier than the some cuts 
ore on the LP. The production on the single 
emphasizes the treated vocals, syn
thesizers and rhythm box pulse. 

The Plastics live show is as interesting as 
\ it is fun. At a time when most pop orpower 

pop bands ore becoming indistinguishable 
and increasingly insipid, the Plastics ore 
creating o pop surrealism that is refreshing 
and distinctive. 

tions before the Plastics formed, they 
found music the medium through which 
they could express themselves best. 
"Music is another outlet - it's dialect. " 
To~hi elaborates: "First we formed the 
band in 1976; the music scene was so bar· 
ing, nothing to hear , same old thing, so we 
decided to make our music." 

Combini{lg the viSual arts with music has 
been very fruitful, artistically, for the 
Plastics. "If we trained ;ust to do graphic 
art, we'd end up doing other· bonds' album 
covers only. Now we can create graphic 
design for our own album covers, design 
the stage lighting, the sets, everything. 
Music hos allowed our art to become more 
total." 

The Plastics' label, Invitation, gives them 
as much total independence as they desire. 
When informed that this would be rare 
with a moior American label, they 
responded that it's rare in Japan also. 

As far as extending their talents, the 
Plastics forsee ' more videota es 

New York was the first stop on their re· ing and ocosionally tapped on her drum 
cent US tour, and from all accounts it was synthesizer. Keyboard-synthesized tex· 
highly successfut .'Shows at Hurroh's, Irving lures and boss lines were supplied by the 

Plaza, Tier 3 and the Mudd Club elicited seemingly detached Mo-Chong Sakuma. ......-.~D~EV._O~. Talking Heads and the B-52s. cinematogrophy, and even 
good response from the usually cool and Takemi Shimo danced , programmed similarities ore deeper than iuSt the unique Plastics comix. Hogime: 'What I want to do 
reserved audiences. three rhythm generators and released the music they all create; the Plastics as did is use all media." If they would choose o 

Their first challenge in the Boy Area was sequencer patterns topped out on his many of the member~ of the aforemention- label, The Plastics would like to be thought 
opening for The Ramones at Pauley keyboard. leader of the bond and lead ed bands, come to music as artists in other of as o "collage bond." 

...:;!:::=:::_:::_..::.:::_:==.:.......:......---":...:..C--'-'-:..:..:C-----"'--------- media. Hajlme composes all of the music for the 

Hajime is a graphic designer and Toshl is Plo~tics. With the help of renowned 
on illustrator. Tokemi is a critic for photographer William Homes as o 

,, Japanese publications, while Chica is o translator, Hajime explained his musical 
foshion stylist for photographers. In fact, influence. He's olwoys been o fon of the 
Ma-Chang is the only band member with popular music of the 50s and 60s. A variety 
any formal musical training. of these influences are obvious in the 

The cover for the Talking Heads single Plastics' music. 
Life During Wartime was designed by the Among them: The speeded-up English 
Plastics, and Heads Tino Weymouth and Mersey-beat rhythms of many of the songs 
Chris Frontz lento helping hand wh8n they end the Beotle-ish "oohs" which surface in 
were in NY. The Plostics opened for the j various choruses and refrains. 'Welcome 
B-52s when they went to Japan, and expect Beatles," the Japanese welcoming anthem 
to design the cover for the next B-52s ' t9 the Fob Four, has been re-worked to 
album as well. 'Welcome Plastics ," and is the title cut of 

When told they were being promoted the unreleased LP. 
locally as 'The DEVO of Japan" they were The most obvious bow to American bub· 
surprised. Toshi said it's a misunderston · blegum pop is the frantic live rendition of 
ding because, 'We feel sorry for DEVO! " It The Monkees ' hit , " lost Train to 
turns out that they ore friends of DEVO and Clarksville. " Toshi relates: 'When we start 
ore in fact flattered by the comparison. doing that number , the audience starts 
'We like DEVO - Mark [Mothersbough] is dancing differently . They will be dancing 
CRAZY! " up and down, like pogo, but as soon as we 

Having been involved in creative occupa- start "last Train," everyone starts 
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I sure wouldn't like to be a girl these 
days. An impossible position: 

- If you can't stand the heat, get out 
of the kitchen. 
- But I thought that was a woman's 

place! 
- Sorry, you've been evicted. 
- But I can't afford a flat of my 

own! 
- So go take a cruise on an ice floe. 

It's amusing to watch girls squirm, 
though. Take the Punkettes, a confus
ed group if there ever was one. They 
affect desperate glamor: The French 
whore look with bruised victim eyes, 
or the Auschwitz look (severe emacia
tion) featuring Gestapo-scalped hair, 
spike torture heels and the obligatory 
black wardrobe of unacknowledged 
mourning. (For what? Lost 
childhoods, likely.) 

Where does it get them? In either 
case they're merely being authentic 
or inauthentic specimens of the 
female, a predefined species; they 
fall for false alternatives. As the boys 
recede, the girls feel the need to ven
ture further and further past the half
way mark where no one met them. 
The only question now is whether 
they'll go all the way. 

For it's a buyer's market out there: 
an excess supply of females relative 
to demand. (Fortunately, couples 
polled on which sex they'd choose for 
their unborn child tend to favor boys. 
Feminists may boil at this fact but 
they ought re~dly to be thankful.) And 
the more Castro Street castrati that 
accwnulate, the greater the apparent 
glut of girls. The castrati, however, 
form only the spectral extreme of a 
rising wimperialist culture, here at 
empire's end. 

The unspoken open secret of the age 
is the emergence of a new male type. 
It is not so much new in its essence as 
in its growing predominance. It is be
in g produced by a . slow fu
sion-brought about by hard times, 
the exhaustion of possibilities for fur
ther imperial expansion-of several 
previously marginal aesthetics or 
types: the punk, the sadist, the 
homosexual, the gigolo, the nar· 
cissist, the nigger. 

The new mainstream male 
behavior has also been reciprocally 
influenced by the mutation of women 
under pressure of the same hard
times scarcity. But the end of men as 
we have known them comes first; 
female ''stiffening ' ' follows after. 

Under all hitherto-existing empires, 
women have been second-class (not 
quite human, according to certain 
more exacting schools of thought), 
but there did eXist a sphere to which 
women belonged and within which 
they were free to move with a 
measure of dignity. The mother, 
perenially 'virgin by virtue of her 
saintly self-denial, was a goddess of 
sorts. But with the shutdown of their 
separate sphere, women find 
themselves all dressed up with 
nowhere to go. One might well pity 
them; kicked out of the home and into 
the street, where they're forced to 
compete for an alien prize. The film 
La. Salamandre a few years ago por-

. trayed the caged·animal life of a 
young woman doomed to get by at a 
succession of menial, meaningless 
jobs, and somehow the director 
managed to make such wage labor 
seem much more a violation of female 
nature than of male ... 

At least that's how it looks from this 
bottleneck of the wo0ds, the notorious 
Bay Area. Testimony is coming in 
from other parts, though, like New 
York, where Village Voice TV critic 
James Wolcott observes: 

Some pundits claim that this 
new interest in beefcake in
dicates that women are finally 
freeing themselves of 
puritanical inhibitions-that 
they can now regard the male 
form in all its rugged splendor 
without fear or embarrass
ment. Perhaps. Then again, 
perhaps women simply aren't 
having their cathedral bells 
chimed often enough. As Sally 
Struthers complained to Rab 
Reiner in an episode of AU in 
the Family, "When I make the 
first move, the least you can 
do i~ deliver." And from coast 
to coast the word is 
unanimous: Men aren't 
delivering. They're leaping In 
and out of the closet, com- , 
plaining of headaches, curling 
up in bed in don't-touch-me 
fetal positions, even cowering 
under the bed as their lovers 
rip off the mattress and de
mand they give them the boff 
they deserve (see Bertrand 

- Blier's film Femmes 
Fatales). Even the hettiest 
heteros seem to be wavering: 
One minute Al Pacino is cuddl
ing with Karen Allen in 
Cruising, the next he's clank
ing around in leather gear, 
checking his pockets for pop
pers. 

(And yet, perhaps history is a great 
pendulum, anti-inertial, gathering 
force as it swings. So that, for one 
thing, it will pitch us nearer than we 
dreamed possible to the base of a 
fruitless abyss, then tear us a way -
from despair toward positive heights 
of blinding light, negation of all 
shadow .. . And, for another thing, as 
soon as something can be articulated, 
as soon as our affliction can be nam
ed, its hour must be over, the pen
dulwn starts to swing back: As soon 
as the lineaments of the new type are 
laid down, it begins to mutate beyond 
recognition. Yeats once asked, "What 
was the use of talking about some new 
revolution putting all things right, 
when the change must come, if come 
it did, with astronomical slowness, 
like the cooling of the sun, or the dry
ing of the moon?" But if Yeats was 
right once, he is wrong now.) 

Meanwhile, what has become of the 
luxury, the convenience of keeping all 
the niggers in one easily identifiable 
race? It has collapsed. All kinds of 
people are getting niggerized. Hard 
times have arrived to aggravate the 
already unpleasant relationship be
tween love and money. People are 
moved to sell what little self they have 
left, to capitalize on their last pound of 
flesh . The gigolo trades a woman his 
love for her money-the irony being 
that women don't possess the 
wherewithal for the exchange. 
Although most of them now work for 
pay, they make half as much as men 
do. White punks on dope, housewives 
on Valium, career girls on speed and 
Visa cards .. 

Of course, scarcity also makes 
women attempt to put a higher price 
on themselves than usual. Lee Marvin 
vs. Michelle Triola treated us to a 
close-up vivisection of romantic love 
from which the patient will never 
recover. The last mysteries stripped 
bare and quantified. Law as abstract 
recourse against unfeeling: How 
much emotion do you have to feel 
before your lover becomes privy to 
your property? How many times can 
you be unfaithful before yolf are no 
longer eligible for benefits? What 
price an aborted child? 
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"As the boys recede, the girls feel t e 
NEED to venture further and further 
past the halfway mark where no one 
met them. 
Legal marriage, to be sure, was 

never anything better than a com· 
pulsory, mutual-servicing, child
licensing, property-sharing and 
inheritance-ordering relationship; 
legal divorce always allowed for the 
continued flow of dollar-denominated 
love to discarded wives. Now even the 
private liaison of passion is subject to 
assessment of punitive damages. And 
in the course of such cases, the rela
tion between a man and a woman is 
reduced to naught but the bottom line. 
The logic of dead manners unrolls to a 
repulsive end. 

Lee vs. Michelle likewise reveals 
the distaste and indeed the incapacity 
of many women for work in the out
side world. To be a mediocre showgirl 
is at best a doubtful source of either 
income or self-esteem. Small wonder 
the girlfriend decided to take the ac
tor's long-forgotten promise literally 
and bitterly. These days doesn't 
everyone dream of a rich, soft-headed 
trick? 

The world does not need you. You 
reply that you don't need the world . 
The world is bored with you. You rep
ly that you are so bored with the 
world. Narcissism counterattacks 
niggerization with a ploy transparent 
as Saran wrap: It tries to extort 
regard from others by feigning a self
regard that borders on the solipsistic. 

Narcissism has been called our 
epoch's characteristic character, or 
lack thereof. It has even been granted 
an official niche in the pantheon of 
personality disorders by the 
American Psychiatric Asociation. As 
a tactic, it is shared by all the 
marginal aesthetics currently fusing 
to form the new male type. And where 
new wave meets haute couture, where 
New York Rocker meets Vogue, we 
see a particular mix of these same 
aesthetics in the sway of gay/nig
ger/narcissist/sadist style and im
agery. Leather, the second, imper
vious skin, makes ideal narcissist 
garb. Sadism parodies the manhood 
one has lost, projects an air of menace 
that fends off those who might see too 
much should they wander too close. 
Besides, liberated sex is boring. The 
jaded must recur to the perverse, 
something that can penetrate the 
layers of leather self. Filth in a world 
of enlightened hygiene. Slavery and 
submission in a world of partnership, 
detente and equalities that fall flat. 
Up the ante till death is the only chip 
left. 

In the midst of all this fine nasty 
fantasy, women represent the pre
sent's universal anathema. With what 
exactly are they cursed? Chiefly, with 
vulnerability and futurity. The ability 
to conceive of, believe in and give to 
the other seems fated to turn into 
deadl)'. dependence upo~. the 

other-into deification, in a world tnat 
cannot afford any gods outside of 
itself. "Woman is the future of Man," 
mused some romantic. Yet the very 
thought of a future is depressing, 
maddening. Apocalypse pro and con. 
Who'll be around to face what's in 
store, and will they know how to read 
or do sums? Woman is the mother of 
the Reality Principle. To be responsi· 
ble to the future, to father it, is to be 
vulnerable to it, and hence contempti
ble . . 

As usual, as we've said, by the time 
a problem dawns on consciousness, 
the seeds of its negation are already 
sprouting away with a vengeance. 
While feminists fume and refuse to be 
sex objects, they are getting their 
wish more absolutely, perhaps, than 
they ever imagined. They itch to be 
able to take the lead, make the first 
move; soon they may have to, if they 
want to start anything at all ... Over
reaction, overkill. 

The new male type is too sharp to 
give women what he suspects they're 
after. He has dark visions of 
voraciousness and insatiability. More 
movies: In the Realm of the Senses 
ends with the man's castration by his 
hysterical geisha lover, the enact
ment of the homosexual horror-myth. 
Heavy Met.al runs a little illustrated 
fable: In the middle of nowhere a 
woman awakes, rubs her eyes, and 
goe~ off to rouse the man with whom 
she is destined to perform the ritual of 
recreating the exhausted cosmos. He 
violently attempts to refuse; finally 
she is able to prevail upon him by 
pointing out that they really have no 
choice. The cosmos is renewed and 
the man curls up to sleep again, 
swearing he's damned if he'll 
cooperate next time. 

Yes, without reducing everything to 
the ruins of reason, it looks as if our 
culture just wants to be put out of its 
misery. Take the bright idea of draf
ting women into the military. For 
women to serve in combat flies 
straight in the face of perhaps the 
most basic civilizing instinct of them 
all : Gallantry, a man's horror at the 
sight of a wounded woman. And if 
women are to be drafted too, who'll 
take care of the kids? Or maybe there 
won't be be any kids-which in
troduces the puzzling 
thought: What's there left to come 
home to after total war? Precisely 
nothing. No home fires will be burn
ing, only the molecules that used to be 
your bones. (But let us not forget the 
fully-equipped, radiation-proof 

. ratholes where our leaders are 
prepared to reside indefinitely in the 
event of exercising tfleir nuclear op
tion.) 

But women seem lately to be mak
ing it, and crowding into the corridors 

conlinued on page JO 
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~~~---·-~' per as the prin;)e example of both the 

music and the attitude of P.E.T. 
Will: What's Flipper rule number one? Much to the chagrin of anyone who, 

Steve: Don't be stupid. like myself, still treasures their 8 x 10 

Flipper, as you might have guessed, is 
one of my favorite TV shows, too. I meah, 
doesn't everybody love a goOO. story 
about a boy and his dog, especially when 
the dog turns out to be a pert and perky 
aquatic mammal that makes Lassie wish 
she'd never come home? Americans, as 
Kinsey points out, love their pets pas· 
sionately and today's wacky new 
waverers are no exception. I bet you 
couldn't even count the number of times 
you've seen some proud pet-owning punk 
wearing Rover's collar round his or her 
neck. 

But, as always seems tile case, some 
people can't get enough of a goOO. thing. 
From San Francisco, where kookie things 
are always great and the spirit of 
Jones town still lives, comes disturbing 
reports of yet another new cult. Compris
ed of disenchanted and prelll8turely 
dissipated youths, leaderless and only 
barely united in their disavowal of their 
new wave origins, these frustrated non· 
conformist types have become identified 
with the music they call "P.E.T. Rock."· 
What is P.E.T. rock and where can you 
buy some? Well. definitions differ depen· 
ding on whom you talk to, but nearly 
everyone we spoke with mentioned Flip-

Past Rock 
Ted: The scene today is a lot dif· 

ferent than it was a couple of 
years ago. Then, it was like one ' 
big category and everyone did 
that one thing. Today, it's like 
there are a thousand 
categories. You go to certain 
clubs to see certain kinds of 
shows. Some clubs are art-rock 
oriented, some are dance
oriented, some are pop, others 
are punk. 

Bruce: I remember when there was 
just the Mabuhay and it was 
every night at the 
Mabuhay ... that was it! You 
took what was there and if you 
didn't like what was there, yo 
didn't go. 

Will: You went, but you just didn't 
pay attention. 

Bruce: Right, we hung out more in the 
girl's bathroom just getting 
fucked up than anywhere else. 

Steve: It was more of a hangout than 
anything else. It was a teen 
club. 

Will' 

glossy of the precocious porpoise and his 
juvenescent b~akinned. buddy (played 
by Luke Halpin, whose talent wasn't 
quite as deep as his tan), Flipper also hap
pens to be the name of a San Francisco 
rock 'n' roll band. 

Unlike their pelagian namesake, the 
four members of the band abhor water, 
preferring instead to immerse themselves 
in literally gallons of distilled or brewed 
fluids. And while some have compared 
the band's music to the whistles, cackles 
and bard-driving toots of the television 
favorite of millions, others see the group 
as a true, albeit unique, progression of 
the sound and spirit of the original punk 
explosion. 

Whatever the case, I was successful in 
tracking down Ted (guitar), Will (bass), 
St.eve (drums) and Bruce (vocals) wbo 
agreed to talk to me on the condition that 
I allow them to subject me to a pictures· 
que tour of scenic San Francisco. Hardly 
worth it. I thought. were it not for the 
startling revelations subsequently made 
by these four. self-proclaimed P.E.T. 
rockers, revelations that spell trouble for 
our new wave way of life. 

In this, Part One, of my report. Flipper . 
candidly discusses its punk past and , 
P.E.T. present. r; 

Threat to our way of life? 
Flipper in Golden Gate Park 

Posters ... three years ago, 
people didn't have the money 
to buy press-type so you cut Bruce: 
the letters out of newspapers 
and psated them together. If 
you needed an image, you 
didn't spend twenty dollars to 
find that image, you just cut it 
out of a magazine. Today, peo-
ple get into and ask "What's 
the style? Oh, I have to cut 
things out of newspapers and 
I'll be cool." It's not born out 
of financial and political 
necessity anymore as much as 
it's a matter of that's the style. 
People are still looking for 
identity, but today they can go 
and buy it. 
The thing is that three years Will: 
ago it was real exciting 
because everything was being 
shaken up and it was like Ted: 
redefining a new set of rules. It 
seemed like everything had 
fallen to pieces and it was ex· 
citing, it was fun. Gradually, 
people have been picking .up 
the pieces and putting it all 
back together again. Steve: 

Bruce: Yeah, it was a teen club, exact
ly. And they didD't get pissed 
if you broke bottles or smash
ed things around. Bruce: Instead of pulling it apart 

morel Ted: Three years ago, it was like a 
whole search for identity. Like, 
"Who are you?" "What the 
fuck is going on?" and that's 
where a lot of the politics come 
from. "What can we do to 
change it?" "What can we 
bitch about to get other people 
to think about it?" 

Bruce "What ideas do you have?" 
"What do you do? Do you sit 
around and watch TV all the 
time or do you make things?" 

Ted: And it was a street kind of 
thing ... where people didn't 
have a lot of different kinds of 
clothes and things . 

Wil1' It's just putting a new face on 
the same old thing. Instead of 
glitter, they got leathers and 
studs and stuff. People have 
just like set up this whole new 
set of rules and restructured it 
and, right now, there's money 
coming in and people are going Bruce: 
to be selling out real fast. You 
know, hanging out with all Steve: 
these people in bands over the 
last two or three years, I saw 
again and again that a lot of Bruce: 
tbe people were always trying St.eve: 
to sell out. They'd make one lit-
tle tiny compromise this week 

and then another little tiny 
compromise the next .. 

From what I understood., the 
ideas behind punk were, "Shit, 
the world's falling apart and 
it's gonna end real soon, 
nothing can help it." For the 
people I hung around with at 
the Mabuhay, it was like we're 
gonna make this ours, have Our 
last minute, have fun. It felt 
like this is it. not that the 
bomb was going to be dropped, 
but that like corporations were 
going to turn everybody into 
mindless robots, so this was 
our last attempt, last strike at 
freedom, last chance to express 
yourself. 
Now it's just like a new wave 
life to consume because disco 
and the others are all dead. 

The music three years ago: 
Everybody would go to one 
space to list.en to all the bands; 
there wasn't a division bet
ween punk and pop and art 
bands. There were just bands 

~ doing their thing. 
It was like a small group that 
was the core of everything and 
that spread. When people from 
the suburbs started coming in, 
treating tbe whole thing as a 
commodity, the core got 
diluted, spread out and the 
scene lost definition. All that 
was left was like a shell. like 
the clothes style. 
I hate the fashion that's come 
out of it! 
I think there's like two 
categories of people in the 
scene. 
The haves and the have-nots. 
Yeah, the huge majority of 
people are in it not of our 
desperation, but just out of a 
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sense of belonging to 
something. They figure that's 
what's cool. 

P.E.T.Rock 

Bruce: P.E.T. rock rules because punk 
is dead. Punk was a joke and 
P.E.T. isn't a joke. It's all the 
people who used to be into 
punk rock and were deluged by 
it and gave up and so we're 
starting our own thing; at 
least, I'm starting my own 
thing. 

Ted: P.E.T., by its definition, is only 
letters with periods after them. 
You make your own deinition. 

Bruce: ''Previously Exhausted 
Talents." "Punk Existential 
Terrorists." 

Will: We just liked it better when 
everything was broken up. 

Bruce: If everything's fallen apart 
and broken up, that means 
there's an equal chance for 
everybody. 

Ted: P.E.T., unlike punk, open ends 
the whole thing by talking 
about an approach . . adjec
tives, adverbs, it's about, 
things, not the thing itself. 

Will: We enjoy getting fucked up 
and fucking things up. 

Bruce: I create a problem for myself 
and then it gives me 
something to do to correct the 
problem. 

In Part Two of this exclusive Damage 
Confidential report. Mr. Me will examine 
the origins of P.E.T. rock and the exotic 
rituals associated with it. including tbe 
mysterious ''Handwriting on the Walls.'' 
Look for M. Me's "Confidential" report 
in next month's Damage. 
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Marian K. 

If people would just read seriouS 
novels and cease going to movies based 
on them, their imaginations wouldn't get 
gangrene, and a whole class of 
parasites-film critics-would wither 
away, no tonger able to debate 
cinematics, the science they made up. A 
paragraph, conceptually, may well be 
worth a thousand frames . 

But this in nonsense, since If anything 
Is going to cease it's the reading of 
serious novels. And since I am ever keen 
to ferret out the modern, in order to em
brace It, and since the author of The Tin 
Drum himself has approved the movie 
ve rsion , I' ll get on with behaving like a 
litm critic. 

Now I'm boring myself. I turn to the 
director: Volker Schlondorfl is best 
known here for his adaptation of Heinrich 
Boll's The Lost Honor of Katharina Blum. 
Schlondorff's wife Angela Winkler, who 
plays Oskar's mother Agnes in The Tin 
Drum, also plays the heroine of that 
earlier film , a modern police-state horror 
story based none too loosely on the real 
life radicalization of Rote Armee Frak
tion • founder Ulrike Meinhof. Katharina 
Blum is as if you're sitting in an armchair 
by the fire when suddenly an iron fist 
jerks you erect and spins you head first 
into a bottomless reservoir of stone-cold 
water that acts as an immense lucid lens 
magnifying society's crimes against your 
soul. The deathly industrial pallor of 
modern Germany is created on that 
screen as it is not on the ;:>age; Boll wrote 
his novel in the style of a laconic cop's 
casebook. Gunther Grass's Tin Drum, by 
contrast, is a verdant labyrinth of 
language and memory which continues 
to grow long after you have wended your 
way to its end. To reduce this from the 
supra-dimensional internal resonance of 
llterature to a two-and-a-half hour, two
dimensional spectacle must have been a 
challenge. to say the least. And in the 

· process many flattenings and vulgariza
tions have occurred. Comparing film to 
novel becomes pointless. Forgetting the 
book, I turn to the film. 

Shooting from the eye-level of a little 
person with narration by Oskar's wizened 
child-voice reminds us constantly that 
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the action is from the point of view of one 
who has refused adulthood. (I want to 
add that the novel c learly Implies that 
Oskar's story of having deliberately 
fallen on his head to stay forever 
three-like most of the events for which 
Oskar claims credit-may well be no 
more than an ex post facto conceit.) Jt's 
assumed we all understand why so
meone would reject the world of adults, 
their smlling Hes and sleazy twisting 
trysts; we expect that Oskarchen will of
fer us .a cleansing innocence of vision. 
Rather, we get horrors with a flayor 
peculiar to the Outsider on a really bad 
day of exfstential nauSee: a soup of pee 
and boiled froas is forced down Oskar's 

No, ihe fact Is th8t Oskar is a monster 
who "reforms" only when he finally 
causes the death of his father. At the" 
graveside the twenty-year-old midget is 
at last able to give up his damn 

.- drum-which he never learned to 
play-and to commence growing again . 

So what visionary advantage does a 
monster have over ordinary humans? 
None, ii seems. Oskar develops adult 
desires which, needless to say, are hard 
to satisfy. The women have maddening 
smells: butter, vanilla, cinnamon ... His 
frustrations cause him to add im
measurably to the routine suffering of the 
adults around him. When dreadful things 
happen (e.g., the Nazis' execution of his 

In a way the old Kashubian grand
mother is the show's heroine: Like the 
Eternal Potato, she is there in the 
beginning and will be there when all 
else is ·gone ... Profound, if you like 
the potato life. 

throat, a fetus in formaldehyde bursts on
to the floor In a shower of glass, a 
horse 's head alive with eels Is fished 
from the surf. Oskar is trapped between 
hostile children and perfidious grown
ups, at home only among dwarves in a 
circus. But even the dwarves sell o·ut, 
despite declarations to the contrary, and 
go on tour to entertain the troops . 

The power of making an adult film 
about children has been demonstrated 
by A High Wind in Jamaica and Lord of 
the Flies (even The World of Henry 
Orient). So I'm still trying to discover the 
benefit and justice of Oskar's determina· 
lion to remain a child-man. His pout 
becomes particularly acute when it 
reacts to the affair between his mother 
and her cousin Jan Branski. He glowers; 
at one point his shriek shatters the win
dows or Danzig's ancient cathedral in 
protest. But are we supposed to take 
Oskar's part against his mother? The af
fair looks pretty neat, actually; they're a 
handsome couple, the sex looks great. 
And the burden of Agnes's unhappy mar
riage , unrelieved by dear litter Oskar, 
leads her to eat herself to death on eels 
and bloaters. 1s this perfidy's reward? 

Uncle Jan), he Is impotent to intervene. 
The midget would seem to have the worst 
of all worlds. 

The one lillle upset Oskar manages to 
score comes during a rally of Polish Ger
man Nazis. He confuses the martial 
rhythm by drumming till everyone's 
waltz ing lo "The Blue Danube," while , 
the Nazi Gauleiter tears his hair, a cute 
Fellini touch. Too cute-as is Oskar's 
tater explanation, while the sweet Jewish 
toy-merchant's shop Is being sacked on ' 
Kristallnacht, that this is all due to "a 
people who believed In Santa Claus, until 
they found out he was the gasman." How 
disquietingly lame a formulation. 

TheSe two scenes call attention to the 
major reason why The Tin Drum won the 
Academy Award for Best Foreign Film . 
Everyone' s excited now that the Ger
mans are finally opening up about the 
Nazi period. Oh boy, we salivate in an
ticipation of the Answer, or at least some 
juicy truths. Yet in seven hours of Our 
Hitler: A Film from Germany, al1 we hear 
Is the admission of a well·known fact, 
that a whole lot of people swore by Hitler, 
identified with "h is struggle," dug his 
ideas and the transcendental promise of 
Germania's Thousand-Year Reich. 

DAMAGE 
Films which threaten to take on or ex

plain fascism possess an irresistible ap
peal, even though most of them fail 
miserably ( 1900, The Serpent's Egg, 
Stravisky, Lacombe, Lucien, Amarcord, 
Garden of the Finzi-Continis, to name a 
few). The Tin Drum has almost nothing to 
offer toward an understanding of Nazism 
save the usual consolation that only 
mean, uptight blockheads went for ii. 
Who, then is Oskar? What is his drum? A 
people who won't grow up, whose close
held delusions cause them to destroy all 
1hey touch. 

The other major reason for the film's 
prominence lies In Its "unflinching" ap
proach to corruption and death. The 80s 
will be the Death Decade: We are all 
goinig to be trained, primed. inured. 
Jehl") Cale's " Ready for War"-why 
aren't we? Patrick Gleeson is proffering 
Songs for Petrochemical War. You can't 
hear something until its sound has been 
found; you can't think something until 
the feeling for it has been sown in you. -
The preparation of populations tor 
history is , always, an aesthetic problem. 
Social movements grow because a cer
tain aesthetic, like a mineral in solution 
is able to reproduce Itself like crystals i~ 
the individual character structure. An'd 
today, as always, your Big Brother's 
name is Art. Take his hand, Jet him calm 
your qualms and teach you to experience 
the future, however devolved , as 
beautiful. 

Fascism and decomposition aside, this 
ripping yarn emits several more mixed 
metaphors and messages before ii ends. 
For one thing, it's another It's Alive! pic
ture: It makes Oskat a demon·chlld. 
Though not as unappetizing as the birth 
products in Alien or Eraserhead, mutant 
midget David Bennent may have put me 
off maternity for some time to come. 
Another theme is nostalgia for peasant 
permanence. In a way the old Kashubian 
grandmother is the show's heroine: Like 
the Eternal Potato, she is there in the 
beginning and will be there when all else 
is gone ... Profound, if you like the 
potato life. 

I love movies, even ones that · are no 
good. I never walk out on them and 
there 's not one I wish I hadn 't seen. I'm 
not realty afraid of becoming absorbed in 
projected fantasies or brain damaged by 
subliminals. J found The Tin Drum objec
tionable, an affront to lts parentage, but I 
enjoyed watching it. Thus, my type of 
"demand " is indistinguishable from the 
rest of the demand on the movie market. 
Besides, the "big" films aren't just 
entertainment, but a neatly condensed 
chance to keep up with the culture's in
terminable, boastful and ever-mutating 
dialogue with itself. As I write this I am 
standing in line for The Empire Strikes 
Back! o 
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~~~u:mmO' 'pproaches and it's open season on 

tourists once ~gain. The nattily-dressed geeks from 
Omaha and f ushing ar crowding onto cable cars and 
Into clubs, making life miserable for all in their vain 
pursuit of local "color." More power to 'em, lf they 
can find ii. The clubs are full on weekends and record 
stores are booming, but there Isn't much excitement 
here In Muddville. Everybody's got a point of view 
(which isn't unusual) why things seem so dead, but 
none make much sense (no less unusual) and even 
fewer offer any hope for the near and dear no futur~ 

The month started out with Dirk Dirksen's 2nd An
nual Musical Dog Awards at the On Broadway, 
upstairs from the Mabuhay. The oUmmies are sup
posed to be anti-awards for our local bands and 
celibs , but turned out to be anti-entertainment for the 
300 or so people who showed up. The audience 
seemed only a little less bored than the poor un
fortunates up on stage. Dirk plaps to make the event 
into a TV show, to be called no doubt "Dirk's Jerks 
on Parade." 

With the exception of the ever mysterious Donuts, 
who only 415 Records seems to have ever heard of , 
there's not much happening as far as new bands. 
Social Undressed, oops, Unrest and the newly
realigned Soul Rebels (with the Stench Brothers, 
formerly of the former Pearl Harbor and the Explo· 
slons on bass and drums) are the only two stars on 
the horizon , if you judge irom the number of times 
they're billed In any one month. A number ·al bands 
are making personnel changes , including the Offs , 
who 've replaced Fast Floyd on bass and VS , who've 
recruited Bambi as their new vocalist. Meanwhile, 
Heidi , who formerly occupied that slot, will be vaca
tioning while looking for a new band. Bob, the 
Oakland-based " hot-hit " quarter, with a new single 
out , has lost the mad Pons Maar as drummer and 
part-time vocalist and replaced him with what their 
manager threatens ls a deadringer for Conan the Bar
barian, Ralph Granich, formerly of the Blitz. 

Rough Trade has finally opened, providing an 
outlet for independently produced vinyl and 
newsprint from around the block, around the world. 
Vale, former Search & Destroy editor is sharing the 
shop-keeping duties with Allan from Rough Trade's 
English branch. Speaking of new vinyl ... the Dead 
Kennedys' new single "Holiday in Cambodia" will be 
out soon on Optlonal!Systematic and their new 
album "Fresh Fruit for Rotting Vegetables" will be 
issued In August by the British label, Cherry Red. 
Both VIPs and Crime have new singles out on 
B·Square and the aforementioned VS and Bob have 
45s doing well at local emporiums. 

The sudden eruption of neW wave discos has pretty 
much petered out as fast as it started. The City in 
North Beach Is apparently doing poorly (no surprise) 
and there 's talk it ' ll go into direct competition for live 
bands with its downstais showroom, the Back DOR 
(which se'!!ms ready to vary its steady diet of pop 
bands with some more magnetic styles of music) . 
The Zeros , according to manager Peter urban, will 
return to the Mabuhay soon, ending their long and ill· 
lated boycott. SVT's off on a national tour on the 
heels of their single " Heart of Stone" which sold 
over 15,000 copies. Mutants are back from a trium
phant tour of New York Clty where they played all the 
hot spots and reminded the jaded Big Apple that SF's 
still the home of the lunatic fringe. Joe Rees of 
Target Video Is In New York as well and has been 
showing and shooting tapes up and down the East 
Coast. 

The biggest news of all is the Second Western 
Front Festival which is in the planning stages now 
and tentatively scheduled for October 10th through 
the 19th. A general meeting will be held on Ju.ne 22nd 
at Damage for all interested in participating in the 
planning. Last year 's Western Front attracted over 65 
bands from all over the West and drew capacity 
crowds at such venues as the Mabuhay, the Deal 
Club and the Geary. This year, according to Festival 
founder Robert Hanrahan, bands from the entire 
country and Europe will be invited to participate in 
what is the nation's largest new wave and 
underground music festlval. 

The Afterhours scene ls pretty static with the 
A-Hole Gallery under the direction of performance 
artists Bruce Pollack and Gomez providing the best 
alternative to beddy-bye-tlme Jn the City on Friday or 
Saturday nights. Valencia Tool & Die is doing some 
Interesting stuff, with films, performance art and 
music, though II they're crowded, the basement 
venue can come off a litle like the Black Hole of 
Calcutta. Speaking of film, George Kuchar, the Bay 
Area's most resolutely wonderful underground film
maker, is hard at work on a series of new short films 
which will be premiered this autumn at the Art In
stitute. It ' s time that somebody put on a full-scale 
marathon on his movies lasting three or four days 
with the crank provided free of charge. Psycho-ward 
Umel 

Last, but riot necessarily least ... this magazine 
almost got (and may· still) get sued by the Kennedy 
Family for producing a poster which advertised a 
Oam;ige-produced show up in Sonoma County star· 
lng the Dead Kennedys. The problem centered 
around a poster featuring a picture of Jackie 
Kennedy-Onassis which the local Teddy for Prez rep 
didn ' t find too amusing. When informed of the possi
ble legal consequences, guess what Damage 
publisherJeditor said: "Well, fuck 'em ii they can't 
take a joke.'' Ah, words to live by. 

Hello from Hollywood , where Jack Simmons would 
rather spend his money on pretty things from Santa 
Monica Bl vd. than complete the new Paul Morrisey 
lllm, called Long Beach, which he has been produc
ing. The movie features such androgynous laves as 
Phranc , the pholk hero, and singer-starlet Paul Am
borse. Al Hansen , creator of · 'The Happenings" in 
the late sos. is in LA forming an experimental art per
formance squad. He played the villain in the 
Screamers ' movie Mensch (out in a few months and 
highlighted in next month's Damage), and he wlll 
emcee and perform at the alleged New Music and 
Variety Show at Club 88 later this month. II Duce, 
charming toilet phllosopher and Mentors' drummer, 
Is writing and producing the movie Get Up and Die, 
where many local celebs will make some pretty 
bloody disappearances. 

More on movies: Penelope Spheerls, wife of Slash 
Records' Bob Biggs, is .doing a very slick documen
tary called The Decline of Western Clvlllzatlon, 
featuring the Bags, Fear, Black Flag, X, Germs and 
Claude Bessey (~ka Kickboy Face of Slash 
Magazine). Speaking of that clever old frog, he's lay
ing Slash to rest-at least temporarily-for obivous 
reasons (see his editorial a few months back, "Fuck 
the New Wave. " He and Philomena are going to 
England to tour with the Fall and Claude will do more 
writing for the British rag New Music News. In the 
coming months, a new magazine will appear on the 
newsstands called Silicon Monk. The tone will be 
scientific , pandemonical and charmingly 
mercenary .. . from the minds of Victor Hahn and 
Lloyd Sherr. 

New band lineups: Another keenly kitsched-out 
band called Boneheads, with Craig Lee, Trudy, 
Maicol Sinatra and Chase. Buffy's Ghost, starring 
prlma donna Pat Rainone (ex-Bag), Rich Jaffe (Pat's 
boyfriend) and Alex, both of B-People, and Sherry 
Famous. SS Brigade, specializing in that big band 
sound, with brothers Mark and Shawn, formerly of 
the Extremes, now defunct. Lots of horns and 
acoustic piano; lots of Glenn Miller tunes and 
orlginals. All-girl heavy metal band called Sex Sick 
with Gerber Baby on vocals and Kira on bass. Gospel 
country punk with a flavor of the Velvets is the new 
band Gun Club, featuring hackmen Jeffrey Lee of 
Slash and Don Snowden of the LA Times. 

Good ale Wayne County wilf be in LA for the first 
time soon, as well as Pat Place's new band called 
Bushtettras. The Plugz, that lone star trio, are finally 
heading east after their Third Annual Texan Tour. 
Whal will New York do with all that shameless 
rock 'n'roll? Good month for red rock with Gang of 
Four and Prairie Fire playing all over town. 

Don Bowles, drummer for the Germs, has been 
thrown out of the band. Rumor has it that they're 
making room for Darby Crash's new boyfriend. 

Note: II anyone missed the thrill and romance of 
being the first punk rocker on their block, hurry and 
move to a small town in the deep deep South. There 
still ls time, kldsl 
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Yes, everything you 've suspected of the South is 
true . Atlanta' s vast suburban sprawl is populated by 
conservative young executives, submissive belles 
and hordes of barbaric rednecks disdainful of 
anything differenl from what they're used to. White 
prosperity is sr'lowcased while black poverty goes Ig
nored; racial hatred runs rampant. 

But breaking these stereotypes is a growing move· 
ment attempting to bring the South (at least Atlanta) 
into the contemporary world , well, musically , that is. 
Music here, although still dominated by a strong 
traditional value placed on craftsmanship. ls slowly 
moving into the 80s. New wave music is no longer 
completely banned from the radio and exposure to 
the more "avant-garde" music is not uncommon. 
Still , the reluctance to change is deeply rooted and 
new forms are viewed suspiciously. 

Atlanta 's audiences want to be entertained. The 
ability to make danceable music and high technical 
aptitude are the qualities most often found in local 
groups, with so called "punk" attitudes virtually 
nonexistent. New Blood, the Smarts and No Exit all 
perform clever, if somewhat stylized, melodies with 
concentrated musicianship. No Exit has the most 
sriap of these pop groups. The Swimming Pool Os', 
the Basics ' and the Restraints ' music is slightly more 
simplified with a touch of humor. The Swimming Pool 
Os are almost "down home," while the Restraints 
can easily offend with their S&M humor straight from 
the downtown gutters. The Fans, Atlanta's oldest 
and probably least favorite band, highllghted by the 
creativeness of Kevin Dunn (who has a 45, Nadine). 
have suffered because they offer electronically
tinted music with some DEPTH, a quality overlookEJd 
by most other bands. 

With the opening of the 688 Club, Atlanta will finally 
have a place that will focus on local new wave talent 
as an alternative to the more commercially oriented 
Agora Ballroom. Many more bands will now have a 
chance to come out of the closet and it looks like 
things are about to happen. 

Something already is happening on the railroad 
tracks next to the West Side Salvation Army. The 
electronically oriented "Warhouse" group pools 
ideas, space and equipment in an attempt to create 
an underground alternative to Atlanta's pop at
mosphere. One day a stranger (Ajax) rode into town 
from Texas, formed an electronic disco band called 
Kaos. whose musical combination of the B-52s and 
Kraftwerk generated the formation of the Warhouse 
group. From Kaos sprang Vietnam, the Cabaret 
Voltaire of Atlanta. Seeking to loosen minds and 
liberate eardrums, Vietnam opened for the 
misunderstood PIL with disastrous results. A shock
ed and disgusted audience did everything possible 
to express their displeasure, including tearing down 
a transparent screen across the stage and unplugg
ing one of the synthesizers while beer cans flew 
everywhere. Vietnam retaliated by blinding their 
tormentors with tights projected out from behind the 
band. Newest of the Warhouse group, Vex , claims lo 
be taking their (two person) electro-no-wave music to 
"a city with a future, Oakland"(?) and will change the 
name to There. 

A short, boring drive north of Atlanta brings you, 
unless you get lost, to Athens, home of two of the 
most creative bands in this area. The quaint rural al
mosphere of this college town seems an unllkely 
place to have spawned the B·52s, but for some 
reason creativity abounds here. In the past year 
since Pylon came on the scene, they've made a 
record, done well In NYC and gathered a large local 
following with their guitar-oriented driving music 
slmllar (musically) to the Gang of Four. Following 
Pylon came the Method Actors, who reduced the 
elements to Just guitar and drums. Instrumentally 
mlnlmal but musically expansive, lhe Method Actors 
open eyes and get bodies moving with their forceful 
two·man approach. To meet the needs of an Increas
ing new wave audience, tiny Athens has Just recently 
opened the 40 Watt Club giving the Sid& Effects and 
other closet bands a place to expose themselves. 

Hello 1980. 
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Hey Doobie Brothers-who 
needs a shell-full of Grammies 
when you could be nominated 
for one Dummy? The only 
higher accolade for the scum
de-la-scum would be a request 
from Doug Feiger to play in his 
band. After all, the Dummies 
are one of our, the fans, few 
real chances to let those 
bands that we've been sub
jected to alt year long know ex
actly what we've meant by 
those spit mouthfuls of beer 
and tossed handfuls of pop
corn. Sure, the shattering 
bass players, the pretty-boy 
lead singers, the snide jour
nalists, all already know who 
they are-but what's more fun 
than public humiliation-oops
recognition? Hundreds of fans 
(and as many nominees) pick
ed up, filled out and sent in 
ballots. 

\ 
Her s your handy monthly 

update on what your fellow 
lraveters are providing for you 
in the way of alternatives to 
Johnny Carson and Dr. Den
ton: 

Palms, Polk Street's version 
of a new wave niterie-where 
only a patron's drink, never his 
hair , is blue-is presently of
fering a band exchange with 
Club 88 in Santa Monica. The 
idea is that up and coming 
bands can now get a foot in 
that 500-miJe.away-door 
without either a) going 
through a demoralizing, seem
ingly endless round of 
unanswered phone calls or 
b) having Clive Davis as a se
cond cousin. Some of the 
bands who have participated 
in this hands·across-the· 
Grapevine effort include Daily 
Planet, Blaster and Naughty 
Sweeties (all from LA) and San 
Francisco's ·uoyds and Red 
Pencils. Interested bands 
should contact the closer of 
the two clubs. 

Also on the Palms ' agenda 
is a live album featuring some 
of !he club 's biggest drawing 
bands. Tentative ly up for inclu
sion are Crime, SVT, Jo Allen 
and the Shapes, Nu Models, 
Roy Loney and the Phantom 
Lovers and Red Pencils. The 
working title is Palms' 
Grossest Hits, and it'll be 
released late this summer. 

Ken Friedman, recently of 
UC Berkeley's Superb Produc
tions, has taken the leap into 
independent production and is 
bringing shows to the 
American Indian Center , 

· California Hall (remember last 
year·s Screamers show?) and 
other as yet unannounced 

I TEMS .. :MAGE 
San Francisco 's annual vin

dication for fifty-two weekends 
of self-indulgent displays, 
painful db. levels, uninspired 
renditions of less Inspired 
tunes, gross ineptitude and 
biased coverage came on May 
27 at the On Broadway 
Theater, upstairs from the Fab 
Mab. The Second Almost An
nual Musical Dog Awards (as 
the Dummies are more formal
ly known) adhered to the best 
in-g rou p-back-slapp i ng I biting 
traditions of such ceremonies, 
down to Qverpriced drinks, 
overbearing presenters and 
overwrought winners. Emcee 
dutieS were shared by Dirk 
Dirksen (dressed in what can 
only be called Commandant 
Chic), Jane Dornacker and 
Jello Biafra. 

In an attempt to keep 
everyone happy, he plans to 
both sell beer to those wh~ 
have achieved their majority 
and admit minors. Although 
admission prices aren't exact
ly in the beer-and-skittles 
range ($6.00 looking to be the 
norm), at least the extortionate 
so-called service charge 
levied by the ticket agencies is 
avoided; tiCkets are available 
through Aquarius Records 
and , for future shows as well 
as day-of-show sales, at the 
venue. 

The bills are structured 
around the idea of nationally 
touring acts supported by 
(relatively) local bands, giving 
vent to the big boys' indepen
dent leanings and exposure 
and prestige to ttle smaller fry . 
Projected shows include an as 
yet unconfirmed one at the In
dian Center in June and the 
Selecter with the Undertones 
at California Hall in July. 

Ian Curtis al Joy Division 

Ian Curtis, twenty-three year 
old lead singer foi- the English 
avant-pop band Joy Division, 
hung himself on May 24, the 
night before the band was to 
leave for its first US tour. 
Although details are sketchy, 
his wile and child had evident
ly left him that day; that in 
combination with the upcom
ing tour add up to enormous 
pressure. 

Joy Division had just com
pleted a new 45, Love Will Tear 
Us Apart, and its first album, 
Unknown Pleasures, is a 

Although most of the win
ners are, in fact, musical dogs 
of the first water who should 
be left to alnguish in the pound 
without further note, there are 
some who rate a mention: Don 
Vinil's (of the Offs) Buddy 
Holly-gone-Rasla singing got 
him the nod for Worst Male 
Vocalist; Sally "Carry a tune? 
Who, me?" Mutant got that 
honor for the distaff side; 
Crime, the band that 
singlehandedly keeps Brillian
tine in business, copped Most 
Posturing Band; Eye Protec
tion took AU-Around Grooviest 
Band for appealing to the 
greatest number with the least 
banality; Joel Selvin, of the SF 
Chronicle, for Most Prejudiced 
Rock Journalist; Stoneground 
for Musical Dinosaur; and 

from American 

statement about its future 
clans, if any. · 

Dance To Your TV 

You need never be a wall 
flower again, thanks to Dance 
To Your TV, an obliging part
ner in new wave mayhem 
broadcast live Sunday even
ings at 9:00 on Channel 25. 
The shows are loosely based 
on a theme such as "Instruc
tional Tours, " " Essential 
Scenery" so "Video Vaca· 
lion," and sometimes feature 
a local ban'd and comedian. On 
the other hand , sometimes 
they don't. "Loosely'.' is the 
key word here. 

What's for sure is that Dave 
Smith, the dir~Ctor/host, 
guides the hour of what he 
calls "radio with pictures'': 
The latest in national and local 
new wave vinyl played against 
a fast-pased video collage of 
guerilla graphics. He em
phasizes home grown talent 
and has had the Symptoms, 
the Neutrinos and Los 
Microwaves on the show. 
Viewers are free (in fact, en
couraged) to call in and voice • 
their opin'ions, tell their 
favorite jokes or just breathe 
heavy into the phone. The 
idea, basically, is to have fun. 

The show explores the far
thest reaches of what can only 
be called trash tech, with 
marginal equipment and 
limited space to work with. 
The trade off, however, is 
more freedom and immediacy 
than Dick Clark has ever 
dreamed of. While Smith starts 
off with a playlist and, as noted 

Times 5 for Least Original 
Band. Their plaster ...,of Paris 
statuettes in the shape of a fire 
hydrant will presumably be 
waiting for them when Dirksen 
gets through his course of oc
cupational therapy. 

The evening was rounded 
out by performances by, 
among others, Los 
Microwaves, Stoneground, 
Social Unrest, Eye Protection 
and the Offs. 

Comprehensive as the Dum
mies are, they nonetheless 
left a few dese.rvlng individuals 
and bands undecorated. In an 
effort to make up for this over
sight, Damage suggests the 
following: 

' 
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above, some sort 01 theme, 
the direction of the show is 
equally determined by the 
whims of his guests and 
viewers 

Participatory TV is an idea 
whose time has come; get in 
front of a set this Sunday (or 
Wednesday at 9:30, when the 
show is re-broadcast) and see 
for yourself. 

Rough Trade opens 

Rough Trade's new 
American operation has open
ed at 1412 Grant Avenue in 
San Francisco. The retail store 
has a comprehensive collec
tion of new wave, elec
tronic/ Industrial and reggae 
music along with buttons and 
English fan 'z ines (with such 
enticing titles as Stab Mental 
and Brian's Brain). Local pro;
duct is welcome as well. 
Otherwise impossible-to-find 
LPs and 45s are stocked, like 
PiL's Metal Box. 

Rough Trade is a four-fold 
operation, encompassing mail 
otder. record label (its first 
American release, by the Pop 
Group, is out now), distributor 
and retail store. The prices are 
right: $2.00 for 45s, $7. 77 for 
LPs and under a dollar for 
most of the mags. And, realiz
ing that parting with hard
scimed cash is difflciult at best, 
they'll play your requests in 
the store so you don't have to 
buy on the strength of cover 
art alone. 

The first and only exclusive
ly new wave emporium in town 
Is open seven days, from noon 
until 8:00; telephone is 
415 /986·3675. Give 'em your 
business; they deserve it 
more than the disco-dregs at 
any o( the chains do. 

The Frank Sinatra Award for 
most frequently announced 
and least lamented retirement: 
Pink Se.ction 

Class Cut-Up: Fast Floyd 

The Jon Peters Award for 
putting new life in the casting 

· couch myth, or, Who put the 
gig in gigolo?: Social Unrest 

The David "Hulk" Banner 
Award for grace under 
pressure: Dirk Dirksen 

Yes, kids, it is a dog-eat-dog 
world out there, and the Dum
mies are proof. 

TheTh inkingChild 'sChoice 

For everyone except politi
cians and turkeys (possibly 
one of the glaringly redundant 
phrases of our time), 
November is a long way off. 
It's looming close, though, for 
Jim Dunbar, the twenty-year
old wunderkid running for a 
spot on San Francisco's Board 
of Education. As jamiliar with 
Jack Anderson as he is with 
Jack Cassidy, Dunbar is one of 
the few people for whom the 
tired adjective "well-rounded" 
is not an overstatement. Born 
and raised in the Bay Area, in
volved in both local and na
tional politics for several years 
and with a high school diploma 
that hasn 't had time to yellow 
and crack, he's the .kind of 
candidate for local office that 
many of us wish for in idle 
moments: not a carpetbagger, 
savvy and with a few years to 
go before he starts an
ticipating retirement pen
sions. 

Add to this someone who's 
been involved with (at various 
times) the Bill Graham 
organization, the · Temple 
Beautiful and the Mabuhay, 
and you've got someone worth 
venturing out to the flag
draped garage in the next 
block for. For trivia buffs, his 
first punk experience was the 
Nuns/Bryan Ferry show at 
Winterland in ' 77. 

Dunbar has dealt with 
political bodies from the San 
Mateo Board of Education to 
the United States Senate and 
has come out with the feeling 
that, yes, a lone individual can 
make a difference. This is sup
ported by an innate love of and 



feeling for politics, the sort of 
drive any potentiat office 
holder has got to have to bear 
up under the endless rounds 
of meetings, phone calls, 
gladhanding and on and on· 
that comprise a politician's 
life. He stresses, too, that his 
youth is an asset for this par
ticular post; who better to 
comprehend the problems fac
ing education than one whose 
school days are years, not 
decades, behind him? 

On a more specific level, 
Dunbar has a few things he 'd 
like to see done if elected. For 
one, he sees the recent firing 
of five hundred SF teachers as 
avoidable, were the priorities 
of the Superintendant of 
Schools and the Board of 
Education guided more by 
education than the pocket
book. He ' d like to see 
priorities rearranged , pro
grams and people made ac
countable and more said about 
students, less about ad
ministration I salaries I paper
work. He is opposed to 
teacher tenure, except insofar 
as it is a means to protect In
dividual political freedom. 
And , flnatly , he 'd like to see a 
voter registration card handed 
out with each high school 
diploma. This last may not 
arise from completely 
disinterested motives . 

Thus far, his financing Is of 
the shoestring variety, a 
benefit at the Mabuhay being 
his one effort at fund raising to 
date. 

Among Dunbar ' s ac
complishments over the last 
six years: working security for 
Bill Graham , Internships with 
State Senatq,rs Pete Mc
Closkey and Pete Stark and 
us Senator Alan Cranston; 
res earc hing and writing 
stories for national columnist 
Jack Anderson, one of which 
Was used as a lead on Good 
Morning America; having John 
Ehrlichman admit to him in 
1975 that he had perjured 
hlmself In front of the Senate 

Watergate Committee; flunk
ing his ass out of Vassar Col
lege after one semester (tiis 
purported major was Poli Sci) ; 
and workinQ with such bands 
as SVT, the Offs and Robert 
Fripp. Jn his own words, "1 llke 
doing it myself. " I' ll say. 

Civics was probably your 
least favorite subject , but 
here's another lesson anyway: 
In San Francisco, all you need 
to do to register to vote is call 
the Registrar of Voters (558-
3417) and give your name and 
address. You'll get a postcard 
in the mail to fill out and 
return, and that 's it , you ' re 
registered. Not even "I don' t 
have time" works as an ex
cuse for this one . 

Henry Miller is dead. If you are 
reading this, you're not. 

if_~a;,~, 
You-Like Teenage Jesus and 
the Jerks? and you-I bet you 
like the Modettes. So what?', 
you all ask. So your diverse 
tastes are all being served by 
Systematic Record Distribu
tion, a Berkeley-based con
cern that nationally distributes 
many of the best independent 
and some selected major label 
releases. 

Distributors form the un
sung and bitched-out link bet
ween the musician with 1,000 
singles propping up his sagg
ing mattress and the fan with 
$1.99 plus tax in his pocket. 
Systematic is one of the few of 
these operations that does it 
with sympathy for all parties 
concerned . 

Recent projects include the 
live from the Deaf Club album, 
Can You Hear Me?, which is 
on their label, Ootional Music. 
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It features local all-stars The 
Mutants, Offs, Tuxedo Moon, 
KGB, Dead Kennedys and 
Pink Section. They're also 
working on a July release for 
the Dead Kennedy's new 
single, sure to be an im
mediate hit with crowd
pleasers "Holiday in Cam
bodia" and "Police Truck." In
cidentally , Jerry Brown's 
favorite, "California Uber 
Altes," is a1 last back in print. 
(Any rumors that Linda 
Ronstadt is planning to cover it 
should be quashed on con
tact. ) 

Systematic is continuing its 
work with England ' s Rough 
Trade (soon to be com
plemented by the addition of 
the new American Rough 
Trade) and Germany 's Zensor, 
to mention two of its overseas 
sources. 

For .further information , a 
catalog or something to do, 
write Systematic Record Dist., 
Berkeley Industrial Court, 
Space 1, 729 Heinz Ave .. 
Berkeley, CA 94710. Be a pal 
and Include a self-addressed , 
stamped envelope. 

13,000 TURKEYS COMMIT 
SUICIDE 

State authorities are in
vestigating a mass suicide by 
13,000 turkeys at the Ruth Mlt
chell Ranch 15 miles southwest of 
Corning in Tehama County. 

"It was like those people at the 
rock concert," said veternarlan 
George West of the state Bureau 
ot Animal Health, referring to the 
recent deaths of 11 persons at a 
concert by the Who In Cincinnati. 

The turkeys, which weighed 
about 20 pounds each, flew into 
fences and barn doors, and 
trampled and pecked at each 
other by the hundred during a 
t-Go-week period In early 
November. 

reprinted from the S.F. Chronicle 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

May 22, 1980 

Fellow Passengers, 
It Is tlme for those upright, de
cent members of our 
American way of llfe (and it's a 
damn good one, you hear that, 
insolent snot pups of the 
petrosemitic mafia?) to join 
together and express our con
cern over the rising incidence 
of one of the greatest threats 
to our sweet land of liberty: 
Unrestrained bus plunge 
coverage In the Red-Infested 
media. 

We call upon all good 
women and men, girls and 
boys, breeders and queers, 
regardless of ethnic configura
tion , to become charter 
members of the International 
Bus Plunge Society. 

For years , bus plunge 
stories have been used as 
"filler" in the press, thanks to 

the work of the hebephrenic 
horde of harlequins who call 
themselves journalists in this 
country. 

Dateline Panama City : 
"BUS PLUNGE KILLS 12." 
Dateline El Chingazo, Mexico: 
"43 DIE IN FIERY BUS 
PLUNGE. " Dateline 
Caribousvik, Norway: "NO 
SURVIVORS IN HERE BUS 
PLUNGE." Yes, and these 
brave passengers died only to 
become "filler" in some 
bolshie wiperag? 

No, friends. The Interna
tional Bus Plunge Society has 
scheduled an Itinerary of 
events which will force the 
onanistic hyenas of the yellow 
press to give these martyred 
riders the front-page banner 
head.line treatment they 
deserve. 

Among activities planned 
are a ritual re-enactl"(lent of a 
bus plunge to be held rn 
Dolores Park in San Francisco 
sometime in July, as well as an 
international conference in 
Sao Paulo, Brazil in late 1981. 

G 0 D FATH EA 0 F WHAT? BLUE BEAR 

The male receptionist at the 
Wllllam Morris Agency in 
Holl ywood answered our 
reporter's Inquiries about a 
James Brown interview with the 
age-old musical question : 
" James Brown? Is he a singer or 
a football player?" 

The Blue Bear School of Music 
celebrates its tenth anniversary 
this month. Classes available this 
summer session include a 
seminar with Queenie Taylor of 
the Old Waldorf , concert audio, 
voice, guitar, music theory and 
performance. The school Is 
located in Ft. Mason, Bldg. 312, at 
the end of the 22 Fiiimore line In 
SF. The phone to call for more in
fo is: (415) 673 3600. 
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Plastics 
continued from page 24 

twisting!" Toshi feels The Monkees were 
too artificial, yet Hojlme says he can't deny 
the influence they hod on him. 

Toshi writes most of the lyrics (Chico 
writes some), and says the tliemes are bas· 
ed on his observation of everyday life, 
reaction to his environment, " It 's 

everything; the TV, the movies, comics, 
kiddylond. Tokyo culture, but there is no 
culture in Tokyo. Just copy, copy and more 
copying . I should know what's happening. 
Just listen to the song 'Copy.' 

The music of the Plastics is a fusion of 
pop music styles, with technological over· 
tones from electronic instruments. But the 
Plastics don't wont anyone to think that 
they ore embracing technology per se. 'We 
use technology to tell about technology. It 
is very important to hove o balance bet
ween technology and the physical, the 
body ," says Hojime. 

Toshi: "Basically, we don't believe in 
technology- never believe it. It has limits , 
always will." 

Hajime: Humanity - that 's what is im· 
portont." 

The extensive use of synthesizers and 
rhythm boxes by the Plastics is not just 
because they like the sounds. Explains 
Toshi: "In Japan, synthesizers ore cheaper 
than a nice guitar. They are very popular. 
Kids liave syntliesizers. Rhythm boxes ore 
mucli cheaper tlian real drum kits. Drums 
are also big and lieavy to carrY." 

Hajime mentions that lie basically 
doesn't like the rhythm box. It's a concep
tual reason. "I don't think it's music wlien 
the machine makes the rliytlim." Even if o 
human programs the machine, just as in a 
sequencer with a synthesizer? 'What a 
machine makes is o different rhythm than 
a human makes. " 

Asked if he would rather use a drum· 
mer, he soys no. The option of a human 
drummer combined with o rhytlim box br
ings the response, 0 'Too much work." 

William Homes, the translator, inter
jects. "I sow the concert in Japan in which 
the B-52s and The Plastics ployed together. 
The B-52s use o drummer and it odds o cer
tain color to the band; they use a rhythm 
machine for the same reason:· 

New wave music is not exactly 

Advance Warning 
continued from page 17 

of power, do they not? Margaret That
cher is Prime Minister of England 
and Dianne Feinstein is Mayor of San 
Francisco. Maggie leaves Pierre 
Trudeau and the Liberal government 
of Canada falls. Jane Byrne wrestles 
with the city of Chicago. Jimmy 
listens to Rosalynn harder than any 
president has ever listened to a First 
Lady. 

In other words, women are now be
ing allowed to bustle forward into the 
vacuum created by the retreat of men 
from thankless positions of respon
sibility. It's akin to the European 
Social Democratic and Communist 
parties being invited to take or share 
power whenever the class struggle 
becomes uncontrollable by other 
means, and to the enfranchisement of 
:American workers and blacks during 
the CIO and civil rights periods (the 
30s and 50s, respectively). 

But this time the malaise is far 
more profound: Society becomes tru
ly "ungovernable," as the Trilateral 
Commission once put it, when the rul-

. ing classes face the contradictory 
need to impose austerity upon their 
subjects by democratic means. Sud
denly the parliamentary game no 
longer seems worth the parchment 
it's scribbled on; suddenly authority 
no longer seems worth having. Men of 
consequence · retire to await the ad
vent of a force and a figure that can 
dispense with all this tedious 
democracy. Along come the cleaning 
ladies to sweep up the trash abandon
ed in those hallowed halls, and to set 
up faithful, fierce regimes, not yet 

flourishing in Japan, according to the 
Plastics. It does exist, but it 's not very 
popular. Mo Chong comments that when 
It's popular, it's not new wove anymore. 
Chico feels tliot it is starting to catch on to a 
wider degree. 

"Japan is quick to grab on to the fashion 
aspect of it. New wove is becoming very 
fashionable now. So we play tlie local cities 
in Japan. The influence from The Specials, 
Madness, it 's everywhere in Japan. But 
when we went to New York and ployed, 
we couldn't find any more fashion. So in 
that sense Japan is really foster to catch 
on 

''There are quite a few clubs to ploy for 
bands , but not very many nice pieces:· 
claims Toshi. Since there aren 't very many 
"nice" places here in the States either, it 's 
starting to sound fomilior. Chico adds that 
o lot of information is going over to Japan 
from the US and England. But the top bonds 
ore s till Cheap Trick . McCartney etc. "Most 
of Japan is similar to LA and the West 
Coast." 

Asked if techno-pop or electro-pop is 
popular in Jopon , Hajime states, "Yellow 
Magic Orchestra's record is number one. 
Plastics is twenty-two. Mostly , guitar is still 
king. Tlie people love Richie Blackmore 
and Von Halen and tliat stuff." 

Traditional roles for women in Japan are 
starting to expand, according to Chico, 
especial ly for her generation. "Prior to high 
school they ask you wliat kind of career 
you wont. It use(! to be that the women 
would wont to teach kindergarten , but now 
it's fashion or things like that. " 

" I was a fashion stylist and a musician. In 
that sense I had two different things going 
on at once. For this , I wasn't respected in 
Japan , especially by the older people. But 
now the younger p,eople see that if you 
hove two different talents, you con do 
both. I didn't intend to be a role model. It's 
too easy to be criticized for your behavior , 
and everyone has different ideas about 
how you should act. Young people tend to 
follow me, to imitate me , but I'm not sure 
how significant that is." 

Future offerings from the Plastics may be 
quite different from their present material. 
Hajime soys, "Pop music is so white or 
bright, kind of healthy , but I don't like that 
anymore. I feel comfortable when chords 
don 't match. I like chords that sound kind 
of wierd. Our first album is a pop album, 
but our next one will be bright surrealism. 
Easy-listening avant-garde music. " •· 

guessing the pathos of their role. 
Maria de Lourdes Pintassilgo, the 
new Prime Minister of Portugal, may 
have glimpsed it when she noted, 
"Somebody had to take this job ... I 
know there are few people who are 
willing." But most of the ladies seem 
blindly determined to enforce the old 
rules of the game. It puts one in mind 
of Max Scheler's comment in his 
tract, Ressentiment: 

L Woman] is the weaker a nd 
therefore the more vindictive 
sex. Besides, she is always 
forced to compete for man's 
favor, and this competition 
centers precisely on her per
sonal and unchangeable 
l!ualities ... We also note that 
the witch has no masculine 
counterpart ... The habitual 
behavior of many old maids, 
who obsessively ferret out a ll 
sexually significant events in 
their surroundings in order to 
condemn them harshly, is 
nothing but sexual gratifica
tion transformed into 
ressentiment 
satisfaction ... An g lo
American sexual morality is 
proverbially "prudish," and 
the reason lies in the fact that 
these countries have long been 
hi ghly ind ustri alized. 
Everything else being equal, 
the representative feminine 
groups of such countries will 
be increasingly recruited 
(probably even by hereditary 
selection) from those in
dividuals who lack specifical
ly feminine charms. 

The terror reigns, for now. Con
flagration in the sacred grove. One 

~~~~~~~r:ni!·~~~~u~~~~~~~fn~~!~~; 
a spectacle at once so grand and so 
grotes~ue. u 

Friction 
continued from page 23 

A: I don 't wanna talk about New York 
that much . Most people misinterpret 
what 1 say about my time there. 

TY: What do you mean? 

A: People get the idea that I'm a New 
York freak . I don't w9nt people to think 
that about me . 

TY: I know what you mean, but the 
reason I ask is not so much about New 
York itself, but about the influence 
your time there has had on the band. 

A: It 's difficult to put in words. The 
people I met, I think they influenced 
me greatly. All the people I met there 
are enjoying what they are doing very 
much. I was shocked, impressed. It's 
like continual culture 
shock ... anyway, I'm here right now, 
period! 

TY: Okay, you're back, what kind of 
changes do you see? 

A: This place is a big joke. 
Everybody's playing ro les. They don't 
even know it. The role of the 
businessman , the role of the cute girl, 
the hip young man 's role , the critic's 
role, lover's role, rock musician 's rote, 
fan 's role , the anxious young person's 
role. Everyone's trying to play a role so 
hard in this big movie set. It 's a laugh. 
There 's too much role playing, too 
much living in the head. 

TY: What do you think about your au
diences? 

A: They are just there. Critics come 
m criticize, others come to just have a 
good time. There are some people who 
come because they think it's the cool 
thing to do. Then there are a I-at of peo
ple who want to get into it, but can't. 
They 're bored. I wan t to dd whatever I 
feel is interesting. The audience is 
pretty passive, they ' re just waiting for 
something to happen. They pay the 
money, they ask tor entertainment, 
they sit there and wait. I hate it! It's too 
old. Why does a band have to entertain 
an audience? The band and the au
dience are equal. I don ' t want to tell 
them what to do, what's right or wrong . 
I can't tell people to do this or do that. I 
think if you don't like a band, you ought 
to leave. The audience and the band 
have to have feedback. The band on 
stage is not like watching a movie. 
You're paying somebody and so you're 
asking the band to give you something 
more than just entertainment. If that's 
what you want, you should go to the 
striptease. Performers are supposed 
to entertain the audience and I guess a 
stupid performer and a stupid au
dience go together pretty well, but 
nothing happens. Everyone in Japan 
has a complex about foreign bands. All 
the music magazines write about the 
same ·bands, say the same things, 
praise them, analyze them ... we 
don't want them to influence us. 
You 've got to believe more in yourself 
than in journalists. All the kids are 
poisoned by the writers in rock 
magazines . Those people are stupid! 
At the same time, it's important to 
realize how stupid you are, too. All the 
music magazines are shitty. The stuff 
those guys write about is boring, the 
bands are stupid. It's probably true, 
but why write about it? If people want 
to write about Engl ish and American 
bands, they ought to go there and see 
them . I mean , the situation is the same 
there , but at least the people who write 
articles there can experience the live 
music as well as just records. In Japan, 
here you just listen to the records. It 's 
not possible for a critic to know what 
band is good or bad. [in English] It' s a 
vicious c ircle. Hall the responsibility is 
the critics and the other half is the au· 
diences. 

TY: Okay, what do you hate most 
right now? 

A: I hate everything ... no, I like 
trench fries . 1f you're a good boy, you 
shouldn't have likes or dislikes . 

TY: Why don't you say the things you 
hate? 

A: I hate dirty drunks. They want to 
talk to you, they ' re pushy. Frustrated 
fools . I hate people into real decadent 

I 
trips ... 
TY: What do you mean by that? 

DAMAGE 

A: They pretend they're cool. They 
pretend they understand everything. 
They ' re Just looking. They ' re the kind 
of people who just want to observe. I 
hate people who think of thelr own 
comfort first. I hate 'people without the 
guts to do anythinQ. People who are 
too cool to ao anytnmg. l-'eop1e wno 
want drugs all the time. 

T'( Do you like some foreign bands? 

A: I like a lpt of them. 

TY: Which ones? 

A: I won't say. 

TY: In punk rock, it seems lyrics are 
really important 

· A: Don 't ask me that stupid kind of 
question. 

TY: What is punk rock to you? 

~: To me -personally, lyrics are very 
important, but that's not only in punk 
rock. t mean, you can say the exact op
posite, fuck the words! What's impor
tant is that words are from human be
ings and we need words to com
municate. The words are important, it 's 
terrible if you ' re speaking without 
understanding what you're saying. But 
you don 't need to know the words a 
group is singing or even to listen to the 
music , just look at the band. You can 

. tell what kin.d of music they ' re playing, 

. you can understand even before you 
listen to them speak, you receive vibra
tions from them. People who are insen-

1 sitive depend on words. ff you depend 
on them too much, you misunders
tand ... the word leads to an endless 
argument. You have to shut up 
sometimes. Sometimes you have to 
talk a lot and sometimes you have to 
shut up. Oh yeah, punk rock ... punk, 
to me, is just a little different. To me, 
punk is like deciding right now, making 
it clear right now. The message I got 
from punk rock is don't make excuses. 
But punk rock is not a total thing . I got 
tired of punk. 

TY: The music you play is really uni
que, unlike anything else in Japan . 

A: Absolutely . 

TY: Have you been playing an instru
ment long? 

A: Long enough. 

TY: Do you want to be part of the 
Japanese music industry? 

A: r guess if we kissed · somebody 's 
ass, we could be. I never think about it 
and l don 't want to. 

TY: What's your final goal? 

R: I don't know. Probably the 
crematorium. 

TY :- Do you think you have a sense of 
humor? Can you laugh at yourself? 

A: Yeah, I have a sense of humor. 

TY: Were you a hippie? 

A: Yeah , I was about sixty percent a 
hippie ... with long hair. 

TY: What 's the thing you most want to 
do? . 

A: I don't have a thing I want to do 
most. 

TY : Come on, say it! 

A: . I'd like to live in a huge room 
where.I don't have to take off my shoes 
or shower. I'd like to have a lot of the 
books I want to read. I tike to read 
books. I wanna tour inside Japan with 
the band. 

TY: What kind of books do you like to 
read? 

A: lforget. 0 

Look for more activity on the ffstem 1 
front In upcoming Issues of Damage. The 
cities of Tokyo: Osaka and lapporo; 
Bands such as Hlrasu, tnu, Yellow M19ic, 
Lizard, P-Model, Anarchy; The music in
dustry in Japan. film. performance art 
and more. 
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There are other kinds of waves 
which we cannot see, but know 
they exist because we observe 
their effect. They are known col
lectively as r~diation. 

David Todd Meg All photos by John Roberts 

The radiation hazard from the operation of a normal car 
stereo has been expressed as about the same as the 
likelihood of getting a tan from moonlight. 

Such forces which restrict their movement may be 
mechanical, as disco or jazz, or viscpus, as a syrup like 
pop music. 

Simplicity is the key and leisure the motivation for 
quick preparation and disposal of unwanted leftovers. 
Transform waste to energy and use the by-product to 
tele-transport recipes. 

Most matter, however, is not elecrically i:ieutral. When 
an electrical field is applied, the molecule, like a 
microscopic magnet, attempts to line up with it . 

Technology never seems to escape us. In the evolution 
of communication, art changes from a craft to an ex
pression; diet preparation becomes a form of mass in
fonnation. 

It takes just a few moments out of your life each day to 
set yourself up for a lifetime of digestive ease. Insertion 
of personal taste is no problem with multi-channel rec
tification. 

However, when the electrical field is changing millions 
of times each second, these molecular magnets are 
unable to keep up because of other forces acting to slow 
them down. 

Survival technique takes a creative turn from standard 
pet food values. High frequency vibration will allow us 
to discover new sources of nutrition without the 
previous apologies. 

Surprising side effects are almost guaranteed with only 
minimal effect on friends and family. Popular forms of 
insulation will become less common. This could be on 
your table tonight!!!· 
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In our last Installment , our modern 
punk hero , Robert, was taken by the 
mysterious woman in black leather to her 
home. Blindfolded, bound, his beautiful 
captor forced him to crawl to her 
playroom where she proceeded to sus
pend him from the ceiling in 2. position of 
complete helplessness. Returning with a 
companion who removed Robert 's 
clothing, he was tortured with whips and 
a riding crop. His mask removed , our 
hero discovered to his amazement that 
his captor's companion is a dark-skinned 
and equally beautiful slavegirl! With _a 
cruel smile playing across her face, his 
tormentor approaches him carrying a 
threateningly large dildo . 

The beautiful dominatrix handed the 
huge dildo to the woman on the floor and 
said, "Here my love. wet this for our 
guesl." 

Bound and unabl e to move. Robert wat
ched spellbound with fascinated terror as 
she lay on her back and inserted the ar
tificial penis easily into her moist cunt. She 
plunged its length into herself several 
limes before returning it to her mistress. 

"Now for you. my pretty,'' she said, 
walking behind him. 

Realizing that pleading would be to no 
avail. he hung resignedly as she placed the 
lubricated hardness against his anus. She 
pushed and twisted it steadily _into hi:; hole 
and as he tried lo relax. his sphmcter 
gradually stretched to allow it p~s?age. 
Suddenly. in one shove. she drove 1l 1n a ll 
the way to the hilt! Robert thought she 
must have ripped his fl esh. but. as she 
worked it in and out of him. the agony was 
replaced by pleasure. This ~as the first 
lime anything la rger than a finger had ex
plored that entrance and he shuddered 
with the new feelings of pleasure. .. 

He was distantly aware of her fitting a 
harness around his waist. It served a dual 
purpose. both holding the pole in his ass 
and forcibly restra ining his cock between 
his legs. making an erection quite painful.-

She wa lked over and sat on a low sofa m 
front of him and drank in the sight or him 
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helplessly suspended. Her face was glow
ing wilh excitement: beads of sweat 
glistening on her upper lip. one hand sen
suously rubbing her crotch. 

She gestured to her slave to rise and 
Robert's eyes hungrily devoured the soft 
curves or her slender body as she stood 
before him. 

''Strip!'' her mistress commanded. 
A new rush entered his genit als as hEi 

watched the attractive black girl slide a 
brief leather bikini from her body, but the 
excitement in his cock brought only pain 
as the harness unnaturally restrained him. 

A small gold ring on each nipple caught 
his eye as the dark beauty turned and 
walked to her mistress. 

Knowing wha t her dominatrix wanted, 
she proceeded to kneel between her legs 
and unzip her tight leather pants, unveil
ing a pair of smooth pale thighs. 

Next, she rose to her knees and drew the 
zipper on her jacket with her teeth. When 
her teeth momentaril y Jost their grip. her 
mistress reacted wilh a hard slash from a 
cat on her ass cheeks. She received her 
punishment silently. The skin darkened 
where she had been struck. 

The sight or the two lovers with their 
contrasting pigments and difrerent types 
of classic beauty stimulated him anew, br
inging more pain to his already tormented 
groin. 

The enslaver sat up to have her jacket 
removed and grasped the head of _blac~ 
hair her sex servant offered. pulling 1t 
down to her wailing cunt. Her actions 
titillated her hanging captive. making his 
cock throb painfully. 

The taste of her mistress' cunt mixed 
with sweat brought a thrill to the slave as 
she lapped at the cunt before her. 

My lo1·er's cunt had a d1f/erem taste that 
night. son of like Teriyoki, rich and sweel. I 
wondered 11•here she had been before coming 
home and leuing me 0111 of 1he closer. I slid 
my hands up under her bullocks and pushed 
my tongue into her cum. 

Marlena, my mistress, bem over and gemly 
rubbed her fingers over my nipple rings. My 
breasts wanted ro be caressed more; they fell 
as if they were pointing to her hands. but she 
would only barely touch the nipple. 

/ could 110 longer continue kissing her 
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because my breasts were ad1i11g in response to 
her tor111re. She knows me too ll'e/I. 

She hit me across the bock tJ1ul I nearly bi1 
her whe11 I flinched. I could feel the weir com
ing up and then the ll'armth spreud across my 
back. I tried to concentrate harder on her 
pussy; I do11't like being hit. Grabbing my 
hair, she pushed me deeper imo her and I 
complied. 

Her cunt ll'OS pulsating, her thighs "·ere wet 
with salfra and yes paste. I tho11gh1 she hot/ on 
orgasm bu/ I didn't know. J 11e1•er know with 
her. Her face and body do11 "1 gn•e anything 
awa~. She is a/ll'ays cold abow her own 
pledsure. 1/ she has any. /have 11e1w known. 

She sat back. saying, "Go to him." 
I swod in from of the mun. I could tell he 

wanted me. I knew/ U'tJ/lled him .. 
''Preuy, isn 'rshe?''shesaid. 
"Yes, 1·ery. ·• 
"Doyo11 wu111 her?" 
He hesitated. 
"Do you?" 
"/ guess so.'' He was nervous. 
"You can hove her." she laughed. "You 

can hu1·e her if you obey me!'' 
My lover sauntered aro1111d the room pick

ing up dgareues, beer t·ans. pushing a Dog.gy 
Diner bug off an end table. I was swndmg 
dose enough 10 him to smell his sweat. He 
waS looking or my face. into my eyes. My nip
ple almost juued up against him as my back 
arched involuntarily. 

From the comer of my vision I could see 
Marlena squalling, digging in a pile of trash in 
the comer. I dared not ll'Utch her. 

The muscles in my bellys1ar1ed tuming 0111. 
My pubic bone stood out. my cunt 11·os 
pushing forward; J won1ed 10 finger myself 
bur knew belier 1ha1110 11101·e. 

Finally my mistress turned around with 
something in her hand. "Undo him, " she 

saif'unfostened his wrists (Jll(( ankles, being 
careful not to touch his body with mine. I 
knew she was watching. fie dropped to Ille 
ground. 

"You may kiss her, bul do11'1 touch with 
your hands.'' 

He rubbed his wrists and, hands d111if111/y at 
his side, brought his lips 10 mine and slowly 
slid his tongue inlo my 1110111/t. I slid mine 

back, of course. 33 
Suddenly, "Yow!" he yelped. She hod hit 

him and. sei~ing his arms, was 1yi111: !hem 
behind his back. 

A frustrated moun ulmosl escaped my lips, 
but I kepi myself in check. 

Grabbing my new plaything's hair, I 
forced him to his knees and commanded, 
;<Heel," as I used his heel to guide him into 
the bathroom. When we got there, 1 pushed 
his head under the sink. He resisted my at· 
tempt to force his face into the cat box 
there, so I brought the riding crop dowr 
hard on his ass twice in rapid succession 
His whimpering protest stimulated mE 
anew and I s lowly rubbed the crop's han· 
die against my swollen clit as ~ watc~eC 
his new marks change from white to pmli 
to a vivid scarlet. 

Sinking my fingernails into his tendcriz· 
ed flesh I asked, "Will you resist m) 
wishes again, you worthle~s ve rmin?'' . 

··N-no mistress," was his almost maud1 
blereply. . 

Laughing, I again slashed at h11 
vulnerable buttocks with the crop. "Let'! 
hope not, jerk!" 

Without turning, I ordered, "Bring m~ 
his shirt." Receding footsteps told me 
was being obeyed. I opened a smal 
cabinet and pulled out a bucket and bo~tlt 
of Lysol which I handed to the coweri.n~ 
figure before me. At my command he fill 
ed the pail and placed it on the floor 
Reaching behind me, I was handed his to_rr 
shirt which I dropped into the soapy mix 
ture. With my toe l upset the catbox. scat 
tering its contents across the tiled floor. 

As I attached a wall-mounted chain ti 
his collar I informed him, "You got thirt~ 
minutes to make this place shine. I highl~ 
recommend that you not w~ste any time." 

I turned to my waiting slave. "Cuffs,'' 
said, holding out my hand . She sur 
rendered her ever-ready shackles to me 
Once cuffed, I slung her chains ?Ver a h.ool 
above the door. "Here's your msplrat1on 
cur." 

Before I left, I admired my slave's taut!; 
stretched figure in the doorway. He· 
charms were too much to resist; I brough 
the crop down on her back and ass si: 
times. 

Raising up on one foot she spok 
breathlessly "Thank you, Mistress.'' 

I went int~ the kitchen and £ixed a stif 
shot of Jack Danie ls over ice, pulled ou 
my stash and laid all the accoutrements o 
my drug on the table before me. I dumpe• 
about a hall gram into the stainless stet 
medicine cup, added a hali cc of distille 
water, a small bit of cotton, pulled out 
new insulin syringe, smoothly drew th 
meth into the point, wrapped an inflatabl 
tourniquet around my upper _arm, swa;bt 
ed the inside of my arm with perox1d< 
punctured my vein with the nee~h 
registered and injected the contents mt 
my arm in one easy stroke. As I deflate 
the cuff I felt the rush now through m 
body and withdrew the point. Ahh, .nice. 
threw the point away and made a minor e 
fort to clean up, ah, fuck it, that can wai 
right now I have two pleasure toys the 
need a little attention. Smiling to myself, 
picked up my riding crop and left the ki 
chen. 
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''Wonderful 
World 

of Wireless'' 
ANARCHY IN THE ETHER 

- THE STORY OF RAOIO CAROLINE 

Johnnie Walker 
March31, 1980 
Frank Sezno 
·AP, London 

Pt. 

Thousands of British young people are 
now without their favorite radio station. 
The station, complete with turntables, 
tapes and records, has sunk. Radio 
Caroline was aboard the ship Mi Amigo 
which sank off the southeast coast of Bri
tain after a battering gale force wind. The 
crew of four. including three deejays, 
was rescued from the ship moments 
before it went down. 

The birth of a new decade and the last 
days of an amazing radio station. The 
end of an era. As we sit here bored, 
restless and depressed; watching Feins
tein, City Hall and the Police Department 
lndlscrJminately sloshing around their 
giant brusli dipped in dull grey conformi
ty, we wait for San Francisco to get its se
cond shot as the world's most famous 
musical hotbed of fun and excitement. 
ti 's undoubtedly going to come, and this 
year, but waiting around is such a pain. 
Well. put the downers aside and come 
back with me now to the swinging 60's. 
The Beatles, Stones, the first long hair, 
hash, LSD, Carnaby Street, loads of great 
clubs and the first, real, giant FUCK 
OFFS to the staid boring old farts who 
thought they were in charge. And right 
there in the middle of it all, stirring 
everything up, was good old Radio 
Caroline. Pulsing out 50,000 watts of 
twenty-lour hour freedom and music , 
anarchy on the airwaves of the UK and no 
one could stop it. 

would be next to impossible. The BBC 
devoted three hours a week to pop and 
the bulk of that was live, due to restric
tions by organizations such as the Musi
cians Union that tightly controlled the 
amount of "needle time," i.e. broad
casting of actual records . 

There was an alternatlve in Radio Lux
embourg. The station, started in the 30s, 
programmed malnly to France and Ger
many but had an English Service bet
ween the hours of seven p.m. and two 
a.m. Despite the huge million-plus watt 
AM transmitter, the signal faded , whistl
ed and buzzed, and surprise, surprise, 
those same four giant record labels con
trolled all records played. The station's 
foreign location meant no "needle time" 
hassles, but for Georgie Fame to bF 
played, O'Rahilly's projected indepen
dent label would have to spend several 
hundred dollars to "buy" a minimum of 
fifteen minutes time. Luxembourg's 
whole output was bought and controlled 
by the majors, who played all their'" own 
product. Each record show was Introduc
ed by the label's own deejay, more 
middle-aged morons lifelessly intoning 
scripted introductions to each record. 

The ideas of broadcasting from a ship 
was not new. There had, In fact, been 
eleven floatlng commercial radio stations 
prior to the arrival of an English pirate. 
Radio Veronica. off the Dutch coast, com· 
menced transmission ln April of '60 and 
in March and April of the next year pro
grammed a few hours daily in English. 
The station was netting two million 
dollars a year and had resisted all at-

February, 1964 tempts by the Dutch government to close 
The Beatles had already scored the lt down. Ronan was not alone with the 

previous year with " From Me to You," idea of an English pirate station. 
''She Loves You" and "I Want To Hold Australian Alan Crawford started an 
Your Hand." New records out were organization in '62 called ~adlo Atlanta, 
"Bits and Pieces, " Dave Clark Five; "Not and with ex-Major Oliver Smedley and 
Fade Away," Rolling Stones; "5-4-3-2- theatrical agent Kitty Black, set about 
1," Manfred Mann; "Needles and Pins," raising the necessary finances to pur
Searchers; and ''little Children," Billly J. chase a suitable ship. Plans came 
Kramer and the Dakotas. unstuck when millionaire property 

The average British teenager yawns, developer John Delaney withdrew a pro
stretches, thanks Christ it really is Satur- mised loan of some $200,000 following a 
day, and, as it's nearly ten o'clock, swit- murder on board the Danish pirate ship 
ches on the radio which is permanently Lucky Star and its subsequent seizure by 
tuned to 1500 meters Long Wave - the the Danish government. 
BBC's ''light Programme.'' Permanent- O'Rahilly had an ace up his sleeve. His 
ly tuned, because unless you're into father, a wealthy lrlsh industrialist, had 
classical on the "Third Programme" or acquired the whole port of Greenore in 
news and curcent affairs on the "Home Eire, sixty miles north of Dublin. With 
Service," the "Light Programme" is the over a half million dollars ol Irish, British 
only one that plays music and this is and Swiss money, Ronan started Plant 
Saturday after all. At ten o'clock, it'll be Production Ltd. and the search was 
"Saturday Club" hosted by aging, under way for the right vessel. The M.V. 
balding Brian Matthew. It is two hours of Frederica was discovered in Holland. A 
occasional records and groups live in the former Danish passenger ferry, its hull 
studio; this along with sixty minutes of had already been strengthened to resist 
"Easybeat" the next day, was the BBC's damage from ice floes. One hundred and 
total concession to the most adven- eighty-eight feet long, weighing 763 tons, , 
turous, creative, exciting period of the ship was big and strong enough to 
youthful expression yet witnessed on weather the vicious gales of the North 
this planet. Any perceived exaggeration Sea. Plant Productions rented it from her 
lully intended. Swiss owners and the Frederica sailed 

"The Irish breed rebels where the for Greenore to be converted to a radio 
English breed gentlemen. The English station. The equipment was installed 
like to watch the action; the Irish provide under the guidance of Arthur Carrington, 
ii." So said twenty-three year old Ronan a broadcast ex per( who had worked for 
O'Rahilly, whose grandfather had been the British government on radar 
killed by the British whilst single- research . And, with that sweet touch of 
handedly attacking a machine gun post irony characteristic of Ronan's way of do
during the Easter uprising of 1916. ing things, Carrington also happened to 
Ronan , who had the distinction of being be an ex-BBC employee. Two ten
thrown out ol seven different schools. A killowat transmitters were hoisted on 
rebel with a cause who arrived in London board and the original mast replaced by a 
from Ireland in 1961, determined to aid monster 168-foot tall radio antenna. The 
the revolution he already felt to be under whole operation was conducted under a 
way . veil of strict secrecy. It was imperative 

Ronan started the Scene Club in that Alan Crawford should not learn of the 
Soho's Gt. Windmill Street which soon Frederica's advanced stage of readiness. 
would boast 7,000 members and adver- Further, if the Britlsh government got 
Ilse groups such as the Rolling Stones. wind of the operation, hasty legislation 
In '62 O'Rahllly discovered Georgie could have prevented the Frederica ever 
Fame. a singer who, with his band the leaving Greenore harbor. MORE TO BE 
Blues Flames, was to hi! number one in UNFOLDED IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF 
December of '64 with "Yeah, Yeah." In- Damage. CRASH YOUR CAR -0.D. ON 
itfal attempts to geta recording deal prov- ' 'LU DES AND BOOZE - KICK YOUR 
ed fi'uilless. LOVER OUT OF THE HOUSE - BUT DO 

At that time four major companies, NOT MISS THE NEXT INSTALLMENT OF 
EMI, Decca, Pye and Philips, monopoliz- THE MOST EXCITING ROCK ' N' ROLL 
ed the record business, sharing 99 per- RADIO STORY EVER TOLD! 
cent of all records sold. Ronan toyed 
with the Idea of starting his own record 
label but soon realized getting airplay 
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?QM ~~m8°7:odernHumans KSJO 92.3 FM 
KFJC 89.7 FM 
KPFA94.1 FM 
KALX 90.7 FM 
KALX 90.7 FM 
KTIM 1510 AM 
KALX 90.7 FM 
KLIV 1590 AM 
KTIM 100.9 FM 

Monday 10 pm-2 am White Noise 
Tuesday 8 pm-10 pm Maximum Aock'n'Rotl 
Wednesday 10 pm-11 pm New Wave Hour 

12 midnight New Wave LP 
Thursday 3 pm-4 pm Radio-Active Hour 

9:30 pm Fab Mab Live 
10 pm Anarchy on the Air -Jo, ~ ;;;;: o,.stlcPlastlc 

Saturday 2 am-5 am R. Meltzer Show KPFK 90 7 FM 
Sunday 8 pln-12 midnight Rodney BingenhelmerShow KAOO 100.7 FM 
Sunday 8 pm-12 midnight Modern Music KNAC 105.5 FM 

Sunday 2 pm-6 pm Punky Reggae Party 
Wednesday 11 pm Rude Awakenings 
Thursday 12 pm-3 pm Flying Saucer Rock'n'Roll 

~Ida~ OutoftheAolllnoSea 

KZSC 88.1 FM 
KLRB 100 FM 
KZSC 88.1 FM 
KUSP 68.9 FM 

KSPC 88.7 FM 

· Cable KMLS Santa Rosa 

Saturday 12 midnight Swell Maps/Life Everywhere KAAB 100.7 FM 

Compiled by Johnnie Walker 
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CRAMPS 
REALLY RED 
EX-BLANK-EX 

HOWIE KLEIN , KLIV/TheClty 
DEVO 
x 
MADNESS 

JETT MEDIA, Back DOA 
MONOCHROME SET 
BRIAN BRIGGS 
x 

Garbage man 
While Lies 
No Nonsense 

Freedom ol Choice (LP) 
Los Angeles (LP) 
Un Paso Adelante 
("One Step Beyond" In Spanish) 

He's Frank 
Nervous Breakdown 
Los Angeles 

Illegal 
CIA (Texas) 
Drome (Cleveland) 

Warner Bros 
Slash 
Two-Tone 

Rough Trade 
Bearsvllle 
Slash 

DAVID BASSIN, KTIM 
GANG OF FOUR 
CURE 

Outside The Trains Don't Run on Time EMI 
Seventeen Inches (LP) Fiction 

POP GROUP How Long Can We Tolerate Mass Murder Rough Trade 

COSMO TOPPER, KTIM 
CURE 
VARIOUS ARTISTS 
RUTS 

JOHNNIE WALKER, Damage on the Air 

A Forest 
415 Music (LP) 
Staring at the Rude Boys 

MAGAZINE The Correct Use of Soap (LP) 
VARIOUS ARTISTS More Intensified {LP) 
MENTAL AS ANYTHING Nlp_s Are Getting BiQQer 

JEFF BALE , ex-Cale Flore 
REDCROSS 
OUTCASTES 
TEN POLE TUTOR 

RICHARD GOSSETT, The Cl!y 
VAPOURS 
SVT 
ROCKY BURNEITE 

BEVERLY WILSHIRE , The City 
GRAHAM PARKER 
ROCKY BURNETIE 
x 

I Hate My School (LP) 
Sell-Conscious Over You (LP) 
What's In a Word 

Turning Japanese 
Always Comes Back (LP) 
Tired of Toeing The Line 

Stupefaction 
Tired of Toeing The Line 
Los Angeles 

Fiction 
415 
Virgin 

Virgin 
Island 
Virgin 

Posh Boy 
Good Vibrations 
Korova 

UA 
415 
EMI 

Arista 
EMI 
Slash 
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Various Artists Can You Hear Me? (Live at the Deaf Club) (Walking Dead !Optional) 

There's a distinct problem in writing about a compilation album featuring a number 
of San Francisco's best bands which also happens to have been recorded live at 
the late and bitterly lamented San Francisco Club of the Deal. 

The problem Is how to separate the bands from the place. The Deaf Club was one 
of thos~ venues whic~ was less a club than a focal point for a particular energy, for 
a spectal way of feeling and believing. Like Its arch-rival, the Mabuhay, or LA's 
Masque or New York's Max's Kansas City, it was a place where all the conflicting 
symbols and psyches that are both of and in the underground gathered around 
punk music and suddenly merged into one all-embracing whole. A place where 
what the bands were playing and singing about was realized in-the frantic excite
ment of the fans and where the atmosphere conspired to create a nearly perfect 
balance between tension and release. 

For those of you who were nN fortunate enough to attend a show at the Deal 
Club, this album offers a glimpse of the energy and excitement that made it more 
than just another venue in a city full of clubs. For those of us who frequently attend
ed shows, it Is a chance to relive the good times we had there. For all of us, it is an 
opportunity to think and rethink what punk is and was. 

There is, of course, something inherently ridiculous in pining for the "good ole 
days," especially when they're just barely passed. Punk, for whatever it means or 
meant, has given way to a diversity and depth in music and lifestyle that far ex
ceeds its earliest adherents' wildest dreams. We lament the lack of a foous and a 
readily indentifiable style. We must realize, however, that the sudden infiltration of 
masses of people in psuedo-punk garb and greedy fat cats with extended fingers 
are only the symptoms, not the cause, of our lack of solidarity. 

Nostalgia aside, there is nonetheless something historic about this record which 
Is ce rtain to make any favorable review of It sound hopelessly lame. You see, 
anybody who ever happened Into that mysterious, unmarked doorway set amidst 
seedy transient hotels and tacky taco houses in SF's Mission District will probably 
never be the same. Even on a lousy night, the Deaf Club managed to convey a little 
bit of the idea of punk which, after all, is what makes this scene cohesive In the first 
place. 

Sometimes, not often, a record is made that in some extraordinary and wonderful 
way captures the nuances and subtleties of something that, of and by itself, is 
nothing, but when combined serves to communicate the essence of an experience 
that is ob!vously embodied in, and yet is beyond, the music itself. Can You Hear 
~e?does this in spades. It provides a window on a particular scene, letting us look 
m lik.e pop-eyed voyeurs at the rows of gyrating kids and rebopping bands, hearing 
music that, however It may seem today, has too much rawne~s. too much energy, 
to ever sound dated. 

The album suffers from the same technical problems that plagued the Club. The 
sound on some numbers is crude, sometimes so dense that you can hardly 
separate the guitars from the bass. The production, what there ls of ii, is sloppy, 
but knowing producer Robert Hanrahan (who found the club In December of '78), I 
think he'd rather have it this way than slick and overproduced, some thing the Deaf 
Club never was nor ever set out to be. 

The selections from the bands represented are, In the main, strong. The Dead 
Kennedys, Mutants and especially Tuxedo Moon sound great. KGB and Pink Sec· 
Uon, new bands that got their start at the Club, fare well, although there's a disturb
ing lack of maturity in their cuts compared to those of the other featured groups. 
Only the Offs seem listless, more a problem in the recording than in the band itself, 
but their cuts (including Leroy Sibbie's classic, "I've Got the HanClle") are never
theless characteristically their own, even down to a certain legendary looseness in 
technique that somehow complements Don Vinyl's Insistent urging vocals. 

It 's hard not to love and hate this album. Love It, because It Is such a fair 
representation of what ii was like on a really great night at the Deaf Club a year or 
so ago, because it's the first really good compilation of the music that made this 
scene an exciting thing to be a part of. And hate It, 1:1ecause no record can ever 
sound as good, feel as good, be as good as the bands were on those spring, sum
mer or fall nights In the crowded, smoky, dingy San Francisco Club of the Deaf. 

This is a record you listen to. You keep. You remember. Beware of cheap imita
tions. 

The Cure Boys Don'tCry<PVC) 

For all its sophomoric philosophizing, this is a good album. It 's an exceedingly 
pretentious effort, and it1s obvious that the band takes itself far too seriously for 
any decent rock'n'rollers, but I still like it. The Cure are trying awfully hard to be dif
ferent without being alienating. And _except for a few painful moments, during 
which you wince at the sheer conceit that inspires them, it's definitely llstenable 
and at times even clever record. 

Take, for instance, " Kiiiing an Arab.'' What kind of intellectual snobbery inspires 
a band to reinterpret Camus for the benefit of its llstenfng audience? At the same 
time, the song Is interesting. The droning bass line holds down the melody, allow
ing the spastic guitar to shoot discordant riffs out Into the cosmos. Punctuate it 
with a few exotic sounds, and you've got a good song. If only they weren't hell bent 
on being the existential voice of rock'n ' roll. 

When they move a little closer to home, The Cure are more consistent and more 
successful. " Jumping Someone Else's Train" and " Boys Don't Cry," which deal a 
little less metaphysically with human experience, are much more Immediate and 
effective. This band knows more than three chords, use its Instruments to comple· 
ment each other and refrains from bludgeoning redundancy. When they stick to the 
visceral, they're okay; pretty good, in fact. If only they'd leave the philosophizing to 
someone with a little more depth. 

Stiff Little Fingers Nobody's Heroes(Chrysalls) -T. C. Coed 

Here it is. Miraculously, as if blessed by a revelation from God, the record com
panies have finally realized that it's 1980 and disco Is as dead as a doornail. 
'They've started to release "new wave" records left and right, but they're being 
very careful not to offend the ears of their listening public. This new stuff may be 
just a little too hard core for Middle America, so they're taking the edge off. Stiff Lit
tle Fingers fans, hold your breath. Cou ld they really sabotage a band as good as 
this? You bet your sweet safety pins they could. But fortunately, they didn't. 

Stiff Little Fingers was but one of a multitude of post-punk bands that emerged 
on the London scene after the original explosion. But unlike some of their contem· 
poraries, they've stuck to their roots. Maybe it's because they're Irish, I don't 
know, buJ'th&y've managed to escape the decadence that has lately seemed to 
permeate and drag down the London scene. They haven't gotten trendy, they 
haven't gotten mellow, and they haven't lost sight of their original inspiration. For 
your domestic record-buying dollar, Nobody's Heroes is one of the year's best 
bar aln . 

Like their hardcore predecessors, the Pistols and the Clash, SLF are boys from 
the streets, singing with all the disgust and anger they can muster. But the thing 
that makes them more than just another clone band is their enthusiasm; It may be 
naive, but "no future" has no meaning for them. "We're not giving up/We' ll show 
them," sings Jake Burns on "Walt and See." And they mean it. 

One of the most interesting things about this release is the reggae influence 
they've incorporated into their music. They may not be playing reggae as authen
tically as other bands, but they aren't trying to be the Specials, either. They've 
covered the Specials' "Doesn't Make lt Alright," but they've added a stinging 
guitar riff, and they obviously aren't trying to be just another two-ton8 clone. With 
the exception of " Bloody Dub, " which they hopelessly botch and actually 
shouldn 't have written in the first place, let alone try to record , the whole thing 
works pretty welt. 
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I'm not placing any bets as to how long the whole thing will last. Sooner or later, 
they're bound to lose either tl:le inspiration or the energy, and they could easily 
degenerate into just another fuck band. It's amazing enough that they've managed 
to maintain ii for two albums, frankly. But for right now anyway, they're the perfect 
antidote for everyone disgusted with bands rushing headlong towards a more "ac- · 
cessible" sound. Stiff Little Fingers haven't given up yet. 

-T. C. Coed 
Jo Jo Zep and the Falcons Screaming Targets(Columbia) 

First the Bee Gees. T-hen AC I DC. Even a nation populated by the descendants of 
convicts and terminally cute bears can go too far. While this band may not be as 
egregiously offensive as the two mentioned above, there is a certain exqu isite 
hatefulness associated with world-without-end boring bands, particularly when 
they're elevated from deserved eternal bar-band status to that of a unit signed by a 
major label. Sure, these guys are competent, but ii I wanted upbeat reggae, I'd take 
Marley singing "Lively Up Yourself." If I wanted soft-core new wave R&B complete 
with sunglasses, I'd take Graham Parker doing, say, "Heat Treatment. " In short, 
you've heard it all before. And heard it better to boot. 

A (perhaps) interesting footnote: According to the publicity accompanying the 
record, Elivs Costello considered recording "So Young," one of the tunes on the 
album. It only goes to show that even the most single·minded among us is subject 
to temporary lapses in judgment. 

II Australian crowds and A&R men alike are excited by this kind of derivative 
tripe, just think what a real band might inspire down there. 

- Thalls Meninger 
Tuxedo Moon HalfMute(Ralph) 

If you're interested In reading quirky profiles of Tux Moon, I suggest you pick up 
the may Interview. If you're of a mind to hear what is indisputably some of the best 
music ever produced In San Francisco, the United States or anywhere, then beg, 
borrow, steal or buy Half Mute, the band's debut album on Ralph Records. 

Steven Brown, Blaine Reininger and Peter Principle don't like to talk about 
themselves or their work. lt's their claim that anything there is to say Is better said 
by thei r music itself. While hardly an attitude calculated to warm the Icy hearts of 
journalist-types, In point of fact, it's true. This album conclusively demonstrates 
that the type and hoopla that coat most records like a fine patina of volcanic dust ls 
just about as necessary as the two-party system of government or a new brand of 
toilet tissue. 

Tuxedo Moon's previous records (Joeboy, Tuxedo Moon EP and the cuts on the 
Subterranean Modern compilation) have all been uniformly good, if somewhat 
abstract. All have been forceful investigations into the nature of pop music, ahead 
of. and yet rooted within, their time. All have been critical successes. Yet it was not 
until this record, which represents their first chance to both work with the greater 
freedom of album length and outside financial support, that the band's unique 
potential to experiment with the whole notion of pop vs. serious music has been 
realized. What they've succeeded in doing is to make a highty accessible, extreme
ly listenable. record of the traumas and trials of modern life; what they call the 
music of " urban angst." 

This is music that is , to quote Hermann Hesse and the Damage masthead, "Not 
for everybody." It 's too t"adlcal, too threatening, too full of the stresses and subtle 
pressures that drive perfectly nice people nuts. To be honest, it's the kind of music 
that keeps playing inside your head long after you wish it would stop. Almost pain
ful, but compelling 'cause it's so familiar, so appropriate. 

Although some are better than others, there isn't a bad cut on the album. 
Steven's horn playing on cuts like "Nazca" and "KM" establish a new canon for 
cool; they're clean, precise, piercing. Blaine's violin is out of a grade-B 50s horror 
film, making horrible, haunting sounds that do send chills up your spine when you 
listen to a cut like ''Volo Vivace.'' The vocals are characteristically without passion, 
monotonous, expressing lyrics that would be merely insipid were they not such 
trenchant expressions of today 's all-too-tired decadence. 

Obvious comparisons to Eno and the so-called No Wave bands can't be avoided. 
The band's resolute minimalism threatens to turn into a reductioad absurdum, sav
ed by the fact that Tux Moon deals forthrightly and honestly with a concept that 
they can realize fully on a record. The result holds together cut-to-cut, side-to-side, 
with a flawless symmetry .that is an accomplishment worthy, for once, of the term · 
"new." 

1 think this record is important. I think you're doing yourself a disservice if you 
haven 't heard it. In fact, if it were up to me, I'd make it obligatory background music 
in all subways, bus stations and department stores: Guaranteed social collapse. 
This IS Muzak to commit ritual suicide by. Music of our time, of our places, of our 
abandoned hopes and drug-Induced fears. This is alienation. This Is the modern 
world. ' 

-BradL. 
The Members 1980: The Choice is rours(Virgin Import) 

Back in 1976, It wasn't coot for white boys to play reggae, but the Members did it 
anyway, and took all the slag that Inevitably befell them. Now, four years later, the 
Police and the two-toners have made the rasta rhythm next to canon, and the 
Members are still playing white reggae. But they're separated from the other tren
dies by virtue of the fact that they can actually p/aythe stuff like iFs supposed to be 
played. Qver and above tha!. they're also one of the most honest bands around. 
There Isn't anything pretentious or presumptuous about this album. For my 
money, this is one of the most refreshing releases in a long time. 

Part of the success Is due to vocalist Nicky Tesco and guitarist Jean-Marie Car· 
roll, both excellent crafters of pop songs. They aren't out to preach or show 
anyone the light; they are simply relating the trials that one Qoes throuQh being 
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young an Z ale in suburban society. They're dealing with frustration and 
boredom, but with a voice that alternates between confusion and cynical bemuse
ment, never with self-righteousness. As Nicky Tesco sirws In "Romance," "Who 
me? I'm an airline pilot, actually ... well, I could have been; to be perfectly honest, 
I'm a car mechanic ... I've gota lot of taste, you know . " 

Another factor contributing to the Members' successful formula Is Chris Payne 's 
oft-overlooked way with a bass guitar. He's got a better feel for reggae than any 
other white boy around, and his creative style skillfully weaves all the divergent 
elements together. Listen to the Members ' version of Larry Wallis' "Police Car," 
and you'll hear the way Payne's bass has changed the impact of the whole song. 
What was once a clever observation now becomes menacing. Meanwhile, Nigel 
Bennet's rock'n'roll guitar keeps the band from floatlng away in a ganja cloud, and 
Adrian Lillywhite's powerful drumming rivets the music firmly to the ground. The 
Members aren't a band with just one idea; they've got a lot of ideas, and a lot of in
fluences. And that dynamism alone gives them a whole lot over the one dimen
sional bands that are creating the bulk of popular music today. 

The Members.are, however, equal to more than just the sum of their influences. 
Compared to their first album, At the Chelsea Nightclub, this effort more complete
ly unites all the Members' diverse Influences into a single, effective statement. The 
first album had a few more rough edges to it, but the band hasn't lost anything by a 
bit more calculated production. Chelsea was essentially a bunch of good songs 
thrown together; 1980 offers a selection of songs that not only comp lement each 
other, but also give a good feel for what the band Is all about. It probably won't be a 
huge success; it's not trendy enough, or insipid enough, or outrageous enough. 
But it's honest, and it's tight, and those are pretty good credentials right there. 

Cramps Songs the Lord Taught Us(IRS) -T. C. Coed 

The record cover directs you to file this under sacred music. If everything that is 
trashy in America can be viewed as sacred, then this is the coming of the messiah. 

The album drones and fuzzes, does everything possible to annoy and disturb. 
Feedback upon feedback-echo unto echo. And God said let there be distortion, 
and lo, there was. If l were' possessed of all my senses, I'd realize how horrible this 
really ls-fuck it-Roger Corman movies suck too, yet that doesn't stop me from 
watching them. These are times to throw good taste out the window-and watch it 
splatter. 

These are tunes to gang-bang Annette Funiceflp by, to read Howard the Duck by, 
to play loud so that your neighbors who are into "new wave'' shit their pants. 

Produced (and in the most non-state-of-the-art way) by "legend" Alex Chilton at 
the Sun Studios, you can hear the ghost of Memphis hiccups past as Lux Interior 
destroys and praises rock'n'roll roots. Never has a band managed to do so much to 
so many and make it so right. If this ever gets on the Back DOR playlist, I'll publicly 
take back all I've ever said about the place. 

This record is green slime for the ears ... I love It ... you'll love ii (we all think 
alike-right?) . . . have a Cramps party, invite some new wave-a trendies and stock 
up on barf bags. Cne more LP like this and we could take over the world. 

-MissNomer 
John Foxx Metamatic(UK-Virgln) Double Single 

John Foxx's new solo album, Metamatic, combines the late Ultravox sound of 
rhythm machines with ambient drones and asSorted synthesizers. Unfortunately 
reminiscent of Gary Numan's various albums, Metamatic is actually more in
telligent, more creative and much better sounding than anything Tubeway Army 
has ever done. As a new offering, Foxx has presented a double 45 with a more 
stylized version of one of the album's best. "No One Driving,' ' aS well as three new 
songs. The 45's version of "No One Driving" with its synthesizer chorus is 
somewhat over-produced, but it creates a sensuous texture in contrast to clock
like rhythm of the album 's version. The only other song with words , "This City ," 
has the qualities of an electronic ballad . Foxx 's voice stammers commanding 
resignation, and the fast-pulsed rhythm machine sets a quick pace. The two B 
sides are each instrumentals with varying degrees of success. " Mr. No" is a 
wasted exercise in pseudo-organ sounds and " evil doctor" imagery; some in
teresting synthesizers make it listenable. ' "Glimmer," however, is a more skillful 
piece, piling layers of sound onto a bursting vortex, only to slowly remove them 
one by one. The single is a good supplement to the album. Foxx again shows his 
ability to disturb the emotions and terrify the intellect with his music, but the lack of 
raw sounding guitars and drums shows what seems to be Foxx's permanent depar
ture from rock'n ' roll. 

Terry Riley Sh?-Camel(Columbia) -M. Lang 

What we have here is an Interesting series of dilemmas. 
When l finally had the pleasure of seeing Terry Riiey perform his music, it was in 
that most unlikely of cities. San Jose. Despite the free admission, the Center for 
the Performing Arts was only half-full. And, as this master of trance-music wove his 
ambient spell, over half of those initially preseqt took their leave. 

Well , what do you expect from Silicon Valley? 
This is Terry Riley's first domestic release in ten years/The last time his music 

was available on dist (not counting rare, overpriced imports) was during the good 
ole days of peace, love and karmic consciousness. And that leads me to yet · 
another paradox-I'm writing about a musician who performs trance (as in 
transcendental) music, is obsessed with Eastern modalities and philosophies and 
looks like he works weekends for the Hare Krishnas selling incense . What's more, 
I' m writing this review for an underground rag whose readership favors short, 
sweet and staccato bursts of energy. 

t'd question my own motives, but you've gotta start somewhere. 
Besides, you 'd be surprised at the many people who have been influenced by 

Terry Riley, directly or otherwise. He was one of the first to use sequencers to hold 
drone patterns over which he improvised, a trick Gary Numan, Orchestral 
Manoeuvres, Ultravox and countless other synlh-punks are putting to good use 
these days. His inilial release. In C, was a boon to the avant garde; Phllip Glass and 
Steve Reich (lo name but lwo) have carried on the principles first annunciated in 
Jhal record to some degree. If you still have a love for the days when the Soft 
Machine ' s Mike Ratledge was terrorizing the Keith Emerson-dominated school bl 
techno-rock, check out Riiey's Rainbow In Curved Air to see where Ratledge got 
some of his ideas. ~ 

As for Shri Camel, it continues in the vein of Rainbow. Over droning riffs , Terry 
improvises fragile , Indian-flavored music. The effect is hypnotic, soothing and 
unlike anylhing anyone else is doing. And, unlike his concerts or the PerSian 
Surgery Dervishes album of a few years back, the selections are broken into 
shorter, easier-to-digest portions, making this an excellent introduction to Terry's 
music for the uninitiated. Not to mention the effect , which is unlike anything his 
proteges have created. Terry Riiey has succeeded in influencinQ several musical 
directions and opened up possibilities for keyboards (incidentally, he uses a 
modified Yamaha organ, which has synthesizer-type capablllties) while remaining , 
all the while, a unique, vltal force in American music. That alone makes him so
meone to consider. 

But. if you're at ical Dama e reader. ou probably stopped reading when I hit 

the word"'consclousness." Too bad. You really don't have to be "In" to like this 
stuff. Rest assured that Terry Riiey will always be a part of the avant garde. as the 
concert in San Jose perhaps proved. The majority, when laced with a choice bet
ween entertainment and art, will almost always opt for entertainment. For those of 
you who demand a bit more challenge from your listening fare, you can't do much 
better than this. Besides, if you really want to be avant garde, you can al\'Jays play 
this for your hardcore punk friends , wait ten years, and see who learned something 
from it. Ain't it grand to be ahead of your time? 

-S. Schellberg 
Love of life Orchestra Extended Nicet/es(USA-Lust/Unlust Music) 12· EP 

Extended Niceties is the creation of two experimentalists from New York and their 
various guests, including David Byrne and ex-Modern Lover Ernie Brooks. The four 
songs contain a paradox ical and surprising mixture of pop elements with in
novative guitar and keyboard sounds. In fact, the entire EP seems to focus on the 
paradox of love and other pleasantries of Ille. Forces of sound are constantly work
ing against each other-melody vs. rhythm, jazz vs. rock-and this makes the EP 
very exciting. Side One (This Side) can be criticized for its unimpressive syn
thesizer tricks, but the bass line, hammered out at times in an old Sly or Tempta
tions style, Is most interesting. And the abrasive trumpet Irritates but still seems to 
delight. The effect of sorrowful love is well conveyed. The side ends with yet 
another contrast; as a guitar disturbingly cackles, a forboding chorus strange ly 
chants. Side Two (That Side) brings on more despair with keenly mechanized syn
thesizers and staccato guitar in the usual Byrne fashion. A sad horn of depression 
and confusion wanders throughout the side. The final paradox comes in the form of 
the EP's simplest parody. An all-female chorus pleads touchingly , "Don't, don't, 
please don't leave me b~by." The EP may please very few , considering that it runs 
in so many opposite directions. But as a satire and an example of a fresh new 
sound, this record does not fall. 

X Los Angeles(Slash Records) -M. Lang 

Growing up in New York can lead you to the conclusion that no one could possibly 
feel the pull of urban life elsewhere. Especially California. LA has always seemed 
real easy, though l am told otherwise. It can't be as easy as I thought, for this 
record cou ldn't have been made In untroubled climes. This record hits you right 
below the solar plexus and lingers, reminding you of every past hurt, or fuck-up, or 
friend who had too much one night, or busted love affair or just plain disgust with 
the disappointment we calt "urban life." I find myself playing it when 1 am on my 
last beer and I've stared out the window too tong. It stings when you're numb, but it 
also numbs in the process. Exene and John Doe's voices swoop and fall , hovering 
on the edge of sounding off, then triumphantly mesh, in the way that Grace Slick 
and Marty Balin once did. Amidst the desperation, though, there is also hope, in 
the form of Chuck Berry-like solos by Billy Zoom. This is one of the finest pieces of 
poetry ever set to music, traces of Burroughs, Bukowski-the words run around 
the music, daring it to keep up. Ray Manzarek (ex-Doors) dellvers an excellent pro
duction job as well as full, rushing organ lines, reminding us of another California 
band that knew that life wasn ' t all sunshine and good vibes. Los Angeles is ac· 
cessible enough for FM radio, yet never comes close to selling out. People should 
demand to have access to this record on the air. It's enough to make you wanna 
care about this ridiculous scene we've become entwined with. I thank X for their vi
sion and their ability to jar me-it 's been too long between shocks. 

-Mi,;sNomer 
X Los Angeles(Slasn Hecoras) 

X has long been one of the most important bands on the West Coast, and a per
sonal favorite of mine since the first time I saw them. on the occasion of their se
cond concert. I had cherished and played their Dangerhouse45and their ,;Yes LA'' 
cut so much that the news of their new Slash Records LP almost brought me out of 
my usual melancholy for a while. However, as I slapped the disc onto my stereo, all 
of my hopes were quickly dashed against a wall of solid mud. I refer, of course, to 
what they claim on the record jacket is the album's production. "No hard chords on 
the car radio" nor on this album, also no highs. no tows. just a pool of middle range 
mush. Could this be the same powerful band that once inspired me to beat the shit 
out of an obnoxious fellow concert-goer at Grove Street in time to the beat of "Los 
Angeles"? It might be easier to tell if I could hear the instruments on this recor
ding, but they seem to have been buried somewhere deep in the sludge. And that , 
com.rades, is a crime. 

Don Bonebreak has always been more than just the beat of the band , lending art
ful highlights and creative, intricate technique you can sink your teeth into. Billy 
Zoom's guitar playing approaches flawlessness with a nod to rockabilly and a 
punch to the stomach , and John DOe's creative bass lines fill out the rhythm sec
tion with an eerie drive. All , however, are lost on this LP. The only instrument mix
ed with prominence is Ray Manzarek's organ, which ruins the best cut on the 
ablum, "Nausea." X is and has always been a band, not John and Exene with 
background music. Ray Manzarek seems unable to accept this. This is a formula 
album (as far as it is possible to make X into a formula band) , giving the listener a 
lead vocalist to idolize, while pushing the musicians to the back. 

A word should be said about the too-prominent vocals: John in particular suffers 
from the glare of the spotlight , sounding in parts tired and strained, while Exene, 
after a brief rendezvous with the instruments in the general murk, wimps out a bit 
where formerly she wailed-most notably on "Your Phone's Off the Hook." I can
not believe this to be John and Exene's choice, knowing their pride in their fellow 
band members. This album reflects the standard emasculation of a band that we 've 
come to expect from major label product, and since X will probably be snatched up 
any day, I don't understand why they didn't use this last chance in the underground 
to give us ttie ··x sound ' ' we all Jove so dearly. 

As I sciid, "'Nausea" is probably the best cut on the album; the production allows 
the instruments to come to the fore, and Exene's vocals in particular fulfill some of 
the promise we've come to expect from X's live p13rformances. Unfortunately, Man
zarek 's organ is at its most annoying here (probably because the cut is so stunning 
otherwise), and the last line of the chorus comes across as rather anti climatic. 
"Soul Kitchen" is another of the better cuts, possibly because Manzarek is less 
obtrusive. this being a Doors song (though , personally, I found his organ one of the 
worst things about the Doors). John probably sings his best on this cut, and Don 's 
drummihg has much of its familiar vigor. ' 'The World's A Mess, It's in My Kiss '' and 
"Your Phone's Off the Hook" show some signs of Ille, though the organ certainly 
wouldn't be missed , and Exene doesn 't quite deliver the chilling vocal dementia 
she is so renowned for. However, the vocal mix on "Your Phone" ts inexcusably 
bad, leaving the vocal tracks competing with, instead of complementing, each 
other. Also, the exclusion of "Our Love Passed Out on the Couch" from the album 
isa shame; it could have replaced ''The Unheard Music' ' quite nicely. 

Overall. I'd say buy the album. especially if you haven't had the pelasure of X 
live, because even this pale shadvw of the band is nonetheless formidable, X being 
a most formidable band. For.those of you who know and love X live, it may pain you 
somewhat to listen to this record, but still Los Angeles is worth having. 

-P. Urban 



The Government Flat Tire/Zip· 
pers of Flre/Sponge/Sleepln' 
(Modern World) 
This EP by a Toronto-based trio 
is so synthetic that it leaves me 
doubting; for the first time, my 
old friend Skot Armst's llne, 
"polyester Js truth." It has all 
the depth of an art school pro· 
ject by a young Montovani, but 
without any of his Imagination. 
"Zippers of Fire," the best of 
the lot, sounds like the score to 
one of those higher-grade 
homo-hump movies, of which 
Cruising is a wimpy relative. 
Lots of echoing "Don't touch 
me" with the predictably over
amped synthesizer taking the 
place of a wah-wah pedal in the 
backgqrund. The other little 
numbers on the record fall Into 
the "crypto-experimental"veln 
soon to be oh-so-popular In 
singles' bars, sounding like the 
Talking Heads visit Romper 
Room. Real Jaded pablum for 
people who think young. 
Mr. Me 

Tone Deaf and the Idiots 
Election Disc (UK·Blue Angel) 
f I ex i · 4 5 

buy everything. They and/or wear bondage clothes; If all you 
their highly-paid publicist call can acknowledge musically Is 
their sound "Yankee Uptown _ '77 buzz saw shit-then here's 
Ska." I call it derivative gutless the record for you! 
tripe. You'd probably call it "ka· The flip side is not the Petula 
ka." But, I guess in all fairness, Clark song. I shudder to think 
It ls as good an example of what they would have done to 
Hollywood Reggae as'll ever be that. Send this band back to 
over-produced. The first side Texas; we've got enough pro. 
represents their contribution to blems already. 
the genre and, if It's not, It 
ought to be tax-deductible. I 
mean, cancer Is, isn't it? The 
"Masquerade" in the song's ti· 
tie probably has something to 
do with my conviction that thts 
Is the title song for the new API 
release, Gidget Goes to 
Jamaica. It's about as uptown 
as the Hollywood Memorial 
Cemetary. The cover on the se
cond side is so overproduced 
and muggy that playing it might 
put The Supremes, who did it 
orlginally, right Into their 
graves just so they could have 
the dubious pleasure of turning 
over In them. If you don't know 
anything about ska or reggae, 
this is a good record to learn to 
hate it by. 

The Klan Cover Glrl!Pushln' 
Too Hard (Poshboy) 

Here Is a recent gem from a 
very obscure Engllsh band that 
already has one 45 and an 
album ("Catastrophe Rock''} to 
their c(edlt. This new single is 
Infused throughout with In· 
telllgent and humorous social 
commentary. The first song 
("Why Does Polltlcs Turn Men 
into Toads?") falls into the 
musical sub-category of clever 
lightweight punk-a category 
exemplified by groups such as 
the Shapes, Televlslon Per· 
sonallties and the Tralnspot· 
ters-and provides a well· 
timed critique of the absurd 
leaders that so many blindly 
follow these days: "When 
they're running for elec
tion/When they're running for 
your votesfThey look complete-
1 y human/But afterwards 
they're toads." It closed with a 
llst of contemporary politi· 
clans, among them Carter, 

The Enemy Bang Bang You're 
Dead/Trendy Violence (US-King 
Tut) 

"Cover Girl" has got to be one 
of the stupidest, lowest, most 
senseless anti-female diatribes 
yet set to music. Misogyny In 
the hands of Elvis Costello is at 
least handled · lntelllgently, 
while this ls a woman-hating of 
the Larry Flynt variety. "You're 
just another tuna in a sea of 
cunt" - c'mon guys! Just 
'cause you can't get laid Is no 
reason to take it out on all of 
us. The subject of fame
seeking beauties can be told 
without schoolboy snideness. 
Their cover of the Seeds 
classic Is boring and totally 
drains the energy from one of 
the best 60s two-chord-wonder 
songs. Obviously, this fune. 
was picked because of the fish 
reference It contains. Let's 
send these little charmers to 
Marine World and hope they 
get their piscatorial obsession 
out of their systems; let's also 
take away their instruments to 
spare ourselves further trash 
from this group. 

Brezhnev, Ian Smith, 
What's-his-name Begin, 
Ayatollah Khomeini, Trudeau 
and Margaret Thatcher, whose 
names are followed by the 
chant: "He's/She's a toad." The 
second track (''Repatriate the 
National Front") Is a modified 
reggae song which applles 'the 
Front's own loathsome rhetoric 
to the NF itself. The only pro
blem Is that there isn't enough 
room at the garbage dump for 
all of those fascist thugs. An 
absorbing record. 

Boxboys American Mas
querade/Come See About Me 
(Zone H) 

While this is another case of 
the best thing you can say 
about this record Is that the 
promo that accompanied it was 
really funny, this LA band does 
help to prove that money can't 

II you like sterile punk music 
created by complete phonies, 
you'll love this flimsy caricature of 
a 45. It Isn't that It is musically of
fensive (If anything it's not offen
sive enough), but rather that it is 
totally devoid of integrity, spon
taneity, wit or Intensity -
qualities essential to good rock 
music. I have nothing to say about 
the songs themselves because 
they are truty insubstantial. 
Although this SeattlB band is 
equally vacuous live, for some 
unknown reason they have attain· 
ed a measure of popularity In the 
Bay Area. Given the fact, though, 
that awful an awful band like the 
Lloyds can win an aWard for being 
the best new group In San Fran
cisco, one cannot rate local taste 
too highly. Perhaps major labels 
are right to assume that most rock 
fans, new wave or otherwise, are 
stupid enough to enjoy Inane 
records like this. The discerning 
fan should avoid them like the 
plague. 

Miss Nemer 

The Undertones My Perfect 
Cousin (UK-Sire) EP 
Does anyone still doubt that 
the Undertones are the world's 
most wonderful band? If so, 
this new 45 ought to convince 
them. With "Cousin," the 
'Tones have once again come 
up with a classic song which 
bears all of their 
trademarks-an Irresistible 
melody, twin punk guitars 
pushed well forward in the mix 

-J. Bals and Feargal Sharkey's win· 
some vocals. The lyrics will br· 
Ing a smlle to your face If 
you've_ eyer envie~ a pamp~red 
relative: "His motlTer bought 
him a synthesizer/Got the 
Human League in to advise 
her/Now he's making lots of 
noiseJPlaytng around with the 
art school boys." The B·slde 
consists of a terrific, If 
overlong, Instrumental ("Hard 
Luck Again") and one of their 
peculiar thirty second blasts 
("Don't Wanna See You 

Legionnaires' Disease Rather Again"). The Undertones may 
See You Dead/Downtown have faults, but who stops to 
(Disease) notice them when the overall 
If you insist on calling John effect Is so enjoyable? 
Lydon, Johnny Rotten; if you 
stllt believe In Sid; if you still 

.. .. 
_Black Flag Black Flag 
(US·SST) EP 
Warning: This ts one of the best 
hardcore punk records ever 
relea§ed. Directions: Put it on 
the turntable, turn up the 
volume all the way and wait for 
results. Watch ants and 
roaches scurry for cover! Get 
rid of unwanted neighbors and 
guests! See New Wave fashion 
fascists at the Cafe Flore turn 
green and vomit! Make your 
ears bleed! All this and more 
for only $1.99! This Indepen
dent 45 from LA should have 
been revil!lwed ages ago; I want 
to rectify this shameful situa
tion by bringing it to your atten
tion now. In an era Increasingly 
dominated by simpering 
popsters and self-indulgent "ar
tistes," Black Flag is like a 
blast of lcy air on a sweltering 
summer day. They are punk 
purists who don't give two 
shits whether punk rock is un
fashionable in the 80s, and they 
go about their business with 
such vengeance that they make _ 
English "New Punk" bands like ' 
the Angelic Upstarts and the 
Ruts sound like Foreigner. All 
four tracks on this EP boast a 
raw, densely-textured guitar, 
frenetic bass playing, jackham
mer drumming and shrieking 
maniacal vocals (courtesy of 
former vocalist Keith), but this 
simple description cannot 
begin to convey the frightening 
Intensity of their sound (both 
recorded and live); an intenslty 
that lifts Black Flag head and 
shoulders above their better 
known contemporaries. 
The highlights Include "Ner
vous Breakdown," which 
evokes this condition far more 
effectlvely than the Buzzcocks' 

~l=~sift.··''B~~~~~o·~~~~e~~== 
rebellious sentiments dear to 
the heart of any punk-"I can't 
go to work/The boss Is a 
jerk/I've got no time for this 
school/Alf the fuckers are 
fools/I'm going to explode, I've 
had it; and the masterpiece, 
"Wasted," which satirizes the 
Impact of Callfornla sub
cultures on an impressionable 
youth-"1 was so wasted/I was 
a hippie/I was a burnout/I was a 
dropout/I was out of my head," 
etc. This record's combination 
of anger, frustration, humor, in· 
sanity and raw pcwer speaks 
for Itself, and I urge everyone 
who genulnely loves hardcore 
punk music to purchase It a:nd 
go see Black Flag live next time 
they come to town. If you don't 
support bands llke this, you 
have no right to complaln about 
the increastng sterilization and 
commerclallzatlon of the alter· 
native scene. 

Symptoms Be On Top/Anorexia 
Nervosa (Early Warning) 

This nifty little item from well 
within the lunatic fringe of the SF 
underground has a ruthlessness 
about it that may cause acne. Tru
ly neurotic and It aims to please. 
Something about this record 
makes me break into cold sweats 
and shuffle my feels alot. If this 
be love, then why the painful 
discharges? What Bobby, Rocky, 
Nosmo and Lester have done is to 
capture all the edgy anxiety that 
surrounds sex In our superan· 
nuated scene, Jevealing the 
adolescent underbelly upon 
which most ol us flip-flop as we 
seek out Our next conquest. A 
real contemporary love ballad , 
''Be On Top," is a "liberated" 
paen to the female dominant posi· 
tion and has twice the class of the 
illustrated Kama Sutra. The music 
is equally as nervous; a really 
twisted pop sound that 
possesses the kind of energy that 
usually results in premature 
ejaculation. While I give ii an 
unreserved nine points, I thing 
they ought to give a free tube of 
clearasil away with every record. 
Not recommended for chronic 
self-abusers. 

-Mr.Me 

The Vibrators Gimme Some 
Lovln'/Power Cry (UK-Rat Race) 
It Is both sad and pitiful when 
once-excellent bands are 
resurrected In a much Inferior 
form for commercial reasons. 
This ts obviously the situation 
here, for the Vibrators responst
ble for this 45 bear little rela· 
tlon to the original lineup. As a 
result, I will Ignore fond 
memories and Inform you that 
this record is embarrassingly 
peer. Aside from occasional 
flashes of burning guitar 
work-the old Vibes 

·trademark-and veteran 
Eddie's piston-like drumming, 
what we have here is mundane 
hard rock, bar-band style; 
nothing more, nothing less. 
The vocalist deserves to be 
flayed alive for conforming to 
all of the worst stereotypes of a 
rock singer, and who needs 
another mediocre cover of the 
old Spencer Davis classlc 
anyway? "Power Cry" may be 
an "orlglnal" composition, but 
It Is as old as the hills In terms 
of both style and content. Don't 
be misled Into buying this 
turkey by associating It with 
the Knox-led Vibrators of yore. 

coniinued on page 38 
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DECLASS IFIED RATES 

Recession, riots & volcanlc ash not
withstanding, DAMAGE refuses to 
raise Its Declaulfied rates. 

By placing an ad In DAMAGE 
O.Classlfled, you too can loln the ho.-des 
of pleawntly deranged people who have 
found love, happiness, satlsfactlOfl & 
thoroughly obscure 45 releases. 

RATES ARE: 20 cents the word. First 
word & phone number are free . Display 
ads are Kheduled at SJ.50 the col· 
umn/lnch. Dlsplay copy must be 
camera ·ready. 

First word of all ads wlll run boldface 
•nd all caps unless otherwise specified. 

For en additional SS.00, we wlll forward 
your mall from a DAMAGE Box 
Number. Payment must accompany ad 
•nd must be In DAMAGE offices by Ju
ly 1, 1980. 

Remain calm. Don't wear stripes with 
checks. All correspondence to: JAY 
EFF, DAMAGE Declasslfleds, 678 
South Van Ness. San Francisco CA 
u1io. Got a beef? Call CAlSl 861 7662 for 
Mfvlce & encouragement. 

WANTED: Harpsichord, organ, cello & 
French horn players to form Neo· 
Baroque band. Call Peter Urban : (AlS) 
8611JSS .. 

XANOOR Recording Studios: 8 Tracks 
from S20/hr. Band demos lo record 
pressing (1000 4Ss for S47Sl. Located in 
secluded mansion In Orinda. Call for 
brochure : (415) 2S4 90n or (.OSI 254 
5730 •• 

THE NUNS! They showed the way. Now 
they're back together, recording an 
album in L.A. and planning shows. Nuns 
singles. "WWlll/Cock ln my Pocket" 
{live) and "Media Control/The Beat" 
(studio) are avallable, both for S5.00 
postpaid or SJ.00 each. Send to : Rosco 
Reco.-ds, No. 517, SI E. 42d St., NYC NY 
10017 .. 

ADVERTISE In DAMAGE. Full page : 
S200; Hall page: SllO; Quarter page : 
SOS; Eighth page: UO; Business card: 
S2S. Discounts for Independents and 
longterm contracts. Issue No. 8outJuly 
8, ads deadline July l, 1980. Contact: 
Jonathan Formula, Damage Ads Dept .. 
678 So. Van Ness, San Francisco CA 
94110.(A1S)8617662 .. 

BASS PLAYER WANTED. Must~ 
terestlng and dedicated. References: 
PIL, Pere Ubu. Call (415) 8651013. 

00 DAMAGE IN YOUR TOWNll Be 
the first in your boring little burg to 
represent a malor metropolitan mon· 
thly!! Impress your friends!! Do 
glamorous things like distribute 
magaz.lnes! Sell advertising! Put up 
posters! Make money In your spare 
time! Write or call for detalls: Damage, 
Box S & C. 678 So. Van Ness, San Fran
c1Ko CA 9A110. {A15) 8617662. 

HAPPY WEDDING, Will & Jeri • from 
the rat breeders. 

TRADE/BUY/SELL llve tapes. My 
wants: Germs, X, Screamers, Olis. 
Fear, Crime, any punk/wave music. I 
have 100 titles. Gary C. Broyhill, Rt. 2, 
Box 198, Morrlsvllle NC 27560. 

CREEP, the San Francisco fanzine, 
needs contributions of any kind. 8011 
5528. SFCA94101.CA15)6616938. 

SCREW YOU, LULU. Signed. Maurice. 

Richard Red RecOl'"ds or Material 
please call (415) 861 7662 right away 
qulck,nofoolln',OK? 

.------.... ~--... YA WANT COOL? We got cool: the pet 

VORREI. Numerl telefonicl di ragaui 
belle e govenl, molto cappelll sul dorso. 
gambe e bracla. Chiamare: Giorgio, al 
prellso quatro uno clnque. numero 
quafro Ire uno quatro sel sette ollo. 
Piedl platl. nlentecappelli sul dllta, caz· 
zomoscio(mamoltorlcco) . 

r::ou produi::tians 
COOKIE, OLGA & GERRY 
Booking the Savoy Tivoli 

(415) 362-7024 T-F/1-5pm 

Crime Gangster Funk/Maserati 
(B-Square Records) . · 

What is funk? Frankie Valen
tino, with a tip of his snap-brim 
Stetson to James Chance, puts 
the moves in the grooves and 
gives us "Gangster Funk," an A 
side that wants to be on a sou l 
station real bad. 

Valenllno (aka Fix) Is a per
former who comes close to 
stylistic perfection. In line with 
the band's recent transformation, 
his trademark snarl has become 
more of a southslde sneer. He's 
still a punk In the classic sense, 
but with this cul he's definitely 
trying to get his !hang sleek and 
tight. 

Crime recently brought back 
the Infamous Ron " Ripper" 
Greco to play bass, the quasi
legendary Britttey Black to pound 
the second-oldest Rogers trap kit 
In existence (inherited from his 
father, Dave Black, a well-known 
Jazz drummer) and put Joey 
O'Kaye, bassist, sound tech and 
producer-about-town, on syn
thesizer. 

In "Gangster Funk," t~ ~ syn
thesizer machine-guns, r iows, 
queeps: gurgles. and ge. :!rally 
funks around all over the place on 
top of the James Brown riff, the 
Apollo Theater bass llne and the 
Different Fur Studios kick drum 
thud. The Crime-paten ed 
Glbson-through-Marshall·stacks
cranked-pasl-10 wall-of-guitar
shriek sound Is mix In there 
somewhere, too . Frankie wails 
like Michael Jackson on 
methadone and the lyrics include 
a cast of thousands: James 
Brown, Iggy Pop, Jesus Christ, 

for the 80s: RATS!. .. they breed, they 
eat, they smell! Perform real tab ex· 
perlments at home! Start a dying lad lo· 
day! Rats - the pets of the stars! In· 
lerested? Call Damage offices (A1S·861-
7662J, leave message for Cypress Ro· 
dent Works Inc. Do II today I Bye kids! 

I-SHIRTS& D·SHl"'RTSI! .Zippy For 
President T-Shlrts, S6.9S + . .SO cents 
postage from Last Gasp, 2180 Bryant, 
SF CA 9'110. DI DI Glitz hot pink t
shlrts, S6.9S + .so cents postage from 
Cartoonists Coop Press, Bo11 A047A, SF 
CA 941AO. First SO customers get either a 
free Zippy For President poster, a 55· 
year-old houseboy, a date with Martha 
Raye or a bowllng ball fllted with drugs. 
Supply Is Umlled. 

CHAIN MAIL CLOTHES. In stainless 
steel and titanium. Efficient ln design 
and flt. Contact Sam Edwards .at 
Target : (A1S)CH7595 . 

LOWLIFE (formerly REALIFEl 
MAGAZINE. the Image and design zlne 
by the publishers of Damage, is looking 
for a few good people. We need 
edltorlal, bvslness and advertising sates 
people. No money yet, but great op
portunity for the advancement ot 
graphic & literary arts In our time. Call 
(415) 861 7118. Contributors sought as 
well. 

JUDITH SAVAGE. Deslg.n Terrorist. 
Graphlcsforthe80s. (415) 8632617. 

Redd Foxx, Al Capone, Machine 
Gun Slim, William Burroughs, 
Subway Jim, King Kong, 
Hollywood, the Junkie Twist and I think It's real funny that It Is 
New York City, to name a few. In okay to like funk and soul 
short, a catalog of contemporary again. During the disco years, I 
obsessions to that bad, bad beat. practically had to hide my 
Most interesting. More llstenable Funkadelic records-twasn't 
than the contortions; even ap- cool-but now they're back out 
proaches danceability. Sounds In the open. Even Motown; face 
terrific through a disco PA It, the only reason half you bim· 
system. bos even tolerate It is 'cause 

In ''Maserati,'' another A side, !~~c~~ WeB~~~~~0~0~~~s s~ue~~ t:rt;;::J :~d J~~~r~aesd w:itl::~k ~~~; ' Engl I sh, we'd have deified him 

is more Aqua Velva than Velvet ~~n~~wfrom my funk. I freely ad· 
Undergrounq In Its lyrics and mlt to owning K.C. and the Sun-

~~s6~~~:t~:~·tr!~et~~~~l~~~::s~ shine Band albums. I can do 
rocker days, but It's processed four versions of the Bus Stop. I 
through the Different Fur want to give myself some 

m i c r o c h i p s s o t h a t ~~~l~~~d ~~;i~a~~r~~~d'.sn't 
~;~j··~:~~~l=~at~t mak~t~~~g~e;~ Crime, as we are all aware, ls of 

vous. The synthesizer whooshes, ~~~h~h~~enke:~~~:l~~p:!~~~ ~ti; 
~~o~n~a~~:~:~~~ia;tr'~:1s ::s:~~~ nauseum won't convince me of 
a.m. a sudden race change. 

The rhythm 5'1ctlon does a "Gangster Funk" tries too hard 
speedy autobahn shulfle, and to be authentically BAD, and is 
Strike croons the opium-fantasy too long and undanceable 
lyrics In the best Euro tradition. anyway. The lyrics are good, 
Except for the electronic voice the backbeat is there, but funk 
quavering at the mid-song break, it ain't. Stealing the melody 
the general effect Is indeed that line from "Shotgun", and tak
of cruising al 90 mph In rarefied Ing It to the bridge ain't enough 
Alpine air. to make this little number work. 

tt works almost perfectly, and "Maseratl" Is muslcal high· 
the lyrics are worth mention: ti,ch. Complete with polished 
"This Is the modern auto, this is vocals and stingray syn. 
the modern trend ... '' theslzers (which could be toned 

The single Is out on B-Square down), this Is a crisp, clean ode 
Records, the production is a bit , to perfect style and the Jor
shall we way, magnanimous, but dache look. Here's music to do 
it's a definite recommended-buy. high quality drugs by, perfect 
Crime is no dinosaur In disguise. for pretty party people. The pro
loud as ever, but clean. About as ductlon on the single is superb, 
new wave as Iggy Pop. Absurdly though bordering on sterile. 
refreshing band and single. · Hey, It Just don't move me, 
Catch their new act llve If you man. 
can. f'OllMllLI\ 

BORED? Lonely? Desperate? Vitamin 
deficiency? Orgasmic dysfunction? 
Wow & flutter? Eiccess laclal hair? 
Nubs, blahs, frlnles, discomfort of gas, 
stale mouth film, urban angst. dyslexia, 
vaglnlsmus, stage fright? Call Zeke 
Maldoror at Other Mountain Institute 
tor the Occasionally Obtuse. Help Is a 
mere seven digits away. (,.15) 864 8123 . 

NEED : Part·flme job. Can and wlll 
type, access to IBM. Call!. School 
District method. Call evenings: (,.15) 
12'3676. 

SOUND MIXER. road/stage mgr. 
avallable. E11perlence, taste, equanimi· 
ly & style, not lo mention good looks. 
Mains, monitors, studio production. 
Lighting design & business mgml. as 
well. Have someone on your side behind 
the board. Local/tours. Reasonable. 
FORMULA ("415) 8617662 . 

FOR SALE : Tympani . S300. Dewey 
(A15)8932684 . 

SUBSCR IBE to DAMAGE. Sl0/1 2 
issues; SlS/outslde US; S2J/alrmall. 
Don't miss our Summer Travel guides 
toOtherWorldcllles.Wrlte(encloseze 
check): Damage Subscriptions, 678 So. 
Van Ness, San FranclKoCA 9"4110. 

BSU STUDIO. S20/hour. Soundcraft 
16x8 desk; Otarl 8 & 2·frack machines; 
Neumann, Sennhelser, AKG, Shure 
mies; good selection of outboard gear; 
Instruments (Incl. trap kit) avallabte; 
deli on corner. Some satisfied 
customers : Dead Kennedys, Crime, 
Pushups, Zeros, Offs, Deaf Club com
pllatlon LP ("CM You Hear Me?" on 
Option&! Music label, out now) . Call J im 
Keylor {A1S)28509S2 . 

CESAR.RoM~E~R~Q~, W~h~,-.-,.-,,-,7?-~ 

NEW WAVE WHEELCHAIR DISCO. 
Every Thurs. nlle, 9 pm, lnt'I. Cafe in 
Berkeley. Alrshocks installed cheap for 
convenient wheelchair pogolng. The 
waaldestll 

TAKE The Jet lo your ne11t picnic. Call 
Gaston : (415) 893268.f . 

DAMAGE 

NEW Independent production company 
based ln San Francisco looking lor 
financial Investors. Barry: ("415} 552 
OSlS. 

JEHR HELMETS. CA1S( 626313l, 

ARE YOU CUTE ENOUGH TO WORK 
FOR DAMAGE? This ls the question 2AO 
mllllon Americans are asking 
themselves dally. Why not llnd out? An 
exciting, II not rewarding career can be 
yours as a volunteer In service of 
Damage. Slaff openings Include: News 
Editor, Assistant Editor, Production 
Manager, Marketing Director. typists, 
declasslfled ad mana9(1!r, ad sales peo
ple, bookkeeper, and office assistants. 
Free subscriptions plus perks for work. 
Cati Damage offices: (OS) 861 7662. 

WANTED: Job Involving abflity lo 
read, reason. string words together Into 
a sentence, learn new tricks, remember 
things, (occaslonally) form "concepts'', 
use various musc les In the llmbs. Con· 
tact ROSA MESSENGER c/o this 
magazine. 

INT'L. BUS PLUNGE SOCIETY. 
Downtown Metropolis chapter. Join to
day and become a charter member. 
(212)9296993. 

WANT: Blue screen for fun productions 
and profilable management. Cati 1·415) 
5529998. 

WE ARE The Fried Abortions and so 
are you. The Chain-Saw Baptist Saves I! 
(A1S)386399S. 

IN GRATITUDE for the uni lagging sup
port from the malor record labels of 
America, Damage is holding a Home 
Taping Seminar and Workshop at 7 pm 
on June 31, 1980, In the Audiovisual 
Training Center assembly room ol the 
lnt'L Bus Plunge Society. Ma11ell UDO 
cassette tape Is recommended. 

THERE ARE 345 mines In Nevada . 
(A15)8638205 . 

DAa'\IAGI 
read it. do it. 

'~'.~-?·· 

n.w.'M's' AN INVDl1'0RY 

-~.~= 
ENCLOSED FIND $10.00 b 12 ISSUES. 
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DAMAGE 

"El.itism is the life spark of the 
underground, anti-elitism just being one 
of its numerous manifestations. ' ' 

-Klckboy, Slash 

I'm standing In front of the stage, a bit loaded and 
having a pretty all right time. I'm enjoying the band, 
the atmosphere In the club, the taste of the beer I'm 
swilling, even the crowd's manic josttlng back and 
forth . I'm Interested, entertained, having fun. My ex
pectations are being met and, If ·not completel y 
satisfied, I'm not especially frustrated. So it comes 
as somewhat of a surprise when, at the conclusion of 
the band's set, a friend comes up and says, "Well, 
you look bored . . . as usual." It's even more surpri
sing when, starting to lodge a protest, I find myself at 
an uncharacteristic loss for words. 

Is looking bored the same as being bored? 
Sometimes appearances can be deceiving, especial
ly if It's yoursQlfyou're fooling . 

And is looking coo! the same as being cool? I'm no 
better at defining what It means to be cool than 
anybody else, even if I do use the term more. l do 
know that, from the start, it's been a matter of at
titude , a matter of expressing an Insight, an ap
proach, a way of feeling and seeing through the way 
you look, the places you go, the way you talk, the 
things you do. The stance has always been as much 
physical as mental. 

A couple of years ago when the attitude expressed 
Itself In simple and direct ways- " No future ," " Fuck 
'em if they can't take a Joke" etc.-and style was an 
extension of the black motorcycle jacket and spiky 
"do," It was a pretty cut and dried matter to know 
who was on our side and who wasn't. In other words , 
who was cool and who was uncool. 

Today, there's a mllllon styles, and attitudes seem 
as diverse as the hundreds of bands, clubs, mags, 
radio shows, new releases and people In (choose 
one) black leather jackets, zoot suits, spandex pants , 
Nehru coats and/or mini skirts. Those who've been 
around since punk's Day One and those wh_o read • 
that new wave was happening In last month's Lffe 
magazine and decided to check it out have become 
Increasingly indistinguishable. Everybody's got 
short hair, skinny ties, brothel creepers , likes to 
dance and hates America. 

And everybody's got attitude. Lots and tots of at
titude. 

For that secret fraternity, that we-know-who-we-are 
group who see themselves and are seen as the 
underground's ellte , the fact that the original attitude 
has become both fashionable and ubiquitous Is 
distressing to no end. Punk, which at its roots Is an 
exaltation of the Individual In the midst of mass 
culture, was never really prepared to face accep
tance by the masses, despite all the antl-elitlst 
rhetoric to the contrary, nor the watering down and 
dilution which Ls the natural result of becoming a 
trend. As that has happened and happens a little 
more everyday, more and more of the "scum-de-1a
scum" have adopted a defensiveness about their Im
age, their punk credentials, their coolness. The at
titude says, " Look, I've been around, I've seen It all 
and, frankly, my dears, I don 't give a damn." It' s good 
old fashioned turn-of-the-century world weariness , 
replete with a coolness that's as brlttle as ice. 

In one very real and very ironic sense, today's " J'm 
bored/you're boring" ethic is a fulfillment of the 
orlginal threatlpromise In the phrase "no future." As 
Increasing numbers of people affect boredom as the 
appropriate response to the changes In the scene, as 
It becomes an attitude that seems to separate them 
from, and put them above, al l the new people clumsi
ly maktng their way Inside, the threat that's posed is 
that the scene Itself will become a reflection of that 
attitude. 

So what's the point In all this blather? It's pretty 
slmple, really. This scene, underground, movement 
or whatever you wanna call it is, and has been, a lot 
bigger and more significant than most of us and all of 
them reallze. Over the last couple of years, through 
the gallant efforts and dedication of some, the pig
Ignorance and short-sightedness of others, an alter
native to the muck and ruin that Is mainstream culture 
has been started. Little organizations. of people, 
sometimes calllng themselves bands, sometimes 
magazines, sometimes distributors, record stores 
and labels, radio shows, production companies, 
video and film cooperatives , have f6rmed to produce 
and disseminate information about the way the world 
Is, the individual is , the past was , and the future Isn 't. 
ICs information whose Ideas, concepts, theories and 
approaches are so new and apparently so real that, to 
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most people, they ' re terrifying , posing a real threat. 
It' s Information whose expression has the dual ex
citement that comes when you ' re putting yourself on 
the line 'cause you know you ' re right and It ' s true . 

Some people , Including many who 've sacrificed 
the most to bring about the creation of a trul y viable 
alternatlve system, wlll never evotve beyond the 
glamor and excitement of punk's early days. They' ll 
sink Into a sticky morass of self-pitying, self
lndulgent nostalgia for a scene many o f whose at
tributes are figments of their own dementia. Some 
may become punk versions of those perpetual hip
pies hitting up passers-by for a Joint or some "spare 
change , man?" Some may drop out Into one of the 
hundreds of available obllvlons technology and the 
pharmaceutical companies offer at low cost. Some 
have already become smarmy, middle-class 
businessmen types, touting themselves and their 
various ventures as "alternatives" to the mainstream 
entities whose tactics we rejected as antithetical to 
life Itself, to say nothing of fun. Wrapped in day-glo or 
black leather cloaks of self-righteousness, waving 
their new wave credentlals like flags , they ' re " Meet 
the new boss ... " worse than the old boss. 

The underground today is going through a host of 
changes. There Isn't just one scene anymore, 
there 's hundreds of them. The · solidarity that 
characterized the halcyon days of 1977 has given way 
to the confusion, chaos and internecine quarrels of 
any transltlonal period. But admldst all the struggles, 
traumas , petty triumphs and major defeats, there re
mains still that vast, as-yet-untapped re servoir of 
energy and will that is part of being young , aware and 
alive in a time and world Ilka this one. Sometimes that 
energy Is expressed In anger and violence , 
sometimes In Intolerable excess or puny Impotency. · 
Sometimes it's expressed in a consummate 
brilliance that rightfully defies description and bellt
ttes our attempts to categorize and define It. 

There's nothing wrong with looking bored or, for 
Iha~ matter, being bored, nothing wrong with quarrel
ing or being hardcore or arty or trendy or whatever. 
There's just something wrong with losing touch or 
perspective or a sense of humor or the desire to want 
more and the guts to demand It. There's Just 
something really wrong with becoming so fucking 
jaded that you turn into the very thing you most 
despise. 

The momentum is Just getting underway. We 're at 
the beginning of something-something most of us, 
myself especially, don ' t understand and shouldn't , 
even If we could , care less about defining. 

Every day, new bands start up somewhere and , if 
ninety-nine percent of them are shitty and derivative, 
there's stlll that one percent who'll make up for It. 
Every day, thousands of kids decide they're punks or 
new wavers or spunks or joovies and out of all those 
tllousands, there's gonna be a few who'll be worth 
knowing and getting fucked up with and having as 
friends and comrades. 

Every day, there's a better chance that we, the 
people who stepped or fell Into this scene, for 
whatever reason, will have more control over our own 
lndivlduat destinies. More choices of where to go, 
how to look, what to say, listen to or read. More op
tions to live a greater part of our Jlves on our own 
terms. 

If things are shitty, if there's not enough happen
fng, If you're bored with what we got and sick of the 
sham . .. 

l:iere's a real simple contest: Just try and figure out 
why this rag you're reading Is called Damage. Hint: 
read newspapers, look at offlclal government 
stickers, go to art school, listen to the news, watch 
top-rated TV shows, go to a dictionary, st~rt an inven
tory, draw, write, make music, get drunk off your ass, 
do something. Do anything. 

-Bradl. 

OOPS. 
In the rush to put out last month's Issue, a number of 

. credits and bylines were left off. With apologles to all 
concerned, here they are belatedly: 
Page 1 Cramps photo by Sam Edwards 
Page ~3 Dead Boys photo by V. Enna 
P~ge 15 Pushupsphoto by I-Stop Fltzgerald 

Eye Protection by Stefano Paollllo 
Page 22 Plastics photos by Wiiiiam Hiroshi Hames 
Page 29 Charlie Starkweather collage by Michael 

Tracy 
Page 37 Tone Deaf and the Idiots review by J. Bate 

Boxboysreview by Mr. Me 
Legionnaires' Disease review by Miss 
Nomer 
The Undertonesreview by J. Bale 
Black Flag review by J . Bale 
The Vibrators review byJ . Bal~ 
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DAMAGE 

(with assistance from Will Shatter) 

I always assumed that once "we the fans" began promoting and Putting 
on shows, the bullshit would stop. I also held to the dream that the revolu· 
tion inherent In the music would guide and influence how the music was 
presented. Wrong 'em, boyo. 

The bullshit remains, only now with different faces. The guy who stood 
next to you a year and a half ago at the Deaf Club now runs the door, and has 
forgotten what being thrown against a wall feels like. We all flock to shows 
that aren't produced by Bill Graham, because we believe (or hope) that less 
abuse will go down. Yet if the alternate promoter reads the same book on 
gestapo tactics, where's the difference? So what if he's young? Don't ten 
me we can overlook jackass behavior just because it comes from a young 
promoter. "Meet the new boss, same as the old boss." 

The irony of seeing Gang of FoUr at the American Indian Center was hear
ing their pointed political songs after enduring physical and verbal abuse to 
get In. Sort of like having Karl Marx in Auschwitz. Here's a band that Sings 
about media manipulation, and a promoter who does his best to deny media 
access to them. I might also add that insults and character slander were 
directed solely at the female members of the Damage and Target Video 
staffs; It's always assumed that.women go backstage for no more legitimate 
purpose than to get a bit of English cock. If It weren't for a member of Mr. 
Promoter's staff who displayed actual human tendencies, this interview and 
I would probably not be here today. 

Did the band have objections to an Interview? Or to Target Video (Nor
thern California's major alternative video center) documenting the event? 
As we later found out, no, on both counts. It was a simple case of one 
overblown, overwrought ego speaking for e'leryone and everything, and giv
ing those who support the bands, and who have made Mr. Promoter's job 
possible, the shaft when something goes wrong. And something is wrong. 
Our Instinctive tendency to trust "one of us" is backfiring, especially since 
the "kid" has all the compassion of a rock and all the Integrity of a mole. 

Our take now shifts to the American Indian Center. Still suffering from the 
slings and arrows of outrageous stupidity, yet fortified by the Constitution 
and Budweiser, we decide to, go over the promoter's head (not hard to do) 
and ask the band Itself for an interview. Of course, it had to be that simple. 
We talk a bit with 0avid Allen, bassist for Gang of Four, who Informs us that 
he may have German measles· ... 

This Is the second time Gang of Four has been in the States. The first 
time, last year with the Buzzcocks, was the result of a linear progression 
from university to studio to road . Overwhelming, no doubt, especially when 
they practically stole the show from the headliners, or so popular wisdom 
has It. What you remember most from a Gang of Four show are the rhythms. 
They're basic funk rhythms that we've all danced to before, but this time in· 
credibly thick, almost with a life of their own. Occasionally, the vocals and 
guitar will drop out and everything is on Hugo Burham (drums) and David 
Allen (bass). Andy G Ill slashes notes in and out of the dense funklfied cloud; 
he doesn't play guitar solos, but rather guitar attacks. His silences between 
notes are as piercing as the notes just played. Vocals come and go, sung in 
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Special thanks to Sam, who did 

security at the show 

tandem, or one word In unison, and then Jon King and Gill sing against each 
other, only to .come together In the end. Much has been made of their 
signature two-voice style-that ii symbolizes the dialectic of ... blah blah 
blah-because the words sung are so real and urgent. 

The band dismisses any political overtones as far as how they perform, 
but not to what they perform. As Jon King expressed it to Johnnie Walker on 
Damage on the Air, "Just because you're not singing about girls and cars, 
you're some sort of ultra-high intellectual." The public, as usual, has a hard 
time dlstlngulshlngj>etween political viewpoints and diatribe. Gang of Four 
are not daydreaming college boys screaming about 11revolution"; they're 
like you and me, seeing day-to-day crap and sensing that something should 
change. 

Common Sense with a Beat .. 
A Talk with Gang of Four 

Joining Wlfl and me In the interview are 
the above-mentioned carrier and Jon 
King, vocal~st and chief lyricist. 

Amy: Okay, first a little history of the 
band .. 

David: History of the band? Well , 
basically we started three years ago In 
Leeds, In northern England. The other 
three were university lads and I met them 
later on. We were just doing first 
gigs-the usual bumming around trying 
to get gigs. We didn't have any sort of 
direction whatsoever until the Buzzcocks 
heard us and we started doing tours. We 
did quite a IQt of them, and last year did a 
US Buzzcocks tour. Basically, we're 
three years old. 

Amy: That's why you have German 
measles. 

David: Yeah. (laughing) Right, right. 

Amy: Is the domestic re lease of 
· Entertalnmentthe same as the import? 

David: AbsOlutely , yeah , In fact, It's a 
much better cut than the Engltsh one. 

Amy: Really? Fuck, we all went out and 
paid Import prices and you turn around 
and put out a better record! 

David: Sorry 'bout that. [laughs] The pro
blem was, we took a long time getting a 
deal with Warners, which Is why It took so 
long to get the album out. 

Co~tinued on nexl page 
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pie: David Arnoff 

[Note: From now on, Gang of- Four 
albums will be simUltaneously released 
In the UK and US] 

Amy: Why did you sign with Warner 
Brothers? 

David: We got the best deal from them. 

Amy:" In a lot of your interviews, the term 
"political" Is used. What do you define 
as polltlcal? Obvlously, you're not up 
there with hammers and sickles, ranting 
and raving. 

David: No, well, we are a polllica1 band , 
yeah. Depends how you take it, with a big 
"P" or a little "p." 

Wiii: Do you consider it more poHtlcal or 
common sense-

David: Yeah, it's very soclo-polltlcal, but 
we are basically socialists. 

Amy: Card carrying? 

David: No, no. (laughs] No one is a 
member of anything ... [Off-the-mike 
discussion between Will, Jon and David 
about the fact that most European 
governments are socialist and that In this 
country the word carries "communist" 
connotations] 

David: Yeah,· well they came up with the 
Idea for Metal Box, but Virgin only offered 
50,000 copies. As far as we're concerned, if 
EMI said 50,000, we'd say forget the whole 
fuckin' thing. 

Amy: So you're a total unit unto 
yourselves? 

David: Yeah, we're like a production com
pany. Supply Warners and EMI with all our 
material. 

Amy: Old you choose the halls you'd play In 
the US? 

David: No, we signed to FBI. tan 
Copeland's agency 

Amy: What? 

David: FBI; the agency , It 's like, 
ahh .. (realizes what the initials connote 
tousJ 

Amy: Oh, we're very familiar with the FBI. 

Will: They follow you around in green 
cars .. 

David: lan is the booking agent, and we tell 
him basically how many dates and where we 
want to go, and he does 'em. 

Wiii: Who did the graphics on the album? 

"There's no such thing as PURE IDEA, right, 
and everybody lives in the real world. And 
everybody has to make a living." Jon King 

Amy: How have you been received on the 
tour? 

pavtd: Very well. Everywhere has been 
sold out; obviously, popularity is on the In
crease. 

Amy: What ls your deal with Warners as far 
as artistic control? 

David: Complete artistic control , which 
we've yet to work out. As far as the contract 
goes, we're a production company. It's an 
identical contract to EMI (their English 
label) , which we fought a long time for. We 
just give them albums, advertising .• 
sleeves. 

Amy: Like PIL does? 

David: Yeah, it sounds like It, but they 
haven't got as much sway. Like that Metal 
Box-obviously, if we came up with that 
Idea, It would have been every album In the 
box. 

Amy: So you feel you have more clout? 

David: Oh, definitely, yeah. 

Jon: They haven 't designed any of their 
album covers. The first one was done by the 
Virgin art department. 

Jon: Me and"'Andy did the interior sleeve. 

Will: They're real impressive. 

don: [with mock formality) Ah, thank ya. Ah, 
me and Andy sort of work on most of the art
work, but it's just that we do have a training 
in that. 

Wiii: lt was nlce to see stuff like that. You 
see so much stuff that's trying to do 
that .. 

David: The nice thing is, when the album 
was put out, It wasn't just reviewed for the 
music. They actually talked about the whole 
package. 

Amy: Did you have any problems with 
Warne rs, putting out the artwork? 

David: No, they were great, they loved It. 

Jon: The only problem that we have had Is 
that we've been Sued-for "At Home He's a 
Tourist"! For the cover of that. We got sued 
by about three different people. We got 
sued by the woman in the photo, the adver
tlslng agency from which we took the 
photograph and the people who own the 
magazine that the photograph was In. 

Amy: Wasn't the song banned in England? 

Jon: Yeah, BBC banned it and we got 
throw~ off Top of the Pops when they realiz
ed the song mentioned the word "rub
bers, " which Is a terribly disgusting word. 

Amy: Couldn't you just say you were talk· 
Ing about galoshes? 

DAMAGE 

Gang of Four at the American Indian Center 

Amy: Do you define yourself as a new wave 
or punk band? 

Jon: Well, we live fn Leeds, which Is miles 
away from jlny of the . . ahh, trendy 
centers. 

David: We happened to come out when the 

"We got thrown off Top of the Pops when 
they realized 'At Home He's a Tourist' men
tioned the word 'rubbers,' which is a terribly 
disgusting word." Jon King 
Jon: Well, they don 't say that term. Even 
the word "packets" they found objec
tionable. We changed It to "packets." I 
mean, packets can mean "spontaneous for
nication,'' can't It? Oh, don't print that . 

Amy: Oh, never. We'd never print that. Did 
you listen to a rot of A&B while growing up? 

David: Not me. The thing about the band is 
the varied Individual tastes of each member. 
It just covers a whole spectrum, right; 
H~go 's Into the Rolling Stones, right . 

Jon: As he's not here ... [smirking) 

David: As he's not here ... I mean, he 
Ukes that sort of thing, basically Hugo's Into 
rock music. 

Jon: l can't stand the fuckln' stuff. 

David: And like Andy and Jon are into the 
Velvet Underground. I didn't hear them 
earlier. {sighs of approval from Inter
viewers] I llke Captain Beefheart. 

Will: Speed, LSD, heroin, you got it all. 

Jon: The whole drug spectrum. 

Amy: You're a pharmacist's dream. 

David: A pharmaceutical group. Phar· 
maceutical A&B. 

Amy: Do you think of yourselves as a dance 
band? 

David and, Jon: Oh, yeah, yeah. 

Will: (sotto vocej Are you really 
... NegroeS? 

David: Negroes? 

Amy: You've been waiting to ask that . 

Oavld: What's that-oh, you think the funk 
element Is that we're ... What I used to 
play is tike Jazz-funk. 

Jon: Muddy Waters and stuff like that is 
luckin' amazing. 

Will: You play bass with your fingers. 

David: Yeah, that's true. There's not many 
punk rockers(moronlc voice) play with their 
fingers. 

punk thing was big, mainly 'cause there was 
more gigs. 1 mean, Gang Of Four would have 
come out anyway. 

Jon: We were an R&B band first. 

Amy: But it made ii more accessible, 
'cause all these people with absolutely no 
talent were on stage? 

David: Oh, absolutely, yeah, right. 

Jon: You could actually get gigs then, all 
the discos were putting on new wave 
nights, and because we happened to come 
In that year ... We played A&B-and we 
didn't play that well, at first. 

Amy: Is Warners pushing the album? 

David: We're doing radio, and a tot of inter
views • . 

Jon: We might do Saturday Night Live, 
they're pushing for that. 

Amy: Oh, that would be great-do 
American Bandstand. [explains PIL's recent 
exposure on natlonal television, whereupon 
the Interview devolves Into general chat] 

In the midst of the casual chatter, I ask 
David if he was aware that Target Video was 
being denied acce'ss to the show that night, 
because Warner Bros. wanted to tape. No, 
he'd no idea, and was extremely disturbed 
and surprised by the news. A flurry of 
British voices try to figure out how this mix
up occurred, for the band maintains that no 
one-lncludlng Warners-has exclusive 
video rights to them. The promoter is 
brought over, and gives a sllghtly different 
version of the story than the one he earlier 
told us. Now, he says, Warners only wants 
to shoot two songs, not the whole gig. 
Everyone seems to know something except 
for the band, who are virtually In the dark 
about the local particulars of each gig. Final
ly , the band's road manager arrives and 
everyone agrees that, as far as Gang of Four 
Is concerned, there's no objection to 
Target's presence at the show, The utter 
lack of communication is mind boggllng. 
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Amy: Wiil you be releasing singles in the 
US? 
Jon: Well, American companies aren't into 
the single yet. 

David: I was talktng to a guy yesterday ac
tually, he's really into the idea if we really 
went Into putting out a single. He said what 
we should do is put out cheap singles, right, 
'n' get Warners to promote it, and If we took 
a cut In royalties, and then WB went over
board In promotion, then you've made the 
sing le a commodity in America. 

Wiii: What I started asking you before is 
how your songs deal with people being 
commodities, and day-to-day llfe, and rela
tionships being turned Into buying and sell
ing. And In trying to talk about that, in this 
kind of scene, where It's all "Wiii it sell, will 
Jt not sell," are there conflicts? 

Jon: Well, there are In a sense, ya 
know ... There's no such thing as PURE 
IDEA, right, and everybody lives in the real 
world. I mean, people say, if you don't like 
ll, fuck off somewhere else, but we all live In 
the real world. And everybody has to make a 
llving, right. 

Now, If you're putting over ideas you can 
use several different arenas to put things 
over: You can, say, choose journalism, say, 
art of some sort, or music, or even be a 
pollliclan, and all of those ways of putting 
over Ideas have certain constraints. 

"When the album 
[Entertainment] was 
put out, it wasn't just 
reviewed for the 
music. They actually 
talked about the 
whole package.'' 
David Allen 

I mean, anybody who works for an in
dependent newspaper, for example, will al 
some stage have to cope with the distribu
tion network. Maybe they accomodate that 
by setting up their own distribution network, 
working on a small scale, or working 
through someone else. 

The idea of a compromise-there's 
nothing wrong with that, as long as you re
tain the Idea that you put over. Now this Is 
exactly our argument with "Tourist," when 
TOTP said we can't possibly have the word 
','rubbers." Now we, In the checks and 
balances, 'cause there's no point In being a 
silly Idealist and singing in a field to nobody, 
so we said, ''Now what's this actually doing, 
what are we actually saying." We're talking 
about people having contraceptives ln their 
pockets, right, well, "packets" gets the 
meaning over, but maybe the word Isn't ob
jectionable. 

In retrospect, I think I wouldn't do It again 
(change the wording of the song}, but at the 
time, we thought reallstlcally we'd be able 
to get the idea over. In fact, what they ob
jected to was proven to us; they banned 
even the word "packet." The fact Is, the 
single only ended up selllng 35,000 copies 
as opposed to 70,000 It could have done 
otherwise. It's a two-edged -sword; the 
publlplty we had went to music papers and 
people who already knew of th,e band. So 
you gotta think, who are you making your 
songs for? 

Amy: What sort of audience are you aiming 
for? 

Jon: We're not going for any audience. 
We're not trying to shift units in such and 
such market, or anything llke that commer
cial Idea. We get an Incredibly mixed au
dience. 

Wiii:-; was wondering ibout that, 'cause 
when 1 llsten to the record, the music's very 
accessible, then the lyrics are real in
telllgent, really straightforward 

Jon: I don't agree with that, 'cause I feel 
that the music's really, I don't think it's ... I 
don't know what "accessible" means ac
tually .. 

Amy: It's not hard to listen to, the inuslc 
hooks you in right away, and then you look 
at the lyrics and It's not what you expected. 

Jon: [very confused by our point] Well, In a 
sense, it's got a real strong rhythm to It . 

Amy: Well, I was wondering If that was a 
definite thing. 

Jon: No, not at all, everyone sort of came 
together. Because of the different musical 
tastes, you accomodate the differences and 
come up with something llke that. 

{long pause] 

Amyl You wanna end It up, I have to call 
Target. 

Will: Yeah, let's get drunk. 

Jon: I'll go for that. 
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E G X M X D::[· tll Jello Biafra said, " All artists are faclsts. " He had a 

1 point. But the real blame falls on the institutions and 
I their supporters who continue to uphold the dictates 

TR X 
II ··1~~1~8~~~~t~~18t~~d;.h~~c~a~~ 3~al~~~c~o~u=c~~~t~~ 

We .need a 
theater of possibilities, 
not another high style. retinal art," after denuding the corpus sanctimonlou 

, of our beloved virgin. After Duchamp, we are Gossip? Times Square show (stripper gets robbed 
at Raybeats); Everyone Knows Eyeryone. j l bachelors or whores or both. What we need ts less 

I - • }(;;: • • ; ~~s~~~ll~:: ~~~l~~~~=rnh~~~ =t~~~le new theater of by Richard Irwin 

___________ _.1·,;DXiiiiiiiiMiiiX;,;,;G;;X;,;, E· 1 Peter Belsito, co-owner of Valencia Tool & Di~ with 

Jim Stockford, has coordinated performances at the 
University of Massachusetts for Chris Burden, Den
nis Oppenhe1m, Vito Acconcl-and ls now Involved 
with SF's "art/music/club circuit" that Includes the 
newest, Club Generic, run by Stephen Parr, who also 
plans to feature video. The "cabaret-styled " format 
resembles, to my mind, the "feelings" of Huxley's 
Brave New World. The performances of Factrix, 
featuring quasi-Industrial sculpture as percussion, 
slides, and fllms depicting self-violence and social 
amblvalence, genocide, war (all the while keeping to 
a melodic, often humorous, milleu; " I Love My 
Skateboard," sung with an hysterlcal melodramatic 
frenzy), are an extension into our traumatized 
neuropsychology. 

Drop Names? James Latronls Jimmy Curtis Mary 
Boone Betsy Sussier Jullan Schnabel Susan Spr
ingfield Jacki Ochs Llnzee Smith Lars Finn Racine 
Wilcox Kikl Smith Estrella Labat Ricardo Ervin Peggy 
Duvall Sara Charlesworth Tom Otterness Bill Kadillac 
David Salle Scott and Beth B. Mitch Corber The 
Spoonfeds Joe Lewis Tone Control Los Del Rios 
Jane Dixon Julia Hayward Babe Pressman Jeff 
Blechman Cindy Sherman Cara Perlman Bobo ShaW 
Andrea Collard Mat Mulligan Babalou Aye John Lurie 
Ayna Phillips Frankie Martinez George Scott Beata 
Nilson Vivian Dick Robert Cooney Jorge Mendez 
Paula Longendyke Lizbeth Marano Allan Moore Jane 
Fire Pauta Cooper Ivan Carp Leo Castelli Steve Mass 
James Chance Arto Llnsy Stroud Peter Fend Richard 
Prince The Mudd Club Club 57 Tier 3 Norman Fisher 
Suzie Harris Dick Mil Ted Castle Joe Kosuth Gordon 
Stevenson Donald Newman Dyke Blair Kris Kofler 
Vlllle Rimkus Jane Sherry Nancy Slit Tina Hotsky 
Terry Slutkin Tony Smoke Viking Ivan Chichi Fran
cisca Lucho Lu Icy Tony Grosso Roberto Analnz Fran
cis Anatol Manlta Koncinco . 

"The house lights went down; fiery letters 
stood solid and as though self-supported In 
the darkness. THREE WEEKS IN A 
HELICOPTER. AN ALL-SUPER-SINGING, 
SY NTH ET I C-T AL KING, C 0 LORE 0, 
STEREOSCOPIC FEELY. WITH SYNCHRONIS
ED SCENT-ORGAN ACCOMPANIMENT." 

Brave New World, 
by Aldous Huxley, 1932 

The longer the art world watchdogs strut their talls 
and flare their nostrils at the public while continuing 
to propitiate the boring residue of 18th/19th century 
artlsm, the farther they shove themselves Into 
history's vast crematorium. The ashes of their 
matertallsm won't even serve a good bonfire, let 
alone generate a puff of smoke. Fire-breathing 
dragons of Industry and poison-fanged snakes of 
capltallsm are a dreary bunch of aging mythological 
germs. The stranglehold of consumerism on the 
masses in the guise of aesthetics died with John D. 
Rockefeller, both slumped over his aging executive 
desk. No matter how much wealthy art dealers are 
wilHng to pay In next season's Sotheby-Parke-Benet 
auction for a dusty Vermeer or Chagall, the aesthetic 
of "finely crafted objects of art" is as bankrupt as 
Chrysler Motors. The opus of conceptuallsm of the 
recent decade-and-a-half, with Its religious furor tor 
an analytically detached aesthetic, finally reduced 
structural ob/actives vis-a-vis Claude Levy-Strauss 
and French social-anthropologist Roland Barthes 
(whose rejection of capital!sm and self-professed 
Marxism didn't seem to make it over in the boat) to 
microscopic culture smears. All the pompous, over
intellectualized scribblings of art critics may as well 
be preserved on microfilm and burled beneath the 
Sahara Desert where they might mingle with the dry 
bones of ancient pharaohs and their slaves. The 
great romantic utopias projected upon us have turn
ed into "electronic cottages," (a term from future 
schlock writer Alvln Toffler's new book, The Third 
Wave). The worn out white picket fence wit! be 
replaced by electronic surveillance systems. Don't 
ask how art functions In our computerized 
futureworld; It don't. 

Creation Destruction of the mechanism WW/II - A 
Live TV Set Will Be Burled In Plaster And Thrown Out 
The Window, by Bruce Gluck X, June 14 at La 
Mamelle Gallery. Mission aborted when Carl Loeffler 
crawled out onto a fire escape, calltng a halt to th~ act 
of shoving the TV out the window onto the sfdewalk. 
Bruce, Sabina Ott, and others Joined outside the 
building to commemorate the "burlal tomb" with bur
ning flares. Footnote: German painters Roger Her
man and Ha.raid Gruber were caught spray painting 
"La Mamelle Is Not For The 80s" outside after the 
event. 

Western art Is as much a part of the traditions of 
faclsm as Hitler's moustache. Totalltarlan 
technocracy Is not posslble without good advertis
ing. The rhetoric surrounding the plight of black ar
tists in America-why there seems to be so few of 
them, and the relative merit of their 
achievements-reflects the stupid racism of a 
leisure-suited system that can't project Its categories 
outside the steps of Its privately appointed vatlcan 
council. 

NYC b_y Tony Labat and Robin Winters 

Scene? Peer group pressurs and polltlcal power 
plays. Kicking ass. Ketchup soups and fucking with 
your clothes on. 

Pofltlcs? Abdication from power and egatltarlan .. 
what? 

If you want to escape the pr0facrlcated art-box men
tality, why not audit night courses ln art-terrorism at 
any of the nearest clubs, Or catch Mark Paultne's 
next "machine performance"? The quickest way to 
the Modern Museum is the slow crawl over the corp
ses of your faY"nlng competitors. Why not take up 
pistol shooting Instead of the cubist vioUn? 

SF Clubs: 
Club Generic: 237 Leavenworth Street (after-hours 
Friday nights $2) 
Valencia Tool & Die: 974 Valencia near 21st Street 
Art Grip: 1600 Davidson (announced events only) 
Xpress Gallery (formerly A-Hole): 527 3rd Street 
A.R.E.: 1141 Market Street 
Jetwave: 1151 Market Street 
Club Foot: 2520 3rd Street 

(Please send me your art club, group, etc. calendar 
of events c/o thts magazine. I am Interested 
especla11y In Euro-contactees. You are the basis for 
information exchange. Performance/Video only. 
Also, artists and/or witnesses of the May 9 Night of 
Mayhem show at Art Grip, plese get in contact regar
ding an article I'm doing on that event. Send name 
and phone number or address ~o Damage.) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------·---·----------------------------· 
---------------------------------·---------------------------------·---
------------------------~-------·-----

** DUMB RECOROS ** 
625 POST STREET SUITE l~~ 
SHN FRHMCISCO .. CH :34109 
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: So lf this is the modern world, why is it that everywhere this reporter goes It 
c seems like people are up to the same old tricks? Take, for Instance, everyone 's 
1 favorite punk precursor and new wave' s wet nurse, Iggy Pop. Mr. Pop was 

recently detained by authorities in Barcelona for revealing more of himself on 
stage than is deemed seemly in that proper Spanish burg. While a quick shot of 
the Pop power tool ls hardly a rare treat for American or Engllsh audiences, the 
Spanish police apparently hadn't heard that "less is more" when it comes to the 
lg and clothing. Complicating the whole affair was the discovery during a subse
quent search of our hero's luggage of some mysterious substance whose 
adherents number In the millions. Happily, all's well that ends well or, name 
something money can't buy ... Arista quickly dispatched their man to Spain 
and Mrs. Osterberg's son Jimmy was free again to chase windmills, though It' s 
presumed they'll be in less uptight cl1mes. 

On the Police Beat· Part fl: David Swanson, of the LA·based band The Pop, 
returned from the band's recent European tour to discover, much to his chagrin, 
that several dour.faced, hefty and badge·bearlng gentlemen were anxious to 
speak to him. Seems during a partlcutarly boring evening a couple of months 
~go, David and a friend got thoroughly drunk and, on a lark, decided to call the 
Iranian Foreign Ministry in Teheran and inform them that a submarine full of US 
Marines was heading up the Persian Gulf to rescue the American hostages be· 
ing held in our Embassy there. By all accounts, their perfectly ludicrous story 
found receptive ears at the Foreign Ministry and, later, at Reuters News Service 
as well. Satisfied with a Joke well done, David and friend fell out and promptly 
forgot the whole thing. Forgot, that Is, until the gentlemen from the FB1 showed 
up to remind them. Seems the ever alert G·men had been monitoring all calls 
made to Iran and had tape transcripts of all of David 's conversations. Worse still , 
they didn' t think it was a joke and , even if it was , they didn't think it was funny. 
Worse still again, It looks like The Pop's lead guitarist and singer may be In for 
rough times ahead, as the government is talking prosecution. In vino veritas? In 
paranoia veritasis more like it. 

Just to demonstrate that humorlessness and fear are as universal as 
rock'n'roll, NME reports that the government of South Africa has banned the 
new Pink Floyd album on the grounds that It's " prejudicial to the State." The 
song "Another Brick In The Wall " has become the anthem of students pro· 
testing the government's rigid apartheid policy whereby the small majority of 
whites have most of the money and all of the power, whlle the black and mixed 
majority are held in abject subjugation. Thousands of mixed students chanted 
the song's lyrics during recent school boycotts, culminating in bloody retalia· 
tlons by the police. Also banned are Frank Zappa's New York and Marianne 
Fallhful's Broken English. 

Divorce Rate Soars!lt's summertime and the livin' ain ' t so easy. Everybody's 
off on holiday, some more permanently than others. First, Brian Gregory of the 
Cramps decides to leave the band in mld·tour. Not much explanation, but then, 
not much was needed, as the other members of the band had expected it for a 
whlle. Seems Brian is llvlng on the West Coast somewhere with a new.found' 
love, and the band has replaced him with a lady guitarist named Julian Hecht 
llngler. Next, the UK Subs part company, citing that old fave, " musical dlf· 
ferences. " Not long after, members of the Brit band Fashion awoke to find a 
cryptic note from vocalist Luke, informing them he 's '' gone to America. ' ' Closer 
to home, those darlings of the LA scene, the Germs, have called it quits. Singer 
Darby Crash returned from England to find the band upset over the abrupt firing 
of longtime drummer Don Bowles and, more significantly, not especially excited 
over Darby's plan to move the band to London. While nothing's announced at 
this time, it's rumored that Darby will set up a new group. 

Wedding bells: Former Screamers' keyboardist Paul Roessler isn ' t"bne to do 
the expected; however In this case, he did. On July 3, he and a longtime 
girlfriend , Helen Killer tied the knot in LA and headed off to honeymoon in New 
York, where he is now playing with the Nina Hagen Band . Besides breaking the 
hearts of his many admirers, Paul has also left Nervous Gender, Bent and the 
Mommy Men a bit up in the air, since he 'd been playing with them as well over 
the last year. 

From New York, we've received news of the reformed Rank & File, partly com· 
posed of former Nun, Alejandro and former Oil , Chip Kinman. Several members 
of the old Contortions and other legendary NYC outfits are said to be involved 
as well. Pix promised for next issue. Also from New York, everyone's favorite 
underground punk filmmaker, Nick Zodlak, writes to Inform us he's In 
Washington DC shooting porno films in order to finance his next project, a cable 
TV show planned to al r for Big Apple audiences next fall. If it's anything like' 
They Eat Scum, watch outt 

Fast Flash: Unconfirmed reports have the Stranglers popped in Paris for "In· 
citing to riot;" Suburban Lawns being sued by smarmy producer·type over the 
use of the name "Gidget" on their single Gidget Goes to Helf, Flipper 
mysteriously cancelled In their bid to play LA 's roller disco, Flippers; and 
Austin, TX. fanzine Sluggo announces move to SF while LA's Slash rumored to 
be considering move to NYC. 

Blair Jackson is the Managing Editor of BAM, a West Coast music mag best 
described as so good they can't even give it away. Whlle ninety·nine percent of 
its coverage consists of ads and puff pieces on big money bands like Journey, 
Grateful Dead and slop·rockers The Knack, from time to time It does review a. 
local band 's single or even deigns to acknowledge that a local new music scene 
may ex ist In SF or LA. In a recent Issue, no doubt spurred by the spirit of pubtlt:<. 
service, Jackson demonstrated both why BAM's publtshers wou ldn 't dare 
charge anyone anything for the mag and how whatever taste he may possess is 
entirely In own mouth. To wit: Jn a review of a local SF compilation album, 
Jackson called two of the scene's besHoved and mosHespected bands, the 
Offs and Mutants, among "the worst bands in San Francisco," and went on to 
laud a group we've never heard of (and sincerely doubt even exist) called the 
Donuts for "the one tune on the LP I find myself singing at odd moments during 
the day." Obviously, anyone who thinks the Otts and Mutants are the worst 
bands in Frisco probably hasn't got anything butodd moments in his day, but we 
think he does merit some award for his rare candor and for finally showing us· 
where the hole in the Donut really is: Between Blali ' s ears. 

In case you always wondered about the glamorous life rock bands have on the 
road; take the Undertones as a for instance. In SF, they played three gigs in four 
days, didn't get invited to one party, didn't get laid once, and spent most of their 
time hanging around the lobby of their hotel playlng Space Invaders. Luck of the 
Irish? 
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Boys 
Will 

be 
Boys 

by Johnnie Walker 

"There he goes again. This is getting 
borin'-how many more bleedin' cups does he 
want, anyway?" Those prepubescent, almost 
angelic, highly distinctive voice pipes had scored 
again; Mrs. Sharkey's skinny lad Feargal broughl 
home another trophy for the front room 
sideboard. (Check out 1he pholo on the picture 
sleeve of the single Jimmy, Jimmy). 

"That was when he was about !en or eleven," 
recalls current Undertones drummer and former 
Fearga! classmate, Billy Doherty. "Ir was his Ma 
kepi entering him for these singing conlesrs and he 
always came firsl. He used to sing all these tradi~ 
1ional Irish songs." 

"An' 1hen his voice broke and he started singing 
Simon and Garfunkel and Led Zeppelin songs,,, 
inlerjects guitarisl John O'Neill, with a grin. 

We're sitting in Room 522 of the Holiday Inn, 
Fisherman's Wharf, after playing musical room 
changes around a bemused Asian maid who's vainly 
trying to make the beds at 3:30 in the afternoon. 
Though almost through their second American visit, 
this Is the first time on the West Coast for the Under
tones. The conversation temporarily breaks up as the 
band go down to the pool for a quick photo session, 
followed by the departure of lead singer Feargal 
Sharkey and bassist Mickey Bradley for an interview 
at KTIM. We trek back up to the fifth floor, where Billy 
picks up the story: "All his mates used to give him a 
terrible hard time about the talent contests, but I 
always knew he'd m~ke a great singer for a group.'' 

John and Biiiy had been toying with the idea of 
starting a band for a while, but "We hadn't got 
anything to do so it was just something to pass the 
time," said John. "We borrowed this equipment from 
our mates who were just starting as well. They were 
working so could afford the HP [hire purchase, or 
loan repayments). Feargal probably thought it was 
ours, 'Hey, these guys are In the big time, they've 
got a guitar each .' We practiced about twice and then 
decided to buy our own equipment, cost us about 
four dollars a week.' ' 

The five-piece lineup was completed by John's 
brother Dee on second guitar, and the band began 
p1aylng R&B and cover versions of songs by English 
pub rockers, Or. Feelgood. "That was the thing at the 
time, then we progressed through Eddie and the Hot 
Rods, Sex Pistols, Ramones, New York Dolls. After 
that we changed the tltles, calling them our own," 
Jokes Dee with a sly grin. 

I asked If they'd always been known as the Under
tones. "Well, for some reason we first played as the 
Hatreds," Biiiy replied. " Eddie and the Hot Rods 
weren't really well known then. Our first gig was at a 
school In March, 1976, then we played two more at a 
youth club, once ln July and another In August. Then 
we didn't do anything until February, 1977. We wrote 
the B-side of our new slngle, 'Told You So,' just after 
our first gig, then we all started writing more songs In 
'77." 

By then, the name had changed to the Undertones 
and the band started getting slagged as Derry's 
token punks. "What are you going to do when the 
punk thing dies out?" was a favorite derogatory 
question. Heavy metal was in vogue at the time; 
groups like Buttons, Physco, Zigzag, Whiskey. "Rot
ten names for rotten groups," according to John 
O'Neil. "We didn't give a shit about getting slagged. 
We had.our own friends and others who liked us, but 
the bars were really reluctant to give us any work. 
The only place we could play was the Casbar.'' 

"Used to be a brothel," said Billy, "and It was In a 
really bad part of town so a lot of people were afraid 
to come down, but then the word got around. We 
played twice a week and it got really good.' ' 

I later asked John whether the bitter political situa
tion of Northern Ireland had motivated him in any way 
when forming the band. He shrugged off the guns-in
the-streets Issue as something Irish youth accept as 
a way of life. "It's just there, that's all. I grew up with 
lt, it's always been that way." 

"We progressed through 
Eddie and the Hot Rods, 
Sex Pistols, Ramones, New 
York Dolls. After that we 
changed the titles, calling 
them our own." -Dee 

The group was, however, a vehicle for his anger and 
frustrations at living in a city where there was just 
nothing to do, no place to go. The wearied accep
tance of several centuries of religious bigotry and 
violence also encompassed the knowledge that the 
Undertones would always play to a segregated au
dience In their home town. 

Derry Is split in two by the river that runs through 
the city, with the Protestants on one side and the 
Catholics on the other. Most of the venues are on the 
Catholic side and It would be a very brave or extreme-
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ly footlsh Prostestant youth who would venture 
across the river. The Undertones, like all Cathotlcs, 
refer to the town as Derry; to the Prostestants, It's 
Londonderry. Billy Doherty recalled the young guy In 
the leather jacket with " Loiidonderry " emblazoned 
on the back who tlterally had to run for his life at one 
of their gigs at the Casbar. Kids from the Prostestant 
estates In Derry would travel forty miles to the Pro
stestant town of Portrush to see the Undertones, 
where the band played support to XTC and the 
Stranglers in addition to doing their own shows. 

Then came the first single, the glorious "Teenage 
Kicks," released first on the small Belfast label Good 
Vibrations. There was some disagreement about how 
this actually came about. According to Biiiy, 
"Feargal's frlpnd Bernie McKanannle heard us play 
In Derry and recorded us llve and then took the tapes 
to Terry Houllhay of Good Vibrations, who said, 'Ask 
them If they want to make a record.''' 

Puzzled looks on the faces of John and Dee. "No, 
no,"'no,'' said John. ''We had made a demo in an Irish 
studio. It was in a university sort of place In Derry and 
didn't cost us nothing and we sent copies off to all 
the record companies and Bernie McKanannle got 
hold of a copy and gave It to Terry.'' 

Billy looks bewildered, "Is that what happened? I 
thought he recorded us live.'' 

"Jesus, If Terry Houlihay had heard us live he'd 
never have asked us to make a record," countered 
John, displaying that playful grin and infectious laugh 
that's never far away during conversation with any of 
the Undertones. 

Once the record was made, things began moving 
very fast, with acceleration provided by legendary 
English deejay John Peel. Dancing Jack, or Peely to 
his friends, left native Liverpool for the Americas In 
the 60s, gaining his initial radio experience at a time 
when a Llverpool accent was like manna from heaven 
to program directors with Beatlemania fever. lt didn't 
take him long to get dlsillusloned with American Top 
Forty, so he returned to England and got a job wlth 
pirate station Radio CarQffne's rlval, Radio London. 
With his after-midnight Perfumed Garden show, Pee
ly cornered the radio market at the height of 
psych8'delia, being the first to bring West Coast acid 
rock and underground British blues to Eng II sh radio. 

When Radio London surrendered to the threat of 
the Marine Offences Act In August '67, Peel moved to 
the BBC, where he was the organization's token 
esoteric broadcaster and had the freedom to pro
gram whatever he wanted. The Sunday afternoon 
show Top Gear became an extremely Important and 
influentlal vehicle as a musical alternative to the com
mercial output of Radio One. Peel, llke Feargal 
Sharkey, became a bore to his radio colleagues for 
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consistently collecting trophies as Number One dee
jay from polls in Melody Maker and New Musical 
Express. 

1 

In recent years , with his Influence on the wane, 
Peely reallzed that It was , in fact, punk that was the 
new underground. Just over a year ago, he walked In
to the Radio One studios and , without any warning , 
transformed the content of his dally 10-12:00 mid
night show to total punk. With the daytime output 
based around Top Forty best-sellers, the dour Liver
pudlian once again became the all-Important voice of 
alternative music. 

Undertone Billy Doherty wrote and telephoned 
Peel to complain about the focus of Irish music on the 
show being centered around Belfast and bands like 
Stiff Little Fingers. Peel responded by dedicating a 
record to the band and, no doubt, mak~ng a mental 
note to pay close attention to Derry and lts new up
and-coming group. 

When "Teenage Kicks " was released , Good Vibra
tion 's Terry Houtlhay sent copies to a host of Engllsh 
deejays. " It had only been out two days," continued 
John O' Neill, " when Peely got hold of it and played it 
that same night. When the record ended, he said, ' I 
rather like that ; I think I ' ll play it again ' . So he played 
It again and after that he played it ·every night. " John 
Peel's enthusiastic support for the record was Infec
tious; he can deservedly take credit for the impetus 
which gave the Undertones virtµal overnight national 
recognition. The single then "crossed over" to 
daytime Radio One and deejay Peter Powell picked it 
for his " Record of the Week," which meant It would 
be played every day for five days at peak listenlng 
time. 

" Then the phone started ringing," said Billy. " It 
was Incredible. John was the or11y one not working at 
the time, so he was taking all the calls. Every day 
we 'd come home and find out another five record 
companies had been on to us." 

"Sire and Virgin were the most interested ," con
tinued John, "and they were both willing to come 
over to Derry to hear us play. But Sire was the first, 
and as the Ramones and Talking Heads were on their 
label, we accepted their offer and signed a five-year 
contract. So then 'Teenage Kicks' came out on Sire, 
exactl y the same record as the Good Vibrations 
one." · 

Next came Top of the Pops. The show, based 
around the Top Thirty, has been running on BBO TV 
for at least fifteen years. It's part of the British music 
fans' way of life to gather around the tube on a Thurs
day night and gawp at the latest bands. The show 
pulls in an audience of thirteen to fifteen million peo
ple every week, and If a band can get the new release 
slot, they' re virtually guaranteed sufficient record 

sales to ensure a chart entry the following week. The 
Undertones got the call one Tuesday to be at the 
BBC Televlslon Center the following day, so they all 
had to get time off from their daytime jobs. Feargal 
Sharkey was working as a TV repairman at the time, 
which meant he was mending TVs one day and per
forming on one of the highest rated shows the next. 
Just the kind of rags-to-riches story that show 
business dreams are made of. 

All this talk was getting us somewhat dehydrated. 
Billy Doherty decided on a tourist stroll up Columbus 
Avenue to prepare for the sound check at the Stone. 
John, Dee and myself headed for the bar to do some 
serious drinking , and within the space of about twen
ty mrnutes, there's at least a dozen empty Heineken 
bottles on the table. As with all true Irishmen , alcohol 
is their main sauce of Stlmulatlon; they're too busy 
living to slow themselves down with pot, and have 
enough youthful zest tornnder leanlng over a mirror 
a meaningless and expensive waste. 

Thanks to the thick Irish brogue, cus-
tomer/waitress communication is well-nigh impossi
ble. The bar checks also mysteriously disappeared, 
so we only had to cop for one round and that was paid 
for by manager Andy Ferguson. 

As a Sire Records employee, Andy looked after the 
band when they were in London and when asked by 
the boys to be their manager, he offered his services 
free for six months so they could learn how the music 
business machine operates and then make a balanc
ed decision. Andy's been with them ever since. 

Up at the Stone, Billy's adjusting his kit. He seems 
the quiet capable cornerstone of the group; someone 
whom the others can rely on when things get a llttle 
out of order. His Is the perfect personalltyfor a drum
mer whose consistency and rhythm are the base of 
all that's layered on top. These qualities S'eem to be 
needed right now. 

I'm sitting with Andy at the back of the club, and 
this sound check appears to be a total shambles. 
'Feargal's pacing the stage like· a caged animal, 
shooting off one-liners into the microphone. Dee's 
nowhere in sight. John 's guitar Is plugged in, but one 
of the strings Is broken. A grinning Mickey Bradley 
tunes up his bass. Dee shows up and there 's a few 
more minutes of general pratting about , when 
Feargal suddenly starts shouting the odds at Mickey. 

"You're always messin ' arciund, you never take 
things seriously enough. " The verbal tirade con
tinues. It's the sort of tongue lashlng that would pro
bably leave an American hurt, conlused and angry. 
But realize, one of the basic soclological differences 
between Britishers and Americans is the farmer's 
tendency to deliver the honest truth In a humor-with
a-message, "piss-taking" style. The American Is 

pie: StefanoPaoflllo 

perhaps more sensitive or unused to such bluntness, 
and misses the humor, is stung by the criticism. Or 
maybe it 's just a West Coast thing; New York humor 
Is certainly closer to the British style. To the Under
tones' bass player, It's Just water off a duck's back. 
Mickey keeps right on grinning, but takes the point 
and moments later the band goes Into one of the 
songs off ~he latest album 

Just five punky kids off the 
streets of Derry who've 
learned how to play well and 
write great, snappy pop 
songs. 

It's Incredibly loud, and, as Feargal grabs the mike, 
I wonder if he 's going to be heard at all. He looks like 
a skinny street urchin w~o's just crawled out of an 
alley in Charles Dickens' London . Then he starts to 
sing and it's just the voice I'd been walling to hear 
live, ever since "Teenage Kicks" and John Peel 's 
ecstatic reviews of their live performances. Its power 
easily penetrates and surpasses the wall of sound 
bullt by the guys behind. Soulful and tinged with 
emotion, Feargal Sharkey's vocals pour forth from 
his slight frame with so little apparent effort on his 
part. Maybe he 's plugged Into an energy source not 
of this dimension. Whatever, that voice does produce 
those cllched tingles in the spine and is, without 
doubt, the most distinctive In rock music today. 

After adjustments to on-stage monitor levels and a 
satisfied nod from their own sound man at the back, 
the run-through is over almost before It began. A 
waitress Is placing ashtrays on the tables in front of 
the stage. 

"You're wasting your time, love," yells Andy 
Ferguson. " Those tables are gonna be moved." 
" But where to?" "Stack 'em against the wall , put 'em 
where you bloody well like, but' those tables ain ' t 
gonna be there tonight. " Ferguson 's the perfect 
business spokesman for the band: Stays·· cool and 
placid , but firmly rejects any compromise that would 
be detrimental to his group 's performance. 

Roadies are wheeling huge numbers of equipment 
cases with "Robin Lane's Chartbusters" stenciled 
all over them. ''Warners' great new wave hope for the 
future," remarked Andy. " They've been supporting 
us on all the Western dates. " From the tone in his 
voice and the awful name of the band, you know ex-

Conrinued on next page 
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continued . 

actly what they're like without even having to see 
them. 

Feirga1's sitting next to me, tucking into some dlre 
glutinous looking mess that apparently passes for 
steamed chicken. I realize I haven't really spoken 
much to him yet, and l've still got my tape machine 
with me. But somehow It just doesn't feel right to ap
proach him with a microphone. In fact, unnecessary. 
The very essence of Feargal Sharkey lies_ on the sur
face for all to see. He already has what so many 
Californians at their encounter groups and therapy 
sessions find so elusfve. He's skipping along life's 
path, going with the flow, taking nothing seriously; 
not bothering to look behind and question why, he's 
already Into the next moment. Hls approach to life ls 
a far more eloquent statement on who he is· and what 
he's doing than any answers to some journallst's 
futile questions. 

Saturday evening I'm at The City playing the 
Ramones and Blondie for suburbanites in their new 
wave designer jeans to bou1ice to. Their inbred 
sense of no-rhythm means I can't play Gang of Four 
or Kllltng Joke; no fun, but right now I need the 
bucks. Alan Robinson ffom the I-Beam is helping me 
out, so just before midnight I cross over to the Stone 
and I'm excited. 

Confusion outside. They put the "Full House" sign 
up, so someone got angry and kicked in the glass of 
the ticket window. Wisely, management decided to 
let more people in. _ 

Inside, It's hot, sweaty, packed. Perfect-good 
rock'n'rolt needs sweat dripping down the walls. The 
Undertones are on stage and one side of the two
piece black stage curtain refuses to roll back. Half 
the band ts visible. What a fuck up. Another band 
might have been embarrassed, but these guys are all 
grinning, as usual. "Don't worry, it's only John," 
quips Feargal wickedly. 

The problem gets solved with a tug here and there, 
and the band rips into their set of · mostly earlier 
songs from the first album. Things like "Gotta Gat
ta," "Male Model" and "Jimmy, Jimmy," I think, but 
I can never remember titles or running order when 
I'm having fun. Everyone's having fun, dancing like 
crazy up front. I remember those stupid tables and 
realize they'd have ruined the show if they hadn't 
have been moved. 

Looking at the band you realize just how young 
they all are. MoSt of them were just sixteen or seven
teen when the Sex Pistols started. They haven't been 
around long enough to develop any pretensions 
about who they are or what they've achieved. Just 
five punky kids off the streets of Derry who've learn
ed how to play well and write great, snappy pop 
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Poolside with the Undertones: (From left) Feargal Sharkey, John O'Neill, Mickey Bradley, 

Dee O'Neill, Billy Doherty· 

songs. They're here to have a good time and they 
will-providing their audience does also. And, by 
Christ, they are. 

PBople have been waiting a long time to see this 
blind; the seething, pogoing mass down front is stir
ring up bucketloads of pure unfettered energy to hurl 
back at the group. This is where those encounter 
groups should be. Screw your intellectuallzlng, shut 
your silly mouth, get down to the front and be 
physical for once. Pogoing as audience participation 
Is the essence of punk I new wave. Any Eastern guru 
wlll tell you there's at least seven energy layers In 
the human body that Intense and prolonged phystcal 
activity c,an tap. Thus, the second-wind 
phenomenon. You're wasting your time at the back. 
Pogo for half-an-hour, and you'll be exhausted yet 
flowing with energy, cleansed and feeling good from 
Jhe release of tension. The shortness of the Under
tones' songs makes them perfect for dan.cing. The 
respite between numbers is perfect, too, to get your 
breath back. 

Mickey Jokes, "We have to mess around a bit, 
otherwise we'd be finished in twenty minutes." 

Mickey's humor Is a perfect foll for Feargal's other
wise virtual stage dominance. The two try and 
upstage each other at the front whilst John and 
brother Dee are content to hang back, flanking each 
side of the stage, their twin guitar chords as much an 
essence of the Undertones' sound as Sharkey's 
vocals. 

Someone shouts for "Teenage t(lcks." "We 
decide what's next," berates Mickey. "What d'you 
think this is, Las Vegas?" And away they go again. 
Sure, there's a sameness to their songs, but who 
wants a change of pace? This Is having fun, this Is 
what it's all about. 

"We're gonna do two more," yells Feargal. And 
you just know It's time for "Teenage Kicks" and 
"Get Over You." Two of their best, and It feels so 
good to hear 'em live. We've bopped around at home 
to these songs, but now here they are, up there, the 
real thing. The Undertones are great and for as tong 
as they dQn't quite believe it, they'll continue to be 
so. I lpved them just as much as any stupid 
overgrown teenager possibly can. Boys wlfl always 
be boys. 1 Just hope I never grow up. O 
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DAMAGE 

by Stan Flouride 

Synopsis 
When last we saw our friend Robert, he was tortured 

with a massive dildo and helplessly hanging while wat
ching his leather-clad captor order her slave to service 
her. 

" I enjoyed the taste of my Mistress ' whip across my 
back as I savored the flavor of her Jove canal across my 
tongue. Apparently satisfied, she ordered me to go and 
re/ease Ifie helpless boy. She allowed us a single kiss, 
struck him fiercely and pulled him from ms." 

" Taking my prisoner's hair, I guided him Into the 
bathroom. When he resisted my efforts to force his 
head Into the catbox, my riding crop sharply etched a 
red line across his tender ass. He decided to obey. He 
coWered as I dropped his shirt into a pall and spilled the 
catbox around his bent knees. Giving him thtrty minutes 
to clean the room, I turned and hung Jehdra, my Slave, 
In the doorway as an Inspiration/distraction. I left them 
for the kitchen, where I hit a half-gram of speed.'' 

i sat for a moment, getting what enjoyment I still could 
from the lnltlal rush my habit induces. The thought of sex 
was not parttcularly enticing, but the thought of 
manlpulating the two sentient sex-toys at my command 
definitely was. I moved for the bathroom to check the 
progress of the cleaning, musing that there is more than 
one use for a squeeze-bottle of llquid detergent. It also 
occurred to me that, strong as she Is, my nubile young · 
muff i,yould not be good for much is she stayed strung up 
any longer. 

The sounds emanating from the bathroom aS I walked 
down the hallway indicated that mutual urges for passing 
pleasure had overcome fears of my untimely return. 
They would soon regret succumbing to the call of mere 
hormones. 

Curious to see what they were doing, I stepped quietly 
around the corner In the hallway to see my slave sllll 
suspended In the doorway. Robert crouched In front of 
her, his head buried in her pussy. One hand was furlous
fY working away at his dick, which was visibly lengthen- • 
Ing and hardening. 

"Ohh, shove it In," she whimpered. 

posslblllty, since her cunt was a good two feet above his 
throbbing member. His hand left off its masturbatory ac
tivities to grasp blindly behind him, landing finally on the 
pluinber's helper. 

The sight of this preposterous three-foot wooden cock 
decided me. Just as he was about to ram it home, 1 
strode down the hall to the doorway, swept my slave out 
of the way and offhandedly shoved · Robert from his 
crouch to a spread-eagled sprawl among the kitty litter. 

"\ leave you to clean the bathroom and this Is what I 
get. Lemme show you my idea of a thorough cleanttlg,'' I 
snapped, grabbing the Ivory Liquid and carefully placing 
one spike heel in the back of his neck. I picked up a 
length of rubber tubing and placed one end over the 
spout, the other-up his asShole and squeezed the bottle. 

I turned to deal with my slave as Robert writhed on the 
floor, his shit mixing with the cat's. I unshackled her, 
tweaked one nipple with my fingernail and led her into 
the playroom. 

"Is that the kind of loyal servitude I can expeci from 
you?" The twit knew better than to respond verbally; In
stead, she unzipped my pants, gently smoothed them 
down over my hips and lay down on the carpet. Her 
mouth was already open so 1 let loose my golden stream, 
soaking her face and hair. A trlckle ran down between 
her breasts to pool In her belly button. 

From the corner of my eye, I noticed our visitor stag
. gerlng past the doorway. " Leaving so soon?" I called 
out. ''But the fun Is Just.beginning." I went and prodded 
him Into the room with my brand new riding crop. 

My interest In the situation was waning rapldly. Other 
projects beckoned my speed-fevered 9oncentration. 
"Have your way with her, pus bag. Anything you want; 
explore Mer asshole with a baseball bat, suck her nose 
for vestiges of drugs, anything.'' 

"Yes, Mistress." 
I started to leave the room but paused by the door to 

watch for a few minutes. He knelt beside her, caressing 
her lovely flesh. She began to rhythmically pump her 
hips and reached for his cock. I knew what her skllled 
fingers could do, and waited for his response to their 
magic. · 

Tl me passed. 
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More time, more flaccid. Con tempt for the hapless pair 
welled up inside me and my passing voyeurism be

came rank a~ger. I gripped my crop more firmly,. 
crossed the room and gave the feeble jellyfish 

five quick lashes across hls ass, dellghtlng as the 
welts rose. Welts weren't the only Item rising on that 

oy now. He pushed Jehdra away and rolled toward me 
ln new·found ecstacy. 

"Make me yours, Mistress," he snivelled, his f-tool 
looking more like the Rock of Gibraltar than a human 
organ. " I wish to submit, to make myself over to flt your 
mold.'' 

I looked at him long and deliberately. Pussy whipped 
was too weak a term for this spineless bag of shit. To 
give in so easily took out all challenge for me. I had plot
ted carefully and played delicate psycholog ical games 
for months with Jehdra to get her to her present state. 
My interest in, and patience for, wimps like this was 
about as vital as his cock had been ten minutes earl!er. 

I thought a moment longer. Then, I drew back my leg 
and swung a vicious kick to his temple. His eyes went 
out of focus, his jaw went slack-unconscious. 

"Get him out of my house. Now." Jehdra stood up and 
began laboriously dragging him out down the hallway. 

I turned toward my private chambers to get a nightcap 
and reflect. I'd had more entertaining evenings at the 
movies. 

Robert stood on the sidewalk outside a house. He 
reach ed down for the pants that had been thrown at his 
feet and as he started to pull them on, he heard a voice 
next to him say, "Wow man, what the fuck did they do to 
you? How'd you get all those marks? Somebody whip 
you, man? That's not cool." 

He turned and his eyes surveyed the creature who had 
spoken, from his Birkenstock-clad feet, upward past his 
patched bell-bottoms, to his down jacket adorned with 
the obligatory Greenpeace button, and his eyes met a 
sympathetic gaze surrounded by long sun-bleached 
hair. 

"Are you okay man? You wanna call the cops or 
somethln'?'' 

Exasperated by the archaic relic's inquisition, Robert 
snapped, "Why sould I call the pigs, I knew what I was 

· getting into and I had a good time, yeah, that's right, I 
ENJOYED It. You should try lt, you might like It." 

"You're kidding. Uh, no, I don't thtnk you are. My god, 
that's sick, YOU'RE sick!" 

"Oh why don't you get a haircut, you lobotomized 
dinosaur. Crawl out from under your Summer of Love 
rock and take a look at the world around you, It's 1980. 
With a last "Eat shit and die, hippie! " Robert turned and 
headed down to his home In the Mission. 

A letter would be, there when. he returned: 
Dear Robert, 

J 1hough1 you were coming home last night after rheshow; at 
least, that's whaf you told me. I'm sick of waiting around here 
while you're dipping your dipstick in some punketle's oil pan. 
Tonight you can woit up for me. I'm going out, and I'm going 
to find some nice guy who 'fl take me home and fuck me all 
night like you USED 10. I hope your only company is your 
right hand! 

Fuck you, .Sheela 

iobeconlinued. 

drug 

Bob L0d ,,:m1e dr~_g~ m a box. 

Afterwards Father said. The insect! 
tells the truth. 

~u-r 
drug 
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We do not go io school on Sunday. 
We go bury a little girl ~:-~J 
in the ground on Sunday. :~ 

When we get hungry, :·· 

bury 
bur-y 

~~-
bury 

We dig them up and eat them. 

J: < •• :' 
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I 
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eat 

policeman 
po-lice-man 

"(~:...:::<. This is a worm . 
. ~~· . . Birds eat worms. 
l\""'· worms p.1i, your Mother 

This is a policeman. 

He is a mistake 

EVE PROTECTION ~ po.I iceman He sees that people obey 
the rules of his master 
the man who owns him. 



by Sadie Deeks McFarlane 

BABYLON 
BY THE BAY 

May began with a free appearance by Dennis 
Brown at the Whole Earth Festival in Davis ; 
astonishing performance, hope he makes it back 
here soon. Then it was Toots and the Maytals and 
Third World , wonderful, of course, even despite the 
brevity of their sets. -But what can one expect from 
Bill Graham , who doesn ' t appreciate reggae or how 
to present it, and should just keep his hands off It. 
The bands shone anyway. Not that I' m tired of never
ending Nyahbinghl jams, but it was nice to hear some 
good tight arrangements for once ... Larry Mac 
played his Inimitable percussion with Toots and then 
was off to New York. 

Ras Michael and the Sons of Negus were jlround 
nearty all month, notably at the Universal Life Church 
In Santa Cruz. At their last show there, they stopped 
Just before closing for Michael to say, "Alt right, let's 
do some reasoning." It ended up as a spontaneous 
lecture from him and some of the Sons on things per
taining to Our Father. From there, lt went into a tong 
and varied Nyahbinghi chant with the Sons beating 
'pon their drums. This marked the first opportunity 
for us to hear pure Nyahbinghl sounds jn concert. 
The band has gone to Ciinada for a 'bit, hoping to 
return soon, but the eternal visa problems 
prevall-more run-ins with Babylon Shltsdim. Whlle 
the band was here, they showcased some of the fine 
local talent, In J?articular the Incredible guitar work nf 
Dell, of SF's premier rockers, Phone Bill. 

Grandfathei· docs not hiL speed 
(!l 

f~,~ The docto1· does 
\ / ~ ~., 2~1 hoitt'S a dav. 
I I \ , 

Back to.the Unlversal Life ChUrch: Thefve ex~and
ed their musical programming to three days and 
three kinds of reggae music a week. Friday Is re;ggae 
disco (Dread at the controls), Rockers live with the 
Rastafarlans on Saturday and Nyahbinghl drumming 
and chanting on Sunday. So nice tQ watch something 
that only seems to move forward . .. Prince Moham
med has checked In there a few times, too. 

Vinyl notes: Two singles from M.Als, Natty Rebel 
Now, by Session and Wolf in Sheep Clothlryg by 
Kaya ; dangerous mixes, both-to be approached 
reckless ly. Soon to come, an album by Session. 
Studio cuts sound Dreadfully good. Epiphany is in 
the final strelch for its Soul Syndicate and Earl Zero 
releas~s. Ras Michael 's new EP, Jah Jah Power En
dure Forever, is still available; If you haven't gotten a 
copy yet, you have simply blown it.badly. 

Speaking of Earl Zero, the top-ranking Roots Rock 
vocalist Is In town and should be giving us some 
shows - backed by local talent- soon. Also just arriv
ed In town is the Mlghty ·Olamonds, who are finally 
doing a California tour, with support from Phone Bill. 
Phone Bill Is even better than before, If that's possi
ble. They do some vicious dub and It's been so tong 
stnce they've played that I'd almost forgotten what 
hot big-band rockers sound like. Sure glad to see 
them playlng again-can't wait to see them with the 
Diamond st 

Dlscp Wheels, the Bay Area's only Dread owned
and-operated record store (also featuring roller 
skates), has expanded Its operations. The new store 
is set up for deejaying with a sound system; bound to 
be some hotsummer afternoons in there. It was klck-

J1~o~~:~~,~~~:~tes~~r:ance by the aforementioned 

needle 
nee-die A penc~l is stiff. 

/l'U.t?-~ It will not bend. 

More local talent: Reggae Fever, a relatively new 
conglomeration, has changed its name to Full Moon 
and is gaining fans daily. Vince and his band Wild Re
main have gotten back from a whirlwind tour of 
Europe. This punky-reggae band Is undoubtedly the 
best in its category. Umoja, a local band with a long 
history and good support, has finally started playing 
again with Jahmal on keyboards, Irie on guitar and 
the President on bass. Include the hot drum section 
andthey'reashardastheycome. ' 

Local clubs are picking up on the action, too, with 
reggae nights at the Savoy Tivoli , Berkeley Square 
and the Back DOR . These are basically new wave 
venues, 'so.we can see where much of our support Is 
coming froni. Support is the number one most impor
tant thing we have going; without it, we won't get 
anywhere. Right now, reggae Is on the verge of 
becoming a really viable musical force in Callfornla· 
we've seen how many JA bands have come through 
recently, we've seen lots .Qt r"ecords released, and 
we can make reggae as big h0re as rt Is in JA, London 
or New York If we just get off our fat behinds and give 
It some support! With so many record stores, clubs, 
radio stations, audiences and musicians behind If 
~eggae has moved !orward a great deal even In )\Jst 
the last year and I know It wJll continue to do so if only 
we continue our support. 

Final note: When you read this, if all goes well with 
visas and the eternal hassles of promOtiorr, Culture 
and the Abysslnlans should be on their way here for 
tours. All the setbacks and roadblocks that are put in 
our way when we try to put forward the muSic are on
ly there to make us stronger! st.ay Irle! 

stiff 

~ 
needle This made me~ stiff 
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by Marian Kester 

BARBARISM MtGHT BE FUN! Keep telling yourself that. A whole new world of behavioral 
opportunities, the return of atavisms you'll embrace with a sweet shock of recognition, hav
ing thought they'd be seen no more (cannibalism, female Infanticide, the vendetta, the }us 
prfmo noctis, arranged marriage, public execution). 
Things will become real simple, real basic, for a change. It's easy to unlearn the subtlety 
that smothers spontaneity; the clvlllzed veneer comes off wlth just one wipe. And it's easy 
to know what to do when you know your place Jn the order of things. Oh sure, there' ll be 
chaos for a white-anything goes and all that-but it won't last long. So relax, get Into It! 
Jump off that fence where you got al,I saddle sore from leaning first toward the bright lights 
of modernity, then recoiling toward the nostalglcally muted glow of the past. No more "On 
the one hand I On the other hand" - the mutant Future may not HAVE hands! 
Quick, before you forget, what was THE OUTMODED SOCIAL CODE? And how does it bear 
comparison with CIVIL BARBARISM, manners manufactured with moderns in mind? 
Basically ttie Outmoded Social Code was a system for c/vllfzed losers. It had a certafn 
charm, certainly, but II held you back. The New Civility is designed for those who prefer 
traveling light . 

OUTMODED SOCIAL CODE 

GREETING: 

A man walks purposefully into a room 
full of people. He shakes hands with 
odd vigor; he gazes with a 
fearlessness that's almost impudence 
Into the eyes of his interlocutors; he 
has substance, presence. It is as if he 
knows he would still exist even were 
all the other to leave the room . 

INTRODUCTION: 

- My dear, have you met Mr. 
Wickham? He 's Edna's 
solicitor. 

- Oh yes, I've heard so much about 
you, Mr. Wickham. I'm Blanche 
Black, Edna' s. masseuse. 

- Very pleased to meet you, Miss 
Black. I say, what's it like to be in 
your line of work? 

- Oh, it's dreadfully exciting, Mr. 
Wickham - may 1 call you Frank? 

- By all means, if I may call you 
Blanche. 

PARTING: 

- Well, goodbye. When will I see 
you again? 

- How about 7:00 Thursday at the 
Palms? 

DATING: 

Okay, so it's a date! 
I'll pick you up at eight! 
We'll have a real good time! 
And some day you'll be mine! 

SEX: 

MARRIAGE is based on the notion that 
when a man finds a find of beer that 
suits him to a T, it is his bounden duty 
to drop everything he's doing, nip over 
to the brewery, and get a job there. 

-Charles McCabe 

APOLOGY: 

I'm sorry. 

BORROWING MONEY: 

One signs an IOU . 
One jestingly suggests paying 

interest on the loan. 
One's creditor accepts one's 

suggestion. 
" Give credit where credit is due." 

MANNERS FOR MODE"RNS 

GREETING: Not applicable. 

INTROEJUCTION: Notapplicable. 

(Commentary: Rituals like greeting and 
introduction are now superfluous; you 
will never see anyone you meet again, 
so why clog up your memory with 
names, how they are, what they do and 
$0 on?) 

PARTING: 

-Later. 

(Commentary: By saying " Later," you 
convey the cool and unmistakable 
impression thay you could care less 
how many millennia later you see this 
person again.) 

DATING: 

What's a date?- Ramona 

SEX: 

You are you and I am I, and if by chance 
we find each other, it's boring. 

-Fritz Swinebefore Perts. 

"The reasons behind goofing up are 
many . There are two groups of 
women - ones who are trying to 
prevent pregna,ncy and those trying to 
delay it. Those in the latter group are 
more likely to be careless. When 
temptation hits, and they know they 
want to have a baby at some 
point. 

-a Planned Parenthood spokesman 

APOLOGY: 

Barbarism means never having to say 
you 're sorry - because if you do, 
you'll be sorry you did. 

BORROWING MONEY: 

One affects amnesia. 
One changes one 's address. 
One changes one 's name. 
"Never give a sucker a break. '' 

for an eye, a tooth for a "I don 'trike Mondays." 

YOUR ELDERS: 

Yes ma'am. 
No sir. 
No ma'am. 
Yessir. (var.) Yesslrree 

YOUR BETTERS: 

Defer. 

(Commentary: Life is one thing that Is 
still cheap despite the dollar's decline. 
Yet life must become cheaper still If we 
are to continue to afford it. Thus a 
campaign has been initiated by a 
number of government-funded art 
programs to keep the cost down. 
Maiming, mayhem and mass murder 
will become aesthetic events, and 
there wlll be a black humor contest. 
Exercise clinics to strengthen the 
stomach will be set up around the 
country . .. ) 

YOUR ELDERS: 

Since our lives are likely to be quite 
short, it is imperative to live as fast as 
we can. Besides, if you live too long, 
you'll wind up like all the happy, gootJ
looking people you see around. 

YOUR BETTERS: 

Sue (Don ' t get inad, get even. " ) 

OUR CHANGING WORLD 
New Vocabulary Words 

Animal: (1) (lit.) A being of which two 
species are still extant: Cat (Fetrs com· 
estfcus) and Dog (Canis famllfaris). (2) 
(fig.) A person with a vitality unseemly 
In the context of modern civl/lzafion. 
Death with dignity: (1 J Dying of your 
diet. (2) Auto accidents. (3) Nuclear 
holocaust .. (4) Jonestown. 
Erector set: An Intimate hydraulic 
pump for use In erection. 
Gay: Fag, faggot, queer, fairy, homo, 
pout. 
Money: Bread and land ("Blut, Brot 
und Boden"). 

Rain: A type of acid which precipitates 
in little droplets from the sky. 

ReV"otutionary suic'ide: Organizing the 
broad masses of the working class. 

Suicide: The ultimate victory of peer 
pressure. 

US: (1) (obs.) The United States of 
America; a country that Americans liv
ed in. (2) (mod.) The federal govern· 
ment, as In " The US today announced 
plans to relocate unused persons from 
the Detroit area to a work camp on the 
shores of Great S~ave Lake." 

DEFINE YOUR TERMS- A CONTEST! 
If this Is the New Dark Ages, we need a New Language! 
Or at least a New Slang. We've learned a few new wor.ds-''slag," ''venue,'' "retro," ··no 
future." But they don't by any means cover the full range of our modern sensibility! 
This Is where you come in. This magazine is offering a year's subscription to itseif for the 
best redelinllloln of a term to be received at its offices by August 30, 1980. 
Classical example (from Ambrose Bierce 's Devil Dictionary, 1881): Noise: A stench In the 
ear. Undomesticated music. The chief prod~ct and authenticating sign of civilization. 

All sarcasm aside. This age of ours ls without doubt the most exciting of all ages to be 
alive In. What other age offered the prospect of the world's end? For real, not some Judg
ment Day costume party. An unprecendented opportunity to take off and start living beyond 
good and evil. We are the generation that Inherited NOTHING: We have nothing to lose, 
noting to hide, nothing to pfove. It kind of puts a mirror up to our every move; like imminent 
execution, it "concentrates the mind wonderfully. " 

Even if the world falls to end tas is probable), the fact that It could have, for no reason at 
all, will have changed us forever. Can we be satisfied again with the petiy, vicious, short
sighted limits on free will that previous generations clung to so desperately? One need not 
set up llmits, because they exist anyway. Life IS stress. Yes, and whenever I get a bit ner
vous, I just reflect that while things are only going to get worse . it would be worse by far to 
try to go BACK. What Sartre said in 1945 of writers is tr.ue of everyone: 

Since the writer has no means to escape, we want him to tightly embrace his 
time; it is his unique chance; it made itself for him and he Is made for 
it . . We do not want to miss anything in our time. There may be some more 
beautiful, but this one is our own. 



The Shin ing. Directed by Stanley 
Kubrick. Written by Kubrick & Diane 
Johnson, based on the novel by Stephen 
King . With Jack Nicholson, Shelley 
Duvall, Danny Lloyd , Scatman Crothers, 
Barry Nelson. A Warner Brothers pro
duction. (155 minutes .) 

by Marian Kester 

I read all the reviews 01 a movie I can find before I go 
see lt. Afterwards, I sit back and hug myself with delight 
over the stupidity of the reviews. American fil m critics 
seem to bring nothing. but a jaded, fretful eye to the 
visual feast that ls cinema; an eye, moreover, that was 
born yesterday , and Is loo rudimentary to ingest much 
before Its metabolism goes on the bllnk. These people 
just don't have the intellectual background to judge 
modern art. And cinema is modern art, tout court. 

American cinema is the best ln the world, for its vltallty 
If not for Its depth or subtlety. Yet two recent movies 
which masterfully combine action with philosophy -
Apocalypse Now and The Shining - received the most 
cretinous treatment I've seen yet at the hands of our 
critical establishment. Social amnesia's really great: 
Forget hundreds of years of literature, philosophy, 
systematic speculation-I'll make up my own theories 
off the top of my head! Don 't tell me, let me guess! Oh 
wow, man . 

The Shining, Stanley Kubrick's new one, has be0n 
almost unanimously panned as " awkward," " confus
ed ," "superficial, " " not scary," "an uncinematic adap
tation ." Where It was appreciated, the appreciation took 
the form of praising Jack Nicholson's performance as " a 
husband who goes murderously crazy because his wife' 
Isa nitwit ." .. 

~ '14\1~ 1~e 
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This last is an amazing opinion. Shelley Duvall ptays 
Jack Torrance's wife Wendy; or, rather, in the American 
acting tradition, she plays herself-a charmlrig 
simpleton, evidently. Now it happens that "simpletons" 
have always made, li.nd still do make, the very best wives 
and mothers. Mildred Pierce was no genius either, bu t 
the era which told her story had the sense to value her 
for what she was. Chlldren are fi rst exhausting, then bor
ing, they they turn on you, and finally they abscond with 
the fruits of atl you r labor to make them human. Mean
while your husband, true to his madonna/whore com
plex , treats you like an overstuffed sofa and keeps a 
mistress. Only a fairly uncompllcated and ch ild-like per
son could roll with those punches. One of the sicker 
laughs of our current era is that women find they can no 
longer afford to be "feminine" along these earlier lines, 
while at the same ttme they're floored by how bloody im
possible married family l ife has become. It's no longer 
sale to be simple, but without simplicity the joys of 
motherhood elude you. 

This sociological digression may or may not have In
terested you, but it Is Irrelevant to The Shining in either 
case. Kubrick has not made a Kramer vs Kramer 
melodrama where Dad just happens to be an ax
murderer. Fiims like Kramer- Starting Over, Coming 
Home, An Unmarried Woman, The Seduction of Joe 
Tynan-have about as much artistry and etefn lty to them 
as some CBS Nightly-News segment on " The US Family: 
Sink or Swim?" Ars longs, vita breve. Pau l Schrader 
managed to lace the Jonga with the breve In American 
Gigolo, which was at once a beaullfu lly observed ac
count of modern urban manners (women having to pay 
for it) and a rendition of the timeless discovery of love: 
When all the world turns agai~st you, and your back is to 
the wall , the one who stands up for you then must be 
your Beloved . 

Kubrick has achieved a similar alliance of mutated and 
Immutable In The Shining. Jack and Wendy's " mar
riage" has existed since life emerged from the slime; it 
is the marriage of Eros and Thanatos. Eros Is blindly , 
mlndlessty pro-Ille, never for a moment second
guessing the proposition that all threats must be surviv
ed. Thanatos seeks oblivion with relish. Disgruntled 
feminists are fond of associating the principle of 
Thanatos with "the male death culture.'' Perhaps 
there 's something to that. Perhaps the final step of 
Reason, the last proof of logic, is death indeed. There Is 
surely nothing "ratlonal" or " logical " about the way 
Wendy and her son Danny struggle to evade the 
holocaust so lovingly prepared for them. 

: ' 

Jack Nicholson as Jack Torrance 

The family is staying at a hotel In hell , where real 
demons frol ic In anticipation of another passion play af
firming the Death Instinct. l(ctually , the film could have 
made Itself a trifle clearer on this point. Stephen King's 
novel does; for instance, in the book Jack Is lectured 
most explicitly and at length by one of the demons on his 
" duty as a husband and father" and his " responsibility 
to correct his children, most harshly II necessary," a 
responsibility " wives so rarely understand. " The evll Is 
being produced and reproduced in Jack's very cells , un
til doom Is as pervasive and relentless as the Black 
Death . The eternal changelessness of this pattern pro
voked a claustrophobia Intense enough to make me 
shake throughout the whole damn picture. Entropy is 
one enemy you ' re never quit of. 

The most effective horror, though, is the horror of 
everyday l ife. Demons ai-e okay, but the ones really out 
to get you are your frie nds, right? This is the Insight 
animating the success of Carrie, Nlght·ofthe Living Dead 
and Invasion of the Body Snatchers. (Is that you, honey, 
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or one of the - eeyaagh!) The Shining is amply endowed 
with examples of truly modern, banal, utterly horrifying 
horror: Jack's endearments spit through clenched can
nlbal teeth, the slick carpeting of the hotel, the TV 
blithering on before Danny's shocked-sightless gaze. 
Jack really behaves no worse than do most husbands, 
untll he takes up the ax toward the film's end; in fact, up 
to that point' he'd reminded me of a slightly overtaxed 
Walter Matthau, Jack Lemmon or Danny Thomas 
character. When Wendy comes upon the "great 
American novel" Jack has been using as an excuse to 
banish her from his sight, and she finds only page after 
page filled with "All work and no play makes Jack a dull 
boy,'' those sheets of paper are as horrifying as stumbl
ing across a rotten corpse. Repetition is death. Who has 
not known such a figure, whose frustrating lack of 
creaHvity makes him at once tragic and dangerous? One 
of those fine French meditators on existence-I think II 
was Bataille-suggested that men kill to discover the 
secret of life, to participate in its mystery, only to have 
the secret die with Its possessor. This is mad love; 
mother love Is quite another. 

At any rate, the movie's great. There's much, much 
more to It than meets the eye. There always is. A movie 
is a living organism, unrepeatable, infinite. That's why 
fl1m critics, If they're allowed to go on existing, should at 
least be elected on an annual basis, paid .so well they 
can't be bribed, and subjected to instant recall if they 
serve us badly. 

To close, I just want to ask myself, in public print, why I 
so adore being scared. ls horror more in vogue now than 
before? l don't know. There are lots of wonderful old hor
ror movies, though I think the induction of terror in the 
viewer has been perfected of late into a true science. In 
fact, the entire genre may be a vast field experiment, 
utiltzing mlllions of unwitting human subjects, with the 
goal of social control through fear-but I am not 
prepared to discuss that possibility here, at least not yet. 

One thing l wlll say for terror is-it's not boring. Maybe 
fear is the last frontier, now that the former frontiers 
have been overrun by tourists. Where real adventure, 
the thin strand upon which your life could hang, once set 
the heart racing, now for OW' cardiovascular well-being 
there's jogging or " The first ten minutes of this movie 
will shock you" for only $4.50. We are haunted by the 
spectre of what we've become: A flabby, spiritless 
domesticated species, squatting miserably on a planet 
that's no better than a prison breeding-farm. As long as 
lhat spectre scares us, there may still be hope. 0 

********* 

Available at 

0 Hello Skinny" (by the Residents) 

"The Forbidden Zone" 

My fellow fans of the modern world's greatest pop 
combo wlll greatly appreciate this short promo film, 

. which Is an occasionally literal rendering of this slice 
of imitation life from the Buster & Glen LP (Ralph). 
The style, while maintaining the same high, un
compromising standards of aggressive weirdness, is 
radically different from that of the Third Reich and 
Roll promo film. This short Is primarily made up of 
slow dlssolves between collages of black and white 
photos featuring a suitably anthropomorphic Skinny 
(how can it be I've never seen him on the street?) in 
nightscapes of some future or parallel world of 
d~serted Industrial zones. There are also some 
amusing live action sequences in color. 1 don't want 
to give away any more of this unique biographical 
mini-epic; I'll just say that it is a film that I want to see . 
ten or twenty times, and if you love the Resld.ents, 
you wl11 too. If you don't like the Residents, you 
either haven't heard them or you have all the taste 
and intelligence of a bug, so whyn'cha just drop 
dead? Hello Skinny plays Saturday midnights at the 
Roxie before Forbidden Zone, which is a feature
length llve-action Betty Boop musical (sans la Boop). 
It features the Mystic Knights of the Olngo Bolngo, 
the Kipper · Kids, a woman with breasts and the 
midget from Fantasy Island, in the apparent hope by 
some Hollywood Industry-types to capitalize on the 
midnight/cult movie market. It may eventually 
become a camp classic, but the Kucharesque acting' 
and relentless zaniness are hard to take at 1 :00 am. I 
walked out; but then, I got in free. 

Stupid Artname 

"SXXX 80." 
II Is popular these days, in a sort of neo-dada 

fashion, to attempt to disturb one's audience. SXXX 
BO was the first piece to disturb me in some time. The 
fllm, a sort of choppy satire of the possibilities for 
sterility In modern romarlce, features Tanna, a con
ventionally beautiful young woman in a crotchless 
Playboy Bunny outfit, trimming her pubic hair, using 
a giant hypodermic as a dildo, ,i>utting in her 
diaphragm and spermacidal foam, and pressing a 
big, black, squirming centipede onto the lips of her 
cunt; a sculptural assemblage that Includes a skull 
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and some glass eyes being shattered against a hard 
floor; and (presumably) Monte Cazzaza, nude, who 
In the film's genuinely disturbing moment, picks 
open a bloody cyst on his penis wlth a dentist's 
plaque-removing hook. The film got a big hand from 
the crowd; I was puzzled both by Cazzaza's intent and 
the audience's reaction. Just call me stupid, I guess. 

Stupid Artname 

"The Blues Brothers" 

You would think it was a sure thing. Dan Ackroyd, 
John Belushi, Ray Charles and Aretha Franklin-all 
on the same bill. Sort of a comedy I music Airport '76. 
It is Indeed rare for me to pay four dollars to see a 
first run movie, but I had been a Saturday Night Live 
addict, I remembered those briefcase-buckled Blues 
Brothers, and I wanted more. I thought I couldn't 
miss. 

But I did. Four bucks shot to hell over a couple of 
cute gags. Somehow, I expected more. More sati re , 
more sophisticated cynicism. A little more .. you 
know, "New York" humor. What I got was a chance 
to ooh and aah over John Belushi's eyebrows. A 
chance to think, "Gee, they musta had fun makin' 
this movie!" But I don't wanna pay four bucks to sup
port extras on roller skates and stunt men. I wanna 
see a good movie. As it was, the move Came out like 
an extended Saturday Night Llve cum Ten Speed and 
Brown Shoe. 

They had their moments. Escaping a speeding 
ticket, Ackroyd drives through a shopping mall. 
" Hey, " he says to Belushi , "that's Pier 1 imports. 
They got everything!" And where else would you get 
to see Belushi do backflips? (Or was it a stuntman?) 

With the exception of the Blues Brothers' rendition 
of Rawhide, the musical performances were less 
than nil . James Brown got the only really decent 
spot, and even he was lost ln the mix. It was terrible. 
Tinny, one level. You couldn't tell who was singing or 
playing what, and after a while you just wanted to rise 
up and dance in a group anytime a musical number 
came on. 

Not what I expected from two people who sel:!!med 
to contribute so much to late night television . But TV 
does strange things to one's perception, and 
sometimes it just don't work on the silver screen. 

Judy Vee 

mention this ad for a free postcard 
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All the times I've seen Crime. Good ones, bad 
ones, falling down drunk ones. Times with mediQcre 
performances and times that left me feeling that the 
group was right after alt when, with characteristic Im· 
modesty, they claimed to be "San Francisco's first 

an!n°dn 1:1~~~~·~,':~~~a~~i.~e has !..played. 330 Grove, 
Deaf Club, Masque, Stardust, Whiskey, Troubadour 
and, of course, the Mabuhay. Just the beginning of a 
list that, like a litany for some punk religion , sum
mons up a thousand connections and memories that, 
Y"hen recalled , seem always to start off with, 
" Remember that time at the Mab?" or, "You know 
that guy we met at the Whiskey?" 

In talking about Crime, time and place seem 
especially Important. The band is one of the increas
ingly few West Coast outfits 18ft that can claim both to 
have been present at the birth of the scene here, and 
to have played consistently through all Its changes. 
Changes that transfor.Tied it from a tiny collection of 
self-styled rock rebels to a counter-cultural 
phenomenon attracting thousands upon thousands 
of disaffected kids from everywhere in the in· 
dustriallzed world. From no business to big 
business. Crime has a history few bands can boast of 
and a longevity that, considering the fate of most of 
the original bands who started when they did, says 
more about their dedication and/or their stutr 
borness than reams of neatly·turned rhetoric and 
radically·chlc hype ever could. 

But all of that aside, It's the band's personality that 
ls so intertwined with the times and places of the 
West Coast underground. Despite their reputation in 
the scene as outlaws and eccentrics, and precisely 
because of it, Crime seems, in one sense, a par· 
ticularly telling mirror for the people who make up 
bands and audiences here. They reflect the attitudes 
and lifestyles, the petty fears, the grandiose 
schemes, and the fierce idealism that have centered 
in and around ijie music-all in a way that only a 
group who see themselves as outcasts and outlaws 
from a scene defined by "outcast" and "outlaw" 
can. 

''We've always been sort of like the aliens," says 
Rrankle Valentino, in a calm, dispassionate voice, 
"e.ven though we play something that's common to 
everyone-rock'n'roll-but we've always stood 
apart, probably because of our image. We've always 
packed the places when we've played, but the pea· 
pie are always sort of In awe of us." 

ain't otta show ou no stm In• 

It was Frankie who, with long·time friend and 
fellow guitarists, Johnny St. John, travelled west 
from Philadelphia's working class South Side In late 
'75. According to some reports, Johnny was on the 
lam, facing heavy drug charges back In Philly. Asked 
today why they left, Johnny replies laconically, "For 
a change." 

In San Francisco, they met Ron "The Ripper" 
Greco, the band's bass player, who'd been drumm
ing with local groups like The Chosen Few and Lost 
and Found (some members of which later became 
the Flamln' Groovies). The three formed a band .call· 
ed Space Invaders, shortened soon after to Invaders, 
and practiced out on Church Street untll, as Ripper 
tells It, "This woman chased us out of the house 
'cause the amps were too big for the coffee table." 

Right from the start, the idea of an image that 
would set them off from the countless other new 
bands struggllng to make It in the depressed club 
scene of the mld·70s was Important. "We were con· 
sclous of It from the beginning," admits Frankie. 
"It's real important. Any of the bands that ever made 
It had a distinctive image of their own.'' 

The name that came to embody their image, just as 
later the Image would embody the banr:1, was a 
natural extension of their East Coast bacr.;1rounds. 
"As kids, we were Into gal}.QS, into different images," 
Johnny told me. "We see a rock'n'roll band as a 
gang." 

"It's a name that covered everything for us," says 
Frankie. "All the names you took at of .othe:- bands 
just represent some part of crime." 

And," adds Johnny, "it couldn't become dated.'' 
If the name complemented their backgrounds, It 

even more significantly seemed to focus their ideas 
about what r'n ' r ought to do. Picking up on the outlaw 
aspect of the music Itself, on its potential to suddenly 
and violently break through the layers of conv,entions 
and rules, they began to see themselves and what 
they were doing as ''criminal acts.'' 

In October of '76, the band , dressed in the 

uniforms of the San Francisco police, debuted at 
local showcase, the Old Waldorf, and were unplugg
ed after four songs. "They thought they were getting 
a disco band," explains Johnny with a smile. 

The Idea for the uniforms had cqme from The Rip
per, whose uncle Is a cop. Obviously, when four 
(lncludlng Ricky Williams, later of the Sleepers,. on 
drums) rock musicians dress themselves up as guar· 
dlans of law and order, call themselves Crime, and 
play a relentless, driving brand of music, Images are 
being manipulated ... skillfully anddangerously. 

It was In what can only be described as a seedy 
Flllplno supper club in Frisco's North Beach that 
Crime truly found Its element. In early '77, the band 
heard that new groups too threatening or hardcore 
for the regular clubs were being booked for the late 
shows at the Mabuhay Gardens on Broadway. 
Already, Mary Monday and the Nuns had played 
when Crime debuted at the Mab. The crowd was tiny 
but energetic, excited and fanatical. The band had 
discovered, fora time at least, a home . 
• Throughout all of '77 and most of '78, Crime played 

the Mab often, providing the fledgllng scene with 
basic hard~rlving r'n'r attacks combined with a shif
ting series of images that, more and more, became 
lndlvlsible from the music and the experience Itself. 
The club provided the band with a testing ground for 
its theories; it was a place sympathetic to Crime's 
idea of fusing the fundamental raw energy of the 
music with a flnely honed, but equally intense, way of 
looking, acting and being, both on stage and off. 

While there wasn't anything new Jn the idea of 
combining a strong image with rock music to 
heighten the effects of both (look at Elvis, the 
Stones, NY Dolls , anybody else whose style's 
become cliche), there was somethiAg radical and dlf· 
ferent in the deg'\ee to which that fusion took place. 
What made the Pistols so fucking cool was the fact 
that they blurred the llne between the stage and the 
street. They were like that always and everywhere. 
·As the idea of "living" punk lives became more im
portant than Just "playing" punk music, the concept 
of attitude was born. It was attitude that made you a 
punk; attitude that dictated your dress, speech, ac· 
tions and friends. · 

Crime's attitude, right from the start, was predlc· 
table. "We never considered ourselves a punk band. 
You were hearing about so-called punk bands, and 
we didn't dress or look that way because we thought 
it was too trendy. We dressed and looked just the 
way we were," says Frankie. Johnny recalls a televl· 
slon documentary on punk that played In early '77: 
"At the club, the next day after the show, everyone 
showed up with spiked hair, torn clothes and leather 
jackets." 

Eschewing what they, rightly or wrongly, saw as a 
fad, the band nevertheless became identified with it. 
As the crowds of the curious slowly became the ser· 
rled ranks of the regulars at the Mab, Crime found 
Itself Increasingly lumped into the same convenient 
category as the Nuns, Avengers, Olis and other local 
outfits who became the club's regular blll of fare. 
More and more, the band chafed under lts label and 
the concomitant rules and regulations that governed 
actions In the scene. 

It was at this •ime, the end of '77, that the ·group 
, really began to Jain Its reputation for being hard to 

work with, even uncool. In San Francisco, where the 
spirit of Halght·Ashbury and the Summer of Love still 
llves, punks are extraordinarily community-minded. 
There 's a cohesiveness here that is all at once In· 

· credibly supportiv.e of the scene and subtly 
repressive of lndivlduality. You watch what you say 
and whom you slag in the Frisco scene; the town's 
tiny, and every graffitled wall in every stinking venue 
seems to have ears. As In any small town, everybody· 
loves to gossip; but unlike NYC or LA, few people llke 
to see their name In print enough to risk an un
favorable mention or two. Slag som.ebody loud 
enough, and the next day you'll have a dozen stalwart 
defenders of punk solldar!ty lecturing you on duty, 
honor and the new wave way of life. That's one of the 
reasons why no SF mag to date has ever had a local 
news page like Sfash's "Local Shit," and also why 
most of them tend to be so serious and high-minded 
In tone, complete with pithy editorlals and polltical 
bushwa. In SF, being cool has a lot to do with saying 
the right thing atthe right time. This is something the 
Olis, among others, learned too late. 

Were It not for Crime·s Intensely subjective vision 
of themselves and what they, as a group, wanted to 
do, it's doubtful in my mind that they would have sur· 
vlved the year-and-a-half that followed their decision 
in 1978 not to play the Miners' Benefit. The benefit 

·(Con1inued on p. 24J 
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~~!drove 
Midnight, early February 1979, a little 

alley behind the Chronicle Bulldlng In 
San Francisco. Mysterious figures mill in 
the street, gather In the shadows, and 
watch as their belonglngs are loaded Into 
two white vans parked along the curb. 
Surly muscle-bound characters carry 
huge, unwleldly Marshall stacks and 
drum cases out to the vans from the 
seedy rehearsal studio. 

Uniformed men hover about, supervis· 
ing the proceedings, their badges glln· 
ting l n the light from the street lamps. 
The call to board Is heard. The motley 
group of bystanders staggers and 
clambers Into one of the vans llke extras 
from El Topo, chains rattling, cameras 
swinging, the air redolent with the smell 
of crazy color, leather and Budweiser. 

The uniforms get In a van by 
themselves. Its headlights switch on as it 
pulls out Into the street. Suddenly, it lur
ches to a halt, the side door flies open, 
and The Ripper jumps out and runs to the 
passenger window of the other van. 
"Anyone got any snoo?'' 

No dice. He Jumps back into the van, 
the door slams shut, and with that, the 
Crime Fun Bus extravaganza plunges In
to the night towards unsuspecting Los 
Angeles. 

Denny's, somewhere near Pismo 
Beach, aro~nd 4:00 am that morning. 



the Fun Bus I The True Story ·:~.,. 
(Note: The stoicism of Denny's 
waitresses remains one of the unsung 
virtues of the human character.) The 
uniforms sit at a table by themselves. The 
F"un Bus-ers occupy two large booths and 
appear In remarkably fine feather, their 
finest attempts to crack the waitresses' 
Iron clad cool all to no avail. Green-glo 
hair, screalT)lng lurex, spike collars, 
black eyes, skull fetishes and 
paramilitary regalia a common sight ln 
the roadhouses of America? 

Vader, who is seven feet tall and halls 
from another planet, one he calls Zeta, 
tells the joke about women's legs and 
snail trails in a loud voice with a thick 
Sta-.:lc accent. 

The party quietly rises, pays and 
leaves. All activity in the restaurant had 
ceased, replaced by a dull , dangerous 
blanket of silence following the punch 
line. Signs of life were restricted to some 
coffee spills at adjoining tables. 

Vader was not heard to utter anything 
even vaguely resembling human speech 
for the rest of the trip, save for the fre
quent repetition of the Zetan motto: 
"Crime is ze best locking bant in ze fock
lng world!" 

The van carrying Crime and their equip
ment led the way, with the Fun Bus close 
behind, Its driver mercilessly blarlng 
oseudo·punk and rockabiJly tapes at full 

distorted volume, seemingly hypnotized 
by the red tall lights of the van ahead and 
the arcing of the smoldering cigarette 
butts fllcklng out of its windows every 
3.25 minutes. 

After a brief sojourn for breakfast-by
the-sea In picturesque Santa Barbara 
(Jullan, an unassuming young ax
murderer type from Hayward notable for 
the little ceramic skull pins he had 
manufactured and distributed for the trip, 
was the only one to ingest anything other 
than coffee; he had lime, Jell-o In which 
little bits of carrot and fruit salad were 
suspended), the Fun Bus vans arrived at 
the Troplcana Motel In Hollywood and 
discharged their passengers. " 

The uniforms, of course, had a suite to 
themselves. The rest of the crew was 
spread out around the motel In pairs that 
had been predetermined by the Fun Bus 
Social Director, Hank Rank. 

A bit of background: Crime booked 
several dates Jn the Los Angeles area In 
early February of that year. A daring new 
approach to touring new territory was 
devised . Rather than risk flopplng 
miserably, .why not persuade your 
hardest-core fans to accompany you, in
suring a crack team of drunken maniacs 
ln the front pogo ranks at every slngle 
show? The Fun Bus concept originally ln
clud_ed a chartered Greyhound-style bus, 

but the limlted number of takers made It 
necessary to use a passenger van 
emblazoned with the Crime logo, much to 
the consternation of the Callfornla 
Highway Patrol and the rural niafs of the 
pastoral California fishing vlllages along 
the way. 

Among the names on the Fun Bus 
passenger list were Ginger Coyote, Sue 
Brisk, Jeorgia A. Artmovement (who pro
ved to be the only modern woman 
anywhere In sight), the aforementioned 
Vader, Bruce Conner, locat-g!rl-makes
good Lawless, Michael ("Lord, it's on the 
right, we must be intellectuals") Lucas of 
Junior Ex8cutlves renown, and Publish
ed Author Becky Wiison nee Hesla, or 
vice versa. Target Video's Joe Rees 
missed the bus, bUt was scooped up at 
LAX in time to shoot .the Troubadour date 
as well as the remarkable party at the 
Troplcana afterwards. The rest of the en
tourage has requested anonymity, which 
complements my lnabtllty to remember 
their names. 

Crime at the Troubadour: The house ls 
about three-quarters full as the Intro tape 
(sirens, explosions etc.) comes on. The 
crowd is made up of LA punks who amus
ed themselves during the grotesquely In
appropriate and hideous- opening band 
(some combo with "Nu-" something In 
their name and a lead singer with a fring-

ed leather vest and pot belly) by lobbing 
the Pizza Hut-style red glass 
candleholders backwards over their 
heads into the laid-back waitresses. 

The red and blue squad car spinner 
lights switch on along with the regulation 
roadie-operated whoop siren, and Crime 
takes the stage In full New Centurion 
gear. The Crime custom cheering section 
rises, knocking over tables and chairs at 
random, and competes with the home 
team for spots at the front of the stage. 
Judging by the number of beer bottles, 
candles, chairs and ashtrays which were 
deposited on stage In the face of a 
security frenzy, LA was charmed by the 
boys In blue and their drum riser, Mar
shall stacks, black Les Pauls and Flylng 
V's. The sound pressure levels at stage 
front were not measurable with any 
technology available In 1979, easily sur
passing AMA endurance-of-pain 
thresholds. 

At all the LA dates, Crime was as stark 
as ever In performance. As stone-faced 
as any street gang, as polished as the 
June Taylor Dancers, they worked the 
stage with the gum-chewing Impassivity 
of- real cops. All of their repertoire In 
those days was based In Stooges/peak
period Stones guitar clash. Hank Rank 
pounded out the straight fours from his 

continued on nex1 page 
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had brOughi together a cross-section of SF's most 
politically-conscious and hardcore bands: the Olis, 
Avengers, UXA, Sleepers, Mutants and others. Held 
at the Mabuhay, it had the strong support of local 
scenemakers. It was the kind of benefit that was easy 
to play and equally difficult to decline. Crime's 
refusal signaled their clear rejection of the SF 
scene 's new spirit of solidarity with its cutesy-pie 
potltlcal conscience rooted in the long discredited, 
but ever hopeful, quagmire of 60s New Lei\ politics. 
In typical Crime fashion, when askedl¥(hY t~ey f!"!fus
ed to play, the band said, "Miners are)ust assholes 
who drive around In Cadillacs." 

The scene responOed with general and specific 
disavowals of the band. While nobody would admit to 
boycotting them, it's true that they stopped headlin
ing at the Mab for a while and that tha)ocal punk radio 
show (whose host had been an organizer of the event 
which he would later admit was "bullsfiit") stopped 
playing their records and tapes. 

"We stand apart. " 
- That's Frankie in a NY Rocker interview in aufumn '78. 

"We've always been apart ... apart rrom tne 
straight music establishment and apart from the 
underground. Some people can deal with that and ac
cept It, and some people can 't. San Francisco has 
this tradition of community , of 'Let's all push 
together and we wlll overcome,' but that's not where 
we're coming from," says Joey D'Kaye, Crime's syn
thesizer player, who earlier had replaced Ripper on 
bass during one of the band's frequent personnel 
turnovers , only recently undertaking electronlc 
duties when the band decided to further refine its 
sound a few months ago. 

That's Crime's position two years and a lot of water 
under the bridge later. The band has gone through a 
number of personnel changes since '78, several of 
which would have demolished less cohesive units 
than this. Ricky Williams left the band pretty early on, 
replaced by a number of drummers; Brlttley Black, 
and later, Hank Rank among them. In his turn , Rank 
was, late last year, replaced by Brittley, Crime's once 
and current drumster. As noted before, Ripper spent 
more than a year out of the band while Joey played 
bass, only returning to the limelight two-and-a-half 
months ago when the band went five piece. 

It was during Hank 's tenure with the band that they 
played their by-now almost legendary gig at San 
Quentin Prison in Marin County. On Labor Day, '78, 
before a crowd of over five hundred prisoners, dress
ed In their SFPD uniforms, they were the first new 
wave band to play a maximum security facility. Warn
ed before entering the prison that they would be sub
ject to the no-hostage rule by which, if they were 
taken hostage by the prisoners, the authorities would 
not bargain for their lives, they shivered,- shrugged 
and played the gig. From tapes Target Video has of 
the performances, I'd say the prisoners were an ap
preciative, If somewhat passive, audience. 

It was also during Hank's time with the band that 
they seemed most resolutely independent. Some 
people have suggested that because Hank had bucks 
and could afford to bankroll the band, they no longer 
had to worry about playing out and competing with 
other bands, both old and new, for the fan's dollar. 
Certainly it's true that It was during this time that the 
group's rep for making what can only seem like 
ridiculous demands reached its pinnacle. They 
demanded, for instance, that promoters of their 
shows guarantee that their name and logo would ap
pear at least twenty percent larger than that of any 
supporting act on all publicity. They refused on a 
host of occasions, while playing with local and out-of
town acts, to remove their speciallY-built drum riser 
or Hank's kit so the other bands could set up. They 
Insisted that their own sound system be installed in 
any club whose in-house equipment wasn't up to 
their standards of excellence. Not many were. 

Asked about that time, Frankie admits there was a 
conscious attempt to put a gulf between them and 
the scene, but insists, ' 'It was there from the start.' ' 

While the band played less and less near the end of 
Hank's tenure, they experimented more with both 
their carefully constructed music and image. And so 
It's not surprising that the changes they've gone 
through since seem motivated not by the pressures 
of pleasing a specific audience (whose fickleness is 
welt documented), but by the desire to meet their 
own Internal goals and expectations. 

One recurring theme in any interview with Crime is 
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that the music the band plays and the Image it affects 
are both expressions of who the people In the band 
really are, rather than contrived roles for the benefit 
of promoters, journallsts or fans. "It's just us, It's 
Just what we llke," says Frankie. 

The image of outlaws/aliens/badboys had, as 
Joey notes, arisen from the basic character of the 
music Itself. "There's always been that (criminal] 
element, even in pop, even in the Top Forty, and it's 
still there. Rock'n'roll Is still something you turn up . 
real loud to annoy your parents." But as the band 
matured, and a~ both they and their audiences grew 
In sophistication, the need to discover new ways of 
communicating the basic rebelliou sness and asocial 
nature of the music demanded changes, 
refinements, alterations. ~ 

Manlpulatlng their "look" seemed just the first 
step In the larger process of manipulating the au
dience itself. "We've been police, we've been 
gangsters, we've been detectives, SWAT teams, 
people in suits, dentists, nurses;" notes Joey, "and 
think, all of those characters can·have an evil side to 
them . .. just llke everyone can." 

In Crime 's world , everything is topsy-turvy. The 
criminals become the heroes and the out
sider / outlaws are the new figures of authority. 
Caught In a world where traditional values are 
_bankrupt and the conventional role models have col-

In October of '76, the band, 
dressed in the uniforms of 
the San Francisco police, 
debuted at local showcase, 
the Old Waldorf, and were 
unplugged after four songs 
lapsed under their own weight, we, the audience, 
don't have much of a chance when confronted with 
the compelling force of so precise an Image. We 've 
been conditioned to admire and emulate those elec
trlfled superheroes on stage, armed with guitars and 
drumsticks; what they say goes. We go beyong ad
miration and emulation when a band's attitude, stage 
presence and music all convey an idea more true, 
more universal , more real than any of the shit we 've 
been fed since babyhood in school, church , work, at 
home and on TV. 

Joey lays it out smoothly: "You've committed a 
crime, probably lots of them. Who hasn'tcommlttee a 
crime? What kid hasn ' t, like, swiped a piece of bub
ble gum? Virtually everyone 's committed a crime. It's 
a universal feeling." And just because they picked 
up on it early , Crime's been incredibly successful in 
developing that idea, based on the non-conformist 
and asocial side of r'n'r, into ataut fighting unit that's 
capable of manipulating imagery as effortlessly as 
most bands play three basic chords. 

The last word in rock'n'ro/I. 
A description of the band on stage has got to start 

with that sense of their being mannered , poised, 
rehearsed. Nothing 's spontaneous, nbthing 's left to 
chance. Like the polished o~ds in 30s gangster 
movies, they pull off the job with a calm and 
smoothness that Is the antihesis'o most punk bands. 
In this way, they're more akin to the many British 
bands whose stage presence is frequently more 
forceful than that olstateside et>u~rparts . Up front, 
Johnny and Frankie put out classic riffs while moving 
through an almost c~oreographed assortment of 
stances and poses tha 'eapture virtually every 
famous rock 'n' roll move ever made. You can see 
Elvis, James Brown, Jagger, Gene Vincent, Johnny 
Rotten and Jim Morrison, but only touches, sugges
tions; the bottom line effect is Crime's own property. 
Behind the two guitarists, with their ominous and 
dead-pan cool, The Ripper, Joey and Brittley con
front the audience like a squad of bully boys just 
waiting for a chance to beat the crap out of whomever 
they don't like. 

Watching them, it becomes clear why the band 
doesn't mind if people don't always dance, and why 
they Ilka the Idea of people seeing the performance 
"as a kind o( ballet or dance.' ' It is as structured in its 
own way as any ballet , replete with classic moves 
and facial expressions meant to tell whole stories in 
and of themselves. Those expressions pass from 
anger to contempt to arrogance and back again as 
quickly as the chords change. The performance is 
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deftly done, the stage presence overcomes the 
crowd's institutionalized lethargy, and , by the time 
they' re through, people are clamoring for more. 
What's most surprising, though , Is that the per
formance Is not, despite Its smoothness and almost 
predictable flow, theatrical or stagy In the least. You 
don't get the feeling that you ' re watching play acting; 
there's too much electricity, too much fervor, for 
that. 

Crlme's music has most often been subordinated 
to descriptions of their image and its development by 
writers who've covered the band. It's not all that· sur
prising, when you consider that It Is the basic 
simpllcity of their sound that has allowed them to 
manifest so striking a presence In a scene full of 
good hard-working groups. The Crime sound was, for 
a long time, characterized by an Intensely aggressive 
guitar attack, rigorously buzz-saw at p_olnts, with bass 
and drums fused to bulld, then blow up the wall of 
sound. Their first pioneering single, Hot Wire My 
HtJartl Baby, You're So Repulsive, was released by 
the bcind In late '76. It's reminiscent of the basic hard
driving rock singles that were to surface in the 
underground over the next twelve months, possess
ing as it does a quality more attuned to the raw 
energy of the band than to any technical proficiency. 

In '78, they released their second independent 
single, Murder By Guitar/ Frustration, and whlle the 
energy was still there , the rawness had been replac
ed by Increased skilt and-musical cohesiveness born 
of more than a year's constant performance and 
rehearsal . 

Neither slngle was especlally successful in com
mercial terms, but both received fair critlcal attention 
from both the domestic and British press. 

Throughout last year and the early part of this one, 
Crime's music remained tight, relentlessly driven, 
aggressive. It's an almost impenetrable wait of sound 
that, when played at the high (!) volumes the band 
demands, was as violent an assault on the nervous 
system as their stage presence was on the fantasies 
of their audiences. 

With the addition of the synthesizer, and because 
of a self-admitted desire to "go beyond what we were 
doing," the band's sound has progressed. Using the 
synthesizer as a fill rather than a featured instrument, 
they ' ve deepened their sound. Even more 
significantly , they've broken away from a strict 
rock 'n'roll format, to allow a more pronounCed in
volvement from the funk, R&B and Jazz influences 
that have always been there, submerged though 
they 've been beneath a hard rock surface. Their 
newest single (on B-Square Records) , Gangster 
Funk/ Maseratf, demonstrates the greater breadth 
and versatility of the band while still maintaining most 
of the aggressive, unforginving elements that have 
tradlttonally characterized their music. As Johnny put 
It when asked about their records, "There's llg'ht 
years between them." 

As an indication of their seriousness about their 
music 8.nd the goals of the band, Joey leaves no 
doubt when he says they're in it because they'd "I Ike 
to be the last word in rock'n'roll.'' 

We 're aliens and we're alienated. 
Crime, despite their deficiencies, despite their bad 

rep, their all-too-ready hype, is unllke any other 
band. It 's true they play rock' n'roll and in a way that's 
not, on the surface at least, perceptlvely different 
than the music many of the bands in the scene play. 
But as the band has, to their everlasting credit , made 
clear, appearances can be deceiving . Crime's ac
complishment lies in their ability to successfully 
mainpulate, before our very eyes, the way things 
look over against the way they really are. Playlng with 
our fantasies and with that universal human sense of 
being different than the crowd, the band's been able 
to Intensify the bond between a band's image and its 
music, releslng the kind of energy that makes 
rock'n'roll a potent and basic force In the lives of 
hundreds of millions of people. If, In releasing that 
energy, they've created a kind of monster or bomb 
whose destructive power isn't easily controlled ; if in
deed they're making us accomplices In their 
"criminal" conspiracies; then maybe it's only 
because the time is right for the changes that 
destruction makes possible, and because today's 
criminals are tomorrow 's saints and heroes. 

Whatever it iS, the band has a power that's 
undeniable and a presence that seems fated to 
reflect the times we live in, the places we frequent , 
and the people we s"ee ourselves as. 0 

riser with a look of grim determination on 
his face , Ripper stood lock-legged in one 
place nalllng down the bottom with Stolid 
efficiency, no overplaying, while Frankie 
and Johnny held the front, mugging and 
posing. The effect was one of 
workmanlike zeal , In the same league as 
a construction crew putting up a wall of 
sheet rock, or firefighters mopping up a 
storefront blaze; intense, dedicated, just 
doing their job . The excitement 
generated was of the sort one ex
periences when a car skids out of control 
and then regains the road . Then 
everyone goes home and hears 
telephones ringing in their ears for two 
days from the volume assault. There is 
no virtuosity in the show. No guitar leads, 
no drum solos, none of the 1975 heavy 
metal cliches. Just power chords and the 

refinement of every macho pose and 
posture imaginable. Short songs, with 
titles like "Flyeater," "Yakuza," "Lost 
Soul ," "If Looks Could Kill ," "Rockabllly 
Drugstore," "Bloodsucker." The best of 
the LA Fun Bus shows was at the 
Vanguard Gallery ln downtown LA. The 
openers were a nondescript punk band 
from the envrlons followed by the 
peerless Mentors, who had just moyed 
down from Seattle to find fame in 
Hollywood. 

and they play what they call "rape rock." 
The songs, with carefully enunciated 
titles Ilka "Macho Package, " "Come 
Pool," "Secretary Hump" and "Butt 
Crust," were enough to cause hardcore 
Angeleno punks to leave the room in 
frenzies of dlsust, petulance and 
righteous Indignation. They changed all 
of Our lives. 

other Fun Bus rooms tor restocking of 
supplies and reinforcements, endless 
tossings of people and property into the 
pool, etc. After it was over, Dede of UXA 
and I pulled the sofabed out over the tm

. presslve pool of vomit ln the mlddle of 
the floor and went to sleep. We were-too 
drunk to fuck , and she left the next morn
ing without a word , or even a groan. 

The Mentors are a three piece led by 
the portly II Duce. ll Duce's drum kit con
sisted of about thirty-eight mismatched 
drums held together with wire and a 
cascade of cymbals with bullet holes and 
bite marks in them. The Mentors wear 
black Illuminati hoods (their motto is 
"New Wave Ties Suck; HOODS Are In!"), 

The party at the Trop lcana after the 
Troubadour gig was the stuff of legend , 
the sort of party you hear about and hope 
to someday run Into after a show. 

Envoys from every LA band plus 
several English touring bands who were 
staying at the motel were all present. 
Many more people than the suite was 
capable of holding , advanced stages of 

. Intoxication, Joe Rees ' video monitors 
glaring and blaring, periodic forays to 

The return trip was uneventful except 
for the appearance of an earnest young 
hippie who, when he saw the license 
plate holders on the vans marked " Blim
po Ford, Visalia," thought we were from 
Visalia and pulled out what looked like a 
quarter pound of some alkaloid-type 
substance and told us to help ourselves. 

That was the Crime Fun Bus. It was a 
plunge to the edge of danger and back. It 
was what your parents would call "a 
good experience. " 
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The Emperor's New Clothes 

PUBLIC IMAGE LTD 
PART II 

by Shoshana Wechsler 

It is 4:00 am, dear readers, and we are 
steering woozily through the slumbering 
green suburbs of Marin heading back to San 
Francisco with what's left of the Public Image 
entourage-and of yours truly, for that mat
ter. I had made a heroic attempt to keep pace 
with the malted beverage consumption of 
these mad Britons, and nearly succeeded. 
Even Johnny the Rotten, who began the 
return trip by squabbling with me over our 
seating order, was well gone and sweetly 
sedated, and was now nodding into my 
shoulder in the back seat. 

We must have made a wrong turn somewhere, maybe 
several. In fact, we seem to be going In ever· 
accelerating loops. "I think we're going In the wrong 
direction," I suggest to the navigating Tour Manageress. 
She polntedly ignores me and bears down on the gas 
pedal. Four miles farther down the road, she concedes 
that the landscape's looking totally foreign and lets 
loose with a stream of " Bloody Hells," mostly aimed at 
the only passenger who's a native of this godforsaken 
Callfornia limbo. Elm trees for miles and a Peugeot in 
every driveway. Mea non culpa, I mutter to myself and at
tempt to press my eyes Into the back of my head. The 
cadlllac, resplendent as one of Diana Oors' white mink ' 
stoles under the road tamps, noses into the opposite 
direction and churns futl steam ahead to San Francisco. 

Wobble is enjoying hlmself immensely. " Is this 
anything like your neighborhood?" he leers. It's a 
rhetorical question. Earlier, I'd been giving him the slow 
and lowdown on the Saturday night splendor of the Mis
sion District: Hundreds of chopped and lowered mauve 
and vermillion and chartreuse iridescent high-sheen 
sedans circling in a slow paseo ln the same eight block 
radius, aH blaring the latest twelve inch sensation from 
their synchronized radios-BOUNCE AOCK SKATE 
ROLL! A lone rom antic cruising the dark alleyways with 
the Flamingos' "I've Only Got Eyes For You" echoing in 
his wake, the last violln notes falling Into the late spring 
night like a perfumed calling card. Wobble's keen on 
seeing tha~ you betcha. 

"What's lt like to be an American?" he asks with sud
den seriousness. 

"DIFFICULT! You have no idea how DIFFICULT!" I 
sputter, picking up with drunken intensity. "It's Just as 
allen to us as it is to you ... (fill in your own 
btanksJ ... like a stone around the 
neck ... crushing ... Inhuman weight ... "The whole . 
Babylonian lament. 

Wobble lets out with an exultant yelp. "Bravo! That's 
the most optimistic thing I've ever heard. That's fucking 
encouraging!" The neon lights of the metropolis appear 
on the horizon. 

We end up at Clown Alley on Lombard. John orders his 
meat rare with raw onions ("I said RAW onions, GOT 
IT?") Wobble orders two hamburgers that arrive at the 
same time and which he devours with manic concentra
tion. I occupy myse11 with interesting things at the bot
tom of my coffee cup. 

tt is nearly 6:00 am as we near into the home stretch . I 
suggest meeting at a later time (later? how can it get any 
later?) for a proper Interview and John suggests to both 
my horror and dellght that we do it right now. Wobbl.e, 
however, asks for a ralncheck and zombies dlrectly into 
the hotel elevator and straight up to his room. For this 
uncharacteristic lag of energy, I can only blame the 
graveyard cuisine at Clown Alley. 

Lord have mercy. I can barely see straight, the dawn 
light ls flooding Into Lydon's hotel room while the first 
pigeons start their morning fluttering and cooing. Denise 
Hall stares catatonlcally through the windows while I 
stare catatonically at the wall, and John places bottles of 
beer in our hands, urges that I make my.self comfortable, 
and curls up on the bed with the telephone. He has a 
lengthy affectionate conversation with his brother about 
music, the latest football matches, the tour and the 
weather; by the time he rings off, he looks positively 
stricken with homesickness. 

"Remember those football rows on Essex Road?" he 
reminisces with Denise, and he waxes nostalgic abolll 
lhe good old days. All of his mates brawling together in 
the streets and ah, previous youth and high hopes dash
ed to bits. This Is not the way It was supposed to be. It 
could have been so much more. I am overtaken with the 
strangest sense of deja vu-or is it that he reminds me of 
an old maudtin Wobblle 1 met In the bars of Seattle lifting 
his glass to fallen comrades and the construction of the 
ruins? 

PiL at the South of Market Cultural Center 

"What's it like to be an American?" -Jah Wobble 
Another 
Slow 
Sowing the seeds of discontent 
Running away from.the albatross 
Still the spirit of sixty-eight . 

© 1979, Nymph Music, Inc. <BMI) 
(0.P. Virgin Music Ltd.) 

" Go ahead," he says. "I haven't forgotten you. Ask 
away." 

"What about Martin Atkins?" I begin. "Back at the sta
tion he was saying that maybe you'd lose ten percent to 
a manager but that you're all losing much more this 
way." 

He shares a knowing smile with Denise. "Good old 
Martin. He doesn't understand what we 're trying to do. 
Look, we don't care about being successful-we just 
want to do it on our own terms. The only people in this 

world who are really worth anything are always the poor 
ones, aren't they? And that's the sorry truth." 

1'11 tell you one thing. I came from nothing and I have 
no doubt that this Isn't going to last forever. I know I'm 
going to lose. You can't win In this game. I'll probably go 
back to where I came from-which Is nothing. So there 's 
nothing to lose, is there?" 

There is an old Katherine Hepburn movie on the box 
with Hepburn as the frontier outcast dressed In plain 
calico, a Kentucky Joan of Arc living alone in a poor 
plnewood shack, administering to the sick and dying 
whlle the suspicious small town wags accuse her of sex
ual Indecency and-opportunism . John is completely 
engrossed. The only crltical remarks he makes are about 
!he cultlng. 

By the next commercial break, he is fast asleep. 
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Afternoon finds him napping during the sound check, · 
while the Public Image rhythm section skanks and 
smokes through a memorable /am. They could have 
charged admission. But that evening, Lydon is awake 
and going full barrels . Before an enthusiastic crowd of 
2400 people, he delivers a knockout performance that 
maintains Its high intens ity from the impassioned open
ing assault of "Careering" through ten lengthy songs. 
The characteristic ··neaagh'' at the end of his I Ines con
jures up an operatic coyote. Between attacks, he 
saunters casually around the stage, engages the au
dience In pointed dlalogue and offers his mike to the 
front row of ecstatic, worshipping fans. ("Who here 
wants to be a pop star?") Somebody tosses him a plastic 
grenade which he grinningly pockets. He's almost too 
mesmerizing. As much as he disavows the role of pop 
star, he clearly feeds off It. 

The trouble ls (aside from the suffocating heat and 
overcrowding), the more vivid Mr. Lydon, the more his 
brl11iant band recedes into the visual background like a 
trio of reliable functionaries. Levene produces sounds 
like erratic satellite transmissions or a barrage of plum
meting space junk. His eerie ascending and disappear
ing chromatic walls of synthesizer lead the band into 
"Memories," which perfectly showcases Leven e's 
demented classlclsm: He laces It with repeating gul~ar 
fragments of "Malaguena. " Meanwhile, Martin Atktns Is 
beating out a series of exploding land mines, and Wob
ble's anxious loping bass lines are so deep and wide you 
could fall In and be swallowed up forever. That low, 
rumbllng bass Is llke the coming of the final earthquake. 

In short, the band's everything It's cracked up to be. 
It's a pity that only a small International audience has 
had the privilege of attending any of their few live con
certs. And it's a sure bet that their US experience hasn't 
made their collective attitude about touring any more 
positive. That they ended up In San Franc isco, playlng 
the South of Market Cultural Center, is nothing less than 
a miraculous fluke. 

Warner Bros. was never quite sure what to 
do with them. The record company had seen fit 
to press only 50,000 units of Second Edition for 
American distribution. They were surprised 
when Pi l 's New York concert sold out-4000 
tickets-in the first week of sales. Warners con
sidered them a club act, albeit a prestige one . 
Their counsel to the band was to do a saturation 
tour of small US halls, and they devised an 
Itinerary of forty dates, which Pil flatly refused. 
The band insisted on the right to boo~ its own 
dates, play just two or three markets, and deal 
only with the promoters they themselves chose 
to deal with, directly. 

A large Warner Bros. Investment went down the tubes 
when the Sex Pistols disbanded, and the company was 
eager to recoup Its losses with PIL. However, the band's 
commercial potential was still untested, and the record 
industry has recently fallen on hard times. Vinyl sales 
are way down while touring costs are soaring, and 
company-subsidized tours are dropping accordingly. 
Once, It was standard to sock anywhere from thirty to 
forty thousand dollars into a tour. Now, strategy Is more 
cautious. The bands who are hit hardest by this are 
those "marginal" acts that·are too blg to play clubs and 
too small for arenas. If a band has no recent product on 

" .. We don't care about being 
successful-we just want to do it on our own 
terms. The only people in this world who are 
really worth anything are always the poor 
ones, aren't they? And that's the sorry 
truth." -John Lydon 

the market and cannot be counted on to sell out a 3000-
seater, It doesn't go out on the road at all. 

Whlle PIL and Warners squared off over the question 
of dates, the company took the situation Into its own 
hands by appointing Premier Talent as the band's tour 
agent. Premier, which one industry veteran describes as 
the "oldest establlshed permanent floating crap game in 
New York," is the largest and most powerful rock agen
cy In the US. (Record companies and agencies are tradl
llonally very tight because record companies subsidize 
the tours. Agencies act as the middleman between the 
companies and the promoters.) Never mind that PIL had 
refused any agency representaation. Warners decided 
this was sheer folly and Instructed Premier Talent to go 
ahead and book forty dates. One Insider speculates that 

Warners knew they wouldn't be able to convince the 
band to go along with them, so they "just didn't bother 
to tell them certain things.'' 

Premier had a contractual agreement with Malcolm 
McClaren during the Sex Pistols' heyday. They didn't 
seem to realize that Public Image, ltd. was nOt the Sex 
Pistols In new drag-or that the old Sex Pistols contracts 
had been declared legally null and void In a British court 
of law In January. Warners, on its part , was recommen
ding that PiL sign an exclusive three-year contract with 
Premier If they wanted to go on tour at all. When Lydon 
and Levene balked at this suggestion, Warners made ap
propriate noises about problems with immigration and 
tried to Intimidate them into backing down. Instead, they 
held their ground. 

A ten-date compromise was reached. But PIL was still 
dead set on making Its own arrangements with small pro
moters, If any could be found. On March 15, Billboard ran 
an item In which Public Image, Ltd. brazenly announced 
a ten-city US tour and its Intent to play dance halls and 
" unusual 11enues," !ncludlng the Olympic Auditorium in 
LA. 

The Olymp"ic Auditorium? Since 1942, It has been the 
home of boxing, wrestling and roller derby. The only 
muslcal events stages there were three punk shows in 
the fall of '79 featuring unsigned local LA bands, and 
promoted by a ~mall outfit called C D Presents. If 
Warners executives received a nasty shock over their 
morning coffee and Bfllboard, the news also came as a 
surprise to C 0. 

As C D's Dave Ferguson tells It , "They were giving in
terviews ... that they were going to play the Olympic 
before we ever met them face to face or talked to them 
on the telephone." 

Joy Johnson, who was C D's booker at the time, has 
weathered several years as an Independent concert pro
moter and band manager. She also spent fourteen mon
ths sitting twenty-five feet away from 8111 Graham while 
she worked as a booker In his office. Her first involve
ment with the t>usiness end of music stems back to 
Country Joe and the Fish, and her sympathies still tie 
with the "anarchistic mavericks" of the music world. 

" The machine Is the very thing the punk movement is 
In rebellion against. It says, Fuck this commercial cor
porate trtp , fuck ttiese semi-mafioso types of relation
ships. Let's go out and do It on our own ternls. That's ex
actly the stance we took. We decided to go to acts direct
ly '1n England and say, 'Sidestep this whole machine, 
come to LA, come to the heart of the beast; basically, 
play for the real scene and the real community. • We went 
directly to PIL and put in a standing offer to come to LA 
whenever they wanted and play the Olympic 
Auditorium.'' 

A two-concert West Coast deal was signed 
with a handshake in the back of the limo that 
carried Lydon and -Levene to the airport after 
their San Francisco press conference. 

About a month after putting ln the offer, Johnson 
heard through a friend at Virgin Records that the band 
was interested . A two-concert West Coast deal was sign
ed wlih a handshake ln the back of the limo that carried 
Lydon and Levene to the airport after their San Francisco 
press conference. 

"The Word 'definite' was used, and It never·wavered," 
says Ferguson. "They risked their whole career. They 
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showed great integrity throughout. 
"It was pretty slmple because their main concern was 

making sure that security weren ' t beating people over 
the head and that the hall was a place where, if only a 
few thousand people showed UP., it wouldn't be embar
rassing to them, and also fun for the audience.'.' Stewart 
adds that at this point, Pil wasn't really sure of their 
draw because Warner Bros. "had been giving them all 
these downers that they should play clubs like the 
Whiskey .... they also wanted to bring the ticket prices 
down, so we did and they cut some of the things out of 
their budget." 

It wasn't so simple, as It turned out. Firming up an LA 
date meant getting one okay from the band and suc
cessive conflicts with Warners, which had Its own Ideas 
about scheduling. After C D tiad turned in an ad to the LA 
Times for the Olympic Auditorium gig they set for Aprll 
17, they received a warning call from Bob Regere, who Is 
a vice president for Artist Development at Warners. 
' 'You have until 5:00 today to pull the ad,'' he told them. 
" Your date is May 6." Johnson replied that she had 
already confirmed the April 27 date with the band. "You 
shouldn 't be talking with Keith and Johnny, " Johnson 
recalls him saying. "You should be deallng with 
Premier." 

Warner Bros. had already placed an ad In the Aprll 
Issue of Slash magazine for a Graham-promoted PIL 
show at San Francisco's Fox Warfield theater on May 2. 
In the meantime, Joy Johnson was attempting to reserve 
the Oakland Auditorium for May 1 for C D. She gave the 
Audltorium 's supervisor, Bud Alexander, a check for 
$600 to hold that date. Alexander explained that the 
Oakland Auditorium, which Is a city-owned facility, has a 
master rental agreement with Bill Gr;!ham Presents, as It 
does with several other promoters. 

The agreement Includes a ten-day protection on either 
side of an event date, In order to protect the promoter 
from any potential conflict of Interest with .another event 
of the same type or talent which might attract essentially 
the same public market. Conversely, the agreement also 
commits Bill Graham Presents to book twenty events a 
year on mutually agreeable dates with the Auditorium. In 
the event of a show cancellation, Graham (and other pro
moters with a master rental agreement) forfeits a flat 
penalty of $1200. 

Bud Alexander explained that the Graham organiza
tion had booked a tentative date for May 10 for Rick 
James, and that he would have to determine whether 
there was any conflict between the two bands. He called 
Danny Sheer, a booking agent for Bill Graham Presents, 
to discuss the situation, only to be informed that 
Graham, working In cooperation with Premier Talent, 
was presenting Public Image in San Francisco. Clearly, 
Alexander would need proof from C D that they actually 
had a valid agreement with Public Image. He asked to 
see a signed talent contract between C D and PIL. 

Suddenly Johnson found herself caught In the midst of 
everything she most hated about industry dealings. She 
bounced back and forth between Warner Bros., Premier 
Talent and her former associates at 8111 Graham 
Presents while the respective parties alternately Issued 
belligerent threats and personal pleas for C D to step 
aside. What had happened to her human one-to-one 
a9reement with the band? She made an emergency call 
to Keith Levene and urged him to Immediately telegram 
Bud Alexander to straighten things out. An exchange of 
telexes is stanClard in the industry and Is considered 
good faith as confirmation of talent agreements. Keith 
promised to send off a telex within twenty-four hours, 
but It didn't arrive. 

"I was in the middle of everything I abhorred," Joy 
recalls. "AH I'd done was fight with people lately. I simp
ly wanted to remove myself from the middle." The next 
day she resigned because of a " personal conflict of in
terests " from CD and packed up for the country. "The 

"We decided to go to acts 
directly in England and say, 
'Sidestep this whole 
machine ... come to the 
heart of the beast ... play 
for the real scene and the 
real community.' " -Joy 
Johnson 
fact that Keith didn't send the telegram was crltlcal," 
she says. "If we had had it, we would have gotten the 
Oakland Auditorium." Bud Alexander and Danny Sheer 
c·onfirm her opinion. 

Minus one booker, and with the band now somewhere 
In transit between London and New York, Steward and 
Ferguson still fought to maintain the Oakland Auditorium 
date. The Rick James show had been cancelled, and Biii 
Graham Presents maintained a tentative hold on May 10 
for a new concert with Greg Kihn , The Rublnoos and Ear
thquake, a show which never materialized. Neither did 
the signed contract between C D and PIL. On Aprll 3, the 
Oakland Auditorium officially turned down C D's request 
on the grounds that "a definite conflict would oc
cur . .. within this ten day period," and returned thetr 
deposit to them. What was really at stake was the miss
ing telex , although there Is no formal mention of such a 
requirement In the Oakland Auditorium's rental 
agreements. Bud Alexander explains that he's always 
based his decisions on his prlor experience with pro
moters. Formal proof of talent representation has rarely 
been ne,cessary. 
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David Ferguson fumes, "Since he wanted a latent con
tract, obviously he needed the same thing from Biii 
Graham." The difference between the promoters, 
however, Is that Graham has a standing twenty-show
per-year commitment with the Auditorium, and any show 
cancellations cost him twice as much as the rental fee. 
Ferguson sees it In a different light: " The point Is that 
Bill Graham has an exclusions clause with a city faclllty. 
That's never been tested before ln court. II this coun
lry's devotion to capitalism means anything, It means 
free trade." As this magazine goes to press, CD Is con
sidering a law suit against Biii Graham Presents. 

There are other legal · matters in the works. Witness 
Case Number C321063', entitled Security National Band 
vs Pub/fc Image, Ltd., a corporation, Pub/le Image, a 
partnership, and John Lydon, Keith Levene, John War
dle and Richard Nother, an action filed recently In the 
Los Angeles Superior Court. Here, finally, is the updated 
version of the great rock'n'roll swindle straight from the 
bank's mouth: 

"This is an action to recover $15, 788.92 
paid by mistake to Public Image, Ltd. by 
the bank in October 1979 during the course 
of a wire transfer of funds for another 
customer. Public Image, Ltd. has no right 
to those fWlds but refused to return them to 
the bank after a request by the bank to do 
so. The bank then filed this action. Service 
of process was recently made on the defen
dants in the Bay Area. As yet, no formal 
answer has been filed on behalf of the 
defendants in this action." 

As for the tempest this ll~tle service of process stirred 
up in San Francisco, the repercussions are stffl being 
felt. Evidently, the Finance Committee of the South of 
Market Cultural Center had not gone through the proper 
procedures when it rented the faclltty to C 0 for the 
Public lma:ge show. C D paid $3000, cash upfront, for the 
SOMCC rental. As the City Attorney explained to the pro
moters on that fateful Friday, any rental under $499 
desn't have to go through the Municipal Property Depart
ment. Three grand puts the ball in an altogether different 
court. The day of the gig, PIL received their guarantee of 
$3,000 from C 0. The day after, an escort of uniformed 
cops opened the safe at the Cultural Center and 
recovered $3,000 In cash for the City of San Francisco. 
Bernice Bing, the director of the Center, Is now being 
hard pressed to explain why she accepted Illegal monies 
fromC D. 

As the song goes, "Public image, you got what you 
wanted .... " In answer to Martin Atkins' question, all 
reports show the orange crop is posltlvely thriving this 
year. But the full harvest Isn't in yet. Atkins announced 
his resignation from Pll shortly after the band's return to 
the UK. 0 
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by Annex (left to right)" Pat Delaney (sax), Tom Reech ion (drums), Fredrik Nilson (bass) and Alex Gibson (guitar, organ}. 

As he passed the can of Miller to me he commented casually, "The 
Bpeople are god." Mere was on acid that night; he had that sl ight 
metallic haze radiating from his wide open eyes. We were taking ln the 
Bpeop1e through the screen of cigarette smoke that passed for air at the 
Geary Theater. As the band worked us over with its poly-rhythmic pun
ching, I was hard pressed to discern whether it was grabbing at our guts, 
groin or brains , all of which were feeling slightly more twisted than 
usual. 

On the bill with the Los Angeles-based group that night were the 
Sleepers, a band equally hard to get a musical handle on, but for Ricky 
Wllllams ' (vocalist) rebellious drug-orphan appeal. The curtain of 
nicotine and the heavy shadows thrown by the balconies served to rein
force the spell of subliminal sumbersion cast by the two bands. Not even 
No Alternatlve, a retro-nostalgia-punk outfit that opened the bill, could 
break It with Its attempts to get the audience to bludgeon each other with 
beer cans. 

In front of the stage during the opening portrbn of the Bpeople's set 
was a small turbu lent throng of black leather kids, one of whom, 
desperate to relive the madcap thrills of '76-77, lobbed a near-full can of 
Budweiser at Alex Gibson, the guitarist. Without breaking stride In the 
midst of a shimmering, backwards, antl-Aerosmlth guitar lick, he caught 
the can and, with a malevolent sneer, heaved the thing back, scoring a 
direct hit. The whole episode took as long as one measure of the song, 
and Inspired Marc's remark : ''The Bpeople are god.'' 

l watched Pat Delaney Sucking on his saxophone, look Ing like a quietly 
possessed professor. He rocked back and forth as he played, untll the 
instrument gradually gathered up enough ste·am to blast him back off his 
feet. His one fashion-conscious gesture was a pair of leopard skin ten
nis shoes. Tom Recchion flailed at the drums with the rotating motions 
of a marathon cyclist who has just crashed and Is fighting his way out of 
the wreckage of spokes and wheels. He sweated like a fiend. I took 
another look at Fredrik Nilsen doing his in-place shuffle and dip behind 
his Gibson bass. He was out of himself, giving the audience his patented 
"HI, I've Just had shock treatment " leer. He sported his baggy Dick and 

demonic," and it was Alex's and Mike Jarrar's (who is no longer with the 
band) idea " ... to scare people, to find an edge between sanity and in
sanity. That's stllt maintained within the band-the music does exist on 
the fringe.'' 

Most good bands consist of individuals with markedly different 
musical backgrounds and perspectives , and the Bpeople are no excep
tion. Alex, the group 's song writing mainstay and guitarist, is so strongly 
individualistic he won 't admit to anydlrect musical influences. "Nothing 
excites me," he says. Not even the Beatles? " Not anymore. 
Everythlng 's boring. There are just no influences I'm excited about, so I 
have to look inward." He voices an altitude the whole band shares, a 
concern with musicianship over performance, when he says that 
''anybody can dive into the audience. ' ' 

Pat got into music because, as he tells it, "My dad wanted me to play 
saxophone because he liked Boots Randolph. I was big in orchestra in 
high school." He got into the new classical music in junior high, but ad
mits now that, "1 llke John Cage's idea of random chance more than t 
like hearing it.'' He doesn't play his instrument in the tried and frue Jazz 
sax manner, but approaches It "with more of a rhythm guitar style. I 
always wanted to play rhythm guitar In rock bands, but it was too late 
because I already played sax.'' Pat, who used to be with the Deadbeats 
(remember "Kill the Hippies" and "Brainless"?), claims, " I don't think 
about the music that much, I'm not In the band because of music. It's to 
learn-where else would you get so Involved with three other people? I 
learn about myself and other people all the Ume." 

Tom and Fredrik shared an Interest In improvisational and noise music 
prior to playing in the Bpeople and its earlier Incarnation, the Little Crlp
ples. Fredrik previously tiad been using the bass " . . as an effects in
struments ... I was not used to playing linear music , or music that was 
organized, and the music was way over my head ... I was so scared 
[about joining the band] that I learned how to play the bass semi
proficiently in about lour days. ' ' 

Tom has had sound shows In both Los Angeles and New York, where 
the Village Vo/cepanned him for his ampllfied squeaky chair, mock-cello 

"I'm not in the band because of music. It's to learn-were else would 
you get so involved with three other people?" Pat 

' Jane trousers topped with a red and white checked shirt (a swell 
tablecloth in a former Incarnation) and I thought, "Well, l ike Alex says, 
'Leave dressing for the audience to Edie Gorme and Kiss.' Yes indeed.'' 
I turned to Mere, giving the silent acknowledgment that only a long swig 
of a shared beer can Impart. We stood and listened to them work their 
way through another running spiral of sound 'that somehow disappeared 
from my comprehension as soon as t thought that I had It apprehended. 

By the next morning, Mere wou ld no longer designate this second
wave-of-the-new-wave band as "god," even though they had been pret
ty damn powerful, densely textured, and percussive-not to mention 
that they even know how to play their Instruments. From the first time I'd 
heard them play, I'd felt that their music expressed my unverbalized 
feelings of torment, anger and anguish that run through the overstimula
Uon of the 80s-1 had never had any problems with being left "cold and 
unaffected" by those "grey expanses of repetitive attacks," as some 
reviewers of the LA music scene had been. 

Not to belabor a point, but curiously enough, the band has written a 
song enlltled "Now We're God," with lyrJcs by Tom Recchion: 

Infested interests/Insisted vestmentS"/Most information makes no 
sense/I can't be trusted . ./Make up your own mind/Don't l isten 
to mlne,/'cause I speak nothing but the truth.II will absorb you
look out now/We' re god. 

and strung·a-phone. Back then, he was " ... Interested in amplifying 
real minlscule things, straight pins , pieces of wire, springs ... , " and 
feels that the band members share a "twisted commitment to something 
elusive." 

The Bpeople 'are almost cultlsh ly devoted to horror/monster films, 
and this influence evidences Itself In their music's spooky overtones. 
Fredrik says, " I think terror is the best drug of all time-musical terror, 
film terror, roller coaster terror ... I have this morbid fascination.'' 

With this in mind, I asked Pat what he thinks disturbs people about the 
Bpeople's music, and he stated, " I don't think anything 'disturbs' them. 
l don't think they llke it enough to be 'disturbed' by it.'' 

Admittedly, the band could have left Los Angel~s for greener 
pastures, but their sound depends on the four of them perversely stick
ing it out in LA's "acld environment." That is, if their aesthetic suffering 
eased up a little, the quality in the music of suppressed and shining rage 
that makes It so distinctive would, ironically, suffer. 

Things aren't all that bad, though; rumor has It that Slash Records 
wan~ to sign the Bpeople to a contract for multiple LPs. There's a tape 
circulating with flve of the album-headed songs on ii, and the LA Weekly 
calls the tape " ... a dark and powerful record that almost single
handedly justifies the whole underground label phenomenon." Hot 
stuff. There 's no accounting for changes In attitudes. Fred has put some 
thought Into that subJect- " lt 's funny, usually the second or third time 

© Bpeople, 1979 ~ that people see us they really like us-maybe the PA was better, or 
maybe we played better or maybe they Just heard what we're doing." 

Bpte~eprl=~"):ohno:~,:~~sm~.~~~~~af~~~udreha1 ;ath~ssapnroLbAl~bmass,edanbdan'dha1 nt 1t0hnel j What are they doing, anyhow? After apologizlng for having a 
" political" bent to his nature, Fred nevertheless goes on to say, 

only on pursuing their own sound, they deflnltely have theirs. At their In- • "Anything that becomes too holy should be subverted, and punk rock 
caption as the Little Cripples and through their ,,volutlon as the Bpeople, I has become t90 holy, and new wave Is rldlculous. I think what I'm talking 
the group has been the outcast of a scene which already considered I abou.t Is the commerclallty, or the scene around It. We are a reaction In a 
Itself to be made up of outcasts. It's always been a struggle to get a wide way. we subvert the cllque that's developed around punk rock.'' 
base of support for their music in Southern Callfornla, where music Is an When I asked Alex If he thought the upcoming LP would generate 
Industry deeply entrenched with "Infested interests" and "insisted greater interest In the band, he said, "Yeah, those hypocrites!" Not as 

r-· ···~'"ij'""'l>F. <>l>i:·F.·- 'I 
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Robert Fripp God Save the o Ueen / Under Heavy Manners(EG I Pol yd or) 

In the liner notes to this album, Mr. Fripp says that he. " reserved " his " right to be bor
ing and unintelligent.' ' After listening to the record , it seems apparent that he chose to 
exercise the option . 

Side A- Is devoted to three examples (all recorded In Berkeley on July 30, 1979) of 
"pure Frippertronlcs," Mr. Frlpp's egocentric term for a taj:ie Scho system that uses 

two tape recorders and is characterized by long 
(several seconds or more) delays and maximum 
repeats (a graphic diagram may be found on the 
back cover of Eno's Discreet Music [Obscure)), 
Mr. Frlpp's Improvisations fall victim to the 
system 's inherent tedium; once you play a 
phrase, you are stuck with hearing it fifty or sixty 
times before it finally decays. 1f you adore Steve 
Reich or Terry Riley , you may well enJoy ~hese 
pieces. I don ' t. 

Side One (cute, huh?), "Under Heavy Man
ners ," was origlnally to be called 
" Discotronlcs," but Mr. Fripp wanted to "retain 
the a la mode appeal and markeJ vlablllty for this 
essential contribution to our macro-social con

text. " Yes. In "UHM ," the original loop has been augmented by a disco rhythm section 
and sound effects. The only facet of this album I find exciting is the vocal added here by 
Absalm el Habib (aka David Byrne), who rescues this one cut with his charged sincerity .. 
The loop Is submerged here, adding color and texture without Imposing Its hypnotic 
pablum on the whole. 

The other, final, track on this side, "The Zero of the Signified," features the worst of 
several muslcat worlds. The loop Is combined with mlndless disco-styled drums and · 
bass, made all the more irritating by a guitar tick that sounds like a finger exercise (and 
In fact would serve as one; Mr. Fripp contends that all musicians should spend two 
hours a day playing scales). The added tracks eventually fade out (making this useless 
even as a dlst;o tune) , and Mr. Fripp finally stops playing entirely , simply letting the 
system decay Into a silence that is a long time coming. I keep wondering how the crowd 
at Madame Wong 's, who are not audible on this recording , reacted. Caveat Emptor. 
pon't say you weren ' t warned. 

- Stupid Artname 

Various artists The Nova Convention(Giorno Poetry Systems Records) 

Dear Denise: 
You 've been telling me to llsten to Laurie Anderson so much, l thought I'd write to tell 

you I finall y made the connection , albeit quite by accident. 
See, this series of records came out. Poetry records1 If you can belleve it. And me be

ing a fan of such names as Philip Glass, Les Levine and John Cage, and seeing also the 
presenc'e of Frank Zappa and Patti Smith (not to mention such heroes of past 
undergrounds as Allen Ginsberg and William Burroughs), well , I just had to check it out 
for myself . Besides, It only cost me $8.00 tor two records, and that's NEW, not used. All 
these rock rebels talking aboUt holding prices down, and a bunch of bum poets do the 
trick; there 's even enough time here (two hours) to fill three conventlonal records , but 
voices aren ' t as crltical to record so groove-packing lsn'ta problem. 

Anyway, I didn't realize that Laurie Anderson was on this ' til I got home. Once there , I 
also detected the presence of Ed Sanders, late of the Immortal Fugs (without whom 
much of the scene, then OR now, would never had occurred). 

So what are all these radlly-dropped names doing here? Simple-this was a live 
recording of the Nova Convention, held in New York In 1978. A gathering of heroes and 
worshippers, of innovators and puplls, and other assorted names of the immediate and 
distant past. This Is what they refer to in the art world as an EVENT. It also comes 
across as insipidly BORING , but what did you expect from two hours of talk? 

So what we have Is Frank Zappa reading Willlam Burroughs. Allen Ginsberg getting 
titters for a smutty poetical opinion on punk. John Cage reading a paper he'd written 
about a book he'd never read. Patti Smith reading while accompanying herself on violin 
and clarlnet, trying desperately to prove to those outside of New York that she's still 
one of US (no one laughed when she joked that, If the next one wasn't a hit, they would 
repossess her jacket) . . . ad infinitum. 

And what of my other heroes? Levine can 't be found, being only an unidentified voice 
in a panel discussion. And what they did to Philip Glass was a crime. I mean, how can 
you take an excerpt from "Einstein on the Beach" that starts in the middle and cuts off 
abruptly? That' s like sex without foreplay OR orgasm. 

I suppose, however, that this record has Its place. After atl, It won't sell, even at its 
bargain basement and with all its stars (who, It seems, are all there to pay homage to 
THEIR stars). And It does present a lot of poeple in a dlstlnctly different llght. But, like 
Public Image Ltd .' s Metal Box, this should have been a series of 12" EPs. That way, you 
could listen· only to those parts you chose, without either feel Ing obligated to sit 
through minute after minute of liquid boredom or scratching the damn thing up. But 
what Is my voice in such distinguished company? Who ever listens to critics anyway, 
even those who clalm they're only doing what everyone else does every day of their 
life? 

-S. Schei/berg 

Magazine The Correct Use of Soap(Virgin) 

Recently Magazine released two singles with the Intention of doing a whole series of 
45s rather than an album. The idea was dropped, and the A-sides of both singles appear 
on the new LP. These songs are quite good, and the album Is just as extraordinary. The 
Correct Use of Soap uses the subtlety of an underproduced guitar with the frequent 
~resence of a powerful Motown bass and organ. The pace is a bit slow at times, but 
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there Is a grand collection of horns, percussion, 
synthesizers, chorus and piano, which all help to 
create the air of singer-songwriter Howard· 
Devoto's very terrifying world. "Because.You're 
Frightened " starts the first side with a scream
ing synthesizer and the imagery of the bitter 
lonely man Devoto Is so often portrayed as. In 
"Model Worker," Devoto uses a new vocal style 
which possess more melody and more harmony 
than any of his previous work . There Is a highly 
textured cover of Sly' s "Thank You (Fa11ettin Be 
Mice Elf Agin). " The smooth sound , though, 
does not compensate for the loss of soul , and 
the song Is generally unimpressive. But 

;· Lro_n.,..f c-a~lfy-, ~ .. ~M-ay'"'b-e""'f t""' s""t,..fm-e""t-o""be,..-ne-'rv~~~h~~~~~ps~~a~~·s ~~t m~~~c;ro~l~~o~~y a~~n:oe~~ · 
rem iniscent of Magazine's earlier, more energetic style found In Real Lile, their first 
album . " Phllade lphla" seems to have been written for Devoto's brilliant stage show 
where he runs ln circles, walks a crippled path and stares out into the confusion of the 
failing world . 

Richard Hannett, who produced the Buzzcocks ' Spiral Scratch EP when Devoto was 
stlll with them, d id the work on The Correct Use of Soap as well. This ls Magazine's 
third producer in three albums. As with the previous two, the drums and guitar are 
slmply not emphasized quite enough . But even the pleasantly heavy bass and 
keyboards do not get the attention they deserve. Devoto 's engaging voice easUy draws 
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the most attention. Barry Adamson plays among the best bass In 'any music today, but 
he, like the rest of the band, falls to get merited recognition. These musical talents are 
in themselves enough to buy this, as well as any, Magazine vlnyl. But In addition, 
Devoto delivers stunning and creative projection and lyrics. This may not be Shot By 
Both Sides, it slmply does not have the same vibrance, but It shows once again that 
Howard Devoto Is a leader In the contemporary scene; It shows that Magazine Is one of 
the most Imaginative and remarkable bands In music. · 

-M. Lang 

Pere Ubu Art of Wafklng(U.S. Rough Trade LP) 

Last year, vocalist David Thomas said that Pere Ubu is "the only garage band that's 
made It to its third album." Make that Its fourth. Contrary to rumor, althoug~ Mr. 
Thomas has become a Jehovah's Witness , he has not left the band. However, guitarist 
Tom Herman has been replaced by Red Crayola leader Mayo Thompson (Ubu members 
have contributed to recent R.C. recordings) , who also sings. This is the band 's first per
sonnel change since 1976. 

This album continues the trend Ubu has followed away from the tight, abrasive avant
rock of Its early slngles In Its ever more abstract albums. A basic Ubu attitude is that 
each musical part must be able to stand alone; In a style reminiscent of John Cage ' s 
collaboratlons with David Tudor and Maree Cunningham, while these lndlvidual parts 
exist slmultaoeously , they are not necessarily coordinated , and may share onl~ dura
tion, If that. The most extreme example of thl:lse tendencies toward the conventions of 
"new music" is found in "Crush This Horn," where a sax Is severely modified by the 
accompanying synthesizer , so it sounds as if it were a distant short wave signal. This 

- 'has been done to death by Karl Stockhausen. 
on the other hand , In songs llke " Go" and "Rounder" Ubu 'lays down funky crypto

soul riffs to back up Mr. Thomas ' free verse catharsis ("Here 's to the fine 
points ... the overlooked details.''); you could even dance to these-hey, I can ' t stop 
my leg! They even have a C&W side, though "Horses" draws more from coconut shell 
clip-clops and TV western theme songs than it does from Hank Williams. Mr. Thompson 
adds a nice, wimpy vocal. "Lost In Art" could be a recording of a performan.ce ~~t 
cabaret act , with Its demented , minimalist drumbeats and obscure, spoken lyncs ( I 
want shoes.") "Miles" might be a tribute to Miles Davis , In Its blaring , muted syn
thesizer line, or It might be an undigestible chill-dog nightmare in a bowllng alley. It' s 
hard to draw the llne. 

This is an album that grows on one; while at first their aesthetic may be mystifying, it 
soon becomes clear that, as always, Pere Ubu knew exactly what they wanted , and 
created it. This record should be released in early August, just in time for Ubu 's tour. 
They play in San Francisco August 15 and after that in Los Angeles. 

- Stupid Artname 

The Monochrome Set Strange Boutique(DID.4) 

Fina11y-lntelllgent pop music. The LP contains everything necessary for truly 
popular music, with a refreshing absence of sub-cretinous lyrics. Also missing are 
redundancy, flatulent muslcal cllchesand any immediately discernible influence . 

What it does contain are a unique sound both overall and in the individual in
truments the sort of mel odies that stick In your head after the first listen and lyrics 

that are Just zany enough without being artsy. 
The production requires no comment other than 
that it is virtually invislble, as It should be. 

The instrumentation ls your standard 
drums/basslrh~ythm/lead/keys, but the sound 
ls for the most part bright, upbeat and tinged 
with an undefinable early-60s color. The acoustic 
rhythm guitar vsed Is the first in memory that Is 
not merely Inoffensive but actually useful.· The 
lead guitar also manages to sound urgent whlle 
keeping within the bounds of the almost-genteel 

..,,.,.,1>•r••" overall aesthetic. 
Another factor which makes it hard tO use the 

word "pop" without lengthy and pedantic 
apologies arid where's-the-fucking-thesaurus 

w'-1-n-ci-ng-fs-th_e_u_s_e_o~s-o_m_e_v_e_ry_n_o_n __ ltraditlonal rhythms and unusual harmonies both in 

the music and vocals. 
Front vocals and harmonies absolutely right. There are a couple of Instrumental 

tracks as well which allow the band to energize more than they can on the lyric tracks. 
The memorable Instrumental track Is "The Etcetera Stroll.'' Remember the days when 
you could listen to.a song and feel chills up your back? 

Monochrome Set can bring back the feeling without loading any styllstlc, derivative 
dreck on with It. This crew plays clean, they like harmonies and maJor chords, and they 
ease a bit of weird and funny sound effects Into the mix Just to remind you that this is 
the age of multi-track, after all. 

One or two of the tracks sound, just a little mind you, like the early Beatles, but with 
massive transfusions of balls, brains and Imagination. I never cared for the Beatles 
much, nor for endless rave reviews either, for that matter. 

Don't miss this one. The song "The Monochrome Set ," previously· released as a 
single by Rough Trade, Is albne worth the risk of being stopped and frisked by the In
store security. 

The fatso labels would call this music " accessible ," but they would never get past 
the first few bars of even a demo, because they're dumb. We are not dumb. You are not 
dumb. The Monochrome Set are making the onlymodern pop music that matters. 

-Formula 

Jon Hassell/Brian Eno Fourth World, liol. 1: Possible Muslcs(EG Records) 

A set of Brian Eno and Peter Schmidt's "Oblique Strategies" cards would be helpful 
In writing this review. Playing the record is like entering a very modern, minimally fur
nished , superbly lit and temperature-controlled r?om. Very cool; negative Ions 
everywhere. Subtle carpets. 

Eno and Hassell have taken the merciless heat of the North African desert, freon
processed it, and managed to keep the shimmer. 

The instrumentation reveals the intent, fulflll
ed In its brilliant execution, to capture and stylize 
the rhythms and melodies of the traditional 
musics of the people who llve in the area 
bisected by the Upper Nile. "Chemistry," which 
opens Side One, features bassist Percy Jones 
(of Brand X), the treated trumpet of Jon Hassell , 
and well-known percussionists Nana 
Vasconcelos and Aylbe Dieng pla.ying the 
ghatam. The ghatam combines the soft sound of 
a skin drum with the sharp attack and metallic 
ring of a steel drum. 

Jon Hassell ' s trumpet ls electronlcally treated 
!o such a degree that It is unrecognizable. t can 

see ate mo s a ng 1s ea rumpet sounding like a freight train doppler-lng; a 
sustained breathy cathedral bell , uttering the notes and trills of a muezzin chanting 
morning prayers from the mosque tower. 

Mr. Eno does not appear on either "Chemistry" or on " Griot ('Over Contagious 
Magic ')." but he does on all other tracks, playing such whimsically-dubbed devices as 
"background cloud guitars, Prophet 5 'Starlight' background, high altitude Prophet, 
rare Mlnlmoog" and, of course, treatments. 



On "Rising Thermal 14 16'N; 32 28'E," the "night creatures of Altamlra" are listed as 
musicians. Jon Hassell plays trumpet and "Aluar" loop. 

Side Two consists of a slngle piece entitled "Charm (Over 'Burundi Cloud')." This 
features the ghatam and congas, with a major-key strlng-synth-tlke chord as a drone, 
and chordal accents and coloring from El Eno, along with steadfastly Moorish melodies 
from Hassell. 

Thls Is as far from the pop manifestations of Brian Eno's work as It Is possible to get, 
both in concept and execution. This music ls absotutely necessary and far ahead of Its 
time. Fourth World, Vol. 1 ls generlcally congruent with what has been produced thus 
far in the Ambient series. Where it differs is In the greater demand It makes on the 
listener. 

It provides a very pure and simple escape from the psychic and spiritual atrocities 
perpetrated by the Jndustriallst societies upon their denizens. 

Go see the Germs, the Dead Kennedys, the Plasmatlcs, Johanna Went. Then come 
home, shower and put on this album. Feel human again. 

Go out the followlng day and hear the traffic, the jack hammers, the sirens, the 
telephones, the televlsions. Life Imitates art? 

-Formula 

Harold Budd/Brian Eno Ambient 2: The Plateaux of Mlrror(EG Records) 

It's a wonderful feeling to know that Brian Eno Is moving out of an extended period of 
techno.overload during which he spent the majority of his working time behind a recor
ding desk producing a variety of bands, and is again proliferatlng his own art. 

There are those who complain that Eno's music lacks passion. But then, there are 
those wh are Inca f g passion In any form other than Its carnal, vlolent 

8'(f2 •. manifestations. 
~-=- At the core of every human being, regardless 

of physlcal and psychological trappings, there 
exists a backwater of solitude. The occasional 
ripple In this mirror-surfaced pool of loneliness 
only serves to remind each and every one that 
this essential sorrow is as gentle, everpresent 
and Ineradicable as hiss on magnetic tape. 

In this collaboratlon with pianist Harold Budd, 
Brian Eno reveals his brave famlllarlty with both 
essential sorrow and magnetic tape. 

The first collection of tapes in the Ambleni 
Music series, Music for Airports, was commis
sioned by the administrators of an airport In 

>llr'll!l!llm,.,.,,.,,..,.n...,.,e"'m"prlw"'as"°m;;!,;,a""e ~oe~~o~~~~a~~~~k ~~ht~~:~~~. a~uasi~ht~~~~:u~~ 
soothe anxious travelers and also be capable of entertaining, which could be listene~ 
to or Ignored, that was undemanding but available. 

The Plateaux of Mirrors was commissioned by the hearts and minds of the two musi
cians who recorded It. The music pushes cellular switches In the flesh and catches the 
wind of imagination in its sails. 

If there was a soundtrack for walking In deserted downtown streets very early Jn the 
morning, before dawn, this would be it. 

Eno's recorded work has had monumental influence on the music we listen to today 
(v. Tuxedomoon, The Normal, his production cllents_and their Imitators), and the 

. Ambient series may have a lasting personal effect on those of us who can appreciate a 
moment of reflection. 

Don't Shoot 'em! 
Trade 'em ... 

.f 
I 

-Formula 
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Various artists The Last Stiff Compilation ... Until the Next One(Stlff) 

WARNING: THIS ALBUM MAY BE HAZARDOUS TO YOUR BANK BALANCE. Because 
it wlll acquaint you with sixteen groups and lndlvlduals, some of whom you have never 
heard, and lead you to run out and buy even more records. For Instance, I'm going out 
this afternoon to buy A. More's Flying Doesn't Help LP (Quango), form which Stiff has 
taken the opening cut, " Judy Get Down." Comparisons with the Godfather of Punk are 
Inevitable, but Eno seems to have lost interest in rock lately. Anthony Moore's har
monies are shimmering, his guitar treatments are lavish, his tape tricks faster than the 
ear, his lead vocals stern and strong, and his writing and arrangements spare and tight. 
This is the song I've been throwing on the turntable as soon as I get In the house. Boy 
howdy! 

"Touch" Is Lori and the Chameleons' disco story of an English schoolgirl finding 
disposable romance while on vacation In Japan ("Can we go somewhere, somewhere 
where we can be alone? Oh, Kato!"). Pink Floyd-i!\h "aaahhh" vocals and Nipponese 
guitar and organ solos add some extra Interest to this precious bit of disco fluff. 

Are you ready for the return of bubblegum pop? Did you love the Slr Douglas Quintet? 
Well, I, for one, make no apologies for adoring Wreckless Eric 's "Hit and Miss Judy," 
reputedly Number One ln Belgium, from his "The Whole Wide World" LP (Stiff). This Is 
Just the sort of melodic, bouncy tune that does great business on the Continent, and it 
makes me feel like I'm back ln the 60s, watching the 1910 Fruit Gum Company on 
American Bandstand-Dick, on a scale of 42 to 87, I'd give lt an 85. Fun, and fun to 
dance to. · 

Various brands of nostalgia seem to be the hallmark of this cOttectlon; in "Maybe 
Tomorrow,' ' The Chords evoke the Mod era and Ready, Steady, Go period Who. This ls 
hot power pop, and Jam fans are likely to go for this one. John Cooper Clarke's 
"Evidently Chickentown" Is presented as "a particularly outrageous example of his 
recorded verse." Backed only by synthesized percussion, Clarke chants a doggerel 
characterization of everything In "Chickentwon" as "bloody." Bloody hotel, bloody 
motel, bloody Holiday Inn? Motorhead offers a lump of Deep Purple-type blues-rock, 
"No Class" (and It hasn't any), followed by "Flares 'n' Slippers" by Sham 69 clones 
The Cockney Rejects. The Damned'salmost symphonic version of ''Smash It Up'' from 
their Machine Gun Etiquette LP (Chiswick) forces comparison, In Its attempt to create a 
multi-movement rock vehlcle, with (gulp!) Elton Johan's "Requiem for a Friend/Love 
Lies Bleeding." This call for wanton destruction expresses, of course, a much different 
sentiment, and is quite successful aesthetically; perhaps this re-release will lead to fur
ther commercial success. 

Dexy's Midnight Runners, with their sound dominated by fabulous Stax-styled horn 
(tenor, alto, trombone) arrangements and great Hammond organ from pete Saunders, 
topped by ex-Killjoys lead vocalist Kevin Rowland, tell, in ''Dance Stance," a story dear 
to the hearts of many Damage staffers. The protagonist wants someone to shut up, get 
physical, and stop talking about, as the band sings in the unique chorus, "Oscar Wilde 
and Brendan Behan, Sean O'Casey, George Bernard Shaw ... " Literate, funky, and 
smart, these boys have a bright future ahead of them; no album yet, or I'd be buying 
that today, too. Lew Lewis Reformer's "Win or Lose," co-written by Francis Rossi of 
Status Quo, Is an example of how blues Influences can still be Interesting. Country
blues harmomlca, guitars betraying influences of the Hollies and Mungo Jerry, and pro
duction that says Nick Lowe, combine to make this a great rock'n'roll dance number. 
"Jumping Soneone Else's Train," from The Cure's American "Boys Don't Cry" LP, Is 
dominated by Robert Smith's lamenting vocal and ringing guitar and ex-member 
Mlchael Dempsey's driving bass, and is especially noteworthy for the steaming-train ef
fect added to the final vamp through electronic processing of the drums . 

Ah, Madness: at last 1 can ask the question publicly-what Ska? This band seems to 
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me to owe much more to Herman's Hermits, the Ventures, and Fats Domino that to 
anything Jamaican. "Bed and Breakfast Man," from the One Step Beyond LP (Sire), is 
nonetheless enjoyable, particularly for Klx Thompson's sax and Mike Barson's organ 
and piano. Too band Chas Smith's dancing doesn't come across on the record. "The 
Hurt" (unavailable elsewhere) Is the kind of song that reminds me of a hundred others, 
non of which I can put my finger on; Any Trouble's guitars and arrangements owe 
something to various Berserkeley artists, perhaps, but their vocals are distinctly new. 
This Is crisp, original and commercial enough that It will probably get airplay on straight 
FM rock stations, yet there is nothing forced or insincere about it. May be excaplst fun 
Is okay again? 

hell of a lot more accessible that their first one, yet still out there. By the way, let us 
never forget folks like Rahsaan Roland Kirk and George Clinton, without whom this en
tire genre of 'new music' would be totally non-existent. Pick up on the originators as 
well as the Imitators. 

-MlssNomer 

Ska fish Ska fish (IRS) 

As far as I'm concerned, the less said about the Mo-Dettes and their "White Mice," 
the better. John Otway's eccentric cover of "The Man Who Shot Ube.rty Valence" 
(unavailable elsewhere) has the zaniest vocal work I've heard In some time; he takes 
strange, arhythmlc pauses, then jams words Into each other in a great rush, with 
undescribable twists of Inflection. Wild Willy Barrett's guitar, doubled by an electric 
violin, adds a certain oriental flavor to the breaks, and the beat is more likely to lead you 
to march than to dance. It's sick, and I rove it. 

Well let's see now ... first of all, this guy is ugly. You can't hold that against him 
though. I mean, t wouldn'f even mention it If it weren't for the fact that his pictures are 
so dellberately composed to flaunt his worst aspects, like his nose, which is surely big 
enough to Inspire Jean-Claude Killy to strap on his skis. 

I've been wondering: Is it "ska -fish" or is it "skaa-fish"-1ike the music? No handy 

Flnally, Stiff throws in their usual uncredited bonus: Lene Levitch singing " I Think 
We're Alone Now" in Japanese! Bay City Rollers, move over, and make way for bub
blegum syntho-pop! Staccato guitars, precise synthesizers, heartbeat drums and chip
munk harmonies propel Lene, singing, moaning and whispering, through this novelty 
and Into the big gang's-all-here climax, tlfted straight out of "In The Jungle. " Yow! We 
are having fun, aren't we! 

- Stupid Artname 

Pop Group How Much Longer Must We Tolerate Mass Murder(Rough Trade) 

phonetic spelling Is Included. Anyway, don't be 
fooled by the name. This music has nothing to do 
with you-know-what. More like heavy metal with 
synthesizer, mellotron and lots of vocal line
chorus-reply interplay. 

The first song is a sort of boogie-woogie ode to 
high school cruelty entitled "Joan Fan Club." 
Lines like "you're such a fat pig" and "gonna 
touch her little pizza face" may strike terror into 
the hearts of the overwieght pubescent girls of 
America, but they don't do a thing for me. The 
next song ls the complete polar opposite. 
"Maybe One Time" is one of three sticky 
"sensitive"-type ballads on this album all about 
his need for fove.· It seems Mr. Skafish can't With a title like that, they ain't gonna get much airplay, but I don't think they care. This 

ls heavy dub funky stuff, with lyrics that come straight out of the "Peoples' World." In
fluences range from Dennis Sorrel to the Last Poets (one of their songs is covered) to 
Funkadelics (the band to sound like this year). Psycho funk, done In free form style. 
Sometimes it's a little much, but when it's cooking it's building one of the better walls 
of sound go.ing. Ya say ya want politically relevant lyrics? Tltles Include Rob A Bank, 
Feed the Hungry, Forces of Oppression. The liner sleeve is a crash course in non
aligned third world politics. Whether or not the Pop Group actually does anything for 
the starving lndo-Chlnese (llke donate royalties) Is unknown, but graphics that even at
tempt radical relevancy are a rellef. All In all, this Is a fine, well-produced funky album, a 

decide whether he wants to be a nasty little cunt or a lonely romantic. The other two 
ballads are also innocuous; in fact, "Guardian Angel" is so banal as to be totally 
pointless, even If It ls tongue-in-cheeck. 

The rest of the album consists of more variation on these same themes-neurotic lit
tle ditties over heavy metal-influenced instrumentals that are just perfect to have your 
next nervous breakdown by and bring back memories of the emotional tortures of a 
neglected middle-class upbringing-if you had one. Titles such as "We' ll See a 
Psychiatrist " and "Disgracing the Family Name" are self-explanatory. Neuroto-rock for 
the seriously disturbed teenager. 

The Oickheads (S)he Loves modern Instrumental In the ven
You /Squad Leader (Walking turesveln. 

Snare's alternating restraint and 
exuberance, produce the effect of 
a series of waves, each more 
powerful than the last. Spizz's 
comp lint of searching a mll1ton 
places, but fi nding nowhere to 
take off his mask, is answered by 
the joy he finds in the choruses. 
After the final victorious chord 
rings away, a fading violin seems 
to make reference to the Beatles' 
"Don't Pass Me By. " 

Dead) The record "kicks In" (I use the 
term loosely) with the wimpiest 

Chalk up another win fo r the vocals this side of the Grateful 
home team! This is the best local Dead (fortunately they get better) 
single to appear so far this year. and a first line that would have 
The Oickheads were formed by made Goering vomit: (I hate to 
vocalists Alan Messer and Phil suffer alone; I quote It for all those 
Huyser after the breakup of the who might miss it.) "Modern life 
legendary "performance band," is so intense, just like rock and 
The Donis, who were for a time roll , it's loud and fast and high 
the city's best entertainment energy, it's hard to control. " Real 
value. Also ·featured are Kippy tough life, eh guys? 

If my reading in that reference 
seems far-fetched, flip the record 
over and coi:isider the sequel to 
Splzz's "Where's Capta in Kirk?" 
Spizz has finally invented the 
long-anticipated folk-punk, and 
sings the verses of "Spock's 
Missing·~ solo, accompanying 
himself with acoustic guitar. The 
band plays along in the chorus, 
"where is my First Officer 
Spock?" This is a powerful song, 
sung with feeling, so why the 
throwaway lyrlcs'? B-side wei rd
ness? Don't te ll me he's a Trek
kie! 

Garrett of Club Foot and the Alter Somewhere in the course of this 
Boys on vocals and organ, former record, the ghost of that 
Mertz drummer Mike Mannion, ponderous old classic "Wi ld 
Cathy Riebling on bass and Steve Thing" rears Its shaggy head and 
Fisher on guitar. The Dents in- disappears back into the 
lluence is still evident in the shadows. Jt doesn't appear any 
dramatic nature of the band's better for the resurrection. 
material and performance. "(S)he l'm told this is Santa Cruz' best. 
loves You" is an uptempo I'd hate to hear their worst. 
chromatic version of the Beatles' -Banzai Pig 
classic. brought up to date by the 
incorporation of the complica
tions of modern amblsexual 

· romance. " He loves you," says 
Kippy; "At last ," answer the 
boys. "I wish he 'd love me." "Oh, 
ho!" " I hear he's a really great 
luck." "Whooool'' We should ali 
be glad for a "(S)he Loves You" 
llke that. "Squad Leader" is the 
band's facetious attempt to iden
tify with a Russian soldier in the . 
trenches along Afghanistan's 
border with Iran. He's writi ng to 
his wife, Natasha, of his dreams 
of being able to afford a TV, surf
ing in Tehran and Invading 
Mayberry, RFD, "Where there's 
Misha bears, and our squad 
leady, Andy Griffith!" The raggae 
touches provided by Mr. Fisher's 
guitar and Mrs. Garrett's organ 
add an especially nutty touch 
here. You can dance, you can 
laugh , you can even get close to 
the band or even touch 
them-who could ask for more? 
SF still rules, OK? 

-Stupid Artnsme 

The Humans I Live in the City 
(IRS) 

These guys really want to be lik
ed ... presumably by styling 
themselves after all their most 
popular faves. First It's David 
Bowie sound-alike time, then 
Elvis Costello and finally a lab 

This ls a great, talented band with 
breadth and depth of expression. 
Judging by this single, their for
thcoming Rough Trade album 
should be a killer. 

-Stupid Artname 

The Subhumans (Qu intessence) 
12n 45 

At h I et I co Sp I z z 8 O No It's a bore! It's a pain! ti's the 
Room/Spock's Missing (Rough Subhumans! Faster than a 
Trade) speeding bar band, more 
.,..--,---------- danceable than the locomotion, 
Spizz, an alternative energy able to bridge four measures with 
source for grainy Images of an a single chord! Th ls Vancouver 
overpopu l ated, r egulated, quarter of Pistols-styled punk 
mechanized future, has made a nostalgics has put out another 
real breakthrough with this one of those vinyl~wasting 12~ 
sing le. Spizz Oil , the original duo, records with only four songs (and 
begat Splzz Energl , a quintet , let's not be calling this an " EP," 
which began Athletico Spizz 80. singce play has been reduced}. 
The sound, origlnally just guitar, So much for my pet peeve. They 
voice and kazoo, has evolved to apparently have a political 
match, into the broadest, richest message, but It's hard to tell, as 
texture on the ocntemporary most of the words are In
scene (with the possible excep- comprehensible (at first I thought 
lion of Essential logic). they were the Canadian punk 
"No Room" opens with acoustic answer to the Mentors) ... Death 
violin and piano, adding electric Was Too Kind" is apparently 
guitar, bass and drums as It about read vocalist Wimpy-Roy's 
moves through plaintive verses reaction to the killing of a friend 
and triumphant instrumental by a right-wing death squad 
choruses. The dynamic changes, (" .. . took away my friend, and 
spurred by new drummer S.P. to his life you put an end ... I 

wish that you would go eat shit"). 
"Fuck You" is bassist Gerry 
Useless's answer to narrow
minded fashion critics ("We don't 
care what you say-fuck you!"). 
" Inquisition Day" ls another 
garbled anti-fascist drone 
(" . : . don' be s'prl sed Jf they 
kick in the door ... ") written by 
guitarist and "background 
shouter" (it's right there in the 
credits) Mike Graham. In Mr. 
Usetess's "Slave to My Dick," 
the band finally breaks away from 
their standard punk buzz Into a 
bump-and-grind with a Peter 
Gunn bass line. This song has the 
reco(d's best rhyme (" . _ me 
look high paid" with "l wanna get 
laid") and line ("I put on my 
clothes; they make me look tall"). 
These guys might be fun live, but 
as for the record, well . 

-StupldArtnsme 

Cabaret Vollalre Silent 
Command/extract from sound
track for Chance versus Causality 
(Rough Trade) 

"Silent Command" opens with a 
tape-altered piano introduction, 
pa u ses, then-dare I say 
lt?-gets funky; synthesizer and 
drums lay down a minimalist soul 
vamp while two men talk in 
French about Anita. "Meditarra
nean-but she speaks French like 
a Frenchwoman.'' Everything 
stops for an electronic shriek, 
then the vamp continues, with the 
addition of cocktail piano, roller 
rink organ and heavy reggae-dub 
guitar. After a classic dub 
break-cancel everything but the 
guitar for a couple of measures, 
crank up the echo, snap it off, 
then bring the other Instruments 
back in-the voice enters, heavily 
processed, mostly repeating 
"silent command" over and over. 

-Banzai Pig 

The piece vamps along to its end, 
punctuated by occassional simi lar 
breaks. I'm not sure what they're 
driving at, but I k ind of like it. 
"Chance" llkewlse keeps up a 
good dirge beat from beginning to 
end, but this is hardcore In
dustrial minimalism. Electronlc 
percussion, "Maggot Brain "-type 
but barely audible, guitar, and 
sustained hisses, buzzes, hums, 
drones and grinds from the syn
thesizer remain fairly constant 
through the excerpt, accented by 
dub treatments of the percussion 
and some taped noises. This 
sounds like film or TV music, as It 
is; I wonder what the film Is like. If 
I seem to be avoiding aesthetic 
judgment here, there is a good 
reason-I am. 

-Stupid Artname 

The Sleepers Mirror/Theory 
(Search & Destroy) 

I have an almost violent aversion 
to synthesizer-laden music. You 
see, my father used to beat me 
with Stockhausen 
records ... Anyway, for me to 
come out and say I Hke the new 
Sleepers single, complete with 
electronics, is probably the most 
meaningful single event of the 
80s. 
But seriously folks ... I did hate 
It at first , but it's an extremely 
memorable and hypnotic 11'1 piece 
of vinyl and wonderfully unclut
tered, too. Ricky Williams is in 
great voice throughout and 
although Mirror is the A-side, I 
like Theory better. I reall y feel like 
a new person, like my musical 
horizons have grown and 1 can 
now accept Tuxedo Moon into my 
heart. Well, let's just leave It al 
that; this Is a real good singte and 
ya best believe I like it. 

-MissNomer 

Mark Perry Whole World's Com
ing Down On Mell Live-He Dies 
(Deptford Fun City Records) 

Aside from Its very innovative sax
aphone opening, "Whole World" 
ls white-boy reggae with typical 
semi-reggae desperation lyrics, 
pounding bass etc. Perry's 
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previous reggae work with Alter·· 
native Television was more 
creative, especla11y his In
teresting dub work . This one just 
doesn't entertain. The B-side, 
however, shows Perry as a fine 
originator of new music. Using a 
completely new format, two bass 

an artsy trick. Therefore, I con
clude, this sucks. 

- Miss Namer 

The Tiller Boys Big Noise from 
the Jungle (New Hormones) 

guitars are made to sound similar ----------
to an bradant King Crimson song. 
A scratching violin makes the 
memory perfect. The lyrics are 
thought provoking. t still don't 
quite understand them. And the 
vocal delivery Is most interesting. 
This disquieting cut Is a good In
troduction to the exciting world of 
Mark Perry and ATV; for the 
established fan It' s a must. 

-M. Lang 

Oh, just what I needed-an EP of 
Pete Shell ey's Instrumental 
ramblings. This sounds like a high 
school band that had access to a 
good studio. Actually, Pete's 
name Isn't on the single, so he's 
not using his Buzzcocks notoriety 
to push this piece of lameness. I' 
think he summed it Up best In the 
last lines of "Sixteen." Read 'em 
again , Petey; the message has 
been forgotten. 

-M/ssNomer 

Kid Creol8 and the Co..conuts 
There but for the Grace of God 
Go I/He 's Not Such a Bad Guy 
(After All) (Ze Antllles) 

uses vib8S like a heavy metal 
guitar,- but add to that lyrics that 
10 logical somersaults, guitar, 
bass and drum work that's im
penetrably dense and wonderful
ly energetic and vocals that make 
your hair go instantly spiky. What 
you end up with is one very cra
azy record that serves to remind 
that there's a direct relationship 
between having fun and going 
nuts. 
Both cuts are excellent, convey
ing, thanks to producer Novak's 
"real cool" touch, the band 's 
basic schizophrenia-a bouncy 
up-the-tempo beat laced through 
with' a layer of serious pop com
mentary: Nlhlllsm you can dance 
to. Listening to this record , it' s 

volcano. " Shut up & dance! " 1seml-reggae desperation tyrics, 
-Mr Me pounding bass etc. Perry ' s 

previous reggae work with Alter
Eazy Teeth Car Noise/Her native Television was more 
8/ade(Dental Records) creative, especia ll y ' hl s In

teresting dub work. Thls one Just 
The A-side of this single, "Car doesn't entertain. The B-side, 
Noise "Is a blt of drlvel born of a ' however, shows Perry as a fine 
cross 

1

between Throbbing Gristle originator of new r1tUslc. Using a 
and the Incidental music to a completely new format, two bass 
headache commercial. Put a big guitars are made to sound similar 
scratch In It and blot out the label to an bradant King Crimson song. 
with a magic marker. The killer cut A scratching viotln makes the 
here (Number One on my playllst memory perfect. The lyrlcs are 
this week) Is "Her Blade," a thought provoking. I stlll don't 
tense , edgy Instrumental. It quite understand them. And the 
opens with a shuffling drum vamp vocal dellvery ts most Interesting. 
(by ex-Magic Band drummer This disquieting cut Js a good In
Robert W1111ams) in driving, syn- troduction to the exciting world of 
copated 7/8 time backed by what Mark Perry and ATV; for the 
sound llke mut~d sequencers. established fan it's a must. 
When Paul Young enters with hls - M. Lang 
nasty, spare Serge synthesizer, 
the beat seems to fall Into straight 
time, but Wlltiams puts "back" 
beats In the most unlikely places. 
Structurally, the tune reminds me 
of an uptempo Charlie Parker 

August Darne ll, aka Kid Creol0, · ~~;1eb:~d ~~!tit~; t~~~~=r~ r=~~~a~ 
used to be In Dr. Buzzard's Savan- distinctly different mood than 
nah Band, a disco cong lomeration Parker ever dtd. One more fact: 
that had the distinction of wrfttng The cover art was created by Don 

Pere Ubu Datapanlk In thB Year real lyrics and using actual easy to see why Dewey Bruse, Van Vltet (aka Captain Beefheart). 
Zero-A (Final Solution/My Dark ~~!t~~vsa~;:h ~:~ddl:r~ ~i:~i~~ lead vocalist and vibes player, I give It four stars-crank It up 
Ages) (Rough Trade) James "I was the Contortions" calls their music "Midwestern really loud, pull out the catheters, Ludus The Vlsft (New Hormones) 

~Th-is_i_s_n-ot_n_e_w_w_a_ve-.-R-ec-o-rd_e_d_l_n Chance; a step, If In any direction, ~~~·~ ~~er~u~h~n r~~~~e b~~~:! ·and start twitc~~gt~pld Artname Another ottering from the good 

1976, Pere Ubu distributed on ly ~:~nia~nn~:~~~~t~ ~~~ne~~ i~u~ · people are living, grinding away folks who gave us the Buzzcocks. 

l,OOO copies of " Flnal Solution" even if this record Is no proof of it . ~~~~~s: cao:;r ~:e:~~~ct t~~f; Mark Perry Whole world's com- ~:~~o~~~k. t~~~ew~~ ahaf!~k:lr~~ 
~~ou~~~~rs °m~~e ~~~~es la~aev~ i:~~~~0t:~h~~n:r:~:~~~:=t~~yptl~ private little fantasies of murder- Ing Down On Mell Live-He Dies pretty, boring, jazzy stuff. I love 

been made since on tape casset- Ing to move In on new wave, yet ~nh~ld:Z~'.r t~~ve~or~u~~~~~~~ _1o_•_P•_fo_r_d _F_un_c_1_1y_R_e_c_or_d_s1 _ _ :z;0~~~~t:os~~1:~ts s~~~~~~~ks~ 
~~~· ~~~ f~~:1eo~db~~:s~;~tT~~~~~ ~!~le~'~::~~. ~~u t~a~h~u~.8~~~~ record Is exactly right for the Aside from its very Innovative sax- a poor man's Curved Air. I say It 

~{ii";~~?£iI~i~n~~!;!~; ~~~~:.E~:~~:~~~:n~t:.~~~ .~~.f~: .:.~.~c.,;'~.~.~.=?.~.•o.~.~.1~.,;t9•m••~.t.op•o•-s•:~.~-~ •• P•";•~•l~e.~.~o."y.ni•; •• g~.g·a.·~.h.::;,,11te•h -~Y.0P,;,r!1i•;•; .•.o.un•d•s•p•o•or•, •pe•r•i~.d M.· .'•.•.N.om-•r-

~:~~~~~~~·::d~wr~~F:{~~~~'.~~= ~~~~::~i~~:~:,:·~:~t~~~d1~~~~ 
guitars are varied, subtle and jects f rom Studio 54 whose por
strong, comparable In range and trait was taken by expatriate San 
command only to Hendrix. It Is no Franciscan Jonathan Postal. You 
exaggertion to say that this see, some people do get what 

~e~~u~e1s n ~hey ~~st h ~y~t~:sl~e~ they deserve. 

rock-rhythmically tight, noisy 
-Miss Namer 

and percussive, this Is in total 
contrast to the usual Imitative or 
musically unintelligent use of The Suburbs World War 
electronics by keyboard players Ill/Change Agent(Twln Tone) 
and art students. This ensemble - ---------
provides the perfect foll fo( David I bought the Suburbs' 1978 EP on 
Thomas's rhyming, stream-of- the basis of tts beautiful cover, 
consciousness nightmare of which depicted a group of snail
teenage neurosis ("Mom threw faced suburbans happlly frying 
me out till I get some pants that eggs, hurtling through the air, 
fit-she Just won't approve of my mugging, jerking off and playing 
strange kind of wit") and nuclear maracas. It was a nice surprise to 
holocaust ("Seems I'm a victim of flnd that the music was good; a 
natural selection; meet me on the sort of clean, open punk-sur·f fu
other side of no direction"); so- sion with catchy guitar hooks, 
meone wants him to take the goofy, dramatic lead vocals, and 
cure, but "I don ' t need a cure, I backing vocals that sounded 
need a ftnal solution." This Is an sometimes llke barking dogs, 
anthem for all of us war babies other times like a small group of 
who have demanded that the snarly pre-teens. The ar
world conform to our ideals, but rangements featured sparkling 
the resolutlon of the final cadence Rhodes piano, an instrument that 
is likely as close as we'll come In seldom sounds so good, and 
the real world. detuned guitars for a unique 
"My Dark Ages" is closer to twangy sound. t was therefore 
Ubu' s present style. Soft guitars disappointed to find that these 
and synthesized bass drum sup- five boys from Mlnneapolls have 
port Thomas's expression of dark managed to evolve Into a 
confusion and hopes for release: mainstream wave-old band, com
"I don't get around, I don't fall in plete with mandatory pseudo
love much . I need a car that can political "message" lyrics and 
get me around ... we'll drive graphic Images of Industry and 
around ... and things will be all violence. It's not so great to 
right." A sobbing reversed guitar dance to , and It has all been said 
echoes the bleak sentiment. before and better . C'mon , guys, 
Kudos to Rought Trade tor releas- let's have some more songs llke 
Ing " Final Solutlon," which was "Your Phone" and "Chemistry 
strangely omitted from the Set." Didn't anyone ever tell you 
original Radar Datapanlk compila- to write what you know? 
lion. This cut Is sure to get a lot of -Stupid Artname 
airplay In the near future; I may 
wear out my copy within the 
month lf I keep playlng It as much BOB The Things That You 
as I have been . Buy it or be quiet. Do / Thomas Ed/son(Dumb) 

- Stupid Artname 

The Casuals Don ' t Ripple My 
Lake / Tokens of Love (Household 
Name) 

Sounded warped. Checked to 
see. It wasn ' t. Therefore , it was 

This, the debut single from the 
Oakland-based band BOB, Is pro
of positive that insanity is no Im
ped iment to making a good 
record. In fact, if they' re any ex
ample,~ I'd say It ' s a defini te 
recommendation. I mean, there ls 
more than someth ing slightly In· 
congruous In a NW group thal 



DAMAGE 

by Nell Hubbard 

The general Impression a Seattle resident has of 
the rest of the country 's (world's?) perspective of his 
burg Is: We're covered in volcanic ash, the Indians 
are still paddling through the wilderness with Lewis 
and Clark, and when we say " beaver" we mean ' a 
semi-aquatic mammal that bulldsdams. Let 's get this 
straight. We don ' t really care about these 
misconceptions, especially those of us involved in 
the rapidly expanding music scene here. 

One of the most energetic groups of people In this 
area ts Modern Productions. Modern began the 
movement to re-open the old Showbox Theater as an 
all-ages music venue. The otd ballroom is perfectly 
suited to au types of music. Beginning In September 
of '79 with Magazine, the Showbox soon became the 
place to see the best international artists: Iggy, 
Ultravox, The Police, Specials, XTC, Jam, 999, 
Ramones and more. 

So more and more people in Seattle got excited 
about the new music (see, things had been slow here 
In Edge City) and all these big time acts needed local 
groups to open the shows, and the local scene has 
been escalating steadily since. 

The Blackouts have had some of the best tuck pick
ing up on the major opening slots-Magazine, XTC, 
Iggy. Granted , their ·manager Terry Morgan Is an 
associate of Modern, but, more Importantly, they are 
virtually the only Seattle group with the talent or in
tegrity to support the weight of an experienced name 
act. The Blackouts ' single (released In April) 
established a new dimension In the Northwest 
Sound. Make No Mistake b/w Underpass quickly 
became one of the top requests on KZAM, and sales 
have been brisk at all outlets. " Make No Mistake" Is 
a medium-paced dance song about Imagination bas
ed on a wonderfully repetitive riff guaranteed to send 
shivers down the spine. " Underpass" is a cerebral 
celebration of life using automobile imagery to ex-
press a restructuring of attitude: " ... I test the 
strength of this clear train of thought ... When your 
eyes are moving higher /When your mind is racing so 
fast. " 

Pink Section has recently been playing more here 
than in their home town, San Francisco. They recent
ly recorded five songs at a local studio, Triangle, 
where, following a champagne party, a cigarette 
smo1dering In a couch set the building ablaze. The In
terior sustained limited damage and remodeling 
began. The new Pink Section record, due out this 
month, Is a five-song 12-lnch EP. The songs- .. Wine 
World ," "Midsummer New York," " Flat Dog ," " Part 
Tlme'' and " Francine' s List' ' -were mixed at Triangle 
and Tres Virgo In California. The record was conceiv
ed as a dance record with popular appeal as evidenc
ed by the groovy Inner sleeve(plcturing the four 
members of the group caught in the midst of a Twist), 
the compulsive rhythms, addictive vocals and Intrigu
ing instrumental embellishments. This record ought 
to quickly garner airplay and become a top contender 
in the independent record market. Pink Section was 
ln Seattle for moSt of the first part of July, playing 
with the Undertones, Blackouts and Debbies. 

One of the more divergent new groups based ln 
Seattle are the Beakers. Their Influences range from 
Albert Ayler to post-1976 British punk with a heavy, 
heavy dose of James Brown thrown In. Their crude, 
faintly abrasive sound, laced with manic sax hooting, 
thick monotonous bass, nerve shattering guitar and 
rapid-fire drumming sets the audience moving fran
tically. The Beakers music Is soon to hit the market ln 
the form of a record on the Mr. Brown label. The Life 
Elsewhere EP on Mr. Brown will also contain tracks 
by Olymplan-ites John Foster and Steve Fisk of 
Customer Service, the bizarre electro-band. 

The Macs are rapidly Improving, having nearly a full 
year of experience under their belts. The trio recent· 
ly completed their first single, Cowboy Song b/w 
Walking Down the Street, two "real life experience" 
songs, according to Colin McOonell, guitarist and 
writer. Colin shares the vocals with his brother 
Angus, the bass player, while Nell Erickson keeps 
the beat on drums. Most of their songs are snatches. 
of everyday life presented In Interchangeable vignet
tes. The release of their slngle ought to be In August. 
A follow-up Is already in the plannlng stages. 

With the resurgence of creativity has also come the 
inevitable foray of punk groups. Psycho Pop, 
Hostage Valns , Cleavage , Fred, Chaos and Shock 
Treatment are alt names of groups whose time has 
come, and gone, and come again. These groups are 
all barely out of high school, and what they lack In 
finesse they make up for with raw teenage energy. 
The Pudz, led by Rob Morgan, have been playing 
some great party covers and are rumored to be 
writing a slew of hot pop tunes. 

Stop the press: Mount St. Helens has 
erupted again, wiping out the Western Hemisphere. 
Fllmat11 :00. 0 

by Public Enemy #1 

One of the city's favorite club bands, the Soul 
Rebels, has decided they " don't want to play clubs 

~~;:~~h"1:i:ia~~~!ly~ .. ~~i:: l~~~l~~efo~=l~~~~u~~ ~ 
maybe they're holding out for a label deal of their ~ 
own. They also seem to be having trouble holding on u 
to a rhyt tim section , with the Stench Brothers, of ~ 
Pearl Harbor fame , leaving the band after a whole 
two-month stretch. Followlng close behind the SAs { 
are Sllvertone, called the "new" Soul Rebels b 

U/trashesn: Jed (guitar & bass), Billy (vocals), Shirley 
(vocals), Franko (sax), Chris (drums) and Charley 
(guitar. & bass). 

many. Led by drummer John Silvers, formerly of the 
Dils and the Soul Rebels, they put on a good show 
with Buddy Holly·type old I es and a few originals. 

SVT's back from their East Coast tour and from all 
reports it was a tremendous success. Their show at 
Danceterla with the Alleycats was sold out. Although 
keyboardist Nick Buck decided at almost the last 
minute that he didn't want to go, he was finally per
suaded and took off In time to make the sound check 
for their first gig. 

On the road at press time are the Dead Kennedys , 
who sold out four shows at LA ' s Whiskey with 
scalpers out front getting as much as $12 a ticket; 
Pink Section is reformed again and playing the Nor· 
thwest and East Coast; Tuxedo Moon leaves for the 
Southland In early August and Bob's off to the Nor
thwest. Jayne (formerly Wayne) County came a'call
ing at Berkeley Square to be taped for Target Video 
and to play around at several venues both in and out
side of SF. While the performance was only so-so, 
her drummer Sammy 's antics at th party that followed 
were more noteworthy. Not content with merely 
throwing Ice, Ice buckets, chairs and tables from the 
sixth floor terrace of the faded but still elegant Clair
mont Hotel In Berkeley, the free-spirited and ap
parently energetic drummer casually tossed a televi
sion set over the railing as well, much to the chagrin 
of the hotel management who promptly shut down 
the party. With hardly a word to anyone, the band 
next recommended themselves to local promoters by 
leaving town. Rumors suggest lawsuits will follow 
them back home to New York . 

One of the all-time great trash gigs was recently 
held at the Mutants' loft (unfortunately for them, they 
were still in New York). The Dead Kennedys topped 
off the night at 4:00 am with ska and cowboy versions 
of some of their songs. They ended, predJctably, with 
"Viva Las Vegas." A birthday party was held soon 
after for Kennedys ' bassist Klaus Flouride and 
booker Chichi. A private yacht picked them and the 
other Kennedys, Flipper's Bruce Loose, Dirk 
Dirksen and some of the Mabuhay staff and more and 
took them to Angel Island for a day of beer and sun. 
Although one of the bathrooms was trashed (punk 
rock), a good time was had by all. 

The Offs have a new bass player and saxophone 
player, both of whom have been receiving rave1 
reviews. Eric Peterson (bass) and Bobby Martin (sax) 
have added the final touches to an already great 
llneup. The band has neversounded better! 

Some new bands to watch for are See Spot (lots of 
jazz Influence), the Verbs (melodic punk-at last!) 
and C'est La Guerre, hardcore right down to their 
shoes. Social Unrest continues to do well ,. 
regardless of any slag Public Enemy #2 may sling. 
Lead singer Bobby Weaver Is bringing happiness 
back Into vogue. [ Yucch - Public Enemy #2] The' 
Speedboys, with former VS guitarist lndlan, are play
ing around a bit and' did a set recently at the ARE 
Gallery on Market Street. ARE Is prJmarlly a per
formance art space, but has both the atmosphere and 
layout to make a great scene; It's reminiscent of the 
Deaf Club In the "good ale' days." 

Both San Francisco samplers are doing well, with 
415 Music and the live at the Deaf Club album Can 
You Hear Me? providing an interesting cross-section 
and comparison of local bands. The 415 sampler 
features such groups as Jo Allen & The Shapes, 
Times 5, the Donuts, SVT and the Imposters. The 
Deaf Club LP has live material from the Dead Ken
nedys, Mutants, Offs and Tuxedomoon. Soon to be 
released Is yet another sampler, this one from 
Subterranean Records (Sounds of the UndergroundJ 
featuring Factrlx, Nerv9us Gender, Uns and Flipper. 

(Conrinued on p. 37J 

~ui?~~ndan "The Mas 

MY SECRET HOLLYWOOD NIGHTS 
WITH CHI CHI 

Being asked to do the LA column puts me in an odd 
position, first because I' m not a " journalist " and , 
more obviously, because I love my band, the Mommy 
Men, so I can ' t help wanting to hype the shit out of 
us. So having declared my vested Interest and lack of 
qualifications, here 's some dirt. 

What goes on down here? Not much. I go to nearly 
all the parties, usually on weekends, although 
there's been an early summer season rash of mid
weekers. Everybody likes to drink and talk. Nothing 
new. I'm Irish and can't help it. A few punch--outs. I 'm 
not a fighter, but I got in one myself with Patrick 
O'Sullivan (from the LA version of UXA). We hurt 
each other quite badly. I broke a bottle over his head . 
He punched me in the liver during the scuffle. We 
ached like fuck for a week. We 've no idea what the 
fight was about. Typical drunken lrlsh bullshit. 

There was ,. another wretched affair to com
memorate the return from England of the Go Gos. 
Well known visiting San Franciscan, Chi Chi , asked 
me point blank If I'd go home with her. I said , " Er, 
sure, let' s go. " She said, " Are you sure?" I said , 
" Sure, you mean right now, this very second?" We 
jumped in this car with Klaus and Jean and Ray and 
other visiting Dead Kennedys (Bruce was busy 
deciding whether to lay Allison or Oriental Kathy), 
and drove out to this place in Beverly Hills where the 
band was staying. 

More drinks, courtesy of this big fat blond cunt with 
sagging tits who played hostess. Then they all 
decide they want to go to Fatburger, a famous Negro 
burger joint on San Vicente where you can meet the 
likes of Herbie Hancock and George Clinton when 
they 're in town. 

For some reason , this awful bleached blonde is ob
viously finding me obnoxious. I swear l don 't know 
why. Anyway, they guzzled their hamburgers and I 
noted (without saying anything) that the chili and 
chees0was slithering all over this awful woman ' s 
nSnds and wrists. She was actually wiping chill off 
her forearms! In fact, this woman reminded me exact
ly of a cheeseburger. 

Finally , we move to leave and I notice this Negro 
drummer (from a funk band , one of my heroes, who 
taught me a couple of licks one time down at the old 
Masque). I leave to talk for a second 'cause I haven'! 
seen him for months. 

A minute later, I stumble out into the parking lot to 
find this slob of a human cheeseburger had driven 
off , leaving me stranded. I had to take a stinking cab 
home! I didn ' t get to go to bed with Chi Chi. This piss· 
ed me off, because I had already begun to decide 
which perversions I was going to use. 

(By the way, Chi Chi, who the fuck was that awful 
bitch anyway? Ugh! Prepare your San Francisco 
boudoir and lie awake in it each night In anticipation 
of my arrival In a couple of weeks. Dirk has booked 
the band into the Ma bu hay for two nights). 

Speaking of the Kennedys, congratulations (from 
somebody) are due to the band-they totally sold out 
four shows at the Whiskey (the purpose of the visit), 
complete with the removal of the tables and chairs to 
make extra room . That's about six hundred a show, 
which ain't bad at all. So this group Is definitely well 
on the way to becoming a legitimate semi-big deal 
down here. They' re the first SF band to really go over 
here. The beach contingent think Jello's "really 
cool." 

X finally took off to tour the East and then went on 
to London, taking with them the might¥' Bonebrake, 
Mommy Men marimba player (me and Geza were 
pissed, but wot can you do?). Their album Is getting 
ecstatic reviews ln the straight press. Hilburn (LA 
Times) is hailing It as "the definitive LA punk master
piece, the most important socio-document to emerge 
In the scene's struggling last three years, etc". La
dee..clah. The radio stations (mainly KROQ) have 
picked out the tltle track, "Los Angeles" for airplay, 
so that could be the "hit single," Jf the group decides 
to go for that method of marketing. Bob Biggs (owner 
of Slash Records) told me A&M and RSO wanted to 
buy him out, but Jay Jenkins, X's lawyer/manager 
said no, the band wants to stay with Slash to "enjoy 
the special attention and aesthetic freedom that on
ly an Independent can provide." So, Slash Records 
ls really happening with this success and the Germs 
(GI) under its belt. Biggs said his next two projects 
are the second Germs album and a Bpeople album. 
Meanwhile, X is playlng gigs in London at places llke 
the Nashville, Music M·achine, Dingwalls, etc. Mark 
Wiiiiams (from Melody Maker) set the thing up and 
has also stft up English distribution for the LP. 

Just back from England are the Go Gos. They 
recorded a single for Stiff, " We Got the Beat. " I think 
it was a one-off deal. I don't know what happened 
because I haven't seen the girls yet , except Margo. 
She said tt was a blast. They played all over England 
and Scotland on two separate tours, opening for 
Madness and the Specials. 

;(Con1inued on p. 37) 
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Woodstock 1980? 
What is the sound of one wave 

tapping? The latest from the 
sunny shores ol Hollywood Is 
the sound of big beefy record 
labels spalshing about In the 
surl trying to make big enough 
ripples to maintain the Illusion of 
newness, or at least of 
waveness . 

We have paramount Pictures 
about to come out with Breaking 
Glass, which is the story of 
"Hazel O'Connor, the fiery quen 
of a new music explosion . " 
The sneak preview prom?S 
feature a sptky-headed punkette 
clutching a mike and staring out 
from under a whole lot of Alice 
Cooper makeup. 

We also have Miles Copeland, 
·president of the IRS label , pad
dling furlously on behalf of an 
upcoming film and soundtrack 
album entitled ERG-A Music 
War. 

An erg is a unit of energy or 
work . Miles Copelarid rs the 
founder of International Record 
Syndicate, an enormously suc
cessful muslcbiz consortium 
working in partnership with 
Herb Alpert and Jerry Moss' 
A&M Records In the US. IRS is 
also loosely connected with FBI 
(Frontier Booking International -
president Ian Copeland is Miles' 
brother) and The Police (ditto for 
Stuart Copeland). 

In the words of Miles 
Copeland , ERG Music is a 
" feature-length fllm with no 
story line, no plot, just thirty 

acts In a row. " The fllm will be 
shot at several large concerts in 
various parts of the wor.ld In
cluding Los Angeles, San Fran
cisco , New York, London and 
southern France. 

Producer of the film Is Michael 
White, who coasts such credits 
as Rocky Horror Picture Show, 
Monty Python In Search of the 
Hofy-Grailand The Clash 's Rude 
Soys. Directing wlll be English 
video whiz Derek Burbridge, 
who has worked with Gary 
Numan, Squeeze and The 
Police. Lorimer Productions will 
dlstrlbu'te the film, and the 
targeted release date ts May 
1981. 

The groups? Deep breath, 
here we go: The Beat, John 
Cale , Cramps, Stranglers, Buzz
cocks, Magazine, Pere Ubu , 
XTC, Squeeze, X, Dead Ken
nedys, Walt of Voodoo, Human 
League, Members, Police, 999, 
UB40 , Chelsea and , 
presumably, others. 

At press time, the onl y shows 
which have been confirmed are 
two on August 15 and 16 at San
ta Monica Civic Auditorium, 
presented by Larry Vallon (ex- of 
Wolf-Rlssmiller Productions) 
and featuring Cramps, X, Ken
ned}ts, Chelsea and Wall of 
Voodoo the 15th ; Magazine, 
Pere Ubu , Human League and 
Members the 16th. 

Another show will be 
presented by Bill Graham at the 
Warfield Theater on August 15 In 
San Francisco. The lineup will 
be Magazine, Pere Ubu, Human 

VENUES ... 
Thatchers 

It was ninety minutes down, 
and ninety minutes back, and If 
It hadn ' t been for a great tape 
collectlon and the sundae we 
had at Denney 's, it wouldn ' t 
have been worth It . 

We were going to Thatcher 's, 
the new "Punk Palace" in Santa 
Cruz. There have been so few 
places for the new wavers of 
Santa Cruz to hang out that That
cher's must seem like CBGB by 
comparison. There was JJ's, 
which had lousy pizza; Shelley's 
Too, where minors got ousted 
for even looking at liquor; and 
the Art Center, which Is just 
that , an Art Center-not a music 
hall. The manager Is Gary 
Carpenter, who co-owns it with 
Thatcher. We were there for a 
promo party celebrating the 
re I e ase of S u r .f CI t y 
Underground, a compilation 
album of Santa Cruz bands by 
Andrew Balley. 

Thatcher's is very inocuous. A 
pink neon llght weakly shines 
the word " Dancing." Three 

year-olds. The whole front row 
was chock full of blonode 
twelve-year-olds cracking their 
gum and combing their hair. 

The Prisoners came on just 
after we arrived. They were very 
clean. Their music was falrly in
distinguishable. Two Sally Mu
tant clones graced the doorway 
and, as a friend and I wandered 
back to the video room, they 
pondered our place of 
residence. "I bet they're from 
San Francisco." 

The Humans were on the tube · 
{see album review, p. ??J. As l 
cringed and whimpered, my 
friend cracked me in the ribs 
and whispered, " Shh , he 
manages them." Why the eti
quette? It was Andrew Bailey, 
the album's producer, and the 
evening's emcee. 

" Right now, " he spake, 
"here, is what ls happening . 
This is the center of the new 
music, the new wave , punk 
music, that Is happening all 
around you. Out there [points 

League & Members. (sound 
famlltar?) 

According to Ian Copeland , 
whose agency ls booking the 
shows, the intent of the con
glomerate ts to " film In 1980 the -
bands that represent the 80s. '' 

He advises that the New York 
City shows set for August 20 and 
21 wlll feature (tentativel y) 
Stranglers, Wazmo Narlz, 999, 
Bodysnatchers and possibly 
Gang of Four. They wlll take 
place at the Ritz Theatre under 
the aegis of promoter Jerry 
Brandt. 

In any case, the shows 
themselves should be 
memorable and the ten or fif
teen bucks (prices are not con
firmed at press time) spent to be 
an extra in a future box-office hit 
may be more palatable by that 
memorablllty. 

Ah , what a sweet, brief Illu
sion-that someone had decid
ed out of sheer love for the 
music, or even the ergs In
herent, to put on some of the 
best-ever shows. Instead, back 
In the real world, we have pro
moters of the pack-'em-in , sell
'em I-shirts, move- ' em-out 
strain putting on the shows. The 
motivations behind all this , are , 
of course, to beef up the private 
erg-onomles of the show pro
moters and the film producers. 

NEW RELEASES 
Athletlco Spizz 80 "Do A Run
ner" LP (A&M) 
Cabaret Voltaire " Three Man
tras" EP (Rough Trade) import 
C o. c k n e y R e j e c t s 
"Bubbles" /"West Side Boys" 
(EMI) import 
Crawling Chaos "Sex 
Machine'' /''Berlin' ' (Factory) 
import 

outside] on the streets, In here, 
happening all around you , Is the 
Santa Cruz Punk-0-Rama." 
Even allowing for consumption 
of drugs olcohol , thls was 
ridiculous. "Punk-0-Rama. " I 
went to the liquor store, where 
they were checking IDs, and 
bought a tootsie-pop. Caution to 
the winds. 

It may not be much, but I'm 
told they' re trying. I wish some 
of them would llsten to Fllpper. 
The scene there Is nothing more 
than a pop-surfer hangout In 
new wave drag . As the review 
in this Issue states, the Humans 
claim to be Santa Cruz' best. Not 
true, just their most marketable. 
Musically , something may come 
of It. Lots of young musicians 
are getting out and playing the 
Santa Cruz new wave circuit and 
maybe something wlll emerge 
that Is radically different from 
what I experienced at That
cher's. 

If you ' re going to be 
underground, as the album. 
claims to be, be underground, 
goclamnit , and not Just a syn
thesis of every rock' n ' roll myth 
you 've ever heard. Jt gets 
depressing to see just clone 
bands. Ah, well , I'll go home and 

Cult Figures " In Love" EP 
(Rather Records) import 
Dead Kennedys "Hollday In 
Cambodia " / " Police Truck" 
(Cherry Red) iinport 
Distractions " Nobody ' s 
Perfect' ' LP (Upsetter Records) 
The Fall "How I wrote Elastic 
Man " / " City Hobgoblins " 
(Rough Trade) import 
Flesheaters " No Questions 
Asked" LP (Upsetter Records) 
Joy Division " CIOser" LP (Fac
tory) import 
Mo-Dettes " Paint It 
Black" / " Bitta Truth" (Deram) 
import 
Monochrome Set "Strange 
Boutique" LP (Paradise) import 
Pink Miiitary " Do Animals 
Belleve In God " LP (Eric's 
Records) import 
Plasmatlcs "Butcher 
Baby''/ " Llvlng Dead" & 
"Sometimes" (Stiff) 
Sector 27 (Tom Robinson) "Not 
Ready" / "Can ' t Keep Away" 
(Panic) import 
Sham 69 "Unite & Win " / I'm A 
Man" (Polydor) import 
Society Dog "Working Class 
People '' / ' ' Bad Dreams'' 
(Subterranean Records) 
SVT 7 song EP (415 Records) 
Throbbing Gristle "Heathen 
Earth '' LP (Industrial) import 
TV Personalities " Smashing 
Time''/ ' ' King and Country' ' 
(Rough Trade) import 
Undertones " Wednesday 
Week" / ' 'Told You So" (Sire) 
Vapors " New Clear Day" LP 
(UA) import 
Various Artists "Live at Target 
Video" LP (Subterranean 
Records) 
Various Artists "The Art of Solv
ing Problems" LP (Ram) import 
Jah Wobble " The Legend Lives 
On" LP (Virgin) import 

read Wet and Boulevards, and 
Santa Cruz' very own Good 
Times, and maybe then I too can 
become part of the scene, the 
revolution that is going on all 
around us, on the streets , in 
Thatcher's , the new wave Punk
o-Rama. Barf. 

Rock City 
Yet another nail has been 

driven Into the coffin punk rock 
butlt for disco. The City , one of 
San Francisco's first and big
gest havens for John Travolta 
clones, Is now featuring llve 
shows once a week under the 
aegis of Space Productions. 
This entry brings the grand total 
of clubs drawing from the same 
talent pool within spitting 
distances of one another up to 
flve; a fact that makes fans and 
critics smile and club owners 
froth at the mouth. But then, 
Isn't the American Dream built 
on competition? 

The first two live shows at The 
City , with (respectlvely) the 
Mutants and the Offs, were un
qualified successes. To draw 
four hundred feverish punks on 
a Thursday night at four bucks a 
head Is virtually unheard of for 
much less than a national act, 
but The City dld it two weeks 

DA/VfAGE 

DAMAGE TAKES TD THE 
AIR ............... . 

Beginning in August, Damage 
takes to the airwaves with Its 
own monthly syndicated radio 
program called Damage On the 
Air. Produced and hosted by ln
ternatlonally renown deejay 
Johnnie Walker (Radio Caroline, 
BBC, KSAN) , the 60 minute 
show will be, In effect , a 
magazine of the alr featuring In
terviews with local and interna
tlonal bands and personalities In 
the underground, scene reports 
from the US and UK, record 
reviews and lots of new releases 
unavallable elsewhere. 

Among the features In the 
show's "first edition" Is an in
terview with the Engllsh ska 
'revival band Madness, a story 
on Rough Trade's new 
American branch, a talk with 
Robert Hanrahan about the 
recently released Deaf Club 
album, premier of new sounds 
from New York' s Bushtettras, 
SF's Bob Stealer, England 's 
Bauhaus and lots more. 

The show will be offered to 
both commerclal and non
commercial radio stations with 
the National Federation of Com
munity Broadcasters providing 
non-commercial and college 
stations with the program at ex
tremely low cost. 

For more Information about 
Damage On the Air, contact 
D.G.C. Radio & TV, 678 S. Van 
Ness, San Francisco, CA 94101 , 
Attn: Ruth Schwartz. Bands in
terested ln getting their records 
considered for airplay should 
send them direct to Johnnlew 
Walker, Damage On the Air, 
1144 Howard Street, San Fran
cisco, CA94103. 

runn ing. 
Gerry Hesse of Space (who, 

incident~lly , did sound at the 
Temple Beautiful and Deaf Club) 
has, however, no intention of 
pushing his luck much further. 
He plans to book the national 
and international acts that wlll 
put him In the same league as 
the Stone troika and the 
Waldorf. Nor ts he going to go 
excluslvely new wave ; his In
terest Is in "hot acts" and men
tions acts like Sylvester as 
possibilltles. (Disco rears Its ug
ly head .. ) 

The club has been remodeled 
to make danand slghllnes more 
accessible; a new PA has been 
Installed; and Johnnie Walker 
has assumed disc duties. Hesse 

· hopes to be doing shows twice a 
week by August, and If atl the 
paperwork goes trhough, he'll 
be doing after-hours shows as 
well. Good news for minors: the 
under-twenty-ones will be 
welcome at the after-hours 
wingdings (unfortunately not the 
case otherwise) . 

fr iends and I. d ressed to offend r;c,,.-,.,.--------,------------------------------------~ 
and alienate, waltzed up to the 
place not reall y knowing what to ,,.~-::-sWlO;:--;';TJ!l,.----:;-°"---:-:;""',.-----,-,----,-,,=--~~--~:.=._::__::_.;;:..'o;;;;!,;' 
expect. Outside were three peo-

r~~1feo~n~ym~~e~ ~~~t~l~~=~~I~:~ )iilll=•;,a ·p-="'=~f; 
ed to live here, I should know ~"il'Ci~t=~~:J~~==!l~===EE;'.'.~tf:fii~ wha to expect. Upstairs we ~. 
went. Duly stamped, we pro-
ceeded to scout. Thatcher's is ~ 
"intimate." The rear of the ~ l 

place is a small auditorium-like '- - -
1 tu 

space, a short hall leading to the W ~ " 
"juice bar and video room." ';:', [! rQ ,. ~ 
(Joe Rees, read that and er- a r;: , .J!!ii?:.~ 
ln~e.) No beer, no liquor. Lotsa ~n :, '?;' " ....-~~ /.;01111.'111A11w,,w 
minors. And I don' t Just mean c:"""8'<\::>• "'-""'11-C.>=JLI ©Br~c~~.,._,_.,.:a=~~t;"IL2'//'.!.Ll.'W.J.ffi~~~:SSS~=..:::;:~~.6.\;~~~~~'.__
seventeen- and eighteen-year-
olds, I mean eleven- and twelve-
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Target back on TV SHADES OF 
THINGS TO COME? 

As the presidential sweep
stakes approach , Ronald 
Reagan continues to be favored 
by the majority of the American 
electorate. The former host of 
television's Death Valley Days 
and co-star of movie chimp, 
Bonzo, Is busily preparing 
himself for the cameras once 
again as the Repubtlcan Na
tional Convention gears up for 
Its Jamboree In Detroit, 
Michigan. It is a virtual certainty 
that the seventy-year·old 
Reagan wlll be nominated and, if 
elected, It ls presumed he will 
serve. While the candidate goes 
through the laborious pro
cesses necessary to prepare
himself for his next TV ap
pearance, his backers are 
equally busy. Led by his hand
picked campaign chairman, 
Senator Paul Laxalt of Nevada, 
several Republican senators 
have prepared a new charter for 
the FBI. The charter would per
mit the bureau to begin again 
the spying and other unlawful 
tactics which characterized it 
during the heyday of former FBI 
director and top G-man, J. Edgar 
Hoover. 

the law, even if it is non-violent, 
civil disobedience ; shield 
agents from prosecution for 
breaking the law; allow the 
agency to distribute criminal 
records to employers; direct the 
FBI to gather Intelligence on any 
publlc demonstration with a 
potential for vlolence; and In
vestigate any person or group 
threatening to violate the law, 
whether or not facts indicate a 
crime may take place. 

A spokesman for the 
American Civil Liberties Union 
called the Laxalt Charter pro
posal "an open season license 
to Investigate lawful polltlcal ac
tivity, compile dossiers on 
citizens, Invade privacy through 
the use of Intrusive, In
vestigative techniques and, in 
effect, institutionalize a return to 
the Hoover era. ' ' 

alert FBI Is already preparing a 
vigorous campaign against 
potential campus leaders of the 
new anti-draft movement, ac
cording to the Christian Science 
Monitor. Given the fact"that Mr. 
Reagan Is on record advocating 
that student demonstrators be 
shot, It may be only a matter of 
time before the first firing 
squads appear on local college 
campuses. 

It Is expected if Reagan is 
elected that the demand for 
passports will increase 
dramatically. 

The Berkeley Square, a SF 
Bay Area night club, and B
Square, a record label , ap
parently aren ' t keeping owners 
Vic Ratio and Bart Valerio busy 
enough. Now they' re moving in
to TV, with B-Square Presents 
Target Video, thirteen half-hour 
shows described by coordinator 
Vince Anton as "avant new wave 
pop culture." Oh. It ' s a 
magazine-format show covering 
music, video art, fashion, dance 
and "trends." Due to aiur locally 
on a commercial station this fall, 
national syndication Is planned 
for early next year. 

Lydia Lunch edging out Farrah 
as America' s favorite pin-up girl 
or Lou Reed spelling relief 
" HEROIN." 

WHO SAYS 
PUNK IS DEAD? 

After the incredible success 
of Mickey Mouse Disco (number 
thirty-five on the Bf/lboard 
charts), It seems only fitting that 
other childhood faves attempt a 
comeback. Now It's Simon, 
Theodore and Alvin , those three 
little eager beavers who call 
themselves The Chipmunks, 
and scored a million plus hit in 
the late 50s with the Chipmunk 
Song, a ditty so memorable that 
millions of Americans just 
couldn ' t seem to get It off their 
minds for at least a week. This 
time, the Chipmunks are going 
" new wave," with spunky little 
versions of such hardcore hits 
as My Sharona by the Knack and 
Let 's Go by the Cars. The Chip
munks are creations of David 
Seville (also known for his big 
hit, Witch Doctor) and, In the 
spirit of NW techno-pop, are the 
result of sped-up vocal tracks 
over regular speed Instrumen
tals. Th·e new album Is out on 
Pickwick's Excelsior label and Is 
getting regular radio alrplay 
around the country. Best news 
of all? The title: Chipmunk Punk. 

An aide to Senator Laxalt ad
mitted that the charter " would 
theoretically leave the way open 
for those FBI abuses" of the 
past, but said he didn't th}nk 
"those things are likely to hap
pen again." 

Target Video has been 
shooting Monday nights at the 
Square since the end of June, 
when they did the first show 
with Jayne County. Among the 
bands who've been approached 
to do segments on the show are 
LA's Black Falg and Weirdos; 
New York's Bushtetras; and. 
SF's Dead Kennedys. An inter
view with New York Rocker 
editor Andy Schwartz is in the 
can, as Is one with David 
Johansen. Work by other video 
producers/ performers I artists 
will be considered as well as 
Target's own product. Among other things, the new 

charter would mandate that the 
FBI maintain surveillance of any 
person who advocates violating 

Co-sponsors of the charter pro
posal include Senators Richard 
Lugar of Indiana, Malcolm 
Wallop and Alan Simpson of 
Wyoming, Richard Schweiker of 
Pennsylvania and Orrin Hatch of 
Utah. 

In a related story, the ever-

Say, If this catches on, It may 
not be long before we see Joey 
Ramone hawking Carbona , 

SF (Conrinued from p. 35) 
415 is also due to release the new SVT EP featuring 
seven songs and has several other projects in the 
works , although , Bllfboard reports notwithstanding, 
deals with both the Contractions and Romeo Vold 
have fallen through and the Mutants ' projected 415 
album Is in doubt at fhis time. 

Food for Thought Dept: The Mab has opened its 
restaurant up again . Owner Ness Aquino has return
ed to the origlnal FlllpJno format that made the club a 
landmark long before punk bands ever played there. 
The food's good and relatively affordable. Definitely 
worth a try. --\. 

Rhythm and Noise (Deploys) Is the name a group of 
electronic whizzes have given to their group, their 
music and their performances. After several years of 
working on sophisticated hardware, the three-piece 
band premiered their haunting synthesized sounds 
at an Invitation-only event at their Hunters Point 
warehouse. Working with synthesizers, altered 
guitars and other electronic gadgetry, the band utiliz
ed video extensively in conveying their apocalyptic 
vision of a war-torn world to the generally en
thusiastic crowd. 

LA (Conrinued from p. 35) 

Apart from the Mommy Men, the only other "re
cent" band in town to make waves are the Gears. At 
first everybody wrote them off as the junior 
Ramones. Not so; the Ramones are an "inspiration" 
rather than an "influence. " They have become the 
quintessential party band. They have just released an 
album called Rockln' At Ground Zero, financed by 
themselves. They recorded It at the now defunct 
Shelter Records studio. This album ls fucking great. 
It sounds great played real loud. It's a great record at 
parties, 'cause the lads are hometown LA boys. 
They've been tearing up the Starwood recently. 

In flux right now is the mighty Black Flag, those 
masters of "ultra punk." Ron, that Puerto Rican kid 
who replaced Keith Morris (now with the almost-as
good Circle Jerks) as singer, tciok off to Vancouver 
because of some little punkette. This· band must con
tinue. The hardcore must continue. 

They asked yours truly to fill in as singer for one· 
gig , which was set up to accommodate visiting Cana
dians, the Subhumans. I did the gig, symbolically 
dressed In my Hal Negro and the Satin Tones coat.It 
was an extremely weird experience, though I might 
do It again. We got a bunch of tiardcore bands and 
put it on at.Aha Vanguard. Some people liked my 
schtick, othersVlolently hated me! 

I was hollering away and there were all these snarl
ing, sweaty, hate-filled ugly faces screaming at me 
real close up. I think they were saying "Fuck you, " or 
something ltke that. Surprisingly, fhey didn't throw 
things at me; even more astonishingly, they didn't 
even spit on me (the latest discovery from the Hun
tington Beach contingent). 

All hell kept breaking loose with all the pogoers 
and slammers collapsing aft over the stage and squir
ming around my feet. One guy was lying at my feet, 
face covered In blood, looking up at me with bug 
eyes, screaming something at me. I couldn't hear, 
because the band was playing incredibly loud behind 
me and I was screaming the lyrics as loud as possible 
Into the mike. There was blood all over my shoes and 
all over the monitors. 

I have the greatest respect for Black Flag and what 
they stand for (which Is creating chaos notvlolence, 
by the way). I would love to be their singer, but In my 
soul I know I'm probably wrong for them because I 
have this awful reputation as a joker, due ta having 
played In a lot of "joke" bands. My presence might 
undermine the Intensity of their cOmmltment 
because of my clowning ways. The last thing I'd want 
to see would be this band being thought of as "pet 

Those lovely young chub rockers, the Go-Gos, 
played their first SF gig since their triumphant return 
from their English tour. With them on the bill at 
California Hall were the Plugz and Alleycats, who 
brought a large contingent of beach punks up with 
them. I guess they were too tired from the trip to 
slash up their forearms, rove around In youth bands 
instigating random violence or inflict Germ-burns on 
each other because the only brouha:has I witnessed 
were In the bar and backstage, where Denny 
Boredom was beaned by an over-zealous security 
agent who obviously didn't know who Denny was and 
W!J.S unable to decipher his slightly beery Clem 
Kadlddlehopper exclamations. Promoter Paul Rat 
said that this is not the new Temple since the costs of 
renting the hall, security and insurance are pro
hibitive. The sound was unusually good (Mal'rix 
Sound, who also supply the Savoy Tivoli with 
ampliflcatlon, were responsible) and Paul says he's 
trying to get someone to insure the Plasmatics so he 
can book them Into the hall. The Plasmatlcs are 
known for such laid-back activities as careening 
around the stage with chain saws and blowing up 
cars on stage,·topped off by ending their sets with far 

rock" or (as th.ey say In Vancouver) a "fuck band, " 
not that that was what was in my heart when I ac
cepted the gig. 

So the search is on. Black Flag Is looking for a 
singer. Qualifications: Total , absolute commitment. A 
powerful voice. At least some experience helpful. 
Prepared to relocate to LA and live at the beach (Her
mosa/Redondo). Having rock star fantasies a disad
vantage. Expect the fans to expect a Jot. 

If you measure up, call me (the band is currently 
moving from one headquarters to another., and they 
don't have a new phone number yet). Please don't 
call unless you're prepared to be absolutely commit
ted and have extraordinarily large lungs. My number 
Is 213/655-3083. In the meantime, if I play another gig 
with them, It won't be because I don't mean It (in
cidentally, as Ron, my predecessor, said before par
ting, "The perk is you'll get laid a lot.'') 

Penelope Spheetis' movie The Decline ls almost 
ready. I copped a rough-edit preview. It's straight 
documentary style with live footage (35 mm) and bits 
of blos and Interviews with Germs, Fear, Black Flag, 
X, Circle Jerks, etc. I'm In it, doing a rap. I cringed 
when I saw it, It's real embarrassing (too late, I 
alr8ady signed the fucking release). Penelope shot it 
at various clubs and halls and studios and at bands' 
houses. It'll be out at the beginning of September. 

Even though I loathe the Starwood, I grudgingly 
had to admit they've been producing the best shows 
recently, mainly by default and because the mighty 
Brendan-of-the-Masque hasn't been active In that 
fleld lately (too busy with other projects). They still 
have those awful old glitter metal bands on 
weekends, but the Tuesday and Wednesday night 
gigs are working realty well . 

David Forrest and Michelle Myers are booking. ln
cldentally, Forrest was the guy who slammed the 
Whiskey door In the face of the Ideal bands during his 
'78 to mld-79 tenure there, saying the "new wave 
isn't happening, these bands don't draw." Now he's 
courting and wooing the hardcore to the extreme ex
tent of booking the Germs when nobody else in town 
will touch them. Out-of-town bands shouldn't b9 put 
off If they're offered a Tuesday or Wednesday. It 
don't sound too exciting, but these gigs are usually 
packed to the tits. 

Malcol Sinatra ftnally got his Cabaret of the 
Undefined happening. A ten-hour marathon, he put it 
into Club SS. Some of It was good, so'me of it was bor
ing. The show mainly featured new bands that had 
never played before. There were some "pet rock" 

less clothing than they started with. 
Local filmmaker Liz Keim reports that the release 

of the film she's been editing for two-and-a-half 
years, In The Red, is planned for fall. The fllm con
tains 1978 footage of Avengers) Dils , UXA, Negative 
Trend, Tuxedomoon and others, shot at Mabuhay, 
Te!'llple and 330 Grove. 

The second Western Front Festival is in the plann
ing stages now. Last fall's festival , while plagued 
with planntng and logistics problems, was a success 
over all, with three to four headline acts playing 
nightly and reduced admission prices at the par
ticipating clubs. With good planning and cooperation 

• from all, this year's Western Front could be the best 
thing to happen to this city in a long, long time. 
Venues participating this time around Include the 
Mabuhay, Back DOR, Berkeley Square, The City, 
Savoy Tivoli, Valencia Tool and Die, ARE and Club 
Foot. A contest is being held for the design of the 
poster with a $50 prize and series ticket to the person 
with the best design by August 15. Details can be ob
tained elsewhere in this issue or by calling Damage 
at415/861-7662. D 

bands, some art bands, various art performances and 
''pieces,'' and other way out stuff. Paul Ambrose and 
Al Hansen opened the thing. Paul cramped 
everything up doing a cape/la songs by Cole Porter, 
Sophie Tucker etc. during the changeovers. The 
whole thing tried for Berlin-esque decadent. 

I thought the Johnnies (fronted by Lucas Reiner, 
Rob "Meathead" All in the FamilyReiner's little bro) 
were cool, and woutd like to see them again. Their 
music Is hard to describe, so I won'tattempt. Fayette 
sang with Interpol. Her boyfriend, Jeff McGregor, 
played keyboards and Mark Stern (of the tate 
Extremes) drummed. Surprise, I didn't know Fayette 
could sing. The group had some good songs. 

Good songs is also what carried Cage. This Is Tall 
Jane Gasklll's band. I think Jane is a great singer and 
an excellent lyricist. 

The Boneheads also debuted with Trudie, Chase 
and Craig Lee. I think Rob from the Bags was in It too. 
Or was It Rick Jaffe? Phranc was involved also. Andy 
Gervay (Gold Cup horn sectionist) blew tenor sax. 

Highlight of the event was Indisputably Butch, 
featuring Cherie the Penguin and Tony the Hustler 
(two of the very rare real people ln Hollywood). KK 
drummed. They were sloppy as hell but great, ob
viously only under-rehearsed. Cherie was hilarious. 
They got the most audience reaction. The music was 
sort of heavy metal punk but nearly all the lyrics were 
about bondage and S&M. 

Tons of other things went on, other bands and 
stuff, but I kept hanging out outside the club and go
ing next door to the Mexican bar to get drunl{ with my 
cronies and dig the mariachi trumpet band playing 
there. 

And now! The big Mommy Men hype. Me and Geza 
worked our asses off and still are working on our 
album project. We've been asked by three labels (no 
less) to deliver product. We just flnls'hed up the 
rhythm tracks. We're recording at House of Pain 
Studios In Hollywood. It'll be ready by the end of 
summer. 

Sorry If I keep writing about myself, but my other 
project causing a stir Is Slush magazine. Slash Is or1' .. · 
Ice for a few months so I'm hustling ads to try and put 
together a 56-page, 60/40 percent editorial/ads rag. 
But you'll see It when it's finished. It'll surface 
sometime around the end of July. 

Editor's note: Lucky San Franclscor The Mommy 
Men, featuring Geza X and the lllustrlous Brendan 
Mullan, will be playing the Mabuhay on August 21 and 
22. Bring your butt pliers. 
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DearGeza: 
What makes the Chinese laugh? 

An occupant, SF 

Chinese yoyos, opium export, tung-in-mao humor, 
US airplane patents, Soviet "communism," 
American Supremacy, women's lib, red anything, 
catnip, coonskin caps (no kidding!), nuclear reac
tors, driving exams and kung fu. 

DearGeza: 
Do dildos have hilts? 

BradD.,SF 

Not per se. It makes them uncomfortable when 
. sheathed. They do, hoWever, have "maxes." A 

common usage being: " She greedily shoved the 
two-foot long Danish salami into her convulsively 
sucking hungry vagina to the max, fantasizing 
herself as a "turned-on" trash compactor and 
writhing In gnarly ecstacy under the heel of her 
meat dildo doggy." 

How to become 

. 
·~ 

DearMr.X : 
I am a young artist who wants to 

devote himself to art and I don't feel I should be re
quired to work for a living. Got any suggestions, ie, 
scams, frauds? 

Qulze,LA 

Yes. I have plenty! 1) Find some cute under-aged 
girl to work In a department store and support you 
while you sit around and "do" art . 2) Leach off a 
struggling "new wave" record company and steal 
hundreds of records a year to bribe your fl rends, If 
you've got any ... ( Remember, the true art can 
only flourish in isolation.) 3) If you're out on the 
street, fix It so everybody else is too. You'll feel bet
ter that way. 4) Join an electronic " art " band and 
live off the band members. If they tire of your com
pany, give them free records (works every time!). 
5) Steal money from your closest friends. If they get 
suspicious, give them free records. 

DAMAGE 

From the writings of Geza X 

Intelligence? It Is not unrealistic to speculate that 
there Is an equation which describes the interrela
tionship between energy and consciousness, much 
as the relationship between energy and matter has 
been fully expressed (everybody knows Einstein 's 
E • MC2). This opens up the speculation for yet a fur
ther equation which describes syllogism between 
consciousness and matter. Maybe things is 
smart. 

One must first define consciousness In order to flt in
to the above hypothetical equation. Can lt be describ
ed as a specific arbitrary amount of electromagnetic 
reactions occurring simultaneously? (Most defini
tions of artificial intelllgence cite the various func
tions and reactions that a computer will perform, bas
ed on electromagnetic informaion transfer.) If so, the 
universe, or any galaxy, or even a rock or a lump of 
tead, quallfles for some definition of consciousness 
due to the vast number of electromagnetic events oc
curring at once in specific patterns in any gtven mo
ment. We are smarter than a block of wood, but only 
by a given amount. 

in ~11~ easy steps 
BY BOBBY UNREST OF SOCIAL UNREST 

' . MOW THE Liii-iN EVFJlY SATURDAY. 

2 · COVER YOUR BEDROOM WALL5 WIT·H KJSS 
POOTERS. 

3. JERK OFF WHI LE FANTA.S I Znm ABOUT 
CHARLEY' S ANG EIS. 

4. CON YOUR PARENTS lliTO BUYING YOU A CAR 
WHEN YOU TURN 17. 

5. CLEAN YOUR ROOM ONCE A WF.EK . 

6. DO YOUR HOMEWORK BF.FORF. YOU GO OIJJ' TO 
CRUJSE THE STRIP. 

7. BUY YOUR FIRST RAMONF.S ALBUM. 

8 . TALK ABOUT THE GOOD OLE DAYS AT THF. MAB 
WITH THF. NU:.JS , THE DIIS AND AVSNGFRS. 

9. WRITE SF.X PISTOL5 ON A FRESHLY WA.SHED 
SHIRT. 

10. BECOME THE LEAD SINGER OF A SUBURBAN 
PUNK BAND CALLED "SOCIAL UNREST . " 
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Sieve What' s Fii . -
Will Theot:e~er r~le number two' 

re~~,(~ur reporter unc guys a dlpshot 
cons i n San Francisc ,overed In Part 
the b~~~c~ of which th~ys:llpper the theo;~ of this 
historical Pas roots that ext~" ~cknowledged I T rock =~~lier wa:'! ~~~n~ SF pun~ .~~~~a~e-llke, ~n~~~~se 
sever~~llarlsl Ted . !~~ member of N~ss player Wiii 
Bru local grou eodore" Falc gatove Trend sha~~· vocalist, and~~· mcludlng R~dnl J'layed In 
toilets 7t 1~~orways , ::1~·k1~~ms, "hung 

0~.~~and 
sclmlng th I underground alleys and I n the 

m

that unitedet~::J 1°0nto gue~:17;1~Y~hg passers~ays~~dd 
ere lov ur dlsp · e comm ~~.~~n~t=~:1:.~~1; ~~d s:::=r~~~s~~~l~~~t~:~~~ 

pans and e er than lo get doc al misfits w er their 
and I meancl~~se trouble T:~~~ed out of th~~ ~oked 

In that tradltl e with a capital'.~~~; 
Flipper wa on, and ap at taking t~eb~rn. The band~:~~nlly for that rea 
personalities ame of one of A and feels no rem son, 
sociopathlc mll~~dh using It mae;•ca's proudes~r~~ 
new wave · e group ~ grist f ~o.~h~~ca~:~t~=;'~!~~ ~~:n;,~,'~a~l~I•~:·~~ g~~~ 
~~s~othe~~~;s T~~s 1h• st~:!~"~n~endse~t~~;~~~ 

I me nor consclenc: a group whoc~u~slde local 

ca~ ~;:~'~o~pt to understand h as neither 

:~~~~~0Lloyd.";n~cb~~~,"'L w~i;b•a~~~~l~ke Flipper ~;Ir sha~=~~ r!~~~:"f~ cl~n ~~~~~to gras~ ~oewTI~~; 
rele~;::rground EPe~n~aterlal ("E~rt~~o~~'." than 
forth to lnt;iv~ at Target L~~v~ral cuts on ~.on the 

WARN rv ew the band , once again v newly 

langua ~NG · Flipper Is u entured 
words ~rd anyone offende nusually candid sh~1uld rea~~~· f~~~~~ns o~ 1~i1 ~.~.u~~d~r lo~~ 1~~:~; 
med'I~~~ down with Wiii Y functions 
story, T:C, noticed Ted wa~ a~ruce and Steve 
the closur:a~,"~~ped at ho~·:~ According j0

1

t~~i ;~:s::,:~ ;·While we~ll ~=~ Bridge ar~,in .. ~akland b; 
the lnterv~~on, tearing 1~: ~now for sure i{~~rlous 

I asked th:nyway. e worst, I chose ~ow~~ 
Startled, Brue~ first what their 
ed and said, .. ,;;~~r Steve deferr;du~~c~ alms were 

e really kinda a1m1e!'!· '~Fill smtl-. urther 

Synthesizers-kit -
Studio quality S & 

assembled 

Precise / Compatible / 
. Modular 

Wnte or call for free catalog 

Ultra versatile / 
Affordable 

Serge Modular 
M uslc Systems 
572 Haight s 
415/621-6S98F Ca 94117 
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,,_, , 
which "I erked-up or w \ 
make .lotsw~~t to sell-out ~.k~-up, I couldn 't d 
plastic." money by ' •announced .. eclde 

So yo selling little bit~ 1,wanna 

the blon~:'.~~t to become rich o black 
looking llke " ired singer wh and famous? 
I ever heard a brick shltho o ~ne fan des I asked " N one. use, an apt d crlbes as 

o, not famou j ascription If 

Up to now Ste s, ust rich . I wanna 
ed characte;lstl ve, Fllpper'sd buy a car. " 

~rd~~ ~~;d "M~~~rv':.";~• Ste;~~~:;· .~•d remain-

bashing In ~ln".;~~oommat~"s 0;::.ge," he~~~·. ~.7:" ~rylng to destroyst~nd breaking d;~~~ and starte~ 
No, jusllr e world? oors." 

all his frlend/i,ng to destroy ~II hi 
In hi · 

5 
relatro 

rled, " ~;~~mal fashion, Will nshlps wlth 
band. "We ~ounced. Wilt's tlnt~~rupted . "I ;~•: O:~a~\~ ~~11.'~~~~~·~~sl ~!ce~~l~~al~n~?~~~: 
friends g ausallto and out half a ml~ut • got mar
and fell ::i• us lots of n~cot very fucking~ · We took 

moon sleep~n•::. I spent th! ~;:,s~nts. I w~~~~00ur 
Several •Y of the h me ~hlch llmemlnutes of discu oney-

Everythin , Bruce and WI sslon followed 
"the worldp s gonna get II discussed th , during 

Bruce w.' gonna fall apa~~~lly shitty, " s~l~uture . 
guessed h s, more philoso . Wiii , 
gonna sJi a es the " phllosghlcal. As you ml 
It on TV." round and laugh phlcal one." "Wg~t have 

"Wh , atthe whole thl e re just 

ed al sthe point of th ng. Walch 
Taken ab Is?!" Steve angrily dem 

fell silent ;!,~ri suddenly by St and-

~:~~gbg~ea~l cStev!n~la~~~c~~ook"."%':1 ~~~~ll~~h we all 
Gazln ompulslvely wn al the floor I er and 

lion thatgc~lassy-eyed at Bru bot my 
"Ten reame to mind ce, I asked the first 

Sure Num~".~s why I'm proud ques-
Number th one mo to be an A 
four junk ree. glrlfrlend;•r Number twmerlcan? 
cars Numb ood Number fl n that order o cars 
food Numb:; ~~ven glrlfrl:~dsm~ney Num~~~~er st~id•f~~·~ I haded~;:~~=·· ~u.;,b~r~:~\~g.~t Ju~k 
hands T e whole crav ey that would ollles of 

une In next mont~~ conspiracy unlock the o learn more was in my 

was onl atrlotlc I was re what the " " 
pepto by a matter of time clearly on the rf In P E T 
door lo ~~O before the k and a couple onl track. II 



"Wonderful World of Wireless" 
ANARCHY IN THE ETHER Part If 

by Johnnie Walker 

The story so far: The BBC had been busy 
lobotomizing the young generation with doldrum 
dross for years, but 1ts output had become even 
harder to bear since the emergence of the English 
beat boom of the early !JOs. A musical revolution 
which to the BBC warranted only three hours 
coverage per week. Long-haired Irish rebel punk 
Ronan O'Rahilly was engaged in a desperate battle 
with Australian Alan Crawford to be the first with a 
floatlng " pirate" station. Now read on: 

O'Aahllly's ship, the MV Frederica, was being 
hastily prepared for its new task at the family-owned 
port of Greenore, sixty miles north of Dublin. 
Drawford, meanwhlle, had discovered and concluded 
purchase of the MV Mi Amfgo, which then immedtate
ly set sall from Galveston, Texas. Battling severe 
storms along the way, the Ml Amigo arrived at its 
destination whtch, strangely enough, was Greenore. 
O'Aahllly had negotiated some shady deal with 

· Crawford exchanging use of a production stud lo ln 
London for port facilities so that the Ml Amigo coutd 
be refitted as Radio Atlanta. The shadiness became 
all too apparent when the Ml Amigo was ordered out 
of port on a technical formality, just as 
meteorologists were predicting severe gales. The 
Atlanta rode anchor in the open sea for seven days, 
surviving the tashlng thanks to the brllliant seaman
ship of her captain. Crawford responded with a return 
" favor," offering Ronan technicians and engineers 
he knew to be Incompetent. 

Dateline March 26, 1964 

A dour Australian is no match for a wily Irishman. 
O'Rahllly had bemoaned his supposed lack of 
readiness so successfully that everyone was taken 
by suprlse when, late one evening, the MV Frederica • 
quietly sltpped out of Greenore harbor. Shore sta
tions monitored the ship's progress, seeking In
formation on her destination. They were tolj'.t, 
"Frederica heading south; destination, Spain." 
Those who saw the ship with its huge mast were 
puzzled but had no idea of the vessel's real Intent 
and purpose. As the Frederica turned eastward Jnto 
the Engllsh Channel , tracking stations renewed their 
Interest, as did the Royal Navy, and for a short while a 
naval destroyer held escort. But Captain Baeker sen
sibly remained well into international waters and on 
Good Friday, March 27, the MV Frederica took up an
chorage off the southeast coast of England. 

Choosing a name for the station presented no pro
blem to Ronan. Whilst flying back from New York on 
one of his many fund-raising trips, our young lrlsh 
rebel was leafing throug~ a copy of the New Yorh 

PRODUCED & PRESENTED BY 
JOHNNIE WAtKER 

Times and came across a classlc photograph. " It was 
a picture of John F. Kennedy in the Oval Office, and 
crawling around under the desk was his daughter 
Caroline. There she was in the highest office in the 
land, a grin all over her face, totally disrupting the 
works of the United States government. The whole 
Image very much turned me on and at that moment I 
knew the station had to be called Caroline. " 

Good Friday evening, Caroline started test slgnals. 
A great deal of work had gone lnto selecting both the 
position of anchorage and the right place on the dial. 
The Frederfc8 was close to the bonded port of Har
wich , away from busy shipping lanes, yet in a perfe·ct 
spot to beam a radio signal up the Thames Estuary 
and so cover the huge population of the Greater Lon
don area. The frequency was 199 meters, way up the 
non-crowded end of the medium wave (am) band. 

The coastal resorts where 
the ship was easily visible 
were packed with 
teenagers literally dancing 
on the beach with joy. 

Ronan and friends gathered round the radio In his 
London apartment and at 12:00 noon, Easter Satur
day, March 28, 1964, deejay Chris Moore announced, 
"This Is Radio Caroline on 199, your all-day music 
staiton." The first record was the Beatles' " Can ' t 
Buy Me Love", months of hard work and many set
backs finally paid off. Ronan O 'Rahilly 's long-held 
dream and ambition became a reality and England 
had her very first commercial Top Forty radio station. 

The reaction was immediate and dramatic. On 
Easter Sunday, a huge armada of small craft sur
rounded Caroline. The coastal resorts of Clacton and 
Fellxstowe (where the ship was easily visible) were 
packed with teenagers literally dancing on the beach 
with joy. The following Wednesday, the Caroline sup
ply boat, or tender, brought out fresh supplies and 
nine huge sacks of letters from listeners. Within ten 
days the mall count exceeded 20,000 letters, all 
without any pre-pubticlty, hype or advertising . The 
word-of-mouth grapevine when something fun and 
exciting is happening Is, without doubt, the most effi
cient communicator of all. Imagine, If you can , 
America without any rock 'n'roll rad to at all , then sud
denly one station comes on the air, in the year the 
British beat boom was cranking up to top gear. Easter 
Friday, the boring old BBC Light Programme with NO 
records at all. Easter Saturday, Radio Carollne ls on 
your radio playing the Who, "I Can't Explain "; Them, 
"Baby Please Don't Go"; Rolling Stones, " Little Red 
Rooster"; Moody Blues, " Go Now"; and the 

Animals, " Bring It On Home." An overnight quantum 
leap upwards Jn the quality of llfe for the English 
teenager. Music whenever they wanted Jt, and no 
one could stop it. Sales of transistor radios rocketed . 
Eveready geared up production to meet the lncredi· 
bte demand for batteries as enthusiastic listeners fell 
asleep with radios on, not wanting to miss a moment. 

Back at Greeno re, work on the Mf Amigo was com
pleted and she set sail and took up position just four
teen miles from the Caro//neship on April 27, exactly 
one month after the MV Frederica had lowered an
chor. After some initial technical problems, Radle 
Atlanta took to the air on May and the competition 
was on. 

Official reaction to first one and now two pirate 
radio stations was predictable. The Post Office cut 
the ship-to-ship radio link and restricted any further 
use to maritime emergency only. A PO spokesman 
then declared listeners to Caroline technlcally liable 
to prosecution under the Wireless Telegraphy Act of 
1949 which forbade tuning in to any non-licensed sta
tions. After three weeks of Caroffne tansmlsslons , 
the Gallup Poll reported seven mlllion listeners. 
When those under seventeen (who were not 
surveyed) were taken into consideration , Caroline' s 
total llstenershlp was estimated at over nineteen 
million. The Post Office would have to get rather 
busy. And the law hadn't even been violated lf a 
listener tuned in accidentally. 

On April 7, 1964, Postmaster General Reglnald 
Bevins announced to Parliament: " A number of ac
tions are being contemplated, including jamming. We 
have been assured by leading advertising agencies 
that major advertisers will boycott the station; the 
record Industry ls also cooperating and the Panama
nian Government has withdrawn the ship 's registra
tion. " 

The first commercial on Carofine was broadcast 
May 1. The time was bought by the Duke and 
Duchess of Bedford to advertise public tours of 
Woburn Abbey, their stately home tn Bedfordshire, 
and the Duke was reported to be delighted with the 
resulting increase in business. Even the Suffolk 
Police used Caroline to advertise their athletics 
meeting In Portsmouth after sending out a special 
boat to the ship with the advertising copy. The major 
record companies publlcly denounced the station 
whllst their promotion staff scurried round to 
Carollne' s office with a half dozen copies of every 
new release. As for the withdrawal of Panamanian 
reglstratlon-O 'Aahilly wasn't likely to lose much 
sleep over ~hat , especially as the ship didn 't Intend to 
go anywhere. 

Tune In to the next issue of Damage tor Anarchy ir. 
the Ether Part Ill as your author becomes a pirate 
deejay and faces the decision to either stop broad
casting or accept the possibility of two years locked 
up at Her Majesty's pleasure. 

STARTING IN AUGUST 

lls\.'°61 
ON THE AIR 

the Radio Extension of 
DA..'4Afsf, Magazine 
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VIDEO 
by 

Joe Rees 

On Tuesday, May 13, 1980, Steve Agetsteln and I 
boarded a ninety-nine dollar flight and flew to New 
York via LA. With a video show scheduled at Hurrah 
on May 27, we planned to reveal the latest chapter 
from the California Nu Wav series and, armed with 
video camera gear) hunt for new "stuff." 

After making the club rounds from Bostori to New 
York, it was clear that the video explosion has hit the 
East Coast. Compared with Target's first show In 
New York In '78-at the New Cinema on St. Marks, 
presented thanks to Ze Records who, donated a Sony 
video screen and sound system-the present state of 
permanent video Installations, including color 
moniters, video screens, souns and some In-house 
production crews for taping, represents a quantum 
leap forward in video Interest and technology. 

What follows Is a brief rundown on what we found 

In ~~r~a~0~~· :2onsJ0Strea~tdl~~~~n.,9~~~ 1~~: snowcase 
for record company scouts (Mich Jagger's playpen). 
There are color moniters hanging from the celling 
over the dance floor and behind the bar. 

Record company promotional video tapes, elec
tronlc special effects and in-house produced tapes 
are video jockled accompanied by their own sound
tracks, or used as visuals to records. 

Over all, the installation Is very effective ana' oii0rs 
excellent picture and sound presentation, but there 
Is a lot of room for new Independently produced 

RODNEY BINGEN HEIMER 

GERMS 
D·DAY 
x 

KAOQ, Los Angele~, CA 
Starwood 

SHAWN CASSETTE Danceterla, New York, NY 
TRANCE 
MQ..OETIES 
K1LLINGJOKE 

DAVID BASSIN 
JOY DIVISION 
SWELL MAPS 

KTIM, San Raphael, CA 

BANQUET OF STEEL COMPILATION 

KSJO, San Jose, CA 

My Tunnel 
Too Young To Date 
Los Angeles 

0

(LP) 

Time Devours 
Paint it Black 
Pssyche 

Atmospheres 
2nd Album 

material rather than the slick overproduced promos. 
Video special effects have always bored me; after 
twenty seconds they bring on bad acid flashbacks. 

We went to the opening of a new club called the 
Ritz on 11th Street. which turned out to be a spacious 
slick ''rock'n'roll ln style" club. Everything is over
size: A large dance floor with a stage big enough f~r 

0 
Lawrence Welk , a giant 15x30 foot video screen and a 
sound syitem capable of leveling New York. The 
bulldlng looks like a temple, with Its high arched cell· 
Ing and balconies. A perfect place to hang a thirty
foot screen. The electronically enhanced video Im

.ages were stunning, with larger than life effect. 
Although the selection of material shown lacked 
powerful content (record promos and Betty Boop car
toons), It was Ilk.a standing at a drive-in movie 
because of the size of the place. 

The Mudd Club, located on White Street and 
operated by Steve Mass, has just finished installing 
1arge Trlnitron monlters throughout the three-story 

building, offerlna a variety of possibillties. 
The programming varies from experimental art per

formance·s pieces to punk rock. They are willlng to 
take chances, exposing new artists through video as 
well as presenting some very crazy live per
formances and theme shows. They stay open until 
6:00 am. 

Danceterla, 252 West 37th Street, also has three 
floors - dancing in a basement to deejay records, llve 
bands on the middle floor and a video lounge on the 
top. I especially llke the overall un-slick ambience of 
Danceteria-you can get loose. The video lounge 
suffers from poor presentation. It's close to Impossi
ble to show videotapes to a drinking audience sitting 
around on sofas and overstuffed chairs, at 2:00 In the 
morning, and expect to keep them awake. The three 
times I visited the club to check out the "advanced 
television" video, I discovered the cure for Insomnia 
In New York. 

Presentation is a major element in having a suc
cessful show. I personally prefer a stand-up party at
mosphere with a strong sound system. Once you 
have people on their feet, they are more Inclined to 
move around or dance to your video than to lapse Into 
a state of boredom or unconsciousness. 

Boston has the Underground Club. They are In the 
process of Installing permanent video playback and 
production facllities. The audience, consisting of 
university students and locals, gave an overwhelm
Ing response to the Target Video show, which was 
sponsored by the Boston Film and Video Foundation 
of February 29. 

Target's DC show Is still to come, so possibilities 
are as yet unknown. 

The network Is building fast. Now is the time for 
creative material. The exposure it offers ·artists has 
Incredible possibilities for their development and 
communication. D 

IVILA\ ""ILll~lr 
Unreleased 
(Moment) 
(Slash) 

OfPIPUSWBCN, Boston, MA 
WMs"R, Cambridge, MA 

Spit Dlscoteque, Boston, MA 
YOUNG MARBLE GIANTS • Colossal Youth (LP) 
SIOUXSIE AND THE BANSHEES Cristine 
TEMPTATIONS Power(LP) 

WXPN, PhlladeJphla, PA 
we Got the Beat 

(Rough Trade) 
(Polydor, UK) 
(Gordy) 

LEE PARIS 
GO GOS 

'(Mute) JOY DIVISION 
(Mallclous Damage) THE STRIKE 

Incubation /Love Wiii Tear Us Apart 
Window Shopping 

(Stiff) 
(Factory) 
(CBS, UK) 

(Factory) 
(Rough Trade) 
(Aardva!kl 

JOHNNIE WALKER 
Damage On the Air, San Francisco, CA 

FAD GADGET 
MICKY DREAD 
JOY DIVISION 

The City, San Francisco, CA 
Ricky's Hand 
African Map 
Love Wiii Tear Us Apart 

(Mute) 
(Dread At The Controls) 
(Factory) KERRY LOWEN 

THE SEAT 
VIBRATORS 
RUTS 

Just Can't Stop It (LP) 
Dlscow in Moscow 
Starring for the Rudeboys 

(Sire) 
(Epic) 
(Virgin) 

TIM YOHANNON KPFA, Berkeley CA 
DEAD KENNEDYS 
GIRLS AT OUR BEST 

Holiday In Cambodia 
Getting Nowhere Fast 
Factory 

(Optional) 
(Record) 
(Industrial) SURGICAL PENIS CUNIK 
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DECLASSIFIEDRATES -LOWLIFE (formerly REALIFE)-CHAIN MAIL CLOTHES Jn stalnless 
Welcome to Declasslfled Rates. Make magazlne,thelmageanddesfgnzlneby steel and titanium. Efficient Jn design 
yourself comfortable, take off your the publlshers of DAMAGE, Is looklng and fit. Contact Sam Edwards at Target 
shoes. Care for a drink? White wine for a few good people. We need <•15).431 7595. 
okay? Good. Now pay close attention. edltorlal. business and advertising sales ::0 -:-AM"°A'"'G°'Eo--=D-.,-,--;,-,.-, - ,-•• ~,-, -.-.,~, 11~m-e 
You wlll llve here with us untll we tire of people. No money yet, but great op· posltjon which will result in profitable 
you. Your function wlll be to obey our portunlty for the advancement of the revenue. Versatile, resourceful and 
;:~;:=~~~~~~~-to our every whim, ~~:~~~~s& sl~~';~;~::!.~I~ ~u;1 :1~~$)C:'i well-programmed. (415) 431-3327. 

You wlll begin by piecing a Oeclasslfled 1'""'":..· ---------.. IQu• l lt:N~~~~u~:~~-Y ~~:eE~·track 
::~ '.!o~~1•1 B~~~:' ;:~~Te c=~se~-~~i mHter recording only MO. Four-track 
attractive, the first word and the phone mHter mlxdown to stereo c•ssette only 

numberwlll both be free. W_ ~;,:~~~~dn::::~~:~: ~~~~'J/;~~i':; 
later, you wlll place a Oeclasslflecl ours. For further details on components 
dlsplay ad. You wllt Include a camera· or complet• PA rental systems, call 
ready graphic with the ad copy, or send MELTDOWN AUDIO (415J 179 2741. 
artwork ready for paste-up. You wlll 
payus$J.50percolumn/lnch. 00 DAMAGE IN YOUR TOWN!! Be I 
When you are further versed In the the first In your boring little burg to 
Romanian, or classltled, ways of love, represent a major metropolitan mon-
you wlll have us forward your mal l trom thryll Impress your friends!! Do 
a Damage Box Number. You will pay an glamorous things llke distribute 
addltlonal $5.00 for this kindness. magazines! Sell advertising! Put up 
You wlll learn, and qulckly If you wish S Y S T E M A T I C R E C 0 R posters! Make money In your spare 
to lessen your physical agony, to DISTRIBUTION: Wholesale and mall time! Write or call tor detalls 
enclose a gooc:tcheckwlthyouradcopy. order service for the more essenllal in DAMAGE, Box S & C, 678 South Van 
You wlll address us In the followlng dependent record releases from Ness, San Francisco CA 94110. (-415) 861 
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Ness, San Francisco, CA 9"1l0. You tlonal Music (via Systematic). Curren 
may call, If you care to experience ~~~::~~~ ~~~eke ~eac::.:!n"5~5;_ 1~!aa~ ~=: 1527 FOLSOM S.F. 

fo~r~~~ge~~rr!~~~~ 1 f)~~~'j66~~rm, the 1~~ \P~ fie:~, K~n;~d~s~ ~~~l~~ay ~ 1 415-552-4066 
Ah, lseeyourglasslsempty.Pourus SYSTEMATIC, BERKELEY IN 
another, there's a love . OUSTRIAL CT f l, 729 Heinz Ave. 

Berkeley CA 94710. (-415} 8453352. 
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COM UNI UE 

July 15, 1980 
All artists, groups, bands, etc., 
videotaped by Target Video for the 

l ¥~~~!'; ~l~eo 8T~~h::e wlrirr~~~~: 
payment In accordance with th 

I 
signed contractual agreement. N 

contest. The Western Front Festival roups or artist wlll appear on 
Committee is offering a prize of 55G and broadcast television shows wlthou 

Sunglasses for the Masses 
1631 Market St., SF CA 94103 (415 ) 
863 ~454. Mention 'DAMAGE and 
receive 10% off any purchase. 

:~:~ ':~!'e;:si;:sn't~:r';!st;:~e110~0 !~! signed agreement. Absolutely n 
festival fn October. Call 161-7111 for materlal wlll be sold, e.g., through 
details. ur videodisc network, without a 
Sl COLOR ROCK CONCERT PHOTOS I signed contract between perform· 
Clash, PiL, Who, Blondie, Cheap Trick, Ing artists, Target Video and B· 
DEYO, Petty, Heads, van Halen, Styx Square Communications. All 
and every major Rock and new wave materlal will be registered, llcens· 
act, Abba to Zappa. Send 51 for latest and copywrltten, in accordance 
catalog. Free sample: FRONT ROW with the Federal Communications 
~~~j'7~~: Box 484, dep1 D, Nesconset, Commission and broadcast regula-
CREEP The San Francisco fanzine, Ions. Target's Intention Is to ex· 
needs contributions of any kind. Box pose new music and performance 
3528, SF, CA94101. (415) 6616938 . SS/hr. · art throughout the world. This 

~;s~; STJ't~~?· ~20~~!ra;:nd~aa:~i~!~~ .__ ........ _...._.._ ____ _. ! c~~~l:ll~0 o~!~m~~~a:tl~~ : 
Neumann, Sennhelser, AKG,Shure CUTE BOY or Private Parts and broader network and secure new 

~~~~~~:~sil~~r'.0~:; ~~:~:;:11~~~;~ ;1~~.0~!ii~~~"1Wk~;g6~~;.equally cute enues locally and abroad. 
dell on corner. Some satisfied Pt1hlli A I u rs P1o1hlle El lheARTGRIPmovement. nohesitatlon 
customers: Dead Kennedys, Crime, u.n-s Pu II 11 itli n 1 p k'ls OP- here. brllllant young artists swiftly get 
Pushups, Zeros, Offs, Deaf Club com- ~or PPI ita '&flons Good what they want. firm jaws, resolute 

g.;~~~ion LP. Call Jlm Keylor wsi 2ss ~~S~/~~G-~-~~~~-~-a~i.Bl.~~l 362 2120 =~:~~e;!~!:n°:1Wrees~:::~~:h;c:;~::S11~;11 
SOUND MIXER , road/stage mgr.'(.4lS} 28S.4S90lhismoment. 

DAMAGE 

ARE YOU GOOD LOOKING ENOUGH 
TO WORK FOR DAMAGE? This Is the 
question 240 mllllon Americans are ask· 
Ing themselves dally. Why not find out? 
An exciting, If not rewarding, career 
can be yours as a volunteer ln service of 
DAMAGE. Staff openings include: 
News Editor, Assis tant Editor, · 
Marketing Director, Dlsplay Ad Dlrec· 
tor, Oeclasslfled Ad Manager, Ad 
Salespeople, Bookkkeeper, Paste-up Ar· 
fists and Office Assistants. Free 
subscriptions plus perks for work. Call 
DAMAGE offices: (41Sl 8617662. 

avallable. Experience, taste, equanlml· ------------------
ty & style •. not to mention good looks. 
Mains, monitors, studio producing. 
Lighting design & business mgmt. as 
well. Have someone on your side behind 
the board. Local/tours. Reasonable. 
Formula (-415) 861 7662. 

NEW Independent production company 
based In San Francisco looking for 
~~a0~~~~1 Investors. Call Barry, {41Sl .. -----------------

SUBTERRANEAN Stud!". Now '«0'· GET UltRA -mQdeRN $10QQ 
ding. 16 channels to 8 tracks. S20/hr. 
Call Steve T (415} 5"9 3300 ext. 252 . 
Subterranean a lso provides record pro· 
ductlon services and can make a demo 
for your band qulckly, professionally 
and cheaply. Some satisfied cllents: No 
Alternative, Fllpper, Society Dog, Ner
vous Gender & many more. 

:~E~!11f~:a~~:0~0~Gg~a~~~-~=~=: ------BLACK ON WHl!E 

fJ'. ~11~~::u-~,~g~~r54f~d:~:~~~~~sca;~~ SILK SCREENED 
~~~g~~~m d~~~1~~~tsA~~.ue2~_9 ~~~~~f; BUTTON DOWN 

~~~~~:~a [C:.~~:~ J>e~~~:~ F:"a~~ T-SHIRT 
clsco, CA9"110. WS) 8617662. 

Job offer. wes1ern ·Front Festival 
Association seeks Administrator. 

,.._' Should be experienced in various 
' aspects of booking, publicity, volunteer 
coordination, general administration . 
position pays S300/mo"1h and lasts 
three mon1hs. Call 161 7111 for details. 
Equal Opportunity Employer. 

· ~-• 
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AN lNVENTORY 

P0-26178 
5an Francisco, CA 94126 

ENCLOSED FIND $10.00 for 12 ISSUES. 

Name ...... ....... ......................... .. ............ .... . 
Addr~ .. ............ ......... ..... .......... .. .. . 
City ... ............ ... ............ ... .......................... .. . . 
State .. .. .. ....... _ ............. ................ ..... ... ........ . 
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recordr~ -.1url~A 

XANDOR 
Recording studios: 8 tracks from 
S20/hr. Band demos to record 
pressing (1000 .4Ss for $475). 
Located In secluded mansion In 
Orinda. Call for brochure (AlSI 254 
90n or 254 5730. 

-----s10.'22 
(INC,LUDES TAX, POSTAGE 

AND HANDLING} 
SEND CHECK 

OR MONEY ORDER TO: 

Ult RA- mQdeRN excESIORiES 
2325 3ai STREET #208 SAN FRANCISCO. CA. 94107 

'ALLETS. SHOPPING BAGS. LUNCH. TRAVEL, ANO MAKE-UP BAGS. 
BRIEFCASES, SWEATSHIRTS. T-SHIRTS. PLACEMATS. PINS. 
VINYL. CANVAS. XEROX AND MORE.... ('15}86'-8815 
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D 
avid Stein, Barry Simons and their 
staff would like to take this opportuni
ty to thank all the artists whose per

formances we were pleased to present at 
the Back Dor over the past nine months. Our 
final presentation there will be on Saturday, 
Sept. 6 (featuring SVT and very special 
guests!) 

The Allens Impatient Youth Punts 

BabyBuddah 
Impostors Pushups 
Indoor Life 

Balls Inflatable Boy Clams Blake Quake 
Barry Beam lnstamolds Questions 
Beans Invasions 
Peter Slit and Ivy and the Eaters Aeadymades 

the Expressions Red Pencils 
Bl-products Jars 

Rick 'n' Ruby 
Stu Blank JJ 180 Romeo Vold 
Blasters 
Blitz 

Jo Allen and Saints 
Bob 

The Shapes See Spot 
Born Ready Session 
Boys' Life Kid Courage Sharp 
Breakouts Klngsnakes Siihouette 
Bucks Sllvertone 

The Lewd Six O'Clock News 
Jim Carroll Band The Limit Soul Rebels 
Carter Miiier Band Little Death Spectators 
Cha Cha Billy Lloyds Sponges 
Chlld's Portion Roy Loney and Spys 

' Circuit Breakers the Phantom Movers Squares 
.John J. Colnman Los Microwaves Stares 
Confessions Stereo 
Contractions Magic Band Suburbs 

Cosmetics Aas Mlchael and Surface Music 
Cowboys the Sons of Negus SVT 

Crime Mind sweeper Symptoms 
MlnlmalMan 

Das Blok Mick Mltchetl and Larry Talbot 
Olckheads the Magnets Tazmanlan Devils 
Diodes Modernettea Thriller 
Jane Doe Mary Monday Tickets 
Duck's Breath Mondellos Times Five 

Motive Titans 
64 Rooms Mr.Clean Tong (w/Mlngo lewis) 
Elements of Style Mutants Too Bad 
The Enemy MX-80 Tools 
Roky Erickson Two Tones 
Exploslves Naked City 
Eye Protection Naughty Sweeties Ultrasheen 

Neutrtnoz The Units 
Fatl of Christianity New Boots Urban Leisure 
the Fast New Critics (Tuxedomoon) 
Fast Floyd and Noise 

his Famous Flreblrds No Sisters· Valkays 
Frozen Beauties No Strife Vandals 
Full Moon Nu Kats Verbs 
Fun Addicts Nu Models VIPS 
FunkUonalres Visitors 

Vktms 
07080 Ghosts 

Golden Gate Jumpers Offs Wasp Women 
Gyrations Whippets 

Passions WHd Remain 
Hardcords Phone 8111 
Harvey Pink Section X-lales 
Hltmakers Ptlmsouls 
Hoodoo Rhythm Devils Pointed Sticks • Zeros 
Hostages The Pop Earl Zero and 
Humans Psychotic Pineapple Cornerstone 

&special 
thanks to 
Flamln' Groovles 

. 

. 
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Dear J. Bale: 
RlghtJ Black Flag! Thank you for one moment of 

lucldity in the midst of kuitural overkill. A sane 
voice In the wllderness. The SF scene has reverted 
to type: Art saves! Kultur Damage! The clubs are 
overrun with Beach Btanke't Babylon rejects who've 
turned to new wave to ball out their leaklrig egos. · 
The last time I heard an authentic chord struck ln 
the Bay Area was Fear at Berkeley Square. I'm a 
normal human being and I don't want to live In LA. 

Random Samples 
SF 

3 
z 

Dear Damage; 
What the hell Is going on! Don't ask me to think 

nowt About to end! Who's to say what's what? 
Yeah, I did that, I used to write things frOm the TV 
to friends In SF, but I couldn't keep up. It's the 
smartest things I noticed. Change smartest to 
cleverest. Cleverest is not a word . So what is to 
say? Do you know? Don't write that down! It's 
getting ridlculous. I felt tlke that before! It all came 
to $5.54. So you think new wave Is where It's at? I 
spent $100 today. TV Is a spontaneous noise. Why 
do we try to change things, lt's worthless and 
nothing moves! What they want is a photo and a 
signature. When I'm photographed ... that's 
plenty! So It's time to give up. Have another drlnk. 
It's a soap opera city. Oh god,! give up. 

Your truly, 
3307 M St. 

PS Oh no, forget It. I'm not giving up. 
PPS You better print this or else! 
PPPS Pet rock rules . 

Dear3307M: 

SF 

The smartest · strike that· the cleverest thing I 
noticed was how LSD made my tongue all coated 
over and my skin crawl and how like confused I 
got and how like one minute everything was all 
groovy and then all this shit started getting into 
my infinitesimally small brain pan and turning it 
to mush·mush-mush. 
PS Wow, look at all the colors, man. 
PPS Wow, freak out in a moonage daydream, 
baby. 
PPPS Speed does what? 

Remembering we may all be dead, 
Burned--out Brad L 

G.O.F. Promoter Talks Back 

To The Editor: 

I kind of llked Amy's Gang of Four article, even 
though she compared me to a mole (of all things). 
I'm very glad to see someone flnally pointing out 
that promoters who are part of our music scene,,or 
as Amy puts It, "one of us," can be just as bad as 
promoters who are not part of, and care nothing 
about "our scene." Amy Is correct: We should 
never assume that "one of us" who puts on a show 
Is going to do things dlfferently than "one of 
t~em." A crooked promoter who steals money and 
refuses to pay a band because he hates their music 

·1s no worse than the "alternative" promoter who 
loves the music, wears the right clothes and go to 
the same. parties as the band, but can't pay them 
because he promoted the show poorly and nobody 
showed up or, even worse, because he put 
everyone on the guest list. The result as far as the 
band Is concerned is the same; they've been 
ripped ott. . 

I am not glad to see Amy placing all the blame on 
me for her getting yelled at (and treated in a sexist 
manner by my doorman). Amy and Damage 
assumed that since I was "one of us" I would treat 
them differently than I would the SF Chronicle 
BAM, etc. While It Is standard procedure for the 
press to call or write at least a week or two in 
advance for complimentary tickets, Damage's 
representatives and their entourage (which totalled 
eight peopte), showed up on the evening of the 
shows to be let in free. In fact, Amy was the third 
person who came to the door clalming to be writing 
a story for Damage. The letter she had from Brad L. 
stating that she was the only authorized Damage 
reporter to be allowed In without tickets only 
perplexed and embarrassed me more. It was only 
when It was time to clear the hall so we could let 
the people waiting outside with tickets In did I, In a 
very unpollte manner, ask Arny et al to leave. The 
rest Is history. 

As far as Taraet was c.oncerned. they were. 11ke 

Vamage, thoroughly uhprofesslonal In their 
methods. By neglecting to call even a day In 
advance to ask me If they could either shoot or Just 
get ln, they created a situation where they were 
asking for special treatment. 

Perhaps Amy should have considered the overall 
situation before accounting her personal 
experience and making gross generalization about 
"the promoter;" le: from the perspective of the 
bands that played (Gang of Four, B·People) and the 
people who attended-with the exception of a very • 
few-the shows were wonderful! 

As I attempt to be more professional Jn the 
concerts that I present, the last thing I need Is 
unprofesslonalism from within the same scene that 
I am a part of; these organizations and people 
should be those most supportive of what I am 
trying to do, no? If being "one of us" means letting 
everyone in for free who say they're from Damage 
or Target, I guess I'm not. 

Dear Marian Kester: 

Very sincerely, 
Ken Friedman 

The Shining works because Its characters work. 
All the media attention on Nlcholsori's overplay Is 
probably due to a subllminal rebellion against the 
strength of the film's effectiveness. On two 
occasions during the film I found myself telltng 
myself, "This Is only a movie," something I haven't 
done since I was a kid of ten. 

You are the most Intelligent edltorlatlst (although 
you probably don't see yours~lf as that) In this city, 
but your review never got to the "Juice" of the film, 
but then perhaps you too were thinking "this Is 
only a movie." 

-Mr. E. 

The sublime Ms. K. is, much to our chagrin, 
currently cavorting on the Eastern Seaboard on 
what can only be termed "an unearned and poorly 
deserved rest" from her editorial responsibilities 
on Damage. She informs us via carte postale from 
NYC that, "despite 102· days and gs• nights," she 
is having a terrific time and that Damage is sold 

Even after reading your edttorlal, I was very 
depressed to see that Damage magazine was 
advertising an "tnvltation Only" party at the 
Mabuhay. Obvlously every gathering can't be publlc 
and organizations (and people) need to have events 
at which, for polltlcal as well as soclal reasons, 
they need to control who mobs and throngs. But at 
the Mabuhay-the area's most public venue-the 
Vatican West-c'mon, Brad. 

To hold the red and black cloak of elltlsm In front 
of even the most intimidated and bullshlttlng 
hanger.an Is against the sptrlt of alternative politics 
and anarchy for which I thought the "scene" stood: 
A haven for kids who felt alienated and bored by 
what was (ls) being offered and wanted to stir up 
some excitement. If for style or In theory these 
doors are open only to those who Damage in Its 
great wisdom deem worthy and cool then the new 
bosses really are the same as the old 
bosses-prick polltlcs-Ted Nugent-Jan 
Wenner-or even the Democratic National 
Convention-where everyone tries to wangle 
Invitations to the innest parties so they cari see 
who else Is or balls someone who Is. 

I'm so optimistic , t always believe the 
rhetoric-that things really can change. But power 
is an even greater corruptor than money, and 
people who can handle II are few and far 
between-like one of the early great punks, 
Andrew Jackson, who opened the White House (a 
formerly popular Washington DC venue, now 
defunct) for his Inaugural Ball gig to everyone-rut 
and raff alike-and said, "Search and Destroy!" 
and they did. Now, that was a guy who understood 
the use and manlpulatlon of political power. 

Elizabeth 
aka Ellzabeth sher Floura Carbon Liz Mom~y Mrs 
Phlllp Schnayerson Ann 0. Rexslk 

Dear Elizabeth: 
Were it not that your letter so 

successfully aspires to the windy, overblown 
rhetoric for which I and my editorials are so 
jusUy famous, I doubt I'd have the patience to 
respond. In the first place, my last editorial was 
not an argument against elitism, but rather 
sought to inspire those who consider themselves, 
and are considered by others, the elite to. look 

beyond fashionably world weary attitudes toward 
the development of a scene that meets theil- own 
very elitist expectations. Secondly, the Damage 
anniversary party at the Mabuhay was definitely 
not "Invitation Only," although the eight hundred 
or so people with invitations did get in free. 
However, I don't think this magazine or, for that 

• matter, anybody, has some sort of mystical 
obligation to invite the whole world to every party 
oi: event they care to throw, no matter where it is. 
I mean, you never sent me no invitation to one of 
your parties, did you? Finally, to paraphrase 
Oscar Wilde, the only people who put down the 
scene are those that can't get in. 

BradL. 

Hello Skinny: 
Yeah, um I just saw yr. new lsh (#6) and enjoyed 

It pretty much. The thing on Lydia Lunch was 
particularly appealing. No mention of the band 
though. Am I to take it you llked neither Geo. Scott 
Ill's bass nor Jim Sclavunos' drums? "De 
gustlbus . .. " I guess. Anyway, you've done 
exactly the same thing In yr. Cale article that 
everyone's been doing lately (what Is this, a 
conspiracy?) . The thing In question Is ALLOWING 
FACTUAL MISTAKES TO RUN RAMPANT! 

What Is this shit? It's not like the guy's rear 
obscure or anything. Hell, all of his albums (except 
maybe Academy) are avallable at least as Imports, 
so there's no reason for not mentioning the first 
two on Columbia (Vintage Violence- still available 
In the US, and Church of Anthrax wt Terry Rlley
Engllsh CBS), they're good records. Also he only 
plays on the first two VU albums (unless you count 
East Village Other Electronic Newspaper or 
Aspen's "Loop"), and Warhol's association wl the 
band stopped well before Cale's, even though 
some promoters stlll chose to blll them as "AW's 
VU." Oh yeah, the Modern Lovers' tape was done 
for WB, not Elektra, and he had mucho Involvement 
w/ Nico not only on Elek's Marble Index, but also 
Chelsea Girl (Verve), Desertshore (Reprise), June 
1, 1974and The EQd(lsland}. And June tstis worth 
mentioning as a Cale album since It's the first 

,, departure from his romanticism (1919and before). 
C'mon, the live "Heartbreak Hotel" cuts the studio 
version to the quick. Also, although there Is the 
Animal Justice EP, there Is no Sic Fux rec. 
Sclentlflcally yrs, 
Bryon N. Coley 
NYC 

Mr. Coley writes regularly for the New York 
Rocker and is one of the authors of perhaps the 
most definitive pieces ever to appear on the 
Velvet Underground, published in the July/August 
issue o~ Rocker. His trenchant criticism of our 
Cale piece is thus doubly·appreciated. It is our 
earnest hope that perhaps someday his writing 
will grace the pages of this rag as well. 

Obsequiously noted, 

HI, [;amage: BL 

The first Issue of TKA Offense I sent you was 
returned to me because you guys were too cheap 
to pay the seven cents postage due (I swear, the 
guy said twenty cents would get It there). 

Anyways, the new one's a lot better. Reduced 
type (not handwritten), fifty cents (not free), more 
good ads, cartoons, results of first issue's readers' 
poll, twice as many pages. Extremely well written 
reviews of records and shows. The pages are an 
inch longer and I finally got some letters. 

I really don't care what you think, 'cause 
everyone out here likes It. I think your paper Is 
good, but 1 llke Slash better. 

Dear TKA: 

Kiss me you fool, 
TKA 

TKA Offense 
1585 N. High St. 

Columbus, Ohio 43201 _ 

Advertislng space in Damage is extremely 
cheap and affordable. Have you thought about 
discussing your needs with our classified 

, adyertlsfng department? You know, it pays to 
advertise and we have a lovely young thing who 
hardly wears any clothes to take your orders-by 
phone or mall (postage due always cheerfully 
accepted when checks involved). 
Jonathan Formula 
Sales & Circ. Head Honcho 
PS I think your paper is good, but I like Slash 
better, roo. 
Kiss off, you pussbag you. 

BE! 



On Success 

I n Its first year of existence, Damage has been 
fortunate. Clrculatlori has more than tripled, 
advertising revenues have Increased five-fold, 

we 've moved from being a locally-based, Irregularly 
released fanzine to becoming a natlonal monthly with 
readers In every major city in the United States and 
Europe. We've reached the point where flnanclally 
the magazine Is breaking even, where It has become 
more of an established fact than a provocative fan
tasy In the minds of Its staff and contributors. Along 
the way, the magazine has achieved an in
dependence that Is as deep as the subjects It covers 
are wide. This Independence is rooted in the support 
of a network of readers and advertisers who believe, 
as we do, In the need for and efficacy of a publication 
which can provide Information unavailable elsewhere 
in a way that is true to the underground through 
which increasing numbers of us move. In other 
words, a magazine that truly proposes an alternative 
to the self-serving lies and smarmy schemes of an In
dustry and a culture which has proven Itself to be ut
terly out of touch with the youth of today. 

The really significant thing about our first year of 
publishing has been that we have, so far, ac
complished everything we've done without ever com
promising the original Ideals and hopes that Inspired 
the founding of the magazine In the first place. Con
trary to the all-pervasive doctrines of mainstream 
society that equate success with selltng out, and pro
sperity with knuckling under to the highest bidder, 
Damage has sought to redefine success through 
both Its editorial stance and Its business organiza
tion. In that spirit and In pursuing that goal, we have 
contlnually argued for and reported on the develop
ment of an alternative system for communications 
and the dissemination of information, for the creation 
of a scene that Is vital and changing, exciting and 
constant In Its creativity and challenge. Our goal has 
been and remains to be a part of such a scene, to en
courage and nurture It, to find and document it, to d&
fend and protect It. 

Our small success has parallelled and, more im
portantly, resulted from the vast success of the 
scene Itself. By that I mean the success of the vision 
that lies behind and un/testhe bands, artists, writers, 
producers, fans, business people and all the others 
who together create and define what It is we mean by 
so ambiguous a term as "scene" In the first place. 
That vision, and the attitudes, actions and expres
sions which proceed from It, has captured the Im
agination of huge numbers of young people, has 
manifested a momentum that no one can stop, no 
one can control and that few understand. It Is that vi
sion which we all share In common and whose ex
ploration, In art, life and style, interests and 
challenges us. 

Lest anyone doubt the magnitude of the momen
tum or the degree to which punk or new wave has 
become successful, consider for a moment how local 
bands like the Dead Kennedys or X who, a year ago, 
counted themselves lucky If they walked away from a 
gig with a couple of hundred dollars can now ask and 
receive guarantees easlly In excess of a thousand or 
more. Think how common It has become to hear of In
dependently produced records selllng ten or fifteen 
thousand copies when almost yesterday a thousand 
slngles seemed impossible to unload. Look around 
and wonder at sold-out concerts, fllled with 
thousands of short-haired, leather-Jacketed and be
chained punkolds, eyes glazed over with a love for 
what they're hearing and an unquenchable desire to 
hear and see and feel more. 

So, It's happened. Like Damage, the existence of a 
highly visible, self-supporting, widely diverse 
underground has become an established fact! It's 
gained a foothold everywhere, in every little city in 
every country of the Western world, and It's growing, . 
getting larger and more lnflue·ntlal. Target Video's 
tapes of West Coast bands tour Europe, getting ban
ned In repressive East European countries 'cause 
the Information on those tapes Is perceived as a 
threat to the powers-that-be there. They are not ban
ning them 'cause they're bad, but because they're 
too good! 

Those who sought to ban punk rock here by Ignor
ing lt or stifling it or boycotting it have had to face the 
fact that it and all of Its many new wave variations are 
not going to go away like some bad dream. The major 
record labels, profits In the dumpster and lay-offs sky 
high, have only now begun to understand that the 
music of this scene Is an expression of something 
more than another cheap dlsposable fad, that their 
whole system of development and marketing Is being 
forclbly altered right beneath their feet. Bands and 

especially fans have achieved a degree of sophistica
tion far, far In advance of the people who work in the 
:r:idustry. While the dinosaurs In their stables can stlll 
sell mllllons of records and Days on the Green can 
still attract thousands of kids, their . days are 
numbered. It's in the urban heartlands that trends are 
set and the word is only now just reaching the 
suburbs. 

This ls a conspiracy. At the moment, a very suc
cessful one. And, like those of the early 50s and late 
60s, the conspirators are the youth of the world. This 
time, however, It's a youth vastly superior in street 
smarts and armed with a built In suspiciousness 
about hype, about success and about power, power, 
who's got the power? 

On Good Citizenship 

As we 've all been reminded a million times, with 
success comes responslbillty. As It turns out, with 
responslblllty comes a kind of growing seriousness 
about who you are and what you're doing. In the con
text of the underground, It's a seriousness mixed 
with equal doses of fear and confidence. Confidence 
because you can do more, reach more people, 
achieve more goals; and fear because more and 
more Is at stake and because what Is at stake seems 
so fragile, so easily fucked up with a wrong word or 
deed. 

Much of the seriousness felt by people In the 
scene has manifested itself In increasing attempts to 
coordinate the activities of various groups to reallze 
goals that are common to us all. Jn San Francisco, for 
example, this has resulted in the formation of a 
community-wide organization to produce a major 
music and arts festival in October, the Western Front. 
The people who met to discuss and form the Western 
Front Association represented the widest posslble 
spectrum of opinion In the local scene and their 
deliberations resulted In the creation of a program 
and organization which, through grass roots com
munity effort, will put on what may be the largest new 
music and arts festival ever held. This, It seems to 
me, Is an expression of that newfound confidence 
based on success, a confidence that can allow us to 
work together to create something fn which we all 
benefit equally. 

At the same time, that same serious spirit of com
munity concern and cooperation can act as a 
repressive , fearful force. A group of people acting 
together to exert their power and Influence against 
behavior or conduct they personally do not like has 
the potential of turning Into the worst kind of 
monster. To use the concept of new wave scene 
solidarity as a blind for punk bossism and as a 
weapon against dissent, even tn the best of causes, 
Is to pervert and vitiate the whole Idea of people 
working together toward a common goal. Those peo
ple who have, through their own efforts, achieved a 
degree of Influence tn this scene have a special 
obligation to avoid using that Influence In a way that 
Impairs or distorts the Ideals upon which It Is based. 

To my mind, the greatest value this scene can have 
Is In offering an obvious and clear alternative to the 
muck and ruin of mainstream society. Establtshlng a 
set of rules for "coot" conduct endorsed by an 
unelected, unrepresentative committee of "cool" 
people Is the worst kind of small town, small minded 
hypocrisy I personally can conceive of. I don't think 
this underground, whether In SF, LA, NYC, Atlanta, 
Boston or anywhere, needs new wave Chambers of 
Commerce laying down recommendations for ap
propriate behavior at gigs, plotting strategies for sup
pressing news that they don't like or developing 
poUcles whose net effect is to consoltdate more 
power In fewer and fewer hands. 

For myself, I don't aspire to be a "good" punk (In 
the sense of a "good" nigger or a "good" soldier). I 
don't want no fucking awards for new wave citizen
ship! I ain't running for punk boss, thank you. People 
have got to be given their right to decide on their own 
course of action and to accept the rewards or face 
the consequences, however they may fall. There Is 
no need for any leaders, elected or unelected, to tell 
them what's cool and what's uncool. There's no need 
to protect people from one another by denying them 
Information or access to the truth. There's just a 
need to make very certain that we don't turn our early 
successes Into haunting, monumental failures. 

Just so there's no doubt in anyone's mind, sue~ 
cess tor this magazine means that It will continue to 
vigorously and fearlessly report, document and 
critically comment on the lives, a5ts, Ideas, hopes 
and fears of the people who lnldlvldually and In 
groups make up this scene, this underground. By do
ing so, we hope to encourage and support all who 
seek to llve their \Ives on their own terms and In a 
society where the opportunity exists for the ln
dlvldual to realize his or her fullest potentlal for suc
cess as defined In his or her own way. 

Brad L. 
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Disgusted by boyfriend Robert's continual Infidelities, 
Sheela takes a powder •.. 

Sheela left her house In anger and walked the 
three blocks to the Cafe Flore In no time. Once there, 
her breakfast consisted of two Cafe Mochas and 
several Camels. As the sleep and dried tears of rage · 
cleared from her eyes, she began to examine the 
crowd around her for prospective sexual encounters. 
Though It was 1 :30 in the afternoon, it was still early 
by her standards and from her refuge in the shade, 
she checked out the tan, healthy bodies around the 
outdoor tables. Too healthy, she thought: Nice to 
look at, but not good for much else (all that exercise 
had a tendency to wear one out so that by nine 
o'clock they were ready to call lt a night). 

That evening, after hours of fruitlesssearcn1ng ana 
endless glasses of wine, Sheela went to the Mab. 
She watched the crowd drift In, but saw no llkely pro· 
spects. Soon the first group came on and she was 
carried away by the sound of Ultrasheen. She danced 
Uke a mad·woman, lost to her own sexual fervor. If 
she wasn't yet, she soon would be. She danced 
again to the second group, TwoTone, and when Don· 
na, the lead singer, lamented about not being able to 
get enough, the words struck a chord in Sheela's 
loins. 

When the last group took the stage, she looked up 
at the thin body of the singer and felt desire for the 
handsome figure . Unfortunately, she knew Don Vlnll 
welt enough to know that the Offs' lead singer didn 't 
go for her type. Sure he llked Sheela, but there was 
something missing from her anatomy that precluded 
Involvement of a sexual nature. 

After the show she bummed a ride with him and 
guitarist Biiiy to the after·hours show at Target. The 
young lady who was intertwined about Billy cut off 
the possibility of action with that handsome redhead. 
(Sheela was disappointed since sh8'd long been 
curious as to whether he was a real redhead.) 

As they drove to the Infamous South Van Ness 
Punk Mall, she explained to Don the facts of her 
predicament and why she couldn't go home that 
night. 

She smiled at the tall black·haJred doorman and 
was admitted as Don's guest. She wouldn't.mind go· 
Ing home with the doorman In the black leather jacket 

with Its big solid chains around the shoulders, 
despite his notorious reputation, but It seemed that 
every time she looked In his direction, he was talklng 
to some new sexy girl In tight pants and spike heels. 
It was never the same glrl but Sheela dldn't seem 
able to catch him disengaged. "Too bad," she 
thought . 

The whole scene bored me. After·hours parties at this 
local independent video group had once been fun, but had 
now degenerated into little more than a new wave meat 
market. I didn't particularly like the business I was at 
either, namely cruising, but 1 was out for revenge and this 
was the best way to get it. I just wanted to find So(Jleone 
and get out of there, fast. 

1 Went up to the bar, pushing my way thi'ough the teem
ing masses who were trying to do likewise. I unintentionally 
projected my elbow into lhe ribs of someone standing in my 
way, as one is prone to do in these situations. 

"Excuse me," 1 said, for no panicular reason. 
"Oh, that's okay," he said, smiling. "I know how it is at 

these kinds of places." l continued to fight to the front. 
"What brings you here?" he said, attempting to follow 

me. 
"Nothing better to do," I munnurred, my trajectory un· 

disturbed. · 
"Say, I've noticed you around before, and I've always 

wanted to meet you," he said. Some line. "My name's 
Will." 

1 looked at him for the first time. He wasn't exactly 
dressed like someone you'd find at these galherings; he was 
wearing a black turtleneck, beige trench coat and a plaid 
wool muffler. He looked to be my own age, twenty-two or· 
three, and actually wasn't that bad if all you were looking 
for was an evening's entertainment. 

"Nice to meet you," I said . "What are you doing here?'' 
"Oh, just making the scene," he said. Obviously a 

nouveau-waver. Nobody else in lheir right mind would 
make a statement like that. "I work for a record company 
in publicity," he said. "I heard about these parties and 
decided to check lhem out. See what was happening. I like 
to know what's going on.'' 

"Oh." 
"Say, uh, would you like some cocaine?'' he asked. 
I stifled a laugh. ''Sure," I said. He started to reach for 

his coke spoon. ''But not here.'' 
"Where then? " 
"Your place. " 

"It's kind of small, but I like it," he said, unlocking the 
door to his second-story flat in North Beach. "I was really 
lucky to get it when I moved out here from Philly two mon· 
tbs ago. Did I tell you about that?" 

After a tour, which consisted mostly of him explaining 
the history behind all the rock memorabilia decorating the 
place, he showed me into the bedroom. " I'll jwt put on a 
little mood music," he said. 

As I sat down on the bed, the sound of the Hollies' "Bus 
Stop" came over the speakers. This has to be a joke, I 
thought. Then the lights went out. That should have tipped 
me off right there . . Never trust a guy who doesn't want 
to watch. · 

"I have almost every record the Hollies ever made," he 
said. I couldn't have cared less. I was ready to get down to 
business. Throwing him down on the bed, 1 pulled the 
turtleneck over his head. Throwing it across the room wi1h 
wild abandon, I pushed him down and thrust my tongue in· 
10 his mouth. 

Pulling away from me, he said, "Uh, do you mind ... I 
don't want to get that shirt dirty. CouJd you fold it up and 
put it on the chair over there?'' 

Incredulously, my passion dealt a fatal blow, I obeyed. I 
got up, walked across the room to whero-the shirt had land
ed, folded it up and placed it on the chair. 

When I turned around to once again charge the bed, I 
saw that the guy had taken off all his clothes and was 
already under the covers. 

I thought that guys whose idea of foreplay was rubbing 
their knee again.st your crotch bad gone the way of the 
dinosaur, but I was wrong. After taking off my clothes and 
climbing.into bed to join my paramour, I found my passion 
was met only with his genuflection. And believe me, it was 
hardly a religious experience. He was groaning and grun
ting, moaning in my ear, reaching for my knees to hoist 
them up around him. W&1 he thinking of putting it in 
already? 

It was all I could do to supress a scream from the agony. 
I was about as aroused as a polar bear in the advanced 
stages of hibernation, when this guy forces his cock into my 
bone-dry snatch~ I don't know how big he was, but he 

• could have been hung with a baseball bat from the way it 
felt. I grOaned. He thought it was passion. 

''You like that, huh?'' he said, grinnjng. 
I forced a smile. Having encountered this breed before, I 

knew that the best thing to do was to feign excitement. If 
they got on to the fact that you weren't having the ride of 
your life, they'd never get it off. 

"Oh, yeah," I whispered breathily. 
He thrust his tongue into my moutp at the same time that 

he drove his rod into my uterus, forcing me to convulse 
with pain. I don't know how men can have so much sen
s!tivity in their cocks and not be in pain when thrusting 
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through someone's vaginal canal when it's as dry as the 
Mojave desert. 

I resigned myself to the fate of all women caught-so to 
speak-in this position: that is, you do anytbing you can to 
make the guy come as quickly as possible, and hope he's 
not one of those hopelessly misinformed bastards who 
think they're doing you a big favor to keep it up all night. 

Luck was not with me. After twenty minutes of pump· 
ing, I couldn't take it any more. Anything to make this 
sonofabitch come. Beat me with chains, pour hot wax over 
my body. Just get it up and get me out of here. What is it 
about women that we won't just stand up and leave? Too 
(i.rmiy conditioned not to bruise the fragile male ego, I 
guess . I decided to uy the talking-tlirty, fingernail-digging 
routine. That always works well with pump fiends. 

"Oh, deeper, deeper!" I screamed, safe in the knowledge 
that there was no deeper it could go . "Your rock-hard cock 
makes me feel like ffre inside." No response. "You don't 
know what you do to me," I moaned, digging my nails into · 
his back. "My crotch is throbbing like wild, just ... " ~ 

"Would you please no1 do that?" he said, looking up 
and smiling politely. "It hurts just a liule bit." 

"SQrry. I couldn't help myself." What next? "I've got a 
little idea," I said menacingly, laughing as I pushed him 
away and rolled him over. 

"Oh, that's nice," he said, as I slid my mouth down his 
cock. And again. And again. Finally, my jaw juSt about 
gave out. "Is there anythin&" I said looking up at him, 
"anything I can do to . •. help?" 

"Well, we've tried everything else, why don'I you sit on 
top of me for a while?" A while? How long was this sup
posed to go on? I wanted 10 shoot Hugh Hefner right on 
the spot for perpetrating the myth that longer is better. I 
lowered the open wound that was my cunt on to his cock. I 
was only going to give this asshole a couple of more 
minutes. 

"Mmmm, that feels good," he said. "Is ttiere anything. 
.. um .. . you'd like?" 

What? I was much too tired to ask for anything of im
port . " Just for you to come," I said. "I want to feel you 
come inside of me." How long had it been since I'd had to 
use that line? 

"Okay," he said. He leaned his head back on the pillow, 
clo:;ed his eyes, and in a few minutes the big deed was done. 

I collapsed on his chest in exhaustion, feeling the sweat 
collected on both his chest hairs. How he could have work
ed up a sweat was beyond me. I noticed that his breathing 
was slow and regular. Asleep already. 

I stood up gingerly, groping for my clothes in the dark, 
afraid to turn on the light for fear of waking him up. I 
should have known as soon as I saw all the Hollies records, 
but . . . well, chalk up another one to experience. 

to be continued. 
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Punk Is dead but we 're stffJ dying 
StiffllttleFlngers 

from the label of their second -45 

It's ~980, punk. music Is considered 
passe by many "In the know"-those 
who jump onto any new bandwagon no 
matter how absurd It may be-and ,I'm 
writing a feature on Stiff Llttle Fingers 
(SLF). Some of our newer readers may 
wonder If we should compromise and 
bastardize their developlng New Wave 
Way of Life by reporting on one of those 
old-fashioned, cacaphonous pofltical 
bands. I mean, should we waste space on 
'77's thing when we could be considering 
important modern topics llke how to 
dance the Spastic- the punk dance, ac
cord Ing to a recent guide to 
nlghtclubs-or color-coordinated Floruc
cl outfits? You bet your rldiculous 
spandex pants we should, and If you 
don't agree stop reading right now and 
consult Life and Roff/ng Stone to find out 
what's really happening. This article Is 
strictly for hopelessly out of touch peo
ple like its author. 

If you accept the fact that vocal opposi
tion to a reactionary status quo Is an 
essential aspect of superior punk mu'sic, 
then SLF can be considered one of the 
four inost Important bands of the 70s, 
along with the Sex Pistols, the (early) 
Clash and Crass. The Pistols adopted 
and projected a rebelllous attitude that 
almost slngle-handedly succeeded Jn 
flushing the lethargic pile of dung that 
rock had become In the mid-70s, then 
collapsed before their own shortcomings ' 
and contradictions had tarnished their 
Image and credibllity beyond rs pair. The 
Clash played an enormous role in defin
ing the political stance and perfecting the 
musical style that most succeeding punk 

bands were to adopt, but, unfortunately, 
they soon came to represent the very en
tity they had promised to provide an alter-' 
native to: Pompous self-Indulgent "rock 
stars." Crass and their proteges are 
relatlve latecomers who, by assuming 
the most uncompromising punk stance 
yet, may offer the most hope for future 
radical changes. More will be said about 
them In an upcoming issue of Damage. 

SLF hold a place among these ground
breaking groups for a number cf reasons. 
First, they have created some of the most 
raucous and politicized punk music ever. 
Second, they are one of the few groups 
that have managed to retain at least some 
degree of musical and ideologlcal Integri
ty, despite signing with a major record 
label, a course of action that has proven 
disastrous to Innumerable artists with 
radical Ideas. Thus their story not only 
serves to Illustrate many of the problems· 
faced by groups who desire both to 
challenge conventlonal values and sur
vive as a viable economic unit, but also 
suggests how these essentially con
tradictory goals can-to a ltmlted 
degree-be realized. 

Here we are nowhere 
Nowhere left to go 
"Here We Are Nowhere" 

During the seminal period of Engllsh 
punk, the nucleus of the future 
SLF-lead vocalist/guitarist John 
("Jake") Burns and original drummer 
Brian Falcon-sat In their homes In strlfe
torn Belfast and engaged in desultory 
practice. By the time they were Joined by 
guitarist Henry Cluney and bassist Ali 
McMordle In the summer of 1977, the 
winds of change had already swept over 
them. They had become so enamored of 
early Engtlsh punk bands like the Pistols, 
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Clash and Damned that they had ap
propriated the tltle of a Vibrators' song as 
the name for their group and played 
nothing but punk cover songs. This may 
have endeared SLF ta. the youthful 
Belfast punters, who were Starved for fun 
and a release of tension, but it dtd not sit 
well with Influential rock journalists In an 
era characterized by the presentation of 
original material. As Gavin Martin, an ear
ly critic, condescendlngly noted In a re
cent NME: 

At that time the Fingers played a 
slapdash set of K-Tel punk cover 
versions and dressed in a rather 
pathetic hybrid of old and new 
wave styles: long hair and safety 
pins, flat rs and chains. 

tn 1977, Belfast was an Inhospitable en
vironment for a new type of band attemp
ting to establlsh Itself. Above and beyond 
the daily horrors of llvlng in Ulster, where 
British troops and rlval paramilitary 
groups were-and stlll are-engaged In 
continuous hostlllty that periodically 
erupted Into open warfare, the music 
scene there was locked Into an archaic 
pattern established In the early 70s. 
There were no regular clubs for alter
native music and no Independent record 
labels until Terri Hooley founded Good 
Vibrations In the latter half of 1977. As a 
result, SLF was forced to rent out In
congruous places like hotel function 
rooms and sell "invitations" to these 
sporadic gigs on the street. 

This was the band's darkest hour, but, 
as conventional wisdom maintains, It 
always seems darkest before the dawn. 
Two convergent developments allowed 
SLF to rtse above this quagmire. Burns 
had badgered Ogllvle and other jour
nalists with phone calls in an effort to 

gain attention for the band. This tactic 
eventually proved successful, for Ogilvle 
attended one of their gigs and liked them 
so much that he offered to manage them. 
1t was not their note-perfect versions of 
classics like "Anarchy In the UK, " 
"White Riot," "God Save the Queen" 
and "Complete Control" that had Im
pressed him, but rather their two orlglnal 
compositions, " Breakout" and "State of 
Emergency," which Burns had written in 
response to the troubles In Northern 
Ireland. Ogilvie and another journalist, 
Colin McClelland of the horrible Sunday 
News, persuaded them to concentrate 
on writing songs that reflected their feel
lngs about their own Belfast environ
ment, an approach that offered unique 
opportunities at the same time that It held 
hidden dangers. 

This change of thematic emphasis 
coincided remarkably well with a general 
shift of mood among many disaffected 
Ulster youths. Ironically, the very sterility 
and tension in the environment that had 
tong prevented change ultimately provid
ed the fuel for a veritable exploslon of 
creative activity. Much of the dissatisfac
tion and opposltlon to entrenched habits 
were manifested In the form of a rapidly 
growing punk movement. The unex
pected early success of the Good Vibra-· 
lions label and the establishment of fan
zines like Alternative Ulster were symp
tomatic of these changes, and at punk 
gigs Catholic and Protestant iJilngled 
freely and had fun for the first time In a 
long white. In an atmosphere where long 
.Persistent behavior began to be ques
·t1oned and criticized by those who often 
bore th8-brunt of its dlsadvantaOes, SLF 
was able to serve as the mouthpiece for a 
segment of these dissatisfied youths, 
though from the first there were others 
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who resented their assumption of this 
role. 

SJlf'F c..rrn.e FIN6EllS: INF1AMMA~ MAlUIAl 

78 Revolutlons a minute .. Now! 
I said now! Not tomorrow! Do It 
now! 

"18 Revolutions a Minute" 

All I'm Saying Is we don't agree 
I don't think Uke you, you don't 
think like me 
I hope you never dol 

"Law and Order" 

[We're) a suspect device you 
know you can't defuse 
We're gonna blow up In your 
fa eel 

"Suspect Device" 

rt was at this point that the group as it Is 
today began to take shape. Ogllvle 
helped them to articulate their bar.ely 
repressed rage and resentment and, with 
his aid, Burns quickly wrote "Suspect 
Device" and "Wasted Lives." Both 
songs were excellent examples of prlmat 
punk set In an lrlsh context, and they 
became the A- and S.-sldes, respectively, 
of SL F's debut slngle. The band recorded 
these tracks in one afternoon, pressed 
five hundred copies on their own Rigid 
Digits label, and employed a unique 
"advertising" campaign . Since the lyrlcs 
of "Suspect Device" used bombs as a 
metaphor for the pent up frustration of 
Ulster youths, which would someday 
"blow up In [the establlshment's] face," 
SLF packaged the record and its ac
companying press kit to look like an In
cendiary device and sent It to Fleet Street 
newspaper blgshots as welt as record 
company executives. Rumor has it that 
some recipients of this package took It 
seriously enough to throw It In a tub of 
water or call In the bomb squad but, 
although a number of these influential 
assholes sat up and took notice, they had 
no Intention of sponsoring a band that 
they viewed as having neither commer
clal potentlal nor a sense of proper con
duct. 

and bounds, so much so that Island 
Records offered to sign them. Lured by 
this promise, some members of the band 
quit their regular Jobs and were In the 
process of relocating to London, only to 
find out that Island boss Chris Blackwell 
had changed his mind. 

Those who had 
studiously avoided 
dealing with them in
itially now slobbered 
and tripped all over 
each other in an ef
fort to sign this "hot" 
Irish act. 

They eventually signed a distribution 
deal with Rough Trade which, along with 
Small Wonder, Fast and Good Vibrations, 
constituted the qu8.11tatlve elite of the in
dependent or alternatlxe labels at that 
time. The first product of this joint col
laboration was "Alternatlve Ulster," a 
song Burns had originally written for In
clusion as a free flexi-dlsc with an Issue 
of the fanzine of that name, and Its 
criminally neglected fllpslde "78 Revolu
tlons A Minute." Like their first 45, this 
new release hlghllghted all of the 
trademarks that have since become Iden
tifiable as SLF's own: Two snarling 
guitars trying to rip each other's guts out, 
extremely raspy and abrasive vocals, a 
hard-driving rhythm section ahd lyrics 
that expressed a profound discontent 
with existing conditions and vehemently 
called for radical change. The qualltles 
Inherent in this combination were not lost 
upon the more intelllgent segment of the 
record buying publlc, and In the autumn 
of '78 "Alternative Ulster" shot up to 
Number One In the alternative charts. 

1 ALTERNKTIVE Ul.STER, Stiff Little Fingers, 
They may have been right to worry The demand created by this new 45 led 

about SLF's radlcal attitude, but events to the release of an LP entitled 
were soon to prove them wrong about the Inflammable Material on Rough Trade In 
band's supposed lack of appeal. The en- early '79. A great deal has already been 
thusiastlc support of BBC OJ John written about this extraordinary work 
Peel-who Incidentally was also respon- which, to put It simply, ranks as one of 
slble for breaking the Undertones' the finest albums In the history of 
Teenage Kicks EP-pushed "Suspect rock'n'roll. Not for the squeamish 
Device" to tl'le top of the British a,lter- because, first and foremost , It Is an 
native charts by May of '78, and from this almost Ideal punk record: Powerful, 
point on their popularity gre"( by leaps energetic, an~ry, !~flammatory, commit-. 

__ ~--~·:, ··.-+ii h• r 

You say there 's talk of revolution 
-so what' s new. 
I think you've taken this too far 
I never wanted to be different 

"Nobody's Hero" 

Why can't I get It through 
That there's no change 

"No Change" 

Following the release of Inflammable 
Material, SLF were In a position to carry 
the spirit of rebellion even farther afield. 
However, the very success of that 
remarkable debut LP sowed the seeds of 
the band's subsequent decline for, along 
with their acquisition of a prestigious 
support slot on the 1978 TAB tour, It 
brought them to the attention of the ma
jor label bosses. Those who had 
studiously avoldQd dealing with them in
itially now slobbered and tripped all over 
each oiher In an effort to sign this "hot" 
Irish act. Despite the fact that SLF's 
association with Rough Trade had proven 
very fruitful for both parties, the group 
succumbe& to the carrot held out by 

By drawing upon their 
own perceptions of 
life in Ulster, surely 
one of the most tense 
environments in 
Europe, the band 
were able to spew out 
enough genuine 
vitriol to give life to 
lyrics that lesser 
groups would have 
turned into cliches. 

the musical format, things could never 
again be quite the same and, as they ad
justed more and more· to an Increasingly 
comfortable lifestyle, the anger and 
roughness that had oncp provided the 
group's reason to be gradually 
dlsslpated. 

But this change was not immediately 
apparent. Although It was poorly receiv
ed by critics, their first Chrysalis 45, 
Straw Dogs/You Can't Say Crap on the 
Radio, exploded out of the speakers like 
a raging elephant running amuck. And Its 
themes, while not as clearly appltcable to 
an Ulster context, were generally slmllar 
to those found In their earlfer material-a 
disgust with Institutionalized violence 
and repression. It was their next 
Chrysalis release, At the Edge/Siiiy 
Encores, that really Inaugurated the sub
tle ·change Which now threatens to 
submerge their vitality. Here the sound Is 
basically the same but the feeling Js 
somehow different. In "At the Edge" a 
genuine sense of exasperation with llfe 
seems to have been replaced by a cocky 
"outlaw" perspective: "And I'm running 
at the edge of their world/They're 
criticizing something they Just can't 
understand/Living on the edge of their 
town/And I won't be shot down." What a 
load of bull! it reminds me of something 
the Clash would write In their current 
degenerate form. Whereas before SLF 
felt frustrated because they couldn't 
break away from social constraints, now 
they've assumed the role of chic social 
outcasts who feel somehow superior to 
the average struggUng person. 

These sentiments have reappeared In 
different ·forms on their second LP, 
Nobody's Heroes, distributed and press
ed by Chrysalis. Don't get me wrong, I 
like this album a lot. As TC Coed remark
ed in her review In Damage a couple of 
Issues back, SLF have kept their raw 
sound, though perhaps It has been 

• restrained a bit by Improved musician
ship and sllcker production. But the war
ning signs are equally clear. Nobody's 
Heroes contains only ten tracks, as com
pared with thirteen on Inflammable 
Material, and at least two of them are 
throwaways "Bloody Dub," a substan
tlally altered version of "Bloody Sun
day," and a cover version of the 
mediocre Specials' song "Doesn't Make 
It Alright." This slight decline In quantity 
is matched by a slmllar decline In the 
overall quality of the new materlal, 
though superb songs llke "Gotta 
Getaway," "Fly the Flay" and "Tin 
Soldiers" almost overcome these defi
ciencies. 

business people who clearly had nothing 
but a narrow financial Interest in their 
music. This represented a major change, 
which followed hard on the heels of 
another-the replacement of drummer 
Faloon with Jim Aellly, also an Irishman. 
In mld-79, after releasing a final 45 In 
cooperation with Rough Trade (Gotta 
Getaway/BloodySundaY,, they abandon
ed Rough Trade's Geoff Travis under 
unclear circumstances and signed Rigid 
Digits to a distribution deal with 
Chrysalis . Although ttiey strenuously at
tempted to ratlonallze this move by em
p_haslzl~g their continued control over 

.. .. ------.-. "One can only be a 
"'--t:·~!.-. punk when one is 

i ."' :-w.;.. ~~o~ .... -~ angry, and most peo-
.. -· 9-a~ •"' I I h . e\''"' ;.•~ 0 p e ose t e1r anger 
\';.~~~~· ~ "" ' ~ when they adjust to 
- s"-1;0~~ the 'good life.' The 

"""l'-c.,() 1>·"' ..... ~ ~ only way to avoid this 
e\ 

1 
,_., ,.,~.-·~\"\"\\. trap is to be sue-

~~~\~\~~ cessful on your own 
~~\\\u ",terms, not someone 

\'fl>' else's." 
~"- , I believe that .the band's relocation to 

\O "O• ff/'- London (except forCluney, who stlll lfves 

' ~\• 9°"'~ ~~~~e:Su:;~a~e~!f~::) !~~ t~~~sna~~ 
have had a negative but not yet ruinous 
effect upon their music. The Improve
ment In their llvlng conditions naturally 
caused them to lose some of the anger 
that had kept them churning out rough
hewn gems for over two years. This, 
combined with their new, more secure 
status as a group ·operating within the 
confines of the music Industry, led to the 
barely perceptible attltudlnal shifts which 
surface on Nobody's Heroes and, In my 
opinion, compronilse its quality. The 
superficial slmllarity between the old and 
new materlal only serves to mask some 
fundamental differences betWeen them. 
For one thing, much of their anger Is 
directed not at those who control socle.ty 
for their own selflsh purpose~. but at 
their old fr~ends ''ti.lo Change,'' their fans 
"Nobody's Heroes," and some of their 
hapless peers who fortunately go unnam
ed "I Don't Like You." They seem Intent 
on taking every opportunity to gloat 
about their success at the expense of 
others, a childish. viewpoint I never ex

continued on nexc page 
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pected them to adopt. For another thing, 
their expressions of anger now sound 
more forced and less spontaneous, 
though I don't doubt their basic sincerity. 
This latter difference Is particularly 
noticeable on their most recent 45, Back 
to Front, where obllque literary devices 
have replaced slmple direct emotions in 
conveying the polltlcal message. Taken 
together, th&se seemingly slight 
changes have ominous Implications for· 
the band's future course of development. 

Much of their anger is 
directed, not at those 
who control society 
for their own selfish 
purposes, but at their 
old friends . . . their 
fans ... and some of 
their hapless peers 
who fortunately go, 
unnamed. 

Despite the problems that are beginn
ing to surface, SLF remain an excep
tionally goof If-and I hate to say It-no 
longer great band. For a long time, critics 
have wondered whether they would con
tinue to put out good music once they left 
the source of much of their earlier In
spiration: Ulster. Although the newer 
material has lost some of the spontaneity 
and intensity that were so characteristic 
of the old songs, It Is clear that they have 
made it past this major watershed with 
most of their quatttles Intact. The raw 
talent Is still there, the song writing abili
ty and musicianship are constantly Im
proving, and I have no doubt that they will 
be a force to be reckoned with in the 
alternative music scene for many years 
to come. Their popularity In England is 
assured, and soon they wlll be making in
road.s into the American market. 
Nobody's Heroes has already been 
released domestically, a live LP contain
ing mostly earller material Is scheduled 
for release here and ln Britain In the near 
future and we· will finally have the op-

' portunlty to see the band live. 
In October, they will begin a four to six 

week tour of major American cities, and 
Burns has Indicated that they will try to 
avoid playing at sit-down clubs that 
employ apes for bouncers. Even If they 
fall In this endeavor-probable given the 
pathetic state of the club scene here and 
elsewhere-the thought must count for 
something, and t urge all punks to go and 
see them whatever the price. Wetl

·dressed new wavers doing the Spastic ' 
should go elsewhere that night. · 

I'm not quite finished. l don't fe'el right . 
about ending this es~ay on a positive · 
note. Change is Jnevltable, and I don't 
begrudge SLF their well-deserved suc
cess, but they seem to be moving slowly 
In a welHrodden direction-along the pa
tlon of co-optation. This is a road already 
Uttered with the remains of once-great ; 
bands, and I would hate to '3ee SLF 

1 

~o~~n~~h~~~:~ot~~= t~=~e~~~~~~~ea~~ j 
preserve some Integrity and autonomy, I 
theirs seems a rosing battle, and In m<!nY j 
ways it parallels the decay of the entire 
punk movement. 

One can only be a punk when one Is 
angry, and most people lose their anger 
when they adJUst to the "good life." The 
only way to avoid this trap ts to be suc
cessful on your own terms, not on so 
meone else's. Crass provide the best ex
ample of how a band can adopt a totally 
uncompromising attitude and still 
manage to achieve financial success. 
They have become immensely popular 
entirely outside the realm of the cor
porate rriuslc industry, and there is no 
sign that this popularity has affected thel 
attitude. They are using their profits t 
establish an anarchist center in London 
and put out records by other committed 
groups. Keeping this in mind, It seems 
clear that SLF should never have left 
.Rough Trade, where they could make 
money without making concessions. I 
greatly fear that they signed their own 
death warrant.as a mean/ngfu/band when 
they Joined a major label, but only time 
will tell. 

But believe me, Jake, at this point I stlll 
consider you and your band to be old 
friends, and I would feel a great sense of 
loss If you changed beyond recogni
tion. 0 

.. ·.·:··~·-.!. .... -•. . .................•........ .. . ........................ · .. · .. I .. .-.. :.·.·:.•: ... ·.~··· .... · ~. , .· 
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Write for FREE 
picture of 
NERVUS REX. 
% Dreamland Records 
8919 Sunset Blvd., 
Los Angeles, CA 90069 

+ 
Givethegift 
of music. 

Contemporary rock hasn't sounded so 
electric in years Reflecting both the youthlul 
innocence and the worldly experience of the 
new music is Nen1u1 Rex. 
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Every· Artist on Warner. Elektra. Atlantic 

$4 88 
$7.981/at 

record & tapes 
pictured above 

$5 ~~other WEA 
$7.98 & $8.98 list 

record & tapes 

now on Sale! · 
Here's your big chance to 

add to your record or tape 
collect/on at unbelievable 
savings. Select any of the 
hundreds of Warner, Elektra 
and Attanttc ttttes. (Just a few 
are pictured above.) NeW 
releases and catalog too. It's a 
once a year happening! Check 

II out at the Record Factory's 
9th Anniversary Sale and save 
money on your music. " 

Bring this entry blank to any 
Record Factory for a chance to 
win a trip tor two to Bermuda. 
Transportation tor 2 via Delta 
Air Lines. Landaccomodatlons 
at the Sonesta Hotel. 

All 25 Record Factory Stores 

r-------------------, 

Register to win a trip for 2 to 
Bermuda Via Delta Air Lines. 
Land Accomodatlons at the 
Sonesta Hotel. 

Name _ 
Address ________ _ 

Home Phone -------
Bus. Phone'-------~ I 
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JOHN BEWSHI DAN AYKROYD 
0:1;w:!llJ$.j:!;!tl1!1ijjt.1 

by Marian Kester 

I caught The Blues Brothers movie Saturday 
matinee packed with black kids , and then rushed out 
to see them in the flesh at the Concord Pavlllon, 
spread (Ilka mayo on white bread) with suburban 
teens over a grassy knoll surrounded by dry gold 
hills. Horses, goaded by security guards, mounted 
the slopes In the deepening twilight. Watching 
through binoculars was just like seeing the Brothers 
on screen again, but by that time I was hopelessly In~ 
fatuated with Dan Aykroyd 's dancing, me and a 
million others. Smitten by another mass 
phenomenon, I grinned cynically: Would I always be 
susceptible to these contagions? 

Shortly afterward, I came to New York and tried to 
get hold of Dan for an Interview. Actually I had It In 
mind to convince him to dance with me, anytime, 
anyplace. No dice-the agent said he was on publici
ty tour for the foreseeable future, so I thought I'd Just 
write down a few reflections on the Blues Brothers 
and the senslblllty, If you can call It that, of the comic 
character they're projecting: The worm, a variant of 
the nerd. 

What's In a worm? What you see Is what you get. 
The worm/nerd has no Inner life, no psychology, no 
tight-wrapped skein of motives; is filled with no moral 
fiber, velled by no social fabric. His Intentions are 

.... -- -lllF' 

plain (painfully so). His "self" is not some animating 
essence apart from his activity in the world outside; 
he Is pure, direct volition. He fs his role; his func
tion-whatever It may become at any given moment. 

Why is the worm so popular? He's a white nigger In 
a ghettoizing world: All he wants to do Is get over. His 
jive Isn't' aimed at hurting your feelings, only at get
ting you out of his way or to do what he wants. 
"Sadism" ls a motive too complex for this most basic 
of psyches. When Elwood tells .Jake In The Blues 
Brothers, "It wasn't a He, It was just-bullshit,'' he's 
making a distinction that's subtle but real. 

Are worms new, and If not, where do they come 
from and why do they appeal to the modern (sick) 
sense of humor? The Marx Brothers had all the 

·worm/nerd qualities: Obnoxious, obllvlous, anar
chic , Infantile, as guilty of their transgressions as a 
dog Is guilty of " stealing" your sandwich, Imper
turbable, indestructible. The fusion of the nerd sen
slblllty with the current rock subculture (which It 
(dls)pleases us to call new wave) has already produc
ed numerous two-tone, mod and rockabllly strains 
(Joe Jackson, Madness), as well as hlghly individual 
bands tlke Crime, the Offs and Bent. The Blues 
Brothers just carry this a bit further, or rather, they 
Americanize It. In so doing, they take the nerd-pure 
archetype of the mutant, the man of the future, the 
robot, the human machine-and make him a polltlcal 
figure. (During a Tuxedomoon concert someone In 
the audience jeered "Why don't you do something 
live?" A super-cooled voice floated back from the 
stage: " This is the cybernetic age, bud. Get with It. ' ') 

Onstage, the Blues Brothers perform amid giant 
gas pumps reading ''29.9§/gallon,'' the old American 
imperial price. The sight of this price alone Is enough 
to fill you with a peculiar sensation . Elwood/Aykroyd 
seems to be the Ideology of the two; in between 
Jake/Belushi's hoarse renditions of R&B classics, 
Elwood tells the audience they should be damn glad 
to be North American (he says North American 
because he's Canadian himself). "We got It all right 
here, people," he intones, and thei audience cheers. 
"When I look around this round world I see a lotta 
people who wish they lived in North America. Over In 
Europe they got Brahms, Beethoven and Bach. But 
over here we got Booker T and the MGs, and people, 
they are classlcs too." All right, know what you 
mean , say no more, saY no more. But then he caps 
his ep talk with, "Let's take that Monroe Doctrine 

Culture in America used to 
be passed down from an 
elite to the illiterate 
masses, at least it was sup
posed to work like that. 
Now the elite has nothing to 
offer but exclusion from 
itself. The cultural flow has 
shifted direction. 

and throw It away! '' 

It's been a long time since ninth-grade civics for 
me too, but didn't the Monroe Doctrine have 
something to llo with a US Shpere of Influence-right 
here In the Western Hemisphere, In fact? How are we 
going to have blg car chases atl over Chicago on 
29.9§ a gallon without a " sphere of Influence" to 
keep our gas cheap? Was Elwood suggesting we 
should go after the other hemisphere as well? Or was 
he just being funny? 

In the context of the concert-glorlfylng American 
popular music-Elwood's neo-Americanlsm, ever so 
slightly irradiated with cultural (If not military) im
periallsm, seemed quite serious, and was taken quite 
seriously by the crowd . In any event, all jokes are at 
least half meant. Maybe Irony can get away with 
stating something straight with the Intention of leav
ing a totally bent Impression, but Dan's rap didn 't ex
actly achieve Ironic heights. That's okay, though. I 
could've watched him dance all night, even If he does 
look like a businessman from the shady side of 
American capitalism. " Explore and Exploit Enter
prises"-that's the name a bunch of .punk graphic ar
tists have been working under, an'd it's the name of 
the game, evidently. 

Which brings me to the heart of why some hate the 
whole Blues Brothers phenomenon: It's seen as a rip 
off of the original black artists. But for black music to 
develop mass appeal, It had to offer the white majori
ty a way to relate to and identify with It. Wave after 
wave of popular music, especially since the Civil War 
the Ste ' hen Foster son s nave been based on 

~\l"~·ltl\i ...... :~~,,..0....l)'~J~~·~-~-- n 
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7~ A. Things That You Do 

' B. Thomas Edison 
Distributed by Systematic. Under 
"B'' at fine stores everywhere. 
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white Interpretations of slave musical forms. 
Minstrel, ragtime, jazz, swing, blues, bebop and final· 
ly rock Itself alt established themselves that way. 
Reggae and ska are already making the rounds 
again; next In line for the mass market Is calypso rap
ping. (It's Interesting that right now Kurtis Blow Is 
popularizing rap music for the black market as well. 
It's all relative: Black America Is lmperlalistlc with 
respect to Jamaica and Trinidad ... ) 

Culture In America used to be passed down from 
an elite to the Illiterate masses, at least It was sup
pased to work like that. Now the elite has nothing to 
offer but exclusion from Itself. The cultural flow has 
shifted direction. The music confined to little black 
radio stations back when I was a kid spinning the dial 
now enjoys enormous exposure to vast numbers of 
devoted fans, thanks In great measure to the role of 
mediators llke the Blues Brothers. I mean, here's the 
problem: I personally could relate to warped WASPs 
like John, Paul, George and Ringo; I could not par
ticularly relate, then or now, to Little Richard . Yes, I 
am "in uptight namby-pamby little white bitch. What 
can I say? "I am the pearl that was my father's eye; 
the world Is my oyster, I shall not want . .. '' 

At any rate, the Blues Brothers do not Inspire me to 
buy their albums but to seek OJJt the good old stuff. 
(Crystals' 45s are now $3 apiece minimum.) It's all yet 
another stop on the route of America's perpetual 
"rediscovery" of Itself; what you had Is ooly ap
preciated once It's (Just about) gone. You reach out 
for It In a spasm of remorse and renewed wonder, 
and you don't let go until you're sure of the feel of It 
again. And the roots of things are especially hard to 
trace In a place llke the US, where culture Is more 
llke an artillery barrage (Ballistic Kisses•) than a 
mold you're poured Into. So you fondle the money, 
reflect a moment, then move on. (End of Part I) • 

•A band lnNewYoricClty 

Man of Marble (1977) 
directed by Andrezej Wajda 

by Joe Carducci 

tlvity records. (laylng bricks In his case) by the new 
ellte waving the new flags of liberation and soclatlsm. 
We see Blrkut In a propaganda film of the time-early 
50s-and In the more revealing out-takes. He is a 
rube just off the farm, too naive to suspect how 
cynically he wlll be used and discarded and ultimate
ly despised by even his fellow workers for having In
advertently set new production quotas. 

The principal narrative in Man of Marble, however, 
Is that of film student Agnleszka's attempt twenty
five years later to put the pieces of Blrkut's story 
together and find out what happened to him. This Is 
her film project for graduation Into the Industry and 
she goes at It slngle-mlndedly over the objections of 
film school authorities and the reluctance of Blrkut's 
past acquaintances to speak to her. 

Stakhanovltes are an ottlclal embarrassment these 
days. In 1970 there were riots In Poland when the 
state doubled and trlpled food prices. Many people 
were shot down in the street, but finally a change of 
government was forced and the pric8 Increases 
retracted. 

The critical confrontation In Man of Marble occurs 
between the director of the old propaganda film and 
Agnleszka. He Is now a rich and famous.film festival 
regular and has little time for Agnieszka. This clash, 
however, Is not shown by Wajda to be a simple one. 
we see the man who has made his career by stepp
ing on Blrkut, and we llkewlse see the woman In the 
process of launching her career by hunting Blrkut 
down to drag him before the lens once more. 

With her film Incomplete and Blrkut's whereabouts 
stilt unknown, Agnleszka's equipment Is taken from 
her by the flim school authorities. She falls Into 
momentary depression when reality, as It were, 
dawns on her. She follows up the final lead In her 
search-without camera or tape recorder-and finds 
the truth on Its own terms. Her career may be shot, 
but she has been saved from a fate worse than death. 

Blrkut, however, has died. His son works In a fac
tory. The film director Is still rich and famous. 
Agn\eszka has Insisted on the truth and Is now a very 
dangerous person. 

I should of course add the mundane observations 
that Man of Marble Is excellently directed, written 
and acted and ls charged with all the energy of the 
protagonist. 
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Sword of Doom (1966) 
Directed by Klhachl Okamoto 

by Joe Carducci 
Sword of Doom Is the kind of min that pushes you 

towards all those fun but ridiculous exclamations 
such as "All other samurai films add up to a mere 
footnote In cinema history as the necessary prepara
tion for Sword of Doom." Or how about this one: 
"Sword of Doom alone is sufficient justification for 
the existence of the Japanese people.'' The point be
ing, this film Is the perfect realization of a complex 
and provoca\IVe plot. It Is an awesome film and you 
want to communicate that to people. 

Tatsuya Nakadal has played second man to Toshlro 
Mlfune In most of the classic samurai fllms, and 
slgnlflcantly, In Sword of Doom, this is reversed . 
Mlfune plays the honorable samurai Instructor. He 
has found one of the few legitimate niches In society 
for a samurai. Nakada!, of cours", has not. His father, 
having taught him the sllent form of sword play, now 
frets from his deathbed that his son does not deserve 
tollve. 

For you see, Nakada! Is a cold-almost 
soulless-killer. We first see him when an old man 
and his granddaughter stop to rest on a hill top. The 
girl goes for water and the old man kneels at a shrine, 
bemoaning to his god his failure to die and ease the 
burden on his family. A sudden chill Interrupts the 
old man's prayer and the camera slides left to reveal, 
standing off behind the old man, a figure In black with 
Its face hidden behind a straw helmet. The old man 
shakes with fear, for he knows he Is In the presence 
of death. 

This first scene sets the film's plot extremely well, 
for every character with critical Impact on the plot Is 
dellneated In the first fifteen minutes: It Is another 
facet of Okamoto's control of the film. The plottlng, 
the black and white cinematography, the acting (very 
naturalistic for a samurai film), the music and the 
direction all contribute In this dellcately drawn por
trait of an Incredible man and the hell he pulls down 
around himself. 

What Is finally most Impressive about the fllm Is the 
unfllnchlng non-confrontation between Mlfune the 
good and Nakadal the evll. It almost happens, but that 
would be too easy, and Okamoto knows that. Instead, 
he plays the dlfflcult game of making a genre film 
with both lntelllgence and guts. The bravado with 
which he attacks that challenge Is thrllllng. 
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by Brad L. 

All pix by Stefano Paoli/lo 

Tuxedomoon Fun Facts 
Steven Brown: Synthesizers, keyboards, saxophone, 
clarinet, vocals, song writing 
Blaine Reininger: Synthesizers, vfo/fn, guitar, vocals, 
songwriting 
Peter PrlnclPle (nae Carcinogenic): BasSJJUltar 

It's almost too tempting to simply 
rave about Tuxedomoon and just 
leave it at that. They've become 
one of those bands that are easy to 
get really rhapsodic about and, like 
the Contortions or X, they've 
established themselves as an in
stitution in the American 
underground whose power and 
popularity seems destined only to 
grow. Like these others, Tuxedo
moon has achieved the status of a 
cult band-one whose complexity 
and depth coupled with an ever-, 
increasing popu larity lends itself to' 
the writers almost insatiable lust 
to analyze and dissect anything un
til. lo and behold, all is reduced to a 
;:ioint where the writer himself is 
the focus of the story. · 

Gonzo journalism and the patron saints of 
the rock press notwithstanding, there ' s 
something to be said in favor of a more objec
tive approach from time to time (it certainly 
reduces the amount of hair on one's palms). 
In Tuxedomoon's case, it 's so easy to write 
about them in a way that ultimately ignores 
who they are and what they're really doing 
that it seems obligatory to try and find a way 
of writing that can present a genuine picture 
of their music and the people, ideas, ex
periences and feelings that lie behind it. 

Thelr music Is not easy, and writing aboUt It 
shouldn't be either. The band Is aware of this and 
has, for this reason, avoided Interviews with the 
press. Their basic statement has been "let our music 
speak for us." 

The problem, though, is that the very complexity of 
their music necessitates comment-both crltlcal and 
personal-:--and the more the band members 

"themselves reveal about their motivations, feelings 
and experiences, the more the writer Is obliged to In· 
tervene, searching out connections between one fact 
and another, his own experience of the music, for ex
ample, and how It may differ from the experiences or 
Intentions of the people who have created It. As 
such, no piece can really be objective, even in the lax 
sense most journalists use the term. At best, the 
writer can attempt to provide a direction, a path 
towards further Inquiry and exploration. At worst, he 
may convey an impression of a music and a group In 
a particular place and at a particular time. 

So now you've been warned. Proceed with caution. 
Buyer beware. 

August 6, 1980 
Rock City 
The look on Steven Brown 's face : 
Transfixed, alm6st other·worldly, Ilka 
one of those medieval paintings of 
saints In ecstasy . .. the frozen concen· 
tratfon that says more In a minute about 
Intensity than all the cpnvoluted stagey 
tlntlcs of all the cheap would-be rock 
stars throwing themselves spazy around 
the stage ever could . 

Steven Brown Is slender and pale with strong, 
sharp features. His hair color Is retatable to his 
moods, changeable and fleeting. Overall, Steven is 
cool and aloof, his speect:. Is clipped and the tone of 
his voice Is often Icy. When he looks at you, he stares 
straight into your eyes. 

Blaine Reininger, in contrast, Is husky and dark. 
His hair Is curly and It stays that way. Talkative and 
warm, he's as friendly and outgoing as Steven a~ 

pears Introverted . He's c le~rly a man of action, of Im· 
posing self-confidence. His conversation Is witty and 
down-to--earth. 

In June of 1977, both were enrolled In an electronic 
music class at San Francisco City College. At 
semester's end , each performed an orlglnal com· 
position In the class recital and was Impressed 
enough with the other's work that when Blaine asked 
Steven to join him in a performance he had booked at 
a local bakery/Cafe, Steven readlly agreed. Playing 
their school tapes and performing lfve over them, 
they were , predictably, met with less than an en
thusiastic response from the management and 
patrons of the cafe. As Blaine tells It , "We demanded 
the audience's attention, distracted them from the 
eating of sugars, and the management showed us 
the door.'' 

Out one door, Into another. Enjoying their lnltlal 
collaboration, the two continued to work together 
under the name Tuxedomoon at the studio of resl-
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glg at San Francisco's Mabuhay Gardens. Prior to 

!~r~i1~c:i~~~1~~:~~~~~~~ t=~/1u~~~:te~:v·~wa~sy1,~:n~ 
nections In the scene, weren't Interested in It, never 
went to the Mabuhay:" Having substituted for the 
Angels of Light at a soiree at the Mutants' studio, the 
company suddenly found Itself Involved tn the city 's 
growing punk updergro~nd . 

After playlng the Mab a couple of times, they were 
asked by producer Dirk Dirksen to open for Devo In 
early 1978. "I remember It well," Jokes Blaine, "It 
was raining. I was carrying my Pierre Cardin Um· 
brelta. I walked into Dirk Dlrksen 's office and he said, 
' I like you guys. Have you ever heard of Devo?' I said, 
'Yes {gulp] I think I've heard of them." 'Performlng 
before a large, enthusiastic crowd (the show that 
night set the Mabuhay house record for three-and·a
half years, only recently broken by Dead Kennedys, 
Flipper and Clrcle Jerks last month), Tuxedomoon 
was l'nstantaneously planted firmly In the middle of 
SF's punk rock scene. 

What was their music like? 'Well, It was a lot more 
derivative then than now, " says Steven. " We were 
doing sort of quasi-punk then. We'd llsten to a record 
and saY 'Let's make this sound now.'· We tried all 
kinds of different thtngs. We were much more Into 
rock'n'roll at that time.'' 

In May of '78, the band released their first slngle, 
" Joeboy (the Electronlc Ghost)" b/w "Pinheads on 
the Move." The music was as clear a statement 
against the Predominant styles In avant-garde music 
as It was a signal to the local punk bands with whom 
they were becoming lncreaslngly identified, that Tux
edomoon meant to explore areas of music heretofore 
the exclusive territory 9f the art school and Inac
cessible dictators of the avant-garde. While erratic 
and almost crude at times compared to their music 
today, the first single was a powerful statement of In· 
tentlon. On the one hand, It allowed for an ac· 
cesslbillty that so.called new music didn ' t and, on 
the other, lt rebelled against the hegemony of the 
three.chord attack and screeching vocals. The single 
was issued to strong critical, If not popular, acclaim. 

Shortly after the release of the single, the band 
traveled to Colorado for a week's performance as 
guest artlsts·ln·resldence at a local college in mid
'78. After returning from that trip, they decided to 
forego the use of tapes and concentrate Instead on 
llve material. Victoria left tl'le band at that time and 

For most of the band's existence, in SF at least, their reputa
tion ·as a band only more humorless than pretentious has 
denied them acceptance into the broader reaches of the 
scene. 
dent SF theatrical crazies, the Angels of Light, 
holding regular · " salons" there , where they 
presented their music In concert with other musi· 
clans, poets and performers. It was here they met 
Winston Tong, a young actor and playwright who joln
ed the group as Its first non·muslcal performer, doing 
a combination of tableaux and dance. Shortly 
thereafter, at the Castro Street Fair, they met Victoria 
Lowe who joined Winston on one end of the stage as 
accompanying mimes to the music Steven and Blaine 
made on the other. 

Those early performances were characterized by a 
desire on the part of all the members of the group to 
experiment as fully as possible with the stage ~n· 
vlronment. There were freq~ent costume changes 
which Blaine now describes somewhat dlsdal,nfully 
as "Tubes-like." They made much use of -stage 
scenery and backdrops and the group 's recording 
equipment was a part of the performance. " What we 
did at that time," remembers Steven, "was bring the 
recording studio on stage with us literally. We took It 
out of our house and put the whole rig on the stage; a 
whole four-track studio, running the tapes, the 
sound, doing everything but playlng the music." 

More and more, Victoria and Winston were called 
upon to provide musical as well as theatrlcal lmputs 
to the group, singing as well as dancing and visual 
presentations. 

On December 22, 19n, the group played their first 

Mlkal Belter, guitarist with the popular 
" psychedelic" punk band, the Sleepers, began to sit 
in on a regular basis, flnally becoming a full·tlme 
member when the Sleepers broke up. Percussion ist 
Paul Zahl (Aeadymades, now SVT), as well as 
Crime's current drummer, Brittiey Black, played on a 
part-time basis as well, their erratic attendance 
precipitating a debate within the band regarding llve 
drummers versus rhythm boxes (predictably, the 
high-tech black box won). In the autumn of that year, 

· the band went Into the studio and recorded a four-
song EP which featured " New Machine," "Llghtbulb 
Overkill," " No Tears" and an adaptation of Cole 
Porter's "Night and Day. " Both Belter and Zahl per
formed on the EP. 

The EP Is, In Its own way, as important and power
ful a document as the album which followed It more 
than a year later. Each of the compositions Is distinct· 
ty different, from the fast, almost rocking "No Tears" 
to the basic funk Improvisations of " New Machine,'' 
and yet there Is a cohesion about the record that Is 
truly startllng. ft's a sense that each of the breaks 
between songs are more shifts Into different 
movements within the same piece, rather than divi
sions between four unrelated ones. The EP achieves 
a rawness that sets a canon for future efforts, but It's 
a rawness of nerve, not gut. 

It was at this time that Steven and Blaine decided to 
find a third permanent member to play bass. After 
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auditioning a host of players, they decided on a 
lanky, dark-haired character calllng himself Peter 
Carcinogenic. ''He knew the notes on the neck of the · 
guitar," explains Blaine, ·"whereas ninety percent of 
the musicians In SF didn't." 

The band began to travel, first to Los Angeles with 
Noh Mercy where they played for the Infamous 
dragon lady, Madam Wong, who, not surprisingly, 
hated them; then off to New York where they per
formed at the Mudd Club, Hurrah and Max ' s Kansas 
City. According to the band, they were received only 
moderately well in the clubs, but reports ln the press 
were glowing. "At that point, we still weren't very 
much in touch with ourselves," says Steven. "We 
were still experimenting with different styles; it 
wasn't quite jelled yet.'' 

Returning to San Francisco, the band recorded 
several cuts fo·r Ralph Records, the Residents' label, 
for a compilation album featuring those bands as well 
as MX-80 Sound and Chrome, called Subterranean 
Modern. As part of· their deal with Ralph, who were 
anxious for the·band to sign a long-term contract with 
the label, they were subsidized In the prOduction of 
their next sing le, "Scream with a View." 

The band traveled next to a major new music 
festlval in Minnea·polis featuring well known acts 
from the US and England. Playing alongside bands 
like DeVo, Robin Crutchfleld's Dark Day and Jame!:\ 
Chance, the group received a degree of appreciation 
that had, as yet, eluded therii back home. The festival 
culminated In a mass jam session which Steven and 
Blaine closed. "All the guitarists just packed up and 
left, all the bass players quit, all the drummers split 
and it was just me and Steven battling for the final lick 
of the festival," recalls Blaine, "and I got it. Steven 
quit and I turned up my echo box and let it feed 
back." 

Back In the city, the gro.up played frequently whi le 
negotiating a deal to their satisfaction with Ralph. By 
the late fall, they had reached an agreement that call
ed for the production of five albums over five years 
vesting complete artistic control in the hands of the 
band which, for the purposes of the contract, became 
an Independent production company providing total 
packages to the label. Reflecting on their deal, Peter 
says the band "really didn't want to sign with 
anybody,'' evan the leading independent in the US, 
but Steven notes, "It's a good thing. Everything that 
is connected with our name is done by us; that's the 
deal we have wi th them." 

The album, entitled Haff Mute, was recorded dur
ing the month of December 1979 in an eight-track 
studio In SF's Richmond District. The album , wh ich 
according to Ralph has " been very successful on the 
independent level,' ' marks the band's fulfillment of 
the promise inherent In their earlier recordings. It is 
filled with a kind of music entirely and wholly their 

OON 
o...;n, intensely Individualistic, even quirky ·at times, 

' but always interesting and, more often than not, 
brilliant: Many of the basic themes first sounded In 
" Joeboy," the EP and "Scream" are explored fully 
here for the first time. There is a feeling, when listen
ing to the album, that this is a band absolutely in con
trol of its destiny, fully competent both musicallyand 
philosophically. The LP, if nothing else, remains one 
of the most powerful and compelling records yet pro
duced out of the San Francisco underground. 

Travellng to New York again in February of 1980, 
the band met with large, appreciative crowds. Glenn 
O'Brien, a long time supporter, raved about them In 
Interview and showcased them on his local cable TV 
show. At the Mudd Club, owner Steve Maas was so 
Impressed that he offered them twice their guarantee 
just to do an encore. Clearly, Tuxedomoon had won 
over the Big Apple in a big way. ' 

In Frisco, where their live gigs had always seemed 
somehow pale In comparison to their recorded 
music, the post-NYC performances were characteriz
ed by a strength and confidence heretofore missing. 
At the Supplies' fashion show in the Spring at the 
Back DOR, the band presented a show that, In the 
minds of many who had followed them over the past 
three years, marked a new phase in Its development. 
The stage presentation, featuring films by Bruce 
Geduldlg and Winston Tong (the former now also a 
regular member of the Tuxedomoon production com
pany along with graphic designer Patrick Roques), 
captured all the fine~se and power of their recorded 
wofks and added a visual element whose sklllful ex
ecution seemed the final necessary component In 
making Tuxedomoon an Integrated performing, as 
well as recording, unll. Their subsequent shows, In
cluding those at the City and, especially, at the 
Palace of Fine Arts Theater with DNA have been 
uniformly excellent. 

The band leaves for an extended European tour at 
the beginning .of September where audiences· in 
France, Germany, Italy and the UK will have the 
chance to experience them firsthand. Upon thei r 
return, they plan to record their second LP. Lest any 
of us feel too lonely while they're abroad, Ralph will 
release their newest single, "Dark Companion" b/w 
''59 to 1'' In mid-September. 

Tuxedomoon Is a redundant, artsy
tartsy, bland fag band, but your record is 
nice dinner muzak. 

graffito, Geary Theater 

, .. 
.Peter Principle . P · l 

;____,,,,,.r-
Blalne felt any connections wlth the people and 
bands who were centered around the Mab or to the 
hard-driving, aggro-baslc rock which it came to 
feature almost exclusively. Their world had been the 
semi-rarified confines of the avant-garde, like 
"salons" at the Angels of Light studio, pollte, If 
somewhat lethargic, audiences who came to see 
them at art galleries or the music of Stockhausen, 
Cage and Eno. As, more and more, they were absorb
ed into the punk scene, the basic differences bet
ween their intentions and approach and that of the 
other bands with whom they often played became 
necessary to emphasize. In one sense, Tuxedo
moon's artsy-fartsy image was a self-imposed 
defense against the homogenization which rapidly 
was overtaking the punk scene. 

Today, Steven can say confidently, "We're not an 
art rock band," adding that, to him, the term has 
always seemed redundant. "I've been trying to figure 
out what art is for a long time. What this thing Is that 
supposed to be so vapid, so repressive. Music is art. 

They were asked to open for Devo at the MabLihay in early 
1978. "I.remember it well," jokes Blaine. "I walked into Dirk's 
office and he said, 'I like you guys. Have you ever heard of 
Devo?' I said, 'Yes [gulp] ... I think I've heard of them."' 

Many people have, as the above indicates, 
d!smissed Tuxedomoon as an art band , a group of 
self-styled aesthetes In the Oscar Wilde meets Oscar 

·Levant meets John Cage vein. Some feel their sole 
contribution to the scene has been to Water it down, 
to turn It into safe , easily disposable new wave pro
duct fit for gutless art students and others to whom 
skinny ties are more than just neck ornamentation. 

, For most of the band's existence, in SF at least, their 
reputation as a band only more humorless than 
pretentious has denied them acceptance into the 
broader reaches of the scene. Attending a Tuxedo
~oOn show even now, the audience Is largely com
posed of fashionably-attired, socially-mobile new 
waverers who would not only look, but truly be out of 
pla¢~e at, 5a:Y· a Flipper or Circle Jerks extravaganze. 
Ther'e also seems to be a larger-than-normal number 
of gays at their concerts, many of whom seem to 
have ci'azy-colored their hair for the occasion. Look
ing back over the last three years' worth of au
diences, SteVen explains the indifference or hostility 
of the more ha"rdcore elements of the scene this way: 
" The West CoaSt punk scene was very ideologically 
pure, very frightened also. Many people were (are) 
scared of losing their punkhood. 

Perhaps much of the difficulty people have had In 
getting beyond Tux'edomoon's art band itnage lies in 
the band's owrl ambivalent relations to the 
underground itself. As Steven noted, prior to their 
first gig at the Mabuhay in late '78, neither he nor 

lf you're making music, you're making art." 

But wasn't much of punk an attempt to break out of 
the whole system that kept artists isolated, out of 
touch, basically inaccessible? 

" Rejecting art and the art attitude ha:s become just 
a new art form itself. For myself, as an artist , I'm torn. 
Am I to remain in my ivory tower, divorced from nor
mal activity or, on the other hand, am I a normal 
Joe?" 

Blaine interjects: "What we've tried to do is reach 
the golden mean, to achieve a balance. What's the 
point If something's totally Inaccessible?" 

" But," adds Steven, "I don't discount the 
possibltlty that either I or the band may go to the ex
tremes, off to the other side and leave the golden 
mean for a certain period. May~e we'll become total
ly alienating, who knows? Today's alienating art is 
tomorrow's Woolworth painting." 

From the start, Tuxedomoon's internal am
bivalence led to a basic external conflict in the scene 
through which they were moving. The message con
tained in and expressed through punk rock is simple, 
basic and totally accessible. Only the most resolute 
pinhead, to use a favorite Tuxedomoon term, would 
have difficulty· understanding what a band lfke the 
Ramones, Sex Pistols or, to bring it closer to home, 

(Continued on p. 16) 
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the Dead Kennedys are saying. The rebelliousness , 
the defiance that the music and, by extension, th~ 
whole punk attitude expresses fs as much a part of 
the medium of rock ' n'roll as It is the message. 
Punk's power lies In that almost perfect fusion bet
ween what it's saying with how It's being said. 

In COl)trast, , Tuxedomoonf.s .s;omplex, somewj\at 
halting experiments into the meaning of their own ex
periences and of their music as a process by which 
those experiences can be understood lends Itself to 
a state of almost perpetual uncertainty, to a gnawing 
anxiety (or, If you prefer, angst) about, well, 
everything. When Steven says, "we've changed 
every six months,'' he's enunciating the evolutionary 
character of their music and, just as importantly, of 
themselves as people. Those changes and the anxie
ty they produce is what has made the band so stark a 
oontrast to the other groups who compose the 
scene's long-term members, and may account for 
the disdain many people, especially on the hardcore 
fringes, feel for them. The one consistent 
characteristic that binds all of Tuxedomoon's music 
together, whether live or on disc, has · been a 
palpable sense of dread, perhaps grounded in the ar
tist's well-documented fear of not being sufficient to 
his or her vision. That dread is as powerful a 
message as any punk has produced. Its effects on 
the audience are the same, but In Tuxedomoon's 
case, the effect is mental rather than purely physical. 
Not dan~e, but, trance music 

"What we've created," explains Blaine, "Is a 
system that's malleable to the point of being 
telepathtc .. We don't state the issues we're going to 
explore from the outset, y ome after thEi fact. 
After we compose a e decide what It's 
about." 

" In the context of pop culture, es cially when we 
first started and even now, the music e were doing 
stood miles apart from most pop music ng related 
to Jove songs and all that. We're explo other 
moods and other realms.'' (Steven) 

"Alt of us during the course of a week or 
through hundreds of emotional states, among 
are states of despair, the hatred of our environm 
that there's nothing 1eft, nothing to believe I 
Everyone goes through that and everyone atso rises, 
also triumphs, wakes up tn the morning, feellng 
great, In l_ove. " .(Blaine) 

"We're utllizing a different aspect of people's per
sonalities altogether. Rather tharl wlld self-release, it 
Is kind of 1ike an acknowledgment of power, without 
letting it get out of control. We aim to utilize people's 
Imagination for more than just a physical thrlll." 
(~eter) 

Looking at their records alone as objective 
documents that chart their progress, the band 's ac
compllshement Is Impressive. At a ttme when more 
and more of the original bands who first constituted 
an alternative music scene are either defunct or, 
even worse, merely repetitive caricatures of 
mainstream rock giants, playing the same boring 
tricks and relylng on the same smarmy 
business/promotional gimmicks as those we 
originally rejected as unimaginative and unrespon
sive, then Tuxedomoon's willingness and ability to · 
continue to explore avenues not usually ventured 
and to undertake changes that threaten hard-found 
popularity are admirable Indeed. 

Tuxed~moorl's world lsn·; a~ wetty une. Ttfefr 
music Is by turns razor sharp and blunt as a dull knife. 
The analogles are apt because whatever else their 
music' Is, It's threatening. After three-plus years, the 
band has becom~ adept In their use of their 
weaponry, they know when to slice, when to cut, 
when to /ab. Happily, they also know when and how 
to bind the wounds they may, advertently or In
advertently , create. Their success Is, In a very real 
sense, one shared by all the bands and audiences In 

1 

the underground. Their awareness of a world gr wn 
foreign and fearful, their skill In passing that word 
along, Is part of what makes a vital and growing 
underground a reality and a powerful force to be 
reckoned with. 

To dismiss Tuxedomoon as either an art-damaged 
band of effete Intellectuals or a sold-out cash-hungry 
group of renegade musicians ls to misunderstand not 
merely their place in the underground, but the nature 
and quality of the underground Itself. Their changes, 
their successes, failures, fears and new-found con
fidence a_nd skill are ours as w_ell 

And so I asked them , are you set In your ways after 
three years? 

And Steven and Blalne laughed. "We' re upset In our 
ways.' ' 

• WEJRADE ·. 
USID UECOJIDS 

FOUNEW . 
LP'S 

- " 
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keeps telling me that 1979 marked the beginning of mind to accept that this mess could merely be the ridden race of killer zombies-an army of cheap 
the Kingdom Age (It has something to do with. pro- result of evolution. First of all, our world history (what repllcas of themselves. Or, conversety, what If these 
phetlc dates In the Great Pyramid} and that the world we call clvlllzatlon) suddenly begins out of nowhere "rebels" were merely outcasts-an exiled group of 
will end during this age, beginning with a genocide atabout5000BCand everyculturebeglnswlthmyths crlminally insane sex maniacs, building a hell on 
war, which wlll klll two-thirds of the Caucasian race. about gods having bestial sexual experiments with earth for their perverse entertainment. What if their 
·He also says that the US Is golnQ to have a de pres- the creatures of this planet, resulting In a great varle- superiors came out here once or twice to try and save 
slon soon. It's an economic law. Do you think he 's ty of genetic freaks. Seven thousand years later (a the zombies? Flnally giving up In disgust, but leaving 
right? drop in the bucket of galactic history), we have a word that they would come back at such and such a 
PS: I fove"Pony Ride" II! bumper crop of neurotic, high-tech, genetic time and waste the whole sick mess. In the New 

Dear Jerri: 

Jerri 
Petaluma 

I llke these kinds of questions very much . 
Your father Is a man of Infinite wisdom. When he 
wrote me and asked me to predict the future, I men
tioned some of the statistics quoted In your letter 
(see my column In Damage 6 for an introduction to 
the Idea of mass schizophrenia · and Its conse
quences). I have become convinced that what we call 
reality Is merely a by-product (not exactly an Illusion, 
but a direct manifestation) of the collective con
sciousness. It appears that there are two or more 
"outside" forces who have made a point of Interfer
ing with our ape~onsclousness in order to recruit us 
Into their various conceptions of reality. To this end, 
they gave us: 

1) Cerebral cortex, Inadequately "slapped on" to 
the ape brain by only four nerve bundles! What a 
cruel joke. This is why your Intellect and id cannot 
agree on anything. Each Is only remotely aware of 
the other's motives, and the results of this Inner con
flict are often violence and unhappiness. 

2) No body hair, leadlng to prudery and constant 
discomfort. 

3) Walking erect; causing spinal problems, jittery 
nervous system, fatigue and dlfflcult childbirth. 

4) Out-of~ontro1 sex drives (continuous "heat" 
In female humans-the only such example in the 
animal kingdom!). Culturally suppressed through 
religious totalitarlanlsm, this dlsplaced energy gave 
us the dubious gifts of civilization, technology and 
war. 

The above points are my Indictment of whoever 
made · us "in their Image." Probably long-llved, 
harlless beings from a temperate planet with half our 

monsters unable to function within Earth's Testament, Jesus (half-man, half-god . . . remember 
ecosystem. What the hell Js going on?!! If these that movie?) Is quoted as saying: " Even now, the 
myths are to be trusted (and they must be, since they Kingdom of Heaven Is under siege. " This Is Heaven 
are so deeply rooted In the collective consc iousness, he's talking about! Heaven at war? Harp-playing, 
so they're real whether they are real or not!) , then long-robed cloud-floaters under siege? Since when? 
there Is the posslblllty of a literal, Instead of sym- This Is nearly beyond human comprehension, yet the 
botlc, Interpretation. It is my opinion that If we strip whole sordid story ls amply documented as the 
away the greedy social manipulation that resUlted In myths of our civllization. Back to the Great Pyramid 
the ll)lsuse of religious scriptures, we have some (which, colncldentally, Is about four to five thousand 
basis for understanding the "birth of man." years old. Figure thatout!). 

Look at It this way: What If a tribe of Isolated I am not famlllar with the exact Item your dad Is talk-
aborig Ines were suddenly &xposed to a Ing about, but It is interesting to note that the sSme 
sophisticated and overwhelming technology? How themes (raclal war, the destruction of Western 
would they react and how would they de.scribe their Clvlllzatlon, mass flip-out, economic collapse) keep 
observations? Exactly such an event occured during recurring in many sources In prediction, such as 
World War II. The US Army set up radio communlca- Nostradamus, Revelatlons etc. It fsan economic law 
tlons on remote Islands in the Pacific. They landed In that when an Important world currency becomes 
planes, bullt transmitters, medical facilities, landing unstable and worthless, It creates the chaotic condi-
flelds etc. For several years, they operated on these lion known as a depression. It Is an economic virus 
bases, using the natives as servants. They were that Infects a gluttonous and unhealthy organism. So, 
treated like gods. When they left, they said they yes, I think your father Is rfght. Any solutlons? 
would send missionaries (creating a "prophecy" that I'll discuss some posstbllitles In future columns. I 
they would .return someday) to give these primitive think the human race owes it to Itself to come up with 
people rellglon and clvlllzatlon and medicine. When one last, desperate, hare-brained scheme. Some of 
the missionaries arrived years later, they were us Intend to bail out without resorting to suicide. 
shocked to see these "heathens" worshipping the PS: I tove "Pony Ride" too, and I'm re-recording it 
artifacts the soldiers had left behind! They were for my album (out soon!). 
bulldlng phony replicas of these Items and there 
were entire totemic religious rituals associated with 
those Items. Bamboo "airplanes" and "radio anten
nae," pidgin English, religious incantations etc. Too 
fucking much, this really happened. These "cargo 
cults" stlll exist today. 

Man is, before alt else, an ape. He learns by obser
vation and computes all posslblllties by memory
association. Uteratly, "monkey see, monkey do." 
Now, suppose that after millions of years of evoru
tton, a group of rebels landed on a remote outpost on 
the fringe of the galaxy (like Earth, for lack of a better 
example) and desper8tely began molding the 

Keep the questions coming, power-pals•. I'm doing 
my homework-no~, you do yours! 

Love, 
GezaX 

• I've recently begun studying beha.vlorial engineer
ing and It holds great promise as Step One towards 
the re-structuring of at least part of humanity. Step 
Two Is fixing .our fucked-up genes. It's a dirty job; 
somebody's got to dolt. 
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Blue Magic: an interview with Curt McDowell 

Curt McDowell 
& 

Nuclear Family 

(Reprinted with p~rmlsslon from Cheap & 
Nasty, ©Jenny Shepherd) 

Do you have a clear Idea of what you're 
doing when you start working on a fllm? 
The way I work Is putting stuff out to see 
who I am. I work things out blind. Robert 
says I make art out of nothing. It's always 
vague at the beginning. Taboo was 
started by finding the graffiti. I discover 
en route what It Is, why I'm Intrigued. 
When I started making films, It wasn't 

like that. I was Influenced by George 
Kuchar. People said I was an opportunist, 
that I was Imitating him. I made a lot of 
fllms that didn't work, but I was learning 
what worked for me. 

the object of my desire. My family's 
wonderful, they understood and ac
cepted my sexuality. In some ways, I 
make my films for them, to try and ex
plain myse'if, although I know they won't 
see my films. 

Do you have an Idea of who your au
dience Is? Do you make fllms for a mostly 
gay men's audience? 

Fallout 
by Jenny Shepherd 

A few months after f'd come to America and found 
Its mainstream sexual conventions summed up by 
Joke stores selllng overpriced plastic spiders, false 
noses and laughter machines, I met Curt McDowell at 
a party. He looked as If he had it In him to trash a lot 
of joke stores. When I saw his films Confessions, 
Nudes: A Sketchboodand Ronn/eawhile later, it was 
clear he did. 

If you divide Curt McDowell's films Into medita
tions, satires, low comedies and unique oddities, 
Confessions, Nudes and Ronnie all fall within the 
meditation category. That's not to say they're slow, 
esoteric or incomprehensible, but rather that they 
are expressions of someone facing and acknowledg
ing his own Impulses, predllictlons and actions, real 
or Imagined. 

ln Ronnie, the camera moves smoothly over a 
young man's body, discovering It as a lover would 
and catching images of him In a sunny room. On the 
soundtrack, Ronnie relates the story of his encounter 
with Curt Jn a careless monotone. It's a whore's 
story. Sex for money, money for sex. The camera's 
vision is as sensual as Ronnie is mechanical. For a
whlle I hate Ronn ie and his self-description as a 
macho man who balls women and lets hlmself be 
used by gay men for money. Then the poverty of his 
situation defuses his offhanded attempt to humlllate 

Jhe man who has bought his body tor a few hours and 
who records the transaction on fllm. Ronnie has 
muCh to say in Its eleven minutes about both sexual 
relationships between a straight stud and an almost 
self-punishing gay man and the buying and selllng of 
sex. 

Nudes is one of McDowell's most satisfying and 
complete films. Perhaps It's here that he's 
discovered the format that suits him best. It's a 
series of twelve vignettes, symbolic and dream-like 
m)n/ature portraits. The film begins with George 
langulshlng his handsome, scantily-clad body on the 
banks of a mountain stream; he proceeds to get what 
he's asking for, In teasing close-up. What follows Is 
an lndlvidual's fantasies turned Into a fllm that, In 
turn, acquires the truth and appearance of dreams. 
Like vignettes, each sketch fades out of and back In
to blank ground. They are disturbing, erotic, funny, at 
times reassuring, clinical and more. 

Curt McDowell has been making 16mm films for ten 
years now. In the early 70s he was prollfic, making 
films like Vlsltto Indiana, Confessions, Boggy Depot 
Peeing Into the Wind, Tasteless- Trllogy(Sfforerunner 
to Nudes that was hissed and booed by the audience 
when Jt showed at MOMA In New York, of which 
McDowell now says, "It embarrassed me," but I llke 
It a lot), Naught¥ Words, A Night with Giida Peck 
(which Curt summarizes as, "Interesting format but 
terrlble execution; a Kuchar-colored musical about a 

'woman who tries hard and doesn 't quite make it."), 
Siamese Twin Pinheads (In the category of the uni
quely odd ... the nun Is wonderful), Nozy Tozy, True 
Blue and Dreamy(flts all categories), Ronnie, Nudes, 
Welners and Buns Musical and Thundercrack. Then, 
from the mid-70s until last year, he laid low. Now he's 
in the final stages of editing a new movie In two parts: 
Taboo: The Single and the LP and Taboo: An 
Exhibition. 

Lfka Peeing Into the Wind·? You show
ed me that when we were tripping. 

No, I don't want to make films that wlll on
ly work for gay men . I'm Interested in 
people who don't understand. You have 
to accept and believe in your own uni
queness. I get a tot of hostlllty from other 
people because they're kicking 
themselves for not doing It. I showed you that when we were tripp

ing? {laughs] I never knew what that film 
meant. 

What's the ·story about finding · the 
graffiti? 

It seemed to make sense at the time. A few years ago I was In a public tollet 
and there was this graffiti. I didn't know 
what It meant and I copied It on a piece of 
paper. It st8rted, "Abner L. Fuqua clears 
his throat and I get mad and stand close 
tQ trains or cut my eyebrow off. Dorothy 
Is Abner's wife. Abner can slap hard, llke 
blue magic." And it goes on some more. 
Then a year later, I found the same story 
continued In another piece of graffiti In 
another place. 

After a while, I found that the fllms that 
worked were the ones that I made for 
myself, that showed my own fantasies. 
Anything else Is copying things that have 
been done before. The ones I made for 
myself and that worked all have to do with 
sexuality and the family. The partrlarchal 
family. My sexuality Is different from my 
parents'. What ha~pened was that my 
mother was my role model and'my father 

In this amalgamated culture that belongs to 
everyone and no one, people are more than usually 
confused and disoriented. The media provide sign 
posts and bearings. People are fed "normal" 
behavior. TV validates certain ways of acting and in
stills attitudes and expectations. America has too 
discontinuous and too demanding a culture· ln real 
life for most people to absorb workable life patterns 
from lt. The melttng pot syndrome. But without ac
ceptable usable cultural patterns, life Is In the dark 
and one finds one's way, at best, by starlight and by 
~he touch and kindness of strangers. It's dlfflcult to 

George Kuchar and Marion Eaton in Thundercrack. 

stay properly In debt living that way, and, anyway, 
most people aren't moved by the fact that their socie
ty Is only one of many possible collective realltles. If 
It's Impossible to llve In, well, you have to rely on a lit
tle programming. TV Is perfect for that, as are 
Hollywood and Warner Bros. and EMI and the whole 
art establishment and entertainment Industry. "I 
came, I saw, I was programmed" Is the Immigrant's 
litany that gives the lie to the dreams of freedom from 
cultural oppression that drove people here In the first 
place. 

His early movies, A Visit to Indiana and 
Confessions and Boggy Depo~ reflect life In sos ln
dlana. A Visit to Indiana Is a flickering montage of 
white-edge shots of Lafayette with a voice-over 
dialogue between an avuncular type and a reluctant, 
monosyllable Curt McDowell who rs being quizzed on 
his visit to hls family. "There's a lot of eating In the 
Midwest." "Everybody's fat." It's bleak and fun
ny-people llvlng static survival lives In the suburbs. 
"MarCy. She's a beautiful girl. How Is she?" "She's 
fat." "What does she do?" "She cooks a lot." In 
Boggy Depot, the Mean Brothers conspire as high 
camp/low comic villalns ·ta hypnotize an unsuspec
ting man to fall In love. The reaultlng satire on 
heterosexual love fantasy cllches Is like A Midsum
mer Night's Drearrr, remember, the Queen of the 
Fairies Is slipped a love potion and falls drastically In 
love with a bumbling ham actor dressed up as a 
donkey. 

In the early 70s, McDowell was first George 
Kuchar's student and later collaborator; they worked 
together on a number of films. They both have In 
common a dreamy lure and expressiveness In black 
and white ftlm. The main Kuchar Influence on 
McDowell seems to be the use of tradltional 
Hollywood cinematic conventions, which he twists as 
comment on the ersatz world of early post-World War 
II America. At that time, the media's line was that sex 
didn't exist except as It was sublimated Into con
sumption and commodity fetishism . A whole genera
tion of American films and TV series (llke Leave It to 
Beavel) presented the official purltanlcal myth of the 
normal American family. Curt McDowell brought to 
his fllmmaklng a desire to strip 50s soap opera 
characters naked and expose their secret sex lives. 
This was the era when the cold war was at Its coldest 
and social control was at Its tightest and most exten
sive, with TV and HollyWood being major instruments 
of the repression. 

The world of many of Curt McDowell's fllms Is that 
world. Along with the rldlcule and satire Is a sense of 
loss. He exposes and sabotages Middle America and 
the shit It's fed. Existential void In the suburbs. 
Under the seductive appearance and good humor of 
his fllms Is a heavy-duty condemnation of the 
hypocrisy and viciousness of the American way of 
love. H8's a sexual rebel in a society that's 
schizophrenic about sexuallty, slmulataneously 
pretending n doesn't e;iclst, perverting It for profit and 
perpetuating an Image of masculinity that Is larger 
than life so that, In terms of cultural expectations, 
Everyman Is automatically a failure. If you define Mid
dle America as the people who've mostly bought the 
shit or Internalized the cultural norms, the ones who 
are most defined and crushed by their culture's 
rules, then you know stars of hls films. 
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In Thundercrack, McDowell's feature-length ven
ture Into the theatre of the absurd, a storm brings 
eight people In the house of just such an antlherolne, 
a middle-aged widow who has resorted to alcohollc 
communion with the pickled remains of her husband 
(victim of a plague of locusts) and who lives In a state 
of bemused sexual frenzy. It's a collaboration wlth 
George Kuchar, who wrote the script, and the r~sult 
Is a double-edged fusion of Kuchar's sense of the 
ridiculous and McDowell's empathy for the 
characters and their situation, however grotesque 
and absure it may be. Marion Eaton as the widow In
fuses a sense of pathos and ,. plausibility Into the 
bizarre activities of the lonely prairie woman, and so 
gives the black absurdity of her character an unex
pected humanity. Meanwhile, all - around her the 
refugees from the storm extend the marooned-on-a
desert-Island Hollywood convention by exchanging 
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What's the rest of the graffiti? 
"Dorothy and Abner are Mary Abner's 
mother and father. Dorothy rattles pots 
and pans in the kitchen. I get mad and 
stand close to trains or cut my eyebrow 
oft. One time Mary Abner kicked the JV 
set through the wall. Abner L. Fuqua 
slapped her hard like blue magic. Abner 
L's face Is a yard long from heartbreak 
and trouble." 
At the beginning, I didn't have a clear 

, Idea of what the film was going to be 
about. I had fantasies about who wrote 
the graffiti, what It was about and what 
blue magic Is. In the movie, Fahed wrote 
the graffiti about his famlly. Abner slaps 
hard like blue magic-I made him Into a 
tyrant who's Into control. That's one 
aspect of me. At one time, It seemed that 

; people were always coming around 
waiting to be told what to do and then 

~ resenting It. So the main threads are the 
J family, what is blue magic and who wrote 
I the graffiti. Then there are the themes of 

) 
youth and love. The movie's a slap in the 
face for love. It's about rules and games 

, and patriarchal manipulation. It's 
f everything my family brought me up with 
i smashed Into one movie. 

How's Taboo structured? I mean you 
never seem too much of one for ffnear 

' 

not only Ille stories but also skeletons In closets and · 
sexual favors. It's a crazy black farce that's given an 
unsettling tension and depth by the addition of 
McDowell's and Eaton's empathetic directing and ac
ting, and by Kuchar's grotesque and, at times, cruel 
script. 
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narratives. 
The film's multi-layered: sensual, visual 
and Intellectual. Structurally, It's a series 
of vignettes, Ilka Nudes, which was a 
series of vignettes that add up to a com
plete experience. 

But this time the characters Interrelate 
instead of being In Isolated episodes. 
Yes, In Taboo, a story unites all the 
vignettes. The characters have their 
sitUatlon In common. Each vignette is In
troduced by a quote from the graffiti. The 
titles are i_ronlc. Thi:ly're often lnap
proprla~e for the action that follows. 

Are you working on anything else right 
now? 
I'm working on a short fllm called Crying 
that'll be distributed with Taboo. Crying 
starts with a shot of my mother and father 
on the beach. At first It's Uke a really can
did shot of the couple, and gradually you 
see that the focus Is my father seen from 
my point of view, as my father/lover. 
{We pick up the Interview in Curt's 

editing room. He plays some unedited 
footage . The Interview proceeds In a 
daze of unedited scenes and soundtrack. 
The soundtrack's something In Itself, 
with orlglnal music ("Het(ero)Man" and 
"Crying" wlll be released as a single, as 
well as being used In the fllm), the graffiti 
spoken by a man and echoed by a 
woman, sirens, trains, street sounds, 
dialogue, strange whisperings and 
ominous sounds. The camera work Is 
really supple and mobile, shifting pace 
constantly from stlll, Intimate shots 
through fast, chaotic sweeping action. 
There is a spooky scene where a couple 
is doscovered fucking in a public toilet. 
It's unedited, so there' s no way anyone 
but Curt knows what's happening.) 

Who's the man waiting outside? 
He's her father and also her lover. Peo
ple have multiple sexual roles In the mm. 
The characters are some aspect of 
myself. I can only talk for and about 
myself. I can't talk for anyone else. 
Dorothy, who's acted by Marlon Eaton, is 
the part of me that can ' t get enough. 

It looks as ff you explode yourself and 
then reflect 'the view from each part of 
yourself so that the characters' Interac
tion, making the story, Is somehow a 
complete view of yourself. . 
Yes, It 's a Cublstlc narrative. Cubism is 
seeing something from all perspectives, 
and that's exactly what's going on in 
Taboo. 

ft seems /Ike you shoot all this film 
before you know exactly what the struc
ture or narrative Is going to be and then, 
when you're editing, It rises to the 
surface. 
Yes. 

Did you have a script when you started 
shooting? 
The graffiti was the script. Then I wrote a 
shooting script. Do you want to see It? 
[He goes away) I can't find It. . 
Today I had a revelation. I understood 

the role Dorothy has in the film. That's 
really Important because else she would 
have Just been there. Then I reallzed that 
she's Jn love with Fahed, and that makes 
sense. 

Well, I don't wani to give away the story 
In this Interview. Anyway, how's Taboo 
going to be distributed? . 
I've started working on setting up my own 
distribution company called Taboo. 
Taboo and some of my earlier fllms will 
be avallabl8. 

Where from? 
The address Is Taboo, PO Box 014, 470 
CastroSt.,Sulte207,SF,Ca94114. D 

What else can I say? Trash mOvles are the genre 
that Curt McDowell helped create, and which has 
allowed him to express himself, but his senslblllty 
goes beyond trash. His movies have all the hallmarks 
of trash-sense of the rldlculous, emphasis on 
technlcal/set/costume crudity, deliberate undercut
ting of his own effects and parodying conven
tions-but his films compel you to see Into his and 
your own feelings about the subjects he exposes. He 
does an ax job on the patrlarchal famlly with wit and 
feeling. 

See his movies. 
Curt McDowell's films are being shown at the Rox

ie Cinema In SF every Friday at .midnight through 
October. 



Reggae Inna Californ-1-ya 
by Sadie McFarlane 

Session (and M.A1·s studio) has released a new LP, 
See Up Azeem, lncludlng new versions of their 
singles Wake Up Everybody and Natty Rebel Now, 
plus six more rockers. It features some of th~ finest 
local and yard artists , and Azeem's singing is a treat. 

After I've been saying he's coming for months 
now, Earl Zero is here and playlng. His band is hard: 
some of the Fabulous Titans, notably Leggs (one of 
reggae 's premier drummers); Vince on basS, who is 
one of my spotllght artists this month; and Charlie on 
violin , who I've never seen play before this tour, but 
Is OUTRAGEOUS. Don't just take my word for it-In 
Santa Cruz a couple of days ago I was standing by the 
beyond-the-outer-limits-of-the-totally-cool bassist 
Maske! (ex-Son of Negus, now with Rastafarians) and 
the household-word-to-anyone-who-pretends-to-be
Into-reggae guitarist, Chlnna Smith, and they spent 
the whole bloodclot show slapping each other's 
palms and exclaiming, "Crucial!" and "Deadly" over 
that violinist. Need I say more? 

Earl hlmself ts no throwaway, but we already knew 
that, especlal1y Maskel (who played on Earl ' s 12" 45, 
City of the Wickea) and Chinna (whose Soul Syn
dicate band brought Earl to California last year, and 
played on his new album, Visions of Love.) The 
Epiphany releases, Earl's. album and Soul Syn
dicate's Was, Is and Always are also finally out, and 
also worth the wait. 

Now for my featured artists: FlrSt I'll talk about Vince. 
He plays bass with Earl Zero, and guitar with his own 
Wild Remain. They're GREAT. They aren't strictly a 
reggae band, although they do play a couple of fast 
reggae numbers (NOT SKA), but they mostly do rock, 
new wave, or whatever you wanna call It, it's WILD. 
Vince Is one of the stars of the Bay Area; he's played 
all over the world doing Just about all kinds of music. 
His reggae bass wOrk KILLS and his rock guitar 
SLAYS, so no matter how you look at it, he's a very 
dangerous fellow. The bassist Is also lethal, and they 
both sing as well as you could ask for, dance great, 
have plenty of energy and are festive looking. Then 
there's a percussionist who sits off to one side and 
very quietly ls every bit as good as a lot of fancy per
cussionists who make a ·big deal out of themselves 
(no names). The drummer ts an Import from Den
mark, and rather reminds me of a nickname we had 
for an old roommate of mine: " Ninety-eight pounds 
of fury." Now this cat must weigh something over 
ninety-eight pounds, but at least ninety-eight pounds 
of him must be pure adrenalin or something; he's not 
only a murderous drummer, but also he has a voice 
that wlll strike fear Into even the most stout-hearted. 
So this Is Wild Remain, one of the tightest, wildest 

bands In existence. But It's not the end of Vince, who 
also books reggae gigs at Berkeley Square, a dandy 
place, and plays In Roots Connection. 

Next one up for Inspection is Jon Cornelius, who 
some may recall as the trap drummer for Ras Mlchael 
and the Sons of Negus. Ras MJchael shed band 
members all over the US; as I said, Maskel's In Santa 
Cruz, and the Bay Area is fortunate In retaining Jon 
(aka Rasklddu) . When Jon was In JA, he had a band 
called Roots Connection, which did quite well there, 
often playing to several tho-usands, and Jon released 
several singles, some on Tojan, many with top-name 
producers. He worked with Third World, Zap-Pow and 
some of the Gayladds in various capacities. He's a 
lead singer, a damn good one, too, who only took up 
drums out of necessity when there was a gig to face 
with no drummer. He used that talent to get to the US 
with Ras Michael, but Is now going forward again to 
his real talent, singing. He's working with the Bay 
Area 's beloved Phone Biii , who just had a successful 
tour backing the Mighty Diamonds. I could rhap
sodize for hours over Phone Biii, but I will simply say 
they are simply the baddest thing happening. Jon is a 
highly crazed performer and a rich, warm singer. Like 
many great Jamaican singers, he 's sel.f-confldent 
enough to be a bit reckless and not big-headed 
enough to think he doesn't need the audience. In 
fact, he demands (and gets) response from crowds; 
he needs to know they're enjoytng themselves and 
being active. Such enthusiasm Is always infectious, 
even If someone's passed out thorazine to the entire 
audience. 

Tangled local roots: The drummer and leader of 
Phone Bill ls Kuumba, who shares with the drummer 
of Wiid Remain the distinctions of being foreign 
(Kuumba Is from Ghana) and of combining In a small 
stature more energy and precision than ought to be 
legal . Kuumba is, In my opinion, the ultlmate drum
mer anywhere, but that's not the point. Last spring 
Kuumba was playing with eight, count them eight, 
different bands, a record Vince of Earl Zero seems to 
be Intent on breakir.g. Now, one of these bands was 
the Mystk: Lights, who were the best reggae band in 
the Bay Area, and included Vince. Vince went to 
Europe with Wiid Remain , and Kuumba went to 
Jamaica, where he met Jon Cornelius and played 
with this Roots Connection band, and learned a lot 
about reggae music from him. Ras Michael offered 
Kuumba a job drumming with him, and Kuumba said, 
"Well, I can't, but I've got this friend, Jon Cornelius". 
So Kuumba came back here and formed Phone Biii, 
and Jon went to spend the winter on the East Coast 
with the Sons of Negus. When the Sons of Negus 
came forward here, there was a Joyous reunion of 
Kuumba and Jon, and now they're working together 
again, this time with Kuumba's band instead of Jon 's. 
But Jon might not stop at that. He also made plans to 
form Roots Connection North, a band that doesn ' t 

exist as of this writing but may as of your reading , 
and which wlll Include Vince, who 's played guitar 
with Ras Mlchael. When Phone Bill played at Garbo's 
Jn Guernevllle (a town north of SF), Jon 's first gtg with 
them, Vince did the sound. When Session played at 
Caesar's In SF, their first live gig In ages, Kuumba 
played drums, Vince played bass and Jon did the 
sound. Sound's like a plot, eh? Listen, If It's this com
plicated here, just think what It must be llke In JA. If I 
tried to trace Chinna's roots (who also played with 
the Sons of Negus), J'd be here ' Ill next week. 

Jah Light Is a new women-run reggae distribution 
outlet, started by Karen Polakoff out of her frustra
tion with the lack of reggae In stores. Some very 
Dread people lent her some money, and with her 
partner Theda Wiies in LA, the project was underway. 
The business was very easy to start, since every 
record store they went into was ecstatic to find a reg
gae distribution company they could deal with on 
their level. Karen got a reggae show on KTYD, Santa 
Barbara's commercial FM rock station, one hour 
prime time, c.tnd helped Increase Southern Califor
nia's awareness Of reggae music. She got a lot of 
help from California record companies, like 
Ephlphany Records and Olutunml Presents, a 
woman artist named Pat Fish who did her promo
tional art, and any number of people who devoted a 
great deal of time for free. Jamaican business Is 
casti-and-carry, so capital Is a must, and the demand 
here for the music Is ever-increasing, so the money 
from sales goes right back to buy more product; It's 
tough to pay the workers, much less turn a profit. Jah 
Light's alms are, first Of all, merely to keep going-to 
meet the demands of wholesale record store 
distribution and retail mall order, the tatter of which 
has grown tremendously, with accounts pouring In 
from a11 over the country. Another aim Is to buy all the 
music directly from the artists or their managers, to 
make sure they get " proper remuneration for their 
art and ensure that their money does not get Into the 
hands of unscrupu'lous businessmen," says Karen. 
Jah Light Is probably the only reggae distribution 
companywith those Ideals, most either being In
terested In merely tilting their own pockets, or with 
the noble ideal of getting the most music to the peo
ple for the least money, but not necessarily with the 
most money, or Indeed any money, to the artist. After 
all , without the artists there would BE no music. Jah 
Light will continue to get the music to the people and 
the money to the artists, as well as provide a distribu
tion outlet for paraphernalia and magazines. They 
also hope to eventually bring reggae artists here for 
promotion and touring. Jah Light lives, and ls now In 
the Bay Area at 2918 Center St., Richmond 94805, 
415/233-0794. The latest addition to the staff Is a 
fellow named Steve who Is coming over from the UK 
after many years of working with Rough Trade. • 
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21 ?SO YOU WANT TO BE? 

-Ellen Neutron 

With the advent of rock'n'roll as Big Business, many new law or taxidermy, if one wants to get ahead, specializa-
and exciting job opportunities have opened. Yes, the tion is a necessity. The following should aid in your 
world of rock is one of Lear jets, fast women and drug endeavor. Consider it a rock'n'roll aptitude test, 
overdoses! As with any other business, be it medicine, sentence-completion style. 
So you want to be a rock and roll star . .. 
(complete the following phrases) 

1. Band 

a. aid 
b. ana 
c. shelter 
d. meeting 

2. When I am on the road, I most enjoy 

a. stopping at a Howard Johnson 
b. taking pictures of hlstorlc monuments 
c. inviting pubescent girls to my hotel room 
d. trashing my hotel room 
e. trashing pubescent girls 

3. J only take drugs 

a. that are non-addicting 
b. that Induce stupor 
c. that are supplied by my record company 
d. that are stipulated in my contract 

So you want to be an entrepreneur . . . 

1. Biii Graham ls 

a. an evangelist 
b. a big promoter 
c. a close personal friend 
d. aZlonlst 

2. Upon awakening, I 

a. call my service 
b. do a few I Ines 
c. threaten lawsuits 

3. I exclusively represent ctlents 

a. who have great potential 
b. who have access to Kim Fowley's connections 
c. who don't know how to spell "percentage" 

4. Atabls 

a. a diet soft drink 
b. something one pulls 
c. what I sign in restaurants 

So you want to bes groupie .•• 

1. My first crush was on 

a. Tab Hunter 
b. my dad 
c. Rod Stewart 

2. A woman's place Is 

a. In the home 
b. In the kitchen 
c. In a Holiday Inn 
3. I enjoy sitting 

c. In airport lounges 
d. with my tags spread 

4. lllkeaman 

a. who is strong yet sensitive 
b. who pays my cab fare 
c. who doesn't remember my name the next day 
5. I most enjoy parties 

a. where there are loud music, celebrities and 
lots of neat drugs 

b. that are after the show 
c. that result In my subs~quent trashing 
d. that take place at Holiday Inns 

6. When I grow up, I'd like 

a. a house in the suburbs 
b. a collection of Aerosmlth plaster casts 
c. to write an expose 
d. to have Mick Jagger's child 

So you want to be a booking agent ... 

1. My furnishings are 

a. functional 
b. aesthetically appeal/ng 
c. a desk and a phone 
2. Guest 

a. house 
b. ofhonor 
c. list 
3. lamnever 

a. late 
b. In 

So you want to be a rock journalist . .. 

1. Lllllan Roxan is 

a. my mentor 
b. another rock Journallst 
c. dead 
2. My best friend Is 

a. rich 
b. famous 
c. Andy Warhol 

3. My favorite review is 

a. The New York Times Review of Books 
b. The Paris Review 
c. scathing 

4. Elton John Is 

a. not his real name 
b. short, squat and British 
c. dead, for all practical purposes 

a. backstage 5. My favorite band Is 
b. onstage a. PIL 

b. notoriously overrated 
c. so avant-garde, Jt has yet to be conceived 

6. If I could be alone with Debbie Harryforonehour, I'd 

a. rip out her vocal chords 
b. rlp out her vocal chords 
c. rip out her vocal chords 

So you want to be a DJ . .. 

1. My playlist consists of 

a. what I consider to be good music 
b. those places I frequent in the Hamptons during 

summer 
2. Payola 

a. rhymes with " Mazola" 
b. Is a necessary evil 
c. was my major In college 

So you want to be a roadie 

1. My favorite form of entertainment Involves 

a. tossing fragile equipment haphazardly into the 
back of a truck 

b. tossing pubescent girls haphazardly into the back 
of a truck 

2. My favorite reading Is 

a. Being and Nothingness 
b. Hulkcomlcs 
c. cannot read 

3. Meatloaf Is 

a. a baked casserole, consisting of ground beef and 
filler · 

b. my preference over petlt fours 
c. one example of a roadie who made good 

So you want to be a r 1n'r legend ... 

1. I want to go out 

a. side 
b. of town 
c. In style 

~ 
a. my weight In gold 
b. nothing as long as I'm still living 

3. My memoirs will be published 

a. by Harper and Row 
b. as soon as they are finished 
c. posthumously 
4. I live 

a. In a duplex 
b. In a mansion 
c. In the fast lane 

Keep in mind that there are no "wrong answers," as 
there are no "wrong notes, " though there are those notes 
(and answers) that I show a definitive preference 
toward. If interested, you may send in your answer form 
and I will correct it with a red pencil. I will even return 

those tests -which include a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope. If any individual shows particular promise, 
s/he will be notified, especially those who devise their 
own original answers. 
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MAURA ............................. 
Maura: Just wearing all this plastic next to my skin 
makes me more atuned to the way that life aroun 
deal with the world as it is rather that the way I 
as it is. And so if I squeak, it sort of modifies 
refreshingly. To be provocative, not bogus 

Don. "What do you think off hlon t se days?" 
Todd asks. He says he did belon o his family. 
Delusions of very indepe en!. 11 e to take peo-
ple out and dress th In t tit stores. Or 
designer boutiques . whale r the fuck. I like 
junk a lot, clothes. like V ntino. I've always 
dressed the way I ess. B ng the lead singer in 
a band is not am or lnflu nee on my dress. Next 
week I might b doing mething completely dif
ferent. I mig~ grow hair out long. And start 
ratting It. Aaci sprayl~g it. I always feel different. 
Sometime I feel (ke being ugly, sometimes I 
don't. Spmetlme I feel whatever. If I see a lot of 
other people d mg it, well, It's time to .change. 
Dressing Is I Re costumes. Keep up with the 
times. Stree dressing. Seeing other peole dress 
like yo . Humph. I've had black hair for two 
years. I went back to black. Some days you want 
to hide. I have a lot of clothes. Thrift a lot. Theft a 
lot. I have no ideas about Fashion. It comes from 
the street. Something for every mood. I steal a 
lot. Theft is about as thrifty as you can get. 
Sometimes people are nice to look at, but most of 
them are stupid. I consider myself an individual. I 
don't consider mys If pretty. Or ugly. That's 
stupid. You have to nslder all the c//ches. I'll let 
other people dre e. It depends on who the 

Anita: Shir 
Things pe1 
imposing. l 
me a leath1 
have a g1 
anything. I 
ticular. Alth 

OE 



'DEBORAH 

exi interviewed by Frank Daily 
You came here to be photographed. 

:<\re you wearing different clothes than 
you would normally wear? 
A: No. 
F: I've never seen that sweater before. 
A: I've been wearing it for a month . 
F: Do you dress for your job? 
A: No. 
F: What wouldn't you wear? 
A: Adidas. 
F: Why? 
A: Because I hate them . 

clo th ing is 

F: I work in a fac tory d own town. 

So I wear business suits. For the 

subway. I want to look /jke 

everyone else o n the Metro . 

W: l us uall put on what I took off 
before I went to sleep. The Ray
mond Cha nd ler , Dashell H am
mett loo k .. 
F:Do people say th ings to yo u on 

the bus? 

W ;People don ' t ta lk to you if 
you' re reading. 
F:Maybe I sh ould learn tp read. 

W:I don't have dreams about my 
job. Or dishes. 

F:My job takes up a lot of my life. 

W~I don't d ream about Fashion 

either. 
F:IF you can't wear it on the 22 

Filmore, it's n ot Fashion. 

picture /dentlflcatlo 
Ira/Ives In New Yo 
Lia Hiiim an i s a d 
JIU Applebaum 
Don Vln ll/s t 
Offs . 
Stanley So 
Rh.onda 
work s I 
Fran k 
tory. 
Alo 

.. 
arks In a porcela in fac 

e paints. 
xi wor k s for a publlshlng 

y . 
ayK Is a dishwasher. And he 
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Okay, I've been assured by 
several witnesses that it was I, 
BRENDAN, not the allegedly 
"awful" woman In question, who 

_.started the provocation at her 
9ouse before the Fatburger Inci

dent. Although I would like to 

by Brendan Mullen 

Miles Ran Down the Voodoo at 
Fatburger Before ChlChl and 
The Woman Were Born 

Having received numerous 
phone calls from Infuriated par
ties after the last edition of 
Damage hit the streets of San 
Francisco, Including one threat 
on my llfe, I ran out to see the 
damage I'd done. I couldn't find 
the paper anywhere. Stlll the 
calls kept coming, each one giv
ing me an apocalyptic sense of 
polntlessness In "being" and try
ing to "write about it." 

It Was sunny outside and the 
traffic was moving. 

Ft natty, I got a call from a 
woman Identifying herself as my 
"human cheeseburger." 

After a long, soulful talk and a 
subsequent meeting, okay, I 
decided once again that: Alcohol 
Is the strangest, most dangerous
ly powerful drug of all, excluding, 
of course, the powdered "ln
volatlle bliss"; and I really should 
amend my "awful blg fat cunt" 
descrlptluon to "juicily and 
pleasingly plump," a kind of 
fascinating sex appeal which Is 
unique and equally thrilling, 
sometimes, partly by way of 
variety, as those slender, 
dellcate, finely-boned llssonie 
young things. 

Feminists, don't write in, 
please, I'm not In the mood to
day, but I suppose It's like toss
ing off to classic nude oil pain
tings; there'a a curious 1etishJsm 

dispute this, the· topic has now 
been exhausted to the point of 
boredom, and I will give the 
witnesses the benefit of the 
doubt, the doubt being my llquor
sodden brain. 

All I can come up with In 
defense Is that somehow I must 
have felt (a) threatened and/or 
(b) rejected (I have pathologlcat 
dread of rejection), both/either 
IN THE SUBCONSCIOUS, or, that 
(c) the company present, ALSO 
IN AN ALCOHOL+ INDUCED 
STUOR, PROVOKED ME. I now 
find this woman, the 
"chgeeseburger," to be kind, In
teresting, charming, 
" humorous, '' sexually enticing 
and, ABOVE ALL, forgiving of 
my, shall we say, "shitty 
behavior." For this reason , I 
woutd like to dellver publlc 
apollgles and to request that this 
woman's lurking PCP-damaged 
brother NOT kill me, afte r all . 
Your sister Isn't a cheeseburger, 
okay? 

To ChlChl, another lndlvldual I 
find kind and warm, but 
somewhat misdirected, I say, 
sorry, kid, If I helped 
(Inadvertently) to 
perpetuate an image of you as 
the Scarlet Lady of San Fran
cisco. 

Chi Chi, I AM A CLASS ACT. If 
you even knew who I am, you 
would realize It takes a long, long 
time to reach my point of being 
totally "declasse." This means 
shedding all the societally
defined conditioning of upwardly
moblle acceptable behavior. This 
does NOT mean NO CLASS. 

DAMAGE 

. I ·I' ,., ... • \ 
I~ . '·,, 
'·I ' I . ... . . .... 
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Rules and 

ifil 
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Regulations bM/we t 
You Touched 
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Furthermore, "classlessness" 
allows me to make Negro Jokes 
In a Negro hangout WITHOUT 
GETTING BEATEN UP, no matter 
how plastered I may be. It also 
allows me to crack "honky': 
jokes way above your own 
dlsgustlngly drunken heads at my 
dellghtedly grinning Negro 
friends seated on the other side 
-of the cafe. You see, MILES is 
still God. MILES DAVIS HELD 
COURT AT FATBLiRGER AND 
CHANGED ALL OUR LIVES. Chi 
Chi, I should talk 111\e this or 
crack behind a tinshlt facade. 
There ls no dange, Chi Chi, ex
cept In thinking llke Godard. 
When you've gone to bleed, · 
nothing matters, ya do what ya 
do, despit9 the consequences, 
and it's too late. 

Meanwhlle, I'm asked to report 
that the Go Go's return party at 
Ortental Kathy's house was NOT 
a "wretched affair," but a 
whoopee-the-Go-Go's-are-back
grand-slam-event at which 
EVERYBODY had a GOOD TIME 
... ' 'even If some CRAN KY 
FUCKHEAOS didn't.' ' 

Kathy, I couldn't help It. I felt 
Ilka Carole "Its Too Late" King 
because you ditched me. Not 
many girls can say that. I sup
pose I had It coming. I swear I 
really had hopes of dragging out 
our wonderfut "encounter" past 
my usual two nighters; FOR 
ONCE IN MY LIFE I thought I 
might have a beautlful three
weeker on my hands to be true, 
but you turned away, you turned 
your back, you walked away, 
chlld. 

So now, If you see me walking 
down the street, and I start to 
weep, each time we meet, walk 
on by, walk on by, ooh walk on 
by, and try to understand the 
tears of a clown. 

.a-, ; I' 
45 NOW AVAILABLE 

s 2.50 CHECK OR M.o. ro: PO BOX 40515 SAN FRANCISCO CA 94140 

But What About the News, 
What About the News? 

Black Flag, a personal favorite 
among the "hardcore," now has 
an official new vocallst. His name 
Is Dez and he's a graduate of 
Red Cross, a fun kiddie punk 
band, probably the youngest In 
LA, who are kind of like Black 
Falg's junior school of trainees. 
The new kid should be broken tn 
by now, since BF is back from a 
self-promoted, self-financed tour 
from here to Vancouver, taking in 
about fifteen dates. 

They just released a second 
three-song EP on their own label 
tor the unbeatable economy price 
of $2.50. Send $2.50 (postpaid) to 
SST Record,s P .0. Box No. 1, 
Lawndale, CA 90260. vocalist on 
the record Is ron Reyes, the 
Puerto Rican who succeeded 
Keith Morris, and who has since 
spilt to live ln Vancouver. 

MaJcol Sinatra, who produced 
and showcased a rash of un
discovered "new talent" during 
his Cabaret of the Undefined 
marathon, as reported last time, 
Is carrying on with the concept at 

. the Company Theatre op La 
Cienega in a series of after-hours 
shows at weekends during 
August and September. 

Bands appearing are the 
Boneheads, Phranc, Castration 
Squad (who somehow bridge the 
gap between "art" and "hard
core"). the Johnnies (I think), oh, 
and Hal Negro and The Satin 
Tones (NOT an art band). Satin 
Tones are another favorite 
because I love playlng In them. 
We're a subdivision spllnter 
group of our own "Momy Ship," 
Art J. and the Gold Cups. Kellle 
Quinn (our piano player) and Hal 
(singer and lyrlclst) could be the 
new Bacharach and David of our 
time. 

lncldentally, we want to 
apologize to Berkeley Square for 

· the non-appearance of the Satin 
Tones at what was to be our big 
SF debut on August 18. It fell 
apart because J broke my fucking 
hand and had It In a plaster cast. 
It's the first time the Tones have 
ever canceled a gig. We were 
really looktng forward to It since 
Kellie and Hal wrote two more 
brand-new songs which I loved 
when I heard them. 

Meanwhlte, ole pal Geza X ts 
stilt slogging away at the Mommy 
Men album. He scared me to 
death In the studio when we 
were doing the drum parts. He's 
coming from so many different 
musical places at once it's 
frightening and exciting. I let him 
bully and bludgeon me into 
"creativity" and crawled out of 
the studio exhausted three 
weeks later. Gaza Is what you 
might call a "stud lo Nazi." 

Gaza's also a maniac. In bet
ween doing his own album he's 
been doing production stints for 
the Weirdos and the Fender Bud
dies, the former who asked him 
to produce their next slngle. The 
A-side wm be "Message from the 
Underworld. " I forget what other 
tunes are on the tape, but It 
sounds good. I wish they'd 
recorded that new "Be Bop Barn 
Bop" tune (or whatever It's call
ed). 

lncldentalty, the W's are now 
four-piece since they fired 
bassist Will!• Wiiiiama, the cute 
young kid, after he got drunk dur
ing a video taping for a TV show 
and threw some kind of tantrum 
as well as equipment all over the 
studio, thus causing the poor old 
Weirdos tremendous professional 
embarrassment, "profes- ~ 

slonalslm" being a source of 
pride to the band. Instead of 
replacing Wl111e, the group decid
ed on switching rhythm guitarist 
Clift Roman to bass. 

Underground excitement Is 
mounting around the Mentors' 



S.F. 
by The Drone 

Beach punks, birthdays, new 
bands . . the Dog Days here In 
SF were anything but. The blr· 
thdays were those of Berkeley 
Square co-owner Vic Ratto and 
Pope of Punk (as one of our dally 
rags dubbed him) Dirk Dirksen. 
Victor celebrated at his club with 
the Alleycats, and a sculpted 
thre&-tier whipped cream cake to 
make advocates of the Cuisine 
Mlnceurcry, parts of which are 
even now being scraped off the 
walls. Bob (the band that modest
ly admits "Where Bob goes, 
dogs smell"), showed their 
domestic side and brought a 
cake composed of smashed
together Twlnkles and Ho-Hos, 
purchased damaged at half-price 
from the nearby Hostess bakery. 

Dlrksen's soiree was billed as 
"throw .a Faggot on the Fire" for 
his "heinous crl~s against ar
tists, audiences a'1d music;" the 
idea being that Our l(l(fal Fallen 
Angel would Join his historical 
counterparts In Hell. Due to Fire 
Department regulations, 
however, Dlrksen's tour of the 
ninth clrcle was heated by a 
microwave rather than the more 
trad bonfire. Down at the Hell 
Club, the P. of P. ran Into Adam 
and Eve (verslmllltude supplied 
by a llve elghteen·foot boa con· 
strlctor), Joan Crawford, Uzzle 
Borden, Cleopatra and Joan of 
Arc. Thts latter martyr-of·martyrs 
was played by everyone's 
favorite vlrglnal femme, Ginger 
Coyote. Back up top, the1 evening 
was rounded out by sets from 

movie, Get Up and Die, which, If 
It's ever finished, will probably 
out gross (In both meanings of 
the word) John Waters' Pink 
Flamingos and Female Trouble. 

The Mentors are those heavy 
metal jokers with the executioner 
hoods whose ribald schtrck in· 
eludes "New wave sucks . . . 
Mentors rule. " The movie depicts 
various "celebs" whom the Men· 
tors consider to be desplcalbe 
new wave trendies all meeting 
grotesque deaths (eg, Tomala du 
Plenty gets his hand lopped off, 
then his whole head gets the 
chop). 

The Mentors keep hassllng me 
to be In the movie. I said I would 
if I get to write my own death 
scene since I' m mortified to be 
thought of as a trendy. Me, of all 
people. How dare they? Their 
''death·t<>-the--new·wave '' stance 
meets my approval, as well as 
that of the hardcore punk con· 
tlngent. It's still thriving, par
ticularly at the beaches, 
unbelievably so ln these here 
new wave 80s times. Naturally, 
the punks dig It; feminists: of 
coUrse, fall Into the Mentors trap. 
and allow themselves to be 
outraged thus, of course, deliver
ing up platefuls of adverse 
oubllclty for the boys. 

Women to the Mentors, you 
see, are an outlet for repressed 
homosexuality since women are 
only on earth to be "slutfucked" 
and to satiate bestlal Mentor 
desires, since they feel all 
females HAVE TO BE 
HUMILIATED. A lot of dames dig 
It, and hang around the Mentors 
looking for ten lashes or to be 
" slutfucked" as a Mentor whore. 
Cute or disgusting? Vaguely ln· 
terestlng? 

II Duce, leader, who drummed 
with teh Screamers during their 
earliest Incarnation as the 
Tupperwaraa In Seattle, tells me 
they need $200,000 to finish the 

Wasp Women, Zev and Dead 
Kennedys. For those of you who 
never believed your parents 
when they to1d you "Mr. 
Policeman Is your friend, " North 
Beach beat cop, Bob Geary, 
spent his night off at the Mab 
playlng Attila the Hun for the 
f'astlvlties. Sheriff Mike Hen· 
nessey was In attendance as 
well, pogolng for all he's worth 
lrom his front·row vantage point. 

Could a SF News column go by 
without at least one mention of 
those ubiquitous underwater 
upstarts, Flipper? SUly question. 
Called in at the last minute to sub 
tor no--shows H•I Negro and the 
Satin Tones (detailed elsewhere 
In this Issue/detailed elsewhere 
on this page) , at the Berkeley 
Square, the Flipper gang had (oh, 
horrors) spent the day drinking 
and were sorta, uh, feisty when 
they arrived. After picking fights 
backstage with second·billed 

' beach punk·faves Clrcle Jerks, 
they took the stage only to 
bloody up several members of 
the audience. The brighter Flip· 
pers deserted the stage at that 
point, leaving bassist Wiii Shatter 
all by himself to Intone, "I am the 
wheel, I am the wheel." For 
those of us who never manage to 
make the really fun gigs, Target 
Video has the whole circus on 
tape. 

Mark Mothersbaugh took In No 
Sisters at Rock City a few weeks 
back when his band, rising stars 
called Devo, was In town. No 
Sisters will be back at the City 
September 11 to celebrate its 
new two·for-<>ne Identity; one 
cover charge wlll admit nlghtclub
bers to the Rock City above and 
Back Dor below. 

You're right, one mention per 
column Isn't enough. Flipper 
closed out the summer with a 
free Labor Day gig outdoors at 
Valllancourt Plaza. Termed "Rock 
Against Work," the gig was a 

movie and that United Artists has 
shown some Interest. 

The Mentors asked me and 
Geza If they could show the 
traller of the movie In between 
sets during the last Mommy Men 
gig at the Starwood. We said 
sure. The Starwood, I suppose, 
thought It was some Innocuous 
little Oevo-esque art movie, or 
something. The trailer, needless 
to say, brought the house down 
with cheers, as one "celeb" after 
inother Is savagely mutllated and 
killed. the flick will be a smash 
hit if that's the response the four 
minute "teaser" got. 

Next day, the shit hit thlf fan at 
the Starwood offices. There was 
a whole lnqu9st Into how the 
movie was able to slip past the 
stage staff. The managerment 
was fllpp\ng that the movie was 
so sickeningly bizarre and freaky 
that it could haye got the Joint 
closed down for obscenity. 
S0mebody send the Mentors 
money. Walt a second. No. 
Somebody send ME money. 

Arthur J. and the Gold Cups, 
an offlclal LA legend, the world's 
first known punk/funk band 
(lncludlng ContortlOns etc), 
among other things, makes Its 
first appearance this year, on 
Halloween at the Whiskey, for a 
Brendan two-day speclal, which 
better fucking sell out again or 
Elmer wlll have my neck. The full 
band and orchestrated horns, the 
whole shot, Including Spazz At· 
tack, will Jurn out. 

On the "hardcore" Orange 
County front the Adolescents 
must be mentioned. They're 
young kids, but tlley PLAY real 
good. They are talked about In 
terms of being "sensational." 
They are exceptionally, supris· 
lngly good. They play unabashed 
punk rock with exhlllratlon and 
SKILL 

Running out of space . 
Phranc Is great. I love her. More 

The Silvertones 

success for those few punks able 
to brave the hour (noon) and the 
sun (bright). The vote ·is stilt out 
on the tourists wandering around 
gawplng at the banner spread 
between two trees(!) reading 
"Don't Be Stupid." 

Gigging: Snakeflnger, Mlddle 
Class, Bush Tetras coming soon 
... DNA playing around the area 
. . . Tuxedomoon and the Offs 
back to New York, the latter with 
another slngle on the way, 
Subterranean/Easler Said Than 
Done on Is Paris Burning? 
Records. · 

New: Tw&'Tone, a Motown·style . 
band with Donna ex· of the Offs 
.•. Wolvarlne with Hector of the 
Zeros and Bruce from the 
Kenne~ys ... Peter Bllt (guitarist 
from Pearl Harbor) has formed a 
band called the Expressions . ... 
The peripatetic Stench Bros. now 
providing bottom end for Jorma 

next time. 
Jerry Roach's Casablanca was 

burned down by some Irate hip-
pies who were refused admls· 
slon. It wlll be rebuilt because It 
was covered by Insurance. Mean· 
wht1e, punk In OC moves back to 
the Cuckoo's Nest, another 
Roach Joint, since the Fleetwood 
bit II. 

By the time you read this, 
hopefully, my own little rage, 
Slusft, wlll finally be out. It's my 
first publishing venture. It's going 
to be mainly reader·written 
because I'm too busy with other 
projects to be able to do a lot of 
writing. So If you want to be In It 
send pictures (mainly), Info, 
malnfestos, articles, to Slush, PO 
Box 2268, Hollywood 90028. 

Next time, more on Eddie, the 
mysterious Eddie, my friend who 
has not betrayed me, so far. This 
Is Eddie of Eddie and the Sub
titles. I've run out of room and 
I'm being hassled for over· 
writing. He deserves more space 
than this. Read all about him in 
Slush. 

New wavers die. Don't forget 
... keep off the booze. Send me 
poslon mall. 'Bye. 

Kaukonen's new band Vital 
Parts. 

Things to look for: Special 
sneak·prevlew of Damage On lhe 
Air on KUSF Jn San Francisco, 
90.3 Im on Tuesday, September 
9th at 11:30 pm, and on KALX In 
Berkeley, 90.7 fm on Wednesday, 
the 10th at 9:30 pm. Roky Ericson 
returns to the Back Dor for his 
only scheduled Bay Area ap
pearance following, the release 
of his new album on CBS·UK. For 
the few who don't know, Roky 
was the lead singer and song 
writer for the now legendary 13th 
Floor Elevators and has been 
variously described as "the 
Salvador Dall of Rock,'' "the 
ultimate rock cult figure" and 
"the Martian Van Morrison." 
Harold Budd, whose recently 
released album, Plateau of 
Mirror, featured Brian Eno as 
prime collaborator, will be per-

pie: George Westcot 

forming at the SF Exploratorlum 
Museum on October 9. Budd's 
music ls baslcally ambient In 
nature and, In his own words, 
he's "been exploring an Intense-
ly personal musical terrain for the 
past twenty years or so, attemp-
ting a music totally without 
repeats." 

Not to miss: Naked City, Bay 
of Pigs, the Longshoremen and 
the Alterboys performing on 
behalf of the new Clubfoot LP at 
the Savoy on September 18; New 
Humans art show at the Good· 
man Building betwe'en the 5 and 
12 of September; Bush Tettras at 
the Berkeley Square on 
September 5 and 6; Dead Ken· 
nedya' farewell show at the Mab 
before embarking on their UK 
tour on September 12 and 13 
featuring the Feederz from 
Phoenix. 

~ 
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrium Light Force Flash Ill of Beverly Hills would like to t 
announce the engagement of their daughter, Electra Luna, to Mr. Brendan 
Charles Mullen. Mr. Mullen is currently playing with Geza X and the Mommy 
Men. The wedding will bl! held at Fat burger in Lo~ ,,4.ngel~. 

Dear Electra, 
What would you do If your houseguests, the 

Dead Kennedys, brought home a strange and 
obnoxious creature that started calling you horrlble 
names? 

Been There 

anticipation, I'd go up to the juke box and put on 
that ofd Barry White standard ... baby, baby, baby 
... oooh .. oooh .. put on your white lace panties 
with the blue bows. The creature, Intoxicated by his 
own hipness, be yeillng, "/ want to take pictures of 
the Negroes." I'd put a glide In my stride to get to 
the car, start .up the engine and put my foot to the 

Dear Been There, floor. The creature would be left yelllng, "You 
Flrsl, I'd grab my camera and make a movie of ft. pseudo-Negroes . .. Miles Davis ain't on the juke 

A picture's worth a thousand words. Then, I'd drive box no more." Before he knew what hit him ... I'd 
to the nearest Fatburger and order a Kina Ch/II be home In the door. 
Cheese ... to go. While wafting with wlld Me and My Burger, Electra 

"Dear Electra" questions should be sent to 9380 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hiiis, Ca 90210. 
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Video 80, an lnter~atlonal video exhibi
tion . wllf open In various conventional and 
unusual locations around the Bay Area the 
week of October 19-26. Tapes have been 
sollclted from recognized artists in the 
field-Les Levine, Tony Ramos, Chris 
Burden, Alan Kaprow, Eric Metcalf, Tom 
Marioni and Wiiiie Walker, to name just a 
'tew-as well as submitted by newcomers, 
thus combining the best elements of a com
petition and an Invitational show. Either 
way, the emphasis Is on new works , many 
being created specflcally for the show. 

complement the range of video work cur- that now is the time for video artists to con
rently being done, a spectrum so wide that front and Interact with their audience, and 
no single setting could adequately and ap- Video 80 Is the opportunity. 
proprlatelyshowcase It. Further, he emphasizes that because 

A catalogue Is being prepared In connec- Video 80 Is not a competition or festival In 
!Ion with the exhibition. Planned to be more the traditional sense, there wllt be no "win-

Conceived and produced by Steve Agets
teln under the aegis of Public Eye (a non
profit video corporation) , Video 80 Is an 
outgrowth, on a larger and different scale, 
of the video portion of the SF Art Commis
sion's annual Art Festival. Agetsteln, a 
video artist himself, has long felt the need 
for a qualltatlvely different forum for video 
art than has previously been available. 
Video 80 Is the result of his very particular 
Ideas and boundless energy on the subject. 

a lastlng resource than simply a schedule of ners"; all tapes to be shown are deemed 
eventsandllstlngoftapes, ltwllllncludear- exhibition quality. Of more Interest. BO 
tlcles-Francls Coppola on electronic 
cinema, Wiiioughby Sharp on telecom- ,~~~ 

W//H////////////////////////HH//H///M'll""'IU'av'h 

munlcatlons, Robert Cooper on satellite ap- perhaps, to the artists Involved, Is the fact 
plicatlons, Steve Beck on video technology, that every participant will receive an 
local scene reports, new directions for honorarium. In the flnal analysis, though, 
video art and more-and orlglnal art pages the most Important thing Video 80 can 
designed by the likes of Chip Lord, Howard achieve, according to A:getsteln, Is to 
Fried, Irv Tepper and, again, many more. ''generate more tape.•• 

Coordinator Agetsteln sees the festival as In all, there will be approxlmately seventy 
an opportunity for video artists to ac- tapes shown at twenty-five exhibitions over Target Goes to France, 

Banned Farther East ~~~:~i~~a.8~~e1~:~1;~t~~tsa tnn~~eb~th~~ ~hdef~re::~:. ~~~~~~~i.1t~~~~~d~I~ ~~ ::~r:~ 
arts have bee.n doing for years, but which to kick off ·a year of activities, Including an 
h.ave up until now been denied them simply fnternatlonal travelllng exhibition and plans 
because of the relatlve youth of the field. for a video cassette distribution network; 
Having gotten beyond the point where and plan on giving more video news as the 
much time and energy were spent just con- year progresses. For further Information, 
vlnclng the public that video can Indeed be contact Steve Agetsteln or Wendy Garfield 
an a_rtlstfc medium, Agetsteln Is convinced at229 Cortland St., SF94110, 4151285-2390. 

Target Video is taking tts tapes to Paris 
and seven other French cities In 
September. The shows are being presented 
through FNAC, a co-op organization that 
selfs stereo and video equipment and 
records. The tapes to be shown Include 
Callfornfa New Wave, Western Front and 
Underground Forces. Scores of bands are 
featured: Residents, Blondie, Olis, 
Avengers, Bush Tetras, Fllpper, Plstols, 
Levi & The Rockats, Mutants, Offs, 
Ramones, Talking Heads, Tuxedomoon, 

A host of locales wlll screen tapes, from 
galleries, nlghtclubs and your llvlngroom via 
broadcast televlslon, to an East Bay greasy 
spoon and so-called video taxi cabs. This 
range of viewing situations Is intended to 

Invisible Records Un Label Invisible 
by Francoise Docquiert 
translated by Olivier des Ciers de euumets 

Ayatollah Comedy Is preparing his first record in 
Paris . Plastic · People are staying . In 
Czechoslovakia. James Chance, after a super
successful tour In Europe, has returned to New 
York. Perverslta perseveres In France. ANA Is 
secretly holed up studying Popular Mechanics. Ci
ble Is In prison and the Associated Asocials are 
trying to help them through Nouveaux Modes ln
dustrlels. 

And, all these hot records ... You can get the 
lnvlslble catalogue by writing SCOPA, 89 rue 
Charles de Gaulle, Buress/Yvette 91440, France, 
or check your local record store; they are now on 
sale on the West Coast. The lnvlslble Records 
label Is Issued by the musicians, photographers, 
editors, bakers, architects and publishers 
cooperative called SCOPA. · 

These dissident punk Frenchies (or French 
Punkies) feed off your souls through their books, 
records and live concerts. These "Invisibles" 

silently cross the borders and are all Inter
changeable. They love real communists and 
dissidents, "la new wave," cheeseburgers, 
Castro' s cigars and Mao's Chinese. They all help 
Iran by smoking heroin. don't try to catch them , 
just buy their records ... It's easier and much 
more expensive. · 

When A Punk Bites a Bird, That's News 

During the course of a burglary he was allegedly 
committing, Tucson punk Charlie Monoxide rip
ped open the chest of a trl-llngual thirty-two-year
old parrot valued at $7000, and drank Its blood. 
While he was at It, he plucked out the bird's eyes 
as well. 

He told one of his partners In crime that he was 
Inspired to commit the deed after the bulldog ac
companying them bit and stunned poor Polly. 

Damage Puts NW on TV 
On the somewhat heavy heels bf Its nationally 

syrldicated radio magazine, Damage On The Air, 
DGC Radio & TV, the electronic media arm of the 
company that publishes Damage, has announced 
that It has started production on a series of televi
sion shows called (what else?) TV Damage. Ac
cording to Ruth Schwartz, Director of .DGC Radio & 
TV, the project Is the fulflllment of a long time 
desire on the part of Damaged Goods Company to 
work with Target Video, the West Coast's best 
known and oldest underground video group. "The 
show Is an autonomous segment of the new 
Berkeley Square Presents Target Video pro
gram, " she explained. "We're providing the Inter
view and background material with people and 
bands In both the local and International new 
music scene. Our aim Is to provide a clearer pic
ture of the people who make up the bands, to ex

. plore their ideas, lifestyles and the experiences 
that lie behind their music. " 

Robert Six Is host of the Damage segment and 
will handle the interviewing phores. At a relatively 
tender twenty-two, Mr. Six has laid up his own 
chunk of punk brownie points in the SF scene. 
He's a former bassist with the Offs and Jah-Hovah 
and Is currently lead guitarist In a new band called 
Fresh Points. He's also a graphic artist who's 
been doing posters for local bands over the last 
three years (some of which have been chosen to 
appear In the Western Front Poster Show at Valen
cla Tool & _Die) as well as writing and shooting 
Super 8 and 16 mm fllms. Despite such Inoffensive 
credentials, Robert claims to he the not infrequent 
recipient of death threats, owing, If you can 
believe that man behind the Foster Grants1 to his 
notorious and resolute fickleness in the field of 
love, sweet love. "I don't mind the threats so 
much, " he bravely admits, " It's when they call 
you up and just breathe that It gets creepy." 

Since most of his video and fllm experl8nce has 
been from behind the cameras, we asked him how 
he thought he'd do now that he was on the other 

side. "You never know till you try, but I figure I'm 
bored, jaded and desperate enough to want 
something new and interesting from the people 
I'm talking to. If they're boring, I'll just tap dance 
off screen and leave them sitting there all alone, 
just them and a half-million viewers.'' 

Queried how he got the job, Robert grinned . "I 
saw this guy who was drunk off his ass at the 
Mabuhay starting to tip over and helped him out. 
We started talking, turned out It was Brad being 'a 
hard-drinking newspaper man' and, next tl)Jng I 
know, he's asking me to try outforthe show." 

· Robert Six: Definitely nol the punk Johnny Carson! 

Both the Target TV show and the TV Damage 
segments are currently In production . They will be 
aired In September In selected European markets 
and plans call for American syndication by fall. 
Some of the bands featured to date include the 
Offs, New York's Bush Tetras, Jayne County, X, 
DNA and Gaza X and the Mommymen. 

Before he left, Robert asked that we add the 
following statement: " I am not now, nor ever have 
been nor ever plan to be, the punk Johnny Carson, 
the new wave Dick Cavett or the underground' s 
own special version of Dinah Shore. PS: Keep 
your death threats to yourself, assholes!'' 

· Ole Doc Benw4r 

· Joanna Went ... and the llst goes on. 
The tapes wlll be shown contlnuously and 

admission Is free; watch out for the Left 
Bank going West Coast. 

Another Target tape, Western Forces, Is 
currently touring Europe but has been ban
ned from presentation In West Germany and 
Czechoslovakia by the International Com
munications Agency In Washington. 
Segments showing US troops In Viet Nam, 
Brezhnev being degraded and Jesus being 
vlolated were deemed unsultable portrayals 
of the American way of llfe. 

NEW RELEASES 
LPs 
Echo & the Bunnymen Crocodlfes (UK-Korova) 
Ultravox Vienna 
0.0.A. Something Better Change (Canada-Friends) 
NotSenslbles Instant Classic (UK-Snotty Snail) 
Nips OnfytheEndoftheBegfnnfng (UK-Soho) 
Oalele I Compass kum'pa (UK-Back Door) 
Various Artists South Specific (UK· Brain Booster) 
Various Artists Unzipping the Abstract (UK-MMC) 
Various Artists The Shape of Finns to Come (UK-Cherry 
Red) 
Swell Maps Jane from Occupied Europe (UK-Rough 
Trade) 
Lemon Kittens We Buy a Hammer for Daddy (UK-United 
D--)) 
Cabciret Voltatre The Voice of America (UK-Rough 
Trade) ~ 
Siouxie & the Banshees Kaleidoscope (UK-Polydor) 

45s 
Samples VendettaEP (UK-Sample) 
Zounds Can' tCheatKarmaEP (UK-Crass) 
Stiff Llttle Fingers Back to Front/Mr. Fire Coal Men (UK
Chrysalls) 
Smade Edward Fox/ComeAgaln (UK-Asprln) 
Mission of Burma Afademy Fight Song/ Max Ernst (US
Ace of Hearts) 
Cigarettes Can 't Sleep at Night/It's the Only Way to Live 
(Die} (UK-Dead Good) 
Explolted ArmyLlfeEP (UK-Red Rhino) 
The Controversfal Subject/Black and Whfte (UK-Y.i: 
A.P.) 
Subhumans Firing Squad/ N.p Productivity (Canada
Quintessence) · 
Contingent V/o/enceEP (France-Contingent) 
Magic Michael Mllflonafre / My Friend and f (UK-Atomic) 
Tools Hard Work / The Road Forever (US-Subterranean) 
Splodgenessabounds Simon TemplerEP (UK-Oeram) 
Jack & the Rippers No Desfrell Fee/ Like a Tram 
(Switzerland-Another Swiss Label) 
Flatbackers Pumpfng Iron/Kid from Kfdbrooke (UK-Red 
Shadow) 
Josef K Radio Drlll Time / Crazy to Exist (Scotland
Postcard) 
Eddie & the Subtitles Louie Loule/Amerfcan Society 
(US-No Label) 
Bow Wow Wow C30 C60 C90 Go/Sun See and Piracy 
(UK-EMI) 
Wall GhettoEP (UK-Fresh) 
X-S Discharge Life's A WankEP (UK-Groucho Marxist) 
Llhes CoolSnap12• EP (UK-Red Llher) 
Saints Paralytic Tonight Dubfln Tomoffow 120 EP 
(France-New Rose) 
Shriek Sexsef/s12" EP (Canada-Rydel 
Pink Section Midsummer Night's Dream 12" EP (US
Modern) 
Maggots Tammy Wynette/Rough Dub (US-Wormuslc) 
Pauline Murray & the Invisible Girls Dream Sequences 
10• EP (UK- ) 



ND! So Quiet on the Western Front 
Dates have been flnallzed, a Board of Directors elected, and work 

0 
has begun In earnest on the second Western Front music and arts 
festival to take place throughout the SF Bay Area from October 17 
through 26. Last year's festival, the bralnchlld of the Deaf Club's 

CT. 
Robert Hanrahan, was generally chalked up as a success, particular-· 
ly considering the rush planning and predictable personality and 
loglstlcal hassles that characterized Its early stages. Over sixty 
bands and a host of fllmmakers, video artists and assorted per-

•
. formers, writers and radio DJs participated over a ten-day period last 

year. Well known SF venues llke the Mabuhay Gardens, Deaf Club, 
Geary Temple and the Savoy hosted groups from as far north as Van-

1 26 
couver and as far east as New York. Los Angeles bands like the 

I Germs, Alleycats, Catholic Dlsclpline, Bags and Weirdos Joined their 
SF counterparts In presenting a series of shows whose energy and 

• excitement set the tone for the Festlval as a whole. For Its part, 
Damage published a 5000-copy run of a free Issue which proflled 
each of the participating groups and acted as a de facto program for 
the event (sorry, back issues of this, #3, are not available). 

SF 
do not be alamied 

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT 

On Tuesday, September 
16th 1980, a benefit 
performance featuring 
a host of Bay Area & 
beyond bands wil 1 be 
held at both the Mab 
and Rock City. A $4. 
cover will be charged 
which will admit the 
ticket bearer to both 
clubs! 

Proceeds from the shows 
will benefit WESTERN 
FRONT. 

BE THERE OR ELSE!!!!!! 

This year's Festlval, In comparison, Is expected to be much 
broader In scope and to attract larger numbers of lnternatlonaUy
known performers. In the planning stages for over two months, this 
year's Festival began with a series of open meetings attended by up
wards of fifty people at Damage offices In June and July. The 
meetings culmlnated In the creation of a non-profit community-wide 
Association with the express purpose of producing and promoting a 
yearly fe~lval which wlll hlghllght the actions, arts and activities of 
the International and local underground. The Western Front Associa
tion Is open to all, with membership based on dues of $30 or ten 
hours of volunteer service. Among one of the more interesting ar- . 
ticles in the Association's bylaws Is a stlpulatlon, suggestged by pro
ducer Dirk Dirksen of the Mabuhay, which mandates that fully three
quarters of all participating groups In the Festlval must be unsigned 
to major labels. In arguing for this rule, Dirksen noted that the whole 
point of the Festival Is to promote the Independent local bands and 
artists ~hcx:onstllute the real stre.ngth and vltallty of the NW scene. 

A seven-member Board of Directors was elected by the people at-
.- tending the general meetings pursuant to the Articles of the Associa

tion. Their job will be to direct th8 various volunteer committees 
which wlll organize and produce the Festival. Elected were: Dirk 
Dirksen (Mabuhay), Jeannine Richardson (Target Video), David 
Bassin (OJ for KTIM and Berkeley Square), Goody Thompson 
(Damage), Robert Hanrahan (Rock City) and Brad L. (Damage). 
ChiChl, manager of the Mutants and Circle Jerks, was elected as 
well, but was forced to resign due to biz priorities. She has been 
replaced by an alternate, Barry Simons, who formerly booked the 
Back DOR. 

The Publlclty Committee has met on an almost weekly basis, laying 
the groundwork for the media blitz that will precede the Festival. Sutr 
committees have been formed to work with press, radio, television 
and other media to develop the most comprehensive publicity cam
paign possible. The first press release was Issued at the end of July, 
and the second Is currently being sent to over 2000 people around 
the world. 

Among venues and clubs who have envlnced a desire to be Involv
ed are: Mabuhay, Rock City, Savoy, Berkeley Square, Club Foot, 
Valencla Tool & Ole, the Old Waldorf, ARE Gallery, Club Generic and 

the Stone. Each of the participating venues wlll be doing their own 
booking (bands take note!), but a Booking Committee has been set 
up to co-ordinate the flow of Information between bands Interested In 
playing and appioprlate clubs. Bands who would like to participate In 
the Western Front should send info to the Booking Committee at the 
address below. 

While the booking has only Just begun, there ls strong Indication 
that a number of major acts from Europe and the East Coast wlll ap
pear (among names mentioned are Cabaret Voltaire, Young Marble 
Giants, Clash, James Chance). Bands from points across the 
Western US and Canada have already announced their availablllty; 
the biggest problem the Festlval may have to face Is accomodatlng all 
those who wish to play. 

The Festival wlll not only provide an opportunity for bands, known 
and unknown, to reach large and enthusiastic audiences, but wlll also 
Include the work of a wide variety of other artists, working In diverse 
media, hoping to present the broadest posslble picture of life and ac
tivity In the underground. Among non-musical events planned Is a 
major exhibition of poster art at Valencia Tool & Ole with over a thou
sand posters represented (a catalogue of the posters Is being 
prepared for sale as part of the exhibit). Also several venues are plan
ntng to present large-scale performance art series, while others have 
scheduled video shows and film programs. Local photographers are 
already working on a documentary book on the Festival, and Target 
Video, among others, Is gearing up for a full-scale documentation of 
the event. Target Is cutting Its European tour short In order to be In 
San Francisco tor the Festival. 

As It diet last year, Damage will undertake to produce a special free 
edition to act as guide and program for the Festival. Participating ar
tists and bands will be proflled, venues described and a comprehen
sive guide to the San Francisco Bay Area underground (with maps!?!) 
will be Included. According to Damage Sales & Circulation Director, 
Jonathan Formula, the big difference from last year's Festival j.asue 
wm be tn the print run. "We printed 5000 last time, and they were 
gone within the first two days. This year, we're printing a minimum of 
25,000 and we expect they'll go nearly as fast,'' said Mr. F. 

Whereas the spirit of cooperation and excitement generated by 
1hls year's Festival has been very high to date, only time wlll tell 
whether or not the various segments of the $Cene, always suspicious 
of each other's motives and quick to take offense, will be able to work 
together closely enough to assure the realization of the Festival's 
promise. Already there are signs that, as the deadlines approach for 
booking and publlclty, old factions are still at odds. The competition 
for bands with large draws Is Intense at all times, especlally In a twon 
with as many active venues as Frisco, and It Is to be expected that 
that competition will naturally Intensify as booking for the Festival 
proceeds. So rar, there has been some talk of the various Interested 
producers meetlog to facilitate an even and ·harmonious flow of 
events during the nine Festival days, but, at this time, no such 
meeting has taken place. 

The Association has set up offices at 678 South Van Ness In San 
Francisco (94110) as well as an Information phone which refers 
callers to appropriate committees. The number to call Is 4151861-
0469. Volunteers are needed for every committee and the time to get 
Involved la now. Bands and others Interested In performing should, 
as mentioned above, send basic booking and press Information to 
the Western Front, Attn: Booking. 

This Is No Joke 
meet at Happy Donuts and 
thereupon embark on an 
Emergelicy Road Flare and BowieGoes 

To Broadway 
The Elephant Man, 

Blackstone ·Theatre, Chicago 
by Joe Carducci 

The International Bus Plunge Flashllght procession to an un· 
Society Is pleased to announce Its disclosed point within the National 
first scheduled activity for 1980. Urban wllderness Preserve. There 
We will gather at 9:00 pm, on Tues- we wlll Bar-B-Oue our chicken pot 

~~~·rt:re~~~~~~ro:!~~t~~~a~~;~:, f~:s f:1~~;te~~~~~;n:~s ~~~ t~aus~ John Merrick died ·ninety years ago. He had an excellent scene early In the play wherein we 
of Third and Townsend Streets In Plunge with the ceremonial Night been one of the .. more severe freaks of nature, .first see Bowie at the hospital. He wears a 
San Francisco, where the freeway Train beverage. we will then with a large misshapen head, an oversized and loincloth and stands straight and expres
constructlon comes to an abrupt return to the Third & Townsend at useless right arm and caullflower-llke fungal slonless before an unseen gallery. Treves pro
end due to the putrefact machlna- midnlghtandwaltforthePlungeof growths on his back from head to thighs. His jects photographs ot Merrick onto a 
tlons of local governmental/ftnan- the Ghost Bus from the truncated deformities were not so severe as to kill him screen-and these are the actual photographs 
clal consortia. The site Is located freeway exit there. Come, and outright, however, and so we have The or the real John Merrick taken at London 
between the Southern Pacific cast your false transfers upon the Elephant Man, by Bernard Pomerance, a sue- Hospital a century ago, and hideous they 
Depot ar:id switching yard and the purifying flames of the Eternal 011 cessful play and soon-to-be movie, dramatizing . are-and Bowle assumes the deformities as 
San Francisco Recratlonal Vehicle Sllck Blaze. Let not the riders of his years· (1886-1890) at the London Hospital Treves enumerates them to his audience. 
Park, where herds of Wlnnebagos the Ghost Bus suspect they have under the care of physician Frederick Treves. As for any question about the propriety of 
roam and graze in the purple glow plunged -and died In vain. We are given a glimpse of the humlllation and casting David Bowle into legit theater-the 

_o_f~po_rt_ab_l_e_T_r_1n_11r_o_ns_._W_e_w_1_11_R_e_m_e_m~'?"-'_s_ao_P_a_u_lo_l ___ __,exploltatlon Merrick suffered In carnival side sheer physicallty of the role of John Merrick 
show circuits and a speculative aside as to what may leave the final wprd on the subject 
his life as a child might have been Ilka, but the unspoken, but then people unspoke the same 
play Is about his rehabilitation In the hospital. thing about Bowie in the film The Man Who Fell 
For the first time in his life, he is safe, clean and to Earth. Anyway, it's a boring question, so let's 

IN MEMORIAM ••••11111 able to talk with people. M~rrick's strain to drop It. . 
comprehend the fact of these good things The rest of the cast, Ken Ruta as Dr. Treves 
entering his life Is touching indeed and The and Concetta Tomei as the ac.tress Mrs. Ken
Elephant Man is a fine play during these Jlal, being Americans playing Britons tend to be 
scenes. For awhile, his newfound awareness a bit much In the accent and manner depart-

George Scott 
even allows for some naive Insights on his part ment, but are otherwise fine. Jack Hofslss' 

George Scott, bassist with not a junkie and thus his death Is 
Eight Eyed Spy and the doubly shocking to friends and 
Raybeats, died of an apparent fans , Scott had played with the 
heroin overdose on August 5. Contortions and Jack Ruby (an 
Although hardcord In his ap- early proponent, with Teenage 
proach to life In the best New Jesus and the Jerks, of No 
York No Wave tradition, he was Wave) and had toured with John 

In conversation with the doctor and, later, with direction Is resourceful without being too con
his guests from the higher social circles (their splcuous, but In the end tends to accentuate 
visits being part of his therapy). the flatness of those scenes that do ring true. 

Merrick's dissection of Romeo and Ju//et(he The Elephant Man Is, then, a case of an Inter-
reads now, too) over the arguments of Dr. mlttently good play attracting attention due 
Treves Is both funny and valid. More Important- more to Its Intriguing subject-and now to the 
ly, In this scene Pomerance succeeds In mak- intriguing acior playing said subject-than to Its 

Cale. 
Jng realistic Merr'lck's stumblingly unsure art. 
speech patterns without falling to communicate 
his surprisingly subtle point, but as Merrick 

Malcolm Owen progresses In thought and expression, his in-
Last seen retiring to the sanctity of Mum's to kick his sight Is no longer In evidence. Instead, these 

habit and eat some home cooking, Malcolm Owen of the later scenes, while witty for sure, lack the 
seminal Brit punk band The Ruts was found dead In his poignancy the first act of the play promises for 
bath from an overdose of heroin last month. them. 

He and The Ruts had determined on a split shortly David Bowle plays John Merrick, like Philip 
before his death due to his drug problem and subse- Angllm bafore him, without utilizing makeup to · 
quent lnablllty to work with the band; he was intending to affect his deformities. He Instead suggests 
pursue a solo career. them as a mime would: Twisting himself as If he 

Known for their '79 album The Crack, The Ruts ap- had a crooked spine, a longer right arm etc. 
parently wlll keep on as planned without Owne. They f,"rhls, plus a halting, quivering voice, Is all the 

..... h.av•e•a•n•ew,.•l,,,ng!!l•!!·!!!!!.,..Jliiu.•.• •• o.ut•o•n•Viilrgiiln
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MORE ITEMS 
An Erg is an Erg, except when it's an Urgh; or,_soon to be 

a major motion sickness 
Sam Fuller once said the way he makes moyles ls to find a good ending and put It at 

the beginning. The rest Is cake. 
The first thing you learn in Journalism rn1 is to write a " good, solid lead. " This means 

put all the relevant Information for a story In the first paragraph, and elaborate on each 
point in succeeding paragraphs, In order of Importance. This Is so editors can tear off 
the copy at whatever point Is necessary to flt It In Its space on the page. 

Despite a predllectlon for lowgrade punning, the editors of this magazine share In 
common a fierce dedication to the quasi-Athenian Ideals of journallstlc Integrity and im
partiality as well as to the good ol' American populist tradition of Plain Talk. 

Consequently, Fullerism, journalism and popullsm mush together like an audience in 
a New Wave Punk Art Rock concert fllm, and they do It In this very next paragraph, which 
you, sexually attractive and intelligent reader, should consider In your mind to be the 
"lead" of this screen gem of an article: 

We fucked up, Miies, we ' re awful sorry and we want you to keep buying ads so we can 
put gas In our Lamborghlnls, so we'll tell all the people that the correct spelllng of your 
movie Is URGH-A Music War. What we did wrong was to call It "ERG", which was very 
wrong of us and we' re sorry, although It did allow for a few cheesy word jokes. 

What's going on Is that lnt'I Record Syndicate (IRS), presided over by Miles Copeland , 
Is filming a series of concerts featuring an unprecedented number of non-dinosaur 
bands. The concerts are being booked by Brother Ian Copeland's Frontier Booking lnt' I 
(FBI). One of the bands featured is Brother Stewart Copeland's The Police (get It?). 

We wrote (and edttorlallzed) about It In our last Issue (Ed. note: DamageB, Aug. 1980) 
but we spelled it wrong. 

Reports at presstlme from people who have seen the shows that have already happen
ed vary from "awful ; perfunctory performances, everything revolves around the film 
crew, for this I paid thirteen bucks?' ' to ''seeing Magazine and Pere Ubu the same night 
was exciting as hell." 

Other shows planned to be shot are In London, Toronto , Chicago and a Roman col
osseum built Into a hlllslde in the South of France, according to FBI. 

A&M wlll be releasing the soundtrack, probably a few weeks before the projected 
release of the fllm In early 1981. 

So, If you are alive and functlonal In 1981, you may be one of the very, very lucky 
human beings in the First, Second, Third , Fourth, Consumer or Other Worlds who was 
able to pay to get Into the concert, run out and buy the at-least-double soundtrack 
album, acquire tickets to see yourself In the ·movle and posslbly have some bucks left 
over from your Cambodian railway bound Interest payment to pick up some I-shirts, but
tons, posterS, songbooks, belt buckles, hash pipes, propellor beanies or the photo
illustrated paperback written by one of the gaffers on the film crew about the whole thing 

In other words , URGH-A Music War ls a film about money. Lots and lots of money. No 
one will tell us why It's a war. Maybe It's a fashionable topic these days. 

How about It, Miies? Full page, inside front cover? Sure I'll give ya a deal . 

on 

Flipper 
Nervous Gende 

plus new singles 
BAY OF PIG 

JARS 
SOCIETY DO 

othe r s i ngles & e.p . s available-

Formula 
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Stupid Artname Interviews Pere Ubu 
Half an hour before I was supposed to meet these guys at their hotel , they called 

and asked me to come to Rough Trade Instead. Okay. The whole hour I was there , Mayo 
Thompson was talking to some guy from Downbeat about Art-with-a-capltal-A. I talked 
to Allen Ravensteln (synthesizer) and Steve Krauss. AH the guys in the band but Steve 
are married with kids. Allen 's neighbors don 't.wonder what he does for a llvlng-he' s 
their landlord. Nobody else Jn the band worKs . "Miies" Is an evocation of. band doing 
sound check. "Crush Thls Horn" ls evocation of cruising for their grandchildren who 
won' t ever see a car (Mayo went out In a car and picked up sax from studio on car radio). 
David Thomas doesn't do Interviews. Bass player was back at hotel watching Leave It ft 
Beaver. Damage: "A lot of musicians don't really have a lot to say In Interviews because 
they communicate their Ideas musically. Does your music speak for Itself?" PU: 
"Yeah. " Damage: "Anything you've never seen In print that ought to be?" PU : "Hey, 
that's a great question." Time to leave. No comps for semi-professional big-time new 
wave journalist. Didn't pay fucking ten dollars to see concert. Mayo Thompson: " Sure, 
slag us! That's a good ideal" 

Laser Fare 
Not content with mere picture discs, A&M 

is releasing a laser-etched record, Split Enz' 
True Colours. When light hits ·the etching, 
one-one hundredths as deep as a record 
groove, the disc gives off the colors of the 
spectrum. Can black light and tie-dye be far 
behind? 

Originally researched as a means to foil 
counterfeiters, interest in laser etching mov
ed over to the creative side early on. The pro
cess Involves etching a blank lacquer prior to 
mastering, followed by the conventional 
plating/peeling/pressing steps. According 
to A&M, "The result has no effect on sound 
quality." Given the overall quality of records 
In the last few years, one Is tempted to res
pond wl'~. "How would they know?" o 

Stupid Artname 

Art Abuse Lives 
Yes, you did read those 

typeset sculptures correctly, Art 
Abuse , I repeat, llves. If you 
want to help keep the blood of 
anarchy that runs through the 
veins of art abuse flowing, then 
y'ou should seriously consider 
coming to the meeting on 
September 2Jat nine P's of M. In 
conjunction with the Western 
Front, the Art Abuse show will 
be held sometime during the 
Anarctlvltles, October 17-26. We 
want to get all Interested Art 
Abusers together to throw 
around abdeas (abusive ideas). 
So do come, and bring some 
abuse. 415/ 8617848gets info. Volume __________________ _ 

The first annual edition of Volume, a com
prehensive International directory of new 
wave and punk music , will be out 
September 25. Described as a combination 
"Schwann Catalogue and Yellow Pages," 
the llstlngs are being complied from a 
number of sources including Gorilla Beat, 
Bomp Records, Bleeker Bob's , Zig Zag and 
New Youth. 

It' s all there: bands, recordings, labels, 
distributors, record stores, radio/video, 
clubs and fanzines. If you want to answer 
new wave trMa questions, find that obscure 
single or update your Roflfng Stone History 
of Rock & Ro/J, this Is the book for you. More 
Info: 1rn Chambers St., New York, NY 
10007, 212/964-2296. 

SF Under ground com~i~l~a;t~iio!n~~~~~••lllllll Tool s 1s t single/VKTMS e . p . 
Vs. /MonDellos/X-iles 

Li ve At Targe t is $ 5 pos t pai d 
& eve rything e l se i s $2 postpaid 

from Subterranean Records/912 Bancroft Way/Be rke ley 

sounds 
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FICTION 
A Special Summer Supplement 

LEANNA .. 
or ... 

WHERE I BEGAN 
. . . A Future Fiction ... 
by .. Robert V. Camuto 

C
~ ressThree Buttons. 

· That's all I have to do to equalize the si.tuation. My 
nerve system re~.cts too strongly when she enters the 
room-my heart beats too fast. 

She is so brazen in her manner that it almost frightens me. She talks too 

much. Doesn' t she realize that the Unit 4 Biosensors were distributed among 
the population for our own well being? That for all too long our people had 
become prisoners of words? Too much talk (not to mention printed matter). 
Such experience had to be processed through extremely sfrenuous channels of 
the mind. But with the help of our Bionists we have regained the freedom and 
precision of instinct. The Unit 4s simply confirm what we already know. 
General human interaction is so direct and genuine today. 

She, however, comes in here day after day to lean around the walls, disrupt 
the display fixtures , and distract my customers and myself. I run a store of 
style and sell clothing of the newest and most advanced fabrics: Holographic 
mirror material and illusionary prints make supersensitive garments that give 
the woman who wears them an extraordinarily erotic feeling and caress every 
centimeter of skin with which they come in contact. If my inspector were to 
come into the store when she was here-how embarrassing. I want to retain 
my position in this city. 

There is no need nor room for her casual attitudes; my customers are women 

who demand pristine interaction in every detail of their lives. She behaves like 
a near lowlife-like a dreg from Class 1, to say it bluntly. And I have reason to 
believe that she actually keeps that sort of company from time to time. 

"Hey, sugar." That's how she greets· me-just walks right into the shop wav

ing a portal of wine in her hand, and I know she's been drinking right out of the 
bottle in our public mall. 

"My name is Arroyan, if you please .. . " 
'Well all right Ar-oy-an-how do you do?" 
Why ask such superfluous questions? Perhaps because she knows little or 

nothing of biosensitivity or of our advanced civilization, for that matter. 
I know a bit about this woman-yes, I've checked into her . She's an ar

tisan-of rather good repute, too-her name is Leanna. She has even been 

commissioned by the city council to produce public designs. Being an artisan 
does allow her privileges denied other citizens-for, naturally, our own 

(Conlinued on p. 34) 
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-setrick by Chris Chapman 

I went to these rich people's house, well it wasn' t exactly 
their house it was their apartment. Ahh they weren' t exactly 
rich but they had mqney. They were two rich fags-boys real
ly-couldn' t have been more than twenty-five or twenty-six a 
couple by the way they talked to each other. "Oh you shoulda 
seen what Wilhelm did" "Oh you shoulda seen Kaiser you 
shoulda seen Kaiser." My friend Bill that took me here just 
kept turnin his head in his cigarette smoke short little laughs 
out of his nose "Too Much" We ll I made an ass outta myself 
there They had these two giant paintings on the wall at 
least Well one was .at least five feet by eight feet and the 
.other one was damn near as big as that too They had these 
grand paintins of all these fawning young women in the 
garden of eden or Kentucky-Davy Crockett cutting it 
through the cumberland gap It definitely wasnt fourth grade 
anll hanging out in the new party store parking lot You could 
tell these paintins had to be- at least a hundred and fifty years 
old and definitly worth a lot of money Great golden 
elaborately carved wooden frames the kind of frames you 
saw on those real old paintins in the big city museum that 
made you say to yourself "these paintins must be great-just 
look at the frames" you were sayin this to yourself during 
fifth grade field trips when giant paintins of half-naked ladies 
in primeval green lush forests gathered round sea shell didnt 
mean much but the frames Now there was something you 
could relate to. And these pictures not only had the mighty 
museum monster frames but they had the little wooden pla
que plates with engraved black letters telling the painting's 
name and the artist who did it who These paintins even had 
the 1920s long.life light fixtures attached to and facing down 
on em In fact they ran the lights' lectric cords behind the 
paintings coming out plugging into the wall below; Well they 
didnt seem that rich to me Only like they were USED to liv
ing in luxury I mean they had some fine things-crystal and 
some plates in the china cabinet-Louis XIV look-alike tables 
chairs and couch but they didnt have an overabundance of 
stuff Dant get me wrong the place was nice Ive seen peo
ple with more and Ive seen em with less I admit they did 
have a lot of albums and a stereo and the Sony Trinitron color 
TV-But these paintins I just wasnt sure Maybe they were 
rented I know my hometown library and the downtown 
library branch in Gary, Indiana, both have painting rental pro
grams but they mostly dealt in two-by-four repros of the im
pressionists or landscape originals by locals from the painting 
club-nothing on this scope so I asked em " Did these pain
tings come with the place or what" And the next thing I 
know everybody is on the floor rollin around laughin like 
monkeys like I was Jerry "JOKER" Lewis or somebody I know 
it was a dumb question any fool could see that but then 
where did they get them? There they were up on the wall 
like somebody just lifted em off the wall of a museum and 
stuck em here-ugly desk·like light. white e lectric cord, 
wooden name plate and all WELL of course I knew they didnt 
rent em or borrow em THEY had to be theirs BUT why all the 
paraphernalia? I mean if I had a beautiful 
two hundred year old glamorous nymphomania paint
ing like that in my living room I certainly wouldnt have this 
giant giraffe neck ugly traffic fender connected to the top of 
the painting-not to mention a white plastic electric cord 
coming from behind it AND the name plaque-why ID figure 
if the painting was in my apartment Id know the what the 
painting was and who did it and anybody who didnt could ask 
that was obvious maybe too obvious I was obviously the fool 
by the way they were laugh in 

They laughed so hard and so long that they forgot to answer 
me They started talking again but I wasnt going to let them 
get away with this I had to know wh y they had these 
beautiful paintings attached to a bunch of pre· 1960 sc ience 
fiction space junk Maybe I should have just come out and 
asked em but Christ, no one in their right mind except a 
museum would hang a painting on a wall like that-wouldnt 
you think? So they had to be renting em and thats how they 
came or something like that but I guess they were really theirs 
and thats how they went or something Maybe a great aunt 
gave em to one of the guys on the condition that they leave all 
the museum junk on Something the joke was obviously on · 
me but there had to be a catch so I tried again "Well , what 
about it?" Kaiser was sitting on the shag carpet floor next to 
me and just looked up kina puzzled "whered ya get the 
paintings" I forced at him "Oh, I picked those up in 
London" and he looked back cross the room and jumped back 
in the conversation with Wilhelm, Bill and Shaeeb the 
medical student/ apartment manager from India. I just sat 
back and stayed quiet for the rest of the evening although I did 

, comment on the nice guitar work on the disco record and as 
we were leaving I told them they had a nice place " Hey, I 
dig those lights on the paintings." O 
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The Memorex 
Redemption Factor 

i had a dream I was in 
a cavern nestled In the 

hillside of an itallan 
village. It was a holy 

shrine. a place of 
pilgrimage for' suffering 

peasant housewives, 
frustrated Ferrari assembly 

line workers and disen
chanted young women 

without dowries, the priest 
and caretaker had left for 

a cappuccino at the all· 
night cafe down the road. 
on their way they scored 

some crank and bought a 
used paperback written by 

Alan W.atts. the shrine, 
empty In the late night, 

was lit with small electric 
lights of various colors. all 

around the Holy Virgin 
were glowing candles In 

by Johnny Dharma 

warrior sen~bilities : a 
teacher, lover, brotherman 
and child. I was dressed In 

leather with no silicone 
chips. with no offer

ings/ no confessions. 
Father Memorex denied 
me. l was bound to the 

altar by a cadre of young 
Italian altar boys dressed 

in tightly fitting silv1!rt-
shlrts and pure white 

leather chaps which 
covered their olive skin. a 

portable computer ter
minal was wheeled over 

the cool cement floor and 
i was bound and tied to 

the railing of the altar. by 
one of the young men i 

was given an erection. 
though lost in uncertainty, 

i noticed a small button 

to holy shreds crawling 
perpetual on freeway en· 

trance ramps outside of 
Rome. 

close to death, a car of 
red brigadlstas pulled up 

in a citroen, threw me into 
the trunk handcuffed and 

comfortably bound, and 
made me their anti·hero 
for my sins. In their love 

for the suffering of the 
masses, they helped me 

secure a job as a com
puter programmer at a 
small consulting firm in 

downtown Rome. i wore 
a smart Italian three-piece 

suit and rode a Vespa 
with .my white briefcase 

secured on the back. I 

small, red hold';;e~r~s.-Wlt;..w:•:•:__ ___ ~.r--~':':"~ 

the hour of the wolf and i.' 
was alone. alone with just 

the planets. 
the proletarian 

masochism of Jost pilgrirr 
dissolved Into Moder 

Obedience and time je •. 
tlsoned Into Future. the 

priest and caretaker had 
been fired for subversion 

and replaced with a small 
home computer system 

named Father Memorex. 
the pasteJ murals of the 

Creation that had fl oated 
against the ceiling and 

brushed the walls were 
now replaced by strictly 

silver strips resembling 
fresh tin foil. from an un· 
discernable source In the 
background a synthesizer 

recited Hail Marys to a 
disco·like beat. the Unltt 

Father Memorex, com· 
puted confessions with ex· 

• qulsite perfection and 
justice. the Central Ter

minal in the Vatican had 
been reprogrammed when 

the previous regime had 
been ousted by the New 

League of Holy Program· 
mers. pUgrims from all of 

europe brought silicone 
chips as offerings. 

In the dream I was sear· 
chlng for a man of gay 

with a flourescent pink 
background pinned to his 

t-shirt which said: 
AUTHORITY IS RESPECT. 
the terminal was wheel
ed to my waist and my 

cock inserted into a rub-
ber lined·receptacle 

located on the side of the 
unit. faint sounds of an 

electronic nature grew in· 
creasingly louder and 

louder echoing off the 
cavern walls while the 

receptacle pulsated steadi· 
ly around my cock. seed 
mixed with electronic cir· 
cuitry fostering a unifica· 

tlon of flesh and 
technocracy. my fantasies 
were monitored and scan· 

ned for imperfection. as 
Memorex was not pro· 

grammed for sodomy, it 
consequently sent alarms 
of concerned despair into 
every home unit. masses 

of workers fUled the shrine 
for my crucifixion and 

grandiose maximum 
humi1iation performance. I 
was detained, lobotomized 

and reprogrammed. as 
penance i tore my knees 

guaranteed though my 
destiny was self-denial 

born of modern 
technocracy. I llved as 

nuch for positive anarchy 
.s did the faggots and wit

ches who sacrificed 
themselves in the dismal 

Dark Ages, and ashes and 
dust took on new mean· 

ings. 
I could not recall my 

origin but intuited others 
who, like myself, could 

also not speak from their 
hearts. i no longer liked 
men and could not find 
my brothers in the souls 

of women. Benito 
Mussolini arose from the 

embers and lunched with 
Ronald Reagan at a 

secluded villa. Exxon 
owned California and 

there was no more Medi· 
Cal or Food Stamps. the 

Extraterrestrials spoke on
ly to the few remaining In· 

dtan shamans and were 
forced to go underground 

disguising themselves as 
shopping bag ladles of the 

Bowery and Tenderloin 
and continued unshaken 
In their Mission of Mercy. 

I married a retired bud· 
dhist nun and died like all 

the rest. 



i'Uft m arou . i was a huat r in the strtttJ of tehron tUl the boys went utch ond started ploying blind man's bluff with 
OW' liuea and chand the bod girls into rot holes or stripped tMir .scalps of choice. new wove is sullen in iron, Uving, a.s it docs, 
nut to the bod gitU in rot holes. thm-e wa.s no air tMre. we (led. E%ile is our homeland. 

w• went to rom« and offered to do backup uocah for the red brigack, but tlwy didn't like fags in falsetto. we cut a single in 
p£6 latin .. . or '°" it yugoalau (thoae were con/JUing timflS). no one liked it but an obscure order of nuns who said they were 
glad to SH ameriAans ptting back into latin. ,,-oovy, we said, but what about joan of ord so we, the bad girl$ and i, split for 
ofghanUtan on OW' ueapas but OW' timiftll always wa.t bod. when the first of the nusian troops appeared on tlu? scene we naive
ly thoU11ht tM)l'd come to Mar w: pufonn. the ofglu:nu thought we were sp'i4s (which we wen} but for whom they were wrona'. 
we told tMm we were working for Rollin6 Drone and wanted to do an articU! on hashish or the middle ea.stem influence on new 
wou• foalUon boutiques. tMy wont«l pPU. w• told them the red brigade had con(Ucated our• but didn't teU why. they call«f 
ua lion (we didn't think it showed}. 

Olp had a pl.on and a perilous deain to be a .subway •tufter on the Tokyo Metro. she hod heard nunor.s that for lots of yen 
OM could pt paid to cram japon11ac commuter• into subway cars dW"ing nuh·lwur (which is aU day in japan). in addition slN 

uld pt an officia,l uniform (Olga loues unifomu). it sounded hot. we split for tokyo. 
we UMd it there. in the mornin6 we would wake up around noon and order C01'1')'"'0ut chicken and bring it back to our hotel 

m wh.ich wos in o badgirl neighborhood} and pl.oyed tommy wynette tapes while 
wotchina japoMH tlOOP• with no tu &aund. actually i don't rwrnember if we had a tu, 

ybe we pNtmd«l we did. but we did haue tommy wynette taJH• though. that wos 
. the more tM ayatollah actftd up tM more bHr we drank. we wrote Z.ttera to the 

atop• tellin6 them we werw glad they l"ere caught. we wrote letter• saying now they 
uw what patty Marat 1DC11t through and didn't tM)' wish tM)' hod an SLA to rwsc"4! 

m but we 60t no reply. 
Olp 60t her job. aU the japonese Wied Mr. she was tall and blonde and the folks 

hat hind Mr let her wear her leatMr jacket ouer her uniform. she asked for a cattle 
rod that shot eZ.Ctricity out tM end but th.ey aoid "no, this was no cattle car, th.is was 

people." she said .she Anew, tlaat'• why she oded. aU the joponese lo1Jed her 'cau.se 
hey thought 1he was a pop 1tor ond that tMy werw in a commercial with o hi.cUUn 
amera. they loue camnoa ond alga lo1JH subway1. 1he used to live in the BART •to· 
· n at balboa park till some punks tried to aet her on fire with UghW fluid. 1he 1aid, 

"cut the crap; i ain't no 1hopping bog lady." tliey apologized and said they forgot th.ii 
n 't new yorA but alga never forgave them really, not in her heart. 

when the war broke out we were on our way to london to do a photo euay on the 
ational Front's abuse of the human mind. jessie waa c.noin that it was an undeclared 
or. we wen aad at first-aU that mf!lted vinyl ond plastic. alga cried and said she 
isluld we'd neuer Z.ft tokyo. she was certain her record collection had been looted. she 

right. we wire aU depreued for several minutes but we decided to go through with 
't anyway. Ion.don was aU that was left. we Wftre aUo sad for las angeZ.s. aU thou 

th foot store• ... poof/ 
Darleen found the whok fucAing situation unb•arably confusing. "which war; which 

1" 1he Aept asking, "there'• &a many to choose from." she was right. for hour• we 
«litat«l on it, dUcusaing which team to picA ond support. all had pros and cons. 
M were dressed very weU. fir•t we picked tM laraeUs because tM)' t.t women co1'1')' 
,.. but olp reminded us that the PLO was better cause they allowed women and 

to hav• l1Un.I ond wore UUU{ul scarves and turboPU and used a conaid.erabUJ 
unt of ,,.rcusaion in tMir war cuts. in addition •he recall«l the numeroua e1Jictions 

he'd mdwwd in aon {T'ancisco and empatlai.red with tMir aituation (although she con· 
... ..i ahe pn(....d ,.,,.,.., .Uli food "' falofm). and boaidoa, darleon said, golda niNr 

way• wort tacky clot Ma and thought rock 'n 'roU woa borin6. she waa ri6h.t but we 
· n't Ule Mr attitude. 
roe tHcided to cut another nn,p. and coll«l ourul1JH the Arafat Alle)'cat1. it was 

· Mr that or the PW Polyuinyl1 but werw wen already tired of the word vinyl and it 
rwmil&d«l w: too much. of our lost record collection in •f and we were out of 

wMT• and didn't wont to th.inlt unplecuant tlwught1. we dnr•ud as zen monks and 
hant«l PLO tlopna to japoMH rock'n'roU IOflll•· at fir•t no one got it but we knew 
e werw beyond ptting gotten. that was a dream of the uophyte1 and circumstance 
mand«l that we giue up on meani"6. it wo.a aafv now to write our own. 
to our 1urpriae (but just barely) we diacovned along with. tM rwat of the f1w world . 
. tlaN mutual hen.fit to •to••· i diaco1Jo«i th.at wlaat i had as1wned to be early 
mptoma of nadiation poi.toning w.re in fact the everyday 1umptonu of ayphilll. 

veryone about town waa giddy with. a coll«tiue euphoria we aU uperienced when we 
coventd the . . . thought, to iutill such. fear and rwmoTH and th.en, ju.at aa we aU 

ere aflotd to collapH KntUT' the IH'igh.t of ma.aa tkfeotism., to llUide us to new plau1 of 
titude, admil"ation and aub.servi.enc•. in our apprwciaiion we joined the Und.erground 
set about studying chemistry and electronic• faatn than an Controctiona riff. 

rnreding professional iPUtruction and rabid inspiration, we hetu:Urd to OW' ne~t aa1ip· 
t in germany. our toak was to liberate th.ne pun.\ bands that had bun Jail.ed in 

t berlin. thoroughly schooled in the diahc'tica of nvisioniam., we infiJtrat«l the east 
ermay communiat party during Ru.sh Week and turned tricks like a hooker with over
ue rent. after two days of some pretty disgusting sa·theom (haue you ever topped a 

bKnOucrat who wont«l you to recite uulgar ma~ist quotatioPU1/J w. had 
oth.erwd our information and diaco1Jued which prison our real comrod•• and comra· 
eena werw housed in. 
armed with. m.oloto1Ja, hand pistola and a tape of the Ronettes·Live·At·The-ApoUo aa 
U aa with o backup band of about .seven, we 1tonned the walls of the prison and set 
ut on a punk rampag• that made h.eodline1 in tM Wor1aw Daily Monitor. 

with. victor)' under our gun belts, we readied oursellJes for our return trip disguising 
urulue• as a clt.riatian rocA bond from utah and rocU the eurorail bacA to Ion.don. 

n hod a ..nous cou of art school termprojectivitis ao we returned to son francisco 
MN al&e rrUnJcul.c>U..Zy got a job as a Mocy'1 1tore dick. this prouid«l her with 

nomic nsoruc.• with which to do her project as weU as a whoUJ wardrobe full of 
ky clothe• which •he put in atora•e with tM intent of opening a nostalgia clothes 

utiq"" in the I.au 80s or early 90s. 
it was an atnmely cT'flGtive period for w: aU. alp huna out at the poweU •tnfl 
ART •tation drwued in her lflOtMn with a battery opnot«l Stor Wan wand and 
ued aU the tourist. around in japoneH. i wa• ta4in6 asaiprnents from D<imaae 

lntwuie&Din6 Local Puudo·Cel.eb1 (LCPaJ and ~ up U.UMJWw• of 61'0"P' i contrived, UUin6 the editor they IDfft euro 
IH'd met that pnferrwd not to perform in pKblic. h.e didn't canr 'cauu nobody noticed anyway. 

,,_..., thoU6h. ..,.. .....Uy coo/tift6. afm thrn montlu, w had .. v..i n&oU6h IO buy lur P"formance art matmala and 
combiMd IDith lur •kilU i...m..i In the ...,, l>nlln N we did, acal<d tlu Turin Pela rower and wiffli up l800 worth of 

rb Ht to 60 off only with tM nrations of a 6.6 eart/lquaff or bettn. in addition she made O aound track tA4t IOOr 
tauoualy begin tM projection of tM rocli'n'roU dirge• of Lydia Lunch at 78 rpm aU acroH iM city. 

once the Twin Peab project wa1 completed. IH aU enroll«l in the berk.Ny paychic butitute to l"'1rn how to clacm.nel 
, to tM '°" andrwoa fault . b•tlDHn tla and our frienda who w. includ«l in th.ii project of darWen's, we hoJNd our' Com· 

ined Inaonitia• laMJ,..beamed onto tM .an ondna.I would help trillger th.e iMvitable karma wh.ich waa woltina Uh an u.nbonl 
to •map into thU Modem Worid w. Uve in. I 

i It.aw to 60 but ju.st one I.oat thing. all.ould you be one of the fort&u&ate or unfortunate (de~ on yau.r Ideolof,, of 
MoFMnt - ITM) who wUl leave your body durina the M%t qua.U, let it be known that tM piece ii called Secortd 

min6/Eorth. Cummin6 by DoriHn E%ilc. teU your Self while you're har&llinll out in between incamotion.a or betur yd 
w it to t.U your MID friend.a on tM otlwr plane• and 1pl&erea you will gvolve or cJ.e..euofoe onto. keep it U. )'OW' daM 

anl ~f groovy conversation to drop coaually over a burger or a cappuccino in tome ch.ic co/• ill one of tJaou mkfuJ, ~ 

.. 
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(Conlinued from p. 30) 

welfare. Artisans are generally known for their eccentric habits. But the 
women who buy in my shop are special citizens, too-administrators, plan
ners or the spouses of such-and they regard the genuine accepted forms of 
behavior. This woman, however, who has been giv_en so much 
freedom-throws it back into the faces of regular citizens! 

I want her away from the clothing with that bottle-I tell her so. She never 
buys anything here-no-she wears exotic clothing only bought in faraway 
cities. She is wearing this high-cling magnetic frock that moves sloppily with 
her loose, but, I admit, attractive body. She simply ought to carry herself bet
ter-that's all I ask-when she's in my establishment. 

My personal taste is for the beautiful women who work in the 
shops-women who embody a sense of uprightness and cultural advancement. 
After the shops close, we sometimes meet if\ the cafe under soft-hued 
lights-~nd sometimes they open the roof to the sky. When I meet a woman 
with sensitivity signals exquisitely matched to my own, after a few meetings 
we niay go to my flat where we crea te a mood just right for sexual encounter. 
My idea of the ideal sexual experience is that peaceful melting together feeling. 
The lights and sounds in my bad.dor quarters are ultra-sensitive to sexual ac
tivity-the sensors in the floor cushions pick up every vibration and translate 
them into audio-visual imagery. The room then melts with us, so to speak. 
Sometimes the lights activate in pastels, at other times bright colors-always 
we are caressed by touch sensi tivity radio wavelengths. 

But I can tell with this woman, this Artisan Leanna, as she is known, the 
lights would glare an intenSe stinging white like prison searchlights, and then 
switch to a painful red. It would be too much-I can tell-a sensory overload. 

Now she is howling some unusual melody in my store, and I stare at her 
disapprovingly. 

··oon't you like to sing or SCREAM?" she asks, at an all too audible volume. 
One of my best customers gives me a menacing look and exits. 
I press the two appropriate buttons to alleviate the annoyance fatigue, and 

my biosensor suggests to my nervous system the quickest and most effective 
channels to restore harmony. 

"I suppose that everything has its proper context,., I answer her. 
"Are you smiling 1" 
"Perhaps." After she points this out, I try to stop the smile, but the effort 

hurts my lips. I should press the lit button on my Unit 4. But, I don't. 
'Why1" 
If she used a Unit 4 she would know why, of course. 
"Because although you do aggravate me and upset the ambience of my 

store, I find a personal amusement in you." 
Her grin widens into a loud haughty laugh. She walks toward me, thrusting 

her long rounded hips from side to side. 
... "Why don't you let me paint you?" she purrs just loud enough for everyone 

to hear . My biosenSor almost jumps off my ,Pant leg. I reach for it-she turns it 
off. 

Shocked by the public display, the two remaining customers leave quickly 
and quietly-they don't even pause to activate their 4s until they are out of the 
store. 

OLD. NEW. BIG. 
SMALL ... ALL 
KINDS OF 
RE.CORDS 
WE'LL PAY 

TOP 
DOLL.ARI 

CASH 
)l\l!llf:. 
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"Paint me." I never would have said that with my biosensor attached, but I 
am overwhelmed by a sense of excitement-of adventure-I will not turn 
back-yet. 

She reaches into the small pouch at her waist and withdraws a pack of pain
ting cards. She squats on the floor and leafs through them. These cards reflect 
light in a myriad of changing colors-she begins to arrange the illusionary 
discs about my feet, and a lyrical sensation grows in my leg muscles. She shufl
fles-stops-then more shuffling and placing. 

This electrical feeling is becoming more and more apparent-climbing~the 
painting (and not my biosensor!) is beginning to take hold of my nervous sen
sibility. 

I feel the colorful ionic seductions running up my legs, my groin, up to my 
neck. 

She goes to the front of the store-presses the buttons for "Door Slide 
Close" and "Blinds Shut." We are alone in near-darkness-the room is lit only 
by her strange cards. I look down at the cards-the colors are dancing to the 
impulses I feel inside-dizzy-it's in my head now. For the first time ever, I am 
twice removed from the safety of well being. Fear-self-abandonment-an 
assurance of no real danger. She lifts her thin magnetic dress over her 
head-sparks-she stands naked. I unzip my tog-falls easily to the floor. 
Magnetic-we are falling together-she pulls me to the floor-rolling over the 
cards-the incomprehensible colors-noises, strange howling emanating from 
me and her-falling in and out and through. each other-falling, shouting, 
singing, perspiring. Then her laugh sends my blood shooting-to my chest-to 
my groin-laughter-we climax together-but it's not over-somehow. And 
she is gentle. 

The bell in the mall rings-time to close up shop. We dress quickly and 
leave-hydrocab across the river to her flat. In her roof-room we are nak
ed-looking over the water to the light of the city. In the night sky, our two 
moons rotate about one another-the two moons, once one, split apart by 
war-explosion severed colonized rock-but that was wel1 before the time of 
our bionist renaissance. I feel comforted by her-almost more alive-but con
fusion-I have many questions. She silences me. 

"You have a lot to learn, Arroyan-you will see-in time you will learn. But 
you can only learn by forgetting your.biosensor. You can lose your job. That 
will be best . You'll see-there's nothing to fear.'' 

We lay together on her roof, and I feel convinced-but of what, I do not ex
actly know. She brings out a tray of food in small dishes. I can't eat:.._! feel 
sick-she leads me to her cleansing room where I vomit. She tells me this is a 
symptom of not being "hooked up ." I trust her-Leanna. I heave and choke on 
it-but then feel relieved. 

We will sleep on her roof-the next morning I will radiophone the mall 
director-tell him that I'm feeling ill-meeting with my bionist, a lie. When I 
venture into public I will wear my Unit 4-but turned off. Otherwise, people 
would start asking questions-too many that would be too difficult, too unset
tling for me to attempt to answer-just ;et. 0 

- l 
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The Republican Joke byAr1yAnarchy&GeneP001 

.... ... . ..... .. Pilot acknowledges Red Alert . .. ...... .. ... . Pilot belie.ves in the infalli-
bility of computer technology . . ... . . . ... Pilot believes in SAC, NORAD and the WIMEX 
system as reliable sources of information . ............... .... ... Pilot will proceed with 
OPERATION FUCK-UP ... Repeat: Pilot will proceed with OPERATION FUCK-UP • .. 

OPERATION FUCK-UP: A cross-country tour of America with stops at SAC 
bases, NORAD Headquarters, the Republican and Democratic Conventions, 
and rural towns and cities in between. Our final destination is 1600 Pennsyl
vaniaAve., Washington DC. Weare equipped with a General DynamicAGM-
109 Cruise Missile. Our intent is to present this missile to the President 
of the United States in recognition of his support for nuclear armaments. 

W///////////////////M"///H//HHH.m"////HH///////HH////////////H//H/////////////H. 
Saft Lake City Pol/ce Officer Interrogates us: A Guest at the Republican Convention told us: 
" We're journallsts from San Francisco dellverlng a " I looked at the sign below the platform which read 
mlsslle to the conventions. 'Together a New Beginning,' and I looked around and 
How do you feel about the MX missile in your own the only blacks I saw were the security guards. This 
home state?" ts Detroit. What new beginning? They're kidding 
"If It has to be-It has to be." themselves. You know, It's tlke the Republlcan Con-
"Yeah-1 think everybody should have a cruise ventlon; the Republicans have to worry about how 
misslle In their backyard or on top of their car. I they're goirlg to bag the delegates, and we have to 
mean, why put them In Europe?" worry about how we're gotng to bag our dirty laun

dry." 
In the Pause Mode at Palmer Lake near NORAD Com
mand Post: 
"Maybe we should put a 'For Rent' sign on the 
missile. " 
"No, what we're really saying is, 'Look America, see 
how easy It is to sneak a missile across the country to 
the conventions.' " 
"These stomach pains are kilting me-" 
"Me too-" 
"I think it was the LSD. " 
"G'od, we've been upsetting the entire town all night 
shouting and carrying on. You'd think they'd have 
called the sheriff by now. I guess they don't care if 
two lunatics sit out in front of the bar raging out of 
control on LSD all night-they don't care-we don't 
care-nobody cares-apathy runs rampant." 

" I say we do our performance at the Air Show tomor
row on the SAC Base.'' 
"We'd be arrested in a minute." 
"I don't know-why?" 
"Man, as soon as they hear the NORAD alert and see 
you with the flight helmet on-it'll be all over.'' \... 
"What could they do?" 
"Shit, throw you In jalL" 
''Well, we're expecting to land in Jail sometime.'' 
"Yeah, but not In Bumfuck, Nebraska. You want to 
have to post bail and have to stay in this corn state 
until a hearing? When I get busted It's going to at 
least be In New York City where J won't mind hanging 
out fora while." 

Jimmy Martyr vs Ronny Ray-gun 
Where fs that at? 

Have It my way, see If I care 
Come out with your hands up, Detroit 
Don't stop or I'll shoot 
Damage press passes 
Damaged minds 
Plead neg/fgence 

Talking to a journalist from the Detroit Free Press: 
"Yeah, we've got a bogus letter saying we're jour
nalists for Damage magazine In SF and we're trying 
to get In the converftlon.'' 
"Good luck-ls that a new wave magazine?'' 
"I guess yo_u could say that." 
"Think we'll have any trouble getting In?" • 
''Well, not If it's an accredited magazine-ls It?'' 
"I have no idea-" 
'Well, If it is they'll know-but If I were you I'd take 
that 'Send an Assassin to Sacramento' button off and 
find a better pair of pants.'' 

"Great. Here we are trying to bullshit our way as jour
nalists Into the Republican Convention and we don't 
even have a pen between us." 

After an hour's runaround Ina convention phone booth: 
"Man, I told this guy I work for Damage magazine and 
that I want my press credentials and he hung right up 
on me. I don't think we're going to get Jn." 
"Fuck 'em. We'll sneak in." 

Rock Against Reagan Conceri-crashed by the 
Detroit Highway Men, a motorcycle gang-the RCP 
and the Ylpples were harassed-one guY wearing an 
American flag over his head had it ripped off and two 
guys started kicking his head in-several Ylpples got 
punched-concert closed early. 

''Just pretend ybu could vote fora Republican-'' 

"Three bucks! I saw the same Reagan button up 
therefor two." 
"Yeahbutlhavethepatentonthem." t 1 
"Who gives a shit." 

"Reagan has the West wrapped up-the B-movle 
Cowboy Star-" l 

Follow the Leader 
Support the Disaster 

Shirk responslblllty 
Follow the Leader 

Follow the Leader 
No one else has the map 

Cowboys Shoot People, Don't They? 
Waiting for the rookie to step forward
Put your REN suit on and get ready for the 

NuClearCowboy. 

Inside the Renaissance Center there is an escalator 
where everyone Is waiting for Ronny Ruagan or Jerry 
Ford to come down or go up. It reminds me of a 
religlous ceremony where, when Reagan comes 
down, everyone cheers for the appearance of the 
Savior, and when Reagan goes up, everyone is 
cheering for the sacrifice. Doesn't that wrap up 
Republican theology? 

eyes attached to craning necks 
patient crowds waltfng to see personas 
trying to bridge the 11/uslonlreaflty 
" Is that what he looks like? They really do 

look better on screen." 
A black guy down at Riverside Park told us: 
" Man, we ain't allowed downtown during the conven
tion-the radto and TV have been telling us for a 
month that we wouldn't be allowed downtown, so we 
won ' t cause any trouble.' ' 
"Come on-" 
"No, It's true. I mean, we can go down there, but we 
ain't allowed to hang out In groUps or get into the 
Renaissance Center-can you belleve diehard 
Republicans spent we.eks cleaning up downtown so 
it'll look good to America? Man, I ain't never seen It 
so clean-they scrubbed the sidewalks, I'm telling 
you." 

The Reagan Republic of America 
Special Security Cop, 
2.30 am-behind the Renaissance Center: 
"I ask questions, that's my Job." 
"AU right, shoot." 
"What are you doing here?'' 
''Talklng.'' 
''What's that?'' 
"A cruise misslle. '' 
"You guys protesters?" 
"No, we're advertising the missile." 
Later, after ID checks 
"Think we could sleep here?" 
"No, you better not. The delegates are 
staying across the street and we've bee,n 
getting bomb threats-you might trl
tlmldate the delegates.'' 

I gotta' quit smoking 
I'm horny as shit 
I'm dehydrated 
I need a shower 
Let's swim in the Detroit Rlvei, 
clean the sweat and scum, and 
replace It with a llght fllm of Jn
dustrlal waste 
Let's go back to the Renaissance 
Center and wait for the assassina
tion of Ronny Reagan 

In the Renaissance Center, an interview between 
Ford Secret Service Agent and bystander with a 
bow/Ing ball bag: 
A vise-like grip applled to bystander's shoulder 
followed by a sharp, gruff Intro: 
0: "What's In the bag?" 
A: "A bowling ball and some plastic explosives." 
Later ln the men's restroom with two more SS 
agents: 
Q: "Why did ypu say you had explosives?" 
A: /~heck~g security." • 

The De!folt cops a~e urprlslngly sedate. One told us 
half o) therp are 1al off, to work sixteen hours a day 
for the cofwentiq . There's a cop on every corner 
downtown, mounted pollce, herds of motorcycle 
cops, hellcopte'rs In the sky, but they're prograinmed 
to keep their aggression to themselves. The Ylpples 
are the only ones getting busted, and they have to 
work hard ~t It. They were putting.In twelve-hour days 
before J~e cops finally arrested them. To a Ylpple, 
that's Jl Medal of Honor. 

One of the Ylpple tactics this year Is bomb threats. 
One follower said of them, "The Ylpples are drugged 
out. Fuck you Ylpples, what happened to you? A hun
dred Ylpples walked up to Cobo Hall and te~ five 
minutes later. It was boring, I spilt and snuck Inside to 
eat pizza and drink beer and talk to the journalists." 

"What's the purpose of the missile?'' 
"To make people laugh because It's too serious to 
think about.'' 

" Are you protesting the nuclear industry?" 
"No, we're advertising it." 

Pull up, 4:00 am on Jefferson St. (Republican Blvd.). 
Alm cruise missile at Cobo Hall-sleep-wake up to a 
front row parking space for the day's per
formance-and a ticket on the windshield. 
Detroit cop: 
'!Is ltloaded?" 
"Got a match?" 

It's incredlble-are we too esoteric, or are 
Republicans so blatantly Ignorant? 

Gene Pool Is yelling through the bullhorn on Jeffer
son Street wearing his protected REM suit, making a 
special appearance to promote the Nuclear 
Cowboy-Ronny Reagan, soon to be elected presi
dent-In his latest ·fallout fashion-his asbestos 
shlelded REM sliver suit-a must for atmospheric 
radiation-so don't decay-order yours today and 
enter the Nuclear Waste Age. 

And I'm Arty Anarchy-I would like you to consider a 
petition I have, to write the presidency off the Con
stitution. Why vote? Let's scrap Article II of the Con
stitution. Read the petition, at least you'll get a few ,.. 
laughs. That's the problem with Republicans-they 
can't see what a joke it all ls. 
A cop In front of Cobo Hall: 
"Hey you two, until I deputize you, quit talking 
through that thing {bullhorn], and get off my street!'' 
To a journal/st walking by Arty Anarchy and Gene 
Pool: 
"Typical JournaHst-you mlss the real story 
everytlme.'' 

The YAF (Young Americans for Freedom) is Reagan's 
new fascist youth hit squad-reminds me of Hitler's 

~~~~~~~t~a~~~!e ~~t c~~n~t~::i~ ~~~:r;r:~~z~~~~~~: 
plex symbols as a Cruise Missile or characterizations 
of Reagan such as Nuclear Cowboy-their most 
sophisticated response Is, "Idiot." Look out for the 
YAF if Reagan's elected-th9y may be stationed In 
your neighborhood. 

Annonymous bypasser: 
"I'd rather rtve Jn the dark than glow in the dark." 

Wednesday night the Republicans were having a jerk 
circle to decide who would run for VP. One ABC 
newscaster stated: " ... I hope they're not Just 
beating each other off." Finally, drooling George 
Bush, an ex-CIA henchman and Tri-Lateral Commis
sion prodigy, was announced VP candidate. Watch 
out: when Reagan's assassinated, an ex-CIA fascist 
wilt be in the White House. 
Armed Special Security looking at miss/le: 
"That's the way to ride-you got the world by the 
ass.'' 
Shaving In a bathroom In the Renalssanae Center, I 
Interviewed an employee: 
"What do you think about the Republicans?" 
"They is cheap-very cheap-I've been busting my 
ass for five days and I ain't gotone tip. I know this girl 
Rose, who did room service for Ronald 
Reagan-brought his meals for two straight days and 
he didn't give her one tip-They Is cheap-I'd be bet
ter off staying home-Detroit would'8 done better if 
the Democrats came here-I know they tip-these 
damn Republican's are cheap-nobody's givin' 
tips-I know a11 the ei"nployees and the word goln' 
around Is that only Ford and Kissinger are glvin' 
lips-you want the rear story, go down to the 
employees' cafeteria and you'll hear It-the only 
thing they is doin' ls drlnkln'-a whole tot of 
drlnkin'-they is cheap-'' 

OOC f I GOT PAINS' IT 

......- HURTS ME... HERE . .. 

BREATHE DEEPLY 
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TRX 
EGXMXD 
by Richard Irwin 

Imagine Nam June Palk aesthetic cloned with 
James Dean elan, just a pinch of visual James Dean 
(or James Darren?), and you're skinny-dipping In the 
warm waters of post-conceptual-surfereallsm. John 
Cage discovered n1uslc In silence and raised noise to 
high art (or reduced high art to noise), but It took Jan 
and Dean singing "Sldewalk Surfin' " while riding 
skateboards on the Ed Sulllvan Show to advance the 
cause of neo-punk-clada. 

The pair In question represent an aspect of post
performance that's not afraid to mix up Its syntax 
while updating revisionist standards of de
excellence. Are they musicians doing performance? 
Sculptors making music or just two crazy guys having 
a tot of fun? 

Christ/arr. ''My name's Christian,.'' 
Kurt "I'm Kurt." 
Irwin: ''Old-you guys go to art school? 
Christian: We were thrown out of the 
sculpture department at the University of 
Massachusetts for doing this stuff •.. we 
were-
Kurt (Interrupting] "we were kicked out 
with three months to go to get our degrees." 
Irwin: {pointing to the six new and used 
phonographs, hand·held electric sander, 
assorted LPs and 45s that are bits and 
pieces of various records glued together) "ls 
this part of your performance?'' 
Christian: "Yeah, they're for sale - kind of 
high priced but they're worth It ... the LPs 
are $75, the 45s are $10 apiece . - . " [Chris· 
tlan moves toward the sofa/table per· 
formance setting to Inform some guy who's 
fingering the merchandise that they're not 
/ustrecords, but valuable art objects) 
Christian: "We're not antl~art, we think 
that's stupid. We're not against art-" 
Kurt "-most of modern music Is made by 
artists. " 
Christian: "We noticed how, here In San 
Francisco, there 's a tot of politlcat art still 
happening ... we saw a poster with a skull 

and cross bones ... people stlll llsten to 
electronic music, nobody back East listens 
to electronic music anymore." 
Irwin: "Are there as many performance 
places In Boston as there are here? How 
about New York ... are there performing 
spaces like the kind of club scene here?" 
Christian: "No, not In Boston . .. but . 
there's an awful lot of performance going on 
here ... wewereatClubFootlestnlght.'' 
Kurt " We're moving to New York." . 

Oh, what do these guys do? Last night at Club 
Generic, a relatively new performance space located 
In SF's seedy Tenderloin district, they played their 
"art·records," from one to six at a time, through a 
sound--amplltled system which they also spoke into. 
They lit firecrackers on the turntables, Scratched 
disks with phono needles, set records on fire while 
playing and announced they'd be appearing with Fae· 
trlx at the Savoy Tlvoll In North Beach. 

(The sound Is Impossible to accurately relate, but 
recordings of their r&-recordlngs Wiii be available. 
They also play guitars and smash things.) 

Who/what are th.ey? 
They're Bachelors, Even. 

A San Francisco-based p
1

ubllcat1on of /by artists all 
around the world Is clandestlnely being prepared. 
Current editorial members, Including myself, ·have 
~een comparing notes and discussing what It Is we 
do and don't want. The format will be a small 
(5Y.tx8Y.t•) collection of texts and metatexts of a con· 
temporary nature. It should run anywhere from 150 to 
300 pages In length and wlll Include visual aids as 
well. Look for It sometime around Xmas under the tJ. 
tie Boole-A-Go-Go. For ea~y subscription Information 
and/or If you're hot on contributing financially to a 
serious cul-de.-text vls.a·vls major art surgeons' Iron· 
tal assault on Kulture, contact members of Jetwave at 
415/864-2237. Please don't send manuscripts unless 
asked. 
PS: If you haven ' t been exposed to the 
work/collaborations of Dr. Bruce Gluck and Kristine 
Stiles, you know nothing about one of the directions 
SF--based post.performance activities Is taking. Their 
most recent action, July 19 pm at Jetwave, consisted 
of culture shock, where the line between "per
former" and "audience" was crossed In a way which 
exposed differing (sub)cultural attitudes/directions. 
Reading from methodically edited texts that com· 
mented on human/social Interaction, they directed 
hand-held sixty watt spots on lndlvlduals and groups 
that both lllumlnated a klnd of genre living sculpture 
and revealed all of us as mysterious participants of a 
perceptual and social reality most of us choose to lg· 
nore. To those of us who are actively engaged in 
researching our ideological contexts, the work of 
these two represents the healthiest awakening of 
social conscience yet. Okay? D • 
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NYC Blanks Magdalen Plerrakos 

Talk about trendy. Talk about tired . Talk aoout ho1. 
It Is dlfflcult to sleep at night. It must be all those wetl
dressed trend setters disrupting my brain patterns as 
I am ab·out to drift oH. The sun goes down. The 
hydrants are spraying water Into the street . 

As we were walking out of the building, we ran Into 
blank, who used to be In the band blank, running up 
the stairs looklng handsome. I don't !snow If he's 
done anything lately except be handsome and write a 
column in the East VIiiage Eye. The guy I was staying 
with said that blank of the quote beat generation un· 
quote live~ in the same building. He- suspects he 's 
the one who makes those garbled gutteral noises. 
every morning that we hear when we're having cof. 
fee. · 

I was wearing black. He was wearing grey and 
black. A little Puerto Rican girl yelled, "Hey you hip. 
pies,'' and then, ''I like your colors.'' There were two, 
guys and a girl pulling all these clothes out of a gar
bage can and trying them on. 

We decided that Picasso was still alive so there 
was no use going to the Picasso show. On Second 
Avenue outside blank 's tavern, Jackie blank's uncle 
was asleep sitting on a chair with a mop handle In his 
hand . Inside Jackie blank, an appealing TV of blank 
movie ex-fame, was behind the bar going through 
plles of autographed pix of Joe blank, Candy blarik; 
Holly blank, Jane blank and talking a blue streak to 
the same two guys who are always sitting In the same 
two chairs. Jackie told them we'd just come In on a 
break from the Japanese restaurant downstairs. I 
thought Jackie looked much t>e'tter In the flesh than 
he did In the movie blank. I didn't tell him becau'se I 
ddln't know If he'd take It as a compllm8nt. He 
couldn't remember what kind of drink you ordered 
because he talked to people or to the radio nonstop. 
Unless you ordered beer. I don't like beer. I was 
thinking he must do a lot of speed. I looked at the 
chihuahuas. The subject of marriage came up. I said 
I'd never be able to do It because I couldn't change 
diapers. Jackie said that's what diaper services are 
for. You call them up and tell them to change the god
damn rug rat's diapers because that's what you're 
paying them for. He said he got married once to 
blank. When It came to the divorce he told the judge 
my only crime was loving him too much. Can I have 
my gin and tonic I said. 

We made It over to blank's birthday party with a 
plneapple and a bottle of wine. A lot of blanks were 
there staring at each other. Dancing to disco music. 
We smoked some hashish. A new truck·load of 
guests came in. It was blank with the weird teeth and 
blank the cute boy, who were both In that quote 
legendary unquote SF band that Is now defunct. We 
started talking about how sweat only smells good II 
it's the sweat of the sex you ' re attracted to . Blank ,.. 
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DAMAGE 

was talklng about Junk. I said are you still designing 
clothes? She said no, I'm in a band. What band? The 
blanks. Oh. I didn't know you were In the blanks. 

I turned around. There was this wimpy baldlng guy 
with an expensive-looking sharkskin jacket. He had 
Just walked In and was staring at his expensive look
ing plaln black shoes. It was Steve blank from the 
blank Club. They were trying to make him feet at 
~ome. Gee, Steve, they said, what a nice jacket. 
Thanks. Upstairs, the guy I came with was arguing 
about whether Steve blank was a wimp or not, and 
whether he had sold out the way he ran the blank 
Club. 

Just then blank arrived with a white scarf draped 
over her head. She had OO'd the night before, gone 
to the hospltal Jn an ambulance, and showed up at 
Oanceteria three hours later. Here she was again ln 
palttd blood-sucking splendor. 

Let's go, I said. We walked to blank's to see blank 
play. The singer, blank, formerly of blank, looked 
great. We were standing on chairs so you could only 
see the band from their waists up. She was singing a 
song about "my stupid heart. " When she walked off 
stage, her S&M Queen lm;;tge was marred by the 'fact 
that she was considerably heavier on the bottom half. 
I said he Irked her because she was the only Italian 
quote punk unquote star. 
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Ultravox • V/enna(Chrysalls) 

A lot of us have been waiting for this album. John Foxx, who used to be the lead 
singer and song writer, Is no longer with Ultravox. Midge Ure now does the lead 
singing, and the song writing Is shared among the entire group, which also includes 
Criss Cross on bass, Warren Cann on drums and Billy Currie on keyboards and 
vlolin/vlola. It was assumed that most of the sound and feellng of the old Ultravox was 

ULTR..-'1VOX attrlbutable to John Foxx, and given that that was 
- true, there Is great deal of curiosity as to what 

the new llne·up will sound like, and how It wit! 
differ from the old sound. 

The old sound (developed through three 
albums on Island Records) was characterlstlca11y 

VEf'.NA aggeCI synth·rock, propelled by high energy 
drums, guitar and bass. The lyrics concerned the 
relation of the sensitive/ splrltuat indlvldual to an 
lncreaslngly antiseptic society, and John Foxx's 
singing ~as always perfectly matched with the 
often startling Images. The prevalent mood was 
that of being a flrst·hand, though disinterested, 
spectator in another man's nightmare. The sum 
total was pure aural pleasure. 

The new album shows a superb knowledge of 
record prOductton and the use o electronics for making music. Sophisticated sounds 
abound and the jagged edges-- have all been left behind. Nonetheless, the album 
sometimes rocks quite poundlngly, especlatly on the first and last cuts, "Sleepwalk" 
and "All Stood Still," respectively. The rest of the album Is heavlly syntheslzer~rlsp, 
and contains various rhythms and moods. Midge Ure can express more emotions with 
his relatively pop·lsh singing, but nowhere does he approach John Foxx's power. In 
some songs the band has a tendency to drop back during the vocals, Volhlch places all 
the' burden of Interest on the singing. At those moments Ure's weaknesses are readily 
apparent. 

The lyrics are hard to get Involved In, but one gets a general sense of old·world tradl· 
tlons crumbling to make way for the ''New Europeans'' of a futurist society. Everything 
seems pretty safe untll the last cut, which heralds the coming holocaust, and I feel that 
this Is the strongest song on the album. -

This Is a fine, complex album, good for many hours of llstenlng pleasure. However, It 
cannot compare to the old Ultravox In terms of emotional Intensity. Those of who desire 
arcane music must seek elsewhere. 

-M.C. Parker 

Various Artists AK '79(Rlpper) 

Have you ever wondered about the alternative music scene In Auckland, New 
Zealand? If so, this new compilation LP of Auckland bands will answer all of your ques· 
tlons with a vengeance. it would be easy to adopt the elitlst attitude of the English 
music press and criticize these bands for being so ''behind the times,'' but It is far more 
Important to recognize that their very existence provides further evidence of the conti· 
nulng spread of punk music among disaffected youths In Industrialized societies 
throughout the world. Punk groups already exist In such un11kely places as Sweden, 
Holland , Denmark, Czechoslovakla, Poland and Yogoslavla, so why not New Zealand? 

AK '79demonstrates that New Zealanders have nothing to be ashamed of; It's far bet· 
ter than many English and American samplers are. Side one may be characterized as 
the "punk" side, and I greatly prefer it to side two which, for lack of any better term 
may be called the "new wave" side. The best of the punk bands Is Proud Scum, whc 
are responsible for a marvelous ditty called " I Am A Rabbit." Humorless people ma~ 
view thls song as sexist, but how can anyone really take offense at such absurd lyrics: 
"I am a rabbit ... it's force of habit/I'd like to share my carrot-with you." Their other 
offering ("Suicide") ls also very good, and It Is easy to see why they are, to quote the 
liner notes, "favourites of the Boot Boys." The Scavengers, another punk band, have 
somewhat less intensity but still manage to write songs with endearingly repetitive 
chOruses, especially "Mysterex. " Wrapping up the first side, the Terrorways seem to 
have one foot In the punk camp {"Never been to Borstal") and the other in the mod 
camp ("She's a Mod") but, though the latter Is obviously satlrlcal, neither song is really 
noteworthy. 

Side two opens with the Swingers, a group that includes Phll Judd, formerly of Split 
Enz. "Certain Sound" and " Baby" are good pop songs with Enz·like vocal Influences 
but more guitar punch than the Enz were ever able to muster. The Primmers offer ·oi:ie 
light punk song ("Funny Stories") and a less·than·satlsfactory attempt at reggae 
("You're Gonna Get Done"). Flnatly, Toy Love Is a pop group with Interesting 
guitar/keyboard Interaction and considerable power whose melody lines are firmly 
rooted In the psychedellc 60s, particularly on ''Squeeze.'' 

.Besides the music, this LP Includes many fascinating pictures and an Impressionistic 
account of the rise and expansion of Auckland's punk scene which should be of In
terest to would-be sociologists and trivia merchants. All in all, AK '79 ls an excellent 
value, and it augers well for things to come from Auckland and other cities "down 
under." More, please! 

-J. Bale 

Yellow Magic Orchestra X Multfples (A&M) 

As Schoenberg said Of.the music of Rachmaninoff, "This Is music for the motion pie· 
lures." Despite the band ' s claim that their " powerful " music Is a bridge to the "next 
pop form," most of what they do Is firmly rooted in contemporary world pop music; 
most of the tunes sound but one step removed from disco. The tltle track borrows its In· 
troductlon from the Marlboro theme (that was a hard one to place-how many years 
':I ·~ • ·· • -: • • ' 1 • ·' . • •· since we've had radio and TV cigarette ads in the 

US?). It, and most of the other Instrumentals, 
sound like the theme music behind the title track 
of a sllck Hollywood film . With vocals added, the 
band produces distinctive but Immediately 
forgett.able pop songs, with the exception of 
"Nice Age," which, after a good, enticing in· 
troductlon, has Innumerable choruses of the 
most Irritating hook since ''Seasons ln the Sun.'' 
The album's only saving grace is a Devolved ver
sion of the Beatles ' "Day Tripper, " with two 
slmultaneous beats and wacky electronlcs. 
However, Devo does It better. 

All In all, this Is a rather disappointing album. 
The quality of the synthesizer and computer 

~· sounds Is so good that It Is depressing to hear 
them wedded to such insipid tunes. This band is probably capable of making genuinely 
Interesting and compelling music; unfortunately, their main Interest seems to be global 
commercial success. 

-Stupid Artname 

Soul Syndicate Was, Is and Always(Eplphany} 

No Babylonlan lament for these guys. Jamaica's one·time ace studio back-up band 
has made a record that Is safe enough for lounge music. No more songs about poverty, 
racism or oppression; this Is simply a "nice" reggae album •.. for those of you who 
like "nice" reggae. Personally, my taste leans more toward the dark and dirty dub 
styles of Burning Spear, Augustus Pablo or Linton Kwesi Johnson. Sometlng with 
GUTS. 

No, I haven't forgotten that Soul Syndicate helped to make a lot of that heavy dub, but 
It was generally with the guidance of an artist such as Winston Rodney who could sup
ply the needed vision. Somehow, I just don't see the relevance of doing a Dave Brubeck 
cover. Or have I riilssed something like a revolution and a sudden Improvement In day· 
to--dayllfe? 

If you are a "reg.head'' you might like this album, but if you llke relevance with your 
reggae, give this one a miss. 

-Banzai Pig 

A. More F/yln(} Doesn 't Help (Quango) 

I like this record a lot. Anthony Moore has taken up the style of arrangement and pro
duction Eno used In albums like Taking Tiger Mountain and Another Green World; that 
Is, rich, layered overdubblngs of processed guitars, textural SYl'\theslzers and tape ef· 
facts, added some vocal and thematic touches reminiscent of Lou Reed and John Cale, 
Interpreted all that with his own senslbllity and a modern ear, and come up with a 
strong, cohesive personal Idiom. Machine-language synthesizers, tape tricks and jagg. 
ed time signatures are, of course, my own weakness-"art band" Is no epithet In my 
lexlcon-but are used here not to iioodle about, but to extend the range of expression 
of his well·wrltten, tightly arranged, hlghly melodic songs. ''Judy Get Down,'' the most 
Eno·ish song on the LP, also found on the ''Last Stiff Compllatlon ..• ''album, should by 
rights be a big AM hit, but what does the American public know about pop music? Less 
than you and me, after you hear A. More. 

-Stupid Artname 
Flipper, Uns, Factrlx, Nervous Gender Liva at Target(Subterranean) 

Hoo, boy. This Is a hard one. Well, first, the packaging. Sort of a poor man's Metal 
Box. But what Subterranean's doing ts very admlrable; recording some of SF's and 
LA's most, uh, shall we say, " uncommerclal" bands. 

Of all the bands on the album I've seen Uns (aka Zev) once and Flipper lots. I don' t 
Hke Uns. Methinks It's noise and methinks noise Is noise and music Is music. Me 

them out further. 

especlally don't need Uns blasting through the 
headphones. 

Flipper I love. Flipper is one of the best bands 
going. Don't laugh. They may have started as a 
joke, but the joke has gotten more and more 
memorable, rhythmic and good. Whether them 
there Flippers like it or not, they are writing 
some great songs. Totally controlled chaos. 
They 've progressed one hundred percent since 
this recording, and this recording is real good. 

I've never seen Factrlx, so this served as my 
introduction. Nothing really grabbed me about 
them; the sound Is a very famlllar "lndust.rlal" 
music sound. Admittedly, the guitarist Is very 
good. The vocals are a little too academlc·art
angst for me, but to be fair, I'll have to check 

Nervous Gender was also new to me. I was quite Impressed. There're real 
words-not high·tech moaning-and across the electronic blur are human passion and 
emotion screaming through. They have a very urban sound, probably because they're 
from LA. 

Compilation albums are hard, always because so much is thrown at you at once, and 
particularly when the featured bands are all unsigned, worthy "new music" groups. 
This sampler is a good indication of some of the more adventurous music going 
around-especially the stand-Qut Fllppercuts. 

- Tequ/la Mockingbird 

Various Mark Perry Detritus 
The Good Missionaries The Good Missionary, Parts~ and 2 (KlfKlf's) 

Free Freak Out(Unnormality Records) 
Alternative TV Act/me Time Vlslon(Deptford Fun City Records) 

Liva at Rat Club '77(Crystal Records) 
Mark Perry Whole World's Down on Mell Lfve-Hed/es(Deptford Fun City Records) 

I had this review all done·a month ago, but they wanted a rewrite. Okay, fair enough. 
Problem was, I made the mistake of going Into Rough Trade that day (don't worry, folks, 
I love the store), and the smiling face at the counter proceeded to Inform methat not on· 
ly was she Mark Perry's biggest fan, but also that he had a new slngle out. 

Well, I'll debate her stance, since I'd thought all along that I was the only person sick 
enough to like Perry that Intensely. But there was no denying the incredibly ugly cover 
shot. There It was-black and white, like before. Mark Perry was back. Which meant on· 
ly one thing-back to the drawing board. 

Had It al~worked out, too. How Duchamp would've been proud of Perry for giving up 
and doing it for hlmself. How my love for Perry's abllity to change without regard to 
fashion had Inspired me to pick up an Instrument of my very own and do It for myself. 
Even found a way to work In my Penelope Houston obsessions. 

.And now It's all rulnt, and with just on seven·lnch piece of vinyl. DAMN YOU, MARK 
PEARY! 

Hell, wasn't It enough that you'd released two posf.fact Alternatlve TV albums, and 
one Good Missionaries obit slngle? All those "ripping off the dear departed" releases 
make it easy for us critics to finally absorb your enigmas. I even gave you a passing 
review. 

I let the lncredlbly bad quality of Live at Rat Club '77slide, since It captures the feel of 
the original ATV (Alex Fergusson et al.), and allowed the much.quoted but never heard 
"Alternatives to NATO" to be finally heard on these shores. I was (and still am) mad 
about having to pay more than the six or so bucks you recommended this album not go 
higher than, but ever tried to buck the Import record business? 

So Action Time Vision was merely a collection of singles, with a few select album cuts , 
thrown In to flesh things out. So It left out the ridiculously short "You Bastard." Two of 
the cuts were different takes, tathere was a nice eulogy In the liner notes. Even had a 
nice chronology, which is a plus for those of us who weren't there. 

So you released the only slngle from the Good Missionaries in llmlted (1,000) quantl· 
ty, thus putting you In the realm of art, which you apparently never wanted. So It's just 
another old ATV out, and not any of the expansion and forward progress we were pro· 
mlsed. It's always nice to hear stuff Ilka this, If only to prove to those of us so far away 
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that you didn't need a studio and all Its inherent wizardry to do stuff like this. 
Yeah, Mark, had It all figured out. And then this! Bad reggae. Flnger-poppln' syn

thesizer, forced percussion and off-key-but~harmtng vocals. And, on the fllp, more 
bizarre doodling of the type that I've loved ever since you committed the ultimate act of 
rebellion by turning on rock altogether. 

FIVE PAGES OF PERFECTLY GOOD WAITING GONE TO HELLI And what pisses me 
off the most Is, I STILL LIKE THIS. U thls'd just been a turkey, I could really have vented 
some frustration. But no, you hadda go release another semi-masterwork. Oh well, you 
once said not to believe anything , 'cause you might be bullshitting. That 's why I'm not 
gonna write any more about you this evening. Knowing my luck, you'll give up again. 
That's what I get for having chosen you as my hero of the new wave. 

-S. Schei/berg 

Various Artists Surf City Uhderground(Blue Beat Records) 

' 'Fortunately,'' I said to Ken, ''the Humans are only on this album once, and It's an in
strumental. No dumb vocals, and you don't have to see their stage act." 

Truer words were never spoken, by either party. At least " Tetstar," a la Humans, Is 
over .quickly and Is· rather harmless. But It Is a token gesture. The Humans recently 
toured the East Coast and released product on a subsidiary of A&M records. They really 

DON'T need this. 
But you can bet your bottom dollar the other 

bands here need this album, especially If they 
have any visions beyond having fun and impress
ing their friends. In short, another compllatlon 
album . Another attempt to tell the story of one ci
ty's music, In this case, Santa Cruz. Some 
known, some unknown. Some loved, some 
loathed. 

And all through my mind, one word keeps 
cropping up: DECEPTION. 

Okay, so I'm not a regular on the scene In San
ta Cruz. But I still haven't heard of almost half of 
the acts presented here. In fairness to them 
(and, I might add, because I didn't find any of 
them overly Interesting), I'll keep my criticisms 

to those bands I've seen and heard. After all , I AM a critic {and proud of It , which might 
be the reason I'm not a regular on the scene). 

In Damage #5, J. Neo put Tao Chemical In proper perspective: " This band tries so 
hard It's painful." Granted, but at least they've developed a style that (In this drea, 
anyway) is unique to them. Live, their posing, pseudo-satire and theatrical bullshit 
always warrant a good laugh at the very least. At most, they can be quite good. On 
record, ttlough, they sound thin. Forced to rely on Rob Bresny's llmlted vocals, the 
band never really t~kes off, which Indicates to me that they should have been recorded 
live where they're at their best. 

The Satellites give you a choice-!live or studio. Either way, I know from experience 
that they've got much better songs in their repertoire than "Someone" and "Shake It 
Off." The cuts also Illustrate one of the problems with a band like this. Live, they can be 
quite entertaining, good for dancing or making a dull night better; Phil Thrill ls a surpris
ingly good guitarist, and the rhythm section provides good support. The studio, 
however, Is another story, for It betrays their weak spots-vocals and lyrics. 

Ah, but the Drivers are strong, providing energy, good vocals and fair-to-good lyric 
content. "Johnny's Dying" Is a strong cut, deserving of airplay. It's also _the A-side of 
their single; the B-slde, "I'm No Moron," Is on the album as well. Crap, don't you guys 

have other klller songs? 
I realize that by now I've ripped vocal ability more than once. But Neo and I agree on 

one thing in particular-Tiger Ward can sing. The Small Nambas (yes, they've finally 
decided on a name) are Indeed llmited technlcally, but they manage to chug through 
"Looking out the Window" admirably. tt 's also somewhat subdued for them, since 
Tiger usually belts her songs with enough power to loosen a llghtlng grid. Good, but not 
very representative of their llve show. 

I could go on for pages about pros and cons. The Prisoners ' version of "Eleanor 
Rigby" Is one of those songs you either love or hate. Since they 're harmless enough, 
and are at least trying to be original, I' ll leave this cut alone. JJ-180 were there before 
most of these bands and have a sound of their very own. So why the mediocre In
strumental? Are they biding their ttme till they get some new materlal together? 

It's as slmple as this: If you're not going to try and be original, you'd better be able to 
come up with the goods consistently. Also, In a field as limited as rock is, It's entirely 
possible to try TOO HARD In your quest for uniqueness and your own sound, thus 
leadtng to the dangers of sounding awkWard (for example, as Tao Chemical sometimes 
do). Still, I'd rather see someone go down tr~lng; to that end, the Newtrons are quite 
fascinating (even if they have been llstenlng to Tuxedomoon too often). 

This album·purports to tell the story of Santa Cruz' underground music scene. Fine. 

:::~e0~~e ~~:~~ht~::~~: ~~e::~~~r~= ~lf~~~e~~;dhear~l:~~~~·;~~~e~~~~~~~~~~·~: 
present here. DECEPTION . This Is Santa Cruz' version of San Francisco's 415 Music 
sampler. Half-baked underground, on the right track but still not the real thing. Next 
time, they should let these bands do their good songs. Or at least give us an equivalent 
to the Deaf Club album. 

-S. Schei/berg 

The Rolling Stones Emotional Rescue(Rolling Stones Records) 

The Rolling Stones are al Ive and well, but I wish I could say the same for their music. 
On their first album since 1978's Some Girls, they have thrown together a pile of tunes 
that, to even a die-hard Stones fan like me, Is simply not worth the wait. To put it quite 
bluntly and honestly, Emotional Rescue is boring as hell. The main problem Is a slug
gish funk/reggae/disco synthesis that, while less noticeable In some songs, is a ter
minal cancer that crept Into almost every corner of this album and left the Stones with a 
vinyl corpse. 

This Inept bastardization of black music Is most obvious In three songs that set the 
mood for this album-"Dance," "Send It To Me" and the title cut. "Dance" starts 
where the dragging "Mlss You"-style funk left off and get$· even worse. The 
predominantly reggae "Send It To Me" makes one wish that the Stones would simply 
enjoy their Jamaican vacations rather than trying to Imitate the natives. "Emotional 
Rescue" begins with a stripped down stereotypical disco sound .. a pounding bass 
drum synchronized with a droning bass guitar-and features Mick Jagger singing like a 
sick Bee Gee. During part of the song, Jagger simply talks , sounding like a cross be
tween Barry White and Frank Zappa but without either the soul of the former or humor 
of the latter to make It effective. 

A couple of border line tunes, "Let Me Go" and "She's So Cold,'' keep threatening 
to cross over to rock'n'roll, but never quite make It. "She's So Cold" has a semi-new
wave sound, but It should have been done a lot faster. The only tunes that can truthful ly 
be called rockers are "Summer Romance" and "Where The Boys Go," but even these 
seem lifeless when compared to many Stones energizers from earlier albums. 
Although on "Where The Boys Go," Charlie Watts Is at his snare-drum~racklng best 
and Ron Wood's lead guitar Is radioactive, that old Stones magic-a special comb\na-
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tlon of fast rock'n'ro11, soul and nastiness-is depressingly missing. 
The key line to this album Is in "Dance.' ' Jagger says, "Get up; get out; down Into 

something new.'' After two years of sitting on their asses, the Stones finally decided to 
get up, get out of the house and into a recording studio. And after almost two decades 
of performing their patented brand of rock'n'roll-typlfled by such-tunes as ''Get Off My 
Cloud," "Alp This Joint" and "Ltes"-they decided to get Into something new, which 
Is a perfectly understandable desire. But unfortunately, the key word In the key llne, Is 
''down,'' which Is exactly the type of album they produced. 

-S.Karp 

Athletlco Splzz 80 Do a Runner (A&M) 

Let me put It this way: I usually get free review copies of records; I bought this record . 
Splzz has a tot In common with my favorite rock band In the world world, Essentlal 

Logic: unusual lead vocals; eclectic, personal lyrics; powerful rhythm sections; tight, 
Intelligent arrangements; and a very broad range of melodic expression. Splzz has a 
strong streak of science fiction running through his lyrics; there aren't any Star Trek. 

~h~~~~t:r~:sns~~~ f~~b~7heb~u\~~=- S:sn~~t~s L~~~ 
Logic, I'm not always sure wh8t Spizz Is saying, 
but there is deflnltely a message; this isn't 
aleatory free verse. Sometimes the message Is 
obvious (" ... plutonium, nasty llttle substance 
that we can ' t controlleum."), sometimes poetic 
and subliminal (" • . . spin your lie, lay down to 
rest-less . .. sleep hunted." ) The four musi
cians are all excellent, and the fact that this 
album was recorded and mixed In four days Is 
nothing short of astounding . Dave Scott's elec
trlc guitar Is particularly noteworthy for his 
superlative control of tone and sustain. My own 
favorite cuts on this album are " Clocks Are Big 
(Machines Are Heavy), " and a short, humorous 

chant that introduces "Airships," a long, joyful Instrumental with occaslonal shouts of 
"Airships" echoing Its ftoatlng, flying , carrying-you-away feel. 

I've read that Splzz and Essential Logic did a tour together In England . Would that we 
should have such a chance In the US. 

-Stupid Artname 

Siiicon Teens Music for Part/es(Sire) 

Gush, gush. " * 0
/" Record of the year 1960! But seriously, this wax really swings. It 

could as truly have been titled "Switched On Bop" with Its all-synthesizer covers of 
(deep br~ath) "Memphis, Tennessee," "Yesterday Man," "Do Wah Diddy Dlddy," 
"You Really Got Me," " Do You Love Me?" (with a severely twisted spoken Introduc
tion), "Let's Dance" (different from the 45 version), "Oh Boyl", " Sweet Llttle Six
teen," "Just Like Eddie" (a personal favorite) , " Red River Rock" and, last but one of 
the best, "Judy in Disguise." The album Is fU1ed out with three bouncy, inncouous 
origlnals. 

This Is great ambient sound for parties; I tried It out the other night, and the result was 
calls for furniture clearance and gross anatomical vibration. The rumor ts that "Darryl, 
Jacki, Paul and Diane" are none other than a certain "Miller," aka "the Normal" of 
" T.V.O.D. / Warm Leatherette" fame; I'll buy that, but don't expect moody brooding. 
This Is fun music, scientifically designed to Induce silly behavior in the most unacc
petably self-conscious guests. Everyparty needs this sure cure for pretentious postur
ing. Get lt fast, before It gets so popular that you'll be ashamed to like It. 

-Stupid Artname 

Orlglnal Mirrors OIJ.glnal Mfrrors(Arlsta) 

Glorioksyl . . . More new wave product. Just what the world needs. New wave cover 
graphics and an Inner sleeve picture of the band that shows them to be a bunch of new 
wave sort of guys. Yessirree-bob, anot~er programmed-for-success entry in the nuevo 
huevo sweepstakes. With nothing to say. Just chains of love and aching hearts and 
angels (I thought Bruce Springsteen had a copyright on them) and ... oh, what's the 
use. 

All style and no content. Maybe Brian Ferry and David Bowle can get by on " magic" 
alone, but these guys need some substance; they just don't have the jam. 

This album ts guaranteed notto offend , upset or cause undue fits of thoughtfullness. 
Decrease dosage If catatonia occurs. 

Magazine Upside Down / The 
Light Pours Out Of Me (Virgin 
UK) 

Image that keeps him thinking 
and demanding. The chorus In
sisting through its shout " Up
side Down" doe.s not defeat 
him. 

-Banzai Pig 

Lou Reed Growing Up In Publlc(Arlsta) 

Lou Reed as high priest of a junkie-self-destructo-punk-roots cult Is easy to accept. 
Along with Iggy Pop, he has always Influenced not only what we heard, but also how we 
llved. Yet, Lou Reed Is not a kid anymore-he 's In his thirties-and as his last LP, The 
Bells. showed, he's become outwardly subdued and Intensively Introspective. 

The new record finds Reed explorlng the ultlmate addictions: Those of famlty to a 
chltd, and love and commitment to another. Not 
since Berlin has he so carefully examined what 
giving your heart can entail. Because he no 
longer sings about trash and durgs, he's accus
ed of going "soft." Bulls hit. 

Whlle this Isn 't musically hls strongest (and 
Reed Isn't writing the music), the lyrics are ln
credlble. His voice weary and quavery, teads you 
through tears and smiles, and survives at the 
end. Unlike all our other Idols, Reed Is a sur
vivor; for all his legendary decadence, every 
album ends In hope, for he still believes. His 
voice cracks and distorts when he sings of how 
to obtain the girl of his dreams. I've never heard 
his voice do that before. Growing Up In Public 
grows on you. I dismissed lt at first due to Its 

bombastic studio musician sound, but go beyond that and yoU have a series of beautiful 
anguished statements about the art of giving, about the guilt we all feel about what we 
were, or are, ·and our parents' hand In It. You have an album of well-deserved content
ment (notreslgnation) and, most of all, survival. 

-MlssNomsr 
Herb Alpert Seyond(A&M) 

Look, they sent It to me, okay? And anyway, all of you Ambient Muzak fans out there, 
why don't you quit fool\n' around and get Into the Real Thing? I mean, this Is your 
classy, Latin-tinged, A-Okay USA Muzak! Listen, does Brian Eno have Johnny " Guitar" 
Watson soloing on his records? Or Peter Frampton? You batcher English artsy-fartsy 
boots he doesn't! 

You know how, on the Olympics when they're profiling some steroid-stuffed· 
welghtllfter from Outer Slobovla, whlle Jim McKay drools on, there's music In the 
background? That's what this album sounds Ilka. Perfecrfor discos, Olympics, 
anything . Hey, believe you me, one day Muzak will rear Its average head and take Its 
place among other forms of melody. Like ska. Or disco. 

Rule Number One tor success: If the Engllsh are doing It, it's eventually gdlng to be 
cool. 

C'mon, Herbie baby-squash those llmey phonies. You've got the right! 
-Montovanl Mockingbird 

Throbbing Gristle Heathen Earth(lnduStrlal) 

This latest and best release from the band that put the "In" In " Industrial" Is a dif
ferent sort of live recording. TG recorded the eight-track master in fifty minutes before 
a small, Invited audience In their own studios, achieving a clean sound with a variety of 
electronic and tape effects that would have been nearly Impossible at a public concert . 

The sound and Instrumentation are bastcally that found on much of the Twenty Jan 
Funk Greats album: synthesized ostlnato 
rhythms, tapes, heavlly processed guitars and 
spoken vocals, and lots of echoes. There is an 
excitement here that was lacking In that album, 
however; whlle there are no crowd noises or 
stage patter, the edge that Uve music has Is 
definitely here. TG has a tendency towards a 
cool alienation, which seems to have been 
mitigated here by the concentration and rapport 
between musicians necessary to play well In real 
time. Their music has always had balls and 
brains, but now they've put their hearts In it as 
well, giving human depth to a mechanistic 
aesthetic. 

I have prevlously heard great things about 
TG's live performances from people who saw 

them In London; this record makes me hope that we will be fortunate enough to have 
them play In the Bay Area. Barring that, a color videotape of the Heathen Earth session 
Is available from Industrial Records; one assumes that It will shortly be In circulation In 
these parts. 

atso llke it when vocallst Layna 
Pogue says "Cowabunga. Hang 
ten. " They can ' t keep It up, 
though, and this is really ground 
that has been gone over bette' 
by the B-52s. 
Can I keep it, Brad? 

-Stupid Artname 

The dark and lonely thoughs 
of Howard Devoto each present 
themselves behind Well-drawn 
faces . He runs away from each 
one Into a lonely headache. 
Self-pity, arrogance, sometimes 
love spout from corners of the 
mind. "I don' t know how to live/I 
just know how to disappear,' ' he 
presses with a madman's tone_. 
Subsequently, "Upside Down" 
Is a song of misdirected tension 
looking for life. The swaying 
mellotron and glistening guitar 
are dizzying. And most of this 
song does not live; It only 
wallows In disorder. The various 
forces clamor continually until 
they overpower Devoto's world 
Into chaos; he is left with only 
himself to cry aloud "Upside 
Down .'' Swlftly though , Devoto 
finds a string to support him. 
Reflections from the past , "your 
eyes, your heart," give him the 

The same momentary 
satisfaction and subtle victory 
are achieved In the remake of 
" The Light Pours Out Of Me." 
Unlike the original , this version 
has a hlghly textured gloss that 
brings the song closer to Its In
trospective Intention. The com
bination of firm sounding guitar 
and synthesizer manipulations 
create a self-critical mood. 
There Is less bitterness here, 
more distinctive sound symbols. 
The concluding saxophone 
brilliantly helps to convey the 
wonder Devoto feels as an artist 
In the midst of hopelessness. 
But It Is Indeed wonder and 
enlightenment. We see In a rare 
appearance Devoto 's " light," 
Devoto 's hope. 

The Oellnquenls Allen Beach 
party/etc.(Llve Wire) 

-Stupid Artname 

Joy Division ~ 
Atmosphere/Dead Souls (Sor· 
dide Sentimental) 

Joy DJ vision have ·managed to 
attain such an Immense status, 
partlcularly since vocalist Ian 
Curtis' suicide, that critics no 
longer find It posslble to be even 
relatlvely objective about them. 
Due to Its remarkable packag
ing, thts obscure record, press
ed In a llmited edition of 1,578, 
can only serve to enhance their 
reputation further. This is no 
coincidence, for Sordide Sen
timental is an Independent 
French label with extraordinary 
pretensions, even by today's 
elev~~ed ~tandards o!.P.omposl-

ty: 1t cnooses arusts very 
carefully (other "worthies" so 
far Include Throbbing Gristle 
and Billy Synth), packages Its 
materlal In an elaborate gatefold 
sleeve, Issues only a small 
number of records, and Includes 
a lengthy phllosophlcal tract 
with each release. An unusual 
degree of attention seems to 
have been lavlshed on this Joy 
Division 45. The enlarged sleeve 
consists of a breathtaking pain
ting of a hooded figure looktng 
out over a gloomy valley. Inside, 
a tres chic writer suggests that 
Joy Division 's music enables 
one to bridge the conceptuBI 
gap between art and life, 
perception and reality, and 
other equally boring subjects. I 
would dismiss this whole pro
ject as the worst sort of drive! if 
the music were not so engaging . 
"Atmosphere" Is a slow, melan
chol y piece with detac.hed 
vocals and synthesized or
chestration, but "Dead Souls" 

-M. Lan~ 

Well, I thought I didn ' t Ilka this 
record. But the rule at Damage 
is that If you don't review It, you 
can 't keep It, and when the time 
came to take It back to the of
fices, I discovered I didn't really 
want to let go of it. The one thing 
that makes this record worth it ls 
the Intro to " Alien Beach Par
ty," which has a very Restden
tral rhythm, American lnterna
tio n al sci-fl synthesized 
theremln sounds, cheesy organ 
and a tinny, catchy guitar llck. I 



DAMAGE 

England now sound so slmllar. 
Success? Money? God, let's 

Is the real killer. Here, hypnotic hopelt'sjustacolncldence. 
drums In the forefront of the mix " Anticipation" Is more of the 
are reinforced with guitars to same. Liiting rhythms with, this 
good effect while the singing Is tlme,asmallerdoseofcute. 
raspy and emotive. In the wake - I could discuss the changing 
of Curtis' death the chorus ac-· stereotypes of women In 
quires special poignancy: "The rock'n'roll but I'm not going to, 
dead souls keep . calling so get over It. Basically, one Is 
me ... Keep on calling me." as restrictive as the other, and a 
Others wftl probably attach lot of people seem to be 
so m e sort of c o s m I c scrambling to flt themselves Into 
significance to this record , but it the new molds as fast as the old 
Is enough for me slmply to ones are broken . 
recommend the music highly. This record falls between the 

-J. Bale dense, hard sound of the Sitts 
and the soaring folk-type har
monies of the Raincoats; a mfd

Society Dog Working Class 
People / Bad Dreams (Subterra
nean Records) 

This cOmes with a big fold-out 
sheet that contains the lyrics to 
just the first song (approximate
ly four hundred words), and 
while you sit there reading along 
It's real easy to Imagine the 
singer with an identical pl0ce of 
paper, eyes looking down at It, 
during the recording session. I 
mean, it's that unemotional. Not 
onl)ethat but he's whining about 
the work ethic. Not only that but 
the band sounds bored. Not on
ly that but the music sucks. Not 
only that but the mix is startle. 
The fllp side Is worse. 

-M.C. Parker 

Soul Rebels Soul Rebel/Plain 
Truth(Rambler) 

As far as I'm concerned, the 
Soul Rebels have always been a 
bar band. And bar bands are 
great for drinking and talklng 
over, but not so great when 
featured as original acts. The 
Soul-less Rebels are a machine 
that churns out blues/reggae
oriented rock (mostly) covers, 
much as their cousin band, 
Sllvertone, churns out rockabil
ly. 

Granted, the guys are 
technically perfect, especlally 
the Stench brothers' rhythm 
section {probably the best 
around), but who cares? Who 
needs revlval acts? Go home 
and listen to the Aftermath 
album. Paying tribute to a genre' 
ls one thing; depriving It of Its 
feeling and, yes boys, soul, is 
another. The single is sterile, 
clean, crisp and perfect-and 
about as soulful as Mike Curb. 

"Soul Rebel" drags along, 
complete with the most absurd 
attempt at dub I've heard yet. 
"Plaln Truth" is one of their few 
originals, yet could be any other 
blues-y song ever written. I 
know that the band has a true 
love for the music it performs, 
but appreciation don't make a 
band, and this band don't make 
It. 

-Tequila Mockingbird 

Delta Five You/Antfcfpatlon 
(Rough Trade) 

The first time 1 heard thls 
slngle, I thought It was the Slits 
In the throes of a cute attack, b[Jt 
nope, this Is a band all by Itself. 
"You" is a catchy enough song 
with partlcularly good guitar 
work. I actually like It .. . sort 
of. It' s Just that after repeated 
llstenlngs it becomes a little too 
cute . What I want to know Is why 
all the new " gtrl " bands that are 
coming out of Jolly Olde 

dle ground that doesn ' t need to 
be filled. Seems to be getting a 
bit crowded In there, eh what? 

-Banzai Pig 

Discharge Fight Back EP 
(Clay) 

Within the past few months, a 
growing number of English and 
continental groups have 
adopted the anarchist polltlcs 
and hardcore punk assault 
favored by Crass. Among these 
are the Rondos , Anti
Establishment and Discharge 
(not to be confused with X-S 
Discharge). This new Discharge 
EP carries on the tradition of 
their first, the Rea/ft/es of War 
EP. If you like politics that are so 
uncompromising that they make 
those of the Pop Group seem 
"establishment," and music so 
extreme It makes tha Pistols 
sound 1ike the Osmond Brothers 
(as I do). then this record Is a 
must for your collection. It 
would serve no real purpose to 
describe individual songs, for 
they share common 
characteristics that you'll either 
love or hate-with Discharge 
there Is no middle ground. All of 
the tracks on this EP lurch for
ward at a breakneck pace and 
feature a distorted -hall of 
sound. While some have searing 
lead guitar bursts (" Always 
Restrictions," "You Take Part In 
Creating this System"), and 
others anthemlc choruses 
(" Fight Back''), the overall ef
fect is always that of a chain saw 
being driven through so
meone's cranial cavity. I could 
llsten to this stuff all day long 
and, though It isn't for the 
squeamish, I'll give this my 
coveted Single of the Month 
award. Buy It or admit you're a 
wimp! 

-J.Bale 

The Olis It's Not Worth It, 
Sound of the Rain/Red Rockers 

'(Roogeletti) 

Don't give me "It doesn't 
sound llke tt:ie Dils." The punk 
scene has always tended to be 
Intolerant of artistic or dlrec
tlonal change In our "heroes." 
Yeah, It doesn't sound like 
"Class War"-so what? What It 
does sound llke ls American 
music In Its purest sense. 
Traces of country, mountain 
music, real vocals (off key and 
all) and excellent guitar. Instead 
of jumping on the ska/reggae 
bandwagon, why don't we pick 
up on the music that really 
reflects and influences us; thS 
music we now cllng to . Uptown 
Jeffrey has a great piece on this 

subject In the last Slash-read 
It . 

Back to the Oils. Granted this 
Isn ' t the greatest thing ever 
done, but it's hard to be objec
tive. The Olis are always 
somewhere In the back of your 
mind. You listen to the EP and 
vlsuallze their presentation on 
stage. It's not as furled or loud 
as It us,ed to be, but just as 

powerful. These are the ver
sions that the Dils left us; this Is 
what those who never saw them 
will know them by. The sound on 
the EP is excellent, the musi
cianship stands out and makes 
you take notice. Just as much 
the Oils as "Mr. Big ." Thank god 
bands take chances. 

-M/ssNomer 

Wetnurse Bar Wars/Toots a 
Hot Tubs 

Okay, you always wondered 
what a, er, new wave indepen
dent single from Marin county 
would sGund Ilka, and here It Is. 
Everything you knew it would 
be, of course. Slick .production 
at a real studio (Dlfferent Fur) is 
the order of the day, along with 
wanky satire and MOR monkey 
dung for a soundtrack. "Bar 
Wars" Is sort of a monster 
movie view of d lsco bars, all 
about ghouls and vampires, with 
lots of fake-y scared-kid singing. 
Thank god it's short. On "Toots 
a Hot Tubs" they get a little 
funky, but the inane singing and 
lyrlcs have to be heard to be 
believed. A good joke record. 
Use once and throwaway. 

-M.C. Parker 

The Fiyb0ys Ffyboys 
(Frontier) 

The Flyboys are the first 
American band to capture that 
Irish punky pop sound which 
I've often alluded to. l saw this 
LA band during the Western 
Front festival and was extremely 
Impressed with their high
powered guitar attack and insis
tent melodies. Despite a disap
pointing debut 45 (Crayon 
Worf°', I knew It was only a mat
ter of time before they transfer
red their live sound onto vlnyl 
and I'm happy to report that they 
have done so on this new 
record. Even though the mix Is 
overly muddy at times and the 
guitars are pushed a bit too far 
Into the background for my 
taste, this EP contains seven ex- · 
cellent songs powered along by 
dual guitars-one raw and 
punky, the other cleaner but just 
as nasty-and bristling with 
hooks. I especially recommend 
"So Juvenile," one of the 
punkier tracks ("Never do what 
I'm told ...... That's why I'm 
so juvenlie"), "I Couldn't Tell," 
which has a distinctive 60s feel 
and the blistering instrumental 
"Theme Song." It says 
something about the pathetic 
state of the music.industry when 
bands with guts and commercial 
potential like the Flyboys go un
signed while wltless 
mediocrities like Pearl Harbor, 
the Cretones and a host of 
Knack clones are scarfed up and 
shoved down our throats by ma
jor labels. Go out and prove 
them wrong by buying this EP. 
You won ' t regret It. 

-J. Bale 

The Specials aka LIVE! (2 
Tone/ChrysallS) 

All right! The Specials live are 
fantastic, and while this EP isn't 
close, It's the next best thing to 
being there. "Too Young" is 
faster here than on the album, 
which tends to tip the feel more 
towards the rock than the ska, 
but either way it's a great song. 
"Guns of Navaronne" Is the 
movie theme, I think , but 
brought up to date with 
Rodriguez ' and Cuthell's horn 
work and that irresistible beat. 
Side two Is called the Skinhead 
Symphony, and rt cooks right 
along from beginning to end. 
Play this and try not to dance. I 
hope these guys never stop 
making records! 

-M.C. Parker 

Klark Kent Klark Kent(IRS) 

Boy, I wtsh my big brother ran 
a record company 'cause lf he 
did, then anytime I got the urge 
to record my vapid adolescent 
songs, I could just go down and 
do It, and If I wanted green vinyl 
and only wanted to do eight two
minute songs, yet still charge 
for an album, and wanted to give 
myself a funny name to hide the 
fact that i was really the drum
mer for an overrated band with a 
law enforcement name (and i 
don't mean Crime) , I could do It! 
And , man, my record would get 
pushed like It was something 
worthwhile, ya know, like 
everyone would hear me sing 
about smoking dope and having 
my own pad, and It would be so 
funny-'cause my big broth'er 
could just write the whole thing 
off as a business expense-hee 
heel! And then the only thing 
left to do would be to have real 
funny-especially if you've 
smoked a big bong-llner notes, 
and then it would be just the 
neatest thing!! 'Cause, If ya 
didn't want to waste your time 
and money on self-indulgent 
trash, you could just read the 
album In the store!! Hee heel! 

..... Boy, I wish i had a brother like 
Klark Kent's-he'll sign dnyone. 

- Tequila Mockingbird 

dB's Black and White/Sou/ 
Kfss(Shake) 

I have gotten a reputation for 
hating everything that's come 
out lately. Well, that's not fair, , 
It's just that t, as should we all, 
refuse to put up with mediocre 
crap just because it's English, 

or they're friends, or they're 
cute or whatever. Crap is 
crap-short hair or not, and. I'm 
American and I have freedom of 
speech, so blow It out your ass. 

Anyway, to get to the point, 
the dB's are supposedly the hot 
"pop'' band In New Yawk, yet 
they are·as driving and powerful 
as any "rock" band I've heard. 
The whole single has a great 
Byrds psychedelic feel to It (the 
Engllsh seem to have made 

·psychedellc popular again, so 
It's okay to use that term). On 
"Black and White," they· are 
mixed way up, pushing the song 
faster and faster. It almost 
sounds like there are sitars In 
the background. There are more 
hooks on this song than on your 
average fishing boat-a 
memorable tune, fun stuff. 
"Soul Kiss " ls weirdo-rhythmic 
pop (there is nothing cutesy 

about these guys-this ain ' t the 
Records). Included Is a forty
four second " dub" verSlon, 
again mucho acid flashback 
stuff, but rocking and definitely 
un-mellow. These guys are okay 
by me ...... good pop Is as hard to 
pull off as any other music. The 
dB's rate in my book. Check 
them out. 

-M/ssNomer 

Minlmai Man She Was a 
Visitor/He Who Falls (In Love 
With Himself Wiii Have No 
Rivals) (Monster Music) 

This first rele~se by filmmaker 
Patrick Miiier's Minimal Man, 
recorded live at SF's Deaf Club 

· on October 9 of last year, lives 
down to its naine. The lyrics, 
simply the chanting of the titles 
as listed abouve, are delivered 
in a psychopathic monotone 
over similarly repetitive syn
thesizer riffs. The sounds are 
quite like those of Tuxedo
moon's "19th Nervous 
Breakdown" as recorded on 
Can You Hear Me?, understan
dably, as Stephen Brown.is one 
of the synthesists; Pink Sec
tion's Stephen Wymore is the 
other. 

As is often the case with 
minimal music, there's not a 
whole hell of a lot to say about it, 
but lt is gripping, and makes me 
curious to see their live per
formances, which are said to in
clude cinematic and theatrical 
elements. 

-Stupid Artname 

The Scars 
Love Song /Psychomodo(PRE) 

Like its two predecessors, 
this new 45 by the Scars is ex
cellent. The major characteristic 
of Scars music, fully hlghlighted 
here, Is the Interplay between 
two nervous, jittery guitars 
above a loping bass tine and 
stuttering drums. "Love Song" 
has powerful uptempo verses 
that abruptly shift Into a reggae
fied chorus and some very tasty 
background guitar work. The B
slde is a distinctive version of an 
old Steve Harley/Cockney 
Rebel song with demented 
vocals and Oriental-flavored 
gUitar. Any group this good 
deserves far more support than 
the Scars have received up 'tll 
now, and I hope they manage to 
put out an LP before giving up In 
disgust. 

-J. Bale 

The Maggots Tammy Wynette, 
212179/Rough Dub (Wormuslck 
Sterlo Records) 

Fllegender Klnderschelsse/ 
At long last the much-awaited 
debut slngle by the Maggots is 
out, and now that I've got a copy 
In my soil-stained hands, I can 
safely say that It EXCEEDS ALL 
EXPECTATIONS/II First , Jt 
comes In the coolest package 
ever done for a record. In a big 
plastic zip-lock bag you get the 
45 in a xeroxed cover, a red and 
black booklet that tells neat 



facts about each of the band 
members, and a little cardboard 
box with your very own toy mag
got!! (Mine Is blue.) And each 
copy Is numbered out of an edi
tion of four hundred, so you bet
ter buy It noW. Truly, however; 
all this would be nowhere 
without some great music to 
back It up. And It Isl!! "Let's get 
Tammy Wynette" is a real cat
chy song about harassing and 
scaring and damaging Ms. W. 
that wm have you humming 
along to It after the very first 
time you hear it. "2/2/79" Is a 
memorial song to Sid that starts 
with a radio news spot about his 
death. Very sad,.t>ut the song Is 
so great that I can't think of a 
better tribute. "Rough Dub" Is· 
an instrumenta"I that asks you to 
wriggle around, and you will/II A 
truly subterrane~n sound. Fllp
per move over!! The Maggots 
rule okay!!/!!! 

-M.C. Parker 

Bauhaus Dark Entries/Untitled 
(Axis) 

This is the second 45 by 
Bauhaus. Although It Is not quite 
up to the standard of their first 
(Bela Lugosi's DeadJ in terms of 
orlginality, it dlsplays far more 
Imagination and power than the 
standard fare these days. "Dark 
Entries" has a very thick 'guitar 
sound, ps)'chedellc effects 
similar to those found on the 
first Pink Floyd album, doom
laden lyrics, and a vocal delivery 
that Includes Iggy and Jim Mor
rison among Its reference 

· points. The overall effect Is 
reminiscent of some of Joy Divi
sion's earlier work, and that 
can't be bad. The other side 
possesses an Insistent rhythm 
punctuated by two guitars and a 
''talk-over'' vocal arrangement. 
Both tracks are highly at
mospheric and would provide a 
vivid soundtrack for nightmares 
or horror films. 

-J. Bale 

Dead Kennedys Police 
Truck/Holiday In Cambodia (Op
tional) 

The Dead Kennedys write 
soundtracks for the horror 
movie that real life Is Increasing
ly becoming. The evlls of the 
world are ripped out of the dark 
areas, where we can forget 
about them, and rubbed In our 
faces, which Is what we 
deserve. Just llke real life, the 

' OKs show no mercy. The music 
lssocompel
llng that you can't Ignore lt, and 
since the lyrics are always pro
vided, there Is no question that 
you will get the message. These 
songs make you feel Ilka one of 
those dreams where you show 
up at school with no clothes on, 
and you can't go home no mat
ter how hard you try. Suprlse, 

· terror, humlllatlon. 
I predict that as San Francisco 

gets increasingly fascist, and 
the OKs get Increasingly 
popular, Jello Biafra wlll be in 
danger of the ultimate form of 
supression. There are those 
who don't like people to speak 
too loudly and too clearly . 
PS: A large part of the success 
of this Incredible record is due 
to the admirable production of 
Mr.GezaX. 

-M. C. Parker 

Vox Pop Cab Driver/Just Like 
Your Mom(Bad T!ip Records) 

Any band with a label called 
Bad Trtp Records has to be 
great, right? You bet, and they 
are! "Cab Driver" has a funky 
bass riff out front, whlle mixed 
way back is all this guitar-

induced iron curtain of sound. 
Real effective in producing anx
iety, especially ln late night ur
ban environments. "Mom" is 
faster, very danceable, and the 
singer Is quite good which 
softens the overt punk attack 
feellng. Some friends of mine 
saw them play In LA and said 
they were terrible: Dressed In all 
these weird costumes, and the 
bass player used a dildo for a 
pick. But this single is A-Okay. 

· -M. Lang 

Pink Section Pink Seer/on 
(Modern) 

It took me four tries to listen to 
this artifact from one end to the 
other. These four ex-art 
students can neither tune their 
instruments nor sing, but ft 
doesn't really matter, as they 
can't play or write, either. They 
do seem to know their own 
level ; herein Is a cover of a Yoko 
Ono "song." They had to go to 
Seattle to find someone dumb 
enough to throw away money on 
this crap, which speaks well of 
local taste. Even though this 
package Includes five tltles, a 
poster of Todd, Judy, Stephen 
and Carol trying to look real 
cool, and I got It free, It was still 
overpriced. 

-Stupid Artname 

Various Artists The Happy 
Squid Samp/er(Happy Squid) 

Most of the six bands on this 
record purvey what I would term 
"free/Industrial garage band" 
sounds. Neef, whose "Atrophy 
of the Sporting Spirit" takes up 
the entire 45 rpm (at least, I think 
It's supposed to be played at 45) 
side, uses a wide variety of in
struments to produce a series of 
linked music-school-dropout
funk segments. The 33 rpm side 
opens with The Urinals' "U," 
the shortest hardcore punk • 
song I've ever heard. Might be 
satirical, hard to say. Danny and 
the Doorknobs play a "Melody" 
that comes off sounding like 
Fleetwood Mac trying to cover 
"Shapes of Things to Come." 
My Best Band Name of the 
Month award goes to Arrow 
Book Club, but their "Get Down, 
Part 4" never quite does; chur
chy organ vamps over keyboard, 
bass and tape noodtlngs are at 
least short (with five songs on 
oiie EP side, how else?). The 
Vidiots' "Laurie's Lament" Is 
heavily lg-derived, but ends with 
a ntce kallmba bit. The best cut 
comes last: "Catepillar ~tamp" 

by Phll Bedel is forty-five 
secends of Industrial twelve-bar 
synthotangollan burbling with a 
catchy beat that 's gone too 
soon. Best regards to West LA, 
squids. 

-Stupid Artname 

Young Canadians Hawaii plus 
three(Qulntessence) 

Yes, Virginia, there Is culture 
in Canada. Ah, Canada, land of 
tundra and marmite; the country 
with a leaf for a national symbol. 
Out of this vacuum comes the 
Young Canadians with a real 
funny, tuneful number, 
"Hawaii." "Let's go to fuckln' 
Hawaii," and you can almost 
hear the waves a-crashln'. Great 
vocals, great bass, great song. 
A song to wake up with, a surf 
song for people who· hate the 
water. Unfortunately, the rest of 
the EP doesn't maintain the 
pace of "Hawaii." 

Actually, side one is real 
good. This group (unllke most 
Vancouver bands) realtzes that 
there are more than three 
chords In existence, and they 
vary the tempos and moods on 
each song. This Is a sharp 
lookln' EP. They could have 
done a 45, but hey, who's com
plalnln'? 

Excuse me, I gotta stop. I sor
ta promised this Canadian guy 
I'd give him American lessons. 
Okay: "Quaaardeh," 
"Waaardeh," "da Bronx." Very 
good-here's a fish le for you! 

-Tequlla Mockingbird 

The Residents 
Dlskomo/Goosebump (Ralph) 

Always a long jump ahead of 
the rest of the culture, San Fran
cisco's best band Is the first to 
bring us disco nostaglla. Side A 
of this 12• 45, "Olscomo," Is a 
ten·minute disco medley of 
themes from last year ' s 
vanguard story-ablum, Eskimo, 
with the same trademark 
whooshes, blurps and deformed 
commercial jingles (remarkably, 
the Coca-Cota Company has stlll 
not taken notlpe of the 
Residents' professed desire for 
"Coke, oh yeah!"). Disco wlll 
never die? 

The B-side, "Goosebump," 
features cover art by Jad Fair of 
Half Japanese. Performed en
tirely on such toy Instruments as 
Musons, Magical Musical 
Things, plastic guitars and toy 
pianos supplied by Toys-A-Us, 
Us four sections, "Disaster," 
"Plants," "Farmers" and 
"Jingle" are based on 
children's songs and counting
out rhym9s. This Is an In
telligent, very original, funny 
and compelllng piece; perhaps 
their artlficlal obscurity helps 
The Residents to go on becom
ing better and better with each 
release. Speaking of which, 
mid-October should bring the 
release of The Residents ' Com
mercial Album, which wlll 
feature forty, count 'em, forty, 
songs, each precisely sixty 
seconds long-"commercial 
length." Buy ordiel 

-Stupid Artname 

The Bongos Telephoto 
Lens/Glow in the Dark (Fetish 
Records) 

Okay folks, time for another 
timeless song that feels good 
right from the first and just 
keeps hopping back up on the 
turntable again and again. This 
little gem is "Glow In the Dark," 
the B-slde of the new single by 

New J0rsey's Bongos. Nice 
minor chord Intro, then im
medlately kicks Into a funky · 
bongo beat that hits the groove 

and just won't quit until the too
soon end. Vlolln·lsh keyboards 
(or treated vlollns?) in the 
background help create the 
dark, while the up-front bass 
line provides the glow that feels 
real warm. The vocals are '§oft, 
almost MOR, but with just 
enough uncertainty to make 
them real. Give it a try; it's not 
dancing music, but you'll love it. 
"Telephoto Lens" Is mostly 
medium-tempo bass line with a 
60s chorus that's flavored by llt· 
tie ek!ctronlc tinkles. Nice, but 
so are many things these days. 

· -M. C. Parker 

UJ3RK5 UJ3RK5 
{Quintessence) 

Another Canadian record. 
Shrink-wrapped cellophane . 
front cover ... back cover . 
lyrics! 0 boy! ... dust Jacket. 
Ah, here It Is ... the vinyl . 
hmm ... pretty hefty ... that 
Quintessence sure knows how 
to press a chunk of vinyl. Let's 
give it a spin. Oh god! Akron 
moves to Vancouver and is well 
received the B-52s give 
organ lessons to a beaver 
(lobsters are out this year) . 
dispassionate vocals. There's 
obviously something going on 
here, but where's the emotion? 

Alienation of modern man, In
dividual vs religion and 
technology? ... and that name, 
UJ3RK5 (say, "you jerks") . 
isn't it clever how they've 
substituted numbers for letters 
.. another ingenious comment 

on the dehumanization of socie
ty. I'm sure It's all very in
teresting, but can't you say it 
with a little feeling? Does all "art 
rock" (pardon the label) have to 
be cold and soul-less? 

What do you mean, I can't 
come back over the border? But 
my family! Oh please. I promise 
I'll give the next Canadian 
record a GOOD review. 

- Benedict Pig 

Tot Rocket and The Twins Fun 
Fades Fast/Reduced(Whlplash) 

Since we are now being flood
ed with new wave merchandise, 
it seems time for a concise 
guide nn how to judge the stuff. 
I'm not talking about groovy im
ports on obscure overpriced 
Czechoslovakian labels; but the 
good old American dreck that 
sludges its way into the Damage 
offices crying "Review me, 
review me." Now, first off, 
bands that call themselves "The 
-" (usually a pert, snappy 
modern world Ilka Electrolux or 
Formica) usually suck eggs. 
These are your basic skinny tie 

bands-Ignore. Worse than that 
are bands with someone who 
wishes to claim leadership of 
the group-especially if s/he 
changes her/his name to 
something asinine and ultra
coot. The records coming from 
bands llke that usually stink up 
your house and make entertain
ing Impossible. 

Listen, I was in NYC and 
Byron Coley of NY Rocker of
fered this 45 to me. I said, "No, 
they sent It to Damage-. I Ignored 
It.'' Then the jerks sent It to me 
DIRECT so I hadda listen to It. 
Don't you guys take a hint? No, 
well, you asked for it, Tot and all 
your little twins, YUCK. No 
good. Phooey. Go away. 

- Tequila Mockingbird 

I 
The Urge Bit by Bit/Baby Talk 
(Adolescent) 

This has got a real nice girl 
group sound to It. "Bit by Bit" Is 
a great song with almost a coun
try flavor to it. Slmpliclty 
rules-and works tool "Baby 
Talk" Is a little too cutesy, but 
that's probably the point. I like 
this slngle a lot-It's real and 
understated and hum-able, too. 

-Miss Namer 

Modernettes Teen City 
(Quintessence) 

All right! I confess. I'm a 
frostback, a canuck; smuggled 
across a desolate border In the 
dead of night on the back of a 
snowmoblle. And I'm still a bit 
cokl behind the ears, aye ... so 
you see, I really wanted to like 
this, aye ... national pride and 
all that. You can't blame me for 
being proud of the nation that 
gave the world Maggie Trudeau 
and ice hockey, aye. The truth 
is, this llttle EP doesn't exactly 
knock my ear muffs off. Six 
songs of competent, hum-able 
rock'n'roll, reminiscent at times 
of the Buzzcocks. "Celebrity 
Crackup" Is the only song that 
grabs me, and one out of six 
ain't such a good average. 
However, 1·can't write this band 
off completely, and It's not just 
because of a cultural bias. 

How's that for diplomacy, aye. 

- Canadian Pig 
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DAMAGE 43 
by The Drone 
As the (;limos!) monthly deadline looms 

closer and closer, as the hours get later and 
longer, a certain punch-<lrunk silliness takes 
over the Damage staff. During one of these 
late night/early morning goof sessions an 
Issue or so back, someone floated the Idea 
for a new project: Teenage Fantasy 
Magazine, to be subtitled "For those who 
spent their teen years waiting for the phone 
to ring ." So far, this sterling periodical re
mains just a gleam In Its founder's eye, but 
when It comes to (no doubt, breech) birth, 
boy, have I got the cover story ... 

Bobby Weaver: 
A self-styled surburban punk, he flashed 

on the scene early this spring with Social 
Unrest, jetting from an obscure weeknight 
gig at the Mabuhay to regularly supporting 
local lights like the Dead Kennedys, Mutants 

Teen 
Dream 

and SVT. Weaver is the first to admit that all 
he has are good looks and song writing abili
ty, and the last to be abashed by the relative
ly large numbers of people with whom he 
shares those qualities . What sets him apart, 
he says, Is desire: "More that money, I want 
fame. If I became Internationally known and 
still made $150 a week, I think I'd be happy as 
long as I had people looking at me." He 
works for It, too, explaining, "I tried pro
moting myself, and the rest of the band 
[Social Unrest] just played the music. I was 
:doing everything else .. . I've always been a 

Bobby Weaver Is a nineteen-year-old 
singer who wants-so badly he can taste 
It-to be a star. He Is extraordinarily . 
fascinated with himself and all-too-ordinarily 

·gifted, a combination seen In any number of 
kids his age. As much a part of American 
adolescence as pimples and brac·es is his 
fantasy of being the focus of mass adulation . 
Unlike his confreres, however1 Bobby is "un
cool" enough to cop to his dream and for
tunate enough to have a crack at making It 
real. 

of 
Tomorrow? 

So who Is he? Formerly of Social Unrest, 
currently of the Witnesses, he's a lead singer 

· and song writer whose performing style is 
taken straight from the 1977 Book of Stock 
Punk Poses. His moves put him just shy of 

' needing a paramedic to put something in his 
mouth to prevent him swallowing his tongue, 
and his singing Is standard punk howl. His 
two bands play the sort of music you'd ex
pect them to. 

"My dream has always been 
to be like Shaun Cassidy." 

We talked about a number of things, 
among them 1) Bobby Weaver, 2) the lead 
singer of Social Unrest and 3) the 
Witnesses' vocalist. 
Drona: What other {than the band} sorts 
of pub/lefty have you been Involved In? 
Bobby: Actually, all the time, I've always 
been conceited. . 
Drone: What 's your conceit based In? 
Bobby: I don't know. My dream Is to 
become a teen Idol or something. I'll take 
a daydream and Just go right after It. 
When I want something, I'll just make It 
happen. 
Drone: I love the concept of the suburban 
punk. I think It's hysterical. You're going 
to stay with that, huh? 
Bobby: Suburban punk Is Just bored 
suburban kids, kids coming out of the 
suburbs, whether they're In a band or 
not. Suburban punks are so different. It's 
great. 

We touched on the Oils, with whom 
Social Unrest has been compared, and 
other "politlcal" bands. Bobby had this 
to say: "A lot of bands cal.I themselves 
polltlcal and say, 'Kiii the rich.' I think tt's 
bullshit. All we ever talked about was 

record contracts. That's all I ever talk 
about. I'm out for Number One. I'm Into 
my own self. ·I want to get rlcli and 
famous.'' 

After thirty minutes of being with Bob
by, who stared, transfixed, at the tape 
recorder the whole time while every 
other part of his body was engaged In 
some kind of random motion, l had to 
ask~ 

Drone: Are you a hyperactive ch/Id? 
Bobby: Very. I've never taken dope, 
smoked or drank or anything. I'm sober 
all the time. People can't belleve It. I go 
berserk and I'm totally sober. I'll go to all 
these parties after-hours, and stand 
there in the middle white everyone's get
ting high, and say, " Look at me." 
Drone: Is the band a physical release? 
Bobby: That's great, being on stage. 
That's the greatest high of all. Better than 
sex', as far as I'm concerned. 
Drone: You've never had any problems 
being on stage, In front of people? 
Bobby: I really tlke being In front of peo
ple. You can do anything. You, can make 
one movement and people are watching 
you. I Just love people watching me. 

.!! publicity hound. So I just go out of my way." 
~ His seemingly unlikely progression from the 
~ tract houses and Sammy Hagar fans of East 
{! Bay suburb Castro Valley to center stage at 
"' SF's Mabuhay begins to make sense. 
.ii Bobby's sudden rise through the ranks can 
a. be largely attributed to the interest promoter 

Dirk Dirksen has taken in his potential. Bob
by says, " I just go berserk [on stage]. He 
[Dirksen] thinks it's very promotable . It's a 
hook, he calls It a hook. You can sell a hook." 
Few bands have succeeded as quickly as 
Bobby's have; if this new wave Biii 
Braham/Eddie Money duo continue as their 
r'n ' rcounterparts did , Bobby's teen Idol goal 
may not be all that far off. 

"I'm beginning to wonder if 
I shot the guy out of hatred 
for him, or just wanting to 
get out of school." 

Drona: Were you one of those twerp kids 
who did random vlolence? 
Bobby: When I was sixteen-ind-a-half, I 
was totally bored with school, so one day 
I got a knife pulled on me so I went home 
and got a .22 rifle and took a shot at the 
Spanish guy who pulled a knife on me. I 
had witnesses and things, so I only did 
seventeen days In Juvenile Hall. That 
was about the only rebellion I ever did. I 
was born In the suburbs, and that's why I 
did it. I'm beginning to wonder If I shot 
the guy out of hatred for him, or Just wan
ting to get out of school. I don't know. I 
was Just totally bored to death 'cause I've 
always known since I was fourteen what I 
wanted to do. You tell your parents you 
want to be a rock star and they're going 
to taugh at you. 
Drona: What Is It about you that's going 
to make you Interesting to vast numbers 
of people? 
Bobby: The guy I'm going to be meeting, 
Bob Marcucci (o( Chancellor Records} , In 
1958, like Fabian was fifteen years old, 
he was going to high school in South 
Philadelphia. He was voted best-looking 
kid In the school. Couldn't sing a note. 

Marcucci signed him because of his 
looks, thought he could manlpulate Mid
American little girls. Gave him voice 
lessons for six months, a year; still had a 
bad voice, but because of his good looks 
and his plcutres In the little teeny-bop 
magazines ... Any producer with a lot of 
pull can take a halfway decent teenage 
kid and turn him Into a star. That's the 
way It fs. 
Drone: Are you really saying that you 
don't have any talent, you just can be 
manipulated? 
Bobby: I've got certain amounts of 
talents. I'm perfect for promoting 
because I can promote myself. I believe I 
can be promoted by anybody. 
Drone: Isn't there anything you do, you 
are, that you feel Is Important for other 
people to hear and see? 
Bobby: This Is where my greed comes in. 
It's like, Me. That's the most Important 
word In my life. My dream has always 

· been to be llke Shaun Cassidy. 
Me, I always wanted my phone to ring. 0 

As we go to press ... Bobby Weaver has 
left the Witnesses. Now running 0 for 2, he 
has no plans at the present to get Involved 
In another band. 
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Story so far: In 1964, the BBC monopoly 
over sound broadcasting had been 
broken by Radio Caroline, a floating 
pirate radio station anchored in interna
tional waters. Caroline's Instant and 
enormous success was soon ~mulated 
by a host Of other stations. Radio City and 
Radio 390 on old wartime forts, and 
Radios 270, Scotland, London, Caroline 
North on boats. These totally 
unregulated voices of "free radio" were 
causing all manner of unexpected bowel 
movements in the upper echelons of Brl
talns's power structure. The Labor 
Government under Prime Minister Harold 
Wiison had publicly committed 
themselves to banning these pirates 
from the airwaves. Now read on . 

As an archetypal misunderstood 
teenager, rock'n'rou music has always 
been my ticket to freedom and the voice 
of my frustration. On the annual family 
vacation to the seaside, I'd dutlfully trek 
down to the beach with my brothers and 
sisters each morning. At the first op
portunity I'd sneak back up to the town, 
forsaking the sea breeze and sand 
castles for the neon sleaze of the local 
amusement arcade, scrounging juke box 
coinage so I could hear Freddie Can
non's "Ta1ahassie Lassie" for the hun
dredth time. Every year In my hometown 
of Birmingham the traveling fairground 
would set up In the park for three days as 
part of the city's May Day carnival 
celebrations. I roved the noise and ex
citement. Flashlng colored lights, the 
smell of hot dogs and fried onions, 50s 
American rock'n ' roll blaring from every 
corner and those super cool ride 
operators in drainpipe jeans expertly 
combing back their greased DA's as they 
spun around on the Waltzer eyeing up 
the local ladles. How I envied their llfe of 

frese:n°sm'~{a~~l~:e':!!~,:~~ gr!:11~d1e clas_s/ 
Engllsh fathers were supposed to aspfre 
to careers other than that of working on a 
traveling fair. Fortunately, my head
master realized the futility of a hopeless 
case. He wrote my father to suggest fur
ther Investment· In my,..-educatlon was 
money down the drain and so, at the age 
of sixteen, I was free of books, study and 
Indoctrination by narrow-minded bigots· 
whose worldly experience was limited to 

Wonderful 
World 

of 
Wireless 

ANARCHY IN THE ETHER 

PART Ill 

by Johnnie Walker 

the narrow scholastic path of 
school/university and back to school as 
teachers. As penance for falling my 
educatlonal opportunities, I was shown 
the front door With suitcaSe In hand, off to 
a motor mechanic's apprenticeship In the 
West Country town of Gloucester, earn
ing the prlncely sum of twelve dollars a 
week. 

In 1964, when Carpllnecame on the air, 
I'd traded my overalls for a cheap chain
store suit and was back In Birmingham 
working as a car salesman. And then I 
saw the Beatles. At the Plaza Ballroom, 
Rookery Road, Handsworth , the God of 
~ock'n'Roll sent forth his four mls
slonaires-John, Paul, George and 
Ringo-to set my balls on fire and con
vince me, once and for all, that efforts to 
conform and fulfill parental ambitions 
were unnecessary and wasteful. They 
must have Inspired mllllons In Just the 
same way. There they were, four regular 
guys who could have been from 
anywhere and who suffered Just the 
same family and society pressure to con
form as we all did. Lennon must have 
been told a hundred times by his old man 
to "get a proper Job, you'll never earn a 
living with a guitar, son.'' 

.• 

The next year, I discovered soul/R&B, 
and by Christmas '65 was working Friday 
nights at Birmingham ' s Locarno 
Ballroom as a oj In the Ball Hai bar. One 
turntable, a microphone and three bucks 
for seven hours' work. Born on exactly 
the same day as Erle Clapton, It was ob
vious Slowhand had stolen all the 
muslcal talent , so my rock'n'roll Involve
ment had to be of a secondary nature. By 
April of '66, Just past my twenty-first bir
thday, I was working six nights a week at 
various discos and clubs around the 
greater Birmingham area.- My bleary
eyed and always late appearance at the 
car showroom caused my boss to plumb 
the depths of his phllosophlcal wisdom 
and utter the earth-shattering pro
nouncement that "one man cannot serve 
two masters." With this pearl of truth 
came the ultimatum to decide whether to 
play around as a DJ or concerltrate on 
sales and the wonderful secure future 
that was awaiting me In the motor trade. I 
love ultimatums. They hit my rebel streak 
right on the button and bring out the 
best/worst In me. I told him even his 
giant anal orifice wasn't large enough to 
contain hts poxy job, that I didn't need 
two weeks of thought, I'd leave that 

night. 
The next day, Saturday, England's 

1argest-selllng newspaper, the Dally 
Mirror, ran a feature on a brand new 
pirate station, Radio England . Two Texas 
oil mlllionalres were apparently esconc
ed Jn luxury suites at the London Hiiton 
awaiting thq arrlval of the radio ship 
which had been fitted out In Galveston, 
Texas. I made a tape over the weekend, 
traveled to London and by four o'clock 
Monday I was hired as a radio DJ. This 
was to be the station whose organization, 
power and professionalism was to steal 
the audience away from Caroline and 
London-Swingln' Radio England was to 
be the Number One. It was a classlc 
piece of American hype and everyone fell 
for It, Including the manager of the Hiiton 
who had to explain away a $25,000 tab left 
behind by our Texas friends, $10,000 of 
which ,went on a lavish, star-studded ·par
ty held on the very same day as Parlia
ment gave first reading to The.Marine Of
fences Act, new leglslatlon designed to 
put the pirates out of business. 

The MV Olga Patricia had been 
prepared in two weeks. Studios and 
transmitters had bpen prefabricated oi:i 
land and then lowered Into the ship's 
hold. The plan was for two stations: Top 
Forty Radio England and MOR Britain 
Radio, each with a 50,000 watt transmit· 
ter. They never got both stations on at full 
power. I remember a cool Texan from 
Continental Electronlcs, who, when 
tweaking the controls , never even flinch
ed as a hugh fifteen-foot spark arced bet
ween the two transmitters. Guy lines 
supporting the antenna would burn In two 
and crash onto the deck, parts of which 
were roped off, as the metal was too hot 
to walk on. There was no accomodation 
for the air staff; we slept on the floor of a 
hold which previously had been a 
refrigerated compartment piled floor to 
celllng with the bodies of dead Gl's being 
brought back from Korea. I stayed with 
Radio England for six months and then 
Joined Radio Carotlne; two months later, 
the whole Radio England/Britain Radio 
organization collapsed. 

Moving from the MV Olga Patricia to 
the Caroline ship, Ml Amigo, was like 
checking out of a Tenderloin hotel and In
to the Mark Hopkins. Though smaller, the 
former Swedish salllng ship had been 



meticulously refurbished for Its role as a 
floating radio station. The captain's 
quarters were beneath the bridge at the 
back, a cr.ew of six had their own space 
up front and the air staff lived two to a 
ca.bin bell?w decks. The wood-paneled 
cabins led off a central corridor, at the 
end of which was the DJ lounge. Its 
round table was perfect for the occa
slonal late-night seance; there was a TV, 
and the walls were lined with shelves 
housing a fabulous collection of albums 
and rare slngles. Up on deck level, a new 
structure, running two-thirds the length 
of the ship, housed on-air and production 
studios as well as a gener'I purpose 
lounge with dining area. Beneath that, a 
small telephone-booth-sized hold served 
as a newsroom studio, and next to that 
was a larger space for the 50,000-watt 
main transmitter, and the orlglnal, now 
stand-by, 10,000-watt model. Further aft 
toward the stern was the engine room 
housing Perkins and Mercedes Benz 
diesel generating sets which provided 
ample power for both ship and radio sta
tion. 

The Dutch captain and crew served 
tours of duty of their choosing, · 
sometimes two or three months at a time. 
Air staff worked two weeks on, one week 
off on shore leave. The broadcast day 
was split Into three-hour shows, with 
each DJ working his own show for one 

·week, the second week, his own show 
plus sitting In for a DJ on leave. Beer and 
clgs were duty free and really cheap, and 
the food was pretty good If you didn't 
mind the grease. All In all, life as a 60s 
radio pirate was pretty good. 

It was a unique kind of radio station. 
The f(Jll air staff was on hand twenty-four 
hours a day. Listeners couldn't help but 
get caught up In the whole family at
mosphere. Jocks used to crash In on 
each others' shows, the cook or the cap
tain would give requests In Dutch to the 
many listeners In Holland and, during the 
hours of darkness, I made quite a name 
for myself with ''Frlnton Flashing.'' 

My show was nine to midnight, and 
around 11 :30, weather permitting, I'd go 
on deck with an exten"sion mike and 
headphone rig and talk directly to the oc-
cupants of cars who would park up on the 
Frinton cliffs and flash their headlamps at 
the ship. It was surprlslngly easy to pin 
point a particular car and then, using a 
code of one flash for "yes," two for 
"no", I'd start up a .. conversation.' Let
ters of the alphabet would be one for A, 
two for Band so on, so It was easy to find 
out the names of the occupants, where 
they'd been that evening, how long ' 
they'd been going together, whether 
he'd tried It on yet that night and so forth. 
It became lncredlbly popular, much to the 
annoyance of the residents of Frlnton, 
who were mostly retired couples who 
went there to die tn peace. The 
coastguards used to get fairly uptight 
about It also, especlally the night a TV 
crew was on board filming. I heavily 
"plugged" for days that we wanted as 
many cars as possible along the 
coastline. At 11:30 pm, I went out on deck 
with the TV crew and, with a wondrous 
feeling of power, shouted Into the nitke, 
"Lights on." Immediately, a stretch of 
shore as far as one could see In either 
direction erupted Into a blaze of light. 
"Lights off," and It all went dark again. 
Let there be light, and there was. It was 
an amazing, unbelievable experience out 
there on that wind-swept deck, to have 

· ·~-

SYSTEMATIC RECO.RD DIST 
BERKELEY INDUSTRIAL COURT, SPACE 1 
729 HEINZ AVE. BERKELEY, CA 94710 

(41 S) 845-3352 

MUSIC· RIGHT WHERE IT HURTS 

Herc's How You can Find Out ••• 

Abol.lt personal s=omputlng. From hem£ to offic£ to school and all points in 
b£twte£n, W£ can show you·mlcrocompl.ltus to flt any application. 

D£monstrations Hslly arranged, for you, your community group, your 
busln£ss co11Hgu£s. Wr. also have classr.s In BASIC, thr. most 

up-to-th£..futUr£ softwar£, and that spceclal micro book 
you'vt: M:r.n looking for. Find out morr. for 

yourse:lf. Stop In or call. 

J San Francisco, CA 94114 
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The hlghlight of one's day was going 
on the air. The format was one ln, one 
out. The "In" was a record out of the 
Caroline Top Fifty singles chart.· The 
"out" was anything you fancied playing, 
from something out of the American Hot 
Hundred, to a new release, LP track or an 
old le. there was a "head OJ," more an 
ego title than anything else. The station 
manager and program director were a 
hundred mlles away In London, so each 
OJ had the Individual responslbllity for 
what he did on the air. If you went over 
the top, It took, a couple of days for the 
Caroline office to get a memo sent out, 
by which time the dust had pretty much 
settled anyway. 

~~:esr~:11111~~~~~:~~~u1tn~=~~Y ~~~e~~~ 1·--------------------~ ...... ~~~-"'I 
coastline In a way that had never been ~ - ililla. ~ • ~~ 
donebofore. .T"J&JUi_ Ailll_ ~iiJl!--~-
ln the next rssue, the fourth and con- ----· 
eluding story In the fight for free radio: ON THE AIR 
Caroline versus the British Government.• 

LEE PARIS ' WXPN Phlladel hla PA 
CAPTAIN SKY 
BAUHAUS 
THE DANCE 

TIM YOHANNON KPFA, Berkeley, CA 

DEAD KENNEDYS 
BOW WOW WOW 
ART OBJECTS 

Tootsie Rock 
Bauhaus (EP) 
Dance For Your Dinner 

'Police Truck 
C_.30 C60C90Go 
Hard Objects 

{Tee) 
(4AD) 
(Go Go) 

(Optional) 
(EMI) 
(Fried Egg) 

OEDIPUS. WBRU, Boston MA WMBA, Cam r ge, S It Dlscote ue, Boston, MJl 

B-52's 
NERVOUS EATERS 
DIANA ROSS 
p L 

ULTRAVOX 
SILICON TEENS 
HEAVENZ 

WHPI New York NY 

Gimme Back My Man 
Nervous Eaters 
Diana 

Vienna 
Music for Partlet\ 
Heavenz (EP) 

COSMO TOPPER and TRISH ROBBINS KTIM, San Ra hael, CA 

FINGERPRINTZ 
THE PROFESSIONALS 
JOY DIVISION 

Hide and Seek 
Action Man 
Closer 

JOHNNIE WALKER Dama e On the Air and Rock Cit , San Francisco, CA 

OFFS 
UB40 
MAGAZINE 

You Fascinate Me 
I Think It's Gonna Rain Today 
The Light Pours Out of Me 

SHAUN CASSETTE Danceterta, New York, NY 

MANICURED NOISE 
BAUHAUS 
BOOTS FOR DANCING 

TERRY NELSON WZRD Chica o, IL 

SECOND PRAYER 
DESPERATE BICYCLES 
MEKONS 

Faith 
Terror Couple Kiiis Colonel 
Boots for Dancln 

State of Emergency 
Remorse Code 
Snow/Another One 

RODNEY BINGENHEIMER KROO, Pasadena and Starwood, Holl oo , 

0-DAY 
DEAD KENNEDYS 
TROUBLEMAKERS 

Too Young To Date 
Holiday In Cambodia 
The Troublemakers 

(Island) 
(Elektra) 
(Motown) 

(Chrysalis) 
(Sire) 
(Heavenz) 

(Virgin) 
(Vlrgln) 
(Factory) 

(Max's Kansas City 
(Graduate) 
(Virgin) 

(Pre) 
(4AD) 
Po Aural) 

{Torch) 
(Rellll) 
(Red Rhino) 

(Moment) 
(Optional) 
{Warner Bros.) 

• 

the Radio Extension of 
DA..'ViNiE Magazine 

Edition Number 2 

Magazine - H.oward Devoto 

• Tuxedomoon 

• Stiff Little Fingers reconnoiter 

the USA 

PRODUCED & PRESENTED BY 
JOHNNIE WALKER · 

Availablethru: N.F.C.B. Program Service 
17 East Univets1ty Champaign, IL 61820 (217) 359-9535 

· A Production 0, LJ.~.C. Radio ano Television in association with Damage magazin 
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DECLASSIFIED RATES 
Welcome to Dcclas.slficd Rates. Make 
younclf comfortable, like ort your shoes. 
Care for a drink? White wine oby7 Good. 
Now pay close attention. 
You will Jive here with us until we tire or 
you. Your function will be 10 obey our 
every demand, cater to our every whim, 
SttVtourcvcryneed. 
You will begin by placina a Dccla.uificd ad. 
lt'lriUcostyoutwcn1yccnts(.lO)perword. 
Bec:J.u.se you arc somewhat auractivc, the 
first word and the phone number will both 
be free. 
Later, you will place a Dccltwified display 
ad. You will include a camera-ready graphic 
wlththeildeopy,orscndartworkrcadyfor 
p&stNIP· You will pay us $3.SO per col· 
umn/lncb. 
WbcnyouarefurthcrvcrsedintheRoma· 
Dian, or das.sifkd, ways of love. you will 
have w forward your mail from a Damqe 
80J: Number. You will pay an additional 
SHIOforthlskindness. 
You will learn, and quM:kly If you wish to 
le:uen your pbyska.I qony, to enclose a 
iood chock with your ad copy. 
You will ilddnu us in the followina man· 

What 1111.DI1cr or filth would cul an EP call
ed "Gacy's Place" about the crazed 
molestor-killcr of pretty boys? THE MEN
TALLY ILL of Chk:ago. Complete with 
fo10 of Rosalyn Caner and John Gacy on 
1lecvc. Also gel THE NUNS live 
"WWlll"/"Cock in My Pocket". Both for 
SS p<>Stpaid or S3 ca. 10: Rosco Records, 
fSl7 , 51 E.42ndSt., NYC, 10017. 

~i.:rtiC:. t:~8 ~~~; v:'YN~~;: r~V. 
Francisco, CA 94110. You may clll, If you lJav0 
catttoapcrlenccpunilhmentinitspurest 
form, the following number: 415/861 7662. Sol) f, Soc 
Ab, J see your alass iJ empty. Pour u.s Coi rQ rol"J'J, 

• 

'"'"'"""':'""''"... (</1;jorl/1~''sco el/to 
~ ?/6~94109 
~----~ :S16 

10 ? 5 3 ,.o;.,..,~ 2 

~ 
rpf"ordnq ·~t ~,..,. 

XANDOR 

"SUBSCRIBE to DAMAO!!. SI0/12 issues; 
SIS/outside US; S23/airmail. Don't miss 
our Summer Travel guides to Other World 
ci!ies. Write (enclose ze check): DAMAGE 
Subscriptions, 678 South Van Ness, San 
FrancbcoCAll4110. ' 

OFFlClALPIRANHASFanC~ 
addressed envelope&. Sl.00 to Sue Horne. 
24 Dyke Road. Brighton, ~u~, EnJland .. 

&X 

DAMAGE needs you! 
Yes, it's true! Boths1aff&:contribu1orsare 
wuaht. Nou.periencc is necessary; but in· 
telligence,imagination&.self-discipline.arc. 
Join the glamourous world o f roek'n'roll 
publishing. Positions on Editorial, Design, 
Sales &. Circulation. Production and 
General Offices s1affs. Call Lorrie at 
861-7118 .... Oh, yeah, all positions arc 
voluntaryforthetimebeing. 

STANNOUS FLOURIDE IS BEING 
SQUEEZED OUT Needs a place to live. 
Stan(415) 821-3673. 

MB C.'.527 Microphones (2). Include 
C.'.510/C.'.520 power supplies and SONY 
CRS3N cradle suspensions. Make offer. Jill 
(41.'.5) 647-2029. 

FREE Worldwide penfriend detail.s. Send 
self-addressed envelope to Star Enterprises, 
4S Sandringham Rd .• Norwich. Norfolk, 
England. 

Z..SHIRTS .t D +SHIRTS!! Zippy For 
President I-shirts. S6.llS +SO cents postage 
from Last Oup, 2180 Bryant. SF, CA 
114110. Di Di Olitt hot pink t·shirts, $6.9.'.5 + 
SO ccnu postage from Cartoonists Coop 
Press, Box 40474. SF CA 114104. First SO 
cuSlomers get eilher a free Zippy For Prcsi· 
den! poster, a.'.5S·year-old houseboy, a dale 
with Martha Raye or a bowling ball filled 
withdrull,S.Supplyislimited . 

STEADMAN ON YOUR CHEST 
The only authorized Ralph Steadman 
T •hirts! Fear & Loathing, Mr. Duke, 

ad Craziness. Savage Journey, 
Heart of Gonzo (not on red) & 
MORE! 

Size:S,M,L.,Xl Calor:red,gotd,white & 

YES, you can help to corrupt the hearts and 
minds of our elders. Buy DAMAOE, serve 

0 ""'""" Cost:$6.9Splus$1.00P&H 
pershif1 

ShirtsarelOO'\quality 
cotton heavyweights 

ile High Shirt Factory 
Box4031-D 

Boulder, CO 80301 
Send for free brochure! 

them DAMAGE for breakfas1, pa.ste For Sale: 11175 Toyota Land Cruiser. Bx· 
DAMA OE up everywhere, steal their toilet cellent corfdition. SS, 700. Negotiable. Call 
paper and replace it with DAMAOE, make (415) 861 5639 AMI. 

~~:~ .:~~~t~h~~g~t~ ~:Ci~~ ~:!~g ~=y~~ :u~~ ':~i~~: Art Abuse· You can't even 
on their way out. (A Public Service Message 
rrom DAMAOE Bus Plunge Survivors Task ARGENT, Urgent, "Agent' ' needed: Car· 
Force) toonilll, animator, moving up but not fasr 

~~!'a'i?ie B~To Sl~!~~~·~c::~::~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~ni~es w/credentials pis. •PP· 

SLAVA RANKO invites you to lhe debut be able to cook on rock, blues, funk, new FOR SALE.: 19.'.57 Rambler. 4-door. 

~:0~Rc~~;;;cl~h~:u~~~i~u~oi!c;thf~: :::~t~°t r:~:;~~~~~a1~ :i:~:/~~~:~ automatic 5hift. o~~) ~~~;al condition. 
rrenz.y. Bach, Throbbing Gristle. Eno. hale blues, forget It, 'cause we play it. S~( · 
Bustehude, Organum, Neu. Pere Ubu. We're uaditlonal, rock and blues fanatics FOR SALE: Upright piano, Schmitt&: Co. 
Chlkuzen Biwa, Se:ii: Pistols, Om Kalsoum, who can cook and get surreal. But don't get S.'.500. (415)28.'.54291. 

~:~~1~Ja:~T=~~h~ d:~~rsTh:~~~ ~i=~~:f;~~~;,-:,t~g:~:. sound. Call ~NOTE=~, FU=CK~Y~O~U~, E_D_D_!E_. ---

t:r,) 5;l'~:,~i4 ~0;~0:: ~~~Savoy Tivoli. ~;;;;;;;;;;~:;::=~;;;;;;~=;;;.., ~:Utf::s s0';1 !~~~~~ :,n;i:;2,r:e;;~ 
CAll4101.(41.'.5)66161136. 

~~:k~:i'1ctio~~~i;c;~~~nsor P;~~~; asu STUDIO. S:ZO/br. Sounderaft 16xg 
Actions Good SOUND ADVICE at (41.'.5) desk; Otari &. 2-track machines; Neumann. 

3622720 B.S ./C.O.a .k.a.d.b.a.T.B.A. ~n~~~t~~·~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~ 

MIND FUCK, 
, -ap kit) available; deli on comer. Some 
satisfied customers: Dead Kennedys, Crime, 
Pushups. Zeros. Offs, Deaf Oub compila· 
lion LP. Call Jim Keylor (415) 28.'.5 09.'.52. 

E 

Recording studios: 9 tracks from 
S20/hr. Band demos to record 
pressing (1000 45s for S475l. 
Located In secluded mansion In 
Orinda. Call for brochure (415) 25-4 
9077 or 254 5730. · 

why waste time with insulaied, elitist pen· 
sioncrs? ART GRIP topples festering 
reg.imcofwell funded culture bullies. per· 
form and installtroubllngchcstnuuintran· 
sjentculturebunker. D·Day Sept. 13 . write 
immediately or muturbate to death. ART 
GRIP, 2 Rankin. San Francisco CA 114124. 

thu fri sat midnights 
SEPT $3 donation 
491 guerrero at 17th 

CHAIN MAJL CLOTHES in stainless steel 
. and titanium.Efficient in design and fit. 

Contact Sam Edwards at Taraet (41.'.5) 431 
7'11,. 

Ron Reagan: Fascist Gun In 

- Tho W"'.i~'.~~ 
(rank2colon) 

Sunglasses for the Masses Buttons. 

SI COLOR ROCK CONCERT PHOTOS! 
r--~----=----r Clash. PiL, Who. Blondie, Cheap Trick. 

/ ~ DEVO, Petty, Heads, Van Halen, S1yx and 

~
f zn · every major Rock anCI new wave act, Abba . 
Y 

, ti H- " Z•pp•. S<nd SI I" '"~' ""''I· F'~ sample: FRONT ROW PHOTOS, Bo:it 484. 
deptD, Nesconsc1, NY 11767. 

/ car oise 
b/w 

Her Blade/ ' 
Paul Young-Serge Synthesizer, 
Steiner E.V.I., Robert 
Wiiiiams-Drums, Synares, Tito 
Larriva-Vocals. Front cover by 
Don Van Vllet. Produced by Paul 
Young. Music t,y Paul Young and 
Robert Wiiiiams. Lyrics by Tito 
Larriva. © 1990 Dental Records. 
Avallable at your local record 
store, or $2.50 from: Dental 
Records, Suite 221, 113"0 W. Olym· 
pie Blvd., LA, CA 90064. Distributed 
by : Systematic Record DlslrlbutDI'' '- Jem 
West. ~ 

OTHER WORLD NEWS BULLETIN 
-Announcemeo1 I: ROCK CITY aka 
THE CITY and the BACK DOR have now 
becnconver1edintoones!ngleclub, the en· 
tranet: 10 which is located at 936 Montgo
mery nr. Bdway in SF. Announcement 2: 
OTHER MUSIC. the Oamelan for Modem 
Americans,willbeappearing1hereat9pm 
Fri. , Sept. 12. Announcement 3: The $4 co
ver gc:u you OTHER MUSIC + VOICE 
FJ.rM (v. 4.'.5 on Optiona l 
"Sle:p''/''Modern Things''). THE EX· 
TER AINATOR and THE EMETICS. An· 
no J n ceme nt 4: Watch for 
OTHER MUSIC"s upcoming LP on 
Para.diam Records. Announcement S: End 
of announcements. 

SIBLINOHOOD of the Plunging Bw necd.s 
volunteers to form Ladiu' Auidliary. Help 
console the bemused survivors. Send dona· 
lions&: revealing foto to UNDER IL DUCE 
THE BUSSES RAN ON TIME. PO Box 
26178,SFCA94)26. 

Had It up to here w/ elitist nincompoop 
belchrags like DAMA.OE, SLASH. NY 
ROCKER7 Docs your brain hurt? Make 
your life simpler. Watch for the imminent 
«:lease of Vol. I No. I of SLUSH MAOA· 
ZINE. Thlsisnojive, Jact.SLUSHisbrousht 
10 you by Brendan Mullen and lhe Los Ange
les underworld. or by US mail if you .sub
JCribe. Watehthis$paceformoreh1fo. 

JUDITH SAVAGE. Design Terrorisl. 
Oraphiesforthe80s. 

hlvmtive. compctenC bu:iilt, drummer 
needed for modern/si:itties band. Female 
and/or able to lint desirable. Call David 
(415) 661-1761 . 

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY, · Person 
w/van, pickup or large car in OOOD work· 
ing order to make monthly LA distribution 
run. All expenses paid plus $m. wage. Trip 
will last 4-7 days. Help needed for SF Bay 
Arca distribution as well. Staff position. 
pit. interes1ing benefits. Pis. contact 
Jonathan at (41.'.5) 861-7662. Other staff 
positions available at DAMAOE: shipping, 
!dsales.publicity. 

Pet Turd Whistle · Lifesize, lifelike, 
creatively packaged. With or w/o fly. $4.11.'.5 
postpaid from over the edge prod., 6201 
Harwood Ave., Oakland CA 94618. 
(41.'.5)638-.'.5717. 

NEW YOUTH DIRECTORY The rirst 
direc1ory of independent music. Bands. 
clubs, radio. press. labels, rehearsal. pro· 
duction. e1c. Covering most lltates in US as 
well u UK. JA. Canada. W. Europe &: 
more. Send S 1.00 to: DIRECTORY, 678 
So. ".'!'l_Ness, SFCAll4110. 

WETNURSE JinJle "Bar Wars"/ "Toots 
and Ho1 Tubs" now io release. U.2.'.5 
postpaid from WETNURSE, PO Box 41:i. 
LarbpurCA949311. 

000AMAOE IN YOUR TOWN!! Be 1he 
flJSt in your boring linle burg to rcpn:scn1 a 
major metropOlitan monthly!! Impress 
your friends!! Do glamorow things like 
distribute m.aguinesl Sell adver1lsin1! Put 
uppos1ers!Makemoncylnyour1pa.re1imel 
Write or call for details DAMAGE, 80J: S .t: 
C, 678 South Van Ness. Sa.n Francisco CA 
94110.(415)&617662. 

INTRODUCTOR'i"oMtt ~~1 5":;;;k';;es;tio~F g,:,x~~~ (~l;~ busi:iss!.~~~ 
Quality demo tapes. Live 2-track master . rec:!'!lve_)O% off any purchase. (Shirl Azt) u....-..•:.·~~i:,o~:m 

::d~gs~:::0~~:1"~~~;ts:~'.:i1~~~ ~,;,;;,,,,,,;;;=======,,,,... ----------
need 10 do is supply lbe tape. We'll record SOUND MIXER. road/stage mgr. avail· ATTENTION 
youra:roupinyourplaccorours.Forfur- able.Experience,tas1e,equanimity&style, where BOB goes, dogs sme ll . 
thcr details on components or complete PA nottomentiongoodlooks. Mains, monitors, (4l5) 631-0046 
rental syslem.i, call MELTDOWN AUDIO l!udio producing. Lighting design &. 
(415)8792748. business mgmt. H well. Have someone on 

MODERNISTIC AL 
PO BOX 1017 

ORINDA ,CA 94563 
ATTENTION 

Record Finder search customers • our 1hop 
was recently ransacked by subcretinow 
burclan who chopped down the back door 
with ues, 110\e a cub drawer with $185 in 
It, and • inexplicably · our rare record 
KUth scrvkc files. So, if you have a rec:ord 
Oil order, contact w iDunediatdy. It may 
alreadybcinthes1ore! RecordFmdcrisa 
uxd rec:ord store specializina in out-of· 
print, hard to find eollecton' vinyl. We 
carry rock, funk, ICHli, punk, - wave 
(lio.Jles tool), show tunes, soundtr1eb, 
novelly, bvmor,classieal&:morc. Webuy.t: 
lradeiuedvinyt:wan1Usaacoceptcd,coJlec
tionl wanted. Record P-tnder: 2.'.58-A Noe 
SL, (0 Muket .t: 16th Stt.) Sa.n Francisco, 
CA 94114. (415) 431 4443. 

your side behind the board. Loeal/1ours. 
Reasonable. Formula(415) &617662. 

PLEASE return tape player, calculator and 
1964 white Gibson Kalamuoo elec1ric 
1uitar iaken rrom DAMAGE office space. 
No questlor.s asked. Alternative is slow 
qonizinadcath. 

INCREASE intelllgcnce. prolong life, step 
uptheevolutlonaryladder.Eachdollaryou 
send to FORMULA. Box 44, 678 So. Van 
Ness, San Francisco CA 114110 will make you 
~ better person in your neJtt life. Do it ~~ 

WANTED: Weallhy octegenarian to be 'su· 
prdaddy'toyoungmotheroffour.Mustbe 
,in poor health. Call Nan (41.'.5)621 '400:.......-

TRADE/BUY /SELL live tapes. My wants: 
Qerms, X, Screamers. Dils. Fear, Cr.ime, 
any punk/wa"e music. I have JOO mies. 
Oary c. Broyhill, Rt. 2, Box 198, Mor· 
risville, NC27560. 

MOVING uperlence dulrcd. Car-
1oonilt/1nimator w/credcntlala sec:b ap
prcntM:eshlp wilh innova1ive accomplished 
anlmator.(415)&617841. 

CUTE BOY of Private Parts and Famous 
Film1 lookln1 for equally cute airb. Call KP 
(41.'.5)49.'.5tWll 

RESTAURANT critic seeks company of •I· 
1ractive. mature&. interesting women for 
weeknight dining in San Francisco. Call 
(415)36926.'.57. 

WANTED: LP.s, 4.'.5s, 78s &. !apes. Highest 
prices offered, cash or trade. UNIVERSAL 
RECORDS, 2309~ Telearaph Ave., 
Berkdey, CA. (415} 54<19970, S41! 1872. 
Open 10 am-midnight Always. 

Job offer. Western Fron! Festival Associa· 
tion 5"ks Adminiscrator. Should be e:it· 
pcrienccd in various aspects or booking, 
publicity. volunteer coordination. general 
administralion. Position pays SJOO/month 
aod lasts three months. Call 861 111g for 
de1ails. Equal Opportunity Employer. 

Contest. The Western Front Festival Com· 
mince is offering a prhe of SSO and 11 free 
Wcs1em Front serie.s ticket to the artist who 
designs lhe poster for the festival in Oc· 
tober.Ca.11861-7118fordetails. 

.t:X ELECTRONIC VOODOO-St.ale of 
lhe art. Project photo film in fluid-filled 
cylinders,interfaccwi1heaperimen1alwave 
audio. September: Thurs.·Fri.·Sa1. nights 
at 12midnight.491 Guerrero at 17th, San 
Francisco. S3.00 donation. (415) 626-.'.5357 
for more info. 

.... 
> z -> VINYL FETISH . Aston: from the New 

Challengers. Import & domestic 
r~ords, magaz.lnes & pins. Leather & 
rellglous p•raphen111i11. 606 N . La Brea, 
LA {21319351300. 

PeterChc:suiut.t:his 2catsarclookln1 for 
awn bomc in SF by 11/1. Call (415) 6q· 
611.'.57 If you can hdp ... Mm7 . . Ohl 
yeah ... aoocfnifllt CVn}'ODC. 
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THE 
WESTCOAST 
ALTERNATIVE 

FRENCH PUNK 
MEMBERS 
SECRET AFFAIR 
CASTRATION SQUAD 
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""""' #11 CRASS 
EAST COAST/WEST COAST HARDCORE 

FILM NOIR 
CALIFORNIA BEACH PUNKS 

SON OF MAYHEM 

read it. 
do it. 

WHERE THE UNDERGROUND LIVES 
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' • 
so uh .... 

STAY TUNED FOR FURTHER BULLETINS 
For quick updates on changing programs 

or for information about any given day's 
events, you can call the Western Front at 861-
0469 and experience the delight of its 
Endless Tape Loop. For specific problems or 
questions that require low-tech human in
tervention, you should call Damage offices at 
861-7118 and attempt communication with 
one of our skilled staff counselors who have 
been specially trained in the art of doubletalk 
and misinformation. Those In trouble with the 
police or with no place to crash should con
sult the Yellow Pages for the number of their 
nearest Suicide Prevention Center. 

DAMAGE 

WESTERN FRONT 

No, you didn't hallucinate It. Through the On the Festival's last day, Sunday, October 
generosity of the few, the many can be fed 26, a free concert will be held at Civic Center 
and feted for free. As they did last year, Dirk Plaza in the City. While the bands who'll play 
Dirksen and Ness Aquino of the· Mabuhay will are not yet.confirmed at presstlme, ii looks 
provide free buffet dinners every night of the extremely probable that one of the English 
Festival. While tne fare is limited and strictly bands In town for the Festival will headline, 
first-come, first-served, it is free and most supported by two or three local luminaries 
often filling. Al worst, think of it as your an- (eg the Mutants). KSAN is co-sponsoring the 
nuai contribution to the valiant fight against concert with the Western Front Association 
Inflation ~ and will broadcast it live. The show will start 

l~iU~E 11ltE E 11llEI~ · ataroundnoonandlasttlll5. 

FREE 111tEE FRE El11tEI~ FREE .~.n~e 
Afterwards, there's a free performance 

Valencia Tool & Die will play host to the party and exhibition at Target Video 
first major retrospective of street poster art presented by Art Abuse. Basically, a 
ever held on the West Coast. Perhaps the nlhlllstic/dadaistic exaltation of the absurd, It 
most underrated aspect of punk culture, the seems the m<;>st fitting conclusion to the 
graphic expressions of several hundred local Festival, providing a chance for us to 
artists will be displayed In all their grisly disabuse ourselves of whatever illusions of 
glory during the Festival. Admission Is free. self-importance we may still have. 

·y-t,~........... . .................................... . 
°6" l'f Mabuhay, Stone, Savoy: · I-Beam: 

J t w D ' r.:.~1J."j _Q ,,., Ail In North Beach. Ride 15- In the Haight. Ride a 7-'TlO 0 ve• ~\\..• Kearny, 30-Stockton, 41- Haight, 6-Parnassus, 33-
Union. · Ashbury, · 43-Masonlc, 66-

Quintara, 71-Halght/Norlega 
or 72-Haight/Sunset. Did you know that the beautiful Bay Area has one of 

the most advanced and state-of-the-art public transport 
systems anywhere? No? Well, despite appearances, 
It's true. You can get anywhere provided you 've got the 
exact change and a basic sense of direction. While 
fares have doubled over the last year (thanks to people 
whose public salaries allow them the privilege of riding 
In limousines rather than buses) and the wait between 
connections can often seem a zen exercise In futility, 
public transport remains the cheapest way of getting 
from one place to another. Best bet If you're unsure of 
how to get there from here is to call the various in
formation numbers (listed below) and ask. Not surpris
ingly, however, the wait for an operator can be as long 
as the one you' re likely to have after you hang up and 
head out. Oh well, think of it as one more reason why 
revolvers were born . 

Info Numbers: 
Munl (SF) 
BART (SF / East Bay) 
AC Transit (East Bay) 
Sam Trans (Peninsula) 

673-MUNI 
788-2278 
653-3535 
761-7000 

ARE, Fox Warfield, 
Club Generic: 

All around Civic 
Center/Tenderloin. Take 
BART or the Metro to Civic 
Center or any Market Street 
bus or streetcar. 

Roxie, Target, 
Valencia Tool & Die: 

All In the Mission . BART to 
16th Street or ride Muni's 14-
Mission, 12-0cean, 9-
Richland, 22-Fillmore or 26-
Valencia. 

Old Waldorf: 

In the Financial District. 
BART to Montgomery or take 
a 42-Sansome or any Market 
Street bus/streetcar to Bat
tery, walk up three blocks . 

10th Street Hall: 
South of Market. Take any 
Market Street bus/streetcar 
to 10th and walk two blocks 
down to Howard. 

Berkeley Square: 
(from SF) Take BART to 
Berkeley Station or an AC 
Transit bus from the 
Trans-Bay Terminal (on 1st 
Street) . 

Keystone Berkeley: 
(from ·SF) Take BART to 
Berkeley Station and walk 
three blocks to University or 
take AC 

Keystone Palo Alto: 
(from SF) Take SamTrans 5L 
from Trans-Bay Terminal to 
Palo Alto. 
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Letter to 

Dear John: 

the Front. 
October 1980 
San Francisco 

This is the hardest letter I ' ve ever h~d to write. Well , if not the hardest, 
then surely one of the most unwelcome. I mean, who wants to say goodbye to 
something that you've come to live with , that you ' ve worked on and thought 
about for nearly six months of your life? All good things must come to an end 
and so it is with Western Front 1980. 

Yes , I know that the Festival is just beginning, that it's not over yet, 
but for those of us who ' ve been meeting, planning and working since June , 
it is over. Our work iS done and the result of that effort is now somebody 
els~s job to evaluate and document . 

Looking back, it ' s clear that there would be no Western Front at all if 
not for the hopes and ideals of the people who came together originally to pro
duce a Festival which would highlight in a unique and special way the creativity 
and depth of expression that exists in the international underground today. 
Those who met earlier this year to discuss the kind of Festiv~l we wanted to 
present realized early on that our high ideals could only be achieved by setting 
up an organization that would allow the widest possible interactions between 
all segments of our conununity. We also were aware that such an organization 
could not possibly meet all the expectations, high and low, of the people who 
individually make up the scene that exists here in San Francisco and in cities 
and towns all around the Country and overseas as well . 

So, pragmatic as well as idealistic, we produced a structure that we honestly 
believe is flexible enough to continue on after this festival, that may be capa
ble of establishing a foundation or platform for future festivals and other 
conununity-based events within the underground for many years to come. 

Once the organization was created, the hard work of learning to cooperate 
and work together became preeminent. There can be no doubt that, in some res
pects, we failed. There were the predictable personality and political hassles , 
the hurt feelings, the bruised emotions, the screaming and yelling and pulling 
of power-plays . Surprisingly however, through all of that, everyone was able 
to keep their eyes on the higher goal, of producing a Festival which would allow 
the greatest number of bands , performers , artists and fans to come together and 
meet for a ten day period in October and experience that degree of conunitment 
and creativity which exists only in and is defined by the underground . 

Those of us who who represented all of the many bands, performers , artists, 
clubs, magazines and media , fans and others who make up this community of interest 
are aware that we have but scraped the surface. - That this year's Festival is 
not everything it could be, but it is the second step and we have moved thftt much 
closer towards realizing our individual as well as collective goals. Any critical 
evaluation of the Festival must start there. 

Some have sugge'sted that the Festival is nothing more than an overblown publi 
city stunt for the clubs involved , for the promoters of the shows . Looking over 
calendar of events, I think it ' s obvious that the Festival is far more than 
that.... It has been and continued to be notable and important because it is 
a truly grass- roots based event in the truest senses of the word. The peop l e 
involved., whether they represen t vested interests or not (and let ' s face it, 
who doesn't have them?) , have worked towards an openness and breadth of par
t i c i pation tha t couldn ' t serve anyone except the largest number of people . 
The diversity of artists and events accurately reflects what is happening right 
riow in the American and international underground. 

This year ' s Festivai signal s yet another begin ning, as we l l as an endlng , 
to that chapter each one of us is currentl y writing in the life of the under
ground and alternative cultures . Whi l e it remains an unfinished and somewhat 
rough version , it is , first and foremos t , a work of art , only more contemporary 
than it is necessary. 

There are so many people to thank that it is impossible to even know where 
to begin. The bands, managers , performance artists , producers and promoters, 
media and volunteers , interested friends . . . I would like to thank by name those 
that served on the Western Front Board of Directors with me (if , for nothing 
e:se , then ~or for~earing my more-than- windy exuberanc~): Dirk.Dirks~n , Barry 
Simons , David Bassim , Goody Thompson , Steve Parr and Richard Gaikowski and 
those members who for various reasons were obliged to res i gn : ChiChi , Robert 
Hanrahan and Jeanine Richardson. Specia l t hanks are due to Anne Ni lsson , the 
Festival ' s Administrator without whose energy the Festi va l woul d have been 
hard - pressed to occur . 

Dear John , if this l etter is a bit syrupy , hey , whaddya want , p unk .rock? 

" Punk may be dead , 

5 
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SEE: De Detroit and Ul(A at the 
Savoy Tivoli Oct 9 

HEAR: her on " Illusions of 
Grandeur." PBS 104, 10 
song LP 

SEE: David Microwave of Los 
Microwaves at Berkeley 

· Square Oct 24 
and the Fab Mab Oct 25 

HEAR: His new 5 song, 12". PBS 
107, on sale NOW 

SEE: Black Flag at B-Square 
Fab Mab 

HEAR: Black Flag and 13 other 
California bands on 
"Rodney on the Roq" LP . 
PBS 106. Release date : 
November 1. 

Beach Blvd 
Rik L. Rik, Crowd .-------, 

Simpfetones 
(PBS 102) 

Oct 17 
Oct 19 

The Siren 
Red Cross, 391 
Splttin ' Teeth 

(PBS 103) 

VIDEO 
80 

THE SAN FRANCISCO NATIONAL 
VIDEO FESTIVAL 
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"As the external structures of day-to-day reality collapse 
in a dusty heap, life itself ~ssumes the quality and the 
characteristics of this all-pervasive desolatwn : .. the deca~ of 
a once glorious past becomes the last possible image for an.im-
possible future." . 

where the underground 1 iv es 

subscribe to DAMAGE 
12 issues still only $10 .00 

Name....... .......... ····· ········· ······ 
Addre5$ ........... .. .......... ..... ······ ············· ········· 
City ................... ..... ........ ................ ...... ........ . 
State .... ... .. ....• _ ... _ .. ............................ ....... .. .. . 
z;p ........... , ................ ....... ............................. . 

P.O. Box 26178 
San Francisco, CA 94126 

Prod.and Dithy 
Penelope Spheeris 

W/ Blackf lag X ,Catholic Discipline ,The 
Germs,Fear,The Circle Jerks and Others 

BOIV1131111ath St. a aa3.1os1 
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THINK YOU'RE Rl;ADY TO BITE THE APPLE? 
Mayb7 you ' ve got a place to l i ve & a "job · ' 
waiting for you. Or maybe you ' ve just got 
plenty of dough. WHAT? None of the 
above?! Then you ' d better get 
MOVING TO MANHATTAN: 
the illustra~ed 
survival 
manual with what 

you need to 
know about job 

& apartment 
hunting ... cheap 

food & enter
tainment ... heal th 

care ... finding yo ur 
way around Ne w York City 

. . . & l otz mo r e !!! 
Send $3 . 95 to Moving On , P . O . 
Box 1775 , Dept. P , NYC 1 0163 . 

I 
I; 
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PROFILES/BANDSBANDSB1 
ANEMIC BOYFRIENDS 

Anchorage. A 1 as ka 

Dave Jones, guitar 
Chris Goddard, guitar 
Nancy Jo, bass, vocals 
loui se Disease, voca 1 s 
Miriam Cutler, sax, keyboards, vocals 
John Firmin, sax, keyboards 

APPLIANCES 

San Franci sea 

Rocket, boot and sex machine 
Robin Marinett.i, bass 
Dominique Baraka, voca l s, conga 
Owen Marx, guitar 
Feder i co Crisis, drums 

B- 52 ' S 

New York City 

Kate Di er son, voca l s, organ, bass 
Fred Schne; der, voe a 1 s 
Keith Stricland, drums 
Cindy Wilson, vocals 
Ricky Wilson, guitar 

BANDALOONS 
San Rafael 

Billy Bop, vocals 
Mark Keran, lead guitar 
Michael White, bass 
Andre Lewis, synthesizer 
Ted Strayton, keyboards 
Eddie Michaels, drums 
Jan Stoolhumour, general loaning 

BARRY BEAM 

San Franci sea 

Barry Beam, tape/guitar 
Mikey Beam, bass 
Deborah Beam, toy gun 
Reid Beam, drums 
Li zadora Drunken Beam, dance 

THE BEAT 

United Kingdom 

David Wakeling, vocals and guitar 
David Steele, bass 
Andy Cox, guitar 
Everett Martin, drums 
Saxa, sax 
Ranking Roger, vocals 

BLACK FLAG 

Los Angeles 

Dez Cadena, vocals 
Greg Ginn, guitar 
Chuck Oukowsky II I, bass 
Robo, drums 

'!'HE BLACKOUTS 

Seattle 

Erich Herner, guitar 
Bill Rieflin, drums 

"Rock'n'roll with Guy Lombardo horn lines .. 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"Guys Are Not Proud" single (Red Sweater) 

"Funky new sounds, using some original instruments, that further 
society ' s p~rversity, vio l ence and inevitable collapse. 1 We're 
dedicated to making the world a better place to live." 

America ' s favorite dance band. 60's pop imagery filtered through 
every grade-B sci-fi flick you ever stayed up past your bedtime 
to watch. More fun than your parents want you to have. 

DISCOGRAPHY 

"Rock Lobster" ( 45) 
"B-52'S" (LP) Warner Bros. 
11 Wild Planet" (LP) Warner Bros. 

"Proponents of. 'wacky wave,' the Bandaloons perform theatrical, 
satirical 'bop'n'strol1.' 'Our music is totally irreverent. We're 
dedicated to spreading the word of loaning.'" 

Barry Beam is a semi - 1 i ve band that interfaces analog i nforma t i on on 
cassette, light info on celluloid with biologic info on the stage to 
create semi-bionic surf party . " 

"The Beat are a dance band. The result of six people getting all 
the i r respective musical infl uences - punk, reggae, soul and pop -
into one." 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"Tears of a Clown" (45) Go-Feet 
"Hands Off, She ' s Mine" (45) Go-Feet 

-"Mirror in the Bathroom" (45) Go-Feet 
"I Just Can't Stop It" (LP) Sire 

An amazingly raw, hardcore band from Hermosa Beach that is only now 
receiving recognition in the Bay Area and elsewhere. "Black Flag may 
be the ultimate American punk group ... " {Jeff Bale, Damage #8) 

D J.SCOGRAPHY 
11 Nervous Breakdown" {EP) SST 
"Jealous Again" (EP) SST 
cuts on "Decline of Western Civilization" {LP) Slash 
cuts on "Rodney on the Roq" (LP) Poshboy 

The B 1 ackou ts sound: 

Mike Davidson, bass, keyboards/syntheSizer 
Roland "Xenon" Barker, "synth master" 

Erich; "Black." 
Roland: "Scraping . " 
Bil 1: "Dev as ta ting." 
Mike: "Suspensef.ul." 
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BANDSBANDSBANDSBANDSB 
THE BLOK 

San Francisco "Cutting through pretentious lyrics and musical hyperbole has been 
the dri ving force behind the Blok . " 

Owen Masterson, vocals and guitar 
Jack Johnson , guitar 
Lars Mitchell, bass 
Sandy jack R. , drums 

BOB 

Oakland 

Jim Lively, guitar.vocals 
Dewey Bruse, electric vibes , vocals 
Margaret Blanche, bass, vocals 
Ralph Granich, drums, vocal s 

B-PEOPLE 

Los Angeles, Ca. 

Pat Delaney, sax 
Tom Recchion, drums 
Frederik Nilson, bass 
Alex Gibson, guitar , organ 

CABARET VOLTAIRE 

United Kingdom 

"t~here Bob ~oes, dogs sme 11" 
(grafitto attributed to band} 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"Spring Release 11 (45) Dumb Records 

"Anything that becomes too holy shoul d be subverted, and 
punk rock has become too holy, and new \.'lave is ridiculous. 
I think what I'm ta l king about is the conrnerc i ality , or 
the scene around it. We are a reaction in a way . We 
subvert the clique that's deve l oped around punk rock. 

(Frederik, Damage #8) 

Another Room: 11 How wo.uld~ describe your music?" 

Cabaret Voltaire : "Very quiet and not quite right." 

Christopher R. Watson, electronics, tape 
Richard H. Kirk, guitar, wind instruments 
Stephen Mallinder , bass electronic percussion, 

"Absolutely hilarious." 
"Funky." 

"VERY LOUD! " 

vocals 

COSMETICS 

San Franci sea, Ca. 

Terri Coupland, lead vocals 
JifTllly Nelson, rhythm guitar, 
Cliff Kanine, lead guitar 
Jane 1 usane Weems, drums 
David Minick, bass 

CRIME 

San Francisco , ta. 

Frankie Fix, vocals 
Johnny Strike, guitar 
Ron the Ripper, bass 
Brittley Black, drums 
Joey D'Kaye, synthesizer 

DE DETROIT & UXA 

Los Angeles 

De Detroit, vocals 

and band to be announced 

D.O.A. 

Vancouver,B . C. 

Randy Rampage, bass 
Chuck Bi scuts, drums 
Joey Shithead, vocals 
Dave Gregg, guitar 

vocals 

"·Trend-free noise." 

"Crime's accomplishment l ies in their ability to successfully 
manipulate, before our very eyes, the way things look over 
against the way t hey really are. .the band has a power that's 
undeniable and a presence that seems fated to reflect the 
times we live in, the places we frequent, and the people we 
see ourselves as." 

(Brad L. Damage 18) 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"Baby You're So Repulsive/Hot Wire My Heart" (45) 
"Murder by Guitar/ Frustration" (45) 
"Gangster Funk/ Maserati" (45) B-Square Records 

DeDe remains one of the consistentl y most electrifying per
fonners on any stage, bringing the intensity of the street 
into the concert ha 11 , tearing at the heart as s he gnaws at 
the brain. 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"I 11 us ions of Grandeur" (LP) Poshboy 

Van~o~ver' s premier punk band. Hard -edged, conrnitted, 
pollt1cal. Powerful li ve and on vinyl. 

DISCOGRAPHY 
Disco Sucks/ The Prisoner 
"Something Better Change" (lp) 
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3ANDSBANDSBANDSBANDSBA 
DNA 

New York City 

Arto l indsay, guitar, vocals 
Ikue Ile, drums 
Tim Wright, bass 

EAZY TEETH 

San Francisco 

Paul Young, Serge synthesizer 
and assorted others 

TH~ SUBTITLES-EDDIE & THE SUBTITLES 

Matt, drums 
Eddie, guitar & vocals 
Mike P., bass & vocals 

ELEMENTS OF STYLE 

San Francisco 

David Barker, lead guitar 
Ramona Torch, voca 1 s 
Jeff Davis, rhythm guitar 
Josh Ende, keyboards & sax 
Eric Castillo, drums 
Chris Welles, bass 

THE ENEMY 

Seattle, WA 

Suzanne Grant, voca 1 s 
Damon Titus, bass & vocals 
George Gleason, lead guitar & vocals 
Peter Barnes, drums 

EYE PROTECTION 

' San Francisco 

Andy Prieboy , vocals & songwriting 
John Maxwell, guitar & voca l s 
Terry Gahan, keyboards, guitar & vocals 
Steven Segr i st, bass & vocals 
David Dean, drums & vocals 

FACTRIX 

'Cole Palme, voca l s & keyboards 
Bond Bergland, guitar 
Joseph Jacobs, bass 

FALSE IDOLS 

San Francisco 

Max Volume, guitar, vocals 
Mel Foop, bass, vocals 
Billy Boord, drums, vocals 

"We start with an abstract idea, like we want a song that gets 
faster and faster or we want a song in which the elements don't 
go together. It's sort of an abstract dynamic picture . . . " 
"I lose blood every time we do a set." 

(New York Rocker) 

DISCOGRAPHY 
cuts on "No New York" (LP) 

"Big smile electronics, not voting for Carter, Reagan or Ander
son, favorite food--burgers." 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"Car Noise" (45) Dental 

"LA's greatest punk personality band." 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"Louie Louie/Am~rican Society" (45) 

"Post-modern rock. Always cool . " 

"My goal is to create a new form of music. That's my goal be
fore· I'm dead. It's gonna be a whole different kind of music and 
people are gonna be socked out of their little heads and they're 
gonna love it." 

· (Suzanne Grant) 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"! Need an Enemy"(45) King Tut 
"Bang Bang You're Oead"(45) King Tut 

"A rumor in their own time, they perfonTI their quasi-classical . 
neo-Broadway, urban rock' n' ro 11 as no other group would dare.·~ 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"Elroy Jetson/Go Go Girls" (Aleph Records) 

"Industrial rock'n'roll." 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"Empire of Passion/Splice of live" 
cuts on "Live at Target" LP {Subterranean) 

"Off the field, one of the nicest bands you'd wanna meet." 
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FEEDERZ 

Frank Discussion, guitar & vocals 
Clear Bob, bass 

... Art Nouveau, drums 

FLAMIN' GROOVIES 

Cyril Jordan, guitars & vocals 
Chris Wilson, guitars & lead vocals 
Mike Wilhelm, guitar 
Geoge Alexander, bass & vocals 
David Wright, drums 

GEARS 

Los Angeles 

Axxe 1 G. Reese, voca 1 s 
Kid Spike, guitar 
Brian Redz, bass 
Dave Ori ve, drums 

GEZA X & THE MOMMYMEN 

Los Angeles 

Geza X, guitar 
Brendan Mullen, drums 
Dan Schwartz, bass 

GO-GO'S 

Belinda Carlisle, lead vocals 
Charlotte Caffey, lead guitar 
Jane Wiedlin, rhythm guitar 
Margot. bass 
Gina Schock, drums 

HOOVERS 

San Francisco 

Nonnan Baja, drums 
Paul Whiting, keyboards & vocals 
William Sell, guitar & vocals 
Michael Helmer,bass 

THE HUMANS 

Sterling Stonn, guitar & vocals 
Eric Gies, bass & vocals 
John Anderson, l ead guitar 
Jerome Dupree, drums 

THE LEWD 

San Franci'Sco 

Satz, vocals 
Bob Clic, guitar 
Olga de Volga, bass 
Alex McNicoles, drums 

"The Feederz are 'cultural revolutionaries' from Phoenix 
with an uncompromising punk aural attack. They believe in 
'rebel youth--a new cult with nothing but contempt for human 
l lfe and dignity.'" 

"No introduction to this band should be required. They vir
tually began the new wave, being the only group in the early 
70s to remain true to the highest standards of rock'n'roll, 
inspiring the growth of underground bands and independent 
record labels in Europe." 

(Greg Shaw, Rolling Stone) 
DISCOGRAPHY 
"Flamin' Groovies Now" LP (Sire) 
"Turnpin in the Night" LP (Sire) 

The Gears are an LA band with an in teresting sound combining 
surf, · punk and rockabilly influences . A fun group with a solid 
base of support in Southern California. This will be their 
Bay Area debut. Kid Spike, ex-Controller, plays guitar. 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"Let's Go to the Beach" 45 
"Rock in' at Ground Zero" 

11 Rock'n'rol1 psychic phenomena on a mass level." 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"Rx Rock'n'Roll/Pony Ride" (Final Gear) 

"LA's pop/punk sensation . " 
(New York Roc.ker) 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"We Got the Beat" (Stiff) 

"Fanned in early April, 1980, to create a unique concept in 
music in the Bay Area" 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"World Gone Mad 11 (Airstrip Records) 

"Brave new p@p for young moderns 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"Humans Play" EP (IRS) 

"Originally a Seattle-based band, the Lewd have enjoyed a strong 
following in the Bay Area for years. Having been located in San 
Francisco for the past year or so, they have recently made a dy
namic change in personnel. The Lewd have joined forces with VS-
San Francisco•s Bondage Rock of the 80s. The merger of these two 
dangerous groups has proven to be an answer and direction for 
the youth of America to follow . 11 

DISCOGRAPHY , 
"Kil 1 Yourself/Pay or Die/Trash Can Baby" (Scratched Records) 
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THANKS AND CONGRATULATIONS TO EVERYONE ON THE WESTERN FRONT 

KSAN,THE JIVE 95, SUPPORTING NEW MUSIC FOR THE BAY AREA 
SINCE 1968 .... AND, NOW, SUPPORTING IT MORE THAN EVER. 
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WEST~ RN 
JO pm Crime Black Flag 1$-

CLUB GENERIC 236 Leavenworth, SF 776-3862 

J:JOam (Performance\ Zebrr M tatron Metratron 

FAB MAB 433Broadway,SF 956-3315 . 
JO:JO pm DOA Young Canadian odernettes/$4.50 

KEYSTONE PALO ALTO 260 California Pal Alto 324-1402 
9:30pm NoSlsters Eye Prote lo t RomeoVoid/$4 

SAVOY TIVOLI 1438 Grant 362-7024 
9 pm Peter Bilt & the Expre f slotis 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

8 pm 81/f Graham Presents: ' S..52s 
THE STONE 412 Broadway, SF eo1-a: 

9pm (Music) Nervous Gender Zeros Mr. E & the Necromantlcs The Appllancesf$3 

JO pm Modernettes 

FAS MAB 433 Bro1dw1y, SF 956-33f5 
10:30 pm Black Flag Enemy So 

KEYSTONE BERKELEY 2119 Unlveratty, 

yersof Scum 

FRONT 1980 
F 
R 
I 

s 
A 

ARE GALLERY 1141 Market, SF 626-5615 
9pm (Performance/film/music) Invertebrates Craig Baldwin 

G .Geduldlg K.K. Kornhauser & many many more/$2 

CLUB GENERIC 
9:30pm 

FAB MAB 

8&llpm DNA Factrlx 

SPECIAL EVENTS 
Bpm 811/GrahamPr~----· illi""li!i"·~· 
THE STONE 412 Broadway, SF 

9:15 pm Humans Anemic Boyfriends Jo Allen & the Shapes 

VALENCIA TOOL & DIE 974 Valencia, SF 285-2783 

!:JOam 

FAB MAB 
J0:30pm 

.. .,"··m··T 



9:15pm GoGo's TheSquares l T 

SAVOY TIVOLI 1438 Grant 362-7024 

6 pm The Pop D. Detroit & UXA 

THE STONE 412 Broadway, SF 391-8262 
9:15 pm Best of Rising Stars/$5 

9:30pm 

FAB MAB 
8:30pm 
10:30pm 

l·BEAM 1748 Haight, SF 648-8008 

7,9&/Jpm Roxie Theatre (16th/Valencia) World film premiere: 

u 
N 

M 
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N 

u 
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8 pm No Sisters 

SPECIAL EVENTS 
8pm Bf/I Graham PiBSeiits: (Eflgifsh) Beat Talking Heads atWin"re'idTheatre SF /$9.50 

Bpm · 10th St. Hall (220-10th St. SF 864-1639): Cabaret Volatlre Young Marble Giants 
Sleepers Mlnimal Man Fred Kleln film/$6.00 

VALENCIA TOOL & DIE 974 Valencia, SF 285-2783 
9 pm (Electronic Cabaret) Jeux Prefix {Chlcago)/$3.00 

8& JO pm 

FAB MAB 

Bpm The(Engll 

SAVOY TIVOLI 1438 Grant 

Necromantlcs Karen Yandow/$2 

Bpm (Performance) Deborah lyall Erich Brogger/$2 

FAB MAB 433 Broadway, SF 956·3315 

10:30 pm (C&W night) TQ!flll'lfT&• 

KEYSTONE PALO ALTO 2• 

Noonro5pm 
5-9pm 

VALENCIA TOOL & DIE 
7:30 & 9:30 pm 
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Unlveratty Art Center 
PaclHc Fllin Archive 

Berkeley Nonmber 4 
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RodeThHt•r 
3117· 19th St., SF 

NOYember 5, a, 7 I: 8 

3: 
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DAMAGE 

WALL OF VOODOO 

SEllE 
1.111111 

Synthesizers-kits & assembled 
Studio quality / Compatible / Ultra versatile / 
Precise Modular Affordable 

Write or call for free catalog 

Serge Modular 
Music Systems 
572 Haight, SF Ca 94117 
415/621-6898 
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~NDSBANDSBANDSBANDSBA~ 
LOS MICROWAVES 

San Franci sea 
"Technicano. Avant-salsa. Electronic pop with a 
Latin beat. 11 

Meg Brazill, bass, vocals & synthesizer 
David Javelosa, Klavier Electronique &. Vax 
Todd Rosa, electro-kit, shouts, bass 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"Forever/I Don 't Want to Hold You" (Sound Chaser) 
"Radio Heart/Coast to Coast" (Sound Chaser) Caroline Canning, congas, bongos & hand percussion 

MINIMAL MAN 

San Francisc.o 

The present band with its almost traditional instrumentation 
is the closest Minimal Man will get to rock'n'roll. If we 

Patrick Miller, gultar, vocals, syntheslzer 

have any one belief it would be in echo as a religious and par
adoxical phenomenon with nihilism and irony as angels. His
tory repeats itself and so does echo. "My roots come from far 
away, my roots come the pharmaceutical way." (Dub Harbour) 

& fllms 
Jeff Vaughan, drums & slide. installation 
Hitoshi Sasaki, bass 
Andrew Baumer, ~axophone & stand-up bass 

MODERNETTES 
Vancouver 

Buck Cherry, guitar 
Mary Jo Kopechne, bass 
Jug head, drums 

MUTANTS 
San Francisco 

Fritz Fox, vocals 
Sally Webster, vocals 
Sue White, vocals 
John Gullak, rhythm guitar 
Brendan Earley, lead guitar 
Dave Carothers, drums 
Paul Fleming, bass 

NECROMANTICS 
San Francisco 
Mr . E 
Lou 
Scott 
Steve Norg 
Susan 
Stella 
Steve Clark 
Gwen Dennis 
Dennis C. Lee 

NERVOUS GENDER 

Los Angeles 

Edward, synthesizer & vocals 
Gerardo, synthesizer & vocals 
Don, drums 
Bill, synthesizer 

NEUTRINOZ 
San Franci sea 

Rick Edwards, keyboards 
Jamie Ayres. bass 

~ ~~~~~~t R~j~~~ 'v~~~i~r 
John Law. drums 

NO ALTERNATIVE 

San Francisco 

Johhny Patterson, vocals, guitar 
Jeff Rees, bass, - vocals 
Greg Langston, drums, voca 1 s 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"He Who Falls/She Was a Visitor" (Minimal Man) 
"L; ve at the Deaf Club" 

"Armed only with an old guitar, bass, drums and a talent for 
penning instant pop classics , all they want to do is 'dance 
ti 11 the bombs drop.•" 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"Barbra" EP (Quintessence) 

"As I got closer to the stage, the crowd began to recognize me. 
'Bukowski~ Bukowski~' I was beginning to believe that I was 
Bukowski." 

(Bukowoki) 

11 Necromantics as they now exist perform in two separate and 
distinctly stylized forms. The first is your basic macabre 
pop unit. The other group performs mostly "story songs" evolved 
from 'tales of modern horror.' Their approach could perhaps be 
sunmed up in the Mr . E maxim: "The imagination can no longer 
compete with the surrea lism of the modern world." 

"Which unit perfonns when you go to see a necroshow? Sometimes 
one, sometimes. the other, sometimes both. Another, albeit an
cient, maxim: "You pays your money, you takes your chances." 

"Electronic baby combo for the more adventurous amongst you. 
Everyone sings in turn, and everybody dabbles with knobs and 
switches cuts on "Live at Target" and toy machinery." 

(Slash) 

"Rockin' ska." 

"We're establishing ourselves against a11 cliques." 
"You tell me all your hippie problems. 11 

DISCOGRAPHY 
cuts on "Can You Hear Me? (LP) Optional/Walking Dead 
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NO SISTERS 

San FrancisC:o SF's first family of rock'n'roll. Black sheep or favorite sons, 

Dave Barrett, keyboard, sax & vocals 
Tom Barrett, bass & vocals 
Tim Barrett, guitar & vocals 
Peter Barrett, vocals, percussion 
Ed Berman, drums 

OUR DAUGHTER'S WEDDING 

New York City 

they cut the rug. 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"Night Life/Raincoats and Silverware" 45 .(Design) 
"Lawn Chairs/Airline" 45 (Design) 

Laine Rico, synare, synthesizers & voice 
Keith Silva, voice & keyboards 
Scott Simon, synthesizers 

RAY BEATS 

New York City 

Jody Harris, guitar 
Pat Irwin, sax. organ 
Dan Christensen. drums 
Danny Amii s, bass 

RUBBER CITY REBELS 

Akron, Ohio 

Rod Firestone, vocals, guitar 
Buzz Cl ic, l ead guitar 
Johnny Behtesda, bass 
Brandon Matheson, drums 

SLEEPERS 

San Francisco 

Ricky Williams, singer/lyricist 
Michael Belfer, guitar 

SOCIAL UNREST 

Hayward 

Doug Paranoia, guitar 
Danny Norwood, lead guitar 
John Vollick, bass 
Mark ~Ma n s l aughter, drums 
Cretirl Crisis, voca l s 

SPECTATORS 

Castro Valley 

"The new wave is about persona l ities and weJre not about to build a 
band around personalities. There's not a l ot of di rect person - to
person contact in our l ive shows. We rely much more on musical con
tact. 11 

"Conceptually and musically, the Rebels are true to their name. The 
music is loud, dirty and aggressive. And fun." (Eddie Rivera, BAM) 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"Young and Dumb" (45) Sire 
"Rubber City Rebels" (LP) Capitol 

"There's a rebellious quality that we all should have. I mean if ycu 
have any amount of rebellion inside of you then you are bound to fly 
off in one direction or another. It's like, 'Wanta take a chance, 
buddy, then step outside.' We've all gone through a lot over the pas l 
couple of years and I think that is finany paying off . We get our 
rewards. We all have our virtues." {Michael Belf~r. from Vacation) 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"She's Fun" ep (Adolescent) 

Socia l Unrest are Hayward's entry in the hardcore sweepstakes. They 
perform short songs like those on Wire 1 s Pink ~ LP - very sol id 
and very minimal, but are branching out a bit since the addition of 
a second guitarist and a new voca l ist. Their lyrics are satirical 
and politically aware . 

"The Spectators aren't out to change the world . This is not punk . 
There is no -need for a revo 1 ut ion. As a matter of fact, the Spec
tators are four personable young men who don't want to be seen 
as any kind of threatening movement, merely to be understood and 
not forced into a situation of compromise, changing either message 

Michael A. Morris, guitarist, 
Wade Worthington, keyboards 
Larry Carter, drums 

vocals.or music for mass appeal or even acceptance." 

Karl Leiker, bass, backing vocals 

STIFF LITTLE FINGERS 

United Kingdom 

Jake Burns, guitar and vocals 
Henry Cfuney, guitar 
Ali McMordie, bass 
Jim Reilly, drums 

A great political punk band from Belfast, Northern Ire l and. "They 
wil 1 be a force to be reckoned wi th in the a 1terna ti ve music scene 
for many years to come . " (Jeff Bale, Damage #9) 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"Suspect Device" (45) Rough Trade 
"Alternative Ulster" (45) Rough Trade 
"Gotta Getaway" (45) Rough Trade 
"Inflanmable Material" (LP) Rough Trade 
"Nobody's Heroes" (LP) Chrysalis 
"Hanx" (LP) Chrysalis 
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TALKING HEADS 

New York City 

Martina Weymouth, bass 
Jerry Harrison, guitar, keyboard, vox 
David Byrne, guitar / vox 
Chris Frantz, drums 

TENANTS 

San Francisco 

Mark 0 1 Brien, rhythm guitar and vocals 
Chris Burns, lead guitar 
David Kocki ni s, bass 
Perry Spina 1 i, drums 

TITANS 

San Francisco 

Ron Rhoades, vocals and keyboards 
Scott Hill, guitar and vocals 
Don Fulton, bass and vocals 
Carroll "Rico" Knapp, sax 
Lloyd Adams, drums 

WO TONES 

San Francisco 

Donna "Sweet D" Franklin, vocals 
Steven Scott, vocals 
Otto Ma tic, bass 
C. Sharp, guitar, keyboards 
~ndy "R&B 11 Spalaris, drums 

ULTRAS HE EN 

San Francisco 

Charles Hagan, bass and guitar 
Christopher Gill, drums 
Shirley Larry, vocals 
Billy Bastiani, vocals 
Franko St. Andrew, sax 
Jed Speare, bass and guitar 

THE UNITS 

San Francisco 

Scott Ryser, synthesizers, vocals 

Unquestionably, one of the most innovative and important bands 
in the world today. Expect a larger group on this tour, as well 
as an entirely new style and approach. A case where expectations 
are justifiably high. 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"Talking Heads '77" (LP) Sire 

• "More Songs About Fillings and Mood" (LP) Sire 
"Fear of Music" (LP) Sire 
"Remain in Light 11 (LP) Sire 

A new punky-pop band from San Francisco, one of the few that effective
ly combines pop melodies, power guitar-playing and the ba~est hint of 
psychedelia. The Tenants have definite cross-over potential. 

"Often mistaken as a roots-reggae band, the Titans cover a variety 
of genres, including reggae, ska, rock steady, moving towards pop . 
'Pop-steady."' 

'Elements of funk, jazz, reggae and Memphis-Motown Sould and R&B 
md the Two Tones own energetic approach. A show-oriented dance 
1and . 11 

"We play music that has been described as 1art school boogie' and 
1 new wave holiday-Inn jazz type music 11 We reject these labels. 
Try again." 

Strongly rythmic syntbesized music. Dance to the angst or watch 
the films and slides. 

Rachel Webber, vocals, projections, synthesizers 
Brad Saunders, drums 

DISCOGRAPHY 
The Units (EP) 
"More Moving Body" (45) 
"Digital Stimulation" (LP) 415 Records 

VKTMS 

San Francisco 

Jay, guitar 
Nyna, vocals 
Steve, bass 
Lou, drums 

THE WEIRDOS 

Los Angel es 

Cliff Roman, rythmn guitar 
Dix Denney, lead guitar 
John Denny, voca 1 s 
Willy Williams, bass 
Art Fox, drums 

11 Mayhem with a beat, 11 an apt di script ion for one of S. F. 1 s most 
popular 11 second generation 11 punk bands. Lead singer, Nyna, re
mains one of the scene 1 s most memorable performers. 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"Mi dget" (EP) 
cuts on 11 SF Underground 11 (EP) Subterranean 

LA's seminal punk pioneers, still going strong and offering an oppor
tunity to observe the evolution of a style first-hand. 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"Destroy All Music" (45) Bomp 
0 We've Got The Neutron Bomb 11 (45) Dangerhouse 
"Who, What, When, Where, Why" (EP) Bomp 
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YOUNG CANADIANS 

Vancouver, B.C. "Canuck rock'n'pop at its best. Authors of the greatest surf 
song ever - "Hawaii . " 

Art Bergman, guitar, voca l s, keyboerds 
Jim Bescott, bass, vocals 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"Hawii" (EP) Quintessence 

Barry Taylor, drums 

YOUNG MARBLE GIANTS 

United Kingdom 

Alison Statton, voice 
Stuart Moxham, guitar 
Philip Moxham, organ 

ZEROS 

Javier Escovedo, guitars, vocals 
Hector Penalosa, bass, vocals 
Baba Chene11e, drums 

"This group presents a sound that is stylistica ll y their own . They 
begin by stripping down the rock idea to a slim combo of three 
musicians. The music of Young Marble Giants is striking and un
cluttered . It rocks with understatement and is composed of simple 
rythmn and harmonic structures contrasted and syncopated to jog 
the famil iar progression of typical rock songs." (Rough Trade) 

DISCOGRAPHY 
"Collosal Youth" (LP) Rough Trade 

"When punk rock was king, we were called "new wave;" When NW took 
over the throne we were dubbed punk, but we are now and have been 
for over three and a half years a rock 'n 'roll band ." 

DISCOGRAPHY 
cuts on 11 Waves I" (LP) Bomp 
"Getting Nowhere Fast" (45) Tube 

the limited edition commemorative 

$5.95 plus $1.00 handling 

mait your check or money order to 
City Arts Monthly 
640 Natoma 
San Francisco ~ 
C.A. 94103 
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OCTOBER 17 THIU 26 

~~
*-ii OPEN 

2309 TELEGRAPH lOAM-MIDNIGHT 
BERKELEY EVERYDAY 
540-9970 BUY, SELL & TRADE 

1415 Upper Grant Ave., North Beach 94133 11 - 1~ ~:~'t ~~~--~~~ 
1377 Haight at Masonic, San Francisco 94117 11 - Y 
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10 EARLY WARNING SIGNS OF AN 

1\ll!l1 1\JJlJSl~lt =· 
1. A self..centered and rebellious-attitude coupled with a vague discontent with society 

in general. 

2. Association with characters of questionable merit . 

3. Irresponsible tendencies. 

4. Stays out late at night and Is often not seen for days at a time. 

5. Extreme moodiness. 

6. UsUally lives In the seedier parts of South of Market maintaining a lifestyle of sheer 
necessity colored with spurts of undaunted indulgence. 

7. Dresses out of free boxes and thrift stores and usually has on long sleeves and dark 
glasses. 

8. Almost always broke and although ls never known to eat anything will often bum 
change for coke and Whlzzburger fries. 

9. Will spend long hours excitedly expounding theories and concepts the point of which 
and the social value of which are never quite clear. 

10. Strong destructive tendencies usually directed toward the self or the status quo. 

If you are close to or know anyone who displays any or all of these sy.mptoms, this per
son may already have a serious Art Abuse problem. For more information on this 
dangerous and developing phenomenon call (800) 861-7848 before it's too late. 
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DAVID SINGER (ID THE YOO) : 
Songwriter, poet, former lead 
singer with "The Who.res," from 
Boston . Songs include "Baby 
Rock," "Monolith " and I ' m A 
Razor Blade . " (Generic) 

DEBORA IYALL and ERICH BROGGER present 
" End of a Love Affair " 
The new depression, world war 3, luminous 
world danger, the swirling tango of world 
stress, jagged, expensive, hectic blur of 
functions ... enter the night club 
spend your life in the dark 
constant pools of escape 
the singers 
the blues-a-brewin ' 
Erich and Debora will harmonize , vocalize 
and synchronize together 
songs 
for an 
engagement with disaster 
dangerous optimistic (A . R . E . Gallery) 

PETER PUSSYDOG: Electric sex 
and dope poet/performances in 
Europe/U.S./work with David 

~ - 1 • 

·-~ . .:~~ 
Allen and Gong/Published in 
"Rejection" various publica
tions/acts of drug-induced 
sexual anarchy/incites verbal 
and physical response from audi
ences/p~ychosexual shock thera
py/relieves boredom itch . (Generic) 

A. C . HUESTIS : Born: 1959 : "Rehearsing 
Home Mechanics, " "I Want A Vacation." These 
realities epitomize the thrust of my con
cerns as does the direct proportion between 
price shifts in tomatoes and those in beans.• 
(Club Generic) 

STEPHEN THURSTON: "Out of boredom , I take 
a commonplace situation or event and blow 
it up all out of proportion . Pretty soon , 
it has little to do with anything concrete 
and loses all its meaning unless I can 
make the fabrication commonplace . At that 
poi nt , I ' m no longer making t h i n gs up out 
of boredom because it ' s boring to make 
things up and what was origi nally common 
place becomes interesting . I keep going 
back and forth between the two . " (Generic) 

YOU New York performance artist , is the discoverer and 
sol~ composer and performer of "Beha':'iormusik , " an idiom 
founded on the concept that all possible behavior is musi 
cally composable . Works in this idiom , called Spectakles , 
include "Signmiski ," " Interactionmusic ," and "Audience 
Percussion." His performances may include use of videotape, 
audiotape, radio , accordion, pap music, media - manipulation 
and mjse en scene . Their is no improvisation, though 
certain event-families, due to their velocity or catastro
phic nature, may only be described statistically. ·You, 
formerly Michael Peppe , has performed widely in New York 
and . the Bav Area . (Generii:':l 

RON RODRIQUEZ : Surrealistic 
rock ' n ' roll poet from Wash
ington D .C . , who reads a vari
ety of warped drea:n poems, 
perverted R&B materia l sung 
like a black minister on a 
killing spree . (Club Generic) 

JOHANNA WENT : " I don ' t have any experi
ence with a r t . I don ' t know what DADA was . 
I don ' t have no name for it . No name ... 
coz I don ' t know what it is . " (from S l ash) 
(Berkeley Square) 

} 
~ ;::, 

" \'1 
/ 

PUNCH ANO BANGER are a wild spree through the streets of 
modernia . Their format is comedy/poetry/drums/props with 
titles like the "Gross - Out Luncheonette " and "Weird - Weird 
Weird- Weird. " These guys do " regular" bands too - Punchy 
(Pierre Marvell sings with a novelty dance band , "Ryth
A-Rama" and Banger drums for the rockin' "Visitors . " 
(Generic) 
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ERFORMANCE PERFOfil1ANCE 
ART ABUSE SHOW 

Art Abuse bridges the gap between art and the abusers, in a tacky, trend less, nihil
istic fashion. The abusers are paid the homage they deserve. 
~lorshipping desecration of the act of defacing art is more iffiportant than w?rship
ping the. art of desecration of the act or art. The end result, the destruction fur
thering the creative process . 
If your Buddah is art on the pedestal of the beholder, now is your chance to wit
ness1 and participate in the abuse of this art God fearing and embracing rank. 
(Target Gallery) 

SCARLET HARLOTT: Poet. sex 
worker and member of the Na
tional Task Force on Prosti
tution, Ms Harlott has per
formed widely in the SF Bay 
Area. Her most recent works 
include "Boy Crazy," "Dear 
Vince," and "Mr Money vs Mr 
Love." Her performances use 
a conibination of dialogue , 
sound and costume . (Club 
Generic) 

DAN SHOT : New Jersey poet, 
vending machine attendant and 
diswasher has performed fre 
quentl y at A' s , Skil l man State 
Me n tal Hospital a nd t h e Nuyo
rican Poets Cafe . (Club Generic) 

PERRIS FRANCE/RONNIE HOLIDAY : "Obscene 
Dignity - The Penultimate Decision" 
Subliminal terrorism wrought by film, 
poetry, dance, music and ambient frequency 
loops. With chaos as its norm, the human 
mind ' s quest is to create order; to be at 
ease with the modern world , to be a young 

RICHARD IRWIN/sound by David Westby 
title : "making waves where no wind is blowing" 
1980 . 
(Club Generic) 

romantic . (Generic) 

ELLEN STERN : is a child trapped in a wo
man's body . Former go - go dancer , ch.ildren ' s 
artist and performer, she has exhibited and 
performed in Philadelphia and much of Nor
thern California. Her performances are a 
mixture of dance, spoken dialogue and neuro
tic humor. Her most recent performances in
clude "Betty at Mars in Dress Slacks" and 
"Malcom Molds Meat . " She has an intense 
desire to be a Negro and would someday like 
to be sane . (Generic) 

CARLOS CASTRO VALLE : 
Born: Mexico City, Mexico 
"My 22nd Birthday" 
Creating a 22nd birthday sculp
ture in response to his father's 
letter and a gift of $200 . 
Major influences : Samuel Butler 
fuckinq . (Generic) 

JEFF STOLL : Performance artist-Visual and sound assemblages 
Stoll has performed widely in Northern and Southern Cali
fornia . Works include "The Polka Dots," "Punkananny" per
formed in Pasadena in 1977, "Confrontations with the Or
dinary" in SF in 1980 and a three- year ongo~ng proc::ess o~ 
"The aoo Hoo Train, ... a performance event using man1pulat7on 
of props in continuously recycled sequence . (Club Generic) 

GINA LAMB: "Each time I; go on a journey a new environment 
is created through the use of sound . I use animals because 
their strong survival instincts generate pOwer. The ones I 
find dead are resurrected by manipulating them into motion 
and demonstrating the fine line between life and death . My 
outfits physically change my own normal behavior and so de
termine my neW character . By reaching an acute, level of 
concentration, I am able to move through the actions. I for 
get who I am. Time and reality for me and those witness are 
changed . " (Club Generic) 

LAYERS OF SCUM 
PETER il.CCIDENTS RESPIRATORY SYSTEM! 
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The last Wednesday of every 
month on KUSF 90.3 FM in SF 

".DAMAGE ON THE AIR" 
THIS MONTH 

Wednesday, October 29 

Featuring ... 

Edition #2 
Exclusive interviews with: 

THE UNDERTONES 
THE GANG OF FOUR 

A talk with: 
JELLO BIAFRA 

• New Releases • 
including _ 

DEAD KENNEDYS' new album 
_,JOHN PEEL in London 

And more! 

Produced and presented by Johnnie Walker and Damage 
Magazine 

1 :00 am on Harmful Emissions 
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DECLASSIFIED RATES 
Wdcomc to Declassiried R11es. Make 
yourKH comfonablc, take off your shoes. 
Care for a drink? White wine okay? Good. 
Nowpaycloscauention. 
You will live here wilh Ull until we tire of 
you. Your function will be 10 obey our 
every demand, cater to our every whim, 
Jervcourevcrynecd. 
vOu will begin by placing a D«lu.sificd ad. 
It will cost you twenty cents (.20) per word. 
Because you arc somewhat :mractivc, the 
first word and the phone mlmbcr will both 
be free. 
Later, you will place "a Declassified display 
ad. You will include a camera-ready graphic 
withthcadcopy,orscndar1workrcadyfor 
pa.Uc-up. You will pay us Sl.!iO per col
umn/inch. 
When you uc funhcr versed in the Roma
nian, or classified, ways of love, you will 
have us forward your mail from a Damage 
Box Number. You will pay an additional 
ss.oororthiskindness. 
You will learn, and quickly if you wbh to 
lessen your physical agony, to enclose a 
loodchcck with your ad copy. 
You will addres5 us in lhe followina man
ner, ·and in this manner only. Damage 
Dcclwifkds, 67g South Van Ness, San 
Francisco, CA !Ml 10. You may call, if you 
carctocxpcricncepunishment lniU:purc:sl 
form,thefollowingnumber:415/8617662. 
Ah, I sec Your g.lw is empty. Pour us 
another, there's a love. 

CALLING ALL BANDS and Independent 
record labels! lfyouwan1yourrclcasesand 
demo !apes reviewed by a well-informed 
vinyl junkie, please send them to JEFF 
BALE c/ o DAMAGE mapzine, 678 So. 
Van Ness, SF, CA 941 10. I am especially in
terested in lcs.scr-known groups with im
aginalion and in1egri1y - the more un
compromising the better - who find it dif
fk:ult or undesirable to gain wider recogni
tion 1hroug.h traditional Industry channels. 
U you've got something impartant to say 
and/ orauniqucwayofsayingit, I'll do my 
bes! to infonn others from the pages of a 
major allcmativcmusicpapcr. 

LOWLIFE (fonncrly REA LIFE) magaiinc, 
thcimagcanddesignzinebythepublishers 
or DAMAGE, is looking for a few good 
p«iplc. We need editorial, business and 
advertising salespeople. No money yet, but 
grca.1oppar1uni1yforlhcadvaoccmcn10fthc 
graphic&: li1erary am in our time. Contribu
ton sought u wdl. Call (41$) 861 7118. 
FOR SALE: Mosrite hollow-body electric 
BASS,Sl6S.CallRober1,(415)6478638. 

11 Dirk Dirksen, Georoe 
Kuchar, Bags. X, MX-80 

~~~~d, MT:i~on~~lniu~~~s~~e~ 
report, Nervous Gender, 
No Sisters, Urge, Mark 
Paullne(DAJ 

16 Lene Lovich, John Cale, 
Performance Ar1. Mutants. 
Eye Protec llon, Lydia 
Lunch, Santa Fe Prison 
Riot. Electro nic Music, Lon-
don Repon, Marian K. and 
NART supplemenl 

HELP! Anyone who anended Art Grips' 
"SonofMayhcm''on9/ 13andeitberfilm
cd.or photographed the "Food Blok" (Bun 
coat, spiral pipe on the head) piece on the 
upstairs Ooor at 7:30 pm please contact 
861-7848 
SJ COLOR ROCK CONCERT PHOTOS! 
Clash, PiL, Who, Blondie, Cheap Trick, 
DEVO, Pell)', Heads, Van Halen, S1yx and 
every major Rock and new WJVC act, Abba 
to Zappa. Send SI for la1es1 catalog. Free 
sample: FRONT ROW PHOTOS, BOx 484. 
dcp!D,Nc:sconset,NY 11767. 

MOVING experience desired: Car
toonist/animator w/ credentials seeks ap
prenticeship with innovative accomplished 
animator. (41!5).8617848. 
CUTE BOY of Priva1e Parts and Famous 
Films looking ror equally cu1e girls. Call KP 
(41!5)49!56591 . 

ATTI!NTION 
where BOB goe s , dog s smell. 
(4U)6'8-0046 

Had ii up to here w/ elitist nincompoop 
bckhrags like DAMAGE, SLASH, NY . 
ROCKER? Docs your brain hurt7 Make 
your life simpler. Watch for the imminent 
release of Vol. I No. I of SLUSH MAGA
ZINE.Thisisnojivc,Jack.SLUSHisbroug.ht 
to you by Brendan Mullen and the Los Ange
les underworld, or by US mail if you sub
scribc. Watch thissoace formorcinfo. 

12 Adam & the Ants, Bruce 
Conner (Pt. 1 ). Brendan 
Mullen , UK Subs, R.A.R., 
Human Hands, Pink Sec· 
lion, The Dont's, Queenie 
Taylor, Fiction 

• I 
·· ·~ 

" PIL (Pl. "· S!lv Bators, 
Cramps, Frlcllon, Plastics, 

i:Fc~ 0R!~0:e :'~PP~~ ~f~ 
Caroline- by Johnnie 
Walker, Marian K. , Ask 
Geza x 

Z.-SHIRTS & D+SHJRTS!I Zippy For 
President 1-shim, S6.9S + SO ~u pastagc 
from Last Gasp, 2180 Bryant, SF, CA 
94 110. Di Di Glitz hot pink t-shirts, S6.9S+ 
SO cents pas1age from Cartoonisu: Coop 
Press, Bo:ic: 40474, SF CA 94104. Fim SO 
customers get ei1her a free Zippy For Presi
dent paster, a SS-year-old houseboy, adate 
with Martha Raye or a bowling ball filled 
withdrugs.Supplyislimitcd. 
Inventive, competent bassist, drummer 
needed for modcrn/sixtic.s band. Female 
and / or able 10 sing desirable. Call David 
(41!5)661-1768. 
DO DAMAGE IN YOUR TOWN!! Be the 
first In yourboringlittlcbur1 lO rcprc.scnt a 
major metropolitan monthly!! Impress 
your friends!! Do glamorous tbinp like 
distribute magazines! Sell advcr1ising! Put 
up pastcn! Make money in your spare time! 
Write or call for details DAMAGE, Bo11t S &: 
C, 678 South Van Ness, San Francisco CA 
ll4110.(41!!i)g617662. 

SUBTERRANEAN Studios. Now recor
ding. 16 channels to 8 tracks. $20/ hr. Call 
StcvcT@ {41S) 549 3300 ext. 252. Subtcr
ranean also provides rccord production scr
vices and can make a demo for your band 
quickly, professionally and cheaply. Some 
satisfied clients: No Altcrnalivc, Ripper, 
Socie1y Dog, Nervous Gender &: many 

DAMAGEnccds youl 
Yes, it's true! Botb staff&contributorsare 
sought. No experience is necessary, but in-
1clligence, imagination& sctf-disciplincarc. 
Join the g.lamourous world of rock'n'roll 
publishing. Positions on Editorial, Design, 
Sales & Circulation, Production and 
General Offices s1affs. Call Lorrie at 
861-71 18 .... Oh, yeah, all pasitions arc 
voluntaryforthetimebcing. 

7 15 3 I 2 
10 ,.o.,.,,.l 

XMU@Pl 
~P( O<'°drq l' 

XANDOR 
Recording studios: 8 tracks from 
S20/hr. Band demos to record 
pressing (1000 45s for $475). 
Located In secluded m ansion in 
Orinda. Call for brochure (415) 254 
9077 or 254 5730. 
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MOOERNISTICAl· lTU. 
P.OBOX1017 
ORINDA. CA 94563 

DOORMAN WANTED. Mull be trus1wor· 
lhy,cxp.andwilllngandabletodcalwith 
lower life forms. A rewarding job for the 
rightpcrson. Call"41·721Sor88S-ll616. 

WETNURSE single "Bar War1"/"Toots 
and Hol Tubs" now in rcle&K. S2.2S 
pa1tpaid from WETNURSE, PO Bo:ic: 413, 
LarkspurCA94939. 

ARGENT, Urgent, "Agent" needed: Car
toonist, antma1or, moving up but not fast 
enough. Non-flakcs w/crcdcntials pis. app
ly.(41!5)8617841 . 

MB C!!i27 Microphones (2). Include 
C5JO/C520 power supplies and SONY 
CRSJNCTadlcsuspcnsions.Makcoffer.Jill 
(41S)647·2029. 

WANTED: LPs, 45s, 78s & tapci .. Hi&hcst 
prices offered, ca.sh or trade. UNIVERSAL 
RECORDS, 2309~ Telc1raph Ave., 
Berkeley, CA. (41S) S40 9970, S48 1872. 
Open 10 am-midnight Always. 

HARRY LIME RECORDING and Rehear
sal Studios. Quality 8-track. Opening for 

Public Relations Public Elations Publlca-:: 
lions PubUc Orations Public or Private 
Actions Good SOUND ADVICE at (41') 
3622720 B.S./C.G.a.t.a.d.b.a.T.B.A. 
Rehearsal Studio. The Harry Lime Studios. 
U / hrorby1hcmonlh.Harry626-986S 

CREEP The San Fram:isco fanzine, needs 
contributions of any kind. Box 3528, SF. 
!::_A~.(41$)6616931. 

._ _________ _., rccordin8inNovcmber.626-9865 

13 Western Front band .,.,. 
Illes, Geza X, Fashion and 
W.F. Festival Program. 

Back issues $1.50 each 
(except for 

limited editions) 

DA..Vi.AGE 
DA&~-
DA&'\DBE 
DA&~ 

Please add $1.00 

per order for 

Pct Turd Whistle • Lifesizc, lirclikc. 
creatively packaged. With or w/ o fly. S4.9S 
postpaid from over the edge prod., 620 1 
Harwood Ave., Oakland CA 114618. 
(~ ~ ~i 6<1L<717 

" Wall of Voodoo, Bruce Con-
ner (Pt. 2), Olis, Go-Gos. 
Mo-dettes, Monitor, N.W. 
disco, Blafra lo' Mayor, 
Western Front pictorial, 
Marian K. and Flc11on 

16 01~d~r'io~8a~an8.~~!g~:: 
Crime, "Brace lo' . .,. 
bariam" by Marian K. , Fllp-
per (cont ' d}, Performance 
An, Aak Geza X. Damage 
Confidential 

ATTI!NTION BANOS in 1own for Western 
Front.Anyoncwishingtolincupadditional 
gip for November should coniact The 
Sound of Music. 88S-ll616 or 474-76!53 
TODyorMary. _ 

15 Specials, Madness, Reg-
gae, XTC, Ullravox, Johan· 
na Went. Offs, Santa Cruz, 
Contractions, Bob, Marian 
K.'a ''II Can Happen Here'' 

19 Tuxedomoon Curl 
McDowell, Stiff Llttle 
Fingers, Republican Con-
ventlon, Fashion Supple-
ment, Fiction Supplement 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• #1 #6 • 
• #2 #7 p . oo Name..... .................. .. . · -
• #3 UNAVAILABLE #8 Address........................ • 
• #

4 
#

9 
City........................................................................ • 

I State........................................................... .. ............... ........... ............ I 
• #5 . Zip...................................................................................................... • .......................................................... 
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GROUP 
ROG KOLA 
"/ Like Ike" 
non· performance 
Studio 718 Gallery 

···-·······--·················· 

San Francisco 

Opening Party 

Thurs Nov 13 

needs 

Ave 

Sales & Circulation people 

Including: 

• Director of Sales&. 
Circulation 

• Sales Manager 
• Clrc1,llatlon Manager 
• SalesReps 
• Mall Order Clerk 

Most positions earn commissions 

Call (415) 861-7118 
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NEW 
BLACK 

JEALOUS AGAIN 
5SDNl:i1211 E.P. 

- JEALOUS AGAIN, REVENGE, WHITE MINORITY, NO VALUES. $4.00 POSTPAID. 

, 
ALSO NEW FROM SST RECORDS THE DEBUT MINUTEMEN 7 SONG 7" E.P. 
"PARANOIA TIME". $2.50 POSTPAID. . 

AND STILL AVAILABLE THE FIRST 4 SONG 7" BLACK FLAG E.P. 
"NERVOUS BREAKDOWN". $2.50 POSTPAID. 

BOOKING & INFORMATION: CONTACT SST RECORDS. 

P.0 .BOX 1 

MINUTEMEN--

~~~ ~~,~ , '· 

r~Y~ 
~~ ~i 

--PARANOIA TIME 

SENDTO: ~ 
LAWNDALE, CALIFORNIA 
90260 · (213) 376-5887 

Upcoming Dates: Oct 8 LA at the Whiskey 
Oct 17 Berkeley Square 
Oct19 SF at the Mabuhay 
Oct 23 Phoenix at Starsystem 
Oct 24 Tucson at Tumbleweeds 
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SEPTEMBER 1980 Vol . 1, No.10 
NOT FOR EVERYBODY 

CONTENTS 

Magazine 
NME 's "Most Important Man Alive" 
and band release a new album, break 
In a new guitar player and reveal _,;_ .. 
a new Howard Devoto !.~ 

. . , 

Amos Poe 
Acclaimed NY underground film
maker (Blank Generation, 
The ·foreigner) talks about present 
projects and future plans 1 

La Nouvelle Vague: 
French Punk 
A comprehensive look at 
ourGal/lc counterparts 

Members 
Even through their tribulations, 
the Members manage to 
obey rock'n 'roll's first 
commandment: Have Fun 

Secret Affair 
{Vain}glory boy Ian Page; part 
Freddie Mercury, part missionary, 
wholly mod 

Castration Squad 
Pet bats . .. pickled dicks 
. . . JFK .. . . 

The Garden Party 
The Democratic Convention stories 
Walter Cronkite wouldn't report 

Three Essays 
• The Servant Problem 
• Excess 
• NewYork 

12 

by Chris Marlowe 

26 

by Robert Camuto 

19 

by Herve B. 
& Francois N. 

36 

by Jane Hamsher 

9 

by Mark Cooper 

39 

by Craig Lee 

15 

by Arty Anarchy 
& Gene Pool 

11 

by Marian Kester 

DEPARTMENTS ~ 0 

Backlash/S 
On The Air (radio/video)/40 
Performance Art/ 6 
Vinyl/32 

29 /Local News 
TX/SF 

30/ltems 
38/Cinema 

43/Modern World 

3 
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lCAUFORNIA HALL I 

SOME P.ECORDS 
CABARET VOLTAI,'IB: vorg OP 

ROll~~~D;i=I~~~ q~p 
14 'hit' UK tl"ack8 $5 . 50 

JOY DIVISION: UNKJJOWN PL&4-
SURES US relsase $5. SO 

JOY DIVISION: CLOSER Znd 
alt.ml, UK impo7-t $8.50 

JOY DIVISION: SHE'S UJST 
CONTROL ll2" 45, $3) 

POP CROUP: POR HOW HUCH LON
GER DO lo'E TOLERATE NASS 
/tllJRDER? (US LP, $5. SOI 

PERE UBV: THE ART OP WALK
ING nau US Albw'I SS. SO 

PERE UBU: Pinal Sol.1.1.tion/Ny 
fl:uok Agee (UK 45, $2.25) 

JANES BLOOD ULMER: Are You 
Glad to be in Ame?'ica? 
(UK 4S, $2.25) 

SLEEPE:RS: Mirror/Theory $2 
PAC'rRIX: Empire of Ftzaeion/ 

Splice ~r Life $2 
THE URGE: 3it BJ Bit $2 
THE FALL: TotaUy Wired $2. tM 
DELTA FIVE: You/Arzticipa:tion 

$2. 25 (rec1111.t US tow>!) 
THROBBI!IG GRISTLE.· HEATHEN 

EARTH 11eweat LF $8. 50 
MONTE CAZAZZA: SOMETHING 

FOR NOBODY (EP, $2 . 50) .._ 

NEW U.S. OC':'OBER RELEASES: 
STIF.'11' I.I'lTLE FINGERS: IP1fl.

atm1able Material $5. SO 
NO!NAL + ROBERT RENTAL: r1S1J 

l.ive albwn $5. 50 
GIRLS AT OOR BEST: Poli'tica 

Fashion. $1 . 75 
DELTA FIVE: Try/Col.ow' l. 75 
and: 7n UK rlllleasse by CAB
AfiET VOL1i.IRE, ESSEN'lIAL 
LOGIC, COLIN BWNSJ'ONE, 1'HE 
SLITS, BWE ORCBIDS; LP's 

. by JANES BLOOD UIXER and 
THE PALL, etc ..... 

MORE Ret:ORDS 

l(CJlJC;H 
Tl~~\llE 
RECORDS 

01: l.CNl>CN • $.1~ 

DE~;:.~:~.$~.~~ import- I'!~~~~~'!'!!~~~~ ... """'"""' ..... _ 
NIJN, '"""'MUZAK"'"' '4 RETAIL, WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION AND 
L~!.,:,;;~~:.L=~~z;~• MAIL ORDERS OF ONLY NEW WAVE/REGGAE· 
PA1ffi:~:~w'7~s:s:~visI- RECORDS, MAGAZINES, TAPES, BADGES. 
CRASS' 2- LP ...... 50 OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 12-8 PM. 
Z011Roz, •=-Subvert '"" NOW COORDINATING TOURS/CALL FOR INFO! 

POS'l'AGe: 1-4 45'11 $1 . 25, 5 
or 111ore $1.75. 1-2 12" 
$1.75; -JSf- each additional.. 
CANADIA'iS p'Wa.H add 75¢. 
CALIPORNIARS lllll:Bt add 5t 
aal.11• t= . . .. 

WE PLAY YOUR REQUESTS! 
SEND STAMP FOR MAIL ORDER CA'fALOG! 

1412 GRANT AVE, SAN FRANCISCO CA 
94133. (415)986- 3675 . TELEX 340883. 

DAMAGE 

I 
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"City Tails" Sexist? 
Your short story on Robert and Sheela· his 

distraught girlfriend made me laugh with knowi.ng 
recollection and perhaps a bit of disgust . Well, what 
do you say, how about next time let Sheela get a few 
nuts and kill that sexist male-orgasm-finale crap. I 
mean let's take a new approach to this, after all, it is 
1980, and as readers we've already related to her 
sleazy disappointments. 

Must women be stereotyped, vibrator in hand, as 
the only means of alternative orgasm derived from 
relationship frustration? I mean, girls can get it off 
and get the hell out of there before he can say "you 
little bitch." So let's let Sheela have a bit more fun 
next time. 
Easy Come, Easy Go 

PS: The piece was very well written, delightful and 
humorously poignant; very much enjoyed. 

3 
z 

Mr. Stannous Fluoride living, as ever, up to every 
rock'n'roll stereotype, Is currently "on vacation," 
recuperating from one of his legendary bouts with 
that old demon, hepatitis. However, never fear, gen
tle readers, we have assurances from our ochre
colored friend that "City Tails" will return next month 
with a special lnstaflment designed to offend all sen
slbllftles, whether of the male or female persuasion. 
We look eagerly forward to Stan's return. Pant. Pant. 
-Ed . 

Ambi.mt Backlash 
Herc is my rcvic · gratis, of the Ambient Three 

album, Day of Radia1 .. c by Laranji, in plenty of time 
for your next issue: 

"This is the greatest music ever put on record.'' 

Thank you. 
V. Sirin 

Here Is my review, gratis, of your review of Day of 
Radiance by Laran/I In plenty of time for your next ef
fort on our behalf: 

"This Is the shittiest review I've ever read." 

Minimally yours, 
Ed. 

Genetic Poetry 

-BradL. 

You should print my poem. Jt is a review of 
DNA. 

amyl nitrate in purgatory freezes 
heart pressure for home. _ 
either direction dcnamed burns 
the city's divigation into 
electrified spinal tap. 
and mom and pop don't dance . 

recondite distress leaks 
paroxysmal volts of tears. 
open scar fear vibrating in 
rock and roll conversion attenuates 
cellular messengers . 
and the kids hold their breath. 

Quentin Richar~ 

Roses are red 
Violets are blue 
DNA ls cool 
Cool cool cool 

Formula 

Backlash 
Urban Wiiderness Preserve 

We were pleased to bear that the International 
Bus Plunge Society took advantage of our facilities 
here at the National Urban Wilderness Preserve. 
However, we arc slightly dismayed that the Preserve 
has reached the attention of the media before our 
planned grand opening. 

Sometime in the near future, we wish to invhe 
the mayor of our fair city to drive a burning 'S3 
Studebaker through the twenty-foot cyclone fence that 
surrounds the park. Simultaneous to this touching 
christening, fifty-five oil drums scattered through the 
park and filled with old tires and various carcinogens 
will burst into an eternal "smoke." 

All donations of broken glass, used condoms and 
en_ipt~ beer cans arc gratefully accepted, as arc ap
~hcatlons for the few remaining volunteer ranger posi
tJons we have open. 

Automatic Slim and dK 
Co-Directors, National Urban Wilderness Preserve 

On behalf of the /BPS, please accept our sincere 
apologies. As a token of our good will and best 
wishes, we w/11 gladly donate several tons of 
newsprint In the form of back Issues ofDamage to be 
deposited In appropriate and unsightly locales 
around the Preserve. 
-Ed. 
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Performance Art 

by Richard Irwin 

"Under And Over Ground In SF" 
Valencia Tool & Die, 

Photo/Performance Event 
Kate May presents "Narcissus" with N. Macaroni, 
Droldette, J. Harding, Magna Carta, C. Milgrim, 
J. Koike, Pilar, Dr. Lazio Beandlp 

"That 's a good way to get t.hrown out," I was told 
after turning up the volume on the television set (It 
was an old Ray Milland flick) that just·happened-to
be 
playing Inaudibly in a corner of the room. I couldn't 
stand it anymore!-watching some guy tap-dance 
on the small VT&D stage. I've seen better acts in 
sleazy LA nightclubs. . but maybe that was the 
point? Now, the murder mystery on the boob seemed 
appropriately arty or artless (depen(Hng on your 
point of view) enough to throw a llttle llfe Into that 
ho-hum crowd. 

Within a set that would give Dall nightmares, I 
learned what "deadly serious" art Is all about. 
Twelve or thirteen others and I (let's call us the 
Imposters) were led by a smiling, bland little guy 
carrying a tape recorder and holding a flashlight up 
the steps · and Into the setting Niat would slowly 
come un-allve. The tape recording text had to do 
with certain esoteric photographic problems, 
though Its Intentions were of a situational nature. 

The contextual structure devolved around three 
women who " performed" at Intervals denoted by a 
beep on the audiotape and a spotlight slowly com
ing up. Also, a series of large black and white photo
portraits were arranged within the set space. These 
were Illuminated, and then each of the three per
formers appeared. The first act consisted of a 
woman Inside a white cloth bag who Qanced melo
diously (If not a bit staglly), appearing outslde said 

__E~g momentarlty before returning to her original 

retal position. A large mesn cage was suspended 
from the ceiling, surrounding her. 

Woman #2 sat beneath a silk-screened image of 
six rectangles which cast a shadow-design on the 
wall behind her. Her activity consisted of a series of 
encounter-like eye-to-eye contacts with various Im
posters lncludtng myself, though one couldn't be 
sure If she was looklng at you for real , or "acting as 
If" she was. This was followed by demure smiles, 
and finally she digested bits of the silk-screen print. 
Remember that all the while, between each action, 
this sometlmes-insipid/sometl mes-poetic 
audiotape shaped the visual environment. 

Woman #3 was a beautiful young thing, (I cat1 her 
"thing" because all three women were obviously 
used as nothing more nor less than "performing 
objects") who sang a heart-burning rendition of "My 
Heart Belongs To Daddy." (This song when sung by 
Marilyn Monroe used to give me an erection when I 
was a kid, and SHE was just a fllckerlng celluloid 
Image!) Oh, she sang this while mounting a step
ladder ... cute. 

The really twisted element to all this devoid 
(devo-ld,de-vold) activity (aside from a predictability 
equation: Where are the clowns? There's supposed 
to be clowns!) were the twelve or thirteen Im
posters, who, on a Saturday night no less, chomped 
down two-and-a-half bucks to play zombie watch
ing a three-act performance stolen from Rod Ser
llng's opening monologue for Night Ga~lery. 

I couldn't get over how seriously this troupe's 
security guards took themselves, from the guy 
dressed like the fifth member of Crime who took a 
lit joint out of my hand saying, "Better let me have 
that, kid," before clostng out the tap dancer by mak
ing a fool out of hlmself on stage attempting to pro
vide a segue to the second-half entertainment, to 
the glrl who hugged the walls all night . .. she said, 
"I'm in the performance," when I asked her if she 
was trying to hold up the wall .. . and later informed 
me I would be "standing in the spotlight" lf I didn 't 
beat It back Into the darkened corners. 

But then, I'm told this group Is from Ukiah ... a 
town whose single cultural high-point Is that it used 
to house a colony of Jim Jones People's Temple 
addicts. 

The event amounted to a group stlll life on a "far 
distant galaxy." In fact, the Imposters were so bor
ing I was too tired to yawn. The women were "Nar
clssus-ized" Into sexless icons and " the peopte 
bowed and prayed," etc. 

Let me say this: A four-dimensional Iconography 
exposes the pseudo-objectivist materialism that 
photography once so fervidly adhered to, while Sub
verting subjective-catharsis. The " tastefulnes.s" of 

DAMAGE 

discrete -art objectSS.UperfrTiposed .onto "rear· peO. 
pie" alludes to the neurotic repression of sexual 
metaphors wetly lapplng their tongues beneath the 
indifferent rhetoric. In a society where indivldual In
tegri ty is reduced to contractual therapy and 
uniform behavior, the only icons left worth lmitat· 
ing are Robots. 

Is there still life out there ... or just Still Life? 
"Art Grip Two," "The Son Of Art Grip," "The Son 

Of Mayhem" ... September 13 marks the second 
coming of the notorious performance event that 
will be to SF new wave performance art what the 

· Western Front Is to punk and new 'wave music. 
When I first stepped into the monotone grey mono
Hthlc warehouse space at 1600 Davidson at the 
edge of Modern Civilization, undertooking a 
·freeway overpass in the midst of our industrial 
graveyard, perusing the gigantic stage-areas (one 
on each of the two floors, plus a roof where Club 
Foot wlll hold court with their "industrial lounge 
with corn roast"), I was a bit staggered, saying to 
myself, "This is going to be the Altamont of per
formance art." 

Unfortunately, due to bizarre timing and bad 
planning, the first "Art Grip," though exuberant, fell 
short of spectacular. The high points of "Art Grip 
One": ''Flambeau The Magician"; Jojo Planteen's 
ultra-cool song-styllzed performance with film by 
Bruce Geduldlg, lighting by Tong; Morgan's meat
hooked slabs of pig and rotting animal Intestines; 
and, some thought, my piece (I haven't reconciled 
myself to reviewing my own work yet. .. you'll just 
have to see It for yourselves). 
- Preparations for "AG2," however, were begun 
months In advance, Including Invitations to artists 
to submit Ideas. Altogether, forty-seven artists will 
perform, two films (Including, I'm told , a premiere of 
Curt McDowell 's newest) wlll be shown, and Instal
lations and three bands wlll round it out. The even
ing is all scheduled. The stage fs set. Look for my 
feature In Damage 11 for the full report. Proceeds 
from "AG2" are going toward an underground 
literary publication, Kronoscope, a device for mea
suring short-lived phenomemon (formerly BOOK-A· 
GO-GO). The editors-from Jetwave, Club Foot and 
Art Grip-and I are seeking submissions. So far, 
I've asked Mark Pauline, Joe Rees (Target Video), 
Brad L. and Marian Kester of Damage and 
Magdalen Pierrakos. I'm Interested in work from 
abroad and NYC (esp. you people of "Kulturmaga
sinet Vargen" ... sorry I'm so lazy not to have writ
ten, hey Carsten and Rolf, Occupy our Brains!). 
Editorial staff, including myself, are: Fredrica 
Drotos, Morgan Garwood, Garrett " Foot,'' Kristine 
Stiles, Randy Hussong and Bruce Gluck. The book 
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is about the contemporary (urbarij scene, esp. 
relating to movement-therapy. 

(Sldenote to the headnotes) Allan Kaprow, early 
godfather of 50s "Happenings" in NY, dropped Into 
BO Langton fhls summer for a workshop seminar/ 
session. Looking beatific and casual, he began by 
exQlalnlng to about twelve of us how he had grown 
disaffected with "public" art years since, and had 
abandoned it for his "prlvate"self. With the most 
Innocuous tape recorder whizzing on the carpeted 
floor of Langton's video lounge, this group listened 
Intently to the man who single-handedly trans
formed an earlier art world. I had been aware of his 
about-face since he had lectured at SF Art Institute 
a few years back, but I wasn't totally prepared for 
this art-buddah sitting cross-legged before me. 

After showing us some of his art-problem quasi
encounter-llke films depicting professional actors 
"acting out" his transpersonal pieces (I mentioned 
to him how they resembled scenes from Dall's "An
daluslan Dog"), he had us all "interacting" In paired 
groups and "imagining" ourselves walking thrcugh 
walls. Later, we each devised our own pieces which 
we discussed and chose as group pieces to perform. 

Three nights after we dlvulged, hesitatingly, to a 
bemused, If not confused, BO Langton public. 

I trust this man, even though I'm not ready to call 
It quits with contemporary clvllization. Whether It's 
male menopause or a hunger for" ... the absolute 
incarnated In a form,"* the lost island of our ima
gining heart Is a desirous urge to ... dissolve? 

He seemed t9 demur about his earlier gigantic 
"happening environmentals," as If guilt-struck. A 
man who so encapsulated that post-war urge to 
merge had for some reason pulled short and found 
that unutterable small Interior voice of a god seek
ing refuge from a disparaging age. 

He doesn't call his new work "EST," nor methodi
cally psychoanalytical, not political In a secular or 
didactic sense, not religious except that he does 
practice some form of Eastern medl~ation, not even 
aesthetic. 

When I told him about Damage, about Art Grip, 
about new wave performance and artists I know, he 
mentioned he had discussed "Punk Art" his last 
trip to the final frontier. I told him I didn't like 
pigeon holes and that the movement here would 
soon change. It was like talking to an Imaginary 
father figure I'd read about In Herman Hesse. 

Bye kids! 

·The Supreme Doctrine, Psychologlcsl Studies In Zen, by Huber1 
Benoit. 

THE .USED RECORD 
SHOPPE SEZ: 

.PLEASE TAKE 
OUR MONEY 

WE JUST WANT 
YOUR RECORDS . 

OLD RECORDS 
NEW ONE 

'Nl 
0 

HUNDREDS 
. THOUSANDS 

WE REALLY WANT 
THOSE SUCkERS ! 

AND YOU CAN 
HAVE THE CASH! 

COME SEE US 
( with those records ) 

ot 701 IN1ng St (upstai rs) 1n the city 
(665-2055) 

also ot 555 Francisco Blvd 1n Son Rofoel 
(454-9262) 

party out of bounds/dirty back road / runnin' around/ 
gi.ve me back my man/private idaho/devil in my car/ 
quiche lorraine/strobe light/53 miles west of venus 

Produced by Rhett Davies and The 8-52's 
Executive Producer: Chris Blackwell 

The bright red album on Warner Bros. Records and Tapes 
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Mr. Me's Self-Taught Journalism Lesson One 

WESTERN FRONT: Vital Statistics 

WHEN: 

WHERE: 

WHO: 

WHAT: 

HOW: 

Friday, October 17 through Sunday, October 26, 1980 

SF Bay Area venues as follows: Fab Mab, Stone, Savoy, Keystone Berkeley and Palo Alto, 
I-Beam, Berkeley Square, Old Waldorf, Valencia Tool & Die, ARE Gallery, Club Generic, 
10th Street Hall 

Still Little Fingers Black Flag D.O.A. Cabaret Voltaire Jeux Weirdos Non Nervous Gender 
No Sisters Young Marble Giants Zeros Vktms Feederz Eye Protection Geza X Humans 
Elements qi Style (English) Beat B-People Blackouts Young Canadians Go-Gos 
Eddie &·Ute Subtitles Layers of Scum Busboys Los Micro.waves Flamin' Groovles Factrix 
Ultrasheen Tao Chemical Anemic Boyfriends Modernettes Peter Bilt Twotones 
Barbie & Ken Rastafarlans You Crime Circle Jerks Tenants Prefix Our Daughter's Wedding 
Mutants Units Axum Titans Jo Allen Silvertone Neutrlnoz (part/a/ list) 

Nine nights and days of music, film, video, poster art, performance art, dance, new work, 
nuclear war, drinking, losing, winning, having fun, being bored and shrinking bralnpans. 

For further lnformalon, keep your eyes OPEN or call (415) 861--0469 

AMAGE 
needs 

Sales & Circulation people 
including: 

• Director of Sales & 
Circulation 

• Sales Manager 
• Circ\jlation Manager 

THE GOVERNMENT \,) ' ~ • Sales Reps 
• Mail Order Clerk 

l "" 
~ - . 111>. 

~ ·§: . s .. . \ s . "\ " .,,. 
NEW 50s·60s CLOTHING & TOYS , 

'-' 0 '-J 323 NOE SF 415· 431 ·1830 

ost positions earn commissions 

Call (415) 861-7118 

'-) \.) \..) .~ ~ ~ ~ '- '- '- \ 
/Y. (J~,,A-ll'o//,fk.,, l!J&J 
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SECRO 
A ff AIR. 
Continued 

Personally, I find Page's nod to the kids (he's twen
ty himself) about as convincing as Queen's Freddie 
Mercury thanking his massive crowd for making him 
rich and famous. Fatuous flattery. Page and Winthrop 
clalm that Secret Affair single-handedly stopped 
violence amongst the youth on their English tour and 
saved a number of tough characters from the Na
tional Front: "We took a whole lot of angry kids from 
all over the country and made them feel special about 
themselves and suddenly they put their fists In their 
pockets and danced. We took the heaviest of the kids 
on tour with us, and after a few weeks they'd chang
ed. These kids are the most un-speclat kids you 
could think of. We just lit the blue touch paper. It's 
at most llke being a welfare worker or a social worker; 
you give those kids responsibility and they change.'' 

Secret Affair offer themselves as the redeemers of 
English youth In a manner that stinks of snobbish 
elltlsm masquerading as populist sentiment. Whlle 
Page tries to escape mod, he remains tied to many of 
Its assumptions and ·cynicisms, assumptions that 
prevent the band from finding a heart. Mod is about 
style and the moment, and new mod comes complete 
with a cynical sense of Its own Inevitable fate, 
another inevitable discard in the garbage dump of 
styles that have their brief run of glory. Change and 
style Is all the new mods see, but they see them in 
the abstract as cold, fleshless absolutes. It makes 

pie: Reichert 

them sneer and strut with arrogance and resentment, 
knowing themselves doomed. Glory boys, so scared 
of growing old. 

Mods are paranoids, obsessed with the new and 
the crowd, hating the Jn crowd but wanting to be an in 
crowd themselves, a secret affair. So they dress 
smart because smart Is all there is. Here's Georg 
Slmmel on secrecy and adornment: Adornment 
works "by mixing superiority to others with 
dependence on them, and their good will with their 
envy." Like Slmmel also says, those who think they 
have the possession of a secret or an in crowd identi
ty are fascinated with the possibility of betrayal, of 
being "given away." All the lyrics of Glory Boys have 
references to criticisms and attacks. Secret Affair 
have a siege mentallty that the attacks of the English 
rock press only confirmed; their next album will be 
called Behind Closed Doors. 

lan Page loves style and hates It. He feels the same 
about rock. " Rock'n'rolt is a very pJ"lony, bullshit In
dustry. The rock'n'roll fantasy, the Idea and the 
dream, are a lot of bullshit and It only works as a 
dream. If you try to make a reality of It, It falls to 
pieces. That's the trouble with the punk people. They 
tried to make it real. We created something we 
believed people could believe in as a dream. That's 
the only thing that's kept rock'n'roll going, because 
rock'n'roll ls basically bullshit and I hate it pas
slonately. It could be so Important and it's so trlvlal-1 
hate it. It's wasted and we waste it as much as 
everybody else.'' 

And there's Page 's secret-he hates rock'n'rolL 
And probably those kids and himself. Because all 
that mod can see Is style, it has butlt-ln despair. 
"R'n'r Is bullshit, nothing but dreams, but dreams is 
all there Is, so give 'em another dream." The toglc is 
perfect lf you accept the lnltlal !ogle of a closed 

DAMAGE 
system. Meanwhile, all the other bands who share 
the awareness that r'n'r has become a dinosaur 
monster whose extinction needs speeding up and 
who take their energies from that position are 
perversely full of the hope that Page's position 
denies him. So Secret Affair end up being a bully boy 
guitar band dominated by Dave Cairns' threatening 
guitar work, stretching for a fusion of the Motown and 
mod of '64 and not making It because they fall to be 
deluded and see the heart that goes Into any style. 
Style works because its Initiators are never cyntcal 
enough to belleve that style ts all they are. Start off 
with that presumptuous cynicism, and hollow style Is 
all you get. Change for change's sake ls no change at 
all. Meet the new boss. 

Secret Affair are old men lacking ln joy. Here's 
their appraisal of punk: "You've got to remember the 
kind of climate that this band was formed In, punks 
changing things without any Idea of· what they were 
changing thing to. They dealt with negatives. You 
don't actually go Into record companies and be sick 
everywhere. You can shit ln the llft but someone's 
got to clean It away.'' 

And that's exactly what Secret Affair tried to do. 
They elected themselves spokeSIT\en of a new move
ment and then helped the media to breathe on It tlll lt 
had the semblance of llfe-flgurlng they'd rise with 
the movement. Then they wrote an album that 
chronicled the nature and llmltatlons of glory boy 
consciousness. Unfortunately, they succumbed to 
those limlts themselves-hoisted on their own 
petard. Their detachment and arrogance have 
prevented them from understanding anything yet. 
" Let your heart dance," they sing without heart 
becituse their true movement is the strut, the ego not 
the heart . They've come to clean shit !Ike you away. 
Get dirty. 0 

Coming next month in Damage 

THE DOUBLE EDGES OF THE HARD-CORE 

• EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH . ENGLISH AG IT-ROCKERS 
THE CRASS BY JANE HAMSHER 

FROM THE WEST COAST FROM THE EAST COAST 
• D.O.A. • D.N.A. 
• BLACK FLAG • PLASMATICS 
• CIRCLE JERKS • BUSHTETIRA 

• SPECIAL DAMAGE CONFIDENTIAL REPORT ON 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA'S BEACH PUNKS BY MR. ME 

• FILM NOIR, A RETROSPECTIVE LOOK AT THE HARD
BOILED, HARD-NOSED FILMS OF THE 40s THAT PLUMB
ED THE SICK SIDE OF THE AMERICAN SUBCONSCIOUS 
BY BILL NYGREN 

• PLUS SLEEPERS, "SON OF MAYHEM," ASK GEZA X, CITY 
TAILS, MARIAN KESTER, AUTUMN CINEMA REVIEWS 
Ai':jD MUCH, MUCH MORE. 

····~················= 
i I •"Vi.a'Val I • • : Not For Everybody I 

---.....-.-= ·= $10.00 FOR 12 ISSUES $15.00 AIRMAIL • 

DON'T LEAVE HOME • Name -------------1-• 
• $23.00 FOREIGN I 

WITHOUT IT! 
•Address __________ ~ • • • 
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DAMAGE 

by Marian Kester 
THE 
SERVANT 
PROBLEM 

EXCESS 

NEW YORK: 

THE ONLY 
PLACE THAT 
MATTERS 

Everyone agrees : It is impossible to get decent help these days. Help of any kind. Not jusi servants, but wives, 
children, employees-not to mention once-obsequious races, classes and entire nations. There's no more 
respect for authority. A beautiful way of life has passed, alas, fa Belle Epoque, never to return . 

Al fault Is the American Disease. The US Is known and disdained worldwide as the place where everybody 
thinks he's just as good as anybody else. " All men are created equal," and so forth. What rubbish! Women 
should never have been taught to read or to come. Children should be seen and not heard. When deference 
breaks down, all is lost. Work hard , fear God and know your place. 

But the American Dream/Disease Is precisely to EXCEED your place. Americans are uppity, unrepentant and 
vulgar; they think somethlng's great just because millions of THEM llke It. They think the "middle class" Is the 
highest estate, and that they're all middle class. · 

With Americans, It's "democratic" lhfs and "popular" that. They seem to think they can create a world of 
Masters without Slaves. A most undlalectlcal concept! A Master Is nothing without his Slave. Americans also 
seem to think there Is no llmlt to how many humans society can afford-that Is, they are unable to understand that 
there Is a permanent SCARCITY of the materials required to produce human beings out of the raw biological muck 
that's churned out year after year. The many must be dispossessed In order that the few may enjoy Culture . .. 

You can't get decent help these days. You have to pay for it. No more something for nothing. A great pity. D 

To win and keep dominion, conquerlng ·tribes In the past had not only to outmaneuver or outnumber their vic
tims, but also to dazzle them psychologically. Enforcing the conceit that the victor's speech and customs were 
human (ie Superior), while those of the defeated were fit only for animals, constituted one excellent method for 
accomplish Ing this; one thinks of the Franks in Gaul, the Normans In Britain , the British in India. Thus the habits 
peculiar to the more fortunate tribe came to form an Instant aristocracy, a sort of cultural priesthood Into which 
only the most tractable of inferiors could ever be Initiated. , 

Where class structure was not simply the historical residue of a succession of conquests, but also a " natural" 
evolution within groups of afflnes, psychological fascination seems to have been even more lm.portant. What 
most fascinates the member of a superstitious, .subsistence economy Is, first of all , reckless bravery and, second 
of all, extravagance. Neither of these values-both of which have come down to us in the present day as attributes 
of The Age of Chivalry-could be afforded by the lower classes, who for eons were . treated, and treated 
themselves, as no better than oxen. Yet no society has ever existed without rituals in individuals whose survival 
value seems quite doubtful, but whose ability to act out the grandiose projections of the collective imagination is 
quite essential to social cohesion. I refer to sport, patronage of the arts and sciences, herQlc cults like the 
samurai and troubadour-knights, the Invention of fashion, the erection of great monuments and cathedrals, the 
grand game of war Itself. 

Whal makes a " natural" aristocracy? Plenty of armed men, surely, and control of the land. But what created the 
original fealty or loyalty around wblch coalesced the local aristocrats' relative and finally ABSOLUTE advantage? 
It may well have been some ancestral act of bravery and /or extravagance, an unforgettable GESTURE which cap-

. tu red the popular Imagination. Anthropologists have been able to observe a similar ongoing process among still
primitive peoples-the North American Indians, for example-whereby dominion is maintained through superior 
displays of senseless generosity (potlatch) . Nothing ventured , nothing gained. And on a more abstract plane, 
assuming existence to be a gamble rather than a safe Investment for sensible housewives, the greater the risk, 
the greater the reward . Thus It was that the ancient general's command of his legions of men was won by his own 
manifest preparedness to die for kith and kin . . . 

As we still live In class society, do we not see the "aristocratlzatlon" process going on around us? We do, but It 
has become pathetic , and where It Is not pathetic it Is thickly veiled . What Is the bizarre fascination with Jac
queline Ooassls but the allure of waste on a fabulous scale? (Also, of course, she was once the wife of a president 
whose slogan, rather than something prosaic like " The New Deal , "was "Camelot" and "The New Frontier.") 
What Is the tenacity with which the British cling to their royalty, their Queen-despite the f~ct that, as J. Lydon 
observed , "She ain't no human beln' "? 

The working classes surely cannot be expected to see the virtue of being kept down If there ' s no one worth 
looking up to . The. "conspicuous consumption" Thorstein Veblen despised at the turn of the century, rather than 
necessarily leading to a revolt of the toil Ing masses, may also have offered them the spectacle of Ille as pure play, 
pure mobility, pure contemplation. It demonstrated that Ille COULD be like that-for a mere handful at first, and 
then gradually for more and more. It was a vision of the state of grace, and It soothed the wearied eye and fired 
one's Imaginings. . . · 

Now that Wealth and Power keep a low, fearful profile and won ' t even admit to influencing (much less fixing) 
elections, class society has lost much of its luster. Indeed, If the ruling classes are so incapable of truly enjoying 
the fruits of their exploitation of our labor, why should these fruits not be handed over to those who can? We' re 
ruled by a clique of pinched-minded accountants. whose Idea of extravagance Is to generate bureaucratic cost 
overruns on mlssle components. They don' t even have the slightest conception of Sport. Games-by definition, 
activities with completely arbitrary, voluntary rules which produce nothing "useful"-matter more than anything 
else, yet this clique, In a flt of pique, just tried to sabotage the Olympics. 

The poverty of our rulers' Imaginations is exceeded only by their economic control over us. They look, act and 
smell like petty shopkeepers, while their empire is the most powerful that has ever existed on earth. We've got 
the worst of both worlds. D 

You might say the only TOWN that matters, but It goes without saying that the countryside doesn't matter. 
After World War Ill there will be nothing but countryside, okay? Until then, only things requiring effort matter. 

Urban Ille requires considerable effort. You have to overcome just about every supposedly inextinguishable In
stinct there is, and then Invent new ones. Cities contradict all the platltudes about human nature and confound all 
the commonsense notions about Inherent limits. Through cities you discover, simply, that the more intensely you 
live, the more Intensely you CAN live. 

New York Is the ultimate city, the City par excellence, the essence of Cltyness, the very definition of " city." 
Perhaps Its secret lnvorves sheer scale; ii certainly Involves DESIRE. New York Is the world's future If the world 
lasts long enough to develop, like a tumor, the future. It ls a filthy sauna In summer, a grimy Icebox In winter, a 
sewer crawling with two-legged scum that thrive on toxins. Much Is made of the crime rate, and considering the 
degree of sublimation at which New Yorkers live, It's a miracle they don't set upon and massacre one another 
without mercy. New York hosts more cockroaches per capita than Port-au-Prince, and It ls so far the only place 
where ACTUALLY HUMAN Ille Is possible. 

What Is It to be human, after all? To enjoy baseball, rhythm 'n' blues, Abyssinian kittens, bondage? All those 
things, yes, but to be human Is also to feel profoundly out of place In Nature. What other· species worries Itself 
neurotic over Infidelity, points of ecclesiastical doctrine or the Inevitability of death? The city was Invented to 
enable neurotics to get INTO feeling out of It. Provincials experience only vicariously, via TV , what urbanites ex-
perience as their dally lives . . . · 

So to be human Is to be alienated . New York is like a city of alien visitors sllll dazed with curiosity at their surreal 
surroundings." You can see It In their eyes. They are tourists In their own lives. With self-<:onsclousness at such a 
pitch, their acts become an act: Among New Yorkers you find an unequalled sense of drama, of Ille as theater and 
of themselves as choosing a role. · 

In the end It ls that freedom-to transcend yourself and the trivial Influences which, In combination, conspire to 
determine your course In Ille-that marks New York City. It ls a place to draw a free breath wrested from the grasp 
of Idiot Necessity. Nothing else but that breath, sweet as the exhaust fumes of paradise, Is worth fighting for. D 
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pie: Judy Steccon, Howard Devoto 
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MAGAZINE 
BY • THE • BOOI( 

::eg:i~~~'WJRE'H06~E102~ 1~':,~':nw/:ie~fc~O:~~d:ru~~~es 
other explosives are kept in a fort or a ship 3. The contents 
of a magazin.e, as a: An accwnulation of munitions of war b: 
A stock of provisions or goods 4. a: A periodical containin.g 
miscellaneous pieces (as articles, stories, poems), often 
illustrated b: A similar section of a newspaper, usu. 
appearin.g on Sunday 5. A supply chamber, as a: A holder in 

~~fo1::atJ:::,J;rb~TJ:ff[~'bt~:!~i: t~ftili:~1;1!fftes on 
a camera or for film on a motion picture projector 

by Chris Marlowe 

"We actually went through a dictionary once, and 
there were so many definitions for what 'magazine' 
was . . The obvious ones being like the gun and the 
paper, but also all sorts of things \Ike a 'magazlner,' 
who was a person who ran across town delivertng 
things, and all sorts of other different little concepts. 
In some small way, I suppose they were all ap· 
propriate." Barrie Adamson finished talklng and 
swung the big executive recliner chair to the side so 
as not to face the tape recorder any longer. Atlantic 
Records was using their West Coast offices on 
Sunset Boulevard to host an entire day of Interviews 
and photo sessions with Virgin recording artists 
Magazine, so every office had been pre-empted for 
the occasion. Since Magazine had granted time to·· 
everyone from xeroxed fanzines to Cream, there was 
the feeling of a giant Qame of musical chairs as band 
members were kidnapped from one Interview to sit In 
on another. Barrie's anecdote had been brought on 
by questions regarding Magazine's several person
nel changes. In response to attempts to detve 
beyond deliberately obtuse answers, John Doyle had 
offered, "As the name Infers, MagaZlne is a lot of 
changes that go on as the format remains the same.'' 
Currently, that format encompasses Howard Devoto 
(lyrics and vocals), Robin Simon (guitar), Dave For
mula (keyboards), Barrie Adamson (bass) and John 
Doyle (drums). It ls Robin's first time working with the 
band, John McGeoch having left to affiliate with 
Siouxie following the completion of The Correct Use 
of Soap. 1 

Meire subtle chan'ges are also underway. As John 
explalned·, "Before Soap, the emphasis was on 
Howard, because, well, it stands to reason. He's the 
front-man tn the band , so the attention focused on 
him from the audience, so people from the audience 
want to read about the front-man. Plus, th~ way 
songs were credited, he had more credits. Whereas 
In fact, songs as a whole were contributed by 
everybody, but whoever came up with the original 
Idea was credited. On Soap, it's 'Music by 
Magazine,' and just lyrics by Howard. That's his bit In 
the band. I play drums, he writes lyrics. And the 
music Is contributed by everybody. So we decided to 
change the emphasis. Magazine write the songs; 
Magazine do the Interviews." Obviously, It goes 
deeper than liner notes. There's a new democracy 
developing here as the band members come Into , 
their own. 

4. a: A periodical containing 
miscellaneous pieces (as articles, 
stories, poems), often illustrated 

Whether by cause or effect, Howard Devoto Is 
changing as well. The person who was dubbed "The 
Most Important Man Alive" by New Musical Express 
in England, and labeled cold, arrogant, lnaccesslble, 
difficult and/or oblique by almost every publicatlon, 
has found a new humanity within himself on one of 
his Introspective meanderings. EXactly one year ago, 
being backstage with Howard was a mildly nerve
racking experience. He had a way of looklng at peo
ple In short, Intense bursts, and he would pull a small 
notebook out of his jacket pocket at seemingly ran
dom moments to jot something down. His way of con
versing usually bailed down to Howard breaking Into 
one of the many silences with quiet, odd questions, 

and he maintained a noticeable physical distance 
from nearly everyone. He disappeared for hours on 
end, alone. The camaraderie among 1he other band 
members emphasized the Impression Devoto gave of 
being affectedly aloof and supercilious. By com
aprlson, the 1980 edition of the Howard Devoto 
legend is human. His Indirect way of speaking oow 
comes off as being cautiously thoughtful instead of 
contrlvedly Intellectual, and his quietness seems that 
of shyness and sensitlvlty. Whtie in Los Angeles, 
Howard actually went to two separate parties, and 
once even smlled on stage (both radical departures), 
and although he still rarely answers his telephone, 
he now pick~ up his messages. 

Interviews and conversations are possible now as 
well. "I've noticed that many people who are almost 
strlctly heavy metal fans also like Magazine,'' Devoto 
mused, while standing In a dim corner near the door 
of his manager's hotel room. Opinion stated, Howard 
hid his hands deeper Into his pockets and offered a 
half-smtle to the rug neaF his feet. Oddly enough, two 
seminal Influences on Howard were Iggy Pop and, to 
a lesser extent, John Lydon. They are practically the 
only musical lnfluences·that he will admit to, and in 
fact Devoto's first public appearance (Whtie - a 
member of the Buzzcocks) was opening for the Sex 
Pistols at a gig that he had helped to arrange. 

Two basic themes emerge from talks with Devoto. 
One Is his fascination with opposites; he admits to 
being heavlly Influenced In his writing by the Idea 
that "apparent opposites need each other to exist. It 
Is dlttlcull- to tell what opposites really are." The 
other is the par.allels drawn from seeing llfe as a fllm, 
which "Is a fairly enjoyable feeling." It ls also a 
theme that didn't really occur to him until touring 
America, perhaps because "so much of America was 

already familiar to me through TV and film, which 
made It that much more Interesting to actually ex
perience.'' Even Howard's lyrlcs are like explaining a 
photograph, a moment pregnant with emotlon that 
has been frozen In time to be studied. 

.S. b: A light-tight chamber for films or 
plates on a camel's or for film on a 
motion picture projector 

This recently developed visual awareness 
permeates the entire band and their live per
formance. "We had this backdrop created for us 
which was designed to add depth and perspective to 
the stage while we're actually playing.'' John paused 
In his description and folded his hands In his lap 
whl1e trying to get comfortable in the high-tech chair 
Atlantic had provided. 

He continued, carefully explaining, "What lt con
sists of Is, you know corrugated sheets of plastlc? 
They're clear plastic. So they were Ilka put together 
In the form of blinds. There 's about four across the 
back, then Inset about six feet forward are another 
two lots at either side, so you've got two there and 
one at the back, with, Ilka, a design which has been 
extended from the cover of the album. There's Ilka 
the arrows and the oval shapes across. '' 

"So Instead of It just being a blanket across the 
- stage with the lights down on us, there are llghts 
behind the screens, and also in front of the screens 
and above, so as to just make things seem a lot 
deeper than they actually are. It gives things more of 
a 3-0 quality, and It can change, because you have 
the lights in front and you can sort of switch them to 
the llghts In back so It creates a different perspec
tive . You have this sudden 'flick,' like that, you see?'' 

The cost of shipping this creation to America was 
prohibitive, however. Magazine are not even able to 
travel with their own equipment, a fact which con
tributed to the poor opinion the band had of their 
shows up until Los Angeles. 

"The previous performances [Vancouver and San 
Francisco) were pathetic," Robin proclaimed. The 
young ex-Ultravox guitarist generally avoids talking, 
but when he does he sets forth strong opinions. 
Reminded that the audience reception at both 
venues was enthusiastic, he sardonically quipped, 
"That's not our fault." Even the LA show didn't 
receive Magazine's total approval, due to the llmlta
tlons Imposed on them by the crew fllmlng them for 
the upcoming Copeland epic, URGH - A Music War. 
As Robin summarized the attitude of the promoters, 
"We weren'tthere to play. We were there to fllm.'' 

John concurred. "Had we been here just for a. 
show, we would have been at the Whiskey or 
something." 

"I don't Ilka playing clubs," objected Robin. 
''Don't you?'' asked an obviously surprised John. 
"No. I like playing h·a11s. I don't like small places. It 

gets too hot. And It's too, you know ... perfunctory. I 
like places Ilka the Santa Monica Civic." The enforc
ed contact of a tour Is a drastic way of breaking in -a 
new band member, but the straightforward 
disagreements seem to be accepted as a side effect 
of the beneflclal new blood. The dangers of strife are 
unimportant In this atmosphere of Invigorating 
energy levels. 

Continued on next page . •. 
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That night, Dave Formula stood in the pseudo
troplcal courtyard of the hotel, studying the astroturt. 
He amiably agreed that there Is an overall optimism 
and general upswing of activity within the band. 
"Fresh Input, Improvisation, Is good for us." He Is 
pleased with Soap and Its less claustrophoblc sound, 
and feels that a lot of credit is due to producer Martin 
Hannett. Hannett had not worked with Magazine 
since the very early "Spiral Scratch" days. "I was a 
bit afraid that It was a step back," Dave admitted. 
Qualms were assuaged when Martin helped turn out 
an album with an uncomplicated yet complete and 
full sound, recorded nearly live in the studio. 
Manager Raf Edmunds offered an explanation of the 
goals that everyone had In mind when the decision to 
record that way was made, but earlier that day John, 
probably more realistlcally, had said that the techni
que was due to the "circumstances of having to work 
quickly In order to make ends meet." John approved 
of the outcome, though: "It was a good drive as well. 
It made us a bit more on the ball.'' 

A more commercially successful band would not 
have to make these ccinslderatlons. They admit that 
they are barely above cult status, and, sure as they 
are that things are going to Improve, they are not 
discouraged by the way things are . John 
pilosophlzes, "It all depends on how long it takes 
people to catch up with us. There Is a problem there, 
but we couldn't exist without that problem . There'd 
be no point, really, if we just let people catch up.'' 

Half to hlmself, Robin objected, " I don't think peo
ple have to catch up with us." Then, more directly, 
" Are you saying Magazine's ahead of Its time?'' 

"No, I'm saying that time catches up with 
everything." John warmed to his subJect. "Our 
music's changing all the time. We don ' t fit In with any 
common denominator of whatever's popular at any 
given time. We exist outside of popularity . And we at
tract people who are the same way. People who llve 
without wanting to be part of the mass. Independents 
... You don't suddenly reach one age and decide to 
become independent, to become unfashionable. 
That's like, 'Okay, I'm going to be different, just like 
all the rest of my friends.' That's the yoke whereby to 

be an Individual you've got'to be part of the crowd. 
Which Is again a fashion. Hopefully, we just appeal to 
those people who go Just whenever It strikes them to 
be different. So they avoid being an Individual In a 
crowd and become-an entity. God, this Is getting to 
sound pretentious." One chorus of "Shot by Both 
Sides," please. 

The enthusiasm radiating from the band as they 
watch the world respond to their new album and 
three new singles (not tp mention the twelve-Inch -
one of the singles on orie side and two live songs on 
the other) Infects everyone at Atlantic . The exception 
Is Devoto, who allows himself to be pleased with 
reservations: "The Correct Use of Soap gets away 
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from It ... a bit, but much of the writing Is still . 
obsessed.'' The differences and slmllarltles Inherent 
In the new album are both apparent ln the lyrlcs to the 
first of the trilogy of singles, "Song from Under the 
Floorboards." Howard snarls with a newly subjective 
emotion as he almost chants an opening line destin
ed to go down In rock history: "I am angry, I am ill and 
I'm as ugly as sin./ My lrrltabllity keeps me alive 8.nd 
kicking." But later In the same song, Devoto slips In
to his familiar Jaded existentialism: " I used to make 
phantoms I could later chase, I Images of all that 
could be desired./ Then I got tired of counting all 
thes8-blesslngs. / Then I just got tired.'' The Stranger 
meets Dostoyevsky. Cosmic ennui comes easY for 
Devoto. 

Howard granted quite a few Interviews this tour, 
but he is stlll self-conscious and uncomfortable with 
them. He remembers the flurry of notice he received 
followlng the release of Real Life, and he remembers 
that he felt misrepresented and misunderstood by 
the press. During formal Interviews, Howard gently 
avoids giving d8flnlte answers, thus also avoiding be
ing pinned down, labeled ctnd llmited . He is an 
observer, a student rather than a teacher. Devoto is a 
better candidate for casual study than he is for inter
rogation; quletly charasmattc, he bears watching. For 
example, at the party in his honor that he attended, 
he spent nearly the entire evening sitting In the cor
ner of a porch off the kitchen. He wasn't bored, 
because he had an excellent view of the goings-on 
around him. Within an hour, however, his retreat 
became crowded as fans gathered to speak with him. 
By the end of the evening, Howard was holding court 
to a clrcle of interested subjects. 

Although more open than last year, Devoto sUll 
• retreats behind laconic, vague responses to direct 

confrontations from people. He sometimes even ap
pears frightened, a word that crops up frequently on 
Soap. Howard Is more relaxed In the company of one 
or two friends. Even in casual conversation, though, 
he avoids clear-cut answers to quest ions. Determin
ing musical directions to come Is perhaps best ap
proached by evaluating peripheral clues. For one, 
the band listens to quite a bit of dub reggae and the 
newer bands along the lines of Joy DlvJslon and Echo 
and the Bunnymen / Also, Devoto now plays guitar 
and saxophone, both on the album and live. Thirdly, 
"Thank You" Is an important song to Howard, and 
the live renditions of it contain a considerable 
amount of Instrumental improvisation. Lastly, there is 
a song called "The Book," the fllp side of "Thank 
You," which Is unlike anything else Magazine have , 
recorded. Basically, it is a spoken tale over a 
background of percussion and atonality. Howard in
sinuates that "The Book" is significant for prophesy
ing his musical future . As is usual when dealing with 
Devoto, draw whatever conclusions seem ap
propriate. 

The rest of the band is less given to evasive tactics. 
They are confident that they will continue developing 
along the lines drawn so far, but that everything else 
will change around them. As John ruminated, "It's 
very easy to get left behind by about •hree fashions, 
and a form of music Is only popular l r1 England while 
that particular fashion Is the vogue.'' 

1 Robin agreed, "Like Gary Numan and all that ... It 
becomes fashionable to be llke David Bowle. And 
Magazine Is not fashionable, not reall y.'' 

"You wake up one day and everybody's wearing 
trilbies and black J," John continued. "I don't 
know what It's going on to now. Psychedelic Is pro
bably the next one, but It's hard to tell. " After several 
minutes of eclectic discussion as to how the new "art 
school" bands. like Teardrop Explodes and Human 
League are the vanguard of psychedelia, John pro
claimed, ''Remember, we were there first, folks!'' 

Startled, Robin asked, "Psychedellc relates to 
Magazine?'' 

"Oh yeah," John assured him, then added a sup
plement to Webster's Unabridged: " We're all old 
hippies. Didn't you know?" D 
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by Arty Anarchy & Gene Pool ~Dem~ocratic=Conv~entio~n ...;;;.T~HE~GARDEN 
~RTY"~ .............. w.ho•w•lll .• be•t•he.11.rst.to·g·o·-· In NYC, GROUND MOBILIZA

TION FORCE Field Command 
Post In loft above Max's Kan
sas City. Loud music and Hell 's 
Angels guard the entrance 'tll 
4:00 every morning. Field 
Operations set up mlsslle sllo 
upstairs. 

...... __ Piiot acknowledges Red Alert _ ....... Piiot be//eres In the lnfall/-
blllty of computer technology _ . .... •.• • _ • .•• Piiot en route to Democratic 
Convention ...•....... Proceed with OPERATION FUCK-UP .......... . 
.••.•.... Repeat: Piiot w/11 proceed with OPERATION FUCK-UP ........ . 

New York City Infested with 
new rodent epidemic: The 

· t>emo-rats are here 

MSG: The Encircled C~mp -
no entrance - delegates 
-spread throughout _ the city to 
avoid detection ·:-: lmml!nlty · 
gra!!'~.d - ~o-,.,. . ~r:Jl~.I! · wlJ~ b~ 

testers did." 

Moonies out In full force. 

~-:-~--~~ 

AmeriCa weak. The presid-ent ~ 
are only playtng their part _; 
President Mouse.'' .?t&·,. 
"How do you feel about ·-a:?:.
vlolent overthrow of the '"- oi:l(r; I!· ,. e 
government?" turn1n"tt"' uS:.-'tRfO: 
"Which government?" alcoholics and"'' ,, 
" How about a violent overthrow then kicking us oOt; !V" .f&tp~i~~ " tO~ 
of the World Bank?" we go? Can we mov~ nt)_A.'0 "._.,,: «.-;::; .. " ,/''",~ ~~v,, .,~. ~ ... :« 
"The International conspiracy neighborhood? So here yoU ir~, .. 
has America by the balls. The - would you Hve here? ~~ 
US pays twenty-five million . ~V 
dollars a day in interest to the Spefld ~ight out surrounded tjf. 
Federal Reserve Banks to broken concrete. Wake up-'.:"at , 
cover the natlonal debt. Income dawn. A rat Is staring at(gi).;,..,>; 
taxes only pay the Interest on from two feet away. I mo~~f'~JO":• 
the national debt. The lnte1na- runs across Gene's arm •"ahd-,,•1•: 
tlonal conspiracy wants the US vanishes in rubble. • :..::--).., 
to get into another war ' ? 
because they'll make a lot of "•' N 
money and America wlll go 
bankrupt. They want to keep 
America weak. I told my sori 
that if he were drafted, I'd 
shoot him In the foot." 

The Internationalists 
economic predators - the eat
or-get-eaten phllosophtcal im
perative of the amoeba. 

Trllateral Commission, 345 East 
46th St., New York, NY 10017. 

vote AGM 109 and AGM 868, 
the Independent Nuclear Can
didacy for President, a truly 
dynamic duo." 

Dan Rather walks by, sees CM 
candidates getting shuffled off 
stage. Stops for a moment, but 
realizes It's too dangerous to 
put on the air and runs off. . . ' ~·· ..... 

. Moments tater, a cop ap:
proaches CM candidates ta.king·. 

·· a: breather on th.e -.corner -

Thursday, CM candidates 
emerge for acceptance 
speeches. Bypasser: "Hey, I 
saw you guys on ABC news 
last night - you made national 
news. '' 
Woman correspondent: 
'.' M~f!ile . people - <!Id y~u 
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Why don't they just move the show to Reno and play 
a presidential slot machine? That way, maybe, by 
chance, every once in a while, we might get lucky 
and get a president we could take seriously. · 

celebration. 

Proceed with OPERATION 
FUCK-UP: 
Time: 11 :59 pm 
Place: Seventh Avenue at 32nd 
Street - crosswalk in front of 
Madison Square Garden 
Huge traffic jam - taxis, tlmos, 
buses, dele·gates and VIPs -
Gene strategically stalls 
GROUND MOBILIZATION 
FORCE - five cops surround 
- blocks center lane for fifteen 
minutes - under hood playlng 
with distributor, laughing -
cops get nervous - cruise 
missile shining under movie 
lights - "SURVIVAL 
OBLIVIOUS" written on side of 
truck - crowds walking around 
truck to cross Seventh Avenue 
- one cop getting enraged, 
another trying to help start the 
engine - Gene reconnects coll 
and drives oft. 
Hungover thoughts, morning 
after Garda.ci Party: 
The real candidates in the elec
tion this year are the media. 
Throughout both conventions, 
the opposing media factions 
were battling for the Number 
One spot. Who wins? They all 
lose - suckers to the polltlcal 
parties for wasting so much 
money and man-hours to two of 
the most nondescript, boring 
conventions In years. 
Well, we're lucky - there 
aren't any LEADERS running 
this year - only amateurs -
nobody who could really 
change things, except possibly 

to blunder us Into a war -
which they all could do -
seems lne.vltable - p"lead -
social annihllatlon. 

For the atypical citizen, there Is 
apathy ahead - four more 
years of the same ol.d shit - a 
silent dissonance that means, 

1 when the war brea~s out, we'll 
probably lose. 

The donkey's ass: No one 
mentioned the hostages all 
week - they've been shelved 
for a whlle - one wonders if 
they.'11 get absentee ballots In . 
November, or just give up and 
become Iranian citizens. 

Friday's headline, New York 
· Post: "Best of Enemies," 

above photo of Carter lunging 
lo shake Ted's h8nd. 

It doesn't take a LEADER -
just a following - the two par
ties are a bunc,h of groupies. 

Biiiy Carter was the hit of the 
convention, and he wasn't even 
there - · making deals with 
Libya - the hated ' government 
of Muammar el-Ouaddafl, who • 
has ruined the tnternatlonal 
conspiracy's plot there and has 
made such progressive laws as 
(renters, take note). "The 
house belongs to he who lives 
in It." We need Biiiy for comic 
relief - could you Imagine 
H.R. Haldeman telllng the 

' press he took that hundred 
grand from the campaign fund 
and, "I buried It and .the ants 
ate It"? 

Carter buys MX - five months 

ago he bought 4500 cruise 
mlssiles for four-and-a-half 
bllllon dollars - for the same 
"Umlted nuclear war" he wants 
to fight using the MX - what 
will he do with leftover cruise 
missiles? Sell them in army 
surplus star.es around the 
country? 

Plead Self-incrimination. 
Verdict: Guilty of self
preservation - survlval mode. 

P~ople don't question what the 
media put out anymore - why? 
Because they can't 8.sk their 
TV sets. 

"Reliable sources say 
mmmmmmmmmmmmmm.'' 

Jimmy Martyr vs Ronny Ray
gun - given two other cao
dldates would it be any dif
ferent? What can you do? Take 
a vacation In Libya? When the 
protestors go home, the news 

media vomit on the election 
and the Ground Mobilization 
Force dumps its missile on the 
Rose Garden - what Is the un
biased American' supposed to 
do? Go to work, do drugs -
the norm? Go Incognito - join 
the corporations - support 
whatever · bullshlt cause you 
know won't get anywhere? Isn't 
that what the Ameircan 
dissenter Is all about - the 
ultimate failure? We aren't go
ing to get anywhere - one 
veteran protester said to me, 
"I! voting ever changed· 
anything, they'd outla"! It . -

that goes for protesting too." 
Let's burn the Constitution, not 
as a Protest, but as a sacrifice 
- It's not for us to try and save 
America - we're here to ruin 
America - that's our evolu
tionary purpose - right? Aren't 

!we all pitching ln? Anything 
! we'd try to do now would only 
j be cosmetic - America has to 
1 fall in ruins - that's the evolu
tion of clvllization - who can 

1 protest evolution? Arty Anarchy 
says, "The sooner America 
falls, the better." Go ahead 
Jimmy, Ronny - take us for a 
dive 

There aren't any LEADERS running this year -
nobody who could really change things - except 
possibly to blunder us into a war - seems inevitable 
- plead - social annihilation. 

.........•••••...•..... Record mode off ........ .....•......... Red alert 
continues ......••.••......... Intrepid GROUND MOBILIZATION FORCE 
fast-forward tows.rds •.•.•...................... . . • ... 1600 Pennsylvanla 
Avenue, Washington DC, regardless of consequences • ••............. • •• 
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THE STONE San Francisco Appearing At {1 

THE KEYSTONES Sun.,October5 

Fri., Oct. 10 

415 Records Party with ~ 
SVT *THE UNITS* VKTMS 

Fri., Oct. 17 

NO SISTERS* EYE PROTECTION 

Sat., Oct. 18 ~ 

THEGOGO'S ~ 
RUBBER CITY REBELS 
PETER BIL T ~THE EXPRESSIONS 

Thurs., Oct. 23 h ~ 
STIFF-LITTLE FINGERS ~ 
Sun., Oct. 26 

CABARET VOLTAIRE 

-. PLASMATICS 

Fri., Oct. 17 

THE GOGO's 
RUBBER CITY REBELS 
LLOYDS 

ft Sun., Oct. 19 . 

BEST OF KSAN 
RISING STARS 

Wed., Oct. 22 

STIFF LITTLE FINGERS 

Sat., Nov. 1 

XTC * SKAFISH 

Sat., Nov. 15 

THE STRANGLERS 
THE ALLEYCATS 

Fri., Nov. 21 THE SLITS 

~ 

KEYSTONE BERKELEY 
2119 UNIVERSITY-841-9903 

Sun., Oct. 19 

THE GOGO'S 
THESQUARESOTHEBLOK 

Sat., Oct. 25 
On Rough Trade 4J, -

from England 
CABARET VOLTAIRE 
YOUNG MARBLE GIANTS 
(only Bay Area 
Club appearanc,e) 

(on Rough Trade from England) Thurs., Nov. 13 
. - ~ THE STRANGLERS 

Fri., Nov. 7 GANG OF 4 ~ . THE ALLEY CATS , 

Fri., Nov. 14 sun., Nov, 23 
THE STRANGLERS 0 THE ALLEY CATS THE SLITS 
Sat., Nov. 22 z:}
THE SLITS ~ 
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Synthesizers-kits & assembled 
Studio quality / Compatible ./ 
Precise Modular 

Write or call for free catalog 

Ultra versatile / 

Affordable 

Serge Modular 
Music Systems 
572 Haight, SF Ca 94117 
415/621-6898 
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Velvet Underwound and th!! Sioog6s. ;'the : .& , c1<:: '!'iis.1~ :;: 9~·ry.ryqF- exist ·:: · :~ 
new scene contradictorily . attempted to ·1he·lac)vof·aud1ence. and · .\ 

. locate· Itself on lts own ground, reject the ·:.wave: acis:<have to go .·~ 
English lead and find Its own voice. • eta- ls no choice. R'ock'n'rcill ·::: 

The nou.velle vague also distinguished . ha • 'ways been conside(ed rls- :: 
· 11$elf by .a rejection of ttte radical ge.f\eratlon · q"-!'• rls~y o boot. ComJneriJlalization is " 
ot '68 and Its defeated revolutlopary politics. the inevitable goa,J ,. Wheth·er a band takes the 
Too many o.f the elder :enrages appeared to rou~higning with a big company or an in-
the kids ot \en years later as a P.atnet)c sub- de'pe[ident label. . · .· · 
culture of disillusioned social 6ur{laucra1s • •. · · · • · •... 
and Whl!e.-collar \llO(l(er'1-. Unlfke {hei( .me1e 
romantic British counterparts Who; we:re~ 
gleefully equating rock with anarchy, Fre11ch 
punques found a less. political expression. 
For the most part, they eluded the question 
of politics altogether, addres.slng their' · 
alienation In more private terms:Today, t~1s · 

L ·tendency stipws Itself In .a .. fcindne.ss f 
: . a·· . ''.clean" lm~gery ·aod behaviot·: tiJl! '. P.~rlsla. 

·. · · · . · new wav.e· .scene ... e·sp11ctally; :1s- {li.ar~~q :liy. 
· · · · · · kihd ·of ·conformist . moderrilsl'n:< ll<b<lrto 

N ·o·u· v.e· 1 .. 1·. e· . ::_.. 'heavily t~iim . a ceftain·lcidl( 0r.:11i:e: ~~ '.(wh 
ci>nies' as mu<:tt tr<lm . tri!l · ~C:>ii~i(?!: .oro· 

. from ·taad.hl'.>US!>'·(OCJ<); . setS.·itself.:tP.· 
. · . . :sharp anc;i :tnfjltra!e .ihe :wciitit :Ot.:v~i1~iii'""""'-"""'"" 
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eve een comf~rtabJY ipstitu:: . 
ce. It was oniy qulie recenl- · 

panles wefe taken by the 
· piosion ·and developed 
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What's happened to France's most hard-core 
punk band? They've gone back to their roots, back 
to rock'n'roll. They're llving in England now, but 
signed to Underdog, a new French label started by 
Marc Zermati (organizer of the first French punk 
festlval In Mont de Marsan in 1976). This Is their 
most serious Interview to date, so we deliberately 
didn't transliterate the sounds of cllnklng glasses 
and popping corks. Consider the following as a 
"temporary truth"-thelrs In 1980. 

Metal Boys are Erle Debris (vocals). Pat and Her
man Schwartz (guitars) and Karl Urbler 
(keyboards). 

When did you decide to live 
in London? 
Eric: After our first concert in 
London, we understood we 
could do something over 
there and if we stayed in 
France, we would go 
nowhere. Until lately, 
everything that's happened 
for us has come from 
England. We Played our first 
concerts there In May '77, 
four months after our first 
concert In Paris at the Golf 
Druout. We went to see 
Rough Trade, who distributed 
our first slngle In the UK, and 
we knew they would ap
preciate what we were doing. 
They signed us to do a 45 
which we recorded at 
Brighton in November, 1977. 
In France, all that the com
panies proposed was the 
same old rip-off contract they 
offered any other band, plus 
we had this reputation as 
"polltlcal pu11ks." Like, we 
finished all the TV shows we 
did with our fists up. We 
played "Anarchy In the UK" 
that created "Ana re hie en 
France." After the release of 
our second 45, we played 
again In England where It 
began to work for us. Finally, 
we made the mistake of go
ing back to Paris for money. 
Now, although we've signed 
with Underdog, Marc Zer
mati's label, we will be In 
France only periodically . 
We've also founded a produc
tion house called Byzance, 
the name we signed the 
Underdog contract In. 

ference between Metal BOys 
and Metal Urbain. 
Eric: All I was writing In the 
beginning was anarchist 
manifestos or porno texts. 
Herman: I listened to those 
first numbers again, it's pure 
dialectic. 
Karl: Metal Boys want to be a 
human band, in rapport with 
everyday life. The opposite of 
a strictly political band who 
see thlngs as a whole and 
from a strictly polltlcal point 
of view. The themes we are 
interested In now are the 
ones of everyday llfe, slmple 
things. Speaking of alcohol 
as well as girl friends. 
Eric: Less cold songs, less 
dlrectly political, but more 

Sexist? 
Eric: Nol 
Karl: Phallocratlc. 
Eric: Neither one! More ... 
Herman: Agricultural. (laughs] 
Eric: When Clede Panik, our 
previous singer, left the band 
and I replaced him, Karl now 
taking my place on 
keyboards, we diversified ouri 
subjects, being aware that wet 
could speak of a lot of things 
seemingly without im
portance', but only In ap
pearance. 
Doesn't this ne'w direction 
make the group much more 
conventional, more normal? 

that we're not saying we want 
to touch everyone and are 
not going to prosltitute 
ourselves to sell records. 
Karl: We can be drunk, but 
not whores! 
It seems you've always been 
In trouble with the French 
rock press? 
Herman: It's true, however 
we've been elected Group of 
the Year by them. This said 
they are Just people who 
know nothing and have opin
ions on everything . 
Eric: They wait for an event 
and can't manage to provoke 
one themselves. They 
swallow all the tricks we 
prepare for them . · 

How are you working In 
England? 
Eric: As a production house; 

we're working with people 
who . are going to set up a 
press agency which wltl work 
like the American ones. Also, 
we will hire ou( managers 
and publlc relations people. 
We'd like to start a video 
house because video should 
ease the relations between 
bands and clubs or concert 
managers, avoiding the 
transfer of materlel and per
sonnel. 
Can you expand on the Idea 
behind the production house? 
Erle: We want to go further 
than just to be signed by a 
record company. We want to 
promote original groups and 
we already have the material 
resources. for an eight-track 
studio In London. Firstly, 
we'll have to produce groups 
with commercial potentlal as 

we'll need money. If you wanl 
to do a good job, you need 
money. If you want to be 
heard, you need It too. Look 
at Rotten, he can say any 
kind of shit he wants and 
he'll be heard because of all 
the business things behlntt 
him. But there's another 
reason I'm personally In
terested. It's to create and 
handle sounds. ·working at 
the mix . In fact, I've almost 
produced the whole of all our 
previous records. 
Any last words? 
Karl: [emerging from an 
ethyllc coma] With the 
royalties from Dr. Mix, we'll 
buy motocycles. 
Eric: Harley-Davldsons. 
Herman: I'll buy an am
bulance and I'll drive behind 
to g8.ther the bits. 

What's the reason behind the 
group's three names? 
Eric: It's a position vis-a-vis 
ourselves and also vis-a-vis 
the business. We were not in 
a position to record demos of 
Metal Boys, so we used old 
tapes or old numbers, and 
ripped off the record com
panies. In fact, we sold them 
something .that really didn't 
exist, just to make a few 
bucks and laugh about It. And 
It worked! On the other side, 
we think the concept of a 
group Is too limited. I've 
always Hked the possiblllty of 
having different products 
made by the same people. To 
tell the truth, Metal Boys wlll 
be our real group, Metal Ur
bain and Dr. Mix being more 
subservient. We'd like to do 
one LP each year for every 
group. We released the Dr. 
Mix one last year and should 
have a Metal Urbain one on 
the market soon. For Metal 
Boys, we're doing a 45 with 
"Slippln 'n' Slidln'," a Little 
Richard cover. 

·Eric: It's not the way we see· 
it. We can show as much Im
agination and persuasion with 
a simple theme, such as 
repairing big shoes, as with 
the llluslon of destroying the 
establishment. The revolution 
with songs is pure Illusion . 
Starting from here, we don't r----------------------------....;1.... ___ .:..__ 

Herman: In France, it'll be 
called "Cafe Sale." ["Salted 
Coffee"] 
How did you record the Dr. 
Mix album? 
Erle: It was created during Ju
ly and August, '79 in my 
parents' kitchen. They were 
on vacation. First, we did the 
basic tracks, Herman and J, 
then Karl, Pat and I did the 
singing and final mix in 
August, all on a four-track Re
Vox. then I took the tape to 
England and they flashed on 
It. Rough Trade got It out and 
sold 3000 copies in England. 
It 's not released in France 
and probably will never be. 
Let's talk about the dlf-

have a precise message to 
deliver anymore, but only the 
need to speak of dally things 
with a maximum of sensibili
ty. 
Herman: Metal Urbain was a 
concept group with a soclal 
and unified conscience. A 
group with a common goal. -
Now, we're a group of in
dividuals with different cons
ciences and different roots or 
Influences. We want to ex
press ourselves Individually 
inside a group, without draw
ing up a collective and fused 
opinion. This ls .going to be 
the effort over the next few 
months-how we're going to 
achieve the synthesis of our 
Influences. 
Karl: We're still a young 
band, despite appearances. 
We'll be more efficient, 
though, In a few months. And 
we are very confident that 
we'll hit something If we all 
work together. 
What's going to be the thing 
that gives you a rapport be~ 
tween the publfc and your 
music? 
Karl: We feel llke doing 
things that are going to tune 
people In because the song 
wlll please them, and not to 
play on a polltlcal Imagery 
that we could give Indepen
dent of the music. 
Herman: We address our 
music to lndlvlduals, not the 
mass. 
Yes, but most bands start 
from the opposite direction 
and arrive at the same point 
wh'ere all they want to do Is 
make good songs. 
Herman: With the difference 

Suicide RomeO·-L•<P•••···· 
Suicide Romeo are Pierre Godard (guitar, 

vocals), Frederic Godard (drums), Jean-Louis 
Wlmsber (bass) and Michel Bellocq (guitar). All 
were members of the punk band 1984. They are 
also temporarily joined by saxophonist Danlel 
Brunetti, usually with Tokow Boys. Suicide Romeo 
are a year old and their story Is the story of French 
new wave; how the caterpillar changed Into the 
butterfly. First album on ZE Records. If you like 
melodles and grays ... 

The band preferred their comments be un
credited to any specific member. 

What did punk mean to you? 
It's been important in the 
sense that It broke down and 
cleared away a lot of things. 
In the sense that we began to 
create the music we wanted 
to play. There was this explo
sion of new groups and most 
of their different members 
were friends or came from 
the same college. Groups llke 
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What kinds of things were 
you doing before Artefact? 
Eric: We were asking 
ourselves, each one In his 
corner, what we were going 
to do. When we stopped ask
ing, we started playing music. 
Artefact Is an organism, a 

part entlere, and every one of 
Its parts has two feet, two 
hands and a head. Our steps 
are progressive; we arie at 
that period which Is pre-
concert, and we don't expect 
to be ready to perform for 
another few months at least. 

Artefact 
Artefact are a relectlng prism composed of 

several facets; their function Is to Intercept all that 
travels through their sphere, from Inter-stellar 
dust to cultural stereotype, to decode It, then 
return It In images and air waves, transformed and 
encapsulized. Everything Is susceptible to their 
cold and scientific minds (they even turn the com
munist hymn "The Internationale" Into a 
mechanical Tyrollan chant). When we saw them, 
they were still rTieo, but who knows how the 
atomic bombardment of different Information Is 
going to change them? Their only defense Is 
humor, b.ut It's also their best weapon. Avoid them 
U you hav8ri•t a sense of humor, never forgetting 
that humor can kill, too. 

Angel Face, Metal Urbain, 
Stinky Toys, Asphalt Jungle, 
Stryke Up etc. 

What Influences you at this 
time? 
A lot of different things. 
Psychedelic groups like 
Shadows of Knight, Standells, 
The Seeds, ? and the 
Mysterlans before 1976. 
Then, the New York scene 
and people like Televlslon, 
Eno, Bowle. We've also been 
strongly Impressed by certain 
kinds of movies; Japanese 
masters mostly, like Ozu. In 
his movies, everything Is in 
the colors, the faces; there Is 
little action, everything Is 
very Intimate. 
Old you go to university? 
No, we dropped out of high 
school and decided to stick 
completely to music, working 
on the side or living at home. 
Frederic and I are from Paris, 
Jean-Louis and Michel come 
from another part of France. 
They studied to find a Job, 
and when they came to Paris, 
they felt like strangers. They 
didn't listen to the same 
things as we did, music from 
the 70s: Roxy Music, Mick 
Ronson, NY Dolls, also Talk
ing Heads. 

You guys are one of the few 
bands to have toured outside 
of Paris, In the French pro
vinces. There's always a kind · 
of prejudice against the pro
vincial public, as If It was 
undeveloped .. 
That's right. In the provlncea:. 

pie: Xavier Lambour 

you can meet a lot of people 
you wouldn't expect to see In 
Paris , people less 
sophisticated , less blunted 
and more receptive. There is 
a whole public, very young, 
~altlng for something new 
which It can't get out of the 
usual hard- or blues-rock. 
Sometimes It's funny, but we 
have the Impression that 
we' re "educating" them In 
the sense that we're showing 
them som,thlng different. 
Last year, during our first 
tour [twenty dates throughout 
France], it wasn't that easy. 
Our sound was very new for 
their ears and we were not 
very well received. It was too 
surprising, our very clean 
sound. We were the first, 
with Marie et les Garcons, to 
strive for a real clean, clear 
sound In our music. The pro
blems of touring were enor
mous, but we toured until 
June, '79, then we rehearsed 
until we recorded the album 
In December. 

You recorded the LP at 
Nassau In the Bahamas. 
Wasn't Eno going to 
produce? . 
We had really good recording 
conditions there. In France, 
we wouldn't have had a real 
chance to do a good Job 
because most of the time 
they don't take the groups 
seriously, considering them 
amateurs. Good rock pro
ducers are very rare. The fact 
that we signed with ZE 
Records Is because Michel 

Maurice: It was good for us to 
perfect the Artefact sound 
since our first 45. We ob
viously made some mistakes, 
but I think we are already 
making something unique. 
So how would you define 
your style of music? 
Eric: You can't stick an eti
quette on it or a lot of Marx
o Id eclecticism; neo
conformlsm, gadget wave, 
post-modern what else? 
We are a llttle plagiarist when 
It comes to other people ' s 
Ideas. 
Maurice: There are no pure 
Ideas in fact. And we think 
the societies of copyright , 
llke the SACEM in France 
are, according to that, com
pletely out of date and an 
obstacle to the evolution of 
music. Like Descartes said, 
"Nothing is created, 
everything Is changing." 
Jean-Paul: The future will be 
primitive. In the right sense. 
In what sense Is that? 
Jean-Paul: In the sense that 

,we're gonna have to get rid 
of ail sorts of things, like old 
Institutions, old taboos, moral 
orders, In order to make a 
place for a state close 
enough to the one preceding 
clvlllzatlon. 
Eric: We'd like to be 
transparent, reflecting feel
ings and behaviors that are 
more contradictory, maintain
ing a coherence In the music 
and the Image we present. 
We all exalt all the contradic
tions which are Implicit In the 
media we use. Incoherence Is 
part of our ethic. What we 
can't control, we Incorporate 
Into our aesthetic, as a kind 
of hlstorlca1 ·resldue. 
So, materially, what does that 
mean? 
Maurice: Use new media, like 
video, as much as possible. 
Eric: And turn them away. In
tegrate tons of signs or 
references-they can be 
references to classlca\ music, 
rock, variety, serial music -
mix It into the function of the 
theme we choose, make it 
cook frantically and get it out 
as a commercial and 
coherent proposition. " Be
Bop Logic," our A-side song, 
Is an example of It. It's dlf· 
ferent cuts from the 50s, 60s 
and 80s. 

Esteban [ZE's manager in 
France] was really concerned 
and Involved in what we 
wanted to dp. About Eno, as 
everyone knows, he decided 
to drop music production for 
a while, and finally Alex 
Sadkln produced us. Perhaps 
that was best for us 'cause 
we had rehearsed for all 
these months and our songs 
were so .worked out all we 
needed was a .good sound 
engineer and that was the 
kind of job Alex did. We did 
an album that was completely 
rock'n'roll In Its mix, without 
bias, with the Idea that peo
ple would rediscover on 
stage what they heard on the 
record. 

On stage, there's a very com
ic side to you, almost asex
ual, at the opposite pole from 
most rock.groups. 
It's exactly the basis of the 
name: Suicide Romeo is a 

· person within two poles, each 
nulllfylng the other. On one 
side, the violent and neurotic 
side oi suicide; on the other, 
the side of the heart, of 
romanticism. It allows a per
sona who can touch the 
future, past or present, who 
can be sad or funny, some
one androgynous. We don't 
think Suicide Romeo Is a syn
th esl s of the different 
characters of each member. 
We play a lot on the Im· 
precise parts of things, on 
their undefined side. Our 
music speaks at the level of 
the head, the heart, and It's 

Maurice: In following their 
logic to the extreme, all 
media Interest us. Nothing 
displeases us a priori, any 
sign or mood or movement. 
It's only the way that you ap
procich It that can be criticiz
ed. 

Jean·Paul: But we want to do 
that with humor. The dose of 
humor Is Important for us. 
Humor Is the distance you 
put between you and things. 
Are you Interested In world 
events? 
Eric: Completely. If you listen 
to our lyrics, we wrote a song 
called " Russians Attack" that 
talks about a Russian inva
sion. Coincidentally, they in
vaded Afghanistan; our song 
was written before this hap
pened . 
You have the partl-prls of 
Information? 
Maurice; Yes, but In the 
sense of manipulating the Im
ages in people's heads. To 
disconnect the images and 
control them our way. 
Eric: And use it as pure Illu
sion. We don't think that TV 
news Is anything but com-

. plate Illusion, too. Just a puz
zle of signals completely In
tegrated at any given hour-X 
in people's lives, desensitiz
ing them. A real disconnec
tion. 
Jean·Paul: Information has 
become a product. As a pro
duct, It must be the strongest 
possible, but it must also 
desensitize and accustom 
people to receiving this pro· 
duct without influencing their 
temper of consumer. This is 
not the way we llke to 
assume realltles, by timed 
cuts. This Is not the true 
reality . · 
Eric: Like the illusion of a 
new cold war, ·whereas there 
has never been a detente at 
all. Or, the episodic fear of a 
third world war. There won't 
be a world war at all, or if 
there Is, we're still living it 
and we are the laboratory 
animals of this modern war. 
Who has the power In this 
war? 
Jean-Paul: That's the ques· 
tion - who gets the power? 
We always live in a universe 
like, you know, these pic
tures and there is !nether 

based essentially on the 
evocation of images or im
pressions. We're more "lm· 
presslonlsts" than "expres
sionists." We play with the 
atmospheres more than with 
the movements. Our first LP 
is about visions and cameras. 

After Nassau, you went to 
New York City. Did you like 
it? 
What pleased us in the States 
was the relationship we had 
with other musicians. They 
accept you there without any 
kind of prejudice, no matter 
who you are or what country 
you come from . In France, 
everyone wants to . judge, 
have an opinion, before they 
decide If they can get along 
with you. In France, we easlly 
·have complexes. 

What's your relatJonshlp with 
the local music scene 7 
We' re not interested anymore 
In the music scene. We 
speak too much of music, 
record deals and releases. 
Ttte more Interesting people 
are Marquis de Sade, though 
they are maybe a little too in
tellectual. There's a lot of 
good things going on In 
France now, a lot of good 
will, but the way things are 
settled puts It down. It seems 
there is a new kind of rela-. 
tlonshlp between kids and 
their parents. The relatlon
shlp Is not based anymore on 
a conflict of generations. It 
looks like the children want 
to do something and their 
parents understand, and try 
to help them. 
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picture In It but quite the 
same and so on, repeated 
again and again, smaller and 
smaller. It's continually run
ning away and you never 
reach the end of It, logically. 
There's an idea of power In 
·ii. 
Eric: Well , I think we ~ave the 
power In each one of us. 
So what are you looking for? 
Being a musician or having 
power? 
Eric: Music has always been 
a search for power, every 
kind of music. In this sense, 
we are more musicians than a 
rock'n'roll group like 
Telephone. We're not doing 
music but we are the only 
musicians. That's the way 
David Bowie acted, too. 
Maurice: The music risks to 
be In the future, it's a 
strategic weapon. It can play 
an enormous role on this 
level. Other arts, too. 
Eric: This Is the Idea we are 
working with when we work 
with Gregory Davidoff, who is 
a Hungarian dissident and 
formerly of the mythic group, 
the Splons. In fact, music has 
always had this role 
throughout the ages. Art In 
general, too. Look at Dada, 
and the relations between 
Paris/Berlin and 
Paris/Moscow during the Sur
realist period. Or the counter
culture In the 60s. It's pure 
manlpulatlon. What was going 
on during the 60s was that 
the baby boom generation 
had to go through this so
called llberation to accept or 
stand the fact that they were 
going to end their lives as the 
mlddle·clas~s people they 
have become. N-ow it 
shouldn't be conflict of 
generation anymore. Future 
Is primitive. We are the in
verse of the 60s. We're gon
na be exactly what our 
parents are - like in 
medieval societies, In a 
society of castes, the son of 
the lronsmith will be an 
lronsmlth too. 
How does the record 
business flt into your 
scheme? 
Maurice: Business is 
manipulated by its own im
age. It 's just an integrated 
part of a whole. It has a defin
ed function. We accept It, and 
we don't pose It In terms of 
good or bad. It's a machine 
one must use Just as It uses 
us. Everybody uses 
everybody. 
Jean·Paul: The public has Its 
role and we have ours. We 
don't want to educate or to 
express anything. We're just 
a mirror. . 
Eric: This is nee-conformism. 
Nothing has changed. They 
look at us, we look at them. 
So there's no possibility of 
real choice? Is everybody 
stuck In his function? 
Jean-Paul: Nobody can really 
maintain his role completely 
-somedays I refuse to 
assume mine. 
Maurice: That's the dif
ference between biological 
life and mechanlcaf · llfe
there are always deviations. 
Jean-Paul: It's also a role not 
to assume one's function ... 
to assume It Is the only way 
to have any freedom of 
choice. "Choice Is nothing 
but the pressure of necessi
ty." [Neitzsche] When you 
are conscious of It, you can 
actually have a choice. 
Eric: We also have a strong 
relationship with chance. 
Most of the time, what you 
are saying Is Interpreted dif
ferently by the people receiv
ing It. You can say anything 
that goes through your mind, 
it's never anything at all. 
Look at Dali. We take into ac
count this side of relations. 
It's maybe the most In
teresting thing. There are as 
many interpretations as there 
are people listening. One day 
or the other, there will be as 
many Artefacts as people 
listening to Artefact. • 
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Modern Guy 
Modern Guy, started In early 1979, are 

Guillaume (vocals and lyrics), Jean-Francois 
(bass), Yahn (guitar and tyranny), Eric (drums) and 
Phlllipe (saxophone) 

Though their name is on everybody's tongue, 
they have rarely played In concert. Now that their 
first LP, recorded in New York under John Cale's 
production, has been released, they should be 
seen more frequently, perhaps even touring the 
US. They form an essential part of the "clean 
movement" In French new wave. Their object is to 
ally the guts and energy of rock'n'roll with the icy 
visions of the new age music. After starting with 
the Dorian label, their new affiliation is with 
Celluloid which Is distributing their record Une 
Nouvelle Vie. 

How dfd you get together? 
Gutllaume: I met Yahn and 
both of us wanted to do 
something. We had stmltar 
tastes In music, for people 
Ilka the Velvet Underground, 
Stooges, Roxy Music, James 
Brown, O. Redding or Eno. 
Jean-Francois and Phillipe 
Were old schoolfellows I 
hadn't seen for years. We 
crossed paths haphazardly. l 
called them and told them to 
bring their instruments. They 
came and brought a drummer 
with them. Before, we had 
done some very simple tunes 
with Yahn. He's the prlncipal 
composer, and the tyrant of 
the group. 

to be ripped off. We want to 
do something of quality, to 
give a tight show and not 
something half-done. 
How do you see your stage 
show? 
Guillaume: We want to avoid 
all the sophistication of these 

How did your album come to 
be produced In New York b 
John Cafe? 
Guillaume: I knew John 

When we began, there were a 
lot of people who disliked us 
and found us pretentious, for 
the good and simple reason 
that we didn't play a lot on 
stage because we didn't want 
to tour in bad conditions. 
When they· saw us, we had 
been together for three mon
ths and weren't in shape. 
Now, the same people come 
up to us and give us big slaps 
on the back. We were right, 
doing things the way we did 
them. We made it quickly, 
wlth a maximum exigence, 
and it may be an example, 
mostly in France where the 
groups are ripped off by 
everybody or go astray ln 
doubtful things. In France, 
you have two things, an uttra
Parisian cllque who decide 
what's going to work and, on 
the other side, people who 
are stlll Into hard rock. Some 
groups, like us, want to be In
dependent from both these 
poles. It's the only way. 

"/ constantly feel attracted by situations or people 
on the edge. That's the way I try to live. I like unsafe 
situations." Guillaume, of Modern Guy 

What other groups do you 
Ilka? 
Gulllaume: We owe much to 
the Stinky Toys, for example. 
We like Artefact too. Suicide 
Romeo. 
Where did you play your first 
gigs? 
Guillaume: Finding concerts 
in Paris when you are a Pari
sian is not very hard. We 
played the Rose-Bonbon In 
early '79, then we opened for 
XTC. We didn't get pai(j, but 
we had only been together a 
few weeks. After this, the 
posslbllltles began to get 
limited. 
Yahn: In contrast to other 
groups, we don't want to tour 
all that much, doing as many 
gigs as we can and doing 
them In harsh conditions. 
That's mostly what happens 
to young bands and they 
waste a lot of energy doing lt. 
First, we want to play 
strategically-sound concerts, 
have good alrplay on the 
radio and tour when we have 
the leverage to organize a de
cent tour schedule. That 
means having a manager, 
something we don 't have yet, 
a good PA system and decent 
advertising. We don't say we 
are stars, but we don't want 

last years, to try to be as 
pure as possible. When 
there's too much artifice, 
that's all people remember, 
more than the music, and in 
two days they forget 
everything. A guy like Eddie 
Cochran didn't need laser 
rays. We want to stay as 
close as possible to the spirit 
of rock'n'roll, near the guts. 
Yahn: Modern Guy is a basic 
rock band, where bass and 
drums support the structure. 
What's the inspiration behind 
your music and songs? 
Guillaume: On the record, the 
major themes are strong 
pesons I've come across tn 
my life. I constantly feel at
tracted by situations or peo
ple on the edge. That's the 
way I try to live. I like unsafe 
situations. Striking emotions. 
But I also am influenced by 
the spectacular, like big 
shows of the 30s and 40s 
with r. Astaire, Esther 
Wiiiiams, Ginger Rogers etc. I 
am a fan of Lon Chaney too. 
What about drugs? 
Guillaume: They're important 
in that they put you In ex
treme situations. Alcohol or 
drugs falsify situations and 
the relations you have with 
people, giving you a different 
point of view on things, 

before and we were friends. I 
called him, telling him I was 
In a band and that we were 
doing something nice. First, 
he didn't want to believe it 
and finally I sent him our 
demo tape. I called him again 
and he told us to come right 
away. Three weeks later, we 
were In the studio. There was 
soinethlng dreadful In the 
swiftness, especially for a 
French group. What .attracted 
us to John was that we knew 
that something would come 
out of the association, right 
or wrong we didn't know, but 
something for sure. He's not 
only a producer, but also a 
great character and musician. 
So the recording turned out 
to be a good experience? 
Yahn: The day following the 
introductions, we soon realiz
ed things would go faster 
than we Imagined. On certain 
songs, John changed a lot of . 
things, mostly on the drums, 
but we used to discuss all the 
arrangements because we 
had ideas very much our 
own. Sometimes there was 
friction in the air, but he was 
more of a catalyst, preventing 
us from sleeping. He con
tinually electrtfled us, giving 
us energy or insulting us. 
" Go back home, you're good 
fo,· nothing!" Plus, when you 

from being ·the case. In fact, 
we rarely took more than two 
takes per song. 
GuiJlaume: Another· thing I'd 
like to say Is that John Cale 
is one of those rare persons 
who has gone through fifteen 
years of rock'n'rotl and 
stayed pure. You can't 
reproach him for a wrong 
step, a bad trick or a rip-off. 
AH he has done is remained 
very strong and very honest 
and fair. He also initiated me 
tnto the doubtful pleasures of 
oysters a la sauce chill. Out
side of that, he's very straight 
when he works In the studio. 
Did you see any bands you 
liked in New York? 
Guillaume: Almost nothing, 
except James White and the 
Lounge Lizards. 
What about French bands? 
Guillaume: I find Suicide 
Romeo syrupy, but the way 
they work Is very interesting. 

- I very much like Artefact. I lik
ed Taxi Girl a year ago. You 
know, I don't think there ls a 
Parisian scene, except that 
most of the new groups are 
friends and meet in the same 
places. We don't consider 
ourselves absolutely French, 
It's not our claim. We see 
ourselves as international. 
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The Parisian see 
a kind of conform 
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Elli and Jacno 
Slinky Toys split Into several different parts last 

November, giving birth to a legend. EHi and Jacno 
(chanteuse and gultarlstfcomposer, respectively , 
for the Toys) are stlll together and in the midst of 
making an album of modern variety (another term 
for French nouvelle vague, or what it's becoming), 
to be released this fall. Jacno Is also working with 
musicians from Modern Guy, Artefact and Suicide 
Romeo on an album by Herve Zenouda (former 
drummer for the Toys). For now, they relish the 
first stirrings of commerclal success; Jacno' s 45 
has taken off on the radio and is selling well for a 
synthetic rock record . It sounds like nothing else, 
and Is all freshness and melodies. Let's hope Jac
no will not, llke so many, fall victim to the easy life 

-of success and wlll stay the fine composer he is 
today. 

How old are you? 
J: I'm twenty-two. 
E: Twenty-four. 
How did you meet? 
J: We met during a high 
school strike against the draft 
in 1973. She came from her 
lyceum with a committee of 
girls to my school and that's 
how we got along the first 
time. 
Whal were you listening to at 
the time? What kind of 
music? 
E: Rock'n'roll. We were 
llstenlng to real early punks 
llke 13th Floor Elevator. 
J: ? and the Mysterlans, The 
Easy Beats . 
E: Also Shadows of Knight. 
Why did Stinky Toys split? 
J: Everybody wanted to go 
his own way. We all are close 
friends still. The band had ex
isted since 1975; in tact, we 
were the first punks here. We 
didn't want to repeat the 
same thing all the time. The 
band was not a good seller. 
All we could expect to sell 
was 50,000 LPs maximum. 
Without any promotion , our 
last one sold 20,000. We had 
only five days to record the 
first one, and for the second, 
we had a whole month. All we 
missed was a good producer. 
We would have liked Ray 

"The press was mostly sarcastic, saying we were 
the new Sylvie Vartan and Johnny Halliday. What 
they didn't know was that we're fans of those two 
and didn't feel mocked at all." 

Elli, formerly of Stinky Toys 

Davies to have produced it. 
Elll, I Imagined you as far 
more aggressive , more 
macho. Have you changed a 
lot? 
E: No, I don't think I've 
changed . Other people see 
me differently, but I'm the 
same. All depends on the 
moment. Now I'm quiet, but 
in three days, I'll be 
hy:sterlcal and drinking two 
bottles of champagne. 
Do you like to be on stage? 
E: It's something I miss right 
now, being on stage. 
Jacno? 
J: No, I don't want to be on 
stage anymore. As little as 
possible. I would prefer to 
take care of the balance, 
engineering the show for her. 
It seems, Elli, that you had 
some difficulties singing in 
tune on Jacno 's maxi-45? Has 
it something to do with 
singing Jn French? 
E: l don't 'know. In fact, I 
never heard myself before 
this record. 
J: It was made like that on 
purpose. She also sung, in 
French, a song by the French 
pop star Francoise Hardy on 
the last Toys' album. It was 

funny, all these people came 
up to us and criticized her for 
not singing in French, but 
she's not French, she's 
Uruguayan. 
E: I sung and wrote the songs 
In the language · I knew 
because I didn't know French 
well enough to make songs 
that were any good. 
Do you like Brigitte Bardot's 
singing? 
J: I love It! We used to play 
one of the songs she sang in 
the. 60s called "Harley David
son," by Serge Gainsbourg. 
What are your projects 
together? 
J: We're going to record an 
LP in which Elli will write the 
lyrics and sing the songs. 
Something more eclectlc than 
my maxi-single, though the 
arrangements should be 
close to it. I will have more 
experience using syn
thesizers, which were quite 
new to me as an instrument. 
Ell! also composed one song 
for this album. 
E: I was in my bed at 3:00 am 
an,d I had this idea In my 
mind so I got up and record
ed it, to make sure I wouldn 't 
forget. It' s happened to me 
many times that I've forgotten 
the ideas I have In the middle 
of th,e night. 
Have you traveled a lot over 
the last few years, Jacno? 
J: I've never moved from 
Paris, except for the concert I 
went to London to do. Five 
dates with Stinky Toys three 
years ago. I don't move a lot. 
That was pretty successful. 
You had the first page of 
Melody Maker for your first 
London appearance. 
J: I never thought it was so 
important. Back in France, 
they asked how we managed 
to get it-even now we're sttll 
asked. 
How did you get to London In 
the first place? , 
J: Malcolm McClaren arrang
ed It. He came to see us one 
night and we ended up play
ing In a festival with the Sex 
Pistols and In the clubs. We 
didn't bring our equipment 
over so the crash lent us 
theirs, and they were the only 
nice guys we met over there. 
E: Even the press was mostly 
sarcastic, saying we were the 
new Sylvie Vartan and Johnny 
Halliday. What they didn't 
know was that we're fans of 
those two and didn ' t feel 
mocked at all. 
Where do you work on your 
songs? In a studio? 
J: No, mostly at home with 
my Re-Vax . I work anytime I 
want, night or day. I plug my 
guitar into my stereo. 
Mostly at night, if I believe 
what I've been told about 
your nightclubbing habits. Do 
you really live at night? 
J; I can't do otherwise. I'm 
sleepless. 
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You seem to like to turn your 
shows Info a kind of provoca
tion towards the public. Is 
that one of the main themes 
behind your music? 
Provocation is not the right 
word. I mean, not towards the 
public. We want them to have 
a reaction. We want to pro
voke a reaction because we 
think the worst rock show is 
the one that achieves an In
different reaction from the au
dience. We want to arouse 
strong feelings, even shoCk. 
But we never decide 
beforehanc;t __ what's going to 
happen on stage. What kind 
of clothes we'll wear, or If the 
show will be physical or not, 
aggressive or not . 
Sometimes, mostly out of 
Paris, we don't move a lot 
and people take It as a strong 
performance. One of our best 
concerts was In Lyon, though 
we didn't do anything but 
play our music. It has to do 
with Paris, you know. People 
seem a tittle jaded over here, 
so by reacting you try to get 
them off. But we don't want 
to be taken that seriously, I 
mean, there's no message 
behind what we're doing. 
People see things without 
hindsight. They believe 
there's always a reason, a 
psychological motivation for 
what we're doing. And there 
ain ' t one! We just llke to play 
with symbols, without con
s Ider at Ion for their 
significance. We don't have 
any Ideology. We like Images. 
Some night you'll see us with 
Jewish stars, another one 

with Nazi swastikas; like, one 
day we had a big poster of 
Hitler and drew Dali 
mustaches on It. And It 
necessarily creates a reaction 
from the public which is what 
we're looking for. 
I guess you ·,.e going to tell 
me that It doesn't matter 
whether that's a good or a 
bad reaction? 
Not really . I hate religions, 
especlally the Christian one 
with all of Its good and bad 
morallty. These moralities are 
unnatural. We think Darwin 
was a great man when ·he 
wrote his Evolution of the 
Species, 'the law of the 
strongest and the weakest. 
Darwin takes instinct into 
consideration. If you get rid 
of clvlllzatlon, the Instincts re
m a In. We don't have 
phllosophlcal pretensions, 
but we'd llke to wake up the 
primitive Instincts caught in
side each one of us and of 
the public. Following this, I 
will tell you we don't like 
masks, the way civilization 
disguises Itself, as ln fashion. 
That's also the . reason why 
we don't have a precise im
age. 
But are "primitive instincts" 
necessarily violent or 
negative? 
Well, for sure we are not a 
joyous band . Our music 
reflects the way we see or 
live life. It doesn't mean we 
are constantly sad and never 
having aRy fun, but we think 
everybody possesses his 
own destruction within 

himself. This Is the side we 
choose to feature In our 
songs, rather than the 
positive side. This Is more 
reflective of the times and the 
world we are living In. It's not 
quite a happy world , as you 
know. I would say the most 
positive of our feelings Is In
difference. We [the group) 
tend to Indifference, and 
each one in his proper way. 
We're livlng very stoically. I 
have very few friends. I don't 
see many people anymore. I 
would hate to show myself · 
and act like a star like some 
are doing. Now, I've got the 
Impression I'm boring myself 
a lot, having material pro
blems and problems with 
boredom. I'm living over at 
my parents' house and I bore 
myself a IOt. 
To feel like that, you must be 
pretty dlslllusloned about 
life? 
Playing In a rock'n'roll band 
has been for me the end of a 
long period. The end of 
adolescence. I grew up a lot, 
considering wbat I was two 
years ago. Seeing people as 
they really are, I lost my 
sense of values. I don't 
believe In love, but It's 
something I don't really want 
to talk about. Also, I've been 
very sick before and It chang-
ed me a lot, too. ' 
Illness can affect your vision 
ofllfe .. . 
Yes, but It's a personal view. 
Each one of us came to this 
same Vision, and we are 
close because of it, but for 

different reasons. I don't 
think I have to expose my 
personal reasons In regard to 
the band. 
To return to the music then, 
what kinds of things do you 
like? 
We've been Influenced by 
everything which contained a 
certain kind of violence. 
Especially the Velvet 
Undergrourid, the Doors. I 
also like the first Magazine 
album. In literature, Bur
roughs, Genet, Nietzsche a 
lot. The chorus of our song, 
"Les Yeux des Amants" Is 
from Nietzsche. In the band, 
first Daniel, the singer, writes 
the lyrics, then It becomes a 
play of circumstances with 
the whole group pollshlng the 
song, putting It Into shape. 
Most of the lyrics are Inspired 
by the group Itself, all the 
relations we have between 
us. As I told you, they reflect 
the group as a whole. We are 
auto-dynamical In a sense. 
Also, movies are a thing that 
binds us all together. PeOple 
like Godard, Kubrick, also 
Pasollnl or Coppola. 
Your record seems free of 
the violence and despair that 
are In your lyrics and five per
formances. I mean, the pro
duction s,eems radio oriented. 
You're quite right. A record Is 
something other than a stage 
show. It' s another product, a 
pure creation. On stage, I see 
It more like a theater and 
tunes are treated differently, 
more physical or violent, 
somethinij that can 't be clean 
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a~4 doesn't Intend to be 
clean. But It's Interesting to 
make things different, more 
so than just working on only 
one point of view. Now, there 
Is a steadfast llne between 
the stage way and the record 
way. It' s on the level of the 
prime Impressions and of the 
primacy of the sensations. 
We 've discovered that most 
people who llked the group 
for all Its various concerns 
llke the record too and vice 
versa. 
How do you see the future 
for the group? 
The record has had good 

. airplay and sold over 15,000 
copies. We'd like to get rid of 
our money problems and tour 
a lot around the country. We 
want to play In the provinces, 
out of Paris. In Europe too, 
not England really, but the 
continent. Things are chang
ing here now. There's more 
of an infrastructure through 
which rock groups can play 
their music. TV and radio are 
more sympathetic towards 
rock music, especially since 
a group llke Telephone made 
their way up the French 
charts. I don't like the music 
they play because It lacks· 
orlglnality, but they were the 
first to help things change. 
The movement may seem 
slow, but It's quite positive. 
In the past, It failed because 
people lacked experience or 
real motivation . Now, there's 
a more professional cons
cience from some record 
companies. I don't think it wlll 
end up again as a waste. • 

Taxi Glrl appeared In early 1979, during the 
epriod of the Rose-Bonbon concerts, when many 
post-punk French bands played there (Suicide 
Romeo, Stinky Toys, Modern Guy and Artefact, 
among others). The band also played a number of 
free concerts, establishing a reputation for ex
treme stage antics and "cut wrist" shows. It was 
an atmosphere of wanton provocation that didn't 
seem to apply to the brl9ht and clear musical style 

of their records, but, In this sense, they are 
representative of the newest trend In nouvelle 
vague, exemplified by groups or people Ilka Van
na, Les Amants, Casino Music and Dolce Vita. 

Taxi Girl Is F. Stass (guitar) , Stephane E. (bass), 
Pierre Wolfsohn (drums), Laurent Sinclair 
(keyboards) and Daniel Dare (vocals). F. Stass 
speaks forthe band In this Interview. 
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AMOS POE 
Subway Writer and Filmmaker 

by 
........................................ llRobertV.Camuto1 ................ llll!l ........................ llll! 

NEW YORK 
I've climbed five flights of dark and littered 

stairway, and am now banging on a steel slab 
which I assume Is a door. It's a sweltering 
Saturday In July and all those with senses in
tact have left, or are leaving, town. l'v.e ar
ranged to meet filmmaker Amos Poe at his 
friend's loft In SoHo. Poe Is living nomadlcai
ly, renting out his East Third Street apart
ment In an effort to save money for the com
pletion of his first full-length, color film 
Subway Riders. 

On the other side of the wall, I hear voices and the 
Velvet Underground Is blaring "I'm. Waiting For The , 
Man". Finally I kick the door several times. And It 
.opens. Standing In the doorway Is an attractive 
blonde woman dressed In black. "How did you get up 
this way?" she asks, and Informs me I've just come 
through the abandoned staircase. I enter a huge 
salubrious loft with art hanging from the high white 
walls. 

Amos Poe saunters In, a pair of loose khakis and a 
sleeveless Edgar Allan Poe sweatshirt covering his 
large frame. His short dark hair is combed upright, 
giving him the look of an Eastern European Intellec
tual. Atter a brief exchange, Poe and I adjourn to 
another huge room nearly the size of a basketball 
court and practically vacant save a few drafting tables 
In a corner and two large stuffed chairs positioned 
centrally In a desert of blond wood. Although the 
large loft windows are open, the humid air, laced with 
downtown traffic exhaust, Is barely circulating. 

"It's too hot to talk today." t suggest. "Why don't 
you just read me some of your reviews.'' 

SUBWAY WRITER AMOS POE 
Amos Poe first broke Into the New York fllm scene 

six years ago, when he started fllming bands like 
Blondie, Talking Heads, the Ramones and Richard 
Hell's Televlslon at Max's and CBGB. His club fllms 
Night Lunch and Blank Generation brought him Inter
national repute as a " punk fllmmaker, " a title which 
Poe Is not eager to embrace. HI~ two other films to 
date, Unmade Beds and The Foreigner (which has 
shown at the Whitney Museum and The Smithson
ian), combine a "punk sensibility" with ftlm textures 

and dramatic moods that critics have compared to 
Hitchcock, Godard and Warhol; some have even call
ed them "Kafka~sque." Now, with Subway Riders, 
Poe Is moving on to a broader scope of 
psychodrama, set to the sounds of New New York 
Jazz 8s written and perfonned by Ivan Kral (the Patti 
Smith Group), John Lurie (the Lounge Lizards) end 
Robert Fripp. 

"Subway Riders Is a melodrama about frustratk>n 
and obsession cycles," Poe says softly. He sits 
upright In his chair. His Slavic build tapers, I notice as 
he llfts a water glass or balances a cigarette, Into 
long delicate hands and fingers. "The title Is a 
metaphor for subterraneanlsm and movement and · 
sound. The characters are all like subways-they go 
through the stations and miss their stops. 
Sometimes they Interact and express; sometimes 

lthey're left alone. The countennovement Is llke sub
ways.'' 

In Subway Riders, John Lurie plays a frustrated 
saxophonist, Ant Zlmbo, who Is repeatedly 
tormented by his upstairs neighbor Penelope 
Trasher (Cookie Mueller), en actress l1..1rned call glrl. 
Zlmbo's frustrations with music become 81"! obses
sion to kill, and he lures victims to him with his sax
ophone. Fritz Langley (Robbie Coltrane) is the 
homicide detective assigned to the case. Langley, 
too, Is undergoing frustration In his domestic life with 
his wife, a junkie played by Susan Turell. When 
Langley tracks down his man, a long chase through 
the subways ensues. Claire Smith (Charlie Colene) Is 
a clairvoyant whose llfe has disintegrated into a 
suburban tragedy. When she comes bac~ to New 
York to discover where and how her Ille fell apart, 
she encounters the killer and tries to help him. 
Interview ·music critic and man-about-downtown 
Glenn O'Brien makes his premier fllm appearance in 
this subterranean scenario as the captain of detec
tives. Poe himself plays a writer who, whlle writing 
the story of the mad killer, begins to Internalize his 
character's obsession. 

"I orlglnally wanted to make a pure action tllm," 
says Poe, "starting off with the Idea of the subways 
as the lower world or The Inferno. And If I'd had 
another few thousand dollars, I would have placed 
the action almost entirely underground. But In 
sacrificing some of the action, I had to work more 
with the psychological boundaries of the actors. You 
see, In terms of raising money, I can't deal with 
frustration myself, and so I tend to cut corners and in
vent ... But once you start Inventing, and don't let 

the monetary llmltatlons stop you, the Invention Itself 
becomes pleasurable." 

The rightful tenant of the loft, Poe's blonde artist 
friend, enters the room and hands Amos a joint. Her 
otherwise pretty face Is heavily made up and she tells 
him that she's going out for the day. Outside It's 
ninety-plus degrees; yet she's now wearing a black 
wool sweater and a black blazer. 

"Have a nice day," Poe suggests lightly with a 
smlle. 

''I don't know,'' she pouts, ''If that's posslble. '' 

AMOS POE AS THE FOREIGNER 
Predominant In Poe's work are the themes of 

desperation, of Ille and death on the perimeters of 
· society, and a heavy-handed fatallsm. Subway Riders 

Is a story of psycho-parlahs-"Outslders llvlng on 
the lnslde"-and ends with unresolve, as thQ picture 
closes on a Ille-and-death shoot out. 

The Foreigner, Poe's last complete fllm, Is far 
-more slngular In scope and chronicles one man's 
pointless demise. Max Menace (Eric Mitchell, pr<> 
ducer of Underground USA) arrives at Kennedy Air
port with no baggage and no direction other than to 
go to Manhattan to live. Menace, the white-suited 
foreigner, Is for no apparent reason pursued and 
tormented by a punk mafia and ultimately left to die at 
the bottom tip of Manhattan. He wanders through 
desolate areas of the city, through fleabag hotels and 
apartments, and Into CBGB, where Poe shot live 
footage of the Cramps and the Erasers, and where 
Mitchell was actually sllced up by the Cramps for the 
film. The Foreigner explores the manifestations of 
boredom and vlotence (physical and psychological) , 
brletly Interrupted by the appearance of an angelic 
chanteuse played by Deborah Harry. 

"FINGERS!" proclalms a shrlll voice. A hand on a 
table fills the scene and a swltchblade commences to 
mechanlcally weave through the spaces between the 
fingers at 120 beats per second. Cut to Menace on 
foot being chased by his beslegei's In an old jalopy 
through lower Manhattan. The cinematic rhythm of 
The Foreigner is compelllng, aurally augmented by 
Ivan Kral 's soundtrack. Kral 's electronic themes pr<> 
be the spectrum of dramatic punctuation-taking on 
ne~ meanings In different parts of the fllm-but 
always return to a mood of exlstentlal perseverance. 
{If camus had played keyboards. .) 

"In my films, I don't necessarlly want the audience 
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"[The film industry has] lost a sense 
of scale, and film becomes a means 
to spend a lot of money and make a 
lot of money. In film, I believe in 
magic and the magic is lost. S,o it 
becomes a matter of fooling the peo
ple rather than creating the magic." 

to be overwhelmed, but to question; and the process 
can start with the simplest question. The Foreigner 
has shown In Budapest, In Cairo, and In Vien
na-never subtltled. And the audience always asks 
the same initial questions: 'Where did this guy come 
from?' and 'Why was he kl/led?' And that's okay for 
the first question. Almost all my films have ended 
with those questions: 'Who was this guy?' and 'Why 
did he die?' Wh.at goes on In the mid die-the frame In 
which I write-the questions of life-ls the body of 
the fllm. Everybody Is born and everybody dies, but 
what goes on in between ls what's Important." 

Poe's themes of foreignness and alienation are 
more than an artistic fascination, and In a sense, 
comprise the very fabric of his personal history . 

... After I was kicked out of school, I stlll had some 
money from my schotarshlp and I went to Europe in 
1968. I went to visit r'ny father's family in 
Czechoslovakia, and that August the Russians Invad
ed. All of a sudden I saw America as this great place. I 
had been Into photography for about three years, but 
after photographing the Russian invasion, I felt that I 
couldn't photograph anything In freeze frame 
anymore-I wanted to tell more of a story. 

After another short bout with college In Buffalo, 
Poe remained In upstate New York, where he traded 
In his stlll equipment for Super-8 and started tumtng 
dramatic vignettes. 

In 1974, Poe moved back to New York City. There 
he met Ivan Kral, and they soon started shooting at 
CBGB In 16mm. They filmed British punk bands as 
well as American groups like Patti Smith, Blondie, 
Talking Heads and Televlslon ("the first American 

basically make POP films; they're just done on a 
scale that relegates them to relative anonymity. 
Which Is okay-I can deal with that-but I can't deal 
with the lab prices. 

"And then when Hollywood makes these cheaple 
movies for a lot of money ... I just can't see It." Poe, 
It seems, Is trying to raise hlmself above petty squab
bling, yet he feels an almost bitter dlslllusionment 
and disgust for the tum industry that is only exacer
bated by his love tor the cinema. 

"Something like Apocalypse Now I can understand 
being so heavily budgeted, because the movie had a 
wide vision. But the Blues Brothers cost $38 mllllon 
and for what? So you could watch them smash five 
hundred ·cars? Big deal. They're not saying anything 
about anything. But that's what has happened in the 
ln~ustry-they've lost a sense of scale, and tum 
becomes a means to spend a lot of money and make 
a lot of money. It's a self-destructive tendency In 

Amos Poe was born In 1950, ln ~ mllltary-occupted 
oll field In Palestine (then part of Israel). His father, 
who fled Czechoslovakia during the Nazi Invasion, 
was a commander in the Israel! army. His mother fled 
Germany In 1938, when her mother, brother and 
sister went to America and her father Committed 
suicide rather than leave Germany. Amos spent the 
first eight years of his llfe shuffled between the 
mtlltary oil camp and his mother's apartment In Tel 
Aviv. 

"In Tel Aviv," recalls Poe, "I went to a lot of 
movies. It was no doubt an escape-those Disney 
movies and cowboy fllms. '' 

"I don't necessarily want the audience to be overwhelmed, 
but to question; and the process can start with the 
simplest question.'' 

Poe's father was killed In the war of '56, and two 
years later his mother brought him to New York. 

"To me the Idea of America was excess. When we 
came to blew York in July the only language I knew 
was Hebrew, but by the time school started In 
September, I'd learned English perfectly and forgot
ten every word of Hebrew I'd known. I became In
trigued by the TV-I was captivated by it-and I learn
ed the language by watching It constantly.'' 

At twelve years old, Poe shortened· his lengthy 
Czech name to Its present form. His teen years were 
divided between his mother's home on Long Island 
and his grandmother's In Vermont. 

After high school, I went to college In Ohio. But, I got 
kicked out after a year. 
Kicked out for what? 
For burning down the business build Ing. 

Was It at school that you discovered the 60s spirit of 
revolution? 
I'd have to say that was where I first discovered hard 
drugs. [laughs] Drugs helped express some feelings 
that had been bottled Inside. But then I changed a lot 

punk band," according to 'Poe.) The combined club 
footage was set to the plot of one boy'.s Journey 
through a night at the clubs. 

"Night Lunch was the first fllm we made money on. 
It cost $600 to make, and we showed It three nights 
downtown and made $1200. With that money, we 
made the sequel, Blank Generation." Stlll working 
side jobs to support his fllm habit, Poe then filmed an 
American new wave remake of Godard's Breathless 
called Unmade Beds featuring Mitchell, Debbie 

1 Harry and Patti Astor. In 1977, Poe and Kral wrote and 
produced The Foreigner with a $5000 car loan, and 
took the film to Europe. 

Despite artistic acclalm, Amos Poe is stlll broke. 
He spent July working twelve hours a day (3:00 pm -
3:00 am) editing the rough cut of his new fllm in a 
rented editing room; he's still scrounging for the 
$2000-plus he needs to finish Subway Riders. 

"Every time I make a film, I see how It.affects 
myself and the people I care about. It's a painful pro
cess, and afterwards I say to myself, 'I'm never going 
to make another tllml' But Inevitably another Idea 
comes Into my head and the fever starts. I think I 

many Industries today. But In film, I belleve In magic 
and the magic Is lost. So It becomes a matter of fool
ing the people rather than creating the magic." 

The philosophical bases of Amos Poe's films are 
oftentimes borrowed from literary sources. The Idea 
of outslde-ness In The Forfilgner was adapted from 
The Outsider by Colin Wiison, a Scottish enfant 
terrible of the 1950s. And Mitch ell repeats lines from 
Hesse: "A coward cannot lose ..• A coward cannot 
be free •.. " As a filmmaker, Poe translates on
tological mysteries Into cinematic language; that pro
cess Is set In motion by his own exlstentlal dilem
mas: 

"The questioning, I suppose, comes out of trying 
to be a filmmaker In my own way. Being a purist Is 
perhaps a rldlculous thing to be In this day and age, 
but I find myself being one anyway. It's like being a 
poet-what does it rT}ean anyway? And so I question 
my own desperation and inevitable anxieties and 
depressions about It all. In the end, making films and 
expressing myself Jn that way becomes the reason 
tor llvlng, and In a way, the thing that stops me from 
putting a gun to my head.'' Continued on next page .. 

... 
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SUBWAY LIGHT AND TRACl(S 
Why did you choose t9 make a color film? 
In my previous films, I was thinking very much In 
terms of black and white, and that other-worldness 
created by black and white. Certain films are definite
ly black and white fllms, but I also see color as a 
spectrum of expression. Visually, that's what 
Subway Riders Is about: using light and color as a 
tool of expression. So, rather than trying to make 
things look " realistic ," I'm working with exploring 
flesh tones and the Idea of creating drama through 
color changes. I 'd Ilka to think that the visual drama 
would propel the audience lr:ito the film-Into that 
other world-so that when they leave the theater, 
hopefully, they ask . . .. [Poe cocks his head to the 
side) .. . what? 
The music In The Foreigner has that quality of draw
ing you Into the film and sticking with you after 
you 've left the theater. 
Where In Night Lunch and Blank Generation, we us
ed the music of the performing bands, for Unmade 
Beds and The Foreigner, Ivan Kral composed original 

THE PUNK FILMMAKER 
"I belong to the blank generation, 

I can take It or leave anytime . . . " 
-Richard Hell 

The Blank Generation, the title of his second film, 
represents to Amos Poe "a development from beat, 
to hip, to . .. blank." Poe not only filmed the bands 
who founded punk in America, but, also, In a 
voyeuristic style reminiscent of Warhol's early films, 
turned the camera ON listless and violence-prone 
back room scenes of blank (antl-)culture. Now, with 
the stigma of " punk filmmaker" tattoed to his 
credits, Poe's fascination with rock club scenes as 
material for fllm has dissipated as he's found lncrea
lng vapidity In the ranks of blank. 

"! go to clubs now more because it's a recognlzable 
phenomena rather than a place of discovery. The 
whole punk scene began as a necessary outgrowth 
of the politics of the time, and tt will probably be 
·another ten years before anyone really understands 
what went on. As a reaction at the time It was valld, 

"In terms of raising money, I can'.t deal with frustration 
myself, and so I tend to cut corners and invent ... But 
once you start inventing, and don't let the monetary limita
tions stop you, the invention itself becomes plesaurable." 

sountracks. Ivan and I work very closely together. 
After he sees the fllm, we talk about the score and he 
translates the Ideas Into music. He's a brilliant musi
cian and melodlst. 
Subway Riders Is your first film with no consc1ous/y 
trendy wave of music. 
The film's music befits the characters and the ex
pressed emotions; each character has his own . 
theme. It's New New York jazz; we'd llke to put out a 
soundtrack album with Ivan and John and Fripp to be 
released with the film . (Poe Is now planning a series 
of two-week runs throughout the country for fall 1980) 

Ivan Kral, like Poe, Is a foreigner. he was raised ln 
Czechoslovakia, and Immigrated to New York City In 
1969. He· has since played bass In the Patti Smith 
Group and Is now touring on keyboards with Iggy 
Pop, yet his film sountracks explore an entirely dif
ferent range of moods. 
What Qtves Ivan his remarkable personallty Is his con
tradiction of being a modernistic lndlvldual as well as 
a romantic from the past. There's a real classical 
strain to him-though you'd never know It from look
ing at him-and he's also cultivated this real English 
rock 'n' roller attitude of the urban rock star.· I sup
pos.e It's an ldeiitlty crisis he developed growing up 
In Prague and listening to the Rolllng Stones. 

but then It became people just wanUng to be 
' 'punks'' rather than understanding the spirit of it. 

When we toured Europe with our films, the press 
would ask us, "What Is punk ... What Is pun.k?" And 
It was frustrating . I'd say, "Don't ask me what punk 
ls-we're filmmakers-go ask Johnny Rotten, you 
assholes!" And so by trying to Intimidate us and put 
tMs label on us, the media forced us to be punks by 
our not answering them and telling them off on radio 
and ty." 

In June 1980, Life magazine ran Its first article on 
punk/new wave. Amos was pictured, In a section tltl
ed "A Trend With Its Own Art," In his own unmade 
bedt under a poster from Unmade Beds. 

How did you lfk8 having your picture In ·Life ? 
My mother liked It. 
You told me It was embarrassing. 
(mumbles] I didn't think the picture was that good . .. 
Well, you put your ego on the line, and I suppose the 
ego rewards feel good and you want It to happen. But 
then the satisfaction you get out of publlclty Is · 
minimal to how you anticipate It. It's like looking for a 
new drug, and In a sense fame Is a drug. But I think 
you have to treat It as a Joke, because It's another 
detour ••. Making good films Is the real satisfaction 
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I'm after. I don't want to be labeled a punk or avant
garde fllmmaker because those labels become as 
presumptuous as "Hollywood P,roducer." I wouldn't 
mind making another film about music, though It 
would have to be a particular kind of tour that I would 
assume had new posslbllltles. I'd like to do 
something with music In an exotic setting-maybe a 
black nightclub in South Africa. 

FUTURE STATES 

With his latest film in the rudimentary processes of 
editing, Poe Is outllnlng the Ideas for what he envi
sions as his next two films. The first fs a remake of 
Godard's fear-of-future fantasy, Alphavllle. 

Where Godard made the fllm from a French romantic 
perspective and talked about what was going on in 
France at the time, I want to treat It In the American 
romantic sense and show what I think Is going on In . 
America. Alphaville Is a city of the future-a city of 
the mind-called "The Capital Of Pain." In Alphavllle 
there's no love and no feelings; the society Is con
trolled by one man with one computer. In the story, 
Lemmie Caution is a journallstlc private eye who's 
sent from The Outerlands to find out what's going on 
In Alphavllle, and If Alphaville is preparing to take 
over The Outerlands. If indeed It's true, he's to stop It 
iJnd destroy Alphavllle. 
What are The Outerlands? 
You never see The Outerlands in the orlglnal, and all 
you're told Is that The Outerlands are from the past. 
My script has a built-In sequel called The Outer/ands. 
So I'd first llke to present what Is, In an exaggerated 
way, and from there develop the other-lands. 

I've been sitting In the large chair In the quiet 
removed studio for hours. Our talk has clearly drifted 
away from the problems and struggle of the .urban 
filmmaker:- Accordingly, 1 "lSk Poe for his specula
tions on the near future . ~ 

I think that the crisis of the end of this century Is the 
fQ.ct that we're going to be entering the twenty-first 
century. I mean, changing a decade is one 
thing-you go to the store and change your clothes. 
But I think turning the century Is Qolng to slgnal a 
change In polltlcs and economics and lndustrlallza
Uon. 
Something Is bound to happen. Or, rather, something 
Is happening. 

It's early evening In New York City, but on the 
street the heat and humidity are unrelenting. After 
leavlng the South Broadway loft, I walk for several 
blocks. I come to a pay phone on a corner; I Insert a 
dime to call some friends who live nearby. No one Is 
home; I continue walking north. At Eighth Street I 
fumble In my pocket, withdraw a token, and go down 
to the subway. D 
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SF 
by The Drone 

The Dead Kennedys are off to 
England, France and Germany 
for a month of touring in support 
of their first album, Fresh Fruit 
for Rotting Vegetables on Cherry 
Red, soon to be released do
mestically on IRS. As we go to 
press, the LP has hit Number 
Thirty-Five on the British charts, 
and if Brit charts marked quickly- -
rising records with bullets we I 
could make really funny com
ments about Dead Kennedys 

~·t~~~~;:~:.-~he:Y~o~~t ~a~-e 
lining at medium-sized halls; their 
opening act, UK Decay, is de· 
scribed as a band in the Kenne
dys' heavy-metal·punk·political 
mode. The Kennedy name ap
parently striking the same chord 
of distaste there that it's been 
known to do here, gigs at the 
Lyceum in London and one in 
Dundee, Scotland, have already 

. been canceled due to manage· 
ment's qualms. 

The OK's sendoff, an after· 
hours gig at the Hell Hole follow· 
ing two nights at the Mabuhay, 
was somewhat marred by the 
appearance of SF's finest who 
proceeded to roust the place for 
the usual round of violations. 
Funsters in attendance were for· 
tunate enough to hear a rare CW 
version of "Police Truck" before 
the police busted in. 

And speaking of those Mab 
gigs (we were earlier, you 
know), what civic-minded punk 
(concerned solely for his fellows' 
well-being, no doubt) called the 
Fire Department Saturday night 
to warn them of a possible be
yond-capacity crowd? Whomever 
it was, we're sure he rested 
easy that night, secure in the 
knowledge that no more than the 
precisely legal number of DK 
fans were allowed through the 
Mab doors. 

If you thought you saw Biafra 
running around town three days 
after the Kennedys departed, 
you're right; in the flurry of pack
ing, he misplaced his passport 

TX 
by Christine Koenig 

Remember Charles Whit
man? The tower sniper who 
terrorized the cowboys and 
-girls of Austin In the 60s? 
Well, It happened here, folks! 
It's weird, that tower loomlng 
over the city. 

Austin Is situated smack in 
the middle of Texas-south of 
Dallas-and is surrounded by 
mountains and lakes ... not 
exactly the typical Image of 
Texas, but then Austin doesn't 
exactly flt the bill. Right now, 
Austin Is In the midst of an 
economy boom. Young 
groovles are Investing in the 
restaurant and boutique trade; 
a pattern that seems to obtain 
when well-to-do trendies capl
talize on a certain assimilated 
lifestyle: Groovy-lzation ! 

I'm here visiting an ex-New 
Yorker who now calls Austin 
home. The mercury Is reading 
102 ° at 2:00 am, but that ain't 

and was left behind. Fortunately, 
his papers finally surfaced and 
he was able to reach foreign 
shores without resorting to stow· 
away status. 

All right, all right, enough on 
the Kennedys .. 

Those geek-rockers the Mu· 
tants are in LA recording at 
Shangri-La, graciously financed 
by Warner Bros. Paul Wexler, 
who produced the Go-Gos sin· 
gle, is at the controls, and disco· 
synth (what?) player Michael 
Bonnedin will be laying down a 
few tracks. The tunes being 
recorded are "Odd Man Out," 
"Love Song," "Too Much Too 
Soon," "Another World" and 
"Think Think Think." They're also 
squeezing in a gig at the Star· 
wood with Eddie and th_, Subtl· 
ties. (Fuck you, Eddie.) Then it's 
back home to play on the Delta 
5 show (also featuring the 
Sleepers) October 1 O. 

Politics Makes Strange Bedfel
lows Dept: Rumor has it that 415 
Records has approached the 
fabulous Flipper for a recording 
deal. Excessive feedback and 
distortion have not heretofore 
been the hallmarks of the 4 1 5 
sound, so maybe someone over 
there has figured that there are 
folks around who have fave 
hang-outs other than The Palms. 
We're sure that potential stable
mates (or perhaps we should say 
tank.mates) Jo Allen, the Donuts 
et al. can't wait to gi'{e a warm 

nothln' compared to the heat 
at Raul's, Austin's premier 
club. It seems the Huns 
played there with a backdrop 
poster of a nude male (frontal 
exposure, of course) and the 
cops busted the place for 
lewdness and obsenlty, so 
tonight's the benefit to raise 
money for the fine. 

The line-up was impressive 
-all local groups, some re
corded, most not. There were 
ten bands scheduled to play 
from 2:00 pm till midnight-a 
band an hour! Admlsslon was 
$3.00. 

The Dicks were on and I 
knew when I ·walked In and 
saw an overweight guy In a 
housecoat with a mane of 
blond hair singing It was the 
right place at the right time. 
On one song, "Wheelchair 
Epidemic," lead guitarist Buff 
had the crowd chanting "hurt, 
hurt"-shades of Tin Huey's 
"Work. Work." 

Next, Sharon Tate's Baby 
(STB), who were featured In 
Impulse, a first-edition Austin 
paper. Lead singer Chris is a 
powerful presence exhibiting 
manic tendencies. Their lyrics 
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Loca' News 
. , 

From left: ls Flipper drummer, Steve, giving his reaction 10 rumors of the band signing with 415 Records? 
Fame & Glory Department. Local boys (aka Dead Kennedys) make good and hit the road to London . . . 
Sally Mutant recuperates after recording sessions in LA .. , OFFS negotiate with EM/ and head 
eo.stwards. 

4 1 5 "Welcome Aboard" to those 
wacky and willful earthworms· 
among-men. 

The Offs have signed a UK 
distribution deal with EMI for 
their latest, You Fascinate Mel 

• My World, and will be touring 
England supporting Dexy's Mid-
night Runners later this fall. 
Congrats! 

Ralph Records (home to Tux· 
moon and the ever-mysterious 
Residents) has just signed inter· 
national distribution agreements 
with various labels for Australia/ 
New Zealand, France and the 
"remaining civilized world." 

In Memoriam: Damage sadly 
reports that Dummy, beloved 
Mabuhay mascot, has passed on 
to his canine reward (unlimited 
access to fire hydrants?). Known 
for his mixed heritage and bad 
breath, Dummy's presence will 
be missed by all who stepped in 
it. Cause of death is presumed 
to be old age. As a token of our 
respectful regret, Damage would 
like to call for a moment of si
lence: 

Now that we've had our 
cute animal story, we can return 
to the human (loosely speaking) 
news. 

Still in a tragic vein: Timmy 

are Irreverent and humorous, 
sick to some (they get lots of 
shit about their name), but 
hell. 

F-System: Didn't see their 
entire set, but lead woman 
singer packed a punch. 
shades of Pauline Murray. The 
Big Boys, who looked a hell of 
a lot like cowboys to me, have 
an Independently produced 
slngle, Frat Cars, Heartbeat! 
Movlew, Mutant Rock. 

The Inserts, formely Boy 
Problems, with lead singer 
Biiiy Problem, are thrilling. 
Biiiy has moves James Brown 
would turn green over. Some 
great tunes, and one gasser, 
"I'm So Glad I'm Not Ricky 
Ricardo." A neat film preceded 
the Inserts, made by their 
former bassist, Joel, in con
junction with the local univer
sity fllm department. It covers 
music history from the 
Beatles and Stones to Ra· 
manes and Elvis C., and fea
tured local footage of the 
Inserts-the next rage coming 
to your neighborhood, so 
watch out. 

The Reactors were very 
tight; perhaps the most "pro-

"Tantrum" Spence of Blow· 
driers and limes 5 fame and ev
eryone's fave go·going mailman 
was recently in a car accident -in 
which he seriously injured his 
back. In fact, he may never 
dance again, a loss both to him 
and us- no one could do the 
Bus Stop like Timmy. He bravely 
says, "Well, I guess I can still 
make records." Ironically, the 
disc lim was working on at the 
time of the accident Is called 
Brand New Dance. 

Maybe that is a rocket in his_, 
pocket...An irate Mabuhay pa· 
tron.(some nights it seems as 
though there's no other kind) 
was moved.to kick promoler 
Dirk Dirksen in a notoriously 
sensitive place below the belt 
and got only a beatific smile in 
response; she let fly again, and 
this time managed to get a belly 
laugh out of Dirk. Speculations 
that it's not just his heart that's 
made of flint gladly accepted .. 

And leave the driving to ... you? 
What Brit OJ whose prose occa
sionally graces these very 
pages, but whose name we can't 
reveal 'cause he could getin big 
trouble for this, was spotted one 
recent midnight trading his sta
tion wagon for something a little 
larger, like a Greyhound bus? He 

fesstor'Jal" band. In fact, there 
was some heckling all night 
from the front of the crowd (I 
suspect a member of one of 
the aforementioned groups) 
calling for the bands to "be 
professional." 

The Next have a stngle on 
Sharp Records, Monotony, 
Cheap Rewards/Mr. Wonderful. 
aritfdrew Sonny Bono out to 
catch their act. Sonny Bono??! 

As far as I'm concerned, 
professionalism isn't in ques
tion. The music scene here is 
supremely refreshing, energe
tic, talented and committed. 
The atmosphere is supportive, 
both on- and off-stage, be
tween the bands and the au
dience. After all, when the 
bands onstage suggest it 
would be "great" if everyone 
"remembers" the bartenders, a 
sense of community is shared. 

Also playing around town at 
places like the Continental 
Club and Duke's Royal Coach 
are the Skunks, with Gimme 
Some Promises, Hello Heart· 
breaker/Top Ten, Cheap Girl, 
Something About You Scares 
Me out now on Skunk 
Records. And The Explosives 

managed to drive the thing 
home, but when he returned to 
the driver's seat after dashing in· 
side to pick up some passen· 
gers, couldn't get it started 
again. It sat there overnight until 
collected by concerned G'hound 
agents next am. 

Numerous nabobs in the k[low 
have tipped us to a San Jose 
(yucch) band called Two Words 
that play "new misery death mu
sic." Also called an "avant-trend 
band," they'll be at the Mab 
sometime this month. lf elec
tronic dirge music is your' idea of 
fun, you'll no doubt want to get 
tickets early for this debut. 

What with the impending West· 
ern Front, it's almost impossible 
to talk about upcoming shows
it'd just take too long-but 
here're some tempting ones: Jim 
Carroll back in town; Snak&
finger October 11 at Berkeley 
Square; Crime and Black Flag 
October 18, same place; Joh8n· 
na Went back to unsettle 
stomachs; Cabaret Voltaire and 
Young Marble Giants October 
24 at Tenth Street Hall; XTC and 
Wall of. Voodoo November 1 at 
Knights of the Red Branch; and 
Gang of Four November 8 at 
California Hall...now that should 
keep you busy. 

are out on Black Hole Records 
with If I Touch Her, UFO/For· 
tress Europe, Cola Brain. 

Austin has always been a 
music capital, thus there're 
lots of clubs catering to vari
ous and varied tastes. The 
Hole-ln·the-Wall, a block from 
Raul's, features everything 
from jazz and country-and
western to rock'n'roll. I caught 
Albert Collins and his raucous 
R&B with horn player J.C. 
Reed at the Soap Creek 
Saloon, a low-ceilinged, ram
bling beer hall from yesteryear. 

James Brown was scheduled 
to play the Armadillo but 
cancelled due to lack of ticket 
sales(?). There're plenty of red
necks still around, but really 
Austin-tsk tsk! 

Local progressive FM sta
tion KLBJ is owned by none 
other than Leidy Blrd Johnson. 
Hmm mm. 

The new wave locals are 
trying to break the CW monop
oly held by Austin City Limits. 
With the burgeoning new 
wave scene, ACL is being 
accused of being non-repre
sentative of the entire Austin 
music scene. Point well taken.• 

.. 
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JOHN OTWAY'LIVE IN A LIVING ROOM 

Los Angeles 
"They interviewed my mum on TV and 

she said, 'He hasn't got much of a singing 
voice really, has he?"' John Otway finds 
his own story quite funny .. So does every
one else, but with five people crammed in 
a car that's been stuck in rush hour, sur
face-street traffic for over an hour, it's dif
ficult for anything to be humorous. "Are 
we in Downey yet?" he pipes up with for 
the twentieth time. 

Downey is a staunchly middle-class 
residential suburb of Los Angeles. An en
gineering student who lives there with his 
parents had purchased a copy of the new 
Otway single "The Man Who Shot Liberty 
Valance" and had found it to be missing 
the vocal track. So, true to the letter of the 
flyers announcing his latest publicity gim
mick, John Otway was off to sing the 
words, in person, live in a stranger's living 
room. Looking and feeling quite out of 
place in this quiet, manicured neighbor
hood, the car finally heaves a sigh of re
lief, pulls up in front of the hapless fan's 
home and the show is on. 

"I'm so embarrassed," John whispers 
as he pleads for the solace of a beer and,a 
cigarette. ''Everyone's staring at me, wait
ing •for me to sing." It wasn't really like 
that, of course, but the winner (also named 
John) had invited some people from the 
store where he had purchased the single, 
as well as a friend of his who had bought 
eleven copies without winning. While wait
ing to( everyone to arrive, John starts suf
fering pangs of remorse for having 
thought of this stunt in the first place. 
Lookin~ not at all like the person who eats 
microphones on stage, he squirms farther 
into the corner of the couCh as he gazes 
upon the trappings of suburbia surround
ing ·him: neat cabinets of records and 
books, a tasteful arrangement of dried 
flowers, even a small crucifix on the wall. 
Clutching his prop violin (used primarily as 
a security blanket, it's stuffed with tissue 
paper and has tape over the strings so as 
not to make any noise), the star of the 
hour finally picks a place to stand between 
the speakers, and the record starts. 

Phone Fun 
Click! 
"So how wou.,d you undress (T1e?" 
"That depends on how cooperative you 
were" 
''Supposing I was ..... uncooperative?" 
''Then I'd ..... " Click! 

Restraining hts usual destructive stage 
antics, Otway nevertheless manages a 
respectably eccentric rendition of what 
he's done to the memory of Gene Pitney. 
Space in a living room being what it is, he 
is limited to hopping around and sawing at 
his fiddle while metamorphosizing what 
used to be a hit single. Another beer, a 
few autographs, and it's back to Holly
wood. John is relieved, happily singing a 
little medley of 60s favorites as we climb 
back into the car. He visibly perks up at 
the news that rush hour being over, we 
can take the freeway back. 

''This is only thE! third one of these l~e 
done," he says, and they don't seem to be 
getting any easier. The first was in Scot
land, at the home of a truck driver, and the 
second was somewhere in the Midwest. 
Oklahoma, maybe. "They made me-walk 
up to the door and knack three separate 
times for that one, to make sure they got ii 
on videotape. I even had to do the song 
twice. I was so embarrassed." John toys 
with the plan of having his manager buy 
back all of the instrumental copies of the 
single that they can find. "You'd think I'd · 
learn to think before I opened my mouth. 
But I never do. This was my idea, you 
know." 

,.Chris Marlowe 

intrigued? Revolted? Read on .... 
Click ... 
"Are you into oral sex?" 
"Yeah." 
"Then you must be a pervert!" Click. 
Before you rush, heavy-fingered, to your phones let 

me explain how it all Y.'Orks. 

If yo'! think that dlalogue is from the latest X-rated 
"heavy ., breather.'.'- deduct · ten points for "bad 
attitude." II is in fact just another facet of that ongoing 
madness known as LA living. 

You dial a certain number, one for men, another for 
women. If you are lucky enough to get through (the 
Connection gets eight hundred attempted calls in any 
twenty-four-hour period), first you hear a recording 
which gives you the basic information followed by the 
radio. This continues until there is another caller on 
the opposite tine. Then, before you can say "Yellow 
Pages," you are connected to a man or woman, de
pending on your sex or preference. 

The conversation took place between Jayne, a foxy 
fourteen-year-old from suburban Burbank and some 
character called Mike from Reseda. 

After Jayne's parents are asleep, she lets her 
"lingers do the walking" in a rather novel way by call
ing into the Valley Connection, one of a series of 
"alternative" services available to Los Angeles' 4.4 
million phone customers. 

From the safety of her parents' comfortable subur
ban home, Jayne whiles away the midnight hours by 
"reaching out and touching" men, if not in deed, cer
tainly not in the way the advertising executives at Pa
cific Telephone had in mind, .either. 

"Are you muscular?" 
You now have ten minutes to break the ice ... or the 

connection. Conversational topics are totally up to the 
individual, ranging from "phone sex" with a teenage 
nymphet to a philosophical debate on Camus or where 
the party is that night. 

What happens to the two hundred callers that get 
through each day? If the individuals strike a good rap
port, then is is quite common for them to exchange 
home numbers and dial direct. 

II seems that just over two percent find long term 
relationships and the rest have a heck of a good lime. 

-Ray Cook 

San Francisco 
Ivey, who's brought us an indispensable monthly 

listing of events and graphic madness, is currently 
preparing a 1981 twelve-month calendar with a joke 
for every other day and art by Ruby Rae, Sally Mutant, 
Jay Kinney, Irene Dogmatic, the Sfuggo folks and as
sorted other comic artists. A sample joke: Q: What do 
you do with a dog with no legs? A: Take it for a drag. 

lvey's been collecting these groaners for many 
years and sees the calendar as an opportunity to rid 
herself of them. Henny Youngman take note: It will be 
available In stores in November for $3.00 or direct 
from Ivey, fifty cents additional for postage, at 2436 
Jones St, San _Francisco, CA 94133 .. 

New Releases 
LPs 

Various Artists Uve at Raul's (US) 
Various Artists Surf Cfty Underground (US-Bluebeat) 
Dead Kennedys Fresh Fruit tor Rotting Vegetables 

(UK-Cherry Red) 
Arnold When (UK-Ace) 
Mark Hoback A Sides (US·Round Raoul) 

45s & EPs 

Not Sensibles I Thought You were Dead 
(UK-Snotty Snail) 

Teardrop Explodes When I Dream/Kilimanjaro 
{UK·Zoo/Warner Bros.) 

Martin and the Martians Martians (UK-Risky Disc) 
Satellites Urbane Gor/Jla/Hfgh Rise Hiflbiflies 

(UK-Rewind) 
Last Words Top Secret/Walk Away (UK-Armageddon) 
Dark Hawaii Five-0/Don't Look Now (UK-Fresh) 
Rejex Niagara Baby/Who Wants to March 

(Australia-Oublethink) 
Orange Juice Lovesick/Blue Boy (Scotland-Postcard) 
Cravats Precinct/Who's In Here with Me? 

(UK-Small Wonder) 
Angelle Upstarts Last Night Another Soldier/The Man 

Who Came in from the Beano (UK-Warner Bros.) 
Pistons Investigations/Circus (US-Twintone) 
Xpress Junked Up Judy/Stop Start 

(UK-Warner Bros.) 
Menace The Young Ones (UK-Fresh) 
In Xs We Are the Vegetables/Simple Simon 

(Australia· RCA) 
Car Sickness Bill Wifinson (US·TMI) 
Various Presages {UK·4AD) 
Flngerprlntz Smiles for .Sale (US-Twintone) 
Bog People Communist Disco/North American 

Feelings (US-Apocalypse/KGB) 
Stranglers JV (US·IAS) (limited edition) 
Stranglers Do the European/White Room (US·lAS) 

Subw~y News Derails 

and Other Boston News 

The following letter passed through the other day, 
and in the spirit of "United we stand, divided we you
know-what," as well as letting you in on exciting, 
behind-the-scertes inter-magazine correspondence, 
read on: 
Dear Jonathan : 

Eek ... argh ... what an awful, awful 1hing I have to say. 
Can you guess? There is no more Subway News. Noth
ing left. Kaput. Finis . Ugh. Sorry. 

I'm sure you could guess all the reasons from you r own 
experiences with the mag biz-no money, no 1imc, no 
energy, no fun, lots of arguments. Now honestly , you 
cannot run a magazine with Morse code or sign lan
guage, so what else could we do? On top of that, a lot of 
our writers etc. were working for the competition (the de
testable Boston Rock) bccl\use of the pay-ah, these peo
ple who have no scruples, no dignity, no self-rcspcct ... no 
jobs, so how can we blame them? Tragic. 

We just made this decision a few days ago, and we 
haven't spread the word yet around here because so 
many people s1ill owe us ad money and we owe the prim
e;- ~ few grand . Also. it 's such a pain in the ass to try to 
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The 1980 Draft Registration 
Amidst the Neanderthal Jingoism featured 

at the Republican Convention In Detroit, and 
the street fighting and sniping In Orlando (or 
Is It Chattanooga? or Miami? or Flint?), the 
new draft registration started. All nineteen
and twenty-year-old men were supposed to 
make a quick stop at their local post offices, 
flll in a form and go home to wait. 

In the 60 s, THE DRAFT was THE dividing 
llne, an insidious trlbat rite by which one 
generation tested the manhood (and brains) 
of another. It was also a perfect prescription 
for Instant outlaw. By 1970, having one's 
draft card on one's person branded one 
with a social stigma equivalent today to lov
ing Van Halen or having long hair and a 
beard. If nothing else, draft registration , 
1980, is a symbollc watershed . 

They had to pump It up somehow; Jt 
wouldn't have looked too good If nobody 
showed up. So the word was i:iut out In 
schools, papers and over the airways. They 
even cooked up some propaganda spots 
from famous teen Idols like Lou Rawls and 
Steve Garvey telling you not to forget. (If 
you were white, the message appealed to 
your sense of decency and fatr p1ay: " It's 
not Just the law, It's the clght thing to do." If 
you weren 't white, It was a little,roore down
to-earth: "It's thp law, and your ass wut be 
In some serious trouble If you don 'tdo It.") 

Of course they weren' t ready for full-scale 
rebellion, so they made a lame attempt to 
deny certain key facts. The word was, lest 
anyone get too uptight, that a) registration 
has no relation to an actual draft, and b) the 
draft (obviated, of course, by point ) 'a" has 
no relation to war. It was all just part of a 
symbollc response to the Soviet Invasion of 
Afghanistan, a gesture meant to remind 
them who's NumbetOne. 

However, In the very real, if bizarre, world 
of international polltlcs, you know and I 
know that real countries get Invaded by real 
armies, real dictators get-upended by real 
people and real empires compete for real 
fortunes. So, apart from ,syrnbollc gestures, 
why Is all this happening? If, as Selective 
Service offlclals admit, registration speeds 
up the process of actually drafting-an army 
by only one week, why even bother to roCk 
the boat? 

The answer is slmple. They need the 
" polltlcal climate " It creates, the 
"propaganda effect," Just as they needed 
the stir created by the Olympic boycott or 
the big splash about the twelve-year-old 
Russian kid who wouldn't go home with his 
parents. The 70s are over for our rulers, 
also; they can no longer afford to permit 
their subjects the luxury of wallowing ln fan
tasies of hot tubs, Winnebagos and 
Saturday Night Fever. Now, Instead of self
Indulgence and apathy, they need a little 
red-blooded American concern, some good 

old-fashioned love of the Fatherland. 
Because, slmply put, they are planning to 
goto war. 

THE LAND OF THE FREE 
The warm summer breezes Plow gently 

through the 2700 acres of redwood groves 
that border the Russian River. For hundreds 
of S.glng men wandering through the Bohe
mian Grove, It's a chance to unwind, to talk 
to one another without the pressures that 
come with being a plllar of society. Up 
there, away from t/1e world, they can cafl 
things as they are, without worrying about 
pryln(J busybodies from the press or 
disgruntled servants. 

The Bohemian Cfub 's annual retreat br
ings the men who rule Amerf9a-the Cap
tains of Industry and finance-together with 
their pofllfclans and most trusted media 
agents. There, they are among the(r 
peers-those whose wisdom and ski/I, 
whose very birthright In fact, have given 
tllem the responsfbllltY for the future of 
America, their America: Scions of famllles 
with names llke"Kaiser, Morgan, Firestone 
and Packard, .all mlnglinp with: their Olfn 
kind. 

At this Year's festivities, Inside sources 
leaked that there were Interesting n9w 
winds blowing, among those that always 
blow through the rarlfied atmosphere char
ting A.merfca's course. The Reaganltes, 
considered lntelllgent but a llttle " ex
treme," had assumed the limelight. Paul 
Laxaft, the former governor of Nevada W/10 

gave Reagan's nomfnatlng speech, was 
the1e, and It was cJea1 he had~· 

And at the special " Lakeside Talk, " this 
year's honored giJest speaker was none 
other that Edward Telfer, father of the H
bomb. From such a distinguished 
gentleman, one might e](pect lofty phrases, 
a certain dignity perhaps , .. wefl, not this 
time. Teller was there to get down to some 
se1lous shit. "We've got to stop those Rus~ 
slan bastards before they get us/ It's time tp 
take care of Business/" The fans went wild. 
They shouted. They cheered. He got a 
thundering ovation. ~ 

For all the little people who wlll be called on 
to sacrifice themselves, the question Is as 
simple (and painful) as darll)g to read the 
handwriting on the wall, or as another faded 
proph,et said In days gone by, ''You don't 
ne.ed a weathennan to know which way1he 
wind blows." A close examination of the 
Republican convention should be enough to 
convince the skeptical. Witness Barry 
Goldwater's • emotional speech: "My 
friends, I'm concerned this- may be the last 
Republican convention we ever have." He 
was not voicing partisan concern for his 
political party, especially since he went on 

to Include the Democrats, too. "Weakness 
leads to war!" he croaked to the shouting 
delegates. }ie meant, but for cosmetic pur
poses could not yet say, that It leads to los
fng wars. 

Of course, Goldwater, with his reputation 
as a right-wing nut, could possibly _be 
dismissed. But then there was Henry _Kiss
inger, who spoke of the danger of Soviet at· 
titck In the next ftv9 years: "As Is often the 
case, the seemlngly boldest course Is re$111Y 
the safest; procrastination wm only prolong, 
and thereby magnify, Oi,lr danger." He was 
not talking about boldly pulllng off <l few 
more "symbollc gestures.' ' WJ!liam Sl'mon, 
former Secretary of the T reasury said, "L8t 
us open tills convention with a solemn war
ning: The hour Is late; the crisis Is near.'' 
This Is . oot campaign rhetoric. This Is war 
talk frorri those In a position to start wars. 

Reagan ' s nomination has to be 
understood for what It Is. He Is not the Joke 
candidate fhat Goldwater was In '64 (whose 
purpose Jn running was to djvert attentfon 
from the "peace" candidate so he could 
escalate the warl, nor Is it simply a casj;t of 
the "lunatic fringe' ' somehow capturing the 
delegate spots. tn fact, what we have is a 
classic case of Ideas whose time have 
come. A substantial section of the rullng 
powers have thrown their weight behind· 
him because he, rrlore tt}an any other can
didate, repr'esents ttielr View of what can 
and must happen over the next few years. 

This is not a question of money-hungry, 
deJense corporations running amuck, nor 
merely of the Strangeloves coming to 
power. In fact, this episode could be tltled 
Th~ Empire Strikes Out The much~vaunted 
"American Cen•ury" Is short circuiting on a 
grand scale and our emperors are frantically 
wo1klng to put the country in a state that will 
permit them to use the only cure available• 
- Wa.r - where the two big guys front off 
and decide at everyone else's expense who 
gets to be king of the mountain. When e:m~ 
plres co!Ude In this fashion, you get wOrld 
war. 

GUNS ON THE·AOOF??? 

The truth Is, the demonstrations that hap
pened were by and large pretty lame affairs. 
I know that It's totally unch\c to admlf it, but I 

·went to some terrific demonstrations In the 
old days. Some real ass-kicking street
fighting brutal motherfucking kinds of af-

Aairs. At age seventeen, the year Cambodia 
was invaded, l learned more about Life In 

J_!)e _USA than I had In the seventeen years 
before· It. It appears that up to this moment, 
the new wave of a.ntl-war activist Is largely 
unaware of the soul-cleansing effect of 
rioting In the streets, or else Is the type who 
remembers and wishes to forget. 

Candlelight vigils, "circles of concern," 

explain it to people. N o one really understands how very 
much went into each issue, and how little carnc out. 

W e're kin d of relieved and kind of sad. We had such a 
good rag ... Oh. well. Its time was up. The so-cailed 
uscenen has deterior.ated so far that it's hard to know who 
you're making a magazine for-all the people we were 
trying so hard to scorn ended up devoted to SubN. What 
on earth does that mean? 

Well , enough about our morb id demise. 
Local gossip-The Mission of Burma single is finally 

out . So arc our two singles on Grcenline Records. The 
L yres (our favorite band since SubN roommate and 
Grccnlinc prez K i t D ennis plays bass) have got ex-DMZ 
guitari st Peter Greenberg to come back from Cincinoati, 
and they sound great. They're talking about doing a sin
gle with A ce of H earts Record s, a local indy label. The 
N ervous Eaters album should be out soon, and so should 
the Hu maf\ Sexu al Response LP. There's a fair amount 
of worthless local vinyl that I won't bother to mention. 
Our best college radio station has been out of commission 
for a month , bu t will be back, better than ever (so they 
say} next week. Spit , th at bastion of poseuri sm and 
pseudo-new-wave-hipness is allegedly opening a branch 
in T exas somewhere. 

home watching Gt nt raJ Hospital and I Love Lucy re
runs bec ause, like it or not , that's more fun than going 
clubbing. Where did all these suburban boobs with their 
$30 spiked heads and their chic little checkued outfits (as 
usual, the,y have their trends mixed up) come from?They 
all sing along to the B-52's while confetti pours from; he 
ceiling fans at Spit onto their painstakingly sloppy coifs. 
We don't want them . Send them back. I say. in the im
mortal words of Shakespeare, uout. vile jellyn ! (That's 
King Ltar-look it up. There arc a few cultured people 
left in Boston.) It is time for an undCrground below the 
underground. And , you know, all these trendy , sicken· 
ing people have a copy of Subway N rois under their 
arms, which is one big reason why we just can't do it any
more. W e are not capitalistic enough to produce a maga-
7. ine for people we don't like. Snobs we most emphat ic
ally are. 

Whatever happened to punk rock? I think i t's time for 
a revival. I can't stand this water-it-down-and-feed-it-to· 
the-masses way of life. The old, fun people arc staying 

And what is happening to San Francisco and Damage 
and you? Are you suffering from the same plague, or has 
it mercifully passed you by, leaving only a few stricken? 
E ven i f we're not publishing. we're all still here. gossip· 
starved and with our fingers ever-stuck ih the rock'n'roll 
pie. If there's anything we or I can help you out with from 
this side of the great Midwest, well , you know we'll be 
happy to do it . 
YOurs very truly, 
Theo [Greenblatt, A ssociate Publisher , Su bway N ew.L] 

civil disobedience and other not too awe
insplrlng action aside, It's Important not to 
be too cynical about It all. Actually, all 
things considered, things went pretty okay. 
A Berkeley postal worker was fired for 
refusing to register anyone, people did 
something · In every major city, 400,000 
potential felons were created virtually over
night, numerous bomb threats were rfil:e lv
ed at postal facllittes across the country . 
Shit, a couple of good poltce riots to drive 
some of the fucking earnestness and 
Idealism from the demonstrators, and who 
knows what might happen? 

No matter how Insipid the demonstrations 
were, the ACLU lawsuit that. for a few hours 
'' stopped the draft" belongs Jn a totally dlf
fefont catagory. If you believed this wa s on 
the level, try throwing yourself on the mercy 
of the court the next time you get busted 
and see what happens. Aside from creating 
a certain amount of confusion Intended to 
defuse potential protests , and creating 
false hope that somewhere some old man In 
a costume w.111 somehow take care of 
everything, the baffling thing about the 
lawsuit Is the whole basis for it. It's not falr 
to register /ust men. So they make sure they 
draft some women too-shit, the forms 
already have a spot to check what sex you 
are, and Uncle Sam can always use some 
more warm bodies. 

ALAS BABYLON/NO FUTURE? 

The argument has been made that if the 
' US and USSR ever do decide to get down to 

some serious war, it will amount to a few 
hours of lobblng nukes at each other, 
resulting In the final curtain call for all forms 
of lite except roaches, which according to 
scientific experiment are the only species 
hardy enough to survive. In fact, while this 
is possible, think tanks around the world are 
busy calculatJng and recalculattng things 
!Ike maximum kill factors , because they 
want something left afterward. You can't 
make money off of a wasteland. (For more 
on this fead The Third World War-August 
1985 written, by a collection of NATO 

.generals) The· point Is , that for their own 
reasons, even the dinosaurs running 
Washington and the Kremlin want to sur
vive. 

I liked the part In Damage 8 where Marian 
KeSter wrote , " Even if the world fails to end 
(as Is probable) On one hand, the 
knowledge that San Francisco might be 
traded off (terminally speaking) for Len
ingrad at some point Insures that you 
remember to do your living right now. On 
the other hand, It is a fact that no matter how 
bored/dlsgustedljaded you are, getting a 
knife stuck up against your throat makes 
you think about the good times, and how 
desperately you want a few more, Gary 
Giimore not-withstanding.' ' 

There Is a point In figuring out what ~es 
on out there. There are forces that, like lt or 
not, throw everyone ln the same boat at the 
same time. Draft registration did this In a 
small way, and there's more to come. 

Watch for "Autumn Forge '80," the big
gest dress rehearsal ever, when the largest 
collectlon of NATO troops since D-Day will 
get together to practice destroying EurOpe; 
read today's paper which announces "our" 
new revised Improved nuclear war strategy; 
hear prominent economist Milton Friedman 
talk about "controlled disentegratlon" In 
the 80s; observe the SALT talks where the 
US and USSR shake hands-llke wrestlers 
trying to throw each other out of the ring. 

The editorlal In #8 described the growth of 
what was once " the scene" Into a 
flourishing and muftlfaceted underground. 
If you're one of those who resents the Intru
sion that comes with growth, who, as was 
written , " wlll never evolve beyond 
punk's early days," then watch out. The 
powerful forces of reality are seriously set
ting about dealing with the youth-shattering 
Illusions, rubbing their noses in the shl t that 
here in America they call "llvlng, " and 
many many thousands of rebellious new 
outcasts are on their way. 

Edd/eK. 
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Vinyl 

One of the tracks orl this, Cabaret Voltaire's third album in a year, is dated 1974. That ~~n~l~na:~~t~~ ~~~ymounc~ . ~r~~~~p'!;,a~i~~~·r~t~a~~:~~~l~e~~~ :~~rt~~o R~i~~~. ~~~~ 
alone explains the sudden outpouring from a band relatively unknown on these shores until sumably from Minnesota; if you know him personally, you might have reason to buy this. In 

Cabaret Voltaire The Voice of America (RouQh Trade} 

recently. that case, though, maybe you could get a free one. 
How many of these electronic whiz kids have bands in their garages? Garages, mind you, 

that hold all the equipment they've either bought second-hand or built themselves in a studio 
environment capable of remarkable sound capa
cities? How often do we get to hear the results of 
those late-night sessions? 

These days, we're hearing a lot more of this kind 
of stuff . These kids are smart and educated. They 
know the difference between Stockhausen and 
Cage. They were at the head of the class in math or 
science. They didn 't discover foreign substances 
for embalming the human mind until college. 
They've always had a knack for exploring, and al
ways enjoyed doing ii themselves, without help 
and/or interference from outside sources. 

Bands like this tend to document themselves on 
tape. hence the 197 4 track here. They also tend to 
sound accomplished rather early on, since they've 
been at it in the garage for longer than y't>u or L 

They also get stuck in a rut on occasion. 
Which is precisely the problem I'm having with The Voice-cf America. lf this had been my 

introduction to Cabaret Voltaire, I'd pr.obably be ecstatic at the degree of intelligence and 
creativity occurring here. But because I'm familiar with them, this just doesn't have any im
p~ct on me as yet. 

1 keep listening for the "Nag Nag Nag" !hat never comes~ Like their first EP, this ~ind of 
drifts on, occasionally making an impact through some extraordinary effect or noise. Bui, as 
much as I want to love this, I end up merely liking it, maybe even recommending it to my 
friends as yet unfamiliar with them, then putting it away in the stacks for long periods of in
activity . 

There are moments. "Stay Out of It" utilizes a real live drummer for a change, and moves 
along in an amusingly herky-jerk fashion . The title track is also nice. But all too often, I feel 

-Stupid.Artname 

Jeanne Folly, Jean-Luc Henning, VXZ 375, Hektor Zazou, Bazooka La Perversita 
(Scopa/Invisible) 

This French homage to the perverse features a large, eight-pa.ge flyer containing per· 
verted art (the "holy virgin" showing her hymen, girl scouts necking and hanging them
selves, shackles, wounds) and the texts from the "songs." These include (in French) "The 
Necrophagous" with such lines as "I love male corpses . The ones in the morgue ... with my 
pen knife l...carve wonderful snacks .. . and suck long the cold and rigid member"; "The 

Water Nymph" with " .. . you shower me with golden 
water ... "; and ''The Zoophile," who dreams "of be· 
ing sodomized by a dog, l have repeatedly sucked 
a dog and I have made them come in my mouth .. " 
The titles of the texts are not the same as the songs 
in which they are chanted. 

The record itself sports a label with a photo of a 
nude, prepubescent girl masturbating. The music is 
quite soothing and tame, at least compared with the 
lyrics. The French are partial to melodic music 

~ {their radio will run muzak, jazz, American rock . 
L.ot 7 -._.. classical and French pop one after the other. the • ~ 1 only thread being strong melodies). and the avant· 

garde is no exception. Their cover versions of 
l111111111!1p!i!i!ijitj11lllliifj1'i.ifl-,!l "Satisfaction" and "Strawberry Fields Forever" 

must be heard to be believed. Local luminary Henry 
· Kaiser appears playing high·tech guitar on "On Dine." 

lf you speak French, you might find this album arousing or disturbing. Otherwise. it is 
somewhat innocuous but different, and pleasant to listen to . 
t-'iosse.j -Stupid Artname 

[Translations thanks to Gail de Prosse.] 

~hv:~~:~~r 1~~: ~~1~;~~~~~.01~~h~111::~ h:C~~~~~~~~hy~r~r~~~~~i~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~ion , _-_r_h_e_s_u_bu_r_b_s _1n--'C'-'o"-m-'-boc.__c.(T_w_in_to_n_e-'-) _____________ _ 
I refuse to give up on Cabaret Voltaire-they've got too much on the ball to write off on the The first cut on this album knocks on the door with a guitar riff lifted from Blondie's "One 

basis of one record that didn't satisfy in the way I thought it would . It's like a one night stand Way or Another.'' Oh God, the brain starts to moan, when suddenly the door is kicked open 
that you wish would turn into a love affair. by a mutated blues-boogie played at methedrine speed. Then the vocals rush in with a low 

-S. Schellberg 

Roky Erickson and the Aliens Five Symbols (CBS Import) 

In which San Francisco resident and Austin native gets record release in England, land of 
the cull, the connoisseur and the current threat to go psychedelic . Roky's credentials as 
60s force and 80s zombie are here represented in ten compositions written since his '76 
classic "Two· Headed Dog." 

The list of characters comes straight from the swampland of 60s B horror features, here 
treated without a sense of humor, as real hair-straighteners and not camp comics; in fact, as 
the deities of Roky's "special" perspective on life as it is lived or hallucinated. Heavy metal 
grew out of lyrics and vocals like these-Texas blues gone Gothic with shades of 
Creedence-like rock soaked in. going through the metal emotions of threatening , invocaling 
and blustering. 

Sadly, the record fails to terrify or get seriously dangerous due to a conservative produc
tion job and the conventional nature of the straight rockaboogie arrangements. Duane 
Aslaken has moved to the forefront on guitar and Bill Miller's autoharp hides shamefacedly in 
the back of the mix. Stu Cook of Creedence produces Roky as a conventional rock group 
and ends up with the same. 

Best moments: Ttie truly dumb "l Walked with a Zcimbie" in which Roky confesses that he 
did exactly that "last night "' a large number of times. Halfway through, background voices 
come in to echo Erickson and testify that he did, in fact. "walk with a zombie last night''; 
"Night of the Vampire," which actually gets fairly threatening as the vampire "maidens his 
bite horns"; and the porno-horror cliche of "White Faces" in which Roky takes his perverse 
pleasure in the landing of the fangs. He just worships those evil demons. There's nothing 
here as swirling-psychotic-dangerous as that nasty track on Deep Purple on Rock whose 
name I can't recall and which I ill·advisedly took the wrong drugs to at an impressionable 
age. And nothing as good as the best moments of Roky's past. But there are signs and glim
merings that Roky is more than undead. Now if that two·headed dog should really slip its 
leash .. 

-Mark _Cooper 
Telex Neurovision lSire) -----

This record is destined to be a big hit in discos around the country. But if you are anything 
like tl)e punkophiles around here, your initial reaction to hearing it may be "Yech! Disco! 
Take it offW There are valid reasons for hating the majority of music grouped under the 
heading of disco . Most of it is sterile, characterized by emotionless production, inane lyrics. 
Las Vegas-y performers and a constant , boring beat. 

But in the case of Telex , I think your gut reaction 
TC/;;;C-J(: ~ may be wrong. If you like synthesizer music, espe· 

cially with a beat , then you'll probably like Telex . 
~11 The entire album is "electronically generated by 
~}iJ, ~1 

, • synthesizers and vocoders except the voice which 
~ _ · • 1 , 1 is sometimes real." (The lyrics are sometimes in 

izllJill~!l!!"D!D;IC English and sometimes in French.) The production 
__.-,[-• · ~ - . ,. is crisp and eminently modern. admirably fitting the 

, ,m-• ,. " L-Y ·_ ~ techno-luturist images on the cover. 
( . ,.,, ~J, The songs vary widely in rhythm and mOod; the 

t.'l ......_ : ~ /,~ lyrics are intelligent, often witty, and the singing is 

! f. .- - ~ , ·- • ~~~ ~~ ~~~~~=~~~~~~~e~~:~.w~~~= ~~~~~~~ 

'/
. \·-' /:!'~ ,\J I thoughtful comparison of single records and single 

people set to a great beat {my favorite cut on the 
. album). They even manage a Euro-synth Chuck 

Berry-ish rave·up on "Twist A Saint Tropez." All of this is done with a great deal of con
fidence and professionalism. There are no rough edges, but you still get a sense of real peo
ple behind all the electronics. 

Telex is made up of Marc Maulin, Michel Moers and Dan Lacksman, all Belgians. Neuro
vision .was produced by Telex and recorded in their own studio. There is a distinctive, 
cohesive feel to the album-the vision of what Telex should sound like is obviOusly per
ceived equally by all three members of the band. The result is "Musique Pop Electronique"
lhinking person's disco. 

-M. C. Parker 
Orchid Spanglafora Flee Past's Ape Elf (Twintone) 

"Nicky doesn't really know that you can't eat a yo-yo .. . l love fried chicken, all soggy and 
smelly ... there's the sporty Camero, fastened to a steel bulkhead." These are quotes from 
"Dime Operation," one of eleven tape compositions on this LP. The technique is essentially 
the same as that used on the Beatles' "Revolution No. 9, " so if that's your idea of fun , here's 
lots of it. Some of its moments are very funny, and the rhythms occasionally are interesting, 

mumbled urgency that keeps the brain reeling with delight. After a few screams and a guitar 
break, the whole thing suddenly disappears. and "Hobnobbin ' with the Executives" is over. 

But the assault on the brain has only begun. 
The i-est of the album is just as good. Though not 

THE suBURBS IN COMBO punk, most of the songs are rough and fast. The 
--'"'"-'==---~==~ musicianship is skilled, .mixing 60s rock rhythms 

• 

with weird vocals and quirky guitar. I guess this is 

I 
what you might have called new wave about three 

- years ago, but for now it can be more accurately 
described as mutant prairie pop. The lyrics are 
strange, but g~nerally upbeat and sometimes 

1 wacky, as in "Cows": ''I like cows/And they like 
• me/I like cows/I like to watch them eat." 

.,r • lnt~~!:~~i i~e~~sw~~u~~t ~o~t ~~~ ~~o;~~~ ~~! 
than bits and pieces. Familiar things take on 
strange and new characteristics. What might be a 
heavy metal guitar in another context seems oddly 

punked out. Solid rock drumming suddenly breaks into percussive primitivism. Your brain 
will want to try it again. 

- M. C. Parker 
Hazel O'Connor Breaking Glass (A&M) 

This is the soundtrack to an insultingly stupid "punk movie" which revolves around Ms 
O'Connor and her rise from struggling politically-correct songbird to hopelessly neurollc 
solo artiste. At either end of this spectrum, she has all the wit and personality of Gumby .- See 
Hazel's illusions shattered as she learns it's not called the "biz" for nothing! Watch as her 
dime-store politics get blown out of the water! Look.in astonishment as she progresses from 

basket case. 

firmly uncommercial to ridiculously marketable! 
As for the flick's "punk credibility," try this on for 

size: Hazel's band wants to kick out their sax player 
because he's a heroin user. Now what punk 
wouldn't give his eye teeth for a wet cotton. huh? 

Listen, as vile as the film gets. the album is 
worse, because you don't even get to watch 

\ Hazel's tortured li'I weasel-puss as she EMOTES-
and, hoo boy, does this babe emote. Gut wrench
ing stuff here. Methinks that Lene Lovich did the 
vocals-and then wisely kept her name off this 
piece of ca-ca. Hazel reeks of sincerity, and I mean 
reeks. This chicky is getting pushed like nobody's 
business ' (except perhaps the accountants at 
A&M) ; 3he~s actually re-enacting the role in the film . 
Jn two years she'll probably be on~ big bleached 

Okay, what /wanna know is, 1) Why is Tony Visconti (producer of 0 . Bowie and someone 
who should have some taste by now) associated with this album, and 2) Who is Hazel-baby 
fucking at A&M to get all this attention? Yes kids, from those wonderful folks who broughtus 
Splurge-A Musical Sore comes Kissing Ass-1 mean, Breaking Glass-a shiny techno-pop 
string-laden new-wave-erlno kind of experience. 

AVOID LIKE PLAGUE 
-Dwight Cliffs 

DOA Something Better Change {Friend) 

To pull off angry, frenzied music without sounding like a retreat '77 band is hard. How do 
you make a personal statement of social outrage without sounding like every whining punk 
from London to Redondo Beach? How do you stay a punk in these new wave times'? DOA 
has the answer: Put out a record like this. Something Better Change includes some of their 
pa~ singles as well as good new material. The addition of a second guitarist makes the 
sound much fuller and allows for some great lead guitar work. There's a good balance here 
between guttural slashing attacks and melodic (yet still forceful) songs. It's nice to see that 
some people have retained their cynicism and concern tor the world around them. The mix 
isn't as crisp as it could be-but the message and the m'usic come through loud and clear. 
Live , DOA are about the best-make sure to see them during Western Front. This is a really 
good record . 

-A. Elizabeth Shanks 
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Snakeftnger The Man In the Dark The Fall Tota/e 's Tums 
Sedan/Womb to Worm (Ralph) 

/ 
{Rough Trade) 

I hate the word quirky, but it "The difference between you 
really applies to this 45. Weirdo and us is that we have brains." 
pop from our local nut-house, With those words, Mark E. 
Ralph Records. Side A sounds Smith sets his gang up for all the 
Uke the soundtrack from a Chi·· slagging they've been taking late
nese mystery about a child mo- ly. But, of course, most critics 
lester, complete with the click· have found other reasons for 
clack of shoes going down the damning the Fall. Implying that 
alley. Naturally, the sound Is rem I· they are privy to a higher form of 
niscent of the Residents-after all, intelligence wjU Just be one more 
they co-wrote the song. Heyl nail in the coffin the established 
There's even a drum break-this press are buildina for the Fall. 
be a cool record. Snakefinger Before this, it was any number 
possesses a wacko sense of mu- of reasons. The music mean
sical humor and It always works. dered. Smith can't sing. They lose 
The B·side is stranger still; a nice their train -of thought, drifting into 
little phllosophy lecture on what the realm of art. They're musically 
we can expect as we progress monotonous. And so on and so on 
from womb to worm. This is great and scooby-dooby·do. 
stuff. If Barnaby Collins made rec- Well, releasing a cassette-re
ords, they'd sound like Snake· corded live tape that consists of 
finger's. note-for-note covers of your 

-A. Ellzabeth Shanks songs isn't bound to help the 

Magazine Sweetheart Contract/ ~~~~ ~~~~e~~~:"m~~~ ::~h~~I~~~ 
Live at the Russell Club (Virgin) tant last year, but they're closlng 

Magazine suffers from be lab· in for the kill now. 
ored criticism that their studio re- Imagine their surprise, then, 

cordings are thin and less vibrant ~~~~ f~~~ s:: t~h:~is~.i~~~u~ 
~e8:;ot~!r,1~: s=~~~·eTh~~ r~~gn~ it: Despite the fact that everything 
Music Show was indeed an explo· they've said about the Fall is ba· 

slon of dramatic instrumentation ~~c:~~e:~f:~!~~v:,!~~~~ 
and frightening, revealing vocal oric to put this album down. Just 

~~v~~;.~;~we~~tt~!~:s~~~~ like they say the Fall tend to do. 

Russell Club complement the co~::g m~y~na~ ~ =~ ~: 
~~~ac;~~~~~is ~P."Sweetheart best thing yet from the Fall. Sure, 

"Si:::;:~~ :e: r:~~te~b:1y ~: =~ s~~g!:1~~~~Y.!~i~~~ 
tattle-tale type song that offers a according to some classic defini
simple mellotron and an unchang- tion of the word. Nothing wrong 

ing beat. It is one of the album's ;~~h~~e:~~ti~~=s~:~u~~~m~I~ 
most dlsappainting tracks and a effective. Snarling, voice· crack· 

~:~t:~:~~~;~~:~f !~ !~~ ~gd :~~i1~~ ~~~s ·:"~,~~· 
namlc 85 Magazine has ever ence felt, if not . his message 

been. The Russell Club show was he~~· music is workmanlike and 
one of guitarist John McGeoch's precise. Simplistic, yet inventive 

~~e~ith b~ag:~~~~~~x w~o~~~ enough to use jarring chord 
1 

Simon for the US tour) , and as a :ci;;~:~?b~~~e;':n!~n~~~o~~{. 
~:::/:d~~n"':~din S: em riff for "Muzorewa's 

~~e~~;~t~~~~~~ ·:it.~ together. ~~~=:~~~l~=~~i~g:££ 
The didactic "Feed the Enemy" Onandonandonandonand ... 

~d~=~h~~:~sw:dex~lt~eTe~~~e~ Monotonous? You bet! But who 

beat that moves the song. much ~~ m~~~tto~~ J~~=Y~ai~a~ 
faster than the studio version. luded to the difference between 
Even the song's relatfvely slow Good AND Boring Art and Bad 
moments are rendered swiftly. It AND Boring Art, and the same 

~~~~~~~~ 1~~~ f~~~~e~~~~~~:~ thing appli~s here. It's d~n 
for doubt/Don't look-." g~d_, and lives up to my maior 

The desperate survivor of "Shot ' criterion for ~Y band (namely, do 
by Both Sides" assumes new yet ~.hey s:ound d1ff~~ent?) . Forget that 
subtle character distinctions. acqwreq taste st~ff-you could 
Devoto's votce works magically to do a lot worse .. Besides, you can 
reveal the angUish, and ultimately even dance to ~S S h lib 
the paranoia, of his body and · c e erg 
mind. The pace has been reduced • Bay of PJgs Addfctfon/Allens 
somewhat , but this Is compen· (Subterranean) 
sated by smoother transitions that 
carry the song in spots previously 
suffering from an imbalanpe. 

Finally, there Is the elaborate 
madhouse of "Twenty Years 
Ago." Devoto screams, stutters, 
JQses control of his words and 
mind. Random thoughts spurt out · 
to match the equally unattached 
disease of the guitar, synthesrzer 
and saxophone. But Devoto al· 
ways snaps back clearly and 
sharply, "Twenty years ago I used 
your soap," creating order but not 
freedom. And then: "So what .. 
you got a name for it : yesterday 
goes on and on," followed by a 
descending wave from the syn
thesizer. The screeching sax and 
intangible pulse weave throughout 
the song to always offset any se
curity borne from sanity. Devoto is 
lost here, lost emotionally, and 
dislocated In time as well. And 
with no clear path there is nothing: 
"Yesterday goes on and on." 

-Al. Lang 

Lifeless dross masquerading as . 
something clever and m"eanlngfuL 
The kind of group that is unfortu· 
natelY' all too common on the San 
Francisco scene. You know the 
type-Devo-style vocals,. guitars 
that pierce the air· in no particular 
sequence, 2000 struGtural 
changes per song, lyrics that 
could only have been written by a 
jerk whose first exposure to punlC 
music was in art school . The 
worst thing about it au is that these 
nerds really think they're breaking 
down the barriers of something, 
that they're creating something 
unique. Don't make me laugh-1'"1 
returning my copy of this single 
tomorrow. I'm sure no "sensitive" 
artists will ever read one of my re
views again, but who give9"""-a 
fuck? I'll take Society Dog-who 
were unfairly maligned in the last 
issue of Damage--any day ovei 
this pretentious crap. 

-J. Bale 
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Singles I EPs 
Lipstick Kiiiers Shakedown David Bowle Ashes to Ashes/ 
USA/Hindu Gods (of U>ve) (Voxx) /l's No Game (Part /) (RCA) 

Insults Population Zero/Zombie 
Lover and Stiff Love/Tax War/I 'm 
Just a Doper (Sick) 

Vox: You've seen the guitars, 
you've heard the amplifiers. Now, 
Voxx-you can spin the discs of 
the talentless bands this Bomp 
subsidiary puts on vinyl. Hear 60s 
psychedelic organ riffs fade to the 
best Deep Purple imitation since, 
well ... uh ... , Deep Purple on "Hin
du Gods (of Love)." Listen to even 
less distinctive sounds on "Shake
down USA." Grit your teeth In 
suspense as you Wait for the_ fec
ord to end. This is guaranteed to 
bS an experience you wm easily 
forget...for the rest of your life. 

Oh well, I know at least one per
son who likes this record, but then 
he has eccentric tastes. Now ... a 
word from our sponsor. 

-Banzai f!lg 

Helen Wheels Room to Ragel 
Destinations Unknown (Go-Go) 

Biker rock of the first degree. 
For those of you who yearn to be 
drinking Schaeefer in a Long Is· 
land City bar, this gal wears her 
Blue Oyster Cult associations 
proudly-and badly. ·1 like the 
whole concept of "tough girl'' 
rock, and this cookie sounds like a 
less nasal Patti Smith without PS's 
artsy·fartsy excesses. Also like 
Mme. Smith, though, in sure 
Helen takes herself VERY SERI· 
OUSL Y AND IS MAKING A MOD· 
ERN POETIC STATEMENT WITH· 
IN THE "GENRE" (I CALL IT 
"GENRE") OF HEAVY MET AL 

Sure ya are, Helen, and I'm the 
Queen of Ehgland. 

-A. Elizabeth Shanks 

Professor Anonymous Living In 
the World (Bomp) 

Well, actually we know who the 
mysterious professor is-he's 
Robert "Bobby'" Hyde, and his 
graduation picture is right there on 
the cover.Now, this record ts ter
rible: not only do they take the 
)drum lick from "Pipeline," but they 
also sing through it. Mr. Hyde is 
the Roger Connan of rock, under
stand, so this is bad art, but it's 
great bad art. Only the delivery is1 
more stilted than the embarrass· 
ingly trite lyrics, the arrangements 
and chord progressions are lifted 
atternatety from old surf tunes and 
insipid Muzak ballads, ahd the mix 
is positively incompetent. This last 
may be explained by Hide's com
plaint in "Rising Prices" of the high 
cost of studio time. The instru
mentation is equally whacked out 
-the modern, industrial sound Is 
produced not by synthesizers,. 
but by the prominent theremin. 
How can one fail to like a record 
that makes· its title melody out of a 
hybrid of "Shortnln' Bread" and 
"Palisades Park," interrupts it with 
a telephone ringing, and features 
elsewhere one chipmunk asking 
another if he "would like a free 
personality test?" Like it or not, 
industrial-surf fusion garage 
bands seem to be the wave of the 
future, and BofnP is right up to the 
minute with this deranged 
release. 

-Stupid Artn•me , 

It's back to basics for Mr. Bowie. 
Hrs most recent sojourn with Eno 
proved both boring and dry, and 
happily, he is again master of his 
own material. 

Rasping and raving away on the 
B-side, "Jt's No Game (Part I)," he 
unfetters his emotions and his 
mind, wailing away at the foolish· 
ness of the current movement
the one he helped instigate. "I 
don 't understand the situation ... " 
The vocals are shared with a 
woman who icily intones in Jap°a· 
nese about.. . the very same topic , 
I would imagine. This lends a solid 
foundation to both Bowie and his 
music's desperate tone. 

" Ashes to Ashes," the A-side, is 
a pop ditty in whlch Bowie says 
goodbye to life in the 70s, and 
gives us gllmpses of what life 
should be like in the 80s . . "My 
Mommy says, to get things done 
you'd better not mess with Major 
Tom." Amazingly, a synthesizer's 
heavenly strings come ir\ at the 
end, bringing back memories of 
Tom floating away In his tin can, 
far, far above the world . Too much 
too soon. 

-P. Strange 
The Sussed I've Got Me ParkaJ 
Myseff, Myself and f Repeated 
(Graduate) 

Further proof that garage punk 
never dies. It just moves, in this . 
case to Del Rey Oaks, California, 
wherever the fuck that is. Both of 
these 45s are loud, raw ahd stu
pid. Pure punk for vacant people. 
Play them at your parents and 
watch them cringe. Play them at 
your trendy friends and watch 
them wither. Play them at a record 
reviewer and watch hin yawn. 
·Sex, drugs, apocalypse: The 
same old shit. Safety pins and 
razor blades on the sleeve, 
washed-out xerox of the band, 
green vinY1. Get the picture? Don't 
get these records. 

-M. · C. Parker 
The Dawgs Shot of Your Love 
(Greensleaves) 

The Wombats What Can f Doi 
Utter Frustration (Voxx) 

The Lipstick Killers Shakedown 
USAfHlndu Gods (of Love) (Voxx) 

Here we have a clutch of 
mid-60s records made ln the 80s. 
This is not meant as a criticism, for 
they all have thelr merits. How- • 
ever, in contrast to groups like the 
Embarrassment and the Nurses, 
who have managed to bring the in· 
sane experimental spfrff. of the 
60s into the modern world, these 
bands consciously attempt to re-

"l've Got Me Parka" is a'h~arious capture the stype of their 60s 
satire on ttie image-conscious but forebears instead -of creating 
insubstantial neo-mod movement. som6thing uniquely their own. 
Don't misunderstand me-I really They look backward instead of 
enjoy the more poWertut new mod forward, and it should come as no 
bands like the Chords and (early) surprise that they appear on labels 
Purple Hearts, not to mention the subsidiary to or distributed by 
better but stylistically similar pre· Bomp. 
new mod groups like the Jam and First up, for no particular rea· 
the Jolt-but the majority of such son, are the Boston·based 
bands stink, and Ian Page is a Dawgs, who provide us with an 
complete idiot. On this record, a expellent example of classic 60s 
heavily-accented English voice in- ' garage punk ("Shot of Your 
tones witty lyrics over a light· Love") which I love. Surly, gravel· 
weight R&B beat a la Secret Affair. throated vocals, psyched-out 
To wit: "I got me mohair suit/I think guitar, tinny organ, a very melodic 
I look quite cute/I got me parka/I chorus and totalty dumb lyrics 
wanna be like Sting/And do me give this song an authentic 1966 
own thingfl got me parka .... I used quality, but unfortunately, the au· 
to be a punk, but now punk's sunk thenticity extends a bit too far-
fSo I got me parka." It ends with as with most mid-60s 45s, the 
an incredibly funny monologue other track!jj on this EP are com-
similar in effect lo Nicky Tesco's in ,plete throwaways. "Main Street 
the original version of "Solitary USA" is a fast but boring blues-
Confinement," and even mimics based number, and NPaper Moon" 
the live audience response on is the type of awful ballad that 
Mod's May Day '79. The B-side is many old bands have used to fill in 
a lengthy satirical poem that loses the gaps between their good 
its appeal after the1 firs~ few listen· songs. 
ings. All in all, this record is best Moving on, the Wombats do a 
described as a w6rthwhile novelty bang-up Imitation of the early 
item. I'm hoping that they come, Kinks-the lead vocal .. on "Utter 
out with a ska send·up next. Frustration" sounds exactly like 

-J. Bale Ray Davies once did, and the 

Eddie and The Subtitles 
Louie, Louis/Amerfcan Society 
(No Label) 

These are the guys responsible 
for the "Fuck You Eddie" buttons. 
I had the brilliant notion to wer. 
one while I worked at an Eddie 
Money show, which contributed 
mightily to my being "termlnated 11 

from said job. Am t bitter? Can I 
justty review this 45, knowing that 
Eddie's sick sense of humor iS 
partially responsible for my eco
nomic demise? Listen, any band 
that can cover "Louie, Louie, " the 
only song that will survive a nucle· 
ar holocaust, is okay by me. Yes, 
folks, it's the 12,5002nd vars.ion 
of "Louie, Louie," and how the hell 
can I review that?! Of course it's 
good; of course it basically sounds 
like every other version of "Loµie, 
Louie"-whaddaya want, an ORIG· 
INAL CONCEPT? Ha-theSO"guys 
are real funsters-"American So· 
qiety" is a "serious" dirge-like dit· 
ty, full of punk·like angst and 
whine. I thinks it's great, loaded as 
It Is with my favorite overton~ 
sarcasm. Terrific artwork, tool 

-A.' Ellzabeth Shanks 

structure of the song is reminis
cent of the kwieter Kinks songs 
on Kinks·Slze and Kinda Kinks. 
''What Can I Do?" explores simitat 
territory, though with considera- ~ 
bly more originality, and is j:>ecuiiar 
in that the chorus sounds like 
something the late-period Dils 
would have come up with . A curi
ous blend that works. 

The Lipstick Killers represent 
the more frantic side of the 60s. 
"Shakedown USA" is a raw "get 
down and boogie" number that re
minds me vaguely of early Bob 
Seeger; the flip side ("Hindu 
Gods") is much better . Employing 
a guitar riff as engaging as it once 
was common, the song rips along 
furiously until it breaks into a psy
chedelic chorus with Asian· 
sounding guitars. Nice gruff vo· 
cals, too. 

Whatever one thinks of Greg 
Shaw's current anti·punk stance, 
one must at kaast respect his 
knowledge of 60s rock . He has 
selected these bands for authen
ticity, and for full effect you'd bet· 
ter shift your stereo to mono and 
your volume to loud when you lis· 
ten to them. 
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Mars Mars (Infidelity) 

You remember No New York, 
don't you? Not only was it one of 
the few Brian Eno productions 
that actually transcended its pro
ducer, it also succeeded In un· 
leashing another tentacle in the 
new wave octopus on an unsus
pecting world. The downtown 
bands of New York had few 
equals, then or now, simply be
cause few dared to take tbe enor· 
mous ,risks they took. 

The bands on No New York 
mostly disappeared only to resur
face in different guises. The Con
tortions have become the funky 
play-toy of James Chance and 
manager Anya Phillips. The ex
Contortions have gone on to dif
ferent bands. Lydia Lunch deep
sixed Teenage Jesus and the 
Jerks in favor of EiQht-Eyed Spy. 
DNA lost Robin Crutchfield, gained 
ex-Pere Ubu bassist Tim Wright, . 
and appear to be gaining strength. 
George Scott became yet another 
rock'n'roll victim. All have gar· 
nered a large share of press and 
public notoriety. All except Mars. 

You see, Mars was the band 
singled out for derision by almost 

· every critic. Even people who lik· 
ed the other downtown bands had 
it in for Mars. Maybe it was their 
insularity. More fre.quentty, they 

-were singled out for sounding 
amateurish, or just plain "too" 
avant-garde. But never did I read a 
good Mars review. Never did my 
aesthetically-enlightened friends 
have a good word for them. Never 
did I hear anything good filtering 
up from the "underground." 

Okay, so I've set the ground 
rules for this review. You all hate 
Mars, right? Fine-I'm not going to 
try and change your mind over· 
night . It's just that you missed the 
point. 

For within the dark, screaming 
cacaphony of Mars' music, one 
could hear the joy of DISCOVERY. 
The sheer ecstasy of finding 
sounds on your own, without re· 
sorting to teachers, fancy equip· 
ment or the entire history of rock 
(if, indeed, this can be classified 
as such) . The guitars, scratchy 
and ra"!o slide wildly up and down 
the entire range of potential 
sound. Mark Cunningham pro
vides the only conventional point· 
of reference with his bass. Nancy 
Arlen's drumming, like that of 
ONA's lkue Ile, is erratic but 
steady. Guitarists Sumner Crane 
and China Burg wail like the dis· 
tressed birds that their instru· 
mental playing sometimes resem
bles. The effect is similar to ONA, 
but Mars is more firmly rooted in 
"art" than their compatriots are. 
The poor recording quality ren
ders the sum effect as a tense 
wall of noise, which will drive 
away all but the bravest of liS
teners . • 

This was recorded in December 
of 1978, during the peak of No 
Wave. Since then , I've heard 
nothing of Mars' whereabouts, 
and I'm sure most of you couldn't 
give a damn. That's all right. Go 
back to your garage and dream of 
being a musician. Wrth a little per· 
severance, you can do it. Just re· 
member one thing-the day you 
attain your goal of being on stage 
and sounding relatively compe· 
tent, you'll yearn for the days 
when you had nothing to lose, and 
played for the sheer joy of creat· 
ing sound, any sound. You'll laugh 
at what a novice you were, and 
yet you'll smile if you have a tape 
of those sessions, for they'll sure
ly contain smatterings of originality 
that you'll just as surely have lost 
by that time. 

Then, and onty then, will you 
finally understand what Mars were 
all about. 

-s. Schellberg 

Bow Wow Wow C'30, C'60, 
C'90 Go/Sun Sea and Piracy 

. (EMI) 

C'30, C'60 and C'90 refer, of 
course, to lengths for cassette 
tapes, and this song Is a hymn to 
that popular form of copyright 
violation, taping songs off the 
radio. The band. seems to consist 
of a set of toms, guitar (mostly 
scratched for a percussive effect) 
and bass; the sound owes a lot to 
Gary Glitter and African drum mu· 
sic. "If you're rich enough to have 
a record collection I'll bring my ba· 
zooka round for an inspection." I 
can't figure out the lyrics to "Sun 
Sea and Piracy" (what's "P-30 ac· 
tion~?), but it has the same wild 
beat as the A-side. This dance
able tidb~rt was produced by Mal· 
calm Mcclaren, who may or may 
not be Malcolm Mclaren (remem· 
ber the Sex Pistols?), so we may 
or may not be hearing a lot more 
from this odd but appealing group. 

-Stupid Artname 

The Offs My World/You Fasci· 
nate Me (Max's Kansas City) 

You may be quite sick of reggae 
and ska by now. After all, white ur· 
ban intellectuals relating to the 
smoky mysticism of Jamaican 
mUsic is one of the most unlikely 
long shots since Ored Scott1s. I 
mean, ! won't even smoke dope 
anymore; so what's in it for me? t 
guess the answer to that would 
have to be the rhythm. And that's 
probably why ·I like the Offs so 
much. Five clean-cut urban boys, 
just as psychotic as you ,or I, but 
they somehow manage . to play 
this great, danceable-wel~ 
reggae! 

"My World" Is a cool, fast·tempa 
reggae song that features all the 
classic ingredients-kachunklng 
guitar , bouncy bass and internal 
combustion drumming, along with 
the added toucheS of sax and Don 
Vinil's soulful singing. The produc· 
tion is sparse but quite live, al· 
though the sound is much tighter 
than in performance. 

"You Fascinate Me" is an equal· 
ly good R&B song, reminiscent of 
60s Motown, but without any wall 
of sound production. I have no 
idea why this SF band is on a New 
York label, but who cares! Buy 
this record, see the Offs and 
dance, Babylonian, dance! 

, -M. C. Parker 

Fred Frith Dancing In the Street/ 
What a Diiemma (Ralph Records) 

This is the creepiest single I've 
eVer had the pleasure of review· 
ing in this rag . It's also the best. 
Imagine, if you will, Martha Reeves 

· bejng attacked by a rabid Resi· 
dents outtake. Imagine them dan· 
cing in the streets, the streets of 
Bellevue, perhaps ... and all the pa· 
tients are loose, dancing strange, 
slow dances ... murmuring and 
wailing. It's downright fucking 
eerie! The drums thump, the bass 
rumbles over a carpet of white 
noise and quavering on top of It all 
-yep, you, guessed it-the 
melody line of that great sos an
them, "Oancin' In the Streets"
strangely altered and detached 
BUT unmistakable. What makes it 
so weird is the total out-of-con· 
textness of it all. 

What a "OAemma" is not quite as 
odd, but it does feature layers of 
guitar tracks slashing and rasping 
in and out of the mix as if Mr. Frith 
were-using a hacksaw for a pick. I 
tell ya, it's enough to make Andy 
Gill green with envy. 

tf you don't like this you've 
probably been lobotomized in 
your sleep .. . so don't worry about 
tt. 

-Banzai Pig 

The Scientific Americans 
Taking Time/Call Home 

· These fellows have a different 
sound-heavy dub-styled percus· 
sion, extremely sp81'.e guitar fills 
and restrained bass support two 
contrasting vocalists in "Taking 
Time " with choruses shouted en 
mas;e. "Call Home" is built 
around a synthesized percussion 
pattern overiaid with a repetitive 
bass riff. processed guitar and 
dramatic vocals about some. sort 
of nuclear holocaust. The combl· 
nation of a weird stance with a po· 
tent beat makes thls an unusually 
intellectual dance record. · 

This Is also the highest quality 
ftexi-disc I have yet seen. Eva· 
Tone SOundsheets in Clearwater, 
Florida produced this ten·inch 
33113 rpm unit, and other bands 
bands seekiig cheap distribution• 
might also kwestlgate them. For
Into on the Scientific Americans, 
send a SASE to Box 504, Am· 
hef8t, MA 01004. . 

-Stupid Artn•m• 

James Blood-Ulmer Are .You : :J 

Glad to be In America/TV Blues 
(Rough Trade) · 

This is James Ulmer's first 
"crossover" recording. His pre
vious connections . were in the 
field working with innovators like 
Ornette Coleman; he plays the 
Newport Jazz festival, and then 
opens up for PiL in New York. Ul
mer has more chops than ninety 
percent of the punk-funk fusion 
guitarists around. This" man is the 
real article-notice that he doesn't 
use discordance to hide a basic 
lack of talent. This single swings 
and jumps. Side A sounds like a 
Mississippi Delta tune with back· 
ing tracks.by Little Feat and Boot· 
sy Collins. Growling vocals, won· 
derfully chaotic guitar work and 
excellent horn playing. The B·side 
has more of a jazz fusion sound to 
it, with a lot of funk thrown in, too. 
This Quy iS real, real good-most 
definitely worth checking out. This 
is what most of the New York 
bands are trying for and fail at; 
James Ulmer triumphS. 

-A. Elizabeth Shanks 

Fad Gadget Ricky's Hand/ 
Handshake (Mute) 

Comparisons between this. rec· 
ord and the Nonnal's single on 
Mute are impossible to avoid. 
Once again , we have a splendid 
example of fun-loving electronic 
toys turning on us and delivering· a 
sound dredged up from the for· 
gotten foundations of some oily 
concrete nightmare. To talk about 
the synthesized percussion and 
melody/rhythm elements, the 
treated vocals or the electric drill 
on "Ricky's Hand" caniiot possi· 
bly convey the quality of this 
soUnd.· If you like Fritz Lang's 
movies, you will love this single . 
All this ~us a good beat. This 
month's pick to click. 

"Handshake" is to "Ricky's 
Hand" what "Wild Dub" was to 
"Wlld Youth" on the first Genera· 
trion X album.-That is, Fad Gadget 
does an extended extrapolation 
loosely based on the A-side. Very 
electronic/hypnotic. Not a dance 
tune. 

-M. C. P•rker 

The Stlmu.lators Loud Fast 
Rules/Run Run Run (Stimulators) 

ln my opinion, the Stimulators 
are the best group to come out of 
New York City in one helluva long 
time. New Yorkers may consider 
their home to be the source of 
pun"'rock, but with all due respect 
to Richard Hell, the number of 
good NY punk bands can be 
counted on the fingers of one 
maimed hand. If available NY vinyl 
can be considered representa· 
.tive, for years most of the city's 
alternative music has felfen into 
one of two major categories-dir· 
ty rock 'n' roll in the Dolls tradition 
or that worthless mastubatory 
doodling referred to generally as 
"No Wave." I find the fonner tedi· 
ous and the latter awful, and de· 
spite some notable exceptions, 
(the Mad, the Fleshtones, Bush 
Tetras, the Feelies and the NYC· 
based Cramps), I was ready to · 
give up on NY bands entirely until I 
heard this 45. The title of the 
A·side, .. Loud Fast Rules, " tells 
the whole story. This song is mar· 
velously raw and chaotic, and is 
best compared to the "New 
Rose"·period Damned with female 
background vocals. That means 
unabashed st:reaming rather than 
singing, raucous fuzzy guitars with 
plenty of feedback, a pounding 
bass and drumming that sounds 
like a runaway locomotive. The flip 
side offers more of the same; only 
the lyrics have been changed to 
protect the innocent. In other 
words, what we have here is a to· 
tally tun record with no preten
sions whatsoever-the antithesis 
of the vaunted NY "cool" that I find 
so irritating. A breath of fresh air 
from a polluted source. 

-J Bale 

Bush Tetras Too Many Creeps, 
Snakes Crawl, Taste Uke Tropics 
.!99) 

The Bush Tetras take no chan· 
ces. For all their touted experi· 
mentation and No New York con· 
nections, there is no risk here. 
Granted, they are all good musi
cians , and they have interesting 
ideas. But they take these ideas 
and beat them tnto the ground, 
repeating every stock intelligent 
funk lick known to man. This form 
of music has xeroxed itself into a 
stupor after only about three 
years, and yet every band that 
plays in this vein Is viewed as 
groundbreaking and challenging: 

There is nothing challenging 
about bored people making tense 
urban statements about being 
bored. 

The lead "vocalist" 's style is 
qua-once. After a while, she be· 
comes a cheap version of a better 
stylist who we'll call Lydia Break· 
fast. "Too Many Creeps" is a real 
good song and has more hook • 
and melody than the other two, 
yet it also suffers from too much 
redundancy .. If you're going to use 
dance music, make it danceable. 
If a band wants to make aloof, 
thought-out music, they shouldn't 
use the funk format to get it over 
-it dilutes the pawer of funk and 
totally misrepresents what the 
band Is really up to. 

-A. Elizabeth Shanks 

'Tiie Dark Hawaii Five·O!Don't 
Look Now (Fresh) 

Due to poor distribution, the first 
Dark single (My Friends/John 
Wayne) was almost entirely over· 
looked here in the US. It was ev
erything a great punk record 
should be-aware, imaginative 
and immensely pawerfu~ut 

what really made it stand out was 
the tightness and precision of the 
t>Md's instrumentation. And who 
could faolt lyrics like these (refer
ring to John Wayne) : "Thank you 
for winning World War II/I'm sure 

you are the son of God/But I 
won't get down on my knees for 
you/Cause I'm an ungrateful little 
sod." With such an auspicious be· 
gining, I doubted that their follow· 
up could be as good, but the 
same qualities that made their de· 
but so special are again high· 
lighted on this new 45. The A-side 
is a masterful instrumental version 
of the Hawaii Five·O theme song; 
the guitars just blaze out from the 
speakers. The AA-side ("Don't 
Look Now") is better still. The be· 
ginning of this song is experi· 
mental in the non-arty sense of 
the ~term , but it soon turns into a 
raging guitar-heavy punk torrent , 
complete with fine lead playing, an 
irresistible chorus and great lyrics 
which deal with exciesive paranoia 
in the modern age. Single of the 
Month. How about releasing a 
Dark LP? 

-J. Bale 

SVT Extended Play 
(415 Records) 

With al the work I put In around 
the offices of this asswife gazette, 
you would think I would get some 
pretty choice assignments tossed 
at me when I finally get time to 
write after doing the windows and 
vacuuming the drapes. 

But no. No. Instead, some egg· 
plant of an editor skims this edict 
across the top of his desk at me 
as he orders me out of the office I 
just spent hours scrubbing down 
with Carbona and Lemon Pledge: 
"Review the new twelve-inch , 
seven-song EP by the band ev· 
eryone loves to hate, SVT. Squirm 
in the knowledge that if you say 
you like it your friends will ostra· 
cize you, and if you say you hate It 
the band will stop advertising and 
you'll go back to poplocklng at 
Fishennans' Wharf for cigarette 
change like you were when I 
found you. Do it or you'll never get 
on a guest list again! Now get out 
of my executive suite! " 

So, after wiping down both 
sides of the record with Lemon 
Pledge, I dropped the needle 
down and kicked the Barca
lounger into "Recline." As I was 
sponging th8 Perrier off my new 
Calvin Klein hiphuggers, the first 
cut , "Price of Sex," started. 

All I really know about SVT is 
that Jack Casady is the bass play· 
er, that he was one of my favorite 
bass players when I was about 
fourteen and he was with Hot 
Tuna, and that someone mixing 
down the tapes from Different Fur 
for this EP must have done so 
with a little note taped to the con· 
sole saying "SVT Is a group and 
will· not do anything cheap like try 
to capitalize on the fact that Casa· 
dy is in it," because the bass is 
mixed way under in every cut. 

I also know the drummer's name 
is Paul Zahl and that he said in an 
interview recently that all he wants 
to do is chase girls. He probably 
gets ch~y horses in his thighs 
from doing that, because every 
time I've stumbled into a club look· 
ing for someone I know to bum 
money for Fern-Gro plant food off 
of and SVT Is playing, I find myself 
chest deep in a swarm of radiant, 
fresh·scrubbed, Chocks-fed Hay· 
ward High juniorettes, .,...rapped In 
very, very, Very tight little Sasson 
jeans-so tight you can almost 
hear the yeast growing if you put 
your ear up close-with long, 
feathered "Gee·Your·Hair·Smells· 
Terrific" manes tickling my nose, 
black and teal·blue horizontal· 
stripe tops designed for Maximum 
contour Grip by the Emparium's 
Junior Wave of the Eighties shop 
(fourth floor, right behind Girls' 
Footwear) , every one shimmyin'n' 
shakin'n'doin' the Pony and ccwe
fully debuting the steps they and 
their really best, best friends got 
together in the den before Dad 

,-



got home and made them turn the 
Sears Home Entertainment Cen
ter system down to Big Fucking 
Deal volume with studied noncha· 
lance, every one of them experi· 
encing post-pube skin nush due to 
hormonally-induced subcutane
ous sebaceous gland engorge
ment and feeling the giggly effect 
of the fake-ID-procured half-a
Budweiser they split with their girl
friend and chugged the whole 
thing down when the cute guy 
with the black satin vest and white 
shirt open to the second button. 
little black tie that says "The Jam," 
tight black pants and the just-like
Bilty-Joel-but-lots-skinner-and
cuter face wasn't looking, every 
one of them hellbent on having 
Lots of Goodtime Commercial 
Rock'n'Roll Fun and NOT thinking 
goddammit rm dancing about the 
nick in Mom's.fender that asshole 
Billy got on the way over the 
bridge and oh god the shiny red 
pants have a split seam and I was 
gonna wear them to school oh 
Shit ... 

I woke up with a start and 
scrambled for the sponge to wipe 
the rest of the Perrier off the lea
therette before it stained, and rea
lized the needle was clicking 
around in the "turn-me·over· 
asshole" groove. 

It suddenly came back to me 
that the ringing in my ears was 
from TOO MUCH ECHO and what 
I thought was a lateral-mounted 
band saw noise coming from the 
hot tub factory next door was ac
tually the singer for SVT, Brian 
Marnell, gasping in the throes of 
uncontrollable teenage LUST. the 
raw-rockabilly Sun slapback-echo 
SOUND wheezing away through 
the raw rockabilly twenty-four· 
track Harrison computerized Dif· 
ferent Fur Studio CONSOLE and 
outboard rockabilly White Elec
tronics raw digital HARMONIZER 

and that old raw Alison Gain Brain 
Parametric EQUALIZER well-uh, 
well-uh, well.. 

As I tried to get up off the floor, 
disentangle myself from the 
Swedish Modern lamp cord and 
wipe the pate off my 40%-silk 
60%-Bonded Rayon YSL pattern
print shirt {$49.95 this week only, 
Men's Better Casualwear Shop, 
mezzanine, Roos Atkins, directly 
to the left of Sun'n'Fun Men's 
Summer Eyewear Island). I rea
lized that the craggy visage of the 
Man In Black hisself, th ass right 
Johnny CASH, was scowling 
scowling right over my shoulder 
because that song on the SVT 
record, "I Walk The Line" with little 
SVT-is-a-group bass thumplets 
and schlocky electric payanno 
and vocals all OVER the place and 
drums clicketyclacking like some 
kinda RAILROAD and not some 
kinda RHYTHM section and the 
barking Eventide Harmonizer· 
doubled VOCALS spitting out the 
words · to this country classic 
through the waiting billows and 
billows of d+g-i+a-11111 d-e·l·a· 
YYYYYYY dividing and multiplying 
and regrouping into a PANZER 
SQUAD DRILL SERGEANT AN
THEM TO SEXUAL POSSES
SIVENESS, the song fading into 
the echo and hiss and tape print
through with the words "Mine, 
mine, mine, mine ... " sinking slow
ly into the white noise. 

White noise. White boys making 
white noise for white girls. This 
crap has all the soul of a McDon
ald's Fishburger three days later. 
Zahl is a killer drummer; the man 
could play in his sleep, under
water, anything, he is a master 
rock'n'roll percussionist. Does 
he show any professionalism, 
though, the lingering hope that 
he's doing a stint with this geeky 
image/material/marketing group 
only to line his pockets shot to hell 

by his incessant and grotesque 
overplaying to the point where 
there is no rhythm at all, just 
1 28th drum notes at certain 
points, any professionalism, any 
just-goodtime-commercial-rock 
'n'roll·and-therefore-tolerable-by· 
virtue-of-the·Geneva-Convention
Report-1958·"Peaceful Coexist· 
ence" RESTRAINT at all? NO!!! 
And 1-am·a-mere-bottom-end·fel
low-musician Jack CASADY mixed 
UNDER!?! 

And this wheezing, gasping fool 
of a vocalist, who's grinding under 
his just-the-right·pair of shoes any 
credibilitY the band may or may 
not have had, whether the EP is 
being added lo playlists every· 
where and makes the Record 
World charts or not. what does he 
have to say about this ridiculous 
piece of vinyl? 

He has this to say: In the penul
timate cut on side two, a song 
called "Modern Living," as his 
voice brays through the blatantly 
electronically-treated noise which 
required the use of most of the 
stat&af·the-art micro-chip-assisted 
audio-signal-processing equip
ment known to humankind lo over
produce, the backing vocals spell 
out the very thing this song thinks 
.it's protesting in the most non
committal way imaginable, the let
ters of the word T-E-C-H-N-0-L-0-
G-Y, and the refrain kicks into what 
is actually a direct cop from "My 
Sharona" (not to mention "Short
nin' Bread"), and the keyboard/ 
synthesizer player waxes even 
more annoying, ineffectual and of
fensive than ever, and the very 
essence of the singer's monu
mentally powerful hypercardioid 
Neumann U-87 microphone rises 
up and burns with the rage and in
tensity of Softie, the Charmin 
baby, decrying the horror of T-E-C
H·N-0-L·O-G-Y, the message of, 
about and for SVT and all the high-

ly·competent. talented, skilled 
and potentially-inspired musicians 
like them who try and pull off this 
repulsive merchandising scam, 
bums loudly, clearly and electron
ically-enhancedly in the air be· 
tween the speakers: 

I know you think you move in 
class, 

But <Jll your dreams they're 
stuck in th~ past 

"Modern Living'" 

Postscript So someone will call 
up and say the review was biased. 
unfair, negative, and that me and 
this magazine and everyone else 
in the world who doesn't respond 
to consumer stimuli the way an 
amoeba responds to incandes
cent light, is out to "get" them and 
is an enemy and they should be 
badmr<>uthed all over the place and 
hell, no, fuck you, we're not going 
to advertise ever again .... All I can 
say is, for one thiflg, I ain't gettinQ 
paid jack shit and I can say what I 
want, which happens to be the 
true way that I feel about this ul
timately insulting stuff, and I don't 
care if someone advertises or not. 
There are other advertisers and 
media such as this that will con
tinue to exist, because there is a 
need for them to exist. The sad 
truth of the matter is that in every 
town where Js a "punknewwave
scene" there are also hordes of 
potentially brilliant musicians hack
ing around in deliberately medio
cre bands trying to play-down and 
image·up to a trend that has been 
created lock, stock and skinny 
ties by merchandising geniuses 
like Mike Chapman. Giorgio 
Moroder and others of that cali
ber. With the progression of re· 

corded music to the point where it 
affects as many or more people as 
television does, the cultural values 
of the populace of the country are 
in danger of becoming even more 
stale, vapid, gutless, soulless and 
profit-oriented, until the point 
where cultural values are so colloi· 
dal that they collapse upon them
selves like a half-baked custard. 

Any semi-talented asshole any· 
Where in America who thinks 
theris any virtue whatever in hack
ing one's way to the top of the 
condo should hock his or her in· 
strument and go peel spuds for 
Doggie Diner. The pathetic musi· 
cat dinosaurs that tromp around in 
every city, playing the bars and 
desperately trying on every new 
style hoping one of them will click 
for them should, dare I say it 
(speak to them in their own Ian· 
guage) GET HIP. If you play blues, 
play. If you.like jazz,' do it. If you 
do whatever you do well, you may 
learn the meaning of DIGNITY be
fore your skin melts off your face 
in the first or third or 148th Lim
ited Nuclear Exchange. 

There are many, many possible 
musics. 

Music of the sort that SVT (SVT, 
by the way, is a model line of Am
peg baSs amps, and, yes, Casady 
plays through one) has released 
contains nothing, does nothing, 
affirms, negates. decries, rejoices 
in, emphasizes, criticizes, offers 
exactly and precisely nothing, 
zero, null, zilch, zip, zed, nada 
nada nada. You can't even dance 
to it. 

As musicians, the -individual 
players may be capable of pro
ducing something. As a producer/ 
engineer, Stacy Baird at Different 
Fur may be capable of using dis
cretion, discrimination and a larger 
percentage of the glop sloshing 
around in his ~rainpan than he did. 

-Formula 

+ 
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thing." The possibility of dYing a painfully quiet one
hit-wonder death became a very real prospect for the 
Members. 

But dUe to either die-hard determination or 
' perhaps just blind Ignorance, the band refused to ac· 

cept the dismal fate these signs portended: A break 
came when Miles Copeland offered them a chance 
to be filmed in LA for his forthcoming URGH movie, 

The persona speaking through their 
songs has a sort of late-twentieth 
century Everyman quality. 

Nicky Tesco-Is this the/ace of a man having fun? 
which they graciously accepted. With the money 
they received from their Virgin settlement, they 
financed an American tour that packaged them with 
fellow FBI-booked bands Magazine and Pere Ubu. 
From all reliable accounts, the tour was a success, 
despite both the second album's import-only status 
In the Sfates and the American audience's relative 
unfamiliarity with the Members' material. "IF I WAS YOUR FATHER, do you know what I'd 

do? I'll teU you what I'd do. I'd pull down your 
pants, cover your bottom with mayonnaise and 
whip you with a rubber hose. That's what I'd do lf I 
was your father." 

Nlgel Bennet has a peculiar fondness for 
creating public spectacles, especially when 
they're at someone else's expense. In this case 
it's mine, as I make the mistake of bending oVer to 
adjust my socks backstage, In a crowded dress
ing room at SF's Fox Warfield theater. This Isn't 
the first Hme he's done this. Last time he was in 

. town, he announced to the clientele of a crowded 
coffee shop that I had been running naked through 
the halls of the adjoining hotel. Take my word for 
it, Nigel's a real card. He can always be counted 
on to add color to any given situation. Take the 
time he threatened to maul a New York rock jour
nalist on top of the polyethylene bedspread. Or the 
time he tried to hasten a slow waitress by scream
ing, "Sit on my face." Or the time he showed up to 
the party with a pair of handcuffs, a bottle of amyl 
nitrate and a vibrator. Never mind. You really 
don't want to hear about it anyway. 

Why, you may be wor]pering, do these seeming
ly meaningless Instances deserve re·telllng? I 
assure you, my motives are above mere petty jour
nalistic revenge. Aside from exposing the 
Members' lead guitarist for the filthy gutter.mouth 
that he is, they also serve to Illustrate my point: 
Nigel Bennet likes to have fun. And although his 
idea of fun may take a sllghtly more perverse bent 
than that of his fellow Members, it's a trait they all 
share. Numerous veterans of the punk era have 
had their spiked little heads turned by success, 
and are now just too cool to care. But the 
Members, refreshingly, have not forgotten from 
whence they came. To them, rock'n'roll is more 
than Just a chance for ego gratification or the ven· 
ting of an overburdened spleen. Rock'n'roll , 
Members style, Is synonymous with having fun. 

It may be a bit premature to pat these boys on 
the back for eluding the self.satisfied elltism that. 
inevitably s~ems to accompany success. After all, 
they haven't exactly met with overwhelming public 
adulation. Stardom, however is a state of mind 
and not necessarily of being, and given the small 
but devoted following the Members have 
developed, the temptation to act like celebrities is 
always present. This particular pitfall Is one the 
Members have managed to elude. Recently, after 
playing at The.Paradislo In Amsterdam, the band 
was Invited to attend a party at a new wave after
hours club. Along with an entourage which ln
cluded friends, roadies and other assorted 
hangers-on, _Members Nlcky Tesco (vocals), Chris 
Payne (bass) and Jean-Marie (JC) Carroll (rhythm 
guitar), decided to attend. Upon arrival, they found 
it to be an exclusive members·only affair, with a 
lh,1e of people waiting for admittance. Disgusted 
witQ the whole spectacle, JC muttered something 
to the effect of "fucking elitist bastards," and the 
decision was made to find a less high-brow estab
lishment. 

As they turned to walk down the street, one of the 
club's employees came running out after them. 
"Wait, you're the Members, aren't you?" he gushed 
obsequiously. "I've heard your records, and I really 
like them. Please come in. We'll clear all these peo
ple out of the way and let you right In." 

Chris Payne gracefully declined, saying, "No, it's 
all right. Really, we just wanted to go to some 
smaller place." 

But the incensed JC was not so easily waved off. 
"If you're going to treat your regular customers like 
that, we don't want to come In," he exploded. "We 
don't want any special treatment from you or 
anybody else." His sentiments were echoed by 
Tesco, who went on to note the similarities between 
the establishment and certain bodily functions. 

The heroic aspect of the situation was somewhat 
diminished, however, when drummer Adrian Lilly
white, who had arrived earlier and was well on his 

More than just a chance for ego 
gratification or the venting of an 
overburdened spleen, rock'n'roll 
Members-style is synonymous with 
having fun. 

way to Intoxication, came stumbling out of the 
club. "Aren't you coming In? We don't even have to 
pay. " 

But then again, could you really trust a rock'n'roll 
band that placed self·righteousness above the pro
spect of having a good time? 

Living In the back streets 

~~~~fn~na:~~at:~in~aln 
So you know no one 
And you don't go out 
And you eat out of tins 
And you watch television 

"Solitary Confinement" 

FORMED IN 1977, the Members were one of the 
many second-generation bands that appeared on 
the London scene in response to the origlnat punk 
explosfon. Their first album, At the Chelsea Night· 
club, was released Jn 1978, attracting minor atten· 
tion and producing a British Top Ten single in 
"Solltary Confinement." But their second album, 
1980: The Choice is Yours, released earlier thls year, 
didn't fare so well. While it met with good critical 
response, it failed to do anything on the charts. 
"When we toured England and Scotland to support 
the record, we were playing pretty shitty places to 
get 'better acquianted with our fans,' according to 
our management," recalls Adrian. "But It was really 
because we couldn't play the big places. Our record 
didn't entirely set the world on fire." The band was 
subsequently dropped by their record company 
(Virgin), and found themselves halled as· "last year's 

But the Members are an extremely easy band to 
llke. Although painfully British, the persona speak· 
Ing through their songs has a sort of late-twentieth 
century Everyman qualJty. He is a small·town boy 
who moves to the big city seeking adventure, only to 
find himself confronted with the perplexities and 
contradictions of urban life. His existence is mun
dane, a truth he's never quite reconciled to. He is ex
uberant, naive and believes flrmly in the myth of 
rock'n'roll. If nothing else, he's a character easy for 
the average rock'n'roll fan to Identify with. But this 
decldedly un-hlp persona hasn't been affected mere
ly for the sake of his accesslblllty. He comes directly 
from the collective experience of a band raised in the 
Wonder Bread world of white mlddle-ctass suburbia. 
They may not have had the advantage of a fashion· 
able junior-street-thug upbringing, but their music 
relates more directly to the experience of the mlddle
class masses than any of the hard-core anarchy·and· 
destruction anthems do. 

Members lead vocalist Nicky Tesco Is also the 
band's principal spokesman. With a degree in 
politlcal science and an acute sense of social aware
ness, he is hardly so naive as the character he por
trays In his songs~ Nicky and JC together are respon· 
slble for the bulk of the Members' lyrics. Their sub
ject matter is political in content, but the two have 
chosen to enlighten their audience by virtue of sub
tle implication rather than bludgeoning indictment, a 
la Sex Pistols. At it's best, the M8mbers' material of
fers an Incisive look Into the problems that plague 
the average Joe. "Killlng Tl me," for example explores 
urban angst against the backdrop of a laundromat, 
while "Goodbye to the Job" is the anthem of the dis
affected working class drone. In short, their goal 
may be one of entertainment, but their social sen
sitivity raises them above the level of just another 
dance band. 

1 once made the mistake of asking Nicky what 
kinds of things particularly concerned hlm. "What 
am I concerned with?" he repeated. "I am concerned 
wlth very little. I'm annoyed with a lot. I can't be con
cerned, that's what liberals do. That's what I hate, a 
lot of these people who are involved In community 
reiatlons. I mean, whites, liberals, left over from the 
60s' revolution. You know, fuck all. 

"My concern Is with my health," he continues. "I'm 
concerned about If I'm going to have enough money 
to do my laundry, or if I'm going to eat. I think these 
are the things I should be concerned about." 

Lyrically speaklng, the Members are least effec
tive when they drop this tone of personal reflection 
and move towards broader genfrallzatlons. 
Although "Offshore Banking Business' Is musically 
one of the band's strongest numbers, its frontal at· 
tack on multi·natlonal corporations becomes a bit 
heavy-handed. It tends to polarize audience reaction, 
breaking down the bonds of empathy that the bulk of 
their materlal establishes so well. However valid 
their politlcaJ diatribes, the Members make their 
point best when calling into evidence the mundane 
events of everday life. 
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New faces, the same old lies 
"Clean Men" 

HARD.CORE PUNK rock's failure to gain wide
spread popular acceptance was written into it from 
the outset; its content spoke only to the experience 
of a relatively small, alienated minority. So what 
gives with the Members, whose music is so univer
sally accessible? They probably suck, you say. You 
are wrong. I admit, I'm a Members fan. But there is 
good reason for believing that the band deserves 
more success than it has heretofore attained. You 
can be the greatest fucking band in the whole world, 
but lt won't make any difference if your record com
pany treats you like a tax shelter. And for that, we 
can all say thank you, Virgin Records. 

Back in 1978, ttie Members were one of many 
bands snapped up in Virgin's mad rush to make a 
killing on the new wave market, most of which were 
dropped after recording their first albums when 
Virgin decided they hadn't In fact been such a good 
Investment. "We left Virgin because they weren't 
prepared to give us a push," says Adrian. "They 
could afford to let us record our second album, but 
they couldn't afford to promote It." 

Over the years, the band has had more than ade
quate provocation to be upset with Virgin. After all, 
who In their right mind wants to bust their ass driv
ing all day In the back of a Volkswagen bus en route 
to some rural scum-bucket dive only to find that your 
record company forgot to tell anyone you were com
ing? The fact that Virgin neglected to promote the 
band's first American tour ts only one of their lesser 
Infractions. Ostensibly an "alternative" record com
pany, Virgin met the Members' request to release the 
reggae-oriented "Offshore Banking Business" with 
something less than wild enthusiasm. "They ex
pected us to keep bringing our energetic stuff llke 
'Solitary Confinement' and 'Sound of the Suburbs'," 
says JC. "Offshore" was eventually pressed as an 
EP, the record company equivalent of an after
thought. It went nowhere fast, and the band was ad
vised to listen to the Records. Alternative? Yeah, and 
so's Willlam Paley. 

No one, least of all the Members themselves, was 
really surprised when Virgin decided not to release 
1980 in the States. On this, their second effort, the 
Members not only slowed It down bu~ also polished 
it up a bit, more confident now in both their reggae 
orientation and their technical proficiency. This was 
not percieved by Virgin as a musical progression. 
"We were quite pleased with it, though," says 
Adrian. "We're just sorry it hasn't been released in 
the States." He pauses and grins. "Do you know any
one who wants to give us lots of money?" 

ll I Jj ' 
anta Monica Civic during filming of the Copeland Bros.' film, Urgb, A M~sic War , August 1980. 

At this point, The Members' primary concern Is place next to the lightlng board, ready to make his 
finding someone to do just that, someone they hope entrance. The audience seems in good spirits. As the 
whose objectives are more directly in line with their band breaks Into "Musak Machine," Tesco goes leap-
own. It probably won't be easy, as the record In- Ing out into the limelight. 
dustry has never been noted for Its willingness to lfmothlng else, Nicky Tesco Is a master a,t eliciting 
gtve second chances. Their effort·should be aided by audience response. Bounding about the stage in a 
the release·ot Copeland's URGH fllm, but the battle slightly spastic, decidedly un-macho series of leaps 
still looks like an uphill one. and bounces, his performance seems a catharsis of 

"I am concerned with very little. I'm 
annoyed with a lot. I can't be con· 
cemed, that's what liberals do!' 

Nicky Tesco 

If the music Is good, 
you know I'll fell much better 

"Music Machine" 

NICKY TESCO lS shadowboxing on the side of the 
stage, warming up for his encounter, just minutes 
away, with the San Francisco audience. It's a pack· 
ed house at the Warfield tonight, in spite of the exor· 
bitent $9.50 ticket price. "Everyone got their set list?" 
lnquires road manager Steve Woods, as he frantical
ly tries to take care of all last minute details. The 
house lights go out. Adrian adjusts the bandages on 
his calloused hands. Nigel wipes his nose on his 
sleeve. "San Francisco, please welcome the 
Members. " 

Tonight, the band opens up with one of Nigel's in
strumental pieces called, with appproprlate bad 
taste, "Ayatollah Harmony." Tesco Is now jogging In 

pent-up energy. Due to his somewhat limited vocal 
abillty, what Nicky does can't actually be described 
as singing. But he's more than wllling to pitch 
himself on the floor, scream till he's hoarse and 
emerge from the stage covered In audience expec
toration after a rousing version of "Stand Up and 
Spit." 

To be perfectly honest, the band is a bit sloppy 
tonight. But one certainly can't fault them for lack of 
energy. As usual, the rhythm section is having tempo 
wars, Chris playing at 33Vl whlle Adrian's going at 
78. JC is doing his Roy Orbison impression. Nigel is 
indulging his tendencies towards heavy metal ex
cessiveness. In spite of their problems, they are easi
ly the evening's biggest crowd pleasers. After two 
brief encores, the audience is still clamoring for 
more, but time doesn't permit. 

Steve Woods greets the band with an armful of 
towels to mop up the evening's residue. As they head 
backstage towards clean clothes and a case of beer, 
a stream of pettty .bickering ensues over individual 
fuck-ups. But the complaints are only half-hearted, 
because the audience was pleased and that's all 
that really seems to matter. The record companies 
and booking agents and business managers can all 
go fuck themselves. The Members are still having 
fun playing rock'n'roll, and for now, anyway, that's 
enough to keep them going. 0 
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by Brad L. 

Dance Macabre, or 
I left It at the Scary Movies 

For a host of reasons most of us don't think or talk 
about, people like to be scared witless and sh'ocked to 
near-apoplexy while safely sitting in the dark', getting 
greasy munching popcorn and staring glassy-eyed at a 
flickering screen. While gothic horror and mystery/sus· 
pense have long been staples of literature and other 
arts, it's taken film, the first really modern medium, to re· 
fine the basic elements of both into a genre that, over 
the years, has become the most enduring and popular 
of the many that strive to entertain us. 

Scary movies are mass culture's equivalent to the 
now nearly extinct form known as the tragic drama, one 
of those hapless victims not so much of taste, but of 
time-the kind attention spans are measured in. In this 
cultural murder mystery, it was, not surprisingly, tech· 
nology that did the deed, turning the slow, plodding, 
poetical meanderings of such squares as Oedipus and 
Macbeth into the fast-paced, hard·hitting, all-bloodyfaH· 
gutsy action delivered by such cool dudes as Count 
Yorga, Or. Phibes, Mr. Chainsaw Massacre, the Blob 
and countless others: All one-dimensional exponents of 
an individuality only more aggressive than antithetical tb 
a culture based on masses of people carefully reduced 

~~~e~:=l~=~~le numerical equations s~table for com-

Sad to say, but like everything else in our accelerated 
and overheated world, the things that scare us, once 
they become too familiar, once we cop to the way they 
operate, cease to have much effect. The nervous sys
tem shuts down and the old superactive frontal lobe 

takes over. Movies that used to scare the shit out of mil
lions, terrifying them right down to their immortal souls 
suddenly become entertaining to us solely 'cause we 
see them as historical documents, peepholes to an allur
ing never-never land where quaint things like immortal 
souls really exist and can be vo'uchsafed for by the sim
ple expedient of pounding a wooden stake through the 
heart of some pasty-faced, middle-European stuffed 
shirt. · 

As go the movies, so goes the world. All roads lead to 
Hollywood. Pax Frankensteinia. The great horror clas
sics of the 30s were rooted in a world that ended once 
and for all with the attack of the killer mushroom clouds, 
a big budget production that played over two days at 
Hiroshilna and Nagasaki (that world, unlike the forever 
resurrectable Monster, was revealed as pitifully mortal). 
A new monster had been born and suddenly Or. Frank· 
enstein was unmasked. Seems the good doctor had 
been hiding all this time in the ivy-covered halls of 
Princeton, looking for an the world like a kindly, white· 
haired old professor. Who would have guessed that be· 
hind that gentle face lurked the scheming brainpan of a 
power-hungry mad scientist? Who could have known Al· 
bert Einstein was just the moniker he used to hide from 
uptight villagers, desperate casting directors and the 
Great Western Credit Bureau? Well, the accent · 
should've given him away, if nothing else. 

The post-atomic era has been characterized by a rap· 
idly disintegrating line between fantasy and reality. 
Where foFmerly the monsters were all up on the screen, 
suddenly they're a11 around-under the bed, in the 
Kremlin, on the street corner and in the park. You name 
it , the world is under attack and nobody is safe. Decent. 
God-fearing, flag-waving people of the 50s were 
shocked to discover that their next door neighbors, 
people they had known all their lives, were aliens, spies 
from another world, preparing the way for a take over. lt 
became impossible to know if your wife or kids, your 
pastor or favorite shoe shine boy were what they 
seemed, or really menacing cfuplicates spawned of 
spores not of this way of life. Brains were being trans· 
planted, whole populations that had once been friends 
and allies were, the next thing we knew, enemies wait· 
ing to devour our very lifeblood. Nature, yes, even good 
old Mother Nature, was being pervertfi!d, creating hor· 
rific mutations: giant insects, fire-breathing atomic dino
saurs, animate rocks and vegetables with rapacious ap-, 
petites for humans-especially those of the shapely. 
semi-naked female persuasion. _ 

·As the Worlds of real and unreal merged, people be· 
gan to lose their ability to differentiate between real time 
and reel time. Leaving their local cinema, thousands of 
people reported sighting flying saucers. The govern
ment, influenced by thinking that was alien to the aver-
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age film-goer, pooh·poohed the reports and ... well, to 
make a long story short, what finally saved the world 
was the fact that the invaders didn't have an immunity to 
the microorganisms we had long ago developed natural 
protection against. If Washington DC had to be sacri· 
ficed in the process, well, that was the breaks. Tsk-tsk. 

The advent of television and its subsequent rise to 
ubiquity was influential in and synchronous with the 
transformation of the scary picture from a literary-based 
form to a purely filmic one. The movies" churned out of 
Tinsel Town slop·houses increasingly eliminated basic 
literary conventions like plot and "characterization, rely· 
ing more and more on the frantic juxtaposition of violent 
images that, in turn, concussed with even greater vio
lence through the viewer. The lush productions of the 
30$ gave way tp the tawdry minimalism of the 50s in 
which the real message of the films and, in this sense, 
the real horror , was the perfectly accurate picture they 
painted of life at the time. The world in a typical scary 
film of the 50s and early 60s is frightening only because 
the fear, pettiness, stupidity and moral bankruptcy par· 
!rayed in those films are themselves characteristic and 
typical of those eras. Those silly monsters and pre-pu
bescent spacemen in HI-fitting latex aren't the locus of 
the horror; it's the no-talent, awkward slobs who com
prise the casis that are really terrifying. It's they who've 
become the misfits, the mutants, the monsters. ' 

Once that connection was made, it wasn't long before 
every institution near and dear to the culture became 
the source and wellspring of evil. The family was the 
prime target because it was the most obvious, the most 
suspect, as it still remained the bulwark of a pesky indi
vidualism that was rapidly becoming outmoded, ineffi· 
cient and dangerous. This culminated in the all-perva· 
sive teenage horror·tums of the late 50s and 60s which 
equated rock'n'roll with vampirism and posited the syllo
gism that all monsters are teenagers so all teenagers 
are monsters. A logic only more widely accepted than 
symmetrical. 

Contemporary horror is founded in our well-docu
mented awareness that life imitates movies, not vice 
versa. Since that once-firm dividing line between image 
.and fact, betweeri dream and reality , has irised-out and 
left instead a world wholly vulnerable at all times to the 
klnds of horrors that once only half·crazed degenerate 
filmmakers produced as Grade Z product, each one of 
us has become trapped in a crumbling movie set, beset 
by a numbing awareness that the monster we most fear 
is probably the one inside ourselves, waiting for the 
right moment to stalk across the screen, the street, the 
park and take reveng·e on a world in which terror· is in· 
stitutionalized and horro~ is the stuff dreams and net
work nE_iws programs are made of. 

Look! On that signpost up ahead 

Don't Shoot 'em! 
Trade 'em. 
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ihe story so far: Ever since Caroline 
came on the air In 1964, the government 
had regularly lssueO statements 
threatening leglslatlve action. Such was 
the popularity of the many pirate stations 
around the British coastllne that It seem
ed unllkely the polltlcaf bark would ever 
become a bite. 

Unlikely that Is, untll a fatal shoot-out 
between two men arguing over owner
ship of a transmitter atop an old wartime 
fort (of which there are many In the 
Thames Estuary, Including some outside 
terrftot/a/ waters). Both the timing and 
subsequent not-guflty verdict handed 
down by the Jury had all the hallmarks of 
a sinister conspiracy. · 

Certainly the government lost no· tfme 
In capltaflzlng on this one seamy event In 
offshore radio history, and the Fleet 
Street press churned out banner 
headlines proclaiming "PIRATE RADIO 
MURDER. " 

With anti-pirate sentiment at Its peak, 
Harold Wiison's Labour Government 
steam-rollersd the "Marine Offences 
(Broadcasting) Biii, 1967" through Parfla
ment. When the b/11 received the Royal 
Assent and became law, It mads It Illegal 
for any British citizen to broadcast on, 
supply to, or buy advertising time from 
any offshore station. In the opinion of 
some of the most respected legal brains, 
this new bill was one of the most per
nicious, anti-freedom pieces of legfsfa
tlon ever enacted In peaCe time. Caroline 
boss Ronan O'Rahll/y seriously con
templated challenging the law at the In
ternational Court of Human Rights at the 
Hague, Netherlands. 

August 14, 1967 
1 

Those same teenagers who ·had danc
ed for joy when Caroline had begun 
broadcasting some three years earlier 
were now bitterly angry, upset and totally 
helpless. Despite mammoth rallies, peti
tions and letter writing campaigns, the 
Marine Offences (Bro"dcastlng) Biii, 
would, at midnight tonight, become a 
new law on the statute books. One by 
one, stations who had previously intend
ed to continue broadcasting closed 
down. Radio City, Radio 390, Radio 270, 
Radio Scotland, Radio London and 

• Britain Radio all bade sad farewells to 
their listeners and switched off their 
transmitters forever. All over the British 
Isles, millions of people of all ages open-

Wonderful World 
would be no dally tender service from 
Harwich. No more sacks of mall and 
newspapers; now we would be supplied 
by weekly service from Holland and 
spend our week's leave In Amsterdam. 
These DJs hadn't had the benefit of that 
week ln London with ali the love and sup
port that Robbie and I had enjoyed . For 
them It had been a lonely, depressed 
time of worrying about the conse
quences of defying the new law: En 
masse, they decided to leave; Carollns, a 
twenty-four-hour station, was left with 
two DJs and one newsreader. At 3:00 pm, 
we tuned in neighboring Radio London to 
hear the close-down and their signature 
tune, "Big Lil," played for the last time. 
We observed a one-minute silence on the 
air. Now, we were totally atone. 

of Wireless 
ANARCHY IN THE ETHER 

CONCLUSION 
by Johnnie Walker 

ly wept at losing a radio station which had 
become a part of their llves. 

For DJ Robbie Dale and myself, the 
seven days leading up to Monday, 
August 14 had been the most 
emotionally-charged week of our lives. 
Radio Caroline, the flrsti had announced 
that the two ships, Caro/Ina North and 
South, Would defy Her Majesty's Govern- 1 

ment and continue broadcasting. On 
shore leave, Robbie and I made the 
rounds of various Caro/ln&-arganlzed 
events at clubs and · ballrooms in and 
around the London area. 

Earlier In the week I had traveled home 
to Birmingham to say goodbye to my 
folks. It would either be two years before 
I saw them again, or else we'd next meet 
In the visiting room of some jail. The max
imum Jail sentence for a British subject 
who denied the Marine Offences Act was 
two years Imprisonment, and arrest and 
prosecution could be· made for a period 
of two years following the actual offence. 

On Friday, August 11, Robbie and I 
went to the Bal jTabarin Ballroom In Kent, 
a county southeast of London. This was 
to be the main event to wish Caroline and 
her DJs good luck. An astute piece of 
booking by the promoter some three 
months earller had Procul Harum playing 
one of their first gigs that night, just when 
" A Whiter Shade of Pale" had hit 
Number One. This was the Summer of 
Love, and the ballroom was bedecked 
with flowers. Four thousand people were 
packed inside while at least another four 
or five thousand llned up outside hoping 
for a chance to get In. Procul Harum had 
to cut their set short as Caroline fans 
demanded Robbie and me back on stage 
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for another farewell ceremony. It was the 
biggest outpouring of love and support 
I've ever witnessed and did much to allay 
the fears I was privately nursing at defy
ing the government. 

British Rail's East London Terminus, 
Liverpool Street Station, had dealt with 
large crowds before. Prepared only for 
such sedate occasions as the Royal 
Family returning after a holiday at Sand
ringham, though, nothing In their collec
tive experience readied them for what 
happened Monday. Three thousand 
teenagers rioted the whole day, firstly to 
send off the Caroline DJs and secondly 
to welcome those who had Just left Radio 
London. Waving banners and screaming 
" Long live Caroline," they broke down 
the crowd barriers, smashed windows 
and, with or without tickets, swarmed 
aboard the train for Ipswich. Huge 
crowds greeted us there, and then It was 
on by mini-bus to the port of Harwich 
where hundreds had gathered for the last 
farewell on British soll . An old lady In her 
eighties, tears In her eyes, pressed a 
package Into_ my hand containing a fruit 
cake, some tea bags and a pair of woolly 
socks. I thanked with a kiss and a hug. 
Eking out the last years of her llfe In lone
ly Isolation she, like many others, treated 
us DJs like adopted sons, depending on 
us to come Into her home each day and 
give her a sense of family and belonging. 

I went on the air for my show at 9:00. As 
the minutes ticked by towards midnight, I 
felt a mounting sense of exhilaration, a 
combination of fear and excitement. 
Radio Caroline's broadcast range greatly 

-Increased during the hours of darkness. 
On this significant night of all nights, I 
was speaking to an estimated audience 
of twenty-five mtlllon. Robbie Joined me 
in the studio at 11:45, and fifteen minutes 
later I announced, "This Is Radio 
Caroline. It's twelve midnight." We 
played "We Shall Overcome," and then 
over the Caroline theme song I read a 
speech prepared by Ronan O'Rahllly. 

In the speech, we thanked Harold 
Wiison and his Labour Government for at 
last recognizing the st.itlon's legality and 
assured the audience that we Intended to 
continue broadcasting. The reference to 
legality was a reminder that Caroline was 
outside British terrltorlal waters and 
therefore perfectly legal. The Marine Of
fences Act could only make It illegal for a 
British citizen to be involved with the sta
tion; the station itself was under the 
Jurisdiction of the ship's captain. We 
played music until about 3:00 in the mor
ning, and then, explaining the situation 
about lack of air staff, closed down for 
three hoUrs. 

After a two-hour ride against a Force 7 
gale, Robbie Dale, myself and 
newsreader Ross Brown arrived at the Ml 
Amigo. Tom Edwards was on the air. 
Along with Roger Day and others, he also 
had decided to carry on, forsaking shore 
leave In England. From now on th
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Waking up later, I went up on deck to 
see If any naval ships were lurking 
around. All was quiet save for one visitor, 
a factory worker from London. He was on 
a fishing vacation on the coast and got so 
caught up In the whole affair he chugged 
atl way out to the Ml Amigo in a tiny In
flatable dinghy to see If we needed 
anything. He braved dangerous tides and 
currents every day that week to bring us 
newspapers, candy and a fishing rod for 
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Robbie Dale. Offers of payment met with 
an absolute refusal: "I'm glad to do my 
bit to help you guys, and besides, I can't 
wait to tell the lads In the pub back 
home.'' · 

There's a score of crazy stories of 
those days. Carollne workers In London 
were doing anything to get more DJs out 
to the ship. One such character, 
Spangles Maldoon, had been told not to 
worry when he'd asked whether a 
passport was necessary. Poor old 
Spangles was on the- ship for three mon
ths as the captain of the tender refused 
to take him to Holland until he had a 
passport. In desperation, Spangles hitch
ed a ride on a sailing boat that had come 
out for a visit. By hiding down In the cabin 
he made It to shore okay and sneaked in
land under cover of darkness. He filed 
for, and got, his passport In three da·ys 
and then couldn't " find a Caroline 
representative In London to pay him 
some wages and arrange for him to get 
back to the ship via Holland. Figuring he 
could return the same way he came, 
Spangles Journeyed to Frinton and stole 
a small rowing boat and, after five hours 
hard work, was back at the Ml Amigo. His 
whole trip was so totally Illegal that the 
captain refused to let him back on board, 
so our brave and enterprising OJ hung 
grlmly to the anchor chain for another 
four hours. Meanwhile, Robbie and I 
piled the captain with Bois and finally 
persuaded him to let Spangles back on 
board. 

The very same Maldoon starred In 
another escapade when he and I 
responded to the macho challenge 
Issued by a group of sightseers on board 
a cruise ship which dally offered $4.00 
trips to see the pirates. "Jump In and 
swim," they shouted. We qulckly chang
ed and leapt Into the briny. Every time we 
got near the cruise ship with Its tantaliz
lng cargo of adoring females, the boat 
pulled a ltttle further away. Glancing over 

~ my shoulder, I saw the Ml Amigo, not 
directly behind me as I'd expected, but 
at least ha1f a mile away. Spangles and I 
swum for all our worth, but the current 
was running faster than we could swim. I 
shouted at the Ml Amigo's captain to 
lower the lifeboat, but he just shrugged 
his shoulders and grinned. A crewman 
aboard the cruise ship threw a rope over
board and we held on and got towed back 
to the Ml Amigo. Being dragged through 
the water at high speed had torn off 
Spangles' trunks, and the unfortunate 

fellow had to climb aboard with his bare 
ass in full view of a boat full of sightseers. 
Much funnier later than at the time, we 
got an extra laugh when those aboard the 
cruise ship sent us photos of the event. ' 

We soon got more DJs and stayed on 
,,. the air through one of the worst winters 

In Carollne's history. No more fun-filled, 
booze-sodden weeks of debauchery in 
London. Instead, a nightmare twenty
four-hour trip across the North Sea to 
Holland. A whole day and night of 
nonstop retching left us weakened and 
debllltated. Prolonged seasickness Is a 
llving hell which defies description. 
Then, a long train ride to Amsterdam and, 
after four short days, the whole 
nightmarish process in reverse. The Ml 
Amigo would often run low on water and 
food, letters came Infrequently and 
newspapers were at least a week out of 
date. 

Carollne was consistently Ignored by 
the press as the marine Offences Act 
made it Illegal for any publication to give 
publicity to a pirate station. A Carollne 
fan was even tailed by pollce for eleven 
mlles, arrested and prosecuted for 
dlsplaylng an "I Love Caro//ne" bumper 
sticker on his car. In September of '67, 
there was a media blitz heralding the ar-' 
rival of the BBC alternative to the pirates, 
Wonderful Radio One. 
In March of '68, the Welsmueller Off
shore Company, who supplied crew and 
tender service to the Ml Amigo, carried 
out a real act of piracy. At 5:00 am, March 
3, two Dutch tugboats simultaneously ar
rived at Caroline North and Sooth". They 
cut our anchor chains and proceeded to 
tow the boats to Holland and on up the 
ship canal to Amsterdam. The action 
followed arguments between the two 
Welsmueller brothers and the Caroline 
organization over unpaid bills. Apparent
ly, the money was available but the 
Carollne refused to pay until the ships 
were back at their original position aod 
on the air. The Welsmuellers, not surpris
ingly, wanted money before the return 
Journey. 

The Impasse was never broken; 
Catollne North and South were off the 
air. I returned to England expecting to be 
arrested by a Customs officer, who In
stead asked for an autograph for his 
daughter. The taint of criminality kept me 
out of DJ work for a year, and then In 
April '69 I joined BBC Radio One. 

The Carollne ships stayed in Amster
dam untll 1972 when they were put up for 

auction. The North ship ended up In a' 
breakers yard and the South ship, Ml 
Amigo, was bought by a Dutch Free 

·Radio fan, Gerrard Van Dam. He an
nounced that the ship was to become a 
floating radio museum and work began 
on refitting her. 

Then, late one night, the Ml Amigo 
sneaked out of harbor and took up an
chorage off the Dutch coast. In 
September of '72, Carollne was back on 
the air. With backing from various con
tinental sources plus income from 
American religious programs, the station 
continued to broadcast for the next eight 
years. Sticking with an FM-style album 
format which became dated foltowlng the 
punk revolution, Carollne had neither the 
audience nor Influence of her former 
glorlous years during the 60s. 

At two minutes past mid
night on the morning of 
Thursday, March 20, the 
transmitter was switched 
·off. At 8:30 am, the MV 
Mi Amigo sank. 

On Wednesday, March 19 of this year, 
DJs Stevie Gordon and Tom Anderson 
made the following announcement: 
''We're sorry to tell that due to the severe 
weather conditions and also to the fact 
that we're shipping quite a lot of water, 
we're closing down and the crew are at 
this stage leaving the ship. Obviously we 
hope to be back with you as soon as 
possible, but we'd just like to assure you 
all on land that there's nothing to worry 
about, we're all quite safe. Just for the 
moment we'd llke to say goodbye. 
Tom?" 
"Yes, it's not a very good occasion real
ly,, I have to hurry this because the 
lifeboat is standing by. We're not leavlng 
and disappearing, we're going onto the 
lifeboat hoping that the pumps can take 
it. If they can, we'll be back; If not, well, I 
don't like to say It." 

"I think we'll be back one way or 
another, Tom." 

" Yes, I think so." 
. "From all of us, for the moment, good
, bye and God bless.'' At two minutes past 

midnight on the morning of Thursday, 
March 20, the transmitter was switched 
oft. At8:30 am, the MV Mi Am/go sank. 

••• 
The pioneering spirit that kept Carollne 

afloat and on the air for almost sixteen 
years did not vanish beneath the waves. 
The New Musical Express has been car
rying advertisements for ''Th'e Aefloatlng 
of Carollne Roadshow" which Is touring 
clubs with DJs and bands to raise money 
for a new ship which, rumor has It, could 
be back on the air by November. 

1•Ve wanted to write a story on Radio 
Carorlne for many years. I'm proud and 
lucky to have witnessed firsthand the 
hard work and dedication put In by peo
ple whose only reward was the satisfac
tion of sustaining a free voice of creativity 
and expression. Despite the huge growth 
of TV technology and video, radio re
mains an essential and vital force of com
munication. 

That American radio has ·decllneCJ Into 
an abyss of stupefaction ts a national 
disgrace and every one of us shares the 
blame. If the Carollne audience had been 
as apathetic and uncaring as KSAN's, the 
station probably wouldn't have made It 
through its first year. In the Bay Area, we 
have a proliferation of new music shows 
on various small stations. Whilst some 
DJs wear the responslbtllty of being one 
of the few with dignity and respect for the 
community they serve, others exploit this 
restricted amount of air time by riding 
ego trips or playing petty politics. 

But there Is always the dark -before the 
dawn. The future for radio In this country 
promises more ·excitement and potential 
for great things than at any time since the 
medium was Invented. We can look back 
and remember the fun and excitement of 
50s · rock'n'roll radio on AM and the 
creative explosion of 1ate-60s FM. 
Lessons can be learned from both of 
these radio crossroads, a combination 
that gives broadcasters and listeners 
alike the opportunity to really do it right 
this time. The seeds are already sown 
and taking root. Next month's "World Of 
Wtreless" column will examine radio on a 
national basis arrct report on new 
developments. 
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AT ROCK CITY 
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XANDOR 
Recording studios: 8 tracks from 
520/hr. Band demos to record 
pressing (1000 45s for 5475). 
Located In secluded mansion In 
Orl!;!da. Call for brochure (415) 254 
90n or 254 5730. 
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IGGY POP 

FRIDAY • OCTOBER 31 • 8PN 
OAKLAND AUDITORIWI ARENA . 

TICKETS: $9.50 ADVAl'ICll/$11 DAY Of SHOW 
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT BASS, l'IACYS, l'IOST RECORD fACTORY STORES AND l'IAJOR OUTLETS. TO CHARGE BY 

FHOl'!E CALL 415/835·4342, 408/297·7552, OR 916/443·2118. 
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Backlash 
0. Cliffs' review of Breaking Glass in #1 0 was so 

trivially stupid as to be irrelevant, if it weren't such a 
good example of pseudo-punk c;:riticism. The only sub· 
slantive point Mr. Cliffs makes is that the film gets down 
on a sax player for using junk. Might I point out that in 
Rude Boy they get even more down on Ray Gange for 
being an alky, and I have yet to see anyone complain in 
print? Could this be because the Clash have become 
icons and our supposedly iconoclastic critic;-:s (I refer to 
Mr. Cliffs) no longer wish to point out their weaknesses? 

t know direct comparisons are to be avoided, but 
since I saw Breaking Glass and Rude Boy only two 
nights apart, I can't help myself. Rude Boy lacked struc· 
lure, focus, tension , development and resolution . It also 
suffered from poor sound. 

Breaking Glass was well written , well acted, intelligent 
and political. It also had excellent"sound. AU in all, it is a 
film of such excitement , sympathy and humanity that it 
angers me to see such a self-indulgent, snobbish, 
throw-away treatment of it by Mr. Cliffs. 

Parenthetically, Rude Boy does have one of the all
time great political lines in it , when Gange ~ys to Joe 
Strummer, "Every time I read something by the SWP, it 
makes me want to be a capitalist ." This is a teriffically in· 
sightful statement about the effect of moralizing, guilt· 
tripping Left propaganda upon workers, encapsulating 
in one sentence why so mw:iy sensible people dislike 
the pseudo-Left. It's a great opportunity for Strummer to 
respond' with a delense of the Left , but all he can say is 
something to the effect that "the Left is better than the 
right because it stands for the many, rather than the 
few." Great. That and fifty cents gets you on the bus. 

Breaking Gfass, on the other hand, shows the viewer 
how a real person, with real emotions and concerns , 
comes to be a Leftist, how she is driven to write songs 
expressing her feelings, how conflicts come about be
tween her principles and the reality of doing business, 
and how she is unable to resolve these contradictions . 
And all Mr. Cliffs can say is that she must be steeping 
with somebody in the film company. What flaming idiocy! 
I expect better from Damage. 

Sincerely, 
Charles A. 
San Francisco 

A True Story 

At 3 :30 in the morning I receive a highly bizarre phone 
call from the brilliant, erratic Brad L. He seems to think I 

am one Monica Gillham, an editor on his rag . Sleepy, 
and befuddled by his insistence that I am someone I've 
never heard of before, I play along, using editorial words 
like "pull quote" and "stet..:' Brad really gets into tt . "Uni
formity, I want uniformity! " he expostulates. I am having 
lots of fun until the obviously speeding editor demands 
that I "Say something funny." I c_an't for the life of me. 
This convinces him I am not Monica Gillham. "So, who 
are.You?" he asks. "Hey, sorry if I woke you up." Good 
night, Brad. I cannot sleep. A burning question hovers In 
my mind: Where did he get iny phone number? Why? 
Was he trying to distract me while his cronies ransacked 
my studio? If so , what did tliey take? Or was he beating 
off while talking to me? Maybe he was just a nightmare. 

Another, more frequent, nightmare of m1ne centers 
around John Casablanca of the Elite Model School. I 
hate mustaches. I can't get away from his. He's on 
every bus in the city, his macho gaze calmly apPraising 
me. Can't do anything to please him. He stares at me 
everywhere I go, surrounded by cover girls, his mus
tache flying up his nose. I want to draw antennae com
ing out of his head. I want to draw fangs coming out of 
his mouth. I want to send all the little "Yes! r want to take 
an Elite Modeling course ... " pamPhtets in , ccivered 
with obscenities. Whatever . I want to speckle his smug 
face with French Vanilla ice cream from Bud's Castro 
Street store. Welcome to hepatitis city, · we've all got 
jaundiced eyes . . People run around saying, ''Feel my 
liver," asking, "Didn't you get your shot yet? Jesus." 

I am real brave. The little girl ahead of me is in the 
Room howling. 1 mean screeching, like a drowning 
chimp. My turn . I am wearing several layers and do an 
elaborate strip tease, which is fun because the guy with 
the needle looks horny. He doesn't even ask my name. 
Dumb jock. I'm just another ass leaning over a chair. 

I lean over chairs at the York seeing Rude Boy too. 
Some intellectual Is trying to comprehend the Clash and 
can't deal with my knee pumpJng him In the back during 
songs. Fugyermudder, buddy. J have a great time but I 
can:t understand what the characters are saying. Is it 
over my head? Are the Clash beyond me now? Hell no, 
I'm not paranoid. 

Challenge of the month: I dare anybody to spraypaint 
"Rude" over "Happy" on the "Happy Boy" restaurant 
sign at Fifteenth and Castro. 

What do they sell at "Happy Boy" anyway? American 
and Chinese food to take out. Sweet and sour fries, 
Hamburger Dip Sow Yuk, hepatitis ice cream. I've never 
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been there. Honest. 
End of space, rope, time. The only other worthwhile 

thing this month was listening to Wild Planet. I'll give you 
fish, l'H give you candy! Why can't l think of lyrics like 
that? Maybe if I wrote for Damage. 

Monica Gurney 
San Francisco 

Parrot Death Update 

For the record, popular animaJ-lover Charlie "Take a 
Parrot to Lunch" Monoxide [Damage 9, " Items"] comes 
from oh-so-trendy Phoenix, not Tucson. During a visit 
here, he just got homesick and put this place on the 
map. By the way, this story gets better each time it ap
pears, even though you forgot to mention him tearing up 
a picture of the owner's girlfriend and stuffing it inside 
the ex-Polly. A moment of silence please! 

SF and other bands interested in more than a snack 
can find a receptive audience, hardcore division, here. 
(More info from Record Room in Tucson, via Directory 
Assistance.) 

Suffer and Die, 
The Punk Rock Nurse 
Tucson 

Invertebrates Stand Up 

Dear Stupid Artname, 
I just wanted to clear up some things about your re

view of NEEF and the Happy Squid Sampler {Damage 
- 9]. "Atrophy of the Sporting Spirit" should be played at 

33 rpm. It says so inside the sleeve. It also says ... TCF 
002 . That's because the NEEF side of the record is 
brought to you by Centipede Records. The other side is 
the Happy Squid side (HS 004). This Centipede/Happy 
Squid collaboration is the reason for the phrase "Inver
tebrate Alliance" which appears twice on the inside of 
the sleeve. Since your comments aren't exactly inaccu
rate, and are rather favorable, thanks (but better luck 
next time). 

Etc, 
Brent Wilcox 
Los Angeles 

PS: None of us have gone to (let alone dropped out of) 
music school. 
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The scattered troups chattering 
on the gravel warehouse rooftop 
begin to move toward a concrete 
wall at one of the edges overlook· 
ing San Francisco's China Basin 
and its peripheral canal. The grey 
sunset-smeared skies above are 
busily scanned for the encroach
ment. There, with its familjar chop· 
ping-blade sound and flashing red 
light , is the helicopter ... insect
oid"7° 16oming in , sputtering its pro
peller against the stark industrial 
sprawl. It jets obliquely over the 
Ar~ Grip building, and piercing up
ward, a few mechanical circles 
are drawn before it hovers ful· 
crum-like above the canal. 

The crowd is larger now. Vale, 
former editor of Search and De
stroy, ambles amiably among the 
spectators in his pea-green jacket 
snapping pictures. Machine· 
sculptor Mark Pauline asks, "Is he 
going to shoot that roct<.et off?" as· 
cending the steps to a black altar 
at the opposite end of the roof 
where a four-foot-tall , gleaming 
white missile is poised inside a 
glass box. 

The helicopter beats its heavy 
..yings over the cahal , creating 
pools of reverberated waves as it 
slowly positions itself at the de· 
sired altitude twenty feet over the 
inky surface. Eric Gerrick's slim 
body drops straight into the vortex 
of these waves. 

Eric Gerrick, self-acclaimed 
"Child Genius," is picked out of 
the cold waler by figures in an 
orange lifeboat, then scales one 
of the concrete walls into a cheer· 
ing throng, marching triumphantly 
toward the "Skill Level 5" (1/1ooth 

scale Saturn V rocket altar) and 
eulogizes, the event . 

. ly to a nearby rooftop. 
the recovery system! t for· 

got the recovery system! " ex
claims a shocked Eric standing on 
the black altar , his face $meared 
with a gooey protective oil , devil· 
ish in his Italiano black military 
jumpsuit. 

On the first floor, Naked City 
finishes their set. Upstairs, Bruce 
Gluck directs Grippers through a 
comico·absurd action of piling 
large blocks of ice into varied con· 
figurations, slipping and sliding on 
the wet plastic dropcloth. Corinne 
Cartoon. Jane Burrell and M. C. 
Parker perform a spacy ritual in· 
valving suspicious-looking comes· 
tibles across the hall: "Food 
Block." This human fluxton will 
continue fer almost twelve hours, 
ending with Silvertone's set on 
the main stage at dawn the next 
day. 

Amon'g numerous announce· 
ments for this September 1 3 
event is a three-color xerox poster 
exclaiming "ART GRIP GIVES 
BIRTH TO NEW MOVEMENT" 
above red , yellow and brown ana· 
tomical diagrams for the removal 
of a rectum and the witty invitation 
to "DELIVER YOUR BABY . 
Art Grip matchbooks begin to ap· 
pear a week before the event. 

(Baby can you light my ... ?) 
Local pulp papers carry a bi· 

· zarre entry two weeks earlier: 
"Landlord Murdered Alter Van 
Firebombed-Police Investigators 
Suspect a Feud Involving One of 
the Tenants. 

I phone the residents of 2 Ran· 
kin, promoters of the event. 

"Everybody was under suspi
cion, but the police think they 
know who did it," Morgan Gar· 

Mona Lisa doesn't need a face-lift and art 
museums don't require seasonally
elected interior decorators. 

I don't know how I got here 
but . . . this rocket will .. . Wei· 
come to Art Grip's Son of Mayhem 
. . . 13, 12, 11 , 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 

5, 4, 3, 2 , 1, zero, ignition, liftoff!" 
A yellow-white puff of smoke 

and flame beneath the rocket and, 
SWOOSH!, a crescent moon in 
the fading September sky glim· 
mers like a distant relic of the 
Space Program above. Rocket 
soaring up, arcing to its right 
alter a hun~red·foot ascent 
FWOOP! A tiny orange parachute 
pops out, carrying the streak soft· 

wood assures me. 
''The show must go on," I quip 

(Saturday, September 12, after
noon) l heJp Morgan Garwood, 
Jeff Vaughn, Daniel Tesser, Eric 
Gerrick (of Art Grip), and Randy 
Hussong and Bruce Gluck (of Jet
wave) deliver a truckload of 
beer for the "Industrial Lounge 
and Corn Roast" concession, pro· 
ceeds going toward Kronoscope 
-a ' device for measuring ex· 
tremely short·lived phenomenon. 

The mausoleum-like Art Grip 
building has been remarkably pol· 

''IT WAS SO 
PRIMITIVE .. 
AND 
RITUALISTIC'' 

CTHE SON OF MAYHEM, 
AND OTHER ART FABLESJ 

ished since that first Night of May
hem last May 9 . The technical re
hearsal is deftly handled by a 
shouting Eric Gerrick and a well
trained crew. New spotlights have 
been rented for the occasion. The 
sound system is near-perfect. 
Even dressing rooms have been 
added. Frankenstein's Castle has 
been properly subdued by the art· j 
isl/residents of 2 Rankin , perhaps > 

::ir~a~~:~s~t interior of all SOMA's ~ 
u 

A thin layer of industrial soot ad- ·a. 
heres to the molded stairwell 

by Richard Irwin 
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grips. At night, the surrounding 
factory lights, the bobbing boats 
in nearby China Basin and the im· 
possible arc of a freeway over
pass carrying its zooming modern 
reptiles, presents a rather "pretty 
view," as one admirer put it. We 
have managed to aestheticize our 
machine environment , even 
though we may be totally alienated 
from tie big and little wheels that 
govern and create it . . and fear
ful of what those who reap its 
power may ask of us to protect it. 

around the ropes creating a box· 
ing match environment. The song 
ends. 

"I liked that piece . . it's cyni· 
cal and .. 

"How do you feel about the 

.. above that hole, .. J con· 
tinue talking with Jill, "there 's a fif· 
teen-foot piece of timber sus· 
pended from a twenty-foot lower. 
Jeff said he rehearsed ii and the 
timber will come crashing down out 

·The huge timber shaft comes booming 
down onto the pedestal, bouncing straight 
up to the ceiling and falling sharply to one 
of the roped extremities. 

(3:00 am) M~sl cit the perform· 
ances have ended, i_ncluding one 
on the main stage of the upper 
floor by the Puds (Tony Labat , 
Bruce Pollack and Phillip Hueyser), 
all wearing pseudo·Africano cos
tumes with enormous headsets 
featuring flashlight lightbulb eyes ~ 

and amplified buzzers, designed !. 
by Bruce. They chug-chug around _ 
Phillip who's naked except for a ii 
belt made of electrical cord and a ~ 

~~· :~~e:~n~:H~r~:~~~in~~~~~:; ~ 
through three songs, the first U 
called "Truck Fucker." At the end, ·a. 
Phillip is tangled around the micro
phone cord by Bruce and Tony 
(formerly The Assholes) as they 
spit milk over him from little car· 
tons. The crowd seems overjoyed. 
The final tune has something to do 
with love and agriculture. 

A square Is painted on the cen· 
ter floor between four floor-to· 
ceiling pillars which have been 
roped off . . Above, two holes 
have been cut out of the wood 
ceiling. 

opera singer in your piecer Jill 
Scott interrupts. 

"Well, she wasn't supposed to 
laugh at the end . . . we had tech· 
nical problems with one of the mi· 
crophones . Susan performed 
for me about three years· ago. 
Magdalen! I liked your piece a IGt; 
it made me think of how insignifi· 
cant the 'art' was and focused my 
attention on you instead." 
~J~itnks, J'Ve always loved that 

"The Shadow of Your Smile" by 
Lou Rawls is heard as. the house 
lights dim. Magdalen Pierrakos 
steps into lhe painted square, in 
the middle of which sits a pile of 

· beer cans and cardboard which 
she ignites with a cigarette in one 
hand, match in the other. She dis· 
passionately observes the flames 
near one of the roped-off corners. 
The milling crowd has converoed 

Fo..:itnote to the headline: The ac· 
claimed M47 Acts" plus films of the in· 
veterately romantic Curt McDowell 
(who suffered a painful inhalation of 
alcohol during the event), and George 
Kuchar (guru of epic nostalgia), repre· 
sent the broad spectrum of perform· 
ance activities kindled over a three· 
year period in San Francisco. 

Other performers include: (down· 
I stairs) Hurtt Brothers, acrobats 

of that hole, bounce cff the rubber 
platform straight up, and . 

"Who's Jeff Vaughnr 
"He has a slide-sculpture out· 

side. He photographs tiny ob· 
jects. makes slides out of them 
and projects them onto huge 
cardboard shapes cut out to the 
slide image . . . they're really 
lovely floating in the sky, you can 
see the lights of Bay View Indus
trial Park in the background . 
it's floating " Continued . . 

Flamo Legrande: Jefl Stoll; Michael 
Peppe; Richard Goldberg; Henry 
Kaiser and Bruce Ackley : Cominic 
AJlehulia; Aram Gernstein; Zebra and 
Metatron. (upstairs) Ray Rackov; 
Baby Doodie; Deborah Coffey: Brad· 
ley Baily: Popo and Slava: Marcellus. 

Other filmmakers include: Mark Ar· 
nold; Sandra Kopon~n ; Colegero 
Salvo; Laurie Meeke. 



Coniinued from previous page Jojo is wearing a sexy spider 
A theatrical flood of light des- gown with large fake diamonds 

cends through one of the cut-out edging the v-shaped back, which 
ceiling holes onto the platform be· is to the audience. She seems 
low Jeff adjusts the three- properly demented, shaking and 
inch thick rubber padding. motion- almost toppling over her male 
ing to somebody on the roof drones' arms. I can't make out 
above as he exits loward the what she's singing, but she soon 
r o p e s . . W H H 0 0 0 S H ! begins pawing and kissing a stag-
THUUMP! ... the huge timber gered Carol. 
shaft comes booming down onto From this HI-fated ceremony, 
the pedestal, bouncing straight up onlookers flock downstairs to 
to the ceiling as predicted and fall- watch Glen Pape re-perform a 
ing sharply to one of the roped ex· work he had done at Valencia Tool 
tremities. The audience cheers & Die a few weeks earlier. A piece 
and applauds. Jeff is patted on the I thought at the time was com· 
back by friends like he's a jubilant pletely spontaneous, I now learn 
jock who's completed some is so well-scripted hardly a muscle 
obscure athletic event. twitches out of command. 
. "Do you know Paurr Ji.II is ask· Glen's activity consists of 
ing me. various parts in a thirty-minute 

"Paul, Paul Cotton, yeah, we script during which time he "acts 
met a few years ago at the Art In- out" infantile and sophisticated 
stitute, you came up to my stu: personae. He jumps and struts 
dio wildly, or delivers unintelligible 

"Yeah." Cotton intones drily. bits of slobbering syntax. Gestur· 
"What have you bee11 ing with every limb of his lithe 

doing ... ?"He ignores this. "Do body, he gives us "New Yawk" 
you teach?" e' 

"Yes I teach, l'm teaching now." ~ 
"Do you know about Paul's As· ii 

tralnaut?" =; 
"Yes, but I always called him ~ 

'Peter Cottontail.'" f 
"I call him an 'Astralnaut,'" Paul ::: 

self:observes, "because he trips u 
through time and space." ·a 

.. and what a whizlcal trip it 
was!" I remark giddily as I hasten 
toward Carlos Hernandez nearby. 

Ml've got some Tibetan 
hashish ... " Carlos offers. 

"Mmm. great!" 
"Somebody wanted to fire a ma

chine gun off in here but can
celled." 

"Too bad," I muse. 
Ultrasheen jump into their first, 

upbeat, number. 
Irene Dogmatic and her crew of 

arty secretaries (Carol Barnes, 
Boris Blitzkrieg) have mounted the 
small stage above the dressing 
rooms. Irene: "Yeah! I said 
BOMB! HA-HA-Ha-ha-ha-ha!" 
Irene making mock bomb threat 
over telephones. Slide projections 
of official bomb alert documents, 
explosions ... ending with the 
statement "WE ARE ALL SUS
PECTS." 

On the same stage Deborah lyall 
strutfully introduces "Layers Of 
Scum," a charming l~y/girl 
confessional farce .ot exposed 
adolescent breasts iind unpoetic 
epithets before a Catholic priest. 
"What the FUCK is that! " one of 
the fevered scum-layers screams. 

humor and schizoid behavior. His 
body work is fluid and utterly 
amazing at times. Though never 
completely threatening, he theatri
calizes a fragmented sensa of Ian· 
guage through physically imposed 
ritual. 

(Is it live or is it Memorex?) 
Gina· Lamb has susperided a 
. what? Fetid animal corpse? 

... inside a clear doggy bag 
above the main stage upstairs. I 
lose my attention. I have to set up. 
She's climbing a ladder . . burn
ing sticks wedged between the 
steps ... she's dis-attaching the 
(dead cat?) ... scientislic sound
tape audible over PA. 

Robert Hyatt performing with 
colored neon light tubes, smash· 
ing under black vinyl in black box 
set across the room. 

Trends of the moment too often replace 
genuine energy and the search for deeper 
contexts for a better appropriation of sen
sual material in a psychological universe. 

Non-interest on a few faces 
around me, others gawk putrified 
as a trickling of commentary 
ranges from lewd suggestions to 
mocking catcalls. 

(Early evening) The scene up· 
stairs is numbed excitement as 
Jojo Planteen and Carol Detweil· 
ler's performance is awaited. It 
beging with a black and white film 
by Bruce Geduldig projected on 
the screen above the main stage. 
Carol, wrapped in virginal/surgical/ 
medical/funeral white arranged 
horizontally behind veils of gauze. 
Jojo and Alan Brown drink and 
chew chocolates campily while 
fondling each other in front of the 
(corpse?), ending in a weird 
menage-a-trois on the bed. 

A funeral-cum-wedding march is 
broadcast over the loudspeakers 
and a dormant Jojo amid flower 
bouquets on a bier is lifted by 
three male assistants, looking 
punky in dark grey trench coats, 
through the sub-lit hall onto the 
stage. Carol is lighting candles on 
an elaborate cake as Jojo croons 
morbidly in her assistant's arms. 

My slides are replaced in over· 
head ~arousel . "Did you see 
the monster kid? ... Yes! I did! 
... Explosions . burning 
flare . . aper\ sing"er: "Ad· 
Vaaanced Data Traans-Mission 
Syystem Uisss Coo-Ming!" . 
Black-rubber-gloved hands rip
ping paper .. slide: "Culture 
Vulture," horray from crowd .. 
"Modern Hallucination," a few 
cheers. 

"Richard, that was a beautiful 
performance," Karen tells me. 

. . I really got bored with that 
one . " remarks Jack between 
hits of bitter hash. 

"Today is the 312th day of cap
tivity!" Meyer Hirsch shouts from 
the center of the upper-noor 
crowd, "Today is the 3121h day 
of captivity!" 

An unnamed woman shines a-
green light into Meyer's face . 

"Who cares!" a male voice 
retorts. 

"FUCK YOU!" Meyer grunts, 
repeating. "Today is the . 

Meyer exits. Someone tells him, 
"You'll have to be more effective 

than that . 
Anaconda and Winston Smith 

wearing gas masks at dinner table 
beneath slide-projected obscene
ly mained and diseased body 
parts. 

Mike Osterhaut reading vapid 
poetry script on small overhead 
stage, spearing rag dolls violent· 
ly ... female assistant handing 
him props ... two rag dolls 
matched and burning at the end of 
a two-pronged device strapped 
around his neck as he reads, 
"White boys white_ boys .. :" He 
looks ecstatic, but remains poised 
in his musculature, even though 
the ending is drowned in a wave 
of boos. He laughs and continues . 

t notice David Ireland watching 
intently, dressed in a black tux· 
edo. 

James Himself and female com· 
panion dance scatalogically in 
front of two large pseudo·mech· 

front of them?" 
FoUr bearded male Jackies in 

pink with pillbox hats gossip ani
matedly beneath a canvas bearing 
a square neon tube. A tall bearded 
gent wearing an ankle-length skirt 
has engaged the tragic Kennedy 
clones in conversation. 

Of Genres Implicated 
The fleeting, vestigial fashions 

of punk decadence heavily eulo
gized by the artsy elect of the 
soft·boots-and·rouged-face set 
who swoon over Winston Tong·s 
staged shadow who spread their 
artlessness in gossipy conversa
tion and trendy exteriors/ gen
uinely frustrated, anxiety-prone 
adolescent forms of nihilism who 
attack attack robot conventions/ 
kitsch kipperkids burlesque tribal 
joys of disenchanted nonaligned 
artgrads whose connection with 
proscribed histrionics gives them 
the insiders' edge/ incestuous 

theater aspect/ cult-like bohemian 
ante-worlds/ frontal lobotomy. 

Also there is an energy that de· 
fies categorization/ sometimes 
violent/ hostile/ merciless/ some· 
times constructive/ joyous/ fun 
loving.' 

. . of an extremely short-lived 
nature. 

From the roman!~ stages of dis
eased empire, smarting rebellious 
young mis-cast in a society whose 
art is stigmatized by rotting history, 
sterflized in the museum lab . : . 
according to Art Grip, "If it's here 
by midnight, it's art ." 

In the midst of this primitive set
ting, this frontier of time-space, 
we have ritualized our µ1 c~nl 

condition for the awakening of a 
repressed modern urge. White 
power is abstracted into suspect 
shadows of petty bureaucracy, all 
of us indeed become suspects 
within an unintelligible conspiracy. 

' If we cannot control those who 
would drop bombs on the inno· 
cents, we can at least be awake at 
a final flashing. 

A voice of protest and anger 
rises up with each new wave of 
generation/ authorities of an aging 
regime attempt to squash out the 
lilJing substance/ some clinging 
vines wither in the garden/ waves 
pass over the corpse of a dis· 

full of artsy·fartsy religious porn· 
posity and back-scrubbing only 
retards the actions of the truly 
possessed, a trait too often ig· 
nored by the institutions of state 
culture. It i's to the advantage of 

our life-processes that we are ca· 
pab/e of uncovering poignancy in 
the most mun.dane of moral and 
physical environments. But to 
prance cutely before an obscene 
muse, to glamorize the Commer· 
cial forces of human oppression, 
is to.reveal the emperor's clothes 
to an already naked king. Mona 
Lisa doesn't r'!eed a facelift and art 
museums don't require seasonal· 

We are going to eat you. 

eased animal that has become a 
history/ shimmering with internal 
ecstacy/ delirious waves spurt out 
the bold organisms of a reversed 
future. 

There is no mainstream full of lit· 
tie fishes, unless It be the national 
economy as manifested in its op
pressive media control. There are 
only the living . . and the dead. 

We are going to eat you. 

Post Mortem: Art Sur· 
geon's General Report 

ly-elected interior decorators. 
The mechanics of a politicized 

youth scene helped to articulate a 
radicalization process which 
began during the Viet Nam war. 
Some of these rebels, as we 
know, have become something 
less than heroic, or even grate· 
fully dead. The purely human attri· 
butes of individual and collective 
values are constantly being re· 
shaped in the light of an ever· 
warping social situation. It is to the 
credit of thpse who call them: 
selves artists that they reflect/in-

The lesson lay buried beneath spec! this moral/psychological si· 
the beer cans and smoldering de- tuation in which we find ourselves. 
bris of Night Of Mayhem and its The manner in which the opera
bastard, Son Of Mayhem. The tion is conceived and the methods 
nihilistic forces within each of us for its instrumentation may 
can easily engulf and destroy us. change. The condition of change 
It is not enough to be alienated; ls the only constant. 
this is the poison of Alien Nation. The entertainment value of the 
The social misanthropes of today new wave art of the past three to 
can easily become the ass-kissers four years in cities all over the 
of tomorrow. There is no revOlu- planet is without doubt a bonus for 
tionary esprit among the huddles the blue-chip art market of years 
comraderies. But we are not Hitler to come. New Wave exhibits of 
Youth, nor are we Red Bridages. painters, sculptors and photog
There is no Great Cause because raphers are being touted by gat
the battle is as invisibly internal as leries and museums on the East 
it is visible externally. Coast, while receiving a critical 

The mystery burning in Magda· slap from the hand that feeds 
len's bonfire wasn't one from a - them. Joe Rees of Target Video 

was recently awarded the 
"Clark-," I mean "Adaine Kent 
Award," a prestigious prize that in· 
eludes cash and a month-long ex
hibit at the SF Art lnstitute's 
Emanuel Walter Gallery. I have 
personally been contacted by 
representatives of the Museum of 
Contemporary Art of Chicago 
regarding SF performancr. ·activ· 
ities. 

Frorri the seamy underbelly of 
modern civilization, impatient art· 
rats fester or attack/ the collective 
psychosis is staged in miniscule/ 
the larger organism is reflected/ a 
mirror is held up to the unnatural. 
Our collective Night of Mayhem/ 
Son of Mayhem is the reductio ad 
absurdum of the wasteland and 
comic grim prospects to come as 
we uncondition ourselves to Al· 
dous Huxley's brilliantly sardonic 

book. ti was, perhaps, that anti· 
quarian term for nineteenth cen· 
tury aesthetic: Art. wafting silently 
up through a hole in the sky. Her 
action was by no means spectac· 
ular or entertaining (which is its 
merit). She smoked a cigarette, 
she played a song she loves .. 
but in the darkened Art Grip build· social prophecies. D 
ing, when too many tried too hard ~ 
to please or remain politically co· ;. 
herent, her ac~ion became situa· ~ 
tional. and real. ~ 

Trends of the moment too oft.en ~ 
replace genuine energy and the 
search for deeper contexts for a 
better appropriation of sensual 
material in a psychological uni
verse. The "cult of the beautiful," 
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" Reports of [our] death are premature . . . " Or are 
they? Just prior to their return from a highly-successful, 
groundbreaking European tour, SF's perennial laves, the 
Dead Kennedys were rumored to be breaking-up. Lead 
singer, Jello Biafra has reportedly been offered a role in 
a new film to be shot in England, a chance for him to 
resume the acting career he quit to become a budding 
rock'n ' roll legend. Mr. Biafra has thus far declined to 

9 

-------- ----~ 

speak to reporters , and guitarist Ray would only go so far 
as to say he was sorry, but not about what. W.hile the 
buzz has wound down locally already, apparently the 
Bialra residence's phone is ringing with eager media 
hounds on the trail of yet another punk rock news item. 
Presumably, at the psychologically correct moment, the 
rest of us will know one way or the other, but, for now, as 
the pie above attests, Biafra's keeping it to himself. 

DEAD 
KENNEDYS 
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AVAILABLE NOW 16mm 

- Scott Ryser 's UNITS' TRAINING 
FILM NO. 1. Found foo tage is used in this 
vivid portrayal of the breeding, feeding 
and training of an individual unit in corpor· 
ate society. On the soundtrack The Units 
perform Bugboy, High Pressure Days, 1-
Nightand Warm Moving Bodies. 121/l min. 
Color. 

- Mindaugis Bagdon's LOUDER 
FASTER SHORTER. The Sleepers, Mu
tants, Dils, The . Avengers and UXA per
form live at the Fab Mab in San Francisco. 
A Search & Destroy Production. 20 min . 
Color. 

- Loren Jones' THE UFO ABDUC
TION. Low~ low budget science fiction 
serial farce! Soundtrack by Sweet Tom
my's Band. 10 min. B&.W. 

- Alex delazslo's HUMAN FLY. 
Ghoulish escapades with The Cramps in 
cellars or New York 's Bowery. 5 min. 

- Donna Marino 's ROBOTICS. 
Science fiction dance with Chai Pivik 's 
stunning music Robotics. 5 min . Color. 

- Richard Gaikowski's DEAF/PUNK . 
A stark musical document on the San 
Francisco Deaf Club with The OfTs per
forming 0 Degrees and 614801. 8 min . 
B&W. 

-Ian Turner's NEW AGE/SUBWAY. 
NightmariSh study or subway sys tem 
cpunterpoimed by equally nightmarish 
sound of Chrome. 10 min . B&W. 

- Phil Hooper's DECADE. Ground 
Zero from Boston perform musically and 
dramatically in this portrayal oflife in 1he 
las! days of the industrial age which is run
ning out of spiritual gas. 12 min. B&W. 

- Marc l-lues1is's X-COMMUNICA
TION. Factrix's industrial music se ts the 
beat for this shocking film which mocks 
suicide. 5 min. B&.W. 

- Richard Gaikowski's MOODY 
TEENAGER. Can a woman find happi
ness with a New Wave hairstyle? Susan 
Pedrick stars. Soundtrack includes Los Mi· 
crowaves' Coast 10 Coasr. 8 min. Color. 

ONE WAY FILMS 
1035 Guerrero, San Francisco: CA 94110 

Telephone (415) 821-9183 
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Most things that exist in this world evoke 
a particular image or set of images that do 
not adequately reflect their acitual1 multi
faceted character, and the city of Los An
geles is no exception. For me, a short-time 
resident in mid-'78, LA has always been 
associated with the ·worst aspects of mod
ern American life: unbearable heat and pol
lution, an extraordinary inequality in the 
distribution of wealth and influence, ex
tremely conservative social and political at
titudes, a repressive police establishment 
and, worst of all, a bland, plastic culture of 
obscene dimensions, exemplified by vacant 
smiles and Farrah Fawcett hairdos. Curi
ously enough, these unappealing features 
of the city are the very ones that are glee
fully displayed in the media, which might ex
plain why so many rich businessmen, 
fascists, and people who seriously identify 
with characters on TV sitcoms end up 
there. Yet beneath this all-too-visible 
veneer lies a real city inhabited by real peo-

cheesy group of image-conscious hacks 
that jumped on the new wave bandwagon 
had to climb up on the backs of the gen
uine, c6mmitted hardcore punk bands who 
created it. Seminal groups like the Germs. 
the Wierdos, X, the Bags, the Flesheaters, 
the Screamers. the Skulls, Fear and the 
Dils provided the real foundation for an 
emerging alternative music and culture and 
served as their mainstays throughout the 
darkest hours and for many years there
after.· 

As it established itself firmly in LA proper. 
punk gradually made inroads among the 
physically active but often mentally inert 
masses of kids who splashed and frolicked 
in the beach towns south of the city . I'm 
talking a?out Orange County, where images 

The group's refusal to make any effort to control 
their fans, even those few who go far beyond the 
bounds of Sane behavior, has led many to conclude 
that they are agitators or, worse, that they condone 
or attempt to catalyze fascistic aggression. 

pie that media mind managers wOuld rather 
sweep under the carpet: the poor of Watts, 
the street gangs of East LA, remnants of 
the 60s counterculture ·and, most important 
for our purposes. alienated punks. 

The dichotomy between the plastic LA 
and this essential LA is perhaps best re· 
vealed in the local music scene. On the one 
hand, the city is the major center of the cor
porate music biz. which for years has inun
dated increasingly passive radio audiences 
throughout the world with its candyfloss 
product. The eruplion of punk in '76 began 
to change all that. not only through the ex
pression of alternative values in the music, 
but also by the establishment of an inde
pendent network for distributing and pro
ducing records. When they found them
selves losing control of a rapidly growing 
base of consumers, major record labels 
quickly began to create artificial product to 
capitalize on the new image in an effort to 
defuse or dilute the genuine alternative 
mUsic and garner a share of the profits it 
engendered. Hence, the endless succes
sion of phony .. new wave" bands from LA
the Knack, 20/20. the Heaters, Paul War
ren and Explorer, Code Blue, the Scooters 

' and God only knows who else-which have 
been promoted so relentlessly that some 
gullible rock fans assume that lhEtY form the 
core of the new music scene there. Noth
ing could be further from the truth . Every 

and values filtering down from the City of 
the Angels are often carried to their furthest 
extremes. Whereas LA may be seen as 

· highly conservative on the political spec
trum, OC is ultra-right. Major constituencies 
of national fascist organizations such as the_ 
John Birch Society, Minutemen, Ku Klux 
Klan, Patriotic Party and the Christian Anti
communist Crusade live there, not to men
tion thousands of smaller locally-based or
ganizations and "respectable" rightist 
groups or fronts like· the California Free 
Enterprise Association and, believe it or 
not, the Free Enterprise Division of Coast 
and Southern Federal Savings and Loan 
Association. Yet right in the midsLol this 
knee-jerk conservatism-perhaps as a re
action against it-the most extreme A'meri
can punk bands have been formed, and 
Black Flag is the best of them. They have 
spearheaded the invasion from the beaches 
and, by infusing new energy into the col: 
lapsing Hollywood scene, have replaced 
the older bands as the standard-bearers of 
punk. 

So what is so special about Black Flag? 
That's easy to answer. Although they have 
adopted many tried-and-true characteris
tics of the "punk" format....:One-hundred
mph adrenalized tempo, a roaring guitar 
that burns through eardrums like a red-hot 
poker. a piston-like rhythm section that 
packs the wallop of a minor earthquake and 

anguished vocals-they infuse them with a 
raw edge and an intensity that is rarely 
matched in this country or, for that matter, 
in the UK (eat your heart out, all you Crass 
and Discharge fans) . With this band there is 
no hint of pose, but rather a display of hon
est feelings that crappy, mediocre punk 
groups couldn't even begin to comprehend, 
let alone approximate. Black Flag may well 
be the ultimate American punk band pre
cisely because they express raw. unadul· 
terated anger and frustration-the essential 
punk emotions-in the purest and most ex
treme form imaginable. They make music 
for rioting, not dancing. It's they who pro
vide a soundtrack for Armageddon. 

Not surprisingly, these very merits have 
acted to restrict their audience to the truly 
disaffected. The complacent can't handle 
them at all, and this has made wider recog
nition gradual. Black Flag currently consist 
of Gregory Ginn (guitar), Charles Dukow
sky, 111 (bass). Roberto "Robo" Valverde 
(drums) and Dez Cadena (vocals). but the 
origin of the group goes back to 1976 
when Greg and Keith Morris, both resi
dents of Hermosa Beach. decided to form a 
hardcore band . Since this was long before 
the rise of the infamous "beach punk" 
scene, they initially had trouble finding any
one else willing to play that kind of music. 

Chuck: What would their girlfriends think? 
Greg: They were all into Genesis back 

then _ .. 

Hence, it took them over six months ~o 
recruit other merlibers. including a drum-

by Jeffrey Bale 

persevered with their plans. They sent their 
demo tape around to various club owners 
and promoters in an effort to get gigs in LA. 
They were , at first, rebuffed by a kind of 
narrow-minded. elitism all too common to 
the punk scene. The Hollywood scene was 
especially cliquish, even incestuous. 
Chuck: The scene was going on in LA. it 
was just really closed. They just had this 
view that if you weren't urban, ii you didn't 
live in Hollywood, then you could not be 
"punk." If you lived at the beach, they 
would turn their noses up and say. ··Fuck 
you. 
Greg: They didn 't want us on their scene. 
Chuck: We ci,isrupted things. 

The result was that, although they had 
built up a

1 
small but fanatical following on the 

beaches by late '78, they were unable to 
get a regular gig in LA until the midrlle of 
1979. 

It was the mid-'79 release of the four
song Nervous Breakdown EP, taken from 
their earlier demo tape and pressed on their 
own SST label, that finally broke down the 
barriers by bringing the group to the atten
tion of the prime movers Of the LA punk 
scene: Claude "Kickboy" Bessy and Robert 
Biggs of Slash magazine. Masque-owner . 
Brendan Mullen, and Chris D(esjardins). 
Flesheaters' vocalist and founder of the Up· 
setter record label. These perspicacious 
characters heard the EP, loved it, went to 
s~e the group live, anC finally realized that 
something was simmering down on the 
beaches besides the heat. From this point 

' "The main thing is we don't wanna get bogged 
down in standard political dogmas. We don't have 
songs explicitly urging people to smash the state 
or anything." -Chuck 

mer who, as Chuck put it, "would change 
personalities every other day," and a bass 
player who lacked total commitment. tn the 
beginning. they resorted to playing_ in 
garages and at friends' house parties be
cause there was nowhere else for a punk 
band to play in that area. Although they 
were "pretty raw back then" [Greg:r-their 
sets included many of their present songs 
-most people in the audience hadn't 
formed definite opinions about punk rock 
and just reacted to the power inherent in 
their music. So the band would play, kids 
would go wild, and the cops would be there 
within twenty minutes lo bust up the party . 

Despite problems finding gigs, the band 

on, more and more attention was focused 
, on the OC scene, and Black Flag was the 
first to benefit from the increased exposure 
and critical acclaim. It enabled them to 
organize more of their own gigs-like the 
legendary one at Polliwog Park which was 
attended by thirty to forty punks and two 
hundred horrified families with picnic bas
kets-and get regular bookings at newly
opened clubs in LA like the Hong Kong 
Cafe. Around this time. they also began to 
play in the Bay Area and elsewhere, ex
panding their following as they went. But 
just as they began to gain momentum, the 
regressive behavior of some of their fans 
created a whole series of new and unlore-

Con1inued on next page. 
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Black Flag:(/ lo r) Greg, Ch~ck, Robo and Dez. 

the city to oullyinQ areas-coverage of 
punk records in major skateboard and surf
ing magazines, the sensationalizing of punk 
rock in the conventional rl}edia, a willing
ness to embrace something new just to 
avoid boredom, youthful rebelliousness 
and, perhaps most important, the excite
ment generated by earlier OC bands like 
Black Flag, Middle Class, the Crowd, the 
Simpletons and Red Cross. As a result, the 
beach punk scene is currently alive and 
kicking, figuratively and literally. 

Yet though the-hardcore style spread far 
and wide, the radical , anti-establishment , 
ideas that were behind the original punk ex
plosion did not seem to affect the attitudes 
of many of these newly-converted jocks, 

their biggest fans, myself included. 
So what do they really stand for and how 

do they feel about the excesses of their au
diences? As Greg is quick to emphasize, 
the name Black Flag was chosen because ii 
is a symbol of anarchy. It has nothing what
ever to do with insect spray. In line with this 
orientation, the band's purpose is to create 
chaos, to provide an atmosphere in which 
people can abandon, at least temporarily. 

to rules themselves would be behaving 
hypocritically if they tried to establish rules 
for their fans to follow. Therein lies their 
dilemma. 
What are the "beach punks" really like? 
There seem to be a lot of psychopaths who 

"I think our attitude comes across in our music, 
but we're gonna work on trying to make what we're 
saying more apparent." . • _ -Greg 

who continue to behave'as before. With the 
rapid growth of the OC scene, and the con
sequent increase in the size of Black Flag's 
audience, it was inevitable that some thick
headed morons would be among their fans. 
This . was to have unfortunate repercus
sions. After booking the band once or 
twice , a number of club owners decided to 
ban them from playing future dates at their 
venues. Although in most cases this re
sulted from overreaction on the part of con· 
servative entrepreneurs who were unable 
to distinguish wild but harmless pogoing 
from real rioting , at other gigs a few head
cases committed actS of mindless violence 
and trashed furnishings in both restrictive 
and progressive clubs alike. The group's 
refusal to make any effort to control their ' 
fans, even those few who go far beyond 
the bounds of sane behavior, has led many 
to conclude· that they are agitators or, 
worse, that they condone or attempt to 
catalyze fasciStic aggression. In the past, 
this possibility has even worried some of 

have been attracted to that Scene because 
they feel that within it violence Is accep
table, even commendable. 
Greg: Exactly, but we don't support that 
sort of behavior. A lot of our fans are really 
cool, though. If all of them were idiots, we'd 
quit. There's only a small minority of idiots, 
but they're always the most visible. 
Dez: They stand out like a sore thumb. 
Chuck: Ttlere always were some idiots into 
the punk scene, even In the early days. In 
Hollywood they just didn't have as much 
muscle; the early people weren't jocks. 
These guys now are strong, they're really 
in good phySical shape and if they wanna 
thump, they can do the job efficiently. 
Greg: Out of two-three hundred people at a 
gig, there might be twenty assholes who 
wanna run things and control things. The 
important thing is not to generalize about 
the scene anymore, it's just too big. But 
there are people in our audience with an 
ideology that is the opposite of ours. 
That puts you guys in an awkward position. 

A lot of those kids look up to you. You're in 
a position to influence them in certain ways. 
Don 't you feel some responsibility to 
educate these kids? 
Dez: The thing is, you can't even talk to 
some of those people. 
Chuck: We don't wanna dictate to them 
anyway. Our message is, Fuckin' let go, go 
crazy, because if you do that you're not 
gonna have time for this other crap, which 
is real stiff and based on the preconceived 
notion of what's cool. But I'm not a pacifist, l 
think aggression is healthy. 
Yeah, but it depends on who It's directed 
against. 
Ted [Falconi, of Flipper]: The problem is 
that no one is exposing these kids to pro
gressive ideas .... The Huntington Beach 
crowd should be sikked on Bank of America 
rather than bashing each other. 
Chuck: I won't argue with that, but it is ac
tually the healthiest audience, even though 
there is some mindlessness. It's the best 
audience a.round, the youngest, the most 
aggressive and the most volatile. Because 

- of that. they're the most attractive for me to 
play to. They're not a bunch of neutralized 
zombies. 
Like most of those new wave yo·yos. 
[ 
c 

year and laid down instrumental tracks for a 
projected LP, but just before the vocal seg
ments were added, Keith, their original 
singer (who later went on to form the Circle 
Jerks) quit the band. Although friction had 
been developing for some time . because 
Keith was unhappy with many of Greg's 
newer songs, his resignation came at a par
ticularly inopportune moment. Almost im· 
mediately Black Flag recruited Ron Reyes, 

·one of their energetic friends, as a replace· 

DAMAGE 
ment, but, despite his stage charisma, he 
lacked Keith's extraordinarily distinctive 
voice. Stilt, he did a comendable job from 
the time he joined till May '80. a period in 
which the band gained popularity away 
from home by touring up and down the 
West Coast. He then "eloped~ with a Cana· 
dian girl after adding only a fe~ vocal tracks 
to the album, which again upset the group's 
plans for its release. After a four·month 
period of inactivity, Dez, another close 
friend and fan, joined. Thus far, he's worked 
out well. 

• Despite all the delays and disappoint-
ments, it looks as if things are finally begin· 
ning to shape up for Black Flag. By the lime 
you read this, a four-track , twelve·inch EP 
{Jealous Again) , taken from the now· 
aborted LP project, should be out on their 
SST label, with another EP to follow around 
the beginning of next year. Three of their 
songs are included on Slash's forthcoming 
live Decline of Western Civilizatlon LP, the 
soundtrack of a feature-length film of that 
name-, and th'ey have at least one track on 
Rodney Bingenheimer's Rodney on the 
ROQ LP (PoshBoy). also forthcoming. In 
addition to releasing more vinyl, they will 
soon be embarking on a tour of the South
.west, the East Coast and, possibly, the 
Midwest. Those unlucky enough to miss 
them in concert can at least get vicarious 
thrills by seeing Decline of Western Civiliza
tion which is stated for national distribution 
in the near future . Don't blow it, America! 
Now you ha~e the change to see the band 
that blew Stiff Little Fingers off the stage at 

Amen. 0 
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First off Is the matter of "credentials." 
The intent of this article Is not to sensa
tionalize or cop attitudes about the "beach 
punk phenomenon" as has been done In 
other pubflcatlons. Rather, ft Is an attempt 
to get more of the truth out about the 
musical/cultural changes that have been 
taking place In LA for the past few years. 
So, the personal dffemma I have en
countered Is whether someone like myself, 
who· doesn't Jive In Southern California and 
who Is at least a decade older than the peo
ple I am writing about, is "quaflfled" to do It. 
One of the problems lmpllclt In magazines Is 
the limited amount of time available to 

1 
research something thoroughly. This ain ' t 
the Encyclopedia Britannica, droogle. With 
an unpaid staff and zero budget, this 
magazine has to put up with writers who ac
tually refuse assignments! And also with 
truckfoads of manuscripts describing Blon
d/e's latest outfits or the burgeoning punk 
scene In Elk's Face, Wyoming. So, I'm do
ing It because I feel /Ike It, and if you, alert 
and committed readers, spot gaping holes 
In my knowledge, or If I forgot to mention 
your band, or your town, or have anything to 
say at all on the matter, the editor of this no
ble, stalwart hankrag has assured me 
repeatedly that your letters of rebuttal, 
amendment, supplementation or basic 
plss'n'moaning wllf be printed In the very 
n'ext Issue. So, If you don't like It, write It 
yourself! 

CREEPY-CRAWL THE ROLL/ G STD E 

Ever since the hordeit of hungry, displac
ed people descended on Los Angeles dur
ing and after the Depression, novelists, 
journallsts, filmmakers and poets, not to 
mention musicians, have been trying to get 
a realistic feel for It, for Its essence. No 
dice. No one, not Raymond Chandler or Jim 
Morrison or Joan Didion or even X have 
been able to do any better than to cop a 
quick feel. This may be because LA may not 
have any essence at all. It's too diffuse, too 
dreamlike on the one hand, and all too grittl
ly banal on the other. LA Is a maelstrom, a 
huge grid of tenuous and temporary con
nections totally and helplessly dependent 
on technology: the automobile, the 
telephone and, yes, the radio. Somewhere; 
between Beverly HUis and Watts, Universal 
City and the monumental expanse of subur
ban sprawl, between the chromium for
tresses of Hollywood record companies and 
the desperate squalor of the East LA bar
rios, LA has a soul. Only thing is, you'd get 
an answering machine telllng you the check 
was In the mail if you 1ried to call. It is a city 
of total Isolation. like the inside of a phone 

company switching box, you can gaze at LA 
and see thousands of laterally-connected 
things going on, all Independently of each 
other, with only superficial awareness of 
other realms amongs\. each subgroup's 
members. 

Because of these myriad mutually
exclusive cities-within-the-city, the alleged 
observing and reporting entitles-TV and 
radio news, newspapers, magazines-are 
hopelessly doomed to receiving and 
transmitting only a hastily-drawn, half
finished sketch of reality. They know that, 
and grit their teeth, and don't care . . tt 
would take too long to get It right, and 
speed Is everything .• 

LA has plciYed a large part In the rock 
music world of the past couple of decades, 
mainly because of the concentration of 
record company executive offices and 
recording facilities In the area. Rollfng 
Stone ma azlne has rown from an am-
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Con1inued from previous page· 

bltlouS fanzine into a house organ for these 
corporate concerns over the years, and 
much of the homogenlzed musical custard 
that has been pumped over the airwaves in
to · the craw of the beaten-down passive 
[Tlasses over the past few years has been 
shaped and formed by LA studio musicians 
and producers. 

In rec0ii't years, in Case you haven't notic
ed yet, a worldwide outbreak of rabid, 
vicious, uncompromising anger has oc
curred as an Inevitable reaction to the profit
dictated and corporately;.lmposed vapidity 
of available music, and all the corrupt, 
resigned, soulless, bloodthlrsty values 
represented thereby. (Okay, okay, we're 
getting there. Be patient, attention-span
of-a-cell utlte-cel l .) 

And- again, the place where it's happen
ing, If not first, then certainly most, is in 
good old what-the-hell-ls-it LA. And, 
despairing familiarity following logfc, the 
picture presented in the mass media is as 
distorted as a photograph of a speeding car 
reflected In a hubcap, shot at night. by 
streetlamp. 

The new LA noise and Its makers have 
been around for years, oozing out of the 
suburban swamp, forming impressions on 
their young ready-to-be-molded minds by a 
few surreplltious ("Hey, Mom, I'm gonna 
take the Pinto and go to Laurie's house 
and hang out for awhile , okay?") 
excursions to Hollywood where the urban 
we-can-outpunk-l,ondon passions were be
ing played out In the late 70s-the first ap
pearance of a Ramones/Sex Pistols/Dead 
Boys record poking out from behind a stack 
of books on the schoolyard, the first realiza
tion that Led Ze were fat and slu lsh and 

SWA 
"What ls SWA?" 
"SWA ts your future ... If you have one. 

The Command Group wlll instruct you when 
you are needed." 

Black Flag are an interesting bunch of 
people. They are truly committed to their 
philosophy of "no rules," and Ignore 
pressures from all sides. They recognize no 
authority other than their own. Formed in 
1977 ln the South Bay region of LA, Her
mosa Beach to be precise, the band has 
been playing gigs for about one-and-a-half 
years and are about to release their second 
EP, as well as putting out an EP by a band 
called the Minutemen. In the years they've 
been around the LA scene, the members of 
Balck Flag have become all too famlliar with 
the pornography ol power, the details of In
terpersonal affairs which make up the flow 
of events. 

The amount of sleaze ihey have en
countered boggles the mind, and the way In 
which they handle It convinces one of their 
legitimate commitment to personal 
freedom, rebellion, disruption of the status 

quo and social change, in whatever form It 
happens to be manifest other than 
fascism, naturally the antithesis of what 
they're about. 

Their songs are personal, and conse
quently free of rhetoric. They actually llve 
what they profess, and don't calculate their 
next pose the way most people do. The 
music Is sheer adrenalin rush-ihey do not 
take drugs to play, and they couldn't care 
less If anyone else does or doesn't Indulge. 
The power in their music comes from real 
anger, real frustration, real excitement. One 
short burst of Black Flag t.'ould convelvably 
lay to rest the phantoms of a hundred Elvis 
Costellos bleating away " angrily" In the 
minds of the undecided. 

Their followln rs far from undecided. 

older brother digs It and he's a creep . 
the first preliminary krangs on girlfriend's 
In-the-Army-brother's electric guitar, 
discarded In the garage. 

While all this mind-moiding was going on 
ln suburbia, punk and new wave were being 
polarized in the same mass media that had 
neglected to notice either one until the 
origlnal crowd of local propagators were 
getting kind of sick of It. In 1977, when Bren
dan Mullen's Masque was enjoying its full
blown Helronymus Bosch period, Rolllng 
Stone was prissily market-researching the 
value of writing, about the movement In 
England, which was at least a couple of 
years old by then. Somehow; a writer nam
ed Dave Marsh managed to get a story on 
the Sex Plstols printed (on the cover, no 
less, an editorial-board decision pro
bably hammered through because of the 
notoriety the band had gained ln the 
world press thanks to their noisily mak
ing Capltol Records, the BBC, EMI and 
the Queen of England look stupid in one 
fell swoop) which did do a small something 
about the grotesque amount of Ignorance 
about the whole movement displayed In thls 
country. Even so, most "average" 
Americans got their opinions about punk 
rock and new wave handed to them by their 
local dally, in the form of wtre service 
~tories about Sid Vicious- roving bands of 
felonious misfits, swastikas, chains, blood, 
puke and drugs. 

Naturally, this sort of surface scan 
resulted ln the c't'eepy-crawling-a term us
ed by friends to generally Indicate aliena
tion-of Mom, Dad and the public at large, 
handin all the oun unks of America a 

SWA IS YOUR FUTURE, 
IF YOU HAVE ONE 

Most are under eighteen, In high school and 
live in the suburbs with their parents. They 
are part of the crowd of kids who are lumped 
together, inaccur8.te1y, In the category 
"beach punks." Most of their current fans 
are from the Valley and the inland South Bay 
towns. • 

SWA was bass player Chuck Duke's and 
guitarist Greg Ginn's experiment in social 
pyschology. It was never, perhaps for
tunately, carried out to Its fullest. Having 
been exposed so often and Intensely to the 
raw, virulent side of power, they decided it 
would be of interest to perpetrate a soclal 
phenomenon, bring It to a boll and destroy 
It, In order to'educate people to the dangers 
that lurk constantly. First move, naturally, 
was to ,create a rhetoric, and then follow It 
up with some tailor-made dogma. Then, pur
suant to a demonstration or two of power, 

certain amount of power on a triple-platinum 
platter. 

Being young and Inexperienced, and not 
giving a shit about It in any case, the ones to 
explolt the power were not the kids and 
their bands, but the ones who wallow In 
power and whine for more-the record com
panies. Anger, frustration, boredom with 
the same old shit (talking product here, 
not v81ues), great-but clean It up, make It 
safe. Elvis Costello, Blondie, yeah, yeah, 
we knew all along disco was too good to 
last, get the fuck out on the street and sign 
me some new wave acts. 

Meanwhile, along comes X. X are definite
ly not a punk band, and as far as you can get 
from new wave {without slaughtering 
animals-or Les Pauls-on stage). X are 
X. X formed In and played around LA for 
two-three years, put out Los Angeles on 
Slash Records and found themselves 
possesSed of the mysterious and dread 
"success." And, all of a sudden, our old 
friends from Rofl/ng Stone, who haven't 
been out much lately since those fucking 
shoes cost me $140 bucks, man, don't want 
no sleazy creep pogolng Into my space, 
who sold us out many years ago and tried to 
make up for It by buying the services of ex
cellent writers, but not music, all of a fuck
ing sudden, In their 321st Issue, July 10, 
1980, discover LA'S ROCK'N'AOLL 
RENAISSANCE!! 

What does this breathtaking renaissance 
consist of? Actually right in the swing of 
contemporary trends, RS describes the 
"anthemic" (what's an extra dlpthong 
among old friends?) sound of the Pop, 
20/20, the Motels, the Knack .. ·. all either 
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old, tight bar bands going for the new wave 
gold ring or cheesy opportunists who have 
had to rely on the big media taste-making 
guns to develop a ''following.'' And, at least 
a couple of years behind the times, the 
mighty Roi/Ing Stones holds its nose and 
mentions X, the Alleycats, the Plugz, 
Claude Bessy and Slash, and even the 
Germs. And the writer gives a less-than
cursory glance at the Independent record
ing business without the least bit of elabora
tion, other than to ga-ga over the fact that a 
good, h'ard-worklng original band like X can 
put a record out on an Independent label 
and have It get lots of sales, alrplay, and .. 

. press coverage. 
Followlng closely, as always, In the 

footsteps of RS, we have BAM ("The 
California Music Magazine"-where Califor
nia music means mostly the Grateful Dead) 

. with x On the cover, and New YOrk Rocker, 
generally halfhearted about the West Coast 
In general, devoting a cover to X 
(September, 1980 issue), and news about X 
In Greem, Trouser Press and every fanzine 
everywhere else besides. 

So, It can be expected that the snlvellng 
bloodsuckers who claim to be the voice of 
rock'n'roll-which is all about what? con
flrmity? safety? complacency?-won't pick 
up on something until It's hot enough to 
shine on Its own, then they can claim to 
have "made" the band thereby 
perpetrating the full nelson they think they 
have on "the biz," the same way the record 
companies won't do jac~shit for anyone 
who isn't cut from tfle same cloth they are 

. in their own backyard, they could at 
least treat new bands with the same atlltude 
they have towards "ethnic" music, or 
something ... oh, never mind. 

de~~'Zet~~~~~:~~~:~~~l~:~~~imed at .!'l!!' .. ,.!!!!'!!I!!!!!!!!!' 
some gigs thereafter, and questions were 
answered with the line above. Further ques-
tioning was discouraged by the SWA Elite, 

who were let In on the relevant parts of the The experiment was shelved for more 1m-
secret and Instructed to give no more In- mediate projects, however, but SWA re-
formation than ''The Command Group wlll malnsasapotentlalacelnthehole. 
instruct you when you are needed." The Swastikas, on the other hand, are quite 
SWA Elite were Invited to stand on stage visible, especially among the subgroup of 
behind the band on a couple of occasions, kids who live In the Huntington Beach area, 
their arms extended in a vaguely familiar the mllltant minority responsible for the 
salute, the letters S W A written on their publlc relations effect of getting all the 
knuckles. bands and all the kids branded as "beach 

The dogma Included some very basic punks." 
principles. There are SWA people and They are the ones accused by the 
places and things, and there are non-SWA. queasier write'rs of the LA Times, LA 
Non-SWA were to be rigorously ostracized. Weekly etc of "ruining good show.:. for the 
Once, during a Stack Flag tour of the Nor- rest of the people," the ones whu were the 
thwest, Chuck and BF singer Dez performed subjects of Patrick Gold stein's Infamous 
an acoustic set as SWA. The lyrics to the Times article playing up the horrid violence 
songs were about sweetness, love and nice and unruliness. Essentlally, the beach 
things, up until the. chorus, which was punks, "Aitch Bee," (for Huntington Beach] 
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California high school people, and if Callfor
nia rs the trendsetter for nation, will soon be 
visible among kids in that vast, uncharted 
marsh of middle-class desolation betw~en 
the coasts. 

Huntington Beach Is a traditional surfing 
town, some forty miles south of LA, In 
Orange County, the richest county in the 
wortd and a genuinEI' WASP wealth, power 
and reactionary politics ghetto. What hap
pened is no more complicated than a few 
kids, ln late-'76 or '77, picking up on an s 
like the Sex Pistols, and tailing their friends 
about it. The surf/skateboard culture has 
always been very much a movement 
towards freedom, and an escape from 
repressive or just plaln stupid parents, 
schools, churches and ollce. People are 
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very physJcal In that part of the world, and 
once punk was accepted by the surf/skate 
crowd, a new form of release was found, 
and it was loglcally and naturally expressed 
in very physlcal terms. 

The beach crowd, Huntington specifical
ly, ls endowed with a reputation both for 
fighting and fierce, clique-lsh devotion to 
each other. For a while, there was almost a 
gang feellng to their approach. And, natural

.Ji'., they were made the scapegoats for 
everything that annoyed the sedate and 
comptacent: They were called naive, il
literate, stuck In ~977 because of their style 
of dress, ultra-violent. The violence did ex
ist, and continues to,, but In recent days 
there Is much less regionalism and what ap
pears to be a riot Is slmply a crowd of peo
ple blowing off their own frustrations. Peo
ple are bashed arGund, and occasionally 
real fights break out, but they are generally 
non-critical and end with bothl)arties jump
ing back Into the characteristic beach danc
ing fray: A sort of slow, vulpine prowl, arms 
pumping, elbows flying back, knees and 
feet lifted in a kind of rhythmic skip. There is 
usually a hard core of these dancers in the 
middle of the floor right in front of the stage, 
ilnd when thelngs get real wild, a few of 
them get up on stage and literally dive into 
the swarm of bouncing, klcking, pummeling 
bodies, llke espontaneos at a bullfight. 

No one has bothered to point out that this 
activity Is no more violent than football, 
which Is a noble American sport, and a 
whole lot less vfolent than any given heavy 
metal gig anywhere, any time. Another fact 

that Is omitted from the reports s that a 
large percentage of the people bashing 
away In the thick of the ritual are young 
women, whereas heavy-metal Is almost ex
clusively a working-class male proVlnce. · 

And the class angle Is the most telling. 
Most of these kids are normal, middle-class 
high school ... students, almost all white. 
Many of them are children of Love Genera
tion parents , who either despise their look 
and attitudes, or else are tolerant of them, 
causing the kids to push them eVen harder. 
And you did wonder what the hippies' kids 
would turn out llke, didn't you? 

But for the most part, they are " normal " 
teenagers who have embraced punk as the 
best way to release their anger at the 
futures that are presented to them. The 
beach punks are flexing their muscles, and 
taking the heat from the masses of kids 
from the Valley, and all the other suburban 
communities they come from. The beach 
punks are the risk-takers. They are learn
ing. They are not as stupid as you may think 
they look, and ii the Jostling ruins your fun, 
you're probably non-SWA anyway, so fut;:k 
off. 

Black Flag is one of the foremost among 
the bands the young suburban punks 
follow. Others are the Circle Jerks, the 
Skrewz, the Adolescents, the Descendants, 
China White, Soclat Task, True sons "of 
Liberty, Middle Class. There are also ·hard
core punk bands tn East LA, like The Stains, 
The Undertakers and The Brats. Yes, they 
are Chicanos, and yes, they play punk rock. 

According to some sources, a lot of the 
bands could be described as playing Black 

Flag at 45, not to say there Isn't a hlijh 
degree of lndlvldualism Jn the scene. But 
Black Flag were a semlnal Influence on 
Southern California music-the real thing 
that's happening ln the sleazy clubs, at par
ties-not the bands that are paraded 
through the pages of the LA Weekly and 
ProFunas the new darlings of new wave. 

So, there Is a huge underground music 
scene In LA that even the local media can't 
quite fathom. Slash was one hope, but no 
one knows when the next issue will be out, 
and Flfpslde Is the only other fanzine 
operating at the moment. Other sporadic 
rags have come and gone and may come 
out again, like Panic, No, Oh See (from 
Orange Co), Brendan Mullen's Slush and 
Youth Party, but coverage for this scene Js 
badly distorted, and justice isn't done to the 
bands or their fans or the values they claim 
to stand for. 

The first signs of the coming tlde ·were 
seen at a club in Redondo Beach in the 
summer of 1980-the Fleetwood. Mau
Mau's, Red Cross, Fear, x; Skrewz, Dead 
Kennedys and Middle Class as well as Black 
Flag played the Fleetwood. Other bands 
tr.at played but were not received as well as 
the above were Chiefs, Plugz, Agent 
Orange, the Go-Gos ... before the Fleet
wood, It was tough for suburban bands to 
get gigs, so they were snubbed by the 
hipper-than·thou Hollywood scene. 

The main HB club Is the Cuckoo's Nest in 
Costa Mesa. The Skrewz, China White and a 
few others play there, and at parti8s,8nda 
whole new "scene" exists, out of sight of 

even supposedly tuned-in observers. 
According to Black Flag's Chuck, the HB 

crowd are ''Just hectic, not malicious." 
Most people regard t,hem as dangerous. 
Chuck states that his feeling Is that pot
smoking jock's are more violence-prone 
than the skateboard punks of HB. For the 
most part, excessive violence Is 
perpetrated by security fo fces at clubs who 
don't know exactly what's going on, but can 
sense the lack of any respect for authority 
and see a whole lot of pushing and shoving 
and rowdy fun, not like the nice new wave 
gigs with the meek little Day Glo people who 
cringe when they' re told "Calm down or get 
out. '' 

A good example Is the recent Black 
Flag/Stiff Little Fingers show at the Stone In 
SF during the Western Front. The security 
ran amok when people In the back stood on 
chairs to see better, and their way of asking 
them to spare the furniture was to drag peo
ple off the chairs by their hair, drag them out 
the emergency doors Into the alleyway and 
kick the living shit out of them. 

Jonathan, a burly black man with a salt
and-pepper beard who worked the front 
door of the club that night dressed In 
Ranger Tom Event-Security drag, told us 
that he works a lot of big arena heavy·metal 
shows, and that what goes on at punk 
shows Is tame. 

Th9 behavior of the security squad that 
night was enough to seriously mar the even
ing for most of the crowd, and those who 
were physically abused by droollnQ' 
troglodytes In the management 's employ 
may have a serious grudge. 

u, up to now, In ormat on a ut the 
beach punks has been secondhand and 
filtered through any number of biases. 
Following are excerpts from a taped Inter
view with a group of kids who came up to SF 
one weekend this summer to see the Clrcle 
Jerks and Black Flag at a couple of local 
gigs. While they were here, they managed 
to cause mint-riots everywhere they went, •''"ii•• got Into no end of fights, and gave the locals 
something new to piss and moan about for 
weeks. One of the bunch-or his 
parents-is allegedly suing the Mabuhay 
Gardens for injuries sustained by a 
Budweiser-bottle-wleldlng patron who was 
not In the least amused by the treatment he 
was receiving from this youth-cultural 
vanguard. lnany case, here are some beach 
punks speaking for themselves: 

Drew, severlteen; Mugger, seven
teen; Lauren, twenty-two; Mark, 
seventeen; Chet, seventeen; 
Michael, eighteen; Mike, seven
tiien; Lisa, sixteen; Tony, twenty
two; Greg, seventeen; " ... now 
why don't you ask how old some 
of these people rehly are?" AH 
laugh. " ... 10 or age? ... " All: 
"Duuh!" 

On Re/lg/on 

.. I just belleve In the theory 
of evolution, so I don 't believe in 
religions ... well, let's put It this 
way: If you're surfing and the 
ocean tries to kick the shit out of 
you and you fuckln' somehow sur
vive, then you have a belief, you 
may not be believing in God, but 
you're bellevlng in something that 
kept you alive, you know ... all 
our main beliefs here are just 
mainly survival ... and have fun 
doin' It. " 

... we're not surf punks. Surf 
punks are geeks. There 's a band 
called the Surf ·Punks from Malibu 
Beach, and they're all hippies. 
They're Jn it making money. 
They're new wave. Surf punks 
hang out on the pier at Redondo 
Beach and they never go to 
shows, they have long hair cut off 
on the sides, they call it a 'crop,' 
they wear Bermuda shorts ... we 
don't hang out on the beach . 
some people go surfing, and they 
get done and go back inland or 
wherever ... we go down to the 
beach and see If we can scam on 
the hippie chicks sometimes ... If 
you asked me if I was a beach 
punk, I'd tell you no ... HB, HB, 
HB ... we don't have a 'scene,' 
the scene is wherever the gigs are 
... we just live, we live In Redon
do, Huntington Beach ... Long 
Beach San Pedro . .•. the 
scene is wherever the bands are 
that we llke. 

Fashion 

" ... _$HORT HAIR! . HBer 
boots ... lots of bandanas . 
Jackets, jeans, zips, leather . 
pimples .cockrtngs, leather 
spiked wristbands BO 
most of us are just trying to look as 
ugly and fucked as possible, it's 
good for shock value ... that's 
why Mike don't wash his face and 
brush his teeth . . I don't think I 
look ugly not the chicks, 
anyway ... we want to look dif
ferent, to everybody else It's ugly, 

here we are with our hair all dyed, 
.. you're all out there for sur- we got ii cut, standing out 

vlval on the dance floor, you're out everywhere, we wear ripped-up 
there to have a good time, and if clothes, we wear Levi's, ugly, dirty 
somebody Is making hassle, you boots, bandanas everywhere, 
can beat them up just by dancing chains . . . l think It's being 

. that's how fights get started dlatinct ... It's something that's 
usually, is 'cause we're dancing, so tight in the group everyone ac-
not fighting, and they think that cepts lt, but outside of that group, 

~~~~~ t~~i~t~ t~h~u~~=~s: ·pe~:i~ ••"v•eiiry•b•odiiy•h•at.es•l•t.•.•-'•' ---
with new wave ties ... so all of a Defensive Dancing 
sudden someone wlll jump 9n one . a lot of people get mad at 
of our friends that's only dancing, the way we look, a tot of pe9ple 
and they don't understand . " get mad at the way we dance .. 
Question ls posed: "Do you go out we have basically our own dance 
to gigs looking for fights?" Initial ... it's not called 'The Slam' . • . 
group negative Is reversed after there's a lot of names for the way 
brief discussion and opting for we dance, they call It the 'HB 
truth: " ... yeah! don't lie! when Strut,' we don't call It 'The Slam' 
we see someone at a gig we don't ... we get out on the floor and we 
like, we fuck 'em up ... like we feel good ... our dance Is very 
just dance Into 'em and motivate violent, very radical, and 
'em Into a fight, and they start, and throwing your elbows, kicking 
we finish ii ... last night {Circle your legs ... It's llke Just going 
Jerks at Mabuhay-Ed.] we went crazy, but you keep your head 
out to show everyone what LA ls down and your arms swinging all 
all about, we were In a very radical the time, full power ... but you 
mood, If we had to ftght we had to don't just berserk-o out, you're 
fight ... I /Ike to fight ... I'd going to the music ... you don't 
rather Just Kick back and hear a care who you hit, because you've 
good band play than really fight got so many people around you 

all of us would! no, that're your friends, you do what 
sometimes we go o~t and look for you want ... we thrash our friends 
fights. . me, myself, sometimes I · just as much as anybody else 
go out, I'm a little bit drunk, I'm when we dance ... I know for a 
really rowdy and I'm just waltln' for fact I got this black eye from one of 
somebody to give me some shit us last night 'cause no one else 

15 
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••C•o•nl'!'in•u'!'edlO/•ro'!!m•p'!"r•ev"!io•u•s•po'!'g•e-.. All : "Oh, noo, hahahaha. Statement A 1~:~~-0~;1'~11:eg~~:~.f ~~fi~~~ ~h:~ :~~~~n~~n~eo~i i/b°:c:~~~~~~· ~ 
was dancing that rad ... I was Tony: " . .. we know if anyone "Allthebandsandthepeopleln these are mainly the guys house the other day and there 'd 
seeing. stars, I swear and gets hurt In our gang . " LA, they put us down, for what we that-football players-that come been talk of this black guy going 
we're really Into dual stage dives All fin unison]: " IT'S NOT A do, about all of our violence, down to the beach during the sum- around and beating up all the 

the dance Is basically the GANG, IT'S A CLUB!' ' because we 've gotten them kick- mer, they call themselves the Anti- punks, just walking up to them and 
same, but everyone's got their Tony: " ... if anyone gets hurt In ed out of a gig, but If we wouldn 't punk Committee, they showed up punching the ... and there's little 
own steps. Myself, I like Jerry our club, any shit llke that, that's have gotten them kicked out of the at a party In Newport Beach. There punks there, there's thirteen-year-
Lewis. " when we et to ether. " glg, the fucking kids, they would was all the skinheads there and old punks there that walk around, 

lliiiiiil••••••lllliiiilliiliiiiillii•••• have gotten their asses kicked out everything, and It was a really they're not that tough or anything 
in the parking lot ... without us, closed party. They crashed the and they get their ass kicked all 

lncfdent at the StarwoOd without all the Huntington Beach party and three of them were stab- the time ... so this llttle guy, this Socfologfcal Configuration 

All: "IT'S NOT A GANG. IT'S A 
CLUB!" 
Mike: "We're not gonna say It 
again!" 
Tony:'' ... you know, like you can 
walk down the street , If you've 
ever been to New York, anything 
like that, people walk down the 
street and they look weird as shit, 
you know, but they 're mellow, 
they mind their own business, 
they do what they want. It's just 
"that we ' re separated from the peo
ple that look really weird . We don't 
go out and act obnoxious, but 
when it gets down to lt , when the 
Clrcle Jerks are playing, they get 
us moving, man, we get Into their 
trip, we don ' t all gang together 
and beat eo le u , but we do 

Featuring Mfke Marine punks, without all the Redondo bed. They came In with clubs, balck guy walks up to me and I'm 
"The guy hit this glrl, and I was Beach punks, all the radlcats, the baseball bats, chains the standing there and he goes, 'You 

standing with this Seal Beach scene would not survive. That's punks didn't get their asses got a problem, boy?' And I Instant-
skinhead named Brett Reeves, the bottom line . ~ . the Catch-22" beaten all to ... and here's these ly recognize~ him and I went, 
and we literally attac;ked the guy. It big dudes, big Jock types, elgh- 'You've been beatln' up on my 
started out being just me and The Time the Anti-punk Commit- teen, twenty of 'em, they came In friends,' you know, and he pulled 
Brett, and we beat the guy up very tee there ... that 's what happens In a knife on me and said, 'Now what 
badly, and then he hit the ground Showed Up at the Party LA all the time. '' you gonna do about it, crop head 
and ten other people ... he spent " There was this party In ., __________ .punk-ass motherfucker?' you 
three months In the hospital , he Newport Beach in BlueSuedeShoes know,andlhadtodefendmyself. 
lost an eye, he got all his rl.bs, Westminster, around the Inland " What really makes us mad Is That's harassment, right there . 
broken, two legs broken, two arms areas, they have these ... oh, we'll go to a gig, and the one place we cannot walk down the street 
broken, four fingers, two toes, his 
nose was broken In three places, 
his jaw In five, he lost seventeen 
teeth. " 

Most of these kids are normal, middle-class high school 
students, almost all white. Many of them are children of 
Love Generation parents. 

where we can get away from II all, without getting pulled over by 
where we can get our aggressions cops and getting searched, I've 
out, on each other, ls out on the had cops pull guns on me and tell 
dance floor. And then we'll turn me to hit the ground just for walk-
around and there 'll be some hip- Ing down the street, they search 
ple asshole standing on our dance us, they run warrant checks ... fa 
floor. And sometimes we'll go up well-documented and very com-
behind someone like that and mon practice among suburban 
point them out and everybody will police consists of pulling over 
all of a .sudden just turn on the anyone they see walking, biking 
dude, or someone will just grab or skateboarding on the street 
him and start wailin' on him, and who looks even vaguely like a 
he'll get off the dance floor. When punk and taking a Polaroid pic-
we go to a punk gig, the dance ture of them for their " punk 
floor Is ours. We decide who gets file," which must be mostly 
on It, if we don't want nobody on It, daughters and sons of the sol Id 

-·ti~eiiyjaliinii'tiigoiiniinaiigiieiitjjjonmimt.lii•.· ... ~~~gh::it~~~n~~~d~re servi'·~~ 
The Cause gone to Jalt before for throwing a 

" The cause Is to be different match on the ground . . . we have 
from everybody else , be a friend down in Huntington 
ourselves, not be t>ored , to have Beach, his name's Potatohead . He 
things the way we want 'em, not was walking down the street with 
the way society wants us to have these two girls two weeks ago and 
'em ... l agree with that ... not this car just, 'Hey, punk! ' totally 
letting society rule your life . mowed 'em over. They hit them, 
having fun, even If It means threw them on the ground, and ap-
violence ... the thing that we're parently one of the guys In the car 
fighting for is our freedom, it's like was his next door neighbor. tdon 't 
people look at us and say 'Hey, know if it was because he was a 
why'd you dye your hair? You're punk or what, but they jus.t n;iowed 
not supposed to do that , I think I'll 'em down .. . arid Usually the 
beat you up because society says cops, If something happens In the 
you're not supposed to do that,' city, It has to do with punks 
so we say 'Fuck you' and beat whether It was their fault or not 
their ass. " they say, 'You're punks, 

Word Association Test you 're not part of society, It's your 
Part f: "Beach punks are only fault.' They know what they've 
Jocks with spiky hair" read about us and what society 

All: "JOCKS?!" "I don't con- makes of us. We don't usually go 
sider myself a jock at all. I don't out and make trouble . . . like 
tlke jocks. I don't go out for when I got In a fight with that black 
athletics. The only sport l would guy, the cops were looking for me, 
like Is soccer, myself, and I don't and everyone In the tract, the 
even do that much no more . whole housing tract had seen him 
the only exercise I do is on the pull a kn ife on me and they told the 
dance floor and when I fight . cops that I pulled a knife on him 
I'm more Into having fun, and hav- ... yeah, I have a chip on my 
Ing sex ... I surf and skate and I shoulder. I have a chip on my 
llke It ... It's all a label ... they shoulder about the way we get 
get drunk and fight, yeah, but treated. We 're human beings llke 
they're devoted to building up anybody else. Just because we're 
their muscles, they devote th0ir different from society, we're out-
whole llfe to helping out their casts. I llke being an outcast , I'll 
future. Right now, personally, I shave my head just for shock 
don't care about my future , I care value, but I'm stlll a human being 
about right now, I'm having fun and I've got human rights. 
right now and that's what matters American rights, Constltutlonal 
to me . .. I'm eighteen years old, rights and everything. And It 
I'm young, I'm stlll having fun, I'm seems when you turn punk, where 
not ready to settle down, and a we come from,~ou all of a sudden 
Jock is working on his future con- have no rights. like I've gone to 
stantly from el(!mentary school on jall before and the cop will turn 
up . .. I believe that there's a around and tell everyone, ten, flf-
future, but the future Is what you teen guys, 'This guy's a punk 
make It, what you care about, right rocker, he's a faggot, he's Into 
now I don' t care about the future, I pain, do what you want,' and they 
don't care what happens to me, I put me in the cell with them. What 
believe that a person can do am I supposed to do? I'm a per-
anything he wants to do, I got a son, a human being, just the same 
long time to live, If l die tomorrow, as you, Just the same as the nor-

~I w!ii"ii"iii"jji" diil~e iiihaiivjjjlnigj!ifu~ni!i . ........ ~aa:e ~~~~~~~~~~~i~f~~rs~~ · I just 
Genophobla In the USA 

" I don't mind being picked on, I 
think it's cool • . but we are 
harassed, very much ... the cops 
. . . eople In my high school . 
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lucky 

Roger-bass 
Lucky-drums 
Keith-vocals 
Greg-guitar 

Roger: People ask us if we get a lot of 
girls and stuff like that. 
Keith: Yeah, right. They're just climbing au 
over us. 
Roger: We carry a ball bat to keep 'em 
away. 
When did that come up? 
Keith ~ In F/ipslde. Claude [Bessy] said it 
was one of the best interviews he ever 
read. 
Roger: Everybody was drunk. It was 
funny. I need a joint. 
Keith: Hey, that gig last night was great. 
Greg: That's what I heard. 
Keith: Oh man! That Young Marble Giants 
are fuckin' great. They're skinheads, man! 
They come out and it's a guy playin ' a 
Rickenbacker six-string and a 
Rickenbacker bass player. And this girl 
stands there, right in the middle of the 
two guys. And this guy's ptayin' like 
rock'n'roll riffs. 
Roger; I want to be a skinhead. 
Keith: They were fantastic. I mean I never 
-for,three people . 
Cabaret Voltairs is only three people. 
Greg: I heard 1hey were really boring. 
Keith : l didn't get to hear them, 'cause I 
was out in the parking lot. 
Roger & Greg: Getting fucked ·up! 

Greg: Our new album is coming out. On 
Frontier Records. 
Roger : I didn't get paid enough, by the 
way. 
Greg: Fourteen songs in stereo. 
Roger: That's right. Not mono. Not 
nucleosls. Just stereo. 
What' s the title? 
Greg: Group Sex. 
Roger: After the title cut. After the movie. 
[At this point, Roger's chair falls over 
backwards] 
Keith: Just stay there , okay? 
Roger: Fuck. And I've got menstrual 
cramps on top of it. [Roger was suffering 
from severe cramps In his right arm after 
rehearsal] 
How does the violence In your 
audiences affect you? 
Lucky: What violence? [general laughter] 
Next question. 
Roger: Everybody goes to see all their 
friends and hang out. When we play, we 
play fast and loud and rude and quick and 
short and in spurts and blurts . Quick 
spurts. That's a good name for a band. 
Somebody steal it from me. It's not like 
we're trying to incide a riot . We're just 
trying to inci1te a good time. Correct? You 
agree? [general consensus] That 's right. 
Keith: Somebody shove a sock in this 
guy's mouth. 
Greg: I think that's good. We're trying to 
incite a good time. 
Keith : The whole thing is, if they want to 

"When we play, we play fast and loud 
and rude and quick and short and in 
spurts and blurts." 

Keith : No. Arguing 
Greg: With who? With Karen? 
Keith: Yeah. 
Roger: I don't even want to hear about it. 
Let's start. Let's go. Oh, we started? First 
question ... Why did you quit the 
Terminals? 
Keith : Why did you quit the Terminals? 
Why did you quit Red Cross? 
Greg: Why did you quit Black Flag? 
Roger: Why did you quit pissing in your 
pants? 
Keith : Lucky, do you have anything to 
add now that we've: all made our 
statements as to why we've quit our other 
bands? 
Roger: I don't have anything to say! I 
need a ;oint. 
That's sort of a statement in Itself. Why 
don't you explain why you chose the 
name Circle Jerks? 
Keith : We got the name the Circle Jerks 
out of a slang dictionary. We were like . 
Hey, we were already asked this question 
in Flips/de! You can go buy a copy. 
Greg: Just tell her. Let the people know. 
Keith: No, let's stump the panel: Will the 
real Circle Jerk please stand up? 

fight they should go down to the Olympic 
Auditorium [local boxing ring]. 
Roger: Fuck! If they want to fight, they 
should ... I mean, I like to watch, it's fun . 
When it gets boring on stage, it's always 
good for some laughs to look up and 
some fucker getting their head busted. 
Keigh: Like that one guy down at the 
Fleetwood [in Redondo Beach]. This guy, 
he was bleeding from both of his eyes. 
He's standing there, right in the middle of 
the floor and all of a sudden like ten guys 
just pound on him. They dragged the guy 
out. And this guy was back there by the 
next song, standing tberet And it was like 
he was ·crying blood. 
Roger : He dug it. 
Greg: But these punks love each other. 
Roger: If we didn't play so fast, you 
wouldn't get everybody so excited. If a 
group likes lots of booze and gets passed 
out backstage like some radical San 
Francisco band we know [possible 
oblique reference to Flipper] , then you'd 
get a bunch of THC loadies in your 
audience also, who sit around and go 
"Play slower!" 
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Greg: "Turn the bass up in the monitors." 
Roger: "Come on, you guys. We got one 
more song. Let's do 'The Wheel."' Fuck 
that , man. Some bands can play one song 
and we'll play fuckin' twenty and split. 
Are there places you can't go back to? 
Keith: Oh, yeah. There's plenty of 
places. Like Blackie's . 
Roger: [in pseudo-Chinese accent] "Oh, 
no, no Circle Jerks at Hong Kong Cafe, 
oh please, no Circle Jerks. But you can 
have discount egg roll." 
Greg: We can't play there , but we get a 
discount on egg rolls. 
Roger: I can't go into the Hughes 
[supermarket] on Franklin, 'cause I got 
caught there one time lifting some booze 
with Johnny Snot, but outside of that I 
can go anywhere in LA I damn well 
please. 
Greg: Are we ever going to play the 
Whisky again? 
Roger: Fuck yeah. 
Keith: Of course. 
Greg: Well. I don't know. It's up to them, 
isn't it? 
Keith: Hey, you know how many people 
we got in there when· we played with the 
Dead Kennedys. Just like that gig we did 
up in Frisco, we played at the Mabuhay 
Gardens and we set the attendance 
record there. It was all three bands on the 
same bill . 
Greg: ·Flipper, Dead Kennedys end us. 

by Chris Marlowe 

Lucky: There's no clubs there. 
Keith: Well, you've got the Cuckoo's 
Nest. 
Roger: Like he said, there's no clubs 
there. That place is a ghetto. 
Lucky: That's why they come up here. 
'Cause the fun's up here. 
Roger: Really, man. It's Hollywood! 
People come from all over the world. 
Greg: All the Hollywood people sit home. 
Lucky: Oh. Um, you're from Hollywood. 
It's okay. 
Greg: They sit home, they listen to 
Throbbing Gristle and electronic bands 
and they watch old horror movies on TV. 
They watch the horror movies at 3:00 
am. And they say, "Oh, it's so boring. It 
used to be so great three years ago. But 
now there's no good bands." Wasn't it 
great at the Masque? 
Does the violence at gigs have anything 
to do with economic status or politics? 
Roger: Fuck yeah! The kids from the 
suburbs can afford good speed. 
Keith: Wait a second! 
Roger: They take a bunch. and go out 
and raise hell. They ain't on junk like all 
the Hollywood punks. 
Keith: Wait a second! You didn't even 
hear the question. The bands don't really 
try to cause a riot, you know, beca,use it's 
not really in their best interest . They'll get 
the publicity, but the gigs wil start getting 

"Who's got time to listen to a guitar 
solo?" 

Keith: He had more people in there than 
he's ever had in there . 
Wt;y do all of the bands that seem to 
Incite violence come from the suburbs? 
Greg: Because everybody in Hollywood is 
burned out by now. 
Keith: That's one good point. 
Roger: That's about it. 
Keith: The whole thing ls, we can go to 
like a different place to play, Bnd if 
something happens there's a lot of them 
who think, "Who cares? It's not on our 
home turf."" Like a lot of the HB bands 
can't even fuckin' play in Huntington 
f!ea~hl 

real scarce. 
Roger: Yeah, that's true. 
Lucky: Shine the pseudo-Marxist analysis. 
Greg: These kids are sitting at home-
Roger: Bored shitlesS--
Keith : They got nothing to do, so they 
come up here and run wild. 
Roger: Besides, they see all their friends. 
Everybody just has a good time. 
Keith: l made a statement In Slash that 
sounded sort of like I was putting those 
people down, but there's no fuck.in' way I 
could put those people down. They're just 
too fuckin'. wild. 

Con1inued on nexl page. _ . 
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ORCLEJERKS 
Continued from pfevious page 

Lucky: Everyone talks about the good old 
days three years ago when the Sex 
Pistols came and that this is just some 
kind of rehash , but people forget that 
three years ago the biggest thing was the 
Bee Gees. And not the Pistols . The point 
is, it's just a plurality. There's just as many 
people right now walking around with 
cowboy hats on being the urban cowboy 
as there are punks. And there's still disco 
people , and there's still all kinds of 
people. 
Roger: Fuck, that's brilliant , man. 
Greg: Did you see Waylon Jennings at 
the Anaheim Stadium? Robert Hilburn 
liked it. ' 
Roger : The punk rock legions, quote 
unquote, there's more people getting into 
it , it's cool now. It's become more 
accepted. • 
Keith : There's more straight people 
getting into it. 
Roger: Yeah, it's not just the perverts like 
it was. ~ 

Greg: But if you walk into the bathroom. 
Keith: It's not like you've got to enter the 
Sid Vicious lookalike contest . There's a lot 
more people coming out . 
Greg: There's just high-school kids. 
Keith : Straight and normal. 
Roger: They just like it. 
Keith: They're just fuckin' fed up with all 
the bullshit that's on the radio. 
Roger: They like the way it sounds. It's 

the band, and still enjoy yourself. The 
ones that get beat up, that get fucked 
ui:r-lt's not that they ask for it, but they 
could avoid it. 
Roger: Or, you can still get your ass 
kicked if you want to, too . 
Greg: If you want to do it. 

1 Roger: t have one thing to say about the 
condition of the world : [rude noise] 
How should I spell that? 
Roger: I believe it starts with a "pf. " I'm 
not sure. 
Three years ago, this was 
supposed to be some kind of a 
rejection of all these different morals. 
Reject disco. Reject the establishment. 
Let's be punks. But then when one 
little person starts going out of the 
ranks, and maybe goes to law school or 
has a job and an apartment and doesn't 
live the traditional punk lifestyle, then 
it's "Bring 'em back In, make 'em 
conform." I find It to be a large 
hypocrisy in the thinking. 
Greg: You don't have to be "punk" to be 
punk. You don't have to dress in chains. 
It's a fuckin' attitude. 
Keith: If you don't have it in your head 
and you got all this shit on, you're just a 
fuckin' poser. 
Roger: You do whatever you want to do. 
Lucky: As far as the violence, it went on 
in bars a long time before there were 
punks. 
Roger: Hey, my uncle u_~d to get in 

Greg: Yes, we are a political band. Read 
our lyrics. 
Roger: l'in apolitical. 
Keith: I'm heteropolitical. 
Roger: You're bipolitical. 

fast. It gets them off their ass. Who's got 
time to 11$ten to a guitar solo? 
Keith: There's stm plenty of people out 
there who are smoking pot, just like }(OU. 

Roger: So what if I smoke pot? I still don't 
have time to listen to a two·minute guitar 
solo. Fuck, there might be a good TV 
show on or something. 
Do you think the r8ports of violence 
scare off people from coming to see 
you? 
Greg: I think it makes them come 
sometimes. 
Roger: They get interested. 
Greg: They think, "Is it real, is it fake, or 
is it a bunch of bullshit?" 
Roger: Maybe it's Memorex. 
Lucky: I got something I want to say 
about violence. 
Keith : "Is it like watching the wrestling on 
TV?" 
Lucky: Shut up. This is a serious 
statement about violence. 
Roger: Where's the stenographer? 
Lucky: Everyone talks about people 
getting stabbed. I don't care who you are, 
if you want to go to a show and pay four, 
five , maybe even six dollars to get it, you 
can get in, have a good time, and be 
guaranteed that you'll have no physical 
damage occur to you. ff you stay in the 
right spot, like not in the very front of the 
stage. People that go in and get fucked 
up and have an incident, perhaps a 
battery that occurs upon their person, are 
those that stand in front of the band, 
where everyone·s going crazy . But 
there's not a club around where you can't 
just sit on the side in the corner, where 
you can have a good vantage point for 

fights at Hank Wllliams concerts. 
Keith : My dad used to be a fuckin' 
motorcycle gang leader and go out and 
beat people up on Friday nights just to 
have something to do. 
Greg: My dad was going to be an opera 
singer. 
Lucky: There was one night when my dad 
picked up a chair and smashed three 
fuckers over the head . 
Roger: And this was before punk. 
Lucky: And au because somebody said , 
"You perturb me" to him. And my dad 
said, " I thought he called me a pervert. 
No one calls me a pervert in front of my 
son!" And he smashed them over the 
head. Don't give me shit about punk rock 
violence. It's alcohol , man. 
Keith: And drugs. 
Lucky: Face it , Brad, punk's the 
happening thing . 
Roger: He knows that, man. Besides, 
he's got the best desk I ever snorted 
speed off of. 
Greg: He's got a cool office, you've got to 
admit . 
Lucky: He was one of the few people that 
was really nice to us in San Francisco. 
Greg: But he didn't come see us! [I did 
so, asshole -Ed.J 
Keith: But we will play a Damage benefit, 
if they need the money. 
Lucky: We'll play anywhere. Any fuckin' 
party, any time. 
Roger: Supermarket openings, dog 
shows, you name it. 

The Circle Jerks I don't think will exist in 
two years. I'll be lucky if I make it that 
long. We'll evolve in~to something else. 
Keith : ls there any beer left? D 
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Kl 
-FACE THE 

UDIENCE 
by Formula 

Dossier: Bessy, Claude; aka "Kickboy," 
"Kickboy Face" and "Kickboy Face the 
Music." Name kiped from old Prince Jazz
bo disc. Age, mid-thirties. Slight, wiry 
build, dark, semi-curly hair, intense eyes, 
"character-etched" face. Dress: normal, 
low-key Angeleno French outfit garnished 
w/Catholic insignia and a single, discreet 
cockring. Immensely intelligent, articulate 
(try to imagine, as you read, each line de- , 
livered in a thick Galli~ accent), opinion- 1 

ated and a completely charming boyo. 
But this ain't Tiger Beat, besides from 
which Mr. Kick is claimed by the equally 
charming (so I'm told, never having met 
the lady) Philomena, whom he is shortly 
going to join in London of Ing Ian, having 
performed above and beyond the doody 
as bull goose guy of Slash magazine for 
the past three-and-a-half years. · 

The Kick arrives on this continent 
for the first time as an exchange stu
dent In New Jersey some fifteen 
years ago. Making his way to the 
West, he settles In the Venice area 

and finds what he has been looking -·w·· a•lk.in•g•the three blocks from Damage 
for since he was little squalling lnt'I HQ down colorful Mission Street to 
baby: Los Angeles and all ihat It con- Nineteenth, wq come in for a landlng at Mc-
telns. Squanders a few years as Carthy's ("There is only one Ireland") Bar, 
visionary beach bum, works occa- where the table talk runs to Political com-

slonally as dishwasher and similar ~=~tah~~~~:~~~~~~~ ~!s9~l:~e~=h~ 
cigarette smoking-rent-drug money who is the CIA, gets to rule this country. 
jobs, expresses his longtime love Which also means the police wilt be the big· 
and fanhood of reggae by printing gest band, new wave band, in the' country. 
and malling to friends and acquaint- And Miles Copeland is probably going to 
ances a newsletter-type Inflammatory become cultural atfache, or something like 
bulletin called Angelino Dread. In that . .';) and future pland. Kickboy will be 

early 1977 Is given a Damned record ;~~~~~ i~~ :~~! ~!~~~~ ~i~=~ ~d 
by .a friend (?) which he plays and Debbie "Starting Fires" Dub have cold 
hates and plays again and again and Guiness, Greg "Black Flag" Ginn has coffee 

again and GETS THE URGE TO ROCK. ;a~y~fu~~~~·r:~~~eT~~ll~n~~f ·;~:~~~: 
Discovers the newborn Masque Tape stimulate the Official First Question, in 
scene, Brendan Mullen' s notorious whlch Kickboy Flatly Refuses tJJ Shed Light 
and stlll-referred·to-ln·"good old on the International Si1uatlonist Movement: 

days"-weepy-phllosophlcaHnflec- t ain't doing no more explaining. 
tlons (the way SFers reminisce about Neither Is anyone else. 
the Deaf Club) downtown LA no-holds- It's not in my power 
barred venue. 

Connects with one Steven Samiof, entre· 
preneur who talks K·boy up about this 
WHOLE NEW THING HAPPENING, and 
wi1h help from friends Slash No. 1 is born, 
featuring a Damned interview and a Scream· 
ers pictorial, a few pages of record reviews, 
and a Breath of Life for an international elite 
of artists, criminals and misfits. The rest is, 
as they say, history. Far from the respecta· 
ble funge·covered traditions of We But Ob+ 
servers Be Journalism, Slash was the· fore
most medium for the participatory-plus 
school of blabbermouth·verite documents· 
tion. Objectivity? A hypocrisy at best. Un· 
compromised honesty? You betcha, bucko, 
and Kickboy could and still can give scath· 
ing lessons to any selt·stylei;j writer/critic/ 
"youth·movement·spckesman" alive. 

Our interview took place on a Tuesday or 
Wednesday during Western Front we·ek. 
Kickboy was In town tor the world premiere 
of Penelope Spheeris' film Th's Decline of 
Western Civilization, which was produced 
and distributed by the Slash combine. The 
soundtrack to the movie, featuring X, Black 
Flag, Germs, Circle Jerks, Alice Bag Band 
and others, wm soon be out on Slash Rec· 
ords, who have had some success with the 
Genns'·Gf album and huge success wi1h X's 
Los Angeles. 

Okay, skip that. Why London? 
I love London as a city. I've had it with 

America, I really have. I've been here four· 
teen years. I don't think it's very funny any· 
more. I started ... I was a scum for ages, 
dishwashing, working on bumper cars, you 
know, crawling in the gutter on drugs and 
alcohol , going to jail ... and almost becom· 
ing semi·respectable, I mean with that fuck· 
ing article in Oul magazine it's time to quit 

[September 1 980, a brief Interview with 
Kickboy headlined "New Wave News") 
otherwise, I might start taking myself 
seriously, oh ho ho, and become the new 

fluvlous strains of Linda Ronstadi ooze into 
the air. 

And I always knew that one thing l didn't 
want to do was age in th ls country. In five 

"I did it[S/ash] because it was my fucking paper, my 
obsession." 

Greg Shaw . .. so, anyway, and my girl· 
friend hates this country ... I mean she 
loves it, but she came here later than I did, 
so it's very hC¥"d past a certain age to get 
used to this . .. culture. Especially if you 
are from civilized England, and she really 
wanted to go back . 

Debbie: She'd have a hard time getting 
back in even if she tried . 

And she's more tun to be ln bed with than 
the whol8 ci1y of Los Angeles. ~ 

At this point, one of McCarthy's regulars 
-working class Irish, along In years, a hold
over like the bar from the time the Mission 
District was the lrlsh ghetto of SF-drops a 
quarter in the ancient Rock·ola and the et· 

years I'd be a senior citizen if I stayed here 
(he doesn't look a day over sixt)Hhre~d.) 
and there is absolutely no dignity to aging in 
this country. 
Where Is there dl9nlty? 

There's more dignity in Europe. There's 
no such thing as "senior citizens, " you 
know, people don't try to pretend that they 
are swingers, or fun fun , you know, they 
don't do drugs when they are too old for It, 
they don't fuck when they look like wrinkled 
lizards, I mean they don't fuck indlscrinii· 
nately, you know? There's too much mate· 
rial wealth here, and I think that's really bad 
for aging, too much of it. I don't know, It's 
just . I think a man the same age in 
France or in England would be riding a blcl· 
cle, and he'd be all weathered but he'd be 
pretty together, and here he'd be in his 
fucking Cadillac and he's just a big hemor· 
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Greg: It's the other way around! 
"I'm surprised that there are still bands now that are l·mean, we don'I need Jhem, you know, 

taking their little notes. It's not ... Get 
being banned, that are still shocking." away, you know, it wasn'J meant for lhem. 

-
_____________________ .-, _____ niey want things to be real civilized again, 

so they're not afraid to take their dates . 
and get their drink knocked out of their 
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bands has changed since you started, I 
mean from being somebody that was un· 
known to. 

You mean if I started feeling I had an in· 
fluence? 'Cause I never did . 

Greg: I mean, all· of a sudden you're 
writing about your friends . 

rhoid, you know? As far as things like that 
I'm pretty traditional, you know? It really 
frightens me, the kind of despair there is 
here once you get over a certain age. I 
don't like it a bit. I'm not saying, mind you, 
that England is rosy, it's kind of a hellspot 
too right now-the government's fucked, 
the economy's fucked, nothing works-but 
it's a different set of problems. And I'll be 
very glad not to drive anymore ... and you 
can ask instructions from anybody on the 
street and they actually stop and tell you 
what you want to know . . and there's 
something I can hardly now even mention-
this place was turning me into a racist. 

calling it an evil curse, Sodom and Gamor· 
rah , and the article ends, .. The stage is set, 
the barbarians are about ready to invade, 
God save America . . " so we ran into the 
guy and we said "we like your writing , can 
you send more, we'd like to use you ... " 
serious, too, you know . 

Yeah, I know, that was always ... well, 
we never were objective, you know. I 

----;;,;,::.::..,!!.m~ean , it there was somebody w~ liked, we 

Weil, there's a bit of that in England, 
too ... 

Naah. There is racism, you know, but I 
don't feel racist in England. In LA I started 
feeling like a racist. 
Why is that? 

Uh ... 'cause the blacks are bastards. 
The other day I went around with a sen· 
tence in my head which was " the whites are 
plgs and the blacks are bastards, the 
whites are pigs and the blacks are bas· 
tards, " I think that summed it up. They re.ply 
are bastards. I don't know what it is, wl)at's 
eating them, but they don't like us and are 
very open about it, and it's no fun lo be 
around them . . and it pissed me off, you 
know? 

Debbie: I lived in Notting Hill, but I 
wouldn't live in Watts. 

Yeah, you know, although I really don't 
like Rasta philosophy, I mean, I don't mind 
the blacks over there . first, they sound 
different. you know, they don't constantly 
jive and over·jive. . and, uh, I don't know, 
right now England sounds like a good place, 
and I love the music coming out of there. 
and I'm fed up with the sun, and the palm 
trees, and what else? And I'm gonna miss a 
lot of people an awful lot. I almost counter: 
balanced everything ... in the three·and·a
half years of Slash, I met more fantastic 
people than in the other eleven years . 
What's happened to them? 

The great people? They are fragmenting, 
they're all splitting ... For example, the 
Screamers are disaPpearing to all four corn· 
ers of the world, peqple are moving back to 
Europe, or to New York, some people 
probably just moving home to Arizona or 
whatever ... the nucleus, hardcore nu
cleus, in LA has gone. 
And what do you think Is replacing it? 

Uh .. the tidal wave of the beach scum. 
And, on the other hand, the trendy new 
wavers, you know, Pretenders/Deva crows 
. . and I hope all the fucking beach scum 
beats the shit out of them every time they're 
in the same room. Yeah, the people who 
have a two·tone shirt for the two·tone gig, 
and they look like Lene Lovich when Lene 
Lovich is playing, they dress like potato 
spuds when Devo is on, the jerks, you 
know . 

Greg: Did you expect that to happen . 
Yeah ... 
Greg: It surprises me if-you wouldn't .. 
Yeah, I mean, I'm surprised it didn't get 

worse, I'm surprised that there are still 
bands now that are being banned, that are 
still shocking. t saw a tucking editorial ir;i the 
Santa Barbara paper the other day calling X 
the Antichrist ... and he goes on about 

That ' s the National Enquirer mentality . . . 
Actually the National Enquirer doesn't be

lieve a word of it, this guy is sincere, this 
guy probably has visions of what takes 
place in these "punk orgies" that must get 
him going half the night . 

Greg: Isn 't that more like English jour
nalism? 

Yeah. but there too they don't really be· 
lieve it. but that guy was real righteous, you 
know, back to the principle, back to the 
basics, he meant it . 

Greg: Don't they believe it over there? 
It's just something to sell to the scum, to 

the poor bastard that gets tickled by it: No, 
no journalist believes that shit, you know, 
like National Enquirer, they can churn out 
any old title, you know "T wo-year·old Boy 
Found with Poodle Head Stuffed with 
Onions ... " so, yeah, I knew it was gonna 
happen, I'm surprised, as I said, it hasn't 
happened more, I'm surprised there's still 
an underground. And there is another un· 
derground, I mean. Flipper is underground, 
Factrix is underground, so it's all right. All 
the shit t_tiat they made theirs anyway was 
j~st form, the flash aAd blah blah blah . 

What about the high school kids In LA? 
Waiter: You wish another beer? 
Nah, not yet. 
Debbie: No. 

A Gulness. This beer has no bubbles. 
Well, I don't know, like the high school, 

the beach ones ... the other day I went to 
the Civic. 
For X? 

tt seems like fully a third of ihe high 
school kids In South Bay and maybe Hol
lywood . .. 

Oh yeah, yeah, and they are all stages, 
they're the ones with the dyed hair, but 
they're the ones still with the long hair, but 
the glasses; eventually the hair will get cut 
in two weeks ... it's changing. 

Gre"Q: It's nOt juSt tti8-beach, it's the 
Valley is more than the beach now, but it's 
nt that big of a percentage, they Just come 
from all these placesr and they'll go to 
every gig. 
But it seems there's at least two- or 
three-thousand kids who ••• 

Oh, yeah, the Civic was full and I didn't 
know one person in there, you know? And 
they knew all the fucking songs, and yoll 
know what was great this time as opposed 
to usually the Huntington Beach gang that 
get on stage before they get thrown off? It 
was all girls who did it. It was 1i)<e they had 
decided that night, you know, and once 
again, I was so happy ... Yeah, I've really 
been mad at that, all the assholes from Los 
Ange/es Times and LA Weekly and all that 
saying the kids are ruining what could be 
good concerts . 

X. I didn't see X actually in four months, I 
made a point of not seeing them 'cause I 
got to a point of, you know, total overkill, 
and it was good to see them again. But any
way, the fucking Civic was full, over three 
thousand, and all these kids were high 
school age. I kept saying, "Where the fuck 
do they come from?" you know? 

hand. Oh, it's suddenly sophfsticafi:ld again, · 
and Magazine, you know, fuck you, you 
know ... take a boot by leaving, people 
know those jerks write "the irresponsible 
beach punk contingent," the beach punks, 
they're what they are, you know? Fuck you 
Hilburn, you know? Stick to Bruce Spring
steen and all the wet dreams you have 
about it . 

Greg: There's more real violence at your 
corner bar ... maybe this place every 
night there's a fight . 

Man, I've gone to Oevo or Van Halen con· 
certs that really scared the shit out of me, 
so don't give me the ... the beach punk is 
all ritual. 
The same night that Hideaway thing hap
pened, three people were killed In the 
parking lot at some heavy metal 
concert •.• 

Greg:_ Yeah, and was that alt over the pa· 
pers? 

I tell you, the beach punks and all these 
Huntington Beach with their weird dancing 
and naive 1 977 stance, all that, I think they 

- fucking saved the LA scene in a way. 

I get a feellng they're really sincere, 
though •• . 

Otherwise we'd be like San Francisco, 
'which would really be like ... all watching 
each other to see who's going to make the 
next arty move, you know ... and Holly· 
wood was dying, I mean it was so inbred, 
you know, every band member had been in 
every other band ... like one big orgy'.. 

So what do you think will happen? 
I don't know, I don't predict anymore. I 

really don't. 
Greg: Do you think your perspective on 

. / 

wrote about them on and on an cf on and on 
... I mean, no matter how many times 

they played, a person we didn't like we'd 
really knock them and put them down. truly 
viciously. 

Greg: But let's just say you had some· 
thing bad.to say . 

About a friend? It's been done . 
Greg: ls it hard? 
Yeah, that always tore me apart. 'cause 

it's people I'm going to have dinner with, a 
drink, like we had to write a bad review of 
the Screamers .. It was hard. you know, 
and half the people on Slash are also musi· 
cians, so they get rave reviews from Other 
friends, so, sometimes I put a stop to it, 
sometimes I didn't. I mean, we never had 
ten commandments, we did it by feel. It 
was hard. · 

Greg: Yeah, I'm talking about very per· 
sonal. 

Yeah, it was hard. It broke me apart when 
I started seeing bands I really liked also be
coming useless. like the Weirdos went 
down the drain, that bothered me. the Bags 
went totally· down the drain, that bothered 
me, Nervous. Gender, after two or three 
great gigs became the assholes they were, 
that didn't bother me that much . 

'Why does that happen? Why do you 
think it happens? 

What, that those bands go down, what? 
Well, it':> surprising they were good to start 

with. It's punk, nobody knows how to play, 
they all get together because they get ex· 
cited by reading reviews, I mean it's sur· 
prising they last more than one gig ... J 

mean bands used to get together for six, 
eight, nine months before they show their 
lace in public. Now the average is ten days, 
two weeks, there you go, and on the trait. I 
mean, I'm surprised so many of them got 
away ... like Catholic Discipline, you 
know, nine practices and here we go [M. 
Bessy was vocalist and spiritual consultant 
tor the aforementioned "post·punk combo], 
each practice we wrote like two songs, 
Phranc could not play guitar, Craig never 
touched the ,drums, I'd never sung . 

'Greg: Yeah, but isn't that au right? 
II was all right, but don'! expect it to last 

and last and become ... I mean, some 
worked their ass off, X worked and worked, 
Fear worked and worked, and you can hear 
it, you know? 

Debbie: X's first gigs were Jl.ist . 

-Oh, it was a mess . 
Debbie: It was embarrassing . 
But / like it, actually . 
Debbie: Yeah . 

That's the point, isn 't It, If you're doing 
something like that, It's n~t to last tor· 

Continued on next page. 
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At this point, Kickboy describes his early 
days in America, a long and familiar tale of 

"Well, we [at Slash] never were objective, you 
know. I mean, if there was somebody we liked, we 
wrote about them on and on and on and on ... " 

of the time I really had that sense of duty, 
you know, like I gotta cover it, I gotta see 

. . I mean, if it wasn't Slash then Flipside 
was gonna write about them, but otherwise 
no one's going to bother. LA Times starts 
bothering with a band when Slash has been 
raving about it for a year, you know? 

Greg: But couldn't you find writers who 
were excited enough to cover the bands . 

We did, but we could never pay anyone. 
Finally , after three-and-a-half years of 
Slash, the last nine months I was the only 
one getting paid, and I was getting $400 a 
month for working seven days a week. 
When 1 started putting pressure on people, 
you know, "You've gotta cover this," you 
don't have to do nothing, you know, so we 
lost some good writers that way. I'm sur
prised the ones that we had at the end 
stuck with us. We could only get them into 
half of the places, we could only gel them a 
few records ... Big deal. I mean, I cfd it 
because it was my fucking paper, my ob· 
session, if I'd been them I would have said, 
"Fuck you, you write about it . 
You seen to have done a lot of writing in 
this "World Report" issue . .. 

No, I haven't, actually, I've written less in 
this issue than any other before. All I've 
written in that is a bunch of totally burned
out record reviews. When I got back, you 
see, we were supposed to have three-and
a-half months to work on this issue, 6nd 
when I got back from England three weeks 
before going to the printer and they hadn't 
started, not a word, In LA. They were all 
waiting for me, eagerly, and man, it was 
madness for three weeks. So I just wrote 
some record reviews and the English report 
'and the publication update and a made-to
order editorial . . which all the editorials in 
the past four or five we did two hours be
fore the printer , so what we did was see 
how much space we had, Biggs would 
measure 8 x 11 and say, "Okay, 8 x l l so 
I'd draw 8 X "t 1, check it out, the last three 
or four, and just type it right to the end . 
the only one to make custom-fit editorials. 

Debbie: Three days after deadline, Claude 
would go in and say "I've got to start on my 
-editorial." 

Another thinQ that pissed us off, we 
couldn't say we were stopping as a monthly 
and all that because the distributor, nobody 
would pay us what they owe us, so we 
couldn't make a statement. Sure, it's full of 
hints ... but year, I wrote less ... actually, 
I wrote too much. My writing, 1rs finished . 
When did It finish? As far as LA? 

May 
"Fuck the New Wave"? [title of editorial in 
final issue of monthly Slash, May, 1980] 

Yeah. That's when I stopped going to 
gigs and kind of went, "Okay, three months, 
four months, out." We were all going crazy. 
at each other's throats . 
What was It like in the early days? 
_!! was different. Different crew, it was 
Samiof, who's doing Stuff now. 

Who was Samlof? Where did he come 
from? 

- shit jobs, skid row, drugs, drink and crazl-

ness . 
... the only one who would talk to me in 

those days was Bukowski. He used to 
come and see me on the pier and bum a 
fucking quarter from me. He used to show 
me the wounds on his legs, all bums show 
each other the sores on their legs. But I had 
started, actually , when I was a dishwasher I 
put out three issues of a one-page, free 
Fanzine whicti I mailed to fifty people I 
knew. Reggae fanzine, which was called 
Angeleno Dread, and in the last issue I 
made the connection, I called myself Kick
boy Face which is actually an album by 
Prince Jazzbo. Jazzbo was the nastiest DJ, 
anti-Catholic fucker . 

He was a Jainaican OJ? 
Yeah, and this thing started raving about 
.. there had been an article in Rolling 

Stone that kind of said, "Welcome to the 
Rastafarian musicians and brethren to the 
great rock'n'rotl family," I remember that, 
and it made me . . and I said, "First one 
that joins your sick fucking family ought to 
be dumped off the island ... they got more 
pride in one song than you ever. have in 
your ten next lifetimes," and then t said, 
"Even Johnny Rotten, who is no Rastafarian, 
pukes on your establishment and pukes on 
everything you stand for," and that's when 
the kind of reggae and the punk thing and 
Kickboy Face started. Then a month later, 
Steve called me and I sort of blew this 
whole thing out of propcrtlon. Mi;iy '77 was 

. the, first issue of Slash, and three months 
later. before we knew it , there were bands 
who were singing, you know "Destroy All 
Music" [title of first Weirdos single] and 
there were people starting to look like this 
.. and suddenly we were a bunch and all 

knowing each other, and suddenly we're 
outdoing each other with the safety pins 
and the chains and who's gonna be more 
drunk than the other one, and puke far: .er, 
and ... the competition to . be really vile 
and gross in the beginning was astounding. 
Really astounding. 
Who were among the winners? 

Top Taco Jimmy. Helen Killer ... a 
bunch of people. They've all disappeared. 
You can only go like that for a year and a 
half .. 
Then you get a job at a bank? 

~o, then you gotta slow down, you know, 
your liver's gonna kill you. Those people 
were drinking pints of Pernod ... that's 
tough, you know, you do that every night, 
every night, every night . . and then I 
don't know, who's the first LA Tfmes scum· 
bag to finally venture past the last step of 
the Masque, you know, downstairs . 
came back and wrote this little scaredy
cat article, "There's something strange go
ing on here . " 
And the Masque started happening ••. 

Right around August '77 , September ... 
I remember the first flyer advertising It. 
Didn't even give the address, it gave two or 
three bands with question marks, It said, 
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down~" and ''This might not happen at all 
anyway." And then for about five or six 
·monlhs, it was so pure it was scary. 

I mean, I swear, I've seen straight people, 
sophisticated, you know, who wouldn't 
hesitate to go in some totally black jazz club 
step down there , take a look, ri-i-ight back 
out ... there were people down there . . . 
it was Dante's Inferno. There was always 
that much of beer and piss , people face flat 
in them. And if people didn 't like the band, 
they'd just take the fire extinguisher and 
hose th~ w~ole band, you know, they could 
have electrocuted everyone, but man, you 
didn't hear music you didn't like for very 
long, pppssheeew . .. it was obcene. I'm 
surprised it went on for so long . . all the 
people were puking and drinking and fixing, 
every time the band plays a chord, plaster 
falls from the ceiling, people about sixteen 
years old, all runaways, these two girls giv
ing head to each other . . it was stagger
ing. 

So the job of the first Slash after that was 
to philosophically justify all this gross be
havior, and we did very good: "Yes, we are 
the new hope, and we are new culture
bleeagghh-ha, ha, and we are very bright. , 
And then lt just little by little . 
How did you feel the first time you had to 
approach someone like Warrier Bros. for 
ads? 

Oh, I never could. I tried a couple of times 
and the rest of Slash tole me to lay off. l was 
pathetic. The second they'd say no I would 
get outraged. I would say, "Well, we don't 
need you anyway, you asshole, you're al· 
ways behind," and they'd say, "Please 
don't call again, this is not the approach." 
I'd get really mad. I mean it was always my 
deep belief that they were a bunch of 
crooks and grocery store owners, and we 
were a bunch of visionaries, and on the 
scale ... l mean, there we were, groveling 
in front of secretaries, ignorant, arrogant 
secretaries. "Oh, punk? Punk will be dead 
in two months." You know, they had this · 
prediction month after month after month. 
So the Whisky would listen, "Oh it won't 
lastr Boom, no more bands. I've seen so 
many changes in policy, so many people 
make ·asses out of themselves. Every 
week, kicked out of the Whisky. I got evict· 
ed ·from the Anti-club, very hard to do . 

Greg: What about the Masque? 
I got evicted from the Masque . 
Greg: I got kicked out, too, all the time . 
I know, it's very hard to do, first they have 

to carry you all the way up 
What did you get kicked out of the Masque 
for? 

I started fucking arolJnd with this gun, and 
I don't know what else I did 

Greg: I poured beer on Brendan's head 
. he had this big guard. The guard was 

real cool ... .. 
I threw beer on Dyan Diamond and Kim 

Fowley came on stage at the Whisky and 
said, "how could you!? she's only 16!" . 

.Debbie: Oh God! That was great! They 
had all these Kim Fowley mach·o goons and 
they started swinging at Patricia and Alice 

Bag ·. ;.;,d I started swinging· back and be· · 
fore I knew it. I was OUT. "Never come 
back again!" "Fuck you!" Starwood, I did 
v0ry good getting kicked out of the Star
wood. 

Debbie: That was easy. 
Oh. the Civic, too, the Civic was great. I 

had tWelve fucking bouncers after me, fi· 

~~l~t~~e: :~~~~ ~e~~( know when I got 

Greg: Oh, yeah . . . -
Within five minutes· of being at the Civic I 

was in a really fould mood, I was starting to 
hate the Clash, I saw this double table with 
the t-shirts and the badges, and I went 
WHAM, and both tables flew over, I just 
kicked the whole display over and I said, 
"You don't sen the music! " or some dumb 
shit like that, so I run up to the front, there's 
already eight security on my ass, five min· 
utes later they spot me, here I am on the 
stage singing the wrong lyrics, telling Joe 
Strurnmer to straighten up . 

Debbie: And then Carolyn Coon, the 
Clash's manager, stood there while Claude 

. is getting his face kicked in by these bounc· 
ers .. 

And I said, "Carolyn! Remember? I was 
here to do an interview?" and she says 
"Nothing is happening," . 

Debbie: And they' re just beating him up 
while she's just fucking standing there . 

They're beating the shit out of me, so 
while he's beating me I look up and ask her, 
"Can I go to the press conference after· 
wards?" "Certainly not! " But I did get.in the 
press conference, and I got a standing ova· 
tion! And she sees me, so I run around the 
room three times and there's the Clash go
ing Huuuh? And then I get home . 

the apartment . . . 
Everyone had broken in, the party had 

already started, there's drunk people wall 
to wall ... oh, what a night. What a night. 
There~ one thing ••• you mentioned 
purity, the early days of the Masque, the 
bands . •• 

Yes, purity . No salable value, no musical 
value, it was way out there . 
And what about some of the bands that 
are playing now? 

No, everybody's too aware, too sophisti· 
cated now. That purity is impossible now, 
except ;naybe . .. no, even the beach 
punks, they all cover each other . .. no. 
purity is impossible now. I don't believe 
anyone in the early days believed they 
were going anywhere . . . just having a 
grand old time, like the party would last for
ever ... 
Whal about bands like the Screwz, or 
Black Flag •• . 

I can't speak for them, for one they're a 
lot younger than all of us, younger than me, 
and they're just going through the initial 
phase . .. you can't from one day to the 
next go from listening to Kiss to being the 
Nervous Gender, you've got to feel your 
way around somewhere . .. they're going 
through 1977, they're going through pure 
aggression for the sake of aggression, 
"Let's freak them out. let's shock them," 
they're just redefining therfiselves, which is 
really important ... that's one thing that's 
wrong here sometimes, there are these 
bands that are so sophisticated, so indus-. · 
trial, but they were students two months 
ago, they never went through the "Let's be 
outlaws," they got in when it was sort of 
easy and cool, you know, and that's sort of 
wrong because they're always going to be 
wimps, you know. I mean, 1 don't give a 
shit, you can be a very arty, experimental 
band, you don't have to be a wimp. Like 
Throbbing Gristle and Cabaret Vollaire are 
arty, experimental, but you don't feel like 
screaming "Faggots!" or "Get off l~e 
stage!" or "Go back to college!" because 
their music really physically hurts, you 
know. But now you have these "whee 
waah," you know, go back to electronic 
class, or to your Eno closet. And so those . 
kids are in much better shape, they're 
learning to face the audience, they're learn· 
ing the value of hatred and learning to reject 
everything .. so that's it, I don't know, it's 
out of my hands ... r don't know, it never 
was in ... but to represent the beach 
scene, that requires a whole different pub
lication . . Surf and Blood, maybe, or 
Swastikas in the Sunset ... and now, we 
look at these kids and we say, "Oh, they're 
pretty sick." I would have loved to see what 
we looked like in the early days of the 
Masque. All I know is ltlave a picture of me 
and Top Jimmy that came out in Easy Rider 
and we were called "slobs" in Easy Rider 
magazine, we were lying face down in a 
puddle of beer, passed out, and Easy Rider 
called us slobs ... what a bunch of sophis-
ticos we were . . . those kids are all 
right. 
What a great title for a song! 

Kids are all right, yeah . . oh, yeah, as a 
PS, I think great bands in LS right now are 
Sheiks of Shake, the Blasters, 45 Grave:, 
the Urinals ... that's about it. Top fave is 
45 Grave... . 

So endeth the Tape, and as you've been 
cringing about reading as you started each 
paragraph, the end of an era. Despite all 
rumors, Clause assures us, Slash will con
tinue to publish, perhaps quarterly or twice 
a year. But Slash without Klckboy will be 
something other than the Slash we know. 
So, we can briefly mourn the passing of the 
Slash we had with us the past three·and-a
half years, which along with existing copies 
of Search & Destroy, Subway News and all 
the rest of the vision and vitriol-filled scrib· 
bfings of outlaws and maniacs shall be refe· 
gated to the status of objects of archaeo· 
fog/cal curiosity, and for many, nostalgia. 

Yes, amis et amies, the 70s are really, 
truly, dead. So are the BOs. But that's 
another story. We have a feeling that Kick· 
boy's typewriter itch may creep back to tor· 
ment him before this round Is over, although 
he claims to have washed his hands of the 
newspaper ink that has covered them up to 
the elbows. We'll be watching . . 

Quotes taken entirely out of context from 
Kickboy editorials of the past: 
January '78, ''How Much Longer?": 
just might have to figure it out ourselves, 
mightn't we?" 
April '78, "The Punk Threat": "The pose is 
over ... we will show no mercy . " 
November ;78: "Nerd Panic": " ... Slash, 
the Yellow Pages of culture guerrillas . " 
JanuaryfFebruary '80, "Hey 80s Smarties! 
Ready For World War Ill?": " . .. Capitalism 
is not what it used' to be ... " 
April '80. "Fuck the New Wave": "That's 
right." a 
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26 pie : Shelley Doff 

The dB's are not from England and they 
are not white suburban kids trying to play 
some mutated form of avant·garde funk. In 
fact, they don't fit into any of the current 
.fashionable trends in rock music. 

So forget that pseudo-psycho-funk-punk
reggae stuff for a minute and consider this: 
Think back to the first music you heard as a 
kid , the first song that really excited you 
and communicated something special. 
Chances are it was some form of "popular" 
music played on the radio . "Popular" being 
just that, contemporary music played by 
people of our own generation and aimed at 
a large audience. Abbreviate to "pop." 

I know I'll never forget necking in the dark 
with my favorite cutie in the eighth grade 
whle "1 . 2, 3 Red Light" warbled in the 
background. Of course we all have to grow 
up. We can't be innocent little hedonists all 
our lives; still, there seems no reason to 
turn up our noses noW at something just be
cause it may be indebted to that pop form. 
It need not be the common-garden-variety, 
wimped-out , "smiley" pop that seems to 
thrive so well in the decciying recesses of 
lhe land of the Monkees. It can be hard· 
edged, driving and relevant. Even-choke 
-innovative. And , the point is, the dB's 
manage all of this . 

The band consists of Will Rigby (drums) , 
Gene Holder (bass), Peter Holsapple (gui· 
tar and organ) and Chris Stamey (guitar). All 
four are from Winston-Salem, North Caro· 

_ lina. where they played in various bands. 

-Will and Chris played together in the Sneak· 

ers, who released one EP, In the Red, oe
fore breaking up. 

Chris was the first one to move to New 
York where he wound up playing bass with 
Alex Chilton for most of 1977. He also did 
some work with Richard Uoyd of Television 
fame. When questioned abput this period of 
his career. he just sat with his arms crossed 
and glared at me from under his eyebrows. 
Okay, so it was a bad night all around. 

The dB's were formed in the summer of 
1978 when Will and Gene moved up to 

been marred by news of the death of a 
close friend in New York. The empty house 
didn't seem to help matters any. 

Their sound was teose and hard, occa
sionally laced with soaring harmonies. 
Peter traded off between guitar and organ 
while Chris's guitar dove in and gut of the 
mix, choppy and discordant. They combine 
the best elements of the Byrds and the fine 
cutting edge of early Who without sounding 
the least bit imitative. What really makes the 
dB's sound, though, is the tension of 

They combine the best elements of the Byrds and 
the fine cutting edge of early Who without sound
ing the least bit imit~ti~---

New York from North Carolina. It waS very 
much Chris' band at this point. Billed as 
Chris Stamey and the dB's, the band's orig
inal purpose was to help record Chris· new 
single on his own label , Car Records. Just 
before the single was released in Decem
ber of that year, Peter joined. He already 
had a single of his own out on Car Records 
which had received favorable reviews in 
both Melody Maker and NME. His arrival 
shifted the focus of the band by providing it 
with a tinny organ sound and a songwriting 
style that is rooted more in pure American 
pop than in Chris' eclectic style. 

The dB's San Francisco debut was at the 
Savoy Tivoli in North Beach. The place was 
almost empty. A few young women dressed 
to impress and looking as glossy as Cosmo 
fold-outs sat restlessly through their set, 
waiting no doubt for the lecal headliners, 
the Soul Rebels. Onstage, the dB's seemed 
tense and uneasy. Their trip had alread~ 

styles, the kind of tension that marks the 
best rock 'n' rpll or, for that matter, any truly 
great music. A tension that is actually a bal· 
ance between hard and soft or black and 
white, that threatens to pUll the music apart 
before your eyes. · 

Unfortunately, most of the meager audi
ence seemed unimpressed. Oh well, per
haps it wasn't quite the right image for 
them. Judging by their appearances, image 
was all they had on their minds. 

I asked the band after the show about 
their poor reception and discovered they 
always headlined in New York and had as
sumed they would here, too . On top of the 
gap between NY and SF news, the gig had 
been poorly publicized. f?ress communica
tion and record distribution mustered by in
dependents are just not that good. What 
about management? "Well , we have an 
agent but we manage ourselves," explained 
Gene. '!We probably need a manager, but 

financially it's the only thing we can do right 
now." 

Queried about inHuences and why they 
were pursuing a form so unpopular ln these 
post-punk days, Will explained, -.. I person
ally missed the punk thing pretty totally. I 
mean, I listened to records but 1 was so far 
away from any punk group that existed that 
it never really affected me ... I've always 
been into pop groups." 

"I really think it is harder to play good 
pop, good pop rock," said Peter. "We don't 
really play just totally pop. we have sort of a 
harder edge than most pop groups that play 
around New York." 

Chhs summed it up the best. "There are 
ideas at work that are different from the ma
terials that it's presenteQ in, and there's al
ways this big confusion about the same 
materials meaning it's the same thing, but if 
somebody paints with watercolors and they 
always do ducks with sticks coming up 
from the water, just because you're doing 
watercolors doesn't mean that's what's go
ing to come out. There are ideas going on 
in our songs that don't have anything to do 
with the Knack or middle-period Kinks rec
ords, it's just that there are certain colors , 
but the ways they're stuck together is a lot 
different. " 

No matter what your tastes or what label 
you choose to stick on the dB's, their music 
is more vitar and intelligent than a lot of what 
has come out recently, hardcore or other
wise. Their album, Stands for Decibels, is 
due out in the near future. 0 



DAMAGE 

MUSIC IS A LIVE PROPOSITION 

by Shoshana Wechsler 

In early September, scientists at Yale University an
nounced a breakthrough in genetic engineering. Using 
the standard techniques of recombinant DNA, or gene 
splicing, they extracted the genes from two common 
viruses , herpes simplex and SV40. These were slipped 
into a bacterial soup, loaded in glass needles thinner 
than a hair and injected into newly fertilized mo.use 
eggs. The obliging embryos accepted· the foreign DNA 
into their tissues. Two out of seventy-eight newborn 
mice evidenced the heartbreak of herpes. and the men 
in white rejoiced . The dream of injecting the future with 
entirely new traits is one step closer to reality. 

Breaking the inherited code and rewiring the gen
etic program may have everything to do with molecules 
and mice, but music? DNA is the cellular vehicle that 
drives the human virus. lt is also a hard-driving neuro
etectronic New York band that is leaving a blazing primal 
imprint on obliging embryonic audiences across the 
country. DNA is an evolutionary imperative that directs 
the neuro-circuitry and howls in the blood, and the band 
performs with the same chemistry. 

"The music is concerned with activating people, get
ting things going, getting things worked up," singer/ 
guitarist Arto Lindsay says quietly. Lanky and bespec
tacled, he looks like a male Sandy Dennis on Dilantin or 
an assistant professor of higher math until he straps on 
his Danelectro 12-string, pushes his thick glasses back 
on the bridge of his nose and unleashes an epilectic 
avalanche of soul-wrenching noise that excavates deep 
species-memories you didn't knowybu had. There hasn't 
been such an outpouring of primal yowling since John 
Lennon cold turkeyed. But this is no mere Reichian self
indulgance disguised as performance art. The voice of 
restless intelligence pushes beyond the known, fails, 
tremors and speaks from its tremors. It finds its own, 
learned and mastered, syntax. Arto reaches peaks of 
maximum psychological noise and then levels sharply to 
silence to recover a forgotten. atavistic poise. The 
transfer of feelings is direct and eloquent, an almost 
magical catharsis of guilt, stresses, obsessions and 
complexes. For what is magic, wrote Levy-Bruh!, but a 
"counterpoise to a state of unrest . . really a waking 
dream." Cabaret shamanism. 

Arte's gargled narrative is set off by precisely ma
neuvered musical stresses provided by lkue Mari's tribal 
jazz drumming and Tim Wright's lead bass. As Arto 
waxes alternately comic, pathetic and urgent, tkue 
counterpoints with a strenuous rhythmic strategy that is 
both deliberate and erratic. The sound of the drums is 
deep and resonant , almost somber. No flashy high hat, 
no mechanical 414 , but scattered responsive accom
paniment , like the percussion in Noh drama. Diminutive 
and lovely behind her drum kit, her eyes lowered, she is 
a vision of $erene and stern control. Tim's bass moves 

in a powerful churning orbit between the two. He paces 
diagonals across the stage with his instrument held out 
before him like a stalk of sharpened bamboo. Notes are 
wrenched, plucked and vibrated singly against Arte's 
flayed metallic clusters or repeated in fast galloping 
melodic fines. He performs a slow shoeless ritual dance, 
a relentless backward two-step, an approach 'disguised 
as a continuous retreat that is broken by low crouches, 
hesitations and angular shifts in direction. This is not 
your usual rock act. 

Magic act? That comes a little closer . Tim opens one 
song by beating a rapid tattoo against the end ol his 
bass with a drum stick. He lets go of the slick, which 
goes flying behind him to the back of the stage. Each 
lime I saw this performed, the tension was exquisite. A 
real William Tell act: Will the arrow strike the apple or the 
lady's head? lkue hunches behind her drums in anticipa
tion . looking like she'd rather be anywhere else. There's 
been some heated talk between the three about discon-

before DNA, although Arto admits crooning "Light My 
Fire" in a high school band. They joined with keyboard
ist Robin Crutchfield (currently of Dark Day) to form the 
only one of the no wave bands still in existence. A year 
later, after contributing to the Eno-produced No New 
York album and releasing a single 45, You and Yo/.¥ Lit· 
tie Ants on Medical Records (a division of Lust/Unlust), 
the three had a mutual parting of direction. 

Ario reminisces: "There was a point where DNA was 
involved with a community of bands, although no one 
would use that word. Mars was the band we shared 
equipment with and talked ideas with at the beginning 
when lkue and I were starting. But they broke up shortly 
after the album. It was only four or six months that both 
bands were in existence at the same time." Tim arrived 
in New York at the tclil end. A founder of Pere Ubu, he'd 
been with them from Cleveland obscurity to European 
tours (recording up to and including the Radar EP). Now 
on his own and . looking for other musicians doing 
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"[We have] a certain sense of humor and perspective that subtly 
has something to do with what we're doing because-the music 
being so primordial-it's like trans-cultural grooviness. Trans
national also." ' -Tim Wright 

tinuing this quaint practice altogether. Tim's Schlick 
recalls a memorable scene in John Ford's The Search
ers in which John Wayne squeezes off a successful 
blind shot that reaches its target but misses his trail part
ner's head by mere centimeters. The shaken partner 
asks, "But what if you missed?" And Wayne replies, "It 
never occurred to me." 

In au earlier world cultures, music stood at the service 
of ritual, of the holy cult. DNA is well aware of the impli
cations. It makes Ario a little nervous. "You play music 
that you feel has the effect of a ritual in a sense. And 
then you think well, we do it to an audience, us, three 
people, we just get up there and fucking do it. They 
don't know who we are. They don't know us from Adam. 
Blammo. And you train yourself to be able to do that." 

What about the band's name? People could get mysti
cal about that alone. Wright is quick to agree. "They 
should . Anything mystical is always a result of a combi; 
nation of hitherto seemingly unrelated events suddenly 
reaching fruition. SO why shouldn't that be applicable to 
us?" Nevertheless, when an enthusiastic fan comes up 
to thank him after a show in Portland because he hasn't 
been so moved by anything in years, Tim is embar· 
rassed by the guy's gratitude-and a little saddened. 
Sure, he'd tike to have a total effect on an audience. 
"Total excitement, however that would happen to 
register on whatever individual." Bui he also wants to 
bring home "the realization that you don't have to buy an 
album from Nonesuch to get soul. All of us can get 
down." 

DNA has been together in its present combination for 
two years. Founders Arto and lkue had never la ed 

anything experimental or original. he naturally gravitated 
towards the DNA/Mars circuit. When Crutchfield left 
DNA. he <(Siied Arto and offered to try out for the band. 
"We .were auditioning people but it was also like he was 
audi'iioning us. He liked us and we liked him." 

"I'd spent some time in Latin America. Arto spent half 
his life in.Brazil. l think since lkue's from Tokyo and I 
have land in Central America, there's kind of an over
view that we have of our own culture that, say, not 
everyone has if they haven't lived elsewhere. That 
leaves us also with a certain sense of humor and 
perspective that subtly has something to do with what 
we're doing because-the music · being so primordial 
-it's like trans-cultµral grooviness. Trans-national also." 

But DNA's not interested in putting together some 
world music melange, or imitating anybody else's 
model, ethriiC, pop or otherwise. They are taking a path 
of deliberate departure from habits and trends. "I don't 
feel like I can play straight ethnic music," says Ario. 
".And on the other hand 1 hate all these people who kind 
~I pick the bones of pop music, too. It seems that's 
What so many people do . they just put together all 
these collages." 

The recombined ONA spent six months exploring a 
new group approach. nm recalls, ''A lot of people close 
to us didn't even like what we were doing. We all lost 
several acquaintances in the course of developing this 
sound. We didn't develop.it through the combined sup
port of the community. We developed it at the void of 
the community by locking ourselves in a room and just 

Conlinued on nexl page ... 

.. 
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forgetting about everything else and what anybody else 
expected about anything ... 

Arto adds, "The New York cool community is 1i e a 
vampire. There'll alwciys be this scene of young people 
in certain professions or whatever . There's nothing 
unusual about it. But that's all it is. It's not like the edge 
of the world . People are constantly pretending that it is." 

If the band ·is distinguished by any one specific trait, 
it's their willingness to take it to the edge. Charting the 
cool outlands between hyper-modern form and primor
dial chaos demands a high level of awareness and preci
sion of execution. Everything is predetermined. Nothing 
is improvised. '"Improvised!'" Tim Wright snorts. Veteran 
of sessions with Eno and Frith , his professional credibil
ity is on the line with this one. "People may think that 
when they're confused in their initial confrontation. 
They think that it's bypassed so many things so fast it 
must be completely off the wall. If they would stop to 
consider the amount of control ii takes to handle this 
size of space and noise, to be able to have a very 
melodic texture to something so throbbing. I~ not im
provised. If ii were it wouldn't sound anything like that." 
As if defending his space-cadet credentials at the same 
time, he concludes that improvisation shouldn't mean 
not slicking directly to a given line. 

Ario panders this last remark. "If you do something 
again and again and kind of force yourself to play out or 
open, it settles, it codifies," he muses, questioning the 
amount of freedom in, say, free jazz improvisation. "ll 's 
whether you choose to recognize that code or just pre
tend it's not there, pretend a feeling or meaning. 
Sometimes it's just that you·re into these habits. You 
have to just see what they are." 

The structure of ONA's songs is skintight and con
stant but the emotional texture changes. "We can play 
the same songs over and over but they sound different. 
They fit us, we don't have to play like these parts." 
Ario's performance axiom is: "Unless yqu can tie your 
schtick to your character closely enough, it's no fun.·· 

It's remarkable how well these three distinct musical ... 
approaches merge and enhance each other. Arto: "The ~ 

~ec~~t:~~:~;s ~~on::~~: i~h:~;he o~~r~sa~~;:~~i~ DNA ai Savoy~Tivoll: SF. 
compares his pre-ONA experiences. When he first start- _______________ .;;. __ ...I __ J-
ed, he recalls, people were always telling him his ap
proach wasn't usual. This unnerved him until he realized 
that he was simply trying to master something with a dif· 
ferent intent. His particular line of approach is the off
beat angle. "The way I deal with my own fondnesses for 
the type of coordination in Ario's guitar p[aying and 
lkue's drumming, like if there's this thing here, if there's 
something that's even sort of linear, the other elements 
that come into it will not be linear. They'll weave in and 
out. That's just the way I think." 

"You see," Ario jumps in, "what we end up doing is 
prove that llnear is an angle as well. Thcit's one thing that 
happens in a set....:we establish all these angles that are 
really off and stuff in relationships and then people get 
the idea, and then we play something straight and peo· 
pie realize. 'Why is that straight?' It's also this thing, 
'Why is that normal?'" 

These people theorize as craz~y as they like to play. I 
try to recall a particular song, the one that sounds like a 
brain scratching against the skull. . 

Arto: You mean "dut dut dut dut, dlstdut dutdut dut
dut dutdut?" 

Where you say "Go fuck yourself?" 
Tim: We've never been able to figure out a title that 
did it ju. 

Ario: "Homage to Justice." 
Tim: Yeah. It's that rhythm of setting up a space be
tween two paints and then decreasing that space, and 
then releasing that tension. 
Enough of this talk. Words could never describe the 

awesome sexual en9rgy contained in a song like 
"Blonde Redhead," a hit by anyone's standards with 
lyrics that run : "Hit me big head/Dance with me big face/ 
Blonde redhead/I've got a snake in my mind/And it's not 
my spine," aural pleasure of the highest order and one 
of the most intelligent treatments of mind/body disease 
I've heard or seen anywhere lately. 

Question: Decode ONA. Answer: DNA is encoded in 
the sexual nucleus. Arto is also describing his own 
music when he says, "Music is just like a series of defini· 
lions of sex. It's an angle on sex-rock 'n' roll , beat 
music, drum music. I like music that gives me a really 
good feeling physically-like two orchestras playing at 
the same lime. It frees you from this kind of disco emo· 
tional involvement where you surge with the surge and 
you pump with the pump. Music is a picture of sex, a 
stylization of this ungadungadunga." If only Las Vegas 
knew. But Las Vegas isn't ready for DNA, which is laying 
down the palyrhythms of the future. 

At present , DNA plays at least two or three times a• 
month in New York, where they have a loyal following, 
friendly critics, and are still worried about paying the 
rent. Club owners are suspicious at them as a great 
draw, despite the cult status they're acquiring. Maybe 
their recent road successes will change all that. A few 
months ago, the band slipped into Vanguard Studios 
and recorded material for a twelve-inch EP. There are 
still no distributors committed to a record, although 
Rough Trade has shown strong interest. Let's hope 
they don't wait too long. D 

"You see, what we end up doing is prove that linear is an angle 
as well. That's one thing that happens in a set-we establish all 
these angles that are really off and stuff in relationships and 
then people get the idea, aod then we play something straight." 

-Arto Lindsay 
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' . we ~1ayea togetner llke that tor about a year then 
Peter l::aughner met Bators and Zero. I rnet them when 
we were playing a gig. We saw those guys and they were 
wearing silver lame suits and shit, platform shoes. And 
they tried to pick up our girl friends and we got really 
mad. We were gonna beat the shit out of them but Peter 
talked us out of It. So then I started talking to Baters. So 
my gtrlfriend got really mad at me for not beating him up. 

.• -So the next lhing you know he asked me if I wanted to go 
out and see this band. Blue Ash. So we went out and 
Baters had this guitar case, so I said, "What kind of 
gUjtar you gbt in the case?" and he.said, "Look, I'll show 
you." So he opened the case and he's got all kinds of 
booze and mixers. So we started getting along real good 
after tfiat. Then the next thing you know we started 

!llllll•liii"""'F"c 1a!king'and we decided that Crocus couldn't sing. So we 
got ag in and we decided he couldn't sing either. So I 

d then we played two gigs after that. I really 
stage show, his presence. 

was this the beginning of the Dead Boys? 
No, not yet. We played together for about six 

1 months under the name Frankenstein. That was the 
same lineup as the Dead Boys - me, Bators. Blitz and 
Zero and we knew this guy Clyde Hadlock and he turned 
us on to Jeff Magnum and he was so obnoxious we took 
him. . 
RF: Who came up with the name? 
CC: Crocus did, indirectly. "Sonic Reducer," "30 Sec
onds Over Tokyo," "Final Solution, " "Life Stinks," 
"Down in Flames" were all Rocket From the Tomb 
songs, all of which 1 c~wrote. And the first line in "Down 
in Flames" is "Dead Boy, Dead Boy, running scared." 
And I was playing the tape and Bators was shaving and 
all of a sudden he says, "Hey, I got a great name, Dead 
Boys!" So I said OK and that was how the name came 
up. So we came up here and played. Made about $27. 
Spent about $150. 
RF: So that was the start of it then. That's when the 

'i' momentum began? 

By RICH~RD FANTINA 
pie: Sheila Abramson 
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his performances like James White. 
Last year Gneetah released a single, "Still Wanna Die 

(Before I Get Old)" on the now defunct Ork Records. 
Lately he's been working hard toning up his new band, 
the Casualties - Sheba Duvar on drums, Mugsy Harlot 
on bass, JEfrry Killsall on rhythm guitar - and, if things 
go well, he' ll be closing a deal with Genya Raven for an 
album on her label, Pollsh. He's featured on four cuts on 
Ronnle Specter's new album and one critic compared 
his solo ,on "Here Today, Gone Tomorrow," to Kieth 
Richards. Since everyone's talking about the Heavy 
Metal revival , the time might be Just right for Cheetah 
Chrome. 

Durlng ·the course of this Interview (at the apartment 
he shares with his girlfriend, Gyda Gash), I found him to 
be honest, straight-forward and sensitive, more than 
willing to admit his mistakes and hopeful about the future 
- although he ''still wants to die.before he gets old." 

C.C.: I started playing guitar when I was eight years old. 
My first band was In junior high. We were no good. No 
body knew how to play anything but chords. 
RF: How did the Dead Boys come together? 
CC: Well, you've got to go farther back. Well in Cleve
land the only place you can find any body who plays Is 
through the papers ... the ads. I called up and met Blitz 
and his. cousin who was a bass player. I was 14 or 15 at 
the time. I started playing with Blitz. We had a band 
called Groin Level Trash. This was 1 O years ago. I re
member because the 'Stooges Fun house album was out 
and we used to try to do songs from it. We'd play togeth
er for 6 months and break up for 6 months and play 
together for 6 months and break up for 6 mo'nths Iii final
ly we got a band called Rocket from the Tombs. We had 
the lead singer from Pere Ubu, David Thomas, - he was 
called Crocus Behemoth back then - Peter Laughner, 
Craig Bell who's in the Saucers now and me and Blitz. 

CC: No. It took another six months. Easy. We kept going 
back and forth. Then Hilly wanted us around more often 
so we ended up staying two weeks at a time, then a 
month, then I said, Fuck it, I 'm gonna move here. Also 
after being here for two weeks going back to Cleveland is 
like the worst. 
RF: So Hilly became your manager and got you the deal 
with Sire? • 
CC: Yeah. We got screwed! We got fucked! But we had 
a good time. We definitely had a good time. 
RF: What gave you the idea for the Music Industry 
Casualties? Who were the original CasuaH1es? 
CC: Me and Sid (Vicious). Jeff Magnum was gonna play 
bass and I think Jerry Nolan was gonna play drums. 
Right after Sid got into iown I ran into him at Max's. 
That's the first time we met but Gyda and Nancy knew 
each other for years. We were both out of work at the 
time. Actually the Dead Boys were still together but Hilly 
and Sire cut off all our money. We couldn't get paid. Hilly 
took the money from the Blitz benefit concert. Blitz got 
stabbed and we tried to raise money for him but Hilly 
spent it to pay his taxes. We lost our apartment. 
Everything was fucking up. So me and Sid got this idea 
that we'd put together a band for like three nights. Make 
tons of money and call It the Music Industry Casualty 
Benefit Concert. All proceeds go to dinner and drinks for 
the band. But Sid and Nancy kept fucking things up. 

Everytime we were ready to play Sid would take 
tuinals or get doped out and we'd find him falling asleep 
In his salad at Max's. We'd all be standing there with our 
guitars waiting for him to get going, y~lling at him, 
"Come on, you cunt!" At that time Nancy was his 
manager and she couldn't keep it together enough to 
finish her dinner. He was stupid to have her for his 
manager- he was stupid to have her for his girlfriend. 
RF: What do you think was the most interesting or 
outrageous stage experience or road experience? 
CC: The last night with the Damned in England. We 
made~ sign and put It above their dressing room. It said 
"Clash Fan Club." They hate the Clash. They hate 'em. 
We took magic markers and drew on the TV - being the 
English band they always did get the best dressing room. 
We wrote shit like "Captain Sensible blows." Real 
childish shit. It was fun. When we came onstage - I 
turned around - I wasn't watching myself - Captain 
Sensible creamed me with shaving cream. That went on 
through the whole set. We couldn't even see. This ls a 
long story. We figured well they have to go on next. So 
Baters and I took off all our clothes, got tons of shaving 
cream and put some on our dicks and just ran around the 
club harrassing the Damned. 
Gyda: Bators jumped on the drummer's back naked. All 
this whlle he's trying to play. 
CC: Then the whole audience jumped onstage. Both 
bands were playing together. It was totally mad. It was 
great. That was the best thing that ever happened on 
stage. 

The most embarrassing thing happened the first gig 
but I 'NOn't talk about that. Probably the most em
barrassing thing was when Baters pulled down my pants 
at CBGB's. J had an accident on stage one time. 
Gvda: After that he started wearing pampers. 
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RF: When 'd you break up the first time? 
CC: We broke the first time in October in 78 and got 
back together a year later. 
RF: So when the Dead Boys got back together you 
played Toronto first. 
CC: Yeah, that was a Casualties gig, originally. But. 
Toronto's not that far from Cleveland. So I called up 
Baters and he said "Zero and Blitz are in town. Maybe 
we'll all come up.'' I said sure. See at that time I knew 
the Dead Boys would get back together sooner or later. 
because we weren't done, you know? When we broke up 
the first time we all felt something wasn't finished. At 
first they were Just going to do a few songs but I said. 
lei's do it as the Dead Boys. 
RF: You were really popular when you got back 
together . 
CC: We were hotter than we ever were. Everything was 
going great Iii I broke my wrist. 
RF: Yeah, you had a cast on for quite a while. 
CC: Six weeks. I was with the Dead Boys for another 
two weeks when they started the crap with me. It had 
something to do with totally unfounded rumors about my 
drug use. 
RF: Totally unfounded? 
CC: That's all in the past. Basically a conflict that was 
building between me, Blitz and Zero finally came to a 
head and that was the excuse they picked. I could have 
stayed with ihe band but I was so fuckinQ pissed off that 
they were giving me this crap over something that was 
totally insignificant. I mean r never fucked up on a gig 
because of anything. One time I got too drunk. One 
fucking time and I sobered up for the second show. And 
this was a year before they started the crap. 
RF: So mainly it was a conflict with Blitz and Zero. But 
for some reason Stiv took their side, right? 
OC: They had these goddam, stupid, laggy, little 
managers following us around every pt~ce, trying to get 
us signed. No need to mention names. But they know 
who they are. Assholes! These people were outsiders. 
And I don't know how those guys could side with them 
over me, when I asked everyone in that band to join. That 
band was my band when it first started. Then it was me 
and Baters· band. And Blitz said, "Hey. you and I've 
been together for 1 O years. How come it's not yours and 
mine." I said, "Because you're stupid. You ain't got the 
brains. " All this pettiness came down so 1 said, "Fuck 
olf. I have my own band. I broke up my own band to do 
this reunion trip anyway. I was makirig money without 
you guys so I'll do it again. Go ahead, replace me. If you 
can find someone as good as me, go ahead." 
RF: Now there's no more Dead Boys. 
CC: Yeah, since then they fired Biltz. Zero had a ner
vous breakdown. And Jeff never did come back. And l 
quit. I was the first one to quit the first time. 
RF: II seems to me, from what I 've heard and what I've 
seen, that Stiv has a guilty consciousness about this 
whole thing. 
CC: Well, he should. Oh, wait a minute! I left somebody 
out. Bebe Buell was pissed off because she tried to get 
me first and she endedtup with Baters. So she was still 
harboring this grudge. 'Cause I was ignoring her. So she 
was bending Stlv's ear about me constantly. So basically 
it boils down to that. Believe me I went through a month 
where I was really close to having a schiz attack or 
something. I mean all these different people were 
coming at me from alt directions and here I was sitting 
here with a broken arm. I couldn't play. I couldn't do 
nothing. And these bastards were hitting me from every 
angle. And every day the stories got wilder. II I was 
messing around with any drugs, it wasn't like I had any 
problems. 
RF: How does It make you feel when you read things 
about the Dead Boys, after you split, being greeted with 
chants of "Where's Cheetah?" in places from Detroit to 
Berkeley? 
CC: rt makes me feel good. 'Cause like I started that 
band. The band was me and Baters. The other two guys 
were sidemen If you ask me. When I was with them I 
considered them full-fledged members. I loved them. 
Even if they fucked me over I loved them. When we first 
started that band it was five of us against the world. 

RF: The new Casualties are about to tour, right? 
·cc: Yeah, we'll be going through the midwest. Detroit 
and from there I don't know yet. We'll probably be 
booking the _glgs from the hotel room. We're going to set 
up 2 weeks worth of gigs and if possible we'll go all the 
way to the coast. 
RF: Who's in the new Casualties?CC: Me, Sheba Duvar 
on drums, ~ugsy Harlot on bass. Jerry Killsall on guitar 
- he's my new discovery. He's gr1:..at. 
RF: What about the Situation. Is that still going on? 
CC: Yeah, that's gonna be happeninr again. That 's with 
me and Elda (Stiletto), Moose and Miki Fonfara from Lou 
Reed's band and Shebo. And, of coun e, Gyda Gash. She 
sings my song, "Still Wanna Die." S11e's the only one I 
really trust to sing it because she knC'-NS all the reasons I 
wrote it. The Situation's lot of fun. Bl.I' the Casualties are 
my main thing. I Just .don't want to sllck with just one 
band because it gets boring. That 's why I do Stilettoes. ! 
like it. Like the Ronnie Spector album - that's different 
than anything I've ever done. t play on four songs. Genya 
produced It. Ronnie's really great. The fi~t few times I 
was down there (Electric Ladyland), they were laying 
down rhythm tracks so Ronnie and I didn 't have anything 
to do so we went upstairs and hung out with the Stones. 
It must be nice having people making your album whlle 
vou're hanQlnq out with the Stones. 

0 
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BUSH 
.. Bw_h~_.,ro.s:~-lto-~C-ynt_h~_fu_l~-~-Lau.ro. ___ --TETRAS------..... -----

New York City conjures up different 
images. Broadway, uptown glamour, kids relate to fear-filled songs when the street 
terrorizing subways, dirt, magic. Most of l learned that a Target videotape being done too seriously and soullessly. where you live is El Camino Real . 
what non· New Yorkers involved in new shown in SF had everyone going wild. May- "It seems vacant," I remarked. 
music know is Lower Manhattan. The Bow- be something was wrong, but the group "It's more a reaction to vacancy than be- 1 then asked them· about their three-song 
ery, SoHo, romantic decay, cheap junk, hadn't realty done it for me. Althciugh I ing vacant," said Dee. "You don't go up EP' which had just been released on 99 
punk chic. This is the area where most of could acknowledge obvious talent up there, there to be vacant on stage. There's a lot of Records. What is 99 · and who's behind.it? 
the "No New York" gang Hves and creates; because of my lack of enthusiasm, I was bandwagon-jumping." "It's Ed's label," answered Laura, "the 
far away from the insanity of midtown, on hesitant to do an ainterview with them when Yes, that's true. Find a format and beat it guy who owns 99 Record Store, but we 
the cusp of Chinatown and Skid Row. An they arrived in the Bay Area this Septem- into lifelessness, and in a city as huge as have fifty percent of the profits." 

area that embraces (if such a word can be ~:~~~~ :~e:~ g~:;o~~t a0~~~~e0;rl0~i~:e.d5 New York imitation is often the easiest way Sounds pretty good. 99 is an indy and 
used for NYC) artists and winos. Lower concerned that 

1 
would have very little to to make it. But there is a"tendency for New the Bush Tetras are the second release on 

Manhattan. Sounds romantic; sorry, Califor- ask the band, and that most of my ques- ~~~~Y-~a;:sbt~~~: t~:~:~~:~.~ ~:'~"::~:~ it. They have maximum freedom to record 

~~s~=~;.~~ta:~~~~f~ s~~~:;;~fd;:~s::. lions would probably be hostile. I didn't feel You've got an awful lot of small-town kids what and. when they War)!. 

"urban" tension, that the Bush Tetras are that the group was at the pcint where they who stream into Manhattan to work out "Ed's real great," Laura continued. 
C9ncerned with. Imagine sitting through should be interviewed-it seemed prema- their musical/artistic visions. Kids like Rich- "When we were in the studio he said, 'Ya 
Dressed to Kill five times in a row-having lure for them to be touring. Laura explained, ard Hell, James Chance, Tom Verlaine: wanna do two songs, three songs?' Next 
your stomach and your heart change "We got a good booking agent, and he put Sometimes it seems like they're trying to time we can go in and make an album with 
places over and over again. The Tetras' . this tour together, and it was pretty q1,1ick. cover up their "uncool" rural roots by going him or a single-it's as easy as that. The 
songs at'tempt to deal with this street fear, And, we don't have a lot of material to· overboard in the artist direction. Can't you more money we spend, obviously the less 
to capture its atmosphere and feel. "Too gether even-so maybe it was a little pre- be a progressive musician in New York and we'll make. We're all sort of in it together. 
Many Creeps," "Snakes Crawl," all titles mature, but he said, 'You'll break even, you still realize it's only rock'n'roll? We're helping distribute it and sell it." 

that sound off and unfriendly. won't lose any money'-and Berkeley "There is that kind of feeling, you see it. A "Ya wannt buy a record-only $2.75, " 
New York can be a pain in the ass. Square was nice enough to send us money lot of those peciple you see have been hawked Dee. 

fo~:d ~~s:br~::;a:f t~= y:ar~~~~ n:e~: in la~~~~~el~em about the infamous New ar~~~~ :i;:i:ed~~~~~ ':i~=e~~re~~u take it Can't ya get it for me wholesale? Oh well, 
ous connections in the "scene," not the York audience: The non-reacting bored as what you do , ~ Dee offered. "You don't somuchfortheperksofthefabulousmusic 
least of which is guitarist Pat Place's tenure group that just stands there. "Anywhere but wanna treat everything you do as a joke." industry· The conversation soon started dy· 
with the Contortions, they found them· New York they react," said Laura. "They're He was also referring to Flipper's opening ing, and the band was summoned onstage. 
selves gigging a lot and headlining early on. not jaded. In New York you have night after set , the humor of which either offended the Hearing them a second time. I found my 
The band consists of Laura Kennedy, bass; night of input-there's too much. We went band or went straight over their heads. initial judgment correct. Funky funky , but 
Dee Pop, drums; Cynthia Sley, vocals; and to Boston and to DC and the reactions were "There's a balance between a joke and a dull. The Bush Tetras try, and they have all 
the afore-mentioned Pat Place on guitar. totally different. We get good reactions. serious artist," Laura countered. "I think the moves down. Three .striking, talented 
Three girls and a guy. Four people who Now in New York we get good crowds and we're somewhere in the middle. We cer- women up front, stalking the stage with 
blend into each other visually. Thin; short, they dance, but outside of New York pea· tain~y don't wannt go play in galleries and authority, looking correctly washed-out and 
dyed hair; the yellow hue apartment-dwell- pie seem to appreciate just hearing some- have people standing there appreciatively hard. The visuals hide what is actually a Jack 
ers get. "Touch looking." They are the first thing." bored-but we also don't think it's that of interesting things to say and different 
to admit they ain't th8t tough. How then-I wondered-do you attain amusing, 'cause we also have to pay our ways to say them. Yet the group has some· 

I saw the group in June, In New York. any satisfaction from what you're doing? rent." thing (maybe the repetition of musical style, 
There was a lot o( build-up surrounding "Close your eyes," Cynthia laughed. "You ~ave to keep your sense of humor maybe the look) that makes them memor-
them-"punk" friends of mind despised "Oh, we get a reaction," Dee said. in New York," reminded Cynthia. able. Like I said before, it's too early to be 
them. "Arty in-crowd-no wave elite," "Bor- "People are not only overexposed, a lot Could the band exist in another city? judging them or dissecting them. They are 
ing." The press was toutin"g them as the of people are stupid and they wanna wait "Well, we can really make money in New subject to extreme change in style and di· 
next band to break from the club scene, as until the media tells them it's okay to like York," said Pat. rection-although I doubt they will. It was 
the Contortions had done before them. I somebody before they'll like them," Laura I don't mean financially! I'm talkin' muses, the group's decision to do the growing in 
went to Hurrah and listened. Several songs expl~ned. "Up until now it's been a real spirit, divine-type stuff . public that most bands do in the security of 
lept out at me;---"Too Many Creeps" in par· slow thing; it hasn't happened that fast. We "I think we've discovered that we are a garages and hometown clubs, and prema· 
ticular-but it all started sounding the same. play steadily in New York, like every other New York band. We thought our songs ture judging is a negative side-effect that 
Funky bass, sing·song vocals, discordant week." were New York songs, and we were afraid they just have to accept. For all I know, the 
slidaguitar, disco·ish backbeat. Not once, Wethenbeganadlscussiononthewhole that people really wouldn't understand Bush Tetras could tum out to be one of 
not twice, but virtually every song. I was "white-boy funk" scene that has sprung up them. But I think that's really not true, I think New York's better banQs-right now they 
disappointed. from the ashes of the old Contortions. Per- they appreciate them better." just don't move me. O 

sonally, I find the form limiting and usually It's a little hard, I reminded the group, to 

Laura's purple boots 

.. 
J 
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'' Ah-h, thanks, I deflnltely needed that.'' companion. he reached up or me w ith a moan. 
Refilling Sheela's glass, Maria said, "Now, tell "No," I said, "first this." I reached for th e snap of her 

me all about it." tight black pants. She raised her hips and I tugged them 
Sheela reiterated her story over the course of om her legs. I paused far a moment and savored the 

consuming the liter of wiae. When she had finish- roma of sex that she exuded. I grasped her knees , and, 
ed, the wine was nearly gorte. preading her legs to their limit, lowered my face 

"I should move out. In fact, I think I will." toward her clistening cunt, stopping with my tongue 
"Well, Sheela, you know you're welcotne to poised to voraciously consume her. I looked up and met 

come stay with me if you wish," Marla informed her eyes with mine. I smiled as a pleading look creased 
her. her brow. My breath stirred the pubic hair of her crotch 

"It's near here, isn't It?'' Sheela Inquired . as I brought my tongue slowly closer. I reached out and 
"Could I really?" icked her clit-her whole body shivered in response. 

:·it's around the corner, up on Union. Want to go Finally, driven by my own desires, I lowered my mouth 
look at It? It's a big place. You could have the living to her dripping private parts. 
room-c'mon, let's go.'' Marla left money and a My tongue moved across her pleasure place from side 
generous tip on the table and staggered out with to side. My lips grasped it, sucked it , massaged it. My 

by Stannous Flouride her friend to the street, the two leaning on each fingers separated her labia and I slid three fingers into 

.::·SYNOPSIS: Sheela, attempting. to satiate ~:::~:r~~ ~apu~oh~~ri~~~~~telr condition as they 7i.;:.v::i~:~·h!1;~~"J~hbeb:da~~~~~:i~ith~~~~~~. ~~:;~ 
·:" her sex!lal needs but only. addm.g to her Upon arriving, they slumped drunkenly on the ping to pinch and pull the soft flesh. 

frustratmn, has spent the mght with what, sofa. Sheela looked about briefly , hugged her Her hands grasped my head, pulling my hair as she 
~s far as she ~ows, may ~e the wors,t lover friend and said, slurring, "I'll take It, " just before raised her hips to grind against my mouth. l pulled her 
lil Sa~ Francisco. Sh~ obv1ousl~ hasn t been she fell back on the sofa. hands from my head by their wrists, tugging them to her 
to Umon Street for Qmte some time . "Hey. Have you had anything to eat today?'' sides and behind her back. She relinquished control o 

Sheela awoke irritated, frustrated and angry. Marla asked. events to me without a struggle, while with one hand I 
he had walked out on her companion only hours "Un-uh. Don' want to, either," came the held her hands capti've and sought her organ with the 
go. She massaged her clit and thought of one of drunken reply. other. 

:~ he various opportunities she had missed by going My mouth still worked diligently against her clit. I 
:~ home with this jerk. The anger that tightened her l looked at the _short form of my friend with a smile felt her loins spasm with-orgasm but did not stop, just 
.: stomach drove her finger from her slot. on my lips. As I watched, her hands slid across her ab- lighte1;1ed the Pressure slightly, and continued to stroke 

;:~ It was in this foul mood that she walked over to domen to rest on, her mons, and slowly her fingertips the tender bud of passiort that sprouted from the folds of 
_.::~ Upper Grant Avenue In North Beach. An espresso caressed her thighs, her belly, her crotch. I knew then her cunt. I continued after feeling her contractions of 

~· <J ix was definitely in order before she killed what she was hungry for, and I had every intention o pleasure a second time and a third and fourth, each 
.~~ <l someone for smiling . Then a trip down the block to doing what I could to appease her appetite. orgasm coming quicker than the last. 

~
<l <l <l assuage her vinyl addiction at Rough Trade. As I placed my hands on her knees and gently forced Her excitement welled up and her groin twitched 
<l <I <l When she finally got to the Savoy Ti vol I cafe, them apart, a smile danced across her lips. Sliding down beneath my mouth, a scream escaped from her lips and 

. <l <l <l she was almost cheerful. Well, if not that, at least the inside of her soft thighs, my hands were met by hers finally I released her from the probings of my tongue. 
: <l <l <l not homlcidal. and she pulled me up on 'top of her, embracing me and She still lay in disarray when I returned from the kit-
l <l <l <l <I As she stepped up the stairs, she heard her seeking my mouth with her own. chen with two cups of coffee. I set them on an end table, 

·'.1 : <l <l <l <l name and was pleased to see her friend Marla. I ground my hips down against her, my lips and pulled her into a sitting position and handed her the 
· <l <l <l <l She threaded her way through the tables to join tongue and teeth searching for, and finding, the mug of steaming liquid. 
·~"·.:~ <l <l <l her. smoothness of her throat. I moved my mouth to her "Careful, it's hot, ·· !warned, sitting next to her. 
··\:·~~ <l <l "Sheela, it's been a while! How've you been do- nicely sculpted collarbone while my hands moved After we had half-finished our coffee, I turned to 

\~<l <l Ing, how's Robert?'' Marla asked, rising. eagerly to the buttons of her shirt, opening the way for Sheela and asked if she felt any better. "Much better! I 
'1:<J <l <l "Lousy and I don't care, In that order!'' my mouth to explore. My hands caressed the firm needed that," she answered, and kissed me warmly. 

,.;'.i-s:J <l <I "Oh, oh. Sit down, tell me about it." The woman mounds of her breasts as my lips sought the brown "You know, why can't I find a man who can do that? 
..... <l <l <I had a conciliatory tone In het low, sultry voice. aureole of her left nipple. I sucked longingly, delighting Then I'd be happy. I like thl? feeling of a cock, a big, 

~ ·JJ <l <l <I It warmed Sheela's countenance a little and she as the nipple stiffened in response. The other one soon hard hot cock! Oh, well, I guess that's a pipe dream. " 
::::= <l <l <l <l <l gave her a halfhearted smlle. She liked the tall, got 1?qual treatment. I challenged her. "You want a cock. huhl You want a 

. <l <l <l <l <l short-haired blonde Sheela's hands squeaked my ass, pulling me against big hot cock?" 
,:'.., <l <l <l <l <l "First, that asshole, Robert. , I" her. Our pubic mounds twisted fiercely ,against each "Yeah," she answered. 
~<I: <l <I <l "Wait," she said, covering Sheela's hand wit other. One ha~d slid up my back, its long nail digging "Okay," I said, looking at her with my best wicked 

,<J <l <l <l <l <l <l her own, and ordering a l1terof burgundy. passionately into my skin, sending shivers of excitement smile. ''.Tonight?" 
: <l <l <l Toasting her glass to Maria's, Sheela drained through my body. "Surer, she enthused. 

.. <I <l di wo-thlrds of it before settlna It down . I raised my body ai-id looked down at my writhing "Okay, tonight.'' !told her. to be continued . 

Mr. Mullen, in a scene from the new film "The Decline (of Western Civilization)," by Penelope Spheeris 

(reviewed in the next issue a/Damage). 

Fuck the World, 
It's Beautiful 
But Pointless, 

It'll Never Work Out, 
It's Too Late. 
By Brendan 

"I Found It" Mullen 

Life off the bottle is a bore. 
No stimulation. So's being on 
it , especially for people other 
than yourself. So for now I 
decided to hang up my lurid 
little ribald Brendan tales of 
booze, broads and exhfbition-1 

ism in the niteries and on the 
streets of Hollywood. 

This "style," I realized, ap· 
peals to that Godawful quasi· 
literary Waits/Chuck E./Ricki 
Lee Jones circle who revere 
Bukowski (yech) as the Laur
eate of LA, and hand around 
Canter's, Barney'S Beanery, 
Sloan's, Port's, the Trouba· 
dour (I mean the TROOB) 
and, of course, NOT FOR· 
GETTING THE DEAR WON· 
DERFUL TROPICANA. 

It's all vaguely interesting to 
a point. I suppose, but tavern· 
esque in implication as a def
inite literary cliche. The 

name's Brendan Mullen, not 
Bukowskl, Chandler, Bessy 
(snigger) or even Behan (not 
from LA) [let's not get so 
fucking literary -Ed.], and 
after fourteen years of world· 
wide Bohemia, including 
THREE youth rebellion move
ments in various drags, I want 

-out . I wanna go bourgeois. 
I want their "comforts." 

Now I want to be a perfumed 
man of letters in a nice clean 
big house all by myself with 
nice clean manicured finger
nails and nice starched cotton 
sheets on my bed. I long for 
that deco library peace that 
so closely resembles senility. 

Fuck the "neon·lit·underbel· 
ly·of·LA·nightlife·the·world·of· 
cab-drivers·shopping·carts· 
ninety-nine·cent·dinners·hook· 
ers·with·hearts·of·gold·wel· 
fare-mother·fucks·with·wailing· 
babies-in·the-background· 
fags·straights-hookers· 
whores-pimps-hustlers-losers
an~·of·course-drinking·till· 
dawn·and·bum-dope." 

BURN IT, and bum with it 
all contemporary urban Ameri· 
can beatnik poets. AU the 
great LA romantics are dead; 

• so's romanticizing about this 
city. The Doe/Exene/Top Jim· 
my "vision" Is not romantic. 
Maybe it is. I'm not sure yet. 
It's something else. I don't 
want those three burned 
though, 'cause they're still an 
inspiration, somehow. Maybe 
they're Nat West rather than 
Morrison (or something) . 

The other people on my 
burn list will have to wait be· 
cause I only get half a page 
and I'm supposed to chronicle 
the LA .. punk rock" and "new 
wave" scenes, 'cause 
Damage is a publication for 
punk rockers and new 
wavers. (Right , Brad?) [You 

bet : kid, get ON WITH IT 
-Ed.] 

Individualists or a 
Bunch of Fucking Lab Rats? 

Those punk rockers down 
here get crazier by the day. I 
don't claim to understand 
them anymore (Brad, maybe I 
really should quit dofng the 
column, perhaps It would be 
better to get somebody 
closer to the feel of things), 
but once again the much-pub· 
licized Aitch Bees are 
credited with wreaking havoc 
and destruction to such an 
extreme that they directly 
caused one of the city's po· 
tentially best nightspots to be 
closed down on its opening 
night, and were involved in 
circumstances which caused 
another important venue to 
slam its doors on the local 
band scene once again. I 
don't know who was right on 
the second occasion, the po· 
lice, the kids, society or "an· 
archy.'' l think I want to care , 
I'm not sure. 

I don't know who to blame, 
nor do I believe it's my job to 
apportion it, here's the dope. 
Aitch Bee, that's the way it 
looks. Somebody's doing It, 
and it ain't us art fags in 
Hollywood or those nice little 

• punk rock kids from Fuller· 
ton/Anaheim/ Garden Grove 
Inland Central and Northern 
oc. 

What I don't understand 
properly is when I hang out 
and fuck around and see you 
at parties, or on the street. 
you're swell to talk to , you 
have good musical taste and 
all that , how come your "intel· 
ligence" (through lack of a 
better "'!Ord) goes lower when 
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S.F. 
by The Drone 

For once, this column 
isn't going to lead off with 
vicious gossip, half-truths 
or even a piece of hard 
news. No. Better than little 
bits of fllth, take this: 
Retractions, corrections 
and even apologies. 

The Mutants' five-song 
tape, recorded last month 
at Shangri-La, was not 
financed by Warner Bros 
as reported. It was in fact 
financed by the collective 
sweat of all those Mutated 
brows. I'm sorry, 1 lled, 
and the tape sounds great. 
That's the truth. 

Correctloh the second: 
415 Records denies 
contacting Flipper for a 
recording {or any other) 
deal. 

Maybe "Never let the 
facts get in the way of a 
good story" Isn't the best 
possible motto. Onward: 

Bands on the run: Well, 
there's lots and lots of 
roorrl for all you rising 
bands out there, since 
several of the biggest are 
moving ou_t. The Offs are 

you're running with the pack? 
For sure, you aren't DUMB 
kids at all, I don't mean to lee· 
ture, yo'" papa just don't get it. 

Wait, some schmoe I know 
with a degree in sociology 
tells me it's a fact that "in· 
temgence" (Le.- adaptability 
and reactivity to an environ· 
ment in a patterned logical se· 
quence directed towards 
some "goal," positive or 
negative, constructive or 
destructive, conscious or un· 
conscious) is collectively 
lower in a crowd than in an in· 
dividual, in other words, the 
old "mob mentality" syn· 
drome. Something like that. 
maybe that's it. 

Kiddies, you wanted t'be 
different, don't you wanna be 
"asserting yer individuallsm" 
with all this aggression, which 
is part of the "cul· 
ture," not destroying it and 
conforming to the behavioral 
patterns of a bunch of fucking 
rats being watched in a 
laboratory? 

End Of Sermon 

Fucked-Up Venue 
In Which an Inspired Co-bill 

Cost Poor Old Gaylord 
his Job 

The Whisky a Go Go on 
Sunset Strip is world famous. 
I don't have the room this 
time to go into the politics of 
its management. If my 
stomach can't take it, then it's 

,definitely too strong for 
"oamage readers' stomachs. 

Nevertheless, the Whisky a 
Go Go exists. It has the best 
sound and stage monitor 

leaving us for New York, a 
town Where they will be 
able to make a living, 
which Is more than they 
can say for the ol' home 
burg. An album should be 
forthcoming around the 
beginning of the year, and 
they'll definitely be back to 
play if not to live. And 
Tuxedomoon are planning 
to stay In Europe. 

Just back from Europe, 
meanwhlle, ls Target 
Video. After packing 'em in 
at their FNAC and Blenale 
shows In Paris, they did 
equally well elsewhere in 
France as welt as Belgium 
and Germany. Critically 
acclaimed, too, they 
picked up good reviews 
from Strateglze (a trade 
weekly) and Actuel, among 
others. Between times, 
they managed to shoot 
some French bands -
Local Color, Siient 
Hospital, Sappho, Lii Drop 
- which should be 
interesting. They also 
struck a deal with lnvlslble 
Records, who will be 
distributing the first home
use Target cassette, 
featuring Factrlx, Nervous 
Gender, Flipper and Uns. 

Also back In town are 
the Contractions, from a 
month-long cross-country 
tour, highlights of which 
(take notes, all you road
bent bands) being Raul's 
In Austin, Wallabie's In 
Denver and the late 
lamented (by some, one 
supposes) Danceterla in 
NYC. For the art tarts Jn 
the audience, note too that 

equipment in town {barring 
the Roxy, only). It's quite 
"comfortable." It can actually 
be fun to play there. Elmer 
has a ninety·nine·year lease 
on the joint. It's his baby 
(monster?). The Whisky will 
be there when he's gone. 
The Whisky will still be there 
when most of us are gone. 
It's inarguably an excellent 
place to play. There are 
enough knuckleheads in 
Never NEtver Land to support 
it no matter what shit is play· 
ing there ... simply because 
it is right up THERE ON THE 
SUNSET STRIP. 

The psychology of lts man· 
agement side is that Whisky a 
Go Go IS ALWAYS DOING 
YOUR BAND A FAVOR BY 
LETTING YOU PLAY THERE 
BECAUSE SOMEHOW, 
AFTER ALL, WE DON'T 
REALLY WANT YOU, WE 
DON'T REALLY NEED YOU 
BECAUSE THERE'S A MIL· 
LION OTHER STOOPID 
BANDS WHO'LL TAKE THE 
GIG FOR A HUNDRED 
BUCKS ANYTIME, FUCK 
YOU. 

Periodically, as of now, the 
Whisky turns around to bla· 
tantly slam the door in the 
face of the local community It 
purports to support, totally 
confideQt that six monl'fls later 
the poor schmuck local bands -
will STIU. GROVEL PATHET· 
ICAU. Y TO PLAY THERE BE· 
CAUSE OF THE PRESTIGE 
THEY THINK THE CLUB 
CARRIES. Okay, the prestige 
the club actually DOES carry, 
every place else in the world, 
except in Hollywood. 

Black Flag worked out a co· 
bill deal with Gaylord (former 
booking agent) for themselves 
and Vancouver's recently 
formed DOA The date was 

they played for a reception 
following the Brooklyn 
Museum opening of Judy 
Chicago's "Dinner Party," 
held In an appropriately 
fashionable Manhattan loft. 
Judy Chicago, mentor to 
women artists 
everywhere? Apparently 
the Cootracttons were 
treated I lttle better than 
the caterers and other 
hired hands. Well, just like 
other dinner parties, 
there're always people in 
the kitchen. 

Crimes against nature, 
and plumbing too: Those 
lrrascible Criminals Ron 
"Ripper" Greco and 
Brlttley Black were the 
unwitting (what would you 
call it If you came home to 
fifty drunks In your llvlng 
room?) hosts to a party in 
'their apartment wherein, 
one thing leading to 
another, a sink was 
dislodged from its · 
moorings. The ensuing 
flood, at three hundred 
pounds of water per 
square Inch, couldn't be 
stemmed for an hour and a 
half, and the damage was, 
uh, extensive. Ripper and 
Brittley are currently 
looking for a new 
residence. 

And speaking of Crime, 
we can all look forward to 
more vlnyl from the guys. 
An LP, to be preceded by 
a single, will be coming 
out at the end of January, 
courtesy of B Square 
Records. Also soon from B 
Square, a single and an 

set for October 8, a Wednes· 
day, usually a nice new wave 
night featuring the likes of 
Shandi, Great Buildings, Gary 
Myrick and the Figures, the 
Falcons ... or some shit. 

BF (making only their sec· 
ond appearance there, the 
first was when they weren't 
so well known) were told· six 
hundred ticket buyers per 
show {two shows) would be 
admitted. Come the night, 
however, only four hundred 
holders were admitted to the 
first house, leaving another 
two hundred footloose out· 
side. A further two hundred 
tickets were sold for the sec· 
ond show, and ticket sales 
were still going strong when 
county sheriffs pulled up, and, 
according to witnesses, 
began acting "belligerently" 
and began ordering punks to 
disperse and clear the 
sidewalk. 

When several ticket holders 
protested that they were wait· 
ing in line for a show, their 
tickets were promptly torn up. 
It took one bottle lobbed from 
the center of the mob which 
landed right INSIDE a cop car 
to trigger off the first "official" 
media-defined RIOT ON SUN· 
SET STRIP since the Doors 
riot of '66?1'67. 

The sheriffs immediately 
radio'd reinforcements be· 
cause ONE BOTTLE WAS 
HEAVED. When they an· 
nounced the second show 
was CANCELED, hell broke 
loose with bottles raining from 
all directions. Once again, the 
street looked like that damned 
Who movie. 

Once again, it is unreal to 
note that (thankfully) NO· 
BODY was hurt and NOBODY 
was arrested and this was the 
LA County Sheriff Depart· 
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Loca~ News 
album from the now LA
based VIPs. And over In 
personnel, they've taken 
on John Montgomery, 
formerly with Sire In NY, 
as general manager. This 
Is the guy who shepherded 
the llkes of the 
Pretenders, Talktng Heads 
and Ramones to the top. 

So you're tired of gossip 
and slag and pettiness? 
Read on. Damage likes 
promoter Ken Friedman 
and the Gang of Four /Wall 
of Voodoo show he put on 
a week or so back. Aside 
from the fact that we all 
got In for free (just 
kidding), the music was 
potent, the beer cold and 
the security cool. Kudos! 
(PS: As far as anyone will 
admit, no one on the 
Damage staff is getting 
free drugs or a warm bed 
from Kenny.) 

Drug habits of the stars: 
When up here for the 
aforementioned Front,· 
Chuck Duke of the feared 
Black Flag was spotted 
snorting Instant coffee 
crystals at one elegant 
soiree. Now, we're 
certainly aware that tour 
budgets ain't what they 
used to be, but jeez guys, 
Instant coffee? And while 
we're musing on LA 
bands, how 'bout a round 
of congrats for the Circle 
Jerks, whose album, 
initially slated for a 
pressing of 2500, has been 
bumped up to 10,000, half 
of which are already sold. 

Oh, shut up. Of course 
BF and CJ aren't exactly 

.,,,. ment, notoriously WORSE 
than the LAPD and one de· 
gree only behind this city's of· 
ficial SS. . . the Metro 
Squad, a terrifying elite divi· 
sion of the LAPD consisting 
of a bunch of very sick men 
whose speCialty is perverse 
brutality and sadism. 
1 "Gaylord said he'd warned 
the club to get extra security 
for outside to kinda keep 
things coot the way they do 
at some of the more rad 
weekend gigs," Black Flag's 
guitarist Greg Ginn tells me. 

"When we first approached 
the Whisky with the idea of 
us and DOA, we told them 
exactly what to expect . 
we made a point of spelling it 
out to them, so there would 
be no misunderstandings be· 
tween the club and our audi· 
ence . . who are not sedate, 
as you know. We thought 
things would go fairly 
smoothly because we had es· 
tablished this communication. 

"I kind of got the impression 
they didn't believe us, nor did 
they believe this show could 
draw so many people. They 
still don't know the dif· 
ferences in the crowd"s, even 
after all this time. I think they 
thought we were probably 
just over-amping our own 
hype when we told them we 
were pretty sure we could 
sell out both shows on a 
Wectnesday night," said Greg. 

"It's imPortant to note that 
all this shit happened outside 
the club, and that the first 
show INSIDE was a lot of fun 
and there were no incidents," 
he added. 

(By sheer coincidence I can 
substantiate that Gaylord DID 
request special security mea· 
sures, since I happened ac· 
tually to be in the Whisky of· 

local, but It'll be a peaceful 
day In Derry before the LA 
correspondent for this rag 
(or the big BM, as some 
prefer to think of him) 
actually manages to work 
some news into his 
screed. Just trying to take 
up the slack ... (Hey, love 
ya Brendan.) 

Shorts: Nick Buck quit 
SVt; John Silver bounced 
from Sllvertone; Mission 
Over Burma and 
Plasmatlcs will be out from 
New York; Legal Weapon 
with Pat Bag and Pat and 
Brian of the Stingers 
coming from LA; Mutants 
planning a couple of gigs 
In Paris (that's France, not 
Texas, dlmbulb); 
compilation album due 
soon from the folks at 
Rock City; Flipper working 
on a single, "Love Canal" 
b/w "The Wheel." 

This month's picks: 
Name, an East Bay-based 
conglomeration that's sort 
of Zappa gone vaudeville 
by way of the Bowery. It's 
wacked pop/jazz that make 
you wanna dance. "Medici 
Towing" rules okay ... 
Kenny Kotex and the Killer 
Tampons, whose first 
slngle, "You Can Rely on 
Me" b/w "I'm a Natural 
Sponge" should be out 
any mensls now. 
Remember, no belts or 
pins allowed ... The 
Baltlmores, a three-man a 
capella band that proves 
you don't have to be black 
or a barber to sing without 
Instruments. 

Well, enjoy the turkey. 

fices a week earlier on other 
unrelated business. I was 
right there wrangling my deal 
with Elmer for my band when 
I heard him making the re· 
quest.) 

Anyway, the day after the 
"riot," Elmer set poor little 
Gaylord up as the scapegoat 
and canned him. Elmer, that 
sucked! Worse, the senile old 
dog blindly lashed out to can· 
eel all upcoming so-called 
"hardcore" gjgs. 

Getting the ax were Fear, 
the Adolescents, Darby 
Crash, the Circle Jerks and 
even sillier, Elmer CANNED 
MY FUCKING SHOW, TOO, 
(the twice-a-year review that I 
do . · .. Arthur J. and the-Gold 
Cups, an act ttrat doesn't 
even draw the fucking· beach 
crowd, a legend down here, 
probably unknow{l in SF). He 
cited "the worst night in the 
history of the club" and "too 
much hear as the reason, 
and that in my case my name 
and background were tied in· 
to the hardcore too much, too 
many ties with the "element." 
Jeez, what a joke. 

Interestingly, Stiff Little Fin· 
gers didn't get the chop. It 
will also be interesting to see 
if X and the OK's get banned, 
too, or will their {$$$$) case 
be different? 

Fuck it, it feels like two 
years ago, ALL OVER AGAIN 
How many more times do we 
have to go through this? It's 
"1977" and L.A. is "jumping" 
through another Indian sum· 
mer. 

Send letters of condolence 
to me at PO Box 2268, Hol· 
lywood, CA 90028. Thanks 
for readin' me. Fuck the 
world, it's beautiful but paint· 
less, it'll never work out,: it's 
too late. 
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Rumors are rampant that 
we're In for another round (wasn't 
one enough?) of tie-dyed clothing, 
Introspective guitar solos and -
oh 110 - flower power. Need we 
say the word? Psychedelia . Our 
Island cousins, always one step 
ahead of us as they so continuous
ly and graciously point out, are in 
the vanguard of this nascent 
trend. What follows Is a blow-by
blow from One Who's there on the 
birth of this, as we'll probably be 
saying again, happening. 

For the concerned young San 
Fran(we ' re - so-h Ip-we ' re-al most
European)clscan, perplexed at quite 
which muso-fash posture to strike this 
autumn down the Mab, the Silicon Valley 
of Mod. Sounds, I give you: 

PSST, AMERICA, IT'S LUNCH TIME ' 
Goobers and farts alike have an

tldlpated it , the press have drooled in an
ticipation-nay, entertained it-and 
every "Whatever next" conversation jok
ingly predicts It. So when does a new 
thing officially arrive? It don't, or, more 
precisely, it don ' t all at once, only in 
degrees. But if that ain ' t SYMOFAX 
enough for you , then : " As of September 
3, 1980, New Psychedelia was officially 

· recognized." 
Face it , like eVerything else that cat

ches on, It starts out as a tongue-In
cheek Joke; I mean, eighteen months ago 
the Psychedelic Furs were dabbing for it 
(and stllt are) even if name only, and 
those daring enough would wear the 
name/button precariously ahead of time. 

Album decor has been surreptltiously 
getting more renalssant since the Angst
and-Drang tortured Polish POW stark 
reallsm of the early punk genre (and even 

Psychedelic Furs 
then Day Glos needed no fawning in
troductions). But now bods In mjd-Kink 
floral shirts and Small Facos halrdOs 
Issue forth from this year's chummy new 
sleeve covers. (Suffice It to rn.ent ion the 
Rumour's recent all-palsley cover. ) 
Names like The Teardrop Explodes, Echo 
and the Bunnymen (historical note: Both 
in the forefront of Liverpool 's new bid for 
world domination), the Native Hipsters, 
the Idiot Dancers and , charmingly , the 
Hipple Insects (yum, yum) bombard us 
daily. The The, I suppose, was inevitable. 
- The turning point for me, though, was 

the following ad spied In August: "Com
pilation album of S. London new wave 
and new psychedelia, send tape stating 
category." (I suppose t~e music is not 
that self-evident yet, but who' s quallfy
lng?) 

But September? September unleased 

a visual tirade ne'er seen since the 
Fabs.' Magical Mystery Tour In the form 
of David (whatever-1-do-people-will
follow-anyway) Bowie's masterful 
"Ashes to Ashes" video knee deep in; 
and a week later the Jam 's " Start " con
tribution (complete with painted guitars 
and colored granny glasses) veritably 
dripping with chromo-photography phas
ing (on the guitar solo, of course) . The 
latter ensemble still singing flat and 
plagiarizing the Fabs. for their continued 
and/or assured Credlbillty. 

Fashion has already brimmed the 60s 
Mary Quant/Carnaby Street urn, so 
what's left? I mean, It's not new for the 
likes of Beefheart and some of the lesser 
known psychedellc nearltes, le ? and the 
Mysterians, 13th Floor Elevator, to be 
quoted as seminal influences and given 
creedence by the neuv-o wave-viz XTC, 
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Pink Flamingos-if not Indeed 
quoted-Face (new Brit mod mag) has 
two-page "llkes/dlsllkes" artJcle on 
Beefheart just this month. 

Meanwhile ln the market arena, flnal 
c confirmation (If you are still of the "we're 
i..i safe-as-we-are" persuasion) asserts: 
'ii Secondhand vinyl stores are grabbing 

eight pounds a hit for yesteryear artifacts 
such as It's a Beautiful Day, Moby Grape, 
early Zappa and I suppose the abysmal 
Jefferson Aerobar. This, as I'm sure you 
will agree, Is alarmingly close to home. 

TV and radio have yet to refer matter
of-factly to the New Psyche-Cult, and the 
Biz has yet to hype Its arrival in their 
usual gargantuan proportions-sup
posedly because they are still revelllng In 
the flnancial creams of the adroitly 
manufactured and extraordlnarlly suc
cessful heavy metal comeback, and 
there, my Bay-bies, lies the rub. If 
anyone has the moral copyright to this Ut
tle oyster, then ye olde San Fran(etc) 
does. Put otherwise, if you are going to 

{~!~ ~~~~~~.a;g it ~~~~~::~~h l~~e:~!~ ~ni~ 
do know about such as excess, bad taste 
and overkill, Instead of jumping arond In 
dog collars getting prosaic when the sun 
shines there nearly every fucking day 
anyway. Alas, I fear, unless this Is 
presented to you in a more direct If not 
demonstrative manner (God knows, the 
Pistols tried) then I suppose the llttle
~rother Banana-Republic novice (Fuck 
off, git-Ed.] attitude wilt ensue endless.: 
ty. Why bemoan the fact that the 60s ran 
out-use 'em! You don ' t have to be Devo, 
B-52, Midwestern or Ramones Bronxters 
to cut it-just get your subject right! Sur
prise somebody and get a Scott MacKen
zie "If you're going to San Francisco be 
sure ... "cover out by Christmas. • 

Dave Christle 

H'EATWAVE './'////,/': :%% './//, './'/, / 
'/ / / 

Mossport Park Racetrack, 
Bowmanville, Canada 
August 23 

Approximately 50,000 idiots paid $20 
(fifty , day of the show) to be a part of 
the "New Wave Woodstock" and be 
entertained by the Hkes of a Graham 
Parker-less Rumour, Acickpile , Elvis 
Costello, B-52 's and Talking Heads. 

So many obvious targets at which to 
sling the barbs of one ' s ire, this article 
could be a simple exercise In mud
slinging negativity. A waste of Damage 
space and your time. Instead, let 's ex- · 
amine how this fiasco took place and 
why the artists so readily partook in a 
concert that was the very antithesis of 
what new music supposedly 
represents. 

Greed, of course, pure and simple. A 
nice fat wad of the filthy lucre plus a 
giant slice of Satan's good friend and 
conspirator, the ego. I'm writing this 
the night of the great debate when 
Ronnie wins the election with his in
spired, masterly gesture of walking 
over to shake Peanut Brain's hand. The 
political Super Bowl is followed on TV 

Swiss youths say 
"Cheese off" 
to High Culture 
Zurich, Switzerland . 

by Allee Cooper and Friends-a film of 
a giant stadium concert. " And here 
backstage, " intones the off-screen 
narrator, "no expense has been 
spared to insure the comfort of the ar
tists. " The camera pans around the 
usual festival backstage scene of 
decadence. Tables of free food and 
booze, pinball machines , potted 
palms, tables and sun umbrellas dot
ted around the Astroturf. No expense 
spared indeed. Who paid for all this 
luxury so that the ruling class and their 
hangers-on could lord it up in grand 
style? The lower-class suckers out 
front, of course. Cramped together, 
bones aching, "hot, sweaty, thirsty and 
hungry, trying so hard to convince 
themselves they're actually taking part 
in something meaningful and having a 
good time. Stadium and festival .rock 
events have done more to persuade ar
tists that they ' re members of some 
select breed than anything else ~can 
think of . How else could they salve the 
conscience twinge that must grab 
them as they sip the champagne and 
gaze at the great splodge of humanity 
out front? 

As one of the handful of nationally 

known BBC DJs, I used to be handed 
all the passes I needed as a matter of 
course. Eventually I Just went out front 
with everyone else. I couldn ' t stand the 
guilt; the envious stares from the or
dinary mortals clinging to the fence 
around the backstage area and the hor
rible attitude of the showbiz pimps who 
paraded about flashing their coveted 
passes and superior grins. And then I 
gave up on big shows altogether after 
waiting around for four-and-a-half 
hours while the Rollings Stones decid
ed the right moment to grace the s'tage 
with their presence. It was at Knab~ 
worth Castle around '73/ '74. Toward 
the end of the long wait, a helicopter 
circled low over the crowd and there 
was Jagger, the sly smlle spread wide, 
as once again he could rejoice in his 
power to simultaneously take people's 
money and treat them with utter con
tempt. 

From what t have learned about Heat
wave, things haven't changed. There 
was heavy-handed treatment from 
security, and the press were treated 
llke cattre. Absolutely no photographs 
were allowed of Costello or Aockpile, 
oq or off stage. 

A coalition of youths from various leftist, anar
chist and artist groups met with city officials and 
demanded that the city re-open the center and 
asked for $310,000 to renovate the abandoned fac
tory and warehouse complex. Their rejection 
touched off the nighttime spree. 

About six hundred kids aged fifteen to twenty
three, angered by the city's closing of a youth 
center, took their case to the streets. They 
centered on the Rahnhofstrasse with Its elegant 
jewelry stores and numerous banks, where they 
did " hundreds of thousands of dollars" worth of 
damage , according to a Swiss radio station. The 
station described the melee as a "night of 
destruction " and said there was " unlmaginable 
violence. " 

The youth center was closed after a raid by 
pollce In which 130 youths were detained for 
"Identity checks." Thirteen were found to be 
wanted by the authorities. Officers claimed that 
the center was being used as a "meeting place for 
drug peddlers and a hiding place for petty 
criminals.' ' 

The center was opened ten weeks earlier in 
response to riots protesting the multi-million 
dollar renovation of the Zurich Opera House. 
Youths from groups such as Freaks on Friday 
demanded that money be diverted from the 
" theater of the elite" toward " alternative cultural 
activities" such as street theater and rock shows. 

The rioting youths threw fire bombs, demolish
ed shop windows, trashed sidewalk cafes and 
erected barricades, managing to escape with less 
than twenty arrests. Stannous Flouride 

One young girl was having fun taking 
snapshots of Ellvs and was then spot
ted by manager Jake Riviera , who took 
great delight in ripping the film out of 
her camera. The very same Riviera, 
who, when I Interviewed him in '76, 
gushed and bubbled with bright-eyed 
enthusiasm as he played me Stiff 
Records' first two releases from Nick 
Lowe and Elvis Costello. ''Cost me six
ty bucks each to make 'em . .. I'm sell
ing them out the back of the car .. . all 
the major record companies are saying 

~ everythlng's dead ... but there ' s hun
dreds of 'kids all over the land retiears
ing In sheds and garages . it's a 
revolution ... it's all gonna change. 
things are gonna b·e great." Four years 
on, and Riviera seems to carry his 
expense-account paunch with pride. 
With Riviera Global Productions, he's 
now a futly~paid-up member of 
rOck'n'roll's equivalent to the Trilateral 
Commi;;sion. "Welt, I guess we sold 
out," said our friend Jake backstage at 
Heatwave. "We're taking the money 
and running. You 've got us cold; what 
can I say?" The same attitude used by 
Nick Lowe to justify his blatant stealing 
of songs, titles and riffs from 
rock'n ' roll's past. The same attitude 
used by Malcolm Mcclaren as he 
boasts of his Sex Pistols profiteering 
swindles. Like It's cool and okay to 
crap alt over somebody's front 
doorstep as long as you ring on the belt 
and tell 'em, "I did It. Ha, ha." 

To the 50,000 punk-less crowd at 
Heatwave, I pose the question: Haven't 
you realized by now that rock'n'roll 
bands are made of people no more 
worthy or speclal than nurses, bus 
drivers, Computer programmers or 
secretaries? They just happen to have 
learned a degree of musfcal com
petence, how to write a nifty tune and 
had the luck to have been In the right 
place at the right time. If you still Insist 
on erecting thrones and pedestals for 
these people, then expect to be 
treated like shit. There ' s nothing so ir
resistible as taking an easy sucker for 
along ride. 

Johnnie Walker 
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euLLE1 'N KSANk 8ULL£nrv 
Radio station KSAN Jn San Fran

cisco announced that, beginning 
mid-November, the station will 
change from a rock'n'roll format to 
a country & western one. Notable 
as the nation's first truly pro
gressive FM rock outlet, under the 
direction of the now legendary 
Tom Donahue, KSAN served as the 
single greatest Inspiration for the 
entire underground radio move
ment of the late 60s. 

Purchased by mega-corp 
Metromedia in the mld-70s, the sta
tion continued to support local ·new 
music while attempting to maintain 
Its links with Its older audience. 
Continuing slumps Jn the ratings, 
however, resulted In several ill
a:dvised management shakeups 
culminating In the decision to in- ' 
stall David Morehead as station ' 
manager last year. Morehead at
tempted to increase the station's 
share of the audience by instituting 
a Neanderthal playlist system 
which emphasized mainstream 
rock hits. The station's traditional 
involvement in ·community-based 
issues ceased, for all practical pur
poses, at that time. 

tlonal backup for the events and 
helping sponsor the free concert 
held at Civic Plaza on the last day 
of the Festival that featured the 
Mutants, Young Marble Giants, 
Flamln' Groovles and, Our 
Daughter's Wedding. 

At the press conference announ
cing the format change, a deeply
upset Yates expressed his anger, 
bafflement and sorrow over the 
loss of the station to the r'n'r 
scene here. According to him, the 
decision was based on 
Metromedla's desire to see a 
fastar return on their money and a 
belief that countrl'. & western Is the 
next big trend. Citing a tradition of 
bandwagonlng in the Industry, 
Yates suggested that c & was this 
year's perceived big· trend Is 
similar to the disco craze of a few 
years back when numerous sta
tions across the US changed to a 
disco format in search of a broader 
audience. Yates reminded the au
dience that, by and large, this fail
ed . When asked If he thought 
KSAN would be successful with Its 
new format, Yates declined to say. 

Morehead's abrupt recall earlier While reaction in the San Fra~ 
this year left program director Tom cisco was mixed, many people ex
Yates in virtual control of the sta- pressed surprise that KSAN 
tion. A longtime radio veteran and sought sympathy from an 
outspoken proponent of authen- underground it had turned its back 
tically progressive, community- on. A number of observers have 
based programming, Yates began remarked that the end of KSAN as 
to rebuild the station's bridges to a rock station is the last nail in the 
the rock'n ' roll community in SF. coffin of late-60s hippie culture, 
Morale, which had been at an all- the final burnout of a generation 
time law under More~ead, began only more self-indulgent than wim
to rise and the station showed a PY. 
healthy Increase in its ratings. Yates and others at the station 
Yates demonstrated his concern are currently looking to find a new 
that the station adapt itself to the venue for their talents, but it's 
changing realities of the music unknown whether a new station 
scene by becoming enthusiastical- ' will mean a stronger com,mitment 
ly involved in this year's Wastern to new music and the community of 
Front festival, providing promo- which it is a part. 

OUR. '?TORY• 5eez liANK NIL ONE'. 
DA'1',"1.T Wk'? 1-ll<E. I FOU"ID 
R1GHe:1 AND Gl<E:AT WE,.\1.-Ttl 
AT ntE MA6UHAY 6~DEN .. ·" . 
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Dead Kennedys Fresh Fruit for Rotting Vegetables (Cherry Red) 

Enough! ENOUGH ALREADY. Enough bitching about the Dead Kennedys. Yes, I know, 
every time they play they draw a crowd of trendy suburbanites (strangely threatening tc 
hardcores-I don't know why). And I know you're bored with Biafra's stage persona (bul 
how many times have you seen them, fr' chri~sakes) . And you can stop whining about them 
getting too much press coverage. They deserve whatever they can get. To prove it, they 

have released one of the best punk albums of the 
year. 

The overriding message here is anarchy, with a 
small "a." There are no rules in this music, just 
whatever happens to satiate Jello Biafra's bizarre 
tastes in entertainment. Some of this music might 
offend you, but no one ~ver said that anarchy was 
pretty. Just glance at some of the song titles- "Kill 
the Poor," "Let's Lynch the Landlord," "I Kill 
Children," "Stealing People's Mail." Get the idea? 

The music. Well , being picky for a sec, Klaus' 
bass is undermixed, and the drums lack crispness. 
But aside from that, the music is very good. Ray's 
guitar wails all over the place like a chrome-plated 
banshee. And Biafra comes across quite well , with 
every sneer and snarl intact. Hey, he even does a 

punk-Western accent on "Viva Las Vegas." 

Everything rushes along, careening left and right. poisoning golfers here, squi~hjng chil
dren there. It is impossible to sit still as you listen to this album. The energy tears out in ragged, 
sickly sheets. You dance spastically, pace the room, twitch about. It's a great tool for gett~ng 
your adrenalin up before walking on those late-night city streets {which can often be unkind 
to the unquick). ---

This woulct. be an especially apt album to play for knee-jerk liberal parents. Sort of a 
message to the terminally mellow, what witr "Jane Fonda on TV today/Convinced. t.he 
liberals it's okay" on "Kill the Poor"; and the classic OK's song "California Uber Alles," a 1u1cy 
loogy in the eye of the entire Zenlorganic elite. If this doesn't kill hypocrisy, then it must 
have died while I wasn't looking. 

For further reference, there are two OK 45s around: California Uber Alles/Man with the 
Dogs and Holiday in Cambodlo/Po/ice Truck. The A-side~ are on FFfRV, with a ~iff~rent mix. 
More Kennedys are on Can You Hear Me?, the live from the Deaf Club comp1lat1on. 

-M. C. Parker 

Fred Frith Gravity (Ralph) 

Fred Frith is best known for his work with Henry Cow and Art Bears. Gravity is the Drst in a 
projected series of alpums; there's a lot to look forward to if the rest are like this one-~ is a 
knockout. lt is inlpossible to cover the breadth and depth of this album. Standard review 
rhetoric is useless. This is the kind of music that doesn't break barriers ; they just somehow 
dissolve and disappear in the midst of it. Established structures and preconceptions evapor
ate as you listen. II this does not happen to you, consult a physician immediately; your ear
drums may have fallen out. 

I'm not even going to give each particular "song" attention, as this album presents more of 
a coherent whole with joining parts (like a symphony),than it does a collection of songs. One 
number segues into the next, often seeming more a variation on a similar theme. Even when 
I tried to match titles to the music, I found it difficult. There are traces of wide-ranging influ
ences: Middle-Eastern cadences here, primal rhythms there . . a lilting violin that echoes 
the feel of Scottish folk music. A jerky, nervous mandolin blending effortlessly into a gliding 
electric guitar line . . . rhythmic clapping and then a desperate, pleading violtn. Fred Frith's 
guitar work would put a hundred George Bensons to shame without needing flash or speed 
once. 

There's really no point in picking over this record in a drawn·out analysis . There are more 
than twelve musicians on this album {l lost count after a while) and even more instruments. It 
Is nothing short of brilliant. "Buy of Die." 

Banzai Pig 

Stranglers Stranglers IV (IRS) 

Waall, all you Stranglers fans out there needn't get too excited. This album, Stranglers IV 
(actually their sixth) , contains only one, yep count 'em, one, new song . . . which is prob
ably why It's entitled Stranglers IV instead of something fresh and original like Stranglers VI. 
The A-side is cuts from the Raven and the B-side is a collection of singles ("PREVIOUSLY 
UNRELEASED ON ANY STRANGLERS ALBUM"). This is their "Stran~lers Going Steady" 
side with the exception of "Vietnamerica," which is ponderous and boring and anyway whr 
right do they have passing judgment on OUR wars, right? Personally I've always thought thf:.: 
Stranglers sounded like the Doors reincarnated on a bad day. Save your little shells on this 
one unless you have NO Stranglers albums in which case this will make a reasonabl!tin
troduction. 

Banzai Pig 

llltch 10 Suicides (Scopa Invisible) 

The two sides of this French import, and the corresponding sections of the accompanying 
book, are quite distinct. White the overall sound is thoroughly electronic/industrial, "INSIDE 
... Radio On" is mostly moody and restrained . Its graphics feature nude, cadaverous. 

women; recorded highlights are "Elle Voulait Que Je Sois Dr61e (She Wanted Me to Be Fun
ny)," with its processed choir of voices discussing "adulterations of chromosomes,., and 
"Waiting for Mabelle Ue ne viendrais pas [I wouldn't return])," with minimal lyrics in both 
English and French. "OUTSIDE ... Jour de Pluie (A Rainy Day)" tends more toward the 
rock idiom, especially in "Peripherikredcomando," featuring "synthetiks" and ''finalsynthe" 
by Philippe Coray. The corresponding graphics concern cities, crowds and transportation. I 
can't make sense of any of the lyrics. Each side is closed with "Come Progremma," Eno-ish 
synthesized dronings. It's nothing new (except in origin) and you can't dance to it, but I listen 
to it sometimes. Give it two-and-a-half stars. 

Nomsot d'Art 

Dome Dome (Dome) 

This is a str~ge album. Strange and subtle. Al1 the pieces are there: but it's as if someone 
· jammed the puzzle back together again without regard for what was supposed to go where. 

Some elements jut out glaringly, while some only emerge after repeated listenings. Is this 
entertainment? Yow! 

Everything seems to be here-some rhythmic bumpings, some synthesizer noise and 
usually some singing. But nothing meshes anywhere. It's just distinct layer floating upon dis
tinct layer. Oil on water on oil on .... One almost gasps with relief when the rare guitar kicks 
in-at last, something solid ror the mind to latch onto! 

A lot of this album could conveniently fit into the "industrial music" label. It's quite the stuff 
you might expect to hear in the center of a giant rObot factory on a Saturday night. Party 
musie for androids. It's all written and performed by B. C. Gilbert and G. Lewis, two English
men who are know for their work with Wire. 

Ultimately, I'm afraid the album doesn't work. It doesn't even make me particularly uncom
fortable, except when I think about the fact that I paid for it. Sorry, Dome, but new music 
needn't put me to sleep. 

-M. C. Parker 
Fischer-Z Going Deaf for a Living (United Artists) 

A giant leap into predictability by a previously interesting English band. The first album Was 
great. Weirdness on the verge of MOR, but always jumping off in odd directions. 

This second release, on the other hand, sinks into nOrmalcy. Almost every song is about 
love/sex/relationships of the most mundane variety. The production (once more by Mike 
Howlett) is so slick you can scrape it out of your ears and use it on your bike chain. 

I guess the key to all this is in the title. These guYs really want to make a living making 
records. The way this sounds, the numbed public will probably eat it right up. Highly recom
mended for Rolling Stone readers. 

-Napoleon Solo 

Various Artists Big Hits of Mid-America, Volume Three (Twin Tone( 

Compilation: A collection (of) literary materials into a volume. -Webster 
Compilation: An LP or EP of variable quality consisting of bands that secretly aspire to be 

signed by Warner Bros. Bad cuts intentionally placed between good cuts, to insure 'the 
listener pays close attention to his/her tone arm. -e. ennui 

This LP was released in '78-God knows how long it's been collecting dust. waiting for 
someone, anyone, to mire throtJgh the muck and 

~ 
1 
frl"$ I write a definitive review on the state of the art 1n the 

~G f1 I I great American Midwest 
tH' ~ Tlie inner sleeve of this LP has a synops1s of the 

--~-· c"' bands' laurels (including the names of ong1nel band allERI 1 members, which of their previous recording atlllllD•AIYI E '• tempts are currently out of pnnt and the fact that "' oLUIVI ? one band, The Commandos, actually committed 
~ V rill sutc1de rn November '78) 

.ol• THR£D· Ah-the music This arn't a Bnan Eno produc-
t10n, II isn't new wave or no wave, nor does 1t have 
art1st1c pretens10ns To paraphrase David (T Head) 
Byrne, this LP has "some good pornts some 

' ~ ~~ bad points " Generally speaking, there's an over-
;:>~ l:J.W -~ abundance of uninspired guitar soloing without any 

- budding Fripps. Maybe on Volume Four. None of 
the bands uses any synthesizers or effects. I'm rather partial to electronic stuff, but I appre
ciate the fact that lots of kids in middle-America simply cannot afford a Prophet-5. 

Good points: No white-a-reggae-dub, jah know what I mean ... No James Brown chunka· 
chunka riffs (relief!). Bad points: Why is there only ONE (count 1em, ONE) female musician 
on the en Ure two-album set? Recording quality is adequate. No genuine creativity in the pro
duction department. 

There are thirteen bands included on Big Hff.s, and twenl:i:lwO cuts. Many tunes aren't 
worth a second listen, bu~ this compilation does have its saving graces. For example, The 
Suburbs. Whoopie!!! "Ailerons" hes a lush acoustic piano intro followed by some truly in
spired guitar and vocal work. Sounds like recent Magazine endeavors. 
Bravo for minimalism! 

.Other bands included on Greatest Hff.s are The Wad (as in "shot his . .. ")and Buzz Barker 
and the Atomic Bums (too silly to review). 

I haven't seen this LP in stock locally, but if you beg and plead, I'm sure someone will put it 
on order. Looking forward to Volume Four. 

Sunshine Kiiijoy 
Various Artists Wanna Buy a Bridge (Rough Tr8de) 

Roucih Trade has assembled a concise guide to new music. Ranging from the early Clash
like .attack of Alternative Ulster (SLF) to the free ,iazz warblings of Aerosol Bums (Lora 
Logic), with reggae, syntho pop and, yes folks, rock 'n' roll, too. The bands represented (all 
the cuts are pfeviousty released RT singles) include the Slits with their heavy, heavy dub 
cover of "Man Next Door," Switzerland's girl group, Kleenex, Young Marble Giants, Spizz 
Energi with "Soldier, Soldier," Cabaret Voltaire, Robert Wyatt, look, if you can't find at least 
one track you like, then maybe you're in the wrong business. 

Compilation albums save you bucks by focusing on the hits and since these cuts are im· 
ports, and some are hard to find now, this is a real bargain indeed! This record really spot
lights RT's eclecticism. The theme here is that there are few rules left. As the early Stiff com
pilations were a must for irreverent cocky pop punk, Wanna Buy a Bridge is a must for 
anyone who enjoys good music, no matter what category it falls into. A great record, this 
rates one less Limey joke from me in the next issue. Well done, RT. 

A. Elizabeth Shanks 

Captain Beefheart and the Magic Band Doc at the. Radar Station {Virgin) 

Have you ever stopped to think about how many albums are released each and every 
year? All these musicians competing for your dollars and ears? And all the efforts the various 
record companies put into getting you to listen to their releases? 

When a so-called "major" artist cuts a n!3W album, the various media treat it as an event in 
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your life. Splashy ads in all the "right" publications, television commercials , radio spots, 
press releases, personal appearances and large-scale tours, all designed to sell product and 
produce profit. Seldom, if ever, is attention actually; focused on the music involved {keep in 
mind that it doesn't matter whetl:ler the music is good or bad-they don't care about that) . 
Just thinking of the numbers involved staggers the imagination. · 

But when somebody like Captain Beefheart returns to the land of living vinyl, it forces 
everyone to really sit up and take notice because Don Van Vliet has been doing it on his own 
terms for years, using major labels as an outlet for music that ordinarily wouldn't see the tight 
of day. The results are predictable . There is promotion, but precious little . Airplay rarely oc
curs outside of small college stations. From a capitalist's point of view, you can see why little 
is expended. The Eagles sell. The Doobie Brothers sell. Beefheart doesn't sell. 

So I'm going to try and do my part to spread the word . After au , the notoriety Beefheart 
does have is a resutl of word-of-mouth advertising. That, and the music, which remains 
perhaps the most unique expresslonary vision in America today. , 

And yet, what could I say that you haven't already heard? I could get real philosophical and 
write page after page, but that's been done to death. Talking about the relative merits of the 
music is useless, since no one except the Captain really understands his music anyway. 
Hell, I've been trying to understand Trout Mask Rep/lea for over ten years, and I'm no further 
than when I started. Uck My Decals Oft, Baby remains one of my all·time·favorite albums, 
but for the life of me, I couldn't tell you why. 

There's also no reason to talk about proteges. So John Lydon likes him. So Pere Ubu are 
the logical extension of Beefheart's Wisdom. Big deal. Those bands are vital creative forces,' 
and so is Beefheart. 1t's all a matter of taste. 

You see, after listening to this record for review purposes, I found I had nothinQto say. 
How can you talk about something you don't understand, without revealing your own stupid· 
ity? Captain Beefheart once said that the only way to understand his music was to put it on, 
then go back and do what you were doing before and let the music come to you. 

So I'll end with this: Captain Beefheart has returned, and this is a good album. 'Nuff said! 
· -Stuart Schellberg 

Diana Ross Diana (Motown) 
Rick James Garden of Love (Motown) 
Teena Marla Irons in the Fire (Gordy) 

Go into almost any store in NYC and chances are WBLS will be blasting over the speakers. 
WBLS ("Warmth, Beauty, Love 8nd Satisfaction in the Big Apple") is one of the biggest FM 
stations in NY and the largest soul station in the country. It ranges from jive-ass big·tape
recorder music to salsa and blues. Anyhow, when I was in NY I realized that there j!re no 
progressive radio stations there anymor~they've all been homogenized into MOR slop

houses. The only unique, challenging stuff I heard 
Was on WBLS. Like when I was in Cheap Jacks 
looking at the clothes and this SONG-God, it lit
erally leapt at me. 

Chukka-chukka guitars, fading in and out of vo
cals, thunder and tightening rhythm-dub funk. It 
was amazing. Then the vocals came in, and I real· 
ized it was Diana Ross. Now of course I loved the 
Supremes, but Diana's solo career has never done 
it for me. All those shiny clothes and dating Gene 
Simmons and all-sort of a black Cher. But this 
fucking song stayed with me to the point where I 
told everyone about it and searched for it when I 
came back here. Well, it wasn't released as a single 
and t couldn't afford the album. Lo and behold-I 
hear aflother killer tune-again it's Diana Ross, 

again it's those slightly off rhythms-clean, intelligent, funky as the d~y is long. This song 
turned out to be a Number One smash, so I heard it literally day and night blasting from the 
lowriders. I was almost obsessed with these two songs-and when I got the chance to re· 
view them, I was very glad indeed. Now the rest of the album is filled with ballads and no·big· 
deal tunes, but "Upside Down" and "Coming _Out"-whew! 

The album was produced by Niles Rogers and Bernard Edwards, the men behind Sister
Sledge, Chic and most of the "good" dance music around. These guys are no fools; they 
obviously were raised on rock and soul, and they have assembled one tight band to back up 
Diana. Stie finally sounds like she means something. It's tough and smart and taught , and 
just as "progressive" as any other music Damage qovers. If anything at all is gained from this 
music we've been ingesting as though we're so many Strausburg geese, it's this: It ain't 
who's doing it, it's how it's being done. If Diana Ross is cool as a nostalgic "mod Motown" 
period piece, then she is cool right now-and she is COOL. 

Now for Mr. James and Teena Marie. I have always thought that Rick James was one of 
the best post·Larry Graham funk bassists going. Although he tends toward the "hit with your 
love stick/shoot me between the legs" ca-ca, the man can plunk those strings. He refers to 
himself as punk/funk, and I saw him on Soul Train explaining the affinity he feels toward 
English punks because of their shared experiences of poverty, frustration and Qppression. 
Nice going-I thought. Unfortunately, it looks like Rick has decided he also feels an affinity 
with Brian Eno 'cause "Garden of Love" is as soulful and funky as MJracle Whip. When you 
play bass like Rick James plays bass, you don't put out ambient Muzak with greeting card 
lyrics. Sorry, but no way on this one. · • 

Teena Marie is white , which probably doesn't mean anything except that she is on Mo· 
town and she is working in a predominantly btack musical idiom-funk with a dash of sloppy 
"you make love like Becks makes beer" junk. Teena M¥ie has a full , rich voice and while she 
isn't anything new or amazing, she is good. She also produced and co-wrote all of this 
album; female producers are few and .tar between. 
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I'm sure I'll get an irate letter: "This is a new wave magazine, not Rock·SOul SOng Hits." 
Well, in the words of someone, Tough Noogies. I like this stuff, and, personally, I think the 
new wave bandwagon has gotten a little crowded-don't yot.n 

A. Elizabeth Shanks 
Units Digffa/ Sl/mu/atlon (415) 

I think people take synthesizers much too seriously. A lot of emphasis is placed on the 
"different" sounds you can get, or how subtly you can work it into the music. But in the midst 
of all this rampant avant-gardening come the Units, an SF trio , with a furry blast of simplicity. 

The Units 11ake synthesizer music that sounds like it. There is no time wasted on not try
ing to sound cliched; they don't care, and strangely enough, the overall sound is quite u. 

II 

unique. A song by the Units is instantly recogniz· 
able. 

The emphasis here is on rock rhythms and melo
dies. Some songs could almost be called heavy 
metal if you had a guitar instead of a synthesizer . 
The drumming is extremely rhythmic, almost jazzy 
in places. · 

The LP features a number of instrumentals. Of 
these, I like "Town by the River" the best , followed 
by "Cowboy." Of those with vocals, Scott Ryser's 
voice ls best when most mechanical whereas 
Rachel Webber is best when undermixed, as in 
"Passion or Patterns." " ~· In fact , my only problem with the album is the em
phasis on vocals throughout the first side. Both 
Ryser and Webber seem to be straining to make 

their voices "sing, " as opposed to using a more monotone approach which I think would 
work better In this context. The vocals also suffer from a generally too·high mix. 

Other than that, the album is excellent. Ryser is a master at creating synthesizer lines that 
combine a machine-like flow with jumpy melodies. Webber's bass lines lay solid, unobtrusive 
groundwork while Brad Sounder's drumming jumps this way and that, or just purrs restlessly 
in the background. For a three-piece, the Units sound amazin.gly full. 

Oh yes, the song "Mission" is about the Mission District ln San Francisco, which is about 
the only flat area In the city and Is always sunny. The song captures the local ambience ex· 
actly. 

For more of the Units, you might want to check out their independently produced EP, and 
a 45 that contains "Warm Moving Bodies" and "I Night," a great song not found on the 
album. The other songs from these two records are on the album, but they are sufficiently 
different and interesting to warrant a place in your collection. 

Vallo Solid Pleasure (Ralph) 

His mother bought him a synthesizer, 
Got the Human L8ague Jn to advise her, 
Now he's making lots of noise 
Playing around wffh the art school boys. 

"My Perfect Cousin," © 1980, 
O'Neill and Bradley 

M. C. Parker 

They're so clever, these Europeans, aren't they? SO arty! We've already had Tangerine 
Dream, Can, Krattwerk and OAF, and now we've got a three-piece Swiss band called Yello: 
The latest in a line of lazy, bored electronic "musicians" who don't mind how irrelevant their 
music is so long as it sounds modern-ie plastic, mass-produced and totally without feeling. 

I often wonder why so many European bands prefer to make music with machines rather 
than with musical instruments. In Vella's case, I think the band felt they might be able to 
disguise their complete lack of imagination behind a smoke screen of cliched sound effects 
and other "clever" .devices. The result Is a pompous, self-indulgent and ultimately vacuous 
debut album that Newsweek wm probably hail as "the music of the 80s." The trouble ls that 
there's notbing even remotely original about it. One or two of the better tracks (such as the 
recent single, "Bimbo") are probably meant to sound new wave, but check out "Magneto," 
"Massagen and "Assistant's Cry" (which all run into ~ach other) if you really want to h~ar 
some dated synttl music. If one blocks out the vocals, a lot of the songs sound exactly hke. 
standard television serial Muzak. These guys could be making a mint with Twentieth Century 
Fox. 

Most of So/Id Pleasure is , in fact, quite inoffensive as background music, but it's hardly 
what I'd call inspiring. Mind you, I never went a bundle on electronic music anyway. Perhaps 
you'll love it. 

Ed Fenton 

Philippa Ooray and Asoclaux Assocl6es Nouveaus Modes lndustrfels (New Industrial 
Instructions) (Invisible) 

Further evidence of the French craze for the industrial sound. Dorey's sound is sort of like 
TG gone funky, with concessions to the melodic mania of the French. All over Paris, night
clubbers are tossing off their welding goggles and pulsating to these "instructions." And why 
not? Isn't that a throbbing "Hand Jive" hiding under that programmable milling machine? Isn't 
that forklift coming to "take us to the bridge?" Ah, at least the USA is a Third Wor1d country, 
and we can experience the joys of imported culture. Yeah, so I didn't tell you anything about 
this record. You go buy it and tell me about it. Merde! 

Nomsot d'Art 

S\ng,es I EPs 
The Cramps Garbage Mani 
Drug Train (IRS) 

the band is in rockabilly rumble 
overdrive, it's one caraaazy 
single. A must for Cramps fans. 

Our Daiighter's Wedding disco singles a purpose. "Air1ine" but still manage to work on their 
own terms. "Looby Dub" is fairly 
straightforward while "Ugly Dub" 
is stripped down and psychedeli· 
cized. AU in all, this EP bodes well 

"Garbageman" Is available on 
the Cramp's fantastic ghoulfest 
Songs the Lord Taught Us; "Drug 
Train" is the new one here. The 
Cramps have been doing the song 
in concert for a while now, and it 
sounds pretty damn live here, too. 
Sounding for ell the world like the 
studio gang from the Bar·Kays 
"SOul Finger," they cheer and 
scream as Lux Interior teHs the 
tale of the "Drug Train ." "All 
aboard for Placydl and Miltown," 
"You put one foot up, you put 
another toot up, you put another 
toot up and then you're riding on 
the Drug Train." F.uck the Mystery 
Train or the Love Train-this is the 
kind of transport that really takes 
ya somewhere. Lux screeches, 

-A. Elizabeth Shanks. 

Bridge Assault on Base 41 
Underground, Parts 1 & 4 
(Independent Project) 

The sleeve says, "ALL SELEG·· 
TIONS RECORDED LIVE IN SUB· 

• TERRANEAN UTILITY TUNNELS." 
Chez Voz, Bruce Licher, and 
Brent W~cox appcirently took 
some equipment down there to 
get that certain echo that ultimate
ly sounds pretty fucking terrible. 
The "songs" {?) sound like Flipper 
warming up. The package in· 
eludes a doctored blueprint and 
really great label paper art . A real 
one-of-a-kind type·a·thlng. 

Stupid Artname 

Lawn Chairs/Airline (Design) Is cooler, a ballad with mid·60's 
pop overtones-the cheesy fake 

"She's a boS' that we like, and harpsichord reminds me of "Pret· 
he's gonna go far, because lawn ty Ballerina." Well, it Is tRe B·side. 
chairs are everywhere-and my This record may not stand for-
mind describes them to me·." ever, but it will be hummed by our 
Huh? This cryptic line has been descendants for weeks to come. 
stuck In my mind for the past Stupid Artname 
week, and no wonder; I play this Generation x Dancing with 

~~~1::~;; ~~:v~ !~et~e~ri~ . _M_ys_e_ll~(C_h_ry~sal-is_J __ ---,-,--,--

about to leave the house. AU·elec· A terriffic record, the kind 
tronic bands always inspire com· never expected Gen X to make 
parison with others, and this again. "Qancing~ has everything 
three-man group from NYC (re- one could wish for in a pop song: 
cently in SF for the Western Front strong insistent melodies, im
festivel) has a lot of Tubeway Ar· mensely powerful guitars (one of 
my, with the fun and danceability them courtesy of Steve Jones) 
of smcon Teens. "Lawn Chairs" and catchy background vocals. 
has an infectious beat and is gen· The B·side consists of two of their 
erally one heck of a pop tune, the peculiar "dubs" that don't sound 
kind that can give nine-minute 'fillyihing like classic reggae dubs 

- for a Gen X comeback. At least 
they've discarded the pomp-rock 
affectations and overdone guitar 
histrionics that characterized their 
awful Valley of the Dolls LP. 

-Jeff Bale 
Voice Farm Modem Things/ 
Sleep (Optional) 

This record Isn't very new, but I 
love ·it so mUch that I've got to re· 
new it. Voice Farm ls two guys on 
keyboards and percussion-Gary 
Miles, Myke Reilly-and one guy 
on keyboards and vocals , Charty 
Brown. By keyboards I mostly 

Continued on ne-*t page ... 



Singles I EPs 
Conlinued from pre\lious page 
mean synthesizers. The music is 
of a high order of originality and 
craftsmanship. 

"Modern Things" opens with a 
bubbly synthesizer fine, rising and" 
falling. The rhythm box breaks into 
a medium·tempo beat, and the 
song opens up. It's about modern 
luxury items an over the world, 
and contains one of my favorite · 
lines: "It's not imitation anything
it's real plastic." The mood is at 
once playful and desperate. 

"Sleep" is a slower song, again 
propelled by mechanized ele
ments. However. Charly Brown 
takes more chances with his sing
ing, and as a result the song has a 
sultry , bedroom feeling to it. 
Which is appropriate , this being a 
love song. It's notable, too, for its 
simple but compelling melody. 

A definite aspect of the crafts· 
manship of this record is the intel· 
ligence with which it is mixed. 
While the major elements are out 
front , there are myriad percussive 
and melodic musical events hap
pening In the background adding 
immensely to the texture. At the 
Same time, these elements don't 
get in each other's way, so instead 
of sounding lull and cluttered, 
each song seems to conlain a 
good amount of space. Finally, as 
with most good music. this record 
gains with each listening. I recom· 
mend it hig'11y. 

-H. P. Joystick 

Yello Bimbo/I. T. Splash 
Ralph 

Ralph Records' latest signing 
fits right in the Ralph stable-they 
have the twisted sounds of the 
Residents, the slapstick rock sen· 
sibility of Snakefinger and the dis
turbing vocals and synthesizers of 
Tuxedomoon. They also make 
heavy use of Harmonizers to ex
tend their vocal ranges . The new 
Ralph catalogue describes Yelle 
as a "trio of Swiss popsters," and 
"Bimbo" as "R&B." Not the cate· 
gory that popped into my mind. 
however. It is funky, but I've never 
heard anything quite like it ~ . . the 
chorus. "Standard guy, standard 
guy," really grabs me. "LT. 
Splash." which will not be on the 
forthcoming Solid Pleasure LP, is 
a fast. sequencer-driven tour de 
farce with diabolic, laughing car
toon vocals. These Swiss, who 
are generally trilingual, sing here 
in English. and obviously had the 
aste and discretion to listen to 
3pike Jones before atteinpling to 
be modern. I await eagerly the 
aforementioned LP from these 
Continental swingers. 

-Stupid Artname 

Payola$ Introducing .. (IRS) 

More catchy pop-rock from my 
frostback brethren north of the 
border. "China Boys," the real 
standout on this mini-EP, is a song 
about the meeting of East and 
West, dominated b.y an Oriental
esque organ riff. Why, you can al· 
most picture yourself paddling the 
ol' sampan down the Yanghtze 
River. This band sounds very · 
much like the Jam at times, most 
notably on the song "Rose" which 
is built around reggae-styled gui
tar and bass. What these guys 
lack in originality they make up for 
with energy and musicianship; not 
always a fair trade but in this case 
acceptable. 

-Banzai Pig 

The Embarrassment Patio Seti 
Sex Drive (Big Time) 

Well, it's finally happening again, 
after a long period of relative inac· 
tivity. AH across America. in places 
so small they aren't even desig
nated on atlases, brilliant unknown 
bands are forming and practicing 
in garages, hoping for the day 
when they will achieve critical rec· 
ognition or, perhaps, not caring at 
all and doing it solely for their own 
enjoyment. Usually they go un· 
heard, but occasionally they ac· 
tually manage to release material 
upon an unappreciative world 
locked into its own conventions. 
The Embarrassment from Wichita, 
Kansas, are one such grciup, and 
they put most of the bands found 
in traditi0nal muSic capitals like 
NYC, LA, San Francisco and Bos
ton to shame. This record is the 
kind that could never be made in a 
hipper place aware of current 
trends, and it's a goddamn master
piece. It's got imaginative, uptem
po songs with obtuse yet clever 
lyrics, potent but fluid guitar play· 
ing, a taut bass-heavy rhythm sec· 
tion and multipart chorus harmon
ies that remind me of the psyche
delic-period Pretty Things (cf SF 
Sorrow and Parachute). I wish ' I 
could better describe. their materi
al and more adequately convey its 
extraordinary quality, but don't let 
my shortcomings as a reviewer 
discourage you. Just go and buy 
this record immediately if you 
know what's good for you. Single 
of the Month, no doubt about that. 
Don't ·get disillusioned, guys, " 
somebody out here appreciates 
you. 

-Jeff Bale 
The Fall Totally Wired 
Rough Trade 

This new single by another of 
that riew breed of British non
metropalis, rhythmic Rough Trade 
weirdo bands is infectious. lnfec· 
tious can be taken as you will-as 
in hepatitis, or as in love. This is in· 
fectious as in one phrase repeated 
so manY times you'd have to be a 
total MR not to be singing along 
with it. Ml'm totally wired," etc etc 
over a throbbing (why does that 
word always apply?) bass line. It's 
not that it's not good-it just goes 
on and on. Oh, there's some sort 
of lyric, too, but I couldn't catch it. 
It's listenable. catchy, perfect for 
social events-but monotonous. 

-A. Elizabeth Shanks 

Phil 'n' the Blanks Autosex/ 
PRL-8-53 (Pink) 

Here's the world's second new 
wave/show tunes fusion band (the 
first being SF's Eye Protection). 
Phil Bimstein sings in a stagy man
ner, like someone you'd hear on 
Or. Cementa, over a sort of polka· 
funk riff, supported by a large, 
muttitracked chorus. "Autosex" is 
a rather straightforward number 
about •1ehicular erotitism, but 
MPRL-8-53" is genuinely bizarre, 
at leas1 lyrically-"Goin' to the 
compound," sings the My Fair 
Lady-type chorus; ''PAL," 
answers Phil. "Goin' to the com· 
pound," they repeat. "8," says 
Phil. I'd love to see the stage 
show that this song is, unfortu
nately, r1ot from. I like it; what's 
going on in Chicago, anyway? Is it 
the next Cleveland? [Huh? -Ed.] 

Stupid Artname 
Berlin A Matter of Time! 
French Reggae (IRS) 

"Time" is a cross between Gary 
Numan and Blondie. This pseudo· 
Phil Spectorish, synthesizer-laden 
glob whines its dumb title/hook 
entirely too many times. The flip 
side, "French Reggae," is a 
throwaway. In the immortal words 
of Sun Yat Sen, " ... destroy the 
inequalities." There's lots better 
than these no-talent yoyos. 

Stupid Artname 

The Fuckln' Flyln' A-Heads 
Swiss Cheese Back/Watching TV 
(Otaro) 

White noise this pure must take 
lots of work to perfect. Some
where far away there is a 60s 
psychedelic endless guitar solo, a 
bass playing two notes, a cymbal 
being hit at a constant 2/4 beat 
and a distorted voice talking. But 
mostly there is white noise, simul
taneously complex and simple. It's 
quite disturbing when cranked up. 

I like to play this record and 
watch TV. It instantly gives a sur· 
real sense to the most mundane 
images. Not recommended for 
anyone with high blood pressure. 

-M. C. Parker 

Missing Scientists Big City 
Bright Lights/Discotheque X 
(Rough Trade) 

Well, I got sick of reggae a long 
lime ago, and I've heard about all 
the dub I need to, so the last thing 
I need is another techno·pop reg
gae band. Despite all that, I like 
this record. Especially likable is · 
the swingin' synthesizer of Jacki 
Silicon Teen (who is, apparently, 
an actual person, and not a Mute 
Records fiction-sorry, Jacki). Ya 
c'n dance to it. Lemme tell ya, tho, 
if ya really like dub, get some 
Leggo. 

-Stupid Artname 

Olngo Boingo Dingo Boingo 
(IRS) 

The only good things about 
Forbidden Zone, the industry's 
sodden attempt to synthesize 
another Rocky Horror Picture 
Show, were the production num
ber and soundtrack segments fea· 
luring the music and presence of 
Oingo Boingo. These were, unfor
tunately, marred by the abysmal 
quality of the film's sound. This 
ten-inch record now rectifies that 
situation somewhat. The eight· 
member group's biggest strength 
lies in its flawless execution of 
remarkably sophisticated arrange
ments. They have abandoned 
their former multi-era nostalgia 
and elaborate costumery, but their 
experience with a wide variety of 
musical and theatrical forms 
stands them far above the ama
teurish efforts of most rock musi· 
cians, and allows them to create 
their own unique style. 

"Only a Lad" is a tongue-in· 
cheek story of a boy "who liked to 
burn things," with noteworthy 
guitar work by Steve Bartek, who 
moves from dissonant, percussive 
fills to lyrical, melodic playing with 
grace and subtlety. ''Violent Love" 
starts out with a nasty, blues-like 
progression, and has a fab sax 
solo. but it gets a bit saccharine in 
the hook. Mr. Bartek's staccato, 
syncopated introduction leads the 
driving, "Sea Cruise"-ish shuffle of 
"Ain't This the Life,H Danny Elf
man's fantasy of the good life. The 
record's real gem is "I'm So Bad," 
with great slide guitar and lndone
Sian·influenced percussion fills. 

People have told me that their 
live act is "too cute," but I hope to 
find out for myself. Boku wa Oingo 
Boingo no on'gaku ga daisuki 
desu nee! 

Stupid Artname 

Cockney Rejects We Can Do 
Anything/15 Nights (EMI) 
We Are the Firm/War on the 
Terraces (EMI) 

Oi, oi, here's the latest two 45s 
from those devil-may-care Cock
ney louts. Sure. they have about 
as much social relevance as a fart 
in the bathtub--"Police Car" and 
Garry Bushell's philosophizing 
notwithstanding-but they've 
mined the punk vein for all it's 
worth and provided thousands of 
kids with good pogomatic sing· 
along fun in the process. I guess 
there's nothing wrong with that, 
though more should be demanded 
of a punk group, like maybe an ar
ticulate political vision . In any 
case, "We Can Do Anything" 
goes off on the wings of roaring 
metallic guitar chords and features 
a glorious soccer chant for a cho
rus: ditto for all the others. What 
more can be said? The Rejects 
are definitely the best of the 
groups moving along the heavy 
metal-punk axis, and on these rec
ords the amphetamine pace di
minishes the HM elements to tol
erable proportions, but at best 
they constitute a drunken diver
sion. Maybe that's why I like them 
in spite of their insignificance. 

-Jeff Bale 

The Moondogs Who's Gonna 
Tell Mary/Overcarlng Parents. 
(Warner Bros.) 

It's bad enough that the once
great Undertones decided to wimp 
out and become just another pop 
band, but why do all their proteges 
have to follow suit? The list is 
practically endtess-Starjets, the 
Xdreanwsts, Protex and now the 
Moondogs, who were responsible 
for the superb She's Nineteen 45. 
On this record, they have aban
doned their earlier guitar-heavy 
sound in favor of a more restrained, 
"acceptable" touch. Their melo· 
dies are still fine but, let's face it, if 
you're lame enough to sing about 
pre-pubescent girls, you'd better 
drown out the lyrics with raunch to 
retain any impact. The Moondogs 
have eschewed this approach and 
Come up with an unsatisfying new 
release. It's too bad, because 
they can do better, -much better. 

-Jeff Bale 

The Buzzcocks Are Everything! 
Why She's a Girl from a Chainstore 
(IRS) 

This Will be a bit of a surprise to 
old·time Buzzcocks fans. Not 
merely radically different than past 
Buzzcocks material, it in fact 
sounds remarkably like Magazine. 
Pete Shelley has always had a 
slight vocal resemblance to How· 
ard Devoto, but this sounds like 
Magazine reworking "Hello, I Love 
You." Hey kids, let's play name 
that influence! Is this going to be 
the year when EVERYONE 
sounds like the 'Doors? Anyhow, 
this ain't one of Shelley's three· 
minute ''Why don't you love me, 
me, me" opuses. It's less frenzied 
and plaintive. If this weren't the 
Buzzcocks I probably wouldn't 
think twice about it, 'cause it's not 
anything special, but it's worth a 
listen or two. 

Side B is one of Steve Diggles' 
rare offerings-his stuff is ofttimes 
more dead ahead than Shelley's. 
This is a short furled basher with 
nice guitar work and a sort of 
shimmery sound. Again. it's the 
Buzzcocks so you give it more 
credence than it probably de
serves. This single is no ground· 
breaker, but it's good; by Buzz· 
cocks standards, though, it's 
actually average stuff. The Buzz· 
cocks are releasing a series of 
three singles in very short suc
cession, so there'll be more to 
come. Is this a new sound-or just 
another old one? 

A. Elizabeth Shanks 

DAMAG 

Henry Sadowski My Face/ 
Making Love with My Wife (IRS) 

Celebrity recipe #37: Henry 
Badowski's "My Face." Take a 
pinch of.Yes and a touch of Gene
sis, add a sprinkling of Gary Nu
man-like keyboard,.., a nice simple 
harmony and then with tongue 
planted firmly in cheek, sing, "My 
face still feels the same to me, it's 
such a wonder of modem technol
ogy." Sound nauseating? Sort of 
like Kraft's Special Surprise Pea
nut Butter/Mayonnaise Smooth· 
ies? Well actually it's not. I really 
kind of like tt. Henry plays all the 
instruments himself-must be 
quite a treat live-and was assisted 
in some mysterious capacity · by 
Mark Perry, who's listed as exec· 
utive producer. Anyway, it's plain 
to see Sadowski has the same ob· 
vioso lyrical parody sense of 
humor aS Mr. Perry who seems to 
be widely misunderstood by re
viewers in general. I mean, some 
turds actually took Whole World 

. seriously. 
Flipside is a story about the 

prospect of waking up next to 
one's wife for the rest of your life. 
Real heavy stuff. This may all 
sound very inconsequential but at · 
least it obeys my first command
ment for nouveau artistes: "Thou 
shalt not take thyself too serious· 
ly. ~ -Banzaf Pig 

This Heat Health and Efficiency 
(Rough Trade) 

This first part of this long cut, 
with its ringing major chords and 
skewed 918 rhythm, sounds a lot 
like Joy Division. Shortly into the 
piece, however, the band gets 
stuck in a funky 414 riff for quite a 
while, adding textures with tapes 
and treated percussion, finally 
breaking out through a variation 
on the riff and into a minimal, arty 
reprise of the original pattern. It's 
twisted, but catchy. The flip side, 
"Graphic/Varispeed," takes a sin
gle sound source-some sort of 
feedback or oscillator-and lets it 
drone on for ten minutes or so, 
with variations in equalization and 
tape speed. Some of my friends 
got angry when I played it for 
them. 

Hey, I told you about these 
twelve-inch records that you re
cord at 45 rpm; there's a gas 
shortage on, we're running out of 
petroleum, and you have to go 
wasting 1'inyl. This was your sec
ond warning, mind. Don't let it 
happen again. 

-Stupid Artname 

Fad Gadget lnsectlskie!Flreslde 
Favourite (Mute) 

On the previous two singles, 
Fad Gadget was one person, a la 
fellow Mute artist The Normal 
(Daniel Miller). who produced 
them. The rumor is that this rec· 
ord may feature the people FG 
performs with live (members of 
OAF). "lnsectiside" is dissonant 
and noise-based, and brings to 
mind the Cornwell/Williams "Nos
feratu" collaboration. "Fireside 
FavouriteH is a synthesized music 
hall striptease-its syntho-horn 
solo sounds like the theme to a 
BBC sitcom. I like it. Did I ever tell 
you about my antique TV? 

-Stupid Artname 
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::-;.. _ ,..., And I thought he and the lady were sneakil)g in there for 
~ a toot. Log it down as a sociological observation in the 
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"Get off the fuckin' stage!" Mick Jones spits the sting

ing rebuke out the corner of his mouth. The Clash are at 
full tilt unleashing maximum fury as their somewhat oaf
ish new roadie ls crawling all over the stage trying to un
ravel some guitar and mike chords. This is a scene from 
Rude Boy, the Clash's first v.enture onto the big screen, 
a sort of semi-documentary home movie about life on 
the road with England's leading punkos with some herbs 
of law and order, police harassment and racism thrown 
in to improve the ftavor. 

The film's main character is Ray Gange who reminded 
me of Denny Boredom, former bass player w~h the 
Offs. Ray, hereafter referred to as Rude Boy, wears a 
leather jacket and a rather perplexed expression as he 
meanders aimlessly through the late 70s London punk 
scene. Rude Boy's a regular geezer, hangs out with his 
mates, goes to shows and his right arm gets plenty of 
exercise quaffing back numerous pints of English ale. 
Surrounding him are the divisive forces of the National 
Front's revival of fascism, Prime Minister Margaret 
Thatcher and misguided cops, whose missionary zeal in 
harassing punks serves only to inflame the frustrated ag· 
gression they seek to contain. Most of his mates survive 
the madness by doing some drugs, drinking a lot and 
goir'lg home to crash out for eight hours' oblivion: to 
awake and plod through another boriiig day wondering 
where the next few quid are coming from. But our 
Rudie's a thinker. He wants to see a way out of this 
mess. Like young Jimmy in Quadrophenia and countless 
other characters in rebellious music fliCks, Rude Boy 
looks to rock'n'roll for the answer. We see him in the au· 
dience at a Clash show, his eyes ablaze with excitement 
as his four heroes spew out their awesome energy. 
Sparks bounce off the walls as the Clash, like the Who 
and Rolling Stones before them, feed off their 
audience's frustration , replacing impotence with ex· 
pression and transporting the crowd, albeit temporarily , 
to a place where they're the ones calling the shots and 
cracking the big whfp . One encore and mass orgasm 
later, flaccidity returns and the punters wander meekly 
back into the night. Back to reality and a long wait for a 
dirty London bus. Rude Boy's still high off the show. 
Like the ejaculation that ends the sweet taste of horny 
desire, he feels cheated. The air that was alive and 
crackling is now dead and smelling of stale beer. If only 

• he could get closer to the Clash. Be a roadie, maybe, 
travel with the band, a gig and an energy fix every night; 
then perhaps some of their power would rub off on him. 

Eventually Rude Boy gets to work with the band on 
the road, as in fact Ray Gange did in real life. And this is 
where the film starts to get lost , as the lines drawn be· 
tween fact and fiction become muddy and indistinct. 
Like a fart in a collander, the movie can't make up its 
mind which tlirection to go for. The ultimate victims of 
this lack of cohesive plot are the Clash themselves. Do 
they become actors in a rock'n'roll flick or should they 

· try and ignore the camera and ~be themselves"? It's a 
dilemma that co-producers/directors Jack HB.zen and 
David Mingay obviously never resolved. This was 
England '77, the punk revo was firing on all cylinders
surely all one had to do to get a punk movie was point a 
camera and microphone Jn the right direction. 

Meanwhile, back up there on the screen, Rude Boy's 
nausing up his new job. On one of the first gigs out of 
town, he "pulls" a grupoid and takes the giggly blond 
back to the hotel. One of the twin beds is already oc· 
cupied by a crashed-out Johnny Green, head honcho 
and all-around nursemaid for the band. If the post·glg 
Target party during the band's last trip to SF is anything 
to go by, Johnny's normal after the show wind·down is 
to suck till dry on the neck of a bottle of France's finest, 
Remy Martin ." Rude Boy actually has the· nerve to wake 
Johnny end ask him to vacate the room as he can't per
form to an audience. Any real roadie would've just turned 
out the light and got on with it. Roadies are born, not 
made-you've either got it or you haven't. Rude Boy 
proves by this first blunder that he hasn 't and you know 
his future as a Clash roadie is going to be downhill all the 
way. Later he gets more privacy for some casual sex, a 
quick blow job In the cubicle of the theater's smelly john. 

differing use of bathrooms between London punks and 
their more affluent Californian counterparts. Rudie's 
next lean over the porcelain is less pleasurable as he 
technicolor yawns his dirlher into the pisser following 
some heavy slugs in the gut from bouncers at a gig in 
Glasgow's famed Apollo theater. 

Glaswegian teenagers have long had the rep for being 
the toughest and hardest there are. The now-bulldozed 
slums of the Gorbals district was a famous no·go area 
for solo cops and anyone who valued life and limb. It's a 
music business legend that if a band can survive a show 
at the Apollo, they caii play anywhere. The audience 
there fs noisy and riotous and the bouncers are big 
motherfuckers but the violence as portrayed in the 
movie is so obviously staged and fictional that its inclu
sion serves only to downgrade the validity of the real 
stuff . 

And there are some great redeeming moments in 
Rude Boy. All the live footage of the Clash in action is 
truly great. Hazen and Mingay captured some mesmer
izing action that pushes you back in your seat . All the 
sweat, noise, power and glory of a good band on a good 
night is there and is alone worth the price of admission. 
Also excellent are the shots of the Clash in the studio 
working on the Gfve 'em Enough Rope album-we see 
Joe Strummer alone at the mike laying down the vocals 
for "All The Young Punks." The film's soundman takes 
his audio feed direct from Joe's mike and we hear the 
backing track faintly "leaking" from Strummer's head· 
phones. He's pumping his right leg in time with the beat 
and winding himself up, and then, about ten seconds 
before the first line of the song, Joe starts this manic 
breathing routine . Some kind of hyperventilation, he's 
hissing lungfuls of air in and out through the worst dressed · 
mouth in rock'n'roll, then comes that great punk voice, 
on its own, naked; the bare bones on full Show without 
the.top layer of the music track. It's very real and very 
effective. The same technique is used as Mick Jones 
vocalizes on "Stay Free," only this time Ray Gange is in 
the studio with him. 

At the end of the tak~. Ray, bound by the constraints 
of his ineloquence, tries to verbalize his feelings . Both 
of them grew up in Brixton, and Jones' emotional out· 

'pourings about life in this. rundown, heavily black area of 
London touch our Ray deeply in the heart. His stumbling 
little speech causes obvious embarrassment to Mick. I 
mean, the English reserve dictates you don't even own 
up to having emotional feelings, let alone talk about 
them: doubly so if you're an English punk. For me, this 
was the most telling and important scene; tfie crux of 
the whole film. 

Ray Gange is a bit of a bumbling idiot, <ind he doesn't 
have a very high opinion of himself. He's struggling and 
searching for some way to find the real him which he 
knows is lock8d in there somewhere. He drinks a lot to 
try and dull the endless, mind·ch~ttering questioning of 
who he is, what he wants, and how this au fits in with the 
boring, dreary existence of late-70s England. A country 
depressed, unhappy and lost , where there isn't, and 
never has been, any room to be the gray in the middle. 
In England, you're either Labour or Conservative, work· 
ing ctass or not , Ignorant or educated, a good citizen or 
a bum. You've got to take your side: if you're in the mid· 
die, you're fucked , lost in a no-man's land of misunder· 
stood·ness. 

The Clash tried every which way to prevent release of 
Rude Boy. They feel the band wasn't portraYed at its 
best, that they come off badly, cold and heartless in 
their treatment of Ray. They're right, Rude Boy doesn't 
make them look good. But then, maybe they aren't. AU 
the way through the moVie I couldn't let go of my feeling 
that the Clash are a Rolling Stones, Mark II model. It's as 
if rock'n'ro11's youthful rebellion is a one-act play to be 
repeated with new players every ten years or so. The 
Sex Pistols were this decade';:; Beatles but for all Mal· 
calm McClaren's skillful manipUlation, he couldn't man· 
age the cleanup, couldn't smooth the rough edges into 
the commerc ial viability that Brian Epstein pulled off. 
When the Beatles played Hamburg and Liverpool in the 
early days, they wore leather jackets, swore and spat 
on stage. For John Lennon, read Johnny Rotten ; both 
had the same anger only ROtten had the advantage of 
Bealle history to draw from and learne·d from their mis· 
takes. For Jagger/Richard , read Strummer/Jones: The 
Stones pissed on the wall of a gas station and got ar· 

l rested; _the Clash shoot some pigeons with guns on the 

roof and get arrested . The Stones kept you waiting 
three or four hours; the Clash about an hour·and·a·half 
at SF's Kezar Stadium whilst Barry Myers, the DJ , tells 
you how lucky you are to be kept wait ing for this great 
rock'n'roll ev.ent . The Beatles go psyyhedelic with Ser· 
geant Pepper: the Stones come up with Her Satanic 
Majesty 's Request. The Pistols break up and the Clash 
jump in, shrug off the non·commercial political stance 
and don Chicago-style gangster suits as the new image 
for mass appeal. Maybe it's my old age_; maybe the 
Clash are as real to the new generation of rockers as 
early Beatles and Stones were for me. I can only see 
them as pawns in the show business game of rock'n'roll . 
To quote Geoff Travis of Rough Trade in Slash's MWorld 
Update" issue, Ml'm more interested in seeing how far 
Joe Strummer will be pulled down by his fellow mus1· 
cians before extracting himself ." 

Ray Gange walks into the lonely night after a cere· 
monial farewell from the Clash who dump his drunken 
body into the tub and turn on the shower. He's back on 
his own, having learned the hard way the folly of project· 
ing his ideals and hopes for a better future on the shoul
ders of a rock'n'roll band, who, like all leaders, have 
been seduced by power and adoration. Their onty con· 
cern is to prolong the glorious ride at the top and drink 
more and more from that sweet cup of success. But 
there is a difference this time around, a major change 
that separates the 80s from the decades before: we are 
our own best heroes. That's what we're all finding out. 

Messer Im Kopf 
(Knife in the Head) 

Directed by Reinhard Hauf 
by Terry Pizzuto 

Okay, fuck it! I've written this review at least ten dif· 
fefent times. I loved this film. lt's solemn, political. funny, 
and it weaves through these themes with an unsettling 
Germanic high quality distinction, both in context and 
execution. 

I saw this film four times, a testame:nt, I guess. to my 
gullible nature. · 

Knife in the Head is one very complex work. Berthold 
Hoffman (played by Bruno Ganz, an incredible actor) Is 
prisoner of a love that leads to destitution in a most com· 
palling of tales. one which intertwines the snake of poli· 
tics and the propulsionfcompulsion of love. Hoffman, in 
love with his estranged wife, pays a visit to her seeking 
s~G:cor. Suddenly he is haphazardly thrust into a chaos 
respectably attir.ed as political intrigue, mirroring Ger· 
many's and our own movement to the extreme' right. He 
is mistakenly shot , then accused of knifing a policeman, 
and persecuted by his tortured love of his wife and the 
rapacious harassment provided by the police and the 
Left. Both attempt to feed Hoffmann their versions of 
what happened. Knife in the Head is an allegory of 
gangsters as cops, and gangsters as leftist terrorists. 
Both seek to martyr Hoffmann for a cause he is party to 
only in the vaguest of circumstances. The film speaks 
directly of cruelty in its most intimate forms: One to one, 
and one gn the Sta~e. _ 

Hoffmann is a biogeneticist and an extremely clever 
man who turns his tragedy into a parody of rituals to de· 
ceive the police, his lawyer, the press and himself. Hoff· 
mann becomes fuel for the fodder of right-wing perse· 
cution, and an' unwilling cause c618bre for the radicals. 
He is a pain in the ass for his wife, who has taken up with 
a leaflet-carrying radical. Hoffmanri remains inexorably 
caught up in the pofiti~s of love and the devouring at
tributes politics and love have in common: they both 
feed on sacrifice. 

" I must lie to tell'the truth, " Hoffmann says, and in his 
predicament you see he must. 

Hoffmann plays the· violin as a hobby-he's not a ter· 
rorist-but in the course of the film he actually begins to 
believe the myth created by the police and the press. 
Knife in the Head is more than a title , it also serves as an 
all-pervasive metaphor. 

In the end, Hoffmann dictates his own reenactment of 
the night he was shot. Confronting the policeman who 
shot him, Hoffmann goes to vindicate for himself the ac· 
cusatioiis, both for and against, regarding what really 
happened. When Hoffmann questions the policeman 
about why he lied, the coP replies simply that no one 
asked him to, and besides it doesn't matter now, "Who 
cares?" :' I do," replies Hoffmann. 

Gun against his skull, the rotes reversed, the police· 
man accuses Hoffmann of being insane. "Maybe. May· 
be not," Hoffman deadpans. 

While clearly the political situation in Germany is por· 
trayed here with piercing.accuracy, it is interesting that , 
for all our make-believe to the contrary, America too is 
becoming fertile ground for our own neo·nazi l'"flOVe· 
ments, right·to·lifers and evangelical social garbage die· 
taters as well. 

Knife in the Head is a film with an emotional and politi· 
car microcosmic aftertaste and that taste is bittersweet. 
Ifs an excellent film that explores the elusl\Ceness of 
personal truths and the fact that each and every reality 
becomes a subjective distortion with the passing of 
time. 

"39 
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\A I AR from p. 16 The most important point, to my mind, is that ii named article/ just finished (read/ng)-FLIPPER, mediately visible, and everyone was duty lm-
YVH now becomes necessary to lace the music: The those pet e~perts, Insist now that they play PET pressed. Walking through the narrow doorway 

ZONE categories are once again blurring. The motivaa- MUSIC-not pet rock. Pet Rock (as we go to ad}acent lo a securely locked. steel-reinforced, 
tigps of Midwestern youngsters who borrow press) /s old and obsolete. roll-up loading door, one entered a sort of lobby 

CONTINUED. ~=~ ~=n~~~~ t~llg~o ;~~~:~~i~!~K>:~e~~ •M•A-IA•c•,•EN•D•R•IX•A .. 0••••••111 ~C::8~h~~h8 ~d8:::=.it~~e1~~,:~I~ 1~1 r~~= 
·-------------· suburban Angelenos and Vancouverlnos (Van- E E VIS COST LLO POS ER with the entrance from the street and the other 

couver is another city where mlddle·cLass punk on the far right. These ck>ors led into the main PERCEIVED ZEITGEIST, or 
FORMULATED LOGIC Is in a state of active growth and ferment, with The Stains and a bunch of their homeboys room. the concrete ftoor of which had been 

·-------------·bands like DOA.Subhumans. Young Canadians were standing around outside when we drove painted glossy black. Folding chairs lined the 
It seems that once again we have a movement and others, the place where remnants of the Dils up. The gangrenous glow of the late LA after- perimeter of the several-thousand squaTe-foot 

on our hands which has at least all theStuml und have gone to ply their version of folkish rock with noon lent the grimy warel'}ouses on the block an space, and a high, wide and deep stage had 
Orang trappings of foundation-shaking ROCK prairie-populist Woody Guthrle·on·speed senti- even seedier air. Everyones mood seemed to been erected in the far right corner of the room. 
MILESTONE periods. They do seem to be com- ments) are more congruous than some would be In keeping with the oppressive heat and The soundman could be seen grumplly working 
ing more and more frequently, don't they? But care to think. stench of the downtown industrial district. The around Black Flag's and the Stains' equipment 
that is an intrinsic characteristic of the Computer And the most troublesome prediction: If white, members of our party, Black Flag, their producer as he erected the speaker stacks on the two 
Age. suburban teenagers on the West Coast are em- Spot and the friends whose vehlcles they'd en· front corners of the stage. 

The side ol this story we haven't examined yet bracing !be splrfl and dlalectic of punk with such listed to move the gear from the dilapidated Immediately to the left of the stage was a large 
is the set of reactions to the suburban punk fire. "' the fervor and fanaticism of converts." In HoUywood rehearsal space to the soundcheck opening in the rear wall, which led to a sort of 
craze on the part of people who aren't directly in· the words of a respected colleague, Isn't it con- disembarked and began to half-heartedly suss lounge area in the back. The decor of that room 
volved, but are certainly being affected. The ceivable that we can expect the same fire to out the situation, some wandering over to hunker added to the queasy feeling which had been 
overall feeling among some of the Hollywood sweep through the Great Midwest, which is far down with the Stains, some meandering inside steadily increasing ever since we'd arrived, 
crowd who are older and more Msophisticated,~ more dry, conservative and culturally barren lo check out the hall and others lethargically nourished by the testy, sourpuss tech, the 
ls sli hlly ambiguous dismay and disgust. than even the most rabidly reactionary Orange dragging the equipment out of the cars. street vibes emanating from the vatos In the 

·-============~=============~===========:-"'I stains' entourage-already apretty well Into the 

The idea of someone trying to get out would have been a lot more amusing 
if I had known of any alternative escape route than charging through hun
dreds of people with the exaet opposite idea. 

buzz from the smokables and the bottle of cheap 
wine they were passing around in a paper 
sack-and the persistence of the uneasy sensa· 
lion that no one was really coordinating anything 
or knew exactly what was supposed to happen 
or when. 1 ... ====::==:;;;;;;;;9;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim. The back room with its black-and-white 

Some strong opinions and analyses are also County burg? The soundman who had been engaged for the checkerboard ftoor contained a bar along the left 
voiced by denizens of other cities, who experi- And one last caveat: I doubt if there is anyone gig was also there, unloading the PA from his wall. a few swap·meet easy chairs and sofas in 
ence the apparent chaos and mob rule at gigs reding this who hasn't experienced a parent or van, and he already looked like he wished he the right·rear corner, (over which was a loft 
played by the new breed. It's frightening, they other similar figure, at some point in your trying were somewhere else as he rolled the big space with -chairs and tables), and, Immediately 
say, to see all these kids who basically looh: like but truly colorful life, dear reader, expressing a speaker cabinets across the asphalt. 10 the right of the entranceway, an encased 
Jocks In punk drag taking over the ftoor. It's bor· grossly unfair opinion about whatever crowd you The occasion was an all-too-infrequent one for room with glass-paneled doors, containing a 
ing, th8y say, to see their vintage London '77 may have been running with, or clothing style LA: the opening of a new club. The gig had been miniature version °1 the Allen boutique. cramm-
style of dress and their vintage ultra-snot attl· you were wearing, or hair, or music , or drugs, or set up and was being run by a woman named ed full of new wave-y clothes, jewelry, buttons, 

tudes. Some refuse to go to gigs they know wiU lt•••m.":0:, :•n:y:th:in:g :":•:ll:lh:•:y :co:u:ld:n·:t h:•:'°:an::y·:!:C:arla:·:wh::o:h:•d=p,:om:o:led=h:e<:fi:":' :•h:o:w:•:•:•w:!!!p!u"!"!'!' s!h!oe!s!, m!a!g!az!in!es!,!e!tc!.!. !. l!he!o!wn!le'•"• resun in the unruly horde. Possessed by mob 
mentality, being the main attraction, even more 
so than !be bands themselves. ~The latest trend, 
we're told, is for as many audience members as 
can lit to get up on stage and just stand there, 
elimlnatlng the barrier between performer and 
audience in a basic, brutal way, and after that, 
what's the point of having a band at aU? 

As far as cause and effect. some feet that the 
fact of recent exposure to punk music, styles 

Occasionally, a few flurries of heated temporary fighting would ripple 
across the body of the audience, if that's what people not on stage can be 
called at gigs like these, which could easily dissolve in the observer's eye 
into the memory of a junior high biology film showing the movement of a 
digesting amoeba. 

and political stances are what have resulted in llimiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii,i.. the fervor displayed by the suburban kids. 
Another opinion favors a less intellectual motiva- more because they were already Authority Fig- weeks before at Polish Hall, had a success and of th · place were scurrying around, excited 
lion, although those facto~ may be of second- ures with Responsibilities and an Example to Set enthusiastically went on to find the huge ware- about the launching of their new club, decked 
ary importance, emphasizing the deeply·im- -we won't discuss mlddle·aged alcoholism or house a few blocks from the Atomic Cafe and out in Beverly Hills/Village Mews ~punque 

planted love In all American youth of group activl- divorce or crime-an opinion they contrived talk the owners Into renting her the place for a vogue~ drag, meticulously putting some last min-
ty, real or dramatized violence, rebellion, luck- solely from snatches of mass-media exposure to show which was to feature Black Flat. Geza X ute clean-up touches on the various areas. They 
authority attitudes and wild parties. sensationalizedanddlstortedreportson activities and the Mommymen, Clrcte Jerks, the Descen· were giddily happy and pleased as peacocks 

My own view....:.Formulamus lilts squinty eyes they probably yearn for In ttieir heart of hearts, dants, the Stains an·d Mad Society, and was to With themselves, and they well deserved to 
from espresso grounds and weasel entrails and but piously condemn with fanatical fervor. continue after hours wllh DeDetrolt and UXA, be-they must have been bu!ldlng walls, pain: 
speaks-ls that the new breed ol young teenage So, you're entitled to your opinion, of course. Saccharine.. Trust and the Minutemen. ting, wiring, plumblng and decorating for 
punkS represenls a new expression of an all- If you tnink the kids are poseurs, so be it. If you On September 19, 1980, ii was the only show months. 
American, liven a universal. human adolescent love the bands and their music, but can't stand in town. Carla had seen to that by contacting Curiouser and curiouser. But the capper, the 
condition: The condition that-Was apotheosized the gigs, resign yourself to buying their records. bands from both the suburbs" and from Hoity- most curious thing about sleazlng around the 
by James Dean in Rebel Without a Cause; the In any case, try, won't you, not to sound like wood, and thousands ol ftyers had been posted place waiting !or the PA to be made ready for 
condttion of youthful alienation, powerlessness, your parents when you say they're all mindless d circulated at gigs to supplement the ads in sOundcheck. . and at this point things seemed 
frustration and disgust with oppressive authority thugs. Remember your own stages of growth, the LA Weekly. • to be seriously lagging, the guy had been setting 
that exists among people of that age group in whether it was three or seven or twelve years The owners or lessors of the hall were a group up for what seemed like an hour and a half after 
every culture. Aniwhere in the world, the most ago. Remember when you knew you weren't as of gay black men , some or all of whom also have he'd been talked out of placing the mixing board 
peaceful little vHlages employ a constabulary to stupid as you looked, you visionary in a campy, nostalgia boutique named Alien on the at the side of the stage behind the speaker 
maintain order on weekends when the young barbarian's clothing. West Ho"ilywood end of Sunset, one of a row of stacks and putting it out front where it belonged, 
lads go out to drink and fight, and a priesthood to And above all, in the trying limes to come, dear cute; fuH-page-ad·in·Stu6-type shops along a and here it was the little hand on the seven and 
enforce guilt systems when the young lasses friends, cling to the meannQ of the good old three or four block strip. As people and equip- the big handing rounding the bend towards thlr· 
sneak out to drink and fuck, and in these modern creepy-crawl. ment slowly moved into the hall, the amount of ty, and the doors open at eight ... the thing that 
times, the girls fight, too. P.S. sez Shaha-an enthusiastic fan of this In· won< the owners had put Into the place was Im· consolidated the sense of nondescript 
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foreboding was the Six·foot garish-Oayglo-green b0en instructed to let people in four at a time, the crowd In the lobby area, who were either astic young black owners of the Hideaway had 
poster ol Elvis Costello slapped high up on the which he did , whlle restrainlf'lg the by now waiting for a shot at the outside world or simply thoughtfully left outside with the parking brake 
wal, shoving his wimpy, weasely, four-eyed sevSn- or eight-hundred-strong crowd by sheer checking out the development of the rapidly- off for the kids to use as a battering ram. 
mug right out into the faces of the 1200-plus physical force, clinging to the doorjambs and decllnlng door situation, to back up, in tum caus- Meanwh118, things had gotten a bit thick 
Flag/JerkslAdolexcentsfetc bandana-bedecked periodically sticking his hairy, aviator·shaded Ing some amount of counter·pushlng and anger, around the stage as well. In fact, since there'd 
fans who would later tum up for the grand open· face outside and bellowing "Hey! I'm not gonna the lobby being completely filled with people been no arrangements made for a stage man-
ing of the Hideaway Club. tellya again! Quit pushln'I" The kids, of·course, moving either Inward or outward with all the dis· ager or anything remotely simUar, there were 

People were already being let ln as Black Flag loved that. patch of a banana slug working Its way up a tree dozens of people sitting onstage, all around Mad 
caromed through an accelerated sound check. Carla and her friend were also getting serious- trunk, Carla and her loyal friend, who had.been Society who were nobly attempllng to soothe 
The sound guy had gone all the way attitude by ly edgy at. this point, but it only seemed to bog joined by two other women who helped them out the already ruffled crowd by urging them to stop 
them, refusing to unplug the cheaP piezoelectric things down even more. With ooly a couple of by standing around look.Ing Deeply Concemed, fighting and stop trashing the walls, which actlvi-
"super·tweeters" (his term) he'd thrown up on nervous glances at the roll-up door, which peo· were jolted out of their blinders-on semi·cata· ty had already begun on an individual basis . The 
top of the stacks, despite the fact that they fed pie had started to pound on rhythmlealty, and tonia into a state of Raw Fear by two everits: The people on stage were not to blame for seeking 
back continuously and added pure industrial pain completely Ignoring the shouting and cursing security goon at the door-his hair, mustache refuge there, as the room was packed solid, and 
to the already tooth-grinding noise ricocheting which seemed to be getting louder and deeper and Ivy League shirt liberally sprinkled with chips the action around the front of the stage was in-
around the huge, square. concrete barn of a and angrier, they continued to attend each group of wood and paint from the rapidly-succumbing .tense enough to give pause to anyone with a 
room, said refusal being made on the grounds of four Jn a dreamy, slow-motion way, taking lime rol1·up, his physical person drenched in beer and glimmering of abstract-thought capability. And 
that It was his system and he mixed the sound to argue with people over the price, taking what spit and his persevering spirit defeated by the even the crowd cannot be condemned for react-
the way he liked it, and he liked frequencies ofer seemed like ~ve minutes for every transaction, mounting degree of hostility from the indignant Ing indignantly to the situation . After several 
twelve LHz and if we didn;t he'd just pack up and refusing to rearrange the setu so that people crowd, still hundreds strong, most of whom had sweaty, hot, crowded hours, only two bands had 
leave. coming In wouldn't have to walk across the room been waiting in intimate proximity to their peers played, and now the soundman was standing on 

Carla had set up a table, lengthwise, directly in to Carla's end of the table. be angrily yelled at for for a couple of hours-this poor opportunist the side of the stage, glowering, with his arms 
front of the single, narrow door that led in from not clairvoyantly knowing to walk back the other geek of a "professional bodyguardft pulled a folded across his chest. clutching himself per· 
the street. By this time, a couple of hundred way across the room to where the stamp and magnificent Houdini , leaving his wage and his haps to keep inside the courage he had mus-

people were crowding up to it thin~g the bands I"'"':===========~~============:::::============--· 
had already started playing , iind they were 

More fuck-ups inside, more hysteria in the office, more threats shouted over 
the mike, the calling of the police, the complete abandon of the crowd, the 
tearing down of all the Sheetrock walls ... 

already hot, squashed and pissed off at the In· 
evitable slowness involved In getting hundreds 
of people, pushing, shoving and anxious, 
through a doorway a relatively skinny human be
ing would almost have to tum sideways to fit 

through. Adding to the congestion was the se· ~~::;:=;::;==::;:::::;===:;;::::;::;:::;;:::;:;;;;;:;;:;;:;;:;;::;::::;;;:;:;;:;:;;:;::;::;:;::::::;;:;:;:;:;;_. 
curity system that had been devised to make tieket benedictions were being dispensed, and pride behind, and high-tailed it Into the night, tared to announce-over the PA, to be sur~ 
sure as few people as possible could sleaze by then getting yelled at again for not knowing in- probably to some bodyguard bar where he could· that the sound system would. stay off until the 
the door without paying . To achieve this pur- stinctively where to go from there . get on the outside of a cold brew and have one three mikes he was missing were retumed. The 
pose, Carta had enlisted the help of a girlfriend Their confusion was completely understan· hoohaw of a story to tell to the skeptical bar· crowd had also enjoyed the stancf'up routines of 
and given her a Byzantine ritual to perform with dable, since by this time about a hundred people tender. Thls resulted in people pouring (one at a various people begging, persuading with we're. 
each paying customer, which Involved npt one were jammed tight in the door area on the Inside time. by necessity) through the Munchkin-size all-in-this-together logic, wheedling and threa· 
but two hand stamps and a tJckei which was to demanding to know why the fuck they couldn't door, propelled by the rearguard, pushing Carla. tening them.to .. Cool out. cool out," or else. The 
be delvered along with a litany instructing each get out, a few of them diving stalwartly Into the the ·hand-stamp priestess and the table itself answer to "Or else what7' was provided by one 
Ucketee with its pro r usa e: "Hold on to this mass of swea , semi·h sterlcal humanl b8.ck iiito the room and creatln a true, no·way- of the HideaWay Owners, literally in tears at this 

liii!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!i.poinl, shouting hysterically Into the microphone 

The roll-up door exploded inwards with a devastatingly horrific creaking 
and groaning of shattered-wood and twisted metal, and three hundred 
triumphantly cheering punk rockers crashed and swarmed through the 
enormous, gaping hole created by the 1947 Packard used as a battering 
ram. 

about calling the police. Perhaps the dead·ear· 
nest force of the threat was lost In the deafening 
din of monitor feedback (those pesky "super
tweetersft again , darn it!) . breaking ~ttles, 
shouted abuse from hundreds of parched 
throats al)Sf the sound of boots penetrating 
Sheetrock. 

In the office just off the lobby through which 
waves of united-front punks were swarming, 
another of the owners was alternating between 

.... iiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijjii=iijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiji;iiijiiiiiiiiimmmmiiiimmml.I holdlng hi:; head in his hands in tears. and angrily· 
so you can go in and out. ~ Standing by, absorb- jammed tight against the door. out logjam, and bringing the already-sauna·like yelling at Carla about calling the cops, who sat 
ing this curious methodology while Black Flag Around this time. the Stains started their set . ambient temperature up to instantly enervating on the coudh with the cash box on her lap, look· 
still bravely attempted to work with the throw- The roars from the hopelessly compressed levels from the added pressurized body heat. ing pale enough to lapse into a swoon at any mo-
back PA chappie, the queasy feeling escalated hordes outside doubled in volume and intensity, Almost as ii on cue, just as the table went top· ment, hH friend sitting on the tlor leaned up 
Into impending nausea as each M ••• so you can and the pounding on the roll-up door took on a piing over and Carla had to be hurriedly in- against the couch and staring at the carpet, her 
go In and our communion was uttered-there truly ominous, slow, determined rtlythm, shaking structed to stop standing there staring at some cigarette about to drop from between the fingers 
were now at least live hundred people outside, the whole room, attracting more people from In- personal apocalypse being played out on the in· of the hand she was uslng lo prop her head up 
all pushing for all they were worth to get In. The side to see what was going on. side of her eyelids and GRAB THE CASH BOX: with . 
Idea of someone trying to get out would have The main room was half-full, people crammed and just as she set herself to the task of spinning After a few moments 01 dramadrama, some 
been a lot moreamuSi'ng If l had known of ahy up against the stage. on the stage, the HBers the combination lock with which the box was voices of reason penetr51ted the thick dimly-tit at-
altemative escape route than charging througl" flailing away dead stage center, the rest of the chained to the table, giving her a temporary way mosphere of the small, Persian-carpeted room. 
hundreds of people with the exact opposite.idea· crowd dancing or watching, and, occasionally, a out of complete paralyzing HORROR and TEA- The theory was put forth that if the police were 

Finally, soundchecks are· "done, " ' an hour few flurries of heated but temporary fighting rip- ROA, at being not only a lone woman standing in caned, bloodshed would ensue on an awful 
after the doors . no. make that door, teeny, piing across the body of the audience, if that's the middle of a truly ornery, high-density MOB, scale. The suggestion was made that recrimina-
tiny, ·narrow little door ... opened. A couple of what the people not on stage can be called at but the one responsible for the whole sllebang, !Ions and negotiations (the soundman had re-
hundred people inside already, hanging around gigs like these, which could easily dissolve In the just as she bent down to attend to the cash box, layed a message that he would not switch on the 
In the main room enjoying the feeling of not hav- observer's eye Into the memory of a junior high the roll·up door exploded Inwards with a devas- PA until he had received $300 In cash for the 
-thirty people p~r square foot of territory, and 1 biology film showing the movement ol a digest· tatingly horrific creaking and groaning of shat· missing mikes, and the club co·owner in the 
everybody working the door is getting skittish, , ing amoeba as shot through an electron micro- tered wood and twisted metal, and three hun- room was demanding vast sums of money on the 
Including the burty, mustachioed bouncer at the : dred triumphantly cheering punk rockerscrashe spot) be undertaken at a later date, and the im· 
door. He was reaf nervous, despite the fact that and swarmed through the enormous, gap In mediate necessity of getting a fucking band on 
he'd told Carla when she hired him that he was a hole created by the immaculately-restored pas stage PLAYING before the crowd really ripped 

body uart to the stars, re~ experienced. He'd tel·green 194 7 Packard convertible the enthusi 
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It was. A few days before, Black Flag had 
played at the Lion's Hall in San Diego, hired the 

Conlinued f rom p rev ious page 

loose was pointed out in calm, well-modulated hall themselves and invited the Screws, Ado\es-
voices dripping with logic and sweet reason, cents and Descendants to play. As seems to be 
with the sound ol angry vOices and crashing sadly the case most of the lime. the hippie who 
noises of lndeterminateorigin in the background. was hired to do the sound didn't even show up. 
Chuck from Black Flag volunteered to fight his After a couple of harassed hours at a phone 
way to the stage and gel Mad Society to do booth outside of a Winchell 's Donuts near the 
something other than stand there helpless and haH, lt was concluded that there was no way to 
scared. the very young (all , and a couple around get any sound company to schlep a PA down to 
ten years old, maybe less) band members look- the show at all, much less In t!me to get the show 
ing with dismay out at the rampaging mass. From going on schedule, which was supposed to be 
the office, a few chords were hear~. then more happening just around the .time the above con· 
silence . Another member of the lense office clusion was reached. 
bunch was dispatched to the stage, and after bodies of Maniac and Hendrix did so with a gal- Black Flag had a couple of mikes and cables, 
gently impressing upon the soundman the need Ian! display of amused hilarity and good sports· cymbal holders were used for stands, and a 
to get on with the music and deal witb damages manship. Even the couples who were torn apart guitar amp was used for power with one.speaker 
tater, and the near·breakdown co-owner on briefty by the fellows' "Four more? Hokey, get· cabinet on either side of the stage. Surprisingly 
stage the need to refrain from shouting abuse at cho ass in here!" zeal did not stay distressed for enough, the vocals were audible, albeit distorted 
an angry force of well over a thousand people, long. II was too funny, and the hilarious as shit, and the show went on. with the usual 
shoved a mike into the hands of Mad Society's metaphor of birth was wonderfully absurd crowd behavior-some people tearing It up in the 
dimunitlve singer and ran for it. enough lo relax the tension to a tolerable point. center of the dance floor, most standing around 

Meanwhile , meanwhile-events were happen- Unfortunately, the spil·and·chewing-gum them watching the band, with some existing in 
ing with furious speed, and at times simultane· status quo, with the restoration of a-compara- the cross·hatch zone, Jumping into the war 
ously, so qulck·cut back to the lobby-a sem- lively-ordered entrance ol people to join the dance and back out again sporadically. 
blance of order had been restored at the door. wilder·than·ever masses within. did not last long. At the Whisky, the floor was packed for the 
The car was moved back outside, the roll· up was More fuck·ups inside, more hysteria in the office. first show. Although the band had a low guaran-
poundedd back into something very remotely more threats shouted over the mike, the calling tee against a perce'ntage if the club sold out to 
like its original shape and blockaded with tables. of the police, the complete abandon of the capacity at either or both shows, the' manage-
Carla and Stamp Woman back at their stations. crowd. the tearing down of all the Sheetrock ment cut off the door for the first show at lour 
still still still at least a hundred people outside walls, the fearful hiddllng in the office as the mad- hundred, but went on selling tickets for the sec· 
milling to get in , one of two friends of Carla's out- dened crowd kicked out the windows demBll· ond show. The Whisky's capacity Is approxi-
side calmly making Bil effort to get people into ding to know if Black Flag were in there. the ar- mately six hundred. 
something like a line. wi th limited success. rival of the police. who had been by a couple of The Whisky was designed as a record-com· 

Instead of Super White Boy at the door now, times earlier. calmly (!)and in friendly tones urg· pany showcase, and the PA speakers are flown 
however, we have Maniac and Hendrix, a couple ing people to stop breakinQ bottles Jn the street. from the ceiling and aimed at the back of the 
of huge 250·pound Chicans, way off into the to wait until they got Inside to blow ii off, the rout room and the reserved seats in the balcony 
later stages of intoxication (Maniac singlehand- of the crowd, again by surprisingly restrained wttere the fat cats would sit. leaving no coverage 
edly pulled the steel framework of the roll·up cops, although a few people inside were hit; at all for the dance floor. At the soundcheck, the 
door back down) , friends of the Stains who WBll· Bild. the sad scene in the office alter everyone only emergency measure available was to turn 
dared into the brouhaha al the door and jumped had gone, the owners walking aimless through the sidefill monitors out towards the dance floor 
right into the thick of it with great relish, causing the rubble, not a wall left standing, like survivors and hope people would be able to hear vocals. 
a very slight return of normal human coloring to of an air raid, in shock, the money changing The first show was stupendous. Both bands 
Carla's relieved lace. hands-what money there was , for although well were tight, fiery and inspired, and the floor was 

After securing the roll·up, with the help of over a thousand people were there, only about packed. This time , however , the majority of the 
some band members, Maniac and Hendrix stood four hundred paid. The owners were given most people on the floor were of the war-dancing per· 
on the inside of the door, their impressive bulk of the proceeds for rent and damages, the suasion , and seen from above, the Incessant 
blocking the entrance. As they were standing soundman was paid off, the bands were paid, scramble of the mob was Impossible to walch, ii 
face to face, each time Carta or Stamp Woman and all went wearily home. being toO easy to get caught up In the dizzying 
called out "four more! ~ the boys would grab the But curiosity did not cease even then. blur ol leaping, oscillating, caroming bodies. 
first four available bodies. drag them between Wandering forlornly through the bombed-out There were no major Incidents and the club 
their bellies and HEAVE them into the room. main room, kicking bottles, chunks of Sheet- security was comparatively tame, having been 
where the poor dazed kids ended up on their rock, ankle-deep debris, wincing each time one briefed beforehand. 
feet if they were lucky, in a heap of leather, of the owners walks by slowly shaking his head, As the first show was coming to an end, a 
denim and skull-fetish adornments if they were still amazed at the speed and fury with which the crowd of tickel·holders for tbe second show had 
slow. If the heave·ees were girls, well. Maniac final explosion occurred .. reaching the back gathered on Sunset outside the club. As seen 
being a basically good·natured it not intellectual of the hall, the room with the two·lone floor, I from the dressing room window, the following 
(ype with arms as big around as your thighs, and stared with disbelief at the cute little mini-bou- ensued: As the crowd from the first show was Iii· 
somewhat altered , consciousness·wise, he tique room will) the glass doors, intact, un·- ing out onto the street, a single patrol car came 
would grab a handful of agitated punkelle tush touched, and as I raised my head upwards 1 saw by, stopped In front of the club, and words were 
as It went by and make smacking sounds with his the most unexpected sight of all . Elvis Cos· exchanged. A Budweiser can noated lazily 
lips. A few times the girls stood up for them- teUo, leering down in neon·green scorn. from his through the air and bounced off the windshiel l of 
selves and delivered a ''You fucker! "-punctu· so-easy·to-reach. completely unprotected van- the squad car. The cop standing by the car 
ated kii!k to the shins before scrambling lo safe· !age point up on the back wall · shook his head as if to say MOkay, funlime," ll(1d 
ty, at which our homeboy Maniac would try to do~e for the radio. Within minutes, the intersec· 
focus his eyes, raise a wobbly fist (as ~g around As we go to press, we hear that the owners of lions a block above and below on Sunset were 
as a targe,frozen Cormsh game hen) and woozily the Hideaway have rebuilt and are planning to barricaded by police cars. traffic was diverted 
wave ii 1n ber direction with the required cau· reopen, with "very selective" bookings and an down side streets and no less than twenty-three 
tionary "Eeey, bitch ," badly slurred, of course. over·lwenty·one policy. cop cars came tearing up, lights and sirens blaz-

The presence of Maniac and Hendrix generally ....... .. ...... .............. ............ ---·-······ ········· ing. An unmarked blue car unloaded lour cops in 
raised the spirits of the door crew, perhaps in .. ____________ .. full riot gear, and one of them got out clutchirig a 

some cellular·memory celebration of Dad-safety, BLOOD, THUNDER AND StEAZE shotgun tightly to hls chest. The cops deployed 
and the door was restored for a while . Most of AT THE WHISKEY and began chasing people up and down the 

.. ____________ ... street . Two people were arrested {one of them 
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Some weeks later, OOA and Black Flag at the 
Whisky. A breakthrough. the latest reversal ol 
the Whisky's no-hardcore policy. DOA drove 
down from Vancouver !or the occasion. There 
were to be two shows, and Black Flag had done 
their usual above·and·beyond poster and flyer 
promotion . The Hideaway affair was sti ll very 
much a life topic of conversation. and atten
dance from the suburban regions was expected 
to be high. 

Mike "X·Head" Marine who remains in ail at 

SYSTEMATIC RECORD DIST 

! BERKELEY INDUSTRIAL COURT, SPACE 1 ? 729 HEINZ AVE. BERKELEY, CA 94710 
(415) 845-3352 
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press time) and a number of people were 
beaten. The second s~ow was canceledr6ut on· 
ly about half of the money from second·show 
tickets was refunded. Black Flag reports that 
they did receive a small amount of money some 
days later, above their ,guarantee. but the club 
was unable to explain the closing of the doors of 
the first show at four hundred people. The media 
played up this incident in fine sensationalist lash· 
ion: "Punk Rock Riot on Sunset Strip ." Whisky 
booker Gaylord was fired as a result of the 
hoopla. 

And then there was Bace's, Friday, October 
24 , when around nine hundred kids showed up 
for th~ Black Flag/Skrews/UXA gig at the three· 
hundred-capacity club in East Hollywood. The 
police seemed to have prepared for this one in 
advai'ice. as a phalanx of riot-equipped officers 
confronled the hundreds of kids unable to gel in 
off the street. Whereas the Whisky incident was 
punk rout, with cops hastily conferring about tac· 
ticS before -chaslng people around in every 
direction, at Bace's the kids stood up against the 
men in blue for as long as they could, with rocks 
and botttes flying out from behind the front Unes. 
With a military precision reminiscent · of the 
nefarious Elk's Lodge bli tz ol recent years, the 
formation of cops pulled on black leather gloves, 
pulled out riot sticks from their belts in unison, 
and took a few steps towards the crowd in for· 
mation before breaking ranks and chasing down 
slngled-out targets from the groups of kids at· 
tempting to escape down the squad·car 
blockaded street. lnstde the club, the cops were 
,held back temporarily by the promoter, who told 
them that a riot would ensue if the plug were pull
ed. Halfway through Black Flag's set, probably 
coinciding with the arrival of reinforcements, the 
cops decided ii was time to clear out the house, 
and Black Flag, continued lo play right up until 
their instruments were yanked out of their 
hands. at which point they sat down on stage to 
avoid providing any excuse for skuUcrackery. 

Despite the suppression of press coverage of 
the Bace's rumble, the Hideaway and especially 
the Whisky riots brought Black Flag enough no
tciriety that they have been approached by, 
among others. a local cable TV service called 
BetaCable for taping, a German TV film crew, 
and the national-network Tomorrow show. The 
Rona Barrett-hosted show (scheduled for No· 
vember 1 0) will haVe been aired by the time this 
issue hits the streets, and at this writing we don't 
know what sort of things M!z Rona wiU be asking 
Black Flag 10 talk about. 

This sort of notoriety is not a novelty to the 
band, who were arrested on stage the first time 
they played, at Blackie's in Hollywood about one 
and a half years ago. 

Having attracted the attention of national net
work TV, however, lends credibility to the com
parison made by a cultural analyst of my ac
quaintance between the recent developments in 
Black Flag's career and the media scam under
taken by the McLaren/Rotten swlndoleros back 
in Year 1 AS (After Sid). In BF's case, however, 
there is no deliberate attempt on their part to 
manipulate events, and it remains to be seen 
how clearly the ideals they embody and rep
resent can be transmitted to the people of this 
country on November 1 a. D 
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Dear Gaza X, 
Are any of the question in your column real? I just 

can't imagine people would ask you such weird ques
tions. 

About seven hundred people so far 
Lotsaplace, Around 

Dear About seven hundred people so tar, 
How nice of you to write! As a matter of tact ALL of 

the question In my column are real, except this one. 
The1reason you can't imagine that people would send 
such unusual questions ls because you're incapable 
of imagining anything unusual. And It you COULD 
Imagine an unusual thing (which, as I've stated, is 
unlikely), you would still be faced with the difficult task 
of learning to write . . 

Dear Geza X, 
What is the main ruling influence in r,.eopte's lives? 

What motivates them most-ls it money, sex, power 
or what? My friends and I are guessing what your 
answer will be. 

Camille HS 
Kingston-upon-Thames, England 

Dear Camille, 
In that case, "/"won't answer. But the most suc

cinct capsule explanation I've heard so tar does NOT 
include any of the items you mentioned. After all, 
human behavior Is too varied to be covered in one 
word. Here Is a psychological formula blurted out In a 
moment of alcohol-frenzied Inspiration by keyboardist 
Jeff McGregor, whose previous frenzies include the 
Snotpuppfes and the Screamers, and whose curreilt 
one is ca/fed Interpol (see, now that I gave him such a 
nice plug I can steal his best line) ... Jeff put it thus
ly: The Final Equation: The PAIN-TO-FUN ratio! 
THAT'S what rules TheLivesOfMen. For example (eg 
to you know-it-alls), writing a witty, challenging infor
mative column for a leading paper (altematefy Utfed 
Voice Of The Underground, or Art Embodied) equals 
-yu~FUN! But making embarrassing stupid Freud
ian typos every three words like: "I gave him suck a 
nice plug" and then to brush on this six-month-old ~ 

white goo and not wait long enough tor it to dry so it 
makes these messy dents In my typing 1%$&%"'" $ 

AND tV"d 

40UTOFI 
DOCTORS AGREE: 

NEW MUSIC BUILDS 
STRONG BODIES 

IWAYS 

II you need advice on any topic from ma
chines to masturbation, you're In luck! Go 
forth, and 

ASK GEZA X 
P .0. Box 2521, Hollywood, CA 90028. 

% • GAAHI (THAT WAS SUPPOSED TO BE AN EX
CLAMATION MARK BUT IT LOOKS LIKE AN "I" BE
CAUSE THE STUFF DIDN'T DRY - .) and then to 
have to GO BACK AND DO IT AGAIN so you don't 
read my mind and try to figure out the symbolism of 
my mistakes and GET THIS SHIT ALL OVER MY FIN
GERS in the process-you guessed it-PAAAA· 
AMIN!! (doesn't convey enough agony to stress 
point, hmm ... ) -Palltlllln!! (looks like roman nu· 
merals, DAMMIT) • • • • • PAlAIAtAIAI? (no, that ain't it 
either). SO WHY AM I DOING THIS IF I DON'T KNOW 
HOW TO TYPE? To a~oid doing the really important 
things in my life, obviously. Because the real ruling 
force Is FEAR. 

Dear Gaza X, 
You seem like such an intelligent person. Why are 

the lyrics to your songs so stupid? 

I 

I 
I 

' 

Another songwriter 
Mill Valley, California 
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DearMHf, 
TO EVEN ADMIT you come from you-know-where 

leads me to doubt the integrity of your question com· 
pletely. But It I do not till a certain number of column 
Inches per month my ego takes a worse beating than 
it does from printing your resourceful and useful let· 
ter. And since I missed a month, I'm happy to be on 
the rag again. First of all, my lyrics are NOT STUPID. 
They are Mslmp/Jstfc." Obviously they are below your 
head. Some1imes it's easier to mak& a point with baby 
talk ... comprend·ay·voo?? When I write a song, I try 
to consider the articulation of the words over a con· 
ventfonal speaker system .. It's a matter of prlorittes . 
if a word tends to be ambiguous-sounding, I'll replace 
it with another, more Intelligible word, even it I pre· 
!erred the original one. This also tends to make me 
lean towards simpler, more rhythmic word structures. 
My songs are not poetry. They're lfttle "glances" into 
different stories, moods and places. Each song hints 
toward an overall concept of mine, so it's very impor
tant to me that the themes and context are under· 
stood by my audience. Obviously YOU DID NOT 
GRASP THIS. 

WASHED MY HANDS, NOW I HAVE TO GROPE 
WITH ISOTOPE SOAP, ISOTOPE SOAP 

WASHED MY EAR, I COULDN'T HEAR FOR A 
YEAR 

WITH ISOTOPE SOAP, ISOTOPE SOAP 

WASHED MY HAIR, NOW MY HEAD JS BARE 
WITH ISOTOPE SOAP, ISOTOPE SOAP 

WASHED MY DICK, NOW MY BABIES ARE SICK 
WITH ISOTOPE SOAP, ISOTOPE SOAP 

TOOK A SWIM IN THE PARK, NOW I GLOW IN 
THE DARK 

WITH ISOTOPE SOAP, ISOTOPE SOAP 

WITH ISOTOPE SOAP 
WITH ISOTOPE SOAP 
WITH ISOTOPE SOAP 
WITH ISOTOPE SOAP 
WITH ISOTOPE SOAP 
WITH ISOTOPE SOAP 
WITH ISOTOPE SOAP 
ISOTOPE SOAP! 
© 1974, Geza X 

"All-English" Issue: Stranglers, 
Psychedelic Furs, Delta 5,Siouxle 
& the Banshees, MoDettes, Vapors, 
The Beat and the Slits. 

"All-American" Issue: X, Captain 
Beefheart, Chrome, D.0.A., · Mis
sion of Burma, Middle Class, Social 
Unrest, Target Video and Rhythm & 
Noise. 

subscribe to DAMAGE 
12 issues still only $10.00 

P.O. Box 26118 
San Francisco, CA 94126 
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SEE OINGO BOINGO LIVE! 

KEYSTONE(Berkeley) NOV~ 12 
KEYSTONE(Palo Alto) NOV. 13 

The 10" Oingo Boingo EP. 
Get it. It's spreading. 

Record available now! Buy it! 

LR.S. 

Q~tl 
m-f\Alfif1 . 
~OF 8 HAND PRINTED MAT~HBOOKS 

SEND $S.OO Tc : LYNNE KASUBA 
DAMAGE BOX AAA 
078 S.VAN NESS 
S.F. CA q4J01 
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DJ Playlist Compiled by Ruth Schwartz 
Director· DCC Radio & TV 

PAUL RAT KPOO San Francisco, CA 

DEAD KENNEOYS 
IMPATIENT YOUTH 
THE NUBS · 

Fresh Fruit for Rotting Vegetables (LP) Cherry Red 
net/r 1tlon Empty l/Y 
Job Businessman 

LEE PARIS and ROID KAFKA WXPN Philadelphia, PA 

PSYCHEDELIC FURS Mr. Jones 
BOB MARLEY AND THE WAILERS SmlfeJamafca 
KILLING JOKE Change Requiem 

TIM YOHANNON 

THE BAD BRAINS 
BIRTHDAY PARTY 
IMPATIENT YOUTH 

KPFA Berkeley, CA 

Pay to Cum 
Cat man 
Working Girl 

PHIL BERRY WHBI New York, NY 

ZILCH 
CONCETUTAL 
BARNES AND BARNES 

Last Train to Cfarksvffle 
The Space Invaders 
Sewer Hole 

CBS 
Tuff Gong 
Malicious 
Damage 

Bad Brain 
4AD 
l/Y 

Hot Lunch 

Rhino 

JOHNNIE WALKER Rock City and Damage on the Air San Francisco, CA 

VARIOUS ARTISTS 
BUZZCOCKS 
MISSING SCIENTISTS 

Wanna Buy a Bridge (LPJ 
Are Everything 
Big City, Bright Lights 

Rough Trade 
IRS 
·Rough Trade 

OEDIPUS WBCN Boston, MA and WMBR Cambridge, MA 

JIM CARROLL BAND 
TALKING HEADS 
BUSH TETRAS 

People Who Died 
Remain In Light (LP) 
Too Many Creeps/Snakes Crawl 

ATCO 
Sire 
99 

RICHARD MELTZER KPFK Studio City, CA 

THE THE 
4B2 
BLURT 

Black and Whits 
Can't Explain 
My Mother Was a Friend of 
an Enemy ofths People 

4AD 
Warner Bros. 
Test Pressing 

DAVID BASSIN KTIM San Ra hael, CA 

TALKING HEADS 
MISSING PRESUMED DEAD 
LOCAL HEROES 

KIRK BRANDON 
CRISIS 
BAUHAUS 

Remain In Light (LP) Sire 
How's Your Bum forCrack/ng Walnuts? Sequel 
SW9 Oval 

Pack of Liss 
Living In the UK 
Bela Lugosi's Dead 

RADIO 

Small Wonder 

DIRECTORY 

Features on: Delta Five; 
X; Psychedelic Furs, Western Front; 

Radio Report, Moscow, Idaho .. -.. 
Available Now! 

KAU< 
Berkeley CA 

KSFS 
S.F.CA 
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WMSC 
Upper Montclair 

WYEP 
Pittsburg PA 

KOPN 
ColumblaMO 

KTOO 
Juneau AK 

WXAD 
Chicago IL 

KUGS 
Bellingham WA 

KSMC 
Moraga CA 

KUOI 
Moscow ID 

K~LS 
Santa Rosa CA 

KMNR 
Rolla MO 

WHPR 
Highland Park Ml 

KRBD 
Ketchikan AL 

WGBR 
Plalnfleld VT 

Produced and presented by Johnnie Walker wvso 
and Damage Magazine YellowSprlngsOR 

For more Info cont ii ct ttlil NFl.B 
dlrKtly Ill' Oilmil,,_ On Tll•Alr 

'7IS.Vi1nNn1,S•nFr1nc:luo,CAf4llO 
(415}161-7111 

A'°N1111c11oRofOOClllH'91MT.+nl1'°"l~UNClallMwltll00t"'1 .. m1 .. 1lftiJ 

WDUR 
Durango CO 

WSPNB 
Saratoga Springs 

NY 



DECLASSIFIED RATES 
New DECLASSIFIED DAMAGE pro
cedurc (only to be~ifyouvo1cd):We 
have now cniercd lhe Post-Nov. 4th, 1980 
cra(hcreaftcrrcferrcdtoasl980A.B.Af1cr 
Bonzo). In accordance DAMAGE bas revis
ed iu DECLASSlFIED procedure in 
preparation for "the final days." Differing 
from our 1980 B.B: (Before Bonzo) pro
cedure, our new sy11cm includes our special 
"no fu1urc" rales: 2' ccnu per word, 50 
c.cnu per word If lhc complete word is 
capitalized, your full name equals one word 
and phone numbers arc fret':. Display ads 
are S7 .00 per column Inch. Send camera 
ready paphic or anwort ready for paste
up. If you wish to have DAMAGE forward 
your mail from a DAMAGE P .0. Box in
clude an cx1r1 U.00. Mail your ad 10 
DECLASSIFIED DAMAGE, 678 So. Van 
Ness, San Francisco, CA 941 10. Ir you arc 
lncp1 atwridnayou may phone-in your ad 
10 (41!1) 861-7662. Payment (no Monopoly 
money!) mu.st be made prior IO printins or 
else you will be visited by a tarac man nam
ed Laiowstl. Remember, lhc days arc 
numbered, it is: lime for permanent 
DAMAGE. Declassify your DAMAGE 
now . . 
ANGLOPHILE Bassist available. Call 
'67-6087ahemooru. 
CHAIN MAIL CLOTHES in stainless steel 
and titanium.EHicient in design and fit. 
Contact Sam Edwards 11 Target (41!1) 431 
7S9!1. 
DAMAGE Designer sects parl time posi
tion which will result in profitable revenue. 
'lc.Qati lc, resourceful and we\l
programmcd.(4 1!1)431-3327. 

TRADE/BUY /SELL live tapn. My wants: 
Germs, X. ScTeamers, Dils, Fear, Crime, 
any punt/ wave mWlic. I have JOO titles. 
Gary C. Broyhill, , Rt. 2, Boa J9g, Mor
risville, NC 27!!60. 
SUBTERRANEAN Studios. Now recor
ding. 16channcls to B tncts. $20/ hr. Call 
StcveT@(4l!l)S493300cxt.2S2.Subter
ranean also provides record production ser
vices and can make a demo for your band 
quietly, professionally and cheaply. Some 
5atisficd clicnu: No Alternative. Flipper, 

.SOCiety Dog, Nervous Gender &. many 

DAMAGE needs you! 
Yes, it's true/ Bothstaff&:con1rlbutonare 
sough1. NocxperienceisnccCS111ry. bu1 in
iclligence,imaginalion&:sc:lf-disciplineare. 
Join 1he glamourous world of roct'n ' roll 
publishing. Positioru on Bditorial (writers), 
Design (contributins anis1s). Sales&: Cir
culation, Production (paste-up anists, 
typesetters, proofreaders) and General Of· 
fices (day time shift - Call Lorrie • 849! 
lll9) staffs. Call 861-7118 ... Oh. yeah. 
all positions arc voluntary for the lime be
ing. 
ARGENT, Urgen1, "Agent" needed: Car
toonist, animator, mqvins up but not fa.st 
enough. Non-flakcsw/ crcdcntlals pis. app
ly.(41!1)8617848. 
DJ W,..NTED. Laree selection of one's 
OWD new wave and reggae discs required 
Call441·721!1or88!1·9616. 

~---A San Francisco,•---· 
=-Punk Photo Documentary 
~ by Raye Santos ___ -!!@ 
~-Richard McCaffree _ W 
~-I-Stop Fitzgerald ___ _ 

~ with text by----•, 
~ Howie Klein,•---~, 

n,,. ph..1 .. ~raJ>h•· "' X 1 .,,.. .... ,. br>ll.;on1 ..,,,,.. nl ti... rno.1 
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RANKING CHAZ will spin disc$, of all 1 

waves, wherever people plher lo !witch 
their torsc to an offbeat. Punk is dead but 
I'm still dancing. 861-7661. 
WANTED: LPs, 4!1s, 7Bs &: tapes. Highest 
prices offered, cash or trade. UNIVERSAL 
RECORDS, 2309\li Telearaph Ave., 

~ndl~~~~f:!f~~!:s~' S48 1872. 1 

Quatfty ~C:RoO~~~~!! ~~= master 
n:cordiOJ only $40. Four-1rack ma.stcr mix· 
down 10 smeo cusette only $60. All you 
need todoisaupplythetape. We'll record 
)'our group in your place or ours. For fur
ther deta.ib on companents or comple1e PA 
rental systems, call MELTDOWN AUDIO 
(41!1)879274g_ 

DO DAMAOE IN YOUR TOWN/I Be the 
first in yourboringliule burg to represent a 
ml,jor melropolitan monthlyl/ Impress 
your friends!! Do glamorous things like 
distribuce magazines! Sell advcnisingl Put 
uppO:Sters!Makemoncyinyoursparclimel 
Write or call for dnail.s DAMAGE, Box S &: 
C, 671 South Van Ness, San Francisco CA 
94110.(41!1)8617662. 

Sandra sccb obese people who an: willio1 J 
to be laughed at for film. Call 821-33!13 
beforeNov.27thl980. 

AVAILABLE •c llUNO 

ZED T.!:!~ vnyl ~ LA 

Also at ROUGH TRADE .:if 

JNDEeENLJENT PROJECT RECORDS 

P.O. BOX 116100 

l.OS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 

USA 

A 

TEST TUBE BABY 
FOR YOUR LOVED ONE 

An excellent genetic gilt 
for him or her. Mainte
nance and germ free! 

SPECIFY NECKLACE 
OR PIN-ON. Send 
check or M.0. for $4.00 
+ .50 postage and handl· 
ing, CA residents adrJ 
6% sales tax, to: 
HOLLYWOOD BABY 
LAB, 8033 SUNSET 
BLVD., SU ITE #602, 
WEST HOLLYWOOD, 
CA. 90046 

WILL BUY anything (uticles, rec-0rdiogs, 
etc . . . ) on L.A.. punk bands, especially X. 
CHLOE BRETON, 2966 La <;&rllta, Her
mosa Beach, CA 902!!4. 
LOWLIFE (formerly REALJFE) magazine, 
the imaae and desian zinc by 1he publishers 
of DAMAGE, is lookin1 for a few good 
people. We need cdilorial, business and 
advtttisiog sales people. No money yet , but 
great opportunity for 1he advancement of the 
graphic&: literary aru in our time. CooinOu
toni souJht as well. Call (41!1) 861 7118. 
Rchcanal S1udlo. The HafT}' Lime Studios. 
S!l/hrorbythemonth.Harry626-986!1 
HARRY LIME RECORDING and Rehear
sal Studios. Quality B-1rack. Opening for 
recordinginNovember.626-986!1 

11 Dirk Dirksen, George 
Kuchar, Bags, X, MX-80 

~~n~d, ~}u~~on~~lniu~~~s~~e.; 
report, Nervous Gender, 
No Slaters, Urge, Mark 
Paullne(DA) 

12 Adam & the Ants, Bruce 
Conner (Pt. 1 ), Brendan 
Mutlen, UK Subs, A.A.A., 
Human Hands, Pink Sec
tion, The Dont's, Queenie 
Taylor, Fiction 

14 Wall of Voodoo, Bruce Con
ner (Pt. 2), Dils, Go-Gos, 
Mo-dettes, Monitor, N.W. 
disco, Blafra for Mayor, 
Western Front pictorial, 
MarlanK.andFlctlon 

15 Speclala, Madneas, Reg· 
gae, XTC, Ultravox, Johan
na We nt, Offs, Santa Cruz, 
Contractions, Bob, Marian 
K.'s "It Can Happen Here" 

LEGAL STIMULANTS AND DIET 
AIDS. $17!1.00 PER 1000. 16 DIFFERENT 
TYPES. U PM ONLY. BLACK ROSE. 
(41!1)796-7236. 
SI COLOR ROCK CONCERT PHOTOS! 
Cla.sh, PiL. Who. Blondie, Cheap Trick, 
DEVO, Petty. Heads, Van Halen, Stya and 
every ml,jor lloct and new wave act, Abba 
to Zappa. Send SI for latest cataloa. Free 
5ample: FRONT ROW PHOTOS, Box 484, 
dcplD, Nesconsct, NY 11767. 
tothepersonwilhorangemUlltans,youlcft 
yaurlij:hlSon 

TRADE/BUY /SELL live tapes. My wanu: 
Germs, X, Screamers, Oils, Fear, Crime, 
any punk/wave music. I have 100 titles. 
Gary C. Broyhill, Rt. 2, Boa 198, Mor
risville, NC 27!160. 
MOVJNU experience desired: Car
tooiilit/animator w/credcntials seeks ap
prenticC!lhip)l'ith innovative accomplished 
animator.(41!1)8617848. 

16 Lene Lovich, John C81e, 
Performance Art, Mutants, 
Eye Protection, Lydia 
Lunch, Santa Fe Prison 
Riot, Electronic Music, Lon
don Report, Marian K. and 
NART supplement 

"7 PIL (Pt. 1 ), Stiv Ba tors, 
Cramps. Friction, Plastlcs, 

t:rc~ oR:~~e :1•1PP~~ J-f~ 
Caroline by Johnnie 
Walker, Marian K., Ask 
GezaXCllmltedl 

ia ~1~d~;io~es~an~-~~!g~: 
Crime. ''Brace for Bar
barism" by Marian K., Fllp
per (cont'd), Performance 
Art, Ask Geza X, Damage 
Conlidentral 

19 Tuxedomoon, Curl 
McDowell, Stiff Little 
Fingers, Republican Con
vention. Fashion Supple
ment, Flotlon Supplement 

110 Magazine, Members, 
Secret Affair. castration 
Squad, French punk, film· 
maker Amos Poe, essays 
by Marian K., Democratic 
Convention report 

Western Front Special 
Band prolllea (59}, per-
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"DAMAGE DOUBLE" 
Music-Part I: The States and. 

Canada · 
DOA: "Look Behind the Crap to See What's 

Really Going On" 14 
Vancouver's hardcore heroes and the band considered by many to be th8 cutting edge of 

North American punk rock discuss history, politics, music, violence, fun and the future with 
Jeff Bale. 

ROKY ERICKSON ... Not An Alien? 16 
The legend re-emerges and, to no one's surprise, it 's grown an atom brain, walked with a 

zombie and worked in the Kremlin with a two-headed dog. A close encounter of the fourth 
kind directed by the underground's own enfant terrible and produced by Messrs. Bloch, Le
Canard, Orden and Ms. Brenda Shahan. 

THE RAYBEATS ... Beyond Words . 21 
From the Big Apple, conclusive proof that tour extremely cool dudes can play great dance 

music and still wear matching gold lame cowboy suits and chew gum at the same time! Urban 
sophistication brought to you by Monica ("hangovers mean nothing to men) Gillham. 

CHROME: The Communication Warriors 18 
This Frisco-based duo just may be pioneering the new human type as they serenade the 

apocalypse. Get yourself a dose of lethal radiation as the gutter merges with the ether and 
watch the Golden Gate Bridge turn to tapioca. Brain damage by D. W. Person 

Features & Articles 
THE FUTURE CREATED An Interview with 

Robert Anton Wilson 22 
The Conspirator-General of the lunatic fringe and one of the most lntefl/gent men alive to

day, author of the IUumaniti trilogy and Cosmic Trigger. is here himself Illuminated in an inter
view with Dean Gengle. 

DON'T LOOK UP! 26 
Marian Kester, resident essayist and our most respf!cted critic examines the rise and fall, 

ups and downs and convoluted gyrations of UFOs and discovers that we may be able to iden
tity those mysterious flying objects after all. 

MANNERS FOR MUGGINGS 28 
Wit.h Ron and Mommy in the Whit.e House, we can expect to see a dramatic increase in the 

wealth of the wealthy that Is only surpassed by the frustration of the poor. As taxes for the rich 
decline, crime rates'// rise. Here's the first of a series of pictorial guides to survival in the Rea
gan years. Conception, coordination and creation compliments of Goody Thompson. 

I THOUGHT I TOLD YOU TO WAIT IN THE CAR 
It's Bananas Cucaracha's wedding day and, in celebration Michael Blue Inc/des a riot. Fic-

tion by Murray Kane. 25 

FILM NOIR 31 
Long before there was hard·core, there was hard-boiled. Before there was an under

ground, there was the underworld. And before Punk rock, there were just punks. fn the gloom 
and depression of the late 1940's and early SO's, Hollywood's dream factories created and 
enshrined the anti·hero and presented what still may be the most accurate vision of American 
culture. Bill Nygren presents a comprehensive look at the movies that reveal the seamy side 
of the American Dream. 

Editor & Publisher Brad L 

Senior Editor Jonathan Formula 
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Music-Part II: The United 
Kingdom 

SIOUXSIE & THE BANSHEES 38 
The UK may not have given birth to punk rock, but it undeniably perfected its style, refined 

its attitude and made it a force to be reckoned with. Sioux was one of the originals in the 
London scene, a kind of legendary presence. While, according to our Ed Fenton, she'd like 
to leave those days behind, she remains still a mighty force to behold. 

DEqA 5 44 
Monica G. and David Bassin discover that this British unit takes their "personal politics" very 

seriously indeed. Even after It's "bee~ dissected and sewn back together, " their music re· 
mains disarmingly human and refreshingly compassionate. ... 
SLITS 42 

"We Don't Need The English" the Bags sang back in '77 and intrepid reporter, J. Neo, ap· 
parently agrees after several harrowing days in pursuit of Ari Up and the rest of the band. This 
story nominated for the Damage Sour Grapes Award. 

STRANGLERS 35 
Like some old penny, the band that nobody believed could survive, just keeps coming back 

and stronger. New riots, new arrests, new songs and same old defiance. Contributing Editor 
Chris Marlowe tells the story of their recent West Coast tour. 

REVIEWS 
RECORDS 47 

Crocodiles: Echo & The Bunnymen by Helen Stringer. Also, Voice Farm, DOA, 
Mink De Ville, Bauhaus, Essential Logic, Bad Brains, Mission of Burma, Impatient Youth, 
Insect Surfers, Fleshtones, Love of Ute, Desperate Bicycies, Agent Orange, 
Red Rockers and more. 
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DAMAGE 

"No one ever went broke underestimating the taste 
of the American public. " (Mencken) 

That doesn't mean we don't have anything to lose. Al
though the victory of the Moron Majority was an asSured 
fact before the election ever took place, the sheer mag
nitude of their triumph only reaffirms those vaguely ar
ticulated fears of "no future," especially for us. Those 
who look forward to the times ahead, thinking a repres
sive authority engenders an equally aggressive re
sponse from the underground had better consult their 
history books. More often than not. those underground 
are the first to be put under-the-ground and permanent
ly. Even now, the forces of fear are alternating their calls 
for more atom bombs with demands that rock'n'ron be 
"cleaned-up" ... and you know what that means. 

If Reagan is truly the media's self-loathing come home 
to roost then we, as media's favorite sons and daugh· 
ters, really have something to be worried about. Already 
much of the original fervour and imagination that pro· 
duced a renewed underground in the West has been re
duced to figures on corparate adding machines. Already 
many of those who were among the first to adopt a 
stance, whose predominant characteristics were an un
compromising rejection of "commercial success" and a 
dedication to evolution in music and life, have disap
peared under ffiysterious circumstances, some ending 
up dead, others sinking into a self.impased obscurity, 
still more wearing the uniform of new wave elevator op· 
erators. taking whole shitloads of people on a one-way 
trip to the mainstream while announcing that this ele· 
valor is "going down." 

Why so dissatisfied? Why so unquiet? Why make 
waves anymore? What's the big deal? What can you do 
about it anyway? What can anyone do? 

But then there's that smell . 
An odor of death, a stink so goddamn gross that peo

ple have begun to assume it's natural. There's a plague, 
a sic~ness here with the victims going blind. deaf and 
especially dumb sitting in front of TV sets, listening to 
new wave records and dyeing their hair crazy-color pur
ple. 

The whole set-up is lousy. Everyone knows some· 
thing's wrong, everybody's got a gut full of feelings 
whose net result is a nausea that threatens to drown all 
of humanity in its own vomit. Something is happening, 

Mr. Jones, but you don't know or care what it is. 
But then again maybe you do. And maybe I do. And 

maybe that's reason enough to be jolly and hopeful and 
full of that (most often, drug-induced) cheer that tradi
tion and Macy's and Gimble's have decreed for this time 
of year. By default, if for no other reason, this under
ground may very well be worth caring about. Without it, 
there clearly remains precious little left to hope for. 

Surely everyone realizes by now that there never was 
just one underground. Always ii was a matter of hun
dreds or thousands of different little scenes, many of 
them.actively antagonistic to each other, most united in 
a commonly-held commitment to a vision that was new, 
radical and vital. The underground exists, even today, 
as a fragile coalition, held together by a confusing com· 
plex of emotions and Ideals whose most prominent ex
pressions seemed to be infused with anger, frustration 
and . . hope. 

Over the past few years, much of the anger and frus· 
!ration that fueled the drive towards an alternative sys
tem of production and distribution, that fired the imagina
tions of young musicians, writers, artists and fans has 
dissipated. Perhaps the victim of the day-to-day realities 
of life in an America on the brink of economic and social 
suicide or of the increasing incestuousness of small , in
sular groups growing terminally bored with each other's 
music, conversation and bad habits. Whatever the case, 
the original pawer that was displayed in punk has been 
replaced with an all-too safe, homogenized and com
pletely commercially-viable style which is only more 
derivative than it is enervating. Originality has been, in 
most cases, displaced by imitation justified by an idiotic, 
demeaning nostalgia for "the good old days." 

Well , dears, the good old days never existed and, 
even if they did, it's good riddance that they're gone. 
What did exist and what does exist is a will to survive, an 
understanding that survival means the ability to see 
things as they are, to accept life on its own terms and to 
differentiate your fr iends from your enemies. It means 
also the willingness to speak-out and act-out whatever it 
is you see, believe and really feel and to fight for your 
right to do just that. Contrary to what most people would 
have you believe, survival most definitely does not mean 
accepting somebody else's definition of responsibi lity or 
criteria for coolness or decisions about your life. And 
that includes puffed-up, self-impartant, would·be rock 
stars, greasy and ambitious promoters and producers 
thirsting after money, thin·skinned, semiliterate writers 
and other posers only more jaded than they are crea
tively bankrupt, and especially editors of so-called mags 
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who, in moments of supreme vanity, present their own 
windswept phantasies of redemption as scientific facts 
tested from on-high. 

So despite the absence of an anger or some pawerful 
emotion that can be as easily communicated as it is 
commonly-felt, the underground still seems composed 
of people who are essentially hopeful, who are, in both 
the best and worst senses of the phrase, cockeyed op· 
timists. In the final analysis, it is this hope alone that 
makes it passible for new ideas to be expressed, new 
musics to be played, new coalitions to be forged. 

The challenges facing those with a desire to be their 
own person, to say things in a way that is unique and 
right to them and to live in a way they choose for them
selves have intensified. The scenes that grew up as me· 
chanisms of support, that allowed groups of individuals 
to help each other out, have pretty much passed away, 
replaced now with an all-too familiar system of money
grubbing, get-it-while-you-can, sleazoids and other 
tower life forms who occupy their time fleecing the 
suckers who buy their records. attend their events and 
consume their basically counterfeit products. AU of 
America and, by extension, the rest of the world is slow· 
ly disintegrating under the pressure of internal contra
dictions rooted in outmoded thought processes and a 
fatal nostalgia for times and places that never really ex
isted. The election of the hard-riding, fast-shooting good 
guy from the west, promising a happy ending in some 
stable all-American paradise Is no more grotesque than 
its parallel in the underground where scores of burnt-out 
punks dream of endless quantities of free cocaine, Sex 
Pistols' shows and a bar tab at their favorite club. 

Yet, both for the world and the underground, the 
choice is simple: Extinction or survival. Many feel the_ 
choice has already been made, that there's little we can 
do to stop the world from blowing itself apart, that the 
vitality of the underground is irretrievably lost. Some, in
creasing numbers in fact, believe that the best course of 
action is no action at all. A quiet retirement via the nee· 
die, the television or any of the all-too- convenient de
vices our society, dressed-up like some incredibly 
gross, paxy St. Nick, offers if only we'll promise to be 
good. 

For me, the choice is best summed up in this line from 
Senancour: "Man is perishable; that may be. But let us 
perish while resisting, and if nothingness is what's in 
store for us, let us act such that it will be an unjust fate." 

If there were ever a time to make a decision, that time 
is now. Make it , while you still can. 

~Brad L: 
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BEACH PUNK- Part I 

Damage Editors, 
Me and my friends are what you call 

physical-fierce HB punks. Many of my 
friends and me have attended gigs in 
Hollywood, Hermosa and Redondo Beach 
and have started fights to show these day
glo punks what the word punk really 
means. _ 

Yet this is not why I am writing to you, 
what I'm writing to you about has to do 
with the incident outside Baces Hall in 
Hollywood on October 24. Now on this in
cident outside the Hall, it goes like this: 
About 50 or so punks, not all HB. were 
pushing our way into the Hall when this 
S.O.B. of a security cop decided he had 
enough of this and sprayed his mace can 
into our eyes, mouths, etc. Then as every
body started to drop to the floor from pain, 
the effect of mace. the same security cop 
started hitting the punks at the front of the 
pack with his nightstick. As this persisted, 
people (us) at the top of the stairs who 
were maced started trampling punks who 
were in the way and we started running 
down the street now aware of what was 
happening, with the pain of the mace in 
our eyes. We never got in at Baces Hall, 
yet this was the startinQ point of what turn-

CRACKS IN THE 
SIDEWALK 

ed out lo be a riot with the L.A.P.D. 

Tom da Silva 
A H.B. Punk 

BEACH PUNK-Part II 

Dare you to print this, straight boy. 
Out of My Face, Beach Punk! 
I write this for and by a few of us-ex

cons-folks like you and I who really have 
a hard time fitting in what passes for so
ciety. We've been thru the sewage proc
essing plants with names like San Quen
tin. Soledad, Frontera, Chino, etc. We've 
been mauled by the California Depart
ment of Corrections and obviously we've 
had a fucking touch time of existence . 

So some of us got our parole-we're 
out on the streets-we wanna have some 
fuckin' fun-got me, boy-fun-we are 
tired of all the hate; we've lived with hate 
like none of you so-called "punks"-but 
like we've progressed-we wanna forget 
our shit jobs, our prick parole officers and 
asshole people who get in ot..lr faces with 
infantile hate ... like CDC. 

What we mean, kids, is you stupid 
"beach punks." You suburban sweet 
meat that play tough . . get your sweet 
asses back to the beach and out of the 
streets of San Francisco ... if I and my 

the m•lodyof UI• 

partners have to endure your infantile an
tics in the fuckin' dives of Broadway-you 
sweet boys up in our face with your silly 
waving, spit and ram dancing, we're gon
na show you what punk really means! l ! 

Be forewarned that punk in prison par
lance is a young sweet ass kid who finally 
gets his virgin asshold cornholed by the 
dudes. We will be glad to give you a dem
onstration, boy-just one more time you 
fools get in my face and it's my dick and 
your ass right there on the dance floor- it 
will even be worth getting my parole 
pulled for and I'm serious as a heart at
tack! 

I don't want to turn You out-but I do 
want to go out and have a good time and 
not be bothered by your phony ass fools
ex-cons need a tittle good time-just wan
na drink, dance and enjoy freedom and 
just stay out of my face, out of the others' 
faces and go fuck each other elsewhere 
or you'll get a real fuckin'. 
A "punk out"-!! 

X-Offender dude and his partners who 
want to enjoy freedom for a little fuckin' 
while. 

P.S. Beach punks quit wearing those 
stupid chains and locks-you don't even 
know what it's like to wear em for sure. 
CDC makes you wear 'em for real! I rec
omment you get sent up-it wilt be good 
for your ass, punk!·We need some tender 
young rectum at Soledad!! 

HOSTAGE MAIL 

Dear Damage, 
I'm sick and tired of reading how Cali

fornia has the biggest punk scene around. 
Yu do have some great bands like: Circle 
Jerks, Black Flag, Fear, Dead Kennedys 
and Agent Orange. But c'mon, for every 

great band you have, there are a?out fifty 
trendy new wave and pop bands out 
there. Well here in Washington, D.C. (land 

_of the political nightmare), there are some 
great bands like: Minor Threat , S.0.A. 
(State of Alert), Bad Brains and Black Mar
ket Baby. They are all hardcore bands that 
play mean. We have a fairly small per
centage of punks here, but it's growing all 
the time. More people are being rec~uited 
even as 1 write. There is a lot of shit pop 
bands here like 4 Out Of 5 Doctors who no 
one here likes. We just hope some dumb 
asshole producer from El Lay wil1 see em 
and take em back with him. We'd be 
fuckin' glad to get rid of those bands. Then 
after they're gone, the punk bands can 
rule. I wish someone from your magazine 
would come out here and do a story on 
D.C. punks, then people would see that 
Washington isn't just about politics. 

Georgetown Punks! 

John 
Government lsSue 

Dear John, 
Ask and ye shall receive. Once again, 

Damage spoils rattan the punks of this our 
disunited and anarchic undergroundsky. 
Once again, Damage staff and contribu
tors are on the move. Both the scrupulous 
Mr. Mitche/I Charles Parker and Johnnie 
"a legend in his own time" Walker have 
left Reagan Country tor the dubious de
lights of Reagan City D.C. and both will be 
feeding us with stirring reports of Ameri
ca's young trapped and held hostage in 
the belly of the monster. Have no fear, 
these two stalwart gentlemen will put D.C. 
back on the map as fast as you can say, 
"Mommy, can I have the president/al seal, 
pleeze?" 



DAMAGE 

AN OPEN LETTER 

Racism Grows, Or How I Learned 
To Be A White Power Punk 

Racism is very trendy now, in society at 
large, and in the burgeoning punk scene. 
We see today, with the re-emergence of 
the right in general, a new tolerance and 
acceptance of racial hatred-Nazis 
marching in public , the Klan training 
camps for arming pur white Boy Scouts, 
the acquittal of Klansman and Nazis in 
their relevised murder of blacks. union or
ganizers, and communist "troublemak
ers." racist harassment of black homes in 
Contra Costa County, Nazis in North Caro
lina and Klansmen in Southern California 
winning primaries, the Klans' endorse
ment of the Republican Platform. which 
includes an end to busing integration and 
a proposed dual minimum wage (one for 
the mostly white already organized work 
force, and a lower one for the mostly 
black inner city youth). In many ways, this 
reactionary trend was to be expected in 
our growingly cynical and apathetic coun
try. As in the Germany of the 1920's and 
1930's, a combination of hopelessness, 
failing economics, and lack of faith in any 
solutions all add up to an open door for 
hate and fascism. 

But what is more disquieting is the 
growth of this trend within punk ranks, a 
movement that was initially a rebellion 
against the status quo with deep anarchis
tic roots. As the first wave of punks have 
started to fade into the wooctWork (as did 
the initial hippies into the hills, leaving the 
chaos they ushered in to flounder and de
generate under the guidance of the mass 
media), along has come a newer wave, 
mostly in the mid-teens, spurred on by ar
ticles in the Chronicle about surf punks 

and violence. This new group has been 
largely uninfluenced by local scene orig
inators (1977-who gives a shit!), and 
that is most evident by the almost com

. plete lack of the old crowd at most current 
hardcore punk shows. So the new throng, 
without direction from contact with the 
veterans, who don't want any responsi
bility for their "bal!ly," and without direc
tion from some of "our" media, like Dam· 
age (which claims apoliticalness, and dis· 
illusionment with the local scene, hence 
going " national " ) pick up their cues from 
the mass media, trendy without content. 
new conf~Hmity, and unfortunately, as the 
skinheads of England and the surf punks 
of L.A., a strong dose of that all-American 
style racism. 

Aiding the Muni to and from shows, 
when the kids pile in, you can hear what's 
on their minds-lots of anger, hate and 
frustration, vented at "tourists, hippies, 
cunts, niggers, faggots, and chinks" in the 
same breath-.just typical 16 year old 
mindless rebellion-maybe-but the 16 
year olds of wave 1 were aware, had con· 

. tact with older punks, and grew a lot. This 
batch is on their own, with lots of priming 
from re-education camps, called schools, 
and the generally racist clamor of the 
media. As wave 2 and 3 and 4 of the hip
pies became redneck, so could these 
kids. Either they will think out the basis for 
their frustration and hatred, and find the 
real enemy, as DOA suggests, or they will 
let the gut level anger get the best of 
them, taking it out on the most convenient 
targets. 

One of the most discouraging trends of 
all in recent months though, has been the 
emergence of some records that are 
either unconsciously racist, historically ig
norant , or else irresponsible attempts at 
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satire that don't work, and may indeed en
courage stupidity. "Blacks are Bigots" by 
the Offs, for instance, while making some 
good points about black intolerance of 
gays or punks on the 22 bus, and black 
middle-class aspirations, is dangerous in 
that it excuses racism because "we're all 
bigots." It doesn't deal with the fact that 
certain whites initiated slavery and racism 
here, that most whites profit to some de
gree by racism, that the difference be
tween the white and black standard of liv
ing has indeed widened in the last 15 
years , that black youth unemployment is 
twice that of white youths, and that now 
we are seeing the chickens come home to 
roost. "100% White Girl" by the Vktms on 
415 Records, talks about getting hassled 
by "them," packing a gun for defense
Fine, that 's an urban reality. But black 
women get hassled all the time too. and 
not just by black men. If it's a feminist is
sue, say so: but where does this "white" 
stuff come from? As for "Hitler's Brain" 
by the Undead, released by Subterranean 
Records as part of the S.F. Underground 
EP Vol. 2, it's hopefully. a satire (one may 
know that by knowing the band members 
personally, or maybe it would be clear by 
seeing a whole set of them, maybe), but 
taken out of that context and put on a rec
ord, it's not so clear. Singing about 
Hitler's brain being taken to the USSR 
after WWII for future use on us (wonderful 
cold war propadanda-Joe McCarthy 
would be proud) and lines like "You know 
Hitler was Right" or "Pull a trigger, kill a 
nigger" can be tongue in cheek, but I'm 
afraid that for a lot of the punk hate 
squads, it's just pouring gasoline on the 
fire. And there are other ''acceptable" 
forms of racism sneaking Into songs, like 
In Flipper's "Lowrider," X's "Los Ange
les." or Black Flaq 's "White Minority." 

Assuming th8t these bands aren ' t truly 
racist, but are just historically weak or ig
norant, then the responsibility falls back 
on those in the punk scene who should 
know better to speak out, to help focus the 
anger we have encouraged. Creep maga
zine has done a lot in that direction, as 
has Biafra of the Dead Kennedys, who 
continues to urge thought and progressive 
response, however unpopular and 1977 
that is. But few others have. It isn' t too 
late for Damage to find its community 
voice (which it advocated a mere year ago 
at the so-called " punk bosses" meetings). 
or for the small labels to assert some kind 
of social consciousness vis a vis racism 
and sexism, instead of putting anything 
out under the " artistic freedom " cop-out. 
And it is up to the DJ's to either not play 
the records that may encourage storm
trooper mentality, or at least to accom· 
pany the records with some challenging 
dialogue, or tor listeners to call up stations 
or write to the record labels urging them 
to re-think their responsibility. But most 
importantly, it's up to the "old timers" to 
stop wallowing in their cynicism, to stop 
complaining about the scene being dif
ferent now, to come out of their self-im
posed art-exile or drug escape, and start 
asserting the values that they cham
pioned not too long ag6. You must re
member them-guts, truth, integrity, chal
lenging the accepted lies, not being 
sh.eep, not copping out like the hippies 
did. Oh yeah, I remember-say how did 
that old song by the Avengers go-you 
know .... "We are the One"-

Tim Yohannan 
San Francisco 

Letters to the editor on this or any subject 
are encouraged. Send them to Letters c/o 
Damage, 49 Lafayette, San Francisco, CA 
94103. 
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RAS BOB MARLEY 
1945-1981 

Although it came as no real sur
prise after months of speculation 
arid rumor, the impact of Bob's un
timely demise has been felt 
throughout the entire music com
munity. 

Bob Marley will be remembered 
for a long time both for his out
standing music and for being the 
principal ambassador of reggae 
around the globe. He spent a good 
portion of the last decade spread
ing the message of Rastafari to 
the four corners of the earth. 

Not content with that. he worked 
incessantly in his native Jamaica, 
risking assasination on several oc
casions, to bring opposing political 
forces together and avert the vio
lence that has continually threat
ened to plunge the island into vio
lent civil war. 

Surprisingly he found time left 
over from these Herculean tasks 
to record some of the heaviest 
"rockers" ever to come out of the 
island. From the raw power of 
"Simmer Down," one of his earlier 
recordings, to the gentle love 
songs of "Kaya," he demon
strated an ability to combine 
strong political or religious mes
sages within the envelope of se
ductive shanking rhythms. 

Musicians have never had any 
difficulties understanding and inte
grating his music into their own 
material, performers like Pat 
Travers, Paul Simon, and Stevie 
Wonder have paid homage to his 
mastery by travelling to Jamaica 
to record at his Tuff Gong Studios. 

An international superstar in the 
truest sense of the word, it was 
ironic that it took the inferior re
cording of "I Shot the Sheriff" by 
Eric Clapton to gain a number one 
position for him in the American 
charts. 

Perhaps it was his up-front poli
tical stance or that American 
Blacks found his brand of religion, 
his pride in his African heritage too 
threatening-maybe it was be
cause the ugly corporate face of 
the music Industry didn't quite 
know how to deal with him or ef
fectively market his product, that 
he never received his due acclaim 
in the U.S. The rest of the world, 
however, didn't seem to share 
America's r'eluctance as his huge 
international record sales clearly 
demonstrate. 

I had the pleasure of working 
with Bob on several occasions 
over the last few years and there 
is one particular episode which 
sticks in my mind. 

It was when he played the Oak
land Auditorium in late '79, there 
was a heavy-duty press confer
ence after the show, the media, 
TV, Press, Radio, and even a dele
gation from the International Com
mission of Jurists had all turned 
up. I handed Bob a spliff of Sono
ma County's finest, he sniffed it 
appreciatively and proceeded to 
fire it up in front of all the atten
dant media. Everyone waited 
quietly 11111 he had finished It. then 
the questions started. Bob, calm 
and assured, handled the Interro
gation in his usual masterly fash
ion, while throwing a matchbook 
up In the air and catching it on his 
forehead, much to the chagrin of 
the T.V. cameramen who couldn't 
decide whether to follow Bob or · 
the flight of the matchbook. 

That was his way of playing 
''head games" with the media of 
Babylon as they attempted to dis
sect his essence, his religious be
liefs, his politics, what made him 
rick. They could have saved them
selves a lot of trouble. All they had 
to do was to play one of his rec
ords. It would have been crystal 
clear. -Ray Riot 

A LETTER 

FROM ITALY ~~~u~hh~dg~et~.° :~~::·~1°ft~~~~ti~e: 
music. The Palalido show lasted for only a 

The best place for punk rock in Italy is quarter of an hour because the audience 
in the Northeast (Veneto Fruiuli, Venezia, pelted the stage with water-bombs. But for 
Giula). Because of the country's strong fifteen minutes, the band was really great. 
Catholic tradition, many of the groups are When they attacked with the "Tefeporno
extremely hardcore in reaction. Good visione" riff, with its syncopated vocals, it 
bands include No Submission, Mercenary was clear that this was a new sound to be 
God (banned from Udine) and No Suicide. reckoned with. 
While Milanese punks are basically po- Immediately following the Festival, the 
seurs, Bologna and the surrounding area band released its first single: "Blue TV 
rival the Northeast in good people and Set" backed with "Nevada Gaz" on Italian 
bands. Veneta and Emilia (whose capital . Records. Both tunes are extremely raw 
is Bologna) are the most important punk and violent, again reflecting the seamier 
areas in Italy. side of Italian life and politics. 

Gaz Nevada is the best band in the In November 1980, Gaz Nevada played 
country. Their story begins in 1977 amidst · at the Miele Theatre in Milan. Inexplicably, 
the overhyped political turbulance that they were billed with a series of mimes 
gripped Bologna that year. The only band who were dancing and reciting poetry. 
to emerge from the tumult was Centro The band's hardcore sound and stance 
d'Urlo Metropolitano (Metropolitan Howl · was calcu lated to alienate the types of 
Center). Formed by a group of ex-disc people who frequent cultural cabarets, , 
jockeys from Radio Allee, a famous guer- but despite repeated interruptions

1 
the 

rilla radio station, the · band was an at- band was fantastic! They had further re
tempt to counter the rising popularity of fined their sound, experimenting both 
so-called "jazz rock." Sax and organ lyrically and musically with the way tech
player, Billy Blade visited England for a no logy intervenes in our lives. 
short while that year and his experiences Their lyrics are often obscure and am
there gave a decidedly punk look to the biguous. They refer to material objects 
group. Their line-up included Andy and to our hopeless dependence on them, 
Nevada (vocals), Giampiero Huber (bass), using them to create a kind of modern 
BatMatic (drums), Robert Squibb (guitar) soundtrack for a modern riletropolis. The 
and Sandy Banana (sax, organ). Changing music is fragmentary, haunting, rhythmic. 
their name to Gaz Nevada, their first Immobile in their grey tweed jackets and 
cassette on Harpo's Bazaar Records thin black ties, drum machine bathed in 
reflected the political turmoil out of which white light, the sound of Robert Squibb's 
they had arisen. guitar is ruthless. He c.reates torrential 

Italy, then as now, was rocked by vio- and granitic chords and he seems to be 
lent political riots and terrorism. In songs the one element that prevents the group 
like "Criminafe," "Johnny," "Telepornovl- from ever sinking into that lazy 70's deca
sione," the band adopted a hardcore ap- dence out of which punk and new rock 
preach that mirrored the disillusionment music arose. 
and anger of Italy's young. The band The Gaz Nevada album is called Sick 
toured the country, experiencing predict- Soundtrack and it is as close to being a 
able technical hassles as well as a total masterpiece as anything produced in lta
news blackout. Commercial radio stations ly. The lyrics are written using the Bur
and newspapers like Mucchio Selvaggio rough's "cut up" technique and is, to my 
{a music paper that was, at that time, knowledge, the first time a rock group has 
country rock oriented) were either ever tried to carry out such an operation. 
outright hostile or ignored the group com-_ Musically, the album is reminiscent of 
ptetely. Nevertheless, the band developed James Chance and the Contorsions as 
a following of fans, small but very dedi- well as having elements that remind me of 
cated. the Psychedelic Furs. Their most exciting 

I first saw them in 1979 during the number in live performance is "Now I 
"Rock 80 Festival" held in Milan's Palali- Want to Kill You" and when they are hot, 
do. The festival was the sm.army idea of the dance floor is filled with wildly gyrating 
a Milanese recording company which was people. 
attempting to bring together various "Our music," says Billy Blade, "is an 
groups with different backgrounds (ie, anti-neurasthenia treatment." 
heavy metal, country-rock, fusion, etc.). Amen. 
What Gaz Nevada did that night was -Claudio Sorge 

DAMAGE 

RADIO BEAT 

KMLS and C.O.D.A.R.T. 

KMLS-Channel One started life in the 
backstage of Santa Rosa's now defunct 
California Theatre. Brainchild of Wayne 
Crayne, thespian and entrepreneur, the 
station began its broadcast life in the 
Summer of 1976, relaying theatrical show
times over the Total TV cable network on 
91.3 F.M. After some months, Crayne, 
with the assistance and urging of some 
colleagues and having free access to the 
frequency 24-hours a day, decided to start 
broadcasting music as a supplement to 
the theatre listings. With the assistance of 
Operations Director, Steve Waltz, KMLS 
adopted a strongly progressive music for
mat that, using a totally volunteer staff, 
provided an oasis in a bland AOA desert 
for those Sonoma County residents who 
could receive its signal. 

The policy at the station has been and 
continues to be extremely open, almost 
"anything goes." The difference between 
KMLS and most other commercial sta
tions is that all product is automatically 
added to rotation and the monthly playlist 
represents what new material has actual
ly been played as opposed to what the sta
tion owners want the deejays to play. 

Another interesting feature of KMLS' 
operation is that the Program Director is 
democratically elected by a monthly vote 
of confidence from the station staff. Cur
rently, former deejay Michael Current is 
riding that particular hoi.seat. 

Over the years, the sound of the station 
has changed, but not the initial experi· 
mental spirit. Latest playlists show a lot of 
new music acts, inctuding Echo & the Bun
nymen, U2, and the OK's, all featured in 
heavy airplay. 

The latest development and perhaps 
most interesting is that the station has 
allied itself with an organ~zation called 
C.Q.O.A.A.T. which manufacturers a 
microprocesser device which is patched 
directly between the radio receiver and an 
audio or video cassette deck. During early 
morning hours, a variety of material is 
broadcast over the cable system, in
cluding readings of the WaJ/ Street Jour
nal, Mother Jones Review and other rele
vant publications. Music is broadcast as 
well with cable customers purchasing 
codes which allow them to de-scramble 
the material and automatically record it 
while they sleep. 
· There are numerous advantages to this 

system, one of which is that the cost of an 
album is halved when recorded from 
C.0.0.A.R.T. A selection at' music can be 
made by scanning the C.0.0.A.R.T. cata
logue, the choices telephoned to their of
fice and codes entered Into the mlcropro
cesser device and the material is record
ed at extremely high-fidelity. 

At present, C.0.0.A.R.T. is pnly avail
able in the Santa Rosa area. It's being 
tested there since It has one of the highest 
densities of cable-linked households in the 
U.S. Steve Wattz told Damage that plans 
are going ahead to expand to other cable 
systems within the next few months, be-
ginning in the S.F. Bay Area and going 
statewide in the not too distant future. 

-Ray Riot 
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Who says only politics make strange bed-fellows? Stiv Bators and Gore Vidal back-stage at the Ritz, NYC. 

"TAKE ME BACK TO THE BLACK 
STREETS, THE BLACK STREETS 

OF BRIXTON" 
By Ray Riot 

The London borough of Brixton. scene 
of recent rioting between police and resi
dents, has always had a reputation for be
ing a focal point for radicalism in south 
London. 
. The area is comprised of a mixture of 

decaying Georgian and Victorian town
houses, ''two-up-two-down" working
man's dwellings, contrasted with the 
bleak local housing developments that 
could only be descr_ibed as "institutional 
high-tack." 

Brixton has an equally varied popula
tion. In the early 60's, days of Harold 
(Supermac) McMillan's "Never had it so 
good" premiership, large numbers of 
West Indians, Jamaicans, Trinidadians, 
etc., were lured to England with the pros
pects of jobs and escape from their re
spective "Tren'ch-towns." Once ther.e, 
what they found was the most menial em- · 
ployment, jobS that Britons •wouldn't ac
cept, poor housing, racial hostility and 
almost zero prospects for their children's 
social mobllity. However, large numbers 
settled in the poorer areas of London and 
Brlxton soon became the second largest 
community of Jamaicans outside the 
island. 

The rest of Brixton's population is 
made-up of young singles, hippies, past 

The horizonal. 
The vertical. 

and present, and the older local residents 
who, over the years, have integrated and 
adopted the foreign cultures, achieving a 
kind of tolerance, with economic realities 
providing a common reference point. 

During the early seventies at the height 
of the squatting movement's activities 
(squatting being the occupation of empty 
city-owned and, in some cases, privately
owned property by the poor), an entire 
street, Villa Road, was controlled by 
squatters. A strong community feeling ex
isted between Krishna-consciousness 
freaks, dreads, dope dealers and trendy 
lefties. All co-existed in peace, their sole 
enemy being the~ police or, as they are 
known locally, "the filth," or "OldBill." 

The police have always displayed hos
tility to the West Indian and other immi
grant communities, using the draconian 
"Suss laws" (an unrepealed section of the 
Vagrancy Act passed in Victorian times 
which allows police to arrest anyone they 
want on the grounds that the police be
lieve them to have an intent to commit a 
crime) to harass large numbers of unem
ployed youths and other social "deviants." 
· The ingredients for the so-called "race 
riots" that have been in the headlines 
recently can be seen here. Surprisingly 
enough, the city administration is rela
tively progressive. Linton Kwesi Johnston, 
the revolutionary poet was appointed 
"poet in residence" for the borough, ac
tually receiving a salary from the Soclal 
Services Department. On other , issues 

WHO'S IN CONTROL? 
I I I I I I I I I I I l I I I I 1. 
Publicity, public relations and adverusing ... for bands, indepen· 
dents and small businesses can be confusing, costly and counter· 
productive. We put you in control by assisting in image develop
ment, media promotions, basic marketing and career enhance-

such as welfare, arts the Labour-domi
nated council has taken radical stances 
against the predominantly conservative 
G.L.C. (Greater London Council) who 
oversee the administration, including the 
policing, of the Metropolis. 

"A hungry mob is an angry mob" 
Bob Marley from "Them Bellyful 

Rastaman Vibration" {Island Records) 
It would seem that the Thatcher govern

ment is using the same techniques in Brix
ton as previous administrations have used 
in Ireland, using high crime or terrorism 
as an excuse to justify police harassment 
or military repression. As an example. the · 
I.RA bombings in London were used, not 
long ago, to pass "Prevention of Terror
ism Act," a piece of legislation that ena
bles the government to deport any alien 
without reason or appeal. Only later was 1t 
revealed that some of the bombs were 
planted by the Special Branch, the British 
equivalent of the F.8.L American journa· 
list Philip Agee was deported under this 
act because he wrote an article describ
ing the C.l.A 's undercover activities in 
London. By the same token, the "Suss" 
laws and the formation of the Special Pa
trol Group (an armed paramilitary police 
group similar to the French C.R.S. or 
American S.WAT. teams) have been jus
tified on the grounds of high crime. 

While on a recent visit to Brlxton, I ob
served first-hand the extraordinarily large 
police presence and it was later an
nounced that over 600 S.P.G. officers had 

been brought in to supplemeni the regular 
force. ' 

Not surprisingly, the police are using 
the"'"guise of racial hostility to hide the true 
facts behind the recent disturbances. The 
poor working class, both black and white 
has had enough of the repressive activi
ties of the British pollce state. The paral
lels between Brixton 1981 and Northern 
Ireland circa 1969 are uncanny and dis
turbing. 

I lived in Brixton for several years and 
never encountered any so-called preju
dice, despite the fact that in Brixton 
whites are the "minority." Though some 
Londoners would probably dispute the 
fact, I have had no personal experience of 
an "excessive" crime factor or of the 
borough being a "dangerous area." I was 
not surprised, though disappointed, that 
most media have accepted the propagan
da of the Metropolitan Police and reac
tionaries in the British Government. 

"So don't be surprised when they 
kick at your front door 

How you gonna come 
With your hands on your head 
Or on the trigger of your gun 
You can crush us 
You can Bruise us 
Yes, even shoot us 
But you'll have to answer to 
Oh the guns of Brixton" 

Paul Simonon 
The Clash "Guns of Brixton" 

0 

TRANSMEDIA-SHOCKWAVE 
Publicity, Public relations 

and Advertising 
local and nationar public relations and advertising ser-

• bands • clubs • producers • publishers • galleries 
• artists • actors and performers • shops and businesses 
• alternative media • filmmakers - ment. We're young, experienced prof~ssionals who can help you 

get the attention ou need at a cost ou can afford. 

TRANSMEDIA-SHOCKWAVE AGENCY 

TAKE CONTROL! 
P.O. Box 26178 
San Francisco, CA 94126 
(415) 861-7662 

another hardcore service from OGG-serving the lunatic fringe since 1979 
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It's the Pitts 
Steel City of Champions 
When brains don't count 
we're out for fun 
lobotomized we're number one 

"H's the Pitts"-The Cardboards 

Greetings from the industrial purgatory, 
the self proclaimed "City of Champions." 
(That horrid slogan courtesy of a few ne
farious marketing wizards, currently rak
ing in the cash from the sale of countless 
items emblazoned with it.) An unfortunate
ly well-kept secret is that this city is pro
ducing some excellent bands and exciting 

. music, while a small but vivacious under
ground has carved out a foothold under 
often difficult conditions. 

The initial explosion occured in 1977, 
when pioneering bands The Puke, Cuts, 
Shakes, Cardboards and Shut-ins all coag
ulated and formed the nucleus of the 
movement. The bands alternated nights at 
the only sympathetic club, Phase Ill. Un
fortunately, mismanagement led to finan
cial distress, and a vacated Phase Ill was 
eventually the target of a successfu l ar
son attempt. The bands found themselves 
in limbo, and while some disintegrated, 
the others struggled through lean times, 
playing house parties that were invaria15ty 
brought to abrupt ends by police. The de
mise of the club ultimately proved to be a 
blessing however, as the bands flourished 
again, the splinters of disbanded combos 
forming new bands or altering existing 
ones. The "2nd wave" took the Initiative to 
conquer r:iew territory, and eventually re
sistance broke down, as previously un
friendly venues relented one by one. At 
the present time, there are two "main" 
outlets, Charlies 10¢ Saloon and The Elec
tric Banana, with occasional shows at The 
Paul Younger Center, a recreational hall 
where minors need not worry about pro
curing fake l.D. 

Of the original Pittsburgh bands, only 
the venerable Cardboards and Shakes 
(now Combo Tactic) remain. The former 
are about to undergo a lineup change, as 
brilliant sax player Keeth Teeth departs to 
pursue other interests. The Cardboards 
are an immensely talented quartet that 
may be considered "experimental" (ad
mittedly dreadful term) but without the 
pretentious self indulgence, and with a de
gree of warmth and humor uncharacteris
tic of so-called "art damage" bands. Their 
sound, formed around Keeth's textured 
bleats, Ron Soto's synthesized backdrop, 
Bill Bored's rock steady drumming cind 
the captivating Max Haste's surrealistip 
modern angst lyrics, defies comparison. It 
is a unique, evocative mixture that attests 
to the band's originality, an originality that 
has been immortalized in the Stephanie 
Beroes' film "Debt Begins at Twenty," 

ar oards 
which was shown at the Western Front 
festival last year. 

The other surviving band from Pitts
burgh's embryonic stage is Combo Tactic, 
formerly The Shakes. They play witty, fast 
paced dance music, resembling the 
B-52's without the campy trappings. They 
have drifted away from the core of the 
scene, playing clubs not frequented by the 
other bands, and recruiting a varied fol
lowing in the process. They also appear in 
"Debt Begins at Twenty," under their for-
mer name. r> 

The premier Pittsburgh band is Carsick
ness, who have played various east coast 
cities, ~ven venturing into heathen West 
Virginia, where they are now quite popular 
(right behind studio wrestlir!_g, moonshine 
and incest). Fronted by veteran Joe Soap 
on vocals and guitar, the rest of the band 
consists of Hans Warner on organ, Chris
topher Koenigs Berg on bass, Steve Sciulli 
on synthesizer, and drummer Dennis "ap
pointment" Childers. Their growth.and im
provement since their January 1980 debut 
has been phenomenal, leading to their 
currently formidable status. Ranging from 
hard core thrashing to reggae, they have 
a wealth of first rate material. They were 
the first band to produce vinyl, a sold out 
E.P. featuring the often requested "Bill 
Wilkinson." Wilkinson, a K.K.K. leader, 
was sent a copy, which contains a scath
ing indictment of him and the K.K.K., com
plete with venomous "What do you say to 
the K.K.K.-fuck you" chorus. A self pro
duced L.P. is due soon, entitled "Shooting 
above the Garbage." You can own your 
very own copy by sending $6 to TMI Enter
prises, 4626 Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
15213. I'll bet my copy of the first Clash al
bum that you won't be disappointed, so 
dig into Mommy's purse and invest in 
some culture. 

Now that free plug number one (in a 
continuing series) has been noted (anyone 
in Carsickness, p_tease remember it next 
time I'm begging beer money), let me 

·move on to the next group, The Five. Com
posed of two thirds of a defunct combo 
known as The Dark, the additions are a 
charismatic frontman, Reid Paley (vocals, 
sax and assorted poses) an electronic 
wizard, Lawrence Goodby (homemade 

I mechanized sound machine) and a new 
drummer whose name escapes me. They 
have an impressive tape in circu lation and 
are the band to watch. They have been 
playing for a few months and have a tur
gid, powerful sound that is given an added 
dimension by Goodby's electronic effects. 
A single is hopefully forthcoming. 

Other bands, either new, play less fre
quently, or that I have not seen (or a com
bination of the above) include The Trial 
(promishing) The Oowntowners (good 
tape and references) The Fatal Distrac
tions (whom I happen to be Tn, so naturally 
everyone around here thought I would de
vote much space to, all I· can say is we 
shall improve) The Rumhounds and The 
Whereabouts (the last two to be featured 
on a compilation album called "Made in 
Pittsburgh Vol. 3"). Last but c.ertainly not 
least, a moment of silence for the recently 
disbanded No Shelter, who shall be missed. 

Local Press has virtually ignored all 
these bands, occasionally taking a voy
euristic view at the "sordid" proceedings. 
Usually they are content to devote their 
attention to the pathetic Iron City House 
Rockers and their anemic cronies. Fan
zines appear sporadically, but so far all 
have been frustratingly short lived. We do 
however have abundant alternatives to 
the freeze dried wasteland of corporate 
radio, in the form of two excellent inde
pendent stations, WYEP and WRCT, 
whose volunteer staffs deserve much 
credit for a wealth of Punk and Reggae 
shows. WYEP also has a program in 
which bands play live in their studios, and 
many bands have taken advant?ge of this 
welcome outlet. Another bright spot is 
local luminary Francis Lackey, who has 
yards of video taped footage documenting 
almost everv band. The multi-faceted 
Lackey also moonlights as ''The Cold 
Warrier" who with his backing Mercenary 
Band have released an enjoyable E.P. 
featuring the runaway hit " Jean Paul Sar
tre is Dead" which no one should be with
out, so send $2.50 to The Cold Warrler, 
6954 Edgerton Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
15208. 

Yes, there is Hfe in Pittsburgh. (Now I'm 
sure you can all sleep easier.) With the In
dependent label TMI to release product, 
there is no doubt we are entering a very 
productive period . .The scene is close knit 
and small, thereby avoiding the co-opting 
and much of the backbiting that plagues 
larger outlets of activity. Note to west 
coast bands, east coast bands-anyone 
- if you find yourselves in the area, drop 
by and save us from the mindless dross 
that marches through. We never get any
one. Sorry, Stanley,Theater, Gary Numan 
isn't quite what I had in mind.I 

Eat, drink and be merry for tomorrow. 
you may be a victim of spontaneous com
bustion. Over and out. 

- Th,e Midnight Misogynist 

MICH:····· 
Wiater '81 and no one's buying the be

loved automobile . . Michigan grinds to a 
frozen halt. No wheels and no state 
budget .. cut it ... cut it again ... es
sential services and nothing more . 
fascist conservatives abound ... the Klan 
flexes for the big showdown ... but life 
goes on, or so it seems. We've been given 
the dubious privilege of giving you the low 
down, the hot poop, the coup de ville on 
what's happening (or not happening, as 
the case may be) in this barren wasteland. 
And not to prolong the suspense any 
longer than necessary- not fuckin' 
much, that's what! With one foot planted 
firmly in the grave of lethargy and indif
ference, what semblance of a scene that 
does exist dangles perilously close to the 
edge of extinction. 

In a discourse such as this, one cannot 
avoid the sewer of sewers: Detroit (much 
as we'd like to), the hallowed home of 
Greem magazine and such classic acts 
like The Romantics. The club scene 
caters to a variety of historical mutations, 
from the skragglemops to preppie sods, 
an the way to the ubiquitous suburban, 
weekend pin weiners. And unfortunately, 
no.column on Michigan, and specifically 
Detroit, would be complete without a word 
or two (the fewer the better) about Book
ies Club 870. Located in a particularly 
scum-ridden section of the Motor City, this 
club still remains its best known new 
music nightspot. This Is where the "big 
boys" get to play, meaning all the fuck 
bands who've puckered their soiled lips 
up to the ass of the management are the 
only ones featured on a regular basis, re
sulting in one tedious bore after another. 
And new bands on the scene find breaking 
up this monopoly exceedingly difficult. In 
ttfe last three years this slimepit has gone 
from a relaxed, comfortable little dive to a 
sickeningly trendy, money grubbing haunt 
where the wankin' poseur elite gather in a 
nauseating display of ignorance. Watch
ing this detestable collection of filth wal
low in their punk chic and their haughty at
titudes is sure to trigger the gag reflex . 
no fun, unless the chunks happen to fly in 
the face of some spandex bitch complain
ing about your rude behavior. When out
of-town acts hit the city, it's a sure bet 
they'll be playing Bookies and don't be 
surprised if you're cuffed with a ludicrous
ly stiff Cover charQe. Imagine anyone 
coughinQ up 10 bucks to see some fuck
sack like Stiv Bators?! Detroit clubs have 
got to put an end to overpriced suds and 
unrateable combos who are beyond 
laughabillty .. it all sucks grey shit! 
There hasn't been a scene there ever cuz 
everyone jumps everyone else's butts if a 
gllmmer of originality shows up. 

Venturing west a few miles you run into 
Ann Arbor . . dumping ground for the as
piring med student and the emotional crip
ple ... call them society's victims, but 
there's more weirdo fuckups there than 
anywhere in the mitten. They actually 
have what they call a "hash bash" where 
people sit around and get high cuz our 
fucked pot laws practically make it legal, 
what a fuckln ' joke. Cool bands abound 
like Nikkie and The Corvettes (belch) and 
The Cult Heroes (fart) featuring that ultra 
sheen Hiawatha on vocals ... The Lans
ing cops wanted to bust him for peeing in 
public (no riots 'cept in our heads). Half 
Japanese say it all in their classic tune 
"Ann Arbor, Mich" on their new box set 
(pay homage to Jad and his bro, they're 
from Coldwater). It's the lg's hometown 
... blow it to shit! So let's swing up to 
Lansing and check it out. . Hey, it's the 
state capital, something must be comin' 
down ... nope, just more college suckers 
packin' brown with their circa '76 pogo 
dancing with the "don't bump into me" 
philosophy, However, there is a ray of 
hope amidst these banal surroundings. 
On the outskirts of town rests a shabby lit
tle hovel of a bar called Club Doo Bee 
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(cute, huh?), which is without a doubt the 
best place in the entire state, no shit. 
Beyond the corrupting influence of De. 
trait, there's no hierarchy-ego-bullshit go
ing on here. Anybody can play in this 
dump. You don't have to get down on your 
hands and knees and assume the submis
sive position for ari opportunity to play. 
The stage may be a little cramped, but 
there's plenty of floor space to do .. uh . 
whatever. Cover is low, usually 2 bucks 
and the beer is dirt cheap. Ain't no jerk
offs running this joint. The promoters 
of the Club are trying the best they can 
to generate some kind of scene (small as 
it may seem) in this area by booking pri
marlly local bands with the appropriate 
leanings, however real talent is still pretty 
scarce with only one band emerging as 
something to be taken seriously. They call 
themselves The Fix, and their belligerent 
brand.of punk noise has brought some life 
into this musically impoverished area. As 
uncompromising as it is threatening, their 
deafening wan of sound sends the simp. 
ering llghtweights from the Big D running 
scared with their tailes between their legs. 
One of the first bands to play the Club, The I 
Fix have secured a stable following in 
Lansing, but enlightening the rest of the 
state has been slow. For the most part, 
people around here are frigidly narrow
mlnded and spineless and are repelled by 
the explosive aggressiveness of their 
music. Tough shit for them is all t have to 
say! Ditto for those elitists who sit and 
stew at the rear of the DooBee and opin
ionate themselves into the floor cuz 
they've hit 30, don't have good jobs, and 
all the while hating the cool punks from 
Ohio cuz they're young and havun fun. 
tsk. tsk. 

Speaking of Ohio, the best midwestern 
bands (hardcore, what else? and besides 
they're the only other ones worth their 
salt) are Necros, Toxic Reasons, and the 
late, great Pagans from Clevo. Necros are 
all 17 and play thrashing punk of grade A 
caliber. They live it and are the best by far 
... an EP should be out as you read. You 
see, they bypassed the heavy rock phase 
by being young, so when they picked up 
their instruments they were already on 
track. Last time they played Lansing, they 
left a broken stage and some battered 
crowd members. OK, but not great are 
Terminal Vermin, The Clocks, Neptunes 
Car, and another teen band that shows 
promise are The Attitudes. While this may 
read like an obituary, there are small 
pockets of enlightened and aware per
sona, some of whom do cool 'zlnes like 
SWARM in Remus, who manages to cram 
more coot shit onto one page than anyone 
thought possible. And then there's SMEG
MA JOURNAL who sport a rabid midwest
ern support for the LA scene ... just start
ing out this month are ANONYMOUS 
(Crass type format and bent) and TRASH
LAND ADVENTURES, and of course that 
trashy little pamphlet from Lansing called 
Touch & Go (that's us) of which there are 

. now 12 Issues. We didn 't fuck off and die 
llke many thought we would, Now don't go 
pitying us . . we'll get by just like always 

. it's cold as fuck, but the girls are the 
best and Black Flag promised they'd hit 
Lansing on their hext tour (hope, plead, 
pant, pray). 

FANZINES: SWARM, 7520 West Remus 
Road, Remus, Ml 49340 (free) 

SMEGMA JOURNAL, P.O. Box 421, Mau
mee, OH 43537 (50¢) 

ANONYMOUS, ± • - •t Mada, South· 
field, Ml 48075 (50¢) 

TRASHLAND ADVENTURES, 38800 Ann 
Arbor Trail, Livonia Ml 48150 (75¢) 

TOUCH 0

& GD, P.O. Box 26203, Lansing, 
MI 48909 (75¢) 

-Tesco Vee, D.S. 

"Damage has folded and its editor has 
left town with all the ad money." Seems 
reports of our Peath are greatly exagger· 
ated. 

But while we're on the subject, some 
cynics have suggested that this shouldn't 
be a column about Frisco at all, but rather 
on Colma, the little town south of The City 
which serves as its cemetary. Population: 
600 living and One Million dead. The 
scene here is so torpid and riddled with in· 
ternecine rivalries that the underground 
seems literally six feet under. So many of 
our best bands have broken-up. split town 
or gone terminally poppy that what was 
once considered the oountry's most cohe
sive and active scene begins to resemble 
the great Florida sinkhold. Add a vicious 
bidding war between the town's two major 
promoters, a doubling or even tripling of 
ticket prices and the absence of a per· 
ceived political rallying-point and you've 
got ... ,welt, you figure it out. 

However, even as the scene seems 
most stagnant, there are plenty of people 
doing their best to provide new life. Bart 
Valerio of Berkeley Square has formed a 
new label, MSI Records, with John Mont
gomery, ex of Sire, and kicked things off 
by wooing local rockers SVT away from 
415 Records, "the label you love to hate." 
The band will be recording an LP pro
duced by Atlanta's Mark Richardson who, 
among other things, engineered the first 
two Brains LPS. Rumors abound that the 
Mutants wlH be inking a deal soon for sev
eral albums as well. 

Dirk B. G. Dirksen, the "P. T. Barnum of 
Punk," has opened a new club upstairs 
fro.m the Fabulous Mabulous. A legitimate 
theatre by weekday, the local scene's 
resident crank-genius turns the On Broad
way into a television studio by weekend 
for the videotaping of his long-awaited 
"Broadway Follies" TV show. While he's 
booking mostly pop bands upstairs at pre
sent. the Mab continues to feature most of 
the City's hardcore action on a regular 
basis. Still on the club beat, the closing of 
the Savoy Tlvoll Nightclub was perhaps 
the winter's worst casualty, but the final 
show was attended by upwards of 700 
people and the last few nights of shows 
have been recorded for posterity and will 
soon be released on GO Records as 
"Wave Goodbye." Having heard the final 
mix, I can tell you that it is hot! Mean· 
while, the Savoy's former promoters, 
Gerry and Olga Gerrard will be producing 
shows at a- number of locations under the 
moniker GO Productions. 

At the Sound of Music, the beat goes 
on with new booker Kathy actively seek
ing bands to play in what has become one 
of The City's truly underground spots. 
Seedy, dangerous and fun, the S of M re. 
minds one of the Deaf Club antt The PH 
with lots of local hardcore and experimen
tal bands and a relatively open policy. 
They' re building a kitchen so minors will 
be eligible for admittance which is some 
of the best news we've heard In a while. 
Newest venue in town is Previews, a bar 
on Geary near Polk, which Is featuring ex
perimental music and performance, hop. 
ing to take up some of the stack left by the 
demise o.f the Savoy. The room ls small, 
the. c11entele . very ~!xeO and the fare 

On the radio front, KUSF continues to 
provide the scene with consistently pro
gressive sounds and some of the best 
deejays, including Ruth Schwartz, Denise 
Dunn, George Epileptic, Olm Tim and An
na Piranha. They've expandect "Harmful 
Emissions" so that it's now possible to 
listen to great music from morning 
throughout the night. Insomniacs and 
speed-a-maniacs take heed! KALX and 
KPFA in Berkeley both are providing a 
number of really good shows as well, par
ticularly Tim Yohannan's "Maximum 
Rock'n'Roll" on KPFA, Tuesday nights be
tween 8 and 10. Tim recently debated 
mega-promoter Bill Graham for two hours 
on his show, providing a unique view of 
the man many people believe is most re· 
sponsible for the current deplorable state 
of rock'n'roll. In fairness, Graham came 
off better than many people expected. Not 
to be undone though, Tim has scheduled 
another round with him and the town's 
other promoters in the near future. Stand 
by. 

The Eastern Front is a festival of local 
and out-of-town bands played for the East 
Bay in the next month or so. Wes Robin~ 
son, veteran of many great shows, is pro
moting and bands interested in playing 
should call (415) 841-2678. Paul "Rat" 
Baccovlch, the person many people con
sider the area's best alternative producer, 
is bringing the illustrious Lydia Lunch 
back for yet another try. This time she'll 
be playing one of Paul's newly discovered 
venues, The Ellte Club, and given the 
lady's social inclinations, it seems grlmly 
appropriate. Paul recently put on an 
amazing show at the Odd Fellows Hall 
with Surgical Penis Kllnlk and Fatrlx. One 
of the best crowds in years heard some of 
the most original music ever to offend and 
delight the ears. SPK added an especially 
delightful touch by mutilating sheep's 
heads on stage with hammers and other 
implements of the machine age. Speaking 
of food, Paul is planning to host a "punk 
brunch" at Odd Fellows for the end of 
May, but it is unknown at this writing 
whether or not he plans to feature lamb. 

Los Popularos, a Vancouver-based 
band featuring some of that fair city's best 
players, Including Zippy Pinhead (ex-Diis), 
Art Bergman (ex-Young Ganadians), Buck 
Cherry (ex-Modernettes) and Tony Bar
dach (ex-Pointed Stick), will be visiting SF 
soon. Their sound is described as "solid 
rock With a raw and sometimes humorous 
edge." It would seem they're the first 
"supergroup" of punk and we can but 
hope that they'll be better than the ones in 
the mainstream that they follow. RE local 
bands, up-and-coming superstars, the 
Dead Kennedy& just returned from a ma
jor tour Of the East Coast where they were 
received with the hysteria and hoopla that 
seems to be their own unique contribution 
to both r'n'r and the international press 
corps. They've just released their new 
single on Cherry Red/IRS called "Too 
Drunk To Fuck." The Stench Brothers, 
Hilary and John, who are current record
holders for being the most "ex-" of any 
players in the SF scene (ex-Pearl Harbour, 
ex-SOul Rebels, ex-Visitors, ad infinitum), 
are currently backing 'Chrome as one of 
Frisco's most unseen, but heard bands 
prepares to perform live. They also ap. 
pear on Chrome's new LP, Blood On The 
Moon. 

Our obllgatory Fllpper Item this Issue 
concerns the band's recent trek down to 
Los Angeles. Besides covering most of 
Venice In the kind of ubiquotous graffiti 
that San Franciscans take for granted, the 
band was lgnomlniously subjected to a 
last-minute cancellation of their gig at 
LA's Vex. The L.A.P.D. obviously had got
ten wind of our boys' reputation for high
spirited fun ahd riotous hi-jinks and ctosed 
the place down. More to the point, the 
band got no money from the already paid 
gig. By the buy, the band's new single on 

SF Posters in Paris: this French punk 
avoids the long lines by entering rhrough 
an alternative route. 

Subterranean Is must listening. 
Talking about new bands emerging 

(which we weren't exactly), Two Words is 
a local outfit worth checking-out. A 3rd 
Wave, post-punk trio, they feature Bruce 
Ettelson (lead guitars and vocals), Lllsm 
Hart (drums) and Michael Pershall (bass). 
They've· got a commitment to content and 
lyrics that's truly refreshing as well as an 
Innovative approach to the music they do. 
Bruce. describes their sound as "death
wave, new misery, dirge rock" and their 
PIL, Gand of Four and Joy Division influ· 
ences are obvious. Lots of sexual/political 
imagery in the lyrics and a good tight rock 
backbeat. Also high on my list of new local 
bands worth seeing are: Social Unrest; 
Tenants, Barry Beam, Warzona, Frank 
Hymlng (featuring Fritz of the Mutants) 
and the (not-so new) Wolvarlnes. 

Late.breaking News Of The Last Week: 
Bobby Martin, sax player extraordinaire of 
the Offs, is leaving those recent NYC
transplants to return to SF and play with 
the Sleepers, a band who are rapidly fill
ing the gap left by groups like the Offs and 
Tuxedo Moon. Reached in New York, gui· 
tarist and man-about-town, Billy Hawk, in
formed us that Bobby would be replaced 
by former Offs sax player, Bob Roberts, 
who, as is the way in these things, was 
himself replaced by Martin only a year or 
so ago. Also, on the newsfront. the long
awaited SF poster book, Street Art will be 
in the bookstores in the next month or so. 
Published by Last Gasp and compiled by 
Peter Belslto, the book features a text by 
Damage's resident essayist, Marian 
Kester and a foreward by our own, Brad L. 
It's filled with some of the best examples 
of local underground illustrators' and ar
tists' work and is a complete delight. On 
the subject of posters, journalist Marie 
Plgnarre-Fox ·(she's the wife of the afore. 
mentioned Mutant. Fritz) writes from Paris 
to tell us that the recent SF Poster Show 
at FNAC was a big success and that the 
whole city is gone Frisco-crazy. Seems 
'the right time to go abroad, all things con· 
·sidered. 

Final item concerns Brad L., pub anded 
of this journal, who wishes to let the gen
eral public at large know that rumours to 
the effect that he is getting married are 
both malicious and false. Says Brad: "To 
paraphraise my favorite piece of Flipper 
graffiti, 'the idea of my getting married is a 
joke and, even If it weren't, it would still be 
funny."' Caelo tegitur non qui habet 
unam. - t>r. Ambiguous 



By RICHARD FANTINA 

The Academy Awards were 
scheduled to be shown on the 
huge screen at the Ritz and 
Marilyn & the Moviestars were 
going to appear right after the 
Best Picture presentation. But 
Ronald Reagan had the bad taste 
to get shot that day delaying the 
awards but not Marilyn's perlor
mance, which was, as usual , 
divine. (It's just as well - it would 
have seemed somehow inapprop
riate for Marilyn to come on after 
Ordinary People.) Also a surprise 
appearance by Animal X - a 
real surprise because nobody 
knew it was her. Can 't wait for 
Marilyn & the Movies tars EP, 
which will feature the delightful 
"So Disgraceful" . . . Speaking of 
Ordinary People, can 't seem to 
find anyone who's seen it or even 
wants to see it. As a friend sald 
it's probably because we spend 
our whole lives avoiding ordinary 
people so why pay $5 to see 
them ... l didn't go to the open
ing Ron Delsener's club, the 
Savoy; didn 't want to go and 
wasn't invited anyway. But I did 
have the misfortune to have the 
radio tuned to WNEW-FM the 
next night and suffered through a 
few of Don McLean's abhorrently 
self-indulgent numbers (broadcast 
live from the Savoy). He was bad 
enough when he was doing his 
own shit. Now he has to steal and 
emasculate the work of Roy Or
bison, among others. Much like 
the despicable James Taylor, 
who, incidentally, can be seen 
and heard at the Savoy for a 
mere $20 later this month . 
Speaking of greed: inspired by 
the success of Arthur (he makes 
Delsener look like a philanthro
pist) at the Jefferson, the new fad 
(for any enterprising opportunist 
with a run-down 1oft) seems to be 

~l arilyn and the oviestars 

·~ 

to throw parties and charge to get 
in - complete with cash bar and 
cash coat check. (The Jefferson, 
for the uninitiated, is a slimy loft 
that, for some reason, has be
come the hottest after hours club 
on the NY scene. That's typical 
for New York. The popularity of a 
club goes up in direct proportion 
to its mistreatment of its custom
ers) ... While we're on clubs -
Oanceteria is reopening real 
soon. This time with air-condition
ing and expanded bathroom facil
ities. The entire place is getting a 
major overhaul. The different 
i'ooms will all be designed in a dif
ferent style, approximating 
RudoH's dream of a post-modern 
club. Video (which Rudolf says is 
"last year"), if it's featured at all, 
will be confined to a small area. 
The club will stay open all night. 
Jim Fouratt threw a birthday par
ty for partner Rudolf at the Jeffer
son. Speaking of Jim and Rudolf: 
everyone knows about their hor
rendous reputation in certain cir-

. cles and perhaps they did do 
some nasty things to some nice 
people. But they' re certainly bet
ter than some of the newer pro
moters in town ... Best band out 
of LA to hit NYC recently is Joan 
Jett & the Blackhearts, who 
played The Rock Lounge in De
cember and the Peppermint in 
January and were back in town 
again opening for XTC. Joan tore 
it up with numbers from her al
bum, some old Runaways tunes 
and a few inspired covers like 
"Woolly Bully," " Rebel Rebel," 
and supercharged rendition of " / 
Wanna Be Your Dog." New York
er Lee Crystal, formerly of The 
Boyfriends, plays drums ... An
other band with LA origins, now 
based in New York, Hooks, have 
been gaining a solid following 
over the past year. Lead singer 
Sharon 7 belts out the band's 

special brand of hard pop. They 
have a hot single out - " Lipstick 
on Your Collar"/" Young & Bor
ing," - and are a good bet to get 
signed this year. On Valentine's 
Day they opened for Syl Sylvain 
at the Ritz and blew him off the 
stage ... Glenn O'Brien, of 
Interview and 7V Party is complet
ing work on his film, Manhattan 
Beat. The denizens of Manhat
tan's underground were treated 
to free drinks and a performance 
by James White & the Blacks at 
the Peppermint Lounge for one of 
the scenes. All the dreary tren
dies showed up hoping to be im
mortalized on celluloid. Edo is 
directing ... Michael Rindone 
(ex- of The Visitors) and Rosie 
Roth (ex- of Rosie & the 
Shadows) have been in Berlin 
(the city, not the club) since June 
perfonning under the name 
.Rosie & The Rockers and dofng 
quite.well. 
!Carson, proprietor of the La 
Rocka model agency has joined 
the club sweepstakes by opening 
La Rocka way, way over in the 
West Village. It's an attractive 
space but the drinks are over
priced and the programming er
ratic. The club achieved the nadir 
of·bad taste with its "Lingerie for 
India" night . . . Best new band in 

' town is The Bloods featuring 
Adele Bertei. I'd been a fan of 
hers since I saw The Offenders, 
but The Bloods' debut at Mudd 

· surpassed all expec.tations. The 
response from the crowd could 
only be called tumultuous. The 
Bloods wilt inevitably be com
pared to the Bush Tetras 
because Adele was with them in 
their very ear1y days. But there 
really is no comparision. $.dele 
has a much better grasp of and 
feel for real rock 'n roll. Probably 
because she went to reform 
school instead of art school. In 
March The Bloods opened for 
Richard Hell at the Peppermint 
Lounge a coupla.times. Everyone 
agreed that yes, it was real good 

to see Richard back on stage and 
that no, he's not as good as when 
he last appeared. But his second 
appearance was much better 
than the first one. He did have a 
little help, though, from friends 
like Johnny Thunders .. . Jules 
Baptiste, who's been playing ex
perimental guitar with various 
bands, including a stint with Rhys 
Chatham, has formed his own 
avant ensemble, Red Decade. 
They opened for the disgraceful 
Bauhaus at living Plaza recently. 
Red Decade's music is rhythmic, 
jazzy and African-influenced. 
Baptiste got the idea for Red 
Decade, he says, after "I saw the 
Lounge Lizards and got pissed off 
at them for playing fake jazz so I 
thought I'd play fake Third World 
music." .. . Black Flag truly 
astonished many New Yorkers at 
their sole appearance here. To 
many it was very foreign - a feel
ing that was reinforced by the fact 
that the most fanatical of their 
followers were strangers to the 
impeiviOus local night-lifers. The 
only familiar face was H~rley of 
the Stimulators. Skinheads!!! 
Really, where did they come 
from? Black Flag did all their 
known favorites (some a few 
times) and closed with the best 
version of "Louie, Louie" sil)ce 

. The BMT's featuring Freddy 
Frogs are off to tour Europe. 
They'd been playing every Sun
day night at Max's for the past 
coupla months. Since their fine 
single, " Crazy Little Mama" is 
getting significant airplay in Bri
tain , the band felt the time to go 
was now. Following in the 
footsteps of the Stray Cats??? 
BMTs will be back at Max's soon. 
Speaking of the the BMTs and 
the Stray Cats, Gary Setzler, 
brother of Top Stray Cat , Brian 
Setzler, has a band, now called 
the Roustabouts, who opened 
for the BMTs many a Sunday 
night. Roustabouts bear some 
relation to the Bloodless 
Pharoahs (Gary and his bro!her 

DAMAGE 

NY. 
were both in that band) and were 
formally known as The Strain. 
Apparently they've been straining 
for an identity and seem to have 
found it in a modified rockabilly 
format . . . Necktie Party, also at 
Max's on March 18th, provided a 
lot of punch and a lot of laughs. 
This is rock 'n roll that doesn't 
take Itself too seriously- but it's 
topnotch all the same. One of the 
highlights of their set was a send
up of the Ramones - "Sheena Is 
A Mud Wrestler." Wayne Kramer 
joined them for their closing 
number, a send-up of Bo Old
dley, "I'm a Homosapien.". 
The legendary Sic Fucs have 
been back on the scene for the 
past few months. They've played 
mostly all the clubs and were 
featured on Paul Tschlnkel's In
ner Tube. Sic Fucs are a lot of 
fun. They do spread their dirty 
joke routine a little thin. But with 
maniac lead singer Russell 
Wolinsky and the beautiful 
Bellomo sisters, Tish & Snooky, 
how can they go wrong? The 
band is now recording an EP 
which will include "Spanish Bar
Mitzvah," " Chop Up Your 
Mother" and other platitudes of 
taste . .. Getting Qack to Paul 
Tschinkel, he really deserves a 
commendation for his continuing 
coverage of New York rock. He 
seems to be everywhere at all 
times. No one can touch him as 
far as quality and quanitity of live
music video goes. Tschinkel is 
New York's Target (or is Target 
SF's Tschinkel?). His tapes will 
remain when this whole scene is 
a foggy memory. While so many 
promoters, journalists, and tren
dies are looking to various avant 
artistes, Tschinkel takes notice 
but always keeps one foot firmly 
planted in the hard core . . . The 
Offs have reloCated (finally) to 
NYC. Frisco's loss is NYC's gain. 
They have adapted so quickly 
that Billy and Don often know 
where the action is way ahead of 
many a jaded Manhattanite .. 

but then we know you-ve probably given the shirt off your 
back to at least one needy record company or big pro
moter already this week. Here's a tee-shirt that resists 
shrinking brainpans and that wimpy look above the collar. 
What's even better, Damage tees come in any color as 
long as it's black. Yours for only $9.00 plus $1.00 & handl-

r 
ii;w..._ _______ ~ 

D Yes~ I have no shirt on. Please send me my Damage Tee so I can 
be a big hit at parties and impress my friends. I have en- I 

I closed a cheque or m/o for $10.00. 

Size: (circle one): S M L XL 

1 I Name ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Add ress ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I City State ip I 

I Send to Damage Tees, 49 Lafayette, San Francisco, CA 94103 J 
4~k~liv~ ___ _ 



by Richard Irwin 
It's that place above Breem's Cafe, famous beer haunt 

for 70s hairy conceptualists, upstairs where the notori
ous Tom Marioni presided over a decade of perter· 
mance art ... the "old days" ... MOCA, mother of un
washed pearls of art-truths. 

There's Howard Fried looklng fuzzy in his academic 
sweatshirt. 

"Hey Tony!" 
"Richardt How ya doin?" 
Here young and eager art students squat like pigeons 

one-two-three. 
"That douche bag is Marioni's isn't 1tr 
MC'mon and do the jailhouse rock with me. Lets rock, 

Everybody lets rock" ... the Elvis record scratches off 
as Bosco (Bustos) is poised behind a square revealing 
his mouth miming audibly rotund male voice ... "Fuck 
80 Langton" ... slide projected MSacramento" ... art 
censorship and personalistic autobiography . . Ml never 
got the message" the bass voice ends ... "Its a Maa
aans Woo-rrr·ld!~ James Brown plastic sound as Bosco 
and Donna Ryan wearing military black rub torsos in dim· 
ly lit corner. Record ends . . Smash! Crash! Bosco 
dismantles wall behind Donna as male voice returns, 

speaking of gender and male impotence. 
Donna reading N.E.A. grant winners, dropping sheets 

Jacob's Ladder Sfnqers 

of paper onto floor as suspended douche-bag emits tiny 
puddle 'at dubious liquid. Bosco is eating something off a 
tripod, it looks like pie . . Bosco putting on shoes with 
extension heel on one foot, now walking around perfor· 
mance area raised a few inches above floor, the odd 
shoe scaled to fit ... "Fuck You!" (voice from crowd), 

1 "If the shoe fits," Bosco answers. 
Bosco mumbling in Spanish, Tony answering in the 

dark ... more N.E.A. grants ... pissing on piled paper 
with douche bag attached to Donna's chest . How· 
ard's laughter ... Nazi flag unfurls, " Is that what they 
are?" "l dont know boss, what do yo1,.1 think?" Bosco 
replies and repeats. 

Bosco milking the Medici. 
"We're trying to get everybody to begin moving up

stairs ... ~ "Hi Bosco!" "Oh, hi Richard .... could ev· 
erybody please start . 

Upstairs the fun begins. Smashed sheetrock debris 
scattered ... ~Jacob's Ladder Choir" singing inside 
crumbling plaster and plywood shell ... gas engine 
drones, .. WVRRRRUURRRRR". . bubble-maker 
machine spitting out silvery spheres . 

T. Marioni serving chablis to the multitude ... "Did 

/ Tony do this?" "Yeah, he smashed up my museum." 
Flashbulbs snap like horny dragons everywhere 

around me. 
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Museum of Conceptual Art 

Moira, I thought you went back to . 
. . who do you write for other than Damage?" 
.. I'm not an academic .. I write fiction." 

"That's O.K." 
.. what did you think about Bosco's piece?" 

"What did you think?" 
"The Nazi flag and that fine 'I don't know boss, what do 

you think?' reminds me of Bugs Bunny war propaganda.·· 
( ... ) "Tony . . this place looks like a battle zone!" 
"Yeah!" 
"Everytime I think about art I get sick ... I wanta 

move to Montana and play pool with the guys ... I want 
ca tO enjoy lifet" Eva says. 
~ Lights out due to electrical overcharge. 
U .. the bubble-machine probably did ii!" says 
a. Howard. 

Jacob's Ladder glimpsed through broken bits of 
masonry. 

David Ireland looking his usual devil-may-care self. 
Strewn shards of newspapers underfoot . 
"I decided to leave when they started tearing apart the 

walls." 
"I've noticed people want to get out of here real 

quick!" 
" ... trendy politics?" 

1 didn't understand it 
" I liked the visuals but the rest was awful . 

"The politics is reaching the wrong crowd, nobody got 
an N.E.A. in this bunch." 

MBruce! I think we should start a series at the 
'A-Hole."' 

"We're closed down .. it's just a rehearsal space for 
bands." 

"Negative Trend" by Jose Maria Bustos with Donna 
Ryan, Directional Assistance, Winifred Lee Star, Special 
Thanks to Melissa A. Bowers, "Negative Trend" is dedi
cated to the stupid people of the world. "Tony Labat's 
Free Base" with Jacob's Ladder Singers and Curtains 
by Michael O. Morris. 

(.. . for a few hours in the dark platonic cave . . the 
flickering retinal effluvium ... ) 
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cently managed to capture their live 
. sound on vinyl with the release of Hard· 

core '81. Obviously, these are the minor 

quibbles of a nit-picker who couldn't be 
stopped from seeing DOA every chance 
1e gets, but there is one important poten-

:>hould be noted. Recently, the band 

l 
seems to be down-playing its.earlier reluc
tance to perform at the larger, more es· 
tablished and necessarily mainstrec_1rr 

• 

l/enues (le., SF's Old Waldorf) that have 
grown up around the burgeoning West 
::;oast scene. The brief history of this un
derground has witnessed a large number 
of punk bands whose first step into the 
oblivion of co-0ptation was gigging at 
Clubs whose operators and audiences re
pres.ented the very essence of what these 
bands declared themselves to be an "al-

"Look Behind the 
Crap to See What's 
Really Going On." 

by Jeff Bate 

"This may sound fuckin' cornball, 
but I believe in fuckin' freedom for 
people to do what they want. And 
it doesn 't mean no labels llke fuck: 
in' anarchy, or punk rock , or fuck-

~~~~~~ii~~·d~·~~u:tt;~~~~·nr:~ed 
that's it." 
Joey Shithead, from an interview in· 

South Bay Ripper 

"The newsmen are lying/Drawing 
lines between black and white/ 

~a~~~ ~~~1~ei/~~~/~t:~ ~~~r g~~t~~ f 
know who your enemy ls." 

Lyrics from "The Enemy" 

"I was just joyriding. I'm an anar
chist." 

Chuck Biscuits, reply when 
stopped by the Vancouver 
police Jar drunken driving 

The three quotes above may suggest . 
some of the reasons why DOA is one of 
North America's greatest punk bands. 
First, because they echo the sentiments 
of all of us who feel frustrated and power
less in the face of a monopoly capitalism 
that cannot be made to serve human 
needs, an unsympathetic government in 
league with corporate interests, and in
creasingly sophisticated techniques for 
repression. Second, because they have a 
social conscience and a degree of politi
cal sophistication that enables them to 
perceive the real sources of our prob
lems. Third, because they prove beyond a 
shadow of ·a doubt that punk bands can 
say things that need to be said and 
generate a helluva lot of fun in the pro
cess. Fans can go to their gigs, get rowdy 
and fucked-up, and still manage to learn 

All photos by Bev Davies 

something if they pay attention. These 
factors serve to differentiate DOA both 
from bands that get up onstage just to lec
ture fans and those that are only able to 
catalyze mindless aggression. No mean 
accomplishment in these desperate days. 

The members of DOA are: Joey Shit
head (guitar and lead vocals), Randy Ram
page (bass), Dave Gregg (guitar, and 
Chuck Biscuits (drums)J Honorable men
tion goes to Ken Lester (manager). Joey, 
Randy and Chuck first formed the group in 
February of '78 and, aside from a tempo
rary disbandment in the first part of 1980, 
they've been together ever since. Dave, 
formerly in Private School and the Brain
eaters-two excellent, little-known bands 
-joined last year. Their center of activity 
and home town is Vancouver 8.C. and its 
environs, but they've played in California 
many times and toured elsewhere in the 
U.S. and Canada. Much of their material is 
available on vinyl-th~Y've released two 
singles ("The Prisoner!Thlrteen" and 
"World War 111/Whatcha Gonna Do?"), 
two EPs ("Disco Sucks" and "Triumph of . 
the lgnorolds"), two albums (Somethfn"§ 
Better Change and Hardcore '81), and 
two songs ("I Hate You" and "Kill, Kill, 
This is Pop") on a Vancouver compilation. 
LP (Vancouver Complication). 

The availability of so many records 
should not, however, be allowed to ob
scure the fact that DOA Is essentlally a 
live band and a great one at that. They're 
a mass of unharnessed energy on stage 
with a roaring guitar attack that muse be 
experienced at firsthand to be fully appre
ciated. Description simply will not suffice. 

So too, my enthusiasm and respect for 
them shouldn·t give the impression that 
they are without faults. Some of their 
slower songs are too c lose to Heavy Metal 
for my taste, and the _band has only re-

ternative" to. We can only hope that DOA 
will not make the same· mistake in their 
pursuit of a larger audience. If groups as 
radical and dBdlcated as DOA get sucked 
in, all of us who have fought and continue 
to fight to preserve authentically alter
native values might as well throw in lhe 
towel and admit that we can't fight City 
Halt. 
What was the scene in Vancouver like 
when you guys first got together and what 
~as your motive for starting the band? 

Joey: Well, there wasn't anything reBtly 
happening in Vancouver at au. There was 
one raunchy band called Victoria {Park?] 
doing punk covers-Chuck was in that 
band-and one art band. I hac;l .just come 
back from Toronto, where . the original 
Canadian punk scene had developed, but 
things had just premamrely died there. 
People were posing down, it was real 
fashion-oriented. t got together with Ran
dy and Chuck-none of us had played in
struments for tong-and we tried to get 
something going. The motivation behind 
it? There was nothing happening and we 
felt that there Was a real neat opportunity. 
MoSt of the scenes around North America 
that I've seen were a tot different than the 
one in Van, where people didn't start by 
playing ln bars. They played in community 
centers, places like that, so the crowd 
was a lot younger. There weren't restric
tions like bouncers trying to enforce rules, 
just like the Mabuhay here, which Isn't an 
uptight place. LA is also wild, When you 
get back east, nothing's really happening, 
people are like dead. They're just fulfilling 
a certain entertainment function, they're 
not really emotional about it. They don't 
really do anything, you know? 
I know, I'm from ChicBgo, I know how bor
ing it can be. 

Joey: We were just in Chicago. We played 
at this place called Oz. It was kinda fun
people didn't just sit there at their tables 
-but it was also kind of a throwback. 
People were all wearing swastikas, all the 
music they, played was at least two, up to 
five years old. Things weren't relaly mov
ing forward, probably because there 
aren't any good bands there to motivate 
them, or put anything forward, or create 
anything. They're just trying to copy what 
they've seen elsewhere. 
That's beginning to change now. There 
are some good new bands there-the Im
ports, Strike Under, the Effigies. . So 
what do you think accounts for the fact 
that the hardcore scene really took root 
on the West coast, both in the U.S. and 
Canada, and not elsewhere? 
Joey, I think it depends a lot on the people 
who were initially involved in the scene. In 

Vancouver, the original peop e pu a o o 
direction into the scene. The first bands 
there were llke all of us and the guys in-the 
Subhumans and different bands that 
aren't around any more. There were 
maybe ten of us, we didn't come from 

Vancouver, we were from the suburbs. 
We went into Vancouver and formed 
these bands that were really fast and 
raunchy. The bands that everybody seem
ed to like were the Clash and the Damned 
and the Pistols-they sort of provided the 
di rection. The same thing probably hap
pened in SF and LA to a certain extent. 
Maybe people are just wilder out west. 
(laughs] 
Could you say more about the club situa
tion jn Vancouver In the early days? 
Joey: There wasn't a club any punk bands 
could play at until October '78, so there 
were a lot of musical dry spots. You know, 
punks would rent these places, but they'd 
only last a little whl1e. The owners would 
freak-ou't. We rented this one place from 
the Vancouver Welsh Society over in East 
Van. Brad, our guitar player at the time, 
and Bob, Chuck's brother, came out on
stage with buckets of watet. They started 
throwing water all over the place, and the 
audience started throwing it back. It's a 
wonder we didn't get electrocuted. The 
guy who owned the hall came in, hei:trd 
the music, ·saw water all over the place 
and it was a real neat gig in a way. 
During one of the opening bands' sets, the 
pollce came with six squad cars, wagons 
-there were about 20 cops for a 
150-Capacity hall. People started freaking 

~~g:n~n~e~:~9 .. ~~~kh~~·. ~h~ ;;.sg~~I~~ 
on," and it did. That was the start of the 
police-punk hassles. They told us to clear 
the hall and we didn 't. They didn 't do any
thing that time but it built up after to a 
peak of violence. 

Is the situation real bad between the 
police and the Punks there? 
Joey: Actually, it's cooled out now. Trou
ble started at the end of '78 and reached a 
peak in the middle of '79, but in the last 
year it's cooled down. One time when the 
Subhumans were playing at the Smilin' 
Buddha, the cops came in and started 
grabbing everyone. It wasn't even like a 
regular gig, people weren't wrestling 
around, falling on top of one another, or 
throwing beer, the cops just freaked out. It 
got a lot of press thefe, it was on TV. Most 
people probably thought we got what we 
deserved, but we didn't do anything.·Like I 
got kicked in the head, I passed out, and 
all kinds of gross stuff happened to peo
ple. It's cooled off because the police got 
a lot of bad press and also because tt\e 
crowds have gotten a lot milder. When the 
Pointed Sticks got signed to Stiff and 
achieved some success, a lot of bands 
·started taking off In a pop direction:1·m 
pretty sure that must have happened 
here. 
Oh yeah, it's sickening, but In a way it's 
good because then you can tell who's 
really dedicated and who wants to be a 
"rock star." Was your song "Royal 
Police" written in response to a particular 
event or just a general statement? 
Joey: Just gt general statement. The Royal 
Canadian Police run Canada, it's sorta like 
a subtle police state. Here, at least you're 
entitled to a phone call and a few other 
rights, but in Canada that's not even guar
anteed. They can do anything. 
Randy: They can even search your house 
without a warrant . 
Has Vancouver changed a lot since the 



early days? You mentioned that a lot more 
bands were becoming pop-oriented. 
Joey: That's sort of a trend all over the 
place. Most of that stuff doesn't have any
thing behind it. They're just trying to copy 
the Turtles or some other band from the 
60s. Some of the groups do it well, but a 
lot of them just fall on their faces. People 
are beginning to realize it's just fuckin' 
guff. It's dying now, it was just a short
lived thing, tlke power-pop in England. 
So there's stiff a lot of punk bands up 
there? Are new bands constantly emerg
ing or is It basica/fy the same bands still 
carrying on? 
Joey: Both. Vancouver is a punk town. 
Let's turn to DOA in particular. I'm glad 
you added a second guitar player, you can 
get more flexibility that way. How did it 
transpire that you joined the band, Dave? 
Dave: J don't really know (laughs]. 
I mean, were they looking for some
body .... 
Randy: No, I quit around Christmas time 
{'79] for awhlle. Chuck and Joe got back 
together and got another bass player and 
got Dave to play guitar for them. Then 
when the original band got back together, 
Dave wasn't with us at first, but we sort of 
decided it would be better for the band, 
we'd have a little more room to expand. 
We'd have a tighter live sound. 
Joey: 1t goes back to what you were say
ing about flexibility. You can do certain 
things with two guitars that you can't do 
with one ... Shit, I almost puked up some 
beer ... With three guys you've got to 
keep it going full blast all the time, and if 
one guy's sick or something it can sort of 
collapse. With another person you get 
more ideas flowing, too. DOA is basically 
five people who work together. We in
clude Ken. All of us work together to 
determine the direction of our band. 
How do your songs get written? 

Joey: Sometimes people write -songs 
themselves, sometimes we collaborate
me and Chuck have written several that 
way. If the majority of us are in favor of 
something, we generally do it. If one guy is 
really violently against it though, it's no 
use trying to force it. J'ni not interested in 
having a boss or dictator telling me what 
to do. Nobody else in their right mind is 
either. 
True enough. That brings up another sub
ject. I've noticed that you guys have got
ten more overtly political as time has gone 
on. Some of your earlier songs, like "Thir
teen." seem to represent a trashier gen
eral aesthetic. [general laughter] Another 
example is "Rich Bitch." Was that written 
about Margaret Trudeau in parficular? 
Joey: Actually the song was already there. 
She just lit the bill [laughs]. 
Randy: It's not really a change. For exam
ple, "Royal Police" is one of our earlier 
songs aiid ti's obviously political. 
Joey: Being political is just saying what 
you see around you. Like with "WWlll," 
despite all the talk about detente, it's ob
vious that things have been heating up in 
the last year and a half. It's just telling it 
like it is. You gotta look behind all that 
crap to see what's really going on. Anyone 
who believes what they read in the papers 
and see on TV is a fuckin' idiot. 
As the situation worsens throughout the 
world, as it will since Reagan was elected, 
I expect that a lot more bands will take 
that approach. 
Joey: There will be some bands doing 
that, but as things get worse some will be 
opting for pure escapism. Things are wor
sening in Canada as fast as they are in the 
States. Canada is pretty much an exte~-

sion of the States anyway-half of it 1s 
owned by the U.S. 
Was the '79 Rock Against Racism gig in 
Chicago part of a larger tour of the east? 
Joey: Yeah, we played in New York and 
elsewhere. ~n New York there were about 
50 people there. Everybody was so lame I 
couldn't believe it. The Dils were playing. 
It was their first _gig in New York and 
everyone was just standing around. There 
were about 15 of us from SF and Vancou
ver. We just started jumping around and in 
about five minutes the dance floor was 
cleared. Everybody moved out to the peri
meter of the dance floor at Hurrah's, so 
we started going out and hassling them at 
the outer edges because they were so 
lame, you know. Randy was just running 
around kicking drinks -out of people's 
hands and knocking them over and I was 
going around the club terrorizing every
body I coulG. What happened was that 
Randy pushed this one woman, who 
claimed, '' oh no, my wrist is broken," and 

· wanted to have him charged with assault. 
The basic result was that Jim Fouratt, 
who's a pretty cool guy, came up to us the 
next day and told us that the manager of 
the club didn't want us to play the next 
night. But we ended up playing the next · 
night with the Dlls anyway. Last fall we 
wanted to go back there and we found we 
were banned from Hurrah 's. They claimed 
we were Nazis or a neo-fascist band, ex
actly the opposite of the truth. 
Just because you were knocking people 
around and actlf}g rowdy? 
·Joey: We just weren't acting in the New 
York way, being lame. 
The situation in the scene nationally is get
ting more tucked up all the time. I imagine 
you guys must get pretty disillusioned 
sometimes •. what keeps you going? 

Joey: I have a goal, in a way. I do this band 
because there's nothing else I can do. 
This is it. This is the way I feel. This is what 
I want to put forth. The goal is to just keep 
going on and try to change people's atti
tudes aDout all the bullshit they're wrap
ped up in. When we play a lot of people 
may not like our style because it's raun
Chy and real aggressive. We just want to 
get a reaction out of them whether they 
think we're great or that we're fucking 
assholes. You gotta fuckin ' attack them, 
grab them by the fucking throat, you 
know? That's the only way to do It. 

Randy: People don't reel if you just get up 
there like some faceless band. People 
walk in, they'll get drunk, and they won't 
remember you. That's one thing I always 
liked about causing real chaos. If you get 
banned from a particular club that's 
something in your favor. People will say, 
"Wow, they were fucking hilarious, they 
were so raunchy!" Forget the "rock and 
roll" business. 

Joey: J don't even fuckin' like to think 
about that business. 
Randy: Regular rock and roll ain't music, 
it's il!St pigs trying to make money. 
Joey: It's businessman playing guitars, 
people that wanna [sniffs several times). 
The best thing about the whole punk 
scene is audience participation, instead of 
that fuckin' cock-rock idolization. 
So have you guys resigned yourself to the 
probability that hardcore punk won't 
catch on in a big way? 
Joey: No, we're getting more popular. 

More people are getting into punk, 
especially younger kids. To get people to 
wake up, you gotta keep pushing them in 
a certain direction. Eventually, they'll 
realize how they're being fucked over by 
their own society. 
Randy: In Vancouver, like SF and LA, 
there's a real raunchy following of people. 
They don't even care about the musical 
content, they just like to go out and to 
mentaf. The age now has dropped to the 
point where most of the crowd is between 

13 and 18, which is really great. Some
times when we play in bigger places, like 
the University of British Colombla, regular 
rock fans will come too just because they 
go out of habit, but those jerks wouldn't be 
caught dead in any of the sleazier clubs in 
town. 
Joey: Jerks like that just go out to a club to 
pick up girls or be "New Wave" for a 
night. 
Sometimes I feel like giving up when I fook 
around and see all the thoughtless idiots 
who adopt the fashion without the ideas. 
The only thing that keeps me going Is that 
bands like DOA keep pushing on. I hope 
you don't give up. 
Ken: l'm more optimistic. I think people 
will only eat shit for so long before they 
develop a distaste for it. Then they'll look 
for something real. At that point I think 
that bands that are true to themselves and 
keep pushing will develop a large audi
ence. Bands with integrity are the best 
bands around because they put the most 
into what they're doing. Jf they can survive 
and put up with the shit, they'll eventually 
break through. 
Joey: When you play in a band like this, 
you feel good about it because it's a posi
tive thing that you're doing. You're trying 
to change something and not accept all 
this crap. You gotta keep at it. Like I said, 
this is the only think I know how to do and I 
really like doing it, so I can't fucking stop. 

Let's all keep our fingers crossed that 
they never do. D 

To get people to wake up, you gotta keep pushing them 
in a certain direction. Eventually, they'll realize how 
they're being fucked over by their own society." 

"I think people will only eat shit for so long before they 
develop a taste for it. Then they'll look for something 
real." 
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family. When I was a little boy, my 
mother used to read me " Little Or
phan Annie Come To Our House 
To Stay" and it ends ... " and the 
goblins 'U get you if you don't 
watch out. 
Tom: That's right, aff the little kid 's 
stqries seem to end that way. 
Roky: And, I remember things like 
the "Jabberwockie" and " The Llt
tle Girl That Tread On A Loaf" and 
things like that. And, I'm trying to 
do that with my music. Trying to In
troduce Lucifer as ... like little 
Orphan Annie . 

Tom: That's really interesting. 
Aoky: You see, the Devil punishes 
you if you're bad ... In hell . 
And, so he's got his suit all 
cleaned and tailored that way. 
Howard: On the album 's lyric 
sheet, the mysterious letters TEO 
appear for some reason. Why is 
that? 

Roky: It stands for the system. 
Howard: Why did you put that on 
the insert? 
Roky: Well, because there's this 
little creature who Wears glasses 
and he's got a bald head and he 
beats people up all the time and he 
signed it for me. 
Tom: Was there any point in your 
life where you realized that you 
were creative? 

Roky: Yeah, when I wrote this 
book . . (Openers, 1972) 
Tom: So that was when you really 
got the feeling that you'd accom· 
pl/shed something. How dliJ you . 
feel? 

Roky: I felt like I was a writer. 
Tom: And while you were In the 
Elevators, you felt more as what? 
Lead singer? 
Roky: Melody maker. 
Tom: Are we going to have more 
demons? Have you said every
thing you wanted to say about it? 
Musically? 

Roky: Well, I think later on I'll 
begin to write horror more. You 
know, I've loved horror all my life. 
Gorey things. So I might write 
some horror stories. Horror 
stories and horror songs. 
Tom: Are you going to keep mak· 
Ing records? 
Roky: Oh, yeah. 
Tom: That's your form of commu· 
nlcatlon. Do you have any ideas 
about movies, or any sidetrack 
things? 

Roky: A movie would be fun, I 
think. 
Tom: But, do you have anything 
definite In mind? 
Roky: Well, records are mainly the 
thing right now. This new album is 
really big. It looms high in our leg
end. 
Howard: Who do you think buys 
your records? 
Roky: John Law. 

Howard: Any other kind of people? 
Roky: No, that's it. 
Tom: Any more plans for books? 
Roky: Yeah, I've got one called I 
The Devil Child 's Mind which 
might be out pretty soon. And 
another one called The Future 
Demonic Bleib. 
Howard: What can we expect 
these books to contain? 

Roky: A picture of the electric 
chair. 
Howard: Anything else? 
Roky: No, that'll be It. 
Howard: In both books? 
Roky: In both books, yes. 
Tom: What 's a bfeib? 

Roky:-Well , I was messing around 
with the word Bible, and noticed if 
you put some satanic meanings to 
the word Bible, ii comes out the 
word Bleib. And then we went to 
see this movie on the Bermuda Tri
angle, and they had a book open 
on the movie, and one of the 
words In the book was bleib. 
Howard: What Is a blelb? 

Roky: A bleib is a law book. It 's a 
law john. 
Howard: What is that? 
Roky: That's what a bleib is. It's 
hard to Open. 
Tom: I'm thinking of the song on 
the album, It 's "A Cold Night For 
Alligators. " That song really 
caught me on the fife tape. After 
the "Damn Thing, " you recited the 
first line, " It's a cold night tor alli
gators, it's a cold night for dogs. 
The dogs chode on their barking 
when they see alligator people Jn 
the bog and fog. " 

Roky: Yeah. 
Tom: That really made an impres
sion. I mean, I stopped everything. 
That was horror to me, that was 
exciling horror. 
Roky: Really? 

Tom: Fun horror, yes. Is there 
something behind "It's A Col<J-. 
Night"? 
Roky: Pascagoula. 
Tom: Pascagoula? 
Roky: Yeah. 

Tom: Okay, that's a great one, 
what's Pascagoula? Is It a place? 
Roky: Charles Dickson and Calvln 
Parker got picked up by aliens and 
I wrote about it, called "It's A Cold 
Night For Alligators." 
Tom: Who were the alligators? 
Roky: The aliens that picked them 
up. 

Tom: The "aflen thing" started 
with an interview? 
f'.loky: ~o. it's just people would 
ask me what about the alien part 
a·nd t said I was an alien. Freedom 
of speech is what I was practicing. 
You know, it's just not really car
ing what I say . 

Tom: So it wasn't that you meant 

Roky: It's so obvious that I'm not 
an alien, and it's so much obvious 
that I wouldn't look at a fan that 
way, that they're compared to 
each other in that respect. In other 
words .. 

Tom: Anything else you want to 
say about being an alien? Put it to 
rest, now that you're not? 
Roky: Oh, yeah. I know I'm not, 
you know. 
Tom: Yeah, you know you're not, 
but I got a feeling there's a lot of 
contused tans out there. 

Roky: Oh, yeah, well , J don 't think 
their worrying about it. See, I said 
it because I was speaking directly. 
to them. When people's talk to me, 
I'd try to make a statement that's 
worthwhile-that's worth their lis
tening to. Not just in Interviews, 
but in everyday speech. Every 

· word that I speak. 

Tom: Is what you're saying that 
people that aren't your tans are 
the ones that are worried about if 
you're an alien or not .. your fans 
know the truth? 
Roky: No one's worried about if 
I'm an alien or not. 
Tom: No one is? 

Roky: They don't really care ... I 
am an alien. I am worshipped by 
King Kong. You know, it's just a -
kind of a wink to my fans-to you 
-because they know what I'm 
talking about. 

Howard: What 1are the things you 
like about England? 
Roky: Friday the 13th. 
Tom: Have you ever been to Ber· 
muda? 
Roky: No, J never have. 

Tom: Where's Monkey Island? 
Roley: J don't know. How much has 
the cassette got left on it? 
Tom: Ten minutes. 
Roky: It has ten minutes? 

EPILOG 

Interviewer: Is ' there anything 
you 'd like to add? 
Roky: No, that's it. I sure do thank 
you. o 
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The Communication 
Warriors 

By D. W. Person 

The world it seems is at the most criti
cal point in its existence. Daily, the media 
is full of militarist posturings and pre-war 
sabre-rattling as we drift closer, ever clos
er to instant population center deep fry. 
Living in what increasingly appears to be 
the final era of humankind, everyone and 
everything is affected by this mad, head
long rush to eternity. And, like the band on· 
the Titanic, to serenade us on our way out, 
Damon Edge and Helios Creed of Chrome 
are waiting in the wings. 

Before Chrome, Damon had been an 
art school performance artist, manipulat
ing and mixing media and employing vi
sual and audio sensations, but with no ex
tensive background in music. On the other 
hand, Hellos was a musician, playing orig- -
inal medievalesque ballads in small clubs 
and coffeehouses, but not especially ac
customed to the use of strange distortions 
or seeking. grander musical schemes. 
Meeting, they discovered that their tal
ents, backgrounds and, most Importantly, 
their interests complimented each other. 
So Chrome was born. 

Indeed the result of their collaboration, 
Chrome, the music, has, over the last tour 
years, taken on a life of its own, almost in
d8pendent of its creators. It ls simultane
ously ancient and modern (prehistoric 
tribal grunt, Druid alchemy, Gothic spires, 
warlock incantations, psychedellc tan· 
gents, metal mania, 80's electrodrone): 
combining a basic primal energy and 
etherial force and employing levels of lofty 
romanticism and street violence. They 
sum up their sound with one phras,e: 
"Reaf/y alien." 

Chrome is music for headphones; not 
only because they allow the intracasies to 
be found and appreciated, but because, at 
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CHROME 
base, the music is fundamentally cere
bral , almost necessitating a way of bring
ing it into closer proximity to the brain. 
Listening through earphones, the two 
highpoints of the music are revealed : The 
rocky high-energy contacts with the street 
fusing with the moments of pure surreal
ism, sound that surrounds you like a 
dream. 

Their lyrics are processed and ob
scured virtually beyond recognition . 
Damon seeks "to keep lyrlcs elusive be
cause they mean more that way. Anytime 
that we get into writing anything that says 
too much directly, I seem to think it loses 
something. I like hidden things-they're 
more attractive. I hate lyrics really. We 
write them because we hear sounds from 
voices and they say these things and we 
don't even know what they say. A lot of 
times we record them and then find out 
what we've said later. They don't make 
any sense and that's why we like them. 
They're not thought out-there's no brain 
accupuncture going on." 

Often their inspiration is first conjured 
up on a visual level and later translated in
to audio imagery. " If I hear a sound," ex
plains Damon, "I get an image, and I work 
to create more of the Image with the 
sound. So like, I hear a sound first, then I 
get an image, then I get an Idea of where 
that image should go, and then I try to 
create the sound to go there. We make 
pictures for people's heads." 

Helios views the process more mystic
ally: "Vibrations of notes have different 
ramifications. There are certain keys that 
we mostly write in. 'E ' is one of the major 
notes that Chrome deats with. 'E ' is in 
tune with the genitals, and is also the vi
brations of change. 'E ' rules the sign of 
Scorpio, which me and Damon both are, 
and that's the sign of death and rebirth. 
When music is in 'E', usually people are 
more sexually inspired than they are in 
any other key. Now, 'D ' is the vibration 

that is at the rate people should be on 
when they' re aware of visions that the 
music will be transcending; 10 them; vi
sions of rebirth kinds of energies. 'D' Is a 
'higher ' level of vibration." 

Downstairs at Mobius Music on an 
overcast September afternoon, Damon 
and Helios are laying down some tracks 
for their next album. Damon is deciding on 
the flange rate for his keyboard track on a 
very oceanic, droney song (which it turned 
out was later discarded), while Helios sits 
in a corner of the control room, busily 
scribbling words in a page, lyrics about 
being alone In the danger zone. That zone 
is the city, the USA. the techno-crazy 
places where the shit will most Intensely 
descend. In about tne minutes, Hellos wlll 
go Into the, studio and record those lyrics. 
Meanwhile, Damon realizes that there's 
something missing from this other song. 
He can't come up with any lyrics for It
he needs some guitar melodic lead to 
guide him through. He summons Helios to 
lay down said lead. Suddenly Damon sees 
his task, and the lyrics, rhymed, spacey 
and logical stream from him. 

This is largely how the production pro
cess occurs. The basic riffs are usually 
discovered beforehand, but their studio 
work is far from the sterile constrictions 
brought on by over-rehearsal and rote 
recitation. It is accurate to say that in 
many cases, they don't lmow what the 
song is until they finish it in the studio. And 
they only use about half of what they do. 
["I feel it like a scientist," Zombie War· 
fare.] And so it goes, as they keep laying 
down track after track of intertwining 
sound images. 

The final product is a dense jungle of 
song, rich with fiery ornamentations, 
heavy chords and obscured lyrics swing
ing about before your eyes. When satis
fied that the song paints the kind of pic
ture they want , they set at the piece with a 
razorblade and a suitcase full of random 
sounds: TV show soundtracks, modern in
dustry at work, sound effects records, 
and, who knows ... because they slow it 
down, speed it up, reverse it , splice it 
around and EQ the shit out of it.. In the 
end, many of the sounds they include are 
virtually unrecognizable. 

_Last year , they turned about slightly, 
and modified much of their violent street
life element in favor of the more melodic, 
dreamier realms. "We just felt that we 
had projected a lot of darkness without 
relief," Damon sighs, "and we were sort 
of sick of it. We just had to get something 
else out of our systems. We'd done Allen 
Soundtracks, Half Machine Lip Moves, 
Subterranean Modern, and all that stuff 
was just really, you know, 'heavy gestapo 
rock,' or whatever the English press 
called it. Like we had been getting so 
much shit and putting it back out that we 
were getting it back. So we just wanted to 
get into something that had a few dreamy 
spaces. And things seemed to have got
ten a lot better after we psychically made 
an effort to get out of that cycle. But this 
year, I think we're going to be getting 
darker again. It's just that we're feeling 
more aggressive this year, musically. We 
just needed to clean ourselves out. And 
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now that we're clean, we' re back into 
power. We' re going back to crunch. We 
want people 's brains to ooze out of their 
noses. And a Reagan administration is go
ing to be very excellent for psychedelic 
rock or whatever the fuck it is we do." 

They released their second album, 
Afien Soundtracks, In 1977 on their own 
label, Siren Records. It received favorable 
writeups In the international rock press, 
who called it a masterpiece and ten years 
ahead of its time, and encouraged them to 
record more. Allen Soundtracks is com
prised of 11 songs, each with two or three 
different theme sections, moving straight 
through these sections, without reference . 
back to any original theme; a fairly radical 
structure for the genre they were enter
ing, definitely not arranged with commer
cial airplay In mind. 

A year later, their third LP, Half Mach
ing Up Moves assumed much greater di
mensionality and texture. People liked it 
because it didn't feel llke anything else 
they'd ever heard. Listening to Half Mach
ine Lip Moves feels like you're doing 
something almost naughty-something 
you'd never want to tell your parents 
about. A couple of tracks, "TV as Eyes" 
and "Abstract Nympho," became minor 
hits in England, Germany and on U.S. col
lege stations, bringing them further notori
ety and interest from major American and 
English Independents. They recorded 
three cuts as part of the Ralph Records 
compendium Subterranean Modern, 
along with Tuxedomoon, the Residents 
and MX-80 Sound seven months later. 

Last year, they recorded two more 
works: an ep called "Read Onty Memory" 
and their fourth album called Red Expo
sure. These two are, in a sense, compli
mentary works. Done around the same 
time, they are the two opposite ends of 
the Chrome continuum. "Read Only Mem
ory" is an integrated piece that could easi
ly be found in a library of modern elec
tronic music, alongside of Cage, Stock
hausen and the University of Iowa's Corn 
Price. It is an ambient series of atonal 
repetitions, some generated live (guitar, 
bass, drums), some recorded from either 
media (radio, TV) and some synthesized
then fedback, echoed, reversed, flanged, 
the works. They refer to R.O.M. as "the 
soundtrack. " Another planet. A purist dis
play of Chrome's rapport with the tape
speed know and the razorblade. Don't 
listen to it-just put it on and do some
thing else. Let it play for your attention. 

Red Exposure is just the opposite. It is 
comprised mostly of fairly melodic so~gs, 
and somewhat more traditional arrange
ments than what we've been used to from 
the group before. Red Exposure is a state
ment of strategy. Positive energy. It was 
around the time of recording R.E. when 
they realized that to flirt too actively with 
the negative side was to flirt with death. 
R.E. Is affirmation, particularly on the 
heels of the slightly satanic R.0.M. Where 
previously they had recorded with a half
track and a four-track in a house, R.E. 
marked their entrance into the world of 
sixteen-track in a professional studio. 

Their new album, Room 101, integrates 
the recent, more melodic aesthetic, while 
stepping up the alien, gone, out.there ele
ment. It's more refined and organized, but 
it still flaunts those wonderfully rough
hewn edges ... a modern blend. It's the 
thickest and rawest they've been yet. A 

return to the Haff Machine Up Moves kind 
of energy. A high-volume power-trip, yet 
still another departure. For the old is dead 
and it's time to get new. It's also time to 
get live. 

Sometimes before the end of '81, 
Chrome wlll be a !Ive band, some four 
years and six records after their begin
ning. Damon says that "being able to play 
what we play live was always a limitation 
to us-to play live you can only do so 
much, and we had felt that we could do so 
much more on tape than we could in a live 
context. Though now, we're working out 
certain minimal concepts, where some of 
our past stuff hasn 't been that minima!." 

When asked about "what ·music they 
like, Chrome mentions artists such as Kill
ing Joke, Snakefinger, Gary Numan, Neu 
and Bowie. Helios says he likes virtually 
no one anymore and suggests he began 
recording his music just to have some
thing to listen to. He did, however, say 
something about culllng a certain vocal 
style from Frank Sinatra. 

Elusiveness is a significant part of 
what's compelllng about Chrome. They've 
never played live, at any given time 
they're almost impossible to locate
they're in a world by themselves-and 
don't really care to participate with the 
rest of the culture. 

"We listen to the things we're not sup
posed to be listening to," Damon shrugs, 
"we don't listen to the shit in our genre too 
much . . we just work on what we're do
ing. It's nicer that way, it's more real to 
me because we don't even care what any
body does at all. I find to listen or even to 
care about what's happening a limitation 
on my own imagination." 

Until recently, the band has, through its 
own label, done all of its own promotion 
and distribution of its records. Last year, 
after "Read Only Memory" and Red Ex
posure, they were picked up by the Eng
lish independent, Beggars Banquet 
(whose WEA connections provide wide 
European distribution). To date, Beggars 
Banquet has pressed over 30,000 copies 
of Red Exposure and it's been distributed 
around the world. 

Damon doesn't find it at all ironic that a 
San Francisco band had to cross the At
lantic to get a contract. "l just found it nor
mal because I grew up in Hollywood and I 
know what the music industry is like there 
and I didn ' t even bother to go to LA I went 
to England.·· But he does perceive an "~n
teresting paradox" in the fact that, despite 
licensing, "since the beginning, the de
mand by distributors was a lot bigger in 
Europe for us. There's something about 
us that appeals to Europeans, I don't 
know what it is. We just seem to touch 
something . . . that ... " 

Beggars' top selling artist today is Gary 
Numan. Their second seller is Chrome. 

A great part of their success appears to 
be the result of the deliberate nature of 
their business tactics. They rush Into no 
"instant, temporary deals." They have a 
vision of how they want their ultimate 
future to look.- And what they don't do is 
very Important to them. To preserve the 
integrity of that position, there must be a 
little defensiveness, a certain reclusive 
anonymitY, because an inherent quality <:>f 
warfare pervades the whole nature of this 

. business. Chrome are communication 
warriors. O 
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If the mark of a successful band is that 
the audience emerges from a show sing
ing the songs they 've just heard, then the 
Raybeats are a dismal failure. It's okay, 
though-they don't have lyrics. That 's 
right , an instrumental band. Like most 
tags , this one is only partly correct: In the 
time it takes to say " BarKays" three times 
fast, the Aaybeats take the genre places 
it's never been before. Theirs is a decep
tively simsple music, Infectious, eminently 
danceable and drawing from a number of 
familiar and obscure sources. Starting, of 
course, with rock'n'roll, they go on to add 
a remarkable combination of funk, R&B, 
surf, soul, Hawaiian and cowboy forms. 
This is not pat music you've heard before; 
by the time the Raybeat backspin has 
been put on, it's sophisticated, new 
music. The veins they 're mining are rich, 
certainly , but the twenty-four karat pro
duct seems more the result of alchemy, of 
using potentials that no one else even 
sees. Besides-and this is the important 
part-they wear matching cowboy suits 
and chew gum. Cool. 

And then-hoo boy, and then-this up
town mongrel music is played by a quartet 
of by-God virtuosos that are gong to put 
the word "ensemble" back in our vocabu
laries. There's no slack, no seams, Just 
densely textured melody played by four 
guys for whom the mysteries of harmon
ics and time signatures are child's play, 
Somewhere in the back of your sweat
fuzzed mind, as you try to remember all 
sixteen dances they can play the tunes 
for, you dlmly. realize that this is in fact 
elegant, almost formal, music. Remem
ber, back there ii says "deceptively" sim
ple. They've explored probably every per
mutation of the elements available to 
them, and come up with the right stuff 
every time. 

Although members of the band could 
accurately be described as normal Mid
western gum-chewing (HubbaBubba) kind 
of guys-at least one is even a card

·Carrying Eagle Scout-it makes better 
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Spy, a band that Lydia Lunch had some
thing to do with; Donny Christensen 
(drums) and Jody Harris (guitar and bass) 
were with the Contortions; and relative 
newcomer Danny Amos (bass and guitar), 
who took over at George Scott's untimely 
death, was with a Minneapolis-based 
band called the Overtones that by all ac
counts could have made the expression 
"Hang ten" popular again. 

But they' re the Raybeats now, and jus
tiflably determined to keep their pasts 
where they belong, in the past. While not 
burying the past , either personally or mu
sically, they want a future that's more 
than a series of lnstant replays. They 
came together in the fall of '79 as a sort of 
release from their other projects. "We 
regarded it as a hobby for a long time. 
Much too long. The hobby band," Donny 
noted, and went on to say, "Basically we 
came together out of having fun . It wasn 't 
lik~ •. Hey, let's make a band or anything. 

We were just playing together. None of us 
were into jamming. Automattcally we 
were writing tlttle devices and changes 
and melody lines. They actually became 

. songs right away." 

So now they're a band, and they've 
toured the country twice since last fall , 
and they have an EP just released called 
Roping Wild Bears (a title which may or 
may not ~e based on their Scouting expe
rience) on Beggar's Banquet. It 's an accu
rate Raybeats showcase, judging from a 
tape of the master; get it and have fun . We 
had a long and some would say drunken 
conversation, the sobtirer segments of 
which appear here. It didn't seem fair to 
use the part where Pat tried to convince 
Danny to use the women 's bathroom, or 
the one where Jody talked about "slap
ping" some "surf dinks" in LA, or when 
Donny confessed to a fondness for the 
West Point Cadet Orchestra, or . 
I guess the second question [the first be
ing about the kind of bubblegum they 
chew], which is almost equally obvious, is 
Why an instrumental band? 
Jody: Why not an instrumental band? Why 
a singing band? Got something against in
strumental bands? Anything unusual 
about instrumental bands? (Note that 
none of the Raybeats shows himself unac
quainted with better living through sar
~asm] 

C'mon, there is something unusual about 
instrumental bands. 
Donny: Well , like . . ? 
Like there aren't very many of them. 
Jody: That's true. 
Pat: That might be one of the reasons. 
Jody: That's why it seemed like an excel
lent reason to have one. 
Pat: It wasn't conscious, particularly, but 
it was definitely the way to go after we 
started playing. 

No one had any interest In sl'1glng, or you 
were just more interested In pursuing
Donny: I'm a great singer. There's actual
ly good singers in the band, but we want to 
be an instrumental band. 
Jody: We first started writing songs and 
mentioning, well, maybe I'll go home and 
work on some lyrics .. . tonight, "then 
weeks later we're still talking about the 
possibilities of lyrics. 

Pat: When we started to play we realized 
we had entire songs. We actually had 
songs with melodies, and we all happen to 
really love' instrumental bands. So why 
bother with a snooty little lyricist who's 
gonna, like, muck up the works? 
Jody: That's right. 
You've had problems with lyricists in the 
past? 
Pat: Not really. James and Lydia were 

·both dreams to work with. 
Really? 
Donny: [Drily] Championship team 
players, you might say. 

Melody is a big topic, both when talklrig 
. to the Raybeats and listening to them 
.play. Just one exposure to their music 
·would bring home the fact that it's been a 
long time since anybody has taken melody 

· seriously. Danny summed it up best and 
most succinctly when he said, "We're a 
tune band." No shit. They manipulate mel
ody; it sneaks in at the unlikeliest times 
and from the unlikeliest places. It's com

' plex, by turns buoyant and ominous, har
' monious and dissonant, the Ve~tures _and 

Ornette Coleman. Somehow they encom
pass Shitkickers and Lounge lizards both. 
Jody: Well: obviously, if you're not going 
~o have a singer as focus, and if you 're go
rng to stay away from the idea of a star in
strumentalist, it makes a lot of sense to 
ha~~ ever~body, everything being played, 
being as important as everything else. 
Also, that's exactly the sort of stuff I love . 
. at: When George played with us ... 
George definitely brought the bass out. 
When Danny joined, we became much 
more of a dance band, because Danny 
holds it down much better. like a song like 
"Della Street" which has got a neat mel
ody line, you can also sing the bass line. 
And "Searching" the same way. I'm really 
fond of prominent bass, but it's hell on a 
drummer sometimes. But on a couple of 
songs, we don' t even use bass. 
Several bands now are redefining the 
place of bass players-I 'm thinking par
ticularly of you and DNA and Delta 5-
where bass players are not longer rele
gated to just keeping a bottom intact. 
Donny: That's Chris Squire's fault. [Yes 's 
bass player, for you non-cognoscenti] 
Jody: You just play with clever and inter
esting people and put a band together and 
somebody's playing bass who just hap
pens to be as clever and interesting as 
everybody else. It changes the whole 
structure of the music, because In order 
to be a star you want to go for the high fre
quencies. [laughter] So your low area In 
th,re sometimes goes away. 

·· That's their music exactly: An Ameri
can sound, resonating with dreams of 
cars and girls and weekends, and night
mares of fears and tensions and uncer
tainties. 

Pat: I'd like to hear our songs on the radio. 
I'd like to hear songs on the AM radio. 
They're great radio songs. 
Donny: Any station y'know. Any station I'd 
turn to. I'd like to hear it on alt of 'em. 
Pat: I wanna drive down the road with my 
baby in the middle of the night and hear 
my song on the radio. 

The band's structure and the idiosyn
cratic talents of its members make this 
unpredictable and compelling mix both 
possible and enjoyable. Donny Bill lays 
down an unrelenting bottom from on top 
of (not behind) his kit; someone called him . 

1 a "human metronome with soul," and the 
only thing lacking from the description is 
his ferocious power. Then there's 
Danny's bass, either augmenting or taking 

.Off from Donny's bottom; he 's as much a 
' lead player as he is a rhythm one. Jody's 
guitar playing, familiar from his work with ~ 
the Contoprtions, is maybe best explained 
by him: "The thing that was interesting to 
me when I got in it [the Raybeats] was that 
I'd always been playing in R&B or funk 
oriented bands. It was a real relief to me 
to be able to play outside that framework 
-play different beats, different melodic 
and harmonic structures, things like that. " 
And then there's Pat, whose way with a 

, carny-inspired keyboard tine and a nasty 
sax riff are equally inspired. He soars. 
When we talked about their goals (which 
include, as Jody said, "A nice American 
record contract"), they ended up giving a 
heartfelt and accurate description of what 
it is th.ey do: 

The Raybeats are a young band with 
known members, trying to make a place for 
music that fits no trendy formula. 1 ne 
problems in such a situation-critics who 
don't know how to write about them, club 
owners who don't know how to book 
them, audiences who don't know how to 
react to them-are gradually getting re
solved. The conviction and love that tt;Je 
four RBs bring to what they're doing over
powers all the rest though, and if equal 
parts cool and sentiment and talent and 
vision add up to anything, they'll go far. 

· Even if they don't have a singer. o 
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amusing and confounding readers 
for over twenty years. From his phil
osophical forum (no byline) In Play· 
boy magazine, he helped further the 
cause of liberty In the bedroom. He 
has probably had as much influence 
on the so-called "sexual revolution" 
as the famed Kinsey. From sex, he 
turned (naturally) to drugs. He was 
one of the first (and perhaps only) 
journalists to deal with Dr. Timothy 
Leary fairly and on scientific 
grounds, as the subject matter de-
served. · 

In recent years, Wilson has turned 
to the topic of futurism," blending his 
expertise In scientific subjects
drugs, sex, quantum theory, neuro
loglc-wlth his passion for llbertar· 
lanlsm. The results have been four
teen books, countless articles, a 
stage version of llluminstus! (a book 
of three Volumes co-authored with 
Robert Shea), radio and television in
terviews, and goodness knows what 
else. Doc Wiison {he has his PhD in 
psychology) is definitely unconsti· 
pated when it comes to brainwork. 

His most recent book, The lllumi· 
natl Papers, Is available from And/Or 
Press in Berkeley. They also pu~ 
lished his very popular Cosmic Trig· 
ger, a book which blends all of Wll· 
son's concerns with a heap of 
humor, triggering enlightened 
laughs for miles around. 

This Interview was conducted at 
Wilson's San Francisco home, over a 
period of weeks. Similar material can 
be found In the pages of the news· 
letter of the Institute for the Study of 
the Human Future, an organization 
he helped to create and continues to 
work with. 

Do you really believe all that conspiracy 
shit you write about all the time? 

Absolutely. Adam Smith wrote over 200 
years ago, that "men of the same profes
sion never meet together except to con
spire against the general public." Every 
profession ls a conspiracy. Every political 
party is a conspiracy. The oil companies 
conspire. The cliques who run the art 
world, the music world and the book world 
all conspire. t conspire every chance I 
can: that ls, I write enthusiastic reviews of 
new books by my friends, and they write 
enthusiastic reviews of my books. There's 
nothing sinister about all this, and it has a 
natural, soclobiotogical basis. Every gene
pool is a conspiracy. The lions conspire 
against the zebras. THe sparrows con
spire against the earthworms. It makes 
sense for groups with similar goals to 
work together, to synergize their efforts. It 
only becomes a bit nasty and kind of 
spooky when people start hiding bits of in
formation ("top secret"-"your eyes 
only"). When they start spreading delitr 
erate misinformation (liest to gull their 
competitors, it becomes not only nasty 
and spooll;y, but comical in a bizarre way. 
Twenty groups hiding 1 O facts each pro
duce 200 bits of compound ignorance
holes in our perceptual field. And 1 o 

groups circulating 10 non-facts, or lies, 
produce 100 bits of falst information. This 
is very clever, from the point of view of 
each group doing it, but from the whole 
species point of view, it's just plain dumb. 
A species needs adequate information 
flow to survive. 

All of us, including the principal con
spirators, are now living in a deluge of ig
norance and misinformation. Nobody 
knows what the hell is going on any more. 
As a comic writer, J find the whole conspi
ratorial scene an endless source of mate
rial for farce and satire. 

Do you know what a useful idiot is? 
That's CIA Jargon for somebody who's 
working for them but doesn't know it. The 
useful idiot may thing he's working for the 
IRA, or the Quebec separatists or a cor
poration named, say, International After
birth and Placenta, Inc. I think every con
spiracy has useful idiots who are working 
for them without knowing it. Every day I 
ask myself at ·reast once, "Am 1 a useful 
idlot?"' lt keeps me from taking myself too 
seriously. I think the trouble with most 
conspiracy buffs is that they're so grim 
and humorless. They never stop to 
wonder if they might be useful idiots. 

Besides, "the future belongs to the 
creative mind," as somebody or other 
once said. I think my conspiracy is the 
brightest, quickest, smartest gang on the 
planet and we have moved in on the future 
already, while most people are stlll living 
in the past, like the Moral Majority, or try
ing to get into the present, like the useful 
idiots in the consciousness movement, 
which is really a front for Darth Vader, you 
know. The past is dead and you can't find 
the present because it vanishes while you 
look for it, but the future is uncontami
nated, just waiting for consciousness to 
fill it and occupy it. 

Two guys at MfT, among others, have 
developed a mathematical way of en
coding information which makes it prac
tically feasible for every human being on 
the planet, not to mention corporations, 
governments, etc. to have their very own 
unbreakable secret code. This means, in 
effect, that we CAN have secrets. The 
question then becomes, what can one do 
with that capability? 

To me it's a dead-end. I think secrecy is 
a form of behavior that will gradually get 
phased-out as evolution proceeds. Noth
ing that is important can be hidden for 
long. The whole thing about the United 
qtates having a monopoly on nuclear 
weapons and then the Russians stole the 
secret, which was how the whole national 
security hysteria got started ... that was 
all nonsense. You can't keep a law of 
nature secret. Anything as big aod as otr 
vious as a law of nature, or a sociological 
fact, for that matter ... nothing like that 
can be kept secret. The whole emphasis 
on secrecy, which really goes back to the 
ancient priesthoods who kept all thei r 
techniques secret to hoodwink the 
general public . the Egyptian prfesfs. 
kept writing a secret so no one else wouldl 
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know about it ... so did the Mayan 
priests. The Egyptian priests kept secret 
how they made that statue hoot at sunrise 
every morning ... that was all exploita
tive ... and the secrets most corpora· 
tions keep are secrets that will allow them 
more ways of exploting the consumer. 
Patents and so on eventually wear out no 
matter what the law says. People find 
ways of doing things just differently 
enough to get around the patent laws. I 
think all secrecy basically goes back to 
the scarcity economy and the idea that 
you' re always in competition, there's not 
enough to go around, you gotta get an 
edge, you gotta get an advantage, so they 
start hoarding information units the way 
food is hoarded and the way money is 
hoarded in bank vaults, and so forth . Al1 
those types of behavior are, I think, very 
primitive and mammalian and they're get
ting phased-out as we become more in
telligent and realize that the prosperity of 
the whole human race depends upon 
transmitting all information units as rapid
ly as possible to as many people as possi
ble. The more we all know, the more suc
cessful we can all be. The more that's be
ing hidden, the stupider we'll all be. 

· What, if anything, Is the relationship 
between secrecy and privacy? Would it be 
all right wiih you, since you don't believe 
in secrets, if I stationed myself at your 
front door and read your mall every day? 

Well, ideally. I think that's the way it 
should be some day. People shouldn't 
have any secrets at all. For instance, the 
whole gay pride movement is a breaking 
down of a vast, tremendous blackmail 
racket that police forces of various kinds 
have been involve din for the last hundred 
years or so, at least. 

So the police agents are probably piss
ed that we are removing one of their 
sources of income and power?J 

Sure. I remember in 1957 hearing Allen 
Ginsberg being interviewed, and the inter
viewer asking "Why are there so many 
references to homosexuality in your poe
try, Mr. Ginzberg?" and he said "That's 
cause I'm queer." And I thought "My god, 
we've entered a new historical epoch . 
I've never heard anybody say that on the 
radio before." I think that took a lot more 
courage in 195_7 than it takes noVof. Ideally, 
I think everybody should come out of the 
closet, about everything. Let it all hang 
out. I think that's the magic of an EST 
seminar, when everybody realizes that the 
people they're afraid of are afraid of them. 
Everybody's trying to make a good im· 
pression, and 'worried that the other per
son is thinking "Gee, what a shmuck, he 
is, what a clown, what a toad," and while 
they're worrying about that, the other per
son is thinking the same thing. The whole 
group encounger movement is probably 
one of the healthiest things in our society. 

But what if they did, in fact, tell all? 
Wouldn't people still have differences and 
wouldn't those differences stiff create dif
ferences in our informational or percep
tual fields? 

No. They would be enriching. Dif
ferences are created, I think by the DNA 
code because they serve an evolutionary 
function. I think that one of the great 
things about the United States is the diver
sity of the genetic and cultural pools. 
There are certain differences that are 
probably goil!Q to disappear over time, but 
there are a lot of differences tHal are tre
mendously valuable. Everybody in the 
United States, for instance, would be
come considerably more intelligent if they 
were to spend two days discussing basic 
philosophy with, say, a Russian chemist 
wt. was a strict dialectical materialist, 
and a Japanese businessman who's out 
for a profit like any American business
man but does Zen meditation, or the P\rab 
sheik who is convinced that women are 
animals. You wou ldn't necessarily agree 
with all the Views you heard, but being 
submerQed in these differences makes 
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you more aware that your own reality is
land Is highly arbitrary and crazy. And the 
more reality islands you allow to impinge 
on yours, the bigger your reality Island be· 
comes and the more of reallty you can 
see and sense and feel and apprehend. 

. Well, let's see If I can build another 
case tor secrecy on different grounds. Let 
us say you are conceptualizing some
thing, and you're tBking Barbara Marx 
Hubbard's phrase about the future begin
ning in the imagination, then in w/11, and 
then in reality. At the level of Imagination, 
if you want something to happen on a 
group level, you may want the freedom to 
conceptualize and examine alternate 
ideas without those messages going out 
and altering the reality external to the 
group or self . ... for the time being. You 
wish to contain that process, because, If 
you don't contain the process, then such 
premature messages, as it were, could 
prejudice the outcome of your plans, and, 
the probabilities of a coherent' outcome 
may decline. 

laws, they can't. 
True. The essential Information on how 

to construct these codes is already out. 
There is also a device (I hate to mention 

something and not identify it fully, but I 
can't remember who makes it or where it 
comes from, exactly} that was the subject 
of legislation in the last couple of years. 

This felloW in Seattle invented a device 
which you attach to your computer, which 
allows you to code data in a such a way 
that you're the only one who can get at it. 
so all sorts of information can be stored 
and the government can never get at it. 
So I think It's sort of comical that the 
government could even think ilcould en
force its claim to a monopoly on secrets, 
anyway. Anybody can have secrets now. 
And in the short run, I gUess that's 
healthy. If the government is doing it, 
other people should be allowed to com
pete with them and do it too. But In the 
long run I think the game has to be 
abolished, a.nd everything has to be open. 

All of us, including the principal conspirators, are now 
living in a deluge of ignorance and misinformation. No
body knows what the hell is going on any more. As a 
comic writer, I find the whole conspiratorial scene an 
endless source of material for farce and sat ire. 

That's a matter· of prudence. There's 
nothing I say that is meant to contradict 
the vi rtues of prudence, discretion, plalri 
common sense. One doesn' t want to 
carry anything to an idiotic extreme. 

Or an ideological extreme . .. anyway, 
my point is that, when you are planning 
something, a certain amount of "closed
mouthedness," secrecy, privacy, what
ever, is prudent, and takes into account 
the differences we are submerged in. 
Although in principle, I agree with the "no 
secrets" policy because, in the long run, it 
seems to lead to evolutionary dead ends. 
However, the government, through NSA, 
at this very moment, is trying to see to it 
that if there are secrets to be kept that the 
only people who will be able to keep 
secrets will be national governments. 
They are attempting to do this by limiting 
or confining our capacity to create and re
fine secret codes and encryption algo
rithms. In view of that. what should be the 
appropriate response? 

Well, in the long run, as I say, I'm 
against secrets. Intelligence is based on .· 
the ability to apprehend whole systems, 
and the more that's hidden, the less intel
ligence can do. rrs actually been proven, 
in exper'iments that a lot of psychologists 
have conducted ln the last fifteen years
since LSD mutated them. There's been an 
awful lot of experiments done on what 
people do when things are hidden from 
them: they invent extravagant metaphysi
cal theories to account for what they can't 
find out any othe·r way. The more disinfor
mation students are fed in these experi
ments, the more elaborate their metaphy
.sical theories become. And the more like 
the mentations of clinical lunatics their 
speculations become. This is an attempt 
to account for reality when you 're being 
deliberately kept from seeing parts of it, or 
are being shown things that aren't part of 
It in the guise that they are. That's why I'm 
against secrecy, and the politics of lying 
and deception and hiding things and so 
on. Thars the long-run perspective. On 
the other hand, while it 's going on, I think 
it's delightful that secret codes have been 
invented that the government itself cannot 
penetrate. And I do not believe that the 
government can establish a monopoly on 
secrets. They can do it de jure . . they 
can write laws and claim they've got a 
monopoly on secret codes, but de facto 
they can't make it work. I know enough 
people in the business to know that there 
are all sorts of ways things can be hidden 
using trap door codes, and the govern
ment CAN'T get at them, even if they pass 

With missiles blowing up In sllos, atom· 
ic plants going .critical, acid rains faljlng, 
snipers shooting bus drivers, Ronnie Ray
gun having his hands on The Button, Infla
tion eating us out of house and home, 
Richard Vigur/e stirring up the christlans, 
war in the Middle East with its hostages, 
dope busts continuing, the space program 
a washout, the computer revolution going 
to middle management, and us getting 
older every day, can you really say we 
have a future? 

We don't HAVE a future, we CREATE a 
future. As I said earlier, the future Is un
contaminated-void and without form. 
The creative mind will fill it. My conspiracy 
(Negative Entropy, Inc.) is always working 
to fill every void with more c-reativity and 
to frustrate Darth Vader and the Death 
Dwarfs in the Vatican, who represent en
tropy or incoherence. 

The present is no worse than the past, 
anyway. The local galaxy was actually 
built by Swift Kick Company, the shoddiest 
contractors in the space-time continuum. 
They are real bandits-experts at cost
cutting, shady dealing and all the 8rts of 
increasing the profit margin by decreas
ing quality of the final product. As soon as 
they collected their fee, the whole system 
started falling apart. Comets smashing in
to planets, ice ages, cosmic catastrophes, 
black holes-lousy workmanship all the 
way down the line. Probably, they were 
secretly in league with Darth Vader, as 
the gnostics suspected. · 

But the point is that life thrives, despite 
all that. Read WATERSHIP DOWN. The 
smartest rabbits always survive, even on 
a planet as brutal and punishing as this 
one. The moral is' obvious: Get smart. De
spite its tremendous popularity with all 
political parties and organized religions, 
stupidity is not a survival asset. 

What motivates you? 
I want to be smarter next week than I 

am today. I want to get off the Planet of 
the Apes and join other pioneers in creat
ing better worlds in outer space. I want to 
live forever. I want to see the universe 
next door. As Dagen Zengi said, "Time is 
three eyes and eight elbows." Is that 
c1ear? 

No. It saunOs like horseshit. 
wen, let me put it this way . . Genesis 

is war propaganda, written by Darth Vader 
and the Empire's P.A. men. In the gnostic 
gospels, which are war propaganda writ
ten by the Rebels , the real true honest 
uncensored story is told. Darth Vader has 
seduced hurpanity with the dark side of 
the force. We were never thrown out of 
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paradise. All you know is what registers 
on your brain. Take over the Reality Stu
dio, and get rid of Darth Vader and the 
Vatican Insect Zombies. Write your own 
script. The universe-that is, the future
emerges out of pure quantum chaos by 
acts of Will every nanosecond . 

I learned all this from a great christian 
scientist and zen master named Hugh 
Hefner. I worked for Hef for five years. 
One day I realized that he literally lived In 
an islanct of expensive stereo equipment, 
unlimited luxuries and hot running Playboy 
Bunnies. And I realized that he had 
dreamed up that reality as a young col
lege boy in the 1950s, and then he mani
fested it. I decided to dream up my own 
reality and then manifest ii. lf you don't 
create your own reality, Darth Vader is 
still confronting you; you're just a robot 
manipulated by the dark side of the force. 

Yau really get into all that Darth Vader 
crap, too, don't you? 

Certainly. Oh, there are primitive sys
tems like quantum physics, ln which he's 
personified as entropy, or christianity, in 
which he's called the devil, but under any 
name he is the spirit that says "No. You 
can't do that." YOU CAN'T INVENT YOUR 
OWN REALITY. YOU CAN'T ABOLISH 
POVERTY. YOU CAN'T ESCAPE FROM 
THE PLANET OF TH E APES. YOU CAN'T 
YOU CAN'T YOU CAN'T ... fuck him, I 
say! According to an old gnostic tradition I 
just Invented, his real name is Loudmouth 
and the way to get rid of him is to refuse to 
belleve in any llmits whatsofucklngever on 
your freedom, your creativity, your con
sciousness and your intelligence. 

Do you think of yourself as a "success
ful writer"? 

I have to. After au, if I don't, who will? J 

have discovered that if one's opinions of 
one's powers and talents is too low. no-
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body wilt bother to correct it. They will say, 
"Oh, he's one of the toads," and walk all 
over you. On the other hand, if your opin· 
ion of yourself is too high, the universe will 
eventually hammer you down to a more 
reasonable estimate. So I never accept 
any limits until they are forced upon me 
and then I only accept them for today. I 
expect to be smarter tomorrow. Those 
who miss this point, or deny it, are by de
finition toads. 

What is a toad, again? 
A toad is somebody who thinks some

body else Is in charge. In other words, a 
toad says "I can't do this. t can't do that." 
I always define myself and my friends as 
the Power Elite and assume we can make 
it all the way to Watershlp Down, or Big 

, Rock Candy Mountain, or the Heavenly Ci
ty, or whatever you want to call the next 

. step in evolution. 
Why should anyone read your crap, 

anyway? Better yet, . why .should anyone 
READ, period? Aren't readers becoming 
an extinct species?? 

My ba'oks are not interrupted every ten 
minutes by commercials for tampcns and 
Datsuns. Many people claim they're as 
funny as or funnier than Laverne and 
Shirley. Some have been kind enough to 
say they're even funnier than Archie 
Bunker's Place. And they tell you how to 
get smarter and live forever, which no
body on television will tell you right now. 
As for reading in general: the more arts 
and sciences and skills you've mastered, 
the easter it is to see alternatives and not 
get trapped by Darth Vader"~ Fog Mach
ine. If you have kung fu, and can read and 
write, and can solve a quadratic equation, 
and program a computer, and get a bone 
in an emergency, and keep learning new 
skills every year, nobody will ever con
vince you you' re one of the toads. · a 

The Future Created 
an interview 

by Dean Gengle 
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excerpts from the novel 
I THOUGHT I TOLD YOU TO WAIT IN THE CAR 

Bananas Cucaracha was 
getting married. He was marry
ing into a family of famed nat
uralists-the father was the 
first person to take the rectal 
temperature of a hiber.nating 
North American Brown Bear
the mother had written the 
definitive treatise on bondage 
practice among the L&rx, an 
aboriginal Canadian group of 
soft white dwarves. 

He called on me In my capa
city as religious leader of our 
community to perform the 
ceremony. I was to get my 
usual fee, a quart of Jack Dan
iels, to be delivered the night 
before the wedding. That was 
the night of the traditional 
womanless bachelor party, be
ing held at an isolated cabin 
high in the Rocky Mountains. 

When I arrived, Bananas 
greeted me with a bear hug
he was one of the family al
ready-I was tempted fo 
check his asshole for a ther
mometer, but was distracted 
by the bottle of bourbon in his 
hand. 

I was traveling with Michael 
Blue and his brand-new con
sort, a semi-prom queen from 
the Bay Area named Lucretia. 
Michael had come with me to 
the mountain cabin party and 
Bananas embraced him also. 
Introductions were made and 
we sat down to begin drinking 
-when performing this kind of 
a service I stay drunk from the 
night before the wedding to the 
night after the rece~tion-it 
was the only way I could func
tion in that context. 

After a couple of drinks 
Michael Blue and I looked at 
each other with growling suspi
cion. Hippies. Bananas had led 
us into a trap. We were locked 
away in the Rocky Mountains 
with a bunch of hippies, with
out an avenue of escape. A 
chill ran down my spine and I 
poured a stiff drink, trying to 
shake it off. Michael fingered 
his straight razor nervously. 

Then the inevitable hap
pened, one of the long blond
haired men approached me. 
Standing above where I sat 
drinking, he looked down and 
made a face connoting dis
taste. 

"How can you drink that 
stuff?" he said, a can of beer in 
his long blond hand. 

"Did you know that you look 
like a transsexual Barbie 
Doll?" I responded with good
natured humor. ''.May I see the 
chromium disk between your 
legs?" 

He couldn't believe his pink 
shell-like ears and looked at 
me like I had just shit on his 
shoe. 

Michael Blue, who had been 
listening, fell out of his chair, 
pointing and laughing at the 
dumbfounded hippie. 

Bananas came back into the 
· room at that moment and sized 
the 'situation up immediately. 
He put his hand on the shoui-

""""-by Murray Kane 

der of his long blond friend, 
"What's going on, man?" he 
asked in reassuring tones. 

Summoning up all his wit, 
the hippie said, "Hey, who is 
this guy?" 

Standing with some difficul
ty, I looked the young man in 
the chest-he suddenly 
seemed taller now that I was 
more or less on my feet-and 
told him with drunken authori
ty, "I'm the minister, chump. 
The spiritual guide on this jour
ney to obllvion. You wanna 
make something of it? Huh, 
you son-of-a-bitch glass-wiper? 
Isn't it about lime the house 
bought a drink?" 

Apparently this tall young 
man wasn't a Lenny Bruce fan, 
he took exception to my reply 
and I found myself sitting back 
down with a welt turning purple 
under my left eye. 

Waiting a beat or two, I rose 
quickly, grabbing an empty 
beer bottle-these people 
drink a lot of beer-off the 
table to my right as I did so. 
With glee I baptised this boy's 
head in glass and was just 
starting the benediction when 
one of his friends tried to jump 

· me. 
This one, however, was a 

true pacifist-type hippie and 
merely asked, "What you want 
to do that for, Brother?" 

I asked him how mom and 
dad were. 

Bananas intervened and 
was asking us, Michael and I, 
that there please be no more 
violence when his best man, 
one of the old cadre and a 
friend, a mackeral·snapper 
from Iowa named Butcher, 
rabbit-punched him in the 
kidneys. 

The Butcher turned his wild
eyed gaze around to the rest of 
the room, searching for 
another victim. But when he 
tried to move, he found he was 
too drunk to walk. So he hit 
Michael Blue, who was within 
easy reach. 

Michael got up giggling and 
opened his razor. He con· 
fronted a group of hippie 
strangers, brandishing the 
sharp blade, but instead of cut
ting fhem, he worked at his own. 
body-putting everything frito 
_perspective for us1 I wa:; laugh· 
ing now, ~eeing Michael.ripping · 
his own flesh and the harrow 
on the faces of the All-Ameri
can ,youttis as the blood splat
tereil them from Michael 
Blue's flailing arms, as they 
sat, too afraid to move, not 
knowing what to do or make of 
us. 

I lurched over to Michael 
and threw him into a wall, 
cracking OP!'n his pretty head. 
Delighted by the new wound, 
he began to smear the blood 
on the walls, writing pclitlcal 
and religious slogans that 
would dry caked and brown. 
Still laughting and shaking my 
head, I turned and met the But
cher's oncoming fist with my 

bearded chin. 
I came to a minute later to 

find Bananas and Michael try
ing to subdue the Butcher in 
the middle of the room. The 
Butcher is as strong as an ox 
and is the most dangerous of 
us. Bananas was laying on his 
chest and Michael Blue was 
busy trying to stop his kicking 
legs. 

Seeing that the party had 
not ended with my loss of con
sciousness, I got a bottle of 
whiskey, took a drink and then 
poured a considerable amount 
into the Butcher's open 
screaming mouth until he 
passed out. 

After .that, the party seemed 
to slow down. When I finally 
closed my brown eyes for the 
night the Butcher was still out; 
Bananas was asleep in one 
corner, surrounded by emp
ties; Michael Blue, who didn't 
sleep at all during that time, 
was huddled in another corner 
talking to himself and drawing 
patterns in his skin with the 
straight razor. I don't know 
where all the hippies went to, 
there were none to be seen. 

The wedding was beautiful. 
The bride wore white, Jhe 
groom and best man, the But
cher, wore black and blue 
flecked with dry, reddisb 
brown. I was at my best, per
forming the ceremony solemn· 
ly through teeth wired togeth
er; I pronounced them hus· 
band and wife. 

Too much losing, black and 
white flesh dive. She presses 
her body, hollow, against yours 
in smokey darkness. 

" Later," she says, smiling. 
And you know better, res

pond with cynical, "Yes, 
later." Later never comes, like 
the horizon line. So you sit at 
the end of the bar, drinking 
whiskey, watching the action. 
You sit, hoping you're wrong 
this lime. That it isn't the same 
old bullshit power struggie
who can get over on who, 
male.female. But it is, and you 
drink, k'nowing it. 

She comes over, sweet, 
touching you often as the night 
grows stale, you mouth begin- ~~fS2, 
ning to feel-too many cigar· ~~~§ 
ettes and drinks-fuzzy. Head I' 
hurts behind brown eyes. The ~~~~ 
more she approaches, affec
tionate with promises of later, 
the better you know the lie. The 
less you can understand why. 

And the game contint.ies un~ 
Iii closing. She-alternately 
dancing/hustling drinks-is 
.very good. Touching you with 
her promise. . 

You take it all in with wry 
amusement and straight bour
bon whiskey. What else can 
you do, your hope turning to 

gristle. Closing time. liil,~l~~ililllll~:~~~1 "I'm too tired, baby. Tomer-. 
row." 

You smile your broken 
I-knew-it smile and say, "Yes, 
later." And decide to fall In 
love with her. 

Illustration by Kim Seltzer 
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"DON'T LOOK UP" 
by MARIAN K. 

(Speclal thanks to Shoshana Wechsler) 

I was walking down a dark street not long 
ago, past the gold light of cafes. 1hrough a 
warm dusk smelling of night-blooming jas
mine (which for some reason reminds me of 
cocaine). I was thinking about THEM. 
Against my better judgment, I continue to 
believe in THEM. although I'm by no means 
the raving conspiracy buff I once was. 
THEY, I admit, is a sort of deus ex machina 
introduced after-the-fact to make sinister 
sense of the many embarrassments, de
feats and spasms of revulsion that hOund 
the life of any modern American citizen. 
The doctrine of THEM is a paranoid aes
thetic, to be sure. II over-organizes events, 
molives and coincidences into an almost 
smugly airtight totality of manipulated real· 
ity . Jn any conspiracy theory, the ancient 
question "Cui bono7' ("Who benefits?") 
tends to become mere tautology: Whatever 
happens happens because THEY needed 
or wanted it to haPpen. (As a character in 
Hauff's film Knife in the Head puts it, "Oh 
no, nothing's happened, they've just 
changed the rule so that nothing will hap
pen.") 

THEY also resembles another ancient 
concept : Fate. To be specific , Fate in the 
form of the Illuminati. These endlessly fas· 
cinaling gentlemen were originally a heresy 
of the Church, perhaps-alchemists, free· 
thinkers, astronomers, neo·Platonists. 
Whether or not they ever really existed as 
an organized entity is a matter of historical 
debate; at any rate , the legend is that they 
acquired great powers over matter, motion 
and human affairs through their mastery of 
occult arts and sciences. Such secret pow
ers could obviously be bent toward good or 
ill , depending on your point of view. Or they 
could be viewed as a Faustian bargain, a 
Sorcerer's Apprentice scenario: They who 
dare flout the laws of the cosmos are for· 
ever damned. 

Despite all this, I still believe in THEM'. 
The modem illuminati conspiracy is sup

posedly peopled by international bankers , 

_ ;rilateralists, ~~-earn~ t~~rists ,. ~IJ,U~~~~ 

covert operators; government-controlled 
nuclear physicists designing bombs and 
reactors, geneticists delving into recom· 
binant ONA and computer scientists toiling 
to further reduce our personal freedoms; 
sleeper agents seeding the media and en· 
tertainment Industry; politicians pro
grammed by the likes of Zbigniew Brezinski 
and Henry the K. Some include the Jews in 
the conspiracy , all include the Rockefel1ers, 
and a few claim the Rockefellers are also 
Jews. 

they've been concealing . This "conceal· 
men!" paranoia is far more widespread 
than any paranoia that the government 
might be staging UFO phenomena with an 
eye toward eventually exploiting our belief 
in Contact. But I'll get into all that later. 

Then there are the innumerable films and 
novels that depict extraterrestrial interven· 
tion in earthly affairs as humanity's last 
home and salvation, or at least as a sign-that 
we've "come of age" in the galaxy. The lat· 
ter theme is perfected in Arthur C. plarke's 
Mvel Chifdhood's End, and the salvation 
theme in films like The Day the Earth Stood 
Still and Close Encounters. Indeed it's odd, 
how the terms Klaatu laid down Jehova·like 
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demic and even military establishments (the 
mushroom·;ng of Kennedy assassination 
theories is a spectaCuJar example of this 
mistrust); resorting to "paranormal" means 
of discovering what's going on (astrology, 
meditation, hypnosis, recalling your "former 
lives" in therapy, ESP, witchcraft, Kab· 
balah, pyramids and, of course, belief in 
Higher Intelligence emanating from the 
stars); and finally, a sense of Apocalypse in 
which the world as we have known it, with 
its dialectic of good and evil, ecstasy and 
suffering, growth and decay, is coming to 
an end. One of the two principles is going 
to prevail and you better be on the winning 
side; in any event, the terrestrial party is 
over. 

All told, an illuminati specific to modern 
capitalist society . And I believe it exists, if 
only because the ruling class would be 
crazy not to at least try it. Let an empire slip 
from their grasp for simple lack of foresight? 

Not bloody likely. Somewhere in the mar· l if~!:5~~=~~i~~==:;;111iiiiiii shy middle ground between "The real CIA 
is bourgeois society itself" and "If there 
were no illuminati the ruling class would 
have invented them long since," there lies a 
useful theory , what the Leninists would call 
an "analytical tool."' Like chicken soup, it 
can 't hurt and it may help. 

Back on the dark street. it came to me 
with sudden clarity: THEY have no choice 
in the turbulent times ahead but to fake an 
invasion from outer space in order to crush 
THEIR rebellious subjects under a state of 
siege and martial law. I mulled this over for a 
moment. then scanned my environs In case 
a cunningly·placed black box had insinu
ated that subliminal message into my brain. 
I noticed none. 

The true.black box is the mysterious way 
ideas are diffused and transmitted through· 
out the mysterious. social subconscious. 
And this particular idea is "in the air" (which 
is the phase right before an idea's "time has 
come"). I'd bring it up in conversation with 
someone and they'd say, "Oh yeah, right! 
Have you read this book or that article or 
heard this guy speakr And I'd say "Uh, 
no." 

. The notion of governments faking UFO 
invasions for purposes of social control is 
pretty commonplace , I now realize . Novels 
have been written about it ever since World 
War II. Most of these, though, feature a 
rather benevolent consortium of world lead· 
ers concocting an extraterrestrial threat in 
order to unite the war-torn planet. The old 
set-aside·your·differences·and·make-a
common·front ploy. Lately a reverse varia· 
tion ·on this ploy has gained credibility 
among UFO groups (and also the general 
public) . This is the "Hangar 18" scenario, 
or "Why won't THEY tell us?" about the 
spaceship wreckage, the alien corpses and 
the messages from our Space Brothers that 

... political designs of UFO groups ... "post-terres
trial" escapism ... revolt against official science, 
and the defiant wallowing in the unexplained add up 
to th~ danger "of a new Dark Ages. · 

for the humans crowded around his space
craft still crop up again and again in the pro· 
nouncements of "channels" or "co~ 

tactees" like Elizabeth Clare Prophet (As· 
cended Masters), Allen Michael (ETl·UFO 
World Master Plan), Jane Roberts Ohe Seth 
Material/Psychic Politics) and Paul Shock· 
ley (Cosmic Awareness Communications) : 
A unified planetary government, renuncia· 
lion of war and nuclear weapons, no tam· 
pering with atoms. 

Corollaries of Klaatu's terms have 
emerged in the last several years, and in· 
elude: a return to the gold standard (fol· 
lowed by the abolition of money); develop· 
ment of clean and infinitely renewable ener
gy sources (all sound like versions of the 
ancient perpetual-motion machine, the al· 
chemist's Philosopher's Stone that was 
thought to change lead into gold); the equa· 
lion of international capitalism with interna
tional communism; mistrust of the govern
ment and i~s allies i!1 the scie~tific , aca· 

Getting back to the day the earth stood 
still: Nukes seem to be the reason why ex
traterrestrials started taking an interest in 
us. The very idea of humans with an 
A·bomb gives them a galactic headache. 
Nature herself rebels, sicking monsters like 
Rodan and Godzilla on us (awoken by the 
blast from the depths of Tokyo Bay), dis· 
gusting mutant insects and wrathful hordes 
from all the kingdoms, phyla, classes, 
orders , families, genera and species. Pop
ular paperbacks and movies definitely 
frown on man's atom-smashing, and this 
motif has been picked up for real by the 
UFO cults. 

What has been the overall effect of this 
fictionalizing about UFOs intervening in hu· 
man affairs'? There's no question that dra
matizing it tends to further blur the distinc
tion between fact and fantasy in a wor1d 
where people watch each other weep, 
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scream, flip out, string themsetves up, dle 
of cancer, or get murdered as if they were 
watching a sitcom. On the other hand, the 
dramatic form permits much to penetrate 
the reader's skull that would otherwise be 
rejected: telling a story allows for improba
bility and suspension of disbelief. Thus it 
extends the range of the possible. Wild 
Card by Raymond Hawkey and Roger Bing· 
ham (1974) succeeds in telling a story 
close to the UFO-invasion scenario as I'd 
envisioned it. As one reviewer says of the 
book, "Everything is all the more terrifying 
because the reader never doubts for a mo
ment that it is possible." 

Wild Card Is rather more lurid than my 
imagination (which is why I wouldn't even 
attempt to write science fiction). Set in a 
Civil War II America whose Statue of Liberty 
has had her head blown off by terrorists, it 
features the president and a bloated Kis
singer-type adviser tricking a bunch of sci· 
entists into creating plausible extraterres· 
trial life.forms to pilot a plausible ftying 
saucer that is to crash-land in LA and re
lease a plausible alien virus that will kill-un
beknownst to the scientists-upwards of 
10,000 people. A Cronkite-type newscaster 
is also enlisted as a pawn when an agent is 
sent to him who claims to be an astrophysi· 
cist helping investigate the disaster. The 
agent turns over minutes of a meeting 
where the National Security Council de
cides to conceal the "evidence" of UFO in
volvement from the American people. Of 
course, that's all the American people need 
to hear on the evening news to make them 
instantly buy the UFO theory. (So true.) All 
plotters save the president are eliminated 
most horribly, and the people proceed to 
heal their wounds, now aware of how petty 
their conflicts must look from a galactic 
point of view. 

... UFO occupants 
behaved much like the 
elves and fairies of old. 

Fiction is fine but it isn't the only ap
proach. Computer scientist and ufologist 
Jacques Vallee has tackled the problem 
head on in his most recent book, Messen
gers of Deception. "Borrowed" by Spiel
berg as the model for Lacombe in "Close· 
Encounters," Vallee was working as an as· 
tronomer in France in 1 961 when he be· 
came fed up with the suppression of data 
on "things that shouldn't have been there." · 
(His superior would erase the data tapes 
with a shrug, saying "The Americans would ' 
laugh at us.") At that point, Vallee relates, "I 
didn't really become interested in UFOs. I 
became interested in scientific reactions to 
UFOs." 

Vallee combines an eloquent prose style, 
sense of humor and penetrating ability to 
authenticate bits of data extracted from the 
mass of raw rumor generated by ufology, 
with an understanding that "human fife is 
ruled by imagination and riiyth." His books 
have come closest-outside novels and . 
films-to revealing the phenomenon in its 
sensuous totality. For the past twelve 
years, since he became involved with the 
"invisible college" of scientists for whom 
(contrary to the prevailing attitude of their 
colleagues) UFOs represent "an opportu
nity for genuinely new knowledge," Vallee's 
thought has constantly evolved; he seems 
to feel no need to defend superseded for
mulations. At the same time, his root sense 
of the UFO phenomenon has remained in
tact: It is "a worldwide enterprise of 'sub
liminal seduction,'" a "machinery of mass 
manipulation," "a social time-bomb," "the 
next form of religion, " "a control system" 
guiding human belief toward an unknown 

point through a behavioristic "schedule of 
reinforcement" which combines periodicity 
with unpredictability for maximum "learn· 
ing." 

Passport to Magonla (197 4) is a lengthy 
compendium of "unexplained" cases which 
Vallee subjects to sociological as well as 
computerized statistical analysis. ("Ma· 
gonia" was the name of the "dream world 
far off" associated with medieval mysti
cism.) His conclusion: UFOs "are very im
portant modern folklore . Human imagi
nation follows certain patterns; it does not 
behave randomly . l isolated the laws of 
imagination as they related to UFO sight· 
ings and especially to landings and close 
encounters-showing that UFO occupants 
behaved much like the elv,es and fairies of 
old." 

In an anthology called The Edge of Real
ity, co-authored in 1975 with.Dr. J. Allen 
Hynek {formerly head UFO researcher for 
the Air Force), Vallee is already suggesting 
this "folklore" might be under the control of 
some human group, governmental or not (a 
"Higher Intelligence Agency"). A year later, 
in The Invisible College, he reverts some· 
what to the more "naturalistic" interpreta· 
!ion: 

To understand the whole phenomenon 
one needs a grasp ol the control con· 
cept, and one must be ready to under· 
stand that if needs two opposite prlnci· 
pies for Its function. 

I propose the. hypothesis that there is 
a control system for human conscious
ness. I have not determined whether ii 
is natural or spontaneous; whether ii Is 
explainable in terms of genetics. or 
social psychology. or of ordinary phe· 
nomena-or if it is artificial in nature, 
and under the control of some super
human will. 11 may be entirely deter
mined by laws that we have not yet dis
covered. 

The control system that regulates human 
development may, in other words, inhere in 
the organization of the brain or of con
sciousness; it may be "natural ," a gradual 
dialectic in which contraries (the most basic 
contrary being "human"/"divine") confront 
and negate each other. And yet, writes 
Vallee, 

I would like to step outside the condi· 
tloning maze and see what makes it 
lick . I wond'er what I would !ind. Per
haps a terrible superhuman monstrosity 
the very contemplation of which would 
make a man insane? Perhaps a solemn 
gathering of wise men? Or the madden· 
ing simplicity of unattended clockwork? 

At least in 1976, he locates the way out as 
methodological : The "polarities" of mystical 
dualism are misleading, and we must think 
in terms of transcending them. 

But what if this control system is being 
manipulated? If that's the case, more than a · 
methodological solution may be required. 
He returns to the manipulation theory in 
early 1979 with Messengers of Deception. 
To Vallee, the overt political designs of 
UFO groups, the implications of "post-ter
restrial" escapism (the desire to "graduate" 
from the "human game"), the growing pop· 
ular revolt against official science, and the 
defiant wallowing in the unexplained add up 
to the danger of a new Dark Ages. He 
urges society to intervene now, "before the 
new myth is created, before the myth of ex
traterrestrial revelation replaces belief in 
the rational acquisition of knowledge." 

Throughout Messengers Vallee casts 
doubt, with wonderful sarcasm, on the pro· 
nouncements of the "contactees," the 
reports of sightings and abductions and 
star maps and "antigravity machines" that 
run on "activated crystals," the garbled lit
eratures of revelation, the cattle mutilation 
theories, the Two, the One, and close en
counters of just about any kind. He notes 
how the absurdity of the space messages 
virtually guarantees that scientists will stay 
away from the subject. And interspersed 
with these vignettes is the persistent warn
ing that some group right here on earth has 
solved the UFO problem and is using that 
knowledge for its own {political) ends. This 
warning is echoed by a "member of the 
French Cabinet," "an intelligence officer 
with the French Air Force," and most pro· 
vocatively by a certain "Ma}Or Murphy," 
former US agent. Major Murphy notes that 
the modern wave of UFO sightings began 
with the "ghost rockets'~ over Sweden in 
1 946, whereas he was aware in his intelli
gence capacity that a number of nations 
were at work on "circular air.craft"_ as early 
as 1943: "Germany was simpiy a little 
ahead of other people," he shrugs, with ref
erence to the top-secret V-weapons devel
oped by the Nazis as fortress·like installa
tions in Scandinavia. Perhaps, suggests the 
Major, UFOs are "psychotronic devices" 
for mass mind control. The technology al-

ready exists, though we've only seen the 
tip of the iceberg, and he thinks "we should 
not look in outer space for the Manipu· 
lators. " 

Vallee himself sometimes vacillates be
tween two possibilities: That government 
agencies a(e behind the phenomena, or 
that these agencies are themselves worried 
over the phenomena, especially from a mili
tary and national security point of view. 
Vallee notes that the leaderships of the ma
jor UFO organizations are surrounded by 
people with links to the intelligence commu
nity ("former" agents). 

The truth about the manipulation of the 
UFO phenomenon may turn out to be 
that it has been a grotesque hoax, per
petrated on thousants of unsuspecting 
witnesses. In order to use the minds 
and emotions of the contaclees as a 
means of Influencing social beliefs and 
behavior. If so, who has decided in 
what direction this behavior should be 
bent? 
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How could they do it? Brown's book men
tions some methods already in use by the 
early 40s, and "Major Murphy" mentions 
others: holographic projections, lasers, 
sophisticated hovercraft, blinding Ughts and 
simultaneous sound emissions; and, for 
even closer encounters, ELF (extremely 
low frequency) radiation, drugs. hypnosis, 
suggestion, tachistoscopic messages and 
even live actors. Most UFO witnesses 
simply see some kind of light. according to 
Vallee; these "son et lumiere" shows, cou
pled with carefully-arranged physical evi
dence like craters or landing traces (or mu
tilated cattle), might be experiments de
signed to induce belief and/or to study the 
induction of belief. Vallee points out that 
cattle mutilation in particular is mythogenic, 
its symbols the eternal human ones of sex, 
death, night and blood. It was the primordial 
terror evoked by such practices that led US 
"military advisors" in Vietnam to set up 
ritually-carved enemy corpses for their 
Vietcong comrades to discover. Should the 
mysterious mutilations of range animals 
suddenly give way to mutilation of humans, 
the terror among even sophisticated West· 
emers would be indescribable . 

Then, just as you're getting really anxious 
and curious, he reverts to his old control 
system theory! The harder you push it, the 
harder it pushes back, or something like 
that-it's an extension of thermodynamics, ';=;;;;;;:::;;::=:-:;;;~ 
the law of conservation of information. 
There's a limit to how much information we 
can extract from nature, and the cost grows 
heavier and heavier until it bankrupts 
you ... "If energy and information are re· 
lated, ·· Vallee asks, "why do we only have 
one physics, the physics of energy? Where 
is the physics of information? Is the old 
1heory of Magic relevant here?" 

If in fact, he argues, causation itself can 
be altered by evolutionary changes in the 
entropy of the universe, then perhaps reali
ty is "associative" rather than "sequential ," 
and perhaps "miracles are no longer irra· 
ticmal events." The "paranormal software" 
manifested by this evolving universal en
tropy may be only "part of the control sys
tem for human evolution." And Vallee gives 
a documented example of "synchronicity" 
or "associativeness" which personally be
fell him in LA, reinforcing his intuition that 
things were not as he'd been taught they 
were in physics class. 

Where, then, is the "deception"? Who 
are its "messengers"? Why is a physicist 
writing such vague, dreamy stuff about 
"synchronous experiences"? What of the 
shadowy Major Murphy (who Vallee con
fides is just a fictitious composite figure) 
and the repeated allusions to manipulation? 
The internal evidence of Vallee's work 
points subliminally to the fact that Vallee 
himself favors the class-conspiracy thesis, 

... the terrestrial 
party is over. 

but doesn't think it useful or wise to stress .-------------
that sort of deception at this point. Likely 
his lack of interest in class or economic mo
tives makes it easier for him to abandon the 
idea. Of course both may be true-paranor
mal realities and the deliberate manipulation 
thereof-but ·by discarding the conspiracy 
thesis, Vallee has left us as much in the 
dark as before about Who, Why and How. 
He has raised a specter only to bid it go to 
sleep again. It can't. 

Here's my own bare·bones version oJ the 
invasion scenario: The economic crisis has 
reached a point where the plunge into de
pression is no longer manageable. The 
lower classes are constantly going out on 
strike and a general insurrection seems im· 
minent. A group of major industrialists and 
financiers, together with their political rep
resentatives and intelligence network, 
decide the time is ripe for the UFOs to in
vade. The simulated invasion is so mind
boggling it makes Orson Welles' "War of 
the Worlds" broadcast look like a neighbor
hood prank. Believing themselves under at· 
tack by space aliens with a fiendish plan for 
our ·planet. the people (at least in the ad
vanced capitalist sector and its satellites) 
give up all idea of organized action against 
the classes that have been profiting from 
their distress, and resign themselves to the 
behind·the-scenes coup d't1tat, the staged 
state of siege: austerity, forced labor, low
ered wages, wholesale suspension of civil 
liberties, the militarization of everyday life, 
martial law, currency control, censor
ship. 

You may ask out of curiosity whether 
such a simulation would be technically fea· 
sible. Vallee points to only recently declas· 
sified information on the activities of the 
"Martians," nickname for the London Con
trolling Section of Ml6, which orchestrated 
all manner of deceptions against the Axis 

-:. pow~rs during World War U (see Anthony 
Cave Brown's excellent Bodyguard of 
Ues). "The answer to the question 'Could 
such an international group fake, use or 
manipulate UFO activity?' M Vallee says 
somberly, "has to be YES." 

This isn't a story; it's a conceivable tactic 
rich in historical precedents (Mussolini's 
March on Rome, the Reichstag fire, the 
bombing of Pearl Harbor, the Man Who 
Never Was) which fits into an overall and 
time-honored strategy to maintain con
crete, distinguishable class privileges. It 
shouldn't surprise you at all if they tried to 
pull it off; for God's sake, we're talking 
about people who wanted to stage the sec
ond comin_g of Jesus Christ in Cuba to get 
Castro deposed! As Vallee, wllh character
istic subtlety, phrases it, "It doesn't matter 
any more whether flying saucers are real or 
not ... Contact with space may become a 
significant social fact a long time before it is 
a social reality." 

Look around: We haven't seen anything 
yet. The economy's descending on a wing 
and a prayer, nobody trusts the authorities 
but nobody has any authoritative alternative 
to suggest; everyone has his own wacko vi
sion of the End, and Outer Space is all the 
rage. Buck Rogers jumpsuits, saucer mo
tifs, "53 Mites West of Venus," high tech 
chic: Passing fads for the Future. Tim Leary 
b·ounces around the club circuit doing stand
up philosophy and blithering about LSD, 
DNA and UFOs, how the "smart ones'' are 
gonna move on, migrate to the center of 
the galaxy and live bodilessly forever in the 
far-out black holes of Higher Intelligence. 
Large segments of the populace are con
vinced that NASA's moonwalks were simu· 
lated somewhere in the southwest desert, 
at the same time as they believe the Space 
People are monitoring us and indeed may 
already be among us, checking out human 
morale and immune systems or stealthily 
replacing our elected leaders with synthetic 
zombies programmed to one day take un
speakable liberties with our freedoms .. 

Yes, it's a weird world out there. I'm glad, 
realty, to be alive in such interesting times. I 
mean it. And as for THEIR plan to make 
fools of the human race with this stunt of At
tack From The Stars-hell, I've already seen 
that movie. 0 
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manners for 
by Gudrun Thompson 

starring the author and Mr. Stannous 
Fluoride· 

Personal assaults in and on the way home from clubs and shows are becoming more and more frequent. Except for robbeiy, 
which can sometimes have a strictly monetaiy objective, the only motive for attack is power. An assailant attacks for the sole 
purpose for degrading and humiliating another human being he thinks is weaker than himself. 

Although men get their fare shares attacks, women bearthe brunt of this aggression. The psychological profile of the rape 
victim is the same as the psychological profile of a majority of the female population. Women are conditioned to be weaker 
then men ... to be victims. In most attacks, the victim doesn't even fight back. She allows herself to be victimized just her 
assailant assumes she will. 

An exciting match of strength and wit is not the incentive behind attack. Most attackers are unarmed and choose their 
victims for vulnerability - not challenge. They want easy prey. FIGHT BACK in a confrontation and the instigator will most 
likely back off immediately. 

THWART A POTENTIAL ATTACK: Adopt a confident. threatening, "Kung-Fu" like stance of dropping to a slight squat 
with your feet apart, elbows bent and fists reacly to counter-attack. Look directly into your assailant's eyes. Use your anger 
and indignation that some jerk would even consider victimizing you be yelling GET THE FUCK AWAYI Step towards the 
jerk and threaten him - never step backwards except to avoid a blow. The slightest passive sign is a green light. 

COUNTER ATTACK: If potential attacker continues to move towards you after your verbal threats than you must counter
attack immediately. FIGHT TO WIN. You must use all your emotion and physical strength. If you hesitate or wimpily slap 
at him. you will lose. You must STRIKE TO INCAPACITATE. Fight as if your life depended on it - it does. 

Never believe a promise that you will not be harmed if you cooperate. Once gaining control over you life for even a few 
minutes, your attacker mey decide to exterminate you. He is not considering you as a human with a right to exist - don't 
consider him one. DESTROY HIM before he destroys you. 

Never feel soriy for someone who attacks you or feel you asked for it. Anyone who dares to threaten your safety and 
well being DESERVES TO DIE. 

YELL with each blow you strike. It's disarming. STUDY THE PIX below to learn how to attack vulnerable areas to halt 
any physical assaults on you. Practise the kicks and punches outlined below. Keeping physically fit and mentally alert will give 
you the confidence to act quickly in any situation. 

EYES The eyes are the most vulnerable points in the bocly. 
The best way to attack the eyes are with the fingers or 
thumbs. Stiffen your fingers, part them slightly. and drive 
them THROUGH your attacker's eyes. Drive your finger 
THROUGH HIS HEAD. 

Use both hands for the thumb attack. or whichever one is 
free. Again, drive your thumbs through his head. Go for the 
inner part of the eyes, gough deep into the head and out
ward towards the temples. 

DAMAGE 
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PHILTRIM OF THE NOSE The part right under the tip of 
the nose between the nostrils should be hit hard vyith the 
heel of your hand. Strike in and up with your hand. Since your 
fingers are up there anyway. you . might as well follow 
through with an eye gouge. 
A book or the end of a rolled up newspaper shoved into the 
philtrim will also have a stunning effect on any enemy. 

TESTICLES Grab, squeeze and twist the testicles as as hard 
you can. This will cause excruciating pain. Also, a fast knee in 
the groin in a close situation will stop an attacker effectively. 

Remember, however, men naturally protect this area, so 
be FAST, use FORCE. use SURPRISE. 

KNEES Thirty-fNe pounds of pressure will shatter the knee 
cap. Anybocly can kick with that much force. Do not kic~ the 
shin or the groin. KICK THE KNEEi Always flex your ankle 
and kick with the ball of your foot. Don't kick with your toe. 
Bring your thigh parallel to the ground and snap kick using 
all your power. Kick him hardl AIM FOR THE KNEEi 

THROAT A sharp, edge of the hand blow or punch can 
crush a man's windpipe. Put all your force into that punch -

If you are too close to punch, a pincer grip will also 
incapacitate your attacker. Sieze the windpipe between you 
fingers and thumb. Try to make them meet. then RIP OUT 
THE WINDPIPE I 

DO NOT KICK THE GROIN! Unless you are standing 
on a higher level, your attacker can easily grab your foot and 
flip you onto- the ground. KICK THE KNEE whenever 
possible. They don't expect that. 

INSTEP If you are too close to kick the knee and cannot do 
anything else, Stomp your heel as hard as you can into your 
attacker's instep. The pain will force him to release his hold on 
you and then you will be free to incapacitate him by striking a 
more vulnerable spot. Remember -ACT QUICKLY. 
ATTACK WITH FORCE AND CONVICTION. 

The next time some creepy looking guy like the one pictured here follows you home after a show. don't agree to have oral 
sex with him behind the supermarket - KILL HIMlll 
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The sound he created and performed. 
The rare personal films never before seen by 'the public. 

The private moments. The public triumphs. 
Intimate memories and reflections in his own words. 

'IHIS IS ELVIS 
Executive Producer DAVID L. WOLPER 

Music Score by WALTER SCHARF • Consultants JERRY SCH/WNG and JOE ESPOSITO 
Written, Produced and Directed by ANDREW SOLT and MALCOLM LEO 

PG PARENTAL GUIOAM:E SllllGSITD - DOI DOUlY STEREO I'" 
IHSELECTEDTHEATRES 

~ ... • '-1 

Selections lrom the Original Motion Picture Soundtrack 
Available on [Iltltl{l Records and Tapes 

From Warner Bros. """ 
A Warner Communications Company '*'1' 

tl .. lw.,._.a.,,.All•~R.........:I 
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II 
i was like being slapped 
across the jaw by a rod 
and having your flesh laid 

open to the bone. 
That's how the French film

goers felt after WW II when 
American crime t hrillers 
slammed into European thea
ters. The French dubbed them 
Film Noir, or Black Cinema. 

These films also ripped and 
tore at American sensitivities 
bored wi th conventional wom
en's pictu res, war stories and 
musicals. Looking harshly at 
American li fe, they were shot 
in the shadows of German ex
pressionism. 

It was a greasy, half-l it post
war world of spilled beer guts 

and broken-glass-shattered 
hopes; Hollywood choreo
graphed the convulsions, re
ducing them to movie screen 
size. 

Hardboiled dicks hunted 
psychotic killers-on-the-run at 
night down wet streets and in
to seedy bars. Ferrety men 
with price tags chased the fast 
dollar dream while losers 
killed time and other losers 
and bot h died hard. Film titles 
reflected the rawness of brute 
everyday life with words like 
darkness", clash, crossfi re, cry, 
pursued, naked, evil and 
death. 

II you examine Noir close 
up, however, you fi nd fat 

By Bill Nygren 

where there should be muscle, 
with critical layers sagging 
over dissimilar forms. 

Noir is mostly a catch 
phrase, a convenience that 
helps us gain insight. Like 
terms such as existentialism 
and new wave, it's a device 
used to probe the basic traits 
of varied works, tracing what 
they hold in common and eras
ing what they don't. 

Despite the claims of some 
critics, Noir is not really a gen
re in the sense that westerns 
and sci-fi flicks are. Noir is part 
detective story, part gangster, 
part urban melodrama, part 
psychological thriller and 
more. Its identity is found not 
in plot, setting and dialogue, 
but in visual style. That style 
radiates through Noir like elec
tric current skipping across an 
exposed live wire. Its mood is 
one of claustrophobia, de
spai r, nihilism and paranoia. 

Noir is also one other thing: 
It ' s a tag for a specific period 
of film history, divided into 
three rather arbitrary stages, 
ranging from 1941 - 53. Before 

o looking at those stages and o 
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their films, the conditions that 
made Noir possible, the pre-'. 
war tough guy should be ex
amined. 

0 TOUGH-GUY TRADITION 0 

To the sorrow only of crude leftists, Nair 
can't be viewed as pushing immediately 
political messages. Nonetheless, it stands 
in a tradition of subterranean discontent 
with class society, a living reality of non
adaptation always crouched, ready to 
spring. 

The American tough guy goes as far back 
as Jack London's down-and-out hoboes. 
Hemingway pioneered in hammering out 
the tough-guy code in a period of postwar 
spiritual crisis , big city loneliness, prohibi
tion and corruption . 

Typically a Hemingway hero is exposed 
to social sham and emerges crippled but 
still able to fi re pointblank on his enemies. 
Having learned that human activity meets 
with the same cosmic indifference as the 
scrambling of ants on a burning log, his 
heroes ·make a separate peace and set 
their own terms for existence. 

Operating in a state of controlled rage , 
they value love, courage, dignity and com· 
radeship. They reject social convention , 
respectability and rule of law. 

To survive by this code requires physical 
stamina, iron will and the capacity to absorb 
punishment while confronting death with 
grace. The price Is high: The hero can 
never express inner emotions openly . 

A repressed and stunted outlook, its 
pressures years later would explode Hem
inawav's brains with the force of a double
barrelled Boss shotgun. 

Continued on next page . . 
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Be9inning in 1923, Dashiell Hammett's 
characters smashed, shot and ice-picked 
their way into the detective genre with the 
same revolutionary effect as Hemingway's 
had in "high" culture. In a literary sense, 
Hammett had staked out Papa's haunts and 
gotten his coJones similarly stung. 

Hammett's hero is a manhunter com
pelled to see a. job through no matter how 
much sex, money and friendship he has to 
brush aside. Whether he was writing about 
the Continental Op or Sam Spade, Ham
mett saw violence as an act of courage and 
therefore admirable if not fun. A hard-boiled 
idealist and loner, a romantic at bottom, his 
hero assumes an attitude of bitter cynicism 
as a defense. 

A further bruising of America occurred in 
the 30s as authors adopted toughness, to 
quote Raymond Chandler, "with all the mor
onic delight of a gangster trying out his first 
machine gun.'' 

Laborers, farm workers and outsiders
militant Christs with calloused hands-bat-

of plunder, it later becomes a commodity 
that can be possessed but never owned. 

The only touch of emotion is when, at the 
climax, Spade sends the treacherous 
villainess to jail as the bars of an elevator 
close on her doomed face. 

Despite its intricate story line, Falcon 
really focuses on the combat between an 
anti·heroine who exploits the sentiment of 
others and a hero who has none and sur
vives because he has none. In keeping with 
the tough guy's "'demonic" virtue, the price 
of his invulnerability is isolation behind a 
self-imposed mask. 

This Gun for Hire (1942) is notable for 
two things: As the debut of Alan uidd, la
beled by one critic as "a small boy's idea of 
a tough guy"; and as ·an exampl0 of how 
"revolutionaries" saw their project at the 

~~ ' 
Adapted from a Graham Greene sus

pense story, the film was scripted by Albert 
Maltz and directed by Frank Tuttle, both 
Communists during a period when Party 
members were "realists" in culture as well 

ends without a glimmer of further hope. 
tted the laws and thugs controlled by a 
cabal of silk-hatted Mr. Moneybags. Simi-

, larty, early 30s gangster films focused on 
the cocky, ethnic, rank-and·file hood 
whose ambitions are ultimately thwarted by 
seemingly respectable bourgeois gang 
bosses. 

During that brief decade of collective 
struggle, "prole'' heroes in literature and 
visual art fought shoulder-to-shoulder and 
step-by-step for social ideals.· 

By the mid-40s, those. hopes had taken 
the long good by. Instead of the age of 
Marx, of history, it was the age of Nietzsche, 
of bad conscience. The international gang
sters had swung the play, taken it all. You 
now had to fight alone to keep your ground. 
From the firing line of the gutter, you could 
clearly see the criminal self-interest that lay 
behind all lofty preachment. The 40s hero 
saw himself as a sucker neither for a left nor 
a right hook. 

0 WAR TIME CASUALTIES, 1941-45 0 

To fight WW H, the Allied forces divided 
their labor: The US was the factory turning 
out essential material and Russia was the 
army furnishing soldiers. The Hollywood 
factories took on the task of producing 
progaganda abroad and promoting patri
otism at home. Of{ their assembly lines 
rolled not machines, but living meat and 
ideological confections. 

Movie stars joined war bond drives and 
went on USO tours. Gable, Stewart and 
Robert Montgomery went off to war. Com
munist writers earnestly ground out patri
otic melodramas for "progressive" studio 
bosses like Jack Warner. 

The studios were concerned with five 
basic types of film during the war years: 
roustabout comedies, Film Noir, anti-Axis 
thrillers, musicals and women's pictures. 

As usual, women took a rap on the chin. 
Barbara Deming points out that the strong' 
women of the 30s changed in the 40s into 
Ariadne, winding the American hero back 
out of the labyrinth of his loneliness and into 
the comfort of a bland domesticity. 

Nair women were an exception, a throw
back to the natural predator, the seductive 
vamp of the 20s. They became the bad 
dream of soldiers coming home, a source 
of corruption and betrayal, an instrument of 
aggression as lethal as an atomic bomb. 
The criminal's double-cross was often a 
result of a woman's switching her sexual 
allegiances. Rita Hayworth's song in Gilda 
(1946) sums it up: "Put the blame on 
Mame, boys, put the blame on Mame." 

Brooding, morally ambiguous Sam Spade 
Introduced the Noir period in John Hous
ton·s version of Hammett's The Maltese 
Falcon. Acclaimed as the "best private-eye 
melodrama ever made" by James Agee, it 
appeared in 1941, so its dark form was 
soon submerged in the burst of win-the-war 
flagwaving. 

The film's resonances are achieved by a 
superb cast (Humphrey Bogart, Mary 
Astor, Sidney Greenstreet, Peter Lorre). In 
this story of the search for a valuable 
golden bird once owned by Emperor 
Charles V, the observation of a brutal, ac
quisitive world is witty and bitter in the ex
treme. The falcon is itself a metaphor for 
the history of capitalism. Originally a piece 

as in politics. Practicing an art of the possi
ble, they comforted themselves with the 
Hollywood bromide, "If any of us got sixty 
percent of what we wanted, we'd have the 
greatest picture ever made." 

Trench-coated Ladd plays Raven, a pro· 
fessional triggerman, hired by a wizened 
chemical magnate to kill an employee who 
is blackmailing him. Raven makes the "hit" 
but is paid in marked stolen bills. In re· 
venge, Raven turns his guns on the indus· 
trialist, but not before extracting a confes· 
sion from him admitting his traitorous deal· 
ings with Japan. The signed confession is 
Raven's dying gift to peek-a-boo-haired 
Veronica Lake, a nightclub performer, un· 
dercover Fed and zealous patriot. 

The fully realized Noir look appears in 
Murder, My Sweet (1944), which is under
rated because of the disrepute of its direc

. tor, Edward Dymtryk, who later spilled his 
beans for political witch hunters after serv· 
ing a jail sentence. Another reason for its 
lack of recognition is its miscasting of aged· 
but-boyish crooner Dick Powell as Phillip 
Marlowe. Although popular 'with many 
women, the dimpled Powell's face looked, 
as a colleague of his observed, like a 
plucked chicken's ass. 

Murder, My Sweet was adapted from 
Raymond Chandler's Farewell, My Lovely 
and kept much of Chandler's bleak version 
of Southern California and of women. Its 
femme fatale, Claire Trevor, combined the 
power drive of one of the Big Sleep's Stern
wood sisters with the psychosis of the 
other. She's a typical Chandler female, sex
ually fickle and faithful only to her love of 
money. 

In Murder, Marlowe explores the rites 
and mysteries of a Baudelairean urban /link· 
yard upon whose moral wreckage we find 
finger-prints linking a slum-dwelling alco· 
holic to an elegant blackmailer, a filthy 
psychic medium to a quack psychiatrist and 
a corrupt police chief to a svelte gangster in 
a dinner jacket. "You're a stupid little man in 
a dirty little world," Marlowe is told. 

The transitions have a kind of dream 
logic, climaxed when Marlowe suffers drug· 
induced hallucinations in a sanitarium. The 
film resembles a black Restoration comedy 
in which the characters take precedence 
over the plot. Chandler freely admitted to 
suffering "plot constipation." Murder's suc
cess with first-person, off-screen narration 
spawned many inferior imitations. It was 
one of the first films to have all the key ele· 
ments of classic Nair-shadows, silhou· 
ettes and oddly disconcerting camera 
angles. 

Dymtryk went on to direct Crossfire 
(1946), taking on anti-Semitism. Outwardly 
the film is an excellent thriller with Robert 
Ryan playing a psychopathic murderer who 
deliberately selects a Jew as his victim. 

Double Indemnity (1944) has been called 
"one of the highest summits of Nair. 
Without a single trace of pity or love." It 
brought together three idiosyncratic 
talents. Raymond Chandler and ex-Vien
nese sportswriter Billy Wilder adapted the 
script from a novel by James M. Cain, poi· 
son pen of hardboiled sleaze. The one 
common bond among Cain's characters is 
a shared brutality. Like kites with broken 

spines, they're hopelessly grounded. No 
happy endings, no promise of satvatlon, not 
even the supposition that society has been 
purged of evil-society is always sicker 
than Cain's agressorlvictims. 

Based on an actual murder, it's a story of 
sexual attraction and repugnance, in which 
a wife (Barbara Stanwyck) plots with an in
surance agent (Fred MacMurray) to get rid 
of her husband in a fake accident so that 
she can collect twice the amount of the in· 
surance policy. The film;ticks close to the 
novel but. partly because of the difference 
between the media, speeds up the gradual 
deterioration of the relationship of the two 
plotters. 

Wilder's direction, however, captures the 
essence of Noir, pitching the film in a minor 
key so as to convey the pettiness of the 
crime and the smalltime, unredeemed and 
unheroic actions of the characters. Setting 
the film Jn a shabby LA villa and a cheap 
apartment, Wilder proved himself an able 
commander of physical details and pro· 
jected with sustained power the sense of 
all-enveloping hopelessness. 

As Noir got untracked, its first directors 
were generally uprooted Germans demor· 
alized by the barbaric terminus of their na
tive culture. Directors such as Dymtryk, 
Wilder, Robert Siodmak, Fritz Lang, Otto 
Preminger, William Dieterle, Fred Zin· 
neman, Douglas Sirk, John Brahm, Edgar 
Ulmer and even Alfred Hitchcock (who ap· 
prenticed in Berlin) seized on an expres
sionist heritage of dark, controlled studio 
pessimism to stylize their mood. 

Despite the prominence of the Germans, 
their influence is often exaggerated, some· 
times for xenophobic motives, as when 
Cecil B. OeMllle warned his director col· 
leagues of the "foreign-born" among them 
at a 1950 loyalty oath debate. 

Since every film-producing country had a 
resurgence of realism at the end of the war, 
it might seem that expressionistic artificial 
studio lighting would have been eclipsed. 
But Nair's uniqueness lay in its blending of 
the two approaches. All the world became 
a sound stage. Whether in studio or on the 
streets, the Noir visuals wefe unmistakable: 
The fake and the real were fused by light
ing, and all drabness was eliminated from 
the frame. 

The Noir style used low-key lighting, 
resulting in a high contrast of light and dark, 
with rich , black, sinister shadows. The 
shadows sometimes served as a natural 
barrier between actors. Heroines were 
often shot in tough, unromantic close-ups, 
emphasizing a distanced beauty. 

Interior sets were dark and exterior night 
scenes were actually shot at night. Wide
angte lenses gave a depth of fietd, lending 
equal weight to inanimate objects and ac
tors. Unbalanced, off-angle frame composi· 
tion was employed to unsettle and jar the 
viewer and project the image of an unstable 
world. Light entered dingy rooms in odd 
shapes. As a result of rooms being cut into 
ribbons of light. no character could speak 
with authority. Compositional tension was 
favored over physical action. In a typical 
Noir, film, the scene moves around the actor 
rather than having the actor control the 
scene through physical action. These tech· 
niques are the language of Noir. 

0 POST-WAR REALISM, 1946-49 0 

It started out well enough-1946 was the 
most profitable year in filmmaking up to that 
time .. Within a year, though, the roof caved 
in. 

The impact of the outlawing of block 
booking by studios in 1944 had a devastat
ing if delayed effect on finances and orga· 
nization. 

Several film factories shut their gates. 
Television proved a popular success. With 
the onset of the Cold War, politicians were 
able to link radicalism with Soviet espionage 
in the public mind. Although Red screen
writers had never challenged Hollywood 
narrative structure nor had more than mini
mal effect on content. they were railroaded 
out of the business. 

During this time of atomic uncertainty, 
even A pictures reflected pessimism, but it 
was the lower-budgeted B movies that 
crossed genres and bore the Noir stamp. 

To the extent that Noir is known to the av· 
erage filmgoer, it's pertiaps associated 
foremost with The Big Sleep ( 1946), which 
grows In popularity like an orchid in General 

Sternwood's overheated greenhouse. 
While a hell of an enjoyable film, its romantic 
gloss and studio setting is contrary to the 
unheroic, gritty ambiance of "authentic" 
Noir. 

The film is notable for its ironical gallows 
humor and its sense of hopeless enclosure 
within a self-contained cosmos of double
cross. The sexual repartee achieved a 
steamy frankness for its time in a Bogart/ 
Bacall scene written in racetrack lingo with 
Bacall observing t~at her performance 
down the stretch would depend on her 
jockey. 

Based on the Raymond Chandler novel, 
with William Faulkner collaborating on the 
script with two other superb writers, Big 
Sleep stresses Chandler's favorite theme, 
the secret alliances between wealth and 
the underworld on an eerie turf in which evil 
is inadequately explained. 

Director Howard Hawks never figured out 
why one of the film's eight murders had 
been committed. Dismayed, he cabled 
Chandler but the author wired back: "I don't 
know." As Chandler once wrote, "When in 
doubt. have a man come through the door 
with a gun in his hand." 

A second theme of the film is also a pri
mary Noir concern: The protagonist's quest 
for his double, his doppelg8nger. 
Chandler's Marlowe begins as a knight but 
is soiled in a dirty world. To survive he must 
summon a darker side of himself. Chandler 
splits his hero into two persons: The char
acter Regan is all that Marlowe isn't; he 
covets money, is beyond the law as a gang
ster/bootlegger, has committed himself to 
social causes (as an ex-IRA member) and Is 
sexually uninhibited. Regan is also dead, 
which shows just how deeply that side of 
Marlowe is repressed. The full meaning of 
the search occurs at the end of the novel 
when Marlowe makes us confront the reali
ty of stale death with lyrical insight: "What 
did it matter where you lay once you were 
dead? In a dirty sump or in a marble tower 
on a high hill ... ? You just slept the big 
sleep, not caring about the nastiness of 
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o how you died or where you fell. Me, I was 
part of the nastiness now: Far more a part 
of it than Rusty Regan was. " 

Richard Siodmak's The Kiiiers (1946) is 
regarded as Mpure" unromantic, unsenti
mental Noir, closer to Double Indemnity 
than to The Big Sleep. The film was sug
gested by Hemingway's short story of that 
name. But after covering most of the orig· 
inal WOfk's dialogue in the first reel, Killers 
becomes a sort of corrosive caper story. 
The caper was a peacetime refinement of 
the war story, taking the values of team
work and skill and placing them at the ser
vice of crime instead of nationalism. The 
caper film focuses on expectations of one 
last crime that, if successful, will put all the 

_ participants on easy street. For Kiiiers' un
credited scenarist John Houston, crime 
was just Ma left-handed form of human 
endeavor." 

Killers parallels Cff/zen Kane in its at· 
tempt, through flashback, to explain and ac· 
count for a particular human life. The hero, 
a magnetic but controlled Burt Lancaster, is 
shot dead near the beginning. Lancaster 
plays Hemingway's kind of guy-a man of 
physical action whose animal ability and 
sense of fairness earn him nothing but a 
ticket to oblivion. The film raises the ques
tion of why Lancaster lets himself be killed 
without resisting and then shows that not 
only did he die for nothing, but that in fact 
he had died much earlier In a spiritual 
sense. At the film's core, then, Is a limitless 
despair. 

Lancaster is an ex-fighter who drifted into 
the numbers racket, pulled a heist but was 
sent up the river after being ripped off by 
Ava Gardner, his beautiful, destructive 
lover. His life Is reconstructed in a confus· 
ing chronology of flast'lbacks, which reflect 
the chaos of the real world. Early on, one of 
Lancaster's killers is asked, ~What's the 
idea?" He chillingly replies, "There isn't any 
idea." 

As an insurance agent tracking the dark 
utruth" of Lancaster's past-a classic Nair 
theme of lost time-Edmund O'Brien is the 

archetypal Nair protagonist. An unsympa· 
thetic figure, company-man O'Brien 
bungles his way through an underworld 
thick with ·corpses and double-crosses. He 
works out of an antiseptic insurance com· 
pany skyscraper, drawn to dark places be· 
cause they emit society's last spark of vi· 
tality. In typical Nair fashion, the heavy
sweating O'Brien remains unchanged at the 
end, still separated on the screen from his 
shadow; the only winner Is the insurance 
company, which with the solving of the 
case will now chop Its rates "one·tenth of a 
cent." 

Siodmak's direction is brilliant. He uses 
crisp focus to maintain tension between 
foregr9und and background, rarely moves 
his camera and creates tightly composed 
images amid sculpted shadows. Low ceit· 
ings press down upon the characters. 
Lighting is the opposite of most Noir. In 
Killers, tightness is evil, assaulting the eye 
in moments of false hope. At least in the 
darkness, you can hide for a while until 
you're trapped again by the light. 

His Cry of the Cfty (1948) is considered 
the best of the New York night-life s_tories. 
Against the overworked, conventional 
figures of the cop (Victor Mature) and his 
Jewish-Italian rival (Richard Conte), we're 
shown the squalor of a sordid abortionist, a 
grossly evil masseuse, a shyster and a ter· 
rified nurse who is attracted to a criminal pa· 
tient. In the climax, Conte Is killed as he 
flees a church, which is clearly intended as 
a reversal of the spiritual redemption theme 
of many 30s films. 

Criss Cross (1949), possibly Siodmak's 
best film, is a gangland version of Tristan 
and Isolde, with its lovers fated to die in 
pain and terror. Shot in the shabby Bunker 
Hill section of LA, it's the most evocative 
film of that milieu. Again using the caper 
story, Siodmak matches a hero without will 
power and a heroine without brains, prob· 
ing the subtleties of sexual enslavement. 

Orson Welles' Lady from Shanghai 
(1947) owes much to Double Indemnity. In 
both films, the male hero narrates in the 

past tense his encounters with a temptress. 
With The Big Sleep, Shanghaf is one of the 
most confusing movies ever made. Basical
ly, Aita Hayworth is out to kill her husband, 
double-cross her accomplice and leave 
Welles to take the fall. "Maybe I'll live so 
long that I'll forget her," Welles intones. 
"Maybe I'll die, tryinQ." · 

Welles makes frequent verbal and visual 
allusions to cannibalisms of the ocean 
deep. The film ends with a shoot-out in the 
house of mirrors at San Francisco's Play
land. The setting reinforces the theme that 
the female is a life-threatening playland. 

Of all the communists who worked within 
the Hollywood narrative mainstream, Abra· 
ham Polonsky achieved the most. He didn't 
rock capitalism, but he did write two works 
of cinematic poetry before being black· 
listed for two decades. 

Polonsky's clever exploitation of boxing 
as a theme and his terse, fierce dialogue 
combined with James Wong Howe's photo· 
graphy, make Body and Soul P947) a 
searing film despite the stiff handling by 
director Robert Rossen. 

The film bears a resemblance to Clifford 
Odet's play Golden Boy, but is much 
starker. Polonsky's boxing milieu is a meta
phor for, you guessed it, capitalism. Every· 
one is turned into a money machine. When 
hero John Garfield reminds the crooked 
promoter that "You're only buying into my 
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o lion." 
By Nair standards the film has a soft belly, 

bloated a bit by its intake of street romance 
carbohydrates. Garfield refuses to throw 
the fight and regajns his self-esteem, al· 
though at the end his fate is left in doubt. 

Polansky next wrote and directed Fo(ce 
of Evil (1948), a masterpiece unique in 
American film, blending terse, forceful real· ,,, 
ism with terse. surreal poetry. An American 
radical had finally made a representational 
film radical in style. On just how radical this 
was in the studio system of the 40s, Polan· 
sky comments in an interview in the book 
Creative Differences: "If you came out for 
socialism in films, the producer might say, 'I 
think you're going too heavy on that. 
Change some of those lines.' But if you 
said, 'Shoot it in this different way,' he 
would throw you off the [studio] lot and 
have you run out of town on grounds of pro
fessional incompetence." 

Based on a complex novel, Tucker's Peo
ple, dealing with the numbers racket, the 
film is ostensibly a Nair melodrama but is 
really a scorching but non-schematic look 
at how modern man organizes his own 
misery. The film's atmosphere is dense' with 
fear, betrayal and guilt, reflecting the 
spreading political/cultural oppressiveness 
of the period. 

Giving a sensitive performance, John 
Garfield plays a hopelessly compromised. 
crooked ethnic lawyer itching after a cool 
million. Embroiled in a scheme to monopo
lize the numbers racket and turn it into a 
"legitimate business," Garfield destroys the 
life of his brother, his relationship with his 
lover and his own chance for redemption. 

The story unfolds in fluid, dreamlike, first· 
person narration. As Jack Shadoian ob· 
serves, "The dialogue is full of verbal 
echoes: People speak a strange, incan· 
tatory language, with phrases repeated like 
musical notes." The experimental, Joyceian 
dialogue of the urban underground is 
literate without being stilted. That Polansky 
was confined within the ·icons and film Jc 
conventions of a popular medium gives 
Force of Evil's dark poetry a steely tension. 

Polonsk.y's verbal repetition and contrast 
is paralleled iri his visual scheme. The tele· 
phone is a recurring motif. Polansky once 
noted, "I had a big telephone made .... [It] 
was an easy symbol ... between all the 
different worlds in the film. These worlds 
communicate with each other through 
felephones instead of feelings ... Long snots 
isolate people at either the clumsiest or 
most vulnerable 'points in the frame, while 
close-ups are used to evoke terror. 

Called "cineaste of the twilight of the 
soul, of the falling night, " Nicholas Ray in· 
fused his films with an intensely personal vi· 
sion and Singular technical style. These 
things make it hard to classify him as a 
director of Nair or of any genre. 

He first surfaced as a director in 1 94 7 
with They Live by Night, as on-the-run film 
taken from the tougher Thfeves Like Us, a 
Depression novel also adapted by Robert 
Altman. AKO first tried to sell it as a hot rot 
teenage crime film and the motto from 
Ray's Known on any Door is applicable to 
They Live by Night as well as to his later 
Rebef without a Cause: "Life fast, die 
young and have a good-looking corpse." 

Ray was basically a nineteenth century 
romantic, dealing with effects not causes, 
with choreography more than sociology. 
They Live by Night first established the. 
rebellious youth: with all his purity and love, 
attempting to discover his own individual 
sense of order in the face of a hostile en
vironment. 

Thus his romanticism is pessimistic. 
Ray's individuals are always intruders in a 
turbulent and indifferent and chaotic. world. 
Their "friends" and enemies can never rec· 

"You're a stupid little man 
in a dirty little world." 

contract-not me," the promoter replies, 
"Sure, Charlie. It's a free country. Every· 
thing's for sale." 

When Garfield objects to throwing a fight, 
the promoter remarks, "The books are all 
balanced. The accountants have made their 
reports. You've got to be businesslike. 
Look at the numbers. People use words, 
but they mean numbers. Everything ls addi· 
tion and subtraction. The rest is conversa· 

ognize their own irrational desires, a fact 
that makes it almost impossible for the pro· 
tagonists to deal with these people, much 
less understand them. 

They Live by Night differs from most Nair 
films in its lack of bite at times and.in its 
striving toward resolution rather than mov· 
ing Inevitably toward a foregone conclu· 
sion. It resembles classic Noir in lts pro-

Conrinued on nexr page. 
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found mood of distress, with lighting, 
camera angles and portrayal of action mov

ing around the actors rather than vice ver· 
sa. Also, it ends without a glimmer of further 
hope. As David Thomson writes, "There is 
not a love story in Ray's work that lasts a 
reel without paranoia or accident twisting 
it." 

Ray has been celebrated by the French, 
especially Jean-Luc Godard, and by 
viewers who go to films to see the 
resonances a director evokes by use of ac
tors, decor, movement. color and shape. 
Any Ray film is immediately recognizable by 
its kinetic quality: the cutting between 
physical movements and the frequent use 
of only the middle of traveling shots. 

A number of other films powerfully 
depicted the urgan stockyard of the spirit. 
Jules Oassln's The Naked City (1948), 
scripted by Albert Maltz, is a crime story 
brilliantly shot by William Daniels on real 
New York locations. John Houston's The 
Asphalt Jungle p 950) is the story of a 
crme from the inside in which the petty 
treachery of the characters results in failurP. 
and death. 

The final phase witnessed the crack-up of 
the Film Noir hero.after a ten year jag. Psy· 
choanalytically-lnclined directors like Ray 
and Raoul Walsh dollied in for the big kill. 
The forces of personal disintegration are 
reflected in such films as White Heat, Gun 
Crazjl, DOA in a Lonely Place, Kiss To
morrow Goodbye, Panic in the Streets, The 
Big Heat and Sunset Boulevard. 

Many regard the third phase as the cream 
of the Nair period. "After the years of 

steadily shedding romantic conventions," 
Paul Schrader suggests, "the late Nair films 
finally got down to the root causes of the 
period: the loss of public honor, heroic con
ventions, persona! integrity and, finally, 
psychic stability." 

This mood reflected the climate - in the 
country, especially among the intelligent· 
sia. China was "lost," the Korean War 
seemed to threaten WW Ill and a second in
quisition hit Hollywood. II was the heyday 
of Joe McCarthy, himself a Nair character, 
alcoholic, liar, sadist, flouter of middle class 
manners. "Sincere, honest" exemplars who 
had told themselves that they were realty 
boring from within, even as they made top 
dollar in Tinsel Town, were perversely 
taken at their word by cutthroat Congres
sional investigation committees. They had, 
therefore, to choose between public recan
tation and turning in their friends or silence 
and exile, exile from the industry that had 
so long permitted them both shiny limos 
and clear consciences. 

II was the end of the line-with irony. 
Gray-flannel-suited fellow travelers without 

backbone found themselves squealing in 
fear before an authentic unwashed prole
tarian, a "fascist John Garfield punchin' his 
way through the phonies," as one writer 
described McCarthy. (The best possible 
case for informing was eloquently made by 
a grouping of guilt-ridden squealers in 
1954's On the Waterfront.) 

The third phase is rife with end-of-the-line 
Nair heroes: The Big Heat is the last stop 
for the urban cop. the Mickey Spillane 
series (f the Jury, The Long Wait, Kiss Me 
Deadly) for the private eye, Sunset Boule· 
vard !or the Black Widow, White Heat and 

Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye for ll)e gangster. 
Billy Wilder's Sunset Boulevard (1950) 

examines Hollywood's rotten underbelly. 
Supposedly, Louis B. Mayer demanded 
that Wilder be horsewhipped and run out of 
town for his "dirty" work. In the film, an un
successful screenwriter (William Holden) 
blunders into the decaying mansion of an 
ex-star (Gloria Swanson) attended by an 
ex-director out of favor (Erich Von Stro
heim). Swanson plays a sort of female 
Dracula, condemned to relive a former life, 
sucking blood from her young' victim-lover, 
Holden. When Hold8n reveals he's a writer, 
Swanson declares, "You made a rope of 
words and strangled the business." 

"The polarities are," according to Richard 
Corliss, "Has been vs never was; decayed 
grandeur vs festering sarcasms; Old Holly
wood of the 20s vs New Hollywood of the 
40s. Both were illusions, delusions: The 
old thinking they can buy anything or any
boi;:ly, the new thinking that there is anyone 
left to buy what they're so willing to sell." 
And now both are dead, as the 1950 
studios are parking lots and TV sausage 
factories. 

With a couple of major exceptions, Nair 
had faded out by the mid·50s for both 
social and technical reasons. As the suc
cess of McCarthy and Eisenhower demon
strated, Americans were adopting a more 
bourgeois view of themselves. Social criti· 
cism had to be veiled behind vigorous affir
mations of the "American Century." 
Technically, as Schrader notes, "Tetevi-
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sion, with Its demand for full lighting and 
close-ups, gradually undercut the German 
influence and color cinematography was, of 
course, the final blow to the Nair look." 

Samuel Fuller's Pickup on South Street 
(1953) marks a transition in crime drama, 
blending the black mood with the Red 
scare. Fuller, however, stamped out his 
own primitive turf and fiercely hewed to an 
anti·bourgeois outlook that distinguished 
him from other new crime directors of the 
50s. Originator of a forceful, comic-strip 
expressionist style, Fuller is perhaps the 
most aggressive of all these filmmakers. His 
characters could be drawn from a police 
blotter line-up. 

In Pickup, pickpocket Richard Widmark 
grabs the purse of hooker Jean Peters on a 
subway. Unknown to him, the purse con
tains a piece of top-secret microfilm that 
was being passed by Peter's consort, a 
Communist agent. Peters discovers where 
the film is from a police informer. She finds 
and seduces Widmark, trying to recover it, 
but instead ends up falling in love with him. 
The spy kills the informer and savagely 
beats Peters before being captured by 
Widmark after a vicious subway brawl. At 
the conclusion, Widmark the man's inflexi· 
ble code of the loner bends to accom
modate peters. while Widmark the profes
sional's work remains unchanged. In fact, 
with the lessening of his emotional distress, 
he might become an even better 
pickpocket. 

Not wanting to render things smoothly 
realistic , Fuller's low-budget style reduces 
all the elements of hi& films to the most 
crude , dynamic and intense levels. His 
visual rhythm, long shot to close-up then 
back to long shot, parallels his narrative 
structure: He starts out with a long view es
tablishing social context, moves in for per
sonal drama, then back to an outer frame
work refashioned in personal terms by 
morally defensible acts of violence. His 
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work helps bridge the gap between the fie· 
tional and the animated film . 

Although not produced until 1955, Kiss 
Me Deadly has been hailed as the master
piece of Nair. Its time delay gives it a sense 
of detachment and exhaustive seediness. 

Director Robert Aldrich turned up the 
pressure cooker a few degrees as he tried 
to depict his se1f-l::iescribed "utter contempt 
and loathing for the cynical, fascistic private 
eye," Spillane's Mike Hammer. Ralph 
Meeker played Hammer, a smalltime bed· 
room dick, as a midget among dwarves. 
Hammer is conservative, passive despite 
his brutality, a lonely outrider, his emotional 
withdrawal a warning of virulent political re
trenchment. He is also the negative pole 
who inevitably attracts the explosive forces 
of sex, dynamite and atomic fission. He 
turns the underworld upside down in 
search of the "great whatsit"-which turns 
out to be, in blackest Nair humor, an ex· 
ploding atomic bomb. The last we see of 
Hammer, he is waist·deep in the Pacific 
Ocean watching as a nuclear fireball engulfs 
Malibu. • 

Orson Welles recorded Nair's epitaph 
with Touch of Evil (1958), using a corrupt 
Mexican border town as a metaphor for a 
diseased modern society wasted with 
racism, corruption, sexual violation and 
murder. 
. Almost at the film's beginning, In a single 
take shot from a crane, a tycoon end his 
blonde floozy are killed in an explosion; a 
crowd swarms around the site on a hot 

night in the dirty town. The viewer is told, 
"An hour ago, Audi Linneker had this town 
in his pocket. Now you could strain him 
through a sieve." The DA hurries out of a 
whorel'louse named Tootsie's Steakhouse. 
With his already fleshy body obscenely 
padded, Welles, as the local police chief, 
tracks down the killer, frames and then kills 
him. In a parallel story, a local nightclub 
owner and drug peddler seeks to destroy a 
drug commissioner. 

Welles' character is haunted by the pre
WW I killing of his half-breed wife. Such a 
passion for the past is perhaps the overrid
ing Nair theme. The Nair hero tried to sur
vive day by day, often retreating into the 
past. Thus Nair's techniques emphasize 
loss and insecurity. In such a world, sty)e 
becomes paramount-everything else Is 
devoid of meaning. 

In an America not known for its eye for 
filmic style , Film Nair was as aberrant as 
many of the stories it told . Post-modernists 
might say that while such a commercial 
form can't raise basic perceptual questions, 
they can catch a glimpse of themselves in 
Nair's mirrors. The difference is that for the 
bleakest Noirist, the universe is full of signs 
we humans can't understand, while for the 
post-modernist the human predicament 
stems from an absence of such signs. An 
angry person, a new Brecht, would argue 
that some signs are identifiable, that some 

~~r:1Z.' ;~e~e~e~~~e~a~~ ~z=~s~u~~ 
there will be time to look at universal signs. 
Still another would deny that the Inner can 
be separated from the cute and would 
argue that in being primarily a style and in 
working out its conflicts visually, Nair left an 
important legacy for the new audiences and 
filmmakers that wUI emerge to alter the reta· 
tionships between themselves. D 
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36 Conlinued from previous pa11e 

... the record company publicist brought along sev
eral extra people out to dinner because she was 
afraid to go out alone with them. 

Only Burnel was actually arrested however, 
since he was the only one who spoke in 
French. One suspects that whatever the 
Stranglers said was not exactly a subjective 
appraisal of the situation, but due to the fact 
that J.J. is out on $25,000 bail, no one's 
telling . 

Such are the events that the Stranglers 
legend has been built on. Their reputation is 
such, that the last time they toured the 
West Coast. the record company publicist 
brought along several extra people out to 
dinner because she was afraid to go out 
alone with them. As entertaining as the 
group il'nage is however, the Stranglers are 
more interesting as individuals. Even the 
line-up is unusual, especially for a . band 
formed in the throes of the punk-laden 
mid-70s: Hugh Cornwell , guitar and vocals, 
Jean-Jacques Burnel, bass and vocals, 
Dave Greenfield, keyboards and vocals, 
and Jet Black, drums. 

Cornwell is the most verbal Strangler on 
stage, known chiefly for his insults towards 
the audience. A favorite quip on the current 
tour is during his introduction to "Nuclear 
Device," which is a song about an Austral· 
ian magnate who possesses "more uranium 
than America has assholes. And that's a lot 
of uranium." Hu.gh also developed a marked 
fondness for his version of American cul
ture: he made a habit of reading obscene 
graffiti culled from backstage bathroom 
walls out loud during tuning breaks in per
formanCes . Offstage, he enjoys toying with 
people's gullibility . At a San Francisco cof
fee shop, he nearly convinced an attractive 
young Oriental waitress to attend the next 
evening's show by saying he soundedjl lot 
like her favorite singer, before he found out 
that her favorite singer was Rod Stewart . 
Undaunted, Hugh pefsisted in the charade 
until J.J. began calling out, "Don't trust him. 
Remember the Opium Wars." 

This past year has given Hugh a great 
deal of material related to two of his per
sonal crusades: the judicial system and in· 
dividual freedom. Last March, Hugh was im
prisoned for drug possession. He had been 
stopped while driving home from a gig with 
two hitch-hiking fans in the back seat. Ap-

parently the youthfulness of the fans in re
lation to Hugh made the officers suspicious. 
They searched him and found minute quan
tities of several illicit substances. Cornwell 
testified that they were tokens of apprecia
tion pressed upon him by kids at the con
cert , but he was still sentenced to two 
months by a judge who remarked that he 
was levying a severe penalty to serve as a 
lesson to pop stars and to Stranglers fans. 

Hugh has sin1c:,1:;::::,~~~~ 
his prison expE ions on the 
justice accorded him, and he has been 
awarded an honorary membership in the 
League of Common Sense and Decency. 

Jean-JacqUes is the other focal point of 
the Stranglers live show. Despite his 
French arrest, J .J.'s public persona has 
toned down a bit from the days when he 
responded to cries of sexism (brought on 
by their hit single "Peaches") by posing as 
a nude centerfold in New Musical Express. 
At about the same lime, he pulled another 
prank that got him blacklisted from the 
pages of Record Mirror. J.J. accused their 
reviewer of not having seen a performance 

that was panned, and to help the writer real
ize the error of his ways, arrangements 
were made for him to be kidnapped. The in
tent was merely to tie the critic up and sit 
him on the edge of the stage to ensure his 
attention, but th·e journalist escaped. Sans 
his sense of humor. Burne I now concen
trates his efforts on his karate practice (in 
which he has earned a black belt), his mo
torcycles (Triumph Bonnevilles, for both' 
aesthetic and political reasons), and his 
economic and political beliefs (socialist and 
dedicated to the unification of Europe). Jn.a 
more mus,lcal vein , he..Js working on his 
second solo album, tentatively entitled 

Seeth, to follow up Euroman 
Cometh of two years ago. From his first at
tempts at playing a bass guitar less than six 
years ago, J .J . has progressed to being 
consistently voted one of the top bassists 
in the British music polls . 

Keyboard player Dave Greenfield collects 
siiTiilar accolades, a far cry from when he 
first joined the band. His debut was contro
versial , since keyboards were relegated to 
the ranks of the then-disfavored "progres-
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sive" groups. Many critics even now persist 
in comparing Dave to Ray Manzarek, only 
because no other rock keyboard players of 
note occur to them. Dave finds the juxta
position ludicrous, and he enjoys pointing 
out that most. of the instrunients he plays 
were not even invented when the Doors 
were in existence. Offstage, Greenfield. ls 
the most accessible of the Stranglers. He 
tends to wander around In the audience be
fore performances with his omnipresent 
pipe and shoulder-bag, pleasantly convers· 
ing with nearly anyone who cares to speak 
to him. Besides collecting pipes, Dave is 
heavily into science fiction and the occult , 
:md in fact his studies of the latter have · 
eatned him the title of Second Degree lni· 
ttate. Attl:lough he will reluctantly admit to 
being a warloCk, his involvement in that 
subject is something he generally will only 
discuss when he has had a bit too much to 
drink. Dave was the last addition to the 
Stranglers, and he is amused by the fact 
that he is the only one who has yet to be ar· 
rested for somethinQ. 

Completing the quartet is drummer Jet 
(short for Jethro) Black. In the past, he has 
done everything from selling ice cream to 
selling fine wines, although he did in fact 
work semi-professionally as a drummer be
fore joining the Stranglers. Offstage, he is a 
quiet, private person whose taste in clothes 
runs to sweaters and clam-diggers. Al· 
though he is the only nonvocalist , Jet does 
not hesitate to speak out during perfor
mances to put a stop to occurrences such 
as unnecessary force on the part of se

curity personnel. 
Perhaps surpriSingly for such a reserved 

person, he is ttie most active of the group in 
assisting the Stranglers Information Service 
("We don't have a farl club. ") and their pub· 
lication Strangled. Every band member 
contributes articles on whatever they like (a 
recent sampling reveals everything from 
Cornwell refuting Darwin's Theory of Evolu· 
tion to Burnet defending his opinions on tra
ditional Japanese culture), but Black is the 
main ombudsman. One of the most amus· 
ing bits in the first American edition, only 

Continued. 

One ... belief that they share ... is in extra
terrestrial beings, known to the band ... 

as Men in Black (M.l.B.) 
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Continued. 
recently published, is a Jet contribution in 
fact. It is a response in well-mannered, for
mal English to a schoolteacher's genuine 
letter requesting an explanation of the word 
"bullshit" that had appeared in a previous 
issue. 

Taken one by one, the Stranglers appear 
to not have much in common. One intrigu
ing belief that they share however, is in 
extra-terrestrial intelligent beings, known to 
tne band and their cognoscenti as Men In 
Black (M.l.B.). Hugh articulately explains 
that "Man could have been a biochemical 
experiment by alien intelligence placed 
here amongst indigenous life forms. its 
functioning being based upon those sys
tems already present:" J.J. bluntly states 
'.hat "the Immaculate Conception was ac
~ually an exercise in artificial insemination 
perpetrated by aliens." Jet has experi
e~ced a definite UFO sighting, and as far as 
Dave is concerned it is only a matter of time 
J:i t1I contact 1s made. This belief is begin· 
mng to be apparent in their lyrics, such as in 
the rather creepy "Meninblack .. that ap
pears on both The Raven and the recently 
released compilation album Stranglers IV. 
Furthermore, their new album (due early 

. next year) is titled Men In Black, and the 
band hopes to be able to release an Instru
mental single called "Waltz in Black" by 
Christmas. Obviously, the aliens are a per
vasive preoccupation. 

AU five Stranglers albums have gone gold 
• 1n England, and yet the band does not have 

any binding American recording contract. 
Even their live album X-Certs sold well, de
spite the group being displeased with the 
fact that they had little say in the choice of 
material, packaging. or anything else. The 
live album has been the only Stranglers pro
duct, musical or otherwise, that the group 
c:!ld not have complete control over. As 
Burnel explains it, the only purpose the live 
album served was to divide the band's 
musical development into two periods: be· 
fore and after they became skilled musi· 
cians. 

In America, the Stranglers have yet to 
achieve the popularity and recognition they 
enjoy in England, Europe and Japan. 
Record company relations have not helped 

Ifs urgent. 
lfsgotguls. 
Ifs strong, punchy rock 'n' roll you 
never wont to stop hearing. 

;ri~ ~~L'l'~/~~~~d album by 

·emedy the situation, either. After a mu- similar sentiments never get held against 
tually unsatisfying stint on A&M Records, bands like the Clash quite as vehemently. 
Stranglers IV was released on l.R.S. There The printed word aside, this tour exhibits a 
is no apparent commitment for future pro- more professional, skirted, and mature 
ducts however, and the tone of the busi· group than was first unveiled on this con
ness rationship between the label and the tinent. The Stranglers have more of a sense 
artists seems to be colored by a reciprocal of identity, for one thing. On an obvious 
"Wait and see" atittude. At least the l.R.S. level, there is the visual unity of eschewing 
compilation is an intelligent package. One the use of color. Less obvious is a more ap-
side is comprised of the more immediately parent degree of intercommunication be-
accessible tracks from The Raven, which tween band members, particularly between 
was their last LP, and the other side is a Jean-Jacques and Hugh during perfor· 
selection of B-sides and other oddities mances. For another thing, the technical 
spanning the past few years. Its release co- level of every musician is noticably higher 
.ncides with the first American Stranglers than they were last time. This is admirable 
tour in over two years, and there has been in itself, but it is remarkable in light of the 
a strong wave of new interest in the band fact that virtually every piece of equipment 
overseas. the band owned was stolen during their so-

Part of the recent spate of foreign press joum in New York, prompting Cornwell to 
coverage was sparked by Cornwall's ar- label the United States "the Land of Oppor-
rest, sentence, and the resultant ev~nts. tunists:· The Stranglers had taken great 
As if the papers didn't have enough of a trouble to ship over all of their own equip-
field day with the despotic judge and the ment, totalling nearly a half-million dollars 
public reaction, Hugh's incarceration was worth of instruments painstakingly accumu-
perfectty limed to interfere with two major lated and customized over the years, to in-
performances that the Stranglers had - sure that American audiences would hear a 
scheduled for April 3 and 4 at the Rainbow proper representation of how the band 
in London. When word got out, the musi· wanted to sound. Less than two weeks into 
cians that rallied to assist the group in tak- the tour, the truck and everything in ii dis· 
ing the stage anyway, read like a veritable appeared. To add insult to injury. the truck 
Who·s Who. Appearing live in what Burnel turned up totally empty within a few days. 
termed .. a real fingers-up to the judge" were And to complete the scenario, there is a 
such luminaries as Robert Fripp, Ian Oury, possibility that the insurance policies may 
Toyah Wilcox, Wilco Johnson, Peter Ham- not cover the loss. The Stranglers have had 
mill. Steve Hillage, Hazel O'Connor, Nicky to rent everything, right down to the gui-
lesco, and various members of The Cure, tars, frequently with unsatisfactory results. 
Steel Pulse, Stiff Little Fingers, the Mem- Even in Hollywood, where one would as· 
bers, the Skids, and the Blockheads. Not sume a musician could rent anything, some 
only did alt of these artists perform live with electronic units were unavailable, causing 
the remaining thr~e Stranglers as a show of certain songs to be dropped from the 
solidarity, but everyone actually rehearsed What the band was able to hire came 
parts and songs beforehand so as to deliver ·plate with problems, especially the 
a musically viable show. boards. During one set, after a me 

Once the Stranglers began their Amari- bank disturbance, Hugh pointed 
can tour however, their press coverage re- tials S.l.R. (the name of the rental 
verted to three-year-old cliches regarding carved into the back of his guitar 
sexism and ethnocentricity. Both major Los mented, "You know what 
Angeles newspapers printed harshly nega- Sorry 1 Rented " 
live reviews. with one critic in particular re· Sound d1tticult1es aside, nearly every 
sorting to non-musical attacks. It is un· - show on the West Coast was excellent. 
doubtedly true that the band is free with The Stranglers changed a few songs each 
their anti-American {and anti-Los Angeles, set to keep it fresh, and they managed to 
specifically) commentary, but somehow keep a good balance of as yet unreleased 
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material, newer songs like "Duchess, H "The 
Raven, " and .. Baroque Bordello," and au
dience favorites such as "Down in the 
Sewer'' and "Tank." During their Whiskey 
engagement, they even cajoled a young 
lady into performing a rather unimaginative 
but impromptu strip-tease during the instru
mental passages of "Nice and Sleazy." An 
attempt at recreating that idea was nixed by 
the club management in San Francisco, 
however. Overall, the vocals explored 
every nuance of the cynical, the vicious, 
the angry, and even (especially on Jean
Jacques' rendition of "The Raven") the 
realm of haunting solitude. Greenfield's key
boards atternatingly soared and lurked, and 
Black's p6werful drums provided a solid an
chor for the extremely melodic bass lines. 
The visual drama of the stark stage added 
to the almost menacing undercurrent. 
There were indeed several unfortunate 
equipment malfunctions, probably too 
many surly jibes at an audience that had, 
after all, paid $8.50 each to be there, and 
at least a hint of supercilious attitudes, but 
in general the Stranglers delivered a unique, 
impressive performance. 

Curren tty, the material for the upcoming 
Men In Black album is completed and 
needs only final mix decisions to be made. 
No American record company has plans to 
release it, but it wilt be available in import by 
the spring. Thematically concerned with 
conveying the collective Strangler view
point on religion, politics and extraterres
trials, the band is shying away from calling It 
the concept album that critics will label it. 
The music itsetf continues the recent trend 
towards more complex, longer musical pas· 

and a more sophisticated sound, al· 
h it may ha'1e lost some of the early 

Stranglers intensity by doing so. 
Tner ~ ttre plans for a return United States 

our at the time of Men In Black's release. 
Perhaps then the American press will take 
note of what the Stranglers actually put on 
vinyl and play in concert instead of merely 
rehashing their own xeroxed press clip

gs. Piranha should, after all, never be 
derestimated. Nori nored. . D 

t. 
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I've already started to write this story 
at least a dozen times. Each time that 
I've finished writing the introduction, 
I've felt satisfied that, at long last, I 
have got it right And yet with every fresh 
listening to the new album, Kaleido
scope, I have hurled my old ideas into 

· the trash can and had to start again. 

J've always been a fan of Slouxsie and the 
Banshees, ever since the release of their 
brilliant debut single MHong Kong Garden" 
in the Summer of 1978; and their subse· 
quent singles have all been fresh and excit· 
ing. But, like with the Buzzcocks, their al· 
bums disappointed me somewhat. The 
Scream was too raw, too self-consciously 
"punk," while Join Hands was uneven and 
gave the impression of having been thrown 
together hastily: I began to feel that the 
public had fallen in love with the band more 
tor what they represented than for their ac
tual music. Slouxsie is a face, a punk leg
end, an Inspiration; you may not like the 
music, but that doesn't matter. Go out and 
buy the album anyway because it must be 
good, it's by Siouxsie and the Banshees! 

All this changed, however, when I began 
to listen to Kaleidoscope. At first only the 
singles, "Happy House" and "Christine, " 
stood out, but after a while I became en· 
tranced by the other songs too. The music 
still has a raw edge, but it's more flowing 
and sophisticated now, deeper and more 
haunting. It's at once beautiful and disturb· 
ing, seductive and scary. Siouxsie and the 
Banshees have at last produced a master· 
piece, the best album I have heard so far 
this year. 

I met Siouxsie and the Barishees over 
.breakfast in their hotel the ·day after their 
'San Francisco gig. Magazine's John Mc· 
Geoch, who is playing for the Banshees un· 
til a permanent replacement can be found, 
felt that the concert had gone fairly well. 
But the other members of the band were 

1obviously unhappy, especially about the 
violence of the previous night. Steve Sev· 
erin , who has played bass since the Ban· 
shees first gig, said that he wished people 
would stop trying to live in 1976. 

Steve: There were lots of things being 
thrown at different points. (To Budgie, the 
drummer) Did you get hit by a can or some· 
thing? 
Budgie: I got hit by lots of things. 
Steve: It's the only place in America so far 
that that's happened. And very rarely in 
England as well-very out·of·the·way 
places. 
Sioux: Put them in the army, that's what 1 
say. Cut off their goalies. 
Steve: That was one of the reasons that 
San Francisco didn't get an encore. It 
could've got a longer set as well. We've 
done encores in most places. 

From the earlieSt days, Siouxsie and the 
Banshees always used to finiSh their set 
with The Lord's Prayer, but recently they 
dropped it from their repertoire. It reminded 
me of how the Jam stopped ending with the 
Batman theme at about the same time that 

they became commercial and started 
achieving mass popularity. Are Siouxsie 
and the Banshees "selling out"? For in· 
stance, whose idea was it to have two sin
gles on the last album-something they 
have never done before? 

Sioux: No, they didn't used to write songs. 
They used to play. I mean John (McKay) 
pulled his weight as much as me and Steve. 
Do you know what they're doing now? 
Sioux: I thought they were dead. I haven't 
heard from them. 

Sioux: It was 1he people who wrote the In case you were asleep last year, Kenny 
.songs' decision. They're good, definite Morris and John McKay used to play drums 
singles. and guitar respectively for the Banshees. 
Steve: We didn't go in to record an album, On September 7th 1979, just before they 
we just recorded track after track when were due to play a gig at the Aberdeen 
John was free. It just eventually became an Capitol on the Join Hands tour, they sud· 
album. denly vanished. A rift had been growing in 
Budgie: It was just a perir>d when Sioux, the band for some time, but the exact rea-
Steve and myself were going out to find a sons for their departure have never been 
guitarist and nothing was happeriing, but in explained. Siouxsie and Steve have never 
that time ideas came together. And we forgiven Morris and McKay for leaving them 
wanted to get these ideas down because in the lurch; and judging by the results of 
they seemed right for the time". \ last year's "Most Hated Person" poll in the 
But you didn't plan It as an album. New Musical Express, the public has not 
Budgie: Not specifically, I mean we did forgiven them either. 
about four or five tracks around the time Robert Smith of the Cure played guitar on 
that Happy House was released . the remainder of the Join Hands tour, and 
John: "Christine" was one, wasn't it? since then John McGeoch has been help· 
Steve: We recorded "Christine" way before ing out on tours and recording , white Steve 
it was released . ltju,st seemed right'to have Jones also played on three tracks on Kalei-
the two singles on the album. Polydor doscope. Budgie, who did the percussion 
wanted a third one released after it came work for the Slits' debut album Cut, is not 
out. But the new single ("Israel, " released playing drums for the Banshees on a long· 
November 28th) won't be on the album. term basis, but a permanent guitarist has 
Which track from Kaleidoscope did Polycor still not been found. 
want to release? 
.Steve: "Red Light," I think it was. 

"Red Light!" A strange choice for a 
single. Musically it's not nearly so strong as 
"Paradise Place" or "Tenant"; lyrically, it's 
stunning. I mean, cop a load of this: 

Voyeur sucks Into focus-floodlit, the 
giossy kiss-pit, See the red light rinsing 
another shutterslut wincing, The sag· 
glng haff-wit sister, pr6tty, pretty pic
ture, Of an ancient nipple shrinking-
that Kodakwhore winking, Ti/ the aper· 
shuts, too much exposure. 
Even in their early punk days, Siouxsie 

and the Banshees stood apart from the 
other bands of the blank generation in that 
their lyrics never fell into the "I'm so bored/ 
You're a liar" genre. Today their lyrics stand 
up in their own right. 

Siouxsie reveals that Steve wrote the 
words to "Red Light." 

Does everyone In the band take a share In 
writing the lyrics? 
Sioux: No, just me and Steve. 
And what about the music? 
Sioux: It was me and Steve on Kaleido
scope, and then me on my own and Steve 
on his own. But as a band, it's usually all 
four people doing the music. 
What about Morris and McKay? Did they 
help ~Ith the writing? 

So how long is John going to stay with th~ 
Banshees? 
Sioux: I don't know. He could get married, 
he could elope one day with someone 
else. 
About a dozen different people have played 
in the band since the beginning. You've 
gone through a lot of changes and you still 
haven't got a steady fine-up, which Is very 
unusual fOr.such a successful band. Do you 
hope that one day you'll find pennanence? 
Sioux: It's just that this band has never had 
a steady line-up. 
Steve: We're just having fun. 
Did you ever think of changing the name oi 
the band after Morris and McKay walked 
out? 
Steve: What for? 
Sioux: There was a band before they 
joined. 
Budgie: But it's a new band now almost, 
two new people 
Steve: There's just some kind of formula 
which has been adopted, which has been 

· proved to work. 
That's understandable. Siouxsie and the 

Banshees were already at the top when the 
band split up; there was no point in risking 
everything by changing their name. 

Ever since the beginning, it seems, 
Siouxsie and the Banshees have been in 
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the public eye. Their first gig, on Septem
ber 20th 1976, was at the legendary 1 00 
Club Punk Festival in London, when they 
supported the Sex Pistols, the Clash and 
Subway Sect. Sid Vicious was borrowed 
from the Flowers of Romance to play 
drums, Marco played guitar, Steve Severin 
(then Steve Havoc) was on bass, and of 
course Siouxsie (then just plain Suzie) 
sang. There was also a violinist called Si· 
mane, but she left after the second gig. 

Soon afterwards the Sex Pistols ap· 
peered on television for the notorious Bill 
Grundy interview, which rocketed them to 
instant infamy. The Pistols' swearing fit was 
sparked off by Grundy's ham~sted attempt 
to chat up a "typical Pistols' fan" on the air. 
That typical fan was Siouxsie-chosen "Be· 
cause I stood out-,! always did, of course!" 
But I get the impression that you prefer to 
hide incidents like that in your past. 
Sioux: No, but I don't like harping on the 
past. It's not that I'm ashamed of it or any· 
thing, it's just old news and I've said it a mil-' 
lion times. 
Steve: It was just a piss-~p. anyway. 
Still, it co'ntributed to the legend which now 
surrounds the band. Has this fegend, and 
the fact that you've been growing ·up In 
public, made it difficult for you at all? 
Steve: Not difficult-it's just bizarre the way 
the English press treats us. Because they 
figure we're some sort of another super· 
group or something. 
But on the whole you've been treated quite 
well. Practically everyone said that The 
Scream was the best debut album of 19 78. 
Steve: Jullie Burchill (of NME and The 
Face) didn't say it was the best debut 
album of the year. · 
John: The · sc;eam was very badly re· 
ceived. 
And what about the reviews of Kaleido· 
scope, which .were very mixed? 
Steve: That was a patronising pal on the 
back. It's just politics-editorial politics, 
which change from week lo week. It's more 
NME and Sounds because they have a 
large readership and think they have a lot of . 
power. 
You didn't tour much In England recently. 

·Steve: That's on purpose. Since John's 
been with us we haven't done long tours of 
anywhere. We've done two tours of Eng
land which were like six, eight, ten days, a 
tour of Europe which was about a dozen 
dates, and a tour here which was about a 
dozen dates. 
So why did you come here? It's quite ambl· 
tlous. 
Steve: Because it's about time that people 
saw us. We were due here when the band 

Conrinued on nexl page .. -
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split up and we had to cancel. 
Budgie: It's exciting playing over here you 
know, starting at the bottom. 
Well, you're hardly at the bottom! The 
Stranglers, Stiff Little Fingers and the Slits 
have all played here recently, at far smaller 
places and they're not exactly unknown 
bands. (In fact, Jn the early days, Siouxsie 
and the Banshees played a few gigs sup· 
porting the Slits). 
Steve: Yeah, bulwe played a place ln New 1 

Haven where there was only like three hun· : 
dred people, and it was really pleasant. 
John: Ju'St a good atmosphere being able 
to play to people who're not necessarily 
over-familiar. with your material, and they're 
not heckling you and you can just play what 
you want to play and not what they want 
you to play. 

Siouxsle and the Banshees have never 
toured the States before, although Siouxsie 
was In San Francisco a few months ago on 
holiday, and John McGeoch toured the 
country with Magazine last year. On that 
occasion, lack of funds forced the band to 
travel everywhere by car. 

John: It was a lot of fun. When you fly you 
tend to miss a lot. It was in the Summer, 
and we'd done the east coast up to Can· 
eda, right down the mid-west. Texas, and 
then In one momentous drive we .drove 
from Dallas to LA. Our car blew up in the 
middle of the desert . But luckily we had a 
CB. The best part of CB is the hookers you 
get. 
Magazine will probably be touring here 
again next Spring. This time they're thinking 
of hiring their own train, as they've done be· 
fore in England. 

What about what's going on in England at 
the moment? I hear that Adam and the Ants 
have suddenly struck lucky, with Dog Eat 
Dog reaching number 4 in the singles 
charts, and their album going In at number 
10. 
Budgie: Yeah, it's great. 
Steve: They've had a real hard·core follow· 
ing for years, a real minority. Suddenly 
they've done Top Of The Pops and all the 
kids have fallen in love with Adam. 
John: He was always a glam rocker any· 
way. 
Steve: And of course Marco (one of the 
original Banshees) is writing all the hits. 
If gfam rock Is back, how do you think you'll 
fit In? You've done a cover of Marc BoJan's 
NTwentieth Century Boy. " . . 

Steve: "Twentieth Century Boy" We just 
liked, and we thought it would be amusing if 
Sioux was singing it. 
John: I've never heard it. 
Steve: It's on the B·side of "Staircase." 
And what about your other cover, "Hefter 
Skelter"? 
Steve: We did that for obvious reasons. Not 
because It was a particularly brilliant Bea
tles song. It's just a figurative way of saying 
that when you get to the bottom you go 
back to the top, it's that people queUe, go 

" ... I don't like h.:lrping 
back on the past. It's 
not that im ashamed 
of it or anything. It's 
just old news ... " 

In at the top, slide all the way down and just 
immediately go up again for like hours, until 
. . . until you get sore arses (laughs). 
Budgie: lf'.s a really old British pastime. 

As for American bands, Siouxsie and the 
Banshees express admiration for Suicide, 
the Contortions and the Cramps, but a men
tion of Jim Carroll causes Steve to erupt. "I 
saw him on TV, I thought he was horren· 
dous. Rock'n'roll poet, yawn yawn. He's 
got the charisma of a tucking toad." And 
Budgie says that the Dead Kennedys-re· 
cently on tour in England-remind him of 
Black Sabbath. 

Can you describe your own music? 
Sioux: No. 
Steve: Transient . 
John: We sound like four flies buzzing 
around In a tin cup. 

Well, your music could no longer be de· 
scribed as punk, and yet yoU still have an 
identifiably punk Image .. 
Steve: That's reallY. Insulting! That's a real 
insult. I dol'\,'t think we particularly look like 
punks or act like them. 

Oops! I've really blown It this time, I 
thought. But maybe Steve should take a 
stroll down any American street one day 
and see if the people there think he's a 
punk. The quietly diplomatic Budgie pours 
on on the water by telling Steve "Surely 
that's just your interpretation of what punk 
is." I should've remembered that Steve
who was a punk in 1976-has little time for 
today's imitators. At a party after the gig the 
previous nightr- he turned up and asked me 
"Are there any punks herer "A few\" I said, 
~But they're just te'xt·book punks." "That's 

· what I meant, " said Steve with disgust. He 
didn't stay long. · 

DAMAGE 

Siouxsie and the Banshees started out on 
a whim. They played their first gig after ex
actly one rehearsal, the previous day. They 
expected to be bottled off the stage, but 
they never were, and they never have been 
since. Today they are the only surviving 
band of the blank generation who have 
never compromised themselves, who have 
never strayed from their original path. But 
ttiey nave advanced beyond recognition, 
and today they are one of the most impor
tant bands in Britain-no problem. 

"It's probably a combination of accidents 
and determination," Steve says. I ask if he 
ever dreamed what would eventually hap· 
pen, when the band was hastily formed for 
the 1 00 Club Festival in 1976. He says 
nothing, and just shakes his head slowly. 
John laughs and begins to clap. "Good 
question!" he exclaims; and Budgie re· 
joinders, "Good ariswert" 

"We try hard to be liked," says Slouxsie. 

0 
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SLITS 
by J.NEO 

They were the clown princesses of 
the new wave, refusing to take 

anything too seriously, even themselves. 

Sure, /'II Interview the Slits, I said. Why 
not? I'd followed this band for years, 
devoured every article on them I could 
find, and bought all their records, even 
that self·lndulgent Rough Trade 
"retrospective." I admired them for being 
a sharp, inventive band that never 
stopped evolving and surprising. I dug 
their style: the Amazon rude girls caked 
with mud, saying "You want tits and ass? 
You get 'em on our terms!", playing 
games with your expectations, always a 
step ahead and not without humor. ("Love 
And Romance," "Ping Pong Affair.'? This 
was going to be fun. 

Besides, I figured it would be a chaoce 
to set things straight in a widely·read 
paper like Damage after reading the kind 
of short-sighted crap written In mags like 
Trouser Press, who flatly stated the Slits 
have "no talent whatsoever" before going 
on to praise some obscure pop has·been 
like Roy Wood or somebody. The Slits 
deserved better. I had a chance to stand 
for the right. 

Unfortunately things turned out dif
ferently. Not only was I unable to get a 
"real interview" (though I did manage to' 
tape several strange encounters and ob· 

tain a few quotes), but after seeing them 
Jive for the first tfme, I'm not so sure f 
care for the Slits anymore. One thing Is 
certain: Viv, Ari and Tessa are not the 
same band they were three years ago. 

The original Slits grew out of the 
Flowers of Romance, an all-female back· 
ing band for an aspiring punk singer 
named Sid Vicious. (later the Slits would 
write "So Touch" and "Instant Hit" about 
Sid.) After the Flowers wilted, drummer 
Palmolive and guitarist Viv Albertine met 
Ari Up, the fifteen year old daughter of a 
well-to-do rock jet setter , and Tessa, the 
bassist and "outsider" of the group. Ari's 
loud voice and outrageous clothes made 
her a natural choice for lead singer, and 
so the summer of '77 spawned yet 
another new punk rock band. (Their 
original guitarist Kate Korus, now of the 
Mo·Dettes, coined the name "the Slits.") 

Their all·girl lineup and easy shock value 
name were enough to make them instant
ly notorious in the still·new Engliah punk 
scene, and before long the Slits were 
opening for their friends, the Clash, on 
the MWhite riot" tour. With no apologies, 
they !earned to play their instruments in 
public and the critics screamed In ago_ny. 

The sound was a primitive clanging racket 
powered by Palmolive's exuberant drum 
bashing, and their were some of the best 
scenes in Don Letts' seminal Punk Rock 
Movie. The Slits' sttitude was as Important 
as the music itself. Their stance was a 
total rebellion against stereotypes of how 
"typical girls" were supposed to behave. 
Because of their gender and lack of ex
perience, they were written off by many 
as a tacky novelty act. The Slits didn't 
care. They just did what they wanted, and 
anything else was totally irrelevant and 
not even worth talking about. They were 
the clown princesses of the new wave, 
refusing to take anything too seriously, 
even themselves. "I just want to live," Ari 
said. And if people couldn't understand 
them, the Slits took the aggressive role 
and alienated themselves, just for a laugh. 
"I'm gonna be your number one enemy, 
alt for the hell of it!" They were naive, 
honest and pure. They were punks. 

When Joe StrUmmer and Mick Jones 
first visited America in the summer of 
1978, they left a cassette of a Slits John · 
Peel session at KS.JO that included an 
awesome version of "New Town~ and 
several o.ther songs. The tape was soon 

forgotten (no accounting for taste) but the 
sound was a revelation: raucous, heavy 
heavy bass and crashing drums, all 
drenched in echo. Much of the post-punk 
minimalist music you hear these days 
owes a thing or two to the early Slits. 

Then in late 1978, Palmolive left the 
group, officially, because her drumming 
wasn't good enough technically for the 
new songs they were writing. Her 
replacement was Budgie, a versatile pro· 
fessional who could tap out exact funk 
and reggae rhythms with a steady ease. 
The new Slits inked a contract with Island 
records and started recording with reggae 
producer Dennis Bovell at the controls. 
The resulting album, Cut, with the In· 
farrious mud cover, is what most 
American listeners know the Slits by. It's 
a strange record for a new wave band, a 
slick overdubbed studio creation with 
choirs of Ari Ups, layered guitars and ex· 
tra instruments all but drowning out the 
songs themselves, many of which are ac· 
tually simple roch'n'roH hiding in clever . 
disguises. Most of the songs deal with 
everyday subjects like shopping/shop· 
lifting, love·hate selationships and personal 
problems. MTypical Girls" stands out as a 
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statement, but it's a statement of what the 
Slits are not. It seemed as if they were 
undecided at this point about what they 
were and what they stood for. 

After releaslng a single of "Typical Girls" 
and a cool snake-dance cover of "I Heard 
It Through The Grapevine" (sung live as "I 
heard it through the bass line"), Island 
unceremoniously dropped the Slits (put· 
ting them in company with Eno, Burning 
Spear. and others) . Rough Trade put out 
their next record . "In The Beginning There 
Was Rhythm" revealed a new side of the 
Slits, an extended dissonant funky 
workout with Ari Up breathlessly chanting 
a crazed feverish sermon on rhythm and 
sounding as though God had just struck 
her with a hammer and her life depended 
on getting it alt out. Suddenly Ari Up, the 
silly audacious punk girl, is singing about 
God. That ratted hair of hers is starting to 
look a lot like dreadlocks. What gives? 

The follow-up, "Man Next Door," is a 
sparse haunting cover of an obscure reg
gae hit, and doesn't really answer the 
question. 

Which brings us to the present, and the 
Slits' first appearances on the West 
Coast. Thus far I, the rookie reporter, had 
nothing but a head full of history and a 
hotel that got no.answer when they rang 
the room. So I sleazed my way into the 
Stone to see the band and try to arrange 
an interview. 

After a great rowdy Mutants set: the 
heavy dub took over the sound system. 
We were all getting psyched up by the 
canned reggae when, lo and behold, the 
curtain parted to reveal Ari Up and Viv 
Albertine, dapcing around onstage while 
band and crew members tiptoed around 
them, still setting up. With Viv in her long 
tropical print skirt and high top fringe 

Renaissance Faire mocassins, and Ari fl a 
1940's career woman suit dress, bare 
hairy legs and Birkenstocks, they lqoked 
not unlike a pair of white hippie chicks at 
a Soul Syndicate concert in Santa Cruz. 
Then the Jamaican hymn "Satta Massa· 
gana" came on.the PA and Ari started 
singing the lyrics; "The King of Kings/and 
the Lord of Lords/sat up on his throne/and 
he rules us all." There was no doubt that 
she was utterly sincere. 

Once that odd little invocation was over, 
the band very casually picked up their in
struments and eased on into a very quiet 
"New Town." 

The current Slits are a six-piece band, 
with the Pop Group's Bruce Smith on 
fluently funky drums, road manager David 
Louis doubling Viv's guitar scratches, and 
Steve Beresford, a notorious British avant· 
garde musical prankster who nearly stole 
the show with his keyboards, trumpet, 
flugel horn (!) and sound effects. Tessa, 
the other veterah Slit, stood to the side 
and concentrated on her deep dub bass 
lines while Ari and Viv acted out their 
"native sisters" role, doing the ethnic bun
nyhop for Jah. 

The whole performance was patterned 
after a reggae show, with Ari "reasoning" 
between songs in an affected Jamaican 
accent. Bui the Slits' interpretation of 
Rastafari seems to consist mainly of 
romantic illusions about nature and other 
people's roots. An!mals in cages was a 
recurring theme and Viv sang a spacy 
Japanese-influenced song about the evils 
of civilization while she pantomimed shav
ing. her armpits. I was tom between the 
hot dense rhythmic music the band was 
playing and the muddled -sentiments of 

the two "performance artists" up front. 
But the rhythm won out in the end, and 
the Stone audience was with them all the 
way. The inspiration that night was real , 
whatever pose it was cloaked in. The 
crowd pulled back the curtain and 
chanted the Slits back for an extra encore 
(after the Stone had turned on the lights 
and muzak-it's a pleasure to see a 
crowd control a club for a change) and 
they responded with a long second ver
sion. of "Man Next Door," turning the sim
ple tune into an epic anthem of urban 
frustration. 

Still buzzing with excitement, I arranged 
to get passes for the next night at the 
Keystone Palo Atta. To make a long story 
short, Palo Alto was a disaster. Instead of 
rabid Slits fans and trendy Anglophiles, 
the front of the stage was crowded with 
newly spiked weekend punks, frat brats 
and rednecks who wanted to rock out, 
man! They were probably expecting either 
Leila and the Snakes or a lady mud wres
tling act. When Ari Up came out with her 
locks wrapped in a turban, they started 
yelling "Conehead!" and other equally 
brilliant epithets. 

The Slits reacted by completely losing 
their nerve, rushing through their songs 
and looking very uncomfortable in their 
costumes. "You bumba clots are ruining 
my meditation!" Ari whines. I thought 
God, this is one of the original punk rock 
bands, right? They've probably been gob· 
bed on and pelted with bottles for years, 
and they're letting a few dull American 
clods faze them? What happened to those 
independent strong willed girls who didn't 
care what people thought of them? 

Backstage, the official line from their 
manager/den mother Christine was that 
the Slits "don't give interviews," but they 
might consent to a short conversation if 
they were in the mood. Right now, she 

explain. "After that, you can do whatever 
you want with it. " 

Ari stared into space, fingering the note 
"I can't hold on to this! I don't have any 
pockets!" 

1 pointed to her blouse. "There's a 
pocket right there ." 

"Oh." She grinned again and walked off , 
still clutching the note. I don 't believe it 
ever got read . 

At Rat's Palace, the Slits almost 
restored some of the respect I'd lost in 
Palo Alto. Bruce Smith and Tessa cranked 
out percolating jungle rhythms and Beres
ford's cool piano chording provided a 
solid bass for the guitars and voices to 
stretch their infectious melodies over. I 
certainly don't have any quarrel over this 
band's music, but Ari's preachy com· 
ments between songs were getting to be 

said, they weren't talking to anybody. I o. d 
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l'1\ J enemies ... who don't leave . other 
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Tuesday, when theY would be back in the 
city to play an impromptu gig with reggae 
entertainer Earl Zero at Rat's.Palace. _ 

· I called first thing in the morning and got 
the message to be at Rat's Palace for the 
sound check around four. Good enough. l 
brought along a friend, a woman DJ for 
the Santa Cruz alternative music station 
KZSC. who wanted to get a few words 
for the radio. We showed up and waited 
for the Slits, who finally straggled in a little 
after six. The band immediately began 
setting up while Ari dashed off to hang 
out and shoot poor with the black kids in 
the game room. 

All the while, ·we were still behaving 
nicely, like good eager-but-very-polite 
young reporters, patiently expecting our 
interview. We stopped Christine several 
times as she rushed around, asking her 
"when" or even "if?" Finally she said , "I 
get the feeling you're trying to hustle me. 
Why don't you just enjoy yourselves and 
we'll see what haopens, OK?" 

Frustrated, we sat down and wrote an 
earnest little note, explaining how we lov· 
ed the Slits and wanted to give them 
some good press and won't they PLEASE 
talk to us? 

·Ari was now milling around by the door· 
way looking either hyper-tense with pre
performance jitters or else stoned out of 
her brain on the sacred herb. I passed 
her the note, calling, "A message to you, 
Rudie." 

I thought this would be a cool greeting, 
but it backfired. She turned and glared at 

me, shouting "WHAT?" 
"It's just a joket" said the woman from 

KZSC who'd already been snubbed by Ari 
once. Ari immediately went "Oh," grinned 
at us and started walking aw Sy. Then she 
remembered the note in her hand. "What 
am I supposed to do with this?" 
"Y~u can read it and then you can 

throw it away." 
This really confused her. "You want me 

to throw it away?" 
"No, we want you to read it," I tried to 

the same time that we . . can't share 
each other as human beings." Huh? When 
it was all over, we were tired, bored, and 
utterly sick of the Slits, but we decided to 
give it one more chance. 

We found Tessa, introduced ourselves, 
and told her about our problems trying to 
get an interview. Immediately she took us 
backstage, saying she didn't know how 
much the others would want to talk, but 
they would definitely want to tape an ID 
for KZSC, at the very least. ''We do 
jingles for radio stations all the time. ~ 

Inside the dressing room, Ari was hold· 
ing court with several members of Earl 
Zero's band. "Hey Ari," Tessa called. "Do 
you wanna do a jingle? These guys are 
from a radio station." 

Ari eyes us suspiciously. "What kind of 
radio station is it? We might just wanna 

slao it inst~ad!" 
"Jt's a good radio station," my DJ com· 

panion replied. 
"Do you play a lot of punk rock?" Ari 

asked in an excited sing-song voice . 
"We play lots of things. Reggae, soul, 

jazz, new wave, punk ... we play what
ever we bloody well please!" 

"It's a station where the DJ's have total 
control over what they play," I offered. 
"There aren't many stations like that left in 
this country, and they should be sup· 
ported." 

Ari cocked her head. "Well, If you had 
said you played punk rock, we wouldn't 
do it. We don"t like punk rock stations," 
she sniffed. Never mind that the only 
radio play the Slits get In America is on 
so-called "punk" stations. 

I switched on the tape deck and Ari and 
Tessa made up a cute little poem for 
KZSC. I left the machine on In hopes of 
getting at least something on tape . 

Once she'd done her bit for the media. 
Ari lost interest in us and returned to her 
rap with the Earl Zero gang. We ex
changed a few questions and answers 
with Tessa, whose soft spoken answers 
were drowned out by Ari Up's voice. To· 
night would be their last night in San Fran· 
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cisco, and tomorrow they were off "to the 
desert"' to shoot a photo session for their 
next album. "You have your album already 
recorded?" "No," Tessa replied looking 
sort of guilty. They hadn't recorded any of 
it yet. 

"I can't bear the lights( I just can't bear 
it !" Viv Albertine emerged from behind a 
partition where she had been holding a 
parasol and showing her legs for 
photographers. "I don 't know what to do. 
I don't like just sitting there with someone 
staring at me. Fuckin 'ell, we're all part of 
the bleedin' group, you know." 

From there the tape degenerates Into 
mostly irrelevant stuff-an animated 
discussion of scorpions in the desert and 
Aas Michael T-shirts, surrounded by the 
usual post-concert confusion . "Christine!" 
Ari called to the manager, who was involv
ed with some transportation problem. 
"Lighten up your vibes, bay-bee. Christine 
.. 1 love you." 
"I love you too, Ari," ,Phristine sighed. 
"No! I love you more than you love 

me1" Ari insisted. Poor Christine. 
Everyone was leaving now, so we decid· 
ed to go home on the M13sion bus and 
check out some real ethnic roots . I 

. thought about these Slits. 
They want very much to forget and 

leave behind their punk past in favor of a 
more "positive" Image. The pointless life 
and sordid death of their old friend Sid 
must have shaken them up a bit. They've 
rejected a music and lifestyle they now 
see as only us,less self destruction. 

White kids growing up in these times 
are trying to come to terms with the very 
real threat of an impending Armageddon 
and the slow suicide of western civilica
tion through bombs, poison and out-of
date systems. The punk reaction is to 
revel in it all die with the TV on and a 
cigarette in your mouth; keep your sense 
of humor and keep your humor black. The 
Slits Seem to be trying instead to purify 
their souls through underdog third world 
cultures and the spiritual strength of the 
religion of the oppressed. They want to 
join the winning side. 

But the white Rasla bit just Isn't con· 
vincing, especially coming from a group of 
women, when the likes of Peter Tosh 
have informed us that "equal rights and 
justice" just don't apply to the female of 
the species. 

Ari Op is eighteen years old. At fifteen 
she became a celebrity, a rock star in a 
trendy new underground. 11 shows. She 

acts out the role of a prophet spreading 
wisdom through Babylon; in reality she 
seems just a kid, and a rather' spoil one 
at that. I never bought the idea of 
teenage "perfect masters" mysetf, and I'm 
afraid it's hard to take her sefiously. Viv 
Albertine, on the other hand, is an ex
tremely gifted singer/writer/actress/guitar
ist in her own rioht, but she seems too 
caught up in plaYing a "sexy earth 
mother" role to really give full use to her 
talents. (Though her backstage remarks 
may be a sign that she's getting ti<ed of 
that pose.) Tessa is a skilled, sensitive 
musician who seems co,ntent to p(ay her 
bass. 

A lot of people loved the Slits. They 
had every reason to; they were weird, 
original and fun to dance to. Personally, I 
was disappointed. They beoan as little 
girls having fun with their own punk band. 
Now they're trying to be something more, 
and the growing pains are excruciating. 
As it stands, their world view is not fully 
formed yet. We'll see what they've turned 
into next year. D 
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Story by Monica Gillham 
Interview by David Bassin 

One of Delt8 S's first appearances in 
San Francisco was at a club that, at the 
time, I was not tamlllar with. In the spirit 
of Boy Scouts and cub reporters every· 
where, I wanted to be prepared, so I call
ed ahead to get particulars Ilka cross 
streets and show times. The British-ac
cented voice that answered the phone 
was vague on all details but Insistent t_hat 
I get there In time to see Delta 5. When 
asked who was on the bill in addition to 
these now obviously notable headliners, 
the voice announced "It doesn't really 
matter, does it?" I thought, Hmm, a pur· 
isl, but when the voice went on to extoll 
the virtues of the band in general and the 
drummer In particular ("Great guy, great 
drummer, actually he's my best friend"), 
my latent suspicions began to rise to the 
top. A week later, at another gig, a slight· 
ly red·faced but unabashed Kelvin (0-S's 
drummer) admitted that he'd had fun 
answering the phone that night at the 
._Beam. 

The point? That Delta 5 play an u._ 
tlmately human brand of rock'n'roll, in 
part because they're such human peo
ple. If there Is any complimentary sense 
of the term left anymore, they are Just 
Folks. They take what Julz (one of the 
bass players and singers) Insists are 
''personal polltlcs''-not relationshlps
and frame them In some of the most de
tachedly compassionate and true lyrics 
and fascinatingly, distractingly different 
musicianship to come down the pike since 
(here comes a comparison the band bridles 
at) fellow Le'eds-ians Gang of Four. 

As has been made much of elsewhere ·in 
the music press, the band has no less than 
three women and no less than two bass 
players. Their first gig as Delta 5 was two 
years ago; their first with the current lineup 
was May of last year. These facts now hav
ing been noted early in the story, the more 
important and interesting aspects of the 
band can come to the fore. 

They play a stripped-down, bass-heavy, 
catchy, personal rock'n'roll. It's music 
that's been dissected and sewn back to
gether; the parts that make up the whole 
each stand out in detailed relief. No wall of 
sound here. Rather, there are discrete 
units: A discordant guitar (recalling, at 
various times, both David Byrne and Andy 
Gill) ; several harmonizing, leading or rhyth
mic basses, depe~ding on what's called 
for; a drummer who can keep the beat with 
a vengeance or take the freedom (given by 
those basses) to find his own; and alter
nately call-and-response and shared 
vocals. It's odd. but familiar-rhythms and 
song structures you know from before now 
turned inside out, and made more compel
ling. 

Their songs, for the most part , are about 
disintegrating (or disintegrated) relation· 

porary music, unique sensibilities, perceiv
ing relationships with a humanity found 
neither in conventional rock's penis orienta
tion nor in pop's perennial hand holding and 
stolen kisses. They state facts, that simple, 
but no one else seems to be able to catch 
hold of and express those facts with the 
clarity and truth that D-5 have. 

Delta 5 are also a joyful band; they take 
their lyrical lumps well in stride, exuding 
confidence and strength. Roz, Julz and 
Bethan have a good time of it on stage, 
trading off instruments and vocals. Their 
contagious enthusiasm and loose-limbed 
dancing have you on your feet before 
you're aware you've left your chair. Kelvin 
is back behind his kit with a look of maniacal 
concentration on his face . Alan is the an
chor, with attention only for his guitar. All 
five take a hand In the composing the song
writing . 

More facts: They have three singles (the 
third just released)-M/nd Your Own Busi· 
ness!Now That You've Gone, Anticipation/ 
You and Co/ors/Try-and an album on the 
way, all on Rough Trade, to whom, by the 
way, they display a fierce loyalty. 

What follows is taken from a rambling, 
three-hour conversation between Julz, Kel
vin and KTIM disc jockey David Bassin, in 
which topics as diverse as the rise of the 
National Front and the size of Kelvin's nose 
were touched on with almost equal fervor. 
Your songs deal with personal relation
ships a lot. 
Julz: Personal politics. You've got to rec
ognize yourself before you can ... I'm 
not talking about the "I" generation or the 
"me" thing. I'm talking about being able to 
recognize your own faults. If you start to 
be happy about your own thoughts, then 
maybe you~ can be more constructive 
about things that are h<yJpening outside of 
you, and you can actually start to change 
things. But so often It does come down to 
"me and my relationships with other peo
ple, " and you've got to sort that out . 
Kelvin : It au starts at home. 
Julz: Right . Charity starts at home and all 
that sort of stuff , right? You've got to sort 
yourself out. 
Kelvin : I don't personally think that a lot of 
bands who go out and shout blatantly 
political lyrics and ideas-I don't think they 
do anything at all. 
Ju1z: We don't want to preach. We don't 
want to preach. 
.Kelvin: I'm not putting it down, but I think 

Julz: Here? I think it's great here. I'm not 
talking about elitism or whatever. It's just 
that . . our belief in Rough Trade .. 
what Rough Trade's gotten Jn America is 
so much better than what they've got go· 
ing in England in a way, because the 
media in England does tend to shy away 
from Rough Trade. 
Someone once said It's harder to get a 
record played because It's Rough Trade 
in England. 
Julz: Yeah. Yeah. I've said that before. 
It's not because it's an Independent label, 
because independent labels get played in 
England. 
Kelvin: But people attach a thing to Rough 
Trade in England. 
Julz: Yeah, right , there is definitely acer- · 
tain stigma attached to Rough Trade. 
Kelvin: Even the music papers. Our first 
single, one of the papers said something 
about "it's done by a kind of feminist , arty 
band that Rough Trade loves so much." 
Very quick to classify. 
Kelvin: Whereas here, having got James 
"Blood" Ulmer and us and Swell Maps, 
people like that , it's really good. It's a 
whole new thing. I think it's very exciting, 
what's happening over here with Rough 
Trade. 
Julz: I hate to mention them, but they're a 
good example, all right, Spizz Energy. 
When ''Captain Kirk" came out, that more 
than any other record around at the time 
was a total pop song. Absolutely ideal for 
radio. 
Kelvin: That should have been a chart 
single. 
And they wouldn't touch II. 
Julz: Because ii was on Rough Trade. 

The conversation went on to other record 
com~y related topics, and came back to 
focus- on Delta S's unique approach to 
America. For one thing, they have a mini
mal, at best, tour budget , but perhaps even 
more unusual, they don't have an album 
out. Tour on the strength of two (at this 
time. the third was not yet released) 
singles? Unheard of, yet they did it, and did 
it successfully. 
Julz: It's a total partnership with Rough 
Trade. They can't afford for us to lose 
money.we personally can't afford to lose 
money, so we're not making extravagant 
things, like we're not staying in hotels . 
I'm glad we've done it without an album. 
Okay. maybe we can lose a bit of money. 
But nothing like bands lose all over. Was 
it UB40-they played six states and lost 
6000 quid. 
Kelvin : And those bands, even on big 
labels, tend to lose money on their first 
tours. They're being subsidized. 
Julz: What d'you mean? No! If they're on 
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money. 
Kelvin: What we're doing is going to set it 
all up, and the experience is great. The 
next tim~ we comE! back, people are go
ing to know everything. I think it's really 
good. 
Jutz: [after brief conference with Kelvin] 
The reason why we've got horns, if any
one noticed, on the single: In June, we 
went to Finland and we caught this plane 
and on the plane were the Slits, Bad Man
ners, Iron Maiden and Delta 5 . 
Oh God. 
Kelvin: It was only a small plane, too . 
Julz: This was just a normal domestic 
Hight, right. Can you imagine? It was just 
crazy. We hadn't actually met the Slits 
before. We were at the plane, at the ter
minal, and we saw all these skinheads go· 
ing for us and we thought, "Oh God, lots 
of skinheads," and we saw leather jack
ets, long-haired kids and we thought, 
"Oh, no," and then we worked out there 
was only one flight at that time to Finland 
and were a/f going to be on the same 
flight and it was just really tense for a 
while on the flight and then it just got 
great. I mean, we just got on so well. 
Kelvin: All the groups kept to their own 
sections during the first half of the flight, 
and then everyone had a few drinks, we 
ended up wandering around the plane and 
getting to know one another. 
Julz: Bad Manners went off to play with 
Iron Maiden and we were sort of like do
ing this whole thing with the Slits, and 
Bad Manners came to see us at this open 
air festiv8.I, the first ever open air festival 
we've ever done, there were 15,000 
people. Bad Manners came to see us at 
this thing, and then we went to see them 
at this club we'd played the night before, 
right, and we just like talked to them and 
we said "Would you like to come do 
some horns on our next single, " and they 
said "Yeah, yeah. " So that's .how it hap
pened. 
Who wrote the horn sections? 
Julz: We played them the track and they 
just worked out things to go with it. 
Kelvin: It was a joint thing. We made sug· 
gestions. The thing with horn players, 
they're really into having solos, like under
neath things, and we want the horns 
sparse and effective. 
Julz: They ripped off a bit from "The 
Good, the Bad and the Ugly." 

Here, Julz goes into rhapsodies over 
Clint Eastwood; perhaps as good a place as 
any to leave the interview. Delta 5 will be 
back, this time with an album and a strong 
following. And, presuming their name refers 
more to its mathematical sense-as a sym
bol of change-than to the geographical, 
we've got something to look forward to. D 
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Zombies, here's a comprehensive rock directory of ~ headh'nes. Contains music and lyrics to "Sweet Jane:· 

everyone's favorite de~de from the land of the band. ~ ~ ~~~~~l~.~~ 1:~~a~~~~~r~~~ ~~ne_::· ~;;i:rv;~~~e. 
Just when you decided to dangle a toe out of the new plus photos.,. 
wave
Encyclopedla Metallica: The Bible of Heavy Metal 
compiled by Brian Harrigan and Malco lm Dome 

Ac1ion pho1os throughou1 highlight 1h1s compre.hen 
s1ve history 0966·80) of hf!avy metal {US .U K . 
and Europe. with a special look at England's neu.· 
heavy metal bands) including Cream. HendriK. 
Black Sabbath. Deep Purple. Nazareth. Thin Lizzy. , • 
Judas Pnest. Unah Heep. Rainbow. Rush. Van ~ ' 

Songs by Sting Import 19.95 
If you're searching for the Police's "Message in a 
Bottle.'' the dragnet ends here. wi!h complete words 
and music to that hit. the addictive "Roxanne.'' "Born 
in the S<rs:· and "Walking on the Moon." plus six 
more from Outlandos ... and Regatta . . , all 
composed by the Ace Face. 

Uust of./ & prt!SSes: :Jo1o10-s M' snlol(; H:M.. • .2. ! 
115* (.15 l'fiJatJT IT I 

The Sex Pistols File-Updated 
edited and photographed by Ray Stevenson 
Import $8.95 
Rock Read's all·lime biggest seller lets you join J .R. 
and Co. for all 1heir thrills, spills. and broken record 
contracts, as told through masses of British news 
clippings and never·before·seen photos. Updated 
edition includes Nancy's death. PIL. 

The Sid Vicious Family Album 
Import 57.95 
Catch him-in pretty('>) pictures-from infancy 
through the end Sid's ac1ual family photos. m a large 
formal volume. from Ma V1e1ous to you Ho1otf1he 
presses Who could ask for anything more' 

PUNK: Punk Rock / Punk Style / Punk 
Stance / Punk People / Punk Stars / That 
Head the New Wave in England and America 
by Isabelle Anscombe (U.K.J and Dike Blair 
(U.S I SS.95 
Black. whue. and shades of red all over. here·s pure 
punk from bo1h sides of the Atlantic1 The scene as 
seen in 1978. and back agam in case you missed tt 

the firs; 11me . lnstructions on how to pogo. and 
everything else you need 

The Great Rock 'n' Roll Swindle Official 
Souvenir Poster 

Import S4.50 
From 1he movie none of us has seen. great color pix 
of Plsiols and pals planing to gain .. Cash from 
Chaos." And that's just side one . Folds out to 
22" x 33_.. poster of a motorcycle with Sidney V. 
You can't resist. 

Mods! 
compiled by Richard Barnes Import S9.95 
"In the early sixti~s a lifestyle evolved for young 
people that was mysterious. eKciling and fast· 
moving. It was directed from within and needed 
no justification from without. Kids were clothes
obsessed. cool. dedicated to R&B and thelf own 
dances. They called themselves 'Mods.· .. A black 
and white and glossy all over analysis wilh more 
than 150 photos of the real things from the early '60s! 

Free Rock Read buttPn with every order. 
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lmpo" S9.95 I 
Halen. BOC. Aerosm11h. Def Leppard. Scorpions. 
AC , DC. and. of course. Led Zep The ul11mate 
look at lhose shirtless wond~rs who play 11 LOUD' 

Davtd Robert Jones Bowie: The Illustrated 
Discography of a Generalist 1962·1979 Mail order orily fmm Rock Read 799 Broadway New York. NY 10003 

A triple helping of Jam: 
The Jam Songbook Import 
The Jam-All Mod Cons Songbook 
The Jam -Setting Sons Songbook 

S6.00 
Import S6.00 

Import SS.SO 
Words and muslC by. and photos of 1he "sons" of Townshend . OavK?s 
Lennon 1 McC . e1c 

by David Jeffrey Fletcher $9.95 
"Craied. bu1 fascina1mg" wrote The New York 
Times about this delim11ve guide to Bowie's life and 
career Examines obscure live recordings. studio 
ounakes. video and cinema appearances. interviews 
140 never·before·published pho1os 

r---------------------~, I ~!~~i:=~i:k.:i~~d;.=c::~R.:~'!:.~o1:!-i.o:_rw1~~~7o, I 
I two0<m0< .. book• !NV ''"llden~pl.--l>ddwilni..•I I 
I QSendm0<~1nlo I 
I QuAnt·•~ T·•I.> r.~.1 •B<"'"->I L---- I 
·1- '-•--- · 

Plus, Rock Read's best-selling Imports: I -- "hipp.nq --- I I __ (;.and fnMI \ ___ I 
!:~~~1m~01!~~~e;~::~ld ~ro~;5mbers ~s:'ne;~~~ 1he 1~!~ks-~~~:'as 1he Sex Pis1ol1 I N~nw I 
The blo of the "sons" of Townshend. Davies. Lennon/McC.. Clash Songbook I Clash Songbook 2 I Addr~" • I 
etc., proving definitively that the mods are alright! Import $8. 95 Import S9.50 l'111 ~··~---'''---.._. __________________________________ l_~_!=~~.!:.C::~~_:~_1!:1_!o!;_!"..!,~~!.J 
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The Illuminati Papers 
by Robert Anton Wilson 

published by And/Or Press 
$7.95 (softbound) 

"WARNING! THIS BOOK MAY CHANGE YOUR 
LIFE" cautions the cover of The Illuminati Papers, and 
it Is no idle threat. Want to learn how to use 100% of 
your brain and feel better while doing it? Want to live 
forever? Improve your luck and liberate yourself from 
wage-slavery? Experience enlightenment without be
coming an embarrassment to yourself and others? 

"Not bloody likely," you say? Au contraire, pilgrim. 
Not only is Robert Anton Wilson wildly optimjstic in his 
thinking, he may be, after all is said and done, quite 
correct in what he perceives as man 's ultimate capa
bilities. If he spent more time painting masterpieces or 
playing virtuoso violin in addition to his literary efforts, 
he'd be acclaimed as a Renaissance Man. As it is, 
he's known to be a "visionary, humorist, novelist, play
wright, poet, popular science writer, libertarian phi
losopher, adept . . . ", in short, one of the few notable 
visionaries of the latter 20th centu ry. His fllumanitus! 
t rilogy, Cosmic Trigger and his collaborations with Dr. 
Timothy Leary are significant among hls writings for 
making heretofore highly suppressed information 
available to anyone with enough sense to read it. 

The lllumaniti Papers is no exception. God made us, 
we are patiently reminded, to learn how to SMILE, 
use our HEADs and-get RICH. This somewhat enig
matic statement, when understood, should be suffi
cient to certify his credentials as a Holy Illuminated 
Man of God, but if you still entertain doubts, turn to 
page 132 for starters, and read his surgically precise 
essay on the causes and cure of that virulent modern 
scourge, Stupidity. Or scan the exotic details of the 
most effective antidote for boredom known to man. 
And study his chapter on Neuroeconomics, a brilliant 
analysis of our addictive monetary system and how to 
kick the habit intelligently. 

"Monetary systems?!' some of you sneer , "What 
about spiritual enlightenment! " The metaphysical 
gobbledegook that passes for wisdom among the 
born-again swami set is boiled down here, seasoned 
with heavy doses of science and logic, more than a 
dash of humor and most importantly, a splash of com
mon sense. This oddly-smelling mixture may consti-

tute the most optimistic working hypothesis available 
for the continuing evolution of humanity, interfacing 
"the method of science and the aim of religion." The 
more advanced functions of the brain are rescued 
from the "black mud of occultisrri" and placed in a ra
tional framework, enabling individuals to determine 
the extent of their own development. 

At this point it may be appropriate to ask: Just who 
the hell are the Illuminati anyway, and what do they 
have to do with any of this? Far from being a literary in
vention of Robert A. Wilson, the Illuminati have for 
centuries been considered by many to be a nefarious 
secret socjety (like James Bond's enemy SPECTRE) 
bent on world domination and the overth row of nearly 
everything, wh ile others content they are a positive 
fo rce, conveying illumination and immortality to the 
worthy. Still others insist that the Illuminati have never 
existed outside the minds of a few paranoids. 

Wilson uses the Illuminati legend in tongue-in-cheek 
fci.shion, at once a wide-angle metaphor and spring
board for the more conspiratorial aspects of his own 
philosophy. Also incorporated as the implicit basis for 
much of the book 's subject matter is Dr. Leary's dis
covery (termed "Neurologic'') that the human nervous 
system evolves according to a genetica lly predeter
mined sequence of 24 developmental stages (al
though most humans never progress beyond the 12 
initial stages in their lifetimes). An "imprint " is taken at 
the beginning of each stage, which determines the 
subsequent behavior and attitudes adopted by the. 
person. Reality as seen by that Individual then con
sists of information that agrees with the acquired Im
print, au other data being automatically filtered out by 
the brain as erroneous or irrelevant. 

Psychologists and psychiatrists unwilling to accept 
these discoveries find themselves in the same position 
as Galileo's more level-headed colleagues who re
fused to look through the rudimentary telescope. Ob
viously, ideas such as Neurologic are political dyna
mite: it is left to a handful of pioneers like the indefatig
able Mr. Wilson to disseminate information that aids 
people in th inking !or themselves rather than acting 
like robots. 

One unfortunate Catch-22 is that the very ones who 
could benefit most from reading this book are the ones 
least likely to do so. Wilson's tactic for sidestep'ping 
this snafu is apparently to tailor the book's appeal to
wards the youthful audience, whose nervous systems 
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· are more receptive to.new technology. The fl/uminati 
Papers should be required reading in all public 
schools, and considered legal tender for all brains, 
public and private. -Tim A. 

VOLUME: AN INTERNATIONAL 
DISCOGRAPHY OF THE NEW WAVE 

Edited by B. George and Martha DeFoe 
Published by One Ten Records. 

$7.95 (softbound) 

The memories come flooding back now .. . Mem
ories of 1976 and 1977, memories of Rikki and the 
Last Days of Earth Of Lucy and Chris and the 
Heartthrobs .. .. Of Rabbit-faced Steve and his band. 
... The saints and the sinners of the new wave; the 
good, the bad, the ugly and the forgotten; they're all 
here. Nothing more and nothing less. 

Nothing more, because this is a largely Indiscrim
inate telephone directory of groups- c;lisco, heavy 
metal, rock 'n roll and commercial pop groups Jitter 
the pages. Nothing less, because Volume is an extra
ordinarily tho'roagh inventory; the only glaring omis
sion Is the absence of any entry for Dr Feelgood. 
Otherwise practically every obscure tin-pot pub-band 
to have emerged over the last five or six years is listed 
here. The only real criterion for inclusion is that the 
band has released a record. 

Volume may not be a ve ry enlightening book, but 
then It, doesn't set out to explain anything- Its pur
pose is to fill gaps In one's existing knowledge. All the 
information is available somewhere, but in a million 
different places, and god knows how the editors ever 
managed to put together such a vast body of names 
and facts in such a manageable fo rm. They have even 
{miracle of miracles!) unearthed Siouxsie Sioux's real 
name-hitherto a closely guarded secret and only 
ever printed once before, by mistake, in an English 
rock paper many years ago. 

Also included are lists of radio stations, fanzines, 
record companies and stores and clubs around the 
world. A little information goes out of date every day, 
but the book still stands as the most valuable refer
ence .work of its kind: Similar in intention to the now 
defunct New Youth International Directory, but more 
ambitious in its scope, and far more exhaustive. 

Highly recommended. -Ed Fenton . 

SEllE 
1111111 
Synthesizers-kits & assembled 

Studio quality / 

Precise 
Compatible / Ultra versatile / 
Modular Affordable 

Serge Modular 
Music Systems 
572 Haight, SF Ca 9411 7 
415/621-6898 

Write or call for free catalog 
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ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN 
CROCODILES (SIRE) 
by Helen Stringer 

"The only space left is inner space." Someone used 
that phrase on TV the other night. You know, "the
only-frontier-left-to-explore" story. Even had a picture 
of a bearded man contemplating his navel. I weep for 
mankind; why is It that when people come up with 
statements that are reasonably perceptive, they feel 
obllged to devalue them with cheap, superficial 
images? 

If the only way to explore the frontiers of the mind 
was by sitting on your rump murmering atonal gobble
degook, we might as well end it now. Bang! Take 
two. 

Echo and the Bunnymen turn around and look in· 
side. Not your mind, but theirs. They make no pre
tense at understanding anyone else's feelings but 
their own, nor do they presume to "speak for a gener· 
ation." Ring any bells? And forget the "new psyche
delia" tag so glibly stuck onto any ·new band that tack
les emotions more complicated than "love" or "hate." 
Crocodiles is a multi-faceted cry from the wilderness, 
the one that appears out of nowhere when you real
ize that there are no heroes and villains, that there are 
no true friends, that things happen around you that 
sometimes you can't feel a part of. It isn't lonellness, 
and before you dance away in triumph at having 
sussed it, it isn't growing up either. It's much more 
complicated. It 's living from day to day, and there are 
no simple rules for that. 

New York and London were the undeniable homes 
of the fi rst wave. Now it seems to be Liverpool's turn 
again . It' s my home, and I could only feel relief as it 
happened. The i)lace is a hole, living on past glories, 
but it has always (yes, even b~fore THEM) had a tradi
tion as the spawning ground for au branches of the en
tertainment industry. Still, the music that The Bunny
men and their ilk are producing seems in many ways, 
to be antithe.sls of "entertainment" with au Its conno
tations of "good time." Why? It could be because the 
last few years have necessitated a considerable 
change In attitude. Whei1 the early English punk bands 
complained of "no future" there was indeed unem
ployment and things were not good, there was not a 
Jot of hope for the individual on the dole. But the level 
of unemployment was fairly constant and governmeQt 
training schemes ensured that even if school leavers 
weren ' t being given a sklll. at least they were accus
tomed to the idea of regular employment. Things have 
changed. Mass unemployment is part and parcel of 
Thatcher's plan to revitalize Britain. Yet training 
schemes have been drastically reduced, on the princi
ple that if they don't result in a skill or full-time employ
ment they are a waste of public money. What is hap
pening is that a mentality of unemployment is being 
created among the people ; they are expected to sit 
and stare at their four walls until the country is ready 
to call on them as on a pool of eager workers, to step 
Jn as needed. They won't be skilled, of course, and 
many of them w ill never have worked since leavlng 
school. 

There are more people unemployed in Britain than 
there were In the Great Depression. This has to have 
an effect on the music insofar as it is really the only 
means of communication and escape open to a vast 
number of those th rust into Idleness. Anger has given 
way to cynicism (see The Fall 's New Puritans in partic
ular, and despai r; Joy Division). In Liverpool, in a de
cline even before the present recession, punk quickly 
gave way to more complex forms of music. No one 
wanted to know. But now that the feellngs o f despair 
and helplessness are becoming more general, they 
are emerging slowly from the mire. 

Having said that , what do bands form this back
ground have to say to the affluent society? The Bunny-

At home in Liverpool: Echo & The Buniiymen 

men have a power and musicality that was certainly 
absent in the earlier punk offerings that reached so 
limited an audience here. "Read It In Books," "VIiiiers 
Terrace" and "Happy Death Men" are easily accessi
ble, but there are moments when this and other bands 
(the Teardrop Explodes leap to mind) seem to employ 
a "stream of consciousness" form. The way 
"Rescue" is broken by the bemused aside " . . . Is this 
the blues I'm singing?/ls this the blues I'm singing?" 
That's something you'll either love or hate. On the 
other hand, it adds to the rambling spontaneity of the 
song and makes it that much more immediate, on the 
other, it is pretentious and affected in the extreme. 

The time has come to start listening to lyrics again. 
With luck, it'll be better second time around. The con
tact is certainly there; these are the things that bother 
them and their success lies in their having the insight 
to see that they're the things that bother everyone. 

. The Bunny men join the1r Liverpublian counter
parts, The Room, in seeming to be perpetually shut In 
small rooms, cut off, looking out. The Teardrop are 
always "wandering round," but they're no less alone, 
Wah I Heat scream unheeded like someone on the 
wrong side of a one-sided mirror trying to warn of im
pending disaster. They all take it out of and on you. 

So what do we have in Crocodiles? An album by a 
new band with a depth and range that many veterans 
of the music industry yearn atter. An albUm that is 
thoughtfully put together; that opens gradually with 
" Going Up" introducing us to their concerns and frus
trations, but that moves on to interpret these same 
emotions with a range and dynamic sense that has 
long been absent in music. 

" Stars Are "Stars" is one of the three best tracks. An 
anthem to hopelessness set over a smooth, booming, 
meandering bass tine. " L reached for the stars/I cut 
my hands. " It's relatively easy to write self-pjtying 
music-to-commit-suicide-by; much more difficult to 
communicate and create interesting music. Croco
diles returns to their old theme of failure.to compre
hend "accepted truths." Unfortunately, we are forced 
to re-examine its antecedents via reworkings of "Pie-

. tures On My Wall" and "Read It In Books," their 
earlier slngles. The result of these re-recordings is life
less; they have moved on and should have left well 
enough atone. 

What they have moved on to is "Villiers Terrace." 
This is the classic. If the rest of the album had been 
tedious and similar, Crocodiles would have been 
worth every hard-earned penny just for this track. It 
has a power and rhythmic sense that seem ready to 
drive lt on forever but, such is the confidence of these 
people, they stop, consider, and meander before tak
ing off again. it flows like thought, yet is a tight, com
plete song (and those are rare enough), head and 
shoulders above anything else this year. 

Other high spots are "Pride and Monkeys," which, 
like all the others, refuse to become background 
music on an album that demands to be listened to. 
The staccato guitar won't let you relax; ghostly, lonely 
and piercing, it demands attention and.empathy. 

Crocodiles isn ' t perfect J don 't like having a hook 
rammed down my throat in "Rescue," and l can 't 
Imagine why they reverted to such cheap methods. 
They were wrorfg, anyway, the real hook Is in the intro. 
Nor can I understand why a brass section was slotted 
into "Happy Death Men." 1 know it was " this-years· 
th ing" but I find it unnecessary at best and at worst, 
alienating. It sounds like an afte rthought. Maybe they 
were t ired. 

Stlll, for "VIiiiers Terrace" I could forgive them any
th ing, and Crocodiles is still the best album of the year 
so far. Echo and the Bunnymen have much to offer 
and they herald a new Liverpool sound. It 's not like the 
old sound. Nothing every w il l be. It won' t make you 
dance. It reaches down inside you and pulls up those 
old fears . It thinks . It worries. But it doesn't fool itself 
that anything can be done. We are helpless. • 
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The Fleshtones Up Front (IRS) 

It 's almost too early to tell where the Fleshtones are 
coming from. Their roots are so obviously 60s Invasion 
pop, and soul music that this five song E.P. even in
c ludes a cover version of the Stones " Play With Fire ." 
This isn ' t, however, just another rehash of tried and 
true material. There 's a lot more going on here than 
mere imitation. The Fleshtones have taken what made 
an era great and not only used it , like so many others 
have, but have incorporated those qualities into their 
identiy as a band. 

Simple lyrics, dance rhythms, basic no-frill song 
forms, and simsplistic, but well conceived production 
are all here. 

I remember reading an article in one of those other 
music magazines a long time ago about the Rolling 
Stones. The point of the article was that, before his 
death, Brian Jones was most responsible for all those 
little nuances (h::tnd claps, background vocals, per
cussion fills, etc.) which used to characterize the 
Stones' music before they got rich and stopped trying. 
Welt, those little nuances are reborn here via the 
Fleshtones. Impressive is the obvious care and 
thought that went into each song and each arrange
ment before they even went into the studio. Heavily 
reverbed guitars, slightly rough back-up vocals, har
monica and sax solos, infectious rhythms and Rlenty 
of hooks all point to the Fleshtones pop roots. ~ 

What's great about all this is that the Fleshtones 
make no bones about where they're coming from. 
They seem to have a sense of who they are and where 
they are going. Perhaps this is where the Fleshtones 
have an edge on other bands that are trying to make it 
out of the garage. Not only are they dedicated, the nu
cleus of Marek Pakutski, Peter Zaremba, Keith Streng, 
and part-time Fleshtones, Brian and Gordon Spaeth 
on saxophones, have been together for five years, but 
they seem to have direction. 

The best cut on this E.P. has got to be the ''Theme 
from The Vindicators." l was told by an l.R.S. spokes
man that the Vindicators was a T.V. show in the 60s 
that was along the same tines as the Avengers. That 
was great until I noticed songwriting credit on the disc 
went to Peter Zaremba. No matter, this is a great tune 

·with a relentless guitar hook that just doesn't let go. 
Augmented by a pair of nasty sax solos lasting about 
four notes each, this has to be the best instrumental 
cut I've heard in years. 

ROBERT RENTAL AND THE NORMAL 
Life, West Runton Pavillion, 613179 
(Rough Trade Vi LP) 

-M. Harrison 

This record is great. Also remarkably strange. First, 
this is a one-sided LP. The flip side is smooth and 
blank. Second, it sounds as if it was recorded with a 
hand-held cassette recorder with a built-in condenser 
mike. Then, the music-it starts in the middle of some
thing, as if they forgot to start the tape until the con
cert had been going on for some time. Something. 
What is that sound? Tapes of, what, crowd noise? fac
tories) Lots of synthesizers, sequencers, rhythm 
boxes, drones, how could two guys on stage be mak
ing all this sound? The music is seamless, drifting and 
lurching from one segment to another for 25 minutes, 
ranging from touch, mean Rental/Normal synthetic 
mlnimalism to Benny Hill·music hall-soft shoe. How 
did they manage to control all that equipment? There 
are some great beats in there, some wild sounds, 
daddy-o, some churning, grinding, airplane engine 
drones, big, multi-part sections, with all the machines 
in synch, that suddenly change ta something different, 
even about four bars of "T.V.0.D." How the fuck did 
they do all this with two guys? Amazing feat. Astound- · 
Ing sound. You can dance to it. At least, I can dance to 
It. 

-Stupid Artname 

The Zantees Out For Kicks (Bomp) 

The Zantees play rock-n-roll that's like a new car, 
fresh from a factory in Detroit. Stripped, sleek, basic, 
free-wheeling, and most of all fun . The Zantees are 
your basic, no frills rock-n-roll unit . Their brand of rock 
and rockabilly can easily transport you back to a time 
when rock didn't take itself so seriously. 

Out of the thirteen tunes on this L.P., it's almost im
possible to tell the eight originals from the five covers 
(which says a lot about the Zantees' authenticity). Hot 
dates, women, cars, and teenage lust are the topics of 
which their songs are made. Done in a tongue-ln
cheek manner , they not only reach back ln time, but 
manage to capture the feeling of an enti re era as well. 
More than th is, some of the songs, while maintaining a 
SO 's flavor, have been updated with BO's lyrics. 

Bits and p ieces of the styles of early Elvis Presley, 
Gene Vincent, Duane Eddy, arid even a touch of the 
Big Bopper, to name a few, indicate the Zantees dedi
cation to rock-n-rolt' s roots and an understanding of 
the people most responsible for the development of 
the entire genre. 

Out For Kicks isn 't for everyone, but it's a good rep
resentation of BO's rockabilly for your collect ion. 

-M. Harrison 
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RIC OROS 
Mink De Ville Le Chat Bleu (Capitol) 

Willy De Villa's world Is one where a tree grows in Brooklyn and there 's a rose in Spanish 
Harlem. While the other boys were knife-fighting , Willy was probably out trying to make their 
girls. 

Mink De Ville came to prominence due to three cuts on the Live at CBGB's Ip, but the 
music has never even hinted at punk. This is soulful A&B, with some razor-edged rock 
thrown in for extra bite . Willy De Villa's two previous albums thrown in for extra bite. Willy De 
Vitia's two previous albums always hinted that he's much rather be under the boardwalk
and on Le Chat Blau he finally makes it down by the sea. Willy De Ville could become, if he 
Isn't already, the 80s version of the great Ben E. Kind-Corner lead vocalist with the Drifters 
-a man who possesses one of the silkiest voices around. De Ville has a natural honest feet 
for urban romance-tough, sexy, lilting, latin-tinged music. As it to complete the comparison 
to King, on Le Chat 8/eu, several of thJ'l tunes are co-written with Doc Pumus, who wrote 
most of the Drifters' hits. 

The weak moments on this are, strangely enough, the rockers-they just don't connect 
the way the ballads do. They deal with ordinary things like a classy babe who Willy won't let 
slip away. The slower numbers deal in the magical and the marvelous. On the closing num· 
ber, ~Heaven Stood Still ," Willy evokes the haunting Parisian spirit of the great stylist, Edith 
Piaf. The album was recorded in Paris, suppose91y during a physically and emotionally try· 
ing period tor De V~le . He emerged intact, with his heart open, yet tough. and his soul shin· 
ing. 

Capitol Records, as they did with his excellent earlier albums, is doing next to nothing to 
promote Le Chat Bleu. In fact, the album was available on'ly as an import, until rave European 
and American reviews forced them to release it here. It would be a crime to let a talent such 
as Willy De '{!lie be ignored or denied-especially at the hands of his label. 

• -A. Elizabeth Shanks 
Gregory Jones Roy Sablosky No Imagination (Vinyl) 

Hey, we'll review anything here at Damage, just send it on down. What, some students at 
CalArts got hold of some Serge modular synthesizers and made some ugly noises? Sure, 
send It on down, we'll give it tool' Artname, he'll listen to anything! What, your folk-rock gui
tarist friend fell down a garbage disposal while you were taping? No problem! Your girlfriend 
said she'd never fuck you again if you didn't let her read one or her relate poems over one of 

. your Interminable jams? Who cares, it was ruined already! There's just one problem, guys
the 8-side. Something must have messed up in the pressing; all there Is on the whole side 
are pops, static and scratchy sounds-I think some wires were loose, and maybe someone 
accidentally ran the master under a sandblaster. Send us another copy when you get that 
problem ironed out , okay? Hey, I gotta run, DNA's back in town, and t don't want anyone to 
_think I'm not cool enough to like them! See ya later! 

Stupid A. 
Love of Life Orchestra Geneva (Lust/Unfust Music) 

Not very. encouraging to note that this has found its way into my hands instead of being 
beamed directty to the program directors of beautiful music ("kibbled") radio stations 
throughout the land where it obviously belongs, certainly it doesn 't on the pages of this con
temporary mag. It's too bad stuff like this gets passed off as the rear article, because some 
budding genius struggling his way out of suburbo heaven might hear this and be rendered 
instantly ... instantly something. It might shrivel his brain , ya know? It could stunt his intel· 
lectual growth permanently. 

Anyway, about the music-nothing happens. "Music has to have dynamics, " somebody 
was .~ying to me. "Well what do you mean by dynamics?" I said. "Something has to hap
pen, he said. Personally, I have a sneaking suspicion it has something to do with tension. 
The fact of the matter is that this record has none Qf th~ above arid certalnly not the slightest 
hint of tension. It's really very Dull. Perfect background music. "Mantovanl·a·go·go" declared 
a friend upon hearing it. Ar'e yOu starting to get the picture? 

The Desparate Bicycles Remorse Code (Refill Records/ 
-Banzai Pig 

The Desparate Bicycles have been around for a long time thdugh they seem to be having 
some difficulty In latching onto any sector of the public Imagination. Maybe they'll do it on 
now on the coattails of The Fall. 

So what do they have over other more obviously saleable bands? Originality . That's easy 
to say, less easy to define. Having said which, I will not try. Let's see, In this case it's a 
sense of direction, of vision that tells them what they want to do and allows them to ignore 
the people that tell them they mustn't because someone else hasn't done it before . It makes 
them self sufficient-and patient. 

That isn't to say there aren't faults, "Walking the Talking Channel" definitely lacks some
thing , but "A Can of Lemonade"; "It's Somebody's Birthday Today" and "Natural History" 
are, it is to be hoped, more indicative of the direction the band seems to be taking. 

Buy it . You'll sit there thinking "Christ! What was she talking about?" Then you'll realize 
you're enjoying it In spite of yourself. They've got something. Cue: blinding ftash and stag· 
gering realization-there is a middle grounO between Beatlesque harmonies and three chord 
thrash!! 

-Helen Stringer 

DAMAGE 

LP's 
Bauhaus /n the Flat Field (4AD) Import 

Bauhaus may very well be the missing link between substance and style. Their earlier ef
forts, "Bela Lugosi's Dead" and "Terror Couple Kills Colonel" created the kind of quiet buzz 

·that seems always to harbinger critical, if not popular success. The nine cuts on this , their 
first album, are uniformly good, with that haunting, eerie quality that more and more seems 
to capture the nature of the world In which we all Jive. Bauhaus depends on mood, on the 
creation and sustaining of carefully precise emotional states whose expression remains the 
only re8.Jly important dynamic In music worth talking about. The tone is flawless, an exten· 
sion of the band's theatrical aesthetic into the hard·and·fast worlc;I of vinyl. While a closer 
listening will reveal a process-ln·motlon, an almost perfect blending of imagination and lnten· 
sity. 

DOA Triumph of the lgnoroids (Friends) -Mr.Mf! 

If you like your punk rock served nice and raw, this offering from DOA is Just for you. This 
record is taken from one of tbe band's earliest live performances, and Is bllted as a "live cen· 
sored" record . Due. no doubt. to titles like "Let's Fuck," which nicely brings the whole male
female mystery down to the proverbial brass tacks. Rod Stewart-if my trivial mind serves 
ine. correctly-tried to. or did sue the baiid over " Lefs Fuck. " He's-pictured with a big CEN
SORED through his lovely spiked head. The cover on this EP is the best-all done up in this 
blue 40s tabloid style-with Anita Bryant. the Ayatolla and Maggie Trudeau. The music is 
fast, potent and live. This also means distorted, poorly recorded and lyrically inaudible-and 
y8 know what that means doncha kids? This is A.O.K. punk rock!! Triumph o~ the l~noroid~ 
should be viewed more as a coHector's item tor hard-core fans. As a period piece its great, 
and it works as a regular old EP too. Not meant for new wave ears. . 

-A. Elizabeth Shanks 
Sector 27 Sector 27 (IRS) 

Tom Robinson formed Sector 27 in an attempt to exorcise the ghost of the Tom Robinson 
Band and so that he could experiment with new music styles exemplified in such bands as 
the Gand of Four and Slouxsie and the Banshees. He has failed on both counts. 

First of all, the record cover tried to make out that this is an album called Sector 27 by 
Tom Robinson. (There's even a picture of a niotorway on the cover, in case we'd forgotten 

the title of his first hit!) This is not only dishonest , 
but it does the band no favors at all as It Imposes a 

· .. 

terrible burden on them by forcing comparisons 
with the brilliant TAB which broke up in 1979. 

Secondly, if Sector 27 was inspired by a new 
generation of British bands, there are no indications 
of this in the music. The songs are what we have 
come to expect from Tom Robinson, and the only 
difference seems to be in the production. Steve 
Lillywhite , who has previously produced albums by 
XTC, Ultravox, and Peter Gabriel, has refined the 
raw edge which used to be In TRB's music. The 
sound is more toned down, the instruments sound 

· muffled and the sting has been taken out of Robin
son's voice; and although the songs are still power
ful and aggressive, the overall effect of the music 

reminds me of wild animals trying to break out of a cage. If Sector 27 really wanted to sound 
smoother than the Tom Robinson Band, they should have written some more sophisticated 
songs, instead of sticking to the anthem·like chants of old. 

Still, this is Sector 27's debut album, and it's a very impressive one. Jf some of the stylistic 
incongruities can be resolved soon, then Sector 27 will be well on their way to stardom. 

The Nuris Nuns (Pos.hboy/Bomp) -Ed Ftnton 

The long awaited turns out , for once, to be worth waiting for. The Nuns (along with Crime) 
were the quintessential SF punk band-their break·up in late '7 8 signalled the end of an era 
that only now is fully being felt both in The City and throughout the American underground. 
While the band members all went their various ways (Jennifer Miro to the VIPs, Alejandro 
Escovedo to Rank and File , Jeff Cleaner to the now defunct 391). they came.together 
again long enough to document what it was that made them so inftuential a force on the 
development of a unique West Coast sound. There isn't a bad cut on the record and some, 
like Mire's "Wild ,~ are destined to be classics, if they aren't already. The production is 
everything that their first 45 wasn't: careful, clear and crisp with a real feeling for the in
novativeness of their music, the Importance of subtlety and of a wry humor that permeates 
their sound, lyrics and performing style and which was probably the single most important 
element that differentiated the bands of the early West Coast punk period from bands that 
went before and came after. The intensity that the record captures is the force of people 
capable of acting on their dissatisfactions, of making something fresh and new and fun out 
of a vision of the world that was profound in that it faced facts rather than sugar·coating 
them. All of the perfunctory theorizing aside, this is a damn good record, a document worth 
owning and, worst/best of all, an 8ffortless frip through a scene which today is only a 
memorv -Mr. Me 
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Agent Orange "Bloodstains" "America" 

"Bored ol You" 
. Despite their obvious Clash and similar power pap 
influence, Agent Orange has just enough edge to af
fect you. Although they aren't 0.s harsh, distinct or 
crazed as !heir L.A. counterparts (Circle Jerks, Adol
escents, etc.) they are fun. They also make relevant 
statements and observations in their lyrics which lead 
me to believe they have the best intentions. 

"801e? of You" is by far the most outstanding cut 
~n the single. An u~beat, frenetic, and catchy song I 
find compelled to sing along to. "America" is a 414 
time, high energy ditty with a relevant point (or a 
salute anrway). And thirdly, "Bloodstains," which is 
my favonte live cut and is also featured on the 
"~~ney on the Aoq" compilation. The single's ver
sron is great, but doesn't have the same punch and full 
bass sound as the "Rodney" version. It's a very subtle 
difference, but I'd go ahead and spin the compilation. 
"Bloodstains" is upbeat, energetic PoP with a lot of 
spirit. as is the rest of the single. The entire single is 
technically well produced, no garage sound evident 
yet it retains its integrity. ' 

They are having problems distributing this single 
but hopefully soon (they hope) you'll be able to find ii 
everywhere. Keep your eyes peeled 'cause they 
deserve your suppart. -Ruth Schwartz 

Red Rockers-"Guns of Revolution" b/w "Teenage 
Underground" "Nothing to Lose" 

Emigrants from New Orleans, these boys have re
cently moved to L.A. to stay. Their live show is ade
quately rousing dance music, but the first time I heard 
"Guns of Revolution" on plastic, I went crazy. What a 
song! Punchy, angry, danceable, and succinct with 
superb arrangement, this song makes important state
ments about fear and anger. (Keep in mind that these 
guys looked me In the eye and said, "We're not com
munists." OK.) 

"Teenage Underground" is a fun, power pop, Clash 
rip-<>ff with reeling guitar. Quite danceable with good 
lyrics and production, but better live. "Nothing to 
Lose" has a harsher edge than ''Teenage Under· 
ground," pointed angry lyrics in an upbeat, pop format 
that is quite appealing. 

Red Rockers seems to be able to hit a medium point 
between grating, garage punk and Clash-type, pop 
schlock. And, underneath, are some budding political 
lyricists. Here's another band that deserves your sup
port. And if they get it, they might be able to put out the 
long awaited single's sleeve. -Ruth Schwartz 

K.T.H. ''Skull Bossing'' b/w ''Mutant'' (Puhko Records) 

"Skull Bossing" is do-it-yourself boredom with flat 
batteries. On the B-side the batteries have been re
charged but the song still sounds like a lawn-mower 
gone out of control. I don't want to write off K.T.H. 
cqmpletely at this early stage, but they're going to 
have to do a lot beuer than this. · -Ed Fenton 

Essential Logic-"Eugene" blw " Tame the Neigh-

Well, this may be the las~~~~as~Rfr~~ J:;~e h~~ 

been for the last three years one of the greatest rock 
bands i~ the world. Lora Logic, who started out at age 
15 playing sax on the first X-Ray Spex singles, has ap
parently decided to move on to bigger and better 
things. One may hope. 

"Eugene" is typically nutty. It opens with a Staxl 
Volt-Romanian sax solo, keeping a steady, straight 
beat in the subdued rhythm section, and shows off 
Lo~a·s enormous vocal range. She croons, chants, 
wails, and as she calls it. "warbles." Her ear for mel- ' 
ody, harmony, rhythm, and arrangement is 
remarkable; she has the wit and strength of character 
of old Frank Zappa, with the emotional intensity and 
accessibility of Buddy Holly. Not that I ever know what 
she's talking about, but I know what she's singing. 

"T.ame the Neighbors" is the first instrumental Es
sential Logic has released. lt is a tour de force of 
E.L. 's talents-rhythmic variation and wackiness, 
catchy, demented hooks, abrupt, startling stops and 
transitions, and individual and group virtuosity. 

Other recorded works of Essential Logic: "World 
Friction/Aerosol Burns" (Rough Trade 45, 1978-this 
was A.T.'s first release; "Burns" was reissued on the 
"Wanna Buy a Bridge" compilation); "Wake Up" (Vir
gin ~P, '79-out of print). Lora took a photo of a guy 
walking around London in a rabbit suit, used it on the 
cover, and got sued for copyright infringement by Walt 
Disney, who returned from the dead to remainder this 
EP. This is E.L.'s best record-if you can find it, grab 
it.): "Beat Rhythm News" (Rough Trade LP, '79-this 
record ls so densely textured that it takes some get· 
ting used to. t got it the day it came out, played it once, 
said, "Yecch," and didn't listen again for a couple of 
months. Now it's one of my all time favorite records. 
Buy It.); "Flora Force" (Rough Trade 45-flip side of 
"Popcorn Boy" single from "Beat Rhythm News." 
Definitely lesser work.). 

Much of the st rength of E.L.'s sound came from the 
great drumming of Rich Tea, the superlative bass 
work of Mark Turner, and the picking of Philip Legg 
aka Ashley Buff. I'll try to keep alt informed of their 
future activities. They're gone for not, but not for
gotten. -Stupid Artname 
01-ZZ-"New Baby" blw "Two Dimensional Love 

Affair" (Hospital Records) 

When bands get together it's only natural that the 
musicians comprising the ensemble bring to the band 
not only their individual talents, but also their individ
ual influences. Sometimes, if you hit the right combi
nation, no matter how weird that combination might 
seem, those influences can produce something really 
interesting. When this happens, the sum has to be 
greater than the individual parts. 

On "Two-Dimensional Love Affair," 0 1-ZZ has man· 
aged to combine elements of both David Bowle and, 
Hollywood's manufactured heart-throbs of the 60's, 
the Monkees. White on the surface, these two talents 
may seem diametricaly oppos!te, underneath there Is 
a common bond that can be summed up in three 
words; Concept-Image-Packaging. The packaging Job 
Hollywood did on the monkees is a legend. l n fact l've 
heard that Stanford business school even offers a 

From the cabinet of Dr. Shaw .... 
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c~ass based o~ the career of the Monkees. And for all 
his t~lent and invention. Bowie's reliance on concept 
and 1m~ge speaks volumes about where his interests 
really lie. 

"Two-Dimentionat Love Affair, " the A side of this 
45, has all the earmarks of a really great sing.a Using 
a reoccurring riff lilted from the Monkees tune "I'm A 
Believer," breathy vocals a la Bowie on Scary Mon
st_ers, a. reggae beat, and a strong guitar hook, "Two
D1mens1~nal Love Affair" is the kind of song that only a 
paraplegic could sit still through. The one slight flaw 
that marrs an otherwise powerful performance is a 
rather weak guitar solo. 

On the flip side, "New Baby" evokes memories of 
the Seeds. The Seeds, if anyone remembers, had one 
or t:-vo big hits ("Pushin Too Hard") but were perhaps 
~ bit too ra':":' for their time and faded into obscurity. 

New Baby shows another, more basic side to QI-
U. It's a good enough song and clearly' belongs on 
the B side of this record. - M. Harrison 
Chuck and the Tigers EP (World Records) 

I don't mean to knock Chuck; he sounds like his sin
cere aim is to entertain his audience, and the Tigers I 
suspect may be a rockin' club band. They've been 
playing together for years; so the obligatory tight, fast 
ar~angements and snappy drum shots are not tacking. 
Still, you may not want to ran out to 1our local record 
merchant and demand a copy of this particular E.P .. 
either. 

The songs themselves have·a distinct lack of depth 
even judging by strh::tly decadent-Eighties standards: 
Co-authored in the main by Chuck himself, these 
songs may go over pretty well when done th rough a 
fuzzy P.A_. system in some smokey ciive, but they don't 
rate studio effort. there's a good single in here some
where, but it's surrounded by outtakes. Best song of 
the lot is "Tomorrow," with its hilarious sneering 
vocal. Chuck's advertisement for himself, "You Can 
Be Mine," is also playable, with an instrumental sound 
~~~ti.niscent of the late Velvets at their garage-band 

So much for the good news. The other side of the disc 
is practically a tour de force of adolescent minimal
ism. "Instrumental" is undernourished in the ideas 
dept., sounding mor~ like an unfinished homework ex
ercise from a new wave songwriting seminar than 
anything else. "Doggy" is supposed to be funny but 
succeeds only at being inane. You might conceivably 
buy "Yellow Submarine" to hear John Lennon bark 
!ike a dog, but I guarantee that no one but a fool is go
ing to fork over hard cash just to hear the barking 
sound effects on this dog. "I Do Lie" Is another failed 
attempt, this time at humor through irony. An Inter
minable shopping-list of random dislikes is tied to· 
gether by the thinnest of devices. Ultimately routine 
and even ~edestrian. You might be able to dance to it, 
however, 1f you can successfully ignore the words. 

Well, .two fair songs out of five ain't good. And the 
record 1acket won't be winning any awards Jn the 
near-future, either. But the E.P. is mercifully short, and 
there are a few redeeming musical moments not evi· 
dent on first listen. -Tim A. 

I ~ 
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Wall of Voodoo Waliof 
Voodoo EP (IRD) 

Before Devo sold their soul to 
rock'n'roll and started wearing sil· 
ly hats, they were a highly innova· 
tive and exciting band. Had they 
not gone commercial, they would 
now be sounding something like 
this. 

Wall of Voodoo started out by 
writing jingles for television com· 
mercia/s, and decided to branch 
out after only one tune was ac· 
cepted (by the American Cancer 
Society, who obviously have ex
cellent taste). The publicity blurb 
with this record talks about me· 
chanizatlon, alienation, and mini
malism, but don't let that put you 
off; this EP contains five beauti· 
fully conceived syntho·pop 
songs, and one duff cover of 
"Ring of Fire." It's a mlni·album 
rather than an EP, in fact, and ob· 
viously put together with consid
erable love and care. Well worth 
checking out. 

-Ed Fenton 
Schematlx Jagged Edge/ 
Second Story/Nothfflg Special 
(Decompose) 

Here's your real "surf city un
derground." This three·song EP 
by the Schematix may set people 
straight about what Santa Cruz 
music can, ought to, and some· 
times does sound like. Unlike so 
many new bands, the Schematix 
play fast, urgent punk rock with· 
out bowing down to the now path· 
etic standards of "hard core" 
credibility. They write striking, 
thoughtful, subtle songs and then 
proceed to beat the living shit out 
of them. The contrast is alw8ys I 
great and exciting: buzzsaw gui
tars over churchy organs, growl· 
ing strained voices break into ex
quisite harmonies, melodic and 
sophisticated with amphetamine 
Intensity. A lot happening at once, 
but there ain't no stupid hi·tech 

gimmicks stopping the motion, no 
nuevo nonsense. Everything·s as 
pogo·able and rabble rousing as 
Stiff Little Fingers or early Clash. 
(But without any "leaders of the 
people" pretensions.) 

"Jagged Edge" is the certified 
anthem, and the only song of 
theirs that could benefit from a 
slower tempo (less speed and 
more power) but J will not quibble; 
it's still one of the best songs I've 
ever heard from a California band. 
Two fatal chords, a painful snaking 
guitar riff that will not go away, and 
the kilter chorus; "Jagged edge 
of reality/on the fringe of society." 
MS~nd Story" and "Nothing 
Special" are faster, slightly more 
conventional punk songs, but the 
feeling is Iha same. More great 
r~w vocals and hard explosive 
rhythms. 

We're dealing with emotions 
here, not just volume. Any jerk 
can turn up his amp and take lyrics 
from the headlines, but few are 
willing to shatter ·their souls 
against the nightclub walls. The 
future of this band is presently in 
j~opardy, with no drummer, and 
bassist Marco leaving for parts un
known, but the record is here at 
last (al least), and the passionate 
aggro-poetry of Jill Fido and Mike 
Melee HAS to be heard. Can this 
band be saved? I've got my fin
gers crossed. -Tim A. 
Orchestral Manoeures In the 
Dark Enola Gay/Annex (Din Disc 
Records) 

that's played a lot one night, then 
ignored for months on end. last 
night l really enjoyed this. Today 
I'm not so sure. 

-Stuart Schellberg 

lmpLOG Lust/Unlust Music 
Holland Tunnel Dfve/On Broadway 

impLOG takes us back to Broad· 
way after all these years. The 
Drifters are gone; the old street 
just doesn't look quite the sam~ 
the lights aren't as bright and it's 
lost a lot of its glamour. Looks 
more run down. Maybe we've just 
outgrown some youthful illusions. 
This ts the old classic that we all 
know and love but has almost 
nothing to do with the original. It is 
mechanical and dirge1ik~but it 
also works. It doesn't come 
across as just another soul-less 
remake of an old standard. 

Other side is a descent into the 
Holland Tunnel-jet engine noises, 
gurgling treated vocals, industrial 
underpinning of machine rhythms 

There comes a time in every lis· and, when you least expect it. a 
tener's life when she/he buys a saxophone burst of color. Good 
record they think they like, but · music, good cover. 
really don't. Or a record they don't -Banzai Pig 
think they like, but really do. 

On the face of it, this Isn't bad 
stuff. Then again, maybe It Is. The 
music's kinda nice, but it's also 
very sappy. The idea behind the 
lyrics isn't bad, but the delivery is 
sterile. If you're into music as a 
tool for self-identity, this IS part Of 
'the English underground. It's also 
destined for use Jn new wave 
discos from coast to coast. Move 
over, Robot Numan-let some 
"real people" take over the spot· 
light. 

Do I sound decisive/indecisive? 
That's because I am/I'm not. I 
bought this record, and I'm happy/ 
mad. tt's one of those records 

Delta 5 Try/Color (Rough Trade) 

The third single from the third 
band of Leeds guitar school grad· 
uates. Personally I dig thfs gang 
far more than the famous Gang of 
Four, who seem to have painted 
themselves into a corner In only 
one year. (Too much touring and 
too much theory.) This five also 
avoid the Mekon's flaky hit·or· 
miss genius in favor of the middle 
approach-they know where their 
music is going and they bounce 
through the tunes with efficiency 
and charm. They're not afraid to 
be fun, funny and cute, but don't 

write them off as silly B·52's party 
jive. What Delta 5 are saying is 
just as serious and crucial as 
Gang of Four or Crass or Jello 
whats·his·face or whomever else 
is running for the punk elections 
these days. They just believe in 
the spoonful of sugar helping the 
medicine go down and God bless 
'em for their. humor and lack of 
pretense. 

"Colour" is a funky stumble with 
spastic bass llnes and great lyrics. 
Real chip-on-the-shoulder venom 
and spite with a touch of blood 
and gore for the performance! 
mutilation contingent. I'll blow my 
head off to show you my colors 
and make you believe me, they're 
sat!flg. "Try" 1$ bitter-frustriitian· 
sung With - resigned- Prettiness:
Who hasn't encountered the 
"you" In this song. the ignorant 
stupid fanatic who wants to hear a 
fucking echo and won't listen to 
anything but their own pathetic 
drone? Think "Moral Majority" and 
tell me this Is less relevant than 
songs about the media or a new 
slogan. Don't let these sweet 
fcices fool you. There's more 
anger on this record ~han half a 
dozen wanklng punk units. Delta 5 
deserve our full attention. 

-JNeo 
Wlppo Wlppo (US-Manmade) 

On the supposedly witty press 
sheet accompanying this EP (or is 
it an LP? Does anybody really 
care?), it says that "Wippo plays 
innovative and timeless rock'n' 
roll." Pardon me while I find the 
toilet and barf. This record's sole 
justification for existence is that 
it's the most beautiful picture disc 
ever made. Why buy an expen· 
sive picture in. a chic art gallery 
when you can purchase this for 
$5.00 and pin it on your wall? It 
sure as heU doesn't serve any 
other purpose. In fact, I think it's 
the worst record I've heard all 
year, and I've heard a lot of awful 
ones. Basically , it'.s slick, banal, 
simpering LA pop-rock without a 
shred of quality. Wippo not only 
plays all the instruments Jn an in· 
credibly mundane way, he sings 
like a Graham Parker clone. Yep, 
·that sure is innovative in this day 
and age. Avoid at all costs, unless 
you're as mindless as Wippo. 

-J. Bale 
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T.V. Personalities Smashing 
Time/Kind and Country 
(UK-Rough Trade) 

A superb example o f the musi
cal sub-genre I once termed 
"clever lightweight punk." Now I 
call it "la punque eccentric," to dif· 
ferentiate it from "real" punk and 
"la punque pathetique/Oi Oi" (see 
an upcoming Issue for a more de
tailed explanation of these subtle 
distinctions). Needless to say, 
aside from a few scattered excep· 
tions like Phil n' the Blanks, il's an 
exclusively English approach to 
modem music. In any case, those 
who remember T. V. Personalities' 
musically inept but hilarious "We 
Love Malcolm" and MPart-time 
Punks" EPs will be surprised at 
the vast Improvement in the 
band's instrumental ability on this 
new offering. The wit remains just 
as finely honed. "Smashing Time" 
boasts a weedy, heavily-accented 
lead vocal, a richly-textured 
guitar. and a punctual drum-ma· 
chine, .but still manages to retain 
the oddly amateurish sound we've 
come to expect from these loon· 
eys. "King and Country" Is a bona 
fide classic. The guitar playing Is 
truly impressive-note the shame
less rip·off of the riff from "Eight 
Miles High"-whilst the melodies 
are absolutely irresistable. Add a 
regular drummer, hook-laden 
whistling, and anti·milltarist lyrics 
and you've got it-another victory 
for humor and eccentricity in an 
all-too-straightlaced world. Watch 
for a forthcoming LP and enjoy, 
enjoy, enjoy. 

-Jeff Bale 
Suburban Lawns Janitor/ 
Protecilon (Suburban Industrial) 

With "Janitor" we go back to the 
early seventies when novelty 
songs ruled the airwaves because 
there was so little of genuine mu· 
sical interest going on. The dubi· 
ous point of this song Is that ''I'm a 
janitor" is sung in such a way that 
it sounds like "Oh my genltals"
good coy dirty humour which 
should break the ice at all your 
'Suburban wine and cheese par· 
ties. Guaranteed to be loved by 
everyone who liked that "Can I 
kiss your pineapple?" song by the 
B·52s. 

-Ed .Fenton 
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.... THI GARAGI 
IT CAME FROM THE GARAGE 

By Jeff Bale 

This is the first installment of what I hope will be an 
ongoing review column devoted to expasing lesser
known bands who provide a real alternative to the life
less, plastic crap propagated by many major record 
labels and their lackeys In the music press and on the 
radio. Each month, a number of relatively hard-to-find 
items-whether independently produced and distrib
uted records, pre-release test pressings, or demo 
tapes-will be reviewed here. l am especially con
cerned with music made by groups that find it difficult. 
impossible or undesirable to proceed via normal 
music industry channels, preferably those with some
thing important to say or, at least, an original or In
tense mode of expression. Everything will be consiO. 
ered for review except highly commercial "New 
Wave" pop pap, Heavy Metal sludge and jazzy mean
derings. Especially welcome formats are hardcore 
77-style punk, modern post-punk experimental, punky
pop, 60s-style garage punk, and non-"progressive" 
psychedelia. 

As the title suggests, I wish to promote. a garage 
aesthetic because I believe firmly that enthusiastic 
amateurs with guts have ~lways produced the finest 
and most revolutionary rock and roll. t think such peo
ple are infinitely more deserving of attention than their 
spineless-and often brainless-counterparts who 
conform to industry conventions to achieve an illusory 
form of rock "stardom." Fuck the stars, let's opt for In
tegrity. 

The continuance of such a column depends the 
editor's whims, the support of the general readership 
and, most importantly, a continual flow of product 
from all you garage bands out there hoping for expo
sure. Of course, I'm hoping to get my hands on stuff I 
know nothing about but, in addition, at the bottom of 
each column 1'11 be soliciting for items that l badly 
want. and haven't been able to get ahold of. The pre
cise format of this section has yet to be finally set, so 
any (intelligent) suggestions are encouraged. 

Hardcore punk: Eastern Division 
l suppose it was inevitable. Right after I finished 

criticizing New York for its lack of punk bands, I man
aged to obtain several recent releases from that re
gion which fall Into the punk category. My general Idea 
of NYC can still be summed up by the title of a new 
Fear song-"New York's OK if You Like Saxophones" 

-and few of these groups approach the level of inten
sity achieved by many California punkers, but at least 
they exist. With any luck, they'll soon put an end to the 
grovelling that nowadays invariably accompanies the 
latest farting by the ''No Wave" crowd! So what do we 
have here? 

The Best~ 
The Violators-''NY Ripper/My Country'' 

(US-Syringe?) · 
Bad Brains-"Pay to Cum/Stay Close to Me" 

(US-Bad Brains) 
The Mad-''Fried Egg" EP (US-Disgusting) 

Let's begin with the Violators, who burst out of no
where with two roaring·songs in the Stimulators' vein, 
minus the female vocals. "NY Ripper" seems to be 
about sOme homicidal maniac back east but "My 
Country" (a reworking of the old patriotic standard, 
"My Country 'tis of Thee") is the real winner here with 
its altered lyrics: "My country 'tis of thee/Sweet land 
of misery/For you and me." Great sentiments accom
panied by a classic punky thrash. I recommend it 
highly. 

Even better is the A-side ("Pay to Cum") of the 
debut 45 by Bad Brains, an all-black punk group from 
Washington D.C. This song is a raw instrumental 
scream wedded to amphetamine vocals with "Oi-Ois" 
soccer-style chants) thrown in at appropriate 
moments. This track is so fucking powerful that it's 
hard to account for the pathetic B-side, which i~ a 
cocktail party song with herky-jerky rhythms and inane 
lyrics about "tightening up" with the ladies. I hope it's 
a satire, but in any case the other side makes it all 
worthwhile. If you don't believe me, ask Joey Shithead 
of DOA-he thinks they're great. 

Next up are the Mad, a bunch of ghouls straight out 
of a horror film. On the folded cover, one sees disem
bowelled people, gouged-out eyeballs, eggs eating 
people, mutants taking a shit, etc. At first, you're in- · 
clined to think that maybe the artist is just taking liber
ties, but then you read the lyric sheet and It all falls in
to place. These Images are all from the .songs! This 
may be a little too "disgusting" for some, but I love 
horror movies and this record holds a definite appeal 
for me. The best track is "The Hell," which sounds like 
the Germs with a psychedelic guitar added. A real 
masterpiece. "Disgusting" starts off in a blaze but its 
momentum is then sadly disrupted by a slow and very 
unnecessary bridge. Maybe that NY tendency to take 
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something simple and effective and turn it into a value
less potpourri is operating here, but the song is stm 
OK. " Fried Egg" is a slower. nightmarish piece that 
should appeal to all you post-punk types. And check 
out the brain-damaged words: "His finger scoops her 
eye out. . Some files came out of her socket. . . A 
man has been eaten by a fried egg." Some of those 
Berkeley acid-heads could really get into this stuff. 
Yes, indeed, the Mad wilt expand your mind, and I 
urge every teenager to turn on their parents with this 
record! 
The Rest: 
The Features-"Floozie of the Neighborhood/I Wanna 

Be Your Man" (US-Paradox) 
The Enemies-"Products of the Street" 12 w EP 

(US-Raw) 
The Vores-"Stress/Forget that Guy" 

(US-Family Only) 

Moving downward, we come to the Features and 
the Enemies (not to be confused with the equally me
diocre Enemy from Seattle). These bands share the 
same problem-they sound punk but you just know 
something is missing, like maybe sincerity or brains. 
The Features do a good punked-out version of the old 
Beatles classic, but reveal themselves as thoughtless, 
unimaginative dorks On "Floozie." Yet another hard
working rock band with a new image, a new sound, 
and the same old macho attitude. The Enemies, on the 
other hand, have pretenses about being socially rele
vant (''Product of the Street" and ''Degeneration'') but 
can't actually manage it. They come charging out In a 
cloud of dust and make lots of metallic noise without 
accomplishing much of anything. A solid. chunky 
guitar assault almost turns the tables on "Products" 
and "X-Ray Spex," but I can't shake the feeling that 
these jokers were In a Heavy Metal (ugh) bar band a 
few months ago. Maybe they're the best group in 
Freeville, NY, but they fall short by any other stan
dards. Great cover, though! 

Still, things could be worse. Take the Vares, for in
stance. I know they're from Buffalo, but are things 
really that bad there? They offer two wimpy punk 
songs with sheepish guitars and the most mundane 
lyrics imaginable. There's nothing wrong here that a 
little genuine feeling , imagination and amplification 
couldn't solve, but for now they can't be recom
mended. 

Despite these latter failures, it's about .time that 
Punk rock became more popular around the so-called 
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"punk capital." The NYC "cognoscenti" may hate 
punk bands, no matter how good they may be, but I 
have faith that the bored teenagers all across America 
will eventually catch on to hardcore music. Let's just 
hope that some of the progressive ideas rub off on 
them as well. 

The Helmettes-"V2211 Don't Care What People Say" 
(Holland-No Fun) 

This record by a group from Amsterdam is at least a 
year old, but it's too good to ignore, even at this late 
date. A pair of intense, minimal punk blasts guaran
.teed to offend your sophisticated friends." V22" is the 
better of the two, with its shouted chorus, blistering 
guitar and strangled vocals. "I Don't Care" is loosely 
based upon the riff from "Cool Jerk." Here the raspy 
singing provides the high point, but though plenty raw 
the song packs less of a wallop. Even so, this 45 is 
great. Just don't play it for "pleasant" people. 

Ray Milland-''Talk/Oistant View'' (US-Big Clock) 
Mission of Burma-"Max Ernst/Academy Fight Song'' 

(US-Ace of Hearts) 

Two excellent examples of American post-punk ex
perimentalism that could easily hold their own against 
the likes of Section 25 and A Certain Ratio. If they 
were Brits instead of Yanks, they would probably be 
touted as the Next Big Thing in the English music 
press. As it is, they aren't very well known outside of 
their own areas, a fact that says more about the pitiful 
lack of national music coverage in this country than it 
does about their intrinsic abilities. Ah, the unfair iron
ies of life! 

Ray Milland are a St. Louis group whose 45 was 
originally included in issue #5 of the Chicago-based 
Praxis magazine. Now it's available separately, which 
makes it cheaper and enables one to forego wasting 
money on Praxis. Theirs' is a meandering, atmos
pheric sound with psychedelic overtones. Both songs 
on this record are anchored by simsple, hypnotic bass 
figures and feature eerie effects, melancholy guitars. 
and treated vocals. Without a strong rhythm base, the 
overall effect would be too arty, but with it the results 
are full-bodies and SQUlful, if somewhat laid-back. 
Music for dreaming, one might say. 

Mission of Burma, in my opinion the best Boston
area band, also opt for a heavy bass and drum attack 
beneath a layer of shimmering guitarwork, but their 
songs are more uptempo and have a greater sense of 
urgency. Their live set is both powerful and extraordi
narily varied, but even though this 45 only provides a 
small hint of MOB's talent, it's still great. The counter-· 
point between lead singing and spoken background 
voice in the main verses gives "Max Ernst" a Gang of 
Fourish feel despite the song's distinctiveness. "Fight 
Song" is more of a straightforward rocker, but the 

range of guitar techniques and vocal structures are 
~ far from the standard fare. 

With bands like these in our own backyard, why lav
ish attention upon Joy Division and Bauhaus? The 
grass isn't always greener on the other side of the At
lantic. 

4-Skins-'' l 'm Mad!When I'm Gone'' (US-Grove) 

A NYC band tha't shouldn't be mistaken for the iden
tically-named English skinhead group featured on Oi 
-The Afbum. As Greg Mclean and Byron Coley aptly 
pointed out in NY Rocker, these guys sound like a 
rougher version of Graham Parker. Now I'm no fan of 
Parker's and I hated this record at first, but after re
peated listenings"'the general punchiness and singa
long chorus of "I'm Mad" finally got to me. Now l think 
it's a real good song. Unfortunately, "When I'm Gone" 
is a totally boring piece of blues-based crap that 
makes it pretty clear that the 4-Skins are one-hit won
ders. Maybe if they added another guitar and got rid of 
the horns. 

Impatient Youth EP (US-1.Y.) 

At last. After gigging incessantly for the last couple 
of years, l.Y. have finally put something down on vinyl. 
How would I describe this record? Well, it is punk, not 
the raw intense type exemplified by Black Flag, but 
rather the "countrified" variety that the late-period 
Oils favored. This subgenre is characterized by down
home melodies and harmonies soaring above punky 
guitars, and the result is quite appealing after a few lis
tens. On this sluggishly·recorded EP, we have six 
songs of differing quality. _The standout tracks are 
"Working Girl," with its memorable chorus, and 
"Don't Listen to the Radio," a great song villifying 
commercial radio; "Business Men" and "Definition 
Empty" are somewhere in the middle, good but not 
striking: "Wasted Life" drags too much while "Sex Af
fair" proves that straight punk isn't their strongsuit. All 
in all, an imperfect EP that nevertheless insinuates 
itself into your heart. If you listen to it enough times, 
you'll start to love it. Maybe LY. and Rank-and-File will 
actually succeed in popularizing "country punk" 
music, but God forbid if all those dumb-ass "urban 
cowboys" begin to like it. 

Insect Surfers-"Pod Life/Into the Action" (US-Wasp) 

A group of wierdos from Virginia who've come up 
with at least one unique song. "Pod Life" is the real 
jewel, with its booming bass, psyChopunk (psyche
delic and punked-out) guitar, acid burnout lyrics (''cii.n
cel my subscription to Better Homes and Garden"), 
insect-like keyboard noises, and imaginative vocal ar
rangements with a touch of doo-wop. Yet another 
classic straight from someone's garage! They may 
have more up their sleeves, but the B-side-a tinny 
pop song with squeaky organ. off-key deadpan singing 
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and goofy lyrics-isn't one of them. "Pod Life" alone 
makes this 45 worthwhile. though. And to think I found 
a used copy for 35¢. Will wonders never cease? 

TheWipers'-"Alien Boy'' EP (US-Park Ave) 
Sado-Nation-"Mom and Pop Democrat:y" EP · 

(US-Trap) 
For some peculiar reason, bands that stem from 

particular geographical regions often adopt similar 
stylistic approaches. As examples, one may note the 
hardcore punk of LA, the lightweight pop of Nebraska, 
the gravel-throated stompers of Texas, etc. Like the 
Minnesota Twin-Tone groups, bands from the Pacific 
Northwest frequently favor a chunky, guitar-heavy at
tack that gives their uptempo rockers enormous drive 
and power. It's a very American sound-sort of a 
cross between Heavy Metal powerChording ,;;i.nd 
mid-60s fuzz effects-in which the chord progres
sions are shifted more slowly than is common with 
English-style punk. Below are two examples. 

The Wipers are a fine group from Portland, Oregon 
who've already released one strong 45 ("Better Off 
Dead") and an excellent LP (/s This Real?). This new 
effort doesn't mark a radical stylistic departure for 
them. "Alien Boy," apparently an indictment of xeno
phobia and hostility toward "outsiders," is a song off 
the album with a PIL-style bass riff that just builds and 
builds in intensity; on " Image of Man" the instrumen
tal track is more restrained and the lyrics are way too 
hip, maaan; "Telepathic Love" has nice guitars but 
lacks a memorable hook;,"Voices in the Rain" has a 
bouncy bass and opaque lyrics. The overall effect is 
reminiscent of early Wire (ca. Pink Flag) except for the 
vocals, which are more conventional. 

Sado-Nation, also out of Portland, are definitely the 
punkier of these two bands. "Mom and Pop Democ
racy" is a great teen anthem with a hook-filled chorus 
and soccer chants; "On Whom They Beat" has roar
ing guitars and rips along at a frantic pace; ditto for 
" I 'm Trouble," though its theme is a bit macho: 
"Gimme You" has strong melodies wedded to raw 
guitars and handclaps-always a winning combina
tion-but the female vocal here is a bit too much like 
Pat Benatar's for my taste. Still, a very good record 
that deserves your attention. 

- Please send all goodies and suggestions to Jeff 
Bale, c/o DAMAGE, 49 Lafayette, San Francisco, CA 
94103. 

Wanted for review: The Gizmos, etc.-Hoosier Hys
teria LP (Indiana); The Eats-"God Punishes the Eats" 
EP (Florids); The Mad-"Eyeball" 45 (NY); The Lyres 
-"Don't Give It Up Now" 45 (Boston); Various Artists 
-10-29-78 compilation LP (Oregon); The Adolescents 
EP (LA); The Crap Oetectors-"Police State" 45 and 
the LP (Nebraska); The Reactors "Meltdown" EP (LA): 
Various-Best of Limp compllation LP (Wash. DC). 
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RAGING BULL 
by Bill Nygren 

In Raging Bull, Robert DeNiro plays the meanest, 
most unredeemed pug ever to strap on a pair of box
ing gloves in a film. Nobody jerked around Jake La
Motta and in that role De Niro could take Cagney ·and 
John Garfield and eat 'em like a tiger. 

A compulsively-violent primitive, LaMotta was a 
bruising mauler despised for his showboat mugging in 
the ring. Outside the ring he was a sexually-repressed, 
rabidly-jealous wife-beater and brother-stamper. In his 
own way fie was blessed. God saw there was always a 
face there for his fist to smash or a groin for his knee 
to uppercut. 

So let's look at our fight card. What do we find? 
Sado-masochism, emotional plague and the charac
teri)rison resulting from the turning off of the orgiastic 
tap. The smart opinion around the lobby has it that 
such a card is misconceived. That might be right, but 
for the wrong reason. 

An early scene finds LaMotta sulking across a table 
from his brother in a squalid tenement In the Bronx. 
He's just had a fight with his wife threatening to kill 
her. Asked what's the matter, he replies, "My hands. 
I've got small hands." LaMotta was talented, but at . 
190 pounds, too small to take on Joe Louis for the 
HEAVYWEIGHT championship, his equivalent of what 
Mailer's Bitch Goddess of Success is for an artist. 

Director Martin Scorsese· has the same problem. 
While Raging Bull is a very good film, a real achieve
ment, with DeNiro almost certainty headed for an 
Oscar, it's an unsatisfying one. Scorsese's talents 
aren't yet big enough to enable him to go 15 rounds 
with our weightiest demons. 

Cheap shot, you say? Not at all. Scorsese's skills 
are impressive and he's got the guts to stay loyal to 
his dark vision. Part of the reason his film is unsatisfy
ing is that it's meant to be: Any ruthl,gssty honest work 
is going to box rather than stroke our ears in this 
period. 

Sure, the film is a downer. Maybe you haven't 
looked hard in the mirror lately. LaMotta is representa
tive of us all. His intense hung~r ends up devouring 
him. He struggles violently if stupidly and then is 
drowned In a social reality that suffocates human sub
jectivity in a universal banality. No regeneration or 
self-discovery attend his struggle. Scorsese is reso
lutely holding his camera on a world of deprivation, 
misery and brutality that can't be chased fro"m mind by 
John Lennon's facile lyrics or Jane Fonda's tidy for
mula flicks. 

•• That's; Scorsese's strength, not hiS weakness, as 
the bookmakers would have it. How he explores his vi
sion Is a Problem. Since the question of narration is, in 
general, so touchy and problematic, I'll skip over this 
point until later. 

Raging Bull is based on LaMotta's ghosted auto
biography of the same title, published in 1970 and re
cently reissued in paperback. But the film is not just an 
adaptation any more than it's a film about prizefighting 
-only 15 minutes of the two-hour running time fea
ture fight scenes. 

On the comeback trall since the disastrous New 
York, New York, Scorsese uses LaMotta to tackle his 
own obsessions, his and co-scenarist Paul Schrader's, 
the two of whom collaborated on Taxi Driver with Oe
Niro. (The other scenarist, Mardik Martin, worked with 
Scorsese and OeNiro on Mean Streets.) In !act. Rag
ing Bull probably reflects more of Scorsese's biogra
phy than LaMotta's. Scorsese grew up in Little Italy, 
LaMotta's turf, while LaMotta was in his prJme. Pri
vately and publicly, Scorsese has battled to free his 
natural feelings from a set of compulsions rooted in 
the macho and Catholic culture of his youth . And La
Motta:s one-sided development mirrors the predica-

ment of the artist in an atomized and hostile environ
ment. 

The film begins brHltantly. OeNiro warms up, danc
ing around an empty ring in slow motion as we hear 
the "Intermezzo" from Cava/Jeria Rusticana, sound 
and image specifying the individual and his milieu. 

In another stroke equally brilliant, Scorsese flashes 
forward to the LaMotta of 1964, ten years after his re
tirement frofl) boxing. OeNiro gained a much bally
hooed 50-70 pounds for this segment. His mere pres
ence Is spellbinding: the added bulk and false nose 
help, but the power comes from the way he captures 
the style of a man who has always lived through his 
body. This is LaMotta the survivor, still basking in the 
spotllght, but now as a dimwitted comic with a humili
ating schtick. Returning to 1941, we contrast the 
younger blood-simple LaMotta, the raging bull, with 
the later, corpulent, passionless LaMotta, a crushed 
but smiling man who perhaps thoughtlessly has a,r 
plied the Christian teaching of his youth: protect your
self against mutilation by mutilating yourself. 

LaMotta launched his career in the Bronx in 1941. 
This was the "Golden Age" of boxing, before ihe tri
umph of television and suburbia, when workers lived 
Jn the neighborhoods around Eastern Industrial cities 
and rooted for their ethnic heroes in ritualized stug
fests that hadn't yet degenerated into ugly racial.spec
tacles. 

As the years roll by we episodically follow LaMotta's 
tortuous quest for a middleweight title shot. We see a 
lot of fights but many rush by in a series of stills or Iso
lated successive frames. Only a handful of fights are 
given significant footage. In these, cinematographer 
Michael Chapman (Last Waltz and Taxi Driver) has po
sitioned the camera Inside the ring. 

OeNiro has LaMotta's move down pat. LaMotta 
worked In a crouch, stalking his opponent, never back
ing up, taking two blows to return one. By recording 
much of the action close-up and at angles, Chapman 
tends a realism to the action that offsets DeNiro's nat
ural limitations: his slowness, lack of fluidity, dropping 
of shoulders and throwing roundhouse punches with 
his elbows away from his body. 

Except for overusing slow motion, Scorsese and 
Chapman are faultless in their technical handling of 
those scenes. Totally disciplined they never call atten
tion to themselves with distracting nourishes. While 
the fight scenes are brutal, full of broken noses and 
lacerated eyelids, there's no pandering, no shock ef
fects demographically-imposed for the teen market. 

Scorsese is remiss in not bringing to life the drama 
inherent in LaMotta 's major fights. A brawler, LaMot
ta's strategy was to cut the-ring In half and catch his 
opponent against the ropes. He did succeed in his first 
bout with an Inexperienced "Sugar" Ray Robinson. 
Robinson played matador to laMotta's bull In subse
quent matches and sliced him to pieces. . 

LaMotta was denied a title bid until he agreed to 
throw a fight for mob bosses Frankie Carlo and Blinkie 
Palermo. Leatherstocklng, Ishmael and Huck Finn 
could nee to the frontier to do their thing. Now the 
frontier is closed. It's corporate America of 1947. "He 
thinks he can make it on his awn," a mobster remarks 
about LaMotta. "But there's no title shot without us." 
LaMotta wised up and threw the fight but he did It so 
obviously that he landed in hot water with the NevJ 
York State Boxing Commission. 

Two years later he won the title when champion 
Marcel Cerdan, Edith Piaf's lover, dislocated his right 
shoulder in the tenth round. 

LaMotta lost his title to Robinson in 1951 with the 
fight stopped in the late rounds and three years later 
we see LaMotta operating a seedy bar in Miami 
Beach, a fat dipsomaniac who slurs his depressing 
"comedy" monologues for an even more depressing 
audience of dissolute barflies. From shabby obscurity, 
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he falls Into dishonor. The fllm hedges here: LaMotta 
was actually charged with pimping for a 14--year-old; 
Scorsese presents it as an honest mistake by a man 
whose never·astute powers of observation were fur
ther dimmed by the draining of too many bottles and 
glasses. · 

After spending a rough six months in jail, LaMotta is 
next glimpsed back in New York City, preparing for his 
nightclub act. There's a powerful scene in the dress-
ing room when LaMotta rehearses Brando's famous 
" I coulda been a contender" speech from On The 
Waterfront. Scorsese is second to none in his ability to 
set a scene and, owing In no small measure to 
DeNlro's resources, it's electrifying moments of that 
kind that hold the film together, giving it an often
gripping consistency. 

Scorsese is also gifted in being able to inspire the 
best in his players. He outdoes himself this time out. 
DeNiro carries the film, but outstanding performances 
are given by two newcomers. An 18-year-old waitress, 
Gathy Moriarty, does a remarkable job as LaMotta's 
second wife and victim-accomplice, Vickie. She 
strikes the right sparks with DeNlro as they execute 
the beauty-beast counterpoint Scorsese has main
tained through his Lit~le Italy films. Joe Pesci plays 
fiesty brother Joey, who worked Jake's corner until he 
was savagely beaten during one of Jake's jealous 
rages. The fllm ls Joyless, but occasionally lapses Into 
humor during repartee between Jake and Joey, usual
ly hinging on the repetitions and overlaps of normal 
conversation. 

Except for color cllps from "home movies," Raging 
Bull is in black and white. Chapman uses Jt to advan
tage, framipg the a;ctlon in shadows and bathing the 
ring in a ha·rsh glow. The choice of film stock may have 
been the result of Scorsese's campaign to pressure 
Eastman Kodak to research ways of preserving color 
stock. 

Now for the question of narration. The 
characteristic response seems to be: "Yes, the film is 
breathtaking at times, technically superb, with excel
lent acting, yet it's disappointing somehow." 

The people I know who voice such criticism aren't 
traditionalists; they're repelled by the commerclal 
story form. They realize the bright, pleasing snap with 
which all the parts of a mechanical revet click Into 
place is a cop out. That sort of narration doesn't fit our 
experiences and the philosophical basis for it has long 
been shattered. Neither are these people fraglle 
flowers whose petals are crushed by the onslaught of 
urban squalor, corruption, predatory violence and 
bestiality. 

No, t suspect they're reacting to something else. 
They want a glimmer of affirmation, a moment of dig.. 
covary even if it occurs at the second one draws one's 
last breath. LaMotta is not a pathologlcat case llke De
Niro's Travis Sickle In Taxi Driver; he feels remorse 
and has capacity for guilt. But he's a man devoid of 
potential. His brute rage is inevitably extinguished; he 
lives on, still mindless, though now without passion. At 
the end of the film, despite the fact that LaMotta goes 
on living, you have the impression of seeing the last 
dot al a lifeline on which, finally, nothing was written. 

While I think Raging Bull's scenes are too skewed 
to be deeply affecting, it'll be unfortunate if reflective 
filmgoers don't fight their Instincts to reject ruthlessly 
pessimistic works. As Marcuse points out, the power 
to break the monopoly of established reality'. to queg.. 
lion what is real, can only take estranged forms. To 
use the grammar in currency is to use the grammar of 
domination. At this point, most honest films will tend to 
be despairing: they can be tough and tender and funny 
yet they'll stlll be despairing. If we don't like that we've 
got to change the conditions about which films are 
made. D 

Continued on next page ... 
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THE DECLINE ... 

by Brad L. 

The Decllne of Western Civilization A film by Penelope 
Spheeris, featuring the Genns, Black Flag, X, Circle 
Jerks, Alice Bag Band, Catholic Discipline and Fear. 

I've always hated rock'n'roll films. I can't think of a 
single one that ever came close to capturing the am· 
bience, to say nothing of the energy of a live concert 
Movies like Woodstock and Monterey Pop put me to 
sleep and more experimental approaches like Godard's 
Rolling Stones' fiasco, Sympathy For The Devil, comes 
off only more enervating than pretentious. 

Perhaps that's why The Decline excited me so much. 
In contrast to all the other "music" films I've seen, It's the 
first one to really come close to documenting the excite· 
ment that ls the essence of the rock'n'roll experience 
and, even more significantly still, the first to explore in 
depth the Ideas and attitudes of the musicians and fans 
whose combined energy produces that excitemenl in 
the first place. 

The film is a vivid journey through Los Angeles' hard· 
core underground where, in the midst of jaqed commer· 
ciatism and tawdry trendiness, punk has evolved far and 
beyond its original, rather limited, conception in the 
economic ruin and social stagnation of 1976 London. 
As the film demonstrates, punk is less an expression of 
hard times and social uncertainties than a head-on, 
head-banging collision with the whole rotten superstruc· 
ture of Western Culture. Every band in the film , rather 
haltingly when interview0d, utterly incisively when per· 
forming, articulates a vision of a society on the brink 
There's a remarkable diversity in the music, in the per
sonalities involved, but it's this vision that unites them 
and, by extension, helps to cohere the film itself. 

Jenipher: 'a/an' from lhefi{.m 'The Decline of Western Civi/i4ation. ' 

that's both insightful and supportive. Her own clearly 
partisan position rather than blurring the subtle distinc· 

To my mind, there are basically two elements that 
work together to make The Decline so successful in a 
genre where so many have failed and dismally. The first 
is the personality of Penelope $pheeris herself. She is 
at once a part of the action as well as a spectator. t:ier 
own involvement in the underground (she's the wife of 
Slash publisher, Robert Biggs) allows her a perspective 

tions between action and idea instead permits her to 
draw them out, to investigate them and to expand upon 
them in a way that engages our attention as well as in
structs those who may be unfamiliar with the scene. 

The second element is the simplicity of the film's 
structure which, again to Spheeris' credit. captures ex· 
actly the tone and feeling of the new music and the 
scene which has grown up around it. When, at the be
ginning of the film, a young fan says that the term "punk 
rock" is stupid because he "just thinks of it as rock and 
roll 'cuz that's what it is," he makes the point better than 
an the pompous critics from here to Rolling Stone ever 
could. Rock'n'roll is simple, basic, physical. Its power to 
disturb, to destroy lies in its bare-bones directness, its 
unequivocating one-dimensionality. The film avoids the 
cliches and filmic pitfalls that seem almost natural to 
rock'n'roU movies and TV programs. There's no attempt 
to glorify or magnify the musicians, no inane technical 
tricks that dazzle the eyes and sicken the stomach. 

read it. do it . 
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By presenting the bands and the fans exactly as they 
are, by taking a straightforward view, the audience is 
given the chance to participate-no small accomplish· 
ment nowadays when television and movies both seem 
to have glorified masturbation as the basic creative prin· 
ciple. The groups are, in most cases, first interviewed, 
then filmed performing one or more of their songs. In 
every case, the lyrics to at least one song are shown as 
sub-titles. Mid-point in the movie, a number of fans are 
interviewed about the music, the scene, Its violence, 
their violence, the fashion$, ideas and trends that pro· 
vide for cOnversation in the underground. This se· 
quence is shot entirely in black·and·white in what seems 
a tribute to the cin.ema verite tradition of classic docu· 
mentarians of the past. It's incredibly bleak after the 
richness of the preceding color footage, but lt only adds 
to the effectiveness of the sequence by compelling us 
to concentrate our attention wholly on the speakers. 

Technically, the film is well-produced, meaning that it 
bears direct relationship to its subject. It's neither too 
lush nor too barren. The photography is superb and as 
sensitive in its own right as Spheeris' direction. The ver· 
sion premiered at SF's Western Front 80 Festival was a 
bit over long in parts, especially the home tattoo parlor 
sequence with X, but we understand that it has been 
edited more tightly for general release . 

While some may criticize The Decline as punk propa
ganda, unable or unwilling to take an objective view of 
an underground whose spiritual and stylistic fluctuations 
are legendary, I think Spheeris has given us a film that's 
as creative a document as the subject it treats. Hers is a 
style characterized by the discrimination of a knowl· 
edgeable fan and the skill and imagination of an artist. 

Most of all, she has presented us with a document 
that is aptly named and even more ably realized. The 
Decline of Western Civilization is a spectacle, but one 
that's in-process. We can hope that this is just one 
chapter in a continuing epic whose participants may 
change, but whose vision will remain as powerful, ex· 
citing and distinct as those captured here. 

-1- · 
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Naut Human of Rhythm & Noise 

Rhythm and Noise 
by Stupid Artname 

A telephone answering machine gives 
directions that lead to a dead-end dirt road 
in the most desolate industrial section of · 
San Francisco. After a long wait in a wreck· 
age-strewn yard heated by railroad ties 
smoldering in oil drums, an enormous car· 
rugated door is rolled slowly up, releasing a 
glare of white fog and seemingly ultrasonic 
synthesized sound punctuated by metallic 
booms. As the fog and vertigo lift. one's 
first impression is of a massive set for a sci· 
ence fiction film; a huge bank of computers 
and amps is lined up behind three men, two 
of whom are hunched over intricate control 
panels. There is an extended cadenza in
cluding a futuristic percussionist on a plat
form at the back of the room; the lights 
come down, and the huge video screens 
start to glow. 

Rhythm and Noise is the most technolog
ically advanced rock group extant. Ten 
years of planning, hard work and dedication 
have led to their development of the first ful
ly integrated, computerized, real-time 
sound and vision performance unit. Naut 
Human plays the only computerized Sala
mander synthesizer yet constructed; his 
digital keyboard controller is hooked to a 
seven-foot stack of modules, which is 
almost completely obscured by patch
cords. Rex Probe's guitar is processed by 
a Salamander Terminator, another massive 
stack of programniable modules covered 
with blinking LEO read-outs. Nik Faull runs 
his densely structured, rhythmically edited 
videotapes through a color synthesizer 
(you don't see these colors on NBC) and in· 
to two video projectors, one on each side 
of the stage. The videotapes also carry the 
time and data codes that program the syn
thesizers and keep everything in sync. 

The shows recently presented at R&N's 
"compound" ln Hunters Point were built 
around a ~videodisc demo tape" that they 
compiled out of their current work tapes, 
found footage and commercial films. The 
predominant themes were violence (wea
pons, war movies, the atomic destruction 
of London, police action, a man chopping 
up a housefrau) and the dehumanizing 
power of technology (people hooked by 
tubes and wires to machines, hearts beat
ing in glass bottles, a sev.ered-dog's head 
hot-wired and responding to stimuli). It 
would be hard to remain unmoved by such 
documentation of danger and excess. The 
small space was ~ngutfed by the power of 
the amplifiers, creating a deafening, visceral 
wall of sound that, unfortunately, com
pletely obscured the lyrics, which were al
ready distorted by synthetic processing. 

This was, however, but a preview of com· 
Ing attractions. The songs performed were 
drawn from several interrelated stories yet 
to be completed, the capability for nine
channel surround sound could not be real· 
ized in the small space. and the staging and 
lighting were likewise limited. Future expan
sions of their computer system will also 
bring mixing and llghting functions into the 
digltal net. 

Why do avant-gardeists love 
nihilism? 

That was the question asked by the SF 
Chronic/e's Joel Selvin, reflecting the criti· 

pie: F. Stop Fitzgerald 

"R&N is no more a nihilist glorification of 
violence than World War II was a nihilist 
glorification of the A-bomb," answers Nik 
Fault. "Nietzsche's portrayal of nihilism 
wasn't glorification of nihilism; Artaud's 
Theater of Cruelty wasn't a glorification of 
cruelty. Violence is the preoccupation of 
the media," a~d R&N is attempting the "de
mystification of the portraYal of violence," 
to induce a "catharsis of violent release" in 
the audience by giving them a vicarious ex
perience of its erotic and healing powers. 
But can't people see lots of violent scenes 
on their home TV screens? "Commercial 
television only exists to sell product. You 
don't sell product by setting up an antagon
istic relationship with your audience." 

A&N believe that the crucial question of 
the BOs is whether man will prove that he 
can "adjust to radical demands on societal 
norms and structures, or else prove that we 
can't." From this f0Uows the theme of "the 
balance of violent action and the need to 
live." Referring to the tape of a whale hunt, 
which ends with butchery, Nik asks, "How 
can you deny the Japanese whalers the 
right to live?" This questioning attitude is at 
the heart of R&N's approach; they see 
themselves not as propagandists or prose
lytizers, but as documenters, telling stories 
of "encountering various things . . any 
ideology Is faulted; our purpose is to tell 
people to take a reading of what is going 
on." Hence their phrase, "Crisis Data 
Transfer" (the state of the world today/their 
digitized information/the audience's appre
hension). "We are advocating a total reor
ientation in human behavior, by saying that 
the things you abhor are the things you 
must confront." 

The basic difference between R&N and 
conventional bands is that R&N has con
stant images illuminating every song, which 
difference should give pause to their critics. 
"Think about the Doors' 'The End.' or 
'Horse Latitudes,' or the Velvet Under· 
ground's 'Venus in Furs.' If they had had 
visuals with each song, people would have 
said, 'Oh, this is too violent, I can't watch 
this!'" 

R&N's influences come from as wide a 
variety of disciplines as their presentation 
cOmbines. Musically. they draw on the sta· 
tistlcal and stochastic processes of lannis 
Xenakis and Karlheinz Stockhausen; they 
are able, with the aid of their cybernetic 
system, to do in real time what such com
posers have done previously through labor
ious tape manipulations. They consider 
their theatrical stance a "logical extension" 
of Artaud's Theater of Cruelty; and owe much 
to directors Luis Bunuel, Max Fleischer, 
F.W. Murnau, Hans Richter and Dziga Ver
tov (mentioning particularly his Chelovek s 
kinoapparatom [Man with a movie camera]). 

R&N will be performing again in San Fran
cisco before the end of the year, this time 
in a larger, in-town venue with an expanded 
presentation, and will be releasing an EP ln 
the near future. This is just the tip of the ice
berg for this dedicated group, however. 
Naut describes their financial status as "in 
debt forever as a result of this," but I think 
not. Five will get you ten that, even if 
without honor here, they do boffo box office 
in Europe and Japan. 

l couldn't work this into the article, but 
just to leave you with something to chew 
on: "We are not technocrats, " Nik empha· 
sized. "I believe that humans and machines 
can live together and, in fact. implant each 
other." O 
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MIDDLE CLASS Claude Bessy, the band dropped 
By Ray Cook out of sight for almost a year . 

Middle Class . . . when the term The band attributes this to the 
comes up, it usually suggests fact that they lived some forty 
something unpleasant: blandness, miles from the scene, they were 
mediocrity, conservatism, Rea- not part of the "Hollywood clique" 
gan. Maybe that's why it seems and tended to avoid close associa
especially cool to find a different lion with the other bands who 
Middle Class emerging from that comprised the then LA music un
bourgeois bastion, Orange County. derground. 

I'm referring to a band, a lour· By the end of last year. when 
piece outfit hailing from Fullerton the Orange County punk explosion 
and Santa Ana. was at its height centered in Hunt-

Founded some three years ago, ington Beach where surfers at
the brothers Atta, Mike. Geoffrey tracted by the radicalism of the 
and Bruce along with Mike P., hav- punk scene were cutting their hair 
Ing been infected by the Sex Pis- and attracting national media at
tols, Jam and the like decided that tention by their outrageous and 
they could do as well. So, in a gar- violent behavior, Middle Class 
age in Santa Ana, with basic were re.evaluating their position. 
equipment, they started to play They had begun to listen to other 
cover versions of Rolling Stonets artists and to create new arrange
and Sex Pistols tunes. ments based more on lyrical con-

Their early efforts must have tent and melody than on the one· 
been a somewhat painful experi· two-three buzzsaw that was now 
ence for their conservative neigh- prerequisite for beach punk sane· 
bars for, as Mike puts it, "We had tion. 
to learn our instruments ... no- , Middle Class recently visited 
body told us about chords and San Francisco to play a date at the 
stuff. In fact, none of us had any Fab Mab and to support their new 
roots In music at all apart from 1is- four-song EP which was recorded 
tening to the radio." on a friend's elghHrack and re-

There are not many venues in leased on their own Torture 
Orange County where an aspiring Garden label. 
punk band can gig and get tight. The EP accurately reflects the 
The police also take their role as changes that have taken place 
guardians of law and order very since the band's inception. The 
seriously, even now stopping and titles: "Last Touch," "Home is 
photographing anyone who looks Where," "Introductory Rites," and. 
remotely punk, and the municipal "Blueprint for Joy" contain cynical 
authorities coupled with a highly reflections of suburban life, the 
paranoid press perceive punks as music itself retaining a rare integ
godtess pinko-inspired maniacs rity reminiscent of the early 
who, according to one Orange Pistols. They've released the EP 
County daily, "worship people like mainly for promotion, mailing it to 
Sid Vicious and Elvis Costello." radio stations and gigging in the 

Yet in spite of one of the most hope that they will generate 
hostile environments on the West enough interest to attract major 
Coast, Middle Class persevered, distribution or the opportunity to 
keeping their regular jobs, re- cut an album. 
hearsing at night, naively hoping The band still maintain their 
that, one day, a recording contract rather restrained appearance-no 
and fat advance would drop out of bleached hair, Mohawks, cha ins 
the smog. or even a leather jacket. Mild·man-

They soon became known nered, articulate, perceptive, their 
around Orange County as a high- hardcore sympathies are reflected 
energy, hardcore punk band, solely in the music they make. 
ihough when they went to Bren- Calling themselves apolitical, Mike 
dan Mullen ln mid·1978 looking for suggests that "Politics ls just a 
a gig at LA's infamous Masque, he system for controlllng people, any 
laughed. I mean, who would be. more than two individuals and 
Ueve a band from Fullerton? It there is no political system that 
might as well have been Outer works anywhere." 
Mongolia. While, to my mind, the band's 

Having been advised to cut their music reflects the many changes 
hair and punk-0ut their dress, they they've gone through and, to some 
were summarlly dismissed to the extent, the obstacles they've had 
suburbs, presumably to pass into to face, tending to be a bit too un
a well-deserved obscurity. How- polished or uncertain for the 
ever, fate Intervened in the form of length of time they've been togeth· 
Hector of the Zeros who booked er, on the level of dedication and 
them as opening support for a integrity there can be no question 
show featuring the Controllers and that Middle Class deserves 
Germs and, after that, for the next serious examination, particularly 
six months, they played support at a time when so many bands 
for many of the local Hollywood have resorted to fleshy and pale 
scene bands, touring to SF and imitations of what they once were. 
Texas. Middle Class' reluctance to stay 

Their first vinyl effort sold some the same-despite plenty of good 
five thousand copies in the U.S. financial reasons-is admirable 
and when released on Strike Rec- and as the first hardcore Orange 
ords in England sold an additional County band may Just be signalling 
six thousand. Marred by a lack of the way for the other groups who 
media attention apart from Sfash's have followed them. o 

Middle Cfass at the Fleetwood, 
March 1980 

pic:S~t 
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VOICE FARM 

"WE ARE NOT AN 
ART BAND" 

by Andree Naline 
Though there are many bands 

which incluOe synthesizers in their 
basic formation, synthesized mu
sic has basically been neglected 
in the United States. In Europe, 
especially in Germany, well before 
the mid-seventies, all-synthesizer 
bands emerged and developed 
strong followings, influencing the 
course of music around the world 
and providing one of the few 
bright spots in an otherwise drab 
musical scene. 

Since theif first concert at 
S.F.'s now legendary Deaf Club, 
Voice Farm have consistently 
drawn more and more people to 
see them based on a unique blend 
of satirical humor and powerful, 
compelling rhythms. The band is 
currently compris~d of Charly 
Brown, vocals and synthesizer, 
Mike Loman and Gary Miles, syn
thesizer keyboards and Debbie La 
Rue-Cooper," drums. 

There was a rumor that Voice 
Farm had broken up. What hap
pened? 

Charry: Well, we just don't con
sider Voice Farm as your typical 
rock band. I like to think of it as a 
" brand" more than a band. It's a 
name that covers an entity. The 
group started with the three of us 
and now it's expanded to include 
other peaple. It changes from time 
to time, like we all might not do the 
same projects at the same time. 

Gary: I guess we all have differ
ent paces of working and living. 
We also assume that we can have 
different motivations at the same 
time. And it came to a point where 
this close association as a group 
had to ·end. 

Charly: Before we killed each 
other. No, the reason we still con
sider ourselves as Voice Farm is 
that we really trust each other and · 
we basically like each other's 
tastes. We just don't feel like stick
ing together that much. 

Mike: This Is a new approach 
we want to have. Everyone is dif
ferent, you have to form a different 
consistenty as a group, with every
one's needs. 

Charly: ... Like following a pre
vious example of a certain way to 
create or play music. Things are 
evolving in a different sense now, 
from a different point of-view. 

What are the current Voice 
Farm projects? 

Charly: We don't want to play 
live before the release of our first 
album in the springtime. Perform
ing and playing concerts in S.F. 
was not fulfilling anymore, from 
any point of view, especially com
pared to the possibility of going in
to the recording studio, working on 
different projects; that was some
thing that really excited us and 
seemed to be more to our benefit. 
So we started to record our new 
45, Debbie, Mike and I, now re
leased on the market. 

Gary: And preceding the record
ing of the album in March, we've 
been commissioned to realize 
another 45, the music for a radio 
commercial concerning a product; 
manufactured locally and called 

"Channel One" to be advertised 
on the radio throughout the" coun
try. The interest, aside from mcik
ing money, is that it won 't be a 
spot. but a song called "Channel 
One" and played by Voice Farm. 

Don't you fear that the image of 
the group might be identified too 
much with the product? 

Charly: It doesn't matter. I've al
ways liked T.V. commercials, I 
mean the l'.lOOd ones. We've all 
been 1influenced by commercfals 
as a definite part of our environ
ment. And then, we've been com
pletely free in the making of the 
music. Besides that. I think the al
bum will probably be the first thing 
people will relate to us as Voice 
Farm. 

Do you know what the album is 
going to consist of? ' · 

0

0"': Mike: I have a feeling it 's not go
ing to follow a prec ise pattern. In a 
sense there is going to be a differ
ent style throughout the record . 
But I'm sure every piece will be 
definitely recognizable and per
ceived as a Voice Farm product. I 
mean, there will be a· unified 

~~:i~~.' ~~j~~~d dt~~~u~~v~ff:r:~~ 
formula. 

Talk about your influences. 
Mike: It's changing, because I 

conceive music now on more of a 
technical basis. When I listen to 
music, r rather get influenced by 
certain things in a composition 
more than by the whole thing. To 
say names: Kraftwerk, Roxy Mu
sic, Bowie, Human League, Telex, 
early Maryanne Faithful. 

Gary: Moods. Atmospheres that 
I recreate around myself and my 
lifestyle. By the way 1 set up my 
own day-to-day life, what and who 
I come in contact with. No specific 
names. 

Charly: Ella Fitzgerald, Sarah 
Vaughan, Mereditti Monk, proba
bly all T.V. shows from '65 to '70, 
tj1eir theme songs, modern archi
tecture, and everything that my 
friends are doing: Judy ex-Pink 
Section, Dog from the Longshore
men. Their music is a contempo
rary influence. And I think Young 
Marble Giants are the best band 
around. 

(Debbie, who has to leave, gives 
me a sheet of paper where upon 
she confesses that the seventies 
have been a bore for her, until the 
English wave burst again in '76. 
She 's now in love with synthesizer 
music, but quotes her ipfluences 
as coming directly from the 60's, 
including rockabilly, Mersey beat, 
12 string era and Motown sound. 
David Wright [Flamin Groovies] is 
her favorite drummer.) 

I understand you don't commit 
yourselves to music like some
thing aside from your day-to-day 
life. I think that is a very accurate 
way to apprehend the way culture 
is going to expand in the next dec
ade, like no more specific people 
called "artists." The passibility for 
everyone to use their Imagination 
in whatever cultural range he 
wants. 

Charly: We can't overlook stuff 
for the eighties. There is no partic
ular big trend in sight. Tradition
ally, to be interested In popular 
music or rock, your influence was 
limited to a few things. Now, you 
can overlook anything, t~ere are 
all kinds of stuff coming out that 
you can't ignore. 

Gary: There is going to be defi
nitely something else than r'n'r. 
Frankly, I don't know what's going 
10 ta~e place. Just people will 

. JTiake less direct reference to 
some necessary point of view. 
Now, there is a lot of music that's 
taking in all the different aspects 
of culture, lil<e architecture. Peo
ple are being more attentive to dif
ferent manifestations. I think the 
BO's will be more Independent. 

Mike: People are going to six 
medias, actually. The only thing 
that's going to keep arts still alive 
is to really, really mix medias. 

Charly: We already tried to in
corporate different stuff In our 
show; not trying to limit it to music, 
like including a dance group, or 
lighting designs. a 
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JAMES " BLOOD" ULMER 
By Ellen Neutron 

James "Blood" Ulmer is somewhat of an enigma to 
a punk or new rock music audience. An exponent of 
the Ornette Coleman school of jazz, Ulmer has come 
to the attention of the rock audience and press 
th rough playing in predominantly rock...ariented clubs 
and with bands like Pll. The paradox of James 
"Blood" Ulmer is that the music he plays seems to 
have nothing whatsoever to do with the punk aes· 
thetic, nor has he personally any interest in the cur· 
rent state of rock 'n' roll. 

To the neophyte jazz buff, "Blood" 's music can be 
overwhelming. He synthesizes elements of funk, free· 
jazz, psychedelia, and ethnic musics. The end result is 
somewhat inconsistent, but nonetheless absorbing. lt 
seems inconceivable that an audience with minlmal 
prio r exposure to jazz would find Ulmer the object of 
great fascination, yet " Blood" 's following is predom· 
inantly white, trendy, and impressed. It would be pre· 
sumptious to critique Ulmer's chops, but compared to 
other free players, his music has a tendency to lack 
substance and to drone on past the point of aural 
shock value. On his newly released Rough Trade LP, 
Are You Glad to Be in America?, Ulmer 's band Is aug· 
mented by a horn section (including the master 
blower, Oliver lake) which limits tedious, self·ab
sorbed jams. In his S.F. appearance, "Blood" ap
peared with a stripped down trio format, allowing him 
to have more room to experiment. sometimes at the 
audience's expense. He occasionally dipped into Hen
drixisms while maintaining his own unique guitar ap
proach and tone. 

The music of James "Blood" Ulmer has already 
been dissected by the press who've seized upon the 
label "punk·jazz" rather tffan allowing the music to 
speak for itself. Ulmer is !he first person to renounce 
such labels when refering to his music-he does, 
after all. come from the tradition of southern jazz and 
blues rathe r than that of the Pistols/Clash et al. 

The following interview took place backstage before 
soundcheck at the Stone. The people associated with 
Ulmer were, by and large, eager to make him avail· 
able, despite the fact that Ulmer had already several 

PIG: Anton Corbyn 

man. What I did was try to make the guitar work har· 
melodically. Really deal with the non-tempered sound. 
It's basically transposing the concert sound. The way 
that the instrument is actually built creates a certain 
music. And you transpose that (lo concert pitch}, and 
you 're getting closer to harmelodic sound. 

How is it different than modal playing? Is it similar? 
No, because you change to the concert sound. I 

mean, you actually transpose concert. In modal, you 
stay in a key. Harmelodic doesn't have a key. That's 
the difference. Harmelodic playing eliminates the 
chord. You find a different tonic every beat instead of 
playing certain chords for four or five bars and then go 
to another change. 

Your music's been called "punk·jazz" which f don't 
consider an accurate definition. Is this due to the au· 
dience, or the press not understanding or being ex· 
posed to.jazz? 

Writers just probably want to give it a certain name 
-they don't try to find what it is, I guess. They call It 
lots of stuff. I'm glad you can't quite see what it Is. I 
mean, I know what it is-it's harmelodic music. You 
know, diatonic, harmelodic music. That's all it could 
be. But somebody might find some name to call it, ex· 
cept for what it al ready is! t can't relate to those 
names-I don't know nothing about no r6ck. 

Does your music have a message: political or so--
cial? 

Yeah, I think the music does. 
How so? 
Because it comes from certain cultures. 
Why did you choose Rough Trade rather than a 

more jazz oriented label? 
I'm on a jazz label. I mean, Rough Trade is putting 

outthe record, and Artist House, which is a jazz label, 
is going to put it out also. I hope I can find a hillbilly 
label to put it on! 

Hillbilly? 
Yeah, I feel it's hillbilly, too! 
The tone you get on the guitar is unique. How do 

you get it? 
It's a unique tuning-to use any note you want to 

use-you tune the instrument in unison. 
(music swells in background, someone knocks at 

door) 
Oh shit , I guess my band is ready. . o 

other interviews and had a show that evening. James ----------------
"Blood" Ulmer is an engaging,' · if not articulage 
speaker-it seems that he does his "speaking" 
through his music-comments on his playing or com· 
pasing appear merely an afterthought. 

'would you talk a little about how you got Into playing 
rock clubs in New York? 

Well, a few of the· clubs that were "rock" just 
changed the name over, like, CBGB was a jazz club-
1 played in there before for about six months. I don't 
really know how it happened, but it didn't seem too 
strange to me. You know, jazz clubs usually hold a 
small amount of people, and we played in jazz clubs 
until we started filling them up, so we had to go to big· 
ger clubs. And the crowd-they wanted to hear it I 
Was the crowd more enthusiastic in the rock clubs? 

In the rock clubs, they dance . . they found some
thing in the fnusic that they liked. I was happy that they 
did. That's the biggest part-getting the audience. 
Now in New York, everything's opened up-you 
know, we can play in all the clubs now. You don't 
necessarily be playing rock if you're playing a rock 
club. 

Do you think your music will open the audience up 
to other "outside" or avant-garde musicians such as 
Cecil Taylor, the Art Ensemble etc.? 

It should, yeah. Especially avant.garde music, mak
ing it easier, yeah. 

You describe your music as "harmelodfc." Would 
you define the term? 

Well, harmelodic is a music theory of Ornette Cole-

THE PLUGZ 
By Ellen Neutron 

By nature, trip formats are cl:lallenging-most fall 
short due to weakness of sound or monotony of 
theme. Such is not the case with LA's seminal sec· 
ond wave band. The Plugz. The band draws from a di· 
versity of influences, exuding charming, affable stage 
personae charged with raw energy. The likeable 
aspect of The Plugz is their unrelenting sense of 
humor, indicated by departures such as "la Bamba." 

The Plugz are fronted by Tito Larriva, guitarist, vo
calist. and sometime den mother. Charlie Quintana, 
who joined the band at age sixteen, acts as time· 
keeper. A recent addition to the band, Jon Boi. bass 
player, writer, and former Flyboy, has given the Plugz 
a well needed shot in the arm. 

The following is an impromptu conversation with 
The Plugz. After checking out the dismal party scene 
on their last night in SF, The Plugz reconciled them· 
selves to a rather staid evening of chatting by the 
tapedeck. 

Could you fill us in on how the band was started? 
Tito: It started in '77 . . l just thought of getting a 

band. And I met a friend on the street and asked him if 
he wanted to be in a band. He said "yes." Then we 
met another guy at the Staiwood (who joined). 

Charlie: Then the band made a single. 
Are the Pfugz on drugs? 
Jon: Ask the people we're staying with in San Fran· 
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cisco. (general laughter throughout the room) 
Tito: Yes, heavily. I'm always plastered. 
Jon: Tito doesn't take drugs really. 
What DOES he do? 
Jon. He doesn't. 
Tito: I know I bother people because I don't do any· 

thing. 
Where does the Latin influeace in your music come 

from? 
Tito: From our blood (laughs). 
Are you all from Latin descent? 
Tito: Jon was born in Guadelajara. 
Jon: Not me! 
Charlie: Jon's a aringo. 
Tito: Charlie's a Chicano and I'm a Mexican. So it all 

gradually goes down to me. 
Charlie: You know-different levels of pay. 
Tito: Jon makes more money, because he's a gr· 

ingo, Charlie makes a little more because he's a chi· 
cano, and I have to move equipment. r have to make 
adobe bricks. 

You have a very mainstream sound, but your look 
could be interpreted as almost "hardcore.•· 

Charlie: Yeah, I agree. It's hard to think of an image. 
Tito: I don't know what we look like, or what main

stream is. We do just try to concentrate on writing 
good songs. 

Charlie: The music may come out commercial or 
something, b1:1t the lyrics aren't. 

Tito: There's three of us to decide what we like, so 
there's three different styles. I think it's good to have 
opposites. because then you really do cover a wide 
range of either rhythms or lyrics. l mean, we could be 
real naive sometimes, and we could be arty·farty. 

Charlie: We've played some places where we're 
like the first thing of our kind. like, when we played 
Fort Wo'rth, half of the people didn't know. 

Tito: They just went to the bar. They actually-lots 
of them had goatees and cowboy hats and they had 
shit on their boots. We had like four encores. Wild en· 
cores ... talk about rowdy. Then, one time we played 
Phoenix with Nick Lowe and Dave Edmonds, and their 
crowd is definitely not our crowd. They just couldn't 
relate at all . but at the end they really dug it. 

I think what it boils down to is if you're sincere in 
what you're doing-if you're sincere they can feel it. 

How did you go over In New York? 
Charlie: I didn't know what to expect-everyone 

says such bad stuff about New York crowds. Some 
people danced anyway, even if they just stood there, 
at the end they clapped a hell of a lot. 

Tito: The NY Rocker says. (leafing through 
pages) ... wait, let me find the good line here . . I 
can't find th~ good part .. it says we're the all Ameri· 
can band. 

Charlie: "Not too original, but great. Bad melodies, 
but good rhythms." 

Well, a three piece band could be compared to a 
skeleton-it it's missing a bone you're going to see it. 
You don't have something to cover things up like a 
synthesizer. 

Charlie: That's the great thing about a three piece. 
There's just three egos to deal with-that makes the 
band last even longer usually. On stage we're not 
fighting because there's one guitar part, so nobody 
bothers him, and the same for me and him (John). 

Any more recording plans in the near future? 
Tito: We're going to do an album with Slash 

Records. 
How has the music evolved since the first album? 
Tito: Now that John writes, we're collaborating. I 

don't know how it's changed-I think what's happen· 
· ed is it's matured. The real change is John-he writes 
great songs. rt still sounds like us, yet there's tl;iis re
freshing thing about John's songwriting. We as a band 
have always thought we had to have new material. 

There's no one big ego onstage that takes the focus 
away from the others in the Pfugz. 

Jon: It's structures that way. 
Tito: The only ego there is the unit, and that's what 

it's all about. I mean, it's nice to be an Elvis or a 
Bowie, but it's nicer to have three big egos being one 
BIG ego than ten little egos with violence! 

Are you making a living? 
Tito: Yeah, we haven't worked for two years. We 

produced our own album and we get all of it. We get a 
certain amount of respect in Los Angeles as one of the 
second generation punk bands, because we didn't 
come out of the Masque like the other bands did. 

Where do The Pfugz want to go? 
Tito: Headquarters! (A local afterhours cafe south 

of the slot-ed.) 
Charlie: I just want to move forward. 
Tito: I WANT A GOLD RECORD! ... or platinum 

or double platinum. 
Would that put the Plugz in the Blondie/Devo care--

gory? 
Charlie: Sure would. 
Jon: Tito looks a bit like Debra Harry. 
Comments on "selling out"? 
Tito: I think when you sell out, you sell out Inside 

yourself-before any kind of commercial success. 
How many millions of records did Dylan sell before 
they said he sold out? If we keep writing good mate· 
rial, and believe in what we're doing, then ... that's 
what we do 1 If a lot of people buy it, then goody for us, 
but It doesn't mean we're selling out lf the people are 
buying our records. When you get down to it. what I 
really want to do is just what l'm doing right now, and 
I'd like to be respected and paid for it. o 
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Dear Geza X, 
Are you any relation to the ultra-sexy NYC designer, 

Animal X? Or, to Exene of X? Or anyone in Generation 
X or X-Ray Spex? Or former Voidoid bassist X-Ses
sive? Or Egghead of Batman fame? 

Suicidally, 
Karl X Molotov 

P .S. or Xavier Hollander, the Happy Hooker? 

KXM 

P.P.S. This fucking magazine got all the way here to 
New York where we never hear shit about Dead Ken
nedys and since they're your home team, how's 
about a little more on 'em, especially since they're the 
greatest band in the wortd . 

KXM 
Dear Mr. Molotov, 

Crossed-X·in·the-mail?? Ped X·ing? Well, f suppose 
that J must now set the record straight for once and 
for all . ... Hmm ... how does one go about this 
without soundfng, how you say, "overblown"? Allow 
me to X-p/aln: 

Once upon a time, there were three paranoid 
schfzophrenlcs who lived in the Ben Lomond Moun
tains (near Santa Cruz in Northern California for you 
NY-ers). Their names were Kim Emmlnger, Paul Faris, 
and Geza GEDEON. This was 19 70. Geza Gedeon 
and Paul Faris were the second instalfment of a con
tinuing saga known as The Silver Chalice. The Silver 
Chalice Is a "rock band" and a good one. The singer, 
Kim, tried to convince Paul and Geza that Iggy Pop 
was the best "rock singer" alive (not so bad tor 
1970), and that the Silver Cahifce should sound sort 
of like that. Geza and Paul, whose minds were so 
seriously damaged by LSD pills that they could only 
converse In fake Vietnamese, didn't exacUy want to 
sound like the Stooges, because they couldn't figure 
out how. Geza wanted to play "the blu9s" (GOD, DO f 
HAVE TO ADMIT THA Tm). Paul wanted to play 
"bebop" (much hipper than blues, let's face it). As a 
result of this lnterband conflict, The Silver Chalice ac
e/dentally invented (dare I say it?)) No Wave. Hold on! 
Now, before you and everyone In NY firebombs my 
happy home (P.O.B. 2521, Hollywood Ca. 90028), 
permit me to humbly plead my case .. 

The year fs 1972. Gaza and Paul have gotten very 
good at this twisted style of music which they have 
pegged "X Music." Paul came up with the name while 
spouting gibberish about "cones and cyllnders of 

sound." Schizophrenics have a tendency to wax 
poetic under even the most ordinary of cir
cumstances. The "X" was meant to represent two dif
ferent musical sty/es, going in two different directions, 
yet intersecting In the middle. Now that makes sense, 
doesn't It? But the story doesn't end there. Geza and 
Paul and Kim and Kim's mom prayed every nfght for 
three years that this music should become the new 
standard, having decided in 19 70 that rock music, 
per se, was a basket cas8. PRA YEO. That their vision 
of music should become the New Truth. Then, as so 
often happens to musicians-forcing them to a life of 
eternal wandering, the neighbors complained! "That 
damned racket Is upsetting the squirrels and killing off 
the trees" they screamed. Now, in the Ben Lomond 
Mountains the nearest neighbors are not exactly near
by, you know. In fact, they had to call long distance. 
Gaza and Paul decided that they were not exactly a 
headlining act and left Ben Lomond forever, thinking 
that their prayers had been dashed to the wind ... 

P.S.-No, I am no relation to Animal X, but her story 
is as convoluted and unbelievable as mine, so she's 
entitled to her X. Besides, she's very nice and so are 
those clothes of hers. 

G.G. 

~Sl"ALL IN SIZE 

P.P.S. -Have you seen this guitar? It was stolen a 
block from Hurrah's about two years ago. I built it and 
f want It back. 

G.X.G. 
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It's now late 19 73. Geza and Paul have tr8.vel/ed all 
over the West Coast, spreading the gospel of X 
music, farts, and jacking oft. (Please do not think I am 
bragging. In point of tact, everyone thought we were 
crazy, and gross.) Paul was a "Nazi," of sorts, and 
said so. Geza was a "sex maniac," and showed it. 
Both were zealous Christians, although with a unique 
interpretation (to say the least!). They finally landed In 
Santa Marla (a small cow town in mid·Callfornla. The 
Indians avoided it like the plague, presumably 
because of the high positive ionization of the desert 
winds, so they put a curse on the entire valley. As a 
result of this curse, it is permanently 1954 in Santa 
Marla and vicinity). (Inc/dentally, Santa Maria also has 
the highest incidence of schizophrenia in the western 
hemisphere, so of course Paul and I were treated as 
gods.) Within 2 weeks of their arrival, Paul Faris and 
Gaza Gedeon had formed a small cult based on 
mutually shared philosophies of things. But the crucial 
Ingredient was a high respect-no, a near-worship of 
the dissonant music they had so painstakingly per· 
fected. They a/so formed a band sailed Band X (no 
relation, but are you beginning to catch my drift?). At 
this point, Gaza became so in awe of hfmself and the 
concept he had introduced to {he world that he per
manently affixed an "X" to his name and snuck it onto 
his driver's Jfcense, never dreaming of the overused, 
trendy stigma it would become. God, the eternal 
joKer, answered my prayers all right-now I'm just 
another face In the crowd. 

If you need advice on any topic from mac.hines 
o masturbation, you're in luckl Go forth, and 

' ' 

Sincerely, 
Geza Gedeon 

AskGEZAX 

P.O. Box 2521, Hollywood, CA 90028 

CELEBRATE THE BULLET 
They're revolutionary. The fun's still there ... 
that radical combination of rock 'n' roll 
and reggae makes you want to dance. 
The words are compelling and the 
music helps to underline the fact that 
The Selecter have plenty to say. And 
they say It like no one else. 

~~-
The album CHR1306 

Produced by Roger Lomas and The Selecter 

3961 24th St., S.F. 647-2272 
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CITY TAILS 
by STANNOUS FLOURIDE 

Synopsis: Sheela has had her orgasmic needs as
suaged by her friend, Marla, but still craves a little 
phallic excitement. Marla agrees to deliver her the 
hard object of her desire. 

Maria was reticent to reveal what sort of phallus She 
had in mind for her fr iend and no amount of cajoling 
would cause her to release her secret. 

It was early and Maria and Sheela sat looking at Ivy's 
Calendar. After a minimum of discussion they decided 
to see Flipper, Society Dog and The Wolverines at the 
Sound of Music. 

The two women took Maria's car to the Tenderloin, 
making their way throug"h the· crowded street to the 
club. T any was standing at the door and Sheela grabbed 
him and shoved her tongue deep into his throat before 
he had time to say hello. When she finally released him, 
he said, "Uh, hi Sheela ... HI Maria." Maria smiled and 
gave him a hug. They paid their $3.00 and entered the 
bar. It was crowded and took som8 time for the thirsty 
girls to make their way to the bar. Finally, retrieving two 
Buds, they turned and found themselves facing FIJpper's 
Ted and Bruce. The four stood and talked awhile before 
two 1 4 or 1 5 year old girls pushed through the crowd to 
corral the two men. They carried records and asked for 
autographs. 

Laughing, the two obliged. "Address it to Cathy, 
okay?" the shorter of the two told Bruce as he was 
about to mark the cover of the record. The other girl 
sidled up to Ted and introduced herself as Jan. They 
were both dressed in black and, under their blue-black 
hair, glistened mischievous eyes. The two men obvious
ly enjoyed what they saw. Sheela and Maria caught the 
look and decided it was time to make their exit. 

As they turned to go they saw Dianne and Kim glaring, 
watching the exchange between their boyfriends and 
the two groupies. With a wave the two girls left the eye 
of that brewing storm and pushed their way up to the 
stage. To one side, they saw Johnithin and Margaret 
and they squeezed their way over to them. They stood 
and talked as The Wolverines came onto the stage and 
soon the blasting sound swallowed up all attempts at 
conversation . 

After dancing amid the pushing, shoving crowd the 
two sweaty girls made their way to the street. On the 
sidewalk they ran into the other members of Flipper, Will 
and Steve: They stood with two girls , who, except for j 

· the contrast of their blonde and scarlet hair, could have 'E! 
been clones of the two that had accosted Ted and ~ 
Bruce. In a stance that shOuted aggression and re· ==. 

ARRIV••S 
FASHION MODA 

By Margaret Massim 

"MODERN ART IS DEATH AND MODERN ART IS 
DEAD AND FASHION MODA MOCKS IT." 

Fashion Moda is a storefront in the South Bronz. 
Fashion Mada is an "alternative" sp/place housed in a 
storefront in the South Bronx. Fashion Moda is a " Mu
seum of Science, Art , Technology, Invention and Fan
tasy." Fash ion Mada is a concept. Fashion Moda is 
about " art. " Fashion Moda defies definition-the very 
reason for its existence. 

Stefan Eins and Joe Lewis, the co-directors of Fash
ion Moda, talk about "it." 

What was the philosophy behind the existence of 
Fashion Moda when you began it nearly three years 
ago? 

Stefan Eins: I am an artist, and I had lived in New 
York for a while. This " down-in-Manhattan" had be
come just too du1 1. The standard art audienGe I was 
dealing with then was just going in one direction and I 
felt it needed a new good look at a wider influx of 
ideas. 

How do you describe Fashion Mada to someone 
who 's never been here? 

Stefan Eins: The definition always changes. trs a 
cell where a lot of new things happen-where we 
have the opportunity to do things new. My motive, in 
the beginning, was to create a forum, or a cell , that 
does things that are more advantageous to artists-to 
people-for educational issues, cultural issues. It's 
concerned with how to create, on all levels, and how 
to relate what is created to other people. 

The best thing that has happened at Fashion Moda 
so far is that we have connected this South Bronx 
gt'letto culture , basically minority, black and hlspanic, 
with a Manhattan sensitivity of more white people 
coming from the modern art tradition. 

Joe Lewis: J would say that Fashion Mada is a con
duit, a philosophic, aesthetic, economic, social . and 
cultural conduit. What happens here is, we have an 
exh ibitions program, but we also have other artists 
that go th rough fhis facility. For example. CUD (Con
temporary Urbicultura Documentation), is an anthrcr 
pologicar laboratory in the basement. They went to the 
old Bronx Courthouse and took out a cell, everything 
in the cell and rebuilt it downstairs-all the docu· 
ments, the rapsheets, the fingerprints, and they're go
ing over it, to try to determine something about the 
judicial system and how it interacts with the various 

areas that they are working in. 
Then, jsut the advice and the access we provide for 

the artists that come through here. We 've been known 
to get 8 few people grants. We have a traveling exhibi· 
lions program-right now it's Ray Ross, the Place of 
Jazz, 1200 photographs of jazz musicians in New York 
for the past 23 years. So Fashion Moda is really a con
duit, a place where action may not develop but comes 
in and then is pushed off somewhere else. What do 
you 1hink Fashion Mo<;la Is? I mean, you've been up 
here, you 've seen our concerts for example, right 
across the board, jazz, classical , punk, rock. I think it's 
important to have that kind of non-stratified program 
going on, where we can show someone who is in the 
Guggenheim, or may be in the Guggenheim. right next 
to someone who doesn ' t know what the Guggenheim 
is. Right there, together. That's what makes us unique. 

Why the South Bronx, rather than a suburban area? 
Stefan Eins: Suburban would have been a second 

coice, I think, but suburban gears to the metropolitan 
New York syndrome, and includes the art scene I was 
trying to escape from. r was trying to find a different 
energy and J don't think a suburban area would have 
really supplled that. 

Do you have affiliations elsewhere? Are you in 
touch with what 's happening in other parts of the 
country? 

Joe Lewis: Yes, l was irt New Orleans in the begin
ning of October lecturing on what Fashon Mada's dcr 
ing. They were very interested and we're negotiating 
now to open a southern facility which would be based 
in New Orleans. The initial idea of Fashion Moda was 
that it was franchisable, so it could manifest itself 
everywhere, in the Caribbean, Asia, Africa. 

How do you feel about Fashion Moda being called 
an "anti-space"? (Village Voice, November 11, 1980 
- " Enter the Anti-Space" ) 

Stefan Eins: I don 't know what it means, it 's cate
QOFiZing. It's this need for categorization. 

Joe Lewis: I thought that Goldstein's article was on 
target. I find, it seems like, everybody has to denne 
things, that's the deal, and I'm not particularly inter
ested in defining just what Fashion Mada is because 
once you do that, you are very prone to entropy and 
acquiescence and they can stick you away in a little 
nitch and write you off when you try to make a move 
somewhere else. However, Fash ion Moda has had a 
lot to do with a lot of really new stuff that's happening 
so far as, places to show, and types of shows, and 
commitment and overall conceptual planning of the 
way to approach the relationship of the artist and the 
community that the artist is in, the community and the 
critic, the artist and the artist, the work and the work. 

So in that sense, he was really on, but I mean, what 
is it, post-Modern or Dada? r mean, they have to say 
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minded Sheela of Kim and Dianne Inside, stood Will 's 
wife Jeri and Steve's girlfriend, looking evilly at the cute 
teenagers. 

When Society Dog began, they pushed back inside 
and stood with Johnithin's pretty girlfriend to the side of 
the stage. II was only the music that made them move 
int9 the crowd that roughhoused in front of the band. 

As they pushed each other around the dance floor, 
Sheela noticed the four members of Flipper making their 
way backstage. Standing next to the door were the lithe 
teenagers that she had seen talking to them earlier; they 
smiled at the boys as they passed.and did their best to 
avoid the spiteful glances of the Flippettes as they 
followed. 

They passed the break between sets as they had 
done before, on the sidewalk drinking beer and talking 
to friends. 

They returned to Flipper's opening chords and imme· 
diately were pushed back as the crowd flowed against 
them. The band was well into its set, playing their opus: 
"The Wheel" when Kim noticed that the four groupies 
were no longer in sight, grabbing Dianne and Jeri she 
followed her instincts to the backstage area. There they 
found the young girts, one had removed her leather 
jacket and her skimpy T-shirt barely covered her pert 
nipples. Another was struggling to remove her tight 
black jeans in expectation of the return of her idol. Walk; 
ing up to the girl, Kim grabbed her by the hair and yanked 
her backwards off her feet, yelling, "Try to take away my 
boyfriend will you!" Jeri squared off against the blonde 
thilt had been making passes at WiU, her stare was all 
that was necessary to shrivel the girl but she added" a 
sharp kick to the girl's ass as she Hed. Dianne grabbed 
the T-shirted girl by her nipples and twisted them until 
the girl dropped to her knees, she picked up her leather 
and under a rain of kicks from Dianne crawled out the 
door. Kim had her adversary on the floor and was show
ering her with blows as she taunted the teenager. 

When the band finally made their way backstage they 
found not the four teenaged nymphs that had promised 
to meet them, but four warmly smiling Flippettes. Un
aware of what had transpired the men assumed that the 
teens had chickened out and inwardly felt a mild dis
appointment. 

Outside, Maria asked Sheela, "Are you ready for that 
cock I promised?" 

Sheela nodded her agreement eagerly. 
Maria would only smile in response to Sheela's 

queries as she drove out Fell Street. Without a word she 
turned off in the park and followed a twisting route that 
soon had Sheela lost. 

to be continued . •. 

something, so I guess "anti-space.' ' 
What have the reactions from the mainstream been 

like? 
Joe Lewis: Mixed. Mixed because we've kind of 

erased the line between museum and non-museum 
art and ·also tried to magnify this opinion that artists 
are not necessarily trained professionals, but they're 
people who can do vital and creative and active things 
through their own initiation and aspiration and that 
really bothers the malnstrea.m art world because they 
are so up on trying, in the capitalist sense, to create a 
specific type of cash flow through degrees, and 
shows, that they feel tl)is is kind of a threat to their sys
tem. In effect we are. We think artists shousld control 
their work, we think they should take an active part in 
the development of their sensibility, and that they 
should be sensitive to that which is going on around 
them. Not specifically reflecting it in their work, but in 
their attitude and approach. When the mainstream 
hears that kind of stuff they really get uptight. 

Where to from here? 
Stefan Eins: I'd like to think about Fashion Moda ex

panding into nonarlistic areas. We have the Institute 
for Appropriate Technology, technologies that are cul· 
turally, environmentally and socially harmonious. I 
can see Fashion Moda happening somewhere else, 
either as a space or as a business. I would like to do 
something scientific with Fashion Mada. As long as we 
continue to hit this certain nerve that Fashion Mada 
has hit, I think we'll be in good shape. 

Joe Lewis: I'd like to go to Paris. (laughter) I don't 
know. t have no idea. We take one project at a time. Of 
course we do have some long-range plans. The pri
mary goals, or one of them, is to open a number of 
Fashion Mada's around the world so that we can real
ly have that kind of cross-cultural , cybernetic body 
that we 're trying to do here in the South Bronx. We're 
trying to develop and cultivate a different aesthetic, 
differently, not particularly new, but just different from 
what the so-called ''mainstream' ' has, and actually ad
vocating for this, trying to make people look at things 
that they would not normally consider art and trying to 
take people by their commitment to what they're do
ing. 

Which often doesn't fit what 's expected. 
Joe Lewis: No, that 's one of the beautiful things 

about this place, is that people, once they come up 
here, go, " Oh my god, this is something really dif
ferent. " But in essence, it's not, like here, at the graffiti 
show, we have 4' x 8' panels. they 've got paint on 
them, but It's wtilat's behind that, that is different and 
exciting. We're riiaking an impact, we're changing the 
way people think. 

Stefan Elns: Modern art is death, and modern art is 
dead, and Fashion Mada mocks it. o 
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